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and
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4 All Papers are Stopped at the expiration
of the time paid for, unless requested to
8
be continued.
3 When writing to this office on Business
correspondents must not write anything
13
for publication on the same sheet of
paper, unless it can be torn apart without
13
interfermg with either part of the letter.
10
The editorial and business departments
are separate and distinct, and when the
3
business is mixed up with items for
etc 9
publication it often causes confusion
They both may be sent in one envelope
but on separate pieces of paper.
'

Look at Your Wrapper-LabeL

X

Always give the name

of the Post-Offlce
to which your paper is addressed. Your
name cannot be found on our List, unless
this IS done.

Subscribers whose papers reach
them with this paragraph marked Emerson Binders, made

especially for

the Bee Journat., are lettered in gold
with a bJue pencil, will please take
on the back, and make a very convenient
way of preserving the Bee Journal as
notice that their subscription has
fast as received. They will be sent, post>
paid for 7.) cents each. Tbey cannot be
EXPIRED. We do not want to lose
sent by mail to Canada.
any of our subscribers, and give this To Canadians.—
We take Canadian money
tor subscription or books and Canadian
notice so that all may get every
postage stamps may be sent for fractions
number of the Bee Journal without
of a dollar.
any break, and no papers will be Postage Stamps of any denomination
may be sent for fractions of a dollar or
missed. When the money for renewal
where Money Orders, cannot be obtained,
stamps for any amount may be sent.
is received at this office, the date on
the label is changed to correspond, tost Numbers.— We carefully mail the
Bee Journal to every subscriber, but
should any be lost in the mails, we will
and this change is a receipt.
If any
cheerfully replace them it notified before
mistake is made, notify us at once.
all the edition is exhausted.
;
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BOOKS!
Sent by mail, on receipt of price, by

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

bee-keeper. It is not only instructive, but
interesting and thoroughly practical. It
comprises a full delineation of the anatomy
and physiology of Bees. Price, $1.25.

or half-dozen lots of one kind, we
allow 23 per cent, discount, and prepay
postage. Special rates on larger quantities,
g^ven upon application.

readers realize the fact that the author

master of the subject.

—Locating an Apiary—Transferring— Feed-

ianizing— Bee Pasturage a Necessity— Quieting and Handling Bees— The Management of

Bees and Honey at Fairs— Marketing Honey,
320 profusely-illustrated pages. Price,
in clotli, $1.00; 2 copies for $1.80;
$2.5.5: 5 for $4.00; 10 for $7.50.
Paper covers, 75 cents; 2 copies forSLM;
3 copies for $2.00; 5 for $3.00; 10 for $5.00.
etc.

bound

copies for

The Apiary Register, by Thomas G.
Newman.— A Record and Account Book for
the Apiary, devoting 2 pages to each colony,
ruled and printed, and is so arranged that a
mere glance will give its complete history.
Strongly bound in full leather. Price, for 50
colonies, $1.00; for 100 colonies, $1.35 ; for
300 colonies, $1.50.
Honey as Food and ITIedlcine, by
Thomas G. Newm.4n.— It gives the various
uses of Honey as Food recipes for making
Honey Cakes, Cookies, Puddings, Foam,
Wines, etc. Also, Honey as Medicine, with
many valuable recipes. It is intended for
consumers, and should be liberally scattered
to help in creating a demand for honey.
Price, for either the Englisli or German
edition, 5 cents— one dozen, 40 cents— 100 for
$2.50 500 for $10.00-1,000 for $15.00
If 100 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the cover.
;

—

AB C

of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—
Embraces everything pertaining to the care
to the
as the

Price, 75c.

information and enthusiasm.

by Rev. L.
L. Langstroth.— The work of a master, and
will always remain a standard.— Price $2.00.

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeplng.—
;

Qneen-Rearing, by Henry Alley.— A
full

and detailed account of

Bee-Keepers'Text Book,by A. J. King

—Revised

management. Price, 15e.
Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers, by
Chas. F. Muth. — Gives his views on the management of bees. Price, 10c.
Dzlerzon Theory. — The fundamental
principles of Dzierzon's system of apiculture
as set forth by Berlepsch. It was translated
by the late Samuel Wagner. Price, 15c.
Dictionary of Practical Apiculture,
by Prof. John Phin.— This gives the correct
meaning of nearly 500 apicultural terms.
Price, bound in cloth, 50c.
Details their

The Hive

I Use, by G. M. Doolittle.—
management of bees. Price 5c.
Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Its origin

Details his

and cure.

Price, 25c.

recipes, etc.

G.

tribution in the Bee-Keeper's own locality,
in order to create a Local Market. Price, 50
cents per 100 ; BOO copies for $2.25 ; 1,000
copies for $4.00. When 200 or more are
ordered at one time, we print on them the
honey-producer's name and address free.

Universal Assistant, and

Mechanic.

—

Contains

Swarming, Dividing and Feeding
G.New.man.
A chapter from "Bees and Honey." Price 5c.
to Beginners.by T.

Necessity, by Thomas
G. NEWM.4N— Progressive views on this important subject; suggesting what and how
to plant.— A chapter from "Bees and Honey."

Bee Pasturage a

Price, lOo.

G. Newman.
—Describing Chaff-packing, Cellars and Bee"
Bees
and
Honey."
from
chapter
Houses.
Price 5c.

Bees in 'Winter, by Thomas

A

Blenen Kultur, by Thomas G.Newman.
—In the fJernian language. Price, in paper
covers, 40 cents, or $3 per doz.
Plienol (or liie Cure of Foul Brood.
cents

;

:J2

London,

pages.

FORK.

HONEY.— Our market is well supplied with comb

honey, with an unsatisfactory demand for It, even
at the foMowine low prices
Fancy white comb in 1-lb. sections. lui^lJ^c; the
same in 2-lb sections, 14^16c.: fair to cood while
comb in 1 and li-lb. sections, 130iil5c. fancy buckwheat comb in 1-lb. sections, lu@Uc.; same in 2-1 b.
sections, 9(g.9Hc.
ordinary grades of buckwheat
comb honey, in l and 12-pound sections. iK§i9Hc.
Extracted, white clover, in kei^s or small barrels,
8(sH^c. buckwheat. In ditto, 6{a7.
;

:

BEESVVAX.-Prime yellow, :)l®32c.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH, 34 Hudson St.

BOSTON.

honey.— Market overstocked with California
honey. Beat white, in 1-lb. and 2-lb. sections, 15®
18c. with slow sales. E.\tracted, 6&8c.
BEBSWAX-35C.
Blake & Kiplxy,

57

Chatham

Street.

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— The

sales of comb honey are very
and prices little better than nomstock of that produced in the Middle
States is not large, compared with the past two
seasons. But then we did not have the Pacific
slope pouring it in by the car-load, as they are
doing at present, and which can be bought by the
case at 12 to 14c. per pound— in combs of 2-lb8.
well filled and pure white in appearance. A large
percentage of the trade buy it in preference to our
Mississippi Valley at the same price. 1 quote 1-lb.
frames, well Ulled and pure white, at liic. A little
otr In color, etc., 14@I.",c. Extracted, weak, e@8c,
BEESWAX.- For fair to yellow, 28@30c.
R. A. BURNETT. 161 South Water St.
light at present,
inal.

The

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

is nothing very encouraging in
the market. Supply of comb and extracted honey
is good, and while the retail demand is fair for the
latter, it is slow for comb honey.
Demand for
extracted honey from manufacturers is very dull.
Prices range low. being caused not so much by
large supplies as by the low price of sugar, adulterations and stagnation In the manufacturing
business. Choice comb honey in l-lb. and 2-lb.

sections brings

15cgil6c.

on

arrival,

and extracted,

ecaoc.

BEESWAX.— Arrivals

home demand.

C. F.

arrival.

Good
Muth.

are slow, with a good
yellow brings 28®29c. on
Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY

—Desirable qualities of extracted are

moving pretty freely, mainly on European account. The market for best crades is firm.
A
vessel sailed this week for Liverpool. Eng., with
about l,oO(.) crates and 3(Hi barrels. Comb honey is

Kendall's Horse Book.— No book can
be more useful to horse owners. It has 35
engraWngs, illustrating positions of sick in good supply and rather poor request.
White to extra white comb,9@loc.: dark to good,
horses, and treats all diseases in a plain and
Extracted, choice to extra white, 4>tf@5c.;
comprehensive manner. It has many good 4@8c.
dark and candied, 3!^@4c.
Price, 25c., in either

English

German.
Food Adulteration.— What we

or

;

working, dressing,

etc.

Price,

25c.

Constitution and By-I^aivs, for local
Associations, $2 per 100. The name of the
Association printed in the blanks 50c. extra.

Emerson Binders, made

STEARNS

Ribbon Badges,

for bee-keepers, on
which are printed a large bee in gold, 10c.
each, or $8 per 100. Large and elegant ones,
with rosette, 50 cents, post-paid, lO cents.

Poulterer's Guide, for treating diseases
etc., by C. J. Ward. Price 25c.

Smith.

Ik

il3

the

latter

Front Street.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY — Steady: demand
small.

Comb, 12@14c per

tracted

r,Ve@fic.

lb.,

and supply both
and strained and ex-

BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xo. for choice.

W

.

T.

ANDERSON 4 Co.,

104 N. 3d Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONiSY.— Honey is in a little better demand at
a little lower price than our former quotations.
Whilst the market is still full, we are enabled to
place extra lots of strictly white one-lb. sections at
about 15c., with an occasional sale at 16c.: 1^ and
2-lb. sections, best white, l4c.: dark and second
For extracted
quality, rather slow at 12 to 14c.
there is no demand.

BEESWAX.— 28c.

A. C. KBNDEL. 115 Ontarto Street.

especially for

the Bee Journal, and li'ttcTcil in gold on
the back. Price, for the Weekly or Monthly,
75 ceifts each. They cannot be sent by
mail to Canada.
Photographs of Rev. L. L. Langstroth,
Baron of Berlepsch, or Dzlerzon, 25 e. each.

of Poultry,

BEESWAX.— Quotable at 25®30c.,
being a jobbing rate for choice.

eat and

what we should not eat. Price, 50c.
Scribner's liumber and I^og Book.—
Gives measurement of all kinds of lumber,
logs and planks wages, rent, etc. Price, 35c.
Fisher's Grain Tables. — For easting
for
Honey
tlie
Preparation of
produce and hay; wood
market, including the production and care up the price of grain,
reckoner,tables for plowing,
measurer.ready
of both Comb and E.ttracted Honey, and
Instructions on the Exhibition of Bees and etc. Price, 40c.
Honey at Fairs, etc., by Thomas G. Newman.
Hand-Book of Healtli, by Dr. Foote.
A chapter from " Bees and Honey."— 10 cts. Rules for eating, drinking, sleeping, bathing,

R. Cheshiro. of

1885.

:

NEW

over

industrial facts, calculations, processes, trade secrets, legal items, business
forms, etc. Price, $2.50.

-Why Eat Honey 1 by Thomas
Newman.—This Leaflet is intended for

dis-

Price. $1.00.

and enlarged.

Extracted Honey; Harvesting, Handling
and Marketing.— By Chas. Dadant & Son.—

Moore's
Hand Complete
New.man.— It contains

—

—By Prof. Frank
a ngland. Price 1

5,

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

23 years expe-

rience in rearing Queen Bees. The cheapest,
easiest and best way of rearing. Price, $1.

1,000,0()0

26 engravings.

January

;

The Hive and Honey-Bee,

a simple Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Rules of Order for the guidance of officers
and members of Local Conventions— Model
Constitution and By-Laws for a Local Society
Programme for a Convention, with Subjects
for discussion— List of Premiums for Fairs,
etc. Bound in cloth, and suitable for the
pocket. Price, 50 cents. Leather 60 cents.

Bees.— Hints

10 a.m.,

:

Blessed Bees, by John Allen. — A
romance of bee-keeping, full of practical

Convention
G.

The

is

A translation of the master-piece of that most
ing — Swarming — Di\'iding — Extracting — celebrated German authority. Price, bound
Queen Rearing— Introducing Queens — Ital- in cloth, $2.00 in paper covers, $1.50.

Bee - Keepers'
Book, by Thomas

Monday,

Price, $1.50.

or

G. Newman.— It is "fully up with the times,"
in all the various improvements and inventions in this rapidly-developing pursuit, and
presents the apiarist with everything that
can aid in the successful management of the
honey-bee, and at the same time produce the
most honey in its best and most attractive
condition. It embraces the following subjects : Ancient History of Bees and Honey

.3

American Bee Journal,

OfiBce of the

Quinby's New Bee-Keeping, by L. C.
Root.— Its style is plain and forcible, making up to this hour
its

the Honey-Bee, and is valuable
Management of an of
more advanced bee-keeper, as well
Pleasure and Profit, by Thomas beginner. Cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.

Bees and Honey,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

tions for honey

On dozen

Apiary for

Bee-Keepers' Guide, or Manual of
tUe Aplar)', by Pkof. A. J. Cook.— It is
elegantly illustrated, and fully up with the
times on every subject that interests the

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote comb honey In 2 lb. sections,
I3®i4c: extracted, ahic.

Meade & Co., 213 Market.
KANSAS CITY.

Geo. W.

HONEY.— The market is
with good
Ib.

demand and

sections,

18C.;

none

in

and unchanged,
Comb. HThey would bring
13tol4c. The above figquiet

liberal receipts.

the market.

1-lbs., 14(ajl6c.: 21bs..

ures are for choice stock in regularshipping crates.
Dark or large combs in rough crates sell slowly at
9 to IOC Extracted, California, 6(3)7c.; white clover, 7(5)8c.: Southern, 54(a6c.
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
CLEMONS.CLOON & CO.

—

!
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WEEKLY EDITION
or THE

modern improve- nearly all the time from some who are
and it has kept dissatisfied with goods obtained from
posted in the develop- some dealer or other, and hence this

advance-steps of

ments

in bee-culture,

readers fully
of every one of such, as fast as caution
they have attained a foot-hold.
its

ment

1^

BlljOTHU
THOMAS

G.

Chicago, Jan. 7, 1885,

The

New

No.

!

;

of days when the sky was no longer clear.
the clouds brought up from the heart atear.

And they

brightest are.

sorrow outshine
So the memories happy are nearer far
Than those that would make us pine.
So the New Year we'llwelcomewith hope's bright
all

it

and

has not

it

may

be so to

all.

Let us

" Ring out the Old. ring in the New.
Ring out the false, ring in the true."

let it go.

D. M.

S.
'

New

York.

if credited it to another paper,
and
the past year has not brought to us all hence we give this correction "Honor
the full fruition of our hopes, we to whom honor is due," being our
must all look forward to the New motto. We are glad to learn that Mr.
Year for it.
Todd intends to open a depot in PhilThe oft-repeated wish of " a Happy adelphia for the disposal of honey,
New Year " we now extend to all our for the bee-keepers of that vicinity.
readers, and it is born of the hope that The fact of his being a " bee-expert,"

:

glow.
And the Old Year, we'll bless

New

;

kind, of beautiful days
When our hearts beat fast with our joy ;
When hope was bright, and the gold sunlight

But the joyful hours the

of

"the good time coming;" hence
!

Memories

alloy

Parmly

1^" The article on " Honey as a
substitute for butter," on page 820 of
our last issue, was written by Mr. T.
L. Robinson, for the Philadelphia
Times; the "prominent member of
At this season all should be happi- the Franklin Institute" there menness, with courageous plans for the tioned, was Mr. Arthur Todd, Vicefuture. We are all naturally hopeful, President of the Philadelphia Beeand will patiently wait and work for Keepers' Association. Mr. Ackerman
It is true that the past year

That was dreary and dark and cold.
Yet he'B left us memories sweet and dear.
This good and bad, this checkered Old Year

apiarists

been one of prosperity for the apiarist,
but no sadness on that account should
be allowed to possess our hearts on
this— the threshold of a New Year

and the Old Year.

Shone gayly without

and experienced

of the world.

O. jolly New Year, we welcome thee
But we're sorry to part from the Old.
Fitr tho' full many a day he pave

And
And

A

intelligent

NEWMAN,

Kditob and puoprietur.

Vol. XXI.

Our corps of able correspondents
Another of the pioneers in beeincrease with every dawning year, keeping has passed away— we refer to
<and thus we are enabled to furnish our Mr. W. W. Gary, of Colerain, Mass.,
readers with sound and practical sen- who departed tliis life on IJec. 9, 1884.
timents, every week, in all the desuitable notice is being prepared
partments pertaining to " our pur- for the Bee Journal, by his oldsuit," lucidly set forth by the most time friend and co-laborer. Dr. E.

Satisfaction Guaranteed."

of having a "bee-farm," etc., will be

a good recommendation to retailers,
as well as to give him the means of
creating a demand for honey in many

families— making a market for the
surrounding bee-keepers.

While many are preparing advertisements for the new year, we^wish
Catalogues for 1885.— We have reWe deem it quite appropriate, here, to give them a hint. It should be the ceived the following
to congratulate
our thousands of aim of all supply dealers and queenJ. T. Wilson. Nichohisvillc, Kv.
readers upon the fact that the Bee breeders
E. L. Gookl & Co., Iirantf(>i-<l,"Ont.
to give satisfaction to all
Alfi-ed H. Newman, 92:3 West Madison St..
Journal to-day enters upon its prime their customers, by giving value re- Chieaffo,
111.
Lanrlreth's Seed Catalogues. Philadelphia.
mankood— its 21st year of age its ceived for every doller sent them for
Pa. also an eleg-antly illustrated " Companmajority with the beginning of the goods— but no one can guarantee that ion for the Garden arid Farm," and Rural
New Year. We shall enter upon it every customer will be satisfied. Kegister and Almanac for 188.'>.
with unexcelled strength, and as year Some will fail to give^certain particuby year the patrons of the Bee Jour- lars in their orders, and will receive
i^" From an investment of $2.00,
nal have been steadily increasing, the wrong goods, others iwill specify every subscriber to the Weekly Bee
we are more tlian ever determined to one thing and mean another, by in- Journal for 188-5, will receive fiftycater to the enlightenment and welfare advertance, and will not
be satisfied two dividends.
of our patrons by keeping abreast with what they get. Still
others will
with all the progress and improve- have a higher standard to judge
1^" Vick^s Illustrated Magazine for
by
ment of the ever-advancing age in than the dealer, and hence the queens December, just received, is unusually
interesting. Besides the usual beauwhich we live.
will not be thought to Jbe as good as
colored plate, which in this issue
We are grateful for past favors, and some the purchaser already has on tiful
is a group of Double Dahlias, there
we confidently look for an increased hand, or the appearance or workman- are forty pages of just such reading
support by progressive bee-keepers ship of the goods wili;[not compare as those interested in flowers and gareverywhere, in order to enable the favorably with those] made by some dening generally will enjoy.
Bee Journal to retain the proud other parly, orj something [or other
®" Bayard Taylor called snowposition of being the best, as well as may cause a dissatisfaction, against
"
the oldest bee-paper on the American which tlie advertiser cannot give a flakes the wild white bees of winter." When tliey swarm it is stinging
Continent. The Bee .Journal and guarantee
Will those interested cold.
its able corps of correspondents have " take
the hint," and not invite
contributed their full share in all the trouble. We are getting] complaints
1^" Sweet home—
bee-hive.

—

Year's Greeting.

—

;

!

A
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Queries

Sc

Food

^tplits.

bad sign; at any

for Bees in Winter.

Query, No. 1.— How much food does each
colony of bees require, in order to winter
successfully

Messrs. Dad-^nt

year 18*5, the Bee
.JouKNAL will contain a Department
entitled as above, and many of the
prominent apiarists have already consented to contribute to it. An old
proverb says that " in the multitude
of counsels there is wisdom," and we
believe it will prove to be a very true
the

it

not a sign of

is

" In the case
Dr. G. L. Tinker says
to, the bees had probably suffered
from the cold wuids, and had become rest:

referred

?

Introduction.
Durini?

rate,

bee-diarrhea."

& Son

answer

:

"For

less.
It is not a sign of bee-diarrhea unthe winter proper, a colony can be brought
less the cause should be long continued
through with 20 pounds of honey, or even
with but slight abatement, when the bees
less; but to take tliem to the next crop, rewoidd gorge themselves and diarrhea would
3.5
pounds, acquires not less than 25 to
be likely to result."
cording to season."
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
"The ques"
If
to
last
from
Pkof.A. J. Cook says
tion is indetinite. Were the bees in the
October until May, when fniit trees bloom,
cellar or on summer stands? Also, no
30 pounds is none too little; from Novemnumber of colonies are given. I will
ber to April, in a good cellar, 10 pounds is
perhaps the bees had taken
venture
more than abundant."
honey into the cluster which always
J.VMES Heddon remarks as follows "It causes a merry hum to be heard, and if
beiug my opinion that when we arrange so, could be no sign of diarrhea."
the conditions so as to certainly prevent
" I think that
Prof. A. J. Cook says
disease, they will also preveut the possiit was caused by the previous cold.
Too
bility of breeding until taken from the
much heat or too much cold will irritate
cellar.
I think that 15 pouuds of stores
will prove to be the outside quantity bees when confined."
:

:

one in this case.
This department now supersedes the
one which has existed during the past
two years, entitled " What and IIow V"
and which was ably conducted by
James Heddon, who fully endorses
the scope and general outline and will
assist in the present arrangement, as
needed, to last until the bees are on the
will be noticed by the Eeplies in this,
wing to remain out-d(pors. I really think
the initial number for isa5.
we may get the amount down to 3 or 5
Our plan, as outlined below, has pomiils."
all
to
received the approbation of
W. Z. HrrruiNSON says that " from 10
whom we have submitted it, iind we to 15 pounds is a great plenty to carry a
shall, during the coming year, have colony through the winter in a cellar. If
out-of-doors,
twice
that
the co-operation of tlie most promi- unprotected,
nent, progressive and successful apia- amount may be needed in a cold winter."
Dn. G. L. Tinker replies thus: "No
rists of America, many of whom
desire not only to reply to the queries colony should have more food than it will
of others, but to propound questions probably consume from November until
upon which it is desired to obtain the the following May. Twenty pomids is

:

:

opinions of " the knowing ones."
All are invited to send us questions,
brief and to the point, which are of
These will then be
general interest.
printed and sent to those who may be
selected by us,

and several answers

the question in
the Bee .Jouhnal, giving the individual views of those whose names
appear with each answer, thus affording all our readers an opportunity to
will duly appear with

compare

new

views,

queries.

•

criticize

and form

This will bring out

all

the light on the subject, and make a
department that will be very interesting and instructive ; and, if we mistake not, one that will be enthusiastically

welcomed by our readers

generally.

:

W. Z. Hutchinson remarks : " When
the cold is intense, the bees sometimeis
make a roaring ' in exercising themselves,
'

keep warm. It is possible that
was the cause of the roaring, and

in order to

the cold

the bees had not yet quieted

down by the

next morning."
G. W. Dem.^^ree remarks as follows :
" Mention has heretofore been made of
this state of things in the bee-hive, sup-

posed by some to be caused by an effort on
the part of the unnates of the hive to raise

the temperature, which had fallen so low
as to endanger the life of the colony. In
" I have found our climate the temperature sometimes
G. W. Demarek says
makes a fearful dive below zero for a few
that bees will winter on much less food
such a dip we had on the
than they really ought to have. My hours at a time,
morning of Dec. IS, ISsl, just two days
strongest colonies are always those which
mentioned in the queshave an abundance of stores. From 30 to later than the date
tion.
It was 4 degrees below zero, and in
34 pounds to the full colony gives me the
just 48 houi-s it was rising. My bees in
best results."
single-walled hives have never shown any
G. M. Dooi.iTTLE says "That depends
signs of disturbance after passing through
on the size of tlie colony and the temperaBees never 'roar' in
the trying ordeal.
ture of the cellar or house. lu a tempercold or cool weather in winter, except
ature of 45°, I allow 10 pounds for small
when disturbed, and that they ever fan
colonies and 15 pounds for good ones,
with their wings (which produces the
when I expect to attend to their wants as roaring sound with the purpose of raising
soon as set from the cellar. If to last
the temperatme, I conte.ss to a great deal
until flowers come again, from 30 to 25
That they sometimes
incredulity.
of
pounds is none too much."
'fan to expel damp air from the interior
of the hive, I have the best reasons to believe, and I doubt not that they sometimes
Bees Uneasy and Roaring.
make use of their wings to expel the cold
Query, No. 2.— Dec. 16 was cold and windy, air from the interior of chaff-protected
with the thcrniometer at zero; next morning
hives in case of a sudden rise of temperait stood at "-io dej^rrees above, the wind has
ceased, and the bees were roaring as if it tme, leaving the air on the inside of the
was in June. What caused the uneasiness ? hive colder than the external atmosphere.
Is it a sij^n of diarrhea ?
If I am right in this, it would give a rea-

enough for in-door wintering."
:

:

'

)

'

This department is not intended for
advertising any one's wares therefore, questions concerning the manufacture of goods for sale, are not apJames Heddon respomls thus: "I sonable cause for the roaring named
propriate—not being of general imSend such questions to think that the roaring was caused by the in the question. Bees threatened with
portance.
previous low temperature, and perhaps the bee-dianiiea are always stupid and dull, so
the supply dealer for private reply.
From the many Queries now on our wind moved some loose fixtures that were far as my limited experience goes."
about the hives. The roaring is no posidesk we have selected those in the
tive sign that bee-diarrhea is present or will
Our rates for two or more
next column for the initial number of follow."
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
the Bee Jouhxal for 188-5, to which
Messrs. D.vdant & Son reply as fol- may be found on the Book List on
" We have many times noticed this
the answers are appended as given by lows
the second page of this paper. Also
the persons whose names are connect- phenomenon. We do not know exactly wholesale rates on all books where
what causes it, but it is not necessarily a they are purchased " to sell again."
ed thereto.

—

'

^"

:

'

'

'
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nearly always is here in Kew York
the atmosphere clears up after
a long continued spell of dull, rainy
weather), bees in flight are driven
over this garden. Here I often have
glass covered boxes to promote the
growth of early and tender vegetables,
and tliese glass-covered boxes have
given me some idea relative to beediarrhea, which I should probably
never have ascertained in any other
way. At one time, after a week or
more of cold, cloudy, misty weather
in the latter part of June, I noticed
that the bees were very uneasy about
the hives, in several cases the hives
being fouled about the entrance. As
the morning was still cloudy, no bees
were seen flying except those at labor,
their labor being shown by tHeir going
too and fro from the entrance in a
straight line, while young bees always
circle near the entrance to mark their
it

when

For the American Bee JoumaL

Our Wintering Trouble.
G. M.

DOOLITTLE (40— SO).

At last Mr. Ileddon and myself can
agree on our wintering trouble, or at
least very nearly so, for on page 773
of the Bke Journal for 18S4, 1 find
these words under the signature of
James Ileddon " Unless, perchance,
breeding in confinement should prove
to be the cause," by which is meant
the " cause," as I understand him, of
wintering troubles.
all our
This
coincides with what I have claimed
for years, that pollen cannot be the
" prime cause," inasmuch as I believe
that tlie bees of mature age only rise it
as a preparation, which, together with
honey and water forms the food for
the larvie or immature bees
also,
that when so prepared, bees of mature
:

;

age sometimes partalse of this chyme
or prepared food, but never except
when there is brood in the hive. I
also believe confinement to be the
prime cause breeding in confinement
;

the secondary.
Having given the above belief or
statement, I now wish to give the
readers a few facts coming under my
observation, which go to prove that
such statement is correct ; for a statement is always valuable only as it is
backed up by facts. Right here I
wish to say that whenever I use the
word pollen, I use it in the sense of
bee-bread which is stored in a solid
mass in the cells, and not as floating
particles of pollen in the honey,
should future experiments prove that
there was such pollen contained in
the honey. If such should ever be
found in the honey, then we will have
to call honey an adjunct cause, for
the reason that this floating pollen
and the honey are so inseparably connected that a distinction between the
two cannot be made by the ordinary
bee-keeper.

The

first

fact to

which

I

call the reader's attention, as

wish to
bearing

on this winter question, is that the
intestines of the newly hatched bee
are filled with pollen when it emerges
from the cell in fact this pollen is
easily seen with tlie naked eye, in the
;

larva, before

it is sealed over in the
and the first thing that the young
bee desires to do on the first flight
(which occurs where all is favorable
when the young bee is about six days

cell,

abdomen of this
pollen mass, which accumulated when

old], is to relieve the

the bee was consuming food in the
larval state. When there are large
numbers of these young bees, uneasiness is sure to exist in the colony
until a chance of flight occurs, after
which quiet is again restored for a
few days, or until another lot of
young bees feel the need of a flight.

To

illustrate

:

My

garden

is

about

four rods southeast of my apiary, so
that when the wind is northwest (as

again proving that it was only the
yoiing bees that were affected. How
I

was

led to

know which

colonies were

breeding during the last of October,
was that a few colonies were carrying
in pollen quite extensively at that
time, while others were not.
Once more: Several years ago,
about the middle of January, I found
a colony in my yard (I wintered all
my bees on the summer stands at that
time) which was very uneasy, and as
a warm day soon occurred, I opened
the hive to find the cause of the unTo my astonishment I
easiness.
found brood in four combs to the
amount of 200 square inches. As I

had never seen so much brood in a
hive before at this time of the year,
I kept close watch of them to see
what would become of it. After this
warm day, and the consequent flight,
the bees were quiet (I examined them
location.
every day) for a week, when they beHaving noticed this condition of came uueasy, and by the end of the
affairs, 1 went to the garden to work, second week, the hive was a perfect
where I worked until about eleven roar. If a corner of the quilt was
o'clock, during which time I had raised, or
the entrance uncovered
moved all the glass-covered boxes, from snow, the bees would rush out,
hoed the vegetables and returned the void their excrement, and die on the
boxes. As I was returning the last snow.
of them, the sun commenced to shine,
At the end of 24 days there came a
when I soon saw spots of excrement chance for a flight again, when I once
from bees on the glass, which, up to more opened the hive. I found the
this time, had been perfectly clean. bees reduced about one-half, the dead
Hearing a loud humming, I went to lying on the bottom-board, while the
the apiary, thinking, perhaps, that amount of brood had changed very
the bees might be swarming, but in- little. I noticed that the bodies of a
stead I found hundreds of young bees part of the dead bees were quite
flying from nearly every hive, some small, and remarked about it to my
of which was so loaded with feces father, while others were very much
that they could scarcely rise from the distended, the small bodies looking
alighting-board.
like old bees, and those having disWhen next I went to the garden, tended bodies looking like bees from
about noon, the glass there was so 10 to 20 days old. Of one thing I was
befouled that I could scarcely see a certain, which was, that all of the
hive and
Elant through them, while not a spot bees which were then in the
ad appeared, with lots of field bees flying from it, none were old bees,
flying for more than four liours pre- and all not having emptied themvious to eleven o'clock, thus showing selves were so loaded that they could
It again turned cold,
that it was only the scarcely fly.
conclusively
young bees that were suffering from and kept so until March 20, but ten
the bee-diarrhea ; for if the old or days previous to this the colony had
mature bees had partaken of pollen, perished, leaving only a handful of
some spote would have appeared on white, fuzzy young bees between the
the glass before eleven o'clock, as all combs, the rest being dead on the
had been confined to the hive for a bottom of the hive.
week or more previous to this time.
In all of the above cases there is
Since then I have noticed the same conclusive proof, to my mind, that
thing many times, yet always under the secondary cause of bee-diarrhea, if
Again, during such it can be called, was only the
like circumstances.
the past November we had two weeks natural consequence (which always
of quite cold weather, after which must result from the larva of the bee
there came a warm day so the bees being fed on a food largely composed
could fly. Noticing previous to the of pollen) of the confinement of the
cold spell that a few of my colonies young bees at a time when nature rehad considerable sealed brood in their quired a day warm enough for them
combs while others had none, I to fly ; or, in other words, the cause is
thought to watch at this time and see brood-rearing in confinement. The
As only time that I know of in which all
if I could not learn something.
the day grew warm, the first bees to of the bees in a hive suffer from beefly were those from the colonies hav- diarrhea at once, is where, in coning brood in them, and as these bees nection with brood-rearing, the bees
flew, the covers to their hives and are confronted with starvation, either
other hives near them, became soiled imaginary or otherwise, in which case
with excrement which soon dried in the chyme is passed around by the
the sun. After these colonies had nurse bees as a food to sustain life,
general flight, the when all suffer alike if no opportunity
their
finished
others having no "brood in them, they for a flight relieves them.
From the above I think that Mr.
commenced to fly, and while they
flew nicely, yet I failed to find a single Heddon, or any one else, can trace all
spot of fresh excrement or anything losses of bees during cold weather to
that looked like bee-diarrhea; thus confinement and brood-rearing during
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the winter. When Mr. H. first objected to " my confinement," he cited
Michigan State Convention.
me to bees in Indiana and elsewhere
which had the bee-diarrliea badly and
w. z. nrTCHIN.S0N (68—94).
died before thev had been confined
Does any one know
three weel^s.
Tlie Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Aswhether those bees had brood in their sociation held its lOtli aiuuial meeting on
hives at the time tlieir confinement Dec. 10 and 11, 1!*4, at Lansing. Tlie first
commenced y Unless good proof can session was called to order at 10 a. m.,
be given that they did not have brood, with President Hutchinson in the >chair.
I shall claim that they did, as my ex- The first topic discussed was
perience shows that snch must have
rkveksiule feames.
been the case ; and if so, the confineDr. L. C. Whiting: Kever.sal causes the
ment would have been as great to bees to attach the combs to the bottomthem as it would have been to other bar, and if iKJt done too late in tlie season
colonies suffering from bee-diarrhea it causes the Ih'cs to it'iiKive the honey
on March 1 caused by brood-rearing from till' lini(j(l-c(iiiil>s td the sections.
O. J. lli'tliiTiiiHtiin: A piTson needs exsix weeks previous.
,

being commenced
Tlie idea is that nature requires
that the young bee should fly and
empty itself at the age of fronl (i to 12
days, and if from confinement by
cold, or any other cause, it cannot do
so, a " breeze is raised " where many
such bees are confined. This results
in the normal condition of the colony
being broken up, a desire .seizes them

to get out, large quantities of lioney
are consumed, and brood reared extensivel}[ in the vain liojie to thus
keep their numbers good by repljicine
those which are dying daily. If a
chance now occurs for them to fly,
and is continued every two or three
weeks, the trouble is partially averted,
but weakened colonies in the spring

the result. If, however, the confinement continues, the old bees are
worn out by this constant restlessness, while the young bees either get
out and die or soil the combs, hive,
and the other bees until all perish to-

is

gether.

Kow,asI

said two or three years
can see no other ' prime cause "
for this state of affairs but confinement for where bees lly every two or
three days no such thing can exist.
Because some colonies can stand a
period of confinement of five or more
months, it does not alter the case in
the least for a steady, unbroken confinement will sooner or later use up
the most normal colony, while a flight
every two or three days will keep any
colony in health. This must be conclusive to all, it seems tome. Wliat
we want to know is, in what condition
can we place our bees atthebeginning
of winter .so as to avoid brood-rearing
as the great secondary cause of beediarrhea, or any other of the minor
causes which may tend to bring on
restlessness during the long confinement which they must often pass here
at the North during the cold montlis
of the year. At jnesent I think that
no brood in the hive later than Oct. 1,
with plenty of stores of sugar syrup
stored close about the cluster, together with a good winter repository
or chaff hive, gives us the most suc-

ago,

I

;

;

cessful outlook.

Borodino.© N. Y.

^" The Mahoning Valley BeeKeepers' Asso(-iation will hold its
next meeting in the Town Hall at
Newton Falls, ()., on the third Thunsin .January, 1885. The meeting
will be instructive as well as interesting.
K. W. TuKNEu, Sec.

day

L. Cakson, Pres.

perience to know when to reverse frames.
Keversible- frames, of the style which 1
use, are an advantage in moving or shipping bees, as the frames require no

GETTING DEES STAItTEI> IN SECTIONS.
question was asked upon the above

A

subject, and answered by Dr. Whiting as
follows:
If bees are getting honey in
such quantities that they begin to build
new, white brace-combs they are ready to
besin in the sections. Sections jiut on
before this time will only be soiled, not
filled.

which

A

is

colony is sometimes found
very slow in beginning work in

the sections. It can usually be started by
giving it two or three sections, with the
adhering bees from some colony which is
well started in Ibe sections.

Adjourned

to

meet

at

AFTERNOON

1

:30 p.

m.

SESSION.

The Convention was called to order at
1:30 with Vice-President Taylor in the
chair. The first topic was

SEPAK.VTORS.
President Hutchinson:
To dispense
with separators use sections not more
fastening.
than 1% inches wide, fill them full of
A. 1. lioot: lam inclined to think that foundation, and do not give the
bees too
reversible frames are an advantage, but mncli room.
none of the devices yet offered meet my
Dr. Whiting: If the colony is weak, or
approval. The objection to the Ilethei- honey conies in slowly, the
combs are
ington style is that it does away with the likely to be bulged.
lateral movement, and unless the combs
Secretary Cutting: I once took a nice
are unusually free from bulges, bees are section of honey which
was produced
crushed when the combs are reversed.
without separators, by one of our promiDr. A. B. Mason: If I could find a sat- nent apiarists, carefully scraped and
isfactory device, I would adopt reversible washed away the honey from
the foundaframes.
tion, put the section on one of my hives,
Some one said that bees give their cells and bad a second comb of honey built
an upward slant, and asked if reversal upon the same piece of foundation.
did not cause trouble by giving the cells a
President Hutchinson: I fail
seethe
downward slant. Several replied in the point, I do not think that the to
thickness
negative, and gave instances where the of the foundation has anything to do with
combs had been reversed in transferring the .straightness or evenness of the combs
and no harm resulted. Comb has been when no separators are used, and you refilled with honey and brood even when in
member that Mr. Doolittle found one
a horizontal position.
sample of foundation to be even thinner
T. M. Cobb: 1 have reversed the combs, than natural comb.
and the bees fastened them to the bottomT. M. Cobb: By using sections only IK
bar, but did not remove the lioney to tlie
inches wide, I have, for two sea.son.s. sucsections. It was late in the season.
ceeded in getting straight combs without
A. 1. Root: It is possible that reversal separators.
too early in the season may cause trouble
BESTjWIDTII FOn SECTIONS.
the same as does spreading the brood too
President Hutcbinson: I used, the past
early.
JamesUre: I object to reversible frames season, two widths of sections, one width
bti'Miisi' tlicy give the cells a downward
was lli inches, the other the merest trifie
sliiiil, ill senile styles the lateral movement
less than !*.( inches (T to the foot), and so
(Icstniycil,
cause
and
because
they
the
far as the straightness of combs is conis
bees to carry their best honey, which is cerned, tliere is no appreciable difference
well ripened, into the sections, and fill up in the widths; the thinner combs are
the brood-combs with a poor grade of late- sealed over quicker, but whether this
gathered honey.
is of sufficient advantage to give the 1>^Dr. Whiting: A neighbor of mine wlio inch size the preference, will require at
uses reversible frames, received, upon an least auother season to enable me to
average, 1(1 jiouiuls more honey jier colony decide.
1 do not use them.
tlian myself.
WrOE FRAMES VS. CASES.
Geo. E. Hilton: Were his bees left as
A. I. Root: My preference is for the
well supplied with honey as your own ?
or for such a style of case
wide
frame,
They might not have
Dr. VV biting:
been; tliey certainly had more brood, and that the sections are protected upon all
if they lacked
honey, it was because it sides, for, in our locality, propolis is so
had been stored in the sections, and had plentiful that everything is soon covered
been sold for twice as nincb as it would with it.
Dr. Whiting: My preference is for the
cost to buy sugar to winter them, and the
sugar is a safer food than honey for winter. wide frame, but I want one in which the
is removable, so that the sections can
top
I'lof. A. .I.Cook: If we can get the
honey into the sections, have the brood- be taken out with less trouble.
Many bee-keepers use a
combs full of brood, and the condis left " A. 1. Root:
follower " to remove the sections from
empty in the fall so that sugar can be fed;
wide
frames
and cases.
both
if we can receive all these advantages by
T. M. Cobb: 1 have used wide frames
using reversible frames, they are certainly
for two years, but tliey are now stowed
a preat thing.
where they are likely to
As J'resideiit Hutchinson found it some- away upstairs,
"
remain.
I use the Heddon case, and like
"
what ditlicult to jireside and take notes
very much.
at the same time, Vice-President Taylor, it
Prof. Cook: 1 have used both wide
by request, took the chair.
frames and cases, and I must say that ITWO KNTHANCES.
think Mr. (;olih is justified in making his
Some one asked It it was advisable, remarks. I have used the Heddon case
when using hives more than one story during the past season, and I must say
IiIkIi, to have an entrance for each story.
thatl like it.
President Hutchinson: It was not until
Answered in the negative.
Such entrances allow the escape of heat and in- I saw the Heddon case that I could be
vite the attacks of robbers. One entrance induced to go into the busini»ssof producObjection has been
is sufficient, and that should be at the
ing comb honey.
made to the bee-spaces between the secbottom.
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and in Mr. Root's locality it has
weight, but in our locality the bees do not
put ))ropolis upon smooth surfaces unless
they are in contact, hence the top an<l
bottom bars of the sections reniain niisections touched each
If
tlie
soiled.
other, bees would be killed when one case
is placed over the otiier.
M. S. West: I have used both wiile
frames and cases, and I prefer the wide
frames.
K. L. Taylor: 1 have used wide frames,
the Deaue system, and the Heddon case;
and after using the latter for two years, I
conkl not think of givins it up for anythinR else.
Secretary Cutting: I can see one objection to the Jleddoncase; it has no outer
case, and tlie bees in the surplus department are more likely to be affected by
changes of temperature. The hives can
be shaded, hut I should think that the cool
nights would drive the bees from the
tioiis,

sections.

We

shade the
President Hutchinson:
hives. Mr. Cutting should also remember
that there is a " heat within " as well as
" without," and that this heat can escape
more readily when there is no outer case.
Mr. C. would not put on an overcoat to
keep himself cool, would he ? The bees
do not leave the sections in the coolest
nights that occur during the honey season.
It is doubtful it they could, unless they
went out of the hive.
I have used every
J. II. Robertson:
crate or case that has been introduced
into Michigan, and I have never found
anything yet equal to the Ileddon case.
It is cheap, handy, and substantial, and
keeps the sections neat and clean, and
they are easy of removal.

QUEKN-EXOMIDraCi IIONEY-BOAKDS.
wasasked if aqueen-excluding honeyboard was needed with the Ileddon sysIt

tem.
R. L. Taylor: No, it is not; but a honeyboard of some kind is necessary or tlie
bees will hnild brace-combs between the
sections and the brood-frames. When a
swarm is hived, at least one frame of couih
should be given it, if sections are given
with comb foundation
it at once hlled

swarms upon empty frames, and those the
having

cond)-i stored the

old hive to the end of the row, when
it a new location, but few queens

giving

most honey.

Pres. Hutihinson: Was it comb or extracted honey ?
Prof. Cook: Extracted.
Pres. Hutcliin.son: Have you compared
the results of hiving l)ees upon foundation (not coinhs) ami upon empty frames ?
Prof. Cook: Nil, 1 have not.
Pres. Hutchinson: Yo\i have probably
read of my expiTinientsupon this subject.

were

lost.

Prof. Cook read communications from
Mr. Krank lienton ami Mr. S. M. Locke,
for which a vote of thanks was tendered.
Adjourned to meet at a. m.
'.I

MORNI.NG SESSION.

The meeting was called to order at a.
m., ViC(vPresident Taylor in tlie chair.
Now, had your hrood-trames been empty, Secretary Cutting read the minutes of the

your surplus department filled with foundation wr condi, and the two apartments
sejiarated with a ciueen-excluding honeyboard, do you think you would have
secured anv less honey ?
Prof. Cook: I do not know. Perhaps
nuire honey would have been stored had
the whole hive been filled with comb, but
more of it would have been stored in the
brood-nest instead of in the surplus department.
Pres. Hutchinson: Well, if the non-use
of fouiulation in tlie brood-frames will
secure the storing of the honey in the
sections instead of in the brood-nest, I am
I shall conduct
in favor of tlie plan.
some more conclusive experiments during
another season.

Adjourned

to

meet

at7:.30p. m.

M.

II.

Hunt, Bell Branch.

a compliment to the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, it was decided to
hold no State meeting next year, but to
meet in conjunction with tlie North American Society when it holds its next annual

As

EVENING SESSION.
The evening session was called to order
at 7:30 by Vice-President Taylor, and an
essay on Carniolan bees from A. J.

uuHUing, which were accepted. Treasurer (Jolib read his reiioit which was also
accepted. Mr. Cutting also gave a graphical report <if the aiiiarian exhibit at the
Michigan State Fair, and atlvised a few
changes in the premium list. A committee consisting of II. I). Cutting, R. L.
Taylor, W. Z. Hutchinson and M. H.
Hunt were appointed to meet with the
Executive Board of the Agricultural
Society, and work for the advancement of
apicultural interests.
The election of ofiicers resulted as follows: President, Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing ; first Vice-President, R. L. Taylor,
Lapeer ; second. Dr. Kerzartee, Ceresco ;
third, L. 0. Whiting, East Saginaw ; Secretary, H. D. Cutting, Clinton ; Treasurer,
last

King

was

read.
Pres. Hutchinson read a private communication from Prof. Hashrouck. His

views in regard to the Carniolan bees
agreed witli those of Mr. King. The
Carniolans build and cap their honey
similar to the old-fashioned grey bees.
They are very prolilic, and if allowed to
do so, would swarm a great deal. He considered them the best bees that he had
ever tried.
A letter from Mr. Shuck, of Iowa, was
also read, in which lie agreed with Messrs.
King and Ilasbrouek, unless it was in regard to tlieir swarming propensities;but he
said that he wa not the proper person to
judge ot them in this respect, as bees
seldom swarm when under his care. He
thought it quite probable that they were

It was also ilecided
of the State Association
otficers of the local societies be
and
considered delegates to the next meeting
American Society.
North
of the
THE rol.I.EN THEORY.
liave, for several years,
Prof. Cook:
preiiaring some of our colonies
tried
witliout jiollen, and some with pollen, and
those without pollen have wintered much
the best. The pollen theory looks to me
about like this: If the bees are quiet they
eat little or no pollen, but if the lieat or
anything disturbs them, they then eat
pollen, and bee-diarrhoea is the result.
The pollen theory is unscientific. Bees
are natives of warm climates, and so long

meeting at'Detroit.
that

all
all

members

We

as they can enjoy frequent flights all goes
hut when long confined, and coma cross between the German and Italian well
President Hutcliinson: My experience varieties, wliich had become fixed from pelled to subsist uiion a food largely nitroagrees with Mr. Taylor's, but 1 cut short long years of breeding.
geneous in cliaracter, their intestines bethat
all these troubles with a queen-excluding
Pres. Hutchinson: 1 obtained the daugh- come overloaded. It is folly to say
unless they
honey-board.
ter of an imported Carniolan queen about mature bees do not eat )iollen
after
the middle of last summer. The bees are are breeding. 1 liave dissciti'd bee
TIERINO-UP SECTIONS.
but after they were old bee at a time when no brood-rearing was
President Hutchinson: When the first very gentle
intestmes
found
the
r
and
going
on,
none
case is one-half Hnished, I raise it and put enough to gather honey, there was
loaded with grains of pollen. Prof. Beal
another case under it, when the second to gather, so I know nothing of their even pointed out the plants from which
qualities.
honey-gathering
case is one-half finished, another case is
A. 1. Root: I havenevertried tlie Carnio- some of the grains were gathered. It is
added next the hive, and by the time the
ever
lans, but Mr. Benton has said so much in also just as foolish to say that bees
last added cas0*is one-lialf finished, the
void their f;eces in a dry state.
trial.
top case is ready to come off and unless favor of them that I shall give them a
W. Z. Hutchinson: It is generally adseparator are used, it is necessary to re- now TO flET liEES OUT OF THE SECTIONS.
mitted that bees do winter well sometimes
move a whole case at once.
Pres. Hutchinson: lean smoke most of
Geo. E. Hilton: I do not use separators, tlie bees from the case, then I take it off with pollen in their hives, i. e., when they
in which
yet I can remove part of the sections as and shake out nearly all of the remaining settle down into tliat(iuiet state
which
soon as they are finished, and by shoving ones, after which I carry it into tlie honey- they consume but little food now,
pollen or
diarrhcea,
cause
of
the unfinished sections all to one side, and house, ami set it up on end. The few is the primary
the
bees
Do
hibernate?"
"inability
to
placing a finished side next to the empty straggling lices soon leave the case for the
hibernate because they consume no pollen,
sections, I have no troutile.
windi>\vs, where they crawl to the top and
because
or do they consume no pollen
rUTTINd FOUNDATION INTO SECTIONS. escape through a small space under the they hibernate ? Which comes first in
wire clot h that is tacked over the outside
the line of causes
Mr. II. L. Taylor explained the working of the window.
Prof. Cook: I think it is eating pollen
of a Parker foundation fastener. .SecreR. I>. Taylor: I raise one end of a cas»,
tary Cutting can put in the foundation smoke the bees, and most of them will that nuikes them uneasy, but our unsuitmore rapidly with a fastener worked by crawl from the raised case into tlie one able temperature may start them to eating
the foot. Dr. Kezartee used water in- below it. I then carry the case into a pollen.
I do not think pollen
.J. H. Robertson:
stea<l of honey as a lubricant when put- tent, and the bees escape through a hole
causes hee-diarrluea.
ting in foundation. One lot of foundation in the to)) of the tent.
Prof. Cook: You keep your bees in a
fell down, and he could give no reason.
.).
H. Robertson: I drive down what
A. I. Root said that it might have been bees 1 can with smoke, then set the case cellar in which there is a stream of water
equalizes the temperature, hence
wliich
caused by the sections being damp. Mr. up on end in front ot the hive, and witli
the bees are qnlet and consume no pollen,
Taylor agreed.
smok(! and a hunch of .June grass I can
only substantiates the pollen
wliicli
drive out the rest of them in 2}.^ miuntes.
SECKETION OP W.\X.
theory.
I'UEVKNTION OF AFTEIt-SWAKMINO.
Prof. Cook: There is no doubt in my
Dr. Whiting: When the honey is somemind that bees do not secrete wax when
Pres. Hutchinson <lescribed the Heddon times largely impregnated with pollen.
they liave no use for it. I have hived method, and said that by always carrying the remedy is sugar syrup.

drawn

out, otlierwise the

queen

will

in-

vade the sections.

;

;

;

;

'?

I

;
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AFTERNOON

SESSION.
Dr. A. B. Mason: It is no longer a
"theory"' with me. I Ivnow that pollen is
The Convention was called to order at
exhave
I
bee-diarrhcea.
of
the cause
1:30, with Vice-President Taylor in the
perimented so many times by giving a chair. The first query was, " What is the
large quantity of pollen to some colonies, best size of frame for queen-rearing ?"
thereby causing bee-diarrlife:i, and keepW. Z. Hutchinson: For queen-rearing
ing other colonies from having it, by tak- exclusively, 1 would use a small, square
ing away the pollen, that I know whereof frame, not more tlian 10 inches square,
If necessary, I give the bees
1 speak.
possibly not more Uian 8 inches.
empty combs and feed them sugar. I do
"Is water in the cellar an advantage
not winter the bees in the cellar to prevent where bees are wintered?"
their having bee-diarrhoea, but to save the
Prof. Cook: Yes, if it is not stagnant.
consumption of stores.
"How tar apart shall hives be placed ?"
W. Z. Hutchinson: I have had every
R. L. Taylor: If they face in different
colony out-of-doors die of diarrhoea except directions, or if there are other objects to
those'having sugar stores; in the cellar, assist the bees in determining which hive
colonies with sugar stores have had is which, they can be placed closer toscarcely a handful of dead bees upon the gether than when in long rows.
bottom-board, while those standing by
Jas. Ure would have tliem 9 feet apart.
their sides with natural stores were dead
Dr. Slason: I prefer feet.
with diarrhoea.
Dr. Whiting: I have found no objection
Mr. A. I. Root referred to his green- to putting them 6 inches apart.
house experiments of years ago. Bees
Prof. Cook: When honey is exposed
could not rear brood without pollen, and upon our back porch, the bees are soon
when given pollen, not only brood but swarming around the back porch of Prof.
diarrhoea was the result.
house as well as out own, and
W. Z. Hutchinson: Although the most Carpenter's
our houses are several rods apart, but they
practical way, at present, of preventing
are alike in appearance.
bee-diarrhoea, appears to be the removal
W. Z. Hutchinson: I presume that the
of the honey and pollen and the feeding
bees find the way to their home much in
of sugar, there is one point which I do not
the same manner that we do to ours and
think should be lost sight of, viz: bees do
would have the hives only so far apart
sometimes pass a long winter in a healthy I to give us plenty of room for working
as
condition with an abundance of pollen in
with the bees.
the hive. It may be easier to teach the
CJETTING NICE nONBY,
bees to let the pollen alone than to re;

move

Upon

it.

Prof. Cook: I think that bees sink into
that quiet state more readily when placed
in a cellar, the temperature of which is
about 4.5' above zero.
K.L.Taylor: I have tried leaving out
the pollen and feeding sugar, and I am
strongly in favor of it. I put my bees

upon empty combs, and then feed them

To do

sugar syrup.

this, I place a

hive of

empty combs upon the stand occupied by
a colony, quickly remove the combs and
shake the bees
combs.

in front of

the hive of

A

cloudy day, with the
thi'iiiiniiicter at about 60° above zero is the
work.
To feed, I place
best time for this
an ordinary tin pan in an upper story, fill
it with syrup and cover it with a cloth.
Dr. Mason feeds bees by pouring the
einiity

feed into the hive.
CELLAR vs. OPEX-AIR ^^^:NTEm^'Q.
often have to
W. Z. Hutchinson:
take honey, in the spring, from colonies
wintered in the cellar and give to those

We

wintered out-of-doors.
Dr. Mason: I always weigh my colonies
when I put them into the cellar, and
again when I take them out; and one winter in Iowa, those in the cellar lost only
4}^ pounds in weight per colony, on an
average, while those in the open air consumed 23 pounds,
.1. H. Robertson: I weighed 100 colonies,
one spring, the next day after they were
set out, after being confined 1.51 days, and
tliey had lost on an average 7 pounds per
colony.

A

Member: The

ony, in my cellar,
3 pounds.

James Ure:

is

greatest loss, per colpounds, the smallest

winter

He

that bees, honey and
wax were not among the products rejiorted upon by the crop correspondents,
and legislation would be required to have
them placed u|joii the list, and it was decided that the Executive Board of the
A.ssociation should act as a committee to
secure the proper legislatimi.
Prof. Beal, ot tlie .Michigan Agricultural College, gave an interesting talk
upon the agency of bees in fertilizing
blossoms, and then the meeting adjourned
statistics.

until 1:3U p.

m.

saiil

how

Reversible Frames.

JAMES HEDDON

(400

—

160).

Since the subject of reversing broodcOmbs has been agitating the minds of
bee-keepers, numerous are tlie styles
of frames made and proposed for that
purpose. It is with these frames as
honey-extractors and
with hives,
other implements, utterly impossible
to devise any one style of reversible
frame which will possess all the advantages of all other styles.
About one year ago I devised the
style of reversible brood -frame, as
shown by the illustrations. I made
entirely for my own use,
in getting about onehalf of them into use the first season.
I have tried them one year, and like
them sufficiently well that I now expect to continue their use exclusively

8,000 of

them

and succeeded

future frames. I fully appreevery thing, and
frankly admit that a frame which
only needs to be turned over to reverse its comb, is better in respect to
the simplicity of the frame but the
adaptation of such frames to the hive,
and the way it must have its bearing,
does not suit me.
I presume there are yet some of the
readers of the Bee Journal who are
not aware of the proposed advantages
of the reversing system. It is proposed to give us combs all solid with
brood, thus securing the same amount
of brood with an onitlay of less capiIt is expected to become an aid
tal.
supplying a brood-chamber for
in
breeding purposes only, and the surplus arrangement above to possess
nearly all the honey. The field can
act as our reservoir or storage-place

with

all

ciate simplicity in

;

tor pollen.

Any system or combination of systems which will accomplish such a

all times of the year,
either in its perfection, or nearly so,
will, in my estimation, revolutionize
of bringing it into bloom again after the bee-keeping. I do not say that my
did
not
but
it
basswood had blossomed,
experiments prove that the reversing
start again. The season was very dry.
system will alone accomplish the reHIVIXfi BEES.
sults above mentioned, nor am I sure
Dr. Whiting shakes the bees into a large that these grand results cannot be
but few bees take wing, and the attained without rev^ible frames
tin pan
sides are so slippery that tliey do not yet I have faith that reversing the
crawl out. W. Z. Hutchinson uses, in- brood-combs may yet become a great
stead of a pan, a large clothes-basket with
and practical help to their attainment.
a cover of burlap sewed to one side.
I am ciuite sure of what I wish to atVENTHiATlON.
tain, and am also hopeful of accomDr. Whiting said: Raise the hive from plisliing what I desire. Most certhe bottom-board. R. L. Taylor said: If tainly the more plain, simple and
the bottom-board is fast, raise the cover. automatic the process, the better.

condition at

ALSIKE CLOVER.

W. Z. Hutchinson had tried cutting it
When it first began blossoming, in hopes

;

Mason agreed.
Prof. Cook read an interesting paper
entitled " Notes for the Year."
Dr.

my

bees in chatThives, and the loss in weight, in wintering them, is about 8 pounds per colony.
Sir. R. L. Hewitt, who is connected with
the Statistical Bureau, gave a talk upon
I

request. Miss Wilkins told

she and her sister managed to secure such
nice honey. They used the Doolittle system and removed the honey as soon as
sealed. They use the nicest, white popliir sections that they can procure, as they
thought that this made a great difference
in the appearance of the honey. The
propolis is not only scraped from the sections as soon as they are taken from the
hive, but all stains caused by the propolis
are carefully scraped away with glass.
Another and important reason for their
honey being so nice, is the source from
which it is gathered, viz: the willow-herb.
"Shall colonies be placed upon the
same stand that they occupied the previous
season, when taken from the cellar ?"
Messrs. R. L. Taylor and W. Z. Hutchinson said: "It is immaterial."

For the American Bee Journal.
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REI'OKTS.
persons reported, spring count.
persons reported, fall count. .'.

.

Bueswax

Comb honey

,.lbs..

1,937
3,884

634X

lbs. 6.5,.5nc

lbs. 33,893
Extracted
30 persons use the standard Langstroth
frame; 33 use odd size frames; the majority use a frame very near 10x14; 11 winter
their bees ill cellars; 33 winter them on
summer stands; 3 in bee-houses; Hi have
all Italian bees; 3 have all black bees; .30
have all hybrids and Italians; and 3 have
all .Syrians'.

Rogersville, Mich.

After one season's experience with
reversible frames, I am strongly impressed that we have not, as yet,
learned the proper and the best use of
them. It is with them as with the
advanced' step from box-hives to
movable-frame hives. One quickly
learns what he can mechanically do
with these frames learns how easily
he can remove the combs that they
contain but it requires years of experience to learn to move them at
such times, and only at sucli times as
will bring a blessing rather tlian a
damage as the result of such removal.
I have heard no one mention that if
;

;
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are reversed at such times as
the workers are iiiflined to clog the
brood-chamber with honey, that such
reversal will only tend to increase the
placing of more honey in the broodcombs. I think such is as true as that
reversing them at a time when the
bees tend to monopolize them with
brood, tends to augment that condiThere are other
affairs.
tion of
varying conditions which must all be
undersood, and by which all manipulations must be governed before we
can decide in regard to the usefulness
of reversible frames.
But tliere is another decided advantage to be enjoyed by one, if never but
one, reversal. After the comb is completed, and is so attached to the frame
at the top and part way down the endbars as is entirely satisfactory to the

combs

sharp corners of the wood pieces
shave them away like a pair of shears.
2. It will be noticed in Fig. 1 that
while the top and bottom bars of this
frame position with the hive the
same as other frames, the ends do not,
and in this difference I find an improvement. It will also be noticed
that tlie short end-piece is tapering,
regarding its thickness. Now, as the
whole end positions to the hive, the
top is }4 of an inch away from the
hive end, the bottom ot the sliort
piece % of an inch, and all below
that, ^i of an inch away. This large
opening, while it greatly facilitates

thus solidly built, is "a thing
of beauty and a joy forever" to the
apiarist who has had experience with
hordes of useless drones (some of inferior blood, thus much worse than
useless), combs breaking down, queens
hiding between the bottom of the
comb and bottom-bar, bees sticking
there when trying to brush and shake
them from the combs, etc.
I will now give my reasons for pre-

in the rapid and easy withdrawal or
insertion of the frame, is in no way
objectionable, as there is no danger
of the bees building combs in even so
large and handy a space where such
space is no higher up than shown in
the illustration.
While this frame is of slightly less

etc.

REUBEN HAYEKS.
Out of 107 colonies put into the cellar in the fall of lS.s3,all camethiough

this article.

Again,

much

prefer this frame to
if I never reversed
it at all
1
I am not troubled with
sagging top-bars and the outer bar,
the one which governs the uniformity
of the bee-space, or Langslroth shallow air-chamber below the honeyboard, never sags. If the inner topbar sags, it does little harm, and when
reversed, the sag is thus corrected as
it straightens back to place, and the
new top-bar (just from the bottom)
will not sag. In reversing, I either
shake oft the bees or revolve the inner frame very slowly. I generally
prefer to shake off the bulk of the
bees, and I have found that on an
average I spent five minutes to each
hive (counting opening and closing)
in performing the reversal of all the
eight frames.
Bits of comb and
propolis bother but little, as the
I

the old style, even
:

.

;

but

I

could not

offered to send away
for him, but his reply was,
I

and get it
" No, I want your honey."

When

I

commenced

first

selling

I offered nothing but a
first-class article, and sold it at 10

honey here,

per pound, and every one
seemed pleased with extracted honey

when all at once the deceased. On inquiring of the
parties who were selling for me as to
the cause, their reply was, that the
people say that Havens is adulterating his honey, or he could not sell extracted honey so much cheaper than

Wintering Bees, Selling Honey,

others that I have yet seen
described.
At a glance, almost any
one can estimate the extra cost ot
constructing such a frame. I believe
this frame to be worth several times
more than the extra cost, more than
the common non-reversible frame for
only once reversing for the purposes
just mentioned, if tor none of the advantages hoped to be gained in the
ways spoken of in the tirst part of

70 pounds,

supply him.

mand

For the American Bee Journal.

all

wanted

for a time,

capacity or surface than the standard
Langstroth frame, it has a greater
brood capacity when reversed, and
ferring the style ot frame illustrated. fits the same hive as the standard.
Dowagiac, ? Mich.

above

since I have been in this place (about
three years) to make a home market
for my honey, especially for extracted
honey, and have secured a good custom. All of my extracted honey sold
at 10 cents per pound, and I could use
four times the amount that I had this
season to supply the demand. One of
my neiglibors, a few days since,

cents

bees, it will be found much more
satisfying to the bee-master to have
such comb as perfectly attached to
the entire end pieces and bottom-bar.
Such a straight, all-worker comb on
•wires,

9

alive except one, which the rats destroyed. I lost 3 colonies by spring
dwindling, sold 23, and increased my
apiary to 126 colonies. I never before
liad riiy bees in so fine condition for
business as ttiey were through June
.July and had all the season been
as favorable as the last three weeks
of June, the honey crop would have
been immense but about July 1 the
flow ceased, swarming stopped all at
once, and seven of my last swarms
did not have suflicient honey, with all
that they had gathered up to Sept. 1.5,
to keep them from starvation. I have
already lost 9 colonies, and I could
not open a hive or feed without having a regular siege with robbers.
I have never put my bees into winter quarters with as little stores as
they have this winter. I am feeding
12 colonies now, by placing partly
filled sections on top of the frames
and covering them with a quilt. I
have 106 colonies put away in my
cellar, which is so thoroughly ventilated that I would not hesitate to
invite even Mr. Clarke to take a sniff
6i the air. I am trying to keep them
in that "quiescent state" "hibernation "—which is, I think, the keynote to successful wintering.
I secured only about 1,300 pounds
of comb honey and oOO pounds of extracted honey. I have worked hard

and

he sells comb honey. I explained why
I could sell extracted honey cheaper
than comb honey, and then I said to
him, 1 will make the following a
" I will pay §.5 for
standing offer
every ounce of adulteration that is
found in any extracted honey that I
:

sell."

My

sales

commenced

increas-

ing again, and now I have a demand
that 1 cannot supply.
I have made it a iwint to send out
only a choice article, and to send
samples of honey by persons vjsiting
our place, and the result is that I am
now receiving orders from private
parties in Chicago, Hyde Park, and
other places. I have not sent a pound
to commission men in the last 4 years.
the most from upper
I extract
stories, and I keep it in the combs
and extract only about as fast as
called for, so that I always have it
fresh and of good flavor. I seldom
have granulated honey to heat and
destroy the flavor. By the way, while
so many are complaining of honeydew this season, we have had none of
it here, and the quality and flavor of
the entire crop was most excellent.
Onarga,ot 111., Dec. 12, 1884.

;

;

—

1^

It is proposed to hold au International Bee-Keepers' Congress on
the World's Exposition Grounds at
New Orleans, La., Feb. 24, 2-5 and 26,
1885.
An interesting programme of
subjects of great importance to every
bee-keeper in America will be presented and discussed. The disposition of our honey product, with a view
to secure better prices will be fully
considered. At the same time there

an Exhibit of Bees and ApiaAt the time now
rian Supplies.
selected, the Exposition will be at its
best, and excursion rates low. The
bee-keepers of our cou"try should lay
aside business for a week or two, and
make every exertion to attend this
will be

Convention.

Come prepared

with

facts, statistics and ideas arranged, to
take part in its deliberations.
.

Dr. .T. p. H. Bi-own, Augusta, Ga.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W. Williamson, Le.xington, Ky.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville, Miss.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goiila, La.

Judge W. H. Andrews, JleKinney, Tex.

W.

S.

Hart,

New

Smyi-ua, Florida.
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boxes were mucti more readily filled
by Italian bees when put directly on
top of the frames and tliat, however
admirably the shallow chamber answered for black bees, the Italians
plainly wanted notliing to do with it."
The only escape that any one can
have in opposing so eminent an authority on the points herein set forth,
is to champion the black bee for the
Italians do hesitate to go through the

For the American Bee JouroaL

The Langstroth Bee-Spaces.
DR.

G. L.

;

TINKER.

combs out of a hive appears

to the
novice a very easy thing but let him
step up to the hive and try his hand,
and the chances are that he does not
get a frame out at all on the first
trial.
And so in handling sectioncases, some practice is required to
handle them rapidly without killing
;

fact has been many times alluded to, and the experience ot every
bee-keeper will conhrm it, that the
many bees. One may tell just how it
bee-space so generally provided beis done, but practice only can make
tween the brood-frames and the secan expert.
tions, by the producers of comb honey, "shallow
New Philadelphia,o Ohio.
chamber"
into sections,
features.
objectionable
has many
and will rather store in the broodcompletely,
filled
up
Very often it is
chamber to the exclusion of brood,
Convention Notices.
save a few passage-ways for the bees, and when all is full below, they often
with a net- work of wax and honey. still hesitate or swarm. What is true
The sixteenth annual convenTo take out the brood-frames of such of the noble Italians is as certainly
a hive is almost as bad as the taking true of black bees, only perhaps iu a tion of the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
out of combs from a box -hive. Ital- lesser degree.
City Hall at Syracuse, N. Y., on the
ian bees are very likely to fill up the
"
will
not
the
bees
The
ask
why
Some
21, 22 and 23 of January, 188.5.
space, and even black bees regard
with disfavor tlie labyrinthine bee- glue the sections together if no bee- executive committee are determined
spaces of such a hive by tlie effort to spaces are provided i*" I place the to maintain the high standing and
build continuous combs from the top sections on slats in the same manner enviable reputation which the Assoof the brood to the top of the hive. as the sections are placed upon the ciation has justly gained in the past,
That they cannot do it, is no fault of Simplicity case, and I have had no and at the coming convention they
trouble of this nature, and have won- propose to outdo all former efforts.
their instinct.
of dered much at the obstinacy with The meeting will surely be the largest
If the bee-space be made only
an inch in width, there will not be as which this point has been held for the and most interesting ever held in
much comb built in, but often enough last two years. I say with Father America. No bee-keeper can afford
all to stay at home.
All are invited. All
to be an annoyance in taking out the Langstroth, that "bees glue up
Where the space is spaces too small for them to pass implements of the apiary sent to the
brood-frames.
the
where
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
of an inch wide, as is through;" but the spaces
made
or
usual on account of the changes liable sections rest on the slats are not large compare favorably with others on exto take place in the material of the enough for a bee to get its head under, hibition, and will be disposed of or
directs. Rehive, more comb will be built in, and and what little propolis is placed on returned, as the owner
hence, more time will be required to the outside, is not half as much as is duced rates for board at hotels.
Geo. W. House, Sec.
take out and return the brood-frames placed on the sections of any case.
"
L. C. Boot, Pres.
without the killing of many bees. The xVs " gluing of the sections has been
coml) must be cut away, and so much the greatest objection urged against
The regular annual meeting of
time is taken as to make it a serious the use of continuous passage-ways,
item in a large apiary it many hives I trust this may be accepted as a con- the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held on Thursday
are to be opened. Leaving out the clusive answer.
Again, it is inquired "how it is and Friday, Jan. 22 and 23, 188.5. The
question of time, the cutting away of
the comb is no great trouble when managed to dispatch work while plac- meetings will be conducted iu the
nectar is coming in freely, but if not, ing cases on top of each other and rooms of the State Board of Agriculthere is no work about an apiary so not crush the bees." In tiering-up ture, on the corner of Tennessee and
aggravating to the bees, and so per- the cases of sections, I proceed as Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind.
wedge or chisel is in-' It is proposed to make this the most
plexing to the bee-keeper as the clear- follows:
ing away of these bits of comb and serted under the rear end of the sec- important and interesting meeting of
honey that the brood-frames may be tion-case, to loosen it, when it may be bee-keepers ever held in the vState.
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec.
handled without a slaughter of the lifted off at once and the empty case
bees.
good smoker will be needed, inserted when near the front end of
the hive the few bees that may be in
The eighth annual meeting of
and often on quite gentle colonies.
Again, in tiering-up the section- the way are brushed off (I use a little, the Northwestern Illinois and Southa western Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Ascases, many bits of comb have to be short hand-broom), but often not
cut away, time is taken, and work is bee will come up for a minute or two, sociation will be held in Temperance
be set Hall, at Freeport, 111., on Jan. 20 and
set back. AVhen it is said, therefore, so that the empty case could
The partly-filled case is 21 188.5. Jonathan Stewart, /Sec.
that the bee-space of Langstroth is an flat down.
empty
one
to
over
the
annoyance, I dare say tliat not one then carried
its place, the whole operation requirThe Central Illinois Bee-Keepwill protest.

The

;

1^

M

%

^

1^

A

A

;

1^

,

A

hive properly constructed witli

continuous passage-ways effectually
prevents the building of all brace-

combs between the movable parts of
a hive, and in a way that the practical
management of a movable-frame
hive

is

comb

Now we

facilitated,
the
built into

get

sections,

all

and

enough white wax and honey saved
and in addition,
t<) fill one or more
the work of the bees is aided by pro;

passage-ways, and.
viding direct
hence, a real gain in the total product
of a colony is the result.
After alluding to the "trouble "so
often caused in hives " where more
than one story is used," from the bees
" building small combs between the
upper and lower sets of frames,"
Fattier Langstroth says (see page 638,
Vol. XIX) in the last article he wrote
for tlie Hee Journal, " Before giving
up my apiary, I found that small

two minutes. The only
required in the proceeding, is in
the handling of the partly-filled case.
As soon as it is lifted off. many bees
will run out on the bottom. By a
slight rocking motion of the case, as
it is carried forward, not a bee will be
killed or harmed in any way. The
only care necessary being to look beneath the case just before the passage-ways are closed up to see that no
bees are cut in two. As no bees can
get in front, none will be killed there,
and few would be killed if no great
Ko bees are ever
care was taken.
" crushed," but if any are killed, they
are cut in two, the same as by the
edges of any case, only the chances
for thus killing are very limited.
In all operations about a colony of
bees a skill is required that can only
To
be obtained by actual practice.
see an expert bee-keeper take the

ing, perhaps,
skill

1^

Association will hold its next
annual meeting in Bloomington, 111.,
on the second Wednesday in January,
188.5, at 9 a. m.
ers'

W.

B.

Lawrence,

Sec.

^- The Willamette Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
second meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in June,
All who are interested are in188.5.
vited to attend. E. J. Hadley, Sec.

1^" The seventh annual meeting of
the Nebraska State Bee- Keepers' As-,
sociation will be held at Tecumseh,
Neb., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Jan. 14, 15 and 16, 1885; the
session beginning at 3 p. m. on
the 14th. Notices will be posted in
the Tecumseh depots, stating the hall
in which the meeting will be held.
first

M. L. Trester,

Sec.

i

:

:
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place of Meeting.

Jan. 8.— Champlain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
J. E. Crane, Sec.

Jan. 14-16.— Nebraska State, at Tecumseh, Neb.

M.

Jan.

14,

Illinois, at

15.— N. E. Obio
C.

&

N.

Jj.

Trester, Sec.

Bloomincton, Ills.
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.

W.

H. Coun,

Jan. 15.— Mahoning Valley, at

Pa., at Erie. Pa.
O.

Sec New Lyme,

Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner. Sec.

Jan. 17.— Marsha IK'o.. Iowa, at Marshalltown, la.
J. W. Sanders. Sec, LeGranti, Iowa.

^"

Mrs. Sallie E. Sherman, Sala-

do,0 Tex., on Dec.

22, 1884,

writes

:

lij strong and 4
weak colonies, the latter being queenless.
I

1885.

Jan. 14.—Central

^

11

began

tin;

Auk ng them

season with
are

some

Italiiuis.

some

hy-

and a few blacks. I iiuueased them
to ."il colonies, and obtained l,OU(i pounds of
e.vtracled and (iOO pounds of comb honey,
and 1 have left a sufticient quantity in each
I use the new Amerliive for winter stores.
ican hive. I have sold 2 colonies of Italian
extracted honey at 12'
bees, and all of
brii's.

my

cents per pound, and nearly all of the
honey at 16% cents per pound.

comb

H. Brown, Prescott,© Ari-

J.

zona Ter., on Dec.

22, 1884,

My

writes

:

pounds of
apiary has produced
mixed honey, per colony. I have some hybrid bees from California, and they have
more energy than the blacks, but they are
harder to manage. We have had some
honey-dew here, but I do not know that our
honey is any the worse for it. I am satisfied
that this is not a good location tor bees, but
by keeping a few strong colonies, I think
that it will pay.
.'t.">

1^

Geo. A.

Temple,

Lebanon

Springs,©, N. Y., on Dec. 29, 1884,
writes
Out., on Dec. 28, 1884, writes
This has been an exceedingly unprofitable
I am highly delighted with the very interyear in this locality, occasioned by the hard
esting and instructive reading-matter which frost of May 20, 1884. I have about 30 acres
those

1^"

W. H. Smith, Mount Salem,
:

Jan.

20,

21.— N.

W.

Illinois, at

Freepnrt.

Ills.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Jan. 21— 23.— Northeastern, at Syracuse. N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

the Bkk .lontN.vi. contains, especially
able discussions as to the right method of
wintering liccs, but really I am in as great a
dilemma as was one of the pioneer judges,
who, after listening to a very elaborate
Jan. 27.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
statement of a plaintiff, gave judgment in
M. U. Darby, Sec, Homer, N. Y.
his favor without hearing the other side of
Feb. 4.— N. E. Michip;an, at Vassar, Mich.
the question; whereupon, the defendant
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rugersville, Mich.
arose and prayed that his Honor would give
him a hearing. His request was granted.
Keb. 24-26.— International, at New Orleans, La.
The defendant produced such strong e%-iMay 28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
dencc tlial the .Imlgi- decided that he would
F. A. Palmer. Sec, McBride. Mich.
give iuilgment for him too, and that the conJune 19.— Willamette Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg. stable wi.ulil jiay the costs. So I shall likewise
E. J, Hadley, Sec
give judgment in favor of the able debaters
on thcqucstion of wintering bees. I trust
t^~ In order to have this table complete. Secre- that the discussions will be the means of
taries are requested to forward full particulars of diffusing moie light ii])on this great and important sul>jeit, and, in the mean time, I
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.
shall, unlike the ]iionicr .Judge, volunteer to
pay the costs in iustalhiientsof $2 a year for
the Weekly Bee Jouhxal.
Jan. 22, 23.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.
Frank L. Dougherty. Sec.

s^ldS&^gm^
iuft l'£: rntf(Wt)X^

bearing fruit, Intt the entire yield, this
past year, was about a half-dozen bushels
of cider apples and four bushels of pears; so
you see my incftme was seriously curtailed.
Of course the bees suffered as well as the
fruit, and though they have stores enough
to carry them through, I secured not more
than lo pounds of surplus honey from so
in

many

colonies.

1^

Sanders, Le Grand,©
writes
And that getting the volumes of the Bee

W.

J.

Iowa, on Dec.
I

29, 1884,

:

Journal bound, and thus preserving all the

numbers, makes it very useful for reference.
The alphabetical indexes are a great help to
me when wish to look up any special subhad occasion to do to-day. The
ject, as
subject was winter feeding of bees, and I
found in Volumes XIX and XX that several
had reported successful feeding of bees in
I noticed that sugar made into
winter.
Grove,o+
Pa.,
Pine
H.
Stout,
W.
candy was the best; and last winter, by laying tills kind of food under the quilts of sevon Dec. 28, 1884, writes
We have just passed through a very cold eral colonies, it prevented their starving.
spell, but it is now moderating. The snow
and ice are meltiug, and a heavy fog preWm. Muth-Rasmussen, Indevails. I found my hees all in good condipendence, Calif., on Dec. 16, 1884,
tion to-day, and helped them in cleaning out
writes
tlie dead bees, etc., from the Ijottom-boards.
It is not warm enough for them to fly, so the
Has the full list of Vice-Presidents of the
hives are kofit shaded to keep them from North American Bee-Keepers' Society been
venturing out. I have 42 colonies all on the made out yet? If so, I should like to see it
summer stands. Honey sells slowly, omng to published in the Bee Journal. Last year I
the depression in business and lack of em- acted as Vice-President without really knowployment. I am getting 15 cents per pound ing whether I was entitled to the position;
for extracted, and 20 cents per pound for this time California with several other
comb honey.
States had no Vice-President appointed at
the time of the Convention. I do not "hanker
after" the office, but would like to see CaliWm. Seitz, Hustisford,o+ Wis., fornia
have a representative, as well as the
on Dec. 31, 1884, writes
other States.
Last? winter I put 24 colonies into winter
[We think Pres. L. C. Boot intends to pubquarters, and lost 6 in wintering and one by
robbing. Last spring I bought 10 colonies lish a full list as soon as they are all apfor $3.3, and sold U colonies for $42. I beg.an pointed. We believe the list is not quite full
the past season with 21 colonies, and by
natural swarming and by dividing them I yet.— Ed.]
I

I

^-

:

1^

i^° Alfred Gale, Shelby,^ Ind., on
Dec. 24, 1884, writes
:

Bees have done raodei-ately well here. 1
had :i:! colonies, spring count, and increased
thera to 41 colonies. I sold S157 worth of
comb honey, most of it having' been gathered
from white clover. But little fall honey was
gathered in this locality.

^-

W. Young,

Stratford, Ont.,
writes
The .lanuary thaw came a few days ahead
The temperature is 60 degrees
of time.
above zero, and my bees are having a good
There is but little signs of bee-diarrhea.
fly.
Last winter, when they Bew, it was bad.
C.

on Dec.

30, 1884,

:

^" G. W. James, Meredosia,o+Ill.,
on Dec. 30, 1884, writes

:

^"

:

increased them to 47 strong colonies. I obtained 1,.500 pounds of extracted and 223
pounds of comb honey, nearly all of it being
Dr. Wackerley, of this place, has a colony basswood honey, and I have 47 frames of
of bees which, last summer, produced 372 sealed honey on hand for spring feeding. I
pounds of capped honey, and that without got 4 colonies from a farmer who was going
any extra care or feed.
to brimstone them, and now I have in winter
Quarters .51 good colonies, each having, by
actual weight, from 30 to 40 pounds of
Robert Osborne, Daiiville,o honey.
I am wintering them in 3 different
Ills., on Dec. 31, 1884, writes
ways": Eight are on the summer stands, 24
My bees did very poorly this season, yet I in a repository or bee-house, and 19 in a
think that they did as well as any in this clamp. I put them in on Nov. 23, and all
section. I had 44 colonies in the spring, 4 of seem to be healthy now.
which were weak, so I got nothing from
them. From the 40 and the increase I obW. C.Hamilton, Benton City,©
tained 1,200 pounds of honey, a little over
half of which was comb honey in sections. Mo., writes
I increased them to T4 colonies, and had to
Last spring my bees went into the road
feed 300 pounds of granulated sugar in or- and gathered diist, just as they generally
der to get thera in condition for winter.
gather pollen, and at the same time I had
plenty of meal out which they took at the
second time they were gathering dust. One
IIj. Stalhammar, Gothenburg,
of my queens went into the upper story,
Sweden, on Dec. 12, 1884, writes :
where there was nothing but drone-comb,
Our season has been very favorable for and it filled the drone-eorab with worker
bees and honey. The opening of spring eggs and reared as fine workers aS I ever
was very warm, when it became cold until saw; but by some mismanagement! lost the
the end of May. In .Tune the weather was queen, for which I was very sorry, as I devery seasonable; honey "flowed," and sired to see whether she would have reswarms were numerous iii or 6 from a single peated this during the next season. I have
hive), nearly all of them prospering well by yi colonies of bees, and they need feeding,
but I am not able to get out to feed them.
the use of comb foundation.
:

(^

:

®°

1^

^° Fayette Lee (48—80), Cokato,©
Minn., on Dec. 29, 1884, writes
I am going to let comb honey alone and
produce only extracted honey. Mr. Dadant
:

right in regard to extracted honey. I believe that the men who make the most clear
cash prcicluce extracted honey. I would like
to hear from the largest producers both of
extracted and comb honey, as to the actual
is

cost of producing each, including cost of
supplies, etc. If we would sell extracted
honey for 6 or 8 cents per pound, every

we would
it, and then
have a larger demand for honey; but I befamily would use

lieve that each bee-keeper has the right to
set any price on his honey that he may desire. My bees are wintering well so far; and
there are no dead bees on the cellar bottom.
It has been 36 degrees below zero here.

^f

L. D. Ormsby, Pierpont,
10, 1884, writes

on Dec.

(^

O.,

:

I put 83 colonies into winter quarters in
the fall of 1883, and in the spring of 1884,
45 of them were dead, and the balance were

very weak. I purchased 2 colonies, thus
m.aking me 40 in all, from which, during the

past season, I obtained :!,100 pounds of comb
honey and 1.100 pounds of extracted, besides increasing them to 81 colonies.
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^

John Morris, Mansion,© Wis..

on Dec.

30, 1S84, writes
After bavins the coUJest weather known
liefore Christmas and the good New Year,
and with the thermometer indicating- among
the thirties below zero, yet dnrins the last
four days the rain has been falling almost
continually, and the snow is melting away
rapidly.
:

the floor with air-slaekert lime, elevate the
hive-bottoms 8 or 10 inches from the ground,
and then tier them up 4 and 5 high. I think
the lime is a good aljsorbent, and also purifies the air.
1 keep all my fruit and vegetables in the cellar, never pay any attention
to pollen, and have not lost a colony of 1 ees
since adopting the above plan. I give full
ventilation below, and raise the honeyboard by sticking a shingle nail under each
corner of it.

^' C. J. Chnrch, Cedar Rapids,*o
Iowa, on Dee. 22, 1884, writes

I^° C. H. Cbapm.an (130—1.50), Cobegan the spring of 1884 with 58 colo- hoctali, 9 Mich., on Decemljer 22, 1884,
nies, and increased them to 123 colonies, gives his report as follows
mostly by natural swarming. I have 9"2 colLast June I looked for a booster
onies in the cellar, each having from 20 to 30
In bees, in honey, and cash;
pounds of honey. My crop for the season
But now I've no room for a rooster,
was, .">49 pounds of comb honey, and 3,681
My "castle " is broken to smash.
pounds of extracted. 1 have sold 20 colonies, and my net profits for the season are
colonies six score and ten,
I'd
$.592.U9.
June gave me sixty more.
With snow white honey quite a tonT. F. Kinsel, Shiloh,5 O., on
Then presto all was o'er.
Dec. 26, 1884, writes
July linden froze to death.
In
t have been reasonably successful the past
White clover bloom ran farrow;
season. I begun in the spring with 20 coloChilled
by Lapland's icy breath,
nies, increased them to32, took 1,000 pounds
My rooster's scarce a sparrow.
of comb honey in two-pound sections, have
sold some bees and all the honey that I could
August gave but little bloom;
spare, and now have 27 colonies in the celNo dewy tears were shed:
lar.
I wholesaled some of my honty to
With bee-hives silent as the tomb.
grocers, and obtained 16 cents per pound;
My
rooster now was dead.
and for what I sold at home, I received 18
:

i^" T. B. Dickinson, Hiawatha, d
Kans., on Dec. 31, 1884, writes
The season of 1884 has been a very poor
one. I got a little over 200 pounds of honey
:

8 colonies, and I think that all of my
surplus honey was gathered from Rocky
Mountain bee-plant, cultivated around the
edge of my garden, and in an old road-way
in lots fenced in. It bloomed from the
middle of June until the latter part of
August, and my bees worked on it daily
from daylight until dark. I got nearly all
the surplus honey that was taken about
this town.

from

I

:

^° F, Schmitt, Yazoo City,*o Miss,,
on Dec.

31, 1884, writes
Our honey crop has been very poor

cents per pound. My bees gathered a great
deal of plant-louse honey, and. judging
from Prof. Cook's description, some barklouse honey, too. It was dark, strong, and
not good. I am experimenting with a second swarm. In September I fed it the
strongest and rankest honey that I had, and
it stored it for winter use. and to-day the
bees of that colony are as healthy as any I
have, at least so far as I am able' to judge.
If that colony lives and does well, I will not
feel badly if my bees do gather such stores;
for if it is fit to oat in winter, it will be far
better to feed for stimulating purposes in
the summer or any time except winter. I
have kept bees since 1871, and I have never

had any bad honey until this year, so I feel
encouraged to think that " bug honey " may
be like "angels visits."

1^
Dec.

H. H. Hance, Brvan,-o

22, 1884,

writes

O.,

on

:

As a general thing, bees in this locality
have done very poorly. Thej^ have not
gathered sufficient honey to winter on. and
what they have gathered is of a poor quality,
so I fear that the result will be disastrous to
a great many bee-keepers. I started with .50
colonies, spring count, increased them to 76.
sold one, lost 5 through want of care, and
one colony absconded. I took .300 pounds
of comb honey in the forepart of the season,
but I had to feed back some 500 pounds of
eranulated sugar. I have them all packed
in clover chatT on the summer stands, and
all are now in good condition.

1^

L. Hiehbarger, Adeline, 5
22, 1884, writes

on Dec.

Ills.,

:

Bees did fairly well during the past summer.
White clover was good, and so my
crop was all clover honey. We did not have
enough fall honey to keep the bees rearing
brood, so as to be strong in bees when put
into winter quarters. 1 apprehend a heavy
loss of bees by spring among young colo-

nies, for the want of sufficient stores. The
following is the way in which I prepare my
bees for winter: In October I put a pair
of scales on a small hand-sled, enter the beeyard, put the first hive on the scales and
weigh it; then mark the weight on the hive,
and so on with all the hives, when I am
ready to equalize their stores. I want each
colony to have from 25 to 30 jiounds of
good honey. My hives, when tilled with
empty eombs, weigh about 30 jiounds, and
if I find one which weighs 80 jiounds. and
another40 pounds. 1 take 30 poundsof stores
from the heavier and give it to the lighter
one. so I have each weigh about 00 pounds.
1 think that this plan is better than guesswork, as I never had one starve. On Dec. 1.
or when I think that winter is about set in. T
carry them into the cellar, wiiich is so partitioned off as to make it dark. I then cover

this

I began the season with 50 colonies,
increased them to 130, and secured 3,600
pounds of extracted honey.

year.

^-

:

:

1^

L. G. Purvis, Oregon,~o Mo.,
29, 1884, writes

on Dec.

:

September with her generous flowers.
With brood tilled e^-e^y cell:
ere Jack Krost usurped the flowers,
All, all again seemed well.

In the fall of 1883 I put 33 colonies into
winter quarters, and lost one by its being
queenless. I commenced the season of 1884
with 32 colonies. 2 of which were queenless,
and increased them by natural swarming
and diWding to 49 colonies, and then I
doubled them back to 47. The past season
was the poorest one for honey that I have
seen in the twelve years that' I have been
keeping bees. I obtained only 3.50 pounds
of honey, and then I had to feed SIO worth
of sugar syrup in order to get them ready
for winter. I have 20 colonies in a cave, and

Thus hope for brood and bees survive,

the rest packed in forest leaves on the summer stands.

And

My much lamented

That there
I

don't

is w<';ilth

w

much doubt

But, should
I

bird:
itliin the hive,
the word.

Convention Notices.

my luckless rooster crow

Again in " eighty-flve,"
hope to let the readers know

The Nortlieastfrn Michigan BeeKeepers Association %viil liokl its third
annual convention on Feb. 4, 1885, at Vas-

There's wealth within the hive.

sar,

^"

Mich.

W.

Z.

Hutchinsos,

Sec.

R. Lonnsbury, Fort Collins, 5
Colo., on Dec. 22, 1884, writes
I^W The next meeting of the Southern
Last winter I wintered 15 colonies of bees Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will
without loss, excepting that two had from a be held at tlie usual place in Janesville,
jjint to a quart of dead bees in their hives,
and one dwindled down in the spring, but Wis., on Jan, 6, 1885.
J. T. PojEEKOY, Sec.
the three became full colonies, and are now
as good and strong as any I have. My method
of preparing them for winter is as follows;
The Northeastern Ohio and NorthwestI close them up on the summer stands within 4 or 6 inches apart, bank them up with ern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Associafine straw between boards about 18 inches tion will hold its sixth annual convention
apart on the west and north sides, and the in the Y. M. C. A. rooms, on the corner of
east and south sides I simply lK>ard up, then 10th and Peach Streets, Erie, Pa., on
the whole is covered with boards to keep off Wednesday and Thursilay, Jan. 14 and 15,
the storm. I had only 7 swarms during the 1885. First-class hotel accoinniodations
past season, and as I liad contracted for that may be had at the Wilcox House, for $1.00
nmnber.it left me without any increase. For per day
to those attending tlie convention.
a short time during the forepart of the season, my bees gathered some honey, and then A general invitation is extended.
C. H. CooN, Sec.
for a long time, i>erhaps by the middle of
September, I secured probably an average
of 12 or 15 pounds per colony besides enough
l^" The Marshall County, Iowa, Beefor them to winter on. I sold my comb
honey at 25 cents per pound, and the ex- Keepers' Association will meet at the Court
House in Marshalltown, Iowa, on Saturday,
tracted for 18 cents per pound.
Jan. 17. at liii.'io a. ni. .-Subjects for discussion: S])ring niunagi'iiicnt of an apiary and
supplies. Essays: M. A. Jackson,
A. Wicherts, Mattison,(^ Ills., apiai-iaii
" 1\ .r Prdduction," and F. H. Hunt, "Queenon Dec. 26, 1884, writes
Kearing and How t<t Italianize an Apiary."
T begun the spring of 1884 with 80 colo- A general invitation is extended to beeAll
nies of bees, one of them being weak in keepers outside of our own county.
stores, and increased them to 120. I have who have anything that Avill be of interest
sold 10 colonies, thus leaving me 110, and to bee-keepers, will please bring it along.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
20 of those are nothing more than nuclei
colonies.
I have them all in a cellar
specially made for them last fall. It is 10x24
t^~ The Cortland L'nion Bee-Keepers' Asfeet, and is under n!,\' house.
They were
next meeting at Cortput into the cellar at three dilferent times, sociation will hold its
land,
N. Y., on Jan. '27, 188.5.
and those put in first are all right, while
M.G. n-\nBV, Sec.
the second lot has many dead bees, and the
third have died terribly. I think that cold
did it, as the mercury was below zero for
three nights. M:t' honey crop is 2,000 pounds
Ever)- subscriber is kindly inof como honey in one-pound sections, and
1.500 pounds of extracted. I sohl all of it, vited to obtain a jjew subscriber to
except 500 pounds of comb honey, at an
average of 14 cents per pound, in my home send with his renewal. Please notice
market. I could have sold several thous- the premiums offered for clubs, on
and pounds more of extracted honey at 12
another page.
cents per pound if I had had it.
:

W

1

;

1^

;

.
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CLUBBING LIST.

^^jaial ^otitjes.
We

The Bee Journal

To

will

supply the

AmerlcuB Bee Jonrnal

one year, and any of the followtnR Boolis, at tb«
prices quoted in tbe last column of UKures. The
first column fflves the regular price of both. At

for 1885.

number of readers
the Bee Journal, we believe, will

postaffe prepaid.

increase the

of
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
offer the following

CASH PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.

Price 0] both. Club
12 00..

The Weekly Bee Journal

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3
Bees and Honey (T.O.Newman)clotb 3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for 100 colonies
3
Dzierzon'sNew Bee Book(cloth).... 4
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3
Quinby'sNew Bee-Keeplng
3

$10.00 for the largest club received
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
Langstroth's Standard Work
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) one
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Weekly counts same as 4 MonthUes.
Alley's Queen Rearing
$5.00 for the second largest
$4.00
The Weekly Bee Jonrnal one year
for the third
$3.00 for the fourth
and Gleanings InBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
$2.00 for the fifth; and $1.00 for the
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
sixth largest club.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Ulll)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
Subscriptions for two or more years
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) ..
for one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.
The 6 above-named papers
;

25.

.

00..

3 00
2 60

75.

2 60

.

26..

3 00

00..

3 00

.

2 76

60..

3 26

SO.

4 00

l^" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

;

THOMAS

3 25.

.

3 10

.

2 76

for the
for the

•as West

Madison

3 00..

2 75

3 00..

2 75

2 60..

2X1

3 00..

2 75

3 00.. 2 90
.

6 00

Street..

Chlcaco,

New

Shop Completed, and onr
New Machinery at Work.

E now claim the best facilities for furnlshlnK
Supplies in the Southeast. Our Factory wui
be equipped with the latest Improved maclilnery,
which will enable us to manufacture (ioud8"up to
the times," and will furnish all kinds at very reasonable prices.
Parties needing Supplies would
do well to see our prices before buying.

w^

aUEENS and BEES for 1885.
THE AI.BINOS AHEAn. and we make a

EAKL.Y

Those who wish for
should order them soon, as orders will
For Prices, address

specialty of them.

QUEENS
be

tilled in rotation.

VALENTINE &

H.

80N,

HAUER8T0WN, MARYLAND.

IC2t

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

W

E have added to our L.^roe Pactobv a
SPECIAl. BEPAKTMENTforthe

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
A.M)

Wlilto Poplar Dovetailed
Also, One and XAVo-plece

13^ All Orders

NEWMAN,

G.

Our

3 71

3 00.

6 60.

Bee Hives, Sections, &c.

2 75

76..

;

;

13

will

be

filled

OCPTinMC
ULU lUIIOi
I

promptly at the

liOWESX FIGURES,

III.

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. moEliLER M'fg Co.
Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
At the World's Exposition, let lA26t
mail postpaid.
it be understood, says Dr. Brown, that
"all exhibits of colonies of bees and
Bailey's Swarm-Catcher.
1^" We will send sample copies bee manipulations will only be during
free to all who wish them, or desire to
How
strange it is that men's eyes upon the same
to all intents and purposes will fneus so
get up Clubs.
Now is the time to the week of the Convention. Supplies subject
differently, as was in the two cases of which 1 will
work for the Cash premiums we offer. can be exhibited any time during the mention, viz 1. An individual living not many
miles from here, and who had seen an illustration
large club for the Monthly can be Exposition."
of the Bailey Swarm-Catcher in the BEE JtHKNAL
gotten up in almost every locality.
and also in A. 11. Newman's Cataluuue, allowed
one to be made and used in his apiary and then
Vick's new Catalogue for this claimed that he had a right to make and use any
patented article for his own individual use, and
^•For $2.75 we will supply the year is very attractive. It describes that
he had good authoritv for the same, which
published last winter In the Inter Ocean. A
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and every variety of plant and tlower one was
second individual takes a different view of the
Dzierzon's Rational Bee- Keeping, in would wish to cultivate in garden or subject and writes me thus
Pickett's. Wis., July va, is84.— "I have got into
paper covers or the Monthly Bee house. The prices are reasonable. trouble
the bees as you said I would, and saw
Journal and the book for $1.25. Or, The price of the Floral Guide is 10 the needwith
of one of your Swarm Catchers but
1 thought perhaps you were short, as your
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00 cents, which will be remitted to those then
was low when I was at your place. I wanted
with the Monthly, $1.50.
who give an order for seeds or plants. stock
to be at home when my bees were swarming bo I
took the liberty to make one, and now inform tou
Address James Vick, Rochester, N.
of the same and will pay vou at the first opportunity. 1 have no desire to infringe on any one's
Please notice the change of the
right, and will not do so. If I keep bees I will want
club rate for the Apiculturist, as noted
respectfully call attention more of them next season. For this liberty, I hope
you will excuse.
in our Clubbing List.
Now let facts be as they may, is it consistent
to the seed advertisement of James
with good reasoning that our Government will

1^

:

A

^°

:

;

;

Y

W

^f We

'

H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.
His large and complete Catalogue is

J.

Premium

for Club of 10 Subscribers.

The book for every farmer is the one
entitled "Affleck's Farmer's and Planter's
Record and Account Book," in which there
the most systematic, complete and convenient arrangement of heading's for every
Farm Account and memoranda of all important events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressive farmer
certainly desires to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
means of bringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
pay.
This valuable book contains 166 pages,
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $3.00. It can be sent
by mail for 24 cents extra.
We can supply these books at the publisher's price, or will make a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee Journai, for one year, with
J20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
work for a copy of this valuable book.

sent free.— adv.

Young Men!—Read

Is

The Voltaic Belt Co

This.

of Marshall, Mich.,
osertosend their celebrated ELECTRO-VoiiTAic Belt and other Electric Appliances
00 trial for thirty days, to men (young or
old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of
vitality

and

,

manhood, and

all

foster in itsmidst a Patent OHice whic^ has accumulated wealth above the expense of running the
business and still continues to receive money from
the inventor's hand, who may labor and experiment for weeks, months and years, only to learn
that the strong arm of protection of the Patent
Office, with the United States' seal upon its document, is nothing but a farce ? Hear what a reliable
man of Texas says
"I have tried the Bailey Swarm-Catoher this
year, and it has given general satisfaction to me.
I could not manage bees without it.
It fills the bill
and will do all that it is recommended to do. J. T.
Lindley, Ingram, Kerr Co.. Te-vas."
"I think the Bailey Swarm Catcher a yery good
thing, and will do all that is claimed for it. L. M.
:

Lacy. Locke Hill, Texas. Oct.
For rights address
JF.

1884."

6.

W. BAII^EY,

RIPON, WIS.

kindred

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at
once for illustrated pamphlet free. 6Dly
presents given away.
Send U8 5 cents pcistape,
and by mail you will (iet
/rf e a package of goods

Vandervort Foundation
It

makes the tlnest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

{200,000 money

of large value, that will

start you in work thai
once bring you in
faster than anything else in America. All about the |:2(ic).(h>» in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex. of all ages, for nil the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett&Co.
Portland, Maioe.
slAly

for

NEWMAN.
CHICAGO.

Street.

t?i

will at

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.

ILL.

Bee-Hives and Supplies.

WE HAVE

remodeled our machinery and can

orders on short notice. If wanted. Odd
send order now, before the rush
comes. We have a large Ptock on hands. We give
4 per cent, discount till Jan. 15, and 3 per cent,
discount till Feb. 1. Price List free.
fill

Sizes made

;

B. J. MII>I.ER
lD6t

NAPPANEB,

<fe

CO.

Elkhart Co., Ind.

!
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DADANTS FOUNDATION
is

attested

tical

Sixth

and disinterested bee-keepers

A. H. NEWMAN, ChicaBO, III.,
C. F. MUTH, Cincinnati, O..
JAMKS HEDUON. D.iwaKlac. Mich..
DOUGHERTY & McKEE. Indianapolis,

CHAS. H. GREEN. Berlin, Wis.,
CIIAS. HERTEL,Jr.,FreeburK. 111.,

AND

to be

ARMSTKONG, Jerseyville.

New and Enlarged

BEES

OR THE

Management

111.

ARTHUR TODD, Geruiantown,Philadelphi»,Pa.

Write for

ef an Apiary for Pleasure

and

THOMAS

EZRA

and numbers of

SECTIONS.

Edition

HONEY,

and

Ind.,

E. KKETCIIMEK, CohurB. Iowa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. V.
V. F. DALE, MortcinsTille, Kj.
BAER, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.

list

Bee Hives

Thousand Just Published

by hundreds of the most prac-

the cleanest,brightest,imifki'st accepted by
bees, least apt to sa^. iiKist regular in color,
evenness anu neatness ot any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.

E. L.

!

Profit

;

OF GOODS DAILY.

by

DECIDED.-The Courts have decided the Patent on the One-piece Section to be null and void
for want of novelty. We are now manufacturing
them again as Hrst placed on the market by Lewis
& Parks.

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor oj the Weekly Bee Jourmtl.

otlier dealers.

SAMPLES FREE

•25 W^est MadlaoB

and price

Street, Chlcaco, III.

of supplies, accompanied witli

ISO

COMPl-lMENTAKY.

and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS
from as many bee-keepers in 1S83.
We guarantee every inch of our Foundation equal t« sample in every respect.
CHA.8. D.^I)ANT <X: SON,
SABIy
HAMILTON. Hancock Co., ILL.

It contains 330 profusely
Illustrated
pages, is "fully up with tlie times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witli everj-tliing that can aid in
the successful management of tlie HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

PRICE— Bound

ViiZi'U'ABZ.E

covers,

ORIGINAL PATENTS.

7.5

in cloth, $1.00
cents, postpaid.

;

in

B- le;a?vis,

C3-.

WATERTOWN,

49Ctf

Friends,

if

you

are in

any way interested

WIS.
in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culture,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Semf-Afonthly Oleaningre

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A.

The Monthly Bee Journal

BINGHAM

and the pamphlet " Bees
and Honey," will both be sent for $1.

Bee Smoker

THE!

The Original

Write for my nc»v Price-List for 1885.

in HlTeH* Honey Eactractorn* Comb
paper ments
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all boobs

^^~A Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

^

KEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERV ! !
The Largest Manufacturer of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World !
Our capacity now is a C A R - I. O A D

for a year

1 1

U CCn

I,

ROOT. Medina.

O.

National Real Estate
Index. Full of TRADES,

th^

ecu
YnUU
Bargains and Real Estate news.
11

50 cts.
a year. Sample copy free. Address,
27CGt
W. I., GRIGGS, Kirksville, Mo.

BEE KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
MANTTFACTUREES OF

VICTOR HIVE BEE-HIVES
AND

operated upon a Dew principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames continuous pas8a^'es being effected in a

One-Fiece Sections, Foandation, Smokers, &c

Practical Maxxner

tOCtf

is

;

Send for Circular.
!

may be arranged for any form of the LangFrame has been fairly tested, and is the
Rent Hive made for Comb Honey. May be used

Siiiltli A;

Goodell.

lUXK FALLS,

ILL.

It

ptroth

;

for E.^tracting.

and Price

List.

Send for
Address

my

24-page Catalogue

DR. G. r.. TINKER*
Patented, 1878
Prof. <'(ioh, In his valuable Manual of the Apiarv,
itatea that " Mr. Bingham waa tlie first to improve
the old Ouinby smoker by estabiishinK a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has demonBtrated that no one but BinKham has been able to
Improve a Bingham fmoker. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been In use Ave years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make Iota of smoke and
<:omfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow

smnke up or down or

sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoa please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always ko
I

Bee-keepers will save money and vexation by
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &.
Hetheringtnn Uncapping-Knivestlrst. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but "f these
we Jire the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4.'j.()(Mi in use Irom one
t4i five years,
plaint.

and receiving but one

com-

letter of

With European and American orders already
received for over 3.»X)(i. there is evidence that 1884
with us is not likely to be an Idle one. Also that
Buch g'tods as we make have met the advanced
want-'' of the moat advanced bee-keepers In Europe and America.

Prices, ^y mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..;j'/i inch.
-Conquerorsmoker(wideshield).3
214
Liipffe smoker (wide shifid)
E.vtra smoker {wide shield)
2
Pliiinemoker
2
I.Ht>e Wonder smoker
tliiiptiam & Hetherington

19ii

Honey

'*

"
"
•*

.$2 00

..

" ..
Knife,

of

Illustrated Catalogue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing else-

where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable ne»"ded in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots
of lu colonies or more, iire invited to correspond.

or balf-

ABKONIA. MICH.

lath ThouHUnd

Pric** Lint and t'lilailoKue of Been. Qiieeni,,
and Apiarian liiiplement*.
Safe Delivery
guaranteed. FL,A»iA6AN A, I1.L,IN8KI,
Lock Box 995, BelleTlIle, St.Clair Go., Ills.

^ABly

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.
1 5e. (in one or two-cent stamps)
S15N1>
and yet by return mail the neatest, cheap-

tJust

Out!

llth Thousand Sold in Jnst Four Months
3,000 Sold the past Tear.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 flne illustrations were added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has beenthoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keepinp. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, Sil 35- Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A. J.

HARTFORD. WIS.
All interested in Beesorl nnncolonles
niariDC Hont-y.«h..uldl|lllll nrBees
SixAijJIdllCOi
send forourlUUUfor Hale.
2B5t

COOK,

Author and Publisher,

State Agricultural College,
18C7t 20Dl2t

LANSING, MICH.

The Oldest and Largest establishmfnt in the United
making a Srecialtu of Mail Orders.

States

JOB

PRINTING,

B'^^li^^VL.

ll Letter Heads. Bill Heads. Envelopes ami
Business Cards. 35 cents per 100, oOil
for S1..J0. All kinds of Job Printing neatly
Send stamp for samples. Our
executed.
paper, Bov» and <«lrls, 2.5c. a year. Send
K. OT. RlJL,ISON,
Sample
Copy.
tor

FLUSHING, MICH.

2C3t

For Pleasure and

Profit.

A

New Book of 172 pages, profusely
Ballantine.
illustrated, by Rev.
Prices, r»H and Tocents. Address the

BEESNew
N
-

lASl

Wm.

author at
Concord, Muskingum

Co., Ohio.

AVKNHAM, MASS.

15

Address,

MANUAI. OF THE APIAKY.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

fr.OOO

J.C. SAYLJES.
ll)15t

lAtf

BINUUAM & HETHERINGTON,
itA2Btf

BE SURE

To send a Postal Card for our

65
1

TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen

O.

est and most practical arranfrement extant
..
,.125 for reversible frames. They are adapted to
..
100 any frame or hive.

2 inch

jzen rates.

175
150

Or,

NEW PHILADELPHIA.

lAtf

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

I pay S5c. per pound dellrered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, toe shipper's name
should always be on each package.

ALFRED

II.

923 West Madison

NE:WITIAN,
St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

1885 ITALIAN (jUEEKS 1885
eWAKKANTED aiJEENS FOK $.5.
Write for Circular. J. T. WlliSOPf,
NICHOLASVILLE, IvY.
IBC-It.ea

:

,

;
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DUNHAM COMB FOUNDATION MAOHINE.
TESTIMONIALS.
Hamilton,

MRS. Frances Dunham. De Pere. Wis.
Dear Madam:— We have niiide about

III.,

Dec.

10, 1883.

15
1884,

HEDDON'S
GOX^TJl^/LlSr.

38,000 lbs. of foundation on vour mills this year, and the
foundation has Riven universal satisfaction; so much so, that neveral luanufacturers have stopped
mauufacturiuK to supply their custoniers with our found;tticm. We have also manufactured about
lO.iMK) lbs. of thin foundation on tlie Vandervort machine lor surplus boxes, and it has been equally a
jjuccess, but for brood chamber foundation, yours is still unexcelled.
Yours,
CIIAS. DADANT & SON.

Mrs. Frances Dunham, De Pere, Wis.
Dear Madam:— 1 have made over 100,000
not now take double the price 1 paid for it.
Mrs. Frances Dunham:
I

All prefer the foundation
difficulty In rolling

have no

lbs.

Beeton, Ont., Dec. lo, I88:j.
of foundation on one of your machines, and would
Yours very truly,
D. A. JONES.

Genoa. Cayup;a
I
it

manufacture on one of your mills,
from
to 12 feet to the pound for
Yours respectfully,
if.i

WAX

Dec. 12. I88:i.
on any other machine.

Co., N. Y.,

to that made
sections.

J.

G.

ON SHARES,

For Comb Foundation for 1885,

WHITTEN.

Why

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

Kenton, Ohio. Dec. 29, 1883.
After usinK one of your foundation mills for the past 3 years, we can't say too much in its favor
Yours,
SMITH &. SMITH.
for brood foundation, it stands head and shoulders above all.

not send

me your Wax

And

Mrs. Frances Dunham:

Omaha. Neb., Jan. 18, 1884.
I made all brood on Dunham mill, and that I believed it by far the best for that purpose, and as
further proof, instance the testimony of E. Kretchmer, of Coburg, Iowa, and L. C. Root <t Bro., of
Mohawk. N. Y. Messrs. Root & Bro. have only used brood foundation of me, and in a later communication say "It (our foundation) gave the best results of any tried." I write this that you may have fair
play, which is to me always a jewel. You are at liberty to publish this. Yours truly, T. L. VON DOKN.
Send for description and Price List to
:

FRANCES DUNHAM, De

SEED Warranted
:

to Crow.

or order refilled gratis. 1 have .sold vesetabU* jiml
over a million farmers and gardeners

'^"^kSecil lo

--.^aj^

If

Pere, Wis.

2BCtf

—

be made into the best Given Foundation on sliares, or at a low cash
price per pound for making, during
the less-hurried winter months.
to

tluwer
in the

^^40iri^flD\^> ^'^^^Uniteil States, perhaps some are your neighbors, if so ask
1>^
*l jT C< X^^Sl^ them whether they are reliable. Mr. Thomas Hehshall of
^^ ^^ V^ V^ )r^ **
"*^^^^^ Truv, Kansas, writes me: "For 26 years I have dealt with

I have lived in Iowa. Missouri. Colorado, and Kanand no matter what the soil or climate, the result
u;(s
always the same, to wit: — religiously honest
and good." This IS the kind of seed I raise and sell. The
Hubbard and Marblehead Squash, Marbleliead
Cori», Marblehead Cabbages, Ohio Potato, Eclipse
Beet, are some of the vet;etab!es{jf which 1 was tin- orig-iiial introducer. A Fair with $5t|(J in premiums. Seemy cataloyuo.free to nil
'JAITIES J. H.
(Seed Grower), Marblehead. Masi

you have no wax, perhaps your

store-keepers have, and it wUl pay you
to buy and ship to me.
Write and get my present low terms.
I pay highest market price in

CASH FOR WAX.

ynii,
Piis,

GUEGORV,

Apiary
I

offer for

for Sale.
one of the best

sale

and very choicest location in
Southern Michigan.
apiaries

Ko other bees kept in the field.
House, barn and honey- house, good

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

cellar, cistern,

and two wells

;

high-

board fence all on }4 acre of ground in
a small village, 6 miles from here, on
this M. C. R. R.
Depot, freight, express and telegraph offices, saw-mill,
store and blacksmith shop only 2-5 rods
distant.

Here vfe have three surplus honey
First, from white clover
crops
second, from basswood third, from
myriads of fall flowers.
I will give my purchaser a splendid
opportunity to gain a good home, and
choice honey location.
I will sell
with it any number of colonies of
bees and apiarian fixtures wanted,
the outfit being either for comb or extracted honey as desired ; or I will
sell only the home and permanent
fixtures, and furnish a large number
of colonies on shares till the purchaser thus gains stock of his own.
:

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
liEVOLVrNa COMB-HANOBR,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.
Price, complete, only

$18.00.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. LLL.
for working people.
Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thoufiht possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. r)U cents
to |r. easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unparalleled offer
To all who are not well satisBed
we will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us.
Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Don't delay.
Address Stinson' & co.

H[LPi

:

SlAly

Portland, Maine.

YES,

WHY NOT ?

me your address on a postal and
SEND
a description of My Improved

receive
fur

Uook

bottom- boards of bee-hives.

CHEAP! SIMPI.E! EFFECTIVE!
Pronounced the "best thingr out-'* Sample
nook for a two-cent stamp. No room to say more.

;

Opens Tuesday, December 16, 1884.
lathe presence of the Presidents of the American Republics, viz: Arthur, of the United
States; Diaz of Mexico ;Barrios, of Guatemala;
Bog^raja, of Honduras.

The Colossal Exhibit
of

-

all

Time!

sixteen (16) Immense Exhibition Buildings
One— the larg^est building ever erected, iinother

Hives and faxtures of my latest improved patterns.
Write
me for

90 Acres of Space Undercover!

prices, terms, etc.

—the largest Coubervatory in the World.

IjOW Transportation Bates

fVom

alt

s. Ample Acoonimodaf ion* at
Ke»«onal>le Mates Tor all Visitors.

Pole

During' the period of the Exposition, from
i6, 1SS4, toj une i, 1885 the tempera
atNew Orlenns averafres 65 Fahr, The
lawn and shrubbery rem;uu erreen, flowers
bloom, fruits ri pen, and all kinds of vegetablea
grow and mature.
Full information promptly furnished. Ad-

December

turo

dress,

^

-^

BUBKE, Director tienerml*
New Orleans, l4aa

E. A.

HOTVASS U. ACKEKMAIV.

FOR BEE-HIVES

NOKTH INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

And a g-eneral assortment of Bee-K.eei>ers'

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale ISnpplIes send tor circular
»nd

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at

in

Write to

lABtf

HIVES IN THE FLAT,
OR MADE UP COMPLETE,

.51Utf

,

J. E.

PKYOK,

to

Dexter, Iowa.

home. Write for special prices

quantity, and

state the

number

wanted.
Address,

JAMES HEDDOSr,

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County

MICH.
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ALFRED

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

H.

Dealer

NEWMAN,

In all

F,A.&II.O,SALISBUM'S

kinds of

SECTIONS. APIARIAN SUPPLIES, Condensed ^ICE-LIST.
READ

A

THIS.

AND

in regard to the
infringement suit on the One-Piece Section,
time.
this
at
necessary
we deem
I commenced suit ag-ainst A. I. Koot, in

HONEY A>D BEESWAX,

word of explanation

the United

Northern

Send 2-cent Stamp for our Catalogue.

923 West Madison

CHICAGO,

Circuit Court, for the

States

Matthews

district of Ohio; Stanley

that the patent was
presiding.
void for want of novelty. I have taken an
Supreme Court
United
States
appeal to the
at Washington, which will decide the case,
If it goes
final.
will
be
and its decision
against nie I will submit, but if decided in
have inwho
all
expect
my favor, I shall

He decided

fringed will pay me damages from date of
the patent.
Some unprincipled parties are advertising
that the Courts have decided that the patent
This is not the case, as it is before
is void.
the United States Supreme Court at WashWhen that
ington, at the present time.
Court gives its opinion it will be final, and
until it does, any one infringing will be liable
for damages, if the United States Supreme
Court sustains the patent.
.

Street,

ILL.

CHAFF HIVES.

MTf IM-U8TKATED CATAI-OePE
sent

FREE upon application.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, irholesale
and

See AdvertiBement

retail.

In

another column.

SEND FOR

.

We are prepared

to make any style
of hive any one may need, but advise
all to have those adapted to the Langstroth frame, as that is the standard.

each $1.70
each l.eo

3 in the flat, $o.iO
10 in the flat, 16.00

IT.

SIMPLICITIES.

We have

just issued a new four-page circular that will interest any bee-keeper.
Send your name on a postal card for it.

3VanDeiisen-Nellis,inflat,$1.50,ea.5O
44Atf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass. 10 Van Deusen-Nellis, do. 4.50,ea.4.5
3 Salisbury's in the flat, $2.10. .ea.70
S.'1Ij£
A one-and-a-half horse- 10 Salisbury's in the flat, 6.40...ea.64
power, wrought-iron, tubular BOILER
AND ENGINE, in working order. Delivered on cars here for ^ll.j.OO. Address
PRICES OF SECTIONS.
.52A4t
J. D. EN.iS, Napa, Calirornla.
For Simplicity and Langstroth Hives.
CS^i^ST)
Exactly like the body of Simplicity,
but only half as high.
One-lb. Sections in lots of 500 to 4,000 $5.00
5,000 to 10,000 4.75 Given'sFoundationPross.
Ditto
Ditto
each, 20c.
1 Body, $ .20
10,000 to 2.5,000 4..50
Ditto
Ditto
PUBLIC SENTIMENT atBrms that the PRESS
each, 18c.
10 Bodies, 1.80
25,000 to 50,000 4.25 Is StJPEHIOR for maklngComb Foundation either
Ditto
Ditto
100,000 or more 4.00 In Wired Frames or for SECTIONS, and Insures
Ditto
Ditto
drawn
and perfect comba, when
out by
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For tralKht
tile bees. Send for Circular and samples.
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length,
The Hoffman- Langstroth frames are
CO.,
D. 8, eiTEN
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
HOOPESTON,
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
the ones we are adopting in our apiaabove per centage to the price of one-lb.
ries of 230 colonies. They have many
Sections in the same quantity.
advantages not possessed by the
I
common frame.
J. FORSCROOK & CO.,

—

FOR

.

SURPLUS BODIES

FRAMES.

A

F LORAL NSTRUCTOR

soAStBCtf

Watertown. Wis., Dec.

i,

1884.

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

P^ PATENT
JOUND/n"ION

I

R^i,

c
IVIILLS

;!|

yi

,

AINSWOKTH. IOWA.

A Monthly
trial. 4
5:>A:!t

Fruit,

months,

& Garden

Flower
10 cents.

Jou'-nal,

on

Address as above.

more money than at anything else by
taking an acency for the best selling book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
Ham.ett Book Co.
fail. Terms free.
Portland, Maine.
slAly

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

6inchS'3
" Si5

and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

10

^ W.e.PELHAM

0". "VvT".

E]OK:i^-A.3sr,
DEALER IN

SECTION BOXES.
Use a nailed box and have a decent
one.
they.

No boxes can look as nice as
We make them from white

basswood, planed on edges and one
side.

MAYSVILLEXY.

Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens

37ABly

Hoflman-Langstroth,perlOO, $2.00
per 100, $1.7.5
do.
Dovetailed
per 100, $1..50
do.
Plain
Wide for 8 1-lb. Sec, per 100. $3.00
Wide for 4 1-lb. Sec, per 100, $2..50

per 1000
5Mx5>4, per 1000

$4.7.5

414x41.4,

$6.00

For further Information, send for Circular.

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

7Aly

V/c will send vmi a watch or a chain
I(V 3I,*IL0KK\rilK«S, C.U. D.. lobe
€-\;iiiiiii(.-Ubelur«'[puyinerany money

and

nut sati>laetory, returned at
ouri'vpcnse. We manufacture all
our Watches and save you 30 per
cent. Catalogue of 250 styles free.
Ev..'rv Wntch Warrnnlpd. Address
II

STAMDARD AMERICAN WATCH CO,
PITTSUL'Rl.H,

I'A.

ft

PRIZE.

Send six cents for pnstape.
and receive free.a coatly box
of coui s which will help you
more money right away
than anything else

in

this

world. All. of eitheraex. suc-

ceed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

SlAly

SUPPLIES.
Muth's Honey Extractor, BEE-KEEPERS'
Shipping Crates, &c.
V. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

^r"8end

10c. for Practical

etc.

MVXH,
CINCINNATI,

Hives, Sections,
White Poplar Section* a specialty in qnallty
and accuracy. Send lor Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

.

SUAiiit

O,

Hlnt« to Bee-Keepcre.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

letall.

See Advertisement

in

another column,

FLAT -BOTTOM

COMB FOUNDATION,
htdrh side-wclls, 4 to 16

square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples frea
J.

VAN OEUSKN &

SONS.

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont. Ot^ N. 7.

2-frame Machine (L
4-frame Machine (L

size)
size)

Can furnish them up

DRAKE & SMITH,
MHnum, Bristol. Vermont,
MANrFACrrKEKS OF

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

E,\tractoris the Automatic, which
we handle exclusively. If you get one and
use it one season, you will not sell it for
twice its cost if you could not get another.

The best

$12.00
$21.00

to 10 frames.

See

catalogue for prices.

Successors to A. E.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

EXTRACTORS.

RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

Bend for Samples A Reduced Prlce-LUt.
ABtf J.VANDfeRVOBT,LaceyTille,Pa.

HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE SOUTH

For tne manufacture of

HEE-KEKl'KRS* SX7PPL.IES.
Dunhntn and Root FoMnilallon a specialty.
Italiiin Queens and Bees from March to November.
^"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
SCtf r AUI. I-. VI ALI.ON. Bayou Goula. La.

COMB FOUNDATION.
Do not li(lie\ o^ any when they say they
make the the lust." We chullenfe any one to
make better fciumUition than wedo. Prices
and particulars given

in catalogue.

ENGINES.
engine for bee-keepers and others. No
engineer recjuired. Can tie started by a
match and then takes care of itself. If the
If
engine is stopped the Are goes out.
started, it is lighted .Burns kerosene. Costs
12 cents to run a one-horse-power 10 hours.
We wish to say to all who have not yet
placed their orders, to send a 2-cent stamp
for our circular. Get our prices and then
try us. We fan please and will. Address

An

F. A.

IBCly

& H. 0. SALISBURY.
GEDDES, Onondaga Co., N.

Y,

:

;
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WEEKLY EDITION

Absolute Phenol.

Qujcvics

OF THE

^^^.^MB^SO#,

Many

correspondents are enquiring
what Mr. Frank Cheshire means by
" Absolute Phenol " in his article on

I'-M

Bacillus

alvei,

or

what

is

ilEjOTUr^
PUBLISHED AT

925 WEST MADISDN-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, 9SZ a yeiir Monthly, 50 cents.

We have responded twice to this inquiry that it is
simply pure carbolic acid. Dr. James
Dalziel writes the following on the
point to the New Zealand Bee Journal,
which we think will be interesting to
our readers

ILL.

I need scarcely say that when I
received the November numberof the
Bee Journal 1 at once read Mr. Cheshire's paper witli very great interest,
G.
but when I reached the following
EDITOR ANH PROPRIETOB,
sentences
" Here a caution is needful.
(Carbolic acid is an impure phenol, and is useless. It contains creoNo. 2. sote and cieosols, and bees abhor it.
Vol. XXI.
Chicago, Jan. 14, 1885,
Absolute phenol must be used. It is
difficult rather to obtain," etc., I was
The fare to the World's Exposi- considerably amused, and reminded
of tlie following story
An Englishtion at New Orleans from Chicago
man and a Scotchman, on a tour
and return (good for 15 days) is now through Ireland, were conversing on
only $20. This will be an extra in- vegetarianism ; tliey were loud in
ducement to those who intend to go their praises of potatoes as an article
of daily diet (tlie Scotchman called
to the "Bee-Keepers' International
them " taties," pronounced " taaties ")
Congress," to be held there on Feb. and asked the Irisliman for his opinIn response to many ion of them as vegetables. He replied
24, 25 and 26.
inquiries, we will now say that it is that he could not altogether agree
with them potatoes and taties might
our intention to be present and take do very well with English and
Scotch
part in the deliberations.
hope stomachs, but he had once tried some
there will be a large representation potatoes and they agreed with his
stomach so badly that he had to send
from the North.
for the doctor, and was very bad indeed for several hours but there was
The Rev. Wm. Ballantine, of a vegetable whicli he had eaten at
Sago, O., has just published a new every meal for years, and it had never
disagreed with him yet, and that was
work entitled "
Practical Treatise
' spuds."
on Bee-Culture." It is sold at 50
Tlie difference between " phenol "
cents, in paper covers, and 75 cents and " carbolic acid " is the same as
bound in cloth. The author has done between '' potatoes " and " spuds."
" Phenol " is the French name, "carhis part well, but the printer has made
bolic acid '' the English name for the
a botch of it.
same article, and " impure phenol " is
:

NEWMAN,

:

—

^"

:

An

^ ^e:pUes,

Enthusiastic Welcome.

generally

called "foul brood."

THOMAS

19

—

As we had every reason to expect,
the initiatory number containing this
new Department was

received with
the most enthusiastic endorsement.
The opinions of the many practical
honey-producers are worth much more
than the opinion of any one person,
no matter how much he knows or
how successful he may be.
Again, much more care will be bestowed upon the questions, and more
thought before answering, because
every one knows there are others
who are answering precisely the same
question, and the answer records his
judgment by the side of his cotemporaries,to stand until the undeveloped
and undefined future shall make all
things clear, and decide who was
right and who wrong.
As we have three belated replies of

Query, No.

2,

we

will reprint that

Query and give those

first.

Bees Uneasy and Roaring.

;

We

;

m"

A

—

^^ We have

had a " shower " of
Cards saying that the Bee
Journal of Dec. 31 was not received.
By referring to the first page of the
Bee Journal for Dec. 24, it will be
seen that it coTisBiued the index and
closed the volume for 1SS4, being the
Postal

tifty-second

number

for that year.

As

were (ifty-three Wednesdays
(our day of publication) in last year,
we published none for Dec. 31, and
there

the

first

number

for this year

Wednesday, Jan.

is

dated

7, 1885.

Catalogues for 1885.—
ceived the following

We

have

re-

:

James
F. A.

B.
•

.1.

J. S.

Hcfkloii. Dowajriac, Mich.
& H. O. Salisbur.v, Geddes, N. Y.
Miller & Co., Nappauee, Ind.

Tadlock, Lulintr, Texas.

Hurlliert, Lyndon, Ills.
Illustrated TatalOKue ot the Plant Seed Co.
St. Louis, Mo., in English and German.

.7. .7.

of

Query, No. 2.— Dec.16 was cold and windy,
with the thermometer at zero; next morningit stood at 'M degrees above, the wind has
ceased, and the bees were roaring as if it
was in June. What caused the uneasiness ?
Is it a sign of diarrhea ?
Dk. C. C. Miller suggests the follow" Was it not the bees stirring up to
ing
get fresli feed ? 1 think that bees do this
habitually, by spells, and the rise of temperature would induce all to partake at
the same time."
:

BoARDMAN

" The
remarks thus
temperature was a sufficient
"impure carbolic acid;" "pure car- explanation of the disturbance describedbolic acid " i.s " pure phenol." On being neither the heat nor the cold, but
this point the British Pharraacopceia the sudden change of temperature which
is, I think, stillicently good authority,
invariably produces such disturbance,
" Acidus carbolicus. Synonit says
and in proportion to the violence of such
yma, phenic acid ; phenol
hydrate
of phenyl
Any good dic- change, whether rising or falling tempertionary will inform your readers that ature."
" synonym " is " another term signi"1
J. E. Poxi), Ji!., replies as follows
fying the same." As to the difficulty do not think that tlie
explanation given
in obtaining, I think it can easily be
could be diagnosed as bee-diarrhea. It is
gotten from any good chemist or
true that l)ee-diarihea is accompanied by
druggist.
such a roaring as is described, but tliere
are other causes that might produce the
i®"
little boy discovered a bee same. My opinion is that the bees were
crawling about on his hand. Finally, hibernating during the
severe cold
the bee stopped for a moment, and, weather, and tlie sudden change of 20° in
after remaining stationary for an in- warmth, awakened them, and the roaring
was caused by those efforts which they
stant, stung tlie little fellow. AVhen
always make at such times, to restore the
the cry of pain was over, the little
equilibrium of lieat within the hive
child said to his
that he did another reason
for so thinking is, that if
not care for the bee"8 walking about affected with bee-diarrhea,
they would
on him, but he did not like his sitting have given furtliermanifestationsof being

H. K.
change

:

in

:

;...."

;

:

A

mamma

down on him.

so troubled."

:

:
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i^HE

have pollen, stop all upward ventilation
and contract the entrances well. But if
they are wintered so far north that flights
Query, No. 3 How should they be built ?
How ventilated ? What is the right tempera- do not occur often as late as March 1, they
should not be put out until frequent
ture ? When should the bees be taken out ?

Bee-Houses and

Cellars.

—

flights are assured."

Jajles Heddon says:
and experiment have forced me to believe
that no liind of a cellar with any sort of
"Observation

ventilation, quantity of food, or degree of
temperature can be depended upon to

bee-diarrhea, they need not be taken out

can be gathered."
" It
little how bee-houses and beeMessrs. Dadant & Son reply thus
cellars are built, providing they accom- " We have never built a bee-house, but
plish the purpose for which they are in- our bee-cellars are deep enough in the
tended, i. e., keeping a uniform tempera- ground to be beyond the reach of frost.
inside, no
ture
matter what are the It is important that they should be dry.
G. M.
matters

DooLiTTLE answers thus

:

:

;

;

C. Miller responds as follows
use the cellar under my house, and I
also built a bee-cellar about a year ago,
making it the same as an ordinary cellar.
Bee-houses or bee-cellars should be ventilated by a sub-earth ventilation pipe for
ingress of air, and a chimney or pipe at

Dr. C.

:

I

A

stove
the top for an exit for the air.
containing a slow fire hastens ventilation

When
tlie weather is cold enough.
outside air is as warm or warmer ttian the
air in the cellar, leave the doors and
when

windows open at night.
" The right temperature

is

which
do not be-

that at

bees remain the quietest, and

I

by any means, the same in
all cases, but must be determined in each
case by experiment. In my main cellar
the bees seem to be the quietest when tlie
temperature is about 40° above zero. I
usually remove my bees when the soft
maples bloom."
lieve that

it is,

"Bee-houses
Dr. G. L. Tinker^ says
should be built double-walled, the roof as
well as the sides, and the spaces filled in
witli sawdust. Six inches of sawdust is
enough for this locality, but farther north
not less tlian one foot may be required.
Large cellars are better to winter bees in
tlian small ones. In my opinion bee:

may be ventilated best by two airshafts in opposite ends of the building,
houses

That degree of temperature at which the
bees are the most quiet, is the best. If
the bees are quiet, and show no signs of
until pollen

prevent bee-diarrliea wliere its primary
cause is present. Just liow special repositories sliould be built and operated, changes outside. Because a cave in the
cannot well be learned until we first Ijnow earth will better accomplish this than a
the cause and prevention of the disease bee-liouse or a bee-cellar under a dwellwhich is at the bottom of all our winter ing, is wliy I prefer the cave. I somelosses. I think that the future will prove times think that the matter of ventilation
that such ventilation, temperature and is non-important, as bees frequently winhumidity as that in which the bees remain ter in splendid condition with no special
the most quiet, is the best and that will provision being made for any ventilation
vary a little in ditferent localities and sea- but by way of explanation, I will say that
Bees sliould be removed from I use sub-earth ventilation of 1.50 feet in
sons.
cellars or bee-houses after all danger of length, in connection with a direct upward
any long confinement is past, or when the ventilation of the same size. These ventilators allow of being opened or closed
first new pollen appears."
at pleasure, and when I say that they are
"

directly or through tile laid under ground.
There sliould be a ventilator at the top.

closed nearly one-half of the time, it will
be seen that I do not value ventilation as

highly as some do. 1 endeavor to keep
the temperature at from 43° to 45° above

We ventilate them by

" Bees should be taken out at about the
when the first pollen appears yet it
sometimes occurs that tliey would be
better off if left in the cellar until the

time

;

willows and hard maples bloom."

of

windows

;

Create a Local

Now

is

Markets

zero.

means

with blinds. Should blinds be missing, a
bunch of straw will do very well to keep
the light ont and to let the air in. We
think that the temperature should be
about 42° or 45° above zero. If the bees
are not quiet, they are either too cold or
too warm. We put them in on the first
cold days of December, and take them out
on the first warm days of Mareli but
much depends on the location and condition of the bees. If tliey are quiet, they
may be left in longer."

city.

Honey Market.

the time to create
in every village,

Honey

town and

Wide - awake honey producers

get the Leaflets " Why eat
(only 50 cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food

should

Honey"

and Medicine,"

and

scatter

them

plentifully all over the territory they

Prof. A. J. Cook says that " Bee-houses can supply with honey, and the result
and bee-cellars should be constructed so will be a demand that will readily take
as to be independentof outer temperature. all of their crops at remunerative
If built above ground, the walls should
be thick. Any under-ground cellar with a
flowing spring of water, and containing a
basin holding a barrel which receives and
gives out the water continually, is excel-

prices.

The

"Honey as Food

prices for

and Medicine " are as follows
Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
per hundred, $2.50. 600 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
®" To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every mie who
;

lent.

"I would always

ventilate

them with

an under-ground pipe 500 feet long and I
should like a pipe also connecting with
fire above, so as to produce a current of
air.
A pipe connected with a chimney
will do, however, with no fire. We have
sucli a cellar which has been in use for
years, and in it we have never lost a colvery successful
ony. We have been
with a temperature of from 38= to 42° buys a package of honey, will
above zero. This winter I am trying a any quantity of it.
higher temperature. The temperature in
the cellar is now 48% and I fear the re;

—

sell

almost

^^ The long winter evenings will
would not take bees out until they be well occupied by reading bee literature.
When renewing your subscripcan gather pollen. Here it is about April
tion, it will be well to get some good
10."
bee-books. See our list of books on
in the same way.?l think that that dethe second page and select what you
gree at which the bees keep tlie most
W. Z. HuTCirrN'soN responds as fol- need.
quiet— from 40= to 50' Falir.— is the best.
"The walls of bee-houses or beeTry them with a thermometer, and tlien lows
keep tliem as near tlieldegree as possible. cellars should be thick, and made of some
IS" Every subscriber is kindly inTake them out of the cellar early, or as non-conducting material. If partially un- vited to obtain a new subscriber to
early as March 1, in this latitude, and as der ground, the temperature can be kept send with his renewal. Please notice
early as Feb. 1.5, if the winter is a mild more even. They should be so arranged the premiums offered for clubs, on
one. As breeding will then begin, if they that the outside air can be admitted another page.
extending from

tlie floor

upward through

the roof. Where many bees are to be
wintered in a cellar, it may be ventilated

sult.

"

I

:
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If the theory be
US, Mr. Voungman.
have been away only five minutes
hence the caution I have elsewhere true, it will soon have hosts of friends;
given in regard to fertile queens with if it be false, it will die without any
attendants after being confined on a to lament it, for even I shall decline
to be a mourner at its funeral.
journey.
Speedside, Out.
This process of introducing queens
by fear is quite different from that of
For ttie Aiuerican Bee Journal.
inserting fertile queens in full coloFur the American Bee Journal.
nies but the case is exceptional, beIntroducing Unfertile Queens.
of
the
character
restless
Season of 1884— Selling Honey.
cause of the
virgin queen whose bearing attracts
S. SIMMINS (75—100).
the attention of tlie bees, even if she
A. U. STOCKING (O.i— 80).
attack them, which
It is seldom necessary to give virgin does not first
Owing to the state of my health, I
queens to full colonies, but where frequently has been the case.
Brighton, England.
have deferred making my report for
queen- rearing is carried on, there are
the past season longer than I intended
often uiciny on liand, and so must be
to.
I commenced the season with 65
given to nuclei, either made up purFor the American Bee journal.
colonies, all in fair condition, having
posely to receive them, or those queenless, already established.
Much has Chilled Bees are Not "Hibernating." wintered them on the summer stands
with chaff cushions over the frames,
been said in reference to different
which was all the protection they
WJI. K. CLARKE.
plans recommended, but no satisfachad. I lost only .S by starvation, but
tory method seems to have been
On page 779 of the Bee Journal several by robbing.
adopted. The plan which I now ofFruit bloom was abundant, and
fer, 1 believe will meet the wants of for 1884, Mr. Wm. Malone discusses
" Do bees hibernate i"' they got a good supply of honey and
all, who, like myself, rear a large the question,
and which he answers in the negative, built up strong by the time white
number of queens yearly.
Towards evening select as many basing his reply on tlie case of a clover blossomed, but the weather
queenless nuclei as there are young prairie grey-squirrel which he found was so cold and wet that they secured
queens on hand, close up each, but several winters ago, and which he but little honey but before basswood
example of came on, the hickory trees were covallow ample ventilation then drum considers " a perfect
on the sides for a few seconds, asid hibernation." He concludes that bees ered with honey-dew, and the bees
permit the queen to run in through a do not hibernate because their torpor soon filled the sections, which deThis honey
slit previously made in the perforated is not so profound as that of the stroyed my white honey.
material, close it at once that no bees squirrel which he discovered. But was dark and thick, but had no very
may come out, and give them their tlie condition is one that admits of disagreeable flavor, ani I had no
Bees may not become so trouble in selling it at, a reduced
liberty on the next morning. By first degrees.
being frightened, and then finding utterly quiescent as did the squirrel, price. Basswood bloom lasted only
themselves conflned, the bees lose and yet liibernate to a certain extent. three or four days, but did not yield
their first inclination to attack the Mr. Gallup, Mr. L. C. Root, Mr. Allen very abundantly, and the fall was so
restless young queen. As soon as the Pringle, and otliers, testify that bees dry, with very cold nights, that I obfirst fright is over, the quilting should relapse into a dormant state, out of tained but little fall honey.
l)e
partially re-arranged to guard which they are "slowly aroused;"
It was a very poor season with me.
against chill during the night, but do even Mr. Ileddon uses the phrases, I got only about .SO pounds of honey
and "semi- per colony, spring count, the most of
not remove the perforated zinc which "perfect quietude,"
The scientific term it being comb honey but the bees
should cover the entire upper surface. hibernation."
winter
torpor, filled the brood-chambers full, and
The entrance should be arranged to denotes a state of
whetlier partial or complete.
close or open, without extra fixing.
thev were put into winter quarters
Hibernation is not the result of ex- heavy with honey and strong in bees.
I would not introduce a queen of
" Chilled bees "
not I had but few swarms, and now I
are
any kind to a full colony by this posure.
means, but where it is necessary to " hibernating bees," but bees under- have 80 colonies on the summer
give a virgin queen to such, it will be going tlie process of being frozen to stands.
I have sold all my honey for the
at a time when the colony has re- death. In the early stages of this
cently swarmed, and little risk is in- process they may be restored by last three years in my home market,
curred by permitting her to rnn down warm til, but unless thus restored, and have not yet been able to supply
from the top of the frames by first they will die. They are not on the the demand. I have worked hard to
driving the bees back with a" little road to death when they hibernate. create a home market, and have been
I set my own price on
smoke.
It is nature's expedient for preserving successful.
Mr. Malone confounds my honey, and would not allow it to
I trust that others will try the plan them alive.
and report thereon during next sea- two states that are perfectly distinct be sold at any less than the price I
8(m. It occurred to ray mind, because and opposite the one to the other. put upon it, whilst others brought in
on very many occasions, when send- Kirby and Spence, in their Entomol- honey and sold at lower prices than I
ing queens away with bees in 3^-pound ogy, rather poetically speak of spring did. I was the first one to introduce
lots, I have had to take the bees from as " the period when insects shake off the 1 and 2-pound sections into this
a full colony, and the queen from a the four or five months' sleep which market, and I have taken great pains
nucleus. The queen was put in last, has sweetly banished winter from to put up my honey in sections in a
and the shipping-box immediately their calendar." They also argue at clean and attractive shape. I had
closed, and remarkable as it may length that something more than cold some trouble in introducing extracted
seem, not one report of death has been leads insects to retire into their hyber- honey, but I succeeded, and now I
received.
nacula; and that something more cannot begin to supply the demand,
Nuclei can be made up from full than wamth leads to their re-appear whilst there is a good deal of excolonies, at the same time it is de- ance in spring. That something more tracted honey in the stores with no
sired to accommodate newly hatched is instinct. "Chilled bees," as Mr sales. I sell a great deal of honey to
queens, when confined over night In Malone tells us, invariably show signs farmers who come to my apiary for it.
all honey-producers
I believe it
this way but they must be carried of diarrhea when revived by warmth,
some distance away, and if not re- but it is one of the evidences of hiber- would go to work and create a home
moved from the same yard, the bees nation, that they have, as the result market amongst their farmer neighshould be made to note their new of going into that condition, escaped bors, and in their near country towns
establish a high standard tor their
location because every bee which re- the dread disease.
turns to what a few hours since was
Mr. ,S. J. Youngman has my thanks reputation for lioney of the first qualits own home, will be slaughtered. for his frankness in saying, " I think ity produce that honey in an attracThey will not be accepted by their Mr. Clarke's theory has but few tive shape, and be careful to keep it
own comrades after being confined friends." lie is evidently sorry for there, there would not be so much
under excitement, even should they me and my theory. Do not fret about complaining about the low prices,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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markets, and over-production.
best medium that I have found
for advertising has been our County
Fair. I took great pains to make a
large and attractive display, and was
on hand all the time to talk it up and
explain it to the people, and I sold all
I had there, and could have sold much
dull

The

more.
Ligonier, 6 lud., Dec. 30, 1884.
For the Amerlcin Bee Journal,

New

Registering-Blocks.

A. A.

Having several times seen, in some
of the bee-papers, mention of some
sort of plan for registering colonies
in an apiary so as to tell at a glance
in what condition the colony was at
the last examination, I have invented
the following device which I think
will be found to be ciieap and useful.
From a li-incti plank saw off a strip 2
inches wide, plane the four sides, and
then make it octagonal, or eight sided,
by planing down the four corners.
Now paint one face, or side of it, with
a bright paint, say a red color, the
next face paint a paler red, and the
next, say a very pale red
then paint
the next face a bright yellow, the
next a medium yellow, and the next a
pale yellow and for the other two
faces, paint one white and the other
black.
Wlien the paint is dry, saw the
stick up into blocks about three-quarters of an inch long, or perhaps onehalf inth is just as well
then punch
or bore a small liole through the
center of each block. Now cut off
pieces of wire 3 inches long and of a
size to fit the holes snugly, and drive
one of tliese wires in at or near the
top of each hive so that it will pro;

;

;

ject 2 inches.
to register

the condition of the bees in a luve
Pus one of these blocks on the wire,
and if tlie colony is strong, turn up
the briglit red side of the block
if it
is only medium strong, turn up the
:

I

;

next paler side, and if it is weak,
turn up the palest side. Now place
another block on the same wire and
suppose the yellow color to denote
stores, and if the colony has plenty,
turn the bright yellow side up
if
medium, the next brighter; and if
light, the palest color is turned up.
It can now be seen that with two
;

.

;

keepers removing it, thereby preventing
that thorough evaporation which it would

receive if lefton the hive. He also stated
that it was the honey gathered early, or
the white honey which oozed out, or
sweat as some call it. He had never seen
it in goldenrod or fall honey.
Mr. Gilbert said that the honey was not
For the American Bee Journal.
ripened before capping, and that combs
built during one season and given to the
Southeastern Michigan Convention bees the next, would be tilled and sealed
too soon. He had seen honey in the cenThe Southeastern Michigan Bee-Keep- tre of the hive sweat or run out in the
ers' Association met in Plymoutli Church, same way, and the bees removed it to
at Adrian, Midi., on Dec. 3, 188-1. Tlie other parts of the hive. Mr. Edmiston
a. m. by attributed it to dampness, while W. S. G.
meeting was called to order at
President Gilbert.
When the roll was Mason attributed it to its being taken off
called only a few memhers were present. too soon.
The Secretary's and Treasurer's reports
Mr. Howes said that when the bees
were read and accepted.
brought in the nectar it was at times very
Mr. D. G. Edmiston reported, as one of thin, and when the flow was good, the
the committee which was appointed to bees needed a large comb-surface to store
confer wltli the County Agricultural So- it in while it was being evaporated ; and
ciety in regard to the exhibits at the Fair, that the bees would keep up a vigorous
and a revision and enlargement of the fanning and make a roaring noise nearly
premium list in the apiarian department, all night long after a big day's work, the
tliat the society were unable to tell until roaring ceasing towards morning, as the
was completed ; that the
a late date whether they would be able to evaporation
hold a Fair or not, and then in tlieir hurry humming or roaring noise corresponded
they forgot to make any change in the to the amount of evaporation to be done,
premium list, so the matter stood un- and that the bees might, when short of
room, seal up some of this partly ripened
changed.
Mr. C. J. F. Howes reported as chair- honey. When taken ott, it would soon
man of the committee on foul brood, that begin to run down over the cappings of
a i)etition had been drawn up and signed the rest, thus making a soiled and unsightly mess of the whole.
liy the inemluTs of the committee, which
rc(|iirsti'(l the I'robale Judge to appoint a
Dr. Stevenson said that be did not think
Cdiiimissionci- of foul brood for Lenawee tliat the humming or roaring noise was
county, according to the foul brood law of any indication that evaporation was going
Michisan. The petition was presented to on. He had heard bees make the same
the Judge by the Secretary of this Asso- noise early in the season when there was
ciation,
and a commissioner was ap- no honey coming in, while the bees were
pointed, but notliing further was done in lying out in large clusters and fanning
regard to the matter, as a member after- vigorously inside.
wards stated that lice-keepei's did not like
Mr. Howes asked, " Who should keep
to report their neighbors. The conven- bees ?" He also thought that this locality
tion then adjourned until 1 p. m.
was overstocked.
Dr. Stevenson said that to make a sucThe convention was called to order at
1:30 p.m. by the President, and 14 mem- cess of bee-keeping, the bee-keeper should
bers paid their annual dues. The election be ready and willing to attend to the
of officers then took place with the fol- needs of the bees at the right time, and to
lowing result President, C. J. F. Howes, be very careful of the small circumstances
of Adrian ; Vice-Presidents, one for each which go to make up the sum total of beeTo overstock a locality he
county represented, are as follows: keeping.
Washtenaw County, Dr. C. F. Ashley, thought almost impossible when there was
Ypsilanti
Jackson, Joseph Butler, Jr., a good flow of nectar and at other times
Jackson ; Livingston, F. L. Wright, when theie was no honey for the bees to
Hillsdale, G. H. Denman, gather, a very few colonies in a place
Plaintield;
Le- would be too many.
Pittsford ; Oakland, Mr. Boydem
Mr. Gilbert said that where but a few
Forsyth,
wanee,
Robert
BlissKeld
Wayne, M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch ; Mon- colonies of bees more were kept in a place
witli overstockroe, H. Scranton, Dundee ; Secretary, A. there would be no trouble
M. Gander, Adrian ; Treasurer, D. G. ing ; but where 100 or 1.50 colonies vvfere
there might
witli
others
near
by,
that
kept
Edmiston, Adrian.
Mr. B. Bailey asked why a colony some- be such a thing as overstocking.
;

:

;

;

;

;

times loses its queen and has no means of
rearing anotlier.

Dr. Sam' Steven.son said that there were
various ways in which a colony might bequeenless, one being that at the
blocks, any two of 16 different condi- time of the mating of the young queen
(whicli was to take tlie place of the old
tions of a colony can be indicated at one
that left the hive with a swann), it
one time, and by adding one more might be lost while taking its fliglit, or
block, any 3 of 24 conditions may be caught by a bird, or entering the wrong
indicated. If the colony is all right, hive on its return, and uunierous other
turn the white side up; if queenless, ways by which it might be destroyed. At
tlie black side
but, as a general rule, such times the apiarist should he on the
alert to supply another queen, for by this
I tliink that two blocks is all that will
time there is no means left them for the
be needed, and these can be used just
rearing of another, and should .the colony
as well on queen-rearing colonies as be left to itself, they would soon become
any other.
a prey to the moth larvw, and the inexIf dates are desired, make blocks perienced bee-keeper would say that the
with 10 sides instead of 8, paint them moths destroyed his bees, which might
all wliite and then paint black figures liave been saved by a little timely attenfrom 1 to !i and the 0, one on each tion.
" Why does the honey ooze out of the
fact^
then l)y using two of these
comb after it is put into a honey-room ?"
blocks, any date of tlie month can
It was generally thought that it was not
readily be given. Anothei- great ad- thoroughly ripened by the bees before
vantage of this plan is that the colors capping. Dr. Stevenson said that the bees
;

put the caps on at the right time, but they
did not make any calculations on the bee-

U

FKADENBUBG.

Now, suppose We wish

can be seen from quite a distance in
any direction. It is probably the
most quickly manipulated device of
any yet used and if the blocks lit the
wire rightly, they will not easily be
changed by accident.
Port Washington, o* Ohio.

I

come

At this stage the convention was favored
with a song by Miss Osborne, entitled,
" Charley, the Bees are Swarming."
"
ing

What is the best method
new iiueens ?"

of introduc-

Mr. Gilbert said that he would not introduce a new queen until the colony had
that he
become hopelessly queenless
could not get it to accept a queen until it
queen
and
began
to
had missed the old
;

rear queen-cells.

Mr. Edmiston said that he introduced a
queen right, away by Ciigiugthe old queen,
then in a little while change the queen,
pulling tlie one which he wished to introduce in the cage in phice of the old one,
and leaving her caged for a time, when
the bees never know that they are without
Another way was iiy changing
a queen.
frames, liees and all, where he wished to
change queens from one hive to another.
The next subject discussed was honeydew.
Dr. Stevenson said that it occurred in
his locality (Morenei, Mich., .30 miles west
of Toledo', Ohio) in .August, and again late
in the season.

"

Mr. Howes wis'-ed

would

to

know whether

by Prof.
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it

winter stores. Tlie
Doctor replied tliat liis bees had for winter stores what they stored of it in the
body of the hive, and that he was waiting
anxiously for the result.
Mr. Edmiston said that he understood
sail-

l>«

lor

Coolc's writings that

tiiere

are

two Icinds o( lioney-dew, some which is
ohtalned from apliida", which is good for
winter stores, and that obtained from the
which is some different, varying in color and taste, and he was doubtful whether it would do for winter .stores,
but he would not be afraid to risk it. As
to the bark-louse, Prof. Cook thought that
they would nottrouble long, as they would
soon be destroyed by their enemies.
Mr. Overmyer said that it would be almost certain destruction to the bees if it
were undertaken to winter them on this
honey-dew. Last year his bees gathered
some of it and ha<l it for their winter
stores
and the result was that in one
apiary he lost 1-54 colonies (lut of 1.59, and
in another, 89 out of 117. His bees gathered large quantities of it during the past
season. It occurred in his locality in
mid-summer, and again later in the season. The best use that he could find for
it was to feed it to the bees and keep them
bred up strong.
He had done so with
his bees, and they were in line condition.
Mr. Howes asked how we were to prevent its being mixed with nice, white
Jioney, as some writers call it "abominable stuff," and not fit for hogs to eat.
Mr. Overmyer said tliat the " stuff
should be extracted, and the bees fed with
good .syrup for winter, to insure their
baric-louse,

;

safety.

Hibernation, Bee-Diarrhea,

W. DAYTON.

C.

Although

etc.

consider hibernation,
as portrayed by Mr. W. F. Clarke, to
be a grand feature in the successful
wintering of bees, yet I am unprepared to believe that hibernation
alone will lessen the number of our
winter losses, as I believe that hibernation will prolong the lives of bees
only so long as they remain healthy,
and that the ill-health of a colony of
bees may be brought about by conditions which are greatly favored by
the hibernating condition.
From the gradual appearance of
moisture where a uniform temperature is maintained, one might be led
to infer that the moisture commenced
to condense in the cooler portions of
the hive as soon as the bees began to
hibernate sometimes being so slow
in its action as to require weeks, if
not m'onths, to become readily visible
to the naked eye, but at length covering the combs with water within 2 or
3 inches of the cluster of strong colonies. The cause might be attributed
to the decreasing heat of the cluster,
or too large a brood-chamber.
It is my idea that we have temperature in winter sufficient, and that it is
only a question of its continuance as
to when we may have nearly a hive
full of frost, let the hive be occupied
by a pollen or a sugar fed colony. As
9 colonies out of ten having their
I

;

Foul brood was the next subject discussed. Dr. Stevenson asked whether the
disease really was so prevalent as generally supposed to be.
Mr. Edmiston then gave a description
of the treatment which he employed in combs well tilled with stores cluster
ridding his apiary of the disease several
on the lower parts of the combs, yet,
years ago, stating the necessity of being
very careful while handling a diseased in time, frost or water will occupy
colony, and to thorouglily disinfect every- the combs at the side, if not directly
thing used about it, by boiling thoroughly, above the cluster, and during a warm
using salicylic acid to disinfect the hands, spell of weather, when the bees awake
smoker, etc., and also using the acid in for regalement, there will be a job of
the food which is fed the bees just after house cleaning, which will manifest
changing them into a clean hive with itself in bee -diarrhea, should the
frames of foundation. He also thought
that not more than one jierson in fifty weather not be favorable for flight.
would succeed in curing the disease at the Such conditions are brought about on
the same principle that a chimney
first trial, and some would never cure it.
It was decided to hold the next annual may become nearly filled with frost
meeting at Adrian, Mich., on the last during a spell of low temperature in

Wednesday

in

November,

188.5.

Sixteen of those present represented 785
spring count, and l.'iso, fall
count, and obtained 397 pounds of beeswax, 10,0.5(5 pounds of comb honey, and
17,1.59
pounds of extracted, being an
average of -^4 2-3 pounds per colony. The
price received for comb honey was 15
cents per pound, and for extracted,
•cents per pound.
The annual dues received not being
sufficient to pay expenses, it was deculed
•colonies,

U^

change

tlie

membership

fee

^"
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sensation

described

by Mr. A. E.

Kohnkc on page

324 of the Bee Jourfor hS84.
The belief that the intestines of a

nal
bee

cannot become loaded without

disease, and that that disease is diarrhea, will notaccord with nature, and
must be the result of too hasty conclusions. Hence, it requires experience in order to distinguish the disease. An illustration of this may be
found on page 6.51 of the Bee Journal for 18.S4, where bees were confined at a time when there is more
excrementitiotis matter produced in

two days than during four months'
confinement after the active labors of
the season are ended. While the general

conditions

described

possess

nothing pertaining to diarrhetical

dis-

order, the condition of the artificially
confined colony bemg assisted by indigestion, as caused by excitement,
furnishes an imperfect specimen of a
diarrhetically aiiected colony, and the
effect would have been of a similar
character had pollen been excluded.

The condensation of moisture and
the accumulation of fecal matter are
plain and fixed philosophical facts
but why cane sugar is more of a safeguard against moisture-drinking than
honey and pollen; is, I believe, not so
well understood. Possibly the result
of

an experiment, which I tried last
may throw some light on that

fall,

point

From

a normal colony without
an observatory hive, the
which were darke^ned by
sides of
hinged doors,! removed all the combs
but four next I satisfied myself that
the four combs contained no honey«or
brood in

;

and as it was after all of the
flowers had been killed by frosts, it is
probable that there was none gathered. Then I fed them .5 pounds of
thick sugar syrup, aud substituted for
a cover to the hive a board having a
weather-check clear through it, and
coming directly over the centre combs.
After a few pleasant days we had a
week or so of cloudy and rainy
weather, and as it rained there was a
continual dropping from the cover
winter, and when it is warmer the upon the bees, which, as could be
frost melts.
Again, a colony may seen through the glass, were clinging
hibernate for a couple of months and to the combs, turning Ijlack and perthe combs may become cold, except fectly quiet, and appearing much as
in close proximity to the cluster, and they do when hanging on the outside
without a change of temperature the of the hive during a shower in the
bees may be awakened by disturbance swarming season. When they flew, a
hunger,
meanwhile
or
sending few days afterward, there was no
draughts of warm air amongst the visible distention or disease.
which
will
combs,
immediately cover
At the time of the flight I inserted

from 35 them with moisture.
When bees having diarrhea are
supplied with- pure stores, we do not
find them evacuating those worm-like
masses described by Mr. W. M. Woodward on page 622 of the Bee JourF. W. Gilbert, Pres.
nal for 1884, but it is a liquid containing about the same amount of
The seventb annual meeting of solid matter that composes the exthe Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' As- creta of healthy bees. While bees
sociation will be held at Tecumseh, may die from the effects of over-loadNeb., on Wednesday, Thursday and ing the intestines with healthy exFriday, Jan. 14, 1.5 and IB, 188.5; the. creta, which is produced by the confirst session beginning at 3 p. m. on sumption of food composed largely of
the Uth. Notices will be posted in refuse substances, colonies thus afthe Tecuniseli de|iots, stating the hall flicted do not emit a diarrhetic odor,
an whicli the meeting will be held.
nor present to the hand, wl\en held
M. L. Trester, Sec.
abovo them, the cold and clammy
to

cents to .50 cents. The convention then
adjourned to meet as above stated, unless
the executive committee should decide to
hold a spring meeting.
A. M. vjAxdee, Sec.

;

:

THE

pollen,

between the two

middle combs, a

comb containing a small patch

of

capped brood, but no pollen or honey.

When

it

rained again, the bees re-

mained quiet at first, but afterward
became greatly aggravated and inclined to sting. When they flew, two
afterward, they appeared as
though loaded with honey, the evacuations were copious, and with but
few exceptions, nearly transparent,
and there was the characteristic odor

days

of prevalent diarrhea. The last part
of the experiment was repeated once

part twice with the same
imtried
experiment
should differ from this in the substitution of pollen for brood, and as bees

aud the
results.

first

An
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have so much more energy in the with the former one
spring to arrange the iiive preparatory
to brood-rearing. I believe sjaring to
be tlie time for the trial of such experiments.
That pollen may be so
substituteil i)ar(lly admits of a doubt.
Bradford, c$ Iowa, Jan. 5, 1885.
For tbe American Bee JoomaL,

Is

Dodder a Pernicious Parasite ?
W.

A.

world.

79.5

was

I

not

describing

its

I

Mr.

shallow-fraijie hive.

dependent.

the

wheat nor the

flax dodder of England,
but the alfalfa dodder which possibly

The

state that I am glad that
Mitchell again called up this sub-

must

ject, not that I think I did not sound
a sufficient " note of warning." which
I acknowledge is a good and proper
thing to do in cases of danger, but as
there are many species of dodder in

America which exists on useless
weeds and plants, and which may be
valuable honey-plants, and being un-

PEYAL.

of the Bee Journal
for 1884, 1 notice that a correspondent
from Ontario thinks that I did not
give sufficient warning as to the destructiveness of the dodder which I
communicated to the Bee Journal
on page 7.>5. In my very first sentence I stated that tliere are many
varieties of the "plant "(it is not
really a plant)
scattered over tlie

On page

for, as I learn, but had discarded it, and he is about as
;
the supporting plant does not suffer successful as any nne.
G. B. JouHs adviicated a double-story^
in the least from the close embrace of

like our alfalfa pest, harmless to our
valuaijle crops, may be allov^'ed to
grow with perfect impunity for the
benefit of the bees.
Now, who is
prepared to shed further light upon
this subject V I shall be pleased to
learn
more about this class of

"plants." However, let me be understood to say that no matter how
harmless the plant may he to some
plants, I strongly admonish all to give
it, as
far as cultivating it is concerned, the cold shoulder.
Do not write me for seed of any of
the plants which I may describe in
the Bee Journal, as I am not in the

may also be the hicern dodder. I understand that alfalfa and lucern are
nearly, if not identically, one and the
s:ime thing, and in my "closing para- seed-growing business.
Since the above was written, I have
graph, on page Too, I stated that it
will never " be cultivated as a honey- found a communication in the Pacific
l-.roducing plant, on account of its Rural Press, written, I believe, by' a
member of the Agricultural College
destructiveness to alfalfa."
Again, the " plant " will not grow of Colorado, for the Denver Farmer.
It really seems that there are several
unless it has the alfalfa to support it.
species of dodder that prey upon
No other plant furnishes, as far as my alfalfa.
" The
I
quote as follows
knowledge of it extends, the replant sent for identification I recogquired nutriment for its maintenance.
Out here, near San Francisco, we nize as cuscuia chlorocarpa, and this
have miles of a most beautiful dodder particular species has been abundgrowing on a marsh weed, wliicli antly introduced into the various
grows on the shores of the San Fran- parts of the State in alfalfa seed during the past season.
Besides the
cisco Bay. and which ' plant " is admired by overland passengers who species just mentioned, there is
come to this State during the fall another one, cuscuta glomerata. growmonths.
Now, why has not some ing on the alfalfa on the College farm,
one "sounded notes of warning" with pale, brownish stems, and rather
concerning the danger which it might pretty, pure white flowers. It was
cause y
Simply because its nature very likely introduced in the first
was such that it was compelled to sowing of alfalfa on this farm. Although many of the species are quite
keep near the salt sliores.
beautiful in their various shades of
In Canada, the home of Mr. M.,
golden yellow, yet it is nevertheless
tliey have several native species of
a most pernicious weed, which has
this " plant," one of which I understand lovingly embraces that much- done much damage to the flax and
clover fields of this country and
talked-of and poetical honey-plant,
Europe, and to the alfalfa fields of
the goldenrod. The flowers
:

of this
species of this parasitical plant is of a

Secavtaiy pivft-rs a deep-frame
it to he easier to liaiidle
wide,
slial low-frame, and better for
a
winter. It was the fipiiiiciii of tlie convention lh:d. the two story liive is ihe best
for all jiurpos' s, and there was a decided,
preference for dfep frames.
Mr. Kimlree believed lliat it w is a great
for more
advantage to use tuundatioii
honey could be produced by its use.
Mr. Holterman tbouaht that it was a
di-advantage at some times but if extracting was properly attended to, the use
of foundation is a deci<leil advantage.
G. B. Jones was in favor of the use of
foundation, care beina talcen that the t)ees
do not fill the cells with honey to the exelusion of the queen.
The Secretary was in favor of the use
of foundation, and thinks that its use is
hive, belifviiia

tliaii

i

;

;

very
jiiiig
it

beneficial.

He recommended dipwarm water where

Ihe foundation in

was found too hard

for the bees to

draw

out.

Mr. .Jones preferred natural swarming,
and said that a natural swarm wmks with
more eiieray than one made by division.
Mr. Holterman ha(t fried both dividing
and natural swarming, but preferred
dividiuL'.

Mr. Kindree had tried both ways, and
preferred natural swioining; but if he
had a yoiuig queen to spare he would prefer dividini:.

Mr. Smith Ihongbt

it

bard to prevent

increase.

Mr. Kindree allowed bis bees to swarm
once, cnt out extra queen-cells, and gave
tbe bees pVnty of mom.
Mr. Iloltenhan tbonglit that plenty of
shade in hot weather would prevent

swarming.
Mr. Jones advocated giving plenty of
room and shade. Those colonies in the
shade were the latest to swarm, and gave
the lariiest swarms.
Messrs. Kindree, Holterman, Smith and
Jones described their metbods of managing bees, which were in acconlance with
tlie plans recommended by leading authorities on apiculture.
The next meeting will beheld at Cayuga on Friday, Feb. 13, 1885, at tO a. m.,
for the election of officers and other business. A vote of thanks was tendered the
officers of the Grange for the use of tlieir
Hall.

E. C.

CAMPBELL,

Sec.
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Wintering Bees— Hibernation,

etc.

California."
5— WM. MALONE (23—38).
To quote further from the lengthy
greenish white, and whether it searticle is unnecessary. The main fact
cretes nectar as does the alfalfa dodIn the winter of 1882-83 I prepared
to be established is. "Is the dodder a
der, I am not prepared to say but,
a colony of bees with which to expernicious
parasite
This
is now, I
V"
perhaps our friend can. if he lives
periment. This colony was in a 10near the back lakes where the species think, to be fully established beyond frame Langstroth hive on 8 combs
a doubt so we will all abide by the
to which I refer is to be found.
spaced so as to correspond with the
verdict.
Our alfalfa dcidder is a favorite
hive, and the hive was only one story
North TemescaI,+o Calif.
with the bees, and exists on a honeyhigh, and had two thicknesses of
producing plant the Canada goldencoffee-sacking fitted tightly over the
rod dodder exists likewise, but as to
For ine American Bee Journal.
frames, and a loose cover on the hive.
its honey-producing virtues, I know
The colony clustered in the centre of
Haldimand, Ont Convention.
not so for this reason it would be
the hive, and was about as large as a
interesting, and
advisable too, for
The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Associa- wooden pail. On Jan. 1, 1883, the
those who have made any observa- tion met at Canfield, Out., on Dec. 13, 1884. mercury went down to zero, and retions in this regard, to communicate The minutes of the ijrevious meeting were mained near that point for six weeks,
them.
during which time I raised the cover
read and approved.
Mr. Kindree said that he was using two 3 inches above the hive, and nearly
This question I should like to have
cbaff
hive
with
kinds
of
hives
he
liked
a
"
answered
Do all dodders {ciiscuevery day in the week, during that
He uses frames 11x13 time, I examined those bees by rolltncce) which grow on honey-producing a half story on top.
inches, and prefers a deep frame, as it
jilants yield honey V"
Keierring back keeps tile bees further from the cold. He ing back the coffee-sacking, but did
to the Canadian and the alfalfa pest
not disturb them in any other way.
is very successful in wintering bees.
The last named is the deatli of the
Mr. Smith advocated the use of a deep The bees on the outside of the
plant upon which it preys ; but not so frame. He had used the tenement hive, cluster soon began to hibernate, while
;

;

;

,

;

;

:

:

;
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those ill the centre were lively and
ready to Hy or stin<? every time I
rolled back the cover. The bees on
the outside of tlie cluster soon died,
while those on the inside were always
About the middle of Februlively.
ary we had three days of warm
weather, and the bees showed signs
of bee-diarrliea, and carried out the
dead bees. Now, did those bees which
wintered (Mi the inside of the cluster
have the diarrliea, or was it only those
which were partly chilled which had
it?
During the summer of 1870 a palenthive vender visited this neighborhood. His hive bad 8 frames about
10x14 inches, with a moth-trap at the
bottom, and a honey-board with two
8-pound boxes for surplus honey over
the lirood-nest, with holes to correspond in both honey-boxes and honey-

boa nl.
Tlie vender's instructions were to
close the holes with a tin slide furnished over the bees, when preparing
them for winter. Three of my neighbors and my.self bought some of these
hives and transferred our bees into
them. AVe closed the holes in the
honev-board as directed, and tlie result was that all the bees died. The
bees which were in box-hives and log
gums, by the side of the patent hive,
What was the
lived and did well.
cause of this V The box hives had no
ventilation at the top, but had plenty
at the bottom the patent hive had a
double door at the bottom, but a fullsized entrance. By accident one of
my neighbors left the holes open in
the honey-board, and his bees in that
hive wintered all right. From that
we all took the hint and have had no
more trouble but we had tried those
hives two winters before we discov;

;

ered the difficulty.

On page 809 of the Bee Journal
for 1884, is an article containing advice to beginners. It advises to smoke
bees at the entrance of the hive ; but
let me say, never smoke the bees at
the entrance unless you want them to
stop work for 10 or 15 minutes. If the

If the Doctor will carefully study
Mr. Ilcddon's method, I think that he
will admit that Mr. Ileddon never
proposed to follow the bliiul instincts
A. HUNTLET.
of nature whenever his reason was
as with
honey-producing plant superior. We find with bees
domestic animals, that our best invarialion in the

For
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The Secretion
F.

of Honey.

In every
there is, each year, a

amount

of

honey secreted.

;

A

©

;

:

tliat we cross their
instincts at certain times, and exactly
accord with them at other times.
Every one else, except Mr. Mitchell,
has reported success with this method
of preventing after-swarming, and I
predict that he will in the near future.
In the third paragraph the Doctor

Some- terests demand

times a plant furnishes honey in fairly
paying quantities during alternate
years; and again, there will be several years during which there is a
scarcity or a liberal supply. The same
species of plants in different regions
seldom afford a like supply of honey
from year to year. In man^ parts of
New York our common white clover
is the chief among honey-producing
plants while here in central Iowa it
was never known to yield a large
crop. During the past four years I
have anxiously watched the bees at
work upon the white clover blossoms
and, though at times their industry
has seemed marvelous, yet seldom
have they ever secured a surplus over
and above that necessary to their own
immediate wants.
In this country, buckwheat is no
longer what we are at liberty to call a
honey-plant. Some ten years ago, in
this locality we realized crops of
honey in payingquantitiesfroni buckwheat; but since that time we have
seldom seen a trace of buckwheat
honey, even in our largest colonies.
Goldenrod has always yielded honey
plentifully, but it is fast disappearing
as the country becomes more thickly
settled, and basswood fails frequently
to furnish any honey at all.
If the true cause of the occasional
failure in the secretion of honey by
the flowers could be ascertained, a
remedy might possibly be devised to
avert such frequent failures. Prof.
C. E. Bessey, Botanist of the Iowa
Agricultural College, suggests that
perhaps the iion- secretion of nectar
in white clover blossoms might be
due to the very rapid growth of that
plant while in bloom. This reason
may apply to all plants during their
rapid growth
time of flowering.
in the plant may cause an interruption in the secretion of nectar in the
blossoms. It has been many times
suggested that non-secretion of nectar
is due to either too wet or too dry
weather. The bee-keepers from different parts of the State, assembled
at our last State Fair, seemed to be of
the opinion that the honey crop of
the past season in Iowa was fully
two-thirds below the average.
Iowa.
AVebster City,

bees are gathering honey and the sun
is shining, it will not be necessary to
smoke them, otherwise you may have
to employ a little smoke. 1 would
never wish to manipulate the hive at
its rear end, but always at its side
with my right hand next to the entrance. Kever let the bees know that
jou are near them until you are rolling back the cloth which covers the
frames
uncover one-half of the
frames at a time, and if a bee alights
on your nose or hand, do not strike at
it. for if you do you will get stung ;
For the American Bee JoumaL
but if yoii pay no attention to it, nine
times out of ten it will not sting. At
Against Nature."
"Working
least that has been my experience
with Cyprians. The figure o before
W. Z. IIUTCniNSON (68—94).
my name, at the beginning of this
article, indicates the number of years
Under the above heading. Dr. G. L,
I have been engaged in the bee-busiTinker criticises the Heddon method
ness if others choose to follow the
of preventing after-swarming ; as I
suggestion, we will all understand it.
have practiced the method for two
Oakley, ? Iowa, Dec. 29, 1884.
y.ears, perhaps I may be allowed to
In the two years' practice,
reply.
i^" Do not forget to send for a about 60 colonies have been managed
Binder in which to file your Journal upon this plan, and only one has cast
and thus have the full benefit of it an after-swarm there has been no
during the whole year.
robbing nor any " disease."
;

25

evidently misunderstands Mr. Heddon. Mr. Ileddon has not said that
after-sicarms were always, or as a rule,
or ever, any advantage in the amounts
of comb honey secured, but that the
colony that cast a prime swarm came
out ahead, even with the afterswarms, too. In the Heddon method
of preventing after-swarming, the
bees are changed from the old hive to
the new while they are of the same
parentage, hence it is really no " mixing " at all, nor any incentive to robbing, compared with the Doctor's
proposition to unite different colonies
in the fall.
really surprised to see the
I am
Doctor advocate the old, troublesome,
uncertain plan of cutting out queencells, and returning the after-swarm.
Queen-cells are liable to be overlooked, and more cells may be started
from the last laid eggs and besides,
the time necessary to look over the
combs, remove the cells and hive the
swarm, is at least five times greater
than with the Ileddon method in
which it is not even necessary to open
the hives. I would, also, like to ask
the Doctor if clipping queen-cells,
putting back after-swarms, and uniting colonies in the fall, is any more
in accordance with " nature " than
the Heddon method of preventing
;

after-swarming

?

Rogersville, 6 Mich.
For the American Bee JuurnaL

The Fecundation
0.

of ftueens.

W. DBMAIIEE.

Mr. r. L. Wright, In the Kansas
Bee-Keeper of Dec 15, 1884, gives one
of the very few instances in which
the meeting of the queen with the
drone has l)een observed by the eye of
man. Unfortunately for the deeply
felt want of positive information on

Mr. Wright was left to
most obscure part of the
hidden problem. Mr. John F. Connley, of this State, a man of keen

this subject,
guess at the

observation, informed me some time
since that he, on one occasion, saw a
drone chase and overtake a queen;
they grappled and fell to the ground.
He hastened to the spot and saw the

queen

rise

and

fly

away, and upon

looking for the drone he saw his lordship deliberately crawl up on a piece
of rail and soar avifay to chase other
queens. Perhaps I have added some
to Mr. Connley's statement, but at
any rate the drone took wing and flew
aw'ay.

In the season of 1882, my bees gathered but little surplus honey ^n
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notwithstanding, enougli came in all the time
to keep up breeding, and I had leisure
to experiment and observe a great
deal. That summer I spent hours and
days studying the habits of queens,
especially as pertains to mating. I
kept a number of nuclei from whicli

account of excessive rain

;

making their wedding
and I had virgin queens in
confinement, experimenting in search
of a method to mate them while in
queens

v^'ere

trips daily

;

confinement.

;

The

results of
about as follows

my
:

observations were

The mating

of vir-

gin queens, on the average, takes
place on the seventh day of their age
they begin to lay eggs "on the nhith
day, and the average number of trips
they take in the open air in search of
a mate is three. The average length
of time of their absence when out on
a successful wedding trip is 21 minutes. They never make less than 3
trips, and "I have seen a few cases
where they left the hive 7 or 8 times,
and in one case, 16 times. These facts
were drawn from observation taken
at a time when drones were abundant.
virgin queen will continue to fly
in search of a male until she is 18
days old and if she fails to mate,
she will ever afterwards be a drone;

A

;

layer.

A few queens— perhaps

2 per

cent, of them— meet the male more
than once, but never seek a mate
after they begin to lay. The lengthy,
slender princess makes more frequent
trips in tlie air when under the wedding-impulse than do her more portly
sisters, and she generally produces
the most active workers.
When a queen meets the male bee
she never tears away his generative
organs as we have been carelessly informed by those who get their information otherwise than in a practical
way. It would require the combined
strength of hundreds of queens to
dislodge the male organ. The queen
only bears away the frail inner lining
of the organ which requires the least
possible force to detach it from its
place. This appendage nature seems
to have provided to enable the queen
to utilize a larger quantity of the
spermatic fluid in the act of fecundation.

The above observations lead me to
suspect that the cases related by Mr.
Wright and Mr. Connley were both,
in fact, failures.

For the Atnericun Bee .loumaL

should Bee-Hives front?

IlEV. M.

it.

But I have observed that the position of the hive has little or nothing
to do with the time they begin to fly,
except in cool weather when it is better for them to remain quietly at
home. They find out at what time in

observe two hives otherwise alike,
one facing north and the other south,
on a hot summer day, will have ocular demonstration of the difference.
Then, if a broad board is set up
against the back of the hive, or better
still, if two or three boards be nailed
or battened together, inakine a screen
3 or 4 feet square, be so placed, the
comfort of the bees is secured to the
largest extent.
Thus placed, with
proper ventilation, and plenty of
room for brood and honey, and the
probability of the issuing of a swarm
is very small, as I have demonstrated
by years of experience and observation.
I

in

had hives
all

same yard facing
and I have found

in the

directions,

those facing north to be among the
most productive.
But how about the winter ? If I
could conveniently change the posi-

the day sweets are to be found and
when the time comes, tliey will be out tion of my hives, i would have them
and at work without regard to sun- front north in summer and south in
winter. At least twice during severe
shine at the entrance of the hive.
few years ago the woods
of a mile and disastrous winters I have had
south of my house was infested with hives fronting in both directions, and
myriads of beech-bark lice, and under I have found the smallest percentage
them the leaves and grass were sticky of loss in those fronting to the south.
with the so-called honey-dew. Of Hike to have tlie sun shine directly
course this could only be appropriated into the entrance of the hive in winwhen diluted with dew, and in the ter. The principal advantage of the
mornings my bees were out in force southern exposure in winter is, problong before the sun was up. I could ably, owing to the fact that the sun
hear the roar of their flight before it melts the snow and ice that would
was light enough for me to see them. otherwise prevent the proper ventilaAs soon as the dew dried up, they tion of the hive. If that can be seceased to fly in that direction, and, as cured in any other way, there will,
there was but little forage except the perhaps, be no difference.
so-called honey-dew, they were comAVliere one has but a single row of
paratively quiet for the rest of the hives, and room to move them 8 or 10
day.
feet back and forth, tliey can be
I have known my bees to go in one faced about without the least trouble.
direction in the forenoon, and in the If they front to the north, and it is
opposite direction in the afternoon, desired to have them front south,
the pasturage being different in the move them a few feet north, and so
two directions, river bottom west, and place them that the front will be toupland east.
All this proves that wards the old position. Very little
bees very soon learn not only where, confusion among the bees will result.
but at what time in the day, stores But with 6 or 7 rows of hives 6 to 8
are the most abundant, and the time feet apart, this cannot be done. As
when the sunlight shines upon the my hives stand in six rows not more
entrance of the hive has very little to than 8 feet apart, the only way to turn
them would be to do it a little at a
do with their work.
that is too much trouble.
But there are other considerations time ; and them
fronting to the north,
So I leave
of much more importance than this.
see to it that the entrances are
We want to consult the comfort of and
kept well open. I used to close the
the bees during the hot weather of
entrances to not more than an inch,
summer. It will require but a mo- and I always had moldy combs in the
ment's consideration to perceive that
spring I now leave the entrances
this can best he secured by facing the
open full size, and have no moldy
hive squarely to the north. If suncombs.
shine on the front in the early mornIf my doctrine in regard to the
ing is desirable, it is secured in this
direction in which to place the
way, as in summer the sun rises north proper
front of the hive for the summer is
of east, and in the early morning the
regarded by any as heresy, all I have
north frontage has all the advantage
to say is, try it and see and I am
of the east or southeast. But it is
whoever will do so will
during the noon heat that the princi- very sure that
be convinced that it is the lietter way.
pal advantage of this position is exMy bees had a splendid fly this week
perienced. While working on white
and they are in better condition than
clover, the principal amount of nectar
I dared to hope.
is brought in in the hours between 9
New Castle,ot Ind., Jan. 1, 1885.
;

%

A

;

Christiansburg, ^ Ky.

Which way

It has no real basis of fact.
Ordinarily there is nothing to be
gained by the bees being out in the
early morning. Sometimes there is.
It depends on the habit of the flowers
that tiiey are working on. The most
of our surplus is obtained from white
clover, and that does not yield honey
until the sun gets well up in the
morning. There are other flowers
that yield honey only when the air is
moist and not very hot. Buckwheat
belongs to this class and when it is
in bloom, the bees must be out early
or they will derive little benefit from
ical.

MAHIN,

D. D.

It is generally
recommended to
place hives so that they will front
east, southeast or south, and stories
are told of the great advantage to be
derived from such a position. For
summer-lime, the principal supposed
advantage is, that the morning sun
will shine upon the entrance of the
hive, and tempt the bees out to the
fields in the early morning, and thus
prolong the hours of labor, and correspondingly increase the product;
but this advantage is only hypothet-

:

a.

m. and

3 p.

m.

;

and any one can

perceive the disadvantage to the bees
of having the hot, summer sun shinAt the World's Exposition, let
ing down upon the alighting-board, it be understood, says Dr. Brown, that
making it so hot that a bee will be "all exhibits of colonies of bees and
almost scorched by remaining upon it bee manipulations will only be during
for a moment
and the comfort of the week of the Convention. Supplies
having the entrance on the shady can be exhibited any time during the
side of the hive. Any one who will Exposition."

1^

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and vlace

of Meeting.

1885.

Jan. 14-16.— Nebraska State, at Tecumseh. Neb.
M. J J. Trester, Sec.

Jan. 14,— Central IlUnols, at BloonilnRton,

W.
Jan.

14.

15.— N. B. Ohio
C.

&

N.

W.

Ills.

Lawrence, Sec.

B.

Pa., at Erie. Pa.

New Lyme, O.
Newton Falls, O.
W.
Turner, Sec.
B.

H. Coon, Sec,

Jan. 15.—Mahoning Valley, at

Jan. 17.— Marshall Co., Iowa, at Marshalltuwn, la.
J. W. Sanders, Sec, LeGrand, Iowa.
Jan.

-Ju,

:il.— N.

W.

Illinois, at

Freeport,

Ilia.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.
Jan. Jl—i2:i.— Northeastern, at Syracuse, N. Y.
<ieo.

Jan.

122,

W. House, Sec

123.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.

Frank

L. Dougherty,

Sec

May 28.— N.

Hutchinson, Sec, Koeersviiie, Mich.

June

New

Orleans, La.

Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

li>.— Willamette

;^

;

A

:

Feb. 4.— N. E. Michigan, at Vassar, Mich.
Z.

30,

days,

;

,

W.

and it remained in blossom 11 successfully. Six of my colonies were in
of which were very poor, 4 aver- box-hives, and I transferred them without
age, and 4 extra days, with hot nisihts and any trouble. During the last summer I
an atmosphere diarged heavily with elec- increased them to 33colonies, and 1 placed
tricity.
liad previously prepared and them in the cellar on Nov. 17, in good conI
moved 3.5 colonies of liybrids and Italians, dition, and they have remained fpiiet ever
and they gatliered 2,3.50 pounds of honey since. This has been a very poor season
for bees in this part of Illinois, and I only
in that length of time.
I moved tliem on
spring wagons from tlie prairie to the tim- obtained about 75 pounds of surplus comb
yet I did not work my bees for
ber, a distance of six miles, with perfect honey
safety. I luul one apiary of 70 colonies of honey, as my desire was to increase them
blacks, and in the midst of basswood tbey as much as possible. I have rea<l a great
did very well (for blacks). I secured 8,000 deal about " pollen," " hibernation," "beepounds of the choicest honey, and in- diarrhea," "in-door" and "out-door"
neigh- wintering, and can any one blame me for
creased my apiary 1'.^ per cent.
bor bee-keeper witli a small apiary of 30 being perplexed ? In preparing my bees
colonies of liybrids, secured a surplus of for winter, I do away with a great many
130 pounds per colony. My best colony "extras," and will report the result next
produced 335 pounds of honey. This is no spring.
big yield, but is enongli to induce me to go
on. I am living in a scope of country
I. J. Johnson, Utica, Ontario,
which has a field of basswood .30 by .50
miles, and it will always exist tor nuich on Dec. 24, 1884, writes
of tlie land is so rougli that a tree could
I send you a specimen of a plant which
not be gotten if once it were cut down. grows along the roadsides and its color is
The country is well adapted to cows, blue. Is it a good honey-plant ? What is its
sheep and bees, as the valley produces name ?
grass and coru to perfection, and w'liite
Viper's-bugloss or blue-plant
[It is
clover is becoming plentiful. My only
hobby in bee-culture is " hybrids." I will (Echium vulgare), belonging to the borage
admit that it is not the mostpleasant place family, and like most of these plants, it is
to ride, at times, but by using plenty of
forbearance and perseverance with some a good honey-producer still it has little
July

t^

Jan. 27.—Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
M. G. Darby. Sec. Homer, N. Y.

Feb. 24-26.— International, at

27

Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J, Hadley, Sec

PF~ In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetintia.— Ed.

;

have managed to to recommend it, others being better for
keep from being " putoff" or side-tracked. cultivation, and a great many others more
Wy ex|ierience has been tliat bees bred attractive in appearance. In some places
from a pure mother, and close up to the
imported stock, and crossed with the in Virginia it is accounted a troublesome
lirown-German drones, are tlie best bees weed.— T. J. Burrill.]
extant with whicli to get your bread and
butter and honey.
D. M. Ketcham, Arcadia,*o N.
Y., on Jan. 2, 1884, writes
H. Clark, Palmyra,? Iowa, on
I have used buckwheat chaff for packJan. 1, 188.5, writes
ing my hives the past three winters, and I
A. B. Cheney, Sparta Centre, ?
I have been keeping bees in Warren counfind that it is the best material I have ever
Mich., on Jan. 6, 1885, writes
ty, Iowa, for 17 years, and so far as honey
used, and so far those colonies with chaff
is concerned, the season of 1884 was the only on the tops of the hives, have winDuring tlie season of 1884, 1 obtained
most
peculiar one that I have ever seen. tered the best. It has been a poor season
14,500 pounds of extracted and 3,.500 pounds
The most of my colonies were good in the
of comb honey. The extracted was put spring, and the weather was generally tine, for flowers to secrete honey, and I cannot
up in 5 pound pails, and candied solid. 1 yet there was very little honey for the bees report more than one-third of a crop. On
have about 8,000 pounds of it left.
to gather. In June, I took .500 pounds of Dec. .30 and 31 the bees had a good flight,
honey from SO colonies; but I ought not to and cleaned out the hives.
have talcen that, for they stored no more
Henry Alley ,Wenham,(i Mass., surplus during the rest of the season, as
liassw(M,d was a failure. During Scptcmiier
on Jan. 3, 188-5, writes
iS° Miss JVellie E. Wright, New
thi' \M-athrr was warm, and th<s went by
Salem, Ot N. Y., on Jan. 5, 1885, writes:
Bees have been flying for three days past. the thousands
to the cane mills only to be
The winter will be six weeks shorter to them drnwiicd or iTiislH'd,
M.\- father, who has been a bee-keeper for
ha\-e fed my
than to those in cellars and bee-houses. All bei-s and kc|.t tlu-ni at should
home. By the latter 15 years, and who was an experienced apiar-

smoke and

a little

fire, I

O"

^"

:

W

:

:

^"

:

I

1

ai'e

wintering well.

part ot nc-tnl.i'i- many of my neighbors' colonies starvrd. and hiUT lost 10 up to date.
The hotti-st day here dui-ing 1884 was .luly
1

l^- A. P. Fletcher, East Franklin,
Quebec, on Dec. 30, 1884, writes

2.S,
when tlic temperature was 08° abo\-"e
zero, and the coldest day was Jan. o, -when
The weather here is iiuite changeable. the temperature was :iO° below zero.
Last week the tem])erature ranged from 20°
to :10° below zero, and now it is raining-, the
1^" I. J. Glass, Sharpsburg,© Ills.,
snow is nearly all g-one, and the mud is get^
ting cK-ep. Yesterday the liees came out in on Dec. 15, 1884, writes
:

:

force and spotted the snow, besides specking it pretty well over with dead bees. I
winter my bees in Root and Manum chaff

"keeping bees" is the result of an
incident. A little more than one year ago

hives.

a

My

swarm

Jan.

M. A.

4, 188.5,

Gill,

writes

Viola, 9 Wis., on
:

Tlu' season has been an average one
here. The spring opened up fail-, and bees
\verein good condition, but bad weather
prevented a very abundant yield of honey

from the sugar-maple. It blooms usually
from May 1 to May 11, and if the weather
is favorable, the bees get a " boom
from
'

it

wliicli lasts tliem llirougli the season.

think that

if

we

I

could liave the saiue

working force and hut nights, bees could
gatlier as fast from hard maple as from
basswood. Not having the maple yield,
the bees were compelled to wait and build
up on clover. The yield from this source

1^° John
Key, East Saginaw,©
made a box and Mich., on Dec. 30, 1884, writes

of bees clustered on an alder-

bush near

^-

my

garden.

I

:

put them into it, wben they readily accepted their new home and went to work.
I had not been the possessor of them long
before the idea entered my mind to purchase a few colonies and learn the art of
handling them. By the following fall I
had obtained, from different parties, 13
colonies, 3 ot which were weak, so I put
them together and placed the 13, on Nov.
1, 1883, in a very damp, muddy cellar, contrary to the teachings of many bee-men.
I set them out in the spring after a confinement of 163 days, without loss, and,
seemingly, in good condition. Previous
to the possession of my first colony of
bees, my knowledge of the busy workers
was Hinited to the fact that tlipy possessed

was only tnoderate, but sufticieut to secure stings, and in some mysti-rions way gathsome surjdus, and to build the bees up ered honey from the flowers so I prostrong by basswood bloom. Basswood did cured a book on bee-keeping, and from it
;

not blossom, however,

tliis

season, until

I

ist, died on .\pril 31. 1884. Mv father carried
79 colonies into the cellar in the fall of 1883;
:i of them died during the winter, but all the
rest came out in the spring strong and in
good i-undition. Father extracted the honey
40 eolonies hist tall, anil mother and 'l
fr
exti-aeted 1 Hi poiiniis of very nier t)eeswax;
it was so nice that we received 37 cents per
pound for it. As mother and 1 are now left
alone, we have sold the liees. but it looks
lonely now in the empty bee-yard.

have learned to handle

my

bees quite

My

bees have been flying for the last

three dajs-in fact

it is a January tliaw in
December. The bees have been busy
cleaning bouse and carrying out dead
bees, and in every way preparing themselves tor another cold Spell. This has
been a good winter for bees, so far, and I

think they wju winter well the rest of the
winter, for they have good honey to live
on. I notice something on the entrances
of my hives. I have some with the bottom-board projecting about 4 inches, and
on the rest of the hives the bottom-board
is cut off even with the hive, and these are
the best, as there is no chance for the
snow and ice to form as there is on the
bottom-board which projects. In these I
used to lose some bees every winter until
1 found out that my bees were smothered.
The entrances used to be stopped up with
dead bees from the inside, and the snow

:
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ice from the outside.
I now bore
tliree or four 3^-inph boles over tbe
entrance, and cut the bottom-board otf
even with tlie hive, and leave the entrance
ouen tlie whole width ; and now tlie entrances are always clear of snow and ice,
and the bees seem to push the dead bees
out, for in front of every hive I can see a
handful of dead bees wliicli the bees
pushed ont. I use the Lanf^stroth-Telescope hive, and 1 have not lost a colony of
bees ill them in three years. 1 winter my
bees on the summer stands with no packing of any kind, and no upward ventilation, and when 1 take off the sections in
the fall, I replace them with a honeyboard, and the bees seal every thint; up
tight, and tix it up to suit themselves.

and

about

t^

•

G.,M. Doolittle, Borodino,© N.
Y., on Jan. 5, 1884, writes
•

The weather has again been extremely
cold here with the "mercury away below
zero. The bees are wintering well, how;

ever.

i^° Allen H.

Thorne,

City,o+ Ind., on Jan.

have

Fountain

1885, writes

1,

:

of bees packed in
bee-houses, the sides of which are made of
1

18 colonies

dressed flouring, and

the slanting roof,
of light weather-boards,
hinges so as to be raised
from the rear, llie largest one holds 10
Simplicity-Langstroth hives. The hives
stand about 6 inches back from the front
entrance, with a slantini; hoard extending
down within one inch of the entrances of
tlie hives, and with s inches of dry sawdust behind them. I have flax straw over
tlLe entrances, so as to darken the hives,
and keep out the whul, and thereby kee))
llie bees quiet in all kinds of weather.
The season here has been a poor one.
There was no nectnr to he gathered save
for a little while in the spring. 1 have
several colonies of bees wintered on sugar
syrup alone with pollen.

which
is

is

luiiig

made
on

^° D. K. Ro.'ebrough,Casey,c>f
on Jan. .3, 1885, writes

111.,

:

My

On

bees are wintering finely.

Dec.

30 and

.31
they had a flight which they
neuled very badly. 1 have been a reader

of the valuable Bee Joikxal for a number of years, and 1 also liave been a close
observer of my bees, and 1 have come to
the conclusion that bees often die for tbe
want of water, espeeiallv in chaff hives
in the cellar.
1 think that if Mr. Doolittle
bad given his bees water last winter, he
would have had a diffeient re|)ort to make
in the spring.
Let some one who has a
dry cellar try it with a few colonies, and
then report in the spring. Milk and
honey will cure dyspepsia. I have a

young man on

this diet, and he wrote his
parents that it was doing him more good
than anything he had ever tried. He is
quite wealthy, and bad visited several
noted Springs in Arkansas, and had also
employed the best doctor in the country,
but he finally began to drink milk, and
continued it for three mouths, when I advised him to mix honey with it he tried
it,
au<l is now attending
college. lie
wrote his i)arents to send him more honey.
Honey is curing bini, and giving him new
;

blood.

®"

Mr. and Mrs. I). Molir, Manchester, o* Iowa, on Jan. 1, 1885, write
Having leased our farm of 160 acres five
years ago (but we still live on it), we h,'gan the keeping of bees, ami the following
is our rei)i>rt for tbe past tour years, the
number of colonies being spring count:
In IbSI we had 20 colonies, and produced
372 pounds of comb bonev, 1.282 pounds of
extracted,
and sold ISI 12.78 worth of
:

in 1882 we had 4.5 colonies, and
1,304
pounds of comb honey,
pounds of extracted, and sold :8294.72
worth of honey
in 1S83 we had 7.5 colonies, and obtained I..510 ptmnds of comb
honey, 2,284 pounds of extracted, and sold
and in 1884 we
S3.38.30 worth of honey
had 7.5 colonies, and took 1,B12 pounds of
comb honey, 3..503 pounds of extracted,
anil received $435,85 for the honey sold.

honey

;

secured

2,0'36

;

cry of over-production and ruinous competiti(ni ?
Are supply dealers not afraid,
by the way in which they are encouraging all and sundry to go into the business,
of so Injurying specialists, who ought to
be their be.st customers, that in the end it

will re-act on their own business? lam
not one of those who believe we can induce the general public to consume unlimited quantities of honey at paying
will be seen that figures to tlie producer, especially with
;

From the foregoing it
the average per colony for the four years,
was .59J^ pounds, ana that the net proceeds in cash per colony was $5.49. No
account was kept of honey given away or
eaten in the family, but the above figures
show the actual aimmnt received for honey
sold.
have now 100 colonies in good
condition in the cellar.
make our
comb foundation on a Given press, and
we have never sold comb honey for less
than 15 cents per pound, nor extracted for
less than 10 cents per pound.
The largest
yield from one colony, in one season, was
217 poui ds of extracted honey. About
one-third of the number of colonies were
run for extracted honey only.

We

We

sugar at the present prospective prices.
In conclusion then I would say, instead
of having the proceedings of our societies
published in newspapers devoted to other
objects than bee-culture, let us encourage
the papers devoted to our special pursuit,
and it will assist in putting the evil day of
over-production a little farther away and
;

a little of the selfishness eomuien to
other classes of our fellow mortals were
manifested by apiarists, then our pursuit
would be placed upon the basis which was
lately so ably advocated by Mr. Heddon
and others in the columns of the American Bee Joltknal. The trouble of the
future, and in fact of the present, I anticipate will not be the problem of producing, wintering, and the general care of an
Jas. Jardine, Ashland, o+ Nebr., apiary, but the marketing and disposal of
on Dec. 29, 1884, writes
products produced witli much toil and expense, at such living prices as a man's
The fall honey-flow was very short, and skill
and labor should entitle him to.
I put on the secti(uis very fast to keep the
bees from swarming, for it was late in the
season. I had 12 swarms. Tiie last one
i^° Green R. Shirer (6— 9),Greene,6
that I saw jiass over my bee-yard, was on Iowa, on Jan.
7, 1885, writes
Sept. 9. I think that they would have
The past season was very fair in this
fared better had they remained with
me instead of going to the woods. A very section. While clover and basswood
fine swarm came to my yard and united furnished honey profusely, and if full
with one of my weak colonies, and I colonies had been managed properly, a
thought that they were robbing, but I good crop would have been obtained, but,
opened the hive and found everything all as it was, most bee-keepers allowed their
right and plenty" of honey. Last winter I bees to swarm at will, and so they got
lost 35 colonies, although they had plenty very little surplus honey.
There is no
of honey, and many of the others were one within many miles of here who is
posted
in bee-keeping, and makes a sucvery weak, so they needed a great deal of
nursing to prepare them for the honey- cess of it. Here, bees are allowed to
flow.
During the past fall I made a bee- swarm as often as they please, build their
cellar 12x34 feet and 8 feet high. The combs crosswise in the frames, the moth
walls are plastered with mortar, and the get among weak colonies, the bees get
roof is made of matched boards. When it sick, and their owners do not know what
was all dried nicely, I put 120 colonies of is the matter with them. I sold out in
bees into it on Nov. 30, piling them up Ohio, last April, and came here, and I
four high all anmnd, and the temperature soon discovered this to be a good location
for honey production. I made some hives,
is 40' above zero the most of the time.
obtained six .3-frame nuclei on June 4,
They seem to be doing very well now.
1884, antl on July 4, they averaged ten
frames each. On July 20 the strongest
J. C. Thorn, M. D., (140-249) colony cast a very large swarm, and in
Streetsville, Ont., writes
about two weeks cast an after-swarm. I
In a communicalion to the " Beeton took 125 pounds of surplus comb honey,
World " of Dec. IS, 1884, I notice that I, besides brood-combs enough to winter a
as President of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' colony that 1 got fi'om a neighbor. My
Association, am called upon by Mr. Allen hives are packed inside with chaff, and
Priugle to express my views as to the de- covered with a snow drift. In tlie spring
sirability of a change of the organ of that I will report on wintering.
association from the "Canadian Farmer,"
to that of some periodical devoting itself
C. Russell, Conesville, Ot N.
entirely to bee-culture and its allied interests.
At the outset I wish it to be un- Y., writes
derstood that I present my views not as an
On page .330 of the Bee Joitknal for
oflicial of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Asso- 18S4, Mr. John Longmate gives a descripciation, but simply as a member and bee- tion of bis division-hoard, and wishes any
keeper making a specialty of honey-pro- person who thinks he has a better one, to
ducing. Mr. Pringle asks if the times are give a description of it in the Bee Jouknot now ripe for establisliing a Canadian NAi.. I do not know that 1 have a better
bee- paper, at the same time proposing Mr. one than Mr. L.'s, for I have never used
1). A. Jones as its editor.
the one which he describes as having a
1 can only say
that if Mr. Jones would undertake the joint in the middle, but after trying half a
task, no better man could he found to dozen different styles, I made some after
make it a success, and I have no doubt the following plan, which are easily made,
that the Association will at once adopt and work better than any I have ever
tbe new paper as its organ of communica- tried
They are made of pine boards one
tion with its members. The interests of inch thick aiid 1% inches shorter than the
honey-producers in Canada (and perhaps hive, inside measure then, to prevent
inches,
also in the United States) liave ahcmt warping, take two pieces .5-8 by
reached a point where it would be unwise and as long as the division-board is wide,
and suicidal for those who expect to cou- fasten one of these to each end of the
tiiiiie in the business to encourage their
board with 5 or G finishing-nails, leaving
acquaintances, and the re>t of mankind, cleats back Js of an inch from the face of
to enter the field (now raiiidly being over- the board, or even with its back. The
stocked) of honey-])roilnctiou. Do we not division-board is now
of an inch shorter
on all sides, in other occupations, hear The than the hive, or 3-l() of an inch at each
if

®"

:

:

I^

1^

:

:

;

%

%

:

:
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board. If the board is a little
trim it otT a little with a plane,
then take two nihher strips (I use the tops
of old rubber hoots) about an inch wide
and as long as the cleats, iiail one of these
with Ji-inch wire Tiails to each cleat, having one edae of the rubber come against
the end of the hoard where the cleats were
set back. Now, to have the divisionboard work the best the rubber must not
be bent over the end of the hoard, but cut
off just 3-16 of an inch beyond the cleats.
I do this by turning the board over and
placing a strip of wood 3-l(') of an inch
thick against the cleat, and then cut close
against that. The most of the divisionboards have spurs in the bottom, made by
driving two large brads nearly iu, and
then filing them to a point. Sly hives
carry a staiiding frame, and do not ueed
the rabbet in them, but I do not see why
they would not work just as well in
hanging-frame hives by adding the topbar of a frame. When this board is
placed in the hive, it has a square corner,
and not the crevice for propolis that some
division-boards have.
By the edges of
the rubber giving as tliey do, it can be
moved either way without any trouble,
and all the time be perfectly tight.

end of
too

tlie

loiitr,

^"

John Motl, Watertown,cx Wis.,

on Jan.

9, 1885, gives his report as
follows
1 began the season of 1884 with 340 colonies, and increased them to 3.TO colonies
which are now in the cellar, and are win-

tering

all right.

They

are piled

up four

hives high. I geiuiraily put my bees into
the cellar during the latter part of November or early in December, whenever 1
think that the winter is fairly set in. I
pay no attention to the condition of the
cellar, whether it is wet or dry
but I always keep it dark. 1 find ont at what degree of temperature the bees are the most
quiet, and then endeavor to keep the
cellar at that temperature. Last winter I
lost none of those that I had in the cellar,
but I did lose a few weak colonies of those
which were wintered out-doors. My
honey crop for the season was between
;

7,000 and 8,000 pounds of comb honey in
sections, all of it having been gathered

from white clover and basswood.
sold 6,000 pounds.

^"

1

have

W.J. Davis, YoungsvilIe,x)

Pa.,

writes

The season

of 1S84 has been the best for
in this locality, that we
years. As reported last
spring, I wintered 122 colonies without
loss, and afterward I sold 4.5 colonies,
which left me 77, one of which had a barren queen, and was wintered for the purpose of testing a certain vexed question
(to be reported in the near future).
Two
others were worthless by reason of age,

honey and bees,
have had in six

but

counting the whole number, they
produced an average of 3.5 pounds of
comb honey per colony, and 1 increased

ning, thus affording a grand illumination
night, and may be seen many miles

at

away.
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®°

The

sixteenth annual conven-

tion of the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in tlie
City Ilall at Syracuse, N. V., on tlie
21,22 and 2,'5 of January, 1885. Tlie

ler O. O. Poppleton (114—236), WilIowa, on Jan.
188.5, executive committee
are determined
to maintain the liigli standing and
Much sickness in my family during the enviable reputation wliich the Assopast three months has cause<l me to neg- ciation has justly gained in the past,
lect many things that I ought to have
and at the coming convention they
done, among others is the making of my
annual report. On Dec. 1, 1883, 1 bad 1.5'5 propose to outdo all former efforts.
colonies in chaff' hives on April 1, 1884, The meeting will surely be the hirgest
interesting ever heltf in
114 of them were alive, and 41 were dead. and most
Not one of the 41 dead colonies died of America. No bee-keeper can afford
liamstown,c$
writes

.'>,

:

;

bee-diarrhea, but from starvation, being
the first experience of that kind that 1
have ever liad. lean give no reason why
the first loss 1 have ever had from that
cause, should have been such a heavy
one, a- all my bees went into winter
(luarters in full average condition. Bees,
combs, and the interior of the hives were
all dry, bright and clean in appearance,
thus proving the theory to be erroneous,
that dead bees in a hive cause the dampness so often found. The colonies that
were yet alive were nnusually dry, clean
and strong, and were all saved. The 114
colonies have produced 12,.500 pounds of
extracted hoiu-y, being an average of
atmut 110 pounds per colony, nearly all of
it being nice, white honey, and of excellent quality. This is my smallest average
yield for five years
but 1 am well satisfled with it, considering the season, which
was not good. 1 have now 236 colonies in
winter quarters, 173 of them in chaff
hives as usual, and 64 of tlie weakest in
a special repository.
On account of so
much sickness occurring just at the time
of arranging bees for their winter quarters, they were not jirepared as well as
usual, and I expect to suffer more or less
loss, should the winter remain as severe
as it has been so far.
:

to stay at home. All are invited. All
implements of the apiary sent to the

Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
compare favorably with others on exhibition, and will be disposed of or
returned, as the owner directs. Reduced rates for board at hotels.

Geo. W. House,

^'

It is proposed to hold an International Bee-Keepers' Congress on
the World's Exposition Grounds at
New Orleans, La., Feb. 24, 25 and 26,
1885.
An interesting programme of
subjects of great importance to every
bee-keeper
America will be presented and discussed. The disposition of our honey product, with a view
to secure better prices will be fully
considered. At tlie same time there

m

be an Exhibit of Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
At the time now
selected, the Exposition will be at its
best, and excursion rates low. The
bee-keepers of onr country should lay
aside business for a week or two, and
make every exertion to attend this
will

Convention.

Convention Notices.
i^~ The Marshall County, Towa, BeeKeepers' Association will meet at the Court
House in Marshalltowu, Iowa, on Saturday,
Jan. 17, at 10::!0 a. ni. Subjects for discussion: Spring- manaffement of an apiary aud
apiarian supplies. Essays: M. .4. .Jackson,
" Over Production," and F. H. Hunt, "QueenReariug and How to Italianize an Apiary."
A general invitation is extended to beekeepers outside of our own county. All
who have anything- tliat will be of interest
to bee-keepers, will please bring it along.
J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

L. C. Root, Pres.

Come prepared

facts, statistics

with
and ideas arranged, to

take part in

deliberations.

its

Dr. J. p. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W. Williamson, Lexington. Ky.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville, Miss.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
W. S. Hart, New Smyrna, Florida.
S. C. Boylston, Charleston, S. C.
H. C. Austin, Austin's Springs, Tenn.
R. C. Taylor, Wilmington, N. C.
J. W. PBrter, Charlottesville, Va.
S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.

Sec.

i^~ The

Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its next meeting at Cortland, N. Y., on Jan. 27, 1885.

1^

The eighth annual meeting of
the Northwestern Illinois and South-

western Wisconsin Bee- Keepers' Association will be held in Temperance
The Northeastern Michigan Bee- Hall, at Freeport, III., on Jan. 20 and
M. G. Darby, Sec.

Keepers Association will hold its third 21, 1885. Jonathan Stewart,
annual convention on Feb. 4, 1885, at Vassar, Mich.
i^" The Mahoning Valley
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

6'cc.

BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
^g" The regular annual meeting of next meeting in the Town Hall at
them to 301 colonies, which are now in the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' As- Newton Falls, O., on the third Thurscomfortable winter quarters in the very sociation will be held on Thursday
day in January, 1885. The meeting
best condition, heavy in natural stores of
and Friday, Jan. 22 and 23, 1885. The will be instructive as well as interestthe best quality, and I have 2.50 heavy
meetings
will
be
conducted
in
the
ing.
E. W. Turner, Sec.
brood-combs as a reserve for spriug feedL. Caeson, Pns.
ing.
When it is remembered that we rooms of the State Board of Agriculhave no basswood to speak of, and but ture, on the corner of Tennessee and
little grazing is done in this locality, and
Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind.
I®" The Central Illinois Bee-Keephaving sold a number of queens, 1 con- It is proposed to mal^e this the most ers' Association will hold its next
sider the above a fair snowing. This important and interesting meeting of annual meeting in
Bloomington, 111.,
county (Warren) produces rivers of oil, bee-keepers ever held in the
State.
on the second Wednesday in January,
but not rivers of honey. In speaking of
Frank L. Dougherty, Sec.
1885, at 9 a. m.
oil, it may not be uninteresting to the
W. B. Lawrence, Sec.
readers to say that in some parts of this
®"
The
Willamette
Valley
Beecounty immense iron tanks, each holding
Keepers'
Association
will
i®°
The
Blue
hold
its
Grass Convention will
20,000 or 30,000 barrels of criule oil, are
located as near each other as safety will second meeting at La Fayette, Ore- be held at the Court House, Cynthiana,
permit, and are filled through pipes direct gon, on the third Tuesday in June, Ky., on Monday, Jan. 19, 1885.
All
from the wells several miles distant. Such 1885. All who are interested are in- are invited to attend.
tanks are occasionally struck by light- vited to attend. E.J. Hadley, «ec.
A. M. Cox, Sec.

;
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CLCBBINtt LIST.

J>^ecial Jlotices.
The Bee Journal

To

!

....

We will supply tbe American Bee <loarna)
one year, and aay of tbe following Books, at tfae
prices quoted in the last column of fl^nires. Tbe
first column f^ves the re^lar price of both. All

for 1885.

number of readers
Bee Journal, we believe, will

postaKe prepaid.

offer the following

Price of both. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal

$2 00.

and Cook's Manual, latest edftion
3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3
2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for KHJ colonies

CASH PREMrUirS FOB CLUBS.

25..

3 00

00..

2 75

75.

2 50

75..

2 50

3 25.. 3 00

New Bee Book (cloth)....
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keeping

Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

$10.00 for the largest club received
Quinby's
at this office before Feb. 1, 1885 (either
Langs troth's Standard Work
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both) ; one
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
Alley's Queen Rearing
$4.00
$.5.00 for the second largest
Weekly Bee Journal one year
The
for the third
S3.00 for the fourth
$2.00 for the hfth ; and $1.00 for the and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A.L. Root)

ablts of Eatind, Drinking,
Bathing. Working, etc.

the

Book

Parasites of the Skin,

2 75

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

3 76

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to Eat,

3 50.

3 50.. 3 25

Sleeping*

that every family should have.

How to Eat it,

4 00

Dreasinjir,

TWEKTY-FIVE

It Costs only
CENTS,
and contains S8 pages, and is sent by malU
post-paid, on receipt of price. This Is jusfi.

3 00

Perils of

How

Bathing— Best way,
Lungs &, Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Summer,

to Breathe,
Overheating Houses,

3 00.

2 76

Contagious Diseases,
Ventilation.
How to Avoid them.
Influence of Plants.
Exercise,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
Superfluous Hair,
After- Dinner Naps,

3 00..

2 75

Restoring the Drowned, Headache, causeA
Preventing Neur-Sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

3 25.. 3 10

;

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

sixth largest club.

title of a very valuable book tbat RiTes a
amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortance to Everybody, concerning their daily

the

4 0©..

;

:

Hints and Ready Recipes,
Is

fireat

increase the

of the
aid progressive bee-culture and help
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,

HAND°BOOro7 HEALTH,

3 00.. 2 75
2 50..

2 35

IT

TELLS

HOW

TO CUKE

Kansas Bee-Keeper
300.. 2 75
Subscriptions for two or more years
Black Eves, Boils. Bums, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3 00. 2 90 Corns,<'6ugh8,Cholera,Diarrho6i. Diphtheria, Dysfor one person, will count the same
entery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons
50.
6
6
above-named
papers
6
00
The
Fetid Feet, Freckles, lieadache. Hiccough, Hives
as each year for a different person.
Hoarseness, Itchinii, Intlamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm,
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, SoreNipples.Sore Throat, Sun-str(»ke, Stings and Insect
For two subscribers for the
•as West Madison Street.. Vhlcnira, in.
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache, Ulcers, Warts,
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8 for the
whooping Cough, Worms in Children.
Monthly) for one year, we will present
It will Save Doctor Bills
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
Apiary Register— New Edition.
Price only So Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,
mail postpaid.
THOMAS O. XETFMABT.
925 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. LLL..
All who intend to be systematic in
will
sample
copies
We
send
their work in the apiary, should get a
. .

^"

(^

free to all

who wish them,

or desire to copy

and commence to use

Now is the time to prices will hereafter
get up Clubs.
work for the Cash premiums we offer.
50 colonies (120
large club for the Monthly can be For
" 100 colonies 220
gotten up in almost every locality.
" 200 colonies (420

A

The

it.

be as follows

NEW BEE-VEIL.
five cross

bars united by a rivet
$1 00 through tlieir center at
are
1 25 the top. These bars
buttoned on to studs
1 50
on the neck-band. The

pages)

pages
pages)

The larger ones can be used for a
we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and few colonies, give room for an increase

i^Tor

A

There are

:

$2.75

bars are of best lijrht
spvin^teel; the neck-

band -of

i

hard
springbrass; tlie cover
best

Dzierzon's Rational Bee-Keeping, in of numbers, and still keep the record is of handsome light
paper covers or the Monthly Bee all together in one book, and are there- material. It Is very ti>
easily put together, no
Journal and the book for $1.25. Or,
take off, and folds compmi
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00 fore the most desirable ones.
6x7 inches by one inch deep. Tliere would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
with the Monthly, $1.50.
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
subscribers
us
Canadian
let
To
of the entire Veil being only fivePremiTiin for Club of 10 Subscribers. say that we have made arrangements weight
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
so that we can supply the Famier^s
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
The book for every farmer is the one Advocate of London, Ont., and the
923 West Madiaon Street. Chicago. IH,
entitled "Affleck's Farmer's and Planter's Monthly Bee Journal for one year
Record and Account Book," in which there
at $1.25 for the two.
1:9 Dearborn St.,
is the most systematic, complete and conveTHE POULTRY RAISER,
Chicago, 111.
nient arrangement of headings for every
jri
for
cents per year,
V2 numbers of \GOnly
Farm Account and memoranda of all impor;

i,\

1^

J

tant events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressive farmer
certainly desires, to make a success of his
occupation, and should adopt every possible
means of iiringing about that result. He,
then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
pay.
This valuable book contains 100 pages,
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound. 'and the price is $:!.00. It can be sent
by mail for 24 cents extra.

We can

supply these books at the publisher's price, or will make a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers t(i
the Weekly Bee Journal for one year, with

Four subscribers to the Monthly
count the same as one for the Weekly.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who
work for a copy of this valuable book.
$20.

will

WANTED.

pages each. |;KK.i.ooin gold free.
for sample copy.

want nno or two tons of
M'liiteriover Kxtraoted

HONEY,
Honey,
put

xij)

I

in •JOU-pound Kofrs.

Parties

XRAIIK such for Beo- Keepers'
SUPPLIES are invited to correspond with
ALFREO H. NEWSMAN,
me.
wishinjj: to

923 West Madison

YES,

St..

CHICAGO,

ILL.

WHY NOT ?

me your address on n postal and receive
SEND
a descriptuin uf Hy Ini|»roved Uook fur
bottom- boards of bee-hives.

CHEAP! SIMPI.E

!

EFFECTIVE!

Pronounced the •*heiit thinfc .oat." Sample
hook for a two-cent stump. No room to aay more.
Write to

HO^VARD

«n
«n
L'll U

L'

A

V.

ACKEKMAN.

NOUTH INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

lABtf

M';M>

.\<l<lr<'i.» iiMil roi'civo
list I.I 4011 li-il.l-

IH.S.-,.

Pi'ici'S

Ix'low

the

!o«rst. rutalnirue of Hees, Queens, Small
Fruit, Alsilie Clover, etc.. on appplieation.
will

C.
•JAlt

m. UOODSPKKU,

THOKN

HILL, N. Y.

2c.

stampi!C3t

ENGRA VINGS

HORSE,
THE
KENDALL,
BY

M. D.
B. J.
giving
an
Index
of
diseasea^
TKEATISE
A
cause and treatment of each, a

and the symptoms

;

table giving all the principal drugs used for thehorse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of thehorse's teeth at different ages, with rules for tellingthe age of tbe horse a valuable collection of re;

and much valuable Information,
Price 85 cent«.— Sent on receipt of price, by
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILIj.

cipes,

.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

mil' whc.li-siili-

XtlAJJJIfor

Send

AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.
is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

The Bkitish Bee Jocrnal

MONTHLY,

time being, showing what

how

to

do

it.

to do,

and when and

Kev. S. R. PEEI*. Editor.
LONDON. ENGLAND.
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" First

class, $1
second class, 85c.;
third class, 70c.; fourth class, fSOc, per

on Honey.

;

E. France & Son, Platte- 100 pounds."
pWis., on Jan. 8, 18a5, write as
It will be seen that something has
follows on this subject
been done, if not by the authorized
At the National Convention, the Committee. Tliey may be at work,
subject of having the railroads make too, but we have lieard nothing of it.
a classitication for extracted honey, Before the present year is out, we
was introduced by the Editor of the think that there will be no cause for
Bee Journal, and was referred to
the Vice-Presidents; but we should complaint by bee-keepers about the
like to ask whether they will be likely classification of bees, hives, honey, etc.
to report, or what is expected of them.

Messrs.

ville,

pubijISHed at

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, »a a year Monthly, SO cents.

ILL.

;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Pbopbiktor.

railroads are controlled by men
of justice, and all railroad officials to
whom we have explained why beekeepers want to ship extracted honey
as such, instead of syrup, say that
they will give it a classitication if beekeepers and shippers in general want

Our

The International Congress.
Concerning the Meeting of the BeeKeepers of the World, to be held at
New Orleans, Feb. 24-26, 1885, Mrs.

Now, do not the Vice-Presidents L. Harrison, of Peoria, writes as folof the National Society represent the lows to the Prairie Farmer
"bee- keepers and shippers in general?"
The time for holding the InternaIf so, will they do the wish of their tional Bee-Keepers' Convention
has
constituents, and soon give us a clas- been wisely chosen, after consulting
it.

:

Vol. XXI.

Chicago, Jan. 21, 1885,

1^

will

Those who

No. 3.

need anything

in the line of hives, sections, crates,
etc.,

sification V

We
that

the wishes of many. The railroads
do not wish any one to think are offering very low rates of fare.
are finding fault, but we do Many women, pining at
home for a

we

is worthy of the
attention of all bee-keepers. We obtained 31,000 lbs. of honey during the
season of 1884, and as it has been sent
as syrup, we, as some of the many beekeepers, would like to sell honey and
have credit tor shipping honey, instead
of syrup.

next season, should now look over feel that this subject

the stock and order them from some
reliable dealer, and have them on
Then
hand when wanted for use.
supply dealers may be too busy to be
prompt in filling orders, and thereby
cause much annoyance at the apiary.

change, would be renewed in youth
and vigor by the pleasure such a trip
affords; the cost would be no more
than that of a nice dress, which a
woman of ingenuity could do without,
by renovating her old ones.
dress
would soon be worn out, or laid aside
for another, but the rich food for
thought, gleaned at the Exposition,
would be fresh and bright through
life.
It is profitable and pleasant for
people of like occupation to meet together and compare notes. The apiarian exhibit includes the products of

A

It is not at all likely that the VicePresidents (to whom this matter was
referred) will make a very formidable
move in this important matter, espe0° The Chicago Times, on January cially as they have either not all been all nations, and is worthy of careful
appointed, or else such appointments study. New Zealand, Cuba and other
15, published a telegram from one of
the interior counties in this State, have not yet been offered for publica- islands are now sending to our shores
for implements of the apiary. Ideas
saying that " the bee-business is grow- tion.
and thoughts may yetcome from these
such
referred
to
matter
was
As
the
ing rapidly the stands are wintering
far-off lands, that will be utilized for
over
the
scattered
the benefits of bee-culture in the
very well." It might be more inter- a large committee,
evidently in- United States. This Exposition will
esting to some to know how the bees entire Continent, it was
be a great educator its object-lessons
were getting along this cold weather, tended that there should be no definite are given in the products of all climes.
present
at
least
for
the
made
move
information
rather than to get any
The dullest faculties are awakened
about the " stands," which are simply that would be a legitimate conclusion and stimulated by viewing the handiwork of other men. The cotton-plant,
the places where the hives are put. to arrive at.
As the editor of the Bee Journal with its seed, bud and blossom and
Is there no need of more correct
snowy fiber, is a study of itself, saying
nomenclature— of calling things by took the initiative, by writing a short nothing of the nectar gathered from
letter to the Convention on the sub- its bloom. Textile fabrics manufactheir right names ?
ject, we have felt it to be our duty to tured from it, are found the world
over, and worn by all people.
Mr. Arthur Todd, of Philadel- follow the matter up by using our
Tickets to New Orleans and return,
the
to
have
Railroads
on
the
phia, Pa., will be at the Convention at influence
Syracuse this week and there exhibit matter satisfactorily adjusted, and as are now being sold in Chicago for $12.
" a Bacillus alvei and a spermatozoon a result, we have new classifications This presents a grand opportunity at
a very small expense-. We hope all
of a bee, mounted by Mr. Frank Che- on the through lines East, of which
who can do so will be there.
sample
following
as
a
the
will
give
we
shire, himself, and a copy of his letter
Next week we expect to be able to
with more bee-news."
"Tariff No. 44.— Great Central Route— Blue
Line owned and operated by the Michigan state that arrangements have been
Central, New York Central & Hudson River,
made at certain Hotels to keep beeCatalogues for 1885.- -We have re- Boston & Albany, Philadelphia & Reading,
Fall Brook Coal Co. & Connections.—January keepers at reduced rates.
Meanwhile
ceived the following
1, 188.5.
" Bees in Hives tth class.
save up your "stamps" to "get there."
H. F. Mooller Mfg-. Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Bee-Hives (knocked down), 3rd class.
Paul L. Viallou, Bayou Goula, La.
At the World's Exposition, let
Bee Comb, bo.xed, :ird class.
Apiarian Supply Co,, Wilton, Iowa,
Honey in glass, 1st class.
it be understood, says Dr. Brown, that
Honey in barrels or casks, 3rd class.
" all exhibits of colonies of bees and
bee manipulations will only be during
1^" Prom an investment of $2.00,
In order to make this classification
the week of the Convention.
Supplies
every subscriber to the Weekly Bee
the
will
enumerate
we
understood,
can be exhibited any time during the
JouuNAL for 1885, will receive BftyYork
Exposition."
rates between Chicago and New
two dividends.

To avoid all such calamities, order
now and get them where you can put
your hand on them when wanted.

;

;

—
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;
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winter, never perished with
In the light of what Mr. Doolittlegives us on page 5, it would be interesting to know if the healthy colonies
were also breeding. The cause may be in
the food. I wish it had been mentioned
if those with the most sugar stores were

honey

Queries

$c ^je:plics.

Bee-Diarrhea in the South.
auery, No. 4

Why is it

that

some of

my

certainly

look to the quality of the food."
" There
Messbs. Dadant & Son say
thin
are two main causes of bee-diarrhea—
:

honey and decimated colonies. The bees
which have the diarrhea the most are,
probably, the weakest colonies; but if
they are as strong as the others, then it is
the unripe honey that is the cause ot it."

am
all

the nitrogenous food which
they consume either in the shape of beebread or floating pollen in the honey. Of
is

course sugar syrup cannot be expected to
prevent bee-diarrhea as long as bees can
avoid it and use honey in its stead. My
experience is that those bees which breed
the most should have the disease the
worst. Had there been no new honey or
pollen, and not much old pollen in the
hives, no diarrhea would have resulted in
the case in question. 1 do not know just

what

I

shuuld do."

in

'

come

:

W.

in

Z.

Louisiana,

if

is

the

:

"As

first

winter as

in

'all

summer."

(some of which certainly enter as factors)
can be made to account for all of the

" In order to cases. The 'germ theory may yet have
J. E. Pond, Jn. says
give an intelligent answer to this query, a favorable hearing, and be found to aca number of facts more should be stated count for many cases. To the ones in
in regard to the condition, etc, ot the col- question it seems applicable."
onies. Are the dying bees young and
G. W. Demakee responds as follows
lately emerged from the cells ? or are "
It would be quite as difficult to answer
honey
old
Is there any
they old ?
why some of the bees in question have
stored in the hives ? If so, what is its diarrhea while others have not, as it
gathermeant
by
is
condition ? What
would be to answer why some ot my
ing honey all winter ?' Does that mean fowls have died with the so-called cholera
every day, or only at occasional intervals? while others have been entirely exempt
While the whole matter in any case is from the disease. I think, however, the
one of uncertainty, correct answers to true cause is given the bees are gatherthe above questions would give a clue to
ing honey and rearing brood in the winterthe matter, and tend to explain the cause
time, and however mild the winter, they
of the trouble. My experience is that one
must be subjected to ex])osure, and occarace of bees is no more liable to bee-diar- sional confinement at a time when the
it
is
the
very
that
another
but
rhea than
nursing-bees are preparing food for the
young bees which are usually affected young. I can produce ascites in bees at
with it."
any time when they are handling new
Dk. J. p. H. Brown replies thus "Be- honey and preparing food for the young,
cause the conditions are not the same, by simply setting a case of sealed honey
bees are very rarely affected with diar- with the bees in it, in a cool, damp cellar.
rhea in the South but it can be brought One does not have to wait long to see the
on by feeding very thin, watery sugar results. The sealed honey will condense
'

:

:

'

;

;

:

;

moisture, and the damp atmosphere surrounding the bees will check exhalation
from the bodies of the bees, and dropsy
of the abdomen is the natural result. In
this experiment we see the necessity of

upward ventilation. Proper
would carry off the moisture
surrounding the bees, and healthful exhalation would carry off the excess of
moisture in the bodies of the bees, and the
grosser matter would pass off in the form

plenty

of

ventilation

dry excreta. In your climate, when
your bees cease to breed in the fall, give
each colony from one thousand to two
thousand square inches of air-space above,
this will regulate untimely
the frames
meals, become diseased breeding, and help the bees to understand

thus used."

Hutchinson responds thus

"This query 'knocks me completely

Dk. G. L. Tinker answers thus
this

through.'

syrup or honey during a stress of bad
weather, either rain or cold, which prevents the bees from flying. This I have
as clearly demonstrated to my satisfaction as a geometrical problem. I have
seen the same conditions with bees in
leaky, wet and damp hives. If the bees
in question must be fed, make the syrup
ous honey, etc. 1 would give them difthick, and feed inside the hive on clear,
ferent combs, except leaving two or three
warm days when they can freely fly. The
of those containing brood, and feed good
tliin, watery honey, no doubt, is the exday
till
the
during
sugar syrup for awhile
citing cause. The disease will disappear
the Japan plum is out of bloom. Young
as soon as there is less raiii and more
bees are the most subject to diarrhea.
sunshine.
In some localities in the
Bees should not have it in Louisiana, it
South, where the yellow jasmine abounds,
of
width
whole
the
use
I
seems to me.
the young bees, at about the lime they
entrance in the winter, but robbers might

G. M. Dooi.iTTLE answers as follows
"I do not think that bee-diarrhea is the
cause of the trouble. As brood-rearing is
being carried on extensively, the excrement ot the young bees has been taken as
implying bee-diarrhea, while the real
trouble lies in something else, as poison-

bother

have

winter, they will in which late fall or winter brood-rearing
I do not know is held to be a cause, does not make the
that one variety of bees is more suscepti- matter clear as to these cases ; for there
ble than another to bee-diarrhea. I know was no confinement, and ' plentiful ' winof no way of 'stopping' diarrhea except ter brood-rearing without bad effect, canby giving the bees a flight (and it would not be an uncommon thing in many parts
seem that they might have that in Louisi- of the South. My belief has been that
ana), and feeding them pure cane-sugar there is more than one cause for the dissyrup. The entrance should be as large order, since none of the alleged causes

brood 'plentifully

Prof. A. J. Cook replies as follows
" This is something new, and even an
We had
opinion would be dangerous.
supposed that the South were free from
such vexations. If anybody can throw
light on this, it will be Mr. Viallon and
other authorities in the South. 1 should

bee-diarrhea

better to

;

•/

"I
replies thus:
of the opinion that the cause of

It is

contracted by tin guards to keep out
mice when the weather is sufficiently
cold to benumb the bees."
it

;

•

James Heddon

size of the entrance.

instance recorded of beediarrhea occuring at the extreme part of
free from bee-diarrhea, or vice versa. I the South, to my knowledge, it is interknow of no way to save the bees except esting, as it excludes apparently every one
give them empty, of the theories heretofore advanced to
to change their food
clean combs, and feed them a syrup made account for it save one, and none more
of pure sugar if they are much reduced conspicuously than the pollen theory.
in numbers, it is doubtful whether they Even the strong light thrown on the sut>can be saved. If they continue to rear ject in a recent article by Mr. Doolittle,

have not V
tees have diarrhea and others ted (more
been
I have 7 colonies, and all have
and some
syrup,
granulated-sugar
on
or less)
are nearly extinct on account ot diarrhea,
all, All the
at
affected
not
are
others
while
in
queens are rearing brood plentifully,
have been
tliese infected hives. My bees
Japan
trom
gathering honey all the winter
so
plum We have had no winter weather,
cause of
far now, what do you think is the save
the
to
do
I
can
What
V
this disease
the
bees? Is the new honey the cause ofwinWill they come through the
troiihle
bees
What
ter by rearing brood plentifully V
there any
are most subject to diarrhea? Is
large should
way to stop this disease ? How
Par., La.
Iberville
winter?—
in
be
the entrance

still

all

diarrhea.

off

of my pins.' I supposed that bees in a
climate so warm that they could gather

of

;

take their first
with a sort of diarrhea caused by the that it is winter. These directions are
I speak
poisonous honey and pollen from this given for Southern locations.
Ot course you will
experience.
vine. But as the bloom only continues from
for a few days, it is soon over. In the cover the frames with quilts at the proper
South it does not matter much as to the time in the spring.

!

!

3T
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it is now all gone.
take their bee-bread and honey, bee-bread; but
become of it V The tops of
in many cases may contain a What has
are covered witli diarrlietic
Iiarmful amount of floating pollen, the frames
excreta will, upon anaaway from tliem, when they cannot excreta. Tliis
pollen. I am not sure that
follow their instinctive inclinations lysis, show
nitrogenous suband put in their stead an artificial there is not enough
cane-sugar syrup to
food (sugar syrup), and one whicli stance in pure accumulation when
slight
they will always leave wlieii they can cause a
forces the consumption of large
find honey equally accessible to gatlier cold
conlinement preand store up for winter. We find as quantities, and long
of it but
discharge
partial
vents
any
experiand
reason
a result that our
is eminently better
food
this
that
ot^our
life
the
for
ments are safer
ordinary honey, and destined to
bees than their own instincts, llns than
practically settle the wintering probmanage
we
whicli
upon
plan
is the
confident. My present
our breeding mares and setting hens, lem, I do feel
experiments are such as I hope will
and the one proven to be correct.
settle it in my own mind.
I look upon Prof. Cook as being so
Dowagiac,p Mich.
best
our
be
should
situated that he
suIjthe
of
part
tliis
autliority upon
'• It
Kead at the Michigan Convention.
is
ject anil on page 7 he says
folly to say that mature bees do not
of Foul Brood.
Cause
The
eat pollen; unless they are breeding."
This accords with the pollen theory
I'KOF. T. J. BUKUILL.
and my former statements.
asserting
in
I have no hesitation
This disease is caused by the inthat at the time of the severe loss in jurious operations of a minute organIndiana, as referred to by myself, and ism properly classed among the so-

We

Farmers' Call.

which

Thoughts in January.
MAMIE
I

want you, Summer

S.

PADEN.

North winds blow

!

cold,

The white snow shroudeth wood and wold
The keen frost blteth, chill sleet doth fall,
Shivering Icicles

cllni!

;

close to the wall.

In the drear city, trampled and trodden
Out of all whiteness, the snow lies sodden
Darkened the frost-gleam, the loicle-Klow.
Hiding the blue sklea wind-driven clouds go.
;

This

is

proud Winter

I

hastened to greet
to me, sweet

Summer, O Summer, come back
I will

not weary,

I

be true.

will

Summer, warm-hearted,

forever, to you

!

Cincinnati, O.

;

;
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The Cause

:

re-referred toby Mr. Doolittle on page called "disease-germs" or bacteria.
large numbers of their colonies had All allied organisms are exceedingly
made no attempt at brood- rearing; small creatures, only to be seen with

of Bee-Diarrhea.

.5,

and we have all witnessed cases lately higlily magnifying powers; but all are
where no breeding had yet been at- veritable plants, consisting of e sentempted. But if Mr. D. could prove tially the same chemical elements and
misis
Doolittle
I think that Mr.
that all cases of bee-diarrhea were in the same organic structure as the
of
uiiderstandins
taken both in his
the presence of breeding, tlien if such higher and larger members of the
page
on
words
tlie
by
my meaning
Some writers
disease grew out of the consumption vegetable kingdom.
and
for
1884,
Journal
Bbk
773 of the
of pollen, because they were using it class the bacteria with animals, bepollen
of
consumption
of
the
ideas
accumulations
his
for breeding, and tlie
cause they usually have the power of
by matnre bees, and where it is logi- were of pollen particles, then I arttrm moving freely in the liiiuid im^dia in
" primary
cally proper to use tlie term
that it is quite clear to the reason of which they live but tliesn authorities
cause." I am quite confident that how- all, tliat pollen would correctly be cannot be well posted upon the charever true it may be that cold, conhue- called the direct cause. If I have ttie acteristics of low vei,'etable forms,
ment, breeding, or any other secondary blues and shoot myself, what does the for the power of spontaneous motion
" Died of
or aggravating causes or adjuncts are coroner's jury report?
belongs to the most of tliem, as indeed
needed in the production of bee-diar- blues V" No. " Came to his death by it does to niany of tlie liigliest plants,
is
pollen
rhea, that it the nitrogenous
a ball from a pistol." Now I assert in one way or another.
the cause of the intestinal irritation, tliat when we find that where we fix
But as plants, the bacteria are very
cause.
prime
it properly ranks as the
they cannot get pol-

JAMES HEDDON.

;

has been always known that if
the bees could fly and unload the fecal
accumulations daily, such accumulations could never reach the diseaseproducing point so, of course, confinement of greater or less duration is
a necessary factor. We also have
-witnessed that a low temperature
greatly favored the development of
the disease— thus cold is a factor or
secondary cause or adjunct, but not
the primary cause. We have always
noticed tliat breeding in couHnement
It

;

cause.
of us have known colonies to perish" with this disease when
exposed to no low temperature, to no
long confinement, and wliere no breeding was attempted, we certainly are
correct in saying that none of them
Confinement
are primary causes.
should not be ranked or spoken of as
in

some way aided the prima- y

Now,

as

many

should cold and breeding.

Confine-

of

frequent

ment

is

the

opposite

flights, which simply stop all proceeding of the disease, by unloading the

accumulations.
While my observations have not
been very extended, yet I have formed
the conclusion that mature bees do

and must eat pollen for their own
physical support, whenever they are
exercising and that they do partake
of it when they need not. and at their
;

peril

a colony so that
len in any form, that thougii they are
closed in a long time and exposed to a
low temperature, no diarrhea develops,
and when they are supplied with pollen, tliey have the disease in reposi-

where no low temperature can
come, and after a confinement not
tories

one-third as long as has heretofore
been passed with no disease, and tlien
an analysis of the excreta proves it to
be most all pollen, we have a right
and an obligation to call the prime
cause, pollen.
In my remark on page " 773,' I had
reference only to a possible mistake
in the pollen theory, and a thought in
regard to the depleting effect of the
law of procreation. For years I have
protested against the theory of " late
breeding to get young bees to winter."
I am now glad to have Mr. Doolittle
come out on the right side.
neighbor who had one colony (a
captured swarm) relast season's
cently notified me that tliey were
dead. I went and made an examination, and found it a case of combined
bee-diarrhea and starvation. Tliere
was not one drop of honey or beebread in the hive ; many bees were
deep in the cells, starvation style and
there were no signs of young bees or
breeding. I examined tliis colony in
the fall, and told the owner that they
were short of stores. They then had

A

;

simple in structure— .in indivi liial
possessing all the ciipaliilities of absorbing food, living, growing and reproducing its kind— being composed
of a single cell, and this o*^^ very
minute size. The cell has, however,
a wall of cellulose (wood substance)
inclosing a semi-fluid material known
as protoplasm, and this is true of all
living and active vegetable cells trora
plant-structures are deall
rived. The only appendage or other
structural peculiarity of the bacterium
a
cell or individual, is in some species
filament,
very fine whip-lashlike
which, being capable of rapid vibration, serves as an organ of locoinoiion.

which

There are no limbs, no sense organs,
no special digestive apparatus, no
heart, no veins, no nerves. They gam
their nutrition by absorption ot fluid
materials through the cellulose wall,
without any special opening for passage of anything in or out.
Propagation takes place by a spontaneous division of the single cell, so
as to make of tliis, two cells. Some
times the two new cells remain attached, and these may again divide,
always transversely, making four cells
in a chain-like row. Thus any number of cells may exist attached to
each other in a thread, but each cell
lives altogether independent of its
neighbors, and may at any time be-

:
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come, without injury, entirely sep- Spores are not found while the larva
Tliere is mucli difference keeps its proper shape, and not until
arated.
among the species about this matter it sinks down into a jelly-like mass at
of remaining attached, and also a the bottom of the cell. There is, by
difference in the same kinds, accord- this time, a very offensive odor, due,
ing to the food-supply, mechanical probably, to the gases eliminated by
agitations, etc.
the ferment action of this same orSome species, and among them our ganism, yet it does not seem to be
organism of foul brood, have another putrefactive in its nature.
method of reproduction, viz by the
It ought to be thoroughly underformation of '-spores" within the stood that no putrefaction or decomcell cavity, which are little masses of position can take place even in so
condensed protoplasm surrounded by susceptible a thing as a young, softa cellulose wall, and are, therefore, bodied larva, without the intervention
little bacterium cells, which have only of living organisms of some kind.
It
:

to increase in size to

parent

become

like

the

cell.

Still these spores have physiological
characteristics quite unlike the adult
cell.
They resist the effects of injurious conditions, as of dryness,
high or low temperature, chemical
poisons, etc., which destroy the or-

ganism

in olher forms.
Thus, all
species of bacteria, as well as other
plants in their normal vegetating
condition, are destroyed by immersion
for lialf an hour, in water at a temperature but little above 120° Fahr.,
while these spores, or some of them,
may be actually boiled for a much
longer time witliout being killed.

The organism

of foul brood,

when

not furnished with spores, is killed
by simply drying thoroughly in the
sun for a few days, first being mixed
in sufficient water to thin well the
mass in which they exist. The spores,
however, live under such conditions
for some months, but in my experiments they seem to tinally perish in a
room kept heated for human occupation, in less than six months. Freezing does not injure the spores, for I
have had them develop after having
been repeatedly frozen and thawed,
and in some cases after an exposure
to temperatures reacliing 28° Fahr.
below zero. But I am not sure as to
the action of frost on tlie adult forms,
not having had satisfactory material
at hand v\heii the opportunity occurred for trying.
So long as the food-supply is abundant, and the other conditions of vegetative life are favorable, spore-formation does not occur in this species.
AVhen, however, the affected larval
mass sinks down to the bottom of the
honey-comb cell, there is little to be
found of the organism but the spores.
Cultivated in beef broth, in which the

minute plant

flourishes as well as in
the bee-larva;, the vegetative stage
lasts under the temperature of summer weather {7o"^ to 90'^ Fahr. from
two to seven days, i. e., spoie-formation does not sooner begin.
The
length of time, however, depends on
the quantity of the food-material,
and my trials were with diluted broth,
and in small quantities ranging from
about one-fifth to one ounce, the inJ

oculation

being

made with a very

minute amount of the material containing the bacteria, and, tlierefore,

but few of the latter. Had many
been at first introduced, I have no
doubt that spores would have been

of course, known that young brood
dies upon being too much chilled, and
decomposition ensues, just as a bit of
fresh meat kept in a warm temperature soon becomes putrid. But in both
cases the putrefactive changes are
produced by living agents, instead of
spontaneously arising in the dead organic matter. There are, indeed, as
many bacteria in a putrid bee-larva
killed by cold, as in one destroyed by
the organism of foul brood. Others
have said, and I think that it is true,
that the odor of foul brood can be detected and determined as different
from that of putrefaction after death
from other causes.
Sometimes it is certain that the
usual putrefactive agents (species of
bacteria quite distinct from, though
of the same structure and general
characteristics as that of foul brood)
are found in larvse dead of foul brood;
but knowing well the ubiquitous
cliaracter of these, I have been surprised to find the greater number of
foul-brood
specimens wholly free
from the ordinary putrefactive bacteria, so that one can with much reliance, gain pure cultures of the foulis,

brood agent from the dead larvfe.
But by taking advantage of the fact
that the most common of the putrefactive bacteria do not form spores,
one can, by heating the gelatinous
material left of a larva dead of foul
brood, be quite certain of killing
everything except the bacteria of the
disease.

Does the organism of foul brood
develop elsewhere than in the brood
of bees V This is a very important
question in the scientific study of tlie
disease, and in our methods of fighting
the malady. It might even be necessary to settle the point before a well
informed court of justice could properly decide a case. Only a few days
ago I was appealed to for any possible help in tracing the introduction
of foul brood in an apiary known
to have been free from it during many
years before. One colony of bees had
been secured from a distance, and
some months afterward the disease
was found in this colony as well as in
two or three others. None had been
previously known in the neighborhood. Upon inquiry it was ascertained
that foul brood had existed in the
apiary whence the colony came, but
the owner believed it was entirely
free from the trouble at the time, and
had been for the two years preceding.
An examination failed to reveal any

sooner found.
In the bee-larv;e, nothing so definite suspicion of the disease. The man
can now be stated upon this point, receiving the colony was certain it
but the time seems to be longer. was diseased at the time of purchase

the one selling it, was as certain to
the contrary.
Now while the evidence at my command goes to show that foul brood
usually comes from foul brood, it
seems quite possible that in some
cases a different source must be
sought.
There certainly is no difficulty in keeping the foul brood organism througli many generations,
and lasting through montlis of time,
rapidly multiplying all the time, in
beef broth.
These thus grown in
broth have their characteristic effects
when transferred to sound brood.

can be gained artinot plausible that under
some circumstances in nature the orIf this result

ficially, is

it

ganism may

live and grow somewhere
than in the larvie of bees ? 1 have
no further positive information upon

else

this point, but there are indications
that epidemics among other insects
may be sometimes due to the same

Indeed, I should not be
surprised to find that the scourge of
the silkworm, called by the French
flacherie, is really and truly the same
offender ; and what is more, we have
among our wild native caterpillars,
sweeping epidemics caused by the
same or a closely similar organism.
During the summer of 1883, the

organism.

European cabbage-worm
died

throughout

{Pieris rapoe)
Illinois in

central

such numbers that tlieir limp forms
on the leaves attracted all but universal attention, and the numbers
were so decimated that in the early
part of last summer, scarcely a butterfly or worm was to be found, nor
did
they become numerous again
during the season. If it should be
shown that the cause of this destruction was really the same organism as
that found in diseased bees, it would
still remain to be proved that they
could be transferred through the natural working of affairs, to the beehives, from the cabbage fields.
In the absence of knowledge, we
may speculate this way The Initterflies lay their eggs upon the cabbage,
and may readily come in contact with
the dead or dying caterpillars (worms).
:

They

also visit flowers to sip the nec-

and now may be followed by
bees, which we can see may sometimes carry home, upon this suppositar,

tion, the deadly invisible foe.

All this is supposition but does not
the possibility of making such speculation suggest the need of further
facts y The foul brood question has
by no means been answered for there
are scores of queries as pertinent as
those here suggested, upon which we
have no real knowledge. My own experiments and observations, begun a
year ago, have been too little to call a
commencement, and unless I am mistaken, aside from such observations
as it has been possible for keensighted and diligent practical apiarists
to make, no one in America has carefully studied the disease from the
''germ" stand-point. Two thinga
;

;

have hindered

my own

work, viz

time, other things taking
precedence, and the necessity of caging the experimental bees to avoid
contaminating the bees of the neighDoubtless Prof. Forbes,
borhood.

want

of

:

:

:

State Entomologist for Illinois, with
his well trained assistants, can be induced to undertake the matter, and,
to hope
if so, there is every reason
that rapid progress will be made.
It gives me pleasure to acknowledge
that since mv proposed investigation
of the subject of foul brood became

" hibernation "

Keepers' Associat ion.

would favor
dormant state

Hashed across his
mental vision, and his grand discovery
was: made.
,
What of the alleged fact which led
to this discovery that bees winter
well in a tree trunk V The testimony
,

of many bee-keepers is that a lioUowtree trunk gives no more assurance of
a colony of bees
known, many kind words of interest safe wintering to bee-hive.
What of
and encouragements have been re- than an ordinarythat bees hibernate V
fact
ceived, and some offers of practical the alleged
quotes instances where quietness,
aid. In both ways I have none to He
honey, and exthank more heartily than the efficient small consumption of
of bees in the spring
Secretary of the Michigan State Bee- cellent condition

Champaign,^

Ills.

Would-be Discoverer.

them, that made by Gen. Adair, of
Kentucky.
What Gen. Adair claimed as a
" New Idea," and for which he named
the hive, was not its length, but the
principle of having the brood-nest in
one end of his hive, with the storecombs or surplus-arrangements between the brood and the entrance of
the liive, so the bees were obliged to
pass through or around the surplusarrangement whenever they entered
The terms "New Idea
the hive.
Hives," and " Long Idea Hives " are
unquestionably used incorrectly, and
a dictionary should only use them to

of

but he furnished call attention to their incorrect use,
terms in their
no demonstrable proof that bees and to give the correct
d1<icg.
really do hibernate.
Mr. Phin, in his introduction, comSuppose it be proved
But again
truthful
beyond a peradventure that bees mences with the following
" Not only is our
hibernate, how will the knowledge of and timely words
governed bv our ideas, but
this fact help us to solve the winter- language
aiid reasoning are
ing problem V Have we not still to our ideas, thoughts
our language.'
learn how to make them hibernate V too often governed by
is it that
There is no point in the wintering This being true,how necessary
or anything else used
difficulty upon which bee-keepers are no implement
should be called by
so generally agreed as upon the im- in our business
While the names which give no idea whatever
portance of quietness.
real uses, especially, of all
cellar, the clamp, chaff-packing, up- of their
ward ventilation, downward venti- books, in a standard dictionary.
Williamstown,c$ Iowa.
lation, no pollen, etc., have each their
have contended
champions who

of bees in winter
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:

JAS. m'neill.

On page 440 of the last volume of
OUanings, Rev. ^V. F. Clarke heads a
lengthy article in which he announces
assumed discovery of the hibernation of bees, with " The wintering
!"
difficulty solved at last. Hoorah
and on page 4-38 of the Bee Journal
for 1884, in commenting on the title
of a corresponding article, he says
" But there is no use in giving a small
name to a big idea, which I firmly believe the one I have struck, to be.
For several years it has been impressed upon my mind that I should
some day make a great discovery in
bee-keeping
I find it very difficult to write with
that calm dignity and equanimity
which beht a literary man. In fact
my band quivers with a tremulous
excitement, so that, as the Editor can
plainly see. I do not write with my
usual steady chirography. I feel very
much as Galileo did when the true
theory of the universe dawned upon

his

him."
Such an introduction as

this, to the

sober facts of his discovery, is naturally calculated to arrest the attention of the bee-keeping world, and
hold it in bristling expectation. For
we very naturally suppose that, in the
face of all that has been written on
the wintering problem— in the face of
the fact that a score of worthy investigators have thought that tliey had
solved it, till the crucial test of experience had disproved ttieir theories,
—he who would thus announce his discovery would be sure of his position
beyond a peradventure and that it
would be the result of careful and
prolonged experiments in which ob;

servations, tested and re-tested, invariably pointed to the same result.

But what do we find V Simply this
That while lying on his bed one niglit,
pains,

his
racked with rlieumatic
mind went back to the days of his
youth, when he was engaged in clearing up a bush farm. In the midst of
his reverie, the question occurred to
" Do you ever remember cuthim
ting down a tree in which a colony of
bees had been winter-killed ?" and

bravely for their particular theory,
the end and aim of all the different
methods of wintering bees, is to
make and keep them quiet during the
period when they are confined to the
hive. Now, in my opinion, it does
not make an iota of difference whether
you call tliis much-desired wintercondition of bees quietness or hibernation, the same difficulties are encountered in discovering the essential
conditions of success in either case.
Mr. Clarke thinks that a shaft of
air beneath the cluster is the essential
condition of successful hibernation.
This opinion may. or it may not, be
It has yet to stand the test of
true.
repeated and extensive experiment.
It may supply a link in the chain of
the essential condition, or it may be
discarded as unimportant. If it shall
prove, as Mr. Clarke thinks it is, the
Ariadnean clew to the wintering difficulty, it will then be time enough for
him to write in the grandiloquent
strain in which he has already written ; and though we might still smile
at his inflated enthusiasm, we would
accord him his due meed of praise,
and hail him as a great discoverer.

Hudson, <x N. Y.

JoumaU

The Champlain Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association held

its

annual meeting

Vt., on Thursday,
It was called to order by

Middlebury,

in

Jan. 8, 1885.
President H. L. Leonard, and the
minutes of the last annual meeting
were read and adopted.
committee of three was appointed
to propose questions for discussion.
The following officers were elected for
the ensuing year: President, H. L.
Leonard, Brandon, Vt. Vice-President V. V. Blackmer, Orwell; Secretary, R. H. Holmes, Bridport and
Treasurer, J. E. Crane, Middlebury.
Eleven of the members present reported 1,409 colonies, spring count,
pounds of
1 634 fall count, and 29,708
comb honev, and 2,200 pounds of extracted hoiiev, as last season's crop.
The following question was then
" What is the best mandiscussed
agement to prevent swarming V"
The President said that he had succeeded in preventing swarming by
cutting out all the queen-cells; but
his experience in this liad been limited
to one season, and he did not know as

A

;

;

:

would always prove successful.
Mr. V. V. Blackmer said that he
in retm-ning secondCorrect Apicultural Nomenclature. had succeeded
swarms, and in his experience they
For the American Bee Journal.

O. O.

POPPLETON.

On page 50 of Prof. Phin's " Dictionary of Practical Apiculture," in
his definition of the term " New Idea
Hive," he gives what should essentially have been given under the term,
"Single-Story Hive, "or"Long Hive,"
either of which are much more proper
came the response— than the terms which he gives." I do
immediately
"Never." Then and there became not understand that the term, New
ever been j)roperly
to the conclusion that the true princi- Idea Hive," has
forms of long,
ple of wintering bees lay hidden in a used to mean simply all
form
hollow-tree trunk. Then the word single-story hives, but only one
:

For the American Bee

Champlain Valley, Vt-, Convention.

it

all staid after cutting out all the
queen-cells.

had

question was then asked
the first cause of swarming ?" Mr. J. E. Crane thought that
which
it was the impulse to increase,

This

"

What

is

implanted in all creatures.
" Is fall-gathered honey suitable tor
wintering bees V"
,u ^ -^ i j
Mr. J. E. Crane said that it had
been stated that honey which would
not crystallize was not good for bees
but it did not follow that it was good
i^ it did crystallize.

is
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It was asked if cider was injurious.
V. V. Blackmer said that his bees had
worked hirgely upon it during the
past fall, and lie had his fears as to
what the result might be. Mr. A. E.
Manum tliought that it was not as in-

jurious as many supposed. Mr II. A.
Damon said that bees might winter
on buckwheat honey, but he did not
consider it as good as earlier-gathered

honey.
Mr. A. E. Mannm said, of itself,
any kind of honey that we get here in
Vermont is not injurious to bees, but
the injury comes froui a mixture. He
had had some experience, but was not

He was quite
yet fully decided.
strong in the belief that cider, grape
juice,or honey from goldenrod,heart'sease or buckwheat, etc., either one of
which might not produce bad results
of itself, but the mixture forms a compound wliich is undesirable.
He
thought that bees would winter on
mixed honey provided they often had
(light.
For wintering bees, he
woidd prefer to feed sugar syrup, and
he thought that it was safer to winter
bees on than honey, and he would
feed honey in the spring, as there was
something lacking iusuear which was

a

required for brood-rearing. He also
said that pollen is a good thing, and
that he liked to see a good deal of it
in his hives in the fall, and never had
too nuich of it.
" What is the best plan for rearing

queens i"'
Mr. V. V. Blackmer said that the
best queens are reared during the

swarming impulse.
Mr. A. E. Ma.num

.said that he did
not get eno\igh (lueeucells in tliis
way, and was obliged to force. lie
was salislied that he could rear as
good (jueeiis in this way as any. He

many

rears

of his queens in nuclei,

and thinks that a nucleus is as good
as a full colony, but lie would have it
crowded with bees as much as a full
colony, in propoition to its size. He
woulii not take eggs from (jueens, not
thoroughly tested, to rear queen-cells.

The President asked if any present
had had experience in fertilizing
queens from drone-larva'. None had;
but all were of theopinion that it was
not practicable.
" Is thetralhc in dollar-queens benethe bee business ?"

licial to

Mr.

II.

had purchased 10
one lueeiler, and all
had succeeded in saving
Briton

dollar-(iueeris of

he
proved to be good.
lie had lost
some.
Mr. V. V. Blackmer had bimght 2(i
that

dollar-queens ol anollicr breeder, and
got SoHie 2 or
out. ol
the lot that
were fair; some were hybrids, and
some were sliorl-liv(^d. H(^ paid $.S
;'>

for one tested (pieen which proved to
be worth more than all t' e rest. He
did not believe that, as a rule, it would
pay a man to rear dollar (jueeiis, and
it certainly would not pay the man

who

buys.

Mr.

E. (Yane

that it was
other kinds of
business— there were two sides to the
question.
He thought that it deended much on the queen-breeder,
F
le did not see why it should not be
all right to rearand sell dollar queen|.
J.

with this as with

sa:il

all

provided that they are what they are producing mild asthma. Being conrepresented to be.
ceded by many bee-keepers that the
Adjourned till the third Thursday in black or common (Jerman bees are
January, 1886. The Secretary was in- more irritable than the Italians, the
structed to notify bee-keepers, and con.sequenees are that this discharge
others interested, of the time and of bee- poison is more readily found
place of meeting.
among the blacks.
11. H. Holmes, Sec.
I have evidence enough to prove
11. L. Leonard, Pres.
that honey will be permeated with this
bee-poison, or formic acid, being confined in the hive after manipulation
Kor the American Bee Joutch)
had taken place. It has been shown
that honey ripened by the bees will
Bee-Poison and its Effects.
contain enoughof this so-called formic
acid to produce severe colicky pains
JOS. M. WISMER.
when eaten by some people, and cases
known where it produced death.
Being an enthusiastic bee-keeper, are
can be procured from the bees
and believing that it is the duty of all Honey
without a particle of this formic acid,
bee-keepers to give to others the
and eaten with safely.
benetit of their experience, I cheerThe Doctor says that on opening a
fully comply with Dr. Tinker's rehive on a cool day, numbers of bees
quest on page 714 of the Bee Jourelevate and protrude their stings,
nal for 1884. He says " I would ask will
at the end of which may be seen a
Mr. Wismer whether he thinks that
tiny drop of the poison. What bethe venom of a Leestiug and the acid
comes of this tiny drop of poison
:

secreted in the stomach of the bee,
when the hive is closed V Can the
are identical. If the Doctor will carebees retain this poison, or does it
fully read my article, on page (i3.j of
evaporate y There is quite a differthe same volume, demonstrating my
bee-poison
so-called
this
experience with honey and its eliects, ence in
wliich exists in the honey or on the
he will observe that my proposition
end of the bee-sting, the lirst being
does not convey the idea as being
taken internally, and the second, exidentical.
ternally, or under the skin in direct
probably
will
not
be
amiss
to
It
contact with the blood circulation.
give a few items to illustrate that the
Upon showing my family physician
scent or odor emitted by the bees unLittle's article, on page 747 of the
der manipulation, is not au acid Mr.
for 1884, concerning
The Bee JournalMrs.
secreted
in their
stomachs.
Sturdevant, who
'•Illustrated
Encyclopedia of Ani- the death of
effects of a bee-sting,
mated Nature" teaches me that some died from thewith Dr. Ilorton's ideas
animals are equipped with a twofold he coincided
manner in which the formic
element to defend themselves when as to the
had been taken into her system.
disturbed.
The first ingredient is acidfurther
said that the sting of a bee,
He
utilized to notify its approximation,
skin of its victim,
and the second is destined to demor- penetrating the hypodermic syringe.
becomes a perfect
alize its indefatigable enemies to this
Here is where the trouble arises in
family the bees belong.
extricating the stinger, by taking it
48-5
Volume
Mr.
page
of
XVIII.
On
" The first breath of with the sac of poison between the
Ileddon says
thumb and finger to extract the
bee-poison that I inhaled on my restinger, and leaving the poison which
turn, was followed by all the former
just where the bee
symptoms, seemingly in an increased the sac contained
luul imt it.
degree, and in ten minutes my throat
Jordan Station, Ont.
turned red and clearly showed severe
irritation."
My nasal organ being
affected with catarrh, and breathing
Head at the Michigan Convention.
being rather diHic'ult and unsatisApicultural Notes for the Year.
factory, I am compelled to do all my
breathing directly through my mouth,
rilOF. A. J. COOK.
and therefrom I have experienced the
same difficulty as Mr. Ileddon did,
Apiculture, like the sciences, has so
witli a sharp, pungent taste being
rather disagreeable to the respiratory many able workers, who are at the
organs, whereby asthma would be same time investigators, that its
growth or progress may be actually
effected.
Again, Mr. H. says " All apiarists seen day by day as the weeks go by.
know that often when a maddened, It is a question if any pursuit— cerpursuit— can
manual-labor
threatening bee flits around one's tainly
head, she generally discharges her boast of such rapid advance. Each
poison into the air. It is recognized year, and often each month, marks
by the nasal organ only." I do not stepping-stones by which the art
think that Mr. II. wishes to be under- reaches a higher plane.
With so many investigators— the
stood that this discharge or bee-poison
is an acid secreted in the stomach of most of whom are entirely without
the honey-bee a discharge produced scientific training— we must expect
by the bee to saturate the air with a many faulty generalizations and crude
mild poison, only perceptible by those theories to" creep into our apiarian
who have keen or enfeebled breath- literature and discussions. So that
ing organs. In opening the hive to the wise apiarist will not accept every
examine the condition of the bees, I statement. It is specially necessary
have at times met discharges emitted for the bee-keeper to paraphrase
through the tops of the frames quite John's exhortation thus for his pracBeloved, believe not
offensive to the breathing organ, and tical guidance
;

:

:

—

:
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every statement or theory, but try the
statements whether they be born of
many false views are
truth, for
Paul s
pushed out into the worhl.
rule, we should make literally our
own " Prove all things hold fast
that whicli is good."
Many farmers, as they see the luxuriant lire-weed spring up in the very
track of tlie hurnuig brush-heap, are
sure that spontaneous generation is a
law of nature. Ignorance is often a
strong pillar on which faith undoubtthe
ing stands. The doctrine of
metempsychosis is no more unscienwill turn to
tilic than that wheat
chess; yet many a husbandman has
no doubts of the freciue nt occurrence
of the latter. Science has long shown
tlie utter fallacy of these statements,
and will have to keep battling, for
long years before all will see the
It will
truth.
So in bee-keeping.
take years to persuade all beekeepers
that the so-called honey-dew does not
fall like the gentle rain from heaven,
yet that it never so falls, is very
;

:

certain.

That bees can change worker larvae
to those of drones, is entirely beyond
the possibilities even of the very
skillful workers yet I doubt not, if
our editors will publish such statements, we shall read them yearly in
our apiarian papers. The presence
of tlie spermatozoa or sperm-cells in
the eggs insures a female bee. These
sperm-cells are so exceedingly minute
that it takes a most excellent magnimust befier to see them at all.
lieve then that as good and wonderful
a manipulator as the worker-bee is, to
;

We

remove the.se

intinitesimal sperm-cells,
quite beyond its powers. It is possible for iinfeciindated eggs to be interspersed among fecundated ones in
the cells, and to be placed in the small
or worker-cells, and such must be the
is

explanation when we lind drone-brood
among worker brood, even if in tlie

worker

cells.

Even more absurd is the notion that
crushed tissue of a drone larva may
fecuudalea queen-bee. Surely, such
statements are (piite unworthy a place
in any of our bee-periodicals.
The new facts, if they be facts, recently developed by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of England, in reference to foul
brood, are certainly very interesting.
to have found the
specific cause of foul brood in a kind
of bacterium which he calls Baclllufi
He thinks that these are not
alvei.
confined to the brood, but swarm
everywhere in the adult bees, mieen,
drones and workers, and even lu the
sperm-cells of the drones and ova of
the queen. He thus objects to the
term " foul brood," as he believes old

Mr. Cheshire claims

have very little fear,
every frame contained pollen.
The coming bee has been often disCheshire, we may well pause before
are all to reach after
we join in his cry of "Eureka!" If cussed, and if we what
As
it is to be.
know
the adult bees are attacked with the it, we must
article which rebndllm alvei, why do we get none of I have shown in an
in the Amkuican
the characteristic od(u- from tliem V cently appeared
coming bee will
and how are we to explain the cure by liKK '.loUKNAL, the
good points, and many of
partial starvation which has been so have all the
possessed by each of
successful in the hands of Messrs. these improved,
course
Mason, and many others. our separate races, and so of
Jones,
of all our races
These well authenticated cases of some of the blood merits.
There is
cure can be explained only on the that have superior
cross-breeding bees,
ground that the active sp(u-es are con- no objection to
in cross-breeding catfined to the hoiiev, and that the adult such as is met
and sheep. Nor is the
bees are not viciiins of the malady, tle, horses
males in
and can (uily C(uivey it in the honey. ditticulty of selecting the

Now, while we should be very glad

of this elaborate investigation by Mr.

The

pollen controversy

There can be very

little

still

know the very best
doubt but sooner, could we
drones in any hive and use them, we
shall do nearly as well by precluding
the flight of all drones from any but
the best colonies. That even the best
families of any colony give an occasional weakling among its male offspring, only shows that we must work

that bees are better off with no pollen
during winter, especially if they are
to be conlined in their hives for long
periods. The argument that bees are
likely to be the best judges of a proper
diet,' counts for nothing in these days
once heard a
I
of intemperance.
prominent physiologist assert that no
small amount of sickness and disease
was caused by hearty dinners on Sunday. IIow much more likely to suffer
would bees be if they take full rations
of hearty nitrogenous food during the
enforced quiesence of our long, rigorous winters.
In their native climate, bees can fly
every month of the year ; here they
are forced to very different habits,
and it is not at all unlikely that these
new conditions demand new foodhabits. I fully believe that with just
the right temperature, bees will eat
very little, will remain very quiet,
and be very sure to winter well. 1
also think that if this temperature is
not maintained, in which case the
bees will become more or less active,
then it were far better to have no pollen in the hive.
For many years we have given pollen to some colonies and withheld it
from others. Nearly every year has
sustained in the sequel the opinion
expressed above. The present winter
we have given one-third of our colonies large quantities of pollen, the remainder almost none. Should our
cellar become unduly warm, or very
chillv, I shall surely expect the colonies having the pollen to suffer. Such
hearty food and rest are not safe companions. The pollen theory is «oe unscientific, but is just what our physiological knowledge in reference to food
would lead us to propose. If bees can
fly often, pollen will not effect them
if they can be kept very quiet, I
illy
think that the same is true ; as in this
case they would eat little or no pollen.
But as it is very difticult to so gu.age
the temperature as to secure either
pf these conditions, I am sure that we
are safer with no pollen in the hives.
I would remove all pollen in the fall,
and return the frames containing it to
the hive as soon as I wished breeding
;

—

if

estoppel, though
Again, why is it that so many fail mating any practical
to tlu^ quick
with |)heiiol ? While we may all hope it may be "a hinduuice
the future."
much from all such careful research, securing of the" bee of
knowledge and
we must yet wonder whether the bot- With our presentsecure
drones for
tom-facts are reached in this matter luachinery, we can
mating from our choicest colonies,
of " foul brood."
while we might reach results
rages. and

bees die from this fungoid aflectioii.
He thinks that honey probably does
uot contain the spores, l)ut that they
the spores are conveyed on the feet
and antenna; of the bees. Lastly he
suggests phenol, as a specific to be
used as the cure of the malady. He
is not the first to suggest phenol, nor
is the idea of the molting of the lining of the alimentary canal with the
skin of tlie larva, original with him,
as it is a fact well known to every to commence
April 10. Had
entomologist.

—

liking, I should

even

in
I

tlie

spring— about

a cellar just to

my

longer for the coining bee. That we
have anything like perfection now, is
very doubtful. By judicious crossing
and careful selection we shall surely
reach results that shall be to the bee
of the day, what the sleek, short horn
is to the lean Texan kine of the Western plains.
^

might speak of separators, of
small sections, and reversible frames,
but they will each and all be discussed
by abler and more experienced persons. So I will close this paper by
some remarks on a very iiupiu-tant
I

I refer to the securing of cortopic.
rect statistics.

It is

probable that no one thing

will so aid us in

marketing

(uir

honey

product, as accurate, reliable statisI expect that Mr. Hewit will
tics.
show us how we can secure, through
the crop reports of the Secretary of
State, twice each year, just such tacts
as each bee-keeper desires to know.
Now, while I am in favor of our
pushing vehemently such action as
he may advise looking towards needed
legislation to accomplish the most, I
am not in favor of stopping there.
Why can we not use sucli funds as
we shall obtain at this meeting, in
securing a kind of independent report
Why may not the Secof our own
retary of this Society secure a reporter
in each county, an able bee-keeper
who will promise to report the probable crop, each October V He can
prepare blanks so that this can be
made as easy as possible. Then, as
soon as he gets the reports, let him
compile them and send his report to
the bee-periodicals. At present this
could only give us the probable crop,
as compared with an average; but
soon we might hope that it would
grow into a knowledge of the amount
'<

of honey and number of colonies of
From these two efforts I feel
bees.

great hopes that Michigan may be one
of the first States to prepare such
statistical facts as we all desire.
Agricultural College,? Mich.

;
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Getting Bees out of Honey-Boxes.
J.

H.

ANDRE.

It u.sed to be a source of great
trouble to me to get the bees out of
honey-boxes, especially those that
were used on the old-fashioned boxhives, uutil I hit upon the following
Take any ordinary box about 3 feet
long and 20 inches wide, and put glass
it need
not be all
in the bottom
glass, 2 or 3 small panes will do, but
will
better
extends
it
be
if it
almost
the entire length in the centre of the
bottom of the box. Any odd pieces
of glass may be used. Sink the glass
a little into the bottom of the box,
:

;

thirsty while in the cellar, keeping up
an uproar until drink is given them.
This can be conveyed to them by
means of wet cloths or sponges placed
against the entrances of the hives.
It is best to keep an eye on bees wintering out of-doors, lest snow or rain
gain an entrance through leaky roofs
or otherwise. If entrances to hives are
large enough to admit mice, they will

enter and make sad havoc with both
bees and comb. Dead bees and other
debris must not be allowed to accumulate and thus choke up the entrance,

but it must be removed with a bent
wire or a small twig. If any hives are
found containing dead colonies, lift
the frames out and shake off the bees
those that remain sticking in she comb
will dry up and do no harin, but if left
and now nail strips of lath inside on to decay in the cluster, it will injure
the bottom, edgewise about 4 inches the comb. This comb will be valuable
apart and crosswise of the box. Make for swarms during another season,
a neat-fitting cover without hinges, when the bees will quickly remove the
and then put the box up 2 feet high by dead without injuring it. Choose a
resting its ends on something, or legs mild day for handling combs, for if
may be put under it. Put the boxes they are cold they will break from the
or crates of honey in on the strips of frames.
lath, holes downward, when the bees
will see the light and crawl down. In
an hour or so, lift the cover and they
will rush for the hive. Lifting the
cover at two or three times will nearly

Peoria, o*Ills.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Langstroth Hives— Season of 1884.
clean the boxes, and robbers cannot
get

in.

F. R.

Lockwood.9 N. Y.
Prairie Farmer.

Notes on Wintering Bees.
L.

the American Bee Journal.

.1.

R.

BAKER.

Mr. Heddon speaks very highly of
pleurisy-root as a honey-plant. Some
three or four years ago I became convinced of the value of this plant as a
honey-producer, and I sent one of the
flowers to the Bee Journal to find
out its name. Prof. Burrill informed
us that it was a member of the Asclepias family and is commonly known as
pleurisy-root and butterfly-weed. At
the same time I sent a specimen of a
small, yellow flower which grows so
abundant here, and on the same kind
of soil that the butterfly- weed flourishes, and Prof. Burrill told us that it
was wild sensitive-plant.
The pleurisy-root is very plentiful
here but I never saw it grow to any
amount only on the very light, sandy
soil.
That it would grow and do well
on good rich soil, I am not prepared
to deny but I am sure that, naturally,
it does not seek such.
The flower is
very handsome, varying in color from
orange to rich red. The plant stools
out very heavily, and the flowers are
freighted with bees constantly.
I
never knew the little busy fellows to
leave this bloom for any other. I am
almost certain that this valuable
;

;

honey-plant must

HARRISON.

This very changeable winter, with
the mercury playing around from zero
to temperate, necessitates care on the
part of those who have bees stored in
cellars or special repositories. A very
high or very low temperature causes
them to break cluster, and throws
them in a commotion. Ttiis undue
excitement is promotive of disease, as
the bees gorge themselves with honey
and pollen, when they have no oppor-

have an apiary of

31 colonies, and
I use several styles of hives, but I like
I

MRS.

MANNING.

.'"nr

Pleurisy-Root as a Honey-Plant.

the double-portico Langstroth hive
the best, for two reasons: Pirst. in
the spring, when the bees rob, the
portico protects the colony when they
come out to fight the robbers. When
there is no portico on the hive, the
wind will sweep the bees away and
give the robbers a better chance to
get in. Second, the double-portico
hive has room for 7 two-pound sections more than the one-portico Lang-

anywhere

wliere

be found almost
there is a light,

sandy

soil.
I shall try and domesticate the plant and see how kindly it
will take to good ground.
1 shall be
pleased to report my success through

the Bee Journal.
Prof. Burrill spoke very highly of
both the pleurisy-root and the sensitive-plant as honey-producers. I hope
all bee-keepers will take pains to report all good honey-plants in their
immediate vicinity and if some one
in Texas will send me a specimen of
;

the Texas horse-mint, in its season, I
was running my apiary for comb shall esteem it a favor. I wish Prof.
honey during the last summer, but I Cook would tell us the difference in
think that I will try extracting next Texas horse-mint and our wild bursummer. I obtained an average of m gamot or monavda Jistulosa.
neces- pounds per colony, spring count, the
Keitlisburg.x) Ills.

tunity for a cleansing tiiglit. If
sary, ventilators have been provided,
as they ought to have been, and are
opened at night, the temperature will

be kept down

opening
the ventilators does not quiet them,
then recourse must be had to carrying
in ice, until the temperature is lowered
sufficiently.

If

so mucli that the bees will cluster and
hibernate.
This winter, when I put my bees
in the cellar, I promised them as pure
air as I would want, if living down
there myself. With this end in view,
as bees" are continually dying, we
spread down on the cellar-bottom in
the interstices between the hives,
propolized muslin, which had been
discarded for honev-boards, being im-

pervious to air. This stiff muslin is
taken up occasionally, and the dead
bees emptied into a pail, aiid carried
out to the compost heap, or the muslin
carried out, carefully shaken and
then put down again. Dead bees generate dampness, and when many are
deposited together, tlie effluvia arising from their decay is disagreeable
and deadly. Sometimes the bees are
is

stroth hive.
I

past season. Soriie of the colonies
were very weak, and did not produce
much honey. The increase was 29
swarms. We had a good crop of
white clover, and when that came,
my bees were in good condition, and
had plenty of honey in the broodchambers. I wintered them in the
cellar last winter, and they are now
wintering there again. I "examined

Bees in a Church in England.

A

correspondent writes " An extraordinary discovery has just been
made in the i)arish church at Stourmouth, near Wingham, Kent, a nest
of bees being uncovered in the roof of
the chancel. Its existence was known
them to-day, and found them in good to the officials, but no idea seems to
condition with but very few bees on have been formed as to its sizn. The
the cellar bottom.
"living" has been held for many
My bees are nearly all hybrids. I years by the Rev. Mr. Drake. Some

have some blacks, but

I

am

going to time ago

dispose of them in the spring and
secure ten gond, strong colonies of
pure Italian bees. I have now taken
the Bee Journal one year, and
would not do without it for the price
of a colony of bees. I sold some bees
last fall, and disposed of all my honey
at my house, but did not have half
enough to supply the demand I got
1-5 and 20 cents per pound.
The fall
crop was short; but my bees gathered
a good supply for winter,
Reynolds,NDllls., Jan. 8, 188-').
;

:

it

came

to

his

knowledge

that a swarm had settled in the sacred
building, but he would never allow
their retreat to be disturbed.
few
mouths ago, liowever. the Vicar died,
and as the church had to undergo general repair, the bees no longer were
allowed to remain in possession of
their quarters. They were destroyed
by fumigation, and oil the honey being
taken, there was found to be nearly
224 lbs. of it. It is stated that during
hot weather the honey used to drop
down on the floor."

A

:

:
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tallied 2 from a neighbor who was going
to sulphur them, and now 1 have 27, and

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place of Meeting.

1885.

Jan. 20, 2I.-N.
Jan.

W.

Freeport,

Illinois, nt

Ills.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec.

21— 23.— NortheaBtern,

Jan. 24.-Lake Sliore.N. Y., at Fredonio, N. Y.
John Benedict, Sec.
Jan. 27.— Province of Quebec, at Montreal, Can.
S. B. La Montague, Sec, Montreal, Can.

!

Jan. 27.—Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
M. G. Darby, Sec, Homer, N. Y.
Feb. 4.— N. B. MIchiBan, at Vassar, Mich.

W.
1

Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

Z.

Y., at

Feb. 24-26.— International, at

New Orleans, La.

Kock Kim Centre, Wis.
Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

May4.— Llnwood.

Wis., at

B.

May

I

Ovid, N. Y.
Ira Wilson, Sec, Ovid, N. Y.

i.-Seneca Co., N.

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.. McBride, Mich.

June 19.— Willamette

have taken 4U0 jiounds of honey, mostly
extracted. It is all sold, and has netted
me 13 cents per pound. My bees did well bees have to content themselves.
through May and June, but in July tliey
did nothing, as it rained about every day.
Wm. Morse, Rockford,5 Ills.,
Basswood blossomed cm July 20, but the on Jan. 2, 188-5, gives his report aa
4
or
only
3
it
honey
from
gathered
bees
days. There was a great iirofusion of follows
1 unpacked mv 27 colonies of bees on
daiidelion and fruit blossoms here in May
and June. The honey-bees scarcely no- Aiiril 10,1884; 24 of them were in good
ticed the fruit bloom, but O, goodness, condition, and 3 were queenless, one of
liow they everlastingly brought in the which was robbed the next day. On June
One colony in a 1,1 gave one of the 3 remaining, a laying
honey from dandelion
box-hive gathered about 40 pounds in less queen, and it produced 69 pounds of hon. y
than ten days, from that source alone. in one-pound boxes. I gave the other
Besides transferring my own bees, 1 have colony a drone-laying queen, and ii ave
ees.
transferred 23 colonies for other parties, me neither honey nor increase of
making 31 in all, with good success. My My 35 colonies I increased to 49 by
bees are all in a good cellar, and as it is natural swarming, and i matie 3 colonies
considerably ventilated, 1 use artificial by doubling nuclei, so that 1 now have .52heat by means of a stove, endeavoring to good colonies. I obtained 3,046 pounds of
keep the temperature at about 42° above comb honey in one and two-pound seczero. 1 find that if it falls much below tions, and 204 pounds of extracted honey,
that, the bees are more uneasy than if it being an average of 90 pounds per colony,
I .sold the honey at home
rises some above. 1 believe if it could be spring count.
kept at 48°, with plenty of pure air, it for 10, 123^, and 15 cents per pound, an
colonies
ob3
cents per pound. On Oct.
right.
The
of
13%
about
average
would be
tained from the neighbor are fed entirely 1.5, 1 packed 27 colonies in chaff on the
on granulated sugar syrup, and are with- summer stands, each having 34 to 40
one of them was made by pounds of stores, and on Nov. .5, I put 25
out pollen
uniting 3 colonies, and is a monstrous one. colonies into the cellar, each having 34 toThe other is only a nucleus, but not a 37 pounds of stores.
dozen bees have died from either since
putiing them into the cellar two months
N. L. Minor, a deaf-mute beeago. I would say to all who intend to
keeper of Clarksville,© Mo., on Jan.
keep bees, to buy a good bee-book, take a
follows
good bee-paper, study them thoroughly, 12, 1885, gives his report as
Last season I took about 100 pounds of
get a colony or two of bees, and go ahead.
honey from 9 colonies. My colonies were
weak, or perhaps I would liave secured
E. S. Hollingshead, Culloden, a larger crop. 1 do not think that a cellar
is a good place for wintering bees, as the
Ont., on Jan. 13, 1885, writes thus
I prefer tois seldom perfect
Last May I purchased one colony of ventilation
my bees on the summer stands.
black bees, and 1 have increased them to winter
7 colonies by employing swarming by
division. 1 Italianized 5 out of the 7. In
L. J. Diehl, Butler,d Ind., on
two instances the queens were virgin Jan. 8, 1885, writes
queens two days old. I picked the old
My 200 colonies of pure, bright Italians
queens from the frames and placed the
They are strong
young virgin queens on them, at perfect were very active to-day.best condition. 1
in bees, and are in the
liberty, and in both instances the bees
summer stands. I exaccepted them, and in a few days both have them on the
were laying. The queens were both pect wonders from them next season.
Italians, and mated with Italian drones.
My bees are now in chaff-hives on the
Henry Alley, Wenham,d Mass.,
summer stands. I have made many on Jan. 13, 1885, writes
blunders during the season, and have
The weather continues warm. We extaken no surplus honey, but the pleasure
morning, as promthat 1 have had in the management of my pected a cold wave this
but it did not come.
bees, has more than compensated me for ised by "Old Prob,"
It rained hard yesterday, and the thermy trouble.
mometer indicates 58° above zero. If bees
cannot come through all right, they ought
Portland,^)
Murhard,
Gust
to die, for the weather is more like that of
folreports
as
1884,
20,
Oreg., on Dec.
the South than the North.

ix

at Syracuse, N. Y.
Geo. W. House, Sec.

Jan. 22, 23.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.
Frank L. Douglierty, Sec.

Feb.

ciently settled by bee-keepers for Oregon
apiculture to compete with that of California. It is only the wild flowers of the
hills and river bottoms with which our

Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J, Hadley,Sec.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinffs.— ED.
taries are requested to

;

^^

:

1^

J.

W.

Johnson, Lock Spring,~o

Mo., on Jan.
lows :j__ _

11, 1885,

writes as fol-

Iliave 50 colonies of bees in good coDdiThey had a flight on Jan. 8, being
tliat tliey liave had for 30 or 40
days. The past season was a poor one
here, 43 pounds of comb lioney being tlie
most that I obtained from any one colony;
from some colonies 1 got none. I hope
that the next season may be better tor
bee-lseepers than tlie past was.

|»

tiou.

tlie first

1^

A.

W.

Osburn, of Cuba, on Jan.

1885, writes thus concerning a sample of Cuban houey
I send you by this mail a sample of
Canipanilla or bell-flower honey, which
please sample and tell us how yon like it.
The honey is just as it was extracted
from the combs, and is not evaporated nor
selected.
8,

:

1^

:

;

1^

:

^^

:

1^

very clear and white, but lows
it lacks " body," and though it Is sweet, it
The past season has been indeed a very
poor honey season in Oregon and Washdoes not quite suit our palate as to taste
ington Territory, whilst the honey yield
we much prefer honey from white or of California has been a very abundant
sweet clover.— Ed.]
one. Oregon and Washington Territory
had too much rain, even for web-foot
whilst dry California again had
J.Raymond Ball (9— 27), Knowl- countries,
had sufficient rain the past season. Oreton,p Quebec, on Dec. 31, 1884, re- gon and Washington Territory are but
ports as follows
poor honey countries anyway, for want of
The past season here was a very poor sufficient bee-pasturage. VVe have no
having
been
bees,
there
forests of basswood nor fields of Alsike
one for honey and
only about one-third of a crop, as near as clover yet, nor many other flowers in
I can find out. One man here with 115 abundance, which advanced Eastern agricolonies took considerable less honey culture and horticulture afford to bees in
than he did during the season previous the Eastern .States and our limited white
with only .53 colonies. Bee-keeping in clover pastures are often frozen out of the
this Province is getting to be quite an in- ground, when severe sudden frosts catch
dustry numbers have g<ine into the busi- the ground uncovered with snow. It will
ness since the introduction of the mov- t)e two years before another yield of
able-frame hive, three or tour years ago, honey can be expected from white clover,
and they are meeting with fair success. I whose bloom has no seed until the second
commenced the season with 9 colonies, all season, and as long as there is no seed in
in box -hives, transferred them into the a bloom, neither is there any honey. Our
Jones' hives, and increased them to 24 col- large sage districts in eastern Oregon and
onies. 1 sold I colony, bought 3, and ob- Washington Territory are not yet suff-

[The honey

is

:

;

m"

:

i®° Thos. Thurlow,

Lancaster,cx

Pa., on Jan. 12, 1885, asks the follow-

ing

:

thing with bees here, is to
have them strong enough in the spring to
gather surplus from locust bloom, which
From what
is better than the linden here.
in the Bee Journal, peaI have read
early.
rearing
brood
start
flour candv will
Do you
1 would like it in the spring.
know where I can get pea-flour ?

The main

[Take peas and grind them into flour,
about the only way to get it.— Ed.]

will be

;

;

^°

J.

M. France, Montrose, 6

I'a.,

writes thus
satisMy crop of honey has been very
factory the pa.st season. 1 have ia5C'ilqniesof bees all wintering in fine condiThe winter has been very favorable
tion.
so far, not more than two weeks at a time
that the bees did not have a good chance

on Jan.

to fly.

13, 1885,

1
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Muggrage, Lower Salem,o,

O., on Jan.

writes
In 188-3 my neiglibor, Mr. C. Uaas, gave
me a three-trame nucleus of bees. In 1883
I lueieased tliem to 5 colonies by natural
swarming, and in 1884, I increased them
to 10 colonies, and took 250 pounds of
lioney.
Considering the season, I am
satisfied with the result.

m^

V,.

18, 1885,

M.

:

Chapel,

Kingston,©

188.5,

asks the fol-

U IS., on Jan. 12,
lowing questions:

cents per pound, and the comb honey at 16
to 18 cents per pound. There are many beekeepers who are afraid of over-production,
and indeed it seems like it, for so many
are going into it but the home market is
not yet half developed, that is, one-half of
the people do not eat honey. They seem
to think it a luxury, anil too dear even
at
U cents per pound. I am well pleased
with the changes in the Bee Journal,
for the new year. Answers to queries is
just the thing it will give different men's
views from different climates. 1 am too
young a bee-keeper to say much about the
pollen theory, but I think tliat when bees
are too warm they breed, then they eat
;

;

I wish to ask why the standard
Langstroth hive is made so much longer one
way than the oiher (189^x14)? Why not

make them

then

more than

least that

wliat mine did a vear ago.
rhey were piled four deep on the cellar
floor, the bottom tier being diseased, and
the top was as clean as when they were

sijuare ? Do thev not contain
3,000 cubic inches ? Such long
frames seeju unwieldy and unhandy.
Are long frames any better for the brood

than short ones, and more of them ?
[After determining upon the best size
and shape of frame for all purposes, Mr.

pollen,

put

in conHnenient carniot Hy,
soil the hive and die of disease.

and
At

is

in.

®°

The

sixteenth annual conven-

tion of the Northeastern Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
City Hall at Syracuse, N. Y., on the
21,:i2 and 2.S of January, 1885.
The

executive committee are determined
to maintain the high standing and
enviable reputation which the Association has justly gained in the past,
and at the coming convention they
propose to outdo all former efforts.
The meeting will surely be the largest
and most interesting ever held in
America. No bee-keeper can afford
to stay at home. All are invited. All
implements of the apiary sent to the
Secretary, will be properly arrayed to
compare favorably with others on exhibition, and will be disposed of or
returned, as the owner directs. Keduced rates for board at hotels.

Geo. W. House,

calculated the number of
frames necessary to give 3,000 cubic inches
inside the hive— and that determined
the
shape. I.,ong frames are no better for

Sec.

L. C. Root, Pres.

Convention Notices.

Langstrotli

i®° It is proposed to hold an Inter«S- The Bee-Keepers' Association for
theProvmceof Quebec will meet at 1M1 national Bee-Keepers' Congress on
Notre Dame Street, Montreal, on Tue.«d v the World's Exposition Grounds at
breeding purposes than short ones-but Jan. 3T, 188.5.
New Orleans, La., Feb. 24, 2.5 and 26,
many good bee-keepers think they are as
S. B. La Mont.vgue, Sec.
1885.
An interesting programme of
well.— En.
subjects of great importance to every
ee- The second annual meeting of the bee-keeper in America will be preCounty Bee-Keepers' Association sented and discussed. The disposim" VVm. 11. Graves, Duncan.*o Seneca
will
be held in the Engine Hou.se at Ovid, tion of our honey
Ills., on Jan. 7, 1885, reports
product, with a view
as fol- N. r., on Feb. 11, 1885,
at 9 a. m. All in- to secure better
lows
prices will be fully
terested are cordially invited to attend,
considered. At the same time there
The past season has been a very poor and inake the meeting as profitable
as
one. 1 had 40 colonies in the spring
possible.
All implements of the apiary will be an Exhibit of Bees and Apiaincreased them to 5.5, and doubled them sent to the Secretarv will be
rian Supplies.
At the time now
exhibited at
i

"'

:

back to 51 at the beginning of winter.
Ihey are all well supplied witli stores on
the sunnner stands. I took about 1 UUU

pounds of comb honey in
1,000 pounds ot e.xtraeted.

sections, and
(ind a more
than for the e.xI

ready sale lor the comb
traeted honey. The most of the conib
honey sold at 15 cents per jKiund, and extracted at 10 cents per pound. I
have
about lOO pounds of honey on liand

^

M. K. Wing, Findley's Lake, ?
N. i., on Jan. 9, 188-5, writes thus
about lioney-dew
Some bee-keepers advise the feeding of
:

honey-dew

to bees in the spring, to stimuJate breeduig.
I say do not feed it to

them

at any tune. One might as well
expect a
Jiuman benig to do well on a diet of castor
expect bees to do well on honeydew. I have been experimenting with
lioney-dew ill wintering bees and
them in the spring, for 15 vears,teediii"
I
know that it is the chief cause ofand
beediarrbea. I have kept bees for
"5
over
oil, as to

the meeting, and will be disposed of or
returned as the owner directs.

luA Wilson,
ffS-

Sec.

The Lake Shore Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will meet at the apiary of Mr
U. E. Dodge, in Fiedonia, N. Y., on Jan.
34, 188.5, at 1 p. m.
All bee-keepers, and
those interested in apiculture, are invited
to be present.
John Benedict, Sec. pro tem.

^T" The

Cortland Union Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will hold its ne-\t meeting at Cortland, N. Y., on Jan. 27, 18S5.
M. G. Darby, Sec.

^.^ The Northeastern Michigan BeeKeepers Association will hold its third
annual convention on Feb. 4, 1885, at Vassar, Mich.
W. Z.JIutchlnson, Sec.

i^

The

m-

:

m-

surprise on Nov. 10, when I put
tliemaway,
to hnd tiiat they liad lost from s
to 10

Convention.

Come prepared

E.J.IlADLEY,,SeC.

with

facts, statistics and ideas arranged, to
take part in its deliberations.
Dr. .1. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W. Williamson. Le.\ing1^on, Ky.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville, Miss.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.

Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
W. S. Hart, New Smyrna, Florida.
S. C.

Boylston, Charleston,

H.

regular annual meeting of
the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held on Thursday
years.
and Friday, Jan. 22 and 2;^, 1885. The
John Foder, Springfield, Ont., meetings will be conducted in the
rooms of the State Board of Agriculon Jan. 10, 188.5, writes as follows
ture, on the corner of Tennessee and
1 have 83
colonies of liees in the cellar
Market Streets, in Indianapolis, Ind
and'J in a cla. p, the latter being
packed
in close will, chatf. They Imve
not had a It is proposed to make this the most
fly since put in on sov. Ul, 1SS4
Those in important and interesting meeting of
the celh,r are to i,ll appearance,
bee-keepers ever held in the State.
we I, bit are dying a great deal (mdoing
the
Frank L. Dougheety, Sec.
cellar floor
I sweep t'lem all up clean
every few days, and to-day 1 twk iii)
three
lieapingijuarls of them that died during
The Willamette Valley Beeeleven days
I have nothing but the
cloth Keepers' Association will hold its
over them this winter, and the thermome- second meeting
at La Fayette, Oreter nidicates from 40' to 45- above
zero
"". \]^^ }^''"'^ Tuesday in June,
Last winter I had a heavy cushion
over ^ua-'
188.1.
All who are interested are ineach hive, and 1 think that they were
too vited to attend.
waiTO. On .Sei.t. 13, 1,S8J, 1 fed all
my bee"
that needed it, and I was somewbat

selected, the Exposition will be at its
best, and excursion rates low. The
bee-keepers of our country should lay
aside business for a week or two, and
make every exertion to attend this

S. C.

C. Austin, Austin's Springs, Tenn.
R. C. Taylor, Wilmington, N. C.
.7. W. Porter, Charlottesville, Va.
S.

Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.

^

The eighth annual meeting of
the Northwestern Illinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee- Keepers' Association will be held in Temperance
Hall, at Freeport, 111., on Jan. 20 and
21, 1885.

(^

Jonathan Stewart, i'ec.

The Mahoning Valley

BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
next meeting in the Town Hall at
Newton Falls, 0.,on the third Thursday in January, 1885. The meeting
will be instructive as well as interesting.

L.

Carson,

E. W.
Pres.

Turner,

Sec.

A

bee-keepers' society was organ_j„
ized at Kock Elm Centre, Wis., on Dec. 31,
called the " Linwood Bee-Keepers'
As.sociation," and will meet semi-annually
1884,

on the first Monday in May and September. The next meeting will be held at
Rock Elm Centre, Pierce County. Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec.

1^ The Blue Grass Convention will
be held at the Court House,Cvnthiana,
^" Do not forget to send for a
pounds 111 weight. Extracted honey,liere Ky., on Monday,
Jan. 19, 188.5.
All Binder in which to file your Journal
flow sells at I3J^ cents per poun.l.
are mvited to attend.
I sold
and thus have the full benefit of it
the most of my last summer's crop
at 11
A. M. Cox, Sec.
during the whole year.

;

;

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
^"

CLUBBING LIST.

Our rates for two or more
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
We will supply the AmerlcuB Bee Journal may be found on the Book List on
one year, and any of the followlntt Books, at tbe the second page of this paper.
Also
prices quoted In tke lastcolnmn of tlKures. The wholesale rates on all books where
first column Klyes the reffular price of both. All
they are purchased " to sell again."

i^pcciixl ^oticjcs.
The Bee Journal

45

for 1885.

postaKe prep&ld.

To

Price of both. Club
increase the number of readers
The Weekly Bee Journal
»2 00..
of the Uee Journal, we believe, will
and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 35.
3 OO
I
aid progressive bee-culture and help
Bees and Honey (T.O.Newman)cloth 3 00. 2 75
Till': K**Kt-Made, handiest and cheapest
to elevate the pursuit. We, therefore,
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 2 50
combination,
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.. 2 50
offer the following

SOMETHING NEW

.

.

Apiary Register for HXl colonies
Dzterzon'sNew Bee Book (cloth)....

CASH PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.

Dzierzon's

$10.00 for the largest club received

New Book

.

8 00

4 00..

3 00

3 50.

2 75

3 25.

(paper covers)

(juinby'sNew Bee-KeepinK
Langstroth's Standard Work

.

3 50.. 3 26

at this office before Feb. 1, 18.85 (either
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both); one
Alley's Queen Rearing
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
$5.00 for the second largest
$4.00 The Weekly Bee Journal one year
for the third
$3.00 for the fourth
and Gleanings inBee-Culture(A. I. Root)
$2.00 for the fifth ; and $1.00 for the
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
sixth largest club.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hill)

4 00.

.

3 76

3 25.

.

3 10

;

Subscriptions for two or more years
for one person, will count the

same

Kansas Bee-Keeper

The Apiculturist. (Silas M. Locke)
The 6 above-named papers

as each year for a different person.

THOMAS
9XA Wfst

Madison

.

3 00..

2 75

3 00..

2 75

Htreet..

poplar
wax.

Hive

SUCTIONS

(

and pure yellow bees-

COMB FOUNDATION

a specialty.

Full Colonies, Nuclei Colonics and

QUEENS

for

SALE.

2 60.. 2 35
3 00.. 2 75

Addi-esa

.

6 50..

Cblcniru,

AVM. W. CARV, Jr.
coleraine, mass.
Wm. W. Cary & Son.

2 90
6 00

NEWMAN,

G.

APIARI.\N

for

atalotriicof ireneral
SIIPP1,IES. Tliotiest white
Sf.iid

Be sure to send for 2,')tli Annual Price List,
liefore making your purchases for 188.").

3 00.

.

market.

in tlio

3 00.. 2 7E

;

;

Summer and Winter

111.

3Dtf

Successor to

NOW READY! NOW READY!!
P^r\r\ * **• '^'ai'dard Honey Extrat—
'J\J\J tors, and 1,000 Toledo Siiioker»
•

Apiary Register— New Edition.

t)oth of wliieh

Create a Local

who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
prices will hereafter be a.t follows
All

:

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)

$1

" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

1
1

Now

is

Markets

Honey Market.

the time to create
in every village,

Honey

town and

Wide - awake honey producers
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
25 Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
6<)
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food

Ohio, Indiana

took the First Prciniuin at the

&

We

Sept., 1884.
in a full line of

Michi{?an Tri-State Fair, in
manufacture and deal

also

Aularlau Supplier. Send

address for Circular.

Factory,

L.EWIS

E. T.

:ifi

6c

Monroe St.
CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

2Btf

city.

o<

LANG'S LIVE SEEDS,
Northcrn-fJrown, (.'arofuUy Tested.

Flower, Vegetable, Field and Tree Seeds.

The larger ones can be used for a and Medicine," and scatter them
50 pag-e Illustrated Catalogue, free.
few colonies, give room for an increase plentifully all over the territory they 4k^ Onn ^VORTH OF PREHIUlUSttr
fiptJy\J\J\J beKlven to those who get up dubs
of numbers, and still keep the record can supply with honey, and the result for my Live Seed«. Gold and Silrer 'WateheB.
(iuns. Household Articles, KHrminK ImplemeDta,
will
a
demand
that
will
readily
be
take
all together in one book, and are thereetc., can be easily earned canvassinK for my seeds.
all of their crops at
remunerative
fore the most desirable ones.
WORTH OF SEEDStobcKivento
prices.

^" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

The

"Honey as Food

prices for

and Medicine " are as follows

:

sioo those who get

free of charge,

t^ee

the

in

Hurry up your orders and
page

tlrf t orders for I8h5,
and eel your seeds
of Catalogue.

try
l'7

14^ ITIVriP 1^7^*^ ^^ DOLLARS to be
Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
11 ^ i." ±JA^\j-L^lJ^J given as Premiums for
Monthly) for one year, we will present per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent the largest crops. See Premium List.
postpaid
for
or
for
1000
$10.00
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
Aj-^A-L* \7 O practical, common-sense weeding
$1500. On orders of 100 or more, implement
mail postpaid.
ever offered, and it is receiving the
we will print, if desired, on the praises of Seedsmen. Gardeners. Florists, Farmers
and
in fact everybody. Thousands are being sold
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.. in every
part of the U. S. Send for one only SO
i^" We will send sample copies (giving the name and address of the centii prepaid. AOEKTS WANTED.
yABlt
F. N. LANG, Rarnboo, Wis.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
free to all who wish them, or desire to
alone will pay him for all his trouble
get up Clubs.
Now is the time to and expense enabling him to dispose
OF YKSXKO
work for the Cash premiums we offer. of his honey at home, at a good profit.

for the
for the

;

:

—

A

$1

WORTH

large club for the Monthly can be
i®° To give away a copy of " Honey
any person sending us 50 cents for one year's
gotten up in almost every locality.
as Food and Medicine " to every one wlio To
subscription to the Rural Homef and 7 cts. to
buys a package of honey, will sell almost iielp pay postage, packing, etc.. we will senrl tbe
Ten Paekelw of choice Vegetable seeds named
below free. We make this offer to induce you to
^"For $2.75 we will supply the any quantity of it.
become aregularsubscriber to the Rural Hume.

Weekly Bek Journal one

year,

and

to test tbe value of our seeds (specially grovrn
for our use). Following are the seeds we

and

offer:
Dzierzon's Rational Bee- Keening, in
Early Oxheart Cabbage, Imp. Blond Turnip Beet,
1^" To Canadian subscribers let us Liviiujstim's
PerfecHim Tmnato.New Italian OniOTj:
paper covers; or the Monthly Bee
White
Turniji.
Early
Early
Montana Sugar Vorn^
Journal and the book for $1.25. Or, say that we have made arrangements yew Per]ietnal Lettuce. Pre/iiiinn
Green Pea, Valbound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00 so that we can supply the Furmer^s paraiso Squash, ne^v, Imp. Large Sugar Parsnip.
We
want
every
farmer
and
gardner in tbe r.
Advocate of London, Out., and the
with the Monthly, $1..50.
to give these seeds an honest and fair trial. They
Monthly Bee Journal for one year are warranted to be of the very best quality,
true
to name, fresh and pure and of the growth of
at $1.25 for the two.
1884:. Full directiims
ri.

^^ We want

Aug. 1866, Feb.
July 1870 and Oct. 1872. Any
one having them to spare will please
send us a Postal card. We will take
the first that offer them, and pay 25
cents each for the 4 numbers.
of

the following

1867,

package.

one number of each
•

Address

for cultivating on eyery

THK RURAL HOME.

Philadelphia. Pa.
i^" The long winter evenings will 3D4t
be well occupied by reading bee litera^'"
exchange
Job Printing.
^
ture.
Wlien renewing your subscrip- Job Di-lntinrv
"'"^'li "S thrice Lists, Circulars.
rilllUII&i
O
tion, it will be well to get some good Supplies, especiallyLabels. Cards, etc.. for Apiarian
Honev and Wax Extractors,
bee-books. See our list of books on Foundation Mill and f. p. Circ. Saw- New or I'nd.
at low rates— cash or exchange.
the second page and select what you hand. Job Printing
A. O. €RAA¥F4kRD.

need.

aAlt

S.

WEYMOUTH. MASS.

:

mw

; !
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Young Men!— Read

S.

This.

«:r>pSo« price

1

01

cjch periodical

w 3 00
OD Boston Globe
"
50
Every Other Saturday, Lit.B-m 4 10
"
OnsB,
(O.
Optic)....
3 25
150
Our Little
w 5 20
4 00 Chicago Current. Literary
"
w
3 40
Drovers' Journal
150
"
w 3 20
Farmers' Review
150
"
2 85
Independent
w
100
Uereld,

,

2

old) afflicted with nervous debility, loss of

kindred

100

*•

troubles. Also for rheumatism, neuralgia,
paralysis, and many other diseases. Complete restoration to health, vigor and manhood guaranteed. No risk is incurred, as
thirty days trial is allowed. Write them at

^.iO

"

2

50
iOO
SCO

"
"

2

°
"
"

once for

manhood, and

and

illustrated

Premium

pamphlet

all

free.

6Dly

for Club of 10 Subscribers.

for every farmer is the one
entitled "Affleck's Farmer's and Planter's

The book

Record and Account Book," in which there
is the most systematic, complete and convenient arrangement of headings for every
Farm Account and memoranda of all important events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressive farmer

make a success

of his
certainly desires to
occupation, and should adopt every possible
result.
He,
that
means of bringing about
then, should have a correct knowledge of

his entii'e business, which he can have on-ly
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the

balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a
glance whether his farm does or does not
year,

when he takes

off his

pay.

!»«=•

I lot
UUl UlUU Lloli wi* o"' P«P«».

1

The Voltaic Belt Co of Marshall, Mich.,
oser to send their celebrated Electro-Voltaic Belt and other Electric Appliances
on trial lor thirty days, to men (young or
vitality

Co>»W»»*>"

n.ir Plllll

25

Inter-Ocean, iiepu6iican,..w
'
"
..B-w
Religio-Ehil. Jour., Spirit..

w
Skandinaven, SiuedMh
Staata-Zeitung, German...
8venBkaTribunen,Su>ed...w

In the presenoo of the Presidents of the Americaa Republics, vlr: Arthur, of the United
States Diaz of Mexico ; Barrioa, of Guatemala
BogTan> of Honduras.

w
Standard, Bapttat
J50
w
Times, Democratic
125
w
00 Cincinnati Times-Star, Ind
"
w
Enquirer, Democratic
115
"
w
Gazette, Bepitbltcari
123
1 00 Detroit Free Press, Fami(yi*-iit...w
100 Kansas City Journal, i?ejm6iican...w

The Colossal ExMbit

>

**

Opens Tnesday, December 16, 1884.
;

of all Time!

'

Sixteen (16) Immense Kxhibition Buildings
One—the larg-est building- ever erected, another

I

100
1

175
50

ti0W Tra.nap«*rtatioD Bates

2

Kemaonable

Oom all

liat«a for ail Vi»li«>rit.

Dunn)? the period of the Exposition, from
December 16, iS&i, toj une i, iSSs the tempera
turo at

New Orleans

averages 65 Fahr,

The

tawn and shrubbery remain green, floTvers
blo'^in, fruits ri pen, and all kinds of vegetables
grow and mature.
Full information promptly famished. Ad-

"

"
•
*
"
•

00

2 50
5

00
00

•2

00
20

00
00
3 00
2 00
2 00
'2

3 B5

3 10
5 25
3 20
5 70

3 70
3 25

4 00
5 40
4 20
6 SO

Phrenological Joiu:nal...m

S';5

Rural

Yorker

3 P5

American

4 95
3 00

New

Scientific

.

3

I.t

3 05
3 00
3 00

m
m

Sunday Mag
North Amer. Review
Leslie's

w
w
"
Times, rHrf.i?ej)i/i)Jican...w
100
•
w
Tribune, Republican
125
*
w
World, Democratic
100
2 00 Philadelphia Call, Lit. dt Humor.. w

'2

3

.

w
Golden Argosy, iit
w
Graphic, /Hiistrated
IM1M...W
Harpers' Weekly,

"

3 80
4 00
4 35
3 20
3 00

w 3 00
Dem. -w 3 30

Humor

2

4

Aecomiuodadons at

Times, Deynccratic

"

Louisville Courier Journal,

w
00 MJlvraukee Peck's Sun,
m
15" New York Am. Agriculturist
"
m
Art Amateur
4 00
"
Christian Herald, IU«...w
150
"
m
Century, iitera?"!/
4 00
"
m
Demorest, Dadica
2 00

— the largest CoQservatory in the World.
90 Acres of Space Undercover!
Polii's, Aui|>le

.'^O

3 00

4 40
4 10
3 85

m
m

Arthur's Home Mag
Godey's Lady's Book
"
w
Hearthstone, Fiction
"
Peterson's Magazine. ...m
"
w
Practical Farmer
'
w
Press, Bepttftiican
w
Washington National Tribune
"
•

3 10
3i'i

4 00
3 ."-O
3 70
4 25
3 60
3 25
3 00

This valuable book contains 166 pages,
dress,
H
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
XL A. BURKE, Director eencrr^l,
100
bound, and the price is $3.00. It can be sent
3 00
New Orleanst I<a.
S 50
by mail for 24 cents e.\tra.
We can supply these books at the publishG.
.er'B price, or will make a present of one
Chicago, Ills.
92.5 West Madison St.,
Supplies.
oopy for every club of TEN subscribers to
remodeled our machinery anilcan
the Weekly Bke Journal for one year, with
it wunted. Odd
fill orders on short notice,
PIE POULTRY RAISER, ''^.Tirii''
:$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will SIzeN made
send order now, before ths rush
Only 25 cents per year, for 12 numbers of 16
comes. We have a large ^tock on hands. We give pages
each. *ioo.(.Hiin gold free. Send 2c. stamp
oount the same as one for the Weekly.
4 per cent, discount till Jan. 15, and 3 per cent,
2C3t
for sample copy.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will discount til Feb. 1. Price List free.
B. a. MILLER «fe CO.
work for a copy of this valuable book.

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

Bee-Hives and

WE HAVE
:

1

NAPPANEE.

lD6t

Kf^USTOUr, HURRAH FOR TH^

Elkhart Co., Ind.

\
VSX

OaisEY HATCHERftAD£

FOR BEE-HIVES
HEALTH,
HAMOro7
and Ready

And

Supplies send
TjlDtf

IB

''Vt'"^SZ"Jli;"/T''wF.NTlf.FIVF. CENTS,
28 pawea, and U weut by mull.
-poNt-pald, on receipt of price. This l3 juBt
the Book that every family should have.
IT TEL.L.8 ABOUT
and conlainB

Parasites of the Skin,

What to Eat.
How to Eat it,
-ThlnKS to Do.

How

OverheatinK Houses.

Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation fnr Invaliiis. Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
BupertluouH Hair,

Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause*

Preventing Near-sight- Malarial Affections.
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

TELLS

HOW TO CURK

Dexter. Iowa.

To send a Postal Card

for our Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN SUPPLIES beforepurchasing elsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and yatuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties ifitending to purchase Bees in lota
of lU colonies or more, iire invited to correspond.

J.C.
lDl5t 2B5t

SAYLES,

HARTFORD. WIS.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

12,000

Sate Doctor Bills!
25 CenU. Sent by Mail, post-paid.

THOMAS O. N£1VMAN,
Street.

CHICAGO.

SOLD SINCE

l.tth ThAiiNiintI .Just

Out

1876.
!

lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
».000 Sold Sliiee May. 1883.
Hne IllusMore tiian "id pages, and more than
trations were added In the Hth edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect t'»bee-keepln(i.- It is certainly
the fullest and most sclentitlc work ireatinn of
bees in the World. Prlce.by mall,!Sl 3*». Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A. J. COOK.. Author and

ILL.

Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

ICly

ELECTROTYPES

It will

West Madison

MANUAL OP THE APIAKT.

."Jit

Black Eyes. Boils, Burnj*, Ch.lblalns. Cold Feet,
Corn8,<;ouKhs,<:holera.Umrrhaii. Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Kar Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet. Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Hives
Hoarseness. U.'hina, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes,S<»re Mouth, Sore
Nlpples.Sore Throat, Sun-Btmke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough. Worms In Children.

U25

PKYOK,

liuni:a& Lunu' Diseases,

How to Avoid them.
ClcHhinR— what to Wear
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseaaes,
Hnw to Avoid them.

Perils of Summer,
to Breathe,

Price only

"l/ivNC:^

Tor circular to

J. E.

BathinK - Best way.

Things to Avoid,

IT

Bee-Keepers'

BE SURE

Recipes,

Hints

the title of a very valuable book that Kives a
ereat amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortauce to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eatinn, Drinkinu. DrenBinit, SleepiDK,

a grcnerul assort inoTit of

2.")

Kni^ravineB used in the Bee .I(jurntt! f(ir sale at
cents per square inch— no aintrle cut sold for less

than;siic.

THOMAS
O. NE^'IIIAN,
Madison Street Chlcavo,

OSA West

111.

YES,

J.HASBROUCK.
BOUND BROOK. N.J.
.

WHY NOT ?

me your address on a postal and receive
SEND
a description of My Improved Hook for
bottom-boards of bee-hives.

CHEAP! SIMPLE! EFFECTITJB!
Pronounced the "best thlnie out.** Sample
hook for a two-cent stamp. No room to say more.
Write to

HOIFARD U. ACKEBMAN.

1

NORTH

ABtf

A

INI>IANAP0L1S, IND.

NEW BEE-YEIi..

five cross
bars united by a rivet
throiifili their center at
the toil. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-hand. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neck
band of best hard
spring brass the co vei
is of handsome light

There are

;

material. It is very
_
easily put tofjether, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
e.vT inches by one inch deep. There would
he no riisc<iintort in wearing it either day or
night, and tlu- pr<it<>etion against Mos(|Uitocs,
The
Flies. liei's. iJiiiits, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ALFKED
vsi

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. ChlcaRO,

111,

;

:
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Cultivation of the Clovers.

Trefoil— Medicago Inpulina.

A

fibrous-rooted biennial plant,

soon be time to be thinking (liiwers from
of pasturage for tlie bees. Some will
want to plant and in reply to inquiries we give below illustrations of the
Clovers, and how to plant tliem, copied
from Landreth's liural Register for
188-5, published by David Landreth &
Sons, Seed Farmers, 21 & 23 South
6th St., Philadelphia, Pa., who have
kindly furnished ns with the illusIt will

m
^mimmm
PUBLISHED AT

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, S;3 a year Monthly, 50 cents.

ILL.

G.

to

August.

and

Sow

3

trations.

We will enumerate other honeyproducing plants, hereafter.

;

THOMAS

May

NEWMAN,

EDITOH AND PKOP8IBTOK,

Chicago.Jan. ?8, 1885,

Vol. XXI.

No. 4.
lbs. to
if

the acre with sainfoin, or 6 lbs.

alone.

Keep a Book Account.
Working haphazard is a very quesway of doing business, and

tionable

you

will find scarcely

any successful

person that does not keep a debtor and
creditor account with his stock, for
he knows that it is the only true way
to tell how much has been made during the season or how much has been
lost.
A well-kept account will teach
many valuable and profitable lessons,

Red Clover— Trifolium pratense.
This is the most widely cultivated
for it will show plainly just where of all the pasturage plants, loosening
the soil and admitting tlie air and
certain gains were made, and how drawing up and storing
away near the
they may be increased
it will show surface the valuable principles scattered
in
the
eartii
beneath.
It is
where losses have been sustained, and
regarded as one of the best of vegetawill suggest a remedy for the same.
Alsike Clover— Trifolium repens.
ble fertilizers, as well as a cattle-food
After it is once commenced, it is very of highest merit. Sow, in the spring,
Possibly a hybrid between the Red
little trouble to keep a regular ac- 16 lbs. to the acre.
and White, possessing qualities comcount, for a few minutes each evening
mon to both. The flowers are a distinct light pink, and afford fine pasturwill be all the time required to attend
age for bees. Sow 12 lbs. per acre.
to it properly.
;

We

we are looking to the
of every reader when we
commend the use of the " Record
think

interest

How

it is,

&

Account Book " noticed on another
page. It is complete in every respect,
and should be generally utilized. The
price

is

S3.00

the Weekly
for $4.00.

;

but we will club

Bee Journal

If

it

and

for a year

you have already sent

us $2.00 for the Weekly Bee JourifAL for a year, we will send the
Book for another $2.00 making $4.00

"Over There."

While we in the Nortliwest are
" frozen up " by the chilling blast of
the Manitoba breezes, it is refreshing
to read items like the following, from
the Chicago Daily Times.
correspondent telegraphs thus

A

" California is now enjoying spring
weather.
Acacia in full bloom attracts the bees
roses are plentiful
violets, mignonette and heliotrope are
in all. If you want it sent by mail,
White Clover— Trifolium repens.
in early spring flower.
About oneadd 24 cents for postage.
Not a heavy producer of hay, but half of the rain expected in the wet
invaluable in permanent pastures. season has fallen, and the farmers are
For 5 or 6 weeks the weather Will grow on any soil, but luxuriates contemplating speedy planting."
has been extremely cold; the ther- in damp locations and in damp seaUpon opening one of our exchanges
mometer in Chicago ranging below sons. Sow 12 lbs. to the acre.
from California we find the following
Lucerne or Alfalfa— Medicago sativa.
zero nearly all the time several times
The season just past has been reit indicated 30^ below zero.
It resists the driest weather, and markable in every respect. The
The cold
early
weather has not only been severe, but when every blade of grass droops for and later rains gave us such a floral
want
of moisture, it holds up fresh output as has never been known
since
long continued, notwithstanding the
and green as in genial spring. Sow 10 the honey-bee was first brought to
prophets promised us a mild winter!
lbs. to the acre.
this part of California, in 1S5-5.
;

W

:

;

:
:
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Queries

|>eplies.

v^*

The Use of Drone-Traps.

black colonies this is cheaply done be- at all, whether combs are exposed to a
Care during
fore the surplus cases are adj nsted. Later low temperature or not.
in the season I prefer to use the per- summer is the preventive."
forated-zinc to control the drones."
G. W. Demaree thinks that " frost will
Dr. C. C. Miller answers as follows
destroy the eggs of the bee-moth but not
" Instead of using drone-traps, I had the larviE, alter they weave about themrather cut out all drone-comb (except in selves the tough silken shroud so wonderthe Italian colonies) and fill the holes in fully adapted to their preservation."
the combs with worker-comb. Or, with
"It is very
Dr. J. P. H. Brown says
so few colonies, slice the heads off of the
doubtful depend more upon the frames
sealed drone-brood once a week. If, howof surplus."
ever, blacks or hybrids are in neighboring apiaries, the most that can be done is
Dr. G. L. Tinker says: "The larvae
to encourage the production of large num- of the bee-moth is not killed by frost at
bers of drones in the Italian colonies."
least not in protected situations where the
"To the first temperature may fall as low as zero. I
J. E. Pond, Jr. says
part of this query I would say, yes rear cannot say as to the eggs."
;

:

;

Query No.

hybrid colonics of
Italian colonies. If they
bees. 3 black, and
lie
a good plan to
would
it
well,
winter
all
give the Italians a card of drone eomii, and
hybrids
and blacks,
on
the
traps
drone
put
5

have

I

•'>

-'

when

the youiitr Italian ciueens are mating
way /— Utica, Ont.

?

Is there a better

" There is
Pbof. a. J. Cook remarks
no better vay, unless by giving only
:

worlier-comb or cutting
the drones.

You must

off tlie

heads of

control or

:

;

Icill all

drones from undesirable colonies."

;

:

Dr. J. P. H. Bkowx replies as follows
"Tes, it is a good plan but in connection
cut out all drone-comb from the impure
colonies and put in worker-comb, and examine them every two weeks and shave
off the cap of every drone-cell that can be
:

;

seen."

;

as

many

and

Italian drones as possible,

at

day as possible; also prevent
rearing of drones in the hybrid and black
colonies.
By so doing, if there are no
hybrids or blacks other tlian you own,
within four or five miles of your apiary,
the chances are largely in favor of your
Italian queens' mating purely."
as early a

HuTCiriNSON responds thus
plan is a good one, if there are no
G. M. DooLiTTLE responds as follows
blacks nor hybrids within two or three
" Get Italian queens in all colonies as soon
An excellent way would be to
miles.
as possible, after which all young queens
send South for Italian queens and Italwill meet Italian drones without any use
ianize the blacks and hybrids before
for the drone-trap. These first Italian
drones can be reared."
queens mated with hybrid or black drones
answer
Messrs. Dadant & Son
will be as good honey-producers as pure

W.
"The

Z.

:

"Tliere is a better way than to use a
drone-trap, which is a nuisance at the
best. Take all. the drone-comb out of
your black and hybrid colonies early in
the spring, and replace it with workercomb, or with worker foundation it comb
cannot be had, and you will rear 50
workers to every square inch, in place of
32 drones, with

no more expense

and

;

these workers will store honey for you in
place of eating it."

James Heddon says: "It I were in
your place, and producing comb honey, I
should not care to breed my Italian
queens to purity. Supposing that you do,
have you too much drone-comb in all the
colonies, or in sucli shape that you cannot
place it all with the Italians? If so, I
would pnt all I could with them, and then
beginning early, keep the unwanted
drones' heads cut off as fast as they are
sealed. You can use the Jones' entrance
drone-excUiders, and after 4 p. m. remove
it and let the drones out, and while out,
replace it and keep out the most of them
for evening destruction."

'

G.

'

W. Demaree

ways succeeded
Italian queens

in

replies

:

" 1

have

getting purely

al-

mated

by encouraging some

Ital-

ian colonies to rear drones early in the
spring— give them some drone-ceils in the

centre of the brood-nest, not a whole card
heads of the drones in the

—and clip the

New

Orleans.

The Californian gives the following
particulars concerning the California
Exhibit of honey and honey-plants at
the AV'orld's Fair at

The opportunity
honey where

it

New Orleans, La.:

to place California

can be seen and sam-

pled by a vast uiultittide of people,
has been improved by some of the
bee-masters of Southern California,

and samples from Los Angeles, San
Diego and A'^enlura counties have
been taken by the Southern Pacific

always gives Railroad to the Exposition.
Mr. J. E. Pleasants has been selected
to represent tiie Los Angeles County
Bee-Keepers' Association at New Orleans, and he started to that city on
Frost and the Bee-Moth Larvee.
Dec. 6, taking with him a model exQuery IVo. 6.— Will frost destroy the eggs tracting-house, 600 pounds of honey,
and lar\'ie of the bee-moth V If so, what a large quantity of wax, and a fine
temperature will it take to do it ?— Lyn, Ont. collection of thrifty-growing, honeyproducing shrubs and plants indigeProf. A. J. Cook responds thus "The
They
nous to Southern California.
bee-moth in its immature state survives were in pots, aud will no doubt grow
very severe frosts ; how severe, I cannot and bloom in the climate of New Ortell."
leans almost as well as in Southern
California. Visitors to the Exposition
G. M. DooLiTTLE says:
"Zero, or can then form some idea as to the
lower, will generally freeze combs, so source from which the great yields of
that all eggs of the bee-moth are rendered honey are obtained in this locality.
The good taste of Mr. Pleasants in
harmless."
putting articles in place to show to
" I do not
J. E. Pond, Jr. replies
the best advantage has often been
know whether frost will destroy the eggs evidenced at our local Fairs, notably
of the bee-moth or not but I have had at the last Fair of the Sixth District
worms Hatch out in the spring, after hav- Agricultural Society, held in this city
Pleasants
ing been exposed all winter, with the last October, where Mr.
took the premium for the largest and
temperature as low as 18° below zero.
best display of honey.
The eggs do not hatch though except
1^" At the World's Exposition, let
70»
when very warm
above zero, at least
it be understood, says Dr. Brown, that
in my experience."
"all exhibits of colonies of bees and
Messrs. Dadant & Son say: "Frost bee manipulations will only be during
Supplies
will undoubtedly destroy the eggs and the week of the Convention.
larvse of the moth, but we have never can be exhibited any time during the
tried to ascertain the degree required. Exposition."
Italians,

as

a

first

cross

vigor."

:

:

;

;

Dn. G. L TiNKEK answers as follows
"It would be 'a good plan' unless more
hybrid colonies are wmted, and there is
no better way than he one suggested,
We think that if they are exposed to temif the colonies sought to be bred from are
isolated one or two miles from all others." perature below 2.5°, it will destroy them."
:

California Exhibit at

I®" From an investment of $2.00,
every subscriber to the Weekly Bee
Destruction of Jouunal for 1885, will receive fiftytlie eggs and larvse of the bee-moth begin
two dividends.
at about 16° above zero, Fahr. After my
combs have been fairly exposed to a tem1^" Do not forget to send for a
perature of 5° to 10° above zero, I always Binder in which to file your Journal
feel safe about theuL
In late years we and thus have the full benefit of it
have hardly had any trouble from moths during the whole year.

James Heddon

says

:

;

;
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discovery,
and the exclusive that he brings out the fact very
right of the manufacture of the same plainly, that pollen is the first cause.
for a reasonable length of time.
all know, when bees have freMany inventions prove to be worth- quent flights, that pollen can do no
less.
Finally the inventor begins to harm, only to stimulate brood-rearing
suspect this truth the cost of patent- out of season but here in the North,
ing is lost to him, unless he can find bees are confined from four to ten
aiu)ther mistaken man to sell out to, weeks, and will rear brood when poland this is often done by moral cow- len is present, and tliey will suffer
ards who fear Iniaucial loss more than more or less. Now, why not remove
moral degradation. The moral-right this cause of brood-rearing {prime
system tempts to no such immorality. cause of spring dwindling and death)?
It brings no unjust expensive law- But there is one thing of which I do
suits for infringements by innocent not feel assured, i. e., if the bees are
parties, who, many times, have been robbed of the necessaries with which
deceived and induced to so infringe to rear their young, will the old bees
by the very ones who expected to live long enough in the spring to
prosecute for that infringement.
build up strong, especially when they
Another point is, that no man has are cut short by drouth in the fall ?
as much pride in the excellence of the Will the life of the old bees be proconstruction of an article as does the longed by the absence of pollen and
inventor he who has a pride and in- the required labor of rearing young ?
In the fall of 1881, I fed one colony
terest in its introduction. It is not
he, but the imitator who is ignorant of Italians on sugar syrup that was
and careless of the proper bearing, short of both pollen and honey they
adjustment and construction of the wintered with scarcely any loss.
new article. His only aim is profit Again, in the fall of 1883, I transto-day's profit,
regardless of the ferred several colonies from Ameriprofits of the future. He cuts the can hives to Langstroth hives, and I
price 20 per cent., and the quality 40 gave them empty combs containing
per cent. If this honorary system of considerable pollen, and fed them
protection is sustained, then I am in sugar syrup. They dwindled badly,
favor of sucli system, vs. the patent- and some were entirely lost. 1 agree
law. If not; if the morality of "our with both Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Hedpeople " is so low that the expensive, don that pollen is the cause of beeand in many other ways bad patent- diarrhea and spring dwindling. Mr.
law is the only thing we can rely upon Doolittle gives it as a secondary
to protect a man's natural rights- cause, but I think that he very clearly
then let us have that, and depend proves it to be the first or prime cause.
upon it.
I have 316 colonies in winter quarI have every reason to believe that ters. With me the past season was a
there are now several bee-keepers in fair one for honey, and I think that
our land who have valuable newly the prospect for the coming season is
devised fixtures and methods, but good.
Our principal crop is white
they keep them in secret, because they clover.
see so little disposition among beeCedar Falls^ Iowa.
keepers to recognize their natural right
to their inventions, or even to " give

such

We

;

Kor tha Amerlciin Bee

JuumaL

Are Patents Necessary ?

JAMES nKDDON.
have no interest in patents
are any of my inventions
patented. Why not? Because I do
not wish to prohibit the manufacture
and use of them by any honey-proI

neitlier

ducers

who may thiiil< them worthy,
to make them for their own

and wish
nse.

I do wish that manufacturing dealers would respect the natural rights
of any and all inventors, by not rushing into the manufacture and sale of
their inventions without first getting
the inventor's consent so to do. I
claim that every inventor has a natural right to the exclusive manufacture of his own inventions— the product of his own labor. I believe this
principle is recognized by all civilized
nations, and these nations make patent laws to force those to respect such
rights, whose moral status is thus low
that they will not respect them unless
forced to.
On page 620 of Oleaninga for 1884,
" I am very glad inthe editor says
deed to note the disposition among
bee-keepers of forbearing to copy the
works of each other, patent or no
patent. Tlie supply dealer who would
unhesitatingly copy sometliing well
known to be the propertv of another,
without getting the privilege of doing
so, by purchase or otherwise, would
very likely lose more than he made,
so strong is the disposition of our
people to give honor to whom honor
is due."
I like this just sentiment,
and the general idea of a bee-keeper
honoring the inventor's right, better
than the patent system.
patent-right contemplates not
only reward of merit, but inducement
to benefit mankind by invention. The
same is true of this proposed beekeepers' honorary, respect-for-inventors'-rights, system.
By the latter,
expense of patenting is' avoided, enabling the inventor to give the public
all individual rights if he wishes.
All
expense of litigation is avoided. We
can force a stealer of others' mental
labor to stop, by the quiet, inexpensive
system of neglect. Public sentiment
now prevents more wrong doing
(nearly all small acts) than law, and
without a particle of cost. Cannot
this
matter of inventor's natural
rights be put into this latter system of
government
Let bee-keepers set
the example. Let the prior inventor
remember that such priority is not
enough for a claim of right. We
:

A

I*

have no money or time

to spend settling complicated claims of secreted
priority. The first man who benefits

us all by publishing, thus giving to
us the advantages of his invention,
us hold entitled to all the lionorary
and financial benefits accruing from
let

;

—

;

TOT tne American Bee Journal.
honor to whom honor is due;" but a
little something to be gained in moHibernation of Bees.
nopolizing their use. Let us now and
here determine to " give honor to
W. F. CLAPKE.
whom honor is due," to protect in act
and speech the natural rights of beeMr. Heddon has again discussed the
keepers and others, and to increase hibernation theory. At the
start he
the quality and quantity of the future says: " I fail to see anything
in it
honey crop all we can by aiding those yet." This is not surprising, because
already in the business to obtain better his vision is obscured by the
pollen
and larger yields, but never by in- theory. In his reference to bees that
ducing those of other callings to enter have their habitat in the woods,
there
our already "over-done " business.
is nothing new, except the dogmatism
Dovvagiac, ? Mich.
with which he asserts that " no one
can admit that bees generally do well
in trees during the winter, and yet
For tlie American Bee Journal.
tell the truth."
There is no use in
Pollen, First Cause of Winter Loss. attempting to meet a statement like
that with argument yet it remains a
A. J. ISrOERIS.
stubborn fact that most people do
make the admission in question, and
I have read the articles on the ef- so prove themselves in his estimation
fects of brood-rearing and pollen, and
what V
I think that they are of much imporMr. Ileddon admits that it does
tance to owners of large apiaries yet seem as though he ought to get clear
I have been undecided in regard to on the subject of hibernation " with
the cause of the losses of winter and so clear a writer to expound and exearly spring, but Mr. Doolittle's arti- plain." I thought I made it " clear "
cle on page .5, now puts me on the that we were to " fix " the outside
side'of the pollen theory. Mr. Doo- protection of the bees, give them a
little, in the beginning of his article, supply of pure air without draft, and
" I have claimed, for years, leave them to " fix " the inside temsays
that pollen cannot be the prime cause, perature, which I claimed they would
etc.,'' but he seems to bring in pollen do, if the hive were not too large but
as a secondary cause; but I think it seems I did not. However, I really
;

—

;

:

;

;
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do not know how to improve upon it. Heddon prefers to call
But if I cannot do this, I think I can as yet half -won over to

show him that in the case of his bees
which were so quiet and consumed so
little, he accidentally hit upon the
conditions that enabled them to

He

says, he " fixed the
temperature within their hives, and
not they V" Is not this a big mistake ?
He fixed the cellar protection, and the
outer air supply— no more. These
happened to be justright in that case,

hibernate.

and the bees did the

rest.

They were

so " fixed'" exteriorly that they could
generate the amount of heat requisite
Hence, they winfor hibernation.
tered perfectly. If he could do that
every time, the winter problem would
be solved, pollen or no pollen. Is not
this what we are all after, to find out
how Mr. Heddon wintered those bees
in such repose and content that they
took on the state of quiescence, and

only consumed two or three pounds
of honey ¥ What I wonder at is that
with such a case fvdl in recollection,
he should ever have started after pollen as the cause of winter difficulty.
will give me the unfailing
If he
recipe for wintering bees as he wintered those colonies, I will end the
quest, seek no farther, and let him
call that method of wintering by what
name he likes— " perfect quietude,"
" semi-hibernation," or even " total
abstinence from pollen."

Ileddon must put me down
among the doubters as to bees wintering well in " the most abominable
impure atmosphere," and having the
diarrhea " radically, with the best of
ventilation." I do not for a moment
question the sincerity with which he
makes these statements, but I must
ilr.

think they betray a species of hallucination from wtiicli the^strongest intellects are not always wholly free.
The conviction that taking bees out
of cellars or special repositories into
the open air causes spring dwindling,
is not " based on the principle of good
care making the bee tender," but on
the principle that the change is too
sudden from a protected to an exEosed condition. Putting an " outer
ox " around an " out-door hibernating colony " is a different affair altogether. There is no sudden change in
this case, because the outer box is
kept in place until
settled warm
weather. " Let it be recorded " that
I call " spring dwindling " the result
of exposure to a degree of cold that
chills the bees, causes them to devour
more food than they can assimilate,
and gives them the diarrhea. Mr.
Heddon says, "Spring dwindling is
bee-diarrhea in disguise." 1 see no
disguise about it.
I do not dispute what Mr. Cornell
says, and Mr. Ileddon so eagerly endorses, in regard to carbonic-acid gas
mixing with other and lighter gases
and diffusing itself through a hive.
But this only takes place when the
With the vertical
air is confined.
air-shafts for which I contend, there
is a constant circulation, and the carbonic-acid gas descends by its own
density before there is time for the
combination and diffusion to take
place.
Whether hibernation, or as Mr.

it

(being only
side) semi-

my

hibernation, is " an effect of bee-diarrhea preventives," or is " the prevention itself " as I maintain, time will

Of course Mr. Heddon, still
clinging to the pollen theory, can only
reconcile the state of quietude with
that theory in the way tie does but
wliile going the length of admitting
the condition to be desirable, and induced by " bee-diarrhea preventives,"
it is rattier inconsistent for him to
pronounce my views " the most absurb claims which have yet been offered as tlie cause of our winter
losses." Whether the hibernation or
the pollen theory will carry off the
palm of superlative absurdity remains
to be seen. For myself, I calmly
await the impending award.
Speedside, Ont.
tell.

;

Some want to use an extractor to
give the queen room.
I do not do
that way ; but spread the brood and
put in a frame filled with comb foundation. Some are troubled with too
mucti swarming; but

do not have
spread the
brood or take out a frame of brood
and put a frame of foundation in its

Does

it

Pay

to Use

HENRY

Comb Foundation.

BATES, (120—160).

I

place, occasionally giving them plenty
of surplus room, shade and ventilation.

Comb
come
have

and

foundation has come,

to stay
and now all that we
to do is to learn how to use it to
;

the best advantage. I, too, expect to
experiment to learn how to use it
but not how to do without it.
Cuba, ? Ohio.
Fur the American Bee Journal.
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much swarming when

15—J.
After

M.

should Bee-Hives front?

VALENTINE,

reading

(165—192).

Rev. M. Mahin's

article on page 26, 1 thought I would
like to give a few facts bearing on the
same subject, as near as I can glean

I cannot concur with the ideas ad- them from my bee-house record, covvanced in the articles on comb foun- ering a period of nine years.
dation by Messrs. Hutchinson and
Nine years ago last fall 1 built an
Doolittle, in the Bee Journal for
octagonal shaped house with two
In Mr. Hutchinson's case, the
18S4.

fault

not in the

foundation

tiers of hives, eight to

the angle,

all

or
it except to the south
(in
manage- around
which is the door), and two hives out
ment. I think that he should have
in the upper tier on the north for a
put a frame of brood and four or five
window, making in all 54 hives periuasheets of foundation (or so many
built in the house. Hence, I
empty combs) in the hive, with two nently
have hives in the house fronting in
or three brood-frames filled with secdirections,
except due south and
all
tions, the bees put on tlie unfinished
the balance of my hives are out-doors,
•lioney-boxes from the old hive or new
all fronting south.
ones, as the case may be, and in four
I have never lost an average strong
or five days spread the brood-frames
in the house from any cause,
and put in another frame of founda- colonyhave
lost 5 or 6 weak ones with
but I
tion, or an empty comb, and so on,
bee-diarrhea, yet I have lost a greater
about once a week, or as often as they number by dwindling and by loss of
need room for the queen to lay till
young queens after having cast a
tliey have all the frames they need,
swarhi.
The loss of young queens
taking out the wide frames, putting
has been the greatest trouble with
the sections above as the room is
The greatest
those in the house.
needed for brood-frames. With the
loss from all causes has been with
above management, I think that ttie
fronting
southeast
and souththose
colony would be considerably ahead
west, and the fewest with those on
of one hived on empty frames.
the northwest and north, only one
As I understand Mr. H. and Mr. D., each from any cause.
The greatest amount of honey taken
tliey have concluded that it does not
pay to use foundation at all in the from a single hive was from those
brood-chamber but in doing away fronting northeast and northwest.
with foundation, I think ttiat we do On an average I have obtained more
away with about all the principles of honey from those fronting northwest,
scientific bee-keeping.
We could not north, and northeast; which I have
take frames of brood from stronger attributed to the fact that there has
colonies to strengthen weak ones, or been less swarming fi'om those hives
make nuclei without filling such hives than from those fronting in the other
with drone-comb. Mr. Doolittle tells directions.
I cannot give any reason why more
us how to prevent the bees from
building much drone-comb
but I young queens should be lost on the
think that the mactiinery would cost sunny side than on the shady fronts,
more than the comb foundation. The unless it is that the queens are not
plan to manage swarms, which has used to the bright light, and tha^- they
been the most satisfactory to me, is, can better see to mark the location of
wtien a colony swarms, to take five or their hives on the shady side of the
six combs of brood and honey out of building. I cannot make any comthe old tiive and put them into tlie parison as to the amount of honey
new hive, with about two frames obtained, between those in the house
filled with foundation or empty comb. and the hives out-of-doors, from the
Then hive the bees, put on the un- fact that 1 have run those colonies in
tioney-lwxes from the old tlie house for comb honey, and thefinished
tiive, and let the bees go to work in others for extracted.
is

empty combs, but

in

the

;

;

;

the honey- boxes at once.

Carlinville,©

Ills.

:
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STOCKING, (65—80).

Having read Mr.
page

75()

of

the

the producers of honey take a fact but that a colony ever becomes
torpid for any considerable length of
time and afterward revive and live,
But, " according
is simply nonsense.
simply
\Vebster," hibernation
to
means " to winter, to pass the season

Ilecldon's article on
for
to present a few

Bee Jooiinal

1884, I ain induced
thoughts brought out by its perusal,
for the study and investigation of all
producers of honey. I will not quote
any of his article, but simply ask all
to read it. He has often referred to

the over-production of lioney, the depression of the honey market, and to
farmers, mechanics and others going
into tlie bee-business but will he or
any one tell us how the keeping of a
few bees by the farmers, mechanics,
and others for their own use or pleasure, affects the general market ? How
much is his own market affected by
those who keep a few bees in his own
county y Can he tell what per cent.
of the farmers and others in Cass
;

county produce honey and put

it

;

this course to establish a market for
their honey, they need have no fears
of over-production, nor of too many
going into the business.
Ligonier, o+ Ind.

Consumption and Sale of Honey.
A. D.
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upon

the market ? What percentage of the
farmers, etc. of the county do not purchase nor consume one pound of honey
in a year ? and tell us why they do
not V
I may be wrong, but I will venture
the assertion that not 15 per cent, of
"the farmers, carpenters and small
children, together with invalids and
widows," of Cass county, keep bees
and also that not 30 per cent, of all
the people of the county buy or use
honey. Of course I cannot speak correctly for his section, but I know that
in this part of the country there is
not nearly this percentage of the people who produce or use honey. Would
it not be well to look into tlie causes
why so small a percentage of the people are consumers of honey and to try
and induce them to become such
The dullness in the honey market is
not due so much to over-production
as to under-consumption. There are
good reasons for this non- consumption
of honey. There are but few farmers
who keep bees or live near towns
where honey is kept for sale, and there
are but few towns where it is kept for
sale.
Where there is any effort made
to introduce it for general consumption, it is generally looked upon as a
luxury, and not as a necessary article
of food. If the people could be educated to look upon honey as a really
necessary article of food and medicine, and also that it is one of the
cheapest, the market for it would be
such that the present production
would not nearly supply the demand.
It is true that the bee-papers are
doing all they can to bring this about,
but a small proportion of the people
read them. This subject should be
presented to the people through the
medium of the country press, and its
sale should be pushed, as the sale of
all other goods is, through the hands
of dealers and grocerymen generally.
Put honey into all the country tovi'ns
and cross-roads where there is a
tradesman and bring it to tlie notice
of the people through the country
papers, and by means of circulars and
Leaflets, until the trade is establislied,
and then it will take care of itself.
i
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Winter Notes
J.

for the Apiary.

M. HICKS.

It will be to the advantage of the
bee-keeper to see that all other farmstock, such as horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs, are not allowed to run at
large in the same yard where the bees

Keep the snow from the
entrances of the hives which have
been left on the summer stands. If
they are not well covered, I would
suggest that a good cover be placed
over each hive, and also that boards
be set up in front of the hives so as to
keep the snow and beating rains off of
them.
It will pay the bee-keeper to see
that all dead bees are kept cleared
away from the entrances of all hives,
so that the bees may have free egress
when a favorable opportunity for flying presents itself.
Now is a good time to look after the
hives that the bee-keeper expects to
use during the next season and if he
has no good movable-frame hive, in
which he can manage his bees successfully, I would advise him to procure a
sample and make all he may need for
1885.
As a matter of economy, it is
best to have all hives well painted
with two good coats of paint thoroughly mixed with pure linseed oil, as
soon as they are made.
Almost any
color will answer.
Battle Ground, ~o Ind.
are located.

;

'i

For She American Bee Joumat

of winter in close quarters, or in
seclusion." If this be the accepted
definition of tlie term, liibernate, then
a colony of bees must of necessity
liibernate in all northern latitudes, no
matter what are their natural or artificial surroundings.
If they pass the
winter at all, they have hibernated,
that is, if we count each individual
colony as a unit. If hibernating is
passing the winter in seclusion, and
each individual bee is the unit, then,
of course, they cannot hibernate, for
a colony of bees cannot pass the winter singly. Will not :Mr. Clarke find
some other term to convey the idea

intended by the word "hibernation V"
Youngsville,^^ Pa.
For

tlie

American Bee Journal.

The Pollen Theory Must Go.
S.

CORNEIL.

The advocates of the pollen theory
have been told over and over again,
that thousands of stocks* are wintered every year with an abundance
of pollen in their hives, and yet they
have no disease. Tlie reply is that
"the bees do not have dysentery
everv year because they do not eat
pollen every year," and without the
consumption of "vegetable matter,
either in the form of bee-bread or
floating pollen in the honey," there
can be no diarrhea that in some winters the cold is so intense, and long
;

continued, that the bees are confined
to one place on the combs, until all
the honey within their reach is consumed, after which they will eat pollen rather than starve that this consumption of pollen " takes into the
system matter that readily over-loads
the intestines," and if they have no
opportunity to void on the wing, disease ensues,
I reply, 1, that several cases are on
which,
on dissecting
record,
in
healthy bees, confined in winter quarters, pollen lias been found in their
Dr. Douhoff and Prof.
intestines.
;

Tree-Trunk Hibernation Theory.

W.

J,

DAVIS.

When Mr. W. F. Clarke promulgated his "tree-trunk" hibernation
theory, I really thought that he was
indulging in an apiarian pleasantry
but enough has been written to assure me that at least some of the
;

writers on that subject are in earnest,
and really believe that a colony of
bees does during certain seasons of
the year, become torpid, in which
condition they neither eat nor breathe
until a certain degree of warmth
arouses them to activity ; and I am
led to believe that this is the popular
idea of hibernation.
On page 23, Mr. Dayton says
" From a gradual appearance of moisture when a uniform temperature is
maintained, one might be led to infer
that the moisture commenced to condense in the cooler portions of the
hive as soon as the bees began to
hibernate;" on the same principle,
I suppose, that some claim that dead
bees generate moisture in the hive.
That the ants of cold latitudes pass
the winter in a state of stupor, is a
fact established by observation that
they thaw out, revive and live is also
;

Leuckhart made such examinations
and found pollen in the intestines of
the bees, on every occasion except in
the month of November. I made repeated examinations with the microscope last winter, when searching for
dry fiEces. The bees examined were
taken from beneath a woolen quilt
where they were very drowsy. I
could always find pollen in the contents of their intestines, but there

was no diarrhea.
refer those who say that withpollen-eating there can be no
diarrhea, to the experiment of Baron
Berlepscli, described on page .371 of
the Bee Jouknal for 1881. He says
" In 1865, for sake of an experiment,
I wintered a very strong colony without any pollen, "but plenty of honey,
and in the spring of 1866 it was the
only colony among 70 which showed
signs of restlessness and dysentery."
2. I

out

:
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Messrs. Wm. Camm, Martin Metcalf papers would say that his bees would
and Dr. E. Gallup state, as the result certainly have
dysentery* before
of their observations, that stocks spring.
At the late Ontario Beescarcity
of
it,
or
a
Keepers'
having HO pollen,
Convention I asked him to
do not winter as safely as do those state the particulars of this case.
After describing the condition of his
which are well supplied,
3. I emphatically deny the truth of bees in the cellar, he added that they
the statement that scarcity of honey all came out in good condition the
within reach of the cluster, will cause following spring, and
that they
the bees to eat pollen, so as to produce swarmed early.
diarrhea. In a recent number of the
Mr. D. A. Jones then told us that,
Bee JouR^^AL, Dr. C. C. Miller men- last winter, for some reason, he
tions a case in which one of his colo- thought owing to a little light getting
nies starved outright, leaving plenty in at a door in one of his wintering
of pollen in the combs, but not a drop houses, several colonies deserted their
of honey, and yet there was not a hives and entered others nearer the
trace of diarrhea about the hive or door. These hives became so crowded
combs. Last winter 13 of my stocks that the bees started brood-rearing
starved in the bee-cellar and one extensively, in consequence of which
which I sold and guaranteed to win- they consumed all their honey and
ter safely, starved outside. I exam- starved, leaving brood in all stages,
ined carefully each of the 84 combs in from four to six combs in each
belonging to these stocks.
There hive. On examination, the combs
was not a cell of honey in any one of were found to contain pollen. They
them, but there was plenty of good were clean and bright and the bees
sound pollen. There was no abdom- had no appearance of disease.
inal distension in the bees which
On page 381 of the Bee Journal
starved outside, nor were there any for 1881, Mr. J. W. White writes:
"
signs
of
diarrhea. Those
which
In keeping bees for 17 years I have
starved in the cellar were in hives not made notes on every point but I
without bottom-boards. The combs think I may call the following a state-

were clean and bright, showing none ment of facts
of the usual signs of diseased bees.
Additional evidence on this matter
will be found, later on, in the observations of Messrs. D. A. .Jones and J.

W. White regarding winter-breeding.
I now go fartlier and state that
-I.

bees often eat pollen quite freely
while continuously confined to their
liives, for Ave or six months, without
over-loading their intestines, so as to

produce abdominal distension, diarrhea, or spring dwindling. In taking
this ground I dispute the claim which

most essential to the truth of the
pollen theory. I ask the careful attention of the reader to the testimony
quoted in support of my position.
" Whatever will
Mr. Ileddou says
is

:

cause winter breeding will engender
the disease," and other supporters of
the theory are in accord with him,
because in rearing brood for any
length of time, the consumption of
pollen in considerable quantities by
the bees, is indispensable, and this
causes, as they say, " an aggregated
loading of the intestines " producing
disease unless the bees have a chance
to fly. They are correct as to the consumption of large quantities of pollen
in brood-rearing, but it seems strange
that none of these writers ever noticed that extensive brood-rearing
with its attendant consumption of
Iiollen, frequently does take phice in
confinement, without producing abdominal distension, diarrhea, or spring
dwindling.
In support of the fact
that this often occurs I submit the
following testimony

:

The

colonies which

wintered well were not deficient in
pollen. Good colonies which starved
to death exhibited no signs of disease
from the use of pollen or any otiier

cause. Good colonies which were confined for months in the cellar and were
short of stores, so that they had to be
fed in March and April tokeep them
from starvation, showed no signs of
dysentery brought on by using pollen
to save scanty stores of honey. In
the winter of 1871-72, before I had
heard of the bad effects of pollen and
winter brood-rearing, and wlien I

knew they

reared brood in February,
fed my bees for about five weeks, in
the cellar, a mixture of honey and
flour to stimulate brood-rearing. Did
they rear brood V
They did. Did
they get dysentery ? They did not.
Did they do well the next summer?
It was the best year I ever had."
On page 24 of the Bee Journal for
187(5, Mr. T. S. Bull describes a case
in which one of his hives was accidentally upset in the bee-cellar,
breaking down the combs. lie fixed
it up as best he could.
Before spring
the bees had built a frame full of new
I

comb which was

filled

spring dwindling nor any dysentery.
My bees rear brood nearly all winter,
never get uneasy, and always come
out strong in the spring. My experience is that to have bees winter successfully, without loss, and come out
strong in the spring, without spring
dwindling, they must be wintered in
such a shape that they will rear brood
from the last of December."
Rev. E. L. Briggs has kept bees for
over .30 years. In 20 years of cellarwintering he has not lost to exceed
one per cent. On page 198 of the
Bee Journal for 1882, he says
"Somehow our bees out here (in

Iowa) persist in living through this
winter, though their combs are full
of pollen, and though they have been
breeding quite plentifully ever since
the first of January. Something else,
then, besides pollen and breeding
causes dysentery."

Mr. II. V. Train has wintered his
bees in a cellar for 1.5 years. He has
not lost 5 per cent, in any winter and
for the last five years has not lost one
" I have become
per cent. He says
so confident in my cellar and my
ability to manage it, that I would not
give one per cent, to have my wintering insured, if the bees are in natural
condition in the fall, and I do not care
how much pollen they have either."
In 1879-80 his bees reared brood exWhen puttensively in the cellar.
ting tliem out that spring, many of
his 144 hives were crowded with young
bees but all were in good, healthy
condition. In the disastrous winter
of 1880-81 he had 138 stocks confined
in the cellar without a flight, for five
months. One stock in a box-hive
died of dysentery, being the only case
of the disease lie had. On putting
them out nearly all had brood in all
stages. Nearly one-half of his hives
:

were literally
being stronger

full

of

young

in number
placed in the cellar in the

bees,

than when
fall.

The

following summer he was able to offer ten bushels of bees for sale by the

pound.
Mr. H. R. Boardman, " the man
who does not lose his bees in winter,"
is not afraid of having plenty of pollen in his combs in the fall. He winters in a house built for the purpose.
His hives are carried in without bottom-boards, the first row being placed
on scantling. They are then tiered
with brood up, pieces of two-inch stuff being

from which young bees had placed between the tiers. He finds
emerged. AVhen taking liis bees out that his bees start brood- rearing in
the
spring tliis colony was found February, and to keep it up he supin
to be in splendid condition.
plies water and artificial heat, when
On page 286 of the same volume, necessary. On putting them out in
his
bees are always
Mr. Frank Henton describes how to the spring
prepare stocks for successful out- healthy and his hives crowded. Durdoor wintering. He says: " I have ing the winter of 1880-81 his bees
had stocks prepared in this manner were confined in winter quarters
that reared brood all winter and were without a flight from Nov. 15 till
Sometime in February, 1882, Mr. in splendid condition for the next April 15. After putting them out
I).
Reekie, a bee-keeper residing season's work.
There will be no lie writes: " I cannot see what the
about .30 miles west of this place, trouble about "springing" such long, cold winter has to do with success so long as the bees are in proper
called on me and during our conver- stocks."
sation he mentioned that tiis bees had
On page 118 of Oleanings for 1882, condition and kept so inside a warm
then nearly as much brood in their Mr. Frank Boomerhower says "Some house." Out of 140 colonies he lost
combs as they should have in sum- say that rearing brood in "the cellar 4 by starvation. In another house at
mer, and asked my opinion as to the causes uneasiness and dysentery and a distance, he lost 6 out of 70 from
In the following
probable
consequences.
I
said I spring dwindling but if this be so, the same cause.
never had such a case, but I knew others must have different bees from June he advertised lOObushels of bees
that some of the writers in the bee- mine. I have never yet had a case of for sale by the pound. He has been

and

:

:

;
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equally successful since. Last year
he wintered Li41 stocks without loss or
spring dwindling.
The foregoing is the testimony not
of mere novices who sometimes
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Bottom-Board Fastener for Hives.

IIOWAUD

U.

ACKEHM.\N.

upon success, one winter
One would naturally suppose that
accidentally and lose their bees ttie
with all the improvements made in
next without knowing the reason bee-hives and " bee-fixings " during
why, but of men who have been sucthe past few years, that a new fixture
cessful year after year, and who
be superfluous perhaps it is,
know how to control circumstances would
nevertheless, it has appeared to
bees through but,
stnmble

;

bring their
safely, no matter what
ctjaracter of the season.
so as

to

may

be the

me for a long time that in nearly all
of the different styles of hives, there
was one weak point in common, viz:
the bottom-board.
It has been a study with me for the
past year or two, how to construct a
hive with a movable bottom, so as to
combine the desirable features of a

The combined weight of the evidence establishes, once for all, the
fact that free consumption of pollen
by bees, when confined in winter
quarters, does not necessarily produce
bee-diarrhea and as none of the beemovable and a stationary bottom, and
keepers quoted find it necessary to
time avoid the disadvanremove pollen or snbstitute sugar at the same
tages of both styles as at present consyrup for honey, in order to insure
structed and used. I at last hit upon
success, it establishes another fact
shown by the accompanywhich has been of late called in ques- the device
with what success
ing illustration
tion, viz
that honey and pollen, the
will be decided by the progressive
food provided by nature for bees, are
bee-keepers of the country. Although
good enough for their winter stores.
illustration shows the hive and
In view of the evidence which has the
plainly, perhaps a word in
been adduced, I believe that a large hook so
explanation will give a more correct
majority of ttie beekeepers will agree
of it.
with me that the pollen theory " must understanding
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or brad back of each hook at E. This
fastens the bottom as securely as if it
were nailed direct to the body of the
hive with 8-penny nails. Ventilation
can be secured by holes bored into
the cap or body covered with wirecloth, or in any other way suiting the
Langstroth,
fancy of the shipper.
or any similar hive with a permanent
into
a hive
bottom can be changed
with a movable bottom by removing
the bottom and using the hooks. 1
have a tew standard Langstroth hives
made over this way, and they work
quite as well as the Simplicity.
North Indianapolis,© Ind.

A
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That Reversible Frame.

;

;

:

go."
Lindsay, Out.
[*Mr. Cornell clings tenaciously
the use of the word stocks instead
" colonies," and dysentery instead
diarrhea.
We print these words

to

of
of
as

request,

written, by his particular
without endorsing their appropriateness or correctness. Ed.]

The Late Mr. D.

S.

Given.

The Los Angeles County Bee-Keepers' Association appointed

a commit-

tee to draft resolutions of respect to
the memory of the late Mr. D. S.

Given. That committee has reported
and the following was adopted by the
Association
David S. Given was born in Mnslting-um
:

county, Ohio, in 1844, and

a

carl.v in life took
lively interest in apiculture, and the then
industry found in him a proj^ressive,

rising-

enterprising: worker. Gathering- information
from such men as L. L. Langstroth and
Quinby, in the year 1864 he removed to Illinois, where he gave much study and labor
to perfecting- the Comb Foundation Machine
which is called the Given Foundation Press.
Failing health induced him to remove to
Southern California, and in December, 1881,
he .joined our association. His kindl.y, gentlemanly disposition endeared him to every
member of our society, and his ingenious
mind suggested to us ver.v many new and
Tiseful methods in the care of bees and their
products. He was a constant attendant at
our monthly meetings, and took a lively interest in the well-being of our association.
Mr. Given died on July 10, 1884, at his residence, three and a half miles north of Los
Angeles, leaving a wife, and one child about

Hve years old, to mourn his loss.
Resolved. That one page of the Minute
Book be dedicated to the memory of our
esteemed friend and member, and that the
report of the committee be engrossed upon
the same.

Besolved, That his famil.y have our
heartfelt sympathy in their great loss, and
that a copy of this report be sent to them by
our Secretary.

C. J. F.

HOWES,

(48—60).

I have read with much interest the
article by Mr. Heddon, on page 8, and
I

think that

it

a very able one,

is

which may be considered as settling
the question of the advantage of reversing tlie brood-frames but there
is one part of it in which I feel that
injustice is done; t. e., the impression
that he conveys, of being the originaI can
tor of the device described.
scarcely believe that Mr. Ileddon intended to put forth such a claim, in
;

the face of
but
trary

all

the facts to the con-

such claim is certainly
conveyed by a perusal of his article.
" About a year
Mr. Heddon says
ago I devised the style of reversible
brood-frame, as shown by the illustration." (The italics are mine.) Now,
what are the facts V At the annual
meeting of the Southeastern Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association, held
at Adrian, Mich., on January 23, 1884,
I exhibited samples of a device for
reversing brood-frames, which device
The illustration represents a single- or plan suspended the frame by strips
story hive, A being the cover, B the of wood or metal, which strips were
body, and C the bottom-board. The pivoted to the center of the end-bars,
bottom-board which may be made of and extended up to the top of the
or % inch boards, is cleated frame, there forming projecting arms
either
at each end to prevent warping, and to rest on the rabbets, and allowing
has a graduated entrance cut into the the frame to revolve on these pivots.
end intended for the front, as shown
In describing the device before the
at D. E is a malleable iron hook, convention. I distinctly claimed, as
four of which are fastened to the bot- my invention, the plan of suspending
tom-board—two on each side— by the the frame between side-strips pivoted
aid of a screw, as shown in the figure, to the end-bars, as described.
and the lugs, F F. The lugs are drawn
This device was illustrated and
tight against the underside of the described in Oleanings for March,
bottom-board, and help to hold the 1SS4. page 1-56. To that article Mr.
hook securely in place. G is a screw Ileddon replied in (Ueaninys for April,
driven into the body of the hive un- 1SS4, page 232, criticizing the reversider the arm of the hook, and is left ble-frame method, and advised " reprojecting about % of an inch.
versing the whole hive." In GleanTo enlarge the entrance or to re- ings for May, 1S84, page.?36, Mr. Hedmove the hive from Its bottom-board, don "reversed" his opinion and acone has only to slide the body forward knowledged his belief that reversing
several inches, lift it a couple of the single frame w'as the correct plan;
inches, and put it to one side. If it and he sums up the matter as fol" It may be argued that Mr.
is desired to carry the hive into or lows
out of the cellar, or to a distant part Howes' frame is expensive. That is
but it need not be, as I will
of the apiary, slide the body of the true
hive back, as is represented in the show you in the future."
In that article Mr. Ileddon plainly
illustration, thus rendering it beeefforts
had been
tight tor tlie time being, and it is states that his
then ready to be carried all over the directed towards a reversible hive
neighborhood without any danger of instead of a reversible frame. This
was over three months after ray
the carrier being stung.
To convert it into a hive suitable frame had been before the public.
considered the
for shipping bees, drive a small nail Evidently he then
;

:

%

:

;
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my invention, and only intended should te immediately carried to a
modify or cheapen it. That this is warmer place where they soon reso, one has only to e.xamine and com- cover.
" Most writers on the subject have
pare the frames, as illustrated his

For the Ainerican Bee Journal.

plan

to

Italians vs. Foul Brood, etc.

GEO. W. WEBSTER.

;

modification being a connecting of observed that these insects are subthe end-strips of my frame, by a bar ject to a kind of purging in the spring,
over the top. AVhetl)er this is, or is which is often fatal to the whole hive.
not, an improvement, future experi- Madam Vicat ascribes this distemper
to the honey being candied in the
ment must decide.
hive by the cold. But Columella deAdrian,? Mich.
scribes it as an annual distemper
which seizes them in the spring, wlien
For the American Bee Journal.
the spurge blossoms, and the elm discloses its seeds
for the bees, being
Hibernation and Pollen in 1764.
allured by the first flowers, feed so
greedily upon them that they surfeit
C. L. SWKET.
themselves therewith, and die of a
looseness, if they are not speedily

A few

years ago I found some of
the colonies in my apiary at Bonair,
Iowa, troubled with what I feared
might prove to be foul brood. There
was more or less dead brood in the
cells, varying from a few cells in each
frame to one-half of all the brood, and
this in the middle combs, too, so that
it could not
be accounted for as
chilled brood. It also continued all
summer.
The bees kept at work
gathering a surplus of honey, and
sometimes swarming, but they did
relieved.'
" He relates Hyginus's advising, not do as well as the other colonies.
There was no foul odor about the
in tills case, to cover the bees with
and aflfirms, hives.
ashes of the fig-tree
I wrote to Mr. G. M. Doolittle, dethat, being enlivened by the warmth
scribing the disease, but he did not
of these ashes, the bees will revive in
think that it was foul brood. Neither
two hours, and go into a hive brought did I still I was anxious about it and
Columella advises giving watched it very closely. It did not
to them.
them rosemary and honey diluted seem to spread in the apiary. Of
with water. Aristomachus seems to course I tried to not give much ophave prescribed the most effectual portunity for other bees to get any of
cure, namely, to take away all the
the honey. One colony finally bevitiated combs, that is, all the combs
came so bad that I concluded to brimin vphich there are open cells appearstone the bees, heat up the honey^
honey.
ing to contain candied
and melt the combs into wax.
;

Sometime last winter I purchased
an old English book from an English
family that were selling out. It was
published in London, England, in 1764.
The title of the book is "The Complete Farmer, or General Dictionary
of Agriculture in all of its Branches
Together with the method of Rearing
Bees and of acquiring large quantities
of AVax and Honey, without destroy-

;

:

:

;

laborious insects
Pubby a Society of Gemtlemen,
Members of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,
and Commerce." The following extract from this book perhaps will be

ing those

:

lished

"The authors of the Maison Rusof interest to the readers of the Bee
Journal, as the hibernation and pol- tique, impute this purging to the bees'
len theories are now being discussed. feeding on pure honey, which does
It will be interesting, as showing how not form a food sufficiently substanfar experimenters had got on these tial for them, unless they have beebread to eat at the same time and
questions in 1764
advise giving them a honey-comb
" Providence has ordained that in- taken from another hive, the cells of
sects which feed on leaves, flowers, which are lilled with crude wax or
and green, succulent plants, are in an bee-bread.
" The common practice is to feed
insensible or torpid state from the
time that the winter's cold has de- them in the autumn, giving them as
prived them of the means of subsist- much honey as will bring the whole
ence. Thus the bees, during winter, weight of the hive to nearly twenty
are in so lethargic a state, that little pounds. To this end, the honey is
but as the diluted with water, and then put into
food supports them
weather is very changeable, and every an empty comb, split reeds, or, as
warm or sunny day revives them, and Columella directs, upon clean wool,
prompts them to return to exercise, which the bees will suck perfectly dry.
food becomes necessary on these occa" The following directions ^ven for
sions.
this purpose in the Maison Eustique,
Replen"Mr. White very judiciously ob- seem to be very judicious
serves, that a greater degree of cold ish the weak hives in September, with
than is commonly imagined to be such a portion of combs full of honey,
proper for bees, is favorable to them taken from other hives, as shall be
If a sharp frost,' says judged to be a sufficient supply for
in winter.
that experienced gentleman, 'contin- them. In order to do this, turn up
ues for two or three months, without the weak hive, after taking the preintermission, you mayobserve,through caution of defending yourself with
your glass, that the bees are all this the smoke of rags, cut out the empty
time closely linked together in clus- combs, and put the full ones in their
ters between the combs. If they are place, where secure them with pieces
not altogether without motion, yet of wood run across, in such manner
it is certain that they stir not from that they may not fall down when the
their places, while the cold continues, hive is returned to its place. The
colony bees will soon tix them more effectand therefore eat not at all.
of
bees, tlierefore. placed on the ually. If this method be thought too
north side of a building, will waste troublesome, set under the hive a
much less of their provisions, than plate of liquid honey, unmixed with
others which stand in the sun for water, with straws laid across it, and
coming seldom forth, they eat little over these a paper pierced full of
and yet in the spring are as forward holes, through which the bees will
daubing
to work and swarm, as those which suck the honey, without
had twice as much honey in the pre- themselves. This should be done in
ceding autumn. The o^ner should, cloudy or rainy weather, when the
however, examine their state in the bees stir least abroad and the hive
winter, and if he finds that instead of should be covered, to protect the bees
being clustered between the combs, from robbers, which might be allured
they fall down in numbers on the to it by the smell of honey.'"
stool or bottom of the hive, the hive
Glenwood,d His.
;

:

;

:

'

A

;

;

;

'

About Aug.

15,

I

took out the

queen and did not allow the bees to
rear another, thus getting rid of all
living brood. This also gave them a
chance to fill the hive with honey.
When the first frost came I brimstoned the bees, when, to my surprise,
I found as nice and clean combs of
honey as I ever saw. There was not
the least sign of any dead brood having been in the colony.
or 6 colonies
Tlie next year .5
showed signs of the disease. At this
time I was rearing Italian queens and
Italianizing my apiary as fast as I
could get pure queens, keeping out all
impure drones. I had but tew hybrids left, and I noticed that the dead
brood was confined to the hives containing darkest hybrids. As fast as I
could give these pure queens, all
signs ot dead brood disappeared i. e.,
wfien the pure Italians began to hatch.
At the end of tlie season only one
colony had any dead brood, and that
was a colony of dark hybrids.
The next winter I had all the bees
in large chaff hives, and left them on
the summer stands. My apiary was
centrally located in a grove of twenty
acres ot cottonwoods, poplars, maples
and evergreens, 2j to 60 feet high, affording the most complete protection
from winds, and I only lo.st one colony, that being caused by the entrance becoming closed so that the
bees could not get out. In the spring
I watched the colony of diseased hybrids with much interest, to see if
the warmer hive would help them to
keep out the foul brood, as I had an
idea that the disease originated in the
spring by the brood becoming chilled.
It seemed, however, to make no difthere was as much dead
ference
brood as ever.
As soon as I could I gave them a
queen-cell from an Italian colony, and
in due time they had a pure queen
By the time the colony was half Ital
;

;
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ianized, not a vestige of dead brood
could be found in the hive. I account
for the cliange in one of two ways
Either tlie Italian brood has more
vitality to resist disease, or the effect
;

was produced by
of

ttie

greater energy
cleaning up the

tlie

Italians in

combs and keeping

all

foul matter

out of the hive.
I have no doubt that many colonies
have been destroyed on the suspicion
that they had foul brood, when the
introduction of Italian queens would
have obviated all difficulties. The
Italians are better house-keepers and
nurse-bees, and more vigorous in protecting their hives from all intruders.
They keep the brood covered better

in cool weather, or

when

the hives are

opened. I have found light-colored
hybrids as good workers as pure Italians, but not so easy to handle. In
my own experience I have found that
the darker the bees the crosser they
are.

When

the above-mentioned colony

of hybrids were changed to about onehalf pure Italians, by the introduction
of an Italian queen, and all signs of
dead brood had disappeared, I concluded to extract the honey, which I

had not done before lest other bees
might get the honey. The dark hybrids were very cross, but with a good
veil, my hands covered, except my
fingers, and an assistant to smoke the
rascals when they went on the warpath, I attacked them and took 60
jjounds of nice, white clover honey,
but received ten stings in the operation from the remaining hybrids. My
assistant received three or four stings
and then retired to a place of greater
safety. I would rather handle 3 colonies of Italians than 1 of dark hybrids
or blacks, and I shall defend pure
Italians every time until I find something better.
In November, 1883, I came to Florida and shipped by express some
nuclei with untested queens, so as to
be sure to get a good stock of Italians.
Thirteen out of
to be pure Italians.

That

location is already pretty well
occupied. We are 9 miles east of the
St. John's river, and 18 miles from
the coast, near the eastern boundary
of what is called high pine land, so
that our bees liave tlie range of high
pine tlat-woods a mile to the east, and
scrub at one point within one-half
mile south.
Scrub is a worthless
white sand covered with scrub pine
and a great variety of low brush,
Flatpalmetto, whortleberry, etc.
woods are low and very level, during
the wet season a good deal of it being
covered with water.
Raising oranges and other fruit is
the principal business here, and it is
not much trouble to keep a few bees
also.
We had three honey-flows
when the bees gathered a surplus
In January, from the scrub pine in
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discussion of otlier questions of interest that will be propounded. Essays
to elicit discussion are expected from
some of the most prominent bee-keep-

Europe and America.
Uees and bee-keepers' supplies for
exhibition must be sent with all
freight prepaid, and directed to Maj.
E. A. Burke, Director General of the
Exposition, for Department of Agriculture, New Orleans, La. The Board
of Management of the Exposition has
established a Department of Information and Accommodation, at Nos. 164
Gravier and 15 Union streets, for the
purpose of furnishing visitors with
information as to suitable board and
lodging houses, or furnished rooms
with directions how to reach them.
For such service no charge is made.
Bee-keepers, on arrival in the city,
February and March, from Orange are advised to go at once to the office
blossoms and in May, from palmetto. of this department and make the best
We have been here three winters, arrangements that they can for quarand the season of blossoming has ters, and if they will leave their cards
varied from 4 to 6 weeks. This win- and address at the same place, tlieir
ter we have had no frost, and orange friends will know where to look for
The most of the visitors to
trees are putting out blossom buds them.
now. Last year we had hard frosts the Exposition find it best and cheapmeals
in January, and oranges blossomed in est to rent rooms and take their
at restaurants.
Furnished rooms
March.
will cost from 75 cents to $1 for each
I think that this is a very healthy
place for people troubled with catarrh, person, per day, and board and lodgasthma, bronchitis or rheumatism. ing about double tliese rates. We are
Dyspeptics are often much benefited assured that the hotels have not adin the pine woods. But to get health vanced their rates, which are $2 to S3,
here, one needs to be out-of-doors a according to the location of rooms,,
The Committee.
great deal. The soil is a light sand, etc.
and will not produce much without
being fertilized. Many people buy all
Local Convention Directory,
their vegetables, but with a little
fertilizing we are having as nice vegers of

;

;

etables as I ever ate in any country.
Cabbages, turnips, collards, radishes,
beets and lettuce are very nice and
tender. Egg-plant, tomatoes, squashes
and melons are easy to raise. Sweet
potatoes grow every where, but one
has to learn how to cultivate them.
poor man iiere would have to support himself by working for others at
SI. 2-5 to §1.50 per day for common

A

queens, proved work.
In .January there
Lake Helen,© Fla., Jan. 13, 1885.
were severe frosts, for this country,
and quite cool weather for nuclei. As
For the American Bee JournaL
soon as the bees were well at work,
and the brond was hatching, I found
The International Congress.
dead brood in one nucleus of the hybrids. As soon as I could rear a pure
The bee-keepers who signed the
queen for them, the dead brood all
Call for the International Congress,
disappeared as it had done in Iowa.
We are not situated in the best now add the following ''Notes for beelocation for honey, as we came here keepers who intend going to the Confor health, and not purposely to keep vention at New Orleans on Feb. 24,
bees. In my opinion the only healthy
25 and 26,1885:"
places in the South are on what is
called high pine land, and several
The Convention will assemble at 10
miles from any sluggish river or rich a. m. in the Lecture Hall on the Exhammock land. We have taken position Grounds. Among the subnearly 50 pounds of honey per nucleus, jects which will be considered during
sold $13 worth of queens, and have 22 the sessions of the Convention will be
colonies on hand.
This, perhaps, is reports of the honey resources and
not a very good showing, but a fair production of America and Europe
profit on our labor.
preparation of honey for market;
I know of no place in Florida where transportation; lower rates of freight;
bee-keeping could profitably be fol- marketing the advantages of the use
lowed exclusive from other business of 'comb foundation; sections, the
except at New Smyrna, IS miles east best size and the best way to use
from here, and there is only a small them ; the best race of bees for Amersection of a few miles in length where ica ; prevention of swarming
fertilithe black mangrove grows on the zation of
queens ; bee-pasturage
islands in the Helsborough river. bee-keeping as a pursuit besides the
1.5

Time and

place of Meeting.

Keb. 4.— N. E. Michiean. at Vassar, Micb.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson, Sec, Ropersville, Micb.

Feb. 11.— Seneca Co., N.

V'.. at Ovid, N. Y.
Ira Wilson, Sec, Ovid, N. Y.

Feb. 17.— Ohio State, at Columbus, Ohio.
C. M. Kingsbury, sec, Mt. Vernon, O.
Feb. 24-26,— International, at

New Orleans. La.

Mar. 11.— New Jersey and Eastern, at N. V. City.
W. B. Treadwell. Sec. 1(5 Thomas St., New Vork.
April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hi^iwatha, Ivans.
L.
Clark, Sec, Granada, Kans.

C

May

4.— Linwood. Wis., at Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

May

28.- N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

June 19.— Willamette Valley,

La Fayette. Oreg,
E. J, Hadley, Sec.

at

ty" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinfrs.— Ed.
jKB" The New Jersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association will hold their next
annual convention at Cooper Union, in

New York Citj', beginning.on Wednesday,
March 11, 1885, imd to continue two days or
iijore.

The

progianinie,
tion to all.

W.

coniniittee promises a good
and extends a cordial invita-

B.

Treadwell,

Ass't. Sec.

;

;

;

;

«s- The Ohio bre-keeper.s will hold
annual convention in the Agricnltural Room of tlie State House at Columbus, Ohio, on Feb. 17, 1885. All subjects
pertaiuiiiu tobee-cnltnre will be discussed,
more especially those of spring and suiuEminent
niana«emeiit of
bees.
nier
speakers will be in attendance. All are
cordially invited.
C. M. KiNGSBUEY, Sec.
tlieir
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ft/^t^sr:

lioney

ment come out

gathered from clover and linden bloom.
I obtained 3,300 pounds of comb honey,
and 3,000 pounds ot extracted, being an
average of 65 pounds per colony, spring
count.
We had none of tlie so-called
honey-dew. I winter my bees mostly in
the cellar, which, for a long term of years,
has proved to be the best place or method
that I could find, and I have experimented
a great deal in this direction. The past
.season, with me, was below the average,
and those apiaries run on the "go-as-youplease" plan here, produced but little or
no surplus honey. In the death of Mr.
W. W. Gary, our fraternity has lost a
noble brother.

bright and

in the spring

clean, and stron>;er than two-thirds of our
best colonies. Will Mr. Doolittle kindly
reply through the Bee .Iournai>, as all I
want is to get at the truth of the matter.

iB'O^"^

[®" W. H. Miller, Berrien Springs, 9
^g" A. F. Unterkircher, ManchesMich., on Jan. 19, 1885, reports thus
Mich., on Jan. 16, I880, writes
Last spring 1 started with 3.5 colonies
as follows concerning the past season:
and increased them to (JS, which are now
The season of 1884 was very unfavor- packed in shavings on the summer
able for bees in tliis section, on account of stands.
All seem to be doing well, as
:

ter. o.

the weather bein« so extremely dry for
white clover ami fall flowers. There are
many acres of buckwheat witliin reach of
our hees, but it is most certainly a very
poor honey-plant. Basswood was a failure, and scores of basswood trees are
being made into pickets for fences. 1
obtained my first 9 colonies of bees in the
fall of 1881, and from them 1 now have SO
colonies all in good condition. I have lost
only one colony, which died from starvation with plenty of honey in the hive.

they remain very quiet. 1 think that they
have enough honey to last them tlirough
I obtained about 1,100 pounds
ot white comb honey; nearly all of it
being in one-pound sections.
the winter.

Heddon,

Dowagiac, p
Mich., writes as follows about hybrids
and pollen
While we all expect Prof. Cook to lead

smith,©

ports thus

pollen, as given

R. P. Williams (15-15), GoldInd., on Jan. 12, 1885, re-

fine

in

quality,

having been

1^ Lee Emrick, Lone Tree,*o Mo.,
on Jan. 20, 1885, reports as follows
The past season's honey crop was light
:

r^" James

us upon all topics specially belonging to
the entomology of bees, 1 wish to thank
him tor his expression of what he has
found to be true regarding hybrids and

W

was

with bees, and after four months' confine-

on page

41.

"i

have

91

colonies in a new cellar. This cellar is
past season was a very poor one for damper than the old one. I have purhoney here. There was an abundance of posely " abused the bees" in this cellar,
white clover bloom, bnt very little honev by allowing the temperature to get below
was gathered from it, and basswood did the freezing point, by several degrees,
not yield mucli honey. There will he being aware, as Prof. Cook says, and as I
coiisideiahle loss among those who paid have formerly said, that
bees can winter
no attention to tiieir bees. I started in well with plenty o( pollen in the hive, if
the spring with 15 colonies, and obtained all other conditions are right
and as a
only oOO pounds of extracted honey, and part of the colonies are sugar-fed and
had no swarms at all. 1 never have se- pollenless, while a lesser part have honev
cured any fall honey, and never have lost and pollen, I hope to get a test.
but one colony of bees with bee-diarrhea
that was in the winter of ISSO, and 1 fed
R. A. Rosser,Nelsonville,cK O.,
it on dark sugar.
1 never take any pollen
from them in the fall, but let them be on Jan. 19, 1885, reports as follows
tlieir own judge of that.
They are all
My ai)iary is all that helped me out this
alive yet.
season. 1 have obtained 1,100 pounds of
comb honey from 23 colonies, spring
10— John Key, (,35—56), East count, and I increased them to 43 coloiues,
Saginaw.0 Mich., on Jan. 17, 1885, re- by natiu'al swarming. I think that is
ports as follows as to the condition of pretty good, considering the dry season.
1 think that the Bee Jouknai, is a great
his bees
help in bee-keeping.
My bees are under the snow, one-half of
the hives being entirely out of sight, and
Earle Clickenger, Columbus,©
the caps of tlie other half being slightly
visible.
We bad a snow-storm here to- Ohio, on Jan. 19, 1885, reports thus
In the fall of 1883 I had 35 colonies
day, and the snow drifted badly but I ara
not alarnjed about my bees, for I have packed in cl)aff-hives on the summer
the bottom-boards cut off even with the stands, bnt I lost one by starvation. In
bottoms of the hives, and the hives lean- the spring of 1884 I purchased 15 colonies,
ing forward. There is no chance for the increased them to 54 colonies, by natural
water to run into the hives, and when it swarming, and I obtained 1,.500 pounds of
thaws I will shovel the snow away. This comb honey and 500 pounds of extracted.
same thing occurreil to my hives three The past season was the poorest one for
winters ago, and the bees wintered all honey in the past 5 years. 1 have 28 coloright. Tliey get plenty of air under the nies ill my hee-cellar, and 20 colonies
packed in chaff on the summer stands.
snow.

The

;

:

t^

:

t^

1^

:

;

here, and
consequently there was no
trouble to find sale for exti-acted honey at
15 cents per pound. Bees were in good
condition when they were put into winter
quarters. This winter, so far, has been a
severe one for this latituie. The temperature was down to 13° below zero this
morning, and the ground is covered with
<i inches of snow.
Cass county is on the
western border of Missouri, and Lone
Tree is 50 miles south ot Kansas City.

1^ A. P. Lawrence, Hickory Corners,? Mich., on Jan. 17, 1885, reports thus
:

Last winter

I wintered 34 colonies of
bees and bouglit some, so I had .50 colonies
to start with in, the spring. I increased
them to 84 colonies, and my crop of honey
was 1,000 pounds of extracted and 1,.S00
pounds of comb honey. One colony gathered .50 pounds of honey in one week.
There was a splendid flow ot honey before
harvest, but there was not much honey
after Aug. 1. I have 91 colonies in the
cellar in good condition. I use comb
foundation, and 1 should have it if it cost
$1 per pound. My bees never amounted
to much until I used comb foundation.
Italian bees are my favorites— no black
bees for me. I liave wintered my bees in
the cellar for 6 years, and never lost a colony that had honey enough to winter on.
I have no trouble in wintering bees if
they have plenty ot good honey, but the
worst trouble is to keep them from dwindling in the spring.

1^- Ellery D. Frost, Almond,©
Wis., on Jan. 13, 1885, reports thus
A year ago last spring I liad one colony
of bees which I increased to four. They
wintered well in the cellar, where I now
have 8 colonies with fronr20 to 40 pounds
of good hmiey in each hive. The main
source of lioney here has been white
J. Rutherford, Scranton.Of Pa
27— F. A. Snell, (80—110) Mil- clover whicli was very abundant during
June
and July. I obtained 400 pounds of
writes thus about " a hard nut to ledgeville,x) Ills., on Jan. 21, 1885, rehoney, 140 pounds being the most taken
crack :"'
ports thus
fromone colony. There are few bees in
(In page .5 Mr. (J. M. Doolittle says
I am much pleased to notice that the this section, aiid not many wild lioney"The first fact to which I wish to call the Bee Jouunal is of age. It has done a producing flowers, but clover is very abunreader's attention, as bearing on this win- noble work in the years of its existence. dant.

^

,

1^

:

:

ter question, is that the

intestines of the
liatched bee are filled with pollen
it
emerges from the cell, etc."
if
I
understand things rightly
(scientifically), the intestines of the young
bee are not filled with pollen, because the
young bee in the larval state does not eat
pollen therefore, it is impossible for any
one to see it with the naked eye. The
food of the young bee consists ot a purely
animal secretion, which is, no doubt, produced by a eland in the gullet of the
nurse-bee, and tins liighly prejjared food

newly

when
Now,

;

is absorbed by the larva, leaving no matter to void
and it is also a fact that we
often find our t-frame nuclei with young
queen put mto winter quarters, weak
;

Through

its pages a vast amount of infonnatioii has been gleaned by its liost of
readers. I havekept bees for37 years (for
35 years in my present location), and 1
have been a regular subscriber to the Bee
Journal for 17 years, and to which I owe
very much of the knowledge which 1 now
possess.
I am especially well pleased
with it this year. In November, 1883, I
put 105 colonies into winter quarters, and
in April, 1884, 100 of the number were
placed on the summer stands, having lost
5 from various causes. 1 sold 20 in the
spring, and thus commenced the season
with 80 colonies. I increased them to 110
colonies, which
were put into winter
quarters about Nov. 30, 1884.
surplus

My

K^*" The executive committee of the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society have
decided to hold the ne.xt annual meeting at
Detroit, Mich., on Dee. 8, 9 and 10, 1885. If
there is any reason why this date is undesirable, it should at once he made known, so
that the committee may be governed accordingly.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

[As the Michigan State Convention has already decided to meet with the National at
Detroit, would it not be a good idea to have
the " Northwestern " of Chicago also meet
at the same time and place, and have one
grand, rousing meeting ?— Ed.]
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Convention Notices.

®" Our rates for two or more
copiesof the book, " Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of this paper. Also
wholesale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."

^p^ccial Jloticcs.

1^

It is proposed to hold an International Bee-Keepers' Congress on
the World's Exposition Grounds at
New Orleans, La., Feb. 24, 25 and 26,
1885.
An interesting programme of
sul)jects of great importance to every
bee-keeper in America will be presented and discussed. Tlie disposition of our honey product, with a view
to secure better prices will be fully
considered. At the same time there
will be an Exhibit of Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
At the time now
selected, the Exposition will be at its
best, and excursion rates low. The
bee-keepers of our country should lay
aside business for a week or two, and
make every exertiou to attend this

Convention.

Come prepared

with

facts, statistics and ideas arranged, to
take part in its deliberations.
Dr. J. p. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W. Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville, Miss.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou GouUi, La.
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKlnney, Tex.
W. S. Hart. New Smyrna, Florida.
S. C. Boylston, Charleston, S. C.
H. C. Austin, Austin's Spring's, Tenn.
H. C. Taylor, Wilmington, N. C.
J. W. Porter, Charlottesville, Va.
S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.

S^

Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta,
Ga., writes thus concerning our " BeeKeepers's Convention Iland-Book:"
I have examined it, and find it most
superbly gotten up. i'ou have embodied in it all the i^ist of the Parliamentary ^Manuals of Jefferson, Cushing and Mell. Aside from the information it contains, no bee-keeper
can afford to do without it for a memorandum book."

The Bee Journal

To

increase the

for 1885.

number

of readers

i®° To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
aid progressive bee-culture and help so that we
can supply the Farmer's
to elevate the pursuit. We,therefore, Advo<^ate of London, Ont., and the
Monthly Bee Journal for one year
offer the following
at $1.25 for the two.
of the

Bee Journal, we

believe, will

CASH PREMIUMS FOR CLUBS.
$10.00

for the largest club received
at this oftice beforeFeb. 1, 1885 (either
of the Weekly, Monthly, or both
one
Weekly counts same as 4 Monthlies.
$5.00 for the second largest
$4.00
for the third
$8.00 for the fourth
$2.00 for the fifth and $1.00 for the
sixth largest club.
)

will be held in the
T., on Feb. 11,

giducvtisctMcitts.

;

;

;

;

The AMERICAN Bee Journal Is the oldest
eaperln America, and hiu a large circulationBee
in
!very State, Terntory ami Province, amoni: farm
-ra

ind

;

Subscriptions for two or more years
one person, will count the same
as each year for a different person.

mechanics, professional and bu«inp~a oier

Is.

iherefore. the best advertising

intend to be systematic in

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
.
_
.
Price
.50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
Address,
THOMAS O. NEHTMAN,
92.-, West Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The

LANG'S LIVE SEEDS,

Apiary Register— Ne-w Edition.
All

who

their

prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

Northern-Grown, ('aretuUy Tested.

:

$1

0(i

1 25
1 50

The

Engine House at Ovid,
at 9 a. m. All in-

Flower, Vegetable, Field and Tree Seeds.
50 page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

OOf)

WOKTH OF

PR£MI17H)ato

4k 'l
'IP'J^Vj'^'l/ be given to those who get up clubs
for my Live SeeiK. Uold and Silver Watches,

Guns. Household Articles, Farming Implements,
etc.. can be easily earned canvassing for my seeds.

OF SEEDS to be given to
4bl ^C\ "WORTH
•JDXtJV/
those who get in the first orders for 1-.K5.
Hurry up ynur orders and try and get your seeds
See page 27 of Catalogue.

free of charge.

±1

U i^ i/XVXLll70

the largest crops. See

18S.5,

terested are cordially invited to attend,
and make the meeting as protitable as
possible. All implements of the apiary
sent to the Secretarv will be exhibited a"t
the meeting, and will be disposed of or
returned as the owner directs.
Ika WrL.soN, Sec.

medium.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGAXT
RIBBON B A DOES, having

for

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are thereJ8S- The second annual meeting of the
Seneca County Bee-Keeper.s' Association fore the most desirable ones.

N.

61

given as

Premium

Premiums

for

Li?-t.

A IVrt'S
1^ We want one number each of the T-LJJAi.~V_J
O

Journal

Aug. 1866, Feb.1867. Any
one having them to spare will please
of

"^'"''**'*^'i^»*^K'8themost
priictical, common-sense weeding
implement ever offered, and it is receiving the
praises of Seedsmen. Gardeners, Florists, Farmers
and in fact everybody. Ttousands are being sold
In every part of the U. S. Send for one
only so
centa prepaid. AQESITS
SABlt
F. N. 1,A]XG, Baraboo, Win.
:

send us a Postal card. We will take
the first that offer them, and pay 25
cents each for the 2 numbers.

^- The Willamette Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
second meeting at La Fayette, Ore^' For two subscribers for the
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8 for the
1885.
All who are interested are inMonthly) for one year, we will present
vited to attend. E. J. IIadley, Sec.
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
IIS^ The Northeastern Michigan Bee- mail postpaid.

WANTED.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFACTURERS' PKICBS,

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. AH the latest improvements
Including THE CONQUEROR, and

THE DOCTOR.
Send for

my

.32-page Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers'
plies of every description.

ALFEED

H.

Sup-

NEWMAN,

Keepers' Association will bold its third
»23 W. Madison, CHICAGO, 11.1.
annual convention on Feb. 4, 188.5, in tlie
Opera House, at Vassar, Mich. No loCal
1^"
will send sample copies
society has better meetings than the N. E.
Michigan. Reduced Hotel rates may be free to all who wish them, or desire to
secured.
Or,
President Taylor has visited
OF
APIAKY.
New Orleans, and will probably be able to get up Clubs. Now is the time to
work
for
I2,000
the
Cash
premiums
we
give an interesting account of the apiarian
offer.
f876.
13th ThouHund Just Ont
department of the Exposition. TiKise golarge club for the Monthly can be
ing on the cars will please write for raillOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months!
road certificates and secure reduced rates. gotten up in almost every locality.
3.000 Said SEuc-e May, 1683.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
More than 50 pHges. and more than 50 flne Illustrations were added in the >-th ettiti-in. The whole
Rogersvllle, Mich.
has been thoroushly revised, and contains the
I^-For $2.75 we will supply the work
very latest in respect to bee-keepinj?, ItiscertaUily
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and the fullest and most scientidc work treatine of
in the World. I'rice, by mail.Sil 35. Liberal
I®" Every subscriber is kindly in- Dzietzon's Rational Bee-Keening, in bees
discount lo dealers and to clubs.
vited to obtain a jiew subscriber to paper covers
or the Monthly Bee
A. J. COOK. Author and Publisher.
send with his renewal. Please notice Journal and the book for $1.25. Or,
iCly
Agricultural College, Mich.
the premiums offered for clubs, on bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00
^T" For sale also at the Office of the Bee
another page.
with the Monthly, $1.50.
Journal, at wholesale or retail.

We

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MANUAL

THE

SOLD SINCE

A

!

;

m
w

;

...
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EXCELSIOR

CLDBBES'G LIST.
We

supply the AmerlcaB Bee Jonrnal
one year, and any of the followlns Books, at the
prices quoted in the last column of tlKures. The
first column eives the regular price of both. All
postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club
The Weekly Bee JourEal
(2 00..

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3
BeesandHoneyCT.G.NewmanjclothS
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Reeister for u«) colonies

New Bee Book (cloth) ....
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keeping

Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

.

3 00

00..

2 75

75..

2

75..

2 50

26.

50

3 25.

.

4 08.

.

3

3 50.

.

2 75

3 00

00

.

76

10
76

The Weekly Bee Journal one year
and Gleanings lnBee-Culture( A. I. Root) 3
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.O.Hlll)
2
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3
The Apiculturist, (Silas M. Locke) 3
The 6 above-named papers...!
6
.

THOMAS
•SS West

Madison

.

2 75

00.

00.

2 75

50..

2 35

00..

2 75

00.

2 90

50.

6 00

Street..

J(5L^
o^/jP'^'^

The frame basket is in a
the same size and style as
frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the lartjer can, with the cone
'" metal standard for the basket
,-r,
.Pii^yuS'Ap
t" revolve upon, leaving room un? 'i'liililHI
L."^
'Mmji (Ifrneath the basket for 75 or 80
lb-*, of honey. It will be complete,
'iiiillliljlM
[y
in every way
I jOj with covers, and
i'l'^ntical, except in size, with the
'flC\^'^
'''''IpI
*™ $io.(Mi Extractor, \:ix-2i). which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $h,oo Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
flO.tMJ Extractors have no covers.

^^\r"-'^^

n^x^
i-A'i^iu

Now

ChlcaKo,

III.

Honey Market.

the time to create Honey
Markets in every village, town and
city. Wide - awake honey producers
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
is

and Medicine,"

and

scatter

can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
all of their crops at remunerative
prices for "Honey as
Medicine " are as follows

The

Food

:

;

—

as Food and Medicine " to evei-y one who
buys a package of honey, will sell almost

@"

'.i

i)f

_'

For 2 Aiaeriean frames, 13x13 inches
'*
For 2 Langstroth "
10x18
"
"
"
For 3
10x18
"
*'
10x18
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
^'
13x20
"
"
13x20

ALFRED

H.

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00

"

For4

"

For3
For4

"

1600

NEWMAN,

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadaut'sFouiidatiniiFactory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

PremiTim for Club of 10 Subscribers.
The book for every farmer

is

the one

and Planter's
Record and Account Book," in which there
complete
is the most systematic,
and convenient arrangement of headings for every
Farm Account and memoranda of all important events which may occur in connection
with his business. Every progressive farmer
entitled "Affleck's Farmer's

certainly desires to

make a success

payThis valualilo book contains 166 pages,
is nicely iirintcd on writing paper, ruled and
bound, "and the price is $:5.00. It can be sent
by mail for '2-k cents extra.

We can supply

these books at the publishmake a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Uee Journal for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
work for a copy of this valuable book.
er's price, or will

Dadaut's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

it.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

"Wo will send toii a watch or a chain
ISY M.\ll. OK KXPHKSS, C.O.D.,tobe

The long winter evenings

jmyinganymoney

'.xjiiiiiK'il ht.i.-naiiil il Tint ^iiti-^tactory.

will

Oiirtxpcnsu.

tion, it will be well to get

STANDARD AMERICAN WATCH

bee-books. See our list of books on
the second page and select what you
need.

W.KoBerwvlIK'.
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Midi.,
Cifii»-m-*- <'<.,

can furnish just as

neat, white,

smooth and

perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prices.

returned at
^Ve manufacture all

oni- w.-ttches and save you 30 per
cent. Catalogue of 250 styles free.
ICv-rv Wntrh WnrrantPd. Aiidrpss

some good

**

.

. .

100

CO.,'

llTT^liLlCUH, PA.

w

Times, Democratic

"

3 OO

50 Louisville Courier- Journal, Dem. .w 3
2 00 Milwaukee Peck's Sun, Humor
w 3
1 50 New York Am. Agriculturist
m 3
"
Art Amateur
4 00
m 5
"
150
Christian Herald, lit*...
3
"
4 00
Century, Literary
5
"
2 00
Demorest, iadies
3
1

.

175
2 50
400
2 50
00
2 00
.i

2 00
2

20

100
125
100
2 00
2
2

3 00
2
2

00
00

100
50

1

m
m

•

Golden Argosy, iit

"
*

Graphic, IZZustrated

30
85
10
25
20

70
70

3 25

4 00

HarperB'Weekly,IHiM...w 5 40
Leslie's Sunday Mag
4 20
•
North Amer. Beview
6 30
"
Phrenological Journal...
3 75
•
Rural New Yorker
w 3 85
•
Beientiflc American
w 4 95
•
Times,In(i.Jiepiiiiiican...w 3 00
•
Tribune, BepuHican
w 3 10
"
World, Democrotic
w 3<0
Philadelphia Call, Lit. d Humor.
4 OO
Arthur's Home Mag
3 ."^O
"
Godey's Lady's Book
3 70
"
Hearthstone, Ji^tion
w 4 25
"
Peterson's Magazine
3 60
Practical Farmer
w 3 25
"
Press, BepKbiican
w 30O
Washington National Tribune
w 3 00

m
m

THOMAS
92.5

w
w

. .

00
00

of his

then, should have a correct knowledge of
his entire business, which he can have only
by keeping a correct account of every crop
produced on his farm, the cost of production
of all his live stock and an itemized account
of all his expenses. Then at the close of the
year, when he takes off his balance sheet,
which is admirably arranged in the book
above referred to, he will be able to see at a

be well occupied by reading bee literature. When leiievviiig your subscrip-

4Dtf

iiie

glance whether his farm does or does not

Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 ets.
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
postpaid for $10.00
or 1000 for
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
we will print, if desired, on the
cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
^" To give away a copy of " Honey

any quantity of

can

and should adopt every possible
them occupation,
means of bringing about that result. He,

plentifully all over the territory they

prices.

sizes.

rflffll

and

Create a Local

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Ivangrstroth frames, I have coneluded to adopt these two new

923 %Vest JTIadison

NEWMAN,

G.

HONEY EXTRACTORS

'

25

LlSIi with our p«pet.
*-'""
Both PcrioSi,K fb,

UO Boston Globe
w 3 0O
2 50
"
Every Other Saturday, lAt.e-Tn 4 10
3 50
"
Our Little Ones, (O. Optic)... .m 3 25
i 00 Chicago Current, Literary
w 5 20
150
"
Drovers' Journal
w 3 40
1 .W
"
Farmers' Beview
w 3 20
"
J 00
MexBld, Independent
w 2 85
100
*
Inter-Ocean, i?6pii6Itcan...w 3 00
^•iO
"
"
"
..B-w 4 40
"
Eeligio-PhiL Jour., Spirit..
2 50
4 10
-00
Skandinaven, Swjedia/i
w 3 85
100
Staats-Zeitung, German...
"
3 80
2 25
"
SvenBkaTribunen,Si««d...w 4 OO
"
S50
Standard, Baptist
w 4 35
"
125
Times, Democratic
w 3 20
1 00 Ciccinnati Times-Star, Ind
w BOO
135
"
Enquirer, i>et7M>cratto
w 3 15
"
135
Gazette^ Bepublican
w 3 05
1 00 Detroit Free Fieaa, Family A Lit. .v
3 00
1 00 Kansas City Journal, Bepublican.
w 3 OO
1

'

Quinby's
350.. 3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4 00.. 3
Roofs A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3
Alley's Queen Rearing
S 00.. 2

and

o/cachperindical lll|r hllll]
""' "'""
DMi.td below.

will

G,

West Madison

YES,

m
m
m

NEWMAN,

St.,

Chicago,

Ills.

WHY NOT?

me your address on a postal and receive
SEND
a description of My Improved Uoob for
bottom-boarda of bee-hives.

CHEAP! SIMPLE! EFFECTIVE!
Pronounced the •*be«t thlnic out." Sample
hook for a two-cent stamp. No room to say more.
Write to

HOWARD

A

TJ.

ACKEBAIAN.

NOKTH INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

lABtf

NEW BEE-VEIL.

There are

five cross
bars united by a rivet
tbroug-h their center at
thetop. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best lij^ht

<

spring- steel; the neck-

band

of best
hard
spring-brass; the cover
is of handsome lig-ht
material. It is very
easily put tog-ether, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a j>aper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no disiMniilnrt In wcarinfr it either day or
nifirht, and the pri)tectiona<i'ainst Mosquitoes,
Flies, Itees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being- only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ALFRED
923

H.

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Street. ChlcaRO,

111,

Muth's Honey Extractor, THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

C

Apply to
F.
97B and 97H Central Ave.,

CF~8end

10c. for Practical

M U T II

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

etc.

,

CINCINNATI,

O.

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

liEE JoTHXAL is published SEMIat Seven Shlllinpa per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time beiny, showing what to do, and when and
bow to do It. Rev. II. R. PEEL.. Editor.

The Bhitish

MONTHLY,

LONDON. ENGLAND.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Distribution of the Sense of Taste. tioned something that was " sweeter
tlian honey, or the honey comb."
Grant Allen, in the Popular Science This great sage, who also said, " My
Monthly for l^'ebrnary, gives the fol- son, eat thou honey, because it is
lowing particulars concerning the good," well knew the ineffable pleassense of taste and its distribution on ure of eating honey and masticating the
distinct regions of the human tongue
honey comb, for his land (Palestine)
Taste, however, is not equally dis- was said to " flow with milk and
tributed over the whole surface of the honey," which was not only extentongue alike. There are three distinct sively used by all the inhabitants, but
regions or tracts, each of which has to
perform its own special ofDce and also employed in the temple services.
:

"TCr-^

iiijtaiNib
PUBLTSriKD

THOMAS
I'^IHTOU

G.

TIV

NEWMAN,

AND PkoPKIETOR,

;

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly,

S2 a year

;

Monthly,

The tip of the tongue is
concerned mainly with pungent and
1^" From an exchange we learn
acrid tastes
the middle portion is that a farmer
in Wisconsin, who
sensitive chiefly to sweets and bitters
while the back or lower portion con- evidently does not understand the
fines itself almost entirely to the fla- proprietory rights of those who own
vors of roast meats, butter, oils, and birds, winged insects, etc., proposes
function.

ILL.

&0 cents.

;

other rich or fatty substances.
There are very good reasons for this
subdivision of faculties in the tongue,
the object being, as it were, to make
Dr. L. .James, Atlanta, 111., had each piece of food undergo three separate examinations (like "smalls,"
a severe stroke of paralysis on Jan. 3, "mods" and "greats" at Oxford),
which left him speechless and insen- which must be successively passed
sible since which he has not spoken before it is admitted into full participation in the human economy.
a word or recognized his family. Our
The first examination, as we shall
readers are familiar with his articles, shortly see, gets rid at once of substances whicli would be actively and
and will sympathize with him now.
immediately destructive to the very
tissues of the mouth and body
the
1^" The Canadian Farmer, the oflS- second discriminates between poisoncial organ of the Ontario Bee-Keep- ous and chemically harmless foodstuffs ; and the third merely decides
ers' Association, has been sold to the the minor question
whether the parHural Canadian, which now becomes ticular food is likely to prove then and
the organ of the Association, and there wholesome or indigestible to
promises to devote two pages each the particular person.
The sense of taste proceeds, in fact,
month to the bee-keeping interests.
upon the principle of gradual selection and elimination
it refuses first
what is positively destructive, next
<^ Professor Lazenby will lecture what is more remotely deleterious, and
on the " Natural History of the Honey finally what is only undesirable or
Bee " at the Ohio Bee-Keepers' Con- over- luscious.
vention, at Columbus, Ohio, on I'eb.
This accounts, perhaps, for the fact
17.
It will be a treat to all those who that some, though they enjoy the eatcan attend.
ing of honey in the comb, do not like
Vol. XXI.

February 4, 1885,

No. 5.

1^

;

;

;

ure to the trip. We have made a lot,
having, besides the gold bee, the
words " New Orleans Bee-Keepers'
Congress " in large gold letters. Price
10 cents also some with a rosette and
gold fringe, price 50 cents.
;

Fruit Gkowing.— We

have

re-

ceived a copy of an illustrated pamphlet of 64 pages, entitled " How to

Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.
A. Green, editor of the Fruit Grower,
Rochester, N. Y. Price .50 cents. To
any one sending us a new subscriber
for the Weekly or 4 for the Monthly,
besides his renewal for either edition,
we will present a copy of this book.

who keeps

damages done by them.

bees,

The

farmer claims that the bees trouble
his sheep and other stock and prevent
them from feeding on the clover pastures also, that the honey belongs to
him, and that the bees are tresspassers on his farm, and furthermore,
injure his other farm products. As
the honey would be wasted by evaporation, or consumed by other honeyloving insects, if not gathered by the
bees, he should keep bees himself in
;

order to satisfy his
in that case, his bees

But
might trespass

seljishiiess.

on the property of others,

if his position be true
for the bees know no
human law, and will work on sweets
;

wherever they can be found, no matter

who owns

soil.

Such

the title deeds to the

seljiishness is pitiable.

®° These are some hints for the
times that are given by Mr. F. L.
Dougherty in the Indiana Farmer:

Those who would be successful
extracted from with bees must always be ready in
the proper season to attend to their
the comb.
necessary wants.
The neglectful,
Honey in the comb is taken by the heedless and indolent are as sure to
teeth and masticated the tip of the make a failure in this business as in
tongue getting the full benefit of the any other calling. No person should
ever expect to be successful with bees
delicious morsel, passing it to the secwho is not willing to give the subject
ond region, which is so sensitive to at least a reasonable amount of time
sweets, and thorouglily enjoyed, and and careful study. Lovers of nature
then given to the latter region where and those who have a fondness for
these little marvels of industry are
its richness is fully appreciated, and
sure to be the most successful. There
it is then sent on its mission to build are many people who own a few coloup wasted tissues, and nourish the nies of bees that seldom, if ever, realize any thing from them in the way
entire system.
of pleasure
profit,
with a little
On the other hand, honey not in the exertion andor study yet
they could be
comb must be taken up by a spoon made to yield both.
There can be no more profitable
and is placed at once on the centre of
the tongue, escaping the teeth and tip way for bee-keepers to pass these
long winter evenings than by readof the tongue, which is the most sen- ing up on the subject of bees.
While
sitive portion of this extremely sensi- practical
knowledge is the most
tive organ, and to some this precludes potent necessity for anythingi,like
the " great wealth of pleasure " which success, it is also very necessary that
we keep in our minds the success or
attends the mastication of honey in failure at the attempts for advanceSolomon anciently men- ment made by our brother bee-keepers.
the comb.
to eat that

1^ As a means of recognition, beekeepers going to New Orleans should
wear Badges. It will help to make
acquaintances, and add much pleas-

to sue a neighbor,

for

which

is

—

—
;::

:
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G. M. DooLiTTLB remarks thus
" I have never been able to discover
that such dampness as is spoken of,
made any difference with the bees
but where hives are saturated, I believe it to be injurious. As long as
the bees are quiet, I should leave
them where they are."
:

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Dr. C. C. Miller advises to
" Either leave them where they are,
Query No. 7.— What is the custom, where so long as they do well, or try a few
honey is fed to the bees iu the spring: for in the cellar to see which do the best."
stimulating purposes or to prevent starving,
W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus
Avhen the apiary is run on shares— Who
" Let the bees alone where they are."
furnishes the teed ?— New SmjTna, Fla.
Feeding Bees Kept on Shares.

J. E. Pond, Jr., remarks thus
G. W. Demaree replies as follows
" After the bees have been wintered, " Under the circumstances stated, I
such party should share the expenses can see no reason for making any
of extra feeding, in proportion to change, and should leave the bees
alone just where they are. So long
their respective interests."
as they are quiet, they should be alW. Z. Hutchinson replies thus lowed to remain so, and not be dis" The one who is to bear the expenses
turbed until they show some signs of
of the apiary should pay for the feed. inquietude. Many colonies have been
Feeding is an expense just the same ruined by too much fussing with,
as comb foundation,"
when they were all right if let severely
"The alone."
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers
bee-keeper who shares equally in the
protits with the owner of the bees
Vegetable Cellars for Bees.
should furnish half."
:

:

E. Pond, .Jr., responds thus " I
do not know that there is any custom.
I should suppose, however, that all
expenses of the kind should be borne
equally."
J.

:

" It would
Prof. A. J. Cook says
seem that both parties should share
:

it

equally."

Dr. .J. P. II. Brown answers thus
"That depends upon the agreement.
The usual custom is to share expenses
and losses equally."
:

Messrs. Dadant & Son reply as
follows: "If the bees were kept on
shares during the previous season, and
the apiarist did not save honey enough
to carry them to the next crop, it is
his fault, and he should bear the loss
but if there was not honey enough
harvested to carry them through, or
if he has just taken charge of them,
the feed sliould be furnished by the
owner of the bees."
;

James

IIeddon answers

as fol-

" I should say that the furlows
nishing of such food should be shared
by the lessee and leaser in the same
proportion that thesirplus honey and
increase of colonies are to be divided."
:

Dampness

in Bee Repositories.

Query, No. 8. — I looked into my beehouse the other day and discovered that the
water had soal<ed into it so that the sawdust
on tile floor was saturated, and was com-

to mold. A post in the centre was
quite wet, caused by the dampness. My
bees are very quiet, and apparently doing
Would it be better to leave them
well.
where they are while they are quiet, or to
move them into the cellar, which is drier
than the bee-house, but not as dry as it
ought to be ?— Lyndhurst, Ont.

mencing

Query, No.

—

my

cellar a suitable
one for wintering bees in ? It is frost proof,
with hard, dry earthen floor it has ventilation from the l)Ottom by means of achimue,v
9.

Is

heat. If the cellar is well banked,
as every cellar far north should be, a
single air-shaft extending from near
the bottom of the cellar upward 1-5
feet high will cause enough air to enter to supply from one to two hundred colonies of bees. If more air is
required at any time, place an oillamp in the shaft."

Dr. C. C. Miller answers thus :
" I should think that it might be an
excellent cellar for bees
but I would
find out by trying only a few, if other
modes of wintering had been successful.
If a cellar is well ventilated,
apples will not make much, if any,
;

difference."

Management

of a

Large Apiary.

—

Query, No. 10 What is the best plan of
management for a large apiary that has to
be kept in several localities V— Huron Co., O.

James Heddon says " I cannot
do this question any justice, even so
far as I have matured thoughts and
experience with the subject, in the
space which I have a right to use here.
:

It will
vary
localities."

Dr.

C. C.

much

with

different

Miller remarks

as fol-

" This question is so comprelows
hensive that it would take several
with an east and west window, and is under
the dining room. In the winter there are numbers of the Bee Journal to conusually Iron 10 to 20 barrels of apples stored tain the answer, I have done some
in it. Are they injurious to the bees ?
hard studying on it, and would pay a
Woodstock, Ont.
good price for an infallible answer."
W. Z. Hutchinson replies thus
Messrs. Dadant & Son answer as
" I should consider the cellar suitable
" We have kept bees in
follows
for wintering bees, and the presence
from 2 to 6 locations for 14 years past,
of the apples no objection. For sevthe total number of colonies ranging
eral years I haye kept bees in the
from 1.50 to .5.50. We think that it
cellar under my kitchen.
In this
is hardly advisable to keep more than
cellar are kept potatoes, apples, cab100 colonies in any one place, and
bages, and other family vegetables,
about SO is a good number this
and the cellar is visited daily. Dur- that
being the number that one practical
ing some winters all of the bees have
apiarist with one boy can overhaul in
wintered well, while during others,
one day for ordinary overseeing. One
nearly all have died. Those having
man can easily take care of .5 to 7
sugar stores have always lived."
apiaries if he has everything in readi"
G. Jsl. DooLiTTLE says
I con- ness, and has not to attend to the
We think,
sider vegetables in no way injurious harvesting of swarms.
however, that the production of comb
to bees when in the same cellar."
honey, requiring more pains and care,
James Heddon remarks thus
" You will find by experiment that will require more time than the production of extracted honey. We have
when the conditions within the hives not tried it exclusively for a number
are right, your cellar will winter your
of years on any of our apiaries, being
bees all O K ; but when such internal
satisfied by past experience that it
conditions are not right, the cellar
would not pay so well, especially as
will prove a failure."
large apiaries make the prevention of
" We swarming a matter of necessity, and
Messrs. Dadant & Son say
would judge that that cellar is a very it cannot be successful when producing comb honey.
good one."
;

:

:

;

:

:

Prof. A, J. Cook replies as follows:
" The cellar is a good one, and the
apples will do no harm, as long as the
cellar is kept sweet."

1^ By

reference to an advertise-

ment on page 77, it will be seen that
a stock company has been formed in

"The Eastern Ohio, to manufacture beeno doubt a suitable one. As hives, sections, etc., on a large scale.
the apples would do no harm, the The incorporators are some of the
only question about it would be as to solid men of the town, including Mr.
The long, under- B. L. Shoemaker, who has for years
" I should the ventilation.
Jaiues Heddon says
ground drains are expensive, and I do done a successful business in beeleave them just where they are,
not think them at all necessary to the keepers' supplies. We are informed
"
letting well enough alone,'
successful ventilation of bee-cellars. that nearly one-third of the stock is
Prof. A. J Cook replies as follows: No special ventilation is needed for a already sold, and those wishing a
" Leave them where they are. So long few colonies in a cellar; but 100 colo- good investment will not be slow in
Dr. G. L. Tinker says:

cellar is

:

'

as they are quiet, they are

all

right,"

nies

or

more

develon considerable securing the balance.
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describe (or re-write what I find in
an old diary of mine) my observation
of bees during a year when all win" As fall aptered successfully
proaches, if we examine a colony of
bees we will find that the activity
manifested during the spring and
summer in the interior of the hive,
becomes less and less, so that by the
middle of October, in this latitude, all
brood-rearing has ceased and the bees
:

For

tlie

Amencua Bee JoumaL

Does a Colony of Bees ever Freeze?
G. M.

DOOLITTLE, (40—80).

have become partially dormant still,
so far, they have not packed themselves away in a snug cluster, or compact shape for winter. Every opportunity given by a warm day is improved to void the fieces, so the bees
may be prepared for a long, cold spell
when such a one occurs. As the
weatlier grows colder, the bees contract their cluster, many packing
themselves away in the cells till the
smallest possible space is occupied by
them, and thus the requisite warmth
is secured to keep them alive when
the mercury sinks below zero.
" In this contraction of the bees (at
certain times) many of them are left
singly or in little clusters of from five
to ten, which dO not recede with the
main cluster, and thus are chilled
where they are, and if the weather becomes cold enough, they may be
frozen, thus losing to the cluster that
number of bees. "The reason for this
formerly given was, that owing to the
movable frame no cross-sticks were
used, as was the case with box-hives,
and hence the bees left no holes in
the centre of the combs as they did
around the cross-sticks, thus compelling the bees to pass over and
around combs of cold honey to keep
pace with the receding cluster, instead
of passing through the centre of the
combs to the next range, which was
more nearly filled with bees. In thus
;

A few days ago a friend called in

to

have a neighborly chat, and as we
talked

of

the

recent severely

cold

weather (the coldest known here for
over 15 years, the mercury being 28^
below zero), he asked,
Have not
some of your colonies of bees frozen
to death '?" I replied that " I thought
not, as I never knew a colony of bees,
while in a normal condition, to freeze
during any cold weather ever experienced south of latitude 4o but," said
I, " we will go out and look, for pos'•

;

sibly

some

of

my

little

colonies

may

have succumbed to the extreme cold.''
Purposely I had prepared several
queen-rearing colonies for winter, by

way

of

experiment,

some being so

small that last November they did
not contain a common bowl full of
bees, and occupied but two spaces between the combs, while others were
seen in only three spaces. A part of
these were placed in the cellar, and
the rest left on the summer stands.
Upon going to the bee-yard, we first
looked at a full colony, which we
found to be in splendid condition, the
bees being all clustered in seven
spaces between the combs, and so
quiet that scarcely a bee moved, although the mercury at this time stood
at 3-50 above zero. Upon raising the
hive from the bottom-board, not over
20 dead bees were to be seen, which

proved conclusively, to me at
that those bees were wintering

least,
in the
best possible condition thus far, in
spite of the extreme cold. Next, we
went to a colony which occupied but

four spaces, and found them in as
perfect condition as the first, although

a practical bee-keeper had told me,
but two weeks previous, that I could
never winter so small a cluster.
We now went to one of the smallest

which had so contracted

its

cluster

during the extreme cold, that they
could be said to occupy scarcely more
than one space between the combs,
for there was not more than 100 bees
except in the one space; yet this
small cluster was perfectly quiet and
gave no sign of bee-diarrhea. Upon
raising the hive from the bottomboard, about 100 dead bees were found
which showed that the constant struggle with the cold had caused more
bees, in proportion, to die of old age
out of this little cluster than had died
from the others still the greater part
of them being alive was sufficient to
prove to my friend that bees would
never freeze in this latitude while the
cluster was in a normal condition.
Our wintering trouble is not caused
by bees freezing, but it is caused by
the bees getting in an abnormal condition from many of the various
causes brought about by long continued cool or cold weather. Let me
;

passing around, many become stiffened and caught by the cold, which
might have been saved if holes were
provided in the centre of the combs
for them to pass through. To this
end the Langstroth frame and others
were provided with a shaving bent to
form a circle an inch in diameter,
which was suspended from the topbar by means of a little strip of tin,
supposing that this would effectually
secure a passage-way for the bees.
However, but a short time elapsed
before it became apparent that during
a good yield of honey this shaving
would be filled with comb and honey,
and hence the passage-way was cut
off.
Next, the practice of cutting
holes through the combs, each tall,
by various means, was resorted to
only to be filled up the following summer, when, as winter approached, the
process had to be repeated again.
" After trying all these plans, it
became apparent to me that the reason assigned as the cause of the death
of the bees was not the real trouble,
for bees would stay and die within
of an inch of these holes, when it
would appear they could have passed
through these passages just as well as
not.
I als6 discovered that when the
weather was cool, cloudy and rainy
for several weeks
before it came
severely cold, that this loss was apparently much greater than when, a clear.

%

G9

warm day

occurred immediately before a severe cold spell, liy the numbers of bees that were found on boards
and such places, dull and stupid after
such a fine day, I concluded that these
were the same bees that would have
died by not following the cluster, had
not a warm day occurred for them to
leave the hive to die; hence, I say
that tlje loss was apparently greater
when no such day occurred, for many
more bees were seen outside of the
cluster dead, as they had no chance
to get out of the hive to die.
" From several years' experience in
this matter, I see no reason for changing the
conclusion thus formed.
After the bees once get thoroughly
clustered, I do not see this loss occurring after a warm spell, as some
claim they do, nor but little after a
mild fall like the past has been. After
bein^ fully settled for winter, and
this loss of old bees has passed away,
a colony will lose but few bees for six
weeks or two months, and will remain quiet. If at this time a warm
day occurs so they can fly freely, they

again cluster back quietly, and remain so about the same length of
time, when they again desire to fly,
and if such a chance occurs, all will
go well, and the bees winter well.
Thus we have a colony in a normal
condition, and all the cold ever obtained in any portion of the world
where bees can be kept with profit,
(occurring during this period between
their flights), will not freeze or materially
injure them if thev have
plenty of stores within easy access."
Although several years have passed
since the above was written, I have
seen nothing to change my mind on
this subject, and still believe that if
bees can have a good flight once in
six weeks, extremely cold freezing
weather between these flights cannot
harm them; and that belief is
strengthened still more by the bees
passing safely through the late, extremely cold weather. Bees had a
splendid "fly" on Dec. 31, 188i, at
which time no trace of bee-diarrhea
could be seen, as none of the bees
spotted the hives or snow.

Borodino,© N. Y.
For

tlie

American Bee JournaL

Registering Colonies,

10—.JOHN RET,

etc.

(3-5— .56).

I notice on page 22, that Mr. Fradenburg describes his plan for registering colonies, and I tliink that it is
a good one for correct work. I will
give the plan that I have used for 3
years, and which I am so used to that
I do not think that I will change, although I think that Mr. Fradenburg's

a better plan.
take a piece of soft, white chalk
which will wash oif of the wood, and
number the hives in front, beginning
with l,and on the backs of them I
keep my register. The first thing
tliat I do in the spring, when the bees
begin to carry in pollen, and it is
warm enough to open the hives, is to
is

I

examine them, and it I find them
strong, I mark on the backs of the

.
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then mark on the lower story with
chalk, on hive No. 13, Sw. 7, 2, '84x19;
and on hive No. 19, 1 mark 7, 2, '84, 13,
and so on with every colony that
F
swarms. In this way 1 can keep a
X
strict account of every swarm, where
good laying queens are marked O K.
Kow, I can walk at the rear of the they came from and where they were
hives and see at a glance in what con- put. If I am away from home at
and any swarms
dition each colony was at the last ex- swarming time,
amination. I also mark the date on come out, my wife hives them and
always
get
through
exputs
down
the
numbers of the
every hive when I
amining it. For instance, I opened a colonies that swarmed and when I
hive on May l,and marked it 5, 1, get home it is an easy matter to put
1884 ; in this way I can always tell it down in my book and mark the
when I last examined it. For the hives.
I can always keep account of the
surplus arrangements I keep an account on the caps or second story of queens, their age, what hive they
my i2-story Langstroth hives. I get came from, and into what hive they
the bees to work in the one-pound were put. In this way I can always
sections, in the lower story, by plac- tell at a glance, when I walk at the
ing one wide-frame holding eight one- rear of my hives, how the bees are,
pound sections on each side of the without opening the hives. I do not
brood-nest, and when the bees are like to open them any oftener than is
nicely to work in them, I remove really necessary. I always carry with
them to the second story and till in me a basin of water, and a sponge,
their place with empty combs.
1 when I am taking off honey or working around the hives.
With the
never spread the brood-frames.
For the second story I place in these sponge I can easily erase the chalktwo wide-frames with sections and marks and put on others. I always
bees working in them, right in the save the propolis when scraping the
centre, and fill in the sides with wide- old hives and cleaning sections or
frames with sections, or if for ex- honey boards, or any thing that has
tracting, I fill in empty combs and propolis on it, and put it on a board,
mark on the back of the second story, and it is amusing to see the bees fix
it on their legs and carry it to their
2, 1, 3, and the date, meaning two
wide frames with one pound sections, hives.
East Saginaw,© Mich.
and the 3 means extracting. If I fill

which means
stories, an S,
if I find tliem medium, an
;
and if wealj, a VV. Those which need
queenfeeding, I marlc witli an
; if
and the colonies having
;
less, an
lower

strong

M

;

;

in all
3,

and

combs
all

mark it

Xow

for extracting, I

mark

wide-frames with sections,

7,

it

I

with caps
On
some I put one-pound sections, and
some, two- pound sections. I put on
one row, then another, and so on just
as fast as the bees can work in them.
Suppose I put on one row of twopound sections, I mark on the back
of the cap 1x2, and if two rows of
two-pound sections, 11x2, and so on
till I get the cap full.
Remember I
always mark on the date so that I can
always tell how the surplus arrangements are inside of the hive without
opening.
When I take off any honey, I always note it down in a book which I
carry with me. I use one page for
each hive, and keep an account of the
amount of honey taken therefrom. In
this way I can always tell how niucli
honey each colony produces. When I
take oif honey I take out only the
full capped sections.
I simply pull
back the duck and see where the full
ones are, take them out, and replace
them with sections filled with comb
foundation and in the fall, when the
honey season is over, I take off all the
.sections and put on the honey-board.
My honey-boards are 4}4 inches in
width, and as long as the broodas

For tbe American Bee Journal.

1

to hives

Storing the

:

;

chamber is wide. In the spring I
take off only one honey-board, put on
one row of sections, and put duck on
the sections and the honey-board on
top of the duck this will keep in the
heat more, and the bees need it.
The account of swarming I keep on
the same page as the honey account.
When a colony swarms, I mark it on
the lower story.
Suppose that a
swarm issues from hive No. 13, on
July 2, and I put it in hive No. 19 I
;

;

Some

Honey

Crop,

F.

WILCOX, (115— 16.")).

of

my

etc.

My

crop for 1884 was 6,500 lbs. of
or about 56 lbs. per colony, spring count, which is about th&

comb honey,

average for this

locality.

am much

interested in the discussions in the Bee Journal.
I
have read it closely for about eight
years.
There is one feature about
I

the

Bee Journal which

renders

it

greatly superior to the agricultural
papers, or papers devotea to other
special pursuits, and that is, its contributions are from men who have a
practical knowledge of what they are
writing about. Of course, opinions
and experiences differ in many things
and always will, but this only stimulates thought and closer observations,
and in the end, benefits the intelligent
reader.

Mauston,

Q

Wis.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

"

The Langstroth Bee-Spaces."
W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

(68—94).

That bees will build brace-combs
between the top-bars of the broodframes and a honey-board placed beespace above them, no one will dispute were it othervi'ise, honey-boards
would be of no use. unless they were
;

made queen-excluding;

but, accordexperience. Dr. Tinker, on
page 10,greatly exaggerates the extent
to which these brace-combs are built.
If the Doctor should visit my apiary, he would see that the broodframes could be removed nearly as
easily as though no brace-combs were
built above them in fact, there is so
little trouble from this source that I

ing to

my

;

honey which was stored never even

a chamber over the work-shop,
froze during the first cold weather so
that the combs of about 1,000 sections
cracked, thus causing them to leak so
as to damage them.
Next season I
shall prepare a store-room over a
kitchen with a chimney through it.
I think that artificial heat is useful
to perfect the curing or ripening of
honey in the fall, and also prevents
in

freezing in winter.
believe that it is a mistake to overstock the honey market in large cities.
Our markets here are governed to a
great extent by Chicago quotations.
I also believe that the honey can be
better stored by bee-keepers until it
is wanted by the trade.
When I was
in Chicago I saw considerable honey
in the hands of commission men,
which was injured by improper storage. It had been placed near the door
(inside or outside) in damp or rainy
weather, until it had absorbed moisture, causing the honey to present a
its

1

dark and sweating appearance which
not only injures the looks but the

thought about it until
reading his article. I do not have
of an inch, it
the bee-space Js "or
is 5-16, and there is no trouble in
The
keeping it exactly that size.
Doctor mentions the " changes liable
place
in
the
material."
IIow
to take
much "change" will take place in a
painted piece of pine less than 94: ot
an inch in width V Not much.
He speaks of the great amount of
time needed to cut and clean away
But we do not
these brace-combs.
cut them away what would be the
use y The bees would build more.
There is another thing which we do
not do, and that is, open the hives
and pull out the brood-frames every
time we go into the apiary. When it
is time to put on boxes, a honey-board
is put on, and then the boxes, and it
makes no difference how many times
the boxes are taken off and changed
about, the honey-board is on to stay,
and usually is not disturbed until the
end of the season. This idea of pulling the brood apartment to pieces
every few days is perfect nonsense.
What is the use of it V
lie also speaks of the many bits of
comb that have to be cut away in

%

;

quality of the honey.
The marketing of honey is by far
the most important branch of the
business just now and unless we can tiering- up section-cases. When the
increase the consumption of honey by bee-spaces are not more than 5-16 of
keeping the small towns supplied an inch wide, there is no building of
with good honey, or by Some other brace-combs, as a two-years' experimeans, we shall soon be mired in our ence with hundreds of cases in my.
own delicious productions, and wish yard abundantly proves.
ourselves established in some other
That the black bees will enter the
sections more readily, I do not disbusiness.
;
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pute but hundreds of instances have
proved tliat Italians will store just
as much honey in sections above a
honey- board as though the honeyboard were not there.
In this locality bees do not propolize
smooth surfaces unless they are in
contact, and other similar localities
are quite
numerous; hence, the
nearer sections can be aerially suspended the less they are proplized.
When one tier of sections comes in
contact with another tier, the lines of
contact are increased.
;

At

last
solid facts

;

my home bee- play to his natural genius for labor.
vard. I think that by breeding the So we affirm that if the business does
best behaved ones every year, that in not pay. the bee-keei)er does not suchve years I can have Cyprians as gen- ceed. The ardor of the most enthutle as the Italians.
Our prospects are siastic beginner will soon abate, ungood for a big honey crop this year, as less he hears the chink of the ducats
the ground is a green mass of young in the tiller.
horse-mint.
Whether one colony or a thousand
I never saw a better
stand of it. I live 200 miles north of be kept, each one must be made to
Austin.
pay a fair rate of interest on the innone but Cyprians in

Dresden, (5 Texas, Jan.

20, 1885.

Homestead.

we are getting down to Elements
we know, now, how con-

of Success in the Apiary.

EUGENE SECOR.
tinuous-passage-way cases are manipulated it is with the aid of wedges,
Success, in any undertaking, does
chisels, brush-brooms, lots of peeping between the cases, and " some not always depend on brains. If it
were so, only those who possessed the
practice."
He says that it takes about 2 min- power of mind to master difficult
utes to put an additional case upon problems at a glance, would ever suchis hive. It takes us about 10 sec- ceed, while those with only mediocre
onds to perform the same operation talents must always lag behind, if not
with tlie Heddon case, and we have ignominiously fail.
no use for wedges, nor brush-brooms;
Many suppose that success and
there is no peeping between cases, brains are synonymous terms. On
and no bees killed.
the contrary, the persistent toiler
Rogersville, c5 Mich.
whose vocabulary does not contain
the word fail, will often out-strip, in
the race of life, the brilliant, brainy
For the American Bee Journal.
young man who expects to jump to
The Weather and Bees in Texas. the forefront at a bound. Brains is
a good thing to have, nevertheless, no
one is hardly ever overstocked with
20—B. F. CARROLL, (-50-115),
it
but the will is the motive power
We are having some winter " down which drives the engine successfully.
South " now. The mercury reached
Successful bee-keeping, like a great
n° Fahr. on Jan. 1.5, and the ground many other things, depends not so
has been covered with snow ever much upon the supposed innate abilsince. A o-inch fall of snow occurred ity, theoretical education, or on the
last night.
Our bees freeze badly capital brought into the business, as
during these cold spells, for occa- upon that quality of mind which is
sionally the mercury will go up to .560, never weary of going into details of a
and even 65'^ Fahr., and the bees be- subject, nor discouraged by slow adgin to clear out the dead and to clean vancement. In this respect it is like
up, when all at once the wind changes many another avocation. The merto the north and the thermometer chant who cares more to gratify his
falls in a few hours to the freezing love of ease, than to follow out the
point, sometimes away below, while daily routine behind the counter or at
the bees are scattered all through the his desk, will hardly be the Stewart
hive, and many bees freeze before of his time. The lawyer, no matter
they can get to the cluster. My bees what his natural abilities may be,
will be very weak when spring opens, who enjoys boon companions and the
on this account. If I were running card table better than the dry details
my apiary for honey alone, I could and persistent work of searching the
not object to my bees being weak legal authorities when he has an imearly in the spring, as it would take portant case in court, will probably
less feed.
I begin to stimulate them never rank
with Rufus Choate or
and get the queens down to real busi- AVm. M. Evarts as an attorney. And
ness by April 15, and by June 1 my the bee-keeper who puts his swarms
hives are all full ot bees, just in time in hollow logs or soap-boxes to avoid
for the horse-mint. This should be the labor, or who allows the moths to deaim of all bee-keepers who desire to stroy them for want of a little attenmake the most from their bees to tion, and " brimstones " them in the
know from what source their surplus fall to get the honey, rather than to
honey comes, and about what time, exert himself bv providing them with
and then work so as to have the liives the proper auxiliaries toward getting
full of bees just at that time; if the the surplus in the handsomest and
weather is all right and the flowers do most marketable shape, will never be
their part, the honey crop is a cer- a Langstroth nor a Quinby in the
tainty.
science, nor a Hetherington in the
After four years of handling the amount of money he will gain through
Cyprian bees, I have concluded that the labors of the " busy bee."
when "Count Kolowrah-Krakovsky,
The prime object in bee-keeping is
Chancellor Cori, Hilbert, Stahala and tomake money. Dollars and cents is
Gravenhorst inscribed upon their the only criterion by which the pracbanners, Cyprian bees everywhere,' " tical Yankee will judge of the merits
they knew what they were doing. I of any business. Any other view of
am satisfied that they are the best it interests only the student in natural
honey-gatlierers in America, but not history, or the amateur who wants to
the gentlest bees, and hence will keep do something to kill time, or to give
;

;

;

'
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vestment.
As before hinted, no lazy person
need ever expect to succeed with bees.
The idea that we can sit idly by and
get rich, while this pattern of industry does all the work, is a delusion
and a snare. No one ever did or ever
will succeed at the business, who
looks upon it as a scheme to make
money without labor. If one looks
upon the labor question as the Irishman did who said that he had nothing
to do but to carry the brick and mortar up four flights of stairs, and there

men enough up

there to do all
very likely that one
The bees are " the men
up stairs to do all the work," but they
must have the "brick and mortar"
brought to them, or, in other words,
everything provided that is necessary
in the way of modern implements.
The apiarist must possess skill and
energy enough to adopt and apply

were

the work, it
will succeed.

is

—

modern methods.

Bee-keeping

is

no

sinecure.
The location of an apiary

is of the
very highest importance. Where no
honey-plants abound, or where the
field is already overstocked, of course
there must be disappointment or failBut simply because a person
ure.
happens to live in a locality luxuriant

and abounding in fragrance,
no reason why he should assume to

in flowers
is

act as custodian of the wealth of the
The tramp who sleeps
honey-bee.
night after night by some hay -stack,
with the starry heavens above him,
and the grand spectacle of the vaulted
canopy continually before his eyes, is
not, therefore, necessarily qualifled
to write a dissertation on astronomy.
Unless the bee-keeper possesses the
other qualiflcations needed, all the
aroma from the garden of the gods
will not make bee-keeping pay.

A

little knowledge of the natural
history of the bee is positively necessary. In these days it will not do to
look upon the mother of the colony as
the " king bee," and as simply an
ornament, clothed with regal authority, directing the movements of
Modern investigation
his subjects.
and knowledge should have relegated
to the shadowy past, all such superstitious notions of the box-hive age.
It is desirable, if we wish to compete
with the honey-producers of to-day,
to understand at least a little of the
science. Wlien the 6.50 horse-power
Corliss engine that was to run the
acres of machinery at the World's
Fair was started, it needed only the
hand of a child to pull the lever and,
although the child knew nothing of
the power of mechanism of the ponderous giant, it moved off with the
same quiet precision as if the master
mechanic had held the throttle-valve.
But in directing the movements of
the little apiary, it needs the hand of
;
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dredth part of the honey produced
that could be consumed. When l.oney
every
can be found by the barrel
wholesale grocery, and when farmers
will buy a keg of honey as they now
buy a keg of sorghum, tlien we may
begin to call honey a staple. Instead
of " crying over spilt milk," let us try
to increase the consumption. Let us
work, each of us, as Mr. Muth does
in Cincinnati, and as Mr. Todd does
in Philadelphia let us sell the cheap
Southern honey to the tobacco manuthe liquor dealers, the
facturers,
" Tliere will bakers and the confectioners, and let
honored Langstroth
that good
never be a royal road to profitable us show the people at large
as butter, and
bee-keeping. Like all other branches honey is just as good

the master all the time. They cannot
be trusted to unskilled fingers.
To be successful in this industry,
requires not only a knowledge of tlie
business combined with good judgment, but an interest bordering on
One who thinks bees,
enthusiasm.
talks bees, dreams bees, who never
tires of the study, who anticipates
their wants, who does the right thing
at the right'time, will usually find tlie
employment not only fascinating, but
reasonably remunerative.
I close with a quotation from ttie

m

;

:

'

'

but few together in old colonies, and
then always between combs well
built down. Since I have hived my
bees on but three frames, and use full
sheets of foundation closely fitted
and pressed on wire, I have no trouble

to get every comb built clear down,
in even the bottom row of
By a
very corners.
cells to the
further use of wide-frames, I keep
the brood-chamber adjusted to the

and brood

capacity of the queen— I mean her
present want of space— and never
have any honev stored in the tops of
Uy experience
the frames at all.
proves that Prof. Cook is mistaken in
his opinion that bees always place " a
little " honey in the tops of the frames,
as he is quoted in a late number of
I could have
the Bee Journal.
shown him 200 or 300 frames last season, and say 25 hives, where not a
drop of honey could be found in any

rural economy, it demands care cheaper.
If each country were to follow ttie
and experience and those who are
rather the
conscious of a strong disposition to example of America, or
high duties on
procrastinate and neglect, will do ideas of some, and put
would have to
well to let bees alone, unless they honey, then California
on the United
hope, by their systematic industry, to throw all of her honey
not read frame until September.
reform evil habits whicli are well States markets, and we could
I have used the plan mentioned by
such items as the following:
nigh incurable."
" San Francisco
A vessel with Mr. Key, of fastening both top and
Forest City, 5 Iowa.
about 1,0U0 crates and 300 barrels of bottom of full sheets of foundation
houey sailed for Liverpool this week." in sections, with my whole crop dur-

of

;

:
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Duty on Honey— Over-Production.
CHAS.

DADANT &

For tbe American Bee

JoumaL

SON.
Filling

seems to us that bee-keepers are
becoming unnecessarily frightened at
the announcement of the abolition of
the tariff on Cuban honey. For an
indefinite period of time Cuban honey
has been imported, not only in the
United States, but in all parts of
Europe. Some 20 years ago Cuban
honey was already quoted on American markets at 60 to 85 cents per galthe home product was
lon, while
worth from 12 to 2-5 cents per pound.
America now produces honey in such
It

Frames with Foundation.
W.

31.

WOODWARD.

Much trouble appears to be experienced by some bee-keepers to get
frames and sections built and filled
clear

down

to

the

bottom-bars.

I

have discovered the
cause, and will give a remedy, or
think

that

I

rather a preventive.
Bees are prone to use the bottombars of both sections and frames as a
floor, and leave a bee-space for themselves to travel in. Some three or
four years since, I discovered that
they would build comb down and
attach it to the bottom-bar if it was
turned up edgewise, leaving a wide
opening and a small space closed
beneath by the frame. AVhen I began to use comb foundation, I followed directions and allowed a little
space at the bottom for swelling and
The bees, I found, always
sagging.

that it is quoted in St.
Louis at 5 to 6 cents per pound, or 5")
to O.) cents per gallon and in San
Francisco at 3% to 5 cents per pound,
quantities

;

or 38 to 55 cents per gallon. Can Cuba
beat that
In the course of five years or less
the Panama and Nicaragua canals will
permit California to bring her honey
to New I'ork City for less price than
it is now alleged that Cuban honey
will sell for, free of duty. Are bee- took advantage of this arrangement
keepers then going to put a duty on and left spaces at the sides and botCalifornia honey in New Yorkharbory tom to pass across the combs instead
Do they think that they can prevent of passing across below the bars.
Louisiana and Texas honey from VVhen I began to wire the frames I
being produced in such quantities as also cut the foundation the full size
not to flood the markets as badly as of the frame inside, by laying a frame
upon every sheet and cutting close all
Cuban honey, and at equal prices ?
Nay let honey be as plentiful as it around, but a little under at the top,
mav. the choice honey of the North thus leaving the foundation a little
and Middle States will always bring a wider. I now turn down one row of
price as high as the very best of cells and lay it in the frame upon the
sweets, because it is one of the best wires, and with a stiff, square-ended
of sweets. When the duty is removed knife like a shoemaker's trimming
from Cuban honey, it may cause a knife, I firmly press the wax to the
temporary rush for this article this top-bar. This leaves the bottom a
will only tend to make the home con- loose fit, but less than J^-inch space
sumption more liberal, and our con- below the foundation, and the bees
sumers will soon learn that there is cannot pass through.
It is well also to make the bottomjust as cheap honey in the United
bar narrow, sav }4 or % of an inch
States as in Cuba.
Some bee-keepers write about over- wide. This will sometimes save their
Do they mean to say cutting the foundation away below to
production.
that there is more honey produced get through. The best precaution,
however, is the use of but few frames
than can be consumed V Mistake
There is not one twentieth, not a hun- at first with swarms and I introduce
'?

;

;

!

;

I

ing the past season. With proper
care it will be a success every time.
It should be put on with a fastener
like the Parker foundation fastener,
which fastener should be made as
wide as will work easily in the section, so as to fasten a whole end at
Then keep the foundation as
once.
warm as it can be easily handled,
when it has been cut to fit loosely to
the sides, and about U of an inch
longer than the inside of the section
up and down. To fasten it, place the
bottom of the section on the fastener
and lay the sheet down upon it just
so as to catch enough to fasten as
usual. Now raise the section and
reverse by such a motion as will
cause the sheet to drop and hang
nearly in its place in the section, and
by placing it again in the fastener,
with the lever slightly raised, it will
easily come exactly to the spot to
fasten. See that the lever draws it
just a little, as it is fastened the
last time, and one will soon be able to
do a good job. The main point is to
stretch the foundation straight all
over, and to fasten it when warm,
which will prevent any harmful swell
or sag in it. The bees will immediately fasten the sides, and all is
safe. I have several hundred sections
on hand now, in which the foundation is nicely fastened all around,
although not yet drawn out into
comb.

The plan of organizing a bee-keepers
protective association, as proposed by
Mr. Kendall, would be a grand thing,
in my opinion, if made comprehensive
enough to cover the condition and
marketable shape of honey so as to
secure uniformity of style and price
of our honey, and drive all "mush
honey," etc., out of the market with
adulterations; and also to establish
something like a uniform rate of
profit

by

retailers.

Here, they charge

5 cents per pound profit, while I have
known it, or at least have heard upon
good authority, of its being handled
for 1 cent per pound. I do not know
what is the usual rate, the country
over, but I do know that I can care

—
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for and weigh out lioney for less than
one-tliird of the price that 1 can afford to produce it.

Custer,

(^

ALLEN PRINGLE.

ror tne American Bee Journal.

How
W.

to

Market Honey.

NUTT,

C.

As bee-men

(80—12.5).

in general

seem

to un-

derstand the production of honey
better than the aiarketing of it, perhaps it will not be out of place to
Sive some of my experience in disposing of my crop of honey, which I
Jiave found to be quite a success.
1
have two prices for it. one I call my
wholesale price for 2-5 lbs. or more
the other retail—-for less than 25 lbs.
I discovered the advantage of selling honey in this way two years ago
when I had what seemed to me a
larger quantity of extracted honey
than I cared to dispose of in little

—

dribs.

Then

I

was

selling

honey at

15

per lb., whether 5 or 50 lbs. were
taken. I would generally sell about 5
lbs. to each person, and when he had
used that amount, I would have to

cts.

lbs. more. I changed my
method and began to sell 25 lbs. or
more at ]2>^ cts. per lb., when, lo, the
s-;ene was changed the 5 lb. customer
disappeared almost entirely, and the
25 or 50 lb. customer appeared upon

take him 5

;

the scene. I found much less trouble
in disposing of my honey, and at a
fair price. I now sell it at 10 and 12
cts. a lb., but follow the same method

of disposition, which has proven entirely satisfactory with me.
lady
recently told me "that she wanted lo
lbs. of honey (expecting, of course, to
get it at 10 cts. per lb.); I told her
that if she did not take 25 lbs., it

A

would be 12 cts. a lb., when she said,
"If it is nice honey, bring me 2-5 lbs."
One must have a tirst-class article of
honey and let people know that there
is no difference, as to quality, between
the honey at 10 cents per lb. and that
at 12 cents.

The

secret

Some
want at

is this

:

people will take what they
anyhow, but the greater part
will take as little as they can conveniently get at one time, if there is no
inducement held out for them to take
a quantity. By offering a small inducement they will almost invariably
take the larger amount, they will naturally use it with more freedom, and
will soon be ready tor more.
This method saves trouble in going
around, and I think that, in the end,
one can sell twice the amount of
honey than if it were sold at one price
and letting the customer take as much
or as little as he chooses. Tlie grocerymen here sell for the same price
as I do. I sell to them at my wholesale price, taking an even trade in
goods or 10 per cent, oft for cash. I
put up my honey in quart and halfgallon tin pails for the groceries, the
pails holding -Z^.i and 5 lbs. respectively. I also pui nice labels on them.
I have stopped liquefying the honey for
customers, but have taught them to
use it in its candied form, or liquefy
it themselves.
Otley,
Iowa.

once

O

Bee-Lore Mixed and Muddled.

Ills.

Upon reading in the IJee .Journal.
(page .SOS) Mr. Joshua ISuirs lament
over the oblique philosophy and practical contradictions of our'most modern bee-keeping, I could not repress
what amounted to more than a smile.
The smile, however, was not altogetiier at Mr. Bull's expense, for I
He sees
felt much sympathy for him.
the apiarists, to whom he naturally
looks for guidance, all akimbo in their
practical teachings, and their philosophy " at loose ends," and he cries out
in the fullness of his despair, "Whom
can we believe ?" For " When doctors disagree who can decide V" In
trying to struggle through such a
hopeless maze of contradictions, the
poor novice in bee-keeping is like the
strong man in a morass " The harder
he struggles the deeper he sinks."
But the going through this apiarian
medley of " confusion worse confounded," which we sapient sages of
the quill bring forth from the cranial
repositories of our varied experiences,
is not without its beneficial effect to
the studious and thoughtful beekeeper so soon as he sees the interpretation thereof. AVhen the countryman put his hand into a woodchuck's hole and soon jerked it out
bitten and bleeding, he uttered a
principle as well as a fact when he
held the bleeding finger up exclaiming with glee, "I'm awful glad the
critter bit me, for now I know that
Pleasant knowledge
he is there!"'
came to him through the physical
pain and tribulation. So, finally, will
the fruition of apiarian knowledge
come to ^Ir. Bull through the tribulation of struggling through an apparently hopeless chaos of apicultural
"
literature. It seems all " madness
beginner, but there is a
to the
" method in the madness," and with
the proper key of generalization, order
issues from the chaos.
:
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wintering problem for instance (which
seems to be the greatest difflculty
troubling Mr. B.), one or two essential conditions of successful wintering
may be present in a given case, say
proper food and temperature, and one
or two other conditions little less
essential may be all wrong but if the
bees happen to come tlirough all
right the conditions present are generally all put down as good. Now, if
;

we invert this instance as to the good
and bad conditions a few times, we
will alternately have a whole set of
bad conditions strongly recommended
as good and a whole set of good conditions strongly and authoritatively
condemned as bad. Mr. B. will see
;

the point.

As an

illustration of the

being guided

judgment

in

wisdom

of

mostly by your own
your own special en-

relying too
instead of
this authority or that, I
revert to some personal ex-

vironment,

much upon
might

perience. Many years ago, about the
time of my transition from the old
system of bee-culture to the new, although I had had considerable experience in the old way, upon adopting
the improved methods, I submitted
myself almost wholly to the authorities
the latest and best— and was
guided in wintering, etc., by them.

—

Immediately my ill-fortune set in,
and set in with a vengeance too. I
did well
enough in the summer
manipulations, but used to lose all, or
all my bees in the winter. The
second year, I think, under the new
regime, I lost every colony about 40.
Nothing daunted, I purchased in the
spring and went in again, following
the authoritative wintering wiseacres
more carefully than ever, but lost all

nearly

—

I
was greatly disgusted.
However, after the lapse of a year or
two, I found that I could not live
properly without the hum of the bees
around me, and I again invested.
But this time I dumpe<l all the authorities in a corner, and made up my

again.

mind that henceforth Allen Pringle
would be my own authority in winter-

Bull's first difflculty, ing bees. And so very disgusted had
believe and what to do I become with my ill-fortune and my
amidst such diversity of counsel, the ill authorities, that I never looked
answer may be concisely put in one into a bee-paper or a bee-book for a
After digesting long time, paddling my own canoe
sentence, to-wit
liest I
the hash placed before you as well as through the new system as
failure
may be, follow your own judgment, could. Whatever of "success or
years
with
during
those
of
I
met
let your own judgment guide you ac-

Now.

viz

:

as to

Mr.

Whom to

:

stubborn independence one tiling is
certain, my bees stopped dying oil in
winter. Since that ill-fortune, I have
steadily followed the advice of Allen
Pringle in wintering, and my winter
losses have been small. Not that his
judgment is any better than that of
others, but simply that it is better in
circumstances and enhis special
vironment.
So I would advise Mr. Bull to carefully read what we all have to say
about wintering, as well as other
things, and then follow his own judg" How are we to
ment. He asks
ferent management, and under sys- decide whether it is best to give our
tems diametrically opposed to each bees honey or sugar for winter food,
other, is the flexibility or rather adapt- upward or downward ventilation, to

cording to your own special environment. One reason why you see so
much divergence of opinion and contradictory advice from our leading
bee-keepers, is just this: They are
writing from all points of the compass, and from nearly all degrees of
latitude and longitude, and iience the
climate and circumstances of almost
every winter are different from those
Their experiences,
of the others.
etc., differ with, and because of, their
Another reason for
environments.
this diversity, and for the mysterious
success achieved under vastly dif-

ability of the little insect which is the
subject of all this discussion.
In the
Another reason is this
:

:

place them in a cellar, in a repository,
or to leave them on the summer
This is all easily decided,
stands

V

—
:
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that

is,

for yourself, as thus

:

If

For the American Bee Journal.

you

and your bees in the fall with good N. E. Ohio and N.
honey in the hive capped over, never
take it out on anyljody's advice to
feed sugar in its place ; but if you
find your bees deficient in stores, it
will be perfectly safe to feed them
with svrup made from No. 1 sugar,
provided you do it in time for them to
cap it over. As to the wintering, if
you find yourself with a good cellar,
by all means put all the weaker colonies into it, and leave the strongest
outside, especially any that you may
have in double-walled hives, otherwise you can protect those outside
from severe frost, in the manner
most convenient packed with sawdust, chaff, straw, or something else.
I have kept colonies in single-walled
hives comfortable through the winter outside by simply keeping the
snow shoveled up about them and
over them, with no other protection
than the second story on top filled
and well packed.
with sawdust,
There was, of course, a free space left
over the frames for the bees, and a
porous cloth between that and the
sawdust With regard to the other
point the much-vexed question of

—

W. Pa.

Convention.

The Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers'
Association held its sixth annual
meeting in the Y. M. C. A. rooms at
and 1-5, 1885.
Erie, Pa., on Jan.
The meeting was called to order by
President Twitchel, and the roll-call
was responded to by about twenty of

U

The Secretary's
the old members.
report was read and accepted. Treasurer Phelps not being able to attend
the convention, Mr. J. H. Woodworth,
of West Williamsfield, O., was elected
Treasurer pro tern. Thirty-three beekeepers paid the annual membership
fee.
The first subject presented for
discussion was, " The best method of
increasing colonies."
Mr. U. E. Dodge, of Fredonia, N.
Y., said that he always obtained the
best results, both in honey and increase, by employing natural swarm-

The Secretary said that he extracted the honey from the unfinished
sections, and sent it to the kitchen to
be used in cooking, making vinegar,
etc., and put the combs into the supers for the bees to clean the remaining honey from them, after which he
put them" away to be used the next
spring, and it is surprising to see how
quickly the bees will fill these combs
with nice honey from fruit bloom.
Mr. B. F. Jenkins, of Willoughby^
O., objected to the use of these combs,
saying that they did not look as white,
when filled and capped, as newly built
He said that he cuts the
combs.
honey out of the sections and sells it
in bulk to his neighbors at a low
price ; and leaves a wedge-shaped
piece of comb adhering to the top-bar
of the section, and being the same
length. These sections he replaced
in the supers in the spring, and he
thinks that his bees fill them nearly
as readily as though the whole combs
had been
" Is

ing.

left in.

advisable

it

to

destroy old

Mr. D. Videto, of North East, Pa., queens and replace them with young
said that only a very few bee-keepers ones V"
desired increase but for such as do
J. McGonnell, of Waterford, Pa.,
want more bees, he would recommend thought that it was better not to alupward or downward ventilation, or the following plan, as it had proved low a queen to become over three
Hive the first years old. In his apiary he always
both each proposition is true or successful with him
at that age, and
false, depending upon the circum- swarms that issue, and divide the supersedes them
stances. This may seem very para- parent colonies into 2-trame nuclei thinks that it pays to do so.
doxical, but it is true all the same. (each having at least one good queenMr. A. S. Peck, AV^attsburg, Pa.,
Under ordinary circumstances, how- cell) till you get the number required, said that he thought that the beesparent
colothemselves were the best judges of
ever, I think there should be upward then divide all remaining
ventilation to allow the moisture to nies which cast swarms, by adding when it was necessary to supersede
all
destroy
(being
sure
to
the
frames
and that they would
escape that way, especially in cellar
their queen
wintering; but it is enually true that queen- cells on these frames), one at a always attend to that business when
until
they
are
all
the
nuclei,
time,
to
it was necessary.
a strong colony of bees with other
conditions favorable, will winter well built up into strong colonies, each of
Mr. M. E. Mason, Andover, Ohio,
much
have
laying
queen
which
will
a
the
top.
sealed
at
hermetically
said that he thought that the old
Purthermore the principle is the same earlier than if all were left to rear queens often died In the winter, leavin both cases, as will be seen if the queens for themselves after having ing the colony without the means of
cast a swarm.
rationale is understood.
rearing another, and that this condi" How to prevent swarming where tion was not discovered in the springAs to Mr. Bull's other difiiculty
until it is too late to save the colony.
It is certain that Xature abounds increase is not desired ';"'
Mr. Videto remarked that the best
in monstrosities and imperfections,
Mr. C. A. Camp, of Painesville, O.,
and tliat we are continually improv- said that he had been fairly success- way to have good queens is, when
ing upon her works and methods. ful by removing the queen just before doubling up in the fall, to save the
And even the instinct of the bees, a colony was ready to swarm, and let best queens and destroy the poor ones.
which Mr. 15. imagines so perfect and them rear a young queen which would By pursuing this plan tor a few years,
unerring is, in fact, by no means so, hardly ever leave with a swarm.
any one can make a wonderful imin his bees.
which he might have observed if he
Mr. Videto said that he had tried provement
'•
AVhich is the better to- hold sechas long handled them. Mr. Ileddon all the plans and methods that he had
our
suthat
frames or cases ?"
quite
right
in
saying
wide
is
ever read or heard of, and had never tions,
perior reason must come in and guide found one yet that was successful
Mr. M. E. Mason said that he was
the bees' imperfect instinct. Allow when running the apiary for comb well aware that the wide frames, as
me to give liere one instance of im- honey. He can suppress swarming to made at present, are not perfect but
perfect instinct out of many I have a certain extent by tiering up to three he has not seen any device yet that
noticed
Last spring a rather weak stories and running the apiary for ex- suits him better, lie thinks that the
colony of bees, with a queen some- tracted honey, and he would get just Heddon case comes the nearest to
what advanced in age, and failing in about enough increase to make up for being what he desires, and thinks that
constructed so as to be used
fertility, commenced to supersede the
loss in winter, thus keeping his num- if it was
that he would adopt
mother long before the proper time
ber of bees good. If comb honey is with separators,
before the snow was off, and five or what he desires, he lets his bees it but he does not want any arrangesix weeks before any drones appeared. swarm, ^d then in the fall he doubles ment whicli will not admit of the use
When I found them out, the queen- the colonies back to the number he of separators. Mr. Dodge's ideas coincells were
capped over, no drone- wishes to winter.
cided with those of Mr. Mason.
brood or eggs in the hive, and the
" Is it advisable to use comb founMr. U. E. Dodge said that the more
queen was "in the dumps" in the room he can give his bees, the less dation in sections V"
corner. Now, even Mr. 15. must ad- swarming there would be; but as this
Pres. Twitchel, of Andover, O., said
mit that this premature movement can be done only when running for that he knew of no other way to get
was a great mistake on the part of extracted honey, and as there is com- sections perfectly filled except by
those foolish bees, for their queen, paratively little demand for that kind using full sheets of foundation.
although failing, was laying mod- of honey in this vicinity, he produces
Mr. McGonnell thought that the less
erately—enough to keep them up till comb honey and lets the bees swarm. we use, and get straight combs, the
the proper time came for superseding.
" What shall be done with the sec- better.
As they were going, guided by their tions which are but partly filled or
Mr. Videto advised the use of small
they
undoubtedly
instinct,
would
capped, when taking off honey in the starters for if full sheets were used
have perished.
as thin as he would want them, the
fall V"

—
—

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

Selby, Out.

;
;
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bees would be very likely to cut them I also find that the Cyprian bees are
out, and then it would be worse than as far ahead of the Italians as the
latter are ahead of the blacks. I
if none had been used.
Ties. Tvvilchel said that he and a think that I hear Mr. Doolittle say,
1.
friend liad, that morning, made a " In what way y" In these ways
tour tlirougli the honey markets of They are more beautiful. 2. They are
which
the
ItalErie, and they found but very little of proof against robbers,
the honey where full sheets of founda- ians are not. I find this by far the
tion was not used, that was even fairly, worst trait that the Italians possess.
and none perfectly, filled and such Ttiey will not defend their hives
was being offered at 1 or 2 cents less against robbers.
o. They are more active and swifter
than that which was well filled, and
on the wing than other races, conwas dull at that.
S. B. Wlieeler, Union City, Pa., has sequently they will fly farther in the
the best success by using full sheets same length of time in search of
of foundation. He said that the man stores than other bees will. They
who gets the best price for his lioney will work in dry, sultry weather while
They are more
is the one who has the most perfect the others are idle.
sections and that result is best ob- hardy, and they will stand the sudden
tained by the use of full sheets of changes of our Texan climate better
thin foundation made from very light than other races. Such has been my
wax. lie would have it made witti a experience with them so far. They
thin and even septum, and high side- build the straightest combs and ca,p
walls. He said ttiat he had handled the honey the nicest of any bees that
large quantities of honey, and always I have ever kept. They are very Uttle
had received I or 2 cents more for per- if any crosser than Italians, when
fectly filled sections than for those they are properly handled, and not
which were not so well filled.
nearly so cross "as the hybrids, esStatistics
obtained from 30 bee- pecially a cross between the Italian
keepers showed that 1,400 colonies and the black bees. I will admit that
had been placed in winter quarters in it requires some knowledge of the
the fall of 1888, of which 237 died in Cyprian bees before they can be manthe winter or spring, thus leaving aged properly. They should not be
1,163 with which to begin the season jarred, smoked or roughly handled in
of 1884.
These were increased to any way. If they are smoked at all,
1,5.54, and they gathered 23,985 pounds it should be very little.
of comb honey, and 10,870 pounds of
I have 4 colonies of Cyprians, 4 of
extracted.
Italians, and the rest are blacks and
There was a good exhibit of apia- hybrids, making 16 colonies in all,
rian supplies, most of which were of which have wintered well up to this
good quality. The usual variety of date.
hives, smokers, sections, comb founCross Timbers, 5 Tex., Jan. 17, 1885.
dation, reversible frames, etc., was
:

;

;

exhibited.
The following officers were elected
President, M. E. Mason, Andover,0.

:

Vice-President, I). Videto. North
East, Pa.
Secretary, C. H. Coon,
O.
Treasurer, J. H,
Woodworth, West Williamsfield, O.
Executive Committee, Geo. Spitler,
Mosiertown, Pa., D. H. Le Fever,
Hayfield, Pa., J. McGonnell, Waterford, Pa. The next convention will
be held in Meadville, Pa., in January, 1886, due notice of which will
be given in the Bee Journal.
;

New Lyme,

P. F.

;

TwiTCHEL,

C. H.
Pres.

Coon,

Sec.

terested are cordially

invited to attend,
tlie meeting as profitable as
All implements of the apiary
sent to the Secretary will be exh.ibited at
the meeting, and will be disposed of or
returned as the owner directs.
possible.

Cyprian and Italian Bees.

ijiA
L. B.

The International Congress.
The Convention

will assemble at 10
m. in the Lecture Hall on the Exposition Grounds. Among the subjects which will be considered during
the sessions of tlie Convention will be
reports of the honey resources and
production of America and Europe
preparation of lioney for market;
transportation; lower rates of freight;
marketing the advantages of the use
of comb foundation
sections, the
best size and the best way to use
a.

;

;

;

them the

best race of bees for America prevention of swarming
fertilization of
queens; bee-pasturage;
bee-keeping as a pursuit ; besides the
discussion of other questions of interest that will be propounded. Essays
to elicit discussion are expected from
some of the most prominent bee-keepers of Europe and America.
Bees and bee-keepers' supplies for
exhibition must be sent with all
freight prepaid, and directed to Maj.
E. A. Burke, Director General of the
Exposition, for Department of Agriculture, New Orleans, La. The Board
of Management of the Exposition has
established a Department of Information and Accommodation, at Nos. 164
Gravier and 15 Union streets, for the
purpose of furnishing visitors with
information as to suitable board and
lodging houses, or furnished rooms
with directions how to reach them.
For such service no charge is made.
Bee-keepers, on arrival in the city,
are advised to go at once to the odice
of this department and make the best
arrangements that they can for quarters, and if they will leave their cards
and address at "the same place, their
friends will know where to look for
Convention Notices.
them. The most of the visitors to
the Exposition find it best and cheapIS" The Eastern New York Bee-Keepest to rent rooms and take their meals
ers' Association will hold its annual conrestaurants.
Furnished rooms
vention at Albany, N. Y., in Horticultural at
Hall, on Wedne.sday and Tliursday, Feb. will cost from 75 cents to SI for each
IS and 111, 188.5. Tlu'ee sessions will be person, per day, and board and lodglield each day.
The first session begin- ing about double these rates. We are
ning at 10 a. in., on Feb. 18.
assured that the hotels have not adSolomon Vkooman, Pres.
vanced their rates, which are $2 to $3,
according to location of rooms, etc.
im" The second annual meeting of the
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Aug-nsta, Ga.
Seneca Connty Bee-Keepers' Association
Dr. N. P. Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
will be held in the Engine House at Ovid,
W. Williamson, Lc.xinjjton, Ky.
Dr. O. M. BlantoM. firccinillp. Miss.
N. Y., on Feb. 11, 188.5, at 9 a. m. All in-

and make

For the American Bee Journal.
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Wllson,

See.

;

;

;

P. L. Viallon, Ituydu Coiila.

I,a.

Judge W. H. Aniire\vs. .McKiuney, Tex.
W. S. Hart, \cw Siiivrna, Florida.
S. C. Boylst..ii,('liarlcstcin, S. C.
H. C. Austin, Austin's S])ring:s, Tenn.

R. C. Taylor, Wilinin-ton, N. C.
W. Porter, ("liurluttcsville, Va.
S. Valentine, Ha^rerstown, Md.

J.

SMITH.

as" The Ohio bpe-keepers will hold
had 6 colo- their annual convention in the Agricultural
Room of tlie State House at Columnies of bees, in box-hives, and bought
one colony of Italians in a frame gum, bus, Ohio, on Feb. 17, 1.88.5. All subjects
pertaining' tobet'-fulture will be discussed,
in April, thus making me 7 colonies
more especially those ot spring and sum-

In the spring of 1884,

in

1

to

The Northeastern Michigan BeeKeepers' Association will hold its third
annual convention on Feb. 4, 1885, in the
Opera House, atVassar, Mich. No local
society has lietter meetings than the N. E.
Michigan. Reduced Hotel rates may be
mer maiiauenieiit of bees. Eminent secured. President Taylor has visited
speakers will be in attendance. All are New Orleans, and will probably be able to
cordially invited.
give an interesting account of the apiarian
department of the Exposition. Those goC. M. KiNGSBUBY, Sec.
ing on the cars will please write for railxm" The New Jersey and Eastern Bee- road certificates and secure reduced rates.
W. Z. HuTCHLNSON, Sec.
Keepers' Association will hold their next
Rogersville, Mich.
annual convention at Cooper Union, in
New York City, briiiiiriiiig on Wednesday,
For two subscribers for the
March 11, 1885, mikI u, coiitirnie. two days or
more. The coiiiinittei' iiromises a good Weekly Bee Journal (or 8 for the
programme, and extends a cordial invita- Monthly) for one year, we will present

start with. I took only
for my family use, but
increase and as many
stings as any one in this section. The
Italians increased to 6 colonies, all of
which were very large ones.
I have been testing three different
races of bees, this season, the Italians, Cyprians and blacks. I find that
the Italians are far superior to the
black bees, both for honey gathering
and increase. They will store sur- tion to
all

enough honey
I got as

much

plus honey while the blacks are idle.

^"

all.

W.

B.

Treadwell,

Ass't. Sec.

a Pocket Dictionary, and send
mail postpaid.

it

by

:

:

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place of Meeting.

I8S5.

Keb.4.— N.E.Michigan, at Vassar. Mich. Mich.
W. Z. Uutchinson. Sec, Rogersville,
Feb. ll.-SenecaCo.. N. y..atOvid,N. y.
Ira Wilson, Sec, Ovid, N. Y.
Feb. 17.— Ohio State, at Columbus, Ohio.
C. M. Kingsbury, aec, Mt. \ ernon, O.

New

York, at Albany, N. Y,
Solomon Vrooman, Pres., Seward, >. i.
Feb. 24-26.— International, at New Orleans, La.

Mar.

W.

18,

1

1

:

:
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Keb.

:

19.— Eastern

.—New Jersey and Eastern, at N Y. City.
Thomas St., New \ork.
.

B. Treadwell, Sec, 16

April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C. Clark, Sec, Granada, Kans.

May4.— Linwood.
B.

Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

Wis., at

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.

to make the apiarist smile
in the spring wlien he unpacks his l)ees
and finds them lively and happy. But,
alas, how many find it exceedingly hard
to set their faces in sliape when they find
that each locality must have its own rule
to work by. Tlie pollen theory may be
all correct, but it does not bother me half
as mucli as our long, cold winters. What
w^e need ino.st is good judgment to consider the locality in which we are located,

which are sure

that they got during the season, as basswood was nearly a failure. As we had no
fall bloom, the bees did not secure enough
honey to live on, so 1 had to feed .5 barrels
of sugar. My surplus was 2,700 pounds of
honey of the very best quality, nearly all
of it being in one-pound sections. 1 am
wintering 130 colonies in good condition.

^

Chas. Mitchell, Molesworth,
Out., on Jan. 26, 1885, gives his report
summer, feeding them early in the fall it as follows
During the season of 1884, 1 obtained
they need it, packing them early, keeping
the entrances open, disturbing them as 3,000 pounds of honey from 53 colonies,,
little as possible, and ninety-nine times spring count, and about 40 first-swarms
which I sold, thus making me a fair profit
out of one hundred we will succeed.
notwithstanding the poor season.
handling the bees carelullv during the

:

^- A. Reusch, Chariton, ? Iowa,
on Jan. 24, 1885, reports thus

^"

:

On Dec.

put into the cellar
May
30 colonies and one nucleus with a selectJune 1».-Willamelte Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg. tested queen, which, to all appearances,
E. J, Hadley, Sec.
are doing well, and but few bees are
dying, in the fall I ted them back about
Dec. »— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit. Mich.
Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton,
17.5 pounds of honey in frames which 1
saved for that purpose. The bees in
|y In order to have this table complete, Secre- had
county are in a deplorable condition.
this
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
Six different bee-keepers, who had in all
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
159 colonies, have lost 108 for the want of
stores and proper care. 1 have had good
success in wintering my bees in the cellar
having never lost but one colony, and that
16, ISSi, I

starved.

1^ H. A. Goodrich, Massey,0Tex.,
on Jan. 24, 1885, gives the following

Wilson Sherman, Chester Cen-

ter.© Iowa, on Jan.
thus

27, 1885,

reports

The past season has been a very poor
in this locality. I had 4 very strong
colonies of bees in the spring, and I increased them to 11 strong colonies, and
They
captured another large swarm.
gathered enough honey to vcinter on, and
some produced 25 or 30 pounds of surplus.
My 12 colonies were put into winter quarters in splendid condition. I am wintering them in a cellar with the temperature
from 40= to 45° above zero. My bees have
been in the cellar 63 days, and they have
been so quiet that one would not know
that any bees are there, if he could not
see them. Once a day, generally, I see
that every thing is all riiht. I have wintered bees in this way for three winters
without vet losing a colony. The winters
are usually pretty cold here, but we almost
always have an early spring.

one

report
Myself and 13 other bee-keepers of this
Henry Stark, Plier,($ Wis., on county (Hill) began the season of 1884
with 163 colonies, and produced 14,707
Jan. 17, 1885, reports thus
pounds of extracted honey, being an
I began the season with one colony of
about 90 pounds per colony.
bees, and increased it to 3 colonies by average of
this amount of honey was
natural swarming. X sold .610.07 worth of The most of
J. W. Vance, Madison, ? Wis.,
during 13 days,
lumey. Home think that honey has poison gathered from horse-mint
writes the following to Wisconsin
colonies
163
20.
The
8
June
to
from
June
in it.
To-day one of my neighbors, Geo.
to 377. Bees are wintering bee-keepers
Kurtz, ate 1}4 pounds of comb honey in 20 were increased
At a meeting of the local bee-keepers,
well. The weather, so far, has been cold,
minutes.
on Jan. 15, 1885, held in Madison, Wis.,
being 2" above zero.
meetit was decided to make a call for a
W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville,
of bee-keepers on Feb. 6, to organize
1^" S. M. Hicken, Delaware City, 5 aingState Bee-Keepers' Association. Ac6 Mich., writes thus concerning correspondents giving their number of Del., on Jan. 27, 1885, reports as fol- cording to the programme of the farmers .
colonies after their names
lows
meeting to be held Feb. 0, 1885, a paper is
" Forty
The spring of 1884 was very unfavorable to he read on that day, entitled
I wish that all contributors of the Bee
by T.
JocHNAi, would indicate, by numbers for bees, being too wet and cold. I had Years' Experience in Bee-Keeping,"
Wis. After the
after their names, their number of colo- no early swarms, but mv colonies started T. English, of Baraboo,
opportunity
an
paper,
nies and thus give us at least an inkling queen-cells at 3 different times, preparing discussion of the
organize such an associain regard to the extent of their experience. to swarm, but a cold spell would come and will be had to
tion as is contemplated. Hereafter the
I am much pleased to see that the number they would then tear down the queenassociation can be held
who practice this plan is increasing, and I cells. So they did not swarm until about meetings of the
meetings,
hope that the number will increase until the middle of white clover bloom, which in connection with the farmery'
arranged as
spoiled everything for surplus for before and the programme can be so
the practice becomes universal.
for the
they got the brood-chambers lull, the tn'give the bee-keepers one day
discussions. The
short flow of white clover was over, and reading of papers and
1^- Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural there was no more flow until goldenrod Madison bee-keepers consider this a
College,? Mich., on Jan. 26, 1885, bloomed then they crowded the queens, happy juncture for the institution of a
earnest and
writes thus about Texas horse-mint
and would not go into the sections. So my Slate organization, and have of progresfall confident hope that the cause
In reply to Dr. J. K. Baker, page 43, let colonies were not very strong in the
sive bee-culture shall thereby be encourme .say that, as stated in ray " Manual," when 1 put them up for winter yet,Iwith
got aged and promoted. They appeal to the
on page 20.5, the Texas horse-mint is Mon- all the mistakes that I have made,
wide-awake as well as to the indifferent
arda aristata. So we see that it belongs from 14 very weak colonies, spring count,
starters, and plodding apiarists of the State to
to the same genus as does our horse-mints, 300 pounds of comb honey, 100
come to the meeting and aid them in their
M. listulosa and M. punctata but it is a and 200 pounds of extracted honey.
endeavor to build up a strong association.
different species.
They accordingly adopted the following
on
Vt.,
E. J. Smith, xVddison,*o
call
follows
S. B. Brillhart, Kendallville.d Jan. 22, 1885, reports as
We deem this a suitable opportunity to organize
a State Bee- Keepers' Association, in yiew of the
report
Ind., on Jan. 24, 18.S.5, gives his
In the fall of 1883 I put 134 colonies into fact that the farmers' annual meeting will be m
on which occasion
and writes concerning methods and winter quarters and lo.st 3 colonies with session from Feb 3 to 1885.present
who are likethere will be many farmers
theories as follows
bee-diarrhea and 4 by loss of queens. 1 wise engaged in bee-keeping. We. therefore,
in bee75
interested
with
1884
are
of
all
who
season
the
call
for
cnmiiifnced
this
make
The past season has been almost an enThe culture to attend and assist In organizing a State
tire failure with us, so far as surplus good cdlouies and 43 weak ones.
association.
honey was concerned but the bees man- siiriug was good until the last of May; the
'mere are few States in the Union of the same
have as many people enaged to " board themselves" and lay up bees had built up fast, and some colonies age as Wisconsin that and
almost all have their
in bee-keeping,
gaged
the
during
when,
started,
queen-cells
45
colohad
have
stores.
I
enough for winter
It Is needless to speak of the
associations.
State
nies packed with sawdust on the summer last days of the month, it froze hard, and importance of such organizations; the fact that
have organized
stands. The hives are ventilated at the a great deal of brood was chilled. It put in almost every State bee-keepersmeetings
is sutare keeping up their annual
bottom. This has proven a successful the brood back 3 weeks, and the bees had and
their beneBl is acknowledged
that
evidence
aclent
method with me during the past 12 years. to be fed till clover bloomed, which did and appreciated. Railway arrangements have
weeks, ,,een made for the return of members at one-Ufth
A good many methods and theories are not last at its best tor more than 2 weeks
J- \v. \ A^cE, i>ec.
advanced in the Bee Journal, all of when the bees stored about all the honey of the regular fare.
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Notices.

^:|jccial

We
Catalogues for

1885— We

have

re-

ceived the following
A. B. Howe, Council Ilhiflfs, Iowa.
John T. Smith, licllovuo. Mich.
F. N. LaiiK-. limaliod. Wis.— Seeds.
Cole Hrotlicrs.

I'elhi,

one year, and any of the following Books, at tbe
prices quoted In the last column of fltnires. Tbe
flrst column gives the regular price of both. All
Price of tioth. Club
»2 00.

W

E have added to our
SPKi

lAL.

Factouv a
for tho

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AM)
White Poplar Dovetailed CCPTinMC
Also, One and Two-piece OLU lUllOi
IS" All Orders will be filled promptly at the

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2
Apiary Register for loo colonies
3
Dilerzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4
Dzierzon's New Book (paper covers) 3
QuInby'sNew Bee-Keeplng
3
Langstroth's Standard Work
4
Roofs A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3

Alley's (iueen Keartng
Cash premiums we offer.
Monthly can be The Weekly Bee Journal one year

25.

3 00

OO..

2 75

75..

2 60

75..

2 60

25..

3 00

00..

3 00

50.

2 75

60..

3 26

00

3 76

.

25.

3 10

3 00..

2 76

C..

2 75

liOWEST FIGURES,

Send Stamp for Catalog-ue and Samples.
TUe H. F. inOEI.L.Ii:K ITI'l's: Co.
lA26t
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

For Pleasure and Profit. A
New Book of 17'2 pages, profusely

BEESNew

Address the
author at
Concord, Muskingum Co., Ohio.

THE]

gotten up in almost every locality.

we will supply the
Weekly Bee Journal one year, and
$2.75

Wm. Ballantlne.

illustrated, by Rev.
Prices, 50 and 75 cents.

A large club for the
<^ For

LAitfiE

WEHAKXiTIENX

I

—

will

for the

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

American Bee Joarnal

The Weekly Bee Journal

luwa— .Seeds.

send sample copies
free to all who wish them, or desire to
get up Clubs.
Now is the time to

work

supply the

postage prepaid.

Pryal's Nurs^TJes, Oaliland, Calif. Seeds.
Petri- Hen. iiTsnn & Co., 3.5 & :!7 Cortland-st.
N. v.— Sw|nilily Illustrated.— Garden, Field,
and Flower Seeds.

t^ We

will

77

and Gleanings InBee-CulturelA.I. Root)
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J. King).
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.Hlll)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke)

3

3 00.

2 75

2 60..

2 35

3 00.. 2 75

VICTOR HIVE

3 00.
90
Dzierzon's Rational Bee-KeeDing, in
6 50.
6 00 is operated upon a new principle by which the
paper covers or the Monthly Bee The 6 above-named papers
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
Journal and the book for $1.25. Or,
frames continuous passages being effected in a
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
bound in cloth, with Weekly, $3.00;
OSS West Madison Street.. Chlcnffo. III.
with the Monthly, $1.50.
!
It may be arranged for any form of the Lang2

. .

;

;

Manner

Practical

IS^ The

1^

third annual convention of the East-

ptroth

Frame; has been

fairly tested,

and

is

the

Iowa and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' As- Best Ul ve made for Comb Honey. May be used
Our rates for two or more ern
sociation will meet at Moore's Hall, Davenport,
Extracting. Send for my 24-page Catalogue
copies of the book," Bees and Honey," Iowa, on Feb, ]M, cuniniencinK at in a. tn., and for
and Price List. Address
two days. Bee-keepers' headquarters will
may be found on the Book List on lasting
be at the Newcumb House, where rates have been
DR. G. L. TINKER.
the second page of this paper. Also reduced to tl.5<t per day. Honey, beeswax, or
lAtf
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.
supplies for exhibition should be sent to
wholesale rates on all books where apiarian
I. Hall, whti will take charge of them. »t the depot
they are purchased " to sell again." or express office, and return the same as owner
may direct. It is expected thai this will be the

^F

To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Farmer's

largest and most interesting meeting ever held in
the Siate. EverTbody invited to attend.
I. V. McCagg, Pres.
Wm. Goos, Sec.

REVERSIBLE FRAMES.

15c.
one or two-cent stamps)
SEND
and get by return mail the neatest, cheap(in

and most practical arrangement extant
1^" The Willamette Valley Beefor reversible frames. They are adapted to
Advocate of London, Ont., and the Keepers' Association
will hold its any frame or hi\-e.
Monthly Bee Journal for one year second meeting at La Fayette,
Oreat $1.25 for the two.
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
lAtf
WENHAM, MASS.
1SS5.
All who are interested are inin presents gix^en atvay.
Do not forget to send for a vited to attend. E. J. Hadley, Sec,
Send us 5 cents postage,
Binder in which to tile your Journal
and^y mail you will get
free a package of goods
and thus liave the full benefit of it
ORLEANS EXPOSITION.
of large value, that will
during the whole year.
start you in work that
VISITORS to tho Exposition should write will at once bring ynu in money
faster than anyest

^"

NEW

)y y y

to the

1^ The long winter evenings will
be well occupied by reading bee hterature.
When renewing your subscription, it wUl be well to get some good
bee- books. See our list of books on
the second page and select what you
need.

of the Illinois Exhibitors' Association, No. 115 Customhouse St.,
New Orleans, La., for a g-uide and instructions about rooms, board, etc., as it will save
them money. Enclose postage stamps for
return answer, and state how many rooms
are wanted.
S(.'C'rettiiy

thing else in America. All about the $2i (i.ooo in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for ws at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.
SlAly
Portland. Maine.

ATTENTION, BEE-KEEPERS

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL As have sreatly increased mv
for the Iflaniirartiire
.iri.VKIAlV
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISES.
I

faeilities

ol"

^"

Every subscriber is kindly invited to obtain a new subscriber to
send with his renewal. Please notice
the premiums offered for clubs, on
another page.

The British Bee Jotr.n-ai, is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per nnnum, and
contains the best practical information for the
time being, showing what to tiu, and when and
how to do It. Kev. U.K. PEEL.. F.dltor.

MONTHLY,

LONDON. ENGLAND.

The
for

Apiary Register— New Edition.
All

Bee Journal and our Weekly
with our Monthly, S'J.OO a year.

to send tor
Free to all.

$.'1.-^0:

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a ''PHE above company has been Incorporated
X under the laws of the State of Ohio, with a
copy and commence to use it. The Capital Stock of *;«),(M)o, with A, M. Beers, W. R.
Shields, A. E. Munn, K. L. Shoemaker, and S. F.
prices will hereafter be as follows
Tiramons as incorporators. The stock of said

.5A3t

colonies (120 pages)

" 200 colonies (420 pages)

The

$1 00
1 2.5

company will be divided into
shares of 2U
dollars each. Books will be open for subscription
to the above stock, on Monday, h'eb. '23, 1885, at
Ten per cent, of stock
01u<.>.
Bubscfibed payable at time of subscription twenty
per cent, payable monthly thereafter, provided
that all stock must be paid in full by September
15, 1x85.
Pnivlded, further, thitt full payment of
stock subscribed may be made at any time before
due.
Remittance for stock duly acknowledged
and certlticate of same issued when paid in full.

1

50

ALFRED

NEWMAN,

H.

923 West Madison

St..

CHICAGO,

Vandervort Fouiidatioii

ILL.

Mill.

e Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

New Comeratown,

makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by

A1.FRED H. NE-WMAIV.

;

larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are there- Remit by Express, N. \*. Exchantre, Registered
Ijeller, or V. O. M(tney Order. Address all comfore the most desirable ones.
munications to the abOTe Company.

Priee List-

BEESWAX.

l.rifXi

" 100 colonies (220 pages)

advantage

I pay S5c. per pound deltrered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

:

For 50

It will he to your
in,v llliiNtrated

Cash paid lor Beesivax.
A. B. hoave:,
COUNCIL liLUFFS, IOWA.

British

The Bee-Keepers' Supply Company,
Of IVow C'onierstoAvii, Oliio.

who

SlJPPl,IKS.

9«3

West MadlBon

Street.

CHICAGO.

ll^U.

ELECTROTYPES
Engravings used
26 cents per square

than

50C.

0S5

in

the Bee Journal for sale at

inch—

cut sold for less
XaOMASnoG.single
NE^VMAN,
West Madison
Street

Chlcavo»

111.

!
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

I

SECTIONS. WE
Our

EEAD

THIS.

in regard to the
Infringement suit on the Ono-Piece Section,
time.
this
^ „
n-e deem necessary at
^
commeuced suit ag-ainst A. I. Root, in

A

word of explanation

.

I

States Circuit Courtj tor the
Northern district of Ohio; Stanley Matthews
was
Bresiding-. He decided that the patent
void for want of novelty. I have taken an
Court
Supreme
appeal to the United States
at Washington, which will decide the case,
and its decision will be final If it goes
against me I will submit, but if decided in
inniy favor, I shall expect all who have
fringed will pay me damages from date of

specialty

QUEENS
be

•

8.

COMB

QUEENS

for

tiie

IN

A SON,

my

.sctf

PAUI,

THE SOUTH

I

AND SUPPLIES FOR 1885.
you need Early Queens and Bees
IFbred
lor business and beauty, nuclei
or full colonies sections and hives of best
workmanship Dunliani or Vandervort
ConibF-oundatlon, send for my catalogue

CO.,
1884.

Bee Hives
AND

;

;

for 1885.

J. P.

H-

BROWN,

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

The Oldest and Largest establishmrnt in the United
States making a Specialty of Mail Orders.

lOB

^^4''^^rx..

PRINTING,

J
'•

Letter Heads. Hill Heads. Envelopes and
Business Cards, 35 cents per 100, .500
for fl.50. All kinds of Job Printing neatly
Send stamp for samples. Our
executed.
paper. Boys and CJlrls, -250. a year. Send
R. M. RlIL,ISON,
Copy.
Sample
tor

FLUSHING, MICH.

2C3t

THE POULTRY

RAISER,

''S.tiTo:"u.'' Only 2.1 cents per year, for 12 numbers of 16
pages each. tRio.oo in gold free. Send 2c. stamp
-^'"
for sample copy.

SECTIONS.
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY
The Largest Maiiiifactnrer of Bee Hives

package.

Address

THE KURAL. HOME,

Philadelphia, Pa.

3j)4t

MISSOURI.

ONI.Y MANUFACTURERS IN
THE
MISSOURI, of Apiarian Implements.

Send for Circular and Price List of our Hive

with the Reversible Surplus-arrangemeitt
Also Smokers,
for comb honey.
F'oundation, Italian Queens, ete.

Comb

KENNEDY
Box

P. O.

Sections, etc., in the

Our

now

is

OF WOODS

World

send vou awatchorachaln
JlAILOKEXI'KESS, C.O.U..tobO
iiniied before paying any money
ii not sati.sfactory, returned at
lOur expense. We manufacture all
our wjitches and save you 30 per
'cent. Catalogue of 250 styles free.
Evi.rv \V;itih AV:inantt=fi. Address

ai;ain as Hrst

S Parks.
W^rite for

don't

my new Prloe-liist (or

you aro

If

in

any way interested

will

Reduced

WIS,
in

LYNDON,

Whitosides

RFF
Wm r r
#H

1864.)

Muth's Honey Extractor,

-SUPPLIES.

furnish everything needed
in the Apiary, ot practical construction, and at the lowest price.
on a
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your "drtrf
Illustrated
Postal card, and we will send you our
E.
Cat^aloguetree.

Mi

dress written plainly, to
A.
Ctf

We

f
«-KRTCH^IEK^^

I.

O.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF

A.M)
One-Piece Sections, Foundation, Smokers, &c
Send for Circular. Smith A lioodcll.
48Ctf

Bee-Hives and Supplies.

WE HAVE
made;

remodeled our machinery andean
orders on short notice. If wanted Odd
send order now. before the rush
\\ e give
comes. We have a large i-tock on hands. per
cent,
4 per cent, discount till Jan. I.'), and J
free.
List
Price
discount till Feb. 1.
fill

ROCK FALLS,

B. a. MI1.I.EK
lD6t

NAPPANEB,

.fc

CO.

Blkhart Co,

.

Ind.

,

BEE-HIVES

ILL.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

C. F.
Apply to
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

lysend

IOC. for Practical

etc.

MUTH,

CINCINSf ATI, O.

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

FOR BEE-HIVES

Slzea

BOOT, Medina.

C0->

i:i,H, P-i.

111.

with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culture,

improvements in Hlven, Honev Kxti-actorw, Comn
Foundation, Section Honey Boxen, all books
and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothinn Patented. Simply send your ad-

1

piTT.sia
Co.,

Brnil-MoDthlv Oleanlnit"

with a clfscrlptivcpri<-e-listol the latest

'

STAMARD AMERICAN WATCH

HUBLBERT,

1885.

BEES OR HONEY
We

J. J,

(ESTABLISHED

WATERTOWN,

Friends,

send for Catalogue of
lor 1885.
„„„.„

fail to

placed on the market by

49Ctf

III

il

DECIDEn.-The Courts have decided the Pat- Prices
ent on the One-Piece Section to be miH and vmd
manufacturing
for want of novelty. We are now
2Ctf
bewis
them

HIGGINSVILLE,
Lafayette Co., Mo.

-

!

DAII.T1.

LEAHV,

V.'f will

YOU WANT SUPPLIES,

IF

CAB-t>0.4D SECTIONS, COMB FOUNDATION, &c.,

a

11.

A:

6C2t

!

capacity

50

cent* for one year's
subscription to the Rural Home, and 7 cts. to
send the
hell) pay postage, packing, etc.. we will
seeds named
Ten Packet" of choice Vegetable
below free. We make this offer to induce you to
become a regular subscriber to the Kurul Home,
grown
and to test the value of our seeds (specially
for our use:. Following are the seeds we offer:
Beet,
Blnoii
runup
Imp.
Cabbage.
Orheart
Early
Lii'ifi'i^l"n'^ Perfectinn Tnmato.Neiv Italian Onion:
Kaiiii'wiiitr Tnrnip. Early ilrmtana Sugar Corn,
K( ic I'i-rurtual Lettuce. Premium Oreen Pea. Valvaraiso Squash, iiftn. Imp. Large Sugar Parsnip.
VVe want every farmer and gnrdner in the U. S.
to give these seeds an honest and fair trial, ihey
are warranted to be of the very best quality, true
to name, fresh and pure and of the growth ol
J 884. Full directions for cultivating on erery

To any person sendinK us

Goula, La.

EARLY QUEENS,

Address
5A21t

•WORTH OF TESTED

$1

Illustrated Catalogue,

VIAI-I.ON, Bayou

I,.

C0LER,\1NE,
Wm. W. Cary & Son.

Successor to

manufacture of

Vueens and Bees from

g3f"Send for

SALE.

WM. W. CAKV, Jr.MASS.

Address

BEE-K.EEPEKS' 8UPP1.IES.
a specialty.
Dunham and Root Foundation
March to November.
Italian

for

Be sure to send for 25th Annual Price List,
before making your purchases for 1885.

HAGEBSTOWN, MARYLAND.

HEADQUARTERS

One-lb. Sections in lots of 500 to 4,000 $5.00
5,000 to 10,000 4.7o
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000 4..10
Ditto
Ditto
25,000 to .50,000 4.2o
Ditto
Ditto
100,000 or more 4.00
Ditto
Ditto
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 30
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantity.
ICtf

VAI-ENTINE

Hive

market. Send for Catalogue of general
APIAKIAN SUPP1.IES. The best white
poplar SECTIONS and pure yellow beesFOUNDATION a specialty.
wax.
Full Colonies, Nuclei Colonies and
in the

3Dtf

BEES,

1,

Summer and Winter

should order them soon, as orders wUI
For Prices, address

filled in rotation.

lC2t

PRICES OF SECTIONS.

Watertown, Wis., Dec.

New

aUEENS and BEES for 1885.
AHE.4_n, and we nnake^a
THE AI-BIjrOS
of them. Thosewho wish forEAKLlt

the patent.
^.
j
Some unprincipled parties are advertising
that the Courts have decided that the patent
This is not the case, as it is before
is void.
the United States Supreme Court at WashWhen that
the present time.
at
ington,
Court gives its opinion it will be final, and
will
he liable
infringing
one
any
does,
until it
for damages, it the United States Supreme
patent.
the
sustains
Court
.

New Shop

Machinery at Work.
now claim the bi-st facilities for f nrnisliing
Supplies in the Siiutlieast. Our Factory will
be equipped with the latest improved machinery,
which will enable us to manufacture Goods' up to
the times," and will furnish all kinds at very reaParties needing Supplies would
sonable prices.
do well to see our prices before buying.

the United

J.FORNCROOK &

SOMETHING NEW!

Bee Hives, Sections, &c. THE Best-Made, handiest and cheapest
combination,
Completed, and our

And a seneral assortment of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies send for circular to
J. E. PUYOK, De.\ter, Iowa.
-,lDtf
for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you /ree. a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in ihe way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought pnssible at any busnot required. You can live at home
Capital
iness
All of
all the time
and work in spare time (inly, or successful
.^cm.ts
sexVs?o?allages. grandly

HILPI

Soth

can furnish just as neat,

that ai wno
*', easily earned every evening,
this unniu V teat the business, we malje
satisfled
To all who are not well
naralleed offer
writing us.
ot
we will send $1 to pay fof the tr.iuble
FnM narticulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Im-

there are made. Send for samiile ami pneos.

Don^t d^lay.

Z. HUTCHINSON,
W.RoKcmvllle,
Mich.,
Genenee
Co.,

wliitc. Kiimotli and
perfect, dovetailed, white implar sirtioiis as

4Dtf

to

want work

:

mense pa%bso"\toly sure

for all

who start at onoe.

Address ^xi.nson^*

™_^^^ ^__,^^

:

!

:

:
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cavities are filled and covered over and judging from their appearance
with a thin sheet of wax, tliey present and past experience all are breeding;
to the inexperienced, the self-same but they will remain unmolested, as I
appearance as tliat taken from the have no apprehension as to damp,
hive.
dirty floors or want.

The

sensational heading which the
paper gave the item is as
• Human
follows:
Ingenuity Endeavoring to do Away witli the Work
of the Bees," and is nothing but a
sensational falsehood throughout. Of
course it will l)e almost useless to
even try to refute it— for while truth
travels on foot, falsehood and misrepresentation " fly " like the light-

International Congress.

New York

iiljOTlHil
PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS
I-'IHTOU

G.

NEWMAN,

AND PhOPRIETOR,

925 WEST MADtSON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, 50 cents.

ILL.

;

Vol. XXI.

February

II,

1885,

No. 6.

ning

!

That " Wiley " lie is the only foundation for the above, and that he tried
to " palm off " as a " scientific pleasantry,"

"Honey" and "Comb"

to Order.

The New York Mail and Express

when

Journal

pressed

by

the

Bee

for the proof for his wild

assertions

We

will repeat

what we have often

is no such thing
erroneous article, which has been ex- on the markets, or elsewhere, as
tensively copied by the newspapers of " manufactured comb honey !" There
"
is no such thing as " artificial comb
America
Comb foundation is
Not only has American enterprise in existence
succeeded in manufacturing a honey- but the " mid-rib " or sheet of wax
comb to save the bees the trouble of upon which the bees build their cells,
furnishing a receptacle for their sweet or draw out the wax into natural
store, but it even threatens to do
Call things by their right
away with the services of the indus- comb
trious little bee by supplying the names.
honey also. More than one variety
If the great newspapers who have
of manufactured honey is at present
copied the article from the Mail and
sold in the market as being the genuine product of the busy little bee. JSxpress, cared one-tenth part as much
Some of it comes in the form of for the truth as they do for a " sensastrained and clarified honey, put up in tion " with which to "sell" their
More of it is supplied in readers
f:lass jars.
as well as their papers, we
he comb in small boxes with glass on
either side, through which it may be might hope they would publish a conseen looking as natural as if it had tradiction of that stupid article but,
been stolen from the hive. Connois- alas, this is an age of " humbugs and
seurs have great difficulty in detecting
the difference between the genuine swindles," and we cannot hope for
and the manufactured article by its justice from them but
appearance only, but nearly any one
"Truth crushed to earth shall rise ag-aiu.
who has used the bona-Jkle treasure
The eternal years of God, are hers."
of the hive to any extent, will note the
Therefore,
let all our readers who
difference in taste. In real honey
there is an agreeable sharp taste as if have influence with their local papers,
millions of little needle points had take this article to them and endeavor
barely touched the tongue and palate.
This is missed in the spurious article, to have it inserted and in that way
which partakes of the flavor of maple counteract as far as possible the lies
syrup.
published by the city dailies on this
The artificial comb used to supply subject.
the place of that made by the bees,
has not been very successful thus far.
(^ correspondent in the London
The bee at once detects the imposition and refuses to store its sweets in Journal of Horticulture of January 22,
the cavities. It gnaws at the parts gives the following account of the
which hold it to the hive until it falls,
and then commences to build its own. conditions of the bees and the season
Tlie reason of this is, that it has been in England
found difficult to find sufficient beesThe present winter so far cannot be
wax to supply the demand, and, con- said to have been severe just enough
sequently, other kinds had to be util- to keep the bees indoors, but not to
ized.
Spermaceti, paraffine, and wax necessitate a large consumption of
obtained from mineral products have food; or so mild as to keep tlie bees in
all met with the same recognition a constant state of activity, which
from the bees. They have, however, leads to the same results. Many of
been successfully used in storing the our bees have already had a good airmanufactured honey, and when the ing, all seemingly are in good health.

recently contained the following very

asserted, that there

!

!

—

;

;

A

—

Mr. Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula,
6 La., writes thus concerning it

my

Judging from

corres|iondence,

I

think that our International BeeKeepers' Congress will be a success,
and we expect a large attendance.
Many bee-keepers were undecided,
fearing over-charges for board, etc
but since they are assured that they
can board for SI. 50 to $2.-50 per day in
respectable quarters, they have made
up their minds to be present. The
benefit that every one will derive, not
only in assisting and taking part in
tlie deliberations of the convention,
but also in visiting one of the largest
and finest Expositions of the world,
will fully repay for the time and expense.
We have had more rain in
the two past months than we have
had for several years in the same
months, but since 3 or 4 days the
weather is again settled, and it looks
more as usual, and we are having
regular sunny spring days. The pluiu
trees are budding, and will be in full
bloom in a few days, and the bees are
,

jubilant.

We

hope that we will have
I have no doubt ot

such weather, and

it, as it is usually so in February, so
that our Northern friends may be delighted with their visit to Louisiana.
We are pleased to hear that the editor of the Bee Journal will honor
us with his presence, and give a helping hand to the success of the Congress. I hope to see the largest congregation of bee-keepers that has ever
been together in the world.

From present indications there will
be a large gathering of bee-keepers at
the New Orleans Congress, from all
the States, and some are expected
from foreign countries.
A correspondent asks how to gain admission
to the Congress. It is to be held in
the " Lecture Hall " on the Exposition grounds, and all bee-keepers are

invited to attend.
The " Hall " may
be easily found, we should think, by
enquiring at the Bureau of Information, or elsewhere.

^-

There

the • Sweet

is

a "

Key "

of

Hope

at

Home

Apiary," at East
Saginaw, Mich. It is a "queen," and
weighs 10 lbs. It arrived on Feb. 2,
and made John Rey very happy.

1^ John Nau, Secretary of the Des
Moines Co., Iowa, Bee-Keepers' Association, lately caught a " queen," and
the pair are

now

whole "moon."
office of

the

living on honey for a
They called at the

Bee Journal on

on their way home.

Feb.

3,

:
;
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may run out. It has also been
asserted tliat the bees will build their
combs straighter when the back end
of the hive is raised a little. If the
front of the hive is lower than the
back, and the brood-frames extend
from front to rear, the sections must
parallel with the
of necessity be
brood-frames. If the hive is level, I
do not know that it makes any difference so far as the amount of honey
secured is concerned, whether the
sections extend crosswise or are parWires
allel with the brood-frames.
are needed before the foundation is
drawn out, very much more than after
the combs are finished, hence, reversible frames will not enable us to dispense with wires when using comb
breath

REPLIES

by Prominent Apiarists.

Sections Parallel with Frames.

Query, No. 11.— Does it make any difference whether the sections run cross^vise of
the brood-frames when using a case on top
for comb honey? In most cases the sections
run parallel with the brood frames if it
;

makes any material

difference, please state

why I can use the sections crosswise to the
best advantag-e on the hive I use. Can we
not dispense with wired frames by using
reversible frames ?— Unlonville. Ont.

foundation."

Dk. G. L. Tinker

replies as fol-

" As
replies thus
honey-board is adjusted to the
brood-fraines, I can use sections running ci'osswise of the brood-frames,
with no disadvantage except that the
hive must always set plumb both
ways and I much prefer to have it
pitch toward the entrance. The use
of reversible frames will not dispense
with the need of wires, for holding
Prof. A. J.Cook remarks as fol- the foundation in place, when being
" With a honey-board and drawn out bv the bees."
lows
double bee-space, I cannot think that
Dr. J. P. H. Brown says " I think
I have tried
it makes any difference.
that it makes no material difference.
sections parallel with brood-frames
In fact I prefer them to run crossand crosswise. Tlie bees work the wise, as this arrangement admits of
same in either case. Convenience easier access by the bees."
should guide us. I think that we
shall still like the wired frames. We
thus prevent all vexation from sagSections Partly Filled with Comb.
ging, warping and dropping of the
foundation."
Query, No. 12.— I have a number of sec"It makes tions partially filled with comb. Should the
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
" It does not matter whether
the sections run crosswise of the
brood-frames or parallel, if a beespace exists between the sections and
Sections should, however,
frames.
run parallel with tlie brood-frames
without a bee-space ; but it is impracticable to place sections or sectioncases directly on the brood-frames."

lows

:

James Heddon

:

my

;

:

:

G. M. DoOLiTTLE answers thus
Divide ttie number of sections filled
with comb by the number of colonies
which are to produce comb honey,
giving each an equal number which
should be placed in the centre, filling
out with new sections. Honey in
sections produced with these combs,
is generally
a little off,' regarding
color and tenderness of comb, but the
honey of itself is as good as any."
"

'

Prof. A. J. Cook replies thus
" Use all with comb if they are to be
had. If the comb is white and nice,
they will be beautiful."

Dr. G. L. Tinker answers as fol' Where separators are used,
lows
I should place the partly filled sections
alternately witli the new ones, but if
no separators are used, I should place
:

the partly filled sections in cases
by themselves. The honey stored in
the old combs will be just as good and
salable as that in the new, if they
have been properly cared for. To
keep dust off from them, pack them
in the section-cases and store them in
a room where there is little dust flyall

To keep them

ing.

wrap them up

perfectly clean,
in wrapping-paper or

If there is any
honey left in the combs, they must be
kept where the mice cannot get at
them."

newspapers.

old

Dr. J. P. H. Brown remarks thus
"I should alternate the partially

:

sections with new ones filled
with comb foundation. If the combs
are white and clean, the honey stored
in them will be just as good."
fllled

:

be entirely filled with them, or partly
no difference wtiich way the sections supers
filled with new sections ?
If the latter,
run to the brood-frames where the what part of the super is the best location
is used, as
I
Langstroth bee-space
have repeatedly proven to my satisWhere a continuous pasfaction.
sage-way is used, necessity compels
lis to place the sections parallel with
I cannot see how
the brood frames.
reversing the frames can help us any
regarding the use of wire in frames
of foundation."
"My
J. E. Pond, Jr., replies thus
impression is that sections will be
entered more readily when they run
parallel with the brood-frames. There
certainly will be less obstruction
when they so run, and this. I .should
suppose, would tend to start the bees
season,
I^Iy experiments, last
up.
with continuous passage-ways, showed
freely
more
used
me that they were
than were the ordinary passages
either into crates or wide frames, and
convinced me that the less obstructions we have to the surplus recepta:

for the sections containing comb V Will the
us good uiid salalile if produced on
if stored on new comb

honey be

those old c(jmbs as

foundation

'i

— Kockford.

James Heddon

111.

Temperature and Hibernation.
Query, No. 13

— At

what temperature

should bees be kept so that they will hibernate
Is it advisable to keep them at such
a temperature that they will hibernate ?—
'i

Woodstock. Ont.

replies thus:

"If

no separators are used, I should fill
the supers with all combs of as near
the same size as possible, keeping
combs and foundation and sections by
themselves. If you put them side by
side, you will be likely to get bad and
Your
bulging sections of honey.
comb honey will, as a rule, look best

new

C. Miller answers thus
quieter bees can be kept the
better somewhere from 3.5° to 55°
to be determined by actual observation in each case."

Dr.

"The

C.

:

—

G. M. Doolittle replies as follows: " Forty-two to 45° is the best
temperature for bees to pass the win-

According td the meaning of
the word 'hibernate,' I do not see
how
it
can
be applied to a colony of
" If the
bees, for the centre bees of a colony
is better
are as lively in winter as in summer.

stored in the sections containing

ter in.

foundation ratlier than combs."

Dr.

comb

Miller says
bright and clean, it
foundation.
Supers

C. C.

:

is

may be Quinby says, on page 284 of his
with them and put on at the
'Mysteries of Bee-Keeping' (1865),
time of the heaviest honey-flow, or when speaking of a colony of bees in
some of them may be put in the cen- winter, those on the outside are sometral part of the supers first put on."
what stiffened with cold, while those
W. Z. HuTcniNSON remarks thus: within are as brisk and lively as in
cles, the more quickly and freely will
" Unless separators are used, the su- summer.' In this as well as in most
they be occupied."
pers sliould be entirely tilled with the other things I find Quinby correct."
Du. C. <'. Miller answers thus: partly filled sections. If early in tlie
•'
W. Z. Hutchinson says: "It is
I prefer sections parallel to brood- season, and separators are used, and
frames because of treer access to sec- it is desirable to get the bees started advisable to keep bees at that degree
temperature at which they are the
ions, and so that the hive can slant in the sections as soon as possible, put of
most quiet, and this degree is not alsomewhat from front to rear."
them in the centre if in the height ways the same."
W. Z. Hutchinson remarks tlius of the season, put them in the outside
••
J. E. Pond, Jr., answers as folIt is desirable that tlie hive should tiers, and the whole case of sections
" I conclude that each colony
be a trifle lower in front, if for no will be finished more nearly at the lows
other reasons than that the rain will same time. If the combs are new must be a law unto itself. I believe
not run into the hive, and that the and white, the honey will be of the it advisable to keep the bees in a
hibernating state, or as nearly so as
condensed moisture from the bees' first quality."
than

filled

'

I

;

:

:

:
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Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
" Bees never hibernate. I think that
45° is the best for cellar-wintering."

For the American Bee Journal.

Hibernation, Bee-Diarrhea,
E.

li.

etc.

SOUTHWICK.

Hibernation is a word which has a
replies thus: "If
going to be twisted to meaning of its own, but that meaning
has no connection with what
quiet, then experience
temperature of about scientists have appropriated it; but
what you wish. If it we must bow to these tyrants in
into that torpid state science, and use the word as they
into which ants, wasps, black and have elected that it should be used.
Bees never hibernate. Coons, porgray squirrels go, then, if such a state
was possible with the bees, which I cupines, bats, and the like, enter into
disbelieve, they woitld require a low a winter sleep (as German scientists
temperature as first claimed by Mr. call it) and remain four or five months
W. F. Clarke; but that, experience without food, and come out all right.
proves, is a cause of uneasiness or But if bees should go into any state
in which they would be without food
physical exertion."
for thirty days, I think that they
H. R. BoARDMAN remarks as fol- would be dead bees, or of no value
" Temperature has nothing to
lows
when they come out of it. Bees go
do with the bees hibernating. It is into a state of " dormant vitality "
instinctive, and always occurs when
produced by chilling, but if they rebees are quietly clustered for any main
long in it, they are sure to die
considerable time in perfect idleness, when they come out of it.
whether in the hive or out of it— at
I have been asked what bees do in
any time of the year— quite early in winter. They cluster
on their combs
fall, even during quite warm weather,
where the honey is the lowest, and
after the honey gathering has ceased
crowd as close together as possible.
and all the brood is hatched in the The bees
inside take a full meal of
hives. The bees go into a dormant
honey and then come outside, the
state of rest and remain in this connext inside do the same, and so on
dition in any temperature varying
until the outside ones are crowded in,
from 60^ above to 40 J below zero, un- warmed
and get their fill, and come
til interrupted by some disturbance
outside in turn to cluster over the
or aroused to activity by the comrest.
They
doing so while
mencement of brood-rearing, which cold weathercontinue
lasts, if they have plenty
occurs in a well regulated bee-house
of honey in the cluster or right above
about Feb. 1. More or less uneasiness it, and if they have
a good, comfortwill prevail from this lime until they
able hive.
have the benefit of warm weather and
In this condition they will stand a
frequent flights.
uniform tempera- long, cold winter. But if some of the
ture is most congenial throughout,
bees, after eating the honey off of the
at least avoiding the disturbance of
bee-bread, eat the bee -bread, it will
sudden changes and a mild tempera- stimulate
them to secrete the food
ture in preserving animal vitality is
that is fed to the young bees, and this
also to be desired. I have best sucthey feed to the queen, which stimuceeded with a temperature of about
lates her to laying, and this is the
4©^ until near J'eb. l,or until there
commencement of our winter troubles.
are evident signs of brood-rearing,
if few bees get to eating pollen,
and then a much higher temperature— But
and most of them move up to where
50O or .55°, or even higher, gives
a bet- there is honey, there will be but little

James IIeddon

hibernating is
mean getting
proves that a
4(P Fahr. is
means going

:

A

;

ter result."

many

t^

i^Wild buckwheat is still in bloom,
the

goldenrod

yielding

honey,

the

Acacia furnishing pollen, and the
blue-gum just pushing out its creamy,
white, cushiony bloom, rich in nectar,
giving employment every shining hour
to the busy bee, and very soon the
willow will furnish the inspiration for
swarming.— CaK/brnza Paper.

if

live

pollen.

Since writing the above I have received No. 3 of the Bee Journal, in
which the foregoing is pronounced
folly.
It is not the farst time that my
opinions have been thus spoken of,
but the facts are the same. I did npt
intend to give any reason in this, for
I considered it an answer to questions;
but I will digress a little.
Food is something that is taken
into the stomach, it is digested and
nourishes the system. Pollen is reported as having been found in the
intestines in so perfect a state that
learned men have decided that they
could tell from what flowers it was
taken.
Does this indicate that it is
digested and assimilated in the system ? The natural excretions of perfectly healthy
bees, when fed on
honey alone, will be in a nearly dry
state, and the greater part of it will
be wax. This was proven by an experiment by Prof. Cook ; although he
drew different conclusions, the proof
is there just the same.
Mr. Hutchinson says that he supposed that a flight was the cure for
bee-diarrhea.
Did it ever enter his
mind that possibly the " square meal "
of honey they got at this time was the
cure V
Concerning query No. 4, I should
say that the bees did not have the
diarrhea, but a kind of summer complaint caused by their flying out in
cool, damp weather. I have noticed
the same thing in the North in the
spring, and many bees die. It is one
form of spring dwindling, and the

On the contrary, if
bees get to eating pollen, there
will be much brood, and the inside
bees, instead of going outside and
crowding the others in to get their
fill of honey, remain inside to secrete
food and nurse the young bees. The
outside bees being in a state of semidormant vitality, cannot get at the
honey, and consequently starve and
drop down or stick to the combs. At
this time, if there comes a warm spell,
the nearly dead bees crawl over the
combs, discharge their feces and die
Fair, warm weather or
remedy is
others, a little better, will fly out and so cold that they cannot fly.
Tlie
die on the ground, and others, still querist asks whether they will come
better, after dropping their feces, through the winter by rearing brood
will be able to get back to the hive. plentifully. No; the more breeding
Those which remain are alile to get the more activity outside, more bees
back to their own feed, and are all die, and the first cold spell will chill
right again and if they have plenty the brood and all will die.
of honey, they may come out quite
Many bee-keepers are deploring the
fair.
low price of honey. I think that they
damage done.

Between the clapboards of his
house, A. Billings, of Le Roy, Minn.,
found ll-i pounds of honey. One piece
of comb was 5 feet 9 inches long and
23 inches wide.
So says the InterOcean of Sunday, January 25, 188-5.

the colony has not enough
on where they can get at
it, or, in other words, covered by the
cluster or directly above it, they will
in the same way consume what they
have and then starve. If the weather
remains so they cannot move until
they are dead, they will show no signs
of diarrhea; but if life is not all gone
when they warm up, they crawl over
the combs and discharge their feces,
and in either case, on pressing the
abdomen, we will find it to contain
the fluid such as is dropped on the
comlts and hive in case of beediarrhea.
I have thought that much honey induced breeding, so I intended to put
in about what they would need until
I could supply them in the spring, but
as bees are so variable in the amount
they consume, in some I have not put
in enough, and in others so much that
I thought it caused breeding, and in
either case the bees would be dead
and frequently show signs of diarrhea.
I think that pollen is never used as
food, but is taken into the stomach to
excite a secretion of bee-feed which
causes the great amount of honey
used when breeding. Bees will secrete
a small amount of this feed without

Again,
honey to

Cossible ; but until it is possible to
ring eeach colony to exactly the same
coHdition, no exact rule of temperature can be given. I have found a
variance of 10° between different colonies with the same external temperature. Keep the bees as nearly quiet
as possible, is the best rule to adopt."

85
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I would like to see
sold at 12J| cents, and
extracted at 9 cents per pound, then

are mistaken.

comb honey

ror the American Bee

JoumaL

Indiana State Convention.

would be bought by the economist,
The Indiana State Bee-Keepers'
and not unfrequently take the place
of butter to the satisfaction and Association was called to order at 1 1'M
health of the children then it would p. m., Jan. 22, with Mrs. C. Robbins,
become a staple article and be sought President, in the chair, about 100
after as butter is now and then sup- members being in attendance.
ply and demand would regulate the
Following the reports of officers,
it

;

;

' But,"' says some, " we cannot
came the President's address " This
produce honey at those prices." Then is the sixth annual meeting of this
go out of the business. There are Society, with all the varying scenes of
some who can and will, and let that life. The past year there has not been
be regulated by the "survival of the one member of the society, to our
fittest.''
The selling of honey is more knowledge, removed by death." Menperjilexing to many than producing it.
tioning her visits to several county
Reversible frames are much talked
society meetings, she continued "Inof now. My first frames were resocieties, representprice.

:

:

have never changed
them. The only benelit 1 have received has been to get the frames
filled out at the bottom as well as the
top, which I consider quite an object.
Wliat I wrote sometime ago about
taxing bees, has hnnight some inversible,

and

I

quiries
I did not intend to carry the
that bees are not property.
idea
There are two classes of property
one absolute, the other qualified.

diana has eleven
ing 1.5 counties of the 92 in the State.
Plenty of work is yet to be done in
the way of bringing the bee-keepers
together, for by organization we hope
to educate the old gum out and the
new appliances in. Statistics for 1884

show 1.31, 1S9 colonies of bees, 1,878,393
pounds of honey, an increase over

the pleasure as well as the profit of
the labor.
A vote of thanks was given the
President for her able address, and,

on motion of Mr. Johnson, it was referred to a committee of 10, that
action might be taken on the recommendations contained therein.

The election of officers resulted in
the choice of Jonas Scholl, of Fayette
county, as President; C. F. Muth,
Cincinnati, Vice-President Frank L.
Dougherty, Secretary; Mrs. E. Stout,
Treasurer the two latter being their
;

;

own

successors.

President Scholl, on taking his seat,
pleasant remarks.
He
thought that we should be thankful
for all favors, though our last crop
was but a partial one. We should not
be discottraged, but take courage and
prepare for others Jo come, for good
crops would come as well as poor ones,
and we should be ready for any emergency.
Prof. H. W. W^iley, National chemist, gave an address entitled " The
Composition of Honey and its Adul-

made some

1883 of .52,613 colonies and 1,080,02.5
povmds of honey. Indiana has an area teration."
acres. The above numAPICULTURE AS A BUSINESS.
Absolute inoperty is that which Is of 21,637,760
ber of colonies of bees would give
owned independent of any qualifica- about
The
first subject on the regular pro164
one colony of bees to each
tions
(pialifieii
is such
as circumThe
acres, placing the question of over- gramme was then taken up.
.stances and situation give the owner
stocking in the far distant future. Secretary did not wish to consider the
the right to it. The law taxes only
While our winter losses have been business as an exclusive one. No
the first-class, consequently bees canheavy, we are very thankful that matter what be the size of the apiary,
not be taxed in any State unless tliat very
foul brood has not as yet the greater amount of the work must
State makes a special law to that ef- the dread
entered our State, though its hovering necessarily be confined to a few short
fect (as some States have concerning
over our borilers should make us months and he was of the opinion
dogs), and then I think that they
doubly
careful of its introduction. that a person who has the energy and
must be tirsi consiilcred as a nni.sance.
push about him to look after an apiA State ordering its supervisors to " When we think of the many fruit ary of any size, would not be willing
take statistics of hees. would no more trees of every kind, also the vast to quietly fold his arms and idle away
make them taxable than the taking of quantities of small fruit blossoms, the balance of the year, but would of
the number of births would make the great number of forest trees that necessity seek some other business to
children taxable. A man is liable for produce nectar, the acres of red, which he might devote the time not
the damage which his bees do, just white and Alsike clover and the given to the bees. He was fully satthe same as lie would be for the dam- countless millions of wild flowers, we isfied, taking one year with another,
age his dog does. If a man drives wonder that the lioney yield is so bees would pay fully as well as any of
along the road by an apiary and the small. The fact leads us to investi- the kindred industries.
bees come out and sting his horse, gate the many causes of failure to
!Mr. Scholl unites farming with beecausing damage, the owner of the secure a large crop, whether for lack
His aim was to make each
bees is liable for the damage but if a of bees or in mismanagement in not keeping.
crops on the f ai m pay as best
man hitches his horse to the fence having our bees ready to gather the of the
he knew from actual
and the bees sting it, the owner of nectar when secreted, or the many he could, and
him equally
;

;

the bees is not liable for damage for
the horse's owner is a trespasser, and
a trespasser cannot claim damages
unless he can show intent on tlie part
of the owner of the property doing
the damage.
Jjast spring I moved to this place all
my farming utensils, teams, stock,
furniture and bees and bee-fixings. 1
find this a good country, a healthy
climate, best of water, and a very
large open field for bees, there being
only a few colonies in this section.
We have some white clover, considerable basswood, and a vast amount of
wild red raspberry which yields a
great deal of honey, and in quality it
is not excelled by basswood or white
clover. A7iy unanchored bee-keeper
would do well to explore this section
before locating permanently.
;

other causes that the several members
of this Society will discuss and decide
I
according to his or her locality.
believe that each year the bees have
been able to board themselves and
produce a small surplus. We have
had but one bountiful harvest since
the organization of this society. Although the bees have failed to store a
large harvest of nectar, the bee-keepers, I am happy to say, have not failed
to store away an amount of knowledge for future use that cannot be
estimated in dollars and cents."

Referring to literature, she thouglit
that the fact of the bee-keepers' .supporting a weekly bee-paper is evidence
of the extent of tlie industry. The
work of Fairs and conventions reaches
the mass that know but little of our literature. Complimenting the efforts of
Shermau,x) Mich.
those who make displays at our Fairs,
she recommended petitioning for the
The Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' privilege of selling honey at the Fairs,
Association willhold its next meeting as a source of educating the people to
on Feb. 24 and 2-5. 188.5, in the Council the uses to which honey could be
Rooms (opposite Burr's Hotel), Cedar applied. She warmly endorsed beeFalls, Iowa.
A. I). Bknnett, Sec.
keeping as suitable for women, for

t^

records that his bees paid

as well or better than any of the other
farm industries. Corn in his locality
was almost a failure last season; 22
acres of wheat yielded him 4.50 bushhis 60 colonies of bees had paid
els
better than these in fact, for 10 years
past, the bees had paid better than
any of his other crops.
;

;

Mr. Hutchinson would not like to
depend on bees alone for a living, but
in connection with other things he
considered that they paid well.
Mr. Kenedy raises poultry in connection with bee-keeping and finds

them

to

work well together.

Mr. T. S. Bull thought that beekeeping paid well f(n- the time and
capital invested. As evidence of the
fact he offered a tabulated statement,
taken directly from his books, covering a period of 10 years, giving' an
annual net profit of $.5.1.5 per colony in
an apiary of 1.50 colonies.
Mr. Anderson raises berries, bees
and poultry, and thinks that they
work well together.
Mrs. Harrison, of Peoria, Ills., living in the city, makes it an imperative

THE
rule that each colony of bees pays its
rent, and they do it. Mrs. II. was
fully satisfied that she could support
herself by keeping bees.
" Should a beginner procure bees in
box hives and transfer them V" was
discussed at some length with opinions about equally divided pro and
con ; and as to the " best race of bees,"
Italians were decidedly the favorites.

Comb

foundation, with all the advantages to be gained by its use, was
pretty thorouglily discussed, which
led to the question, " is wiring necessary or desirable."
Messrs. Muth,
Davis and Gully dil not see any necessity of wiring the frames. Messrs.
Scholi, Reynolds, Learning and the
Secretary were decidedly in favor of
wired frames. Tlie differences in
opinions led to a pretty thorough ventilation of the entire subject in hand
and ended in a call for supper.
The meeting was again cfilled to
order promptly at 7:30 p. m. " BeePasturage," followed next on the programme and Messrs. Davis and Gully,
having paid considerable attention to
this subject, were called on to give
their opinions, which they did at some
length, the subject being one of very
great interest to bee-keepers.
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Mr. addressid llic meeting with a few
well chosen remarks in which he
the honey-producing trees and shrubs favored tlie passage by the I>egislato be numbered by the hiaidreds at ture of very stringent laws against
Leinden Place in the very near future. food adulteration.
The question of " Foul Brood " elicThe Secretary said ' In an address
ited the fact that up to the present before the State Board of Agriculture,
time it had not made its appearance during the fall of IkkO, I advocated
in Indiana, but as it joined us on the the establishment of an apiary at
North and South we must be careful. Purdue University
Prof. Ingersol
Mr. Muth gave his experience with at that time thought it impracticable.
this dreadful scourge, until the meet- Later, I offered to donate bees sufliiing adjourned to U:'M a. lu., .Jan. 28.
cient for tlie enterprise, renewing my
On re-assembling at the morning offer each year. Prof. J. Troop, who
hour. President Scholi called the spe- is here, is willing to take tlie matter
cial committee, to which the recom- in hand, and members of the Society
mendations of the retiring Pi'esident, have expressed a willingness to eonMrs. Bobbins, had been referred, who tribute all the bees necessary. Messrs.
made the following report:
Dougherty, Davis and Gully, Muth,
" Your committee to whom were Scholi, Bull and Learning each doreferred the recommendations con- nated one colony."
tained in the President's address, beg
Following some preliminaries of the
leave to report, first, that being in- Society, the meeting adjourned sine
formed by the Secretary that the die.
F. L. Dougherty, Sec.
actual and necessary expense of this
Jonas Scholl, Pres.
Society is about $7.5 per annum, we
report favorably on the recommendatenfold with but

little

expense.

Pugh and Mr. Douglierty expected

:

;

For the American Bee JoumaL
tion that the membership fee should
be raised to $1.
also report favorCause
of Bee-Diarrhea.
ably on the recommendation that this
Society petition the Legislature for a
W. C. STEDDOM.
small appropriation to enable it to
publish its proceedings and discus"
Mr. Davis said
Our principal sions, and believing such publication
After reading the many letters with
experiment has been with the Simp- would
be vastly beneficial to the peo- regard to wintering bees, and the
son honey-plant or tigwort.
have
articles in support of the different
of our State we therefore recomtwo acres of this plant, which we ple
mend the appointment of acommittee theories as to the cause of bee-diarplanted in hills S^4 i^eet apart and culrhea, and comparing them with my
of three to thus memorialize the Legtivated as corn. " The plants began
own experience, and then summing
islature, and that the delegates present
to bloom about July 1 and lasted
from different parts of tlie State be up the points which do not direptly
until frost.
While in this case we
requested to confer with their respec- conflict, I conclude that when we
secured no surplus honey, we feel
representatives and senators and have so arranged our preparations
amply repaid for the trouble and out- tive
that our bees will not overload themurge such an appropriation.
S.
lay.
had extracted the honey
selves with food just previous to or
Johnson,
C. F. Muth, Committee."
very closely up to the cessation of
during cool or damp weather while
After
discussion
a
lengthy
as
to
the
white clover bloom, and as the season
confined, we need not fear pollen,
turned out very dry we should have aims of the Society, the report of the breeding in confinement, nor bother

We

:

We

—

—

We

had to feed extensively to save our committee was adopted. Following
We are of the opinion that the this came a paper by Prof. S. T. Virbees.
figwort did not produce more than den,of Purdue University, on "The
half of what may be expected of it Sting of the Bee," illustrated with
under favorable circumstances, yet diagrams of the several parts greatly
the bees worked on it from early to enlarged. Mrs. Lucinda Harrison, of
" AV'ork for
late, commencing before it was hardly Peoria, Ills., read a paper,
light and ending only with darkness. Women ;" and Mrs. Noe, president of
It kept the bees breeding until late in
the fall, filling their hives with stores
and putting them in better condition
for winter than they have been for
several seasons past."
Mr. Kenedy had seen the beforementioned patch of Simpson honeyplant, and thought the results very
gratifying. As for himself he did not
have land sufficient to try anything of
the kind; but. instead, he prefers
Alsike clover. lie thought that every
bee-keeper in the land could well
afford to buy one-half bushel of Alsike
clover seed and give it to any farmer

who would

plant it. He felt satisfied
that as soon as farmers could be made
to understand the value of Alsike
clover it would almost entirely supersede red clover. It is a better forage
crop, a better fertilizer, a better cropper all the way through than red

the Women's State Fair Association,
entertained the Society with a fewpleasant remarks descriptive of the

good work which had been done by
ladies at our State Fairs, they
having commenced with a very small
space in one corner of the building
and enlarging their work, until next
season they will occupy the entire
second floor of the Exposition building. All honor is due to Indiana's
State Board of Agriculture, it being
the only one in the country allowing

the

woman's particiiuition in their labors.
Adjourned for the noon hour.

The afternoon
1:30,

session opened at
p.m., with President Scholi in

the chair.
Secretary Heron of the
State Board was made an honorary
member, as was, also, Mrs. Lucinda
Harrison, of Illinois. Messrs. Cotton,
Muth, Learning, Dougherty, and Mrs.
clover.
E. Stout were appointed delegates to
Many honey-producing plants were the next National Convention to be
suggested as worthy of cultivation in held at Detroit next fall. The delea small way or on waste land, and gates were instructed to ask that Init was considered that a united effort dianapolis be made the next place of
on the part of bee-keepers might in- meeting of the National Society.
crease the honey-flora of the country
Gov. I. P. Gray was introduced and

ourselves about the " shaft of air "
beneath them.
On page 36, Mr. G. W. Demaree
says
"I can produce ascites in bees
at any time when they are handling
honey
and preparing food for the
new
young, by simply setting a case of
sealed honey with the bees in it, in a
cool, damp cellar." Last fall, while
preparing my bees for winter, I took
off a case mostly filled with honey,
and finding a lot of bees in it, I tried
to smoke them out, but as they were
:

averse to leaving it, I placed them in
the cellar, away from robbers, leaving
a small opening through which .the
bees might pass out.
Forgetting the case, it remained
two or three days, when I brought it
out and found the bees still in it and
scarcely able to crawl, their abdomens
being much distended. Although the
sun was shining bright and warm,
they could not lly, so badly were they
afflicted with diarrhea. On examining the honey, I found no pollen nor
brood in the hive from which it was
taken, so they could not have been
preparing food for the young ; neither
were they young bees.
If some of the able writers on beeculture will tell us how to prevent
this undue loading with food, whether
it be the result of excitement or from
other causes, I believe that our wintering troubles will be much lessened.
Oregonia, P O.
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Pollen, Reversible Frames,

JAMES HEDDON.
are making
very lively for the
must be wrong about almost everything regarding apiculture.

Some correspondents

bee-literature
subscriber. I

How

have succeeded in producing
in the past, or how 1 am to do
80 in the future, is beginning to look
like a doubtful problem.
I

honey

I read Mr. Corneil's fair, honest,
and candid article, on page 5o, with

much

pleasure.

If

the

upon the

They
etc.

future says

"the pollen theory must go," no one
will be more ready to kick it out of

way of our progress than 1. I
have only put it forth as a theory,
regarding which my observation aiid
experience had pointed to as the correct one. Should it prove false (and I

the

think this severe winter, in conneenection witli the now prevailing experiments, will settle it),
can die
easy in company with Prof, Cook, Dr.
Mason and— and a score of other such
men upon whose shoulders honest
error always rests with much grace.
I had, of course, before read Mr,
Corneil's compilation of statements
negative to the pollen theory, but
there are a larger number of statements arguing tbe other way which
might also be arrayed against Mr.
CorneiTs aggregation ; but why take
up more space ? Let it rest with
future experiment and if the pollen
theory does go. I shall look toward
Mr, Corneil as the man best fitted to
tell us which way to look next.
Mr. Clarke is also willing to "calmly
await the impending award ;" so am
I.
I do not take up arms against a
state of quietude, a condition long
cherished by bee-keepers, a thing of
no newness, but I do take up arms
against the theory that bees hibernate
in the sense that ants, wasps, and
some squirrels do, and quite likely the
very one thac Mr. Clarke had in mind
when he (irst started out, as he made
the claim of something new, and told
us that lie wanted a low temperature
changing witli a higher one, to bring
on this hibernation.
lie
says that the pollen theory
blinds me so I cannot see through
the hibernation theory; and Mr. Corneil says "the pollen theory must
go." After it has gone, then if I
cannot see through the hiliernation
theory, what then
I wonder if Mr.
W. J. Davis is blinded by the pollenI

;

'i

theory,

Mr Stocking, in few years, will see
the error of his ideas as put forth on
page V,. I refer him to the market
reports on page .M, where he will see
that the success of a class of honeyproducers in one part of the Knited
States is the only reason given for the
low price of honey. After awhile he
will see the fact that supply and demand has its effects upon our products as wfdl as all others.
Farmers who keep bees in Cass
county are not as plentiful as they
would have been if 1 had been of the
same opinion as Mr. Stocking. As it
is, they
do put considerable honey

and

market where I live. tween the end-bars and ends of the
at ruinous hives, which is a decided advantage
it on
Failing opposi- over any straight end-bar, forming a
prices.

city

often

put

foolish
tion is the worst in the world. By
and by Mr. Stocking will discover

otherwise, not.
regular bee-space
If he has made them, and has given
that honey is not a modern com- to bee-keepers any such frame, will he
modity (nothing is new except the please say where and when ? I am
style of package and price), and will willing that bee-keepers shall decide
stop all talk about " educating the it, and I will abide by the result.
Dowagiac, p Mich.
people " to the taste and value of a
commodity as old as human nature.
Honey is a luxury forever. Let beeFor tlie American Bee Journal.
keepers go on, talk, lecture and write
all they please about the " introducAre Bees Taxable in Illinois?
tion " of honey, its wonderful healthgiving properties, and the terrible
HENRY UNGER.
effects of glucose, but the facts still
remain that tbe consumers of the
I would like to know whether there
country consume barrels of the latter is a law in the State of Illinois assessto quarts of the former and it is my ing and taxing bees. If there is, who
opinion that they always will. I have has the right to make such a law, the
already passed through the stage in Legislature of the State or the asseswhich Mr. S. is now, and when he sors of each county? These two
gets clear through and sees his error, questions I would like to have anwe should like to hear from him.
swered through the Bee Journal,
I have kept more or less bees for
REVERSIBLE FRAMES.
the last 20 years, and they never were
I would say to Mr. Howes that I did assessed
or taxed until last year.
mean to claim originality in the in- Then, on a fine day in June, the asvention of the revervsible frame, sessor of the Town of I'lagg, Illinois,
which was illustrated and described came to me with his book. Having
on page 8. I may be in error, but I asked all the questions about my percannot now see in what way this sonal property, he finally said " How
frame infringes on his. Another thing many bees have you ?" I replied, " I
of which I feel very confident, is that cannot answer that question, for I
it will find favor when his will be dis- have never counted them."
He said,
carded. Time will also settle this, " That is'nt really the question I
perhaps.
wished to ask. How many hives have
Now, in what way are these frames you got?" I told him the number of
alike, except insomuch that they are hives in which I had bees, and then
hinged in the middle Neither one of asked, who gave hira the right to tax
them is the first frame that was ever insects or bees, and where he could
hinged in the centre and had its bear- show me the law for doing so ?
" Well," said he, " there is no law
ings at the top. Neither are all three
of these centre-hinged frames the about it at all. All the assessors of
first reversible frames.
To whom be- Ogle county held a meeting, and the
longs the original idea of reversing question, Are bees taxable i" came
combs at all, I am unable to say. Be up, and they voted to tax bees." I
that as it may, Mr. Howes and I both then asked, "How high do you tax
borrow that, by general consent. He bees V" He answered. " From $1 to
revolves his wood frame between two $2 a skip.' " I then said, " All right,
away then.'"
flat metal pieces (the samples which 'skip
he mailed me were of tin), and these
Now, fellow bee-keepers, look out
metal strips have wood or metal rests for yourselves. My intention is to
attached to them.
have the assessor count the number
Where has Mr. Howes ever pub- of bees in each hive and assess them
lished or exhibited wood pieces for by the head. The best way to count
these side strips V I have never seen them would be for him to take hold of
or heard of any such thing. His them by their rear end. I am satprinciple is to spring these side-pieces isfied that it would not take him long
off, and then when the frame is re- to count them.
Rochelle,5 His.
volved, let them spring back and lock
there. My plan is to revolve a frame
within a frame, getting rid of a glue
For the American Bee Journal.
complication (which I think will
Bees in Yucatan.
bother his style of frame badly), by
the shears principle of at all times
C. W. YOUNG.
having the sharp corners of the
frames shave by one and the other.
In an interesting article on YucaWhere, in Mr. II. 's style of frame is
the valuable open space of ^^ of an tan, by Mrs. Alice D. LePlongeon, I
inch below the centre of the end- find references to bees in that country,
which are interesting.
piece y
Describing the ruins of the temple
Now, if Mr. Howes, has made
frames and illustrated them to the at Uxmal, the writer says: "The
public, that had wood sides, that did place swarms with life. During the
not spring off and on, but worked on months when no rain falls, every
the shears principle, even though he creature seems mad with thirst.
had no outer top-bar fastened to There are millions of bees, quite
them, I should say that the one I harmless, yet very troublesome, for
illustrated on page 9, was an infringe- they swarm about one's face and
ment; because it had the shears prin- make themselves most annoying.
ciple and two widths of space be- (They must be stingless, otherwise
;

;

:

'?

'

•
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they would be more than simply annoying.)
Wherever water ia to be
found, they jjo, throw themselves
into it, and part with life for a drop.
When they feel the dark waves closing over them, they doubtless repent
of the rash deed, so, having taken a
drink and a bath, tliey are very grateful if any one will ladle them out.
Then they crawl away like turtles, to
repeat, after awhile, the suicidal attempt. The hives of these harmless
bees are most ingeniously built of
clay, held together and made extremely hard by a secretion proper to
the insect."
Speaking of the superstitions of the
people, Mrs. Le Plongeon says that
they suspend from the bee-hives
jicaras filled with a drink called zaca,
so that the bees may not abandon

but may constantly bring
honey, and their owners keeja in good

them,

health.

Mr. A. D. Bennett would rear the
queens, and then when the bees are
in a normal condition, divide them
and introduce the queens. Mr. II. O.
McElhaney likes the nucleus system
the best. Mr. J. K. Oren prefers to
let his bees swarm naturally.
Increasing by division was generally
thought to be the best.
" Is it advisiible to clip the queen's
wing ?"
Mr. E. A. Sheldon favors clipping
the queen's wing.
Messrs. J. K.
Oren, A. 1). Bennett, H. O. McElhaney and L. L. Triem do not favor it.
" W'hat is the best plan to separate
two or more swarms when clustered
together y"
Jas. Rolston puts two hives close
together and places the bees between
the hives and makes half of them go
into each hive. Mr. H. O. McElhaney
would put them into a long box with
empty combs in separate lots for as
many as there are swarms, and leave
them 12 hours, and they will separate
themselves.
" Do bees build comb at will V" Mr.
A. D. Bennett thinks that they secrete
wax only when they need it. Adjourned until 8:30 on the next day.
The next session was called to order
at 10 a. m., with J. K. Oren, President
pro tern, in the chair.
" What is the best seed to plant for
honey alone
It was decided that

89
"

What

is

the best method to rear

queens y" Messrs. O. O. Poppleton,
E. A. Sheldon, A. D. Bennett and
others practice the Alley system, except that they would cut out queencells one day sooner than he recommends.
It was decided to meet at (^edar
Falls, Iowa, about the middle of February, 1885, the President and Secretary to decide as to the day of meeting.
A. D. Bennett, Sec.
C. P.

Hunt,

Pres.

For tbe American Bee

JoumaL

Bees Have Suffered Terribly.
W. MASON.

Mr. Vennor's almanac for 188-5, says
we are to have a very open winter, but Christmas completely snowed
that

the prediction under, chasing the
that bee-keepers will
mercury at low points several times,
writer and naturand to-day it is still snowing, with a
brief contribution
heavy snow already on the ground.
habits of the inStock of all kinds have wintered well,
are so deeply inbeing clear of disease, and in a
terested.
Possibly, if this should
healthy condition. But, oh, the bees
meet her eye, she might be induced to
how they have suffered This county
tell us more about bees in Yucatan.
is, or was well populated with bees in
It may be that the harmless bees of
the fall, but, from the effects of disUxmal might be a desirable acquisiease,
and with the severe cold
tion, and it would not cost as much to
weather, the loss of bees has been
procure a colony of them as it did for
fearful where they have been negMr. Jones to get a few specimens of
lected both in treatment of disease
Apis dorsata in a phial of spirits from sweet clover, motherwort and catnip, and winter protection. Bees
which
sown in waste places, would be a good
Java.
were provided with proper protection,
thing.
Stratford, Out.
"Does it pay to stimulate brood- have not suffered so badly,
I have 47 colonies snugly stored in
rearing in the springy" It was genFor the American Bee Journal
erally thought that it pays, Mr. E. my bee-house. They were put in on
A. Sheldon and others feed rye flour Nov. 18, and on Jan. 9, they were put
Cedar Valley, Iowa, Convention.
to stimulate brood-rearing. Mr. A. out and had a fly, although it was a
D. Bennett
give combs of little diilly. They showed some signs
The annual convention of the Cedar honey or syrupwould
set in the centre of of bee diarrhea, but I think that the
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association was the brood-hest.
Mr. II. O. McElhaney flight will keep them all right. I will
held in ]5eckley's Hall, at Waterloo,
uses a division-board feeder. Mr. J. give them another fly at the first opIowa, on Oct. 1 and 2, 1884.
The K. Oren feeds his bees in troughs portunity.
convention was called to order on the out-of-doors.
This is my first experience in winfirst day at 2 p. m.
" What is the best way to introduce tering bees in a bee-house, and I am
The President and Vice-President
well pleased so far, but I will report
being absent, Mr. J. M. Bennett was queens V"
The bees all through here
Mr. E. A. Sheldon cages tlie queen later.
elected President pro tern. The Secwere peculiarly diseased they would
in
the
hive
for
24
hours,
for
cheap
retary then called the roll and read
at times rush out of their hives in a
the minutes of the last meeting, queens, but would also give a frame pell-mell way, fluttering and running
of
brood
with
valuable
queens.
Mr.
which were approved. The Treasaimlessly about on the ground, some
urer then read his report, which was O. O. Poppleton practices putting in acting like a chicken with its head
accepted. The following officers were the queen and a frame of brood, cut oft' and then they would coil
up
direct, without caging them.
Dr.
elected for the ensuing year
Presiand die as if stung by other bees.
dent, C. P. Hunt Vice-President, J. Oren recommends driving the bees This continued in some apiaries until
F. Spaulding Secretary, A. D. Ben- and then hiving them and the queen they all died, leaving plenty of stores.
uett; Treasurer, J. Iv, Oren. Ad- together. II. E. Hubbard uses Alley's Some would swarm out and cluster
cage with good success. A. D. Benjourned to meet at 7 p. m.
and die there. I had 2 colonies that
The evening session was devoted nett thought that any of the ordinary were in this condition, and I at once
to the discussion of the following ways of introducing queens would applied
a treatment of burgamot
work when bees are in a normal conquestions
well diluted with sweetened water
" W'hat is the best method of pre- dition to receive a queen.
with
few
drops of carbolic acid ada
'•
venting increase
Does it pay to feed extracted ded with a little salt, and gave them
honey
Mr. H. O. McElhaney makes nuclei
to finish up sections at the close a thorough drenching, and
I have had
from the strongest colonies by taking of the honey season V"
no more trouble in that line, and lost
out frames of brood. Mr. A. D. BenDr. Oren thought that it would not no bees.
nett thought that there would not be pay.
A. J. Norris thought that it
I am more and more convinced by
any difficulty if the bees were prop- would pay.
experience and reading that if we
erly managed for comb honey. Mr.
" Has any one used the zinc honey- succeed we must know what is needed
A. Quin would use an extractor.
board, and with what success V"
and how and when to supply that
" Are eight frames better than ten
A. J. Norris said that he had used need, and at all times to know the
in an ordinary hive V"
it with good success.
O. O. Popple- true condition of our bees, or we will
Nine were thought to be the best, ton does not like them. Adjourned fail as we would in any other busigenerally, for comb honey, and 20 for until 1:30 p. m.
ness when neglected. Does the sucextracted.
At 2 p. m. the convention was called cessful stock raiser neglect the wants
" What is the best method of in- to order,
and the discussion was con- of his stock y If he does, he fails
creasing colonies V"
tinued.
just as the bee-keeper does who neg
I

am

sure

thank the talented
alist for even this
to the history and
sect in which tliey

I

!

V
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so I am convinced tliat Sunday morning. The hives were 4
bees are not bee-keepers tiers high, and in the 2 upper tiers no
of the term bee- bees could be seen. I think that they
in
all were driven out first by the smoke
keeper.
and fell into the fire, and those in the
FiUmore,K) Ind., Jan. 28, 188.5.
2 lower tiers are the ones of which
some may probably revive. Nearly
For the Amerlcun Bee JoumaL
lects his bees
all

;

who keep

the true meaning

of my best queens were in this
house. There was no signs of beediarrhea, not a speck can be seen on
the combs, and the bees look very
all

The Pollen Theory has Gone.
J.

E.

POND, JR.

slim.
I have another beeliouse with 44
Cornell writes
that " The pollen theory must go," colonies in which I put what bees
were
alive from the one which was
and gives an amount of evidence in
support of his position that must and burned. I also have a cave (Mr. Doowill be accepted by the unprejudiced little's plan) in which I have 60 colonies which seem to be wintering well.
as m-ima facie if not absolute proof.
On page 58, Mr. C. L. Sweet brings and if they come through all right, I
bees,
forward still more evidence, and of will not be entirely out of
the most direct and positive charac- though it is grievous for a lover of
Xow, unless we have something bees to have his pets burned and
ter.
more than mere theory, with which smothered to death, not saying anyto combat the evidence presented by thing of the loss, which is about S-500.
For the past two weeks we have
these writers, the " pollen theory
must go " most certainly for it is had the coldest weather that I have
impossible to controvert positive evi- ever seen in Minnesota ; all the while
the thermometer indicating a temperdence Willi theoretical assumptions.
But we are pleased at last to see ature of from 10^ to 35- below zero.
that no more discussion need be had Can any one tell me how to take the
on this question, for on page 60 we bitter taste from the honey which
find that the pollen theory has gone. was damaged by the smoke V Aside
' Be- from,that, it is nice honey.
Mr. James Heddon there says
Thielmanton,(x Minn., Jan. 28, 1885.
ing aware, as Prof. Cook says, and as
I nave formerly said, that bees can
winter well with plenty of pollen in
For the American Bee JournaL
the hive, if all other conditions are
Fastening Foundation in Sections.
right." Here we have a direct admission from the author of the "pollen
JOHN KEY.
theory," thi\t it is not correct. This,
of course, ends the controversy, and
In
reply
to
a correspondent, I will
bids farewell to the subject.
describe my method of filling and
Foxboro,ot Mass.
fastening foundation in sections.
I cut the comb foundation for the
For the American Bee Journal.
one-pound {i^xiM) sections 3}4 inches
A Bee-House Destroyed by Fire wide and 4'.^ indies long this will
allow 14 of an inch to fasten the comb
foundation on the top of the section,
C. THEILMANN.
and I4 of an inch to fasten it on the
On last Sunday one of my bee- bottom, and 14 ot an inch space on
houses was destroyed by fire. There each side of the foundation, which
gives the bees a chance to pass from
were 87 colonies of liees in it.
got all the hives out before it was en- one side of the foundation to the
tirely burned down, but some of them other liut by the time the bees have
are partly burned, and in about 20 the the section filled with honey, they
combs are all melted together, and in have the sides all built up solid to the
about 40 there were more or less live wood, and the top and bottom tlie
bees, In the 40 hives and the balance, same. In this way the section is comthe combs are good yet, with con- pletely filled all around, and it looks
siderable lioney in them, but it tastes better and sells better, and it is betvery bitter. Probably not more than ter to ship a great distance than a
10 colonies will live. It is the great- section which is only filled to within
est wonder that they were not all /i or I4 of an inch of its bottom.
smothered to death, as there must
To fasten the foundation, I use a
have been a dense smoke in the house Parker foundation fastener, which is
for nearly three days. The floor was fastened to a work-bench. I then lay
covered witli about 4 inches of saw- the comb foundation in the centre of
dust, wliieh, with the floor, was nearly the section, but a little nearer the
all burned, and the over-head and the fastener, just enough so it will fasten
sides were all on fire before we dis- I4 of an inch, and make it come in
covered it.
the centre of the section. By reversIt was evidently set on fire by a ing the section, the other end is fastspark of hot coal "out of a pot which ened in tlie same way, wJien I have a
was put in for heating the room. The section which can be placed on the
house was double-walled with about hives either end up, that is, if an
6 loads of chaff between the walls open-end section is used.
and 2 loads on the upper floor. The
I tried about 100 sections filled in
door was threefold, and the pipes this way, last summer, and I was so
were all closed up. Tlie covered pot well pleased with them that I will put
was put on a piece of cast-iron 4 no other sections on my hives during
inches thick, on Thursday morning, this coming summer, even if I do
and no smoke was discovered until have to buy a little more comb foun-

On page

oo,

Mr.

S.

dation. If any try this plan they will
be repaid for the cost of all extra
comb foundation, by receiving nice,
well filled sections of honey which
will stand a great deal of handling
before the combs break loose from
the sides of the section.
I think that I see two points in
favor of fastening the foundation on
both ends:
1, It insures
straight
combs fastened all around and sections completely filled without re-

versing them. 2. The comb foundation will not sag, stretch, kink or
warp. As it is fastened at the top
and bottom of the section, it has a
sort of brace, and the bees do not
cluster directly on the foundation, but
half of them "are on the foundation
and half on the sides of the section,
the J4-inch space seeming to keep
them busy fastening the foundation
to the wood.

East Saginaw,© Mich.
For the American Bee JoumaL
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Bee-Cellars, Report, etc.

CHAS. NORRIS.
In Nov, 1883 I put 31 colonies of
bees into a newly made under ground
cellar.
It was built 16 feet square

and

8 feet deep in sandy earth, and
frost-proof, where it was not

made

influenced by any artificial heat. I
partitioned off one- half of it with a
tight, double-board partition, with a
well fitting door in the middle for an
entrance to the bee-apartment ; and I
made shelves 2 feet apart to set the

bee-hives on. In the other apartment
I kept my vegetables.
I also built an
8x8 inch ventilating air-drain 3 feet
under the ground, and 4 rods long,
with the farther end 2 feet above the
ground, and the other end entering
the bee-apartment 2 feet below the
ceiling. I also built a perpendicular
ventilatino; tube of boards 12 inches
square and 16 feet high, starting one
foot ftbove the cellar floor, and containing a ventilating valve to govern
the draft. I kept the valve about J3
open all winter, and the thermometer
ranged from 35^ to 40^ Fahr. up to

May 0, 1884.
On May 10 I
summer stands

put the bees on the
with the thermometer at GO'-' Fahr., and I found that I
had 24 colonies that survived the winof a very damp cellar.
of the exterior combs on the
inside of the hives, that contained a
fair quantity of live bees, had from 1
to 2 pints of clean, pure water in
them on examination of the combs on
the day of their first flight.
Soon after this I let my bees out on
shares, and they increased, by dividing them, to 48 colonies by July 1, and
they were given equal stores and
brood at the same time. They soon
ceased storing any honey, and s"topped
ter

dampness

Some

rearing brood, and began consuming
the stores which they had on hand
and on Oct. 1 I examined them and

found about half of them in a starving condition, with no pollen or beebread. I have since fed them .300
pounds of coffee A sugar diluted with
I3'
of its weight in water, which makes

;

—

:

:
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Report, from B. E. Foster, Utica,
a syrup whose consistency is equal to
that of honey, and just as good. The N. Y., on Feb. .S, 1885:
sugar cost me 7 cents per pound, and
In 188."? I put my bees into winter
honey sold here, last fall, for from 15 quarters on Nov. 27, having a fair
to 20 cents per pound.
amount of honey and pollen. One
Up to the present date I find that 4 colonv was weak in bees, and I
of my smallest colonies have died, thought I would see if it would live.
and I expect to lose 2 more light ones On April 15, 1K84, I put it out and
soon, vet they are lively, and but a to my surprise I found it had lots of
very few are found on tlie bottom of beesand it was a good colony during
the hive. I clean the dead bees out the season. The same year I had 2
about once in two weeks. This win- second-swarms wliich had their combs
ter I have ray bee-cellar supplied with built only one-half way down and not
a little artificial heat, keeping the much hoiicy in them; these came out
temperature from 40-' to 4-5° Fahr.
all right and were my best colonies
Norrisville,~o Mich., Jan. 28, 1885.
during the past year, each producing
125 lbs. of honey, but they did not
swarm. My bees were put into winter quarters on Nov. 28, having the
combs I3 full of pollen. At present
they are all in good condition.

Fearing Oreat Loss of Bees.— J. G.
Ills., on Feb. 2,
Norton. Macomb,
1885, writes

Ttiis has been one of the coldest
winters known for a long time in this
part of the State, the temperature
going as low as 32^ below zero still,
the bees which have plenty of stores,
seem to be doing well on the summer
stands. I hear of great loss of Ijees
all over the country, but starvation
seems to be the prime cause of this.
A few bee-keepers report that the
bees in cellars were very uneasy during the coldest weather, and they fear
great loss by diarrhea, if no flight is
given them soon. The chaff packing
on the summer stands seems to be
ahead as usual, and not one dead colony is reported thus far where bees
are properly packed, but they areas
bright and dry as I ever saw them at
any time of tlie year. However, a
Cold Weather and (Jiiiet Bees.— W. great amount of feeding will have to
Mo.,
on
Jan.
Kobber Bees,— N. L.- Minor, a deaf- R. Elwood. Lindley,5
be resorted to in this section, or the
mute bee-keeperof Clarksville,(^ Mo., 30, 1885, writes thus
loss will be great before fruit bloom.
writes thus concerning robber bees
Our
weather
continues.
still
Winter
I met one of my old friends lately, prophets have proven to be false ones
Report, from S. H. Waggoner, Godand we had a pleasant conversation so far as cold weather is concerned in frey,? Ills., on Feb. 2, 188.5:
regarding the plans of wintering bees. this locality (northwest Missouri).
Bees did very poorly in this section
During the conversation, he told me My bees seem to be wintering very
the past season. I began in
that when he was a boy, bis father, well, if quietude is any sign, with the during
with 30 colonies,
who was a pioneer, kept " gums" of exception of one colony which appears the spring of 1884
to .So colonies, and
hees and when the bees were being to be somewhat mieasy and gnawing increased them
comb honey
robbed and were fighting, his father at the cushion. They 'have had but secured about 400 lbs. of
and two pound sections. I am
tried to separate them, thinking that one flight since Dec. 4, 1884, and that in one
colonies of
40
they would kill one another, not was on Jan. 8. I thought I could de- now wintering about
knowing that they were being plun- tect some sign of bee-diarrhea, but Italians and hybrids on the summer
dered.
He would take a piece of being a novice in the bee-business, I stands,
cloth with which to cover his head, may have been mistaken. I judged
Report, from Chas. Haas, Lower
and then try to separate the bees from the appearance of the feces Salem,o. 0.,on Feb. 2, 1885
which had fought all day.
voided on the white hives and on the
The past season here was a very
snow. The discharges seemed to be
IMor one for honey and bees, there
Best Hive for all Purposes.— C. M. very thin and of a dark, brown color, having been only about one-half of a
Davis, Denison City, 6 Tex., on Feb. and having small pieces of comb and crop. I had an apiary of 29 colonies
The Bee
pollen mingled with it.
2, 1885, writes as follows
in the spring, increased them to 46
One of my neighbors uses the fol- JouKNAL bindet came safely to hand, colonies, and I took 703 pounds of exthe
thing
in
just
that
it
is
think
and
I
hive
Length, 24
lowing described
tracted honey. I will try producing
which to preserve the different vol- comb honey next summer. My bees
inches, with entrance in the centre
width 12 inches, and 12 inches deep, umes of the Bee Jouknal, so as to are all in a healthy condition at preswith a division-board in the centre, have them for reference when needed. ent. They had a flight on Jan. 29,
and
of an inch space at its bottom,
and two or three flights before that
" Busy Bees" to he Photographed.
allowing free access for the bees from
time. I prefer wintering them on the
one side to the other, consequently, P. M. Puhl, South Toledo,^ O., writes summer stands, and I hnd that they
the entrance being in the middle, it is as follows
winter well. I have them in the Root
free for the bees to enter on both
I second the motion to have the chaff hives, and keep cushions on top
.sides, or one side, as the condition " Nortliwestern "
of Chicago meet of the brood-frames. I fed them 500
demands. One side is used exclu- with the North American Society at pounds of extra C sugar last Septemsively for the brood, the other for sur- Detroit, and all others to come that ber. I hope for a better crop next
plus honey, with frames to fill each can be induced to do so, and I will summer, yet I am satisfied with the
side. He has 125 colonies, and he make a large photograph of all the result of the past season.
says that he has tried his bees in the " busy bees " that may be present.
Langstroth two-story hive under like
W. F.
Evidently an Oversight.
conditions, and found that his hive
Bees Wintering Splendidly.— J. W. Clarke, Speedside, Ont., writes thus
excels it. I am very favorably imexplanation
pressed with his hive, and think I Bayard, Athens, ex O., on Feb. 3, 1885, in
If Mr. W. J. Davis had carefully
shall try it unless I can find a better says
Our bees here broke ranks to-day, read the article on page 665 of the Bee
one. I have used the Langstroth hive
for a number of years in Maine, and I and are having a good fly, the first Journal for 1884, he certainly would
think well of it. I have spent 3 win- that they have had since about Jan. not have penned the statements he
Tliey have wintered splendidly makes on page 55 of the current volters in Texas. I was here during last 12.
summer and bought a few colonies of so far, for a bitter cold winter. All ume, in regard to hibernation as deNor, would he ask,
bees.
Bees have not been confined are on the summer stands without fined by me.
The pollen theory may " Will liot Mr. Clarke find some other
to the hives for more than one week protection.
at a time on account of the cold get a heavy polt over the head by this term to convey the idea intended by
weather.
The pollen theory, with winter's experience. There is not the the word hibernation,' " because I
some, seems to conflict with nature. shadow of doubt, in my mind, but have shown in the article overlooked
Bees never exist in a dormant state that bees can be wintered success- by him, that the word is used in its
like the ant
they may get chilled fully either in cellars or on summer legitimate and accepted scientific
Why should I coin a new
and revive just the same as all ani- stands with trifling loss, with now and sense.
mals, but when frozen, surely they then an exceptional winter when some name for that condition which natcannot be brought back to life by any extraordinary freak of nature may up- uralists unanimously agree to call
hibernation ?
set the whole condition of things.
process.
;
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Convention Notices.

The International Congress.

I^" The third annual convention of the Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Moore's Ilall. Davenport,
Iowa, on Feb, 18, commencing at m a. m., and
lasting two days. Bee-keepers' headquarters will
be at the Newcomb House, where rates have been
reduced to tl.5n per day. Honey, beeswax, or
apiarian supplies for exhibition should the sent to
I. Hall, who will take charge of them, at the depot
or express office, and return the same as owner
may direct. It is expected that this will be the
largest and most interesting meeting ever held in
the State. Everybody invited to attend.

The Convention will assemble at 10
m. in the Lecture Hall on the Exposition Grounds. Among the subjects which will be considered during
the sessions of the Convention will be
reports of the honey resources and
production of America and Europe
preparation of honey for market;
transportation ; lower rates of freight;
marketing the advantages of the use
of comb foundation
sections, the
best size and the best way to use
them the best race of bees for America prevention of swarming ; fertilization of
queens ; bee-pasturage
bee-keeping as a pursuit ; besides the
discussion of other questions of interest that will be propounded. Essays
to elicit discussion are expected from
some of the most prominent bee-keepers of Europe and America.

Report, from H. J.Smith, Burlington, o« Wis., on Feb. 4, 1885

:

We have had

a cold winter so far
here, several times the mercury being
as low as 26- below zero but my bees
are wintering well. In the spring of
1884 I had 81 colonies. I sold 21 of
them, leaving me 60 colonies with
which to commence the honey season.
I increased them to 100 colonies by
natural swarming, and obtained 800
pounds of comb honey and 2,700
pounds of extracted. It was not a
very good season for honey. AVhite
clover yielded very well considering
got no
the cold, wet weather.
fall honey, although the weather was
good. I hope that we will, this year,
have an early spring, and a better
summer than the last was. It was
nice and warm yesterday, but to-day
it is getting colder again.
;

We

I.

V.

McCagg,

Wm. Goos,

Pres.

Sec.

a.

;

;

J9S-

The Eastern New York Bee-Keep-

Association will hohi its annual convention at Albany, N. Y., in Hortionltiiral
Hall, on Wednesday and Tliuisday, Feb.
18 and ly, 18S5. Three sessions will be
held each day. The first session beginning at 10 a. m., on Feb. 18.
ers'

SoLoiiON Vroom.vn, Pres.
SS" The second annual meeting of the
Seneca County Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in the Engine House at Ovid,
N. T., on Feb. 11, 188.5, at 9 a, in. All in-

;

;

;

Bees and bee-keepers' supplies for
Bees Paid Well.— H. M. Grove, terested are cordially invited to attend, exhibition must be sent with all
and make the meeting as profitable as freight prepaid, and directed to Maj.
Plum,v3 Pa., on Feb. 2, 1885, says
possible. All implements of the apiary E. A. Burke, Director General of the
From 33 colonies, spring count, I sent to the Secretary will be exhibited at Exposition, for Department of Agriobtained 1,700 pounds of comb honey the meeting, and will be disposed of or culture, New Orleans, La. The Board
and increased them to 49 colonies. returned as the owner directs.
of Management of the Exposition has
Ira WrLSON, Sec.
My bees were not cared for as they
established a Department of Informashould have been, as my health was
tion and Accommodation, at Nos. 164
We
had
regular
Iowa
blizzard
I^
a
very poor, and I had 5 acres of berries
Gravier and 15 Union streets, for the
16
and
which
made
travel
on
Jan.
after,
besides
the
general
17,
to look
purpose of furnishing visitors with
farm crops and stock on a farm of ISO either by sleigh or rail almost im- information as to suitable board and
but with what care I gave practicable therefore, the Marshall lodging houses, or furnished rooms
acres
As.sociation with directions how to reach them.
Bee-Keepers'
them, with honey at 16 cents per County
pound, they made me more clear cash failed to have a meeting on Jan. 17, For such service no charge is made.
than any other branch of tlie farm. I 1885, as announced. It will meet at
Bee-keepers, on arrival in the city,
shall try hard to do better next year. the Court House in Marshalltown, are advised to go at once to the office
My honey was nearly all gathered Iowa, on Feb. 21, 1885, at 10:30 a. m. of this department and make the best
from raspberry and white clover. We The programme will be the same as arrangements that they can for quarhad a heavy frost on May 29 and 30, announced for the Jan. 17 meeting. ters, and if they will leave their cards
All having any thing of interest to and address at the same place, their
which killed the basswood.
apiarists are requested to bring it friends will know where to look for
along. A general invitation is ex- them.
The most of the visitors to
tended.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
the Exposition find it best and cheapLocal Convention Directory.
est to rent rooms and take their meals
1^° The Willamette Valley 13ee- at restaurants.
Furnished rooms
Keepers' Association will hold its will cost from 75 cents to $1 for each
Time and place of Meeting.
second meeting at La Fayette, Ore- person, per day, and board and lodg1885.
gon, on the third Tuesday in June, ing about double these rates. We are
Feb. II.— Seneca Co., N. Y.. at Ovid, N. V.
Ira Wilson, Sec, Ovld, N. T.
1885.
All who are interested are in- assured that the hotels have not advanced their rates, which are $2 to $3,
vited to attend.
Feb. 17,— Ohio Slate, at Columbus, Ohln.
C. M. KinKsbury, ^ec„ Mt, Vernon, O.
according to location of rooms, etc.
E. J. Hadley, iSec.
:

;

;

Feb, 18.—E. Iowa and W. Ills., at Davenport, Iowa.
Wm. Gooa, Sec, Davenport, Iowa.
Feb.

18,

19.— Eastern

New

York, at Albany, N. V,
Solomon Vrooman, Pres., Seward, N. Y.

Feb. 21.—Marshall County, at Marshalltown, Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec,, LeGrand, Iowa.
Feb, 24-26.- International, at
1.

Feb.

24,

New

Orleans, La.

25.— Cedar Valley, at Cedar Falls, Iowa.
A, D. Bennelt, Sec, Waterloo, Iowa.

Mar. 11.— New Jersey and Eastern, at N. Y. City.
W. B. Treadwell, Sec, 1(1 Tbomas St., New York.
April 3.— N. B. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C. Clark, Sec Granada, Kans.

Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlington, Iowa.
Jdo. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

May

4.— Llnwood, Wis., at Hock Elm Centrt^, Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

May

7.— Progressive, at Bushnell, Ills.
J. G. Norton, Sec, Macomb,

May 28.— N.

at

La Fayette, Oreg.

E. J.Hadley, Sec.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

|y

State, at Detroit, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

In order to have this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to

forward

full particulars

time and place of future meetings.- Et>.

t^ A bee-keepers' association was
formed at Grundy Centre, Iowa, on
31, 18.S5, to be known as "The
Grundy County Bee-Keepers' Association." The officers of the Associa-

of

Dr. J. p. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga,
Dr, N, P, Allen, Smith's Grove, Ky.
W, Williamson, Lexington, Ky.
Dr. O. iM, Blauton. Greenville, Miss,
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Tex.
W. S. Hart, New Smyrna, Florida.
S. C. Boylston, Charleston, S, C.
H. C. Austin, Austin's Springs, Tenu.
R. C. Tavlor, WilTniiii;t(.ii, N. 0.
J. W. Porter, Charlottesville, V'a.
S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md,

Jan.

tion are

:

R. Martz, President 1).
Vice-President
O. A.
Secretary
O. J. Little,
J.

;

A. Palmer,
>}ewton.
Treasurer.

;

;

Ills.

Mich, Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

June 19.— Willamette Valley,

1^" The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
meet in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper
who can, be present and enjoy the
meeting.
J. U. Nouton, ib'ec.

SS- The New Jersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association will hold their next
annual convention at Cooiier Union, in
New York City, beginning on Wednesday,
March 11, 1885, and to continue two days or
more. The committee promises a good
programme, and extends a cordial invitation to

The Ohio b"e-keepers

bold
their annual convention in the Aaricnltural Room of the State House at Columbus, Ohio, on Feb. 17, 1885. All subjects
pertainiim to bee-culture will be discussed,
more especially those of spring and sum-

«S"

mer

manauement

will

W.

B.

Tkeadwei.l,

Ass't. Sec.

1^ For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

for

the

for the

Eminent Monthly) for one year, we will present
All are
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
mail postpaid.
M. KiNGSBUBY', Sec.
of

bees.

speakers will be in attendance.
cordially invited.
C.

all,

...
.
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CLUBBING LIST.

^:)jejcial '^oiitts.
We

^" We

often get a number of
notices and advertisements on Mondays, intended for tlie next Bee

will

supply the

Farmer's Account Book.

AmerlciiH Bee tlourna)

one year, and any of the followlnK Books, at the
prices quoted In the litHt column of flKures. The
flret column Rives the regular price of both. At]
postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club
$2 00.

The Weekly Bee Journal

As we

close the forms on
and Cook's Manual, latest edition .... 3
such notices miist be here
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cIoth 3
2
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
on Saturday morning, or cannot ap2
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
pear until the following week.
Apiary Register for iw colonies .... 3

JoUKNAL.

Saturdays,

all

Dzierzon'sNew Bee Book

^°

two or more
copies of the book," Bees and Honey,'"
may be found on the Book List on

Our

rates

for

Alley's Queen Bearing
Also
books where The Weekly Bee Journal one

sell

2 75
60

2

73.

2 50

26.

3 00

3 50.. 2 76
4 00

3

3 25.

3 10

3 OC.

2 76

7£-

year
2 75

3 00..

2 75

to send for a

papers

2 50..

2 35

3 00.. 2 76
3 00.

.

The long winter evenings

will

be well occupied by reading bee literature. When renewing your subscription, it will be well to get some good
bee-books. See our list of books on
the second page and select what you
need.

1^

these books at the publishmake a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee JonRNAi, for one year, with
$;10.
Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
for a copy of this valuable book.

Now
work

NEW ORLEANS EXPOSITION.
VISITORS to the Exposition should write

to the Secretary ot the Illinois Exhibitors' Association. No. 115 Customhouse St.,
Orleans. La., for a g-uide and instructions about rooms, board, etc., as it will save

6 00

6 50.

them money. Enclose postage stamps for
return answer, and state how many rooms
are wanted.

WANTED.

2 90

HONEY,Wliitei'loverKxtracted
I

THOMAS
Bias West Madison

G.

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chlcneo,

III.

1^ As a means of recognition, bee-

Binder in which to tile your Journal keepers going to Xew Orleans should
and thus have the full benefit of it wear Badges. It will help to make
during the whole year.
acquaintances, and add much pleas-

<^

We can supply

er's price, or will

New

3 00..

, .

This valuable book contains ICO pa^es.
nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $.'!.00. It can be sent
by mail for "24 cents e.xtra.
Is

3 60.. 3 26

Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.Klngj.
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HllI)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke)

Advocate of London, Ont., and the
Monthly Bee Jouknal for one year
at $L25 for the two.

not forget

3 00

75..

again." and Gleanings lnBee-Culture( A.I. Root)

I®" To Canadian subscribers let us
say that we have made arrangements
so that we can supply the Farmer's The 6 above-named

^" Do

25..
00.

(cloth).... 4 00.. 3 00

New Book (paper covers)
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
LanRstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Dzierzon's

the second page of this paper.

wholesale rates on all
they are purchased " to
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want one or two tons of

Hoiie)'^ put UJ1 in '200-i)()Vind Kegs. Parties
wishing to TKADXl such for Bee-Keepers'
SUPI»I.IES are invited to corresjiond with
AL,FKEI» H.
me.
923 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

NEWMAN,

WANTED !-A BEE-MAN.
WILLIAm HUNT,

Address
OAlt

CENTRE POINT, Linn Co., Iowa.
ure to the trip. We have made a lot,
having, besides the gold bee, the Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
words " New Orleans Bee-Keepers' and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
Congress " in large gold letters. Price
10 cents also some with a rosette and
gold fringe, price .50 cents.
The regular price of a ticket from
Hints and Ready Recuses,
Chicago to New Orleans and return
;

HAP°Bl[iOR°o7 HEALTH,

Every subscriber is kindly inis the title of a very valuable book that gives a
vited to obtain a new subscriber to by any route, is $20; but "return Kreat
amount of information, of the Utmost Imsend with his renewal. Please notice tickets " have been sold by " scalpers " portance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits of Ealing, Drinking. Dressinsr, Sleeping,
the premiums offered for clubs, on
Working, etc.
The regular tickets Bathing.
as low as $12,
It Costs only TWENTY-FIVE TEXTS,
another page.
contains 358 pages, and Is sent by mall*
can be obtained at any railway ticket and
l»o8t-pal<l, on receipt of price. This is just
office in the Northern States, at a cor- the Book that every family should have.

Fruit Growing.— We

have

re-

ceived a copy of an illustrated pamphlet of 61 pages, entitled " How to
Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.
A. Green, editor of the Fruit Grower,
Rochester, N. Y. Price50 cents. To
any one sending us a new subscriber
for the Weekly or 4 for the ilonthly,
besides his renewal for either edition,
we will present a copy of this book.

Apiary Register—New Edition.
All

who intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be as follows

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)

:

$1

IT TELLS ABOUT
respondingly low rate.
The others
What to Eat.
Parasites of the Skin,
can be " picked up " occasionally.
Bathing— Best way,
How to Eat it,
Things to Do,
Ijungs & Lung Diseases,

^^

well-known

Avoid them.

New York

THOMAS G. XEW^MAX.

0(i

We

have

Catalogues for 1885.—
25
1 50 ceived the following
F. Bingham. Abronia, Mich.
The larger ones can be used for a T.
F. A. Suell, Milledgeville, 111.
few colonies, give room for an increase
Dr. G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia, O.
Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.
of numbers, and still keep the record
J. W. Eckman, Kichmf)nd, Te.x.
Geo. F. Williams, New Philadelphia, O.
all together in one book, and are thereEmil Kratz, Hochhcim-Erfurt, Germany.
fore the most desirable ones.
Arthur Bryant, Princeton, 111.— apples.
" 100 colonies 220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

How to

Things to Avoid,

Perils of Summer.
Clothing— what to Wear
seed Arm How
How much to Wear,
to Breathe,
has now on deposit in the Mercantile Safe Overheating Houses,
Contagious Diseases,
Deposit Company's vaults 400 lbs. of Hen- Ventilation.
How to Avoid them.
Exercise,
derson's Snowball Cauliflower Seed, which Influence of Plants,
at the selling- price of $100 per lb. shows the Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
Hair.
Superflu<ius
A
fter-Dinner Naps,
value of this seed to be $40,000. Not only
Kestoiing the Drowned, Headache. cause&
is this plan of depositing- in vaults found to
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
be cheaper than insurance, but what is of
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.
more importance is that if the seed should
IT TELLS HOW TO CURE
be destroyed by tire this quantity necessary
for their trade could not be replaced at any Black Eyes. Boils. Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet,
price in time tor the spring sales. When it Corns.Coughs, Cholera, Uiarrhoei, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons
is considered that 400 lbs. of Cauliflower
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives
seed will, under favorable conditions, pro- Hoarseness,
Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisonduce nearly thirteen million plants, which ing, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm,
when headed for market and sold at even 8 Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eye's, Sore Mouth, Sore
cents per head, will produc the sum of three Nipples, Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
quarters of a million dollars, the value this Bites. Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
veg-etable has attained in this country, where Whooping Cttugh. Worms in Children.
25 years ago it was almost unknown, beIt Tvill Save Doctor Bills I
comes readily apparent.
Price only S5 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,

A

1

925

re-

West Madison

Street.

CHICAGO, LLL.

:

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

for

AX.FREB H. NEWMAN.
923

WestMadlBon

Street,

CHICAGO, VLh.

m

!
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A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are

five cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

W

bars are of best light
spring- steel the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
Is of handsome light
material.
It js very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only tlve
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
;

;

ALFUED
9;i3

E have added to our
SPECIAL.

H. iXEWMAN,

West Madison

DEPAKXMENX forthe

New and Enlarged

Street. Chicago.

AND
Wlilte Poplar novetailpd
Tivo-pioec
One
and
.\Iso,

1^~ All

Orders will bo

liOWEST

?CnT|nU^
OLU lUllOi
I

promptly at the

filled

lt¥31AlLUKt:!lkl'UE!!>S,

Management

For Plfasure and
New Book

of

(

mmm

A

Profit.

illustrated, by Rev. VVm. Balluutine.
Prices, .'.o an 1 Tfi cents. Address the
authtjr at
New Conctirtl. Muskingum Co., Ohio.

BEES

VICTOR HIVE
operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames continuous passages beint' effected in a
is

American watch

co.,

THOMAS
Editor oj

pages, profusely

17'J

Otm

Muth's Honey Extractor,
.Tarn,

Tin Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sectiona,
Apply to
C. F. MirTH,

etc.

CINCINNATI,

976 and 978 Central Ave.,
lOc. for Practical

O.

Manner

!

It may be arranged for any form of the LangFrame has been fairly tested, and is the
BeAt Hive made fur Comb Honey. May be used
tor Extracting. Send for my 24-page Catalogue

stroth

and Price

List.

Address

DR.

O. L. TIATKICR,

NEW PHILADELPHIA,

lAtf

O.

the

by

;

NEWMAN.

C.

Weekly Bee Journal.

MudlKon

Slre.?t,

ChlcaKO,

PRICE— Bound
covers,

III.

7.5

in cloth, Sl.OO
cents, postpaid.

;

paper

in

^~A

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

1^

The Monthly Bee Journal

;

Hints to Bee-Eeepers.

for working people.
Send lO cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuubie sample box of ^.'ooda
that will put ytiu in the way of makinK more money in a tew days than
you ever tbouKht p>>88ibleat any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time unly. or all the time. All of
both sexes, of alla«es.«randly successful. r>0 cents
to $") easily earned every eveninK. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unparalleled offer
To all who are not well satistled
we will send $i to pay for the trouble "f writing us.
Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Don't delay.
Addresa Stinson & co.
SlAly
Portland, Maine.

\V^«-at

Profit

It contains 220 profusely
illustrated
pases. Is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly tleveloping pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful manasement of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

;

Practical

of an Apiary for Pleasnre

and

CO. D, to be

1

OR THE

FKiillKES,

111.

examined but ore ptiyingany money
ami M'.t satisfactory, returned at
ouri vp.-nsL-, We manufacture all
our u.itilies and save you 30 per
cent.
'.ualopiie nl" 2r>0 styles free.
Lv.Tv \\ ,,f,-|i W.-iri';iiilr,l. Address

Square Glaea Honey

Edition

BEES and HONEY,

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. mOEIuIiEK IM'ls t'o.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
lA26t

We will send vou a watch or a chain
1

Thousand Just Published

Sixth

Lakoe Factory a

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,

on the neck-band. The

jysend

!

and the pamphlet " Bees
and Honey," will both be sent for $1.

for a year

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

I

'

HELP

Eobscrlption price
of «ch periodical
Darned below.

1

1<;N<^

HAVING^

HORSE,
THE
KENDALL,
BY
M. D.

B. J.

;

THOMAS
925

G. NEWMAN,
WestMadlBOn Street, GUICAOO, lU..

The Bee-Keepers' Supply Company,

1

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVINO COMB-HANOBR.
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

$18.00.

Price, complete, only

For sale by ALFRED H, NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
in presenU given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that

1200,000 money

00 Boston Globe
w
"
Every Other Sattirday, X,tt.8-m
"
Oul Little Ones, (O.Optt<!)....m

w
w
w
w

OiJ

1

00
OO

*

^.>0
2
i

"
"
"
"
"
•
"

50
00

100

225
250
125
1

00

115
1

2i

1

00

11)0

100
1

50

2 00

15"
4 00

ATTENTION, BEE-KEEPKKS

.^00

I

my

IlIiiwlrattMl

i'aVili i>ai<l Utr
A. B. H4»\Vi:,

oASt

List-

"
*
•

i*ri<**'

Uco^wax.

pay S5c-. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, ttie shipper's name
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Names That

Many other " names that mislead "
may be enumerated, but these curiosi-

Mislead.

OF THE

The Providence Journal
tion to

some

curiositiesjof

" Black lead "
f-A-

^m^mmm
PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

is

misnomer are sufficient to show tlial there is a great
but a necessity for " calling things by their
small right names."

calls atten-

ties of apicultiiral

misnomer

not lead at

carbon and

all,

a
quantity of iron.
"Brazilian grass" never grew in
Dead Bees on the Snow.
Brazil, and is not grass ; it is nothing
but strips of Palm leaf.
In reply to an enquiry in the Prairie
" Burgundy pitch " is not pitch, and
Farmer, Mrs. L, Harrison remarks as
does not come from Burgundy the follows
greater part of it is resin and PalmIt is an immutable law of nature
oil.
" Catgut" is made from the entrails that all living things must die, and
bees are no exception to the rule.
of sheep.
During the working season, the limit
"Cuttle-bone" is not bone, but a of bees' lives is about 90 days during
kind of chalk once enclosed in the hibernation it is much longer. Among
the lower animals, as death apfossil remains of extinct specimens of
proaches, it appears tliat their instinct
cuttle-fish.
is to withdraw from their fellows and
" German silver " was not invented die in retirement. The loss of bees
in Germany, and does not contain a by flying out and dropping in the
snow is only trivial the major part
particle of silver.
seen lying in the snow, died in the
''
"Cleopatra's needle was not built hive, and were carried out by their
by the Egyptian queen, nor in her companions. It will not do to stop
up the entrances it is necessary for
honor.
them to be open, so that, if mild days
" Pompey's pillar "had no historical
occur, the bees can fly out for cleansconnection with Pompey in any way. ing and also have ah opportunity to
"Sealing-wax" does not contain a carry out the dead, so that the air in
the hive may be kept pure. If the
particle of wax, but is composed of hive is closed, the accumulating dead
Venice turpentine, shellac and cinna- soon prevent the entrance of fresh
air, and the decaying stench breeds
bar.
and death. Experiments have
The " tube-rose" is not a rose, but a disease
been made with bees, during zero
species of Polianthes.
weather, by taking off the cover and
" Turkish baths " did not originate bottom of the hive yet the bees did
in Turkey, and are not baths, but not perish. Dampness and foul air
are the worst enemies of bees.
heated chambers.
" Whalebone " is not bone, and is
The above will answer several simisaid not to possess a single property of lar questions sent to this office.
bone.
In the vocabulary of Bee-Keeping
we find similar misnomers: "Artifi- " i^" While in New Orleans we shall
put up " at the Hotel Windsor,
cial Comb " is not comb at all, but
which is kept on the European plan,
refers to sheets of wax, with corrugaand is located just opposite the U. S.
tions, marking out the bases of the
Government Building, Exposition
cells on either side.
"
"
An Artificial Swarm is not a Grounds, Corner of St, Charles Ave.
contains .500 sleeping-rooms, Ladies'
swarm, but one part of a divided col- It
Parlor and Reception Rooms, Gents'
of

;
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Vol. XXI.

Frost

February 18, 1885,

Work
SLLA

No. 7.

on the Window.
J.

;

MBADB.

Mountains and valleys, blossoming trees.
Temple, cathedral, fane.
Beautiful flowers, and birds, and beesAll on the window-pane
Done by a painter whose name is known
Only by matchless artMystical touch of an icy hand,
Breath of a frozen heart.
Rivers of crystal and trees of

life.

Heavenly mansions fair.
Love and its joys where there is no strifeAll of these "Over There ;"
Only revealed by the icy hand

And

by the frozen breath

Of the mysterious pow'r we name
King of

all

Terrors— Death.
—Chicago Tribune.

®° On the 9th inst. the Bingham
Smoker Factory caught Are — and all
" ended in smoke." It was partly insured. Fortunately, Mr. Bingham had
his finished smokers stored in another
building.

W

Mr. W. B. Stephens, of Steuben
Co., N. Y., has sent us a sample of a
reversible frame.
It is similar to

Novice's tin point, but the tin runs to ony of bees.
" Candied Honey " is not " incrusted
the centre of the outside of the sidebar, and is there fastened with a wire or preserved with sugar," but pure
nail clinched, and reverses on that honey granulated.
" Dollar Queens " are not queens in
pivot.
any sense of the word— they are female bees which may become mothers,
i^°
periodical in the Golden
but will never " reign like a queen;"
"
State says that
bee-keeper at
neither are they always sold for a
Riverside, Calif., has 33 colonies of
dollar, the price varying from $1..50 in
bees which produced, dui-ing the last
the spring, to SO cents in the fall.
season, T^ tons of honey, an average
"Grape Sugar" is not "sugar,"
of nearly 440 pounds to the colony.
neither is it obtained from grapes, but
f roin corn by the action of sulphuric
The winter meeting of the Bay acid.
" Honey-Dew " is neither honey nor
of Quinte Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at the City Hall, Belle- dew, but exudations from plant-lice,
ville, Ont., Feb. 26, 188-5, at 1 p. m.
aphidffi, etc.

A

A

W

;

;

;

Reading Room and
floor.

Two

lines

office, all

of

on

first

cars pass the

down town every minute.
Rates, one dollar per day for each
person.
There is a Restaurant in
connection with the Hotel, where
meals can be obtained.
hotel for

1^

While ten men watch for
chances, one man makes chances.
While ten men watch for something to
turn up, one turns something up so
while ten fail, one succeeds and is
called a man of luck the favorite of
fortune. There is no luck like pluck,
and fortune must favor those who are
;

—

most indifferent to fortune.— i^x.

:
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requires.
skill

and a

Base the management upon

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Water from

Mr. G. W.Demaree, Christiansburg,
Sweets. Ky., sends the following additional
remarks on query No. 4 as published

Query, No. 14.— Some have asserted that
bees have the power of expellingwater from
diluted sweets, when on the wing, etc. Now,
I long to see this matter subjected to the eye
of science. Has there been a gland discovered whose function, resembling that of
the kidneys, seems to be that of separating
water, etc.?— La Porte City, Iowa.

Spraying Fruit Trees.

—

Qnery, No. 14 It fruit trees when in
blossom are sprayed with Paris green, what
will be the effects on bees ? What is the best
W. Z. Hutchinson remarks as folWould
thing to do to prevent bad effects
" When feeding bees a considlows
it help the matter if London purple were
green
Subscriber.
Paris
?—
instead
of
used
erably diluted food, I have seen them
eject a colorless and tasteless fluid
Prof. A. J. Cook replies as follows
" I should have very little or no fear of when flying to and from the hives. I
have also seen the same phenomenon
any harm. The nectar and pollen are when the bees were leaving their hives
all that the bee cares for, and they
in the morning during an excellent
would be so free frona the poison, (the flow of honey ; and I nave seen the
'I

:

:

nectar would be wholly free), that I
am quite sure that they would work no
London purple and Paris
injury.
green are alike poisonous, so one would
nave no preference over the other.
But why spray the trees thus early ?
The only object will be to destroy the
codling moth-larva3. To rid our fruit
of this greatest apple pest, the poison
should not be applied until the blos-

soms have

fallen."

Dampness and MildewQuery, No. 15 My bee-house is damp
and mouldy but the bees are quiet. Must!
remove the bees to my
dampness y—C. J

in the

cellar, or leav e

^,..,7^'^

them

^^

Dr. J. P. H. Brown answers thus
" If the bees are quiet and in good
condition, I would not disturb them
but I would sprinkle lime over the
floor, and place boxes filled with it in
different parts of the room to absorb
moisture."
:

;

Bees First Deposit Honey.

—

Query, No. 16 Do bees, when carryinghoney rapidly from the fields, store it
directly in the surplus sections ? or do they
place it in the body of the hive to ripen, and
then carryjit above ? J. W. B.

In

—

Prof. A. J. Cook answers thus:
" Mr. Doolittle says that they do neither, but give it to the nurse-bees, and
the latter store it away. I have marked bees and found that they actually
do carry honey to the cells, and even
to the surplus sections above the
brood-chamber. It may be that all do

not do so."

SuperTision of Labor.
Query, No.

—

17. I have several apiaries,
and would like the best plan to systematically

manage them ?— B.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown says " To answer this question satisfactorily would
require some knowledge of the localities, and of the skill, industry and
executive ability of the manager.
What is the best plan ' for one person
might prove to be a very poor one for
another. Everything must be reduced
to a perfect system and order. The
lime should be divided between the
apiaries as the necessity of the case
:

'

Bee-Diarrhea in the South.

level head."

Bees Expelling

Where

:

same thing when the bees were working upon buckwheat, but the ejection
was done at the field of buckwheat."
G. W. Demarbe replies thus
" That bees have the power to separate and expel the watery portion of
diluted sweets while in the honeysac, is a proposition unsupported by
any conclusive evidence, so far as I
have seen. The discharges in the
form of a spray, seen when feeding
bees sweetened water in the open air,
are most probably caused by a wellfilled honey-sac pressing on the lower
intestines, discharging their watery
contents. No gland,' of which physiologists have any knowledge, could
perform its functions in so short an
interval of time, as intervenes between
the filling of the honey-sac and the
discharges seen."
G. M. Doolittle answers thus "I
think that the assertion is a mistake;
for there is no connection that I can
find between the honey stomach of the
bee and the intestines of the same, except by way of the mouth. This water
seen to fall from bees while on the
wing, I believe to be thin excrement,
after carefully watching the matter
for several years. At least I am convinced that it is the bees that have
just left the hive that exude it, rather
than those returning from the fields
with nectar."
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus "I
have never witnessed this phenomenon. I know of no physical law that
would enable bees to separate water
from nectar enroute to the hive. I
doubt their having any such power.
The renal or kidney-like organs of
bees consist of gastric tubules which
open into the stomach. I know of no
way to explain the phenomenon, and
so I am led to wonder if the observation is not at fault. Of course I know
and appreciate the truth of Hamlet's
remark: 'There are more things in
heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamed of in your philosophy.' "
'

'

'

:

:

on page 36

Having answered the query just as
stands as a question, I would like
to answer it as it "appears to me."
it

In the

first place I beg the pardon of
the querist, for saying that I am quite
sure that he is mistaken about the
condition of his bees. What he calls
" diarrhea " is not diarrhea in fact. I
have several times seen in my apiary,
in the early spring after breeding had
gotten well started and suddenly
checked by bad weather, a state of
things similar to that described by
the querist.
It IS a well known fact that young
bees, when several days old, must
have a flight in the open air or suffer
the consequences. It is a law of the
youngling that it must void or perish,
and since nature requires that young
bees must take wing to answer the
calls of nature, it is easy to see what
must be the inevitable consequences
of forced confinement at an unpropitious time. If Mr. Doolittle is right
in his conclusions, and I believe he
has thrown a flood of light on this
subject, a genuine case of bee-diarrhea must be sought for in a hive
where there are none but adult bees.
Such a case has never been reported
from the South by an experienced

apiarist.

Plenty of air-space above the frames
prevent untimely brood-rearing
my locality. I discovered this in a
rather singular and unpleasant way.
Some thieves carried off a sectioncase filled with sections, leaving an
air-space of over 1,000 cubic inches
above the frames I failed to find this
out until spring, and this colony was
strong and in excellent health, but it
had no brood. The bees were then
warmed with quilts, and made up for
all lost time, outstripping other colonies which were well on tlie way when
they commenced.
will
in

;

^" The Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its next meeting
on Feb. 24 and 2.5, 1885, in the Council
Rooms (opposite Burr's Hotel), Cedar
A. D. Bennett, Sec.
Falls, Iowa.
lO" The second annual meeting of the
Seneca County Bee-Keepers' Association
will l>e held in the Engine House at Ovid,
N. Y., on Feb. U, 188.5, at 9 a. m. All interested are cordially invited to attend,
and make the meeting as profitable as
possible. All implements of the apiary
sent to the Secretary will be exhibited at

the meeting, and will be disposed of or
returned as the owner directs.

Ika Wilson,

Sec.

|3f~ One of the handBomeBt and most unique
na" The New Jersey and Eastern Bee- and original ideas In chromo-lllhography 1b the
Keepers' Association will hold their next Columbia Valentine. juBl Issued by the Pope Mananimal convention at Cooper Union, in ufacturing Co., of Boston, Mass. The design is in
New York City, beginning on Wednesday, twelve colors, from a painting by Copeland, of
March 11, 188.5, and to continue two days or Boston, is mounted on a panel, and is a genuine
more. The committee promises a good worl£ of picturesque art. representing, in three
propramme,and extend a cordial invitation scenic sections, the morning, noon, and night of

to all.

W.

JJ.

Treadwell,

Ass't. Sec.

bicycling.

;
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me a sufreason why the old colony
should not be allowed to produce surplus, and the young bees profitably
employed, then I may be convinced
that it may be profitable to work
against nature in the manner advised.
I am aware that if nearly all of the
bees be taken from the old colony and
given to the new one, that the latter
will store a larger amount of surplus,
but I am not aware that it would
store more than both the new one and
the old one if divided by swarming
only once in a natural manner. Mr.
Heddon has truly stated (nor did I
misunderstand him as Mr. Hutchinson thinks) " that the largest yields
on record have come from tlie colonies
which cast not only one, but two or
three swarms." Mr. Heddon states
what has been often recorded in the
Bee Journal, of unprecedented
yields of honey in which after-swarms
have taken a part. There is no doubt
but that a colony which swarms, if
properly managed, will produce more
surplus than one which does not
swarm but the recorded facts show
the old colony to be no mean factor in
the production of the large yields,
whether it casts a second swarm or
not.
This Mr. Hutchinson apparif

Mr. Hutchinson will give

ficient

Explanatory.— The

figures before the
indicate the nuinber of years that the
Those after, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer bad in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and sprinjr,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
northwest;
west; and this 6 northeast;
o» southeast; and 9 southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

names

O

;

O

^

;

For the AmerlcaQ Bee Joumak

Working Against Nature.
DR. G. L. TINKER.
In his reply to my article on page
777 of the Bee Journal for 1S84, Mr.
W. Z. Hutchinson, after stating that
he had tried the Heddon plan of con" There
trolling after-swarms, says
:

has been no robbing nor any 'disease.'" Yet Mr. Frank D. Mitchell,
same plan, had
in practicing the
severe robbing to follow, and disaster
was averted only by prompt attention.
Mr. Mitchell said notliing about disease occurring, nor did I ; neither did
I think that any reader of the Bee
Journal would so construe it.
As to the " blind instincts of nature "and Mr. Heddon's "reason;"
He may have asserted the latter and
disregarded the former many times
when a better understanding would
have led to different practice. No
man is so perfect that his reason may
be said to be " superior " to instinct
in directing the course of events in
nature. Perfect knowledge is not one
of our attributes, given or acquired,
while nature makes few mistakes.
Take away the instinct of the bees,
and our wise men would make a sorry
plight in attempting to order a better
system than that of nature. And
right here, I shall be glad to have it
remembered, that the (irst grand
mistake would probably be to order
that the " silly " bees should " touch
not, taste not,
handle not " that
deadly thing— pollen— in winter con-

finement
My idea of working against nature
is where the bee-master, ill-directed
!

by reason,
practices

oif

institutes

methods and

less profit

than a course

prompted by the instinct

of the bees.

The controlling of the after-swarming
of a colony, on the Heddon plan, that
has cast an early prime swarm, will
result in a failure to get as much surplus as by a method of management
by which the old colony is not deprived of so many bees as to render
It unable to cast a second swarm or to
store any surplus, unless the season
for surplus is a protracted one. In
from -5 to 8 days after a first swarm
issues, the old colony (if not allowed
to swarm again) will ordinarily begin
work in the sections and store" nearly
as much surplus as the swarm. Now,

;

Another objection

swarms.

to the
with highly prolific
Syrians,
Cyprians,
the
queens, like the
the Svrio -Italians or Albinos.

Heddon plan

is

BEST MANAGEMENT FOR SURPLUS.
If we build up colonies of these
bees on ten or more brood-combs to
their fullest capacity by the time of
the honey-flow, and then hive all
swarms on from 6 to 7 brood-frames,
as is advisable, and prevent afterswarming on the Heddon plan, we
shall get too many bees in the new
up these very
I divide
colonies.
large colonies as nearly even as possible, which I am able to do by plac-

new colony on the old stand
and removing the old one to a new
location. By the time the most of the
young bees have hatched, both colothe same
nies will be of about
strength and produce about the same
ing the

amount of comb honey. I also take
two or more brood-combs from the
old colony. The swarms are hived on
frames half filled with foundaon as many frames of empty
comb. Soon after, the combs taken
from the old colony are given to them,
and as many frames taken from the
new one or, if the queen's wing is not
clipped, and the swarm is allowed to
6 or 7

tion, or

;

combs in the hive
at once, put on the sections and then
hive the swarm. The combs taken
from the old colony are always placed
at the outside of the brood-chamber,
and the frames with foundation^ in
the centre.
After hiving a swarm on so few
combs, the hive must be well ventilated or they will desert it. As I put
on the sections at once in all cases,
desertion is prevented by giving ventilation through the sections at the
top without letting out the bees.
After two days these openings are
closed. I also advise the use of a
queen-excluder on all colonies, and
find that, if properly made, they do not
it with a cloth, etc., and by this man- hinder the storing of surplus in secagement a larger surplus may be ob- tions or frames; but if fewer broodtained. But this contracting of the combs than six be given, the bees will
brood-nest is not one of Mr. Heddon's store much pollen in the sections.
methods, and without it I can see no
CONTROLLING BROOD-REARING.
advantage in his plan whatever, unless it may be to save a little labor,
This I regard as essential to the best
which is offset by obtaining a small results. When it is seen that the
amount of surplus.
eggs deposited will not produce maWhere there is so much difficulty in ture bees until too late to be of seropening hives tlie brood-frames of vice in storing surplus, then both old
which are bound together by new colonies and iiew ones should be concombs built on their tops and between tracted on a few brood-combs, and
them, the Heddon plan might be ad- queen-excluders should be placed bevised as a choice of evils, especially neath the sections, and the work of
but in instances the queen narrowed down to the
with ugly bees
where the combs may be readily lowest possible limits. Then, as soon
lifted from the hives, I find that the as the season of surplus closes, all
time taken to go through them after surplus is to be removed, when the
queen-cells about the sixth day after bees, finding themselves short of
Colonies
a prime swarm issues, is not great. stores, breed but little.
Of course it is many times not nec- having highly prolific queens, which I
have
plan,
been
this
essary, as every bee-keeper will be have managed on
thoughtful enough to give to colonies, found to be quite small in the fall,
a few days after they cast a prime and where increase is not desirable, it
swarm, a laying queen", a virgin queen, would be easy to unite them and alor a' queen-cell about to hatch, if he though a little more troublesome then,
has them and does not care to save than during a honey-flow, it comes at
tlie queen-cells of the colony to be a time when robbing ani other disoperated on but witli the exception turbance will not interfere with the
of the layingqueen, these latter plans work of the bees as when profitably
So much for Mr.
are not always proof against after- storing surplus.
ently denies.
while the above represents my
views as to all early swarming, I will
not say that I would not favor Mr.
Heddon's plan of controlling afterswarming, where prime swarms issue
within 10 to 1.5 days of the close of
the honey harvest. With these late
swarms contracted on about six
brood-frames with a queen-excluder,
the sections on the old colony may be
transferred to the new one at once,
and as many bees taken as the old
colony can safely spare. They may
be shaken from the brood-combs in
front of the new colony, or taken by
the slower process of moving the old
colony about the new one, covering

cluster, I place the

;

;

;
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fears that working
Hutchinson's
against nature at a time when the
bees are not working at a profit to
their owner is not more wise than at
other times.
But Mr. Hutchinson will doubtless
say that there is much work about
Mr. Doolittle's method of contracting
the brood-chambers of hives which
contain colonies run for comb honey.
In reply, 1 would ask. is it not better
to exhaust the honey-flow of a locality
by a fewer number of colonies built
up very strong, than to have so many
weak colonies in 8-frame hives to do
the same work V These little colonies
require about the same labor on the
part of the bee-keeper, and it is an
open question whether the bees in the
larger colonies will not produce the
most surplus. I say that they will.
Til managing colonies on the plan
here given, we must have hives which
can readily be opened, and without
unduly disturbing the bees. (1 very
rarely use a smoker). Then when it
comes to taking out brood-frames,
contracting brood-chambers or cutting out queen-cells, I can do it without any great ado or loss of time. In
case I overlook a queen-cell, which is

tins of the form shown in the illustra- could use short pieces of T-shaped
tion, are secured in place at the front tin ; the flanges being wide enough to
and back of the hive, to receive the cover the entire width of the frame.
It is believed that the more this
nail-projections of the frame. It will
be seen that the bottom tins support frame is studied the more it will find
the weight of the frame, while those favor.
Henderson,*o Ky.
at the top are merely slots to hold the
top of the frame in place. The tins
are easily and quickly made of a single
For tlie American Bee Journal.

piece of tin— the only solder used is
where the sides of the bottom tins
come together, in order to more securely hold the weight of the frame.

My

Experience in Wintering Bees.

TONGUE,

L. N.

(25—70).

Where

the space between the frame
and the hive is
of an inch, the depth
or projections of the tins should be }4
of an inch. This with the 5-16 projection of the nails of the frame, will give
% of an inch play between the back of
the tins and the ends of the nails, and
at the same time will prevent the nails
from getting out of the tins.

%

Now, with this frame and

its fittings

My

lessons in apiculture were
in Belvidere, Ills., from a
practical bee-man, whose soul was in
first

learned

the work. He was the first man who
drove a colony out of a hive and retained one in the old hive; he also
was the first man to fasten slats in
the top of the hive for bees to build

combs upon

;

and after experiment-

aside from all of the advantages ac- ing, the space adopted was 1% inches
cruing from a reversible frame, the from center to center of each slat.
following merits over the ordinary Movable frames were not in use when
my instructor adopted liis plan of

having combs built straight.
In 1880 I went to Minnesota where
I wintered my bees in a cellar for the
When I took them out of
first time.

and an after-swarm issues, I put
back after cutting out the offending
queen-cell. After handling hives and
brood-frames for several years on the
plan first given to the public by Mr.
Doolittle, I conclude, on tlie whole,
that it is more important to have
readily movable brood-frames than
•'
readily movable " hives.

rare,

the

it

combs, and even the joists over-head,
were completely covered with mold
and dripping with water, and, notwithstanding all this, the bees came
out all right. In 1882 I came to this
place and bought 50 colonies, increased
them to 133, and sold 21 colonies in

New

Philadelphia, O.
For

My

tlie

Eeversible Frame.
G. M.

An

American Bee JoumaL

ALVES.

illustration is

^

herewith submit-

ted to those who think of using a reversible frame during the coming season. As yet, the writer has never
obtained
1. The
used this frame, but he can see no rea- hanging frame are
liable to get
son why it would not work admirably frame is stronger and less
frames are all
in practice, and he is now making a out of true. 2. The
number of them for his own use next held equally spaced, both at the top
and bottom. It will be seen that the
season.
The end-pieces are }4X% inches and sides of the lower tins act as guides,
of the frames at the
of the required length. The top and hence the spacing
bottom bars are each triangular in bottom is automatic.
As to objections It might be said
of an inch
shape. The center bar is
certain
square with a diagonal up tlie other that it frequently happens that
withdiagonal will come even with the side frames cannot well be taken out
frames
adjacent
a litof the end-pieces, as the diagonal of out moving the
is equal to }«.
Of course it will be tle off, and that this is done with the
seen tliat the center bar is not neces- ordinary hanging frame by sliding it
the hive,
sary to the frame or its arrangement, laterally on the rabbets of
but its use is preferred by the writer, and that this could not be done with
this frame; but it may be answered
for the following reasons
that we simply lift the top nails of the
1. By its use he expects to be enaout of
bled to obtain much truer combs than frame wished to be moved off,
without it, as he finds that while bees their slots, lean the frame to the reallow the bottom
will build from a downward projection, quired side, and then
hey are also disposed to build down to to gently glide into its former support.
If it be objected that propolis might
an upward projection,
the working of the
2. Its use will render the frame much interfere with
stififer, and the comb will be held in frames, it may be said that the space
between tlie ends of the frames and the
place much better.
Near the top and bottom of the end- tin projection is only ji of an inch it
liieces of the frame, good sized wire is true, but that little propolis could
ails with their heads cut off are be joined to the thin edge of tin.
driven in so as to project .S-IB of an Those who have doubts on tliis point,
inch. In lieu of rabbets to the hive, in lieu of the wire nails to the frames,
:

%

;

%

:

I

1

:

cellar in the spring, the hives,

the fall of 1882. Then I moved my
bees 9 miles and put them into a cellar without giving them a chance to
The cellar froze up solid. In the
fly.
spring of 1883 I carried them out for
a fly and then put them back. When
I took them out to stay, I had 4 colonies left, after spring dwindling. No
one need say that I do not know what
bee-diarrhea is. I never shall forget
the sight nor the stench.
I bought 4 more colonies and the 8
I wintered
I increased to 25 colonies.
them in a cellar, and in the spring of
bass wood honey. I left them in the
care of my wife and son and then I
went to Tennessee to take charge of

an apiary.
My experience teaches me that bees
in a Southern climate would have the
diarrhea worse than they do in a
Northern cUmate, were it not for the
frequent flights which they have in
Bees gather immense
the South.
quantities of pollen there, and they

consume much for brood-rearing.
While I was in Tennessee I had frequent occasions to witness the copious
discharge of pollen by bees when taking a flight also when shaking bees
from a frame, especially when they
had been confined in the hive by cold,
rainy weather. Had those bees been
;

retained in their hives until their abdomens had become inflamed, diarrhea
would have been the result.
From long experience and close
observation, I conclude that Mr. Heddon is correct in this pollen question.
Pollen is the prime cause of bee-diarrhea, other causes being secondary.
Bees cannot rear brood without pollen ; hence by removing all pollen in
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the fall and feeding granulated-sugar
syrup, is a sure and safe way to winter
bees in a Northern climate.
The 25 colonies were increased to 70
and I gave my son 14 for his share,
leaving me 56 but I expect to lose as
many as 7 in wintering. The season
;

in some localities in this
section.
I secured 1,000 pounds of
honey. Next season I purpose to run
my apiary for honey instead of increase.
Hillsboro, ? Wis., Jan. 26, 1885.

was poor

For

tlie
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Peculiarly Diseased Colonies.

ISAAC SHARP.

On page 555 of the Bee Journal
for 1884, 1 wrote about some bees acting differently than any that I had
ever heard of. In the season of 1880
I had a colony that carried out sick
bees and dead ones until nearly July,
so much so that when I was away
from home and any person passing
through my apiary would pass that
colony they would at once enquire
what was the matter with it, on account of so many dead bees being
about it.
I tried to keep the bees
cleared away so that it would not be
noticed, but all to no purpose.
I
might clean all away and in less than
an hour there would be enough sick
and dying bees on the alighting-board
to attract the attention of almost any
one who cared to go near a hive of

honey-flow was over they began
gradually dwindle away.
They
all their stores but kept
brood-rearing going on all the time,
and even until there was not enough
bees to cover more than one side of a
frame. Sometimes it was a wonder
to me how they had so much capped
brood with so few bees. When the
cool days of fall set in, the bees ceased
to fly, not having any honey.
Having no desire to preserve this
colony, I gave it no food, and the last
time I opened the hive there were live
bees in it— the queen and probably
about 50 young bees with a few scattering cells of capped brood which
had small holes cut in the caps, and
some of the cells had the caps entirely
cut away and a part of the contents
removed.
Of course the bees were
starving and were subsisting on the
contents of the capped cells. Soon
after this I found the dead queen, and
all was over.
This hive and the
combs as the bees left them, with a
little cleaning, I consider all right to
put a swarm in next season, as the
moths did not trouble it. My apiary
is not troubled with moths.
Judging the future by the past, I
have not much to fear but should a
first

to

consumed

;

large number of ray colonies become
diseased in the same manner, the loss
would be considerable. I had a good
opportunity to observe the working
of this colony as it stood close to my
shop-door. I have kept bees for 30
years, and during the last 12 years I
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"the little, busy bee." It is
added that " the flavor of the honey
was excellent," and we are assured
"it cannot be told from wild-flower
of

honey."
The author strongly advises ladies
to try this method of money-making,
to render the deception as perfect as
possible, and suggests that the syrup

be concocted with " a little tea made
from white clover heads of which
bees are very fond !" There is worse
to come. It is recommended to add
a little brandy to this tea, of which,
also, we are told that " bees are very
fond."
facetious poet lately charged
bees with being misers, now let someone strike the lyre (liar), and pro-

A

claim, in lofty strains of verse, that
they are tipplers. The author further
advises lady bee-keepers to " secure a
beautiful white pink tinge" to honey,
by "feeding a little cochineal."
I would not have been so tardy in
exposing this imposition on the credulity of the public, but the notes and
quotations I made at the time, were
jotted down on the back of a letter
which was mislaid, and I did not like
to write from recollection in regard
to a matter of this kind.
Speedside, Ont.
For tne Araerrcan Bee Journal.

Can One Man Take Care of Bees ?
S.

DANIELS.

have had them in frame hives and
The above subject is one which I
have reared queens and studied bee- should like to hear discussed, for in
The queen of this colony was a keeping, but have never known of my experience I find it almost imdaughter of an imported " Dadant "' bees diseased as were these two colo- possible for one person alone to atqueen which I obtained in the spring nies of which I have written.
tend to an apiary. For instance
I
Waveliind,*o Ind.
of 1878. She was reared in tiiat year.
fill my
smoker with rags or rotten
During all this time the queen kept
wood, light it, give the bees a smokthe brood about up to the usual
ing, lay it down and begin lifting out
For the American Bee Journal.
amount. The brood, from the eggs
the frames to see their condition or to
Apicultural Humbug and Fraud.
to the mature bees, appeared all riglit.
find a queen. Then, perhaps, the bees
The increase was kept about equal to
will rise before one hive is half exTV. F. CLARKE.
the decrease from dying. During this
amined. I turn to my smoker and
time the bees consumed about all the
find the fire gone out, and before I can
honey they gathered.
When in Chicago, last October, I again light it, the bees are all flying,
The trouble ceased toward the latter spent an hour or two in the palatial aiid tliey get the mastery.
part of June and tlie bees stored establishment of Jansen, McCIurg &
When I began I bought a lot of
enough honey for winter. This colony Co. A book entitled " Money Making bees in box-hives, witli the intention
was one of 6 belonging to my daughter for Ladies," published in 1882, caught of trying my hand at transferring
and the only one that survived the my eye. I am always interested in and Italianizing them. I obtained
terrible winter of 1880-81.
The in- schemes of money -making for the fair Prof. Cook's Manual, and everything
crease of this colony has been kept sex. They are well up in the art of looked possible and easy. I prepared
strictly to the account of my daughter spending money, and if they can only about 20 Langstroth hives in which to
who assists in the apiary and takes be put in the way of making the arti- put all swarms, but the drouth cut
care of and sells her own honey. I cle, they may enjoy the luxury of everything short, and I gor only 6
had 5 colonies to winter out of about " shopping " without feeling that a swarms from 15 colonies during the
30.
Up to this time my daughter's monster of a man will be mercilessly first season, and then I found on exbees have produced nearly one-third criticising their expenditures.
But amining them about Sept. 15. that
more honey than mine. She had 17 oh, preserve us from such dishonest they were nearly out of honey and
good colonies to put into winter quar- gains as the following
brood.
I commenced feeding" them
ters.
Since then the disease of which
" Making honey from sugar has moderately to start brood rearing,
I speak has not showed itself in any been successfully tried," we are told then fed the 6 new colonies up to the
of her colonies. Now. the question in the work which I have named, and middleof November, about 140 pounds
is,
what was the matter with that the modus operandi is described at of coffee A sugar made into good
colony in the summer of 1880 V
length.
The author states that 15 syrup for winter stores, and then
As stated on page 555 of the Bee pounds of sugar were fed to a colony packed them in leaves on the summer
Journal for 1884, the colony which of bees, in the form of syrup. At the stands. They appear to be doing
was diseased last summer was dis- end of 20 days, lo the syrup had dis- well.
eased in the same wav, but instead of appeared, biit in place thereof, there
But, as I said at the start, I never
the troulile ceasing toward the latter were 20 pounds of first-quality honey got to see a queen during the whole
part of June, the disease continued. which sold (when, and where '?) for 30 summer. I care about as mnch for a
The colony stored some honey around cents per pound
The sugar cost bee-sting as a rhinoceros does, and
the brood- nest during the best honey- Sl.SO. and the honey brought S6.00, they have about as little visible efHow, but it did not get strong enough the difference being the result of three fect on me so, smoker or no smoker,
to store any surplus. Soon after the weeks" industrious labor on the part I went through six hives, frame after
bees.

:

:

!

!

;
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frame, to see the condition of the
colony. I cut holes into the combs
and looked for queens, and must say
that I never got a slimpse of one.
Now, that is what makes bee-keeping
a mystery to me. If I could find the
queens and other conditions of the
colony as easily as others do who
could go
I
write bee-literature,
ahead.
I began the bee-business with considerable enthusiasm, but I must say,
all things considered, that it does not
pay in this section, or in any other
section since sugar has become so
cheap. I think, from the indications
of the markets, tliat honey will soon
have to be sold with a chromo. Every
place it is marked dull or no honey
wanted.
Last summer 1 had a trial of peddling honey in my home market, and
1 found it a pretty sticky business.
The only hopes I have now is to get
my honey in a little nicer shape in

carries off the impure air and
causes a circulation of pure air in the
cellar.
I do believe that artificial
heat is needed around a bee-cellar.
The mercury varied only 7^ from Nov.
2-1 to Feb. 1, and we liave had some
warm days and some zero weather,
but sudden changes do not affect it
unless the wind blows hard from the
right direction. The bees are very
quiet, and as yet no dead bees are on
the cellar bottom.

them

South Dayton, p N. Y.
Bee-Keepers' Magazine.

Another Pioneer Gone.

EHRICK rARMLY.
William W. Gary was born Feb. 24,
and died Dec. 9, 1884, at Colerain,
Mass.
1815,

What do
names

those signs indicate before
of States V

Bees.

EMMA HULETT.

one-half

colonies.

I

safely, intelligently

and

profit-

I would here make note of the lifelong friendship that existed between
Mr. Langstroth and Mr. Cary. Their
enthusiasm and devotion to the study
of the honey-bee, and thorougti honesty of purpose, placed them on the

and no basswood.

5.5

and

ably.

of 1881 was the poorest
for tlie past 10 years,
half a crop of clover
being
only
there

from

been a bee-keeper for 52
may say he had been a
student during all of those years, for
he had in him by nature the true spirit

more

The season
known here

We secured only
a crop of honey, and we
never saw bees swarm so little. We
moved our bees IJ^ miles about the
We put wiremiddle of October.
cloth over the hive-entrances, and
moved them in the afternoon of a
quiet, cloudy day, on a hay-rack covered with straw, making "two loads

his 70th year.

He had

About the year 18-50 he made the
acquaintance of the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, who was then living in Greenfield, Mass., and they spent some time
together in experimenting with bees
and hives. At that time he commenced using the Langstroth movable
comb hive, determining to make all
the experiments he could think of that
promised to shed any light on the
subject, without regard to tlie season's
surplus, that he might later work

For the American Bee JouraaL

MRS.

9, 1884, in

of original research.

Pine Grove, J Ohio.
[The signs referred to indicate the
part of the State in which the particPlease
ular correspondent resides.
see page 101.— Ed.]

Moving and Wintering

improvement was of short duration.
He grew rapidly worse, and died Dec.
years,

sections.

the

dwelling in the village of Colerain,
Franklin Co., Mass.
Being thus crippled did not affect
his energy or enterprise. In the autumn of his eighteenth year he obtained his first colony of bees, and
from that time has never been without bees.
His last illness was long and painful, nearly eighteen months.
He improved somewhat during the fine
weather of last September and October, and one day walked out to the
bee-yard and said he wanted to see
the inside of a hive once more, and
made several suggestions about preparing some of them for out-door
wintering. He had 300 colonies. He
also rode out several times, and his
family felt much encouraged, but this

same

level.

The

distinctions

made

by the world, having their origin in
the difference of position, education
MR. WM. W. GARY, DECE.ISED.

The pioneers

in

modern bee-keep-

Early on the next morning my hus- ing are fast passing away. Still, we
band laid out the new apiary grounds have the father (Rev. L. L. Langon a small knoll in an orchard south stroth) with us. Those who by tlieir
of the house. We removed the wire- energy and ability have added to the
cloth and gave them their liberty, all fund of knowledge, whose lives have
having been put up in good order be- elevated the work their hands found
fore noon, and they then had a nice to do, deserve from us some fitting
" fly." In the afternoon we went to notice of their labors, to encourage
the old location to pack lioney, but the young to imitate them in their
not one bee came back. We had lives, and their brother pioneers to
noticed considerable pilfering around not feel that they are forgotten if the
the hives previous to their removal, hand of time has lessened their power
but afterward they were the most to work in the field of their choice.
quiet lot of bees that I ever saw. Our departed friend, from his early
They flew nearly every day all fall childhood, had a great love for bees,
until thev were put into winter quar- and never lost an opportunity to study
their habits when he chanced to be
ters on Nov. 2i, 1884.
We have always wintered our bees where they were kept. This impulse
in an out-door cellar, until this win- was so strong that it led him away
ter, and now they are in the cellar from the ordinary amusements of boydirectly beneath
the sitting room. hood.
When thirteen years of age he met
Tliere is a o-inch pipe extending from
the cellar to the pipe above, and each with an accident that deprived him of
has a close fitting damper which can motion in one knee. Tlie joint liecame
be governed at will. The celL^r is ancliylored in a partially fixed posilarge and dry, and the bottom is tion, causitjg him considerable inconflagged with large flat stones. Tliere venience in moving about lumber piles
air-space above and and the ordinary work of his mill,
is plenty of
around the bees, and the fire above which is only a few rods from the

or calling, were

unknown

to tliem;

reaped no other pleasure or
benefit from bee-keeping than the
friendship of such men in the ranks,
I should feel more than repaid for the
time spent in its study.
Early in March, 1860, he learned
that Mr, Samuel B. Parsons, of Flushing, N. Y., had succeeded in importHe
ing a few queens from Italy.
visited him and spent the entire seaqueens,
propagating
son in Flushing
having the whole charge of Mr. Parsons' apiary. Bees for several miles

and had

I

around were bought or Italianized,
and every precaution was taken to
Since then he
prevent admixture.
has uninterruptedly bred tlie Italian
queens, and has used many imported
mothers in his apiary. His only sou,
Wm. Whiting Cary, was associated
with him in business, and having
handled bees from early childhood,
acquired a skill and quickness that
few ever attain.
Mr. Cary look great interest in the
importation of other races of bees, and
made transportation boxes which he
sent to foreign countries accompanied
by full directions but these attempts
few
did not meet with any success.
years ago, a missionary from Ceylon
;

A
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spent some time with liim to learn

management of
and through him Mr. C. hoped

bees,
to receive, some day. Apis dorsata, or at
least some specimens of that bee and
its combs; but nothing ever came of
Since then the efforts of both Mr.
it.
practically the

The

TJse of

Drone-Traps.

HENRY ALLEY.

troyed. Every one of the young queens
will be fertilized by the desired (hones.
pass
Wliile
virgin queens can
through the perforated zinc, a laying
or fertile queen cannot. The dronetrap can be placed on the hive, and
the necessity of destroying drone
brood by shaving off their heads or by

Several answers in reference to
drone-traps were given on page 52.
thrown
have
Benton
Mr.
Jones and
had as much experience in cutting out the drone comb can be
some light on the subject of the for- As I have
drone-trap as any one,

the use of the
eign races of bees.
having used them for 27 years, I can,
Mr. Gary leaves a widow and three perhaps, -enlighten the readers on this
children to mourn his loss.
Messrs. Dadant & Son said
point.
New York City.
that drone- traps were " a nuisance at
the best." This fact shows clearly
that they know nothing about the
for the American Bee Journal.
construction or use of a perfect trap,
or they would not have made such a
Wintering Bees in a Vault.
statement. Why will they not " back
up " what they have said, by a few
JOHN TRIMBERGER.
facts, as there are thousands of droneOn page 140 of the Bee Journal traps used in this country, and by
for 1884, I explained how I warmed some of our most intelligent apiarists'?
my bee-vault by lire in a wood stove.
I think that, with one exception,
Now, what was the result V Every not one of those who replied to the
time the temperature was raised to above query ever had much experi50^, the bees would become noisy, ence in the use of the drone-trap.
and many left their hives to certain One correspondent recommended the
death near or on the sometimes red- Jones' bee-guard as the best thing to
hot stove.
Those near the stove use. Let us see how the bee-guard
would always leave their hive en masse works. If placed at the entrance of
to cluster on the outside. At one a hive containing a strong colony (in
time the Are had burned low, when I which there must be a large number
fed it again, leaving it to take care of of drones at the season when it is
itself.
Upon returning in the course necessary to use a trap), for several
of an hour, I found the wood only hours in the middle of the day, it will
smoldering, and, therefore, the vault soon become clogged with drones
was full of smoke— yes, so full of it which are trying to leave the hive for
that I left the doors open and re- a flight, and if not closely watched
treated to a safe distance. Upon re- there will be danger of the colony
entering in a few minutes, I learned perishing from heat. The bees will
to my great consternation that the be greatly hindered in their work, as
dense sinolse had driven nearly every the drones will be trying to escape for
bee out of its hive in search of fresh at least two hours in the busiest part
air.
colony was sometimes clus- of the day. What is such an arrangetered in two or three places on its ment worth when compared with a
hive.
good drone-trap V
Although a goodly number of these
Now, if the trap is used, the drones
colonies showed signs of diarrhea be- will pass up into the chamber (or trap)
fore the heating process commenced, above, out of the way of the workers,
all except 4 were put out alive on and when night comes they can be reMarch 22, 1884, the most of them be- leased or destroyed at the pleasure of
ing very populous, but having but the apiarist. When a good dronelittle honey.
By the middle of May trap is used, the bees can pass out
12 had died, and the rest were ex- and in as readily as thougli no obtremely weak. Having bought some struction were there. Had Messrs.
to swell their number to 60 colonies, Dadant & Son said the same of the
they increased to 105 by natural bee-guard, that they did of the trap,

A

pounds many would have agreed with them.
Let us see what can be done with a
Suppose there
perfect drone-trap
surplus yield.
are 50 colonies of bees in any apiary,
By the way, the colony which was and the majority of them are blacks
wintered out-of-doors in the gum with or hybrids, and the Ijalance pure bees
so much upward
ventilation, was of any race or, suppose that there is
fozen to death with about 3 pounds of no pure race, but a few of the colonies
honey left in the hive, the extinct are superior workers, and possess
bees hanging in regular clusters be- other desirable qualities, and are, in
tween the combs.
fact, just the strain of bees which one
On Nov. 23 I put my bees into the desires to propagate. Now, perhaps
vault and propose never to open the all these latter colonies have swarmed,
door until I put them out in the and there are some tine queen-cells
spring. The vault is covered with which the apiarist desires to preserve;
dry earth to a depth of 3 feet, and if so. it can be done easily and withwell ventilated.
They are, I think, out trouble by removing the objeccellared well. I confess that I am at tionable queens, and at the same
a loss to know whether my last win- time inserting a queen-cell in each
Then,
ter's operation was a success or fail- colony as far as they will go.
swarming, and produced

And it will not be necessary
for one to trouble himself about examining the trap, as is recommended
wt»en the bee-guard is used, as the
former can be placed at the entrance,
and need not be troubled only at the
pleasure of the apiarist.
avoided.

Here is another point which was
At the proper time the
overlooked
bees know from a natural instinct
that drones are needed in the colony.
If they have not the ready drone comb
for use, they will find room for the
queen to deposit drone eggs somewhere in the hive. Every small hole
or opening in the combs will be utilized by the bees for this purpose. If
there are any combs which do not
quite till the frames at the bottom or
sides, the bees will construct dronecells, and will rear drones in this way.
When that will not work to suit them,
they will rear them in the caps. When
drones are needed, the bees will follow their instincts and rear them, and
all " cutting and slashing " of combs
will not prevent them from doing so.
Would it not be a pretty job to go
over 100, or even 50 colonies, of bees,
and cut out the drone comb and fill
the places with comb foundation V
AVhen speaking of " nuisances " in
the apiarv, all of the most experienced know that complaint has been
made against every new implement
:

'

all tlie races of bees, movable combs, frame hives of all descriptions, smokers, and even comb foundation— all have had their turn. Well,

devised,

we can get along without comb foundation, the movable-frame hive, smokers, and drone-traps, but it would be
verv inconvenient.

Wenham,d Mass.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Handling Bees— Bee-Diarrhea.

GUSTAV LEOPOLD.

2,.500

of comb honey and 450 pounds of
extracted, white clover being the only

:

;

ure, but. nevertheless, I am sure that
I will not venture it again, especially
after having noticed Mr. Doolittle's
disastrous coal-oil-stove experiment.
Ash ton, 9 Wis.

inserted
trances
colonies

carry

them

to the hive.

In this way I

have often-times hived from 20 to 35
swarms in one hour.
I have a bee-house made out of
matched flooring, 200 feet long, 5 feet
high and 3 feet wide, just wide enough

It has a roof
sloping toward the north, and it has
hive which has a queen-cell doors on the south side hanging on
in it, as well as at the en- hinges, which I can close at any time
of the hives of all the other when it is necessary, but I have them
whose drones are to be des- closed as long as there is snow on the

at the proper time, place a drone-trap

on each

have handled bees for 29 years,
I find a good deal of pleasure in
it.
I can deal with them like flies,
picking up handfulsof them with my
bare hands. I can take a whole hive
full of bees and empty them over my
naked body without receiving a sting.
When the season for swarming
comes, I simply shake the bees into
my hat, (if I cannot do this, I scrape
them in with my hands), and then
I

and

to slip in the hives.
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organization whose good effects will
be felt generally.
^
^
^^
In regard to the "Hunt Honey
Fraud :'• The executive committee
was fully sustained by the Association in their opposition to the introduction of adulterated honey into the
State by Mr. F. H. Hunt, of Centre
Point, iowa, which has resulted in the
removal of such honey from the State.

ground, and I keep the snow shoveled
up almost to the roof. I left a space
about 14 of an inch wide to let in
fresh air. As soon as the snow is all
gone I raise the doors, and as soon as
the weather is warm for a few days in
March, I place pans of rye flour a few
feet from the hives. This rye flour
every bee-keeper ought to give to his
bees. They use it only for rearing

their brood, and it makes them swarm
early, and also makes them produce
*
large swarms.
bees
my
kept
Ever since 1 have
housed up, I have never lost a colony.
colonies
I used to lose a good many
by diarrhea, generally in the spring,
and sometimes in the summer, until I
found a very cheap cure for it. I nil
shallow troughs nearly full of rain-

water, and then put a small handtul

of rock-salt into each of them. This
fall,
I give to them from spring until
and ever since I have used this remedy

Mr. Margrave, of Kansas, being
present, was, on motion, elected an
honorary member of the Association.
The topics discussed were generally
led by G. M. Hawley and M. L. Trester, of Lincoln, R. V. Muir, of Brownville, T. L. Whitbeck, of Wahoo, J.
N. Grant, of Beatrice, T. S. Corbett
andS. L. Thomas, of Plattsmouth,
and Mrs. Heater, of Columbus. All
being veterans in the manipulation of
bees, one would think that they had
always lived inside of a bee-hive.
By resolution, the next annual
meeting will be held at Lincoln, Neb.,
on the second Wednesday in January,

assured that the hotels have not advanced their rates, which are $2 to $3,
according to location of rooms, etc.

The Committee.

t^ As a means of recognition, beekeepers going to New Orleans should
wear Badges. It will help to make
acquaintances, and add much pleasure to the trip. We have made a lot,
having, besides the gold bee, the
words " New Orleans Bee-Keepers'
Congress " in large gold letters. Price
10 cents

;

also

some with a

rosette

and

gold fringe, price 50 cents.
The regular price of a ticket from

Chicago to New Orleans and return
by any route, is $20; but "return
"
tickets " have been sold by " scalpers
for

much

less.

The

regular tickets

can be obtained at any railway ticket
office in the Northern States, at a correspondingly low rate. The Scalper's
tickets can only be "picked up"

I
I have never lost another colony.
believe that they take the salt-water
1886.
to their hives to purify their honey
W. F. Wright, Sec.
and I also have no trouble with toul
T. L. "Von Dorn, Pres.
brood since I used the salt-water.
occasionally.
The honey harvest was a very poor
colo100
had
I
season.
last
one here
The International Congress.
Convention Notices.
nies last fall, and sold 50 of them at
Langstroth
the
use
I
apiece.
$10
10
at
assemble
will
The Convention
of the EastIS" The third annual convenUon
hive.
the Ex- ern
Iowa and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Asa. m. in the Lecture Hall on
Joliet, Ills., Feb. 4, 1885.
sociation will meet at Moore's Hall, Davenport,
subthe
Among
Grounds.
position
lowa.un Feb. 18, commencinB at 10 a. m., and
:

ror

me

The Nebraska

American Bee Journal.

State Convention.

which will be considered during
the sessions of the Convention will be
reports of t;he honey resources and
production of America and Europe ;
preparation of honey for market;
transportation ; lower rates of freight;
marketing ; the advantages of the use
of comb foundation; sections, the
best size and the best way to use
them the best race of bees for America ; prevention of swarming ; fertiliqueens; bee-pasturage;
zation of
bee-keeping as a pursuit ; besides the
discussion of other questions of interest that will be propounded. Essays
to elicit discussion are expected from
some of the most prominent bee-keep-

jects

iasUngtwo days. Bee-keepers' headquarters will
be at the Newcumb House, where rates have been
reduced to »1.5o per day. Honey, beeswax, or

apiarian supplies for exhibition should be sent to
the depot
1 Hall, who will take charge of them, at
or express ofBce, and return the same as owner
the
may direct. His expected that this will be
largest and most interesting meeting ever held in
the State. Everybody invited to attend.
Sec.
WM. Goos,
I. V. McCAGG, Pres.

The Nebraska State Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Tecumseh, Nebr.,
on Jan. 14, 15 and 16, 1885. On account of the extreme cold and stormy
1^ We had a regular Iowa blizzard
weather but few of the members of
on Jan. 10 and 17, which made travel
the Association were present at the
either by sleigh or rail almost imJvlore came in on the
first session.
practicable; therefore, the Marshall
second day, and with the addition of
Association
Bee-Keepers'
County
new members, the meeting proved to
failed to have a meeting on Jan. 17,
be very interesting.
It will meet at
1885, as announced.
Mr. T. L. Von Dorn, of Omaha, and
the Court House in Marshalltown,
were
Plattsmouth,
Mr.S. L.Thomas, of
Iowa, on Feb. 21, 1885, at 10:30 a. m.
President and Vice- ers of Europe and America.
re-elected as
The programme will be the same as
F.
W.
Mr.
President respectively.
bee-keepers' supplies for announced for the Jan. 17 meeting.
and
Bees
was
Nebr.,
Johnson,
Wright, of
exhibition must be sent with all All having any thing of interest to
elected Secretary and Mr. R. E. Leach,
bring it
freight prepaid, and directed to Maj. apiarists are requested to
The
Treasurer.
elected
was
York,
of
general invitation is exE. A. Burke, Director General of the along.
reports made by President Von Dorn
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
Exposition, for Department of Agri- tended.
and ex-Secretary M. L. Trester, as culture, New Orleans, La. The Board
delegates to the Bee-Keepers' Conof Management of the Exposition has
t^ The Willamette Valley Beevention at Chicago, last fall, elicited
established a Department of Informa- Keepers' Association will hold its
general discussion.
164
tion and Accommodation, at Nos.
second meeting at La Fayette, OreMr. M. L. Trester read a very instreets, for the
experiment Gravier and 15 Union
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
teresting essay on an
with
visitors
of furnishing
All who are interested are in1885.
made by him during the past year to purpose
and
board
suitable
information as to
vited to attend.
ascertain at what age bees begin to
rooms
furnished
or
lodging houses,
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
work. His essay brought out many
with directions how to reach them.
facts that were new to most of those
made.
is
charge
no
service
For such
present, and by resolution he was re1^ The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Bee-keepers, on arrival in the city, Association of Western Illinois will
(luested to publish his experiment in
office
the
to
are advised to go at once
Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
the papers of the State.
the best meet in
The form of a 15111 to be presented of this department and make
Let every bee-keeper
7, 1885.
May
quarfor
can
they
that
to the State Legislature, which is now arrangements
can, be present and enjoy the
who
cards
their
leave
will
they
in session, for its action, was drafted ters, and if
J- G. Norton, Sec.
place, their meeting.
expressing the wishes of the Associa- and address at the same
tor
look
where
to
know
will
friends
tion for more complete and thorough
Tlie Eastern New York Bee-KeepThe most of the visitors to er.s'gisorganization, and for the protection them.
Association will hokl its annual concheapand
best
it
find
Exposition
the
State.
of the bee-keepers of the
vention at Albany, N. Y., in Horticnltnral
take tlieir meals Hall, on Wednesday and Tlmrsday, leb.
feeling seemed to exist among the est to rent rooms and
Furnished rooms 18 and W, 1S8.5. Three sessions will be
members for such an organization to at restaurants.
cents to $1 for each held each day. The first session beginfully represent the bee-interests of will cost from 75
and board and lodg- ning at 10 a. m., on Feb. 18.
the State, and will, without doubt, re- person, per day,
Soi.oMON Vrooji.vn, Pres.
these rates. We are
sult in the formation, ere long, of an ing about double
;

,

A

A

:

:

—

1

—

:

:
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and has no brood. My bees are ing (two thicknesses) for the wick.
" hold
wintered in a cellar whose tempera- To operate with this candle,
ture 1 keep at 42 Fahr., never allow- it in a horizontal position, so the
ing it to vary 2P from that point. The flame will melt off the wax, then let
cellar is well ventilated, and I also this drip to wherever you want a
ventilate tlie hives considerably, em- union between foundation or queenI have tried
ploying both upper and lower venti- cell and the wood."
these candles and find that they work
lation.
quite well, although for rapid work—
for business— I shall stick to the old
The Number of Colonies.—D. L.

size,

Local Convention Directory.

'

Time and

place of Afeetinp.

Feb. 17.— Ohio State, at Columbus. Ohio.
C. M. KtnKsbury, Bee, Mt. Vernon, O.

Feb, IH.— B. Iowa and W. Ills., at Davenport, Iowa.
Wm. Goos, Sec, Davenport, Iowa.
Feb.

18,

19.— Eastern

New

York, at Albany, N. V,
Pres., Seward. N. Y.

Solomon Vrooman,

Feb. 21.— Marshall County, at Marshalltown. Iowa.
J. W. Sanders. Sec-., LeGrand, Iowa.
Feb. 24-i;6.— Internatlocal. at

New

Orleans, La.

Whitnev, (21—27), Eockton,5

IHs-,

on method.

says
Report, from Wm. Shier, Marlette,
I notice that nearly all who write for
Mich., on Feb. 5, 1885
the Bee Journal give, after their
names, their number of colonies in
report for the season of 1884 is
My
the spring, and also the increase. I anything but flattering. In the auwould like to have another figure add- tumn of 1883 I put into winter quared after the bees have come out of ters 100 colonies in apparently good
winter quarters in the spring for in- condition but when Jack Frost restance, 72—9.5—87, thus indicating the linquished his grasp, and the spring
loss, if any, during winter.
of 1884 finally opened, there were only
remaining, and those were
[Two numbers are enough. AVhen 5incolonies
a very indifferent condition. Howsignify
will
first
the spring comes— the
ever, during the summer they inthe number last fall the second, the creased to 20 colonies, including one
number with which to begin spring Italian nuclei which I purchased, and
1 obtained .500 pounds of surplus comb
operations, thus omitting the former
honey. My bees are now in apparspring count. Ed.]
ently good condition, 14 of the colonies being in the Fisher chaff hive on
the summer stands, and 6 in the HedThe Bees Bringing in Polleu.7— Z.
Clark (41—85), Arkadelphia, p Ark., don hive in the cellar. The winter,
so far, has been very cold.
on Feb. 6, 1885, says
My Italian bees are bringing in
pollen from alder, which grows along
Report, from E. W. Powell, Manthe creeks. In 1884 I began with all kato,9 Minn., on Jan. 22, 1885:
black bees excepting one colony of
My father and I have 130 colonies
Italians which was wintered during
the winter of 1883-84 in a small box in good condition in the cellar. We
came through use a hive about the size of the LangIt
13x8x9 inches.
strong in bees, and now nearly all my stroth with the frames running crosshybrids.
bees are Italians and hybrids. They wise. Our bees are Italian
had some symptoms of bee-diarrhea, We commenced the season of 1884
but none proved fatal. Here, our with 76 colonies, increased by division
honey crop is gathered from linden, to our present number, and obtained
white aster, holly, rattan, cotton, about 2,000 pounds of extracted and
corn, persimmon, maple, elm, cotton- 1,000 pounds of comb honey in onewood, and a great many other varie- pound sections, which is a good yield
for the past season in this locality. I
ties of plants.
think that I have learned something
during the past season, and one thing
The Weather.— John Morris, Maus- is, how to make bees build combs, as
says
Feb.
on
9,
1885,
Wis.,
ton,0
I have nearly 2,000 one-pound sections
At this writing the snow is hurry- filled with nice, white comb for next
ing down upon us from the north- season's use. Next season I shall try
east, and how this weather will finally to learn how to get the bees to fill

Feb.

6, 1885,

:

Feb.

24,

25.— Cedar Valley, at Cedar Falls, Iowa.
A, D. Bennett, Sec, Waterloo, Iowa.

Mar. 11.— New Jersey and Eastern, atN. Y. City.
W. B. Treadwell. Sec, 16 Thomas St., New York.
April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
Li. C. Clark, Sec, Granada, Kans.

;

;

Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlington, Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

May4.— Llnwood.

Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

Wis., at

B.

May 7.— Progreasive,

at Bushnell.

J. tJ.

May

Macomb,

Ills.

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, nenr McRride. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride. Mich.

June 19.— Willamette Valley,
Dec.

Ills.

Norton, Sec,

at La Fayette. Oreg.
E. J, Hadley, Sec.

S— 10.— Michigan

tW

State, at Detroit, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, <;iinton,Mich.

Id order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of

taries are requested to

time and place of future meetings.- Eu.

Bees at Work on Maples.

Hewes,

New

Roads,+o

A

:

—

M. T.
La., writes

thus

My bees have come through the
winter in splendid condition, and are
now worliing on the gum and maple
trees.

Bees are (Juiet.— Wm. Boiling, DunN. Y., on Feb. 6, 1885, says

kirk, P

From

;

:

m. yesterday until 6
a. m.
morning, the mercury fell
from 24° above zero to 4° below. My
bees are quiet and wintering splen- end interests all of us. The weather
didly so far. On Dec. 29, 1884, they has been rather moderate for a week
had a good fly, and since then they past, yet we are looking for the next
have been housed up. They are cold blast.
packed in chaff on the summer stands.
Fastening Foundation in Frames.
But Little Honey Eateu.— 3— Chas. Friedemann Greiner, Naples,*o N. Y.,
Corners, 5 N. on Feb. 9, 1885, says:
Sitts, (18—36), Brasie
Y., on Feb. 7, 1885, writes thus
While there are several good ways
I weighed each hive in my apiary of fastening sheets of foundation in
on Sept. 19, 1884, and fed all colonies frames, still it has occasionally ocup to the required weight. On plac- curred to me that none of these would
5
this

p.

:

ing them in the cellar on Nov. 14,
"fill the bill." Quite frequently I
found that one hive weighed only have wanted to fasten a single sheet
39M pounds, and as there could only or part of a sheet, or a queen-cell, in a
be 10 pounds of syrup in that hive, I frame without going to the trouble of
felt a little afraid that the food of that melting up wax, or even going to the
colony would become exhausted be- shop, and I have hit on different
therefore, I weighed the plans but this process with the wax
fore spring
same hive again to-day, and find that candle, which we find recorded in
pounds, the colony Gravenhorst's lllustrierte Bienen Zeiit weighs 38J4
having consumed only one pound of tunrj for December, 1884, seems to just
sugar syrup during 2 months and 22 fill the vacancy. Perhaps it will not
There were be necessary to tell how to make a
days of confinement.
Have it ly inches
about 200 dead bees on the bottom- wax candle.
The colony is of medium thick, and use common candle wickboard.
;

;

them.

Bees Bringing in Pollen.— B.F. CarDresden,,:^ Tex., on Feb. 7, 1885,

roll,

writes thus

have been very busy sowing oats.
bees are busy bringing in pollen,
and appear to be in a fair condition.
The weather is pleasant, with the
mercury at 65° Fahr. at noon to-day.
I

My

Bees have Wintered Well.— W. A.
North Temescal,K5 Calif., on
Feb. 3, 1885, says
I do not know when bees did better
during winter than they have this
winter. All danger is past, and everything is justa-booming. The year for
farmers and horticulturists bids to be
a good one, and it may also be said
with certainty that it will be So for
I could name 100 flowers
apiarists.
which are now in bloom here, but the
eucalyptus is the favorite with the

Pryal,

:

bees.

::

;

:
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CLCBBDIG LIST.
tion to it. I do not let the temperature remain at 2.5^ for more than 24
the Amerlcaa Be« tlonrnal
will
supply
We
tin
hours at any one time. I have a
I
tbe
box in which I can place a kerosene one year, and any of tbe following Books, at The
last column of flRurea.
lamp so arranged that the light can- prices quoted In the
both.
All
first column fdves the regular price of
not be seen, and the heat of tne lamp
postaRe prepaid.
_
.
will raise the temperature to 42°. By
Price of both. Oluh
»2 00..
turning the wick up I can raise the The Weekly Bee Journal
temperature to 50°. Less than four and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 26.
3 00
quarts of bees have died from 43 colBees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth3 00. 2 75
are not uneasy. I have
They
onies.
75.. 2 50
2
Honey
(paper
covers)
Bees
and
that I have not yet examined.
one upward ventilator 10 feet in
2 50
2 75.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
3 26.
3 00
height and 6 inches square in the
Apiary Register for 100 colonies
4 06.
3 00
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
Dampness the Cause of Bee-Diarrhea. house. There is no mold or damp50.
covers)
3
2 76
Dzierzon's New Book (paper
8—Fayette Lee, (48—80) Cokato,© ness in the bee-house.
3
50..
3 26
Bee-Keeping
Quinby'sNew
Minn., on Feb. 7, writes thus
4 00.. 3 76
Langstroth's Standard Work
Honey gathers dampness, moisture
Boot's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3 10
from the bees' breath accumulates on
3 00.. 2 76
Alley'sQueen Rearing
the combs, and the deeper the snow
The Weekly Bee Journal one year
the damper will the cellar be. If any
one will enter the cellar now or in
andQleanlng8lnBee-Culture(A.I.Boot) 3 00.. 2 75
March and raise the covers of the
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 75
i^° Do not forget that on Feb. 23rd,
hives, he will find water dropping off
2 60.. 2 35
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.Q.Hill)
for the
the bees. 1885, the books will be opened

Report, from Samuel Hall, Topeka,
oKansas, on Feb. 5, 1885
had 26 colonies of Bees last fall
and about Jan. 1, 1885, there was a
day or two of warm weather when all
of "them had a nice fly and appeared
Yesterday I examto be all right.
ined them and I think that every bee
I have about the same numis dead.
ber of colonies some 5 miles from here
:

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

:

.

^^jecial Notices.

and running down among

Dampness causes strong

colonies to
rear brood, and if the young bees cannot have, a fly, death is the result.
Sugar syrup is the best feed to winter
bees on, because it does not gatlier
dampness. The bees eat a little pollen in winter to make them fat for
spring work. They do not get enough
pollen in winter, but they get too
much water. If I find watery looking
stuff in the bees that I sweep up on
tlie cellar bottom, I am sure to lose
lots of bees before May ; but when
dry cappings are found at the entrances of the hives, all is well. I
think that Mr. Doolittle is mistaken
in regard
to old bees not eating

subscription of Stock to "

The BeeKeepers' Supply Company of Newcomerstown,Ohio." Every bee-keeper
that can should subscribe for some
stock. This will certainly be a profitable investment for bee-keepers.— adi'.
Catalogues for 1885.—
ceived the following
L. L. Triem,

We

have

re-

Kansas Bee-Keeper

3 00.. 2 75

The /Vplculturlst, (Silas M. Locke)
The O above-named papers

THOMAS
•85 West

G.

Madison

. .

3 00.

.

2 90

660.. 600

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chlcavo,

®" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

111.

for the
for the

Monthly for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
)

mail postpaid.

LaPorte City, Iowa.

Valentino & Son, Hag-erstown, Md.
Industrial Publication Co., 294 Broadway,
S.

New York.— Books.

Bush & Son & Meissner, Bushberg, Mo.—
Grape Vines.

pollen.

^' We often get a number of
Bees Affected with Diarrhea.— Jesse notices and advertisements on MonWhite, Perry,© Iowa, on Feb. 6, 1885,
days, intended for the next Bee
writes as follows
Journal. As we close the forms on
Tlie past season was very unfavorSaturdays, all such notices rmist be here
able for bees in this section, on account of its being so wet, I think. on Saturday morning, or cannot apLast spring I started with 11 colonies, pear until the following week.
increased them to 23 during the season, and obtained about 50 pounds of
1^" Our rates for two or more
honey. In the fall I built a board
fence and put my bee-hives south of copies of the book," Bees and Honey,"
it,
and packed the spaces between
Book List on
and back of them with prairie liay, may be found on the
and covered them over and shaded the second page of this paper. Also
the fronts with boards to keep the wholesale rates on all books where
bees from flying when it is too cold. they are purchased " to sell again."
They had a flight on Jan. 8, having
been conflned for about 40 days. They
had another " fly " on Feb. 2 and 3. I
Fruit Growing.— We have rehave lost one weak colony, and found
ceived a copy of an illustrated pampha dead queen at the entrance of one
" How to
hive. Some of them have the bee- let of 64 pages, entitled
diarrhea badly, honey-dew being the Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.
chief cause, I believe. We have had A. Green, editor of the Fruit Groover,
a very cold winter thus far, the merY. Price .50 cents. To
cury ranging, for the past 7 or 8 Rochester, N.
weeks, from 10^ to 35" below zero in any one sending us a new subscriber
the morning.
for the Weekly or 4 for the Monthly,
Bees Doing

Wenham

Well.—Henry

APIARIAN SUPP LIES-1885.
Alili - IN

BEES & QCEENS

the apiary. 1TA1.IAN
in season. Send for Price-List. Address,
L. L. TRIEM, La Porte, City, Iowa.

CO., Beaver Dam,
HERR &Manufacturers
of
Co., Wis.,
HIVES AND SECTIONS.
J7A'2t .3B2t
^f Prlre Ijisf Free.

'OHN

Dodge

Z. HUTCHINSON,
W.RoBersvllle,
Mich.,
Genesee
Co.,

can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and

perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prices.

4Dtf

BEE-KEEPERS.—WANTED,
TOappointment,
for remuneration,
in

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
standard Langstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

(5

And

^° We want one number each of the
Journal

of

Aug.

1866, reb.1867.

an
an

Apiary, by an EDUCATED man practically
acquainted with bees. References exchang-ed
Address G. W., 140 Broadway, Rochester,N.Y.

besides his renewal for either edition,
Alley, we will present a copy of this book.

Mass., on Feb. 9, 1885,
writes as follows
My bees have been housed for
nearly 11 weeks. I examined a few
of them last week, and they seemed
in as good order as when on the summer stands. The temperature of my
bee-house varies from 25^ to 55^ above
zero. There is no sub-earth ventila-

-ONE - PIECE SECriONS,

Langstroth Hives, Section Cases, Shipping- Crates, Brood Frames, youndation,
Smokers, and all other Suijplies needed in

all

other kinds of

HFves.

MADE TO ORDER,

Any

one having them to spare will please
send us a Postal card. We will take
the first that offer them, and pay 25
cents each for the 2 numbers.

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
shall supply anytbins you need Id the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.
successor to L.C. Root,
"W, £.
I

CLAKK.,

7Al3t

OKISKANY. Oneida County,

N. Y.

—

"

:

:
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Appeal

to the U. S.

Supreme Court

or the Suit on the

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.
As there has been considerable contradiction concerning: the present state of our lawsuit against A. I. Root, Medina, O., for
infringement of our patent, by manufacturing one-piece sections, we have concluded to
put the whole correspondence before the
public. After reading it, we think there will
be no misunderstanding of our position.
The following was an editorial, published in
" Gleanings in Bee-Culture " dated Dec. 15,
1884:

FOENCROOK'S PATENT.
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tainly correct in saying that Mr. F. had not
FORNCROOK'S PATENT.
taken an appeal.
Mr. J, A. Osborne, who
James Fok.nchook, Watertown, Wis.
had charge of the case, writes that on the 6th
Dear Sir:— I have received yours of the of
Forncrook
filed a bond with the
.January,
JOth inst., enclosing a printed statement of
clerk of the Circuit Court, for the purpose of
A. I. Root, publishcrl in his "Gleanings in taking an appeal, and I am
to-day, Jan. Gth,
This statement
Hee-Culture," Dec. l.'ith.
notified that such an appeal has
contains a copy of a circular issued by you, olficially
now
been
taken.
I
do
not
know that it
stating that you had taken an appeal to the
Suiimiie Court at Washington, in the case makes any very great diflerenee when the
commenced,
matter
is
more
than
that, if any
o( Fiirncrook vs. Root: also a letter from
Gen. M. D. Leggett to A. I. Root, dated statements have appeared in "Gleanings"
not
strictl.v
true,
it was ijecause we were
December 13th, 18H4, stating that you had wrongly informed; and whenever we
are
not taken an appeal.
that we have been wrongly inA brief statement will set this matter at satisfied
formed,
we
are
always
ready
to
retract.
decision
his
rest. Judge Matthews rendered
August ijth, holding that your patent was
After waiting a full month for Mr. Root to
anticipated by previous numufactures. Soon
publish Judge Wells' statement of the case,
after you instructed me to take an appeal,
and I applied to Judge Matthews to fix the and when " Gleanings " for Feb. 1st came to
amount of the appeal bond which the law hand without it, we wrote him the following
renuires. He did so. You then furnished
me a bond, the sufliciency of which was cer- letter:
Watertown, Wis., Feb. 5, 1885.
tified in the manner directed by Judge MatMr. a. I. Root, Medina, O.
thews.
Dear
Sir:—
Your letter dated Jan. 5, 188.5,
Just as I was about to forward this bond to
duly, and stated that you had sent Mr.
Judge Matthews for approval, I ascertained came
Wells'
communication
in reply to your artithat Root's counsel, by their own negligence,
Mil.

had failed to enter their decree dismissing
the bill, which they should have done August 8th. Of course you know the, decree
must be entered before an appeal could be

At the convention at Lansing, Mr. Forn- taken.
Then they proposed a decree containing
crook scattered large numbers of circulars
(without date), containing the following statements that Judge Matthews held your
patent void. On tlie otlier hand. I proposed
notice
a decree striking out tliese statements, and
READ THIS
simply dismissing your Ifjll. Judge Matthews
A word of explanation in regard to the agreed with me, and the decree as I proposed
infringement suit on the One-Piece Section, it, was entered on the 'J4th of November, as
we deem necessary at this time.
of the date of August 8th, and an appeal exI commenced suit against A. I. Root, in
pressly allowed to you. The appeal can now
the United States Circuit Court, for the be perfected.
Northern district of Ohio; Stanley Matthews
So that your statement in your circular
presiding. He decided that the patent was that you had taken an appeal is strictly true.
I have taken an
Gen. Leggett's statement that you had not
appeal to the United States Supreme Court taken an appeal, when you had begun to do
at Washington, which will decide the case, so, and was prevented perfecting it by the
and its decision will be final. If it goes negligence of Root's counsel, looks very like
against me I will submit, but if decided in a (]uibble.
my favor, I shall expect all who have inFrom the above statement you will see
fringed will pay me damages from date of Judge Matthews expressly refused to decide
the patent.
that j-our patent was void.
Some unprincipled parties are advertising
I am not in the habit of trying eases in
that the Courts have decided that the patent which I am counsel in the newspapers, but
is void. This is not the case, as it is before Gen. Leggett's statement impugning your
the United States Supreme Court at Wash- good faith in taking an appeal, is entirely
When that unwarranted, and worse. His predictions
ington, at the present time.
Court gives its opinion it will be final, and as to what the Supreme Court will decide,
until it does, any one infringing will be liable are not very valuable, when it is remembered
for damages, if the United States Supreme he is one of Root's counsel. We will leave
Court sustains the patent.
the case for the decision of the Supreme
James Forncrook.
Court at Washington, which will be final. In
the meantime you are justified in issuing
I mailed one of these to Gen. M. D. Legget, the circulars, stating your rights and intenex-Commissioner of Patents, who, I presume tions.
Respectfully yours,
most of our friends know, is as good authorWilliam P. Wells.
ity on such matters as we have in the world.
1884.
Detroit, Mich., Dec.
I asked him to give me a reply that I could
publish. Here it is:
The foregoing statement carefully prepared to give the exact facts in the matter,
A. I. ROOT, Esq.
Dear Sir: — James Forncrook has not taken by Judge Wells, was promptly sent by us to
an appeal from the decision of the Court Mr. Root, with the request to publish it, and
here against him. If he does take an appeal
hereafter, it will be only for the purpose of thus give the readers of "Gleanings" the
being enabled to bulldoze the market.
TRUTH in the matter. To this letter Mr.Root
The decision here was rendered by Justice
Matthews, of the United States Supreme replied as follows:
Court, and no judge on the Supreme Bench James Forncrook, Watertown, Wis.
is more liberal toward patentees than Justice
Dear Sir:— Please excuse delay in answerMatthews is.
ing your letter, recently received. I sent it
There is certainly no probability, and I do at once to Gen. Leggett for explanation, and
not believe there is any possibility, of the expected one before our issue of the 15th
Supreme Court ever reversing the decision went to press. For some reason Leggett has
made by Justice Matthews here. To use the not replied as promptly as usual, so we will
threat of appeal against purchasers of your have to delay till next issue. To avoid any
honey-box blanks, is an outrage which lam thing in the papers looking like a controsure your customers will not encourage by versy, I think Leggett's reply ought to be
purchasing of Forncrook. Judge Matthews given in the same number.
decided that Forncrook's alleged invention
A. I. Root.
Yours,
was fully anticipated by previous manufacInstead of publishing the statements of the
tures, and alsoby patent No. 157,473, granted
"
to Hutchins, December 8, 1874, and no hon- lawyers on each side " in the same number
est and intelligent man can ever come to any
Mr. Root published the
"Gleanings,"
his
of
other conclusion than that, if Forncrook
ever takes an appeal, it will be only to hold following as an editorial
the case in the Supreme Court as long as he
In our December number, page 859, Gen.
can; but he will be certain to withdraw It,
Leggett declared that Forncrook had not
and pay his costs before date of hearing.
then taken an appeal. Mr. F. sent us a stateVery Respectfully, etc.,
ment from his lawyer, declaring the appeal
M. D. Leogett.
to have been taken, and that the clause in
Cleveland, O., Dec. 13, 1884.
Forncrook's price list was fully authorized.
I do not know who is right in the
We referred the matter to our attorney, I am sureperhaps
both are right— Forncrook
matter—
Judge Wells, of Detroit, Mich., and the fol- meaning that steps had been taken to take
Gen. Leggett was certhink
and
I
lowing is his reply:
appeal,
an
!

ANTICIPATED.

'2-.2,

cle on the appeal of the one-piece-section
suit, to Gen. Leggett for explanation; that
Leggett had " not replied as promptly as
usiuil," and then you say, " we will have to
delay it till our next issue." You then added
that you thought " Leggett's repl.v ought to
be given in the same number."

The next number came dated Jan. 15, but
Mr. Wells' reply was not given.
Your item on page 73 does not cover the
ground. I am placed in "the lie" before
your readers in tfie Dec. 15th number, and so
still

by the Jan. 1.5th issue. I fully expected
you would have Mr. Wells' letter and Gen,
Leggett's in " Gleanings " for Feb. 1, but
that number has come to hand without any
left

reference to it.
Will you please state by return mail why
you have not done as you promised me in
your letter of Jan. 5, as quoted above; and
whether you will or will not do so; and, if

you

will

do

so,

when?

James FORNCROok.

Respectfully,

To

he replied as follows, positively declining to retract his false statements in
"Gleanings:
this

Medina, O., Feb. 9, 1885.
James Forncrook, Watertown, Wis.
Friend F.: — At the time we wrote you,

I

did intend to publish your letter with Legbut I dou't see that I made any promise. I was waiting Leggett's reply, and when

gett's,

received it, I was satisfied that too much
space, if anj-thing had alread.y been given
the matter. The editorial notice we gave,
was, I think, very kind and courteous, under
the circumstances. If any other bee-paper
chooses to give space to the matter, it can
do so, but I am pretty well satisfied that no
I

more room

will be occupied with it on the
pages of " Gleanings." Yours, A. I. Root.

CONCLUSIONS.
the foregoing we have proved, beyond
successful contradiction
1. That we liad taken an appeal to the
Supreme Com-t of the United States,
agahist the decision of Judge Matthews

By

that the patent on one-piece sections was
ANTICIPATED. The decision of that Court
will be final.
2.

That we were only prevented from

perfecting that appeal by the negligence of
Mr. Root's comisel and tliat the appeal is

—

dated Aug. 8, 1884.
3. That our announcement to bee-keepers, quoted at the head of this article, was
fully warranted

and strictly correct.
That Mr. Root's refusal to publish the
facts, when sent him for that purpose, (and
thereby clear us from his cliarge of falsehood), is unjust and unreasonable^ and if
he liad any regard for trutu he would
have published it as widely as he did his
4.

statement to the contrary.

James Fornckook
Watertown, Wis., Feb.

13, 1885.

& Co.

!
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A NEW BEE -VEIL.
There are

five cross

bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring- steel; the neckband of best hard
spring-brass; the cover
is of handsome light
material.
It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

ALFRED
923

H.

Street. CblcaRO, HI,

vou a watch or a chain
«Y MAIL OK E>tPKESS, C. O. D.. to be
exaniiiied before pay ingany money
and not satisfactory returned at
our expense. We manufacture all
our watches and save you 30 per
'^Vewill send

i t'

cent,

,

f'atalopue of 2.W styles free.

Every W:itch

\\'ariantc.!.

W

Address

SPECIAL.

DEPAKTMENT for the

BEES and HONEY,

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND
Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed CCpTinMQ

Also,

Oue and TAVo-pieee uCU

^~ All Orders will be

filled

I

lUllOi

promptly at the

LiOWElST FIGURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tbe H. F. 1TIOEI.1.ER m'fg Co.
lA2et
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

Address the
Co., Ohio.

THE
VICTOR HIVE

CO.,

Practical Manxxer
Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

^F"Send

10c. for Practical

'

for Fleasnre

;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

Sf adI.oB Street, ChlcaKo, III.

illustrated
It contains 320 profuselj;
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist vfith everj-thing that can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

operated upon a new principle by which the
sections are placed in vertical lines with the brood
frames continuous passages being effected in a
;

7.5

in cloth, SI .00
cents, postpaid.

;

in

paper

etc.

!

1^

:

DB.G.

CIBrcINNATI,

O.

TINKKR.
NEW PHILADELPHIA.

L..

O.

that will put yi'U in the way of making
in a few days than
ever tbouRht p issible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at hume
and work in spare time nnly. or all the time. All of
both sexes, of aliases, grandly successful. 50 cents
to |5 easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfled
paralleled offer
we will send $i to pay for ihe trouble nf writing ua.
ImFull particulars, directiuns, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Address Stinsox & co.
Don't delay.
Portland, -Maine.
51Aly

.„N o.
•

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

forworkinK people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample boie of goods

1^~A Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

may be arranged for any form of the LangThe Monthly Bee Journal
has been fairly tested, and is the
stroth Frame
Best Hive made for Comb Honey. May be used for a year and the pamphlet " Bees
for Extracting. Send for my 24-page Catalogue
and Honey," will both be sent for $1.
and Price List. Address
It

MUTH,

Apply to
C. F.
976 and 978 Central Ave.,

an Apiary
Profit by

ef

and

BSS 'Weat

Wm. Ballantine.

illustrated, by Rev.
Prices, r.n and 75 cents.

Management

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

For Pleasure and Profit. A
New Book of T7i pages, profusely

BEESNew

Edition

OF

is

STAKDAED AMERICAN WATCH

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

New and Enlarged

E have added to our Large Factory a

author at
Concord, Muskingum

NEWMAN,

West Madison

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

,
I

^FREE!
FREE!^snfr?l?
Watthea, Chuhm.
and 100

^

KliifrH,

ther uMC'Tul artnlfs abnututcly Free
.>0 £!leeant Cltild Leaf Kntbossed
and Souvenir I'urdM wich your name
in New seript Tyi>e, lOe., 3 paektt ami
R Eleeant FpenehDolls^vith wardrobe "f 8a pieces, 20c
I

Our
this beatitifnl Rolled (Jold IClnc, SOc.
Imported, Satin Fringe ami Keal Slik Floralw
are unequuled. Full Instruct Ion a huw to obtain all the
of RampIeH free with
every order. We want Aeent«, ainl offer Goldtotho»e
who seek it, Acents make #5.00 per day handling our
coods. Seudatonce; don't inl»f» this oprortvinilv as this offer
may not be repeated. Address WEsT IIAVE>

S paekit and

H[LPiyou more money

styles of

above artleles tree, aUo a Cull line

MAjrt'FACTlRIN« WOKK8, West Uaven, Coon.

:

HORSE,
THEKENDALL,
M. D.

A TREATISE

giving an index of dlseasea,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, &
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cents.— Sent on receipt of price, by
;

;

:

THUBIAS
925

G.

West Madison

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAOO,

llAj.

The Bee-Keepers' Supply Company,
Of Neiv Coinerstovm,

SOdiCferentdesicns Blrdit, SwIm
Floral. Ivy Wreath, Gold PanHentlnient. Oval EmbodAed,

|el,

.Hummer, Winter, Moonlight &
Marine scenes, all in beautifulcolors

REVOLVINO COMB-HANOER,

ENGRAVINGS.

BY B. J.

CARDS &KIIIFE FREE!
DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,

Olilo.

above company has been Incorporated
THE
under the laws of the State of Ohio, with a

Capital Stock of tao.OfJU. with A, M. Beers, W. R.
Shields, A. E. Munn. R. L.. Shoemaker, and S. F.
TImmons as Incorporators. The stock of said
company will be divided into 1.50O shares of 20
dollars each. Books will be open for subscription
to the above stock, on Monday, l-eb. l*:i, ih-^s, at
New Comerstown, Ohio. Ten per cent, of stock
subscribed payable at timeof subscription twenty
per cent, payable monthly thereafter, provided
that all stock must be paid In full by September
Provided, further, that full payment of
1.^. iH8r>.
stock subicribed may be made at any time before
due. Remittance for stock duly acknowledged
and certificate of same Issued when paid in full.
Remit by Express, N. Y. Exchange, Registered
lietter, or P. O. Money Order. Address all communlcatlons to the abore Company.
;

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

$18.00.

For 6ale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL.
in presents given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
ttf large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring vou in money faster than anything else in America. All about the $2(m),ixhj in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex. of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.
Portland, Maine.
SIAly

!^ ^ ^

enameled board

—

fancvtvp«10«.tl

wltii yonr name In
k sand this beau tifal Peari

Handle 4-bladed Knife

with
10 of youririenasioBeun
your friends to send wiiu
forladyoreentXI.OO
oreentJfl.uu »y m^mgiyoi
[toriady
f
voD, you obt&ls an eleeant knife and a lovely pack of cards FREE.
:

ijA^XTON FKliiTLNe GO., WalllBeford.

€•.

New Chromo

Hidden Name, Embossed
Cttrd<*, name In new type, an Elegont 48 page
Gilt bound Floral Autoffraph Album with
and

40

quotations, 1 2 page Illustrated Premium and
Price List and Agent's Canvassing Outfit, sU
CO., Meriden, Conn.
forlScts.

SNOW &

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
Conventions, etc.
I have greatly Increased my facilities 50
'cents each, by mail, postpaid.
for the mianiii'aoture of APIARIAN
Address,
XHOMa^S «. RTE-WMAJST,
SUPFL.IES, it will he to your advantag-e
to send for my llliiNtrated Price List.
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Free to all. Casli paid for Beeswax.
A. B. HOWE,

ATTENTION, BEE-KEEPERS

As

.5A3t

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

BEESWAX.
AliFRED H. NEWinAN,
St.,

CHICAGO,

&

PEARCH.

(ESTABLISHED I860.)
163 South Water St. CHICAGO,
,

I pay 25c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

923 West MadisoQ

BOND

ILL.

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS!

Make a

HONEY.

Speeialtj in

Consiimnients solicited. Will make liberal advances on shipments. Refer to Hide and Leather
7B6
National Bank.

—

:
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Another Apiarist Gone.

OF THE

^Ve are

much pained

to hear that

Mr. William Williamson, of Lexington, Ky., died on the 13th inst. To
him as much as to any other person in
Kentucky are we indebted for the advanced state of apiculture in that
State. He was a worker " in the hive
of nature," and this news will be
received with regret by apiarists generally.
Just upon the eve of the
PUBLISHED BY
assembling of the International ConQ.
gress, at New Orleans, one of its adKlUTOU AND PitOPRIETUH.
vocates and a member of the ('ommit925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, tU.
tee has fallen. This will cast a gloom
Weekly, SS a year Monthly, SO cents.
over that meeting. Our sympathies
are with the bereaved in this hour of
sadness and sorrow.
No. 8.
February ?5, 1885,
Vol. XXI.
We hear a rumor that another Kentucky bee-keeper has suddenly died

iHjQPMi^
NEWMAN,

THOMAS

;

"Northwestern."— Dr. C. C. Miller,
President of this Society, asks for a
vote by mail, on the subject of having
the next meeting at Detroit with the
" National " Convention

—

then the majority can rule

1^ A correspondent in

®" We have received another
tachment for reversible frames.

atIt

consists of a piece of sheet iron bent
something like this hook at the top.

long part must be screwed to
of the side-bar of the
frame, which can be reversed at
pleasure; the upper hook rests
on the rabbets on the side of the hive,
the same as does the ordinary flange
of the top-bar. It can be attached to
any frame by cutting off the end of the
top-bar.
small screw through a
hole in the upper part of the sheetiron holder, will keep the frame from
tipping, or the hole can be punched
out instead of being bored, and the
rough part of the hole can be let into
the frame with a pen-knife, and hold
it steadily.
This device is sent us by
I). L. Whitney and II. A. Webber, of
a pioneer but as there is a bare pos Rockton. 111. Mr. W. thinks that they
sibility of its not being verified (it can be made for a little more than one
may be another man of the same cent a frame.
name) we will not announce the name
till further information is received.
i^° The English Farmers" Gazette
One by one, the pioneers are depart- says that the report of the county aning this life.
alysts for Kent, states that the preparation sold by grocers as California

rThe
the center

A

—

There
Editor Bep: Journal
seems to be what may be a general
wish that the " Northwestern " should
omit its meeting at Chicngo next fall,
^- Mr. C. L. Hedell, Galesburg,
and unite with the " National " iit
The officers 111., has sent us one of his reversible
Detroit on Dec. 8-10.
have, I think, no right to make any frames. The illustration will give a
change except upon vote of the members. 2ilay I trespass so far upon your
time and patience as to ask yon to request eacli member of the " Northwestern " to send you a postal giving
his vote for Detroit or Chicago, and
:
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V

honey

is in reality a mixture of honey
with 50 per cent, of corn syrup.
Sheerness grocer was prosecuted for
selling this preparation to a policeman
who demanded honey but as It was

A

;

plainly

" California

labeled

Honey-

Dew,"

the bench declined to convict.
It is a pity that such spurious stuff
could not be driven from all the
markets of the World, by stringent
legislation.

the Apicul-

accuses the Bee Journal of
copying the Query Department from
that paper and that assertion is endorsed by its editor. Both are a little
In April, 1879, we had some
too fast.
Queries on abnormal swarming, and

1^ We have received a brood- frame
from J. W. Tefft, Collamer, N. Y.,
good idea of it. The top and bottom which has the ends of the side-bars
bars are alike and are V-shaped, and and top and liottom-bars full width
have an extra groove running their (IJ^ inches) and the middle portions
entire length. The brass staples slide cut down to one inch
the top-bar is
desiring to obtain the opinions of sev- into these grooves, at the ends, and also cut lengthwise into 2 pieces to
eral apiarists on the subject, we sent form the hanging portion of the admit the foundation between them
the Queries to them, requesting re- frame. All that is necessary to re- before being nailed together. It is
plies (just as we are now doing). The verse the frame at will, is to slip out much the same as many of the frames
queries and replies were published in these staples at the top, put them in use in Europe.
the Bee Journal for May, 1879— /'our into the bottom, and place the frame
years before the Apiculturist was born I inverted into the hive. Mr. Hedell
r^° The Sixth semi-anniial meeting
Now, whose ox is gored V If there used these frames last season, says of the Western Bee-keepers' Associahas been any copying, perhaps the that they can be made at a very tri- tion will be held in Unity Chapel, at
Apiculturist is the guilty party
But fling cost, and likes them very much. St. Joseph, Mo., on Felix St., between
WE shall not complain. Such jealousy The sample frame is placed in our 7th and 8th streets, on Thursday and
would be foolish. "We hope the".^)3i" Museum.
Friday, April 9 and 10, 1885, commay succeed, but it can hardly hope
mencing at 10 a. m. on April 9. All
to do so. by such narrow-mindedness.
interested in bee-culture are invited
Catalogues for 1885.— We have reto attend and make the meeting as

turist

;

;

!

ceived the following

1^" Mr. J. B. Mason, of Mechanic's
Falls. Maine, has sent us a sample of
his dovetailed sections, made of white
wood. They are exceedingly nice.

A

:

A. H. Duir. rreighton, O.

Earle ClicUeiiger, Cohimhus, O.
T>iicio Pasilia, de Castel S. Pietro, dell
'Emilia, en Italia.
K. M. Morrill. Plymoiitli. Intl.— Grapes.

interesting as possible.
gramme will be prepared
eral

good time

may

C.

))e

full

pro-

and a gen-

expected.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

:

:
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Prof. A.

J.

Cook remarks thus

" Tliat there is much vaporous excretion through evaporation, is certain.
This is true of all animals, and especially when the food is mostly of the

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Bees Expelling Water from Sweets.

Query, No. 19.— Some have

asserted that

bees have the power of expelling water from
diluted sweets, when on the wing, etc. Now,
I long to see this matter subjected to the eye
of science. Has there been a gland discovered whose function, resembling that of
the kidneys, seems to be that of separating
water, etc.?— La Porte City, Iowa.

Dr. G. L. Tinker
lows

replies as fol" Bees never expel water from

:

sweets when on tlie wing.
This whole question is intimately
related to one of the most common
causes of bee-diarrhea. When from a
low or a moderately cool temperature
bees are unable, by pulmonary or cutaneous transpiration, to expel water
from sweets, whether diluted or not,
water will accumulate in the intestines but there exists all the more
danger of such accumulation If the
winter stores of sweets are diluted or
tiiin from any cause, such as lategathered sweets or thin sugar syrup
that the liees are unable to evaporate
diluted

;

to the proper consistency for sealing
up before winter sets in. Another
cause of thin honey or syrup, is a very
humid atmosphere and dampness in
the hive. Any of these causes where
there is long confinement, especially,

Diluted
cause bee -diarrhea.
sweets, under any circumstances, must
be considered unhealthy for bees
whenever the conditions of temperature in the hive are such that the
evaporation of sweets by transpiration
cannot readily take place. Bees have
no gland corresponding to a kidney ;
hence all normal expulsion of water
from bees is by the lungs and the surface of the body."

will

Fall and Spring Weight.
Query, No. 20 What becomes of the
ditrerence between fall and siiriiiK- weight of
colonies, sometimes amountiiif.' to •-'. or :10
pounds, unless it evaporates from the bodies
of the bees ? What becomes of it, especially
when the bees havi- no (light for several
months, as the debris usually remaining in
ihe hive in spring is of trifling amount V—
(ato, Mich.

carbo-hydrates."

J. E. Pond, Jr., remarks thus:
" If out-of-doors, put a small quantity
of Good candy on top of the frames,
and cover in close and warm. Keep
up the supply in the same manner until the advent of settled warm weather.
I can imagine no better way for cellar
wintering."
'

'

G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows:
" Mainly by evaporation, and partially
.James Heddon answers as follows:
by ihe excrement, and brood which all
good colonies commence to rear in " Many report success with sugar
candy.
Could I succeed with it, I
January, February and March."
should prefer it. In the few instances
James Heddon answers thus "If tried, I have failed. I now use a broad,
that 2.5 or ;;0 lbs. of food that is gone, flat feeder, with
a large open comwas very free from solid nitrogenous munication (1^ the size of the whole
matter, it passed off in liquid or top of the hive). I put warm sugar
vaporous form, by way of sensible syrup into it, pack the liive and feeder
and insensible perspiration and res- well, and carry it into a warm place,
piration, except the small amount to when the bees
carry the liquid into
be found in the bodies of the bees their combs from the feeder, with per(not enough to disease them). If, on fect success."
the other hand, the stores do contain
G. W. Demaree replies as follows
much nitrogenous matter, you will
find that it partly passed in vapor (as " To feed bees successfully in cold
above), and partly in the bodies of the weather, the feed must be placed
diseased bees, and on top of the in reach of the cluster. When you
frames' sides of tlie hive and combs, have no frames of sealed honey to
give them, the next best way is to
and we call it bee-diarrhea,"
make a bag of the thinnest cottonfolJ, E. Pond, Jr., remarks as
cloth you can find say 5x8 inches in
"
us
face
question
brings
lows
This
size partially fill the bag with candied
pollen theory,' and honey, or with sugar
to face with the
made into
shows its impracticability. Stores are mush
by mixing it with warm
used as a matter of course we know water, or what is better, melted honey.
the resithis for we find them gone
Fill the bag so that it will assume a
due or debris left in the hive, or found fiat shape, and press it down flat,
in front, after being removed by the right over the cluster of bees, and
bees, is too inconsiderable to account cover all snugly with the bee-quilts.
for the loss to the colony. Bees when This is safer than any bee-candy. The
confined to the hive under right con- bees will draw the feed through the
ditions, use the least amount of stores cloth, and in process of time cut
the food thus taken is used through to the more solid contents of
possible
up largely in producing muscular the bag."
force, and is of such a nature, that
W. Z. Hutchinson advises the folvery little residue forms not enough
" Make a soft candy and lay
to overload the intestines in a long lowing
period of time, and what is formed is it upon the tops of the frames, coverpassed off in a dry state. Tests made ing it up warm so that the bees can
on the human system have shown that cluster upon it."
by promoting excessive perspiration,
and the use of concentrated food, the
amount of debris passed off from the
Location for an Apiary.
intestines is astonishingly small. We
can reason by analogy that our bees
Query, No. 32.— Which is the better locaare similarly circumstanced, especially tion for an apiary, where the bees are winout-of-doors, in a low location where
tered
nature
always
when we know that
it is somi'ivhat tmsly and reasonably well
works in harmony with herself so long shelteic-d
from tlic storms by hills, or one on
as her laws are not violated. I shall high ground free from dampness, and with
look with much interest to answers to no shelter from the winds e.Vcept what maybe made by a tight board-fence ?— East Livthis question."
:

:

—

:

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

—

:

erpool. O.

"I
G. W. Demaree answers thus
have moved my apiary three times
:

Feeding Bees in Winter.

A

low,
since I located at this place.
Query, No. 21.— What is the best method sheltered site for the hives, has given
"
that
is
found
to
colony
bees
feeding
a
of
of
W, Z, Hutchinson, says that the be without food in the hive in midwinter, if the best satisfaction."loss can be accounted for by perspira- the colony is out-of-doors or in the cellar ?—
" I should
Dr. C. C. Miller says
tion and respiration."
Solon, Maine.
prefer the low ground sheltered by
answers
thus
G. W. Demaree
Dr. C. C. Miller says: "Give hills."
" The natural food of the honey-bee
combs of sealed honey."
"I
Prof. A. J. Cook replies thus
amount
of
possible
least
the
contains
Pkof. a. J. Cook replies thus: should prefer to have them up well
gross matter and as bees do not take
wind-break."
on fat and thereby increase in weight, " Without experience, I should say by and sheltered by a
the digestion of honey in the stom.ich placing cakes of the ^<;ood candy'
J. E. Pond, Jr., answers as follows:
of the bee, is equivalent to its com- above the frames. We should never " For myself and my own locality, I
burned up,' allow our bees to be in this condi- should prefer the low location. I coney is
bustion. Tlie 1
tion."
and passes into the aeriform state."
sider that high,cold winds and sudden
storms, and the consequent, changes
G. M. Doolittlk answers thus
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus:
them, cause far more in"The quantity of water often seen "By setting in frames of sealed honey produced by
Such jury than severe cold can possibly do
running out at the entrances of hives or combs filled with syrup.
frosty location, even if somewhat
in winter, shows a large amount of combs of feed should be warmed for in a
locality can
evaporation, probably enough to ac- (> hours or so before being placed in damp as dampness of a
have but little effect in frosty weather,
the hive."
ditt'erence in weight."
:

:

;

'

:

;

count for

all

—

:

::

:
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worth and diarrhea would have been impos- have never made any practical success
in devoting time to saving colonies
sible."
that had diarrhea in mid-winter."
folanswers
as
L.
Tinker
1)K.
G.
W. Z. Hutchinson replies as fol" Tliis query presents an argu"After
G. M. DOOLITTLE says:
" The only objection to the lows
lows
now let them
low ground is that the cold air settles ment against allowing a colony to trying all plans of cure, 1
what is alone, for it is only a waste of time to
into the hollows, and 1 think that I have more winter stores than
fuss with them. If a warm day occurs
should prefer the low ground. The barely necessary to bring it through,
the bees are not too badly relaws of atmospheric drainage should or until it can be overhauled and sup- and

upon a colony of bees that

is

wintering."

:

:

A

fresh
large duced, a flight should be given them
stores.
of stores predisposes to brood- by shoveling snow from the hive, or
rearing at all times, while a colony removing them from the cellar yet
shortof stores never breeds very much. for all this the bees will generally be
James Heddon remarks thus " 1 Late fall and early winter brood-rear- dead before June, if they have the
would prefer the low location (sup- ing, without doubt, may cause diar- diarrhea bad enough to spot the combs
posing no trouble from water), but so rhea, the young bees causing most of and the inside of the hive."
far as successful wintering is con- the uneasiness and the breaking of the
Dr. (4. L. Tinker answers thus
Early spring brood-rearing
cerned, this is one of tlie great fac- cluster.
"It is much like trying to gather up
tors in the problem. They will live appears to be a normal occurrence,
spilt milk
to try to save a colony of
and the young bees then produced are bees with diarrhea
or die in either place."
when flight is imusually able to fly out before great un" I should easiness occurs. To save them, see possible. In the one case care should
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
be taken not to spill the milk, and in
choose the low location every time, answer to No. 24."
the other, to properly prepare the bees
tor various reasons prominent among
for winter. Where it is possible, I
whicli are, the temperature at the low
would advise raising the temperature
location will average the warmest in
First
Symptoms
of Bee-Diarrhea.
of the interior of the hive to facilitate
early spring, less oees will be lost by
transpiration and the expulsion of
high winds, and the laden bees will
cillery. No. 24
What should be done moisture, by placing a thick, all-wool
travel down hill rather than up hill."
with a colony of bees in winter quarters in mat over the frames.
If in a cellaij
plied

there may be some
outlet for the cold air in the low location."

be understood

;

with

amount

;

:

'

'

'

'

:

;

—

Bees Affected with Diarrhea.
Cluery, No. 23

my

bee-cellar

—

I put
on Nov. rid,

colonies into

i:i7

1884, all in

good

condition with plenty of honey. I did not
feed any sugar syrup last fall, and now H of
the heaviest ones have the diarrhea. Only
these 6 have brood. They have been quiet
all the time, and the tmpcrature has been
steadily at 44°, for I go to see them every
day. What can I do to save them? They
are old bees that are atfected, and in the I'M
colonies there was no brood, for I was careful to look them over when I put them in.
Why is it that some of them have the diarRacine.Wis.
rhea and others do not have it

the North, when the first symptoms of beediarrhea appear, if the colony is out-of-doors
or in the cellar ? To make the answer complete, state what should be done in midwinter when Hight is impossible, later, when
occasional flight is possible, and in early
spring before any pollen is to be found.
Solon, Maine.

raising the temperature to 48"^ or .50°
by artificial heat, together" with free
upward ventilation, may aid the bees
Later on, when occato find relief.
sional flights are possible, I would
contract the brood-chamber and give
better protectiouT If the honey in
the combs was thin, I would give good
sealed honey or Good candy.'"

J. Cook answers thus
temperature in the cellar was
above 48° Fahr., I should cool it. I
have given bees a flight in a warm
room, but this is some trouble. I have
Bees Breeding Without Pollen.
known this to be done several times.
Very often the colony will do very
Will bees breed without
<liiery. No. 25
well even if left alone."
any pollen in the hive ?— Chesaning, Mich.
—
"It would
J. E. Pond, Jr., ssiys:
Jajles Heddon answers thus: "No.
Dr. C. C. Miller answers thus require a long article to give the in" See that the cellar is well ventilated, formation desired in this question, If there is no bee-bread in the cells,
and perhaps by a little lower tempera- and even then the answer would be and no floating pollen in the liquid
food, no."
ture."

Prof. A.

:

" If tlie

'

—

'/

:

largely theoretical."

E. Pond, Jk., says: "I apprehend that all of us would like a positive and certain answer to this question. I should myself, for one, and
would pay a good price for it, too."
.J.

Messrs.

Dadant & Son

" Keep the bees
follows
leave them alone until a
:

Dk. G. L. Tinker says

reply as

warm and
warm day

VV.

Z.

will disturb

extent."

begins thus early."

"

'

:

done."

:

;

" No."

" Bees cannot rear brood without
nitrogenous food, and there may be
them in cold weather, the worse it enough in some honey to enable the
will be.
We would give the same bees to rear brood to a very limited

The more you

comes.

G. M. DooLiTTLE replies thus
answer to No. 23."
" The querist answers the last quesDr. C. 0. Miller advises the foltion by saying that only these 6 have
" Do all you can to keep the
brood.' The brood caused the bees lowing
to eat pollen, and form it into chyme, temfjerature of the cellar right, and
which was passed around for food. It especially to have the air of the cellar
the
is doubtfnl whether anything can be pure, and perhaps contracting
done to save the bees, where diarrhea space of the brood-nest, if not already

W. Z. Hutchinson remarks thus
" When bees have the diarrhea in
midwinter, it is almost, if not quite,
impossible to save them and I can
only suggest, as an experiment, that
the bees be given a flight, artificiallv,
by carrying one colony at a time into
a warm room, taking away their combs
of honey, and giving them dry, clean
combs, and changing their food to
cane sugar. I would put soft candy
over the frames and cover it so that
the bees can cluster upon it.
The
greater degree of heat generated by the
heaviest colonies, may have induced
brood - rearing and consumption of
pollen. Had there been no nitrogenous food in the hive, brood-rearing

Hutchinson

:

replies thus

W. Z. Hutchinson remarks thus
" As an experiment, I would try
giving the bees a flight by carrying
them into a warm room, giving them
clean, dry combs, and putting a soft
candy over the frames, covering it up
so that tbe bees can cluster upon the
candy. If bees continue to show signs
of diarrhea after they can have an occasional flight, I would change their
combs and food as above."

G. M. Doolittle remarks as fol" I believe that they will, to a
lows
:

where their food is
honey. If sugar syrup is the only food,
I think that no brood will be reared."
certain extent,

Dr. C.

C.

Miller

replies as follows:

think that they will not commence
breeding without pollen, and continue
but a snort time when it is taken
I

away."
" Never,"
Prof, A. J. Cook says
J. E. Pond, Jr.. answers thus:
:

" As a rule, bees will not breed without pollen or some substitute. Sometimes honey will be found to contain
a larger proportion of floating grains
of pollen than at other times at such
times a little brood will be started,
but not enough to prove of much value.
I have tested the matter to some extent, and found that brood-rearing
ceased when I removed the pollen,
and started up again when I replaced
;

James Heddon

replies thus
"Not
sayhig what can or cannot be done, I
will say that, practically, the best
thing to do. is to give up that colony,

and study the cause and prevention
that may prevent the disease during
the next winter. In this locality, I

it."

;
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every one should know the other preventive to be the reduction in the size
of our rooms. It is also plain that if
the temperature were always the same
shere would be the necessity of a
steady tire. This is exactly the requisition of affairs on the inside of a bee-

Explanatory

—

The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the
Those after, show
person has kept bees.
the number of oohinies the writer had iu the
previous sprinjr and full, or fall aud spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
5 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest;
o- southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

names

O

;

;
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The Cause

of Bee-Liarrhea.

We

hive. But how do we find it?
find the number of bees decreasing
and the colony going into a slumber,

during which the circulation and respiration is nearly suspended and the
production of heat proportionately

ber and which should be unrelentingly
maintained until the bees are afforded
a flight. This should elucidate the
successful wintering of bees in warm
cellars or buried in snow.
Bradford, 5 Iowa,
For the American Bee Journal

Hybrids
G. J.

vs. Italians.

MOLONEY.

and gradually lessened until there is
A Danish bee-man and myself
barely a draft above the cluster. With agreed to send, last spring, for two
the exhalation of the cluster produc- colonies of Hybrids and twoof Italians
ing so little ilraft, and being in a tem- in order to decide their superiority.
perature which enables it to carry the Although heavily handicapped by reamoisture out at the entrance of the son of indifferent pasturage and cold
hive, and yet not be too warm for per- winds blowing oft' the Lake, the hyfect quietness, it would need but a brids proved that they were far ahead
slight fall of temperature to condense of the Italians.
moisture on the inside of the hive.
Prof. Fowler, of phrenological fame,

The

colder the air outside of a bee- advocates a union of persons possesshive the greater is the force exerted ing large reflectives with those having
on the warm air inside of the hive, large perceptives, as children inlierit
which force is of the same nature as
After a multitude of variously con- that exerted upon tlie air in a cup the most prominent traits of their
ducted experiments, I have come to ttie when it is plunged bottom upward in- parents. On the same principle brown
German bees are crossed witli the
conclusion that prevHlent bee-diarrhea
to water. This is the force which Italians. We are told that " Celtic imis caused by the moisture, which constops the circulation of air some dis- agination and fire crossed with Saxon
denses in' the brood- chamber, beiug tance from
the point of exit from the
taken into tlie stomach of the bee for hive and where the condensation takes will and persistency, has given Great
Britain a race of demi-gods."
tlie purpose of carrying it out of tlie
place which causes water to run out at
The Detroit Evening News says that
hive, and with the saiue design tiiat a
the entrance.
Hence, it should be Burke Corcoran, Anierica's greatest
bee drags its deat^ sister across the
preferable in scrutinizing for moisture orator, is of " mixed Norman and Celalighting-board.
remove the bottom-board and in- tic Slock which has given Great BritThe opportunity to leave the hive to
vestigate from below.
ian her greatest political names and
being vvithlield by unpropitious cirIt should be remembered that a which now forms the ablest section of
cumstances, the water remains at the
disposal of the bees' digestive organs, temperature favorable for the con- the British Parliamentary Party."
and tliere is probably no doubt but densation of moisture within the hive Some of America's greatest statesmen
that it would produce disorder. The is also disposed to confine the bees in are also of mixed origin.
The Plymouth Rock fowl, the
moisture is taken up tliat the brood- a cluster, until a rise in the temperanest may be a tit place tor the rearing ture gives them their liberty. Conse- "leading strain,"' is a union of the
of brood, and when the pollen is taken quently, to winter well, eoloni^s in black Java with two other breeds,
away, their anticipation of brood- hives having tight top-boards should England's race-horse was also prorearing vanishes, and self-preserva- have their brood-chambers contracted duced by crossing. The gentle Carniso that the exhalations of the cluster olan bees, about which so much has
tion is the height of their energies.
J5y this theory I have, as yft, been may be able to produce a current of been said, appear to be a cross between
unable to lind "bees that might be air passing out at the bottom of the the German and Italian bees. They
classed as simpletons, and while, like hive, or be provided with ample up- are very obedient to the admonitions
Last fall my bees
all theories, it may require experience ward ventilation, as the exhaled moist- of the smoker.
in order to understand its adaptation, ure must be disposed of, and as con- obtained quite a quantity of pollen,
I trust that it will always be found ad- densation begins where aerial circula- and I am now treating them with salt,
water, milk and honey, as our " knowjustable but never "reversible." As tion ends.
"
would naturally have been supposed,
Nothing, perhaps, better imitates ing ones claim they are specifics for
there have appeared iu the bee- papers water when getting into a cellar than bee-diarrhea.
Rogers City, 5 Mich.
instances of cases of bee-diarrhea for air of a lower temperature than that
exposition by the apiarian logicians, of the cellar. I find the difference in
and, to say the most, quite a number temperature at the bottiun and top of
For the American Bee Journal.
have been "got rid of." Hut wtien a an air-tight cellar 7x7x1(1 feet and conbee-keeper states that tlie colonies iu taining luu colonies of bees, to be 2'^.
Do Bees Really Hibernate 1
the lower part of his cellar had the On the introduction of a li-inch pipe
Wil. JNO. HINCHEY, (•5—11).
diarrhea while those in the upper part from the outside, carrying air whose
and also those left out-of-doors win- temperature is 20- above zero, the diftered well, confusion, it seems, is com- ference is 4J^^; and witli a 6-inch pipe
I really think that there has been
plete.
the difference is 21^, and wouhl be nearly enough said about hibernation,
1 do not wish to answer this insomaintained. In accordance with this, a word which, in my opinion, should
much as to injure its theoretical adapt- how many rat holes would it require never have found its way into the
ability to other causes, but I will take to hold the temperature in the lower columns of a bee paper; and I cannot
it exemplarily
that tliere may be part of any cellaratthe freezing pointV imagine how a man like Mr. \V. F.
brought to view, by the aid of w'hat I The colonies are scarce that would Clarke, usually so level-headed, should
consider to be correct reasoning, some not with an ordinary confinement allow himself, in the present instance,
food for thought whidi it contains, allow the ecmdetisation of moisture in to be carried away by the imaginary
and wliich is useful for the support of their brood-chambers in such a tem- conviction that he has made a great
the conclusions which have already perature.
discovery. I hope that the following
been mentioned.
Moreover, successful wintering is remarks may lead to that clearer light
Every one knows that when cold more certain in a warm temperature which we as apiarists are seeking after.
Mr. Heddon mentions, on page 716
weather begins and the temperature which prevents the condensation of
commences to lower, we have to in- moisture inside of the hives contain- of the Bee JouuNALfor 1884, two difcrease the amount of fuel placed upon ing the weakest colonies, or in a tem- ferent states or conditions of bees
the fire if we prevent the accumulation perature so low as to restrict the bees during life; viz., the fully-animated,
of frost on the window-panes.; and from running about the lirood-cham- and the semi-hibernatious or state of
C.

W. DAYTON, (50—114).

:
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perfect quietude. To these may be
added a tliird condition; viz., a state
of coma or stupor produced l)y cold. (
wish to malie a few remarks on eacli
of tliese conditions, and their relation
to wintering.
the fully-animated
First, tlieii,
Bees have been known to winter well
in this condition, but usually it is disastrous, as in the case of Mr. Doolittle's bees during the winter of 1SS3-84.
It is, in fact, an stbnonnal condition in
this northern climate; hence, it has
no bearing upon the suliject in hand.
Second, the senii-hibernatious, or
state of perfect quietude, otolleddon
or of hiliernation, « id Clarke. I tliink
that all bee-keepers are agreed that
this is the natural condition of bees
during winter, or at any other time of
the year when they are" not working.
Mr. Clarke does not «o((i claim to have
discovered that bees really hibernate.
Hibernation is the word he uses to
represent that death-like silence which
all writers agree to be the natural
state instinctively assumed by the
bees when all the requirements are
met for their perfect wintering, being
an effect of wintering well, not the
cause. There is no theory at all about
this.
Now, what is that state V In
almost every way it resembles human
sleep. Thebees are very quiet, i. e. at
rest yet the slightest tap will generally awaken them, and put every bee
on its guard, but if then left alone,
they quickly become quiet again. 1
say they generally awaken with a slight
tap; sometimes, of course, it would
take what some would call a pretty
bard knock, to arouse them. That is
only the degree of lethargy. There
are some people who sleep so lightly
that the slightest noise will awaken
them others will not be disturbed by
loud noises, and in some cases, hardly
;

119

would supervene. It resembles in in November they were in what many
many ways the comatose state of the would call a deplorable condition.
human species, only that with the lat- Only a few colonies could be called
ter it is seldom produced by cold, but good, and those that were divided had
only by cold, with bees, so far as yet not increased any, but some had deknown. When warmed again the bees creased. None had put any stores in
the empty combs given them, nor had
are as sprightly as ever.
I
I imagine that I now hear Mr. tliey drawn out their foundation
Clarke exclaim, "That is just my found queeiiless, and many liad not 2
theory. When the weather is cold the months' stores on hand. I doubled
bees become torpid, but when a warm up some, and have today 63 colonies
spell comes, they revive, and have a on the summer stands, and 2f) in cluschance to partake of food." Not so ter or tenement liives, as described
;

A

chilled bee (or bees), requires
the genial heat of the sun, or of a
cluster of bees, or at least 45^ Fahr.,
probably more, to revive it. ilow often
does any one suppose that tliat temperature in the shade is reached during some winters V Probably not for
months together. Therefore, during
all ordinary winters, if the bees once
entered this torpid condition, they
fast

!

last

June, without stores.

The important question is, how
many of my bees will be alive on May

I have one very favorable
1, 1885 V
condition, and that is, there is very
little, and in most cases not any, pollen
in the hives, as I do not think that
any was gathered after corn gave its
pollen and as I fully proved last winter, to myself at least, that pollen is
the cause of bee-diarrhea, I have no
would never revive.
Hence, I think that as "hiberna- dread of that, unless it may be in a
tion " is plainly shown to be a uiisoo- few of the best colonies that may
mer, as applied to bees, and useful have a little left from what was gathonly to confuse begiiniers, some other ered during the early part of the
appellation (if any is needed) should season.
Port Washington,©* O.
be given to that quiescent state in
which bees winter tlie best.
;

Tamworth.cx Out.
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What
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;

;

by being shaken.

What

is

hibernation

V

It is gener-

ally conceded to be a state of complete
torpor, in which nearly all cold-blooded

animals, and many warm-blooded ones
pass the winter. As bees do not pass
into this state during winter (and
live), as shown by many writers, hibernation is manifestly an incorrect
term by which to describe the quiescent state resembling hibernation. I
think that it is an empty honor to be
the first to drag a new term into our
already voluminous vocabulary .which,
however, does not mean what it is
meant to express^ and should therefore be dropped at once, on the principle of " calling things by their right

The Season
A. A.

FRADENBURG.

the Times Demand.

DR. W. G. PHELPS.

of 1884.

It is currently reported in mercancircles that we have •' struck bottom,"' i. e., reached the low-water
mark of our depressed times. Be this
false or true, one thing seems quite
apparent, the price of honey is not
likely to crawl up in the saineproportile

In the spring of 1884 I had 58 colonies of bees, and of those about onehalf should properly be classed as
nuclei. Apple bloom was abundant,

and they secured some surplus from
black locust. White clover promised
well, and every colony was storing
surplus when dry weather cut it off'
about as suddenly as though all the
clover had been mowed down in a
day, and the honey crop was ended.
By June 20, I had 200 pounds of comb
honey and 500 pounds of extracted.

From my .58 colonies I obtained only
one natural swarm, and as I desired
some increase, and reasoned that as
the weather was dry in early summer, we might reasonably expect wet
weather in the fall, so that the bees

might store enough for winter, I began to divide them in July and August, and my plan was to take the
queen with a little less than half of
the brood, half of the bees, frames
and stores for the new colony, and
supply the old colony with a young
names."
queen or queen-cell, and till both hives
I will now pass to the third condi- with empty
combs or foundation.
tion of bees, which is a ^tate of coma The bees just about " held their own "
or stupor produced by cold not be- during July, but August and Septemcause it has anything to do with win- ber were such dry months that they
tering bees, but because it resembles got scarcely a taste of anything, and
hibernation so much in every way; I found it practically impossible to do
This is the condition mentioned by any work with them, for one could
Mr. Wm. Malone, on page 779, of the hardly raise the lid of a hive but
Bee Journ.'^l for 18S4, and noticed what robber bees would attack them.
more or less by all bee-keepers. Mr.
In September I started my appleMalone, in the above-mentioned arti- evaporating business, and with apples
cle, describes it so fully that there is constantly more or less exposed, and
no use in going over the same ground a cider mill in my yard, although it
again. However, I do not know that was kept closed as much as possible,
an exact limit may be placed on the and another open cider mill within
time that bees would live in this state, half a mile, I will not attempt to estinor the degree of cold at which death mate how many bees were killed. Late
;

.3

tion as other farm commodities.

—

May

say farm commodities because the
product of the apiary is more properly
classed under this head V The days
when honey must be termed a luxury,
are fast drawing to a close, and probably it is the very best thing that
could have happened to bee-keepers.
From swaddling clothes, our pursuit
has emerged into the full statue of a
With this growth
vast industry.
naturally comes the light emanating
from tlie minds of hundreds of truthsearchers and bright iuvestigators.
Thus " the way-faring man though a
fool," can scarcely err, if he diligently
reads the bee-literature of the day.
Now, with all this, I repeat, comes
the reduced profit on the honey production. Well, what are we going to
do about it ? To my mind, it resolves
I

itself
dovi'n
ratio.

down
tlie

With

tlie

We

must scale
in proportionate
babyhood of bee-

to this
expenses

:

cultnre at an end, we must put aside
all the pleasant but costly fancies,
and let ourselves gracefully down to
the wants alike only practical and
Retrenchment must be
necessary.
our motto. Theoretically, perhaps the
reader savs. No, practically.
To illustrate this point I insist that

we

shall reduce our labor, implements
in the apiary, down

and materials used

My bee -feeder,
to the minimum.
consists of an ordifor instance,
nary frame, with a sheet of tin or thin
wood tacked to each side, and reaching within an inch of the top-bar.

A

!
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}^-inch hole bored through the top-bar
for the insertion of the tunnel suffices
to introduce the food. Should it leak,
wax it. I have used such for 5 years.

The only objection ever urged against
it was that the bees might build comb
So they

from beneath the top-bar.

when used very

once or twice
early one spring in the center of the
hive. .\ strip of tin 2 inches in width
tacked the length of the top -bar,
entirely prevents that, and a piece of
wood laid upon the sweets within,
prevents any bee from drowning.
Such a feeder costs perhaps 20 cts.
As fall feeding seems to be coming in
did

fashion,
line,

and you

make such

more

feel like falling in

a feeder ere buying a

costly one.

Twice

tilled, it will

as they now have our delicious Maryland peaches which, placed within
their reach, has created such a demand
for the fruit, that our fruit-growers
have well nigh contracted the " peach
planting craze."
In conclusion, I may add to these
mere hints, that there is one thing
upon which we can scarce afford to
study economy; to-wit. in subscribing
for bee-papers.
Go for them all it
possible, as does the writer. If not
possible, select at least two of the
most enterprising, and read them carefully and thoughtfully. Just one idea
gained from the Bee Journal during
the past year, has been worth the subscription price of every paper that I
take. Many the gleanings you can

put almost any colony on winter ra- thus gather up from the flood of light
tions.
constantly poured upon our captiva'•
Jiloney saved is money earned." ting occupation. ^loney spent for such
AVhv. may I ask again, the need of so literature is as " bread cast upon the
much handling of comb honey ? waters."
Where is the sharp Yankee who will
Galena, 6 Md.
devise a combined surplus comb-honey
rack (or case), and shipping-package V
For tbe American Bee JoumaL

Ah. my fellow bee-keepers, it must
Every time a section
come to that
of honey is handled, one cent is added

A

I

WM.

also bring this expense

neater than you,

my

fellow bee-keepers, and with no fear of loose joints
and rattling sections enroute. " Separators are an objection," did you
say V " Oh, they must go, which they
ought to have done," as the boy says,
"before they ever started." ror2years
What can
I liave used " nary one."
be more complete than a surplus case
quickly removed from a hive, a top
and bottom cover of J^-inch stuff
screwed on, and the whole shipped to
market undisturbed? No, wild theory,
Have I
in such a proposition either
not put it in practical operation the
past summer V True, I took ihe pains
to add a neat label (with name and address), to the top of each section, and
to arrange a glass in one side to show
the combs to advantage but that was
scarcely a half hour"s job with cases

"Our combs were once

*'

easy time,

All throuph the pleasant

summer;

'

"We're mured in cellars, dumped
Or shut in murky houses.

a

none.'
in pits.

be ol old.
dispelled the cold.

use<l to

warm day

"Last, but not least, our combs are turned
Bottoui -side-up. regardless
Of that tip-tilting we have learned

made.

As

nature's [lupils artless:

Our young must rling fast to their beds
To keep from fallmg on their heads!

2-story hive
The " tier-

I

ing-up " case system in 5 years more
will have swept all before it. My 2story hives have " laid on the shelf "
(save for extracting), for 2 years or
more, and my experience fully confirms
that of Mr. Ileddon and others, that
the top half story, for it is really
aught else, is to be the popular system
of the futuie.
Against my opinions on the question
of economy, no doubt the supply
dealer will mentally rise to expostulate
but if he regards true prudence,
he will go along witli the current and
cater to the forced economies of his
customers. The palmy days of "war
prices " for honey are gone, never to
return therefore let all accommodate
themselves to present circumstances.
lie prepared to sell comb honey at 12
and extracted at 7 cts. per lb., when
that day arrives. It won't be lower
than that, for the people will have it

" It's

time a stop were put to these
Unending innovations.
AVith loss fit comfort and of ease.
I've also lost my patience:
If matters do not quickly mend.
I'll strike, and hoist my latter end
"

Beware, beware.

And

O

cetiae to play

luckless

man

tormentor.

Or we will jiunish. as we c»n.
Each painful nervous center.
'Live and let live' must be the law.
Or we'll quit work and daggers draw."
Speedside, Ont,—

1^

;

i

i

The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
in
Bushnell, ills., on Thursday,
meet
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper
who can, be present and enjoy the
meeting.
J. G. Norton, iSec.

;

i^

ble,

In a location like

whether
" after-

my own,

swarms " have always cost me, in the
way of foundation, winter stores, etc.,

much as they are worth. I think,
however, if we want to increase our
stock, and are willing to pay for them,
we may as well do it in this way.
I commenced at this place with just
one colony of Italian bees, and by allowing but one prime swarm, as a
general thing, I built up an apiary of
50 colonies, and made them pay a profit
on the investment all the time.
I
found out when it was too late to profit
by it, that it would have been more
profitable for me to have got along
slower, by accepting none but first or
prime swarms, and preventing all afas

by experienced bee-masters.

One season I "cut out queen-cells "
was positively sick of the job,

till I

and got an unusual lot of inferior
queens as the result. Next I tried
parent colony a mature

removing the cells
which had caused the swarm. Other
cells were started immediately, and
the after-swarm would come a little in
advance of the natural way that is
I

Where not a ray of sunlight flits.
And there are no carouses

When

to

;

Our store-* of honey and bee-bread
Are stolen from our cupboards.
Cheap sugar fed to us instead—
Our brood, like Mother Hubbard's

Such as there

etc., as

swarms " can be made profitaeven when increase is desirable.

" after

all.

"

LTnlucby dog without a bone.
Of natural food have left them

much depends on locality,

queen-cell, after

While willow, maple, clover, lime.
Welcomed e:ich happy comer:
Now we are driven hard and fast,
Long as the honey harvests last.

;

For comb honey, the
must go, too. Mark that

We used to have an

Doubtless

W. DEMAREE.

honey resources,

giving the

made to agitate
bee-lieeper's notion:
Lifted into the sun and air.
Or whirled in a tin cylinder.
they are

At each

I

pi'operly

fixed fast as fate.

With no unsteady motion;

Now

G.

lic

I'm sick and tired of siving —
In to that cruel tyrant, man.
Who thwarts and robs us all he can.

down to the minimum. The bees can
comb honey to such a case far
fit

"After Swarms," Are they Profitable?

When my apiary was built up to 50
colonies, I began to see the necessity
of suppressing increase, and I began
to test all the plans given to the pub-

CLARKE.

A bee WHS heard to sinh: "Alas!
Life's hiirdly worth the liring.
Matters have come to such a pass,

leaky honey.

must

p.
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ter-swarms.

Discontented Bee.

to the cost, to say nothing of additional loss through broken combs and

We

"

!

The winter meeting of the Bay
of Quinte Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at the City Hall, Belleville, Ont., Feb. 26, 1885, at 1 p. m.

next commenced

to " weaken

the swarming colonies by removing
frames of brood from time to time,
and supplying their places with
This
frames filled with foundation
suppressed the swarming fever, and
" suppressed " my honey crop also,
and I dropped it. Other plans were
tried with unsatisfactory results, till
along came tlie " Ileddon method of
preventing after-swarms." I took to
it quite naturally, as a drowning man
will catch at straws. After trying it,
I found that in my location, it would
give about the following results One
colony ill ten will cast a swarm in the
usual way, except that the size of the
swarm will be diminished. One-fifth
of the swarms will swarm again,
by reason of tlie relay of bees from
the parent hive. One colony in ten
will "lay out " and sulk away the best
of the honey season, while nearly all
of the parent colonies are too nearly
exhausted to do any good, in the way
The rest of tbe
of surplus honey.
swarms will " work like a charm."
work
necessary
to perform
And the
the divers manipulations to carry out
the schedule, is anything but "charming."
The " Ileddon plan " was laid aside
(with the rest of the impracticable
plans). By this time my apiary exceeded a hundred colonies, and I began to get desperate. When we have
as much of a thing as we want, increase is a burden. If my judgment
is not seriously at fault, not one hon:

:
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ey producer in ten can find sale for
his surplus bees at a price that will
cover the cost of hives, foundation and
winter stores; and as long as this
state of things exists, some reliable
method to control increase will be a
desideratum.
After trying many experiments, I
believe the cheapest and most effective way of preventing after-swarms,
is to pinch the cells which cause the
swarming, immediately after the
swarm issues, and turn loose among
the bees a virgin queen from 1 to 4
days old. This plan is not "new."
It is only the application of a little
sound philosophy. Bees never start
queen-cells in the presence of a virgin
queen over one day old, if they have
accepted her. It is this starting of
cells that does all the mischief.
To prevent swarming altogether, my
new system of dividing the colony in
two divisions, employing the queenless division to produce the surplus
honey, and the parent division to prothe working force, re-uniting
as soon as the swarming season
is mainly past, will answer the purpose to perfection. But more time is
needed to ascertain if the plan is altogether practicable.

duce

them

Christiansburg, 5 Ky.

ture, I see steamers of peculiar pattern floating upon her silvery bosom,

with thousands and tens of
thousands of busy workers whose inladen

stinct teaches tliem to sip the luscious

honey-producing
wherever
abound, whether upon tlie
Infly mountain side or deep alluvial
valley and I see lu-ight, intelligent
nectar

flowers

;

young men as

their keepers, whose
life-work is the pursuit of apiculture
in this novel and peculiar manner.
This may be the outgrowth of an
enthusiastic brain, but is it not susceptible of practical test V Let us for
a moment scan the picture in all its
bearings ; let us see whether we have
any just grounds for such a grand
Are there
bee-keeping enterprise
not flowers upon every hillside, plain
bordering
upon
this great
and valley,
net-work of streams V Are there not
a great variety of climates upon its
borders, susceptible of being reached
by steam navigation V Are there not
thousands of sheltered nooks all along
those great channels of commerce,
where the apiarist may land his industrious freight and move his floating;
home to secure the secretions of
myriads of honey-producing flowers ?
Are there not hundreds of locations
in the " Sunny South," where the
!

wintering problem
For

llie

American Bee Joumai.

Floating Apiaries of the Future.

dwindles almost

insigniflcance, that
may be
reached by these floating apiaries ? If

into

DODGE.

Bee-keeping is fast becoming an important industry in the United States
and Canada, and the oportnnities for
honey production and the employment
of idle hands are almost unlimited.
When we look over the history of bee- hives, storage, etc.
keeping for the last quarter of a cenThus equipped, in the fall, let the
tury and note the growth, prosperity apiarist put the bees on board, get up

and improvement of

this science,

[This scheme is neither new nor
Floating apiaries have for
centuries been employed in Egypt,
Germany, etc. Some ten years ago
Mr. Perrine practiced the scheme on
the Mississippi, on a large scale, but
after making large investments in
practical.

steam-barges, hives, bees, etc., he
made an utter failure of it, and lost
some $12,000 in the venture. The
chief barrier being immense loss of
continual disturbance,
bees from
change of location, high winds, intervening bluffs and consequent hiding
of the barge, close proximity of hives
on the boat, etc. No one should think
of trying such a scheme unless he has

wherein is the difficulty ? All that
required is mechanical skill to construct a steamer peculiarly adapted to
tlie purpose, that will carry as many $20,000 to throw away— and still have
colonies as the proprietor wishes to
enough left for the needs of his
handle, with one, two, or more helpers,
with capacity enough for a dwelling, family.— Ed.]
work-shop, etc., with facilities for
rapid and easy loading and unloading
Read at the MichiKan Convention.
so,
is

U. E.

He soon becomes
water-courses.
known as a honey-producer, and sales
of honey are made in advance of
arrival in the great marts of trade.
But I am building this castle too
high, and this article is too long.
Some vigorous, healthy and practical
young man may start an enterprise of
this character and push it to its utmost
capacity. I will predict (although I
may not live to see it realized,) that a
quarter of a century hence will find
hundreds of apiaries floating upon
our Western rivers, from the far
North to their extreme regions in the
" Sunny South."
Fredonia, ? N. Y.

The Merits

A.

may steam and

Sve not with some degree of reason
speculate upon its future developments? and whilst the busy workers
are snugly housed in their winter
quarters beneath
our comfortable

steer for Southern climes,
until a favored locality is reached—
say in Louisiana, Mississippi or Texas,

bordering upon the Mississippi or its
tributaries. Here let him remain until the season of flowers in the spring,
apartments, and old Boreas blows his landing his bees whilst remaining in
icy breath around every corner with- this location or until the early honeyout, may we not day-di-eam upon the flow of the locality is nearly past,
further advancement of this industry V then put his bees on board, get up
Although my bee-keeping scheme steam and steer for more Xorthern
may be like •' the hibernation theory "' climes and secure another honey-flow,
and the wintering problem, " without and so on, until the Northern limit is
form and void," and darkness dwells reached, thereby securing an unlimited
upon my beclouded brain, yet thoughts number of honey-flows during the
occasionally flit through my mind season, with facilities for comb-honey
with visions of the not-far-distant and extracting on board, securing the
future. As I sit musing, the posibili- honey from each flow- in good marketties of bee-culture are constantly pass- able shape, returning again in the fall
ing before me, and as the panorama to his old or some other good winterpasses I see the mighty Mississippi ing ground, to again construct bives,
whose source penetrates the frigid fixtures, etc., tor another season's
regions of the North and whose mouth campaign.
pours her floods into the tropical seas
With the power he has at hand, at
of the South
whose tributaries reach all times, in a propelling engine, and
out and drain a large portion of a con- repeating the work as the seasons roll
tinent and upon whose borders are round, for a lifetime, it makes but litan endless varietj; of soil and chang- tle difference where he may be, if his
ing climate, skirting lofty mountains, bees have an abundance of honeyrich and fertile plains, and extended producing flowers.
His boat is his
alluvial bottoms, producing an un- home, workshop,
honey-house and
;

;

'

bounded variety of honey-producing vehicle for marketing his honey in
flowers at almost all seasons of the fact he is frequently in the market as
year upon some portion of its borders. he migrates, or passes the great cities
As I look with delight upon this pic- situated upon the banks of these great
;

of the Carniolan Bees.

Next

.T.

KING.

to Apis dorsata, less is

known

of the Carniolan race of bees, practically,

by American

apiarists,

than

that of any other which has been supposed to possess merit above our common black and brown bees. Most of
us have .seen specimens of different
importations, besides some bred in
this country, but we believe the time
to speak with positiveness regarding
the various essentials which go to
make up the character of the " coming bee " and to ascribe the majority
of such essentials to any one particular race, has not yet arrived.
The early impressions, still fresh in
the minds of American apiarists, regarding the supposed merits of the
Cyprian race have not been justified
after thorough trial by persons competent to judge of their merits. The
Syrians and Holy Land bees, although
superior in a marked degree to the
Cyprians, do not yet bear off the palm
when compared with our better known
and ever-to-be-praised Italians; and
the impression seems to be growing
among our best informed bee-keepers,
that a cross between the Syrians and
Italians— breeding the queens of the
former to the drones of the latter
variety produces a strain of bees
combining in one a greater number of

—
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desirable traits than either of the yellow races sepaiately considered.
The rapid cliange iu color and, in a
degree, in the physical conformation
of all foreign races of bees in our cli-mate, is known to all breeders, and
accounts, in a measure, for the difference observed among writers in describing the new races; the mental
characteristics or dispositions, however, do not seem to change iu a like
degree, if at all hence, the value of
eontinuous experiments iu the hope
of attaining lixed traits of excellence
is not diminished.
The difference in size of the individual bees of the different varieties
has been used by some writers to advance the interests of their favorites,
but when we observe tlie difference in
size of the bees iu different colonies
of the same race, together with the
fact that a square inch of the combs
of all ttie races now cultivated contains
precisely the same number of cells, we
are led to conclude that this difference
yet we
is more fanciful than real
think that there is a slight difference
in lengtli of body in favor of the Syrian workers and less in the other foreign races, over our common blacks.
All are familiar witli the close resemblance iu appearance between the
foreign yellow races and of their
marked dissimilarity botii in appearance and habits, to our common bees;
yet the Carniolan race might be easily
mistaken, by the casual observer, for
our own brown liees, while in their
habits they differ even more widely
from them than do the yellow races.

'

;

;

;

A close

observer would, however,

:

!

in-

;

stantly detect differences so constiant
and marked as to never be in doubt
for one moment of the identity of the
Carniolans.
Keeping our bees mostly for breeding purposes, and often dividing and
performing the other various manipulations necessary in carrying on this
feature of the business, we have not
had the opportunity of testing them
in the production of comb and extracted honey as we would desire but
so far as we have thus tested them,
they have far exceeded our most sanguine expectations, and this feeling of
satisfaction is shared iu by all, witliont exception, to whom w'e have sent
them. Prof, llasbrouck, Mr. J. M.

;

;

Shuck and some others to whom we
have sent bees of all the races enumerated in this essay, except Apis dorsatn,
give to the Carniolans their decided
preferences.
We have never had bees stand cold
and exposure better, or to recuperate
faster under adverse circumstances.
Mr. Anthony Gra!tzman,a native of
Austria and a bee-keeper on modern
principles, of many years' experience,
in a letter just received, speaks thus
of the Carniolans " Upon a series of
observations and demonstrations with
the different races of bees of the east
and south of Europe, 1 give the higliest preference to the Carniolan. As
to gentleness, activity, prolificness
and their ability to withstand climatic
changes in cold regions they are of
very marked superiority. As honeygatherers they are fond of all the
clovers, buckwheat, linden and all

other sources of honey visited by the something of the sort, box-hives
Italians. Their fault is in swarmiug would answer every purpose in the
production of comb honey.
too abinidautly,"
He speaks of putting two or three
Of their gentleness, Mr. Benton
writes: " There is a race of bees to brood-frames (I presume he means
be found in its purity only iu one of loide frames) tilled vpith sections, iuto
the central provinces of Austria, the brood department of the hive conwhich is so gentle as to cast the gen- taining the newly hived swarm. I do
tleness of the gentlest Italians all not have my comb honey, and in fact,
into the shade.' They are the Car- but little honey of any kind stored in
niolans from among the rugged Carni- the brood department. This plan of
olan or Carnie Alps. These bees are having honey stored in the brood delarger than the Italians, very prolific partment has seen its best days, and
and industrious, gr/iy in color, and so will rest in the same grave with the
good-natured that the veriest novice wide-frame system.
He lays down a plan of management
in bee-culture can handle them without a bee-veil, gloves or smoke. Hav- which he thinks woidd not only be
ing recently come from a town thi-ough ahead of empty frames, but ahead of
Carniola, Austria, where I have been hiving swarms upon a full set of
aside from
collecting a lot of colonies of this race, frames of foundation
and where I have examined and han- saying that it is complicated, it might
dled hundreds of hives tilled to over- be satd that many bee-keepers think
flowing with tliese peaceful workers, that it is profitable to use foundation
I have had every opportunity needed in all places, but how many knowf
Mr. B.'s system of hiving swarms
to convince myself of their "thorough
upon o or 6 combs of brood and honey
gentleness."
The editor of the Buletin d' Apicul- taken from the old hive, would be
teur. South Switzerland, who has had very unsatisfactory in this locality.
I want the honey-gatherers where the
many years' experience says
" I have observed iu the mountains honey-boxes are, during the honev
a very marked superiority on the part harvest. But few of the bees that
of the Carniolans: they are decidedly hatch from the combs of brood taken
hardier than all the others, above all from the old hive would be old enough
than the Italians, which stand only to gather honey liefore the white
poorly the climate of elevated regions. honey harvest would be past. This
I have seen the Carniolans working on objection would not apply to early
red clover, whilst the common bees swarms, but see how complicated the
Just compare it with the
were neglecting it. By increasing the method
size of the hives reasonably, adding Heddon method, in which it is not
frames already built out, and giving necessary to even open a hive, and all
ventilation, the honey-gatherers are induced to
them the necessary
swarming can be prevented with this labor iu the hive where the sections
are
and should the honey harvest
race as with others."
end, their work is iu such a shape
He calls attention to the fact that soon
it will bring the highest market
among those who have given their ex- that
price.
perience with Carniolans, the owners
He does not think it necessary to
of hives having the combs running
the extractor to give the queen
from front to rear, had succeeded best use
room to lay neither do I. Make the
in preventing swarms.
brood department of such size that
New York.
the queen can keep it full of brood ;
and, if necessary, keep her in it with
For tlie American Ber* Journal.
a queen-excluding honey-board, and
let the honey be stored in the surplus
Comb Foundation in the Brood-Nest. apartment.
I have not the least doubt but what
8— W. Z. HUTCHINSON, (6.S—94).
foundation has come to stay, but my
experiments of last year aptiear to inHad not Mr. Bates, on page 51, in- dicate that it is possible to have " too
after
his
name
how
dicated by figures
much of a good tiling." If any one
many colonies he had, I should have is inclined to experiment upon this
put iiim down as a ' beginner." But subject, another season, please allow
few begin the season with V2.0 colo- me to suggest the use of a hive in
nies, without learning that tirue can which the brood department is not
be more protitably used than in open- large enough for the brood-nest and
ing a hive and securing a frame of surplus too.
brood for each swarm, and then taking
Rogersville, c$ Mich.
off the honey-boxes and opening the
hive in 4 or 5 days and inserting a
«®- The New .Jersey and Eastern Beeframe of foundation, " and so on, Keepers' Association will hold their next
about once a week, till the bees have annual convention at Cooper Union, in
When I New York City, lipginnlnj; on Wednesday,
all the frames they need."
hive a swarm of bees I want that that March 11. 18S.5, and lo coiitiiuie two days or
The coimuittee inomise a Kood
shall be the end of it— no opening of more.
hives every 4 or -5 days, " and so on." pronrainine.and extend a cordial invitation
W. B. Ti!E.\owKLL, A-s't. Sec.
There seems to be an idea prevalent to all.

:

I

j

I

that because we use movable-comb
The Willamette Valley Beehives the combs nmst be moved. In
the production of comb honey there Keepers' Association will hold its
is seldom any necessity of opening second meeting at I-a Fayette, Orethe hives, i. e., the brood department, gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
from one years' end to another. If 188.5. All who are interested are ineverything always went well, i. e.. vited to attend.
E. J. Hadley. Sec.
colonies never became queenless, or

t^

:
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"But
brood-rearing," and continues
there is one thing of which I do not
Diarrhea.
Bee
Experience with
feel assured, i. e., if the bees are
robbed of the necessaries with which
(lOo—
170).
TIUEM,
L. L.
to rear their young, will the old bees
live long enough in the spring to build
When in conversation witli Dr. .Jesse up strong?" etc.
Oren. a few days ago, I asked liim this
I agree here with him, and as a remquestion: "Do .vour l)ees. show any edy, say, feed sugar syrup in October
He an- until all pollen is covered over and
signs ot bee -diarrliea V"'
swered: " I donotliiiow. Iflthouglit sealed up, and as the bees consume
tliey had it, I should not go to see this sugar stores first, no pollen will
tliem, for I sliould not want to know be exposed until March. As there is
Now, when room enough for brood-rearing to comit until the very last."
we see with what dread such a bee- mence, not much disease will be the
keeper as Dr. Oren speaks of bee- consequence.
diarrhea, is it any wonder if beginners
I cannot believe that a colony which
should also have fears V I know of no does not breed until April can place
who
has
bee-keeper
other successful
its record beside one which bred and
been able to winter bees better than was full of young bees in March. I
Dr. Oren— I mean with less disease am a strong advocate of feeding sugar
and loss.
for winter stores, and I believe that
On Jan, 1, 18S-5. I carefully exam- the pollen theory is correct only tell
ined all of my 170 colonies of bees us iiow we can leave just a little in the
which are in one cellar, and 2 colonies hive and in such a shape as to do no
showed just a few siiots on the fronts harm.
of their hives. I will explain how the
La Porte City,OIowa, Feb. 2, 1885.
cellar is arranged, so as to give the
reader a better idea of the conditions.
For the Amerlcun Hee Journal,

:

My

;

It has a sub-earth ventilator 208 feet
long, running down an s-foot grade,
and is made of 0-inch tiling. This
supplies fresli air; and for an escape I
have an outlet of eomuion, 0-inch
stove-pipe connected with tlie cookstove pipe, and cleriug it 2 feet
above the stove. The pipe reaches
within 10 inches of the cellar floor. The
bees were carried into this cellar on
Nov. 19 and 20, ]sS4, and tiered up in
rows, part being 2 hives high and the
most of them o hives high. Only burlap covers were put on top of the
frames, and C-inch strips of boards
were placed between each tier of
hives. The temperature has been 4b^
above zero for 30 days, and to-day, it
as at 42^ above.

Now,
onies

On

to return to the 2 affected col-

:

examined them again
and found only the same two affected.
'The whole fronts of the hives were
Jan.

30, 1

covered with the excrements. The
bees were breeding and restless, and

would

as soon as the light apremoved the hives above
them as quietly as possible, and took
down both of the ones containing the
affected colonies, and found that botii
fly

peared.

I

would have starved

in

less

than 10

The

hives were crowded with
bees, young and old. I next removed
the burlap covers, and as almost all of
my hives liave feeders in them, I found
that these two were ready to receive
one quart of sugar syrup.
I made the syrup of 10 lbs. of granulated sugar, 3 lbs. of water, and a
piece of tartaric acid the size of a
small hickory nut, a la Ileddon, and
days.

fed them, until each had 10

lbs. of

it.

Today

these two colonies are as
tightly clustered and as quiet as any
in the cellar. Time will tell whether
they will live, but if they die I have
lost only the time and have learned a
lesson.

In the
188.5,

Bee Journal

Mr. A.

J.

of Jan. 28,
Norris in his article

entitled " Pollen First Cause of Winter Loss," touches a very important
•' Removing the means of
point, viz
:

For the American Bee Journal.

Honey-Dew and 'Worker-Larvse.
C.

THEIL3IANN.

it was tilled with eggs almost to
lower en<l, where the cells were not
more than ^b of an inch deep none of
the cells were built out the full length,
and tiierefore 1 could see the eggs
very plainly. There was not a miss
nor two or more eggs in a cell within

and
its

;

the whole circle. Now, then, is it
natural for a queen, right after swarming, to lay drone eggs among worker
eggs in the first piece of worker comb
which is built in its new home ? This

would be a rule of which I liave not
yet heard in the 17 years of my beekeeping. Even the poorest queens
that I ever had (such as would rather
lay drone eggs than worker eggs), laid
all worker eggs for at least 4 or o of
their tirst days in their new homes.
It is entirely beyond any doubt that
the above-described eggs were not all
worker, and would surely have hatched
out worker bees, had the swarm,
which I hived on the piece of comb,
not lost

its

and had not

queen while swarming,
its instinct led it to

make

a queen, drones and workers from
those eggs to preserve its existence.
Laying workers in that colony were
While they had nearly
excluded.
filled the hive with drone-comb, no
eggs or brood of any kind could be
seen, when the young queen com-

menced
If I

to lay.

uulerstandProf.Cook.heclaims

Prof. A. J. Cook says: that drone-eggs have no sperm. It
On
' It will take years to persuade all
seems to me that if the drone-eggs of
bee-keepers that the so-called honey- a perfect queen could be examined or
dew does not fall like the gentle rain dissected "correctly," that a sper'ln
from heaven, yet that it never so falls, would be found. It is entirely beyond
is very certain."
the possibilities for a black queen to
I am one of those who cannot be produce yellow drones, if she is not
persuaded so easily on the honey-dew fertilized by a yellow drone. These
From my boyhood until facts alone prove the fallacy of the
question.
now, it fas been natural for me to sperm theory.
study and investigate Nature's curiThielmanton,cxMinn.

page

41,

and from what I have observed
about houey-dew.the Prof or any other
person cannot convince me that all

osities,

.

the secretion of plant,
bark, or other lice, unless they can
prove to me that these lice can fly and
secrete while on the wing. Often have
I seen honey- dew away from timber
or trees, from 80 to 1(50 rods, on the
prairie and tame grasses and vegetables, and nearly all that I have tested
had, contrary to the louse honey, a
pleasant taste, and was quite light in
in color. Will the Professor please
explain how that honey-dew got there?
If not ' like a gentle rain from heaven," it surely did not come from below, as it was always on the tops of
the leaves.
Further on, the Professor says
" That bees can change worker larvae
to those of drones, is entirely beyond
the possibilities, even of the very
skillful workers." I do not know that
bees can change worker larv» into
drones, but I do know that they can
make drones from Vv'hat are called
worker eggs.
In an article on page .594 in the Bee
Journal for 1883, I described my experiences by which I am convinced
drones from
that ' bees do make
worker eggs; for after the swarm
referred to deserted the hive, I very
closelv examined the piece of comb in
which" the eggs were deposited, and
no cell
the queen was a perfect one
was missed on either side of the comb,

honey-dew

For tbe American Bee JooiiiaL

is

•

;

In

How

Does

He "Know 1

DR.

D. C.

SPENCER.

these

days when the apiarist
to be endeavor-

seems more than ever

ing to get at facts, sifting them as
best he may, from much of chaff and
theory, as he carefully scans such an
apparently able article as that on page
8.'), he
feels like asking, '• How does
he knoio .?" Has he known " what bees
do in winter V" Has he carefully and
repeatedly noted the action of the
bees in their winter cluster during
severe cold weather, which being subjected to a low degree of temperaturesay 20^ to 30-> below zero— as they
" take a full meal of honey and come
outside, the next inside doing the
same, and so on until the outside ones
are crowded in, warmed and get their
till, and come outside iu turn to clus"
ter over the rest?
Sometimes the writer of the above
tells us what he has "thought" and
and what he " thinks ;" now if he will
tell us what he knows about the subject in hand, and hoiu he knows it,
then, if the evidence is sufficient and
conclusive, we may set down such and
such points as facts, but not until
then.
Augusta, -o Wis.

:

:
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Local Convention Directory.

but before
ing

it,

and since
Time and

City.

York.

condition.

Mar. 3.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
J. T. Pomeroy,Sec., Edgerton, Wis.

W.

1 1

.—New Jersev and

B. Treadwell. Sec, 16

Eastern, at

Thomas

St.,

N Y.
New
.

April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C. Clark, Sec, Granada. Kana.

Apr.

9,

I

lost a colony.
I think that dry, pure
air and a proper and even temperature, are two jjrime essentials in successful wintering.
bees are in hne

place of Meeting.

1885.

Mar.

method of heat- spraying the combs and bees once a.
many colonies, week all summer, with salicylic acid.
have used it, I have not It may have checked it, but it did not

I used this
I lost a great

10.— Western, at St. Joseph. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence, Mo.

My

Report, from J.

mond,o

Ind.,

W. Sturwokl,

on Feb.

Ilay-

17, 1885

My

bees had a flight yesterday, the
since Feb. 3. Only one colony
has died, and that was a small, late
May 4.— Linwood, Wis., at Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
swarm the rest are in good condition,
B. Thomson. Sec, AVaverly, Wis.
although the winter has been a severe
May 7.— ProRTessive, at Bushnell. Ills.
J. G. Norton, Sec. Macomb, Ills.
one, the mercury being between zero
and 20^ below. I use tne Ileddon hive
May 28.- N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBrlde. Mich.
and one-half of them are packed a la
Jane 19.—Willamette Valley, at La Fayette. Oreg. Heddon, the rest being protected only
E. J.Hadley. Sec
on top. All are on the summer stands.
Dec 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit. Mich.
I have never wintered my bees in the
U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
cellar, although I have" a good one,
^^ In order to have this table complete. Secre- and I have never lost but one or two
taries are requested to forward full particulars of colonies since 1879-80.
I never take
time and place of future meetings.- ED.
any honey out of the brood-chamber,
and 1 attribute my success to that
for I Ijelieve that if we leave the
brood-chamber to them, to prepare
for themselves, there is not much
danger of bee-diarrhea appearing.
Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlinpton. Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec. Middleton. Iowa.

first

;

-.

stt^JW,MMM
WmTEr.

m'O'X'''

— II.

D.

Cutting,
Clinton, Mich., writes as follows concerning the meeting to be held at Detroit in 1886

:

an excellent suggestion that
the " North Western " hold their meeting at the same time and place as the
National Society. It will be a large
meeting and ample accommodations
will be furnished at greatly reduced
rates. We can get reduced rates on
the railroads so that all can come and
have a grand, good meeting.
It is

it

continued

We

all last fall.

Can any one prescribe a remedy V I
would rather kill them all than have
the trouble I had last summer.
I
made 2 small nuclei on June 28, 1884,
and gave each of them an Italian
queen-cell. The cells hatched out on
July 2, and I saw one queen leave the
hive on July 7, which returned in 20'
minutes, having been mated in that
time. I looked at the other one and
fancied that I saw the queen fly from
the front of the hive, but I was not
sure, so I waited to see her come back,
which she did in 15 minutes, and was
mated all right. On July 11, both
queens were laying all right. Is there
anything strange in the above V I
never expected to see a queen go out
on her wedding trip. I mentioned it
to two bee-keepers and they told me
that they had never seen a virgin
queen leave the hive to be mated. I
obtained a virgin Cyprian queen and
introduced her to a small nuclei on
Aug. 1, and on Aug. 6 she left the
hive to be mated she returned in 10'
minutes, not mated so I sat on the
top of the hive to watch her come out
again, but by some means or other I
missed her, as I saw her come in in
about }i of fiH hour from the time shewent out at first. I noted all that
happened to my bees last season, thinking it might be useful to some. I am
an invalid and cannot work much, so
I have lots of time to watch my bees.
I had 200 lbs. of honey. I do not know
how the bees are wintering here, but
mine are on the summer stands packed
in sawdust and chalf. We have had
a very cold winter on last Thursday
morning, the mercury was about 30°
;

;

(Jooil.— Prof. A. J. Cook writes as
follows concerning the next meeting
of the National Society
I am glad that the date of the next
meeting of the National Society is
given and criticisms asked for. The
date is all right, unless it keeps away
want
our Southern bee-keepers.
them very much, especially Judge
Andrews, Dr. Blanton,Dr. Brown and
Paul Viallon. I am thankful for the
"
suggestion as to the " Northwestern
also meeting at Detroit. I hope it
will be done.
below zero.
:

Mass Convention.

cure them, as

;

[Try phenol, as recommended by Mr.
Report, from John Monroe, South
Frank
Cheshire.— Ed.]
Kent,^DConn., on Feb. 13, 188.5
:

Favorable Winter for Bees.— G. W.
Hurwood, Waco, ©Tex., on Feb. 9,
188-5, says
Yesterday, after a warm spell of
more than a week during which my .50
colonies of bees had daily flights, they
were busy on the prairies all day, and
returned laden with pollen of a very
bright color. The flower from wliicli
it is gathered is a tiny white blossom
of such insignilicant size that it must
be sought for to be found, but it is
evidently very rich in pollen. In this
latitude the season opens about the
middle of February with great changes
in the weather, until the end of March.
The present winter has been a favorable one for bees in this section.
:

The season

of 1884

was a very good
Winterlngr Bees.— O. B. Barrows,^
I commenced in Marshalltown, Iowa, on Feb. 17, 188-5,,

one for this locality.
the spring with (i colonies of bees, 3
blacks and 3 Italians, increased them
to 11 colonies, and took 526 lbs. from
the old colonies. I am wintering them
on the summer stands, and all are in
good condition. I have kept bees for
3 years in the movable-frame hives,
and I have always wintered my bees
on the summer stands, never having
lost but one colony, and that died
from starvation. I do not pay any
attention to pollen, but give them
plenty of honey and they come out all
right.

Foul Urood, etc.— J. A. Noble, Noron Feb. 16, 1885, writes as

val. Out.,

Extremely Cold.— F. M. Tain tor.
Grove, ~oMass., on Feb. -5, 1885,
writes thus
I hope that bee-keepers who are
wintering their bees on the summer
stands, aie in a warmer climate than
this.
We had a very warm fall, but
all through January it has been extremely cold, the thermometer ranging below zero nearly all of the time,
and several times it was 20^ below.

Elm

My

bees are

employ

all

artificial

follows

:

Last spring I started with 3 colonies
and increased them to 6. I have rea-

son to believe that foul brood is in my
apiary, for early in the spring there
was lots of dead brood. I asked an
old bee-keeper if be knew the cause
for it, and he thought that it was
chilled brood
but from what I have
read. I think that it was foul brood ;
for when I opened the cells they emitin the cellar. I now ted a bad odor, in fact I could smell it
heat in the cellar. when passing the hives. I kept on
;

writes as follows concerning his beecellar

My

:

has about 700 square feet
of surface on its bottom and is about
8 feet deep, 7 feet under- ground. It
has 5 windows 12x16x24 inches. I
cellar

never bank it up nor darken the windows. It contains 66 colonies of bees.
I remove the l)locks from the fronts of
the hives which are facing the cellar
wall, and only a few inches away from
it. so that the light from the windows
cannot shine directly into the hives.
There is a chimney 33 feet high extending from the cellar bottom to the
top of the house. This chimney has
a 6-inch hole in it which is alwaysopen, and a draft of air is constantly
passing through it. I have wintered
my bees successfully in this way for
8 or 10 years.

1^ The Southern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will hold its second annual meeting at the usual place
in Janesville, on the first Tuesday in
March 1885. All bee-keepers are cordially invited to attend.
J.

C. O.

T.

Shannon,

PoMEKOY,
Pres.

Sec.

;
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CLUBBING LIST.

Honey Market.

Create a Local

^:pedal Notices.

Honey

the time to create
in every village,

!

.

town and

We

supply the

will

AmerlcuB Bee JourDal

one year, and any of the following Books, at tbe
prices quoted in the lastcolnmn of tlKUres. The
flrst column Kiyes the reKular price of botn. All

often get a number of city. Wide - awake honey producers
igf
poetaffe prepaid.
notices and advertisements on Mon- should get the Leaflets
eat
Price 0/ both. Club
days, intended for the next Bee Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else The Weekly Bee Journal
|2 IX).
Journal. As we close the forms on the pamphlets on " Honey as Food and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 26.
3 00
Bees and Honey (T.(i.Newman)cloth 3 00. 2 75
Saturdays, all such notices must he here and Medicine," and scatter them
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75.. 2 60
on Saturday morning, or cannot ap- plentifully all over the territory they

"Why

.

.

Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
Apiary Register for 100 colonies

pear until the following week.

can supply with honey, and the result
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth).
will be a demand that will readily take
Djierzon'3 New Book (paper covers)
^^ Our rates for two or more all of their crops at remunerative
Quinby'8 New Bee-Keeplng
Langstrotb's Standard Work
copies of the book, " Bees and Honey," prices. The pricesfor "Honey as Food
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
may be found on the Book List on and Medicine " are as follows
Alley's Queen Rearing
the second page of this paper. Also
Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
The Weekly Bee Journal one year
wholesale rates on all books where per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
or 1000 for andaieanlngslnBee-Culture(A.I.Root)
they are purchased '• to sell again." postpaid for $10.00
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
$15.00- On orders of 100 or more,
.

.

.

2 75..

2 50

3 26..

3 00

4 00.

.

3 00

3 50.

.

2 76

3 60.. 3 26
4 00,

.

3 25.

.

3 10

3 00.

.

2 76

3 00.

3 76

:

;

we
Fruit Growing.— We

have

re-

ceived a copy of an illustrated pamphlet of 64 pages, entitled " How to

Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.

A. Green,

editor of the Fruit Grower,

will

print,

if

desired,

on

the

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. HIM)
Kansas Bee-Eeeper
The Apiculturlst, (Silas M. Locke)

.

2 75

3 00..

2 75

2 60..

2 35

300.. 2 75
cover-page, " Presented by," etc.,
3 00.
2 90
(giving the name and address of the
6 60.
00
bee-keeper who scatters them). This The 6 above-named papers
alone will pay him for all his trouble
THOMAS
G. NEWMAN,
and expense enabling him to dispose
ass West Madison Street.. Chlcaso, 111.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.
To give away a copy of " Honey
.

.

.

.

(i

—

^°
Rochester, N. Y. PriceoO cents. To
^° For two subscribers for the
any one sending us a new subscriber as Food and Medicine " to every one who
for the Weekly or 4 for the Monthly, buys a package of honey, will sell almost Weekly Bee Jouiotal (or 8 for the
Monthly) for one year, we will present
besides his renewal for either edition, any quantity of it.
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
we will present a copy of this book.
mail postpaid.

Apiary Kegister—New Edition.

t^ We want one num ber each of the
Journal

of Aug. 1866, Feb.1867. Any
one having them to spare will please
send us a Postal card. We will take
the first that olTer them, and pay 25
•cents each for the 2 numbers.

All

who Intend

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a
copy and commence to use it. The
their

prices will hereafter be as follows

For

colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
.50

APIARIAN SUPPLIES-

:

$1 00
1
1

25
50

1^

To Canadian subscribers let us
The larger ones can be used for a
say that we have made arrangements few colonies, give room for an increase
so that we can supply the Farmer^s of numbers, and still keep the record
Advocate of London, Out., and the all together in one book, and are thereMonthly Bee Journal for one year fore the most desirable ones.
at $L25 for the two.

1^

The long winter evenings

gidwertis^mjeixts.

Farmer's Account Book.
will

A

IN

1,1, -

-

-1885.

ONE - PIECE SECTIONS,

Langstroth Hives. Section Gases, Shipping Crates, Brood Frames, Foundation,
Smokers, and all other Supplies needed in

BEES & QUEENS

the apiary. ITAliI.VN
in season. Send tor Price-List.
L. L.

TRIEM, La Porte

Address,
City, Iowa.

OHN HERR & CO., Beaver Dam,
Dodg-e Co., Wis., Manufacturers of
HIAES AND SECTIONS.
J
7A2t

W.

.5B2t

Z.

I^~ Price List Free.

HUTCHINSON,

RoifersTllle. Oeuesee Co., Mich.,
be well occupied by reading bee literaThis valuable book contains 166 pag-es,
ture. When renewing your subscrip- is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
bound, and the price is $.3.00. We will club there are made.
tion, it will be well to get some good
Send for sample and prices.
it and the Weekly Bee Jouiinal for a year
4Dtf
bee-books. See our list of books on for $4.00. If you have already sent
us $2.00
the second page and select what you for the Weekly Bee Journ-^l for a year, we Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
and

need.

send the Book for another $';.00, making
$4.00 in all. If you want it sent by mail, add
20 cents for postage.
will

^" Do not forget to send for a
We can supply these books at the publishBinder in which to tile your Journal
er's price, or will make a present of one
and thus have the full benefit of it copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
during the whole year.
the Weekly Bee Journal for one year, with

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MANXTAI. OF THE APIARX.
I2.000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
13th

'I'houniitaU tJust Out!
Four subscribers to the Monthly will 10th Thou^nd Sold in Just Four Months
»,000
Sold
Sluce May, 1883.
count the same as one for the Weekly.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 tine iiluat^ Those who have the Monthly Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will traiions
were added in the J<th edition. The whole
for 188;^ or 1884 will be pleased to learn work for a copy of this valuable book.
work has been tborouRhly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect tu bee-keeping, it is certainly
that we have a few Binders still left
the fullest and most scientiflc work treutinu of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, Stl 35. Liberal
for those years— Price oO cents each. Sample Copies of the Bee Journal will discount to dealers and to clubs.
be sent free upon application. Any one
A. J. COOK., Author and Publisher,
Send for them before all are gone, for
intending to get up a club can have
ICly
Agricultural College. Mich.
sample copies sent to the persons they
•we do not intend to get any more
^T"
For sale also at th6 Office of the Bee
desire to interview, by sending the names
made.
to this oflice.
Journal, at wholesale or retail.

$20.
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Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

W

E

New and Enlarged

Edition

have atlded to our Larc.e Factdrt a

SPHflAl.

nEPAKTMENT tor the

BEES

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,

HONEY,

and

AXI>

Poplar Dovelallert CCpTlflWC

AVliite

One and Two-piece OLU

Also,

^^" All

Orders will be

filled

I

lUIIOi

promptly at the

L.OWEST FIGUKES,
Send Stamp for Cataloji-ue and Samples.
F. IflOEI^LiEK M'fg Co.
lA26t
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

FATE NT

Mills .g^^ffi,
W.e.PELHAM
;

MAYSVILLE,KY

37ABlr

Tlae VICTOH HIVE
REVISED PRICES-IN THE FLAT.

DOUBI>E-WAI.I.EI>..i-«,-HAKFUIVES
5 In one lot. eacb, *:« fio in, euch, 1»3 40
23. each,

M3.2S;

;

ino,

each,

each. HJlS.SO;
lui, each.

5 in one lot,
each, S^2.40; 25, each,

1",

WS.OO.

HIVE has Gable Roof, 2 Section
EACH
Cases,
Langstroth Brood Frames, and
HI

is

complete except Sections or Kxtracting Frames,
which are interchangeable, and may be used in
separate cases on the same hive. For two sets of
either, add Sii cts. to the tiKui-es. Ilivea with the
Victor Frames lO cts. less.
A\'e now make the Victor Sections as follows:
White Pine, dovetailed. or 2 lbs., per ,ouo, wti.oo.
Extra choice White Poplar, same, IS'S.rtO. We
1

I

have new and oriKlnal Machinery, and warrant
our work to be unexcelled. Send tor CataloBue.
Address,
lAtf

I.. TINKER,
New Philadelphia, O.

DR. O.

SYSTEMATIC ANDIONVENIENL

DAVIS' PATENT HOXEY CARRIAGE,
REVoLvryo coMn-HAyoBR,
Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.
Prlec, eoiiiplclo, only
$1 8.00.
For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

;SIX

WAYS FOR WOMEN

C.

NEWMAN,

Street, Chicago,

III.

It contains 220 profusely
ilhistrated
pages, is "fully up with tlie times" in all
tlie iiii|ii'oveiiii'iits and inventions in tliis
rapidly clcvcliiiiing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everytliing tliat can aid in
tlie successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
lioney in its best and most attractive
condition,

PRICE— Bound
covers,

7.5

in cloth, .51.00
cents, postpaid.

;

in

paper

J^~A Liberal Dlseoiiiit to I>ealers, by
tlie Dozen or lliiuilred.

;

W3.00.

SIKOI.E-WAI.I.ED HIVES,
ISa.eS;

THOMAS

;

aas Wrmt MadlsoB

Foundation

':-

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

and

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

The H.

'

Management

TO MAKE

The Monthly Bee Journal
and the pamphlet " Bees
and Honey," will both be sent for $1.
for a year

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I can sell the abore Smokers at
bv
mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
includinK THE CONQUEROR, and

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

THE

DOl'TOR.
Send for my .i-2-\)sge

Illustrated

Cataloeue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison. CHICAGO. ILL.

ALFRED
923

:

!

;

:
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Umb be struck a sharp blow from beneathj
the honey will fall to the ground in a sweet
But unrnrlunately, the linden does
The International Congress met at shower.
not, on an avei;ig<', wl least in my section
10:30 a. m. on Tuesday, Feb. 24, 1885, of country, iirodiice lioney more than about
as per announcement, with a good 2 years oiit ol 5. Every other year is the
rule, and besides that, caterpillars devour
attendance from 24 States and Canada. the foliage about 3 years out of 10.
Upon motion, Mr. S. C. Boylston, of Linden honey is aroniatie, of high, pleasSouth Carolina, was elected temporary ant flavor, clear, ami of s|];irkliiig liright^
ness. Wlien well ripened it granulates
President, and T. G. Newman, of Ills.,
solid.
Clover honey is clear and bright,
temporary Secretary. The chairman though slightly tinged with amber, is very
said that he was highly lionored by sweet, altlunigh a clearly perceptible acidhaving been called to the chair of ity is always present. Italsocandiessolid.
such a meeting, the influence of whose Tliistle honey is clear and bright, of fine
members was felt all over the Ameri- quality, and peculiarly )>leasaiit. It cancan Continent, and hoped there would dies slowly. These iiiiinaeuhde honeys

The International Congress.

OF THE

iiijfmiiii
PnBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

KniTOU AND PROPRIETOII.

be

925 WEST MADISQN-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly,

Vol. XXI.

92 a year

;

Monthly,

so

ILL.

much good done by the meeting of
many successful honey-producers.

The

have each

"an exiiuisitely delightful

flavor

own.
In Keewatiu, Manitoba and the "Great
Lone Land " or Canadian Northwest, the
sources of honey, at present, are confined

peculiarly

its

deliberations were to extend to
every subject of practical apiculture,
and there would be a thorough sifting principally to prairie flowers, which are
of opinions on all the subjects dis- very jilentiful fiom early spring until frost.

50 cents.

March 4, 1885,
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Wiilciws aliouiid. and will addci>iisi<lerably
cussed.
but, if I
Tlie permanent officers were elected to the wealth of the bee keeper
am conectly informed, the honey is of aii
as follows: President, Dr. J. P. H. inferior quality therefore we must paWe have just returned from the Brown, of Augusta, Ga.; Secretary, tiently await the develo]inients
which the
International Bee-Keepers' Congress T. G. Newman, Chicago, Ills.; Treas- near future will surely bring about in that
at New Orleans, but have neither urer, Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, great country. Both'the soil and the climate seem to be peruliai-|y lavoralile to the
time nor space for comments. The La.; and one Vice-President for each priiduetiiin of white clover, and
it is rapidly
State or Province represented.
meeting was a large and enthusiastic
Kepresentatives from several bee- taking possession of the soil where cultivar
tiou
has
destroyed
the
native
grasses.
one— 2-1 States were represented in- keepers' societies passed in their creI now desire to point out some of the adcluding Canada. The first day's pro- dentials, and they were welcomed by vantages
the Dominion of Canada posceedings are given in this paper, and the Congress.
sesses over the South, in the production of
paper was read from Mr. S. F. honey
the remainder will be published in Pettit, of Belmont, Ont., as follows
1. Clover spruigs up spontaneously over
our next.
all the land.
HONEY-PRODUCTION LN CAXADA.
3. The summer season is comparatively
God has clotlied and beautified nearly all short., but the honey- flow generally is
Many Letters requiring our parts
fif His footstool with flowers, that fill
"right smart;" and then, when the honey
personal attention have accumulated the air with rich fragrance and delight the season is over, bees soon go into winter
eye of all. Tlie luniible poor as well as quarters, and do not rob and destroy one
during our absence in the South.
the opulent, may enjoy them. But these another, for the simple reason that they
shall give them our personal atten- are not the only uses for which they are de- cannot do so.
3. The sun shines each day, in the Dotion as soon as possible, and will signed. They each secrete a particle of
some more, and some less. The minion of Canada, from 3 to 4 hours longer
simply ask correspondents to exercise nectar,
Donunion of Canada is no exception to the than at New Orleans but that is not all
general rule but, on the contrary, from darkness does not come on so rapidly after
a little patience.
the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific, and from sunset as it does in the South. In a large
Great Lakes and the 49th parallel, to portion of Canada, twi-light lingers all
The following from the Indiana the
the frozen regions of the North, flowers niglit, and bees can work long alter simeverywhere abound in great luxm'iance and dowii.
Farmer is good and to the point
Now, when we take into consideration
The management of bees can only profusion.
In Ontario, Quebec, and the Maritime the great territorial extent
in the
be successful when conducted witli a Provinces.tlie greatest lioney-iiroducing tree Dominion of Canada, thecomprised
fertility of her
Eerfect understanding of their natural in the world, perhaps, the linden or bass- S(.iil, the beauty of her summers, and the
istory, and in accordance with the wood, gi-ows abundantly. The soft maple length of her summer days, may we not
instincts which govern them.
and sugar-maple yield no inconsiderable with safety conclude that by-and-by Canada
Those wishing to engage in bee- quantity. From tlie latter, average colo- will be able to produce hundreds of thoukeeping should thoroughly understand nies will, in favorable seasons, store 30 lbs. sands of tons of honey annually for foreign
markets ?
that keeping bees is not necessarily or more.
Peiliaps some one will .say, "But what
Then we h.ave the fruit tre<>s, grape-vines
bee-keeping.
and willows, Imtli hiuall and great, in end- about vour killing winters ?" Well, I will
No one would ever think of closing less \'ariety. Of weeds, at present develop- state that although Canadian winters are
up a coop of chickens with an inade- ments, the Canadian thistle stands first on long and sometimes terribly severe, yet,
quate supply of food to last them the list as a honey-producer, but— " beware withal, they are pleasant, bracing and enthrough the long winter months with beware! O, beware!" Then comes the joyable and it is now a well established
any hopes of their surviving ; yet we golden-rod, ox-eyed daisy, the asters, etc.. fact that bees, when properly housed, will
find many who will allow their bees Besides many others which go to make up remain healthy for .5 months or more without a cleansing flight.
to go into winter quarters short of the list.
But the plants to which bee-keepers iu
All tliise advantages are not the only
stores, then grumble at their ill-luck the Provinces named, are most
indebted, requisites necessary to make bee-keeping
in keeping bees.
and to which they look for their gi'eatest the occupation which we delight so much
and surest supply, are the different varie- to laud to the skies ; but the question of a
Tlie Sixth semi-annual meeting ties of clover. Where the forests are cleared market will soon be one of the most diffiof the Western Bee-keepers' Associa- away, these Provinces are emphatically a cult problems that the apiarist will have to
land of gi-ass
that is, the grasses here at- solve. Did you ever think of it, that nearly
tion will be held in Unity Chapel, at tain to great perfection, and where the land all lands within the t
perate and torrid
St. Joseph, Mo., on Felix St., between remains neglected, it is soon covered with zones, whether nioiiutaiiis or valleys, hills
7th and 8th streets, on Thursday and vegetation, white clover doing its full or dales, as well as the isles of the seasall, eveiywhere, invite the labors of the
Friday, April 9 and 10, 1885, com- share.
Tlie power of the linden, or basswood, to honey-bee ?
mencing at 10 a. m. on April 9. All
all
the
produce
honey
when
conditions
are
We talk of wheat belts, corn regions, the
interested in bee-culture are invited
to attend and make the meeting as favorable, is a matter of wonder and as- cotton fields of the .South and the barley
tonishment. About July 15, the tree is pro- districts we speak o( the favorite locality
interesting as possible.
full pro- fusely decorated, yea. nearly
covered, with of the pear and the apple, the orange and
gramme will be prepared and a gen creanj-eolorecl l>l()>siiii]ssci filled with honey
the lemon, etc., and each has its favorite
eral good time may be expected.
that the limbs literally bend under their and somewhat limited locality, but flowers
loads of coveted sweets. At this time, if a and honey abound almost everywhere.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
;

^"

;

A

:

1^

We

;

;
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;
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;

A

;

1

—
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Now, add to allthis the stubborn fact that
California, in 1884, sent to tlie markets of
Europe, thousands of tons of honey at an
average of less than 5 cts. per lb., and we
will nave soiue crude idea of what our
honey will soon have to compete with in
the markets of the world.

Now, let us
German bees:
comb-builders,

see about the brown1. They are superior

making

wax

more

readily, of better color, capping over
their combs quicker and whiter, leav-

ing a space between the honey surface
and cap which not only much improves
remarked the appearance but enhances the price
that Manitoba could not be favorable two or three cents per lb., securing a
for bee-culture — the season was too more ready sale with that advance,
short and there was a lack of honey- and enables the honey to bear a humid
producing flowers.
atmosphere for a considerable time,
Mr. Wallace Ontario jsaid that he without any material deterioration.
fully agreed with Mr. Pettit's paper
The foregoing was of not so much
and mentioned the fact that the Can- importance 12 and 1.5
years ago, when
ada honey exhibit at Toronto was the the honey supply was unequsu
to the
largest ever made in America.
and buyers came hundreds of
The Secretary read the essay of demand
miles
secure
our
to
crop— let it look as
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich., as it might,
if it was only " honey ;" but,
follows
in these days, it is to me the most imPOINTS portant point of superiority to be
VARIETIES OF H0NEY-BEE8
OF SUPEKIORITY AND INFERIORITY found with any race of bees.
CONSIDERED.
2. They are much less inclined to
In giving you my conclusions, upon swarm. This is an important trait,
conclusions
formed
especially
to the larger special prothe above subject,
from continued careful experiment ducer; also to any who cannot give
with German and Italian bees, of the their apiaries close attention. Either
various strains, and observation and because they have too many apiaries
conversation with friends who have for the help employed, or too few colo-

Thos. G. Jfewmau

(Ills.)

(

—

experimented with Cyprians, Syrians nies in one apiary to afford them conand Carniolans, I will say that I be- tinual attention.
Minor points of superiority are, that
lieve that all these so-called races
should properly be divided into two— they build the most worker comb and
the brown and yellow bees of which straighter (some may wonder why I
and German call straight worker comb-building a
I believe the Italian
because of the otherrepresent the best of the two classes. minor point
I find that great radical differences wise, wise and general use of full
sheets
of
comb
foundation but in
in points of character are not found
between Cyprians and Syrians, or Ger- cases where such are not used, this trait
mans and Carniolans, but between the of the brown German bees is a major
brown and yellow bees, of whatever point, greatly in their favor), enter
;

;

;

name they may be called. Now,

one surplus receptacles more readily, in
cases where the apiarist has bad communications thereto, are more easily
shaken from the combs (sometimes an
advantage and sometimes not), and
are more sensibly affected by the loss
of the queen. (This aids us in many
manipulations.)
When swarming, these bees alight
sooner and with more certainty, than
Italians
honey-producers
a swarm hives more readily,
I think all practical
will admit that the following points of they can be driven more easily, heeddifferentiation between the two races, ing the admonitions of the smoker
not only illustrate more radical differ- more promptly, etc.
I do not doubt the wisdom of choosences, but points of more importance.
Let us mention of the yellow bees, ing the pure Italian bees, by those who
the following valuable points of superi- live in the South, and make extracted
honey a specialty but for those who
ority
1. Protection of their home against live in the North, and produce comb
enemies.
This characteristic is of honey (which I think more profitable
greater value to the novice than the wherever the bulk of the crop is light
specialist or, those living in the South colored), the pure, brown-German bee
gaining no assistance from severe is radically my preference over any
Italian, Cyprian or Syrian, or crosses
winters.
2. As a rule, they have a longer pro- between them.
You may ask what of my crosses V
boscis. This point is of advantage in
such locations as, at certain times of This strain of bees I have been workthe year, abound with flowers which ing some six or seven years, hoping to
have many nectaries too deep for combine the best and most essential
points of character of the brown Gerhoney-bees.
While it is more or less correct to man and leather-colored Italian bees.
if

race or the other possessed all points
of superiority, and the other none of
them, any discussion regarding " best
bees," would be a thing of the past
but as it is a fact that points of superiority and inferiority, are about balanced between the races, it leaves a
wide field in which the apiarist may
well use his judgment and tact.

;

;

:

;

say that the Italians stick better to
their combs, are more courageous, will
remain in any new location better,
are less liable to quarrel when different colonies are united, though fiercer
in disposition, are less liable to sting,
because they are less liable to take
wing, that tne queen is more readily
found, etc. all these are minor points,
and even the second, can hardly be

—

called a

major point.

(of

which we had many

colonies)

we

yet preferred the pure, brown-German
bee to all, for the production of comb
honey as a specialty. In this cross I
have succeeded, to my satisfaction, in
retaining the valuable characteristics
of the Italian bee, but not so well in
retaining those of the pure German
so very valuable to the producer of

comb honey.
While I am willing to pit colony for
colony of this strain, against an equal
number of Italians, for steadfastness
to the combs and its consequent behavior ; longer-tongue, and consequent
honey-gathering qualities, and faithful protection of their home against
all enemies, I cannot truthfully say
that they will compare favorably with
an equal number of colonies of the
pure-brown Germans for the valuable

comb-honey and non-swarming

quali-

above stated.
New conditions and demands, force
us to different fixtures.
In many
fications, as

things, I find that what was best 15
years ago, (and would be to-day, were
conditions the same) are not best for
the present.
I am convinced that
there is going to be a turning back-

ward from the yellow
bee.

We are as

to the

brown

acquainted
with the Carniolans should it prove
that this strain is equal to the Germans (if nothing more), the change
would likely be done by introducing
them.
Purchasers of queens prefer something new venders prefer the new
prices.
This branch of the darker
race is already being praised (above
yet

little

;

;

the Italians)for the same qualifications
possessed by the brown Germans. It
is however further declared that they
excel all in good nature but what, to
;

me, more than off-sets that, is an accompanying admission that they are
as bad or worse than the Italians
about swarming. My great objection
to the swarming impulse, is its hinderthe perfection of a system
managing out apiaries without attending them continually, that we
may with profit produce the cheap
honey of the future.
To conclude I will say to all, think
these things over and digest them well
before you invest money in queen
bees. Ilave there not been many dollars invested (and honestly to, at both
ends of the deal) that have never been

ance to
for

re-realized

?

Mr. Wallace (Ont.) said that the
native bees capped the honey so that
it was whiter— and he thought that
they gave it a double capping.
Paul L. Viallon (La.) said that he
could manage either race of bees, but
it must be said that in good seasons
they would gather honey about the
same, but in poor seasons the Italians

came out very far in the lead.
forced to admit that my success
O. F. Bledsoe (Miss.) said that beehas been only partial. I consider this culture with Italian bees meant modstrain to-day ahead of all other bees, eiTi bee-keeping— movable frames, etc.
as a general-purpose bee, i. e. to be With black bees, it was the very
kept in an apiary where both comb opposite.
He disagreed with Mr.
and extracted honey is produced as a Heddon's essay.
crop. But where one is running exDr. Hodgson (S. C.) remarked that
clusively for comb honey, we (my stu- the minor points mentioned by Mr.
dents and self) last season came to the Heddon were major ones— and his
unanimous conclusion that while we major points were butminorones. The
preferred this strain, to pure Italians, Italian bees are infinitely superior to
I

am

:

.
.
.
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If bee-culture is to The combs were very heavy with polkeeping of black bees, len and I have purposely left those in
then he would retire from the pursuit. the hives of the colonies which I fed.
sugar,
Mr. Killo (Texas) said that native I fed two barrels of colfee
bees were not so prolific as the Ital- giving 10 lbs. of sugar and 4 lbs. of
water
ians.
each, to the most of them
All
Judge Andrews said that he totally of them had a little honey, perhaps 4
disagreed with Mr. Ileddon's essay, to 10 pounds. About .30 colonies had
and would not keep bees at all, if the honey enough of their own on which
Italians were to be discarded.
to winter, and to the remaining 11 colgeneral discussion ensued, on onies 1 gave honey from my old
the black bees, moth-worms, and a apiary. I find that by dropping the
variety of subjects, not to the point. frame proper .5-6 or
of an inch beThe President remarked that as it low the top-bar (as illustrated on page
had been suggested that many wanted 9, in Mr. Heddon's article) and makto see the Exhibits in the World's ing the top-bar IJg inches wide, it
Exhibition, it might be desirable to makes a very convenient and cheap
decide upon the number of meetings honey-board in connection with a reto be held each day. Upon motion, versible frame.
the meeting adjourned until 9 a.m.,
Wednesday, when many more beeUreat Loss of Bees. Wm. Malone,
keepers were expected to arrive.
Oakley, 9 Iowa, on Feb. 23, 188.5, says
Last fall there were 231 colonies of
bees in Liberty township (Iowa), and
I am satisfied that there will not be
•50of them alive on May 1, 188.5. Every
one that I have heard from has lost
all of his colonies,
I have lost 18 colonies out of 30. I have 8 colonies in
"
"
a clamp that I have not yet examined. The trouble is starvation, with
Bees Are all Rieht.— A. W. Fisk, honey in the next comb. There were
Bushnell,*olll.,ou Feb. 26, 1885, writes no signs of bee-diarrhea until broodas follows
rearing commenced. AVe all winter
The last season was a very poor one our bees on the summer stands with
for honey and bees in this locality, 10 combs in each hive. If the bees
and we are having a very severe win- had been on 6 frames with the same
ter with a great quantity of snow. I amount of honey, they would have
am in hopes, however, that the deep wintered all right. The present win-

any native bees.
return to

ttie

A

A

%

—

:
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Trouble in Wintering
Reed, Orono,© Mich., on
1885, says

Feb.

27,

:

I have kept bees for .30 years, and
thought that I knew all about it,
but I find that I can learn something
yet.
I have been unsuccessful in
wintering my bees for the last 2 years.
Two years ago this winter I lost HH
colonies last winter I lost .33. Last
fall I built a cellar under my house

I

;

especially for bees,

and

examined

I

them yesterday and found them in
good condition. Bees do well here.
We have any amomit of red raspberry, basswood and white clover, the
only trouble being in wintering.

Bees in Good Condition.— John Rey,
East Saginaw,© Mich., on Feb. 26,
writes thus
bees have had good "flights"
dtiring the last 3 days, after I dug
them out from under the snow. They
had been under the snow since Jan.
17.
I found 6 dead colonies, and the
188-5,

:

My

remaining 50 seemed to be in good
condition. I was somewhat alarmed
about their being under the snow so
long. I
never had bees under the
snow any longer than 2 weeks at a
time, but this time it was about 5
weeks. Of the 6 colonies that were
dead, 3 were queenless and the other
3 were smothered, the entrances being
completely frozen shut, with about 1
inch of ice on the inside, I notice
that all the colonies which have old
queens, are wintering the best they
snow will help to protect the bees ter beats that of 1880—81.
seem to be the quietest, and did not
through the coldest weather for many
commence to rear brood as early as
bee-keepers in this section leave their
The Weather and Bees.— F. A. Bur- the young queens neither do they
bees on the summer stands with little rill,
Cuba, N. Y., on Feb. 2-5, 1885, spot the snow so much as the yoimg
or no protection. I put 2S colonies writes
thus
colonies.
into the cellar and have a few colonies
We are having a severe winter here.
on the summer stands in doublewalled, plastered hives. So they are My bees are all on the summer stands
CLUBBISG LIST.
all right.
We are expecting wonders with straw packed over the broodchambers.
is
my
It
first
experience
from our bees next season, for we have
We will supply the .^merlcim Bee tJonrnal
had two poor seasons in succession. of wintering bees in that way and I one year, and any of the followinK Books, at the
so
from
necessity.
do
To-day
the
Bee-men in this vicinity are waking
up to the subject of bee-keeping, and weather is quite warm and it is thaw- prices quoted in the lastcolamn of flRures. The
;

;

;

:

flrat column Rives the regular price of both. All
organized a society called ing some.
"Progressive Bee- Keepers' Aspostage prepaid.
Report, from Aaron Jennings, Mesociition of Western Illinois." Being
Price of both. Club
The Weekly Bee Journal
f 2 00.
its " executive,'' I am much interested dusa,o N. Y., on Feb. 17, 188.5
in its welfare, and I may inform the
I have 2.50 colonies of bees in my and Cook's Manual, latest edition
3 25.. 3 00

last fall they

the

:

readers of the Bee Joukn.^l concern- bee-cellar, and the hives are tiered up
ing its progress. We shall try and do four high on 2x3 scantlings. They are
our " level best " at progressive bee- as quiet as need be, and the mercury
keeping.
is from 40'-' to 45-' above zero.
When
the weather gets warm, towards
Report, from David Watterson, spring, I put a tub of ice in the cellar
Bristow,(5Iowa, on Feb. 21, 188.5
to keep the temperature do^'n. I
Last spring I had 14 colonies of bees never take away the pollen, have
and during the season I increased never fed any sugar syrup, and I never
them to 28 colonies, and took .500 lbs. lost any colonies with bee-diarrhea,
when put into the cellar about Nov.
of comb lioney.
1, or any time before we have had
very cold weather. In the fall of 1881
Report, etc— 11— J. E. Cady. (68- I bought 25 colonies
of bees which
20-5), Medford,cx Minn., on Feb. 24,
were left out until after we had 3 or 4
188.5, writes as follow-s
days of zero weather. I then put them
My bees are wintering finely. I intomy cellar and towards spring they
have failed to find one dead colony had the diarrhea 8 colonies died with
thus far. The mercury at present is it, 10 came very nearly dying, and the
42^ above zero in my cellar. On Aug. other 7 were weak.
I am satisfied
7, 18.S4. I bought an entire apiary of that the cold was what caused it.
If
13.3 colonies of bees, with the knowl- Mr. Norris, of Norrisville, Wis., will
edge that they had no honey. The take off the bottom-boards and set
fall being a very poor one for lioney, his hives up on scantlings, he will not
I had to feed 70 out of the 111 colonies have any water in them', nor any dead
of the bees which I have in my cellar. bees in the way.
:

:

;

Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth3
2
Bees and Hnney (paper covers)
2
Binder for Weeklv Bee Journal
Apiary Retfister for I'H) colonies
3

New Bee Book (cloth) ...
New Book (paper covers)
New Bee-Keepinp:

Dzierzon's
Dzierzon's

Quinby's

.

liauKstroth's Standard

Root's

A B Cof Bee

Work

00.. 2 75
75.

2 50

75..

2 50

25..

3 00
3 00

4 00.

3 50.. 2 75
3 50..

3 25

4 00.

3 75

Culture (cloth) 3

25..

3 10

3 00..

2 75

andGleaningsinBee-CulturefA.I.Rool;
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J, King).
Bee-Keepers" Guide (A.G.Ilill)
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The ApicuUurist. (Silas M. Locke)

3 00..

2 75

3 00..

2 75

The 6 above-named papers

650.. 6 00

Alley's

yueen Rearing

The Weekly Bee Journal one year

. .

THOMAS
9S5 West

Madison

G.

2 50..

2 35

3 00.. 2 75
3 00.

2 90

NEWMAN,

Street.,

Chlcaco,

III,

^° To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to every one who
buys a pdcArtge of honey, will sell almost

any quantity of

it.

;

:;
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what they would do as soon as the few
cells of honey were gone.
The first
thing noted was that as soon as all the
honey was gone, the larvaj were
scrimped of food, and the eggs were
removed from the cells or eaten by

gently fed by other bees, which
anxiously attend upon them, and several times a day afford a fresh supply."
Gallup says:
"Every bee-keeper
ought to know that bees do not feed
pollen directly to their

young

;

but

it

the bees, (I think the latter, as I have is elaborated in the stomach of the
Explanatory The figures before the seen bees eat the eggs when dropped bee, into chyme to feed the young
names indicate the number of years that the by the queen), while during the next on."
person has kept bees.
Those after, show diiy there was a general eating of the
Quinby says: "How this food is
the number of colonies the writer had in the larvse.
prepared is mere conjecture.
The
previous spring: and fall, or fall and spring,
The next day after, the sealed drone- supposition is, that it is chiefly comas the time of the year maj- require.
brood was taken from the cells and posed of pollen this is strongly indiThis mark
indicates that the apiarist is sucked dry, while the harder parts cated by the quantity which accumulocated near the centre of the State named: were scattered about the entrance and lates in colonies that lose their queens
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east bottom-board of the hive. At this and rear no brood." Prof. Cook says:
west; and this 6 northeast; *<) northwest: time I noticed the
bees putting their " The food is composed of pollen and
o^ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
tongues together as they do when honey. Certainly of pollen, for, as I
of the State mentioned.
young bees take a load of nectar from have repeatedly proved, without polthe field-bees intimesof plenty, which len no brood will be reared;" and
thing was continued till nearly all of again, the function of bee-bread is to
For the Aniorican Bee JournaL
the pollen was used up in the hive, help furnish the brood with proper
which lasted for several days, when it food. In tact, brood-rearing would
Is Pollen Fed to Larval Bees ?
came good weather again so new sup- be impossible without it."
plies were gathered.
A. I. Root says that " it is supposed
a. JI. DOOLITTLE.
From these observations I have that this larvfE food is pollen and
the
the opinions which I have honey,
partially digested by
On page 60, I notice that Mr. J. formed
heretofore given, that old bees only
nursing bees.' Bees of this age, or a
Kutherford takes exception to my saypartake of pollen in the form of chyme, little older, supply the royal jelly for
ing in a former article, that "ttie inand that this chyme is only prepared the queen-cells, which is the same, I
testines of the newly-hatched bee are
when there is, or has been, brood think, as the food given to very small
filled with pollen when it emerges
Hence, I said larvae. Just before the larvse of the
" Now, lately in the hive.
from the cell," and he says
breeding in confinement came before worker bees and drones are sealed up,
if I understand things rightly (scienpollen, as the cause of our wintering they are fed on a coarser and less pertifically), the intestines of the young
fectly digested mixture of honey and
bee are not lilled with pollen, because troubles.
But to return
That the larval bee pollen."
the young bee in the larval state does
wholly on this creamy food or
In the above, all agree that pollen
not eat pollen therefore it is impossi- subsists
chyme, I think no one will deny, and enters largely into the food of the
ble for any one to see it with the
must be connaked eye. The fo<Kl of the young if from my observations I am correct, larval bee, and I think it
the largest element in this food is pol- clusive to Mr. R. and others, that I
bee consists of a purely animal secrelen.
As the larva absorbs this food, was right regarding the matter.
tion," etc.
after which he adds
Borodino,ON. i".
"Will Mr. Dooiittle kindly reply the grosser part of the pollen forms
itself into the yellow streak seen in all
through the ]jEE Journal, as all I
larvfe when taken out of the comb,
want is to get at the truth of the matFor tlie American Bee Journal.
but most plainly in the drone larva'
ter." As I am always willing to anwhich
streak is finally enclosed by the
Wisconsin State Convention.
swer all questions put in this kindly
manner, I will try to explain my views intestines of the newly-hatched bee,
evacuated
on
its first flight.
and
on this subject as nearly as I can.
goodlv number of bee-keepers
Mr. H. U. Miner guesses in a back met in the Agricultural Rooms of the
From many careful observations
it
volume
of
the
Bee
Journal,
that
regarding the food of larval bees, I
State Capitol at Madison, Wis., on
have been led to believe that such food takes 2 pounds of honey and pollen (J^ Feb. 6, 188.5. G. W. Sanford, of Dane
pollen)
to
produce
young
bees,
1,000
county, was elected temporary chairwas composed of about two parts
honey or saccharine matter, four parts ijut I think that he has the amount man, and on motion, J. W. Vance was
pollen, or flour, when used in early much too high but be that as it may, elected Secretary.
The permanent ofticers were elected
spring for a substitute, and one part it seems to me that there is no reason
of water, the whole being taken into for a doubt but what pollen enters as follows
C. A. Hatch, of Richland
the stomach of the bee and formed largely into the food of the larval bee, county. President George Grimm, of
into chyme, after which it was given and I shall hold that belief until some Jefferson, 1st. Vice-President; R. A.
to the larval bees in the cream-like scientist shall prove that I am wrong. Morgan, of Columbia, 2nd. Vice-Presform as we see it in the cells.
To show that I am not alone in this ident Frank McNay, of Juneau,
Right here I wish to digress a little belief, I wish to give the testimony of Treasurer and J. W. Vance, of Dane,
and give some farther observations as others who incline to a like belief.
Secretary.
The Constitution and By-Laws, as
bearing on the eating of pollen by the
Gundelach says: "The larvae are
old bees. It will be remembered that immediately fed by the workers, with contained in the "Bee-Keepers' Ilandabout a year ago I described, in the a pellucid jelly, prepared in their Book '" was read, and on filling the
Bke Journal, how I starved some chyle-stomachs by the digestion of blanks, was unanimously adopted, and
colonies of bees outright, and others honey and pollen mixed with water." 22 signed the constitution and paid
partially so, in trying to make them Will Prof. Cook please note that Doo- the fee.
committee was appointed to preeat pollen in the fall and at other iittle is not the only one who thinks
times when there was no brood in the that water is an essential element in pare a programme for discussion, and
hive, and that, as far as I could see, this larval food V Neighbour says
after some deliberation they reported
not a cell of pollen was touched. At " A portion of this pollen is taken at the following topics: 1. " The best
another time some of my colonies had once by the nursing bees,' which are system of producing comb honey."
" Controlling after-swarms." 3.
to be fed, when I again tried an ex- supposed to subject it to some change 2.
"Races of bees." 4. "Best method
pel iinent which I had formerly tried before offering it to the larva;."
"With this pollen, of wintering bees." Mr. Joiner began
several times, which was to see if the
Kirby says:
bee.s in some of those hives that had after it has undergone a conversion the discussion upon the first topic.
scarcely a cell of honey in them, but into a sort of whitish jelly by being re- He said that comb honey ought to be
He commenced
nlentv of brood in all stages, w^oiild ceived into the bee's stomach, where made a specialty.
live if proviiled with pollen.
As the it is probably mixed with honey and with box-hives, afterwards used the
weather at this time was so unfavora- regurgitated, the young brood imme- frame-hives, and at first, ran his apible tliat tlie bees did not fly for several diately upon their exclusion, and until ary for extracted honey. He considdays, 1 anxiously watched thein to see their change into nymphs, are dili- ered the use of foundation essential
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both for brood-frames and sections.
of the hive is not so important as tlie situation of the (lowers
accessible to llie bees, or the method
of management. lie keeps about .SO
colonies of bees, and has about 300
extra combs. He uses wide frames
in the surplus arrangements. Prom
time to time lie examines them and

The shape

removes

all filled

sections.

The

short,

or as he terms them, " bob-tailed" sections, he leaves and allows the bees in
the spring to have access to the hives
containing these sections, when the
bees clean them out. lie prefers the
hybrids, believing tliat a cross always
takes care of its honey. Some of the
best bees are of the most common
stock. Black bees are hard to find

now.
Mr. Wilcox has been using the Simplicity hive, but does not use wide
frames. Hereafter he intends to use
the Heddon-Langstroth hive and will
follow the Heddon system of management. He will use sections 1J| inches
wide with a strip of foundation nearly
the full size of the section, placing it
in the middle of the section. Another
system is the Walker system, by
which the rack is ready to be shipped
as soon as taken from the hive. He
employs the " tiering up " plan, which
is especially of
advantage in very
warm weather. lie prefers the Italians for producing extracted honey.

Frank McNay said that if sections
are used without separators, we must
use narrow sections, otherwise the
bees will build extra combs. After
the bees get started in a section, he
places another under it, and as soon
as a section is filled he removes it.
" How many use the
Question.
wide frames '?" Only two bee-keepers present preferred them.
The next topic, " Controlling afterswarms," was then discussed.
Mr. Frank McNay had long ago
discovered that cutting out queen
cells would not prevent swarming,
and particularly after-swarming. He
hives the swarm, places it upon the
old stand, moves the old hive to anew
stand and in the evening of the next
day he brings the old colony and
shakes all the bees into the new hive
on the old stand so that all the young
queens are destroyed. His first swarm
appears about June 8. He thinks that
the brown German bees are better
than the blacks.
il. A. Gill practices dividing colonies, rears queens as nearly as possible under the swarming impulse, and
desires to have all colonies strong at
the right time to gather honey.
Mr, AVilcox returns swarms, and
whatever bees they have go to work
in the sections.
He generally prevents after-swarms and gets white
honey.

Frank McNay

said that

much

de-

pended upon the location of an apiary;
while Mr. Wilcox's location was very
food for his own plan, it would not
for the speaker's location, on account of the l)ees getting too strong.
Mr. Gill had practiced dividing colonies for so long a time that his bees
have lost the "knack" of natural
swarming. He has not had a natural

swarm

for 3 years.

Last year Mr.

McNay had

an

in-

crease of only 7 colonies in an apiary
of 45.
Mr. Hatch explained the Heddon
method of controlling after-swarms,
and thought that it was very essential
to keep good queens.
The next topic discussed was " The
races of bees."
Mr. Gill said that he had had experience with 4 races of bees, but he
preferred the hybrid as a bee for business, and said that a dark cross gives
the bees vigor.
As a rule he had
found that the best hybrids are bred

from pure mothers
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bees were in confinement for 108 days

and consumed but

4

pounds of honey

He

thinks that I'J pounds
of honey is enough and that combs of
honey are the best feeders.
On another occasion he wintered 14-5 colonies on 1.5 pounds of sugar syixip per
colony.
Mr. McNay has a ventilating pipe
from the cellar connecting with the
pipe of the stove in the room above,
and has had better success since using
per colony.

this arrangement.
Mr. Jollier thought that it will take
about as much honey as if wintering

if produced by out-doors.
mothers, crossed with the
Mr. McNay said that bees do not
brown bee, they will better protect breed much until spring.
sheir stores from robbers. The lightMr. Elvers thinks that there are
colored bees he had found to be lazy, some advantages in out-door winterbut the dark, leather-colored bees had ing, as the bees have brood earlier.
proven the best.
Mr. GUI thought that there was no
The next and last topic discussed advantage in having brood early. It
"
was
The best method ol wintering was just as useless as It would be for
bees."
a farmer to employ hands and board
President Hatch said that it is a them for several weeks before the
one-sided question.
He had tried, time of harvest.
without.satisfactory success, the outMr. Elvers said that he sometimes
door plan and was now of the opinion did that with advantage. In putting
that a deep, dry and well ventilated out the bees In the spring there is
cellar is the best place in which to more or less dwindling, which is not
winter bees, not only because it is so likely to occur in out-door wintersafer, but because it requires less ing. Bees will materially diminish in
honey. He thinks that each colony a week after they are put out.
ought to have 20 pounds of good, thick
table was made out In which 21
honey thickness of honey being an members represented 892 colonies,
important quality. He does not look spring count
1440 put into winter
after the queens, as he considers it quarters
and IS.6.30 lbs. of comb
unimportant, and as they are trouble- honey and 47,770 lbs. of extracted
some to find. He thinks that it is a honey produced during the season of
good idea to spread the brood-frames. 1884. Eight members use the SimHe keeps the temperature of his cellar plicity hive -5, the Langstroth 4,
at about 4o° above zero, and considers Kidder; 3, American; and 14 winter
that the right temperature.
their bees in cellars; 1, in a beeMr. Gill spoke of an instance where house; 1, in a pit; and 4, in chaff or
a bee-keeper wintered his bees in the double-walled hives.
cellar under his kitchen, and the bees
The Secretary of the State Agriculwere so warm that they swarmed in tural Society expressed his gratificaFebruary.
tion at the success of the bee-departMr. McNay gives plenty of ventila- ment of the Society, assured its
tion at the bottoms of the hives by members of his interest in their
putting them on strips, thus giving a behalf, and promised his cordial cofree circulation of air below.
He operation in helping forward the
considers this lower ventilation very Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association.
essential to successful wintering.
Adjourned until Feb. 1886.
J. W. Vance, Sec.
The President thought that he must
C. A. Hatch, Pres.
have the bottom-boards on the hives.
Mr. Gill at first packed his hives in
corn-fodder and lost all his bees but 6
For tlie American Bee Journal.
colonies. Mr. Joiner has a pit dug in
the hill-side, built around with sapWintering Bees in Chaff-Boxes.
lings and covered with a double door.
At one end of it there is a ventilating
W. H. SHIRLEY.
flue.
He puts the hives in as soon as
cold weather begins and leaves them
All things considered, I believe that,
until April, or when the maples are for wintering bees, chaff hives stand
in bloom. He loses no colonies with at the head yet, and the closer the
this method of wintering.
chaff is to the bees the better. In the
Dr. A^ance described his double- fall of 1882, I constructed 1-50 winterwalled hive, in the construction of ing boxes, on the chaff-hive principle.
which he uses 3 thicknesses of build- Into these boxes I put the bees and
ing paper, instead of chaff. He could their combs from their summer hives,
not say as yet that it is a success, be- and they wintered without any beecause half of his bees died last winter, diarrhea.
the most of the colonies evidently
In the fall of 1883, after filling the
having died from starvation. Thus 1.50 boxes. I had 17 colonies left which
far this winter his bees are alive.
I put up in clamps with sawdust pack-Mr. Gill stated that if the Doctor ing
13 of the 17 died with bee-diarhad put his hives in the cellar after rhea, while not one of the 1.50 in the
his elaborate preparation, no doubt boxes showed any signs of it. Having
they would have wintered success- sold all my interest here to ]Mr. Hedfully. In the cellar the bees require don, it will be for him to report how
much less honey. One winter his they winter in the boxes this w inter
;
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one of the most severe winters for
bees that I have ever known.
I never saw any dampness among
the bees in tliese wintering boxes, but
sometimes the chaff cusliions which
are used on top of the frames would
be very wet on the upper sides. If
all that dampness had been confined
among the combs, I am sure that
there would have been only empty
combs left in the spring, where, as it
was, there w-ere live bees.
Chaff hives are too large and cumin in the sumit is too expensive to keep both
winter and suuimer hives, and the
shifting from one to the other in the
spring and in the fall is vexatious
work. Kext spring 1 intend to start
anew in the bee-business, and I shall
use a common-sense bee-hive of my
own construction one which admits
of chaff cushions being placed all
around the bees easily and quickly,
and it also admits of the use of any
number of frames, from 1 to 10, without division-boards or "dummies, "and
the frames are reversible without any
complicated devices, being reversed
by simply turning them over and putting them back. No honey-board is
needed when using the surplus ar-

bersome to handle bees

mer

;

—

rangements, for what I deem correct
bee-spaces are kept by the construction of the surplus arrangements and
the hive, viz 3-16 of an inch, whenever bee-spaces are needed.
:

Glenwood,pMich.
For the American Bee

Pollen and
M.

Newly Hatched
MAHIN,

JoumaL
Bees.

D. D.

With the discussion of the pollen
theory, so far as it is a controversy between Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Ileddon,
I do not wish to take any part ; and
perhaps if I were to express my views
fully, I might not agree with either of
them in all things. But there are
statements in Mr. Doolittle's article
on page 5, to which I wish to take ex" The first fact to
ception. He says
which I wish to call the reader's attention is, that the intestines of the
newly-hatched bee are filled with pollen when it emerges from the cell ; in
fact, this pollen is easily seen with the
naked eye, in the larva, before it is
sealed over in the cell." Mr. Doolittle
is certainly mistaken in his supposed
facts. The evidence is very clear to
me, and I think that it will be to any
one who will investigate the matter,
that the nurse bees do not feed undigested pollen to the larvic in even the
smallest quantities. The food w^iich
they furnish is easily examined in the
creamy-looking substance that is supplied to worker-larva>, and in what is
called queen-jelly, which I hold to be
identical with the food of workerIjrood. except in quantity, and in consistency, which latter is due entirely
to evaporation, No pollen gi'ains are
ever found in this food.
liut what of the statement that pollen may be seen in the unsealed larva?
That is a case of mistaken identity.
Mr. Doolittle has mistaken the browiiish-colored, gummy substance which
:

is converted into the cocoon that the days, but the rule is not without exlarva always spins, for pollen. This ceptions. And I know from extensive
substance is much more abundant in observation that if bees have much
young queens than in young workers, brood when cold weather sets in, and
and I have often had occasion to no- the cold is of long continuance, they
tice it when destroying immature are sure to perish with disease. I
have proved that to my cost.
queen-cells.
New Castle,i>Ind.
It is also a mistake to say that the
intestines of the young bee are filled
with pollen when it emerges from the
For tbe American Bee Journal.
cell.
They are not filled with anything. The abdomen is quite small.
Experience in Keeping Bees.
I have never seen an exception, and I
presume Mr. Doolittle has not. I have
A. C. FASSETT.
never dissected a bee just out of the
cell, to see whether there was any polI obtained my first 2 colonies of bees
len in its intestines, but I feel very in the spring of 18S0, in the Clarke,
sure that a microscope could not re- straw-lined hive. During that season
veal a particle of it. When young I divided them into 5 colonies and
bees emerge from the cells, they are secured a little honey. During the
quite small. They look as if they were next winter I left them on the sumalmost starved, and doubtless they mer stands, and the next spring there
are for the first thing they do is to was not a live bee left. I think that
hunt for something to eat. And now they froze to death, I had already
is the time when they get full of pol- made up my mind to keep some bees
len. The newly hatched bee has an anyway, sol bought '2 new colonies
;
appetite for that substance, and will I had lio loss during the next winter,
eat it if it can be found. I suppose and in the spring of 1882 I again made
that it is necessary to build up its im- •5 colonies from the 2, obtained about
mature system for there is always an 150 lbs. of honey, and wintered them
increase in size after it comes out of with no loss during the next winter.
the cell.
In the spring of 1SS3, Mr. T. F. BingWith the general conclusions of Mr. ham gave me a copy of the Bee
D.'s article, I have no controversy, Journal, and I read something
and yet there is one other point on about comb foundation and the benewhich I wish to express dissent. He fits to be derived from its use. So I
" I can see no other 'prime procured a smoker and some foundasays':
cause' for this state of affairs, but con- tion, and sent for the Bee Journal
finement; for where bees can fly every and Cook's Manual. During the seatwo or three days, no such thing can son of 1883 I increased my 5 colonies
exist." Now, I have all the evidence to 19 and got about 250 lbs. of comb
that such a case admits of, that bees honey. In the fall I put 9 colonies in
may have diarrhea and die when they the cellar and packed 10 outside. I
can fly every day. Last spring, during lost 2 in wintering one starved outthe last week in April and the first in doors and the mice destroyed one in
May, when the weather w^as warm, the cellar 14 came through in good
and my bees were gathering honey condition, and 3 were weak, so that it
and pollen freely, most of the colonies took all summer to build them up.
Last season I discarded m^ old hive
were affected with this troublesome
disease. They had all come through for a new kind, used foundation startthe winter in prime condition, and ers in the brood-frames and sections,
were healthy in the early spring and and took over 1 ,000 pounds of comb
it seemed strange that they should be honey, nearly all of it being in onediseased at that time. The grass in pound sections. At present, I have
and about the apiary was full of dead 55 colonies in winter quarters, and
and dying bees. Hundreds, not to say sold 3. The increase was made by
thousands, of young bees that had natural swarming. All seem to be in
never been on the wing, would come good condition at present. I fed about
out so distended with fecal matter, l75 lbs. of granulated sugar. I would
that they could not fly, and they feed all that was required, at one time
would crawl away in the grass and in the fall, in a dripping pan put
die.
Others would foul the alighting- under the frames, with a perforated
board, or the front of the hive, and, wooden float over the syrup. I have
probably, recover. I had seen a few 15 colonies packed outside, and 40 in
bees affected in that way in former the cellar. My cellar has a pipe conyears, but never to the same extent. nected with the pipe of the stove in
When the apple trees came into bloom, the room above. It seems to be a
the disease disappeared. I did not good ventilator. I keep my bees in a
lose any whole colonies, but several yard about 60 feet square with a tight
were sensibly weakened by the dis- board fence around it 7 feet high. My
ease. In this case confinement had bees are nearly all Italians. I expect
nothing to do with producing it; but, to have them all Italianized next seaof course, a few days of confinement; son.
would have produced wholesale deMy hive is something like Mr.
struction. The cause of tlie disease Doolittle's— simply a box 10>4 inches
must have been in the honey, or in the high and 14J4xl8 inches, inside measpollen, or both. The bees were work- ure, and holding 10 frames with %ing at the time on the flowers of wil- inch space at the bottom and top of
lows, hard maples and plum-trees, the the frames, under the section-rack.
larger part of the forage coming from It has' a ?s-inch rabbet cut at the top
willows.
and bottom, so that I can tier them
As a rule, bees will not have the up if I wish to do so. The hive has
diarrhea when they can fly every few a %-inch groove cut out on the inside
;

;

—
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of the end-boards, 2 inches from each
side of the hive, for division-boards
for wintering. The entrance is a Vshaped opening cut in the bottomboard, and is opened and closed by
sliding tlie liive forward and bacli-

ventilation that the combs were
blue with mold.
M. D. York
I do not think that
snow ever closes the hive suthciently
tight to smother bees. The warm air
issuing from the entrance often melts
ward.
the snow around it, thus forming a
Watson, 9 Mich., Feb. 9, 1885.
miniature cave in the snow in front
of the hive.
N. Van Patten la it not pollen that
For the American Bee Journal.
causes bee-diarrhea ?
R. L. Taylor At the Michigan State
Northeastern Michigan Convention.
convention. Dr. A. B. Mason said that
The Northeastern Michigan I5ee- he had experimented until he knew
Keepers' Association held its third that pollen was the cause of bee-diarannual convention on Feb. 4, 18S5, at rhea.
Byron Walker I do not believe in
Vassar, Mich.
the pollen theory ; my losses are
caused by fall honey, and not by polDIFFERENT VAUIETIES OF BEES.
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ALSIKE CLOVER.

little

:

:

1883, Mr. M. D.
VI lbs. of alsike clover
seed on .3 acres of land that had been
sowed to winter wheat in the preceding autumn
two-thirds of the

In the spring of

York sowed

;

ground was a low, sandy loam, but
underdrained the remainder, a heavy
;

clay. In the fall the uplan i was well
fertilized. Knowing that if once the
seed-stalks were allowed to form, no

:

more would be formed if those were
removed, and wishing to retard the
bloom until after basswood, on May
1, LS81, he turned o cows and 3 hogs
into the clover on May 24, 2 horses
were turned into the iield on June
10, 40 sheep were added, and on June
lo all of the stock was taken from the
len.
R. L. Taylor Bee-diarrhea is caused field. On July 8 the clover was about
by the consumption of such food as 4 inches high when it commenced to
40
leaves a large amount of residue after bloom on July 15, at a distance of
rods, it looked like a field of snow,
digestion, and it matters not whether
easily
and the aroma could be
dethe pollen is eaten in " solid chunks "
tected tliat distance. Bees began to
or is floating in the honey.
work on it with the first blossoms,
QUEEN-EXCLUDING HONEY- BOARDS. and continued until about Aug. 1,
and during 2 weeks of the time the
C. E. Rulison I have used wooden field was roaring with bees, twenty
queen-excluding honey-boards, simi- colonies stored 400 lbs. of surplus
lar to those used by Mr. Hutchinson, comb honey, in sections, from the
and when placed over an old estab- alsike. By the last of Aug. the allished colony, the bees were slow in sike was about 1 foot high, and was
beginning work above in the sections, cut for seed. In curing it was treated
and I was obliged to remove the similar to hay. It yielded seed at the
;

:

The Cyprians and
C. E. Kulison
Syrians are good honey-gatherers, but
too irritable. The Syrians are inclined
to swarm, but this I have controlled
by spreading the brood and giving
plenty of surplus room. I object to
the Syrians, because they fill the cells
so full of honey and cap it so thinly
as to give the liioney a watery appearance. For the production of extracted
honey I prefer Italians, but if nice,
white, straight comb is wanted in sections, then 'have black bees or a cross
between them and the Italians.
ISI. D. York
For the production of
comb honey I prefer a cross between
the Italians and blacks if compelled
to use a pure race for this purpose, I
should choose the blacks.
For extracted honey, I prefer Italians.
C. E. Rulison and the Secretary
agreed with Mr. York.
:

:

;

:

;

:

honey-boards.
When placed at the
of the brood-nest, the bees
passed through quite readily, as they
also did when placed over a broodnest when working for extracted
honey.
W. Z. Hutchinson In a colony in
which the brood-nest is established,
I have no use for a queen-excluding
honey-board when producing comb
honey
but when working for extracted honey, or when honey-boxes
are placed over a newly hived swarm
having no combs in the brood-nest, I
want a queen-excluding honey-board.
Byron Walker exhibited and explained his combined case and ship
ping crate he thought that the slats
in tlie bottom upon which the sections
rest, answered the purpose of a honeysides

:

WINTERING BEES.
C. E. Rulison
I have removed the
pollen, late in the season,
:

honey and

by taking away the combs of honey,
and substituting dry, empty combs,
and then furnishing the bees with food
by laying soft candy over the combs
and covering it up so the bees could
cluster upon it. The bees wintered
well with no other food. Cut loafsugar used in place of the soft candy
was a failure. I believe that sugar
syrup is the best winter food, but some
attention must be paid to ventilation.
Byron Walker I had bees die with
diarrhea in hives whose ventilation
was so good that the chaff covering
was perfectly dry and I have bought
bees in another locality, and the hives
were so little ventilated that the chaff
covering was wet and decayed. I
think that the cause of bee-diarrhea
:

;

is

My losses are

in the food.

when

the

bees

have

stores.

greatest
late-gathered

;

;

board.
R. L. Taylor

:

:

Byron Walker

:

I

have not been

much with brace-combs

in

Rulison
I think that the my apiary, and, with a scraper I can
wintering question turns upon food easily scrape off all pieces of comb
and ventilation. A colonv never per- and propolis.
ishes unless the inside of the hive,
REVERSIBLE FRAMES.
the combs and bees become damp.
R. L. Taylor I look upon dampness
Byron Walker I have for 10 years
as a symptom rather than a cause of used the hanging frames and the
disease.
closed end frames. I prefer the latter,
W. Z. Hutchinson: If ventilation and .they can easily be made reversiis so important, I cannot imderstand ble.
My experience with reversible
how the bees wintered so well when frames has been limited but favoraProf. Cook poured water over the ble.
hives and allowed it to freeze; or
C. E. Rulison
I have used them
when buried in the earth, or in a tight- quite extensively for 2 years, and am
plastered cellar where there was so decidedly in favor of them.
:

:

:

:

rate of 3 bushels per acre. When the
stock was turned out of the alsike
they w^ere turned into a field of red
clover, and in 3 days the 5 cows had
" shrunk their milk " 9 quarts to the
milking.
Again in Oct. there was
quite a growth of leaves upon the

ground, and the cows were turned in,
when he was agreeably surprised to
see, within a week, a gain of milk at
the rate of 10 quarts to the milking.
W. Z. Hutchinson I cut 10 acres of
:

just

alsike

as

was coming

it

into

bloom, and it did not start again, but
the weather was very dry.
C. E. Rulison I once visited a beekeeper and my horses were given
:

their choice between alsike chaff and
good timothy hay, and they chose the

former.
jSl.

My objection

to this
arrangement would be that the bracecombs attached to the bottom-bars of
the lirst case would come in contact
with the tops of the sections in the
second case added in "tiering up."
M. D. York Another objection to
sending honey to market in this case
in which it is stored, is that it cannot
be graded nor cleaned.

troubled

C. E.

;

D. York

My

:

stock prefer the

chatf to other fodder.

G. A. French

:

I

had

%

acre of al-

in which some calves were
allowed to run, and I cut some of it
each day to feed the horses, and it
continued to blossom, even where cut,
until about July I.
sike,

All of the seed-stalks
M. D. York
are not of the same age, and if the
first ones are cut off before the younger
ones are up large enough to be cut
off, the latter will, of course, make a
:

good growth.
CLIPPING

THE queen's WING.

I am opposed to
C. E. Rulison
the practice. I lose queens by their
getting into the grass. With a fountain pump there is little danger of
losing bees.
M. D. York
I had rather lose a
queen occasionally, than to lose bees
:

:

and queen

too.

I am not so sure of
bees are thwarted in
swarming impulse, they become
sulky and store bat little honey, and

C. E. Rulison

that.
their

When

:

;
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often the honey harvest is past before winter. Excepting 10 colonies, the
they get things in shape to suit them, combs of which had been placed crossand they usually "get things in shape" wise instead of parallel with the car,
by absconding with a virgin queen all came in good condition. The 10
when no one is by to see them.
colonies whose combs were crosswise
Wm. E. Ilairis Xear my apiary of the car were dead.
are tall trees, and it is difficult to get
The exhibit from Iowa was sent by
swarms down out of them. I have O. Clnte, and was not entirely artried clipping the under wing of a ranged but gave promise of being fine.
queen, and found that she could fly It consisted largely of extracted honey,
when thus clipped.
but there was a glass case filled with
With proper appli- sections that were tastefully arranged.
C. E. Rulison
ances, I can take down swarms that
The exhibit of the general governare clustered 30 feet high. I can stop ment was large and varied, but the
a swarm from issuing' by throwing a persons having it in charge did not
wet sheet over the hive.
understand making and caring for an
W. Z. Hutchinson
We have had apiarian exhibition. The comb honey
more trouble with swarms having had been removed from the shipping
queens whose wings were clipped, crates and exposed with no covering
than with those having queens with of glass, and had been considerably
undipped wings.
swarm without punched and fingered. Hives and ima queen wanders about a long time plements were so shut up and covered
before returning, and when it does up that it was impossible to examine
come back it sometimes enters the them.
wrong hive or hives; or if it strikes
STIMULATIVE FEEDING.
the right hive, it sometimes clusters
all over the outside of it, and only goes
R. L. Taylor had tried "feeding up"
in after a long time. When a queen bees in the spring, and the result was
is given to a returning swarm, she that he " fed them down."
sometimes comes out again, and the
M. D. York: I have fed a thin
bees follow suit. If one is going to sugar syrup after apple bloom, and it
practice clipping, clip all of the laying was a benefit.
queens clipping part of them greatly
KEROSENE OIL AND BOBBERS.
complicates matters.
R. L. Taylor
I cage the queen and
N. Van Patten had stopped a terrilay her in the shade until the bees re- ble robbing raid by driving out the
turn, enter the hive, and begin to show robbers with smoke, closing the liives
signs of uneasiness when she is given and then wetting them and their surto them, and gives no trouble by roundings with kerosene oil. When
coming out again. If a swarm at- quiet was restored, the entrances were
tempts to enter the wrong hive, I slightly opened. The bees belonging
throw a sheet over the hive.
to each hive clustered under the botW. D. York: Could not the queen tom-boards of their hives, and were
be caged, and the bees be induced to brushed off and put into the hives.
cluster around her by elevating her
The election of officers resulted as
upon a pole among the bees V
follows:
President, R. L. Taylor;
\V. Z. Hutchinson
We have tried Vice-President, John Rey ; Secretary,
it, aud the plan is not always a suc- W. Z. Hutchinson ; Treasurer,
Byron
:

,

which is termed honeydew, must have a producing agent, or
a source from which it comes.
Prof. Cook, before some bee-keepsubstance,

ers'
it

convention,

was "all

made

the remark that
to say that

foolishness

honey -dew rained down."

That may

be
but, is it not more foolish to say
that aphidcc produce it, or secrete it in
some mysterious manner y
;

That

plant-lice live

and thrive and

multiply on it we all concede, and
none deny. Let me ask, where does
the saccharine properties of the juices
of the sugar-tree, sugar-cane, the nectar in the flowers, aud the sweets contained in the various fruits, berries
and vegetables, come from? Will
Prof. Cook answer ? Will the host of
other bark-louse theorists answer?
There are but 3 sources from which it
can be derived, namely, earth, air and
water. The component parts of these
three elements combined, enter into
the structure of every tree, plant and
shrub in the world.
Take a shovelful of earth, or soil,
from the richest part of your garden
burn it, digest it, analyze it, aud not
a particle of sugar will be found.
Take a barrel of rain or spring water,
boil it until it all evaporates, and then
how much saccharine matter have you
left ? Then it it clear, that from
neither of tliese two elements is nectar formed. Then we have but one
left, namely, the atmosphere
and I
shall not attempt to solve the problem
as to how honey-dew is derived from
the atmosphere, for nature has never
yet unfolded the mysterious workings
of her wonderful "machinery to the
knowledge of man. We know that
grass grows and flowers bloom, but
how they do this, we do no know.
It is known, to botanists at least,
that the leaves of trees are the lungs
through which they breathe. "Rescess.
Walker. The Convention adjourned to piration in plants is analogous to resAPIAKIAN EXHIBIT AT NEW ORLEANS. meet on the first Wednesday in Feb., piration, or breathing, in animals. In
1886, at East Saginaw, Mich.
both it is equally constant, and equally
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
necessary, and in plants, it is perR. L. Taylor, who had visited New
R. L. Taylor, Pres.
formed principally by the leaves."
Orleans, gave a brief description of
" Respiration consists of the absorpthe apiarian exhibits at the exposition of oxygen from the atmosphere,
tion. They number five
California,
For me American Bee Journal.
accompanied by the solution of carWisconsin, Ohio, Iowa, and that of
bonic acid." I take it, then, that the
the general government.
The Origin of Honey-Dew.
exhalation or saccharine pi'operties of
California's exhibit was in the form
the abundance of bloom of all kinds,
of a pyramid 8x8 feet square at the
W. C. B. KEMP.
fills the atmosphere, and under cerbase, and 10 feet high. It was on a
table, and consisted of comb and exSome months ago I wrote an article tain influences and conditions, which
tracted honey, tine beeswax and a col- for the Bee Journal on "Honey- we know not of, condenses and settles
ony of bees in an observatory hive. Dew— what is it V" and in that article on trees, leaves and plants, and is abThe extracted honey was shown in I attempted to show what honey-dew sorbed by the leaves of trees which
large glass vessels the comb was in is, and whence produced. This called secrete sweet sap, aud furnishes food
sections, and in large frames so ar- forth a half dozen or more articles for insects, etc. The conditions of
ranged as to be easily divided.
from as many different correspondents, the atmosphere required to convert
The Wisconsin exhibit was arranged and but one or two notably, Chas. these properties into sugar, may exist
upcjn a table in a similar manner to Dadant, of Illinois agreeing with my in the greenhouse as well as elsethe California exhibit, but the pyra- theory and in a recent number of the where, and accounts for its appearmid was not more than 4 feet high. Bee Journal, Mr. J. M. Hicks comes ance there if it does so appear.
The honey was mostly in one-pound to my assistance. I now desire to
Mr. Cogswell says, on page 567 of
sections. The whole exhibit was cov- more fully state my position on this the Bee Journal for 1884, that " the
ered with glass.
subject.
vapor which rises from the honeyThe Ohio exhibit was about SxS feet
The preponderance of testimony cavity of flowers, or from uncapped
sqiuire, six feet high, and consisted of from those who have written concern- combs in process of
ripening,' is
both comb and extracted honey, and ing this subject, favors the production probably only a surplus of water with
was surmounted by a wax figure. Im- of this substance by bark and plant no sensible trace of sweetness about
slcments were also shown. I'he State lice. No one questions the fact that it." Did Mr. C. ever visit a sugarIlad also induced Dr. Besse to bring trees and plants are infested, to a camp when the sap of the sugar-tree
down 100 colonies of bees. The Doc- greater or less degree, by these in- was being boiled, and not smell it ?
tor brought them with a view to see sects, and nature has supplied them Did he never smell the aroma from
if it would pay to take bees South to with necessary subsistence, and this the coffee-pot on the stove, or the cab:

:

A

;

:

;

:

;

;

—

;

—

—

'

"
::

:
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ill the dinner-pot V Did lie never
inhale the fragrance of a full-blown
rose? If not, his olfactories must be
wonderfully deficient. That flowers

bage

It is a law of
REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.
nothing is lost or destroyed. The steam from the engine,
the vapor from the water, the smoke
Storing Comb Honey.
from the chimney, are lost to sight,
but not destroyed. So it is with the
Query, No. 26.— How ami where should
aroma of flowers only transformed
into something else, and fitted to per- conih honey be stored during- the winter ? Is
necessary that the toniperature in tlie
form its part in the workings of Na- it
room in which it is licpt, never groes below
ture that it was intended it should do the freezing" point? Can it be shipjted
My extracting
safely in cold weather ?
by the Creator.
have cracked badly. Is it necessary
Mr. Samsel, on page 616 of the Bee eoinlis
to keep them in a warm room, to prevent
JotTRNAL for 1884, inadvertently con- their cracking ?— Nashotah, Wis.

odor, everybody knows.
tliat

—

tradicts himself, after affirming that
he has positive proof that aphiace do

W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus
produce honey-dew, and cites a case " It should be stored in a dry, warm
"
Langstroth on the Honey- place. It is better if the temperature
from
Bee," where somebody distinctly saw does not go below freezing. The liathe aphidce ejecting the fluid from bility to injury is greater if shipped in
how could cold weather; but if the sectioi.s are
their bodies. Of course
it have been elected unless first taken small, well-filled and well-packed, they
It is not
into their bodies V Then, he says
will usually bear shipment.
" While we deny that honey-dew is always necessary to keep honey in a
formed by saccharine condensation, warm room to prevent its cracking."
we do not pretend that it is produced
J. E. Pond, Jr., says: "Comb
by insects exclusively, but believe it
honey should be stored in a dry, warm
possible that it may exude from the
room, not necessarily very warm, but
leaves of some plants and trees under
certainly very dry. I find no trouble
favorable circumstances." I return
cracking where the temperathanks to Mr. S., after asking him to from its
ture is kept above the freezing point.
explain how it got into the " leaves of
shipped in cold
It can he safely
some plants and trees."
weather, if extreme care is taken in
I may be permitted to state that
packing it so that it cannot be jarred.
after a more critical investigation into
are cracked badly I
the nature and source of this sub- The combs which
should put in a warm room, and allow
stance called honey-dew, during the
them
to remain until they could be
coming summer, I find that my theory
repaired by the bees."
is not fufly substantiated by the facts
:

;

:

and proofs, 1 will agree to take " bug
juice " honey along with my white
clover honey, biscuit and butter, and
wash it down with milk from my Jersey cow.
Orleans, 9 Ind.

place of Meetiva.

1885.

Mar. 3.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
J. T. Pomeroy, Sec, Edgerton. Wis.

Mar. II.— New Jersey and Eastern, at N. Y.
W. B. Treadwell, Sec, 16 Thomas St., New

City.
Yorl!.

April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C. Olarlt, Sec, Granada, Kans.

Apr.

9,

10.— Western, at St. Joseph, Mo.
C. M. Crandall. Sec, Independence, Mo.

Apr. II.— Wabash County, at "Wabash, Ind.
Henry Cripe, sec. N. Manchester, Ind.
Apr. 25.— Union, at Earlham, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlinpton. Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

May 4.— Linwood,

Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
Thomson, Sec, 'VVaverly, Wis.

Wis., at

B.

May

Comb honey may

Which way should Bee-Hives Front?
Query, No. 27.— All thing-s being conwhich way should hives front, in
order to obtain the most profit from the bees,
east, north or south, where tliey are wintered on the summer stands ? and which
way when they are wintered in the cellar ?—
Ea.st Liverpool, O.
sidei-ed,

" South,
Dr. G. L. Tinker says
southeast or east. It could make no
difference in a winter repository."
:

W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus: "I
have fronted bee-hives in every direction without discovering that it made
any material difference which way
they were fronted."
thus:
J. E. Pond, Jr., replies
" Speaking for my own locality, I prefer to have hives front as nearly south
as possible, and easterly rather than
westerly."

G. M. Doolittle replies as fol" I prefer to have my hives
lows
front toward the south, no matter
where wintered. I shall try a few
again next season fronting north."
:

ilESSRs. Dadant & Son answer
Prof. A. J. Cook answers as fol" Your extracting combs won't
thus
" On the summer stands I
lows
crack if they are not handled in cold would always have hives front east.
weatiier, or if any crack, it will be so In the cellar it makes no difference."
slight that the bees will repair tliem
promptly. It is the handling that
Messrs. Dadant & Son say
"By
breaks them, not the cold."
all means front your hives south,
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows: southeast or southwest. Some will
" AH honey in the comb should be tell you to front them north, but these
stored in a warm room if it is to be people have never tried it on a large
sold. If not, the cracking of the comb scale, or else they have never tried
by freezing does no material damage, both ways comparatively in the same
We have tried it once willfor the bees will fix it up during the location.
next season, so it cannot be told where ingly and twice by hazard, to our
greatest sorrow, ancl this on not less
the cracks were."
than 20 hives at a time. North exposH. R. Boardjian remarks thus ure is not so bad when used for sum" It is necessary to keep comb honey mer only, as for wintering but if you
in a warm room, not only to keep the have to take your bees out of the celcombs from cracking, but also to pre- lar early, when they need all the sun,
vent the honey from granulating."
you will soon decide in favor of southProf. A. J. Cook answers thus ern exposure. Due east or west will
" A warm room is best, but we have do better than north, but not so well
stored many combs, (we always extract as south."
:

:

at Bushnell. Ills.
G. Norton, Sec, Macomb,

;

Ills.

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.

fall), in a cold room
and have had no trouble.

for years,

summer, and change to the south
carewinter, if left on the summer
weather. Win- stands. I will have something to say
a bad time to ship comb honey." regarding the why of it, before the
year passes."

They should be handled very

La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J. Hadley, Sec

at

in
in

fully, if at all, in cold

'

Dr.

C.

C.

Miller

replies as fol-

"Store comb honey in a dry
lows
room, safe from freezing, taking
:

special care that no air comes from
a warmer room into the one where the
honey is kept. It can be shipped a
Dec. 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
short distance in winter, if kept very
pr* In <:rder to have this table complete. Secre- warm for 24 or 48 hours before shipExtracting combs can be kept
taries arc regue:^ted to forward full particulars of ping.
in the cellar if not mouldy or 'mousy.'
time and place of future meetings.— Kn.

June 19.— Willamette Valley,

James Heddon replies thus: "East,

the honey in the

ter is

May 7.— Progressive,
J.

trueof the cracking of empty combs.
be kept in a dry
basement-room or cellar during cold
weather.
Look out for dampness
when the outside temperature rises
above that of the cellar."
is

:

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

James IIeddon says: "Comb honey
many locations will candy
solid in the comb if exposed to a low
temperature. Keep your comb honey
in a warm place and it will not candy,
nor will the combs crack. The same
gathered in

and evaporating sweets do emit an
nature

139

'

G. W. Demaree answers
"Fore years I have had two

thus
tene-

ment hives containing 4 colonies each,
in my apiary. The 4 entrances to each
of these tenement hives, fairly represent 4 hives fronting north, east,
south, aud west in the long run, I
have seen no difference as to the yield
of surplus honey from the 8 colonies."
;

:

:
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" I winter
C. C. Miller says
bees in the cellar, and I have the
hives, when out-doors, facing east. If
it is more convenient, they may face
south."

Db.

wire

:

;

it is

done, the end-bar

is

fast,

A

To

3-16, and rub this 3-l(j fast to can be constructed upon about the
top-bar by placing a form behind same principle as the Parker fastener.
and rubbing it with a wooden tool, To wire frames, have the top and botshoulder- tom bars pierced
commence in the
similar to a shoemaker's
stick,' only with a bevelled shoulder middle of the frame, and work towards
to keep the hand from getting in con- the ends, having the ends of the wire
tact with the sheet of foundation. come at the ends of the frame."
This method mashes the wax fast to
Dr. G. L. Tinker says: "My
the wood very quickly. Mr. W. II.
method has been, where the top-bar is
Shirley tirst used this plan. I then
beneath, to use melted wax with a
imbed the wires into the sheet flat
short camel's-hair brush and apply
of foundation by the use of a wirethe wax to both sides. If the top-bar
imbedder, the frame laying over a
thin
form such as has heretofore been de- is V-shaped or has a supporting

up about
tlte

—

Query, No. 28 lu 1883 I lost one colony
of ijees which died from starvation, with
plenty of honey in the hive. It was simply
an averajje one with an abundance of good
clover honey at the time it was placed into
winter quai-ters. and at the time of its death,
Jan. '2r>, 188:t, the bees and combs were very
carefully examined in order to ascertain the
cause. The hive and frames were in a most
disagreeable condition, being covered with

it

'

;

diarrhetic e.vcreta. Brone brood was found
in three frames, the centre one containing'
about five square inches of it. There was
not one cell of worijer brood in the hive,
and not a queen to be found. I do not think
that the absent queen had any thing- to do
with the cause of the so-called diarrhea.
What caused the death of this one colony ?—

strip, I prefer to use a

scribed."

Miller answers thus
" Probably no way of fastening founDr.

Manchester, Mich.

C. C.

nearly so good as
says that " this is dation in frames is
the common winter trouble. See an- wiring. I have had good success in
wiring frames by driving through the
swer to No. 24."
top and bottom-bars, wire nails of
"It such length as to project through
Jasees Heddon answers thus
died of bee-diarrhea, and not starva- of an inch, then with a pair of roundtion. What causes the disease, is still nosed pliers, bending the nails into the
in dispute no one knows positively." form of a hook, and stringing the wire
upon these hooks."
J, E. Pond, Jr., replies as follows
"The answer to this question, like
J. E. Pond, Jr., remarks as follows:
that to No. 24, would be extremely " I find the best way of fastening
valuable if it could be given with pos- foundation in frames without wires,
itiveness. Diarrliea undoubtedly was is to cut it about J4 of an inch shorter.
the trouble but what caused the diar- and I4 of an inch narrower, than the
rhea y Echo answers, what V Tell length and width of the frame then
us what, and we shall be able to win- take a piece of very thin deal the
ter our bees with a fair show of suc- length, of the frame inside and J4 of an
inch wide, and after laying the founcess."
dation on the top-bar, tack the deal
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers as fol- through it lirmly so that the founda" Brood-rearing resulting in
lows
tion will hang directly in the center.
pollen, in the form of chyme, being
However, I would advise the use of
eaten by the bees which gave them wires in all cases. My plan of wiring,
the diarrhea."
whether best or not, is to pierce the
of an
W. Z. Hutchinson says that " col- top and bottom-bars about
onies witli fertile workers are more inch from their ends, and then about
distance,
apart
the
rest
of
the
2
inches
inclined to breed out of season than
pass the wire through backward and
those with a queen."
forward, draw it tight and fasten it at
Dr. C. C. Miller remarks thus
bottom."
" Perhaps, after all, the absence of a the
had
something
with
good queen
to do
Messrs. Dad ant & Son reply thus:
the uneasiness and disease. Accord- " To fasten foundation in brood
ing to Ileddon, its death was caused frames, we use a knife and rub the
by pollen ; according to Clarke, by foundation with it until it makes a
non-hibernation
or perhaps it was body with tlie wood.
use a lath
diarrhea."
to guide the knife. This manner is
and when the operaDr. G. L. Tinker answers thus very expeditions,
"is an expert, it does better work
"I think that early, winter brood- tor
other way that we know of.
rearing was the cause of the trouble." than any
For wiring, we are strongly opposed
to using as many wires as some do. In
Langatroth frame we use two or
Fastening Foundation in Frames. a
three wires horizontally, and these
are more to keep the foundation from
Query, No. 29.— What is the best way of
to keep it from breakfastening foundation in frames? Also, what warping than
ing. To imbed the wire into the founis the best method of wiring them ?— Marion,
Iowa.
we
have
never seen a better
dation,
instrument than Vandervort's. It is
James Heddon replies as follows made like the Carlin foundation cut" I work it thus
After the frames ter, only it has teeth set like a saw
are made up (being previously bored), and runs over the wire.
Ruland's
I sew the wire in the frames. First, wiring tool is also good for the purslip an end-bar loosely into the cen- pose."
ter of the frame, to prevent bowing or
Prof. A. J. Cook answers thus
springing tlie, top and bottom bars,
Commence near the " By wiring the frames; the method of
while wiring.
middle of tlie frame, and sew both wiring them is explained in all the
ways, to prevent so much drawing of late works on bee-culture."
J.

replies as fol-

when it is driven to its as foundation is fastened into sections
putty
fasten the foundation to with the Parker fastener.
the frame and wires, I bend tlie sheet knife can be used, or a large machine

tom-bar

Caused the Trouble ?

Prof. A.

W, Z. Hutchinson
:

place.

What

when

" Have the edge of the founremoved and each end is wound lows
around the head of the nail (purpose- dation warm, and press it upon the
ly left out a little) that nails the bot- comb-guide in about the same manner

my

Cook

^

:

;

:

;

'

;

:

%

:

We

;

:

:

:

What

heated knife."

Ails the Bees?

Query, No. 30

— What

is

the trouble with

my bees ? I lirst discovered dead brood in
one hive in February, 1SS4, and by April 1,
I found that all of my hives had dead brood
in them. I could find a few cells with browu
mucus, and sometimes small holes in the
caps. The bees swarmed rapidly, and the
swarms were large. Swarms put in new
hives on foundation would soon fill up. and
have plenty of brood, and some would be
dead, whilst others would be hatching. I
could invariably find that all the dead in-ood
had a deposit sticking to them, especially on
the legs, resembling rust. Sometimes tliey
would hatch with this rust on them, and be
\ery weak, hardl.y able to crawl, and with
crimped or defective wings others were exceedingly small, very little i>rown mucus to
be seen, and if a colony was rendered queenless, they would be almost certain to clean
out all the dead brood before they would
have another laying queen. I am satisfied
that the same derangement is quite extensive in this State. I do not think that I have
ever lost a colony from that cause. If I
only had a few colonies, I would expect soon
to have them all right by using salicylic
acid, as directed by Mr. Muth. I have experimented enough to have confidence in it,
but with 1.^0 colonies all affected, and all the
bees in this section of country in the same
condition, I desire a more convenient
remedy.— Birdville, Tex.
;

" If it is
Dr. C. C. Miller says
foul brood, here is a good chance to
try Frank Cheshire's phenol treat:

ment."
J.

E. Pond, Jr., replies as follows

:

"The

indications are that the trouble
still the symptoms
is foul brood
given are not precisely in all respects
like those of that disease. It would
require an examination on my part to
enable me to give a positive diagnosis.
If the bees were mine, with only ray
present knowledge of them, I should
use the method and remedy found so
successful by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of
England, an account of which has
been lately published in the Bee
;

Journal.''

H. K. Boardman remarks thus:
" The question is well answered in
part in the asking. The 6 heaviest
colonies have the diarrhea, because
they have commenced rearing brood
under unfavorable conditions while
the rest do not have it because they
have not commenced breeding. JNIy
remedy is to put the colonies affe<'ted
into a room provided with a s'.ove
and made perfectly dark. The hives
are raised from the bottom and the
;

!

:
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covers removed, thus giving a free
circulation of air directly through the
hives. Then raise the temperature to
6(F or G5°, and continue it for several
hours. This will give temporary re1^ We often get a number of
lief, and may be repeated at intervals
notices
and advertisements on Monof 2 or 3 days."
days, intended for the next Bee
"
I never
Dr. G. L. Tinker says
Journal. As we close the forms on
saw a case of foul brood, but I should
judge it to be that from the descrip- Saturdays, all such notices must be liere
tion given. I believe that Mr, Frank on Saturday morning, or cannot apCheshire's method of treating it with pear until the following week.
phenol will be found superior to all
others. He has pointed out the cause
of failure where failure has occurred,
^° Our rates for two or more
and that seems to be the infection of
Honey,"
the queen. The remedy is manifest; copies of the book, " Bees and
give the colony a healthy queen, and may be found on the Book List on
go on with the treatment. There is the second page of this paper. Also
every reason to believe that where wholesale rates on all books where
phenol is properly used, all infection
they are purchased " to sell again."
of other colonies will cease."
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GEO. ORIMM, of Jefferson, Wis.,
Will

COLONIES OF BEES
In the

for Destroying Plant-Lice.

Query, No. 31.— What can

I

put on

1^" For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

my Monthly) for one

plum-trees to destroy a small, green louse
that comes when the tree is in full bloom and
as the leaves start to grow ? It ffets on the
under side of the leaves and the leaves curl
up, and the bloom turns yellow and tails off.
I can do nothing for them. I would like
some remedy that will not injure my bees
while working on the bloom.— K. P. W.

Prof. A.J. Cook answers as follows
"After many experiments, I find
no application that serves so effectively to destroy plant-lice as the kero-

year,

for

we will

the

for the

a Pocket Dictionary, and send
mail postpaid.

it

by

Hybrid

atReduced

QUEENS

free a package of tjooda
of large value, that will
start you in work that
in money faster than any-

Association of Western Illinois will
meet in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper
who can, be present and enjoy the
meeting.
J. G. Norton, ijec.

TE:RITIS

m" The Willamette Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
second meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in June,
All who are interested are invited to attend.
1885.

E. J.

Hadlby,

Sec.

.'30

6 00
5 75

more

5 75
5 25
5 00

5 to 20
20 or more

"

and Conditions as follows:

Orders will be booked only when accompanied by the Casli, and will be tilled in their
proper turn. I will ship some time in the
month of May, and the exact date must be
left in my discretion to be governed by the
circumstances and the weather. Will notify
before shipment. Will Guarantee Safe
Arrival at last Express Station, and will

9D4t

g-uarantee satisfaction.

Choice Comb Foundation
WISH to say to my numerous friends
I that I will use, the coming season, a new
Vandervort Machine of the

latest

make, and

send out only the finest work; also Dunhea\'y- Send for samples and Circular.
J. V. CAL.D'CVEL.L.,
9Atf
CAMBRIDGE, ELL.

500
money.

Names wanted

for

my

IS-page

Illustrated Catalogue ^f BeeKeepers' Supplies for 1885.
Send for it
I can save you
CRIPE, N. Manchester, Ind.
!

HENKY

will at once bring you
thing else in America. All about the $:zoii,(i(.mj in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.

SlAly

FOUNDATION.

D

WElow Beeswax,
Comb

have bought a large stock of Choice Yeland can furnish Dunham
Foundation for brood comb for 50c. per lb.
Thin Dunham for Sections, 55c. per lb. Extra thin
Vandervort, id to 12 square feet to the lb., 60c.
per lb. Will work up wax into Foundation for
lO, 15 and 30c. per lb. To induce our customers
to order Foundation early in the season, we will
allow lO per cent, discount on all orders received
before the let of May.

F. AV.
9D9t

retail.

See Advertisement

H^
nn
11 ! L"
r

another column.

receive

W\ i 1 1 1

C.

M. GOODSPKKW,

THUKN

2BC;2m

stock

HILL, N. Y.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

HIcCLINTUCR RROS.,

RAVENNA, OHIO.

OAlt

In

^I^^D Address and

our wholesale list of 400 leading- newspapers and magazines
li AVAJAJItor iss:).
Prices below the
lowest. Catalogue of Bees. Queens, Small
Fruit, Alsike Clover, etc., on applieation.
|J

^Portland, Maine.

orSTRA'%¥BEKRY and
LARGE
RASPBERRY Pr.ANTS. New and

HOLMES,

COOPEKSVILLE. Ottawa Co.. MICH.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

standard Lanpstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

Bee-Hives and Supplies.

WE HAVE

And

remodeled our machinery and can

all

other kinds of

nivesi

MADE TO ORDER,

orders on short notice. If wanted. Odd
Sizes made send order now, before the rush
comes. We have a large stock on hands. Price
fill

«s- The New Jersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association will hold their next
annual convention at Cooper Union, in
New York City, beginning on Wednesday,
March 11, 1885, and to continue tveo days or
The committee promise a good
more.
programme,and extend a cordial invitation
to all.
W. B. Treadwell, Ass't. Sec.

$6

Italians, 1 to 5

"

standard varieties. Send Postal for Price -List
with colored Plate of new Parrv Strawberry.

The Progressive Bee-Keepers'

yo or

VINHAM ANI> VAIVI>ERVOnT
Albino and

!y ^ y

^f

"

9Alt

;

i^" The next meeting of the Union
Bee-Keepers' Association of Western
Iowa, will be held on April 25, 188.5,
at Earlbam, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec.

"

will

^ducvtiseinents.

A

Convention Notices.

Hive

Italians,

present ham

sene and soap mixture. This is made
Rates
Italian
quart of soft soap (hard
as follows
soap win do) is dissolved in a gallon THOSE desirini? to secure Pure Albino
Queens^ will best accomplish their obof water, and all heated to the boiling
point while yet hot a pint of kero- ject by purchasing" of the ori^'inal producer
of this valuable and beautiful race of Bees.
sene is thoroughly stirred in. This is For Circulars, address,
sprayed on the affected trees, and
». A. PIKE,
SMITHSBURG, Wash Co., MD.
destroys the lice thoroughly. If it is 9C2t4Blt
that
it
will
prevent
the
feared
bees'
171 VTeseiita given away.
working, its use may be deferred until
Send us 5 cents postage,
the blossoms fall."
and by mail you will pet
:

8-Franio ljan^>>trotli
at the following' prices
1 to ')
5 to 20
:

Pure

:

Eemedy

300 lo 100

sell

;

List free.

R. J. M:ii:.r.£R

NAPPANEE.

lD6t

a. co.
Elkhart Co., Ind.

Send 10 cents
for working people.
postage, and we will mail you free, a
sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of makin a few days than
ing
possible at any busever
iness. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the time. All of
successful.
50cents
botti sexes, of allages, grandly
to $5 easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled offer
we will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us.
Full particulars, directions, etc.. sent free. Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Address Stinson & co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly

Quinby Smoiter a specialty.
supply anything vou need in the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.
E. Cr,ARK, successor to L.C. Root.
7A13t
ORISKANY. Oneida County, N. Y.
I shall

W.

royai, valuable

BE SURE

money
HELPiyou more thought

:

To send a
of

Postal Card for our Illustrate'! Catalogue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing else-

where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots
of 10 colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
«T. C. SAirr.£8.
lD15t 2B5t
HARTFORD. WIS.
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Bee-Eeepers' Supplies.

W

E have added to our Laroe Factory a
SPECIAIi DEPAKTIMENX for the

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
Axn
"WTilte Poplar Dovetailed OCPTIflM^
Also, Oue aud Two-piece OtU lUllOi
1^~ All Orders will be filled promptly at the
I

l,OWEST FIGURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. MOEIjIiEK M'lii Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
lA26t

1f^-:PATENj
Foundation
H:' .Mills .g^-?^^^^-'
W.e.PELHAM

J
'—^

.;

;-::,•.

MAYSVILLE.KY

37ABly

T]a© VICTOH HIVE
REVISED PRICES

THE FLAT.

IN

DOUBI-E-TVAI.I.EI> or CHAFF HIVES
S in one lot. each. l»».5« 10, each, »» 40

i

;

25. each,

H3.SS;

nxi.

each, .IfS.OO.

SINGr,E-WAI.I.El» HIVES, 5 in one lot,
eacli, S2.50; l", each, »S3.4:0; 25, each,

S8.85;

Kill.

each.

»3.00.

HIVE has Gable Koof. Section
EACH
LanKstroth Brood Frames, and
Cases.
2

10

is

complete except Sections or K-xtracting Frames,
whicn are interchangeable, and may be used in
separate eases on the same hive. For two sets of
either, add 25 cts. to the figures. Uives with the

lO cts. less.
We now make the Victor

Victor Frames

Sections as follows:

White I'ine. dovetailed. or 2 lbs., per l.wx), S6.00.
Extra choice White Poplar, same, JSI.OO. We
have new and oriKlnul Machinery, and warrant
our work to be unexcelled. Send for Catalogue.
1

Addresi
lAtf

SIX

I.. TINKER,
New Phlladelphlit. O.

DR. Q.

WAYS FOR WOMEN

TO MAKEI

—
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The International Congress.

Still

Another Pioneer Gone.

OF THE

,

^t^BlREOAi^.

Tlie meeting of bee-keepers at New
Orleans was a very pleasant one, and
us 24 .States were represented, it gave
an excellent opportunity for apiarists
to become acquainted with one anotlier, as well as to converse upon the
all-absorbing topic of bee -culture.
The essays covered much oi" the debatable-ground of apiculture, and tlie

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS
EniTOll

G.

NEWMAN,

AND I'KOPmETOU,

JSIr.

]i.

M. Argo, another

of

tlie

of

apiculture, has passed
fiom this state of existence. He died
of congestive chills on Feb. 1.3, 188.5,
l)ioiieer8

and was buried
I'aint Lick, Ky.

in

the cemetery at

was rather a strange coincidence
Argo and Mr. Williamson,
both prominent apiarists of Kendiscussions were in many cases quite tucky, died on the same day — Friday,
Feb. 13 — thougli residing some over
interesting and entirely harmonious.
We give nearly all the space of this 100 miles apart. Twenty years ago
week's issue of tlie Bee Jouknai, to Mr. Argo wrote quite extensively for

925 WEST MADISDN-STREET, CHICACO, ILL
Weekly, S3 a year Monthly, SO cents.
the Report, for we know our readers
will want to "know all about it"
while it is fresh in tlieir minds.
No. 10.
March II, 1885,
Vol. XXI.
We made many new acquaintances,
and renewed several older ones, and
1^ We have received a very neat think that all were well-pleased witti
;

It

that Jlr.

the Bee Jouknal (then the only beepaper published in the English language), lie was a well-informed and
successful apiarist, and breeder of
Italian queens.
Mr. jVrgo was engaged in the saddle
and harness business, and his store
was swept away by fire on Jan. 2,
1885, and when he died he was just
starting anew in a small room, intending to build another store this
spring. The building was fully insured, and the insurance was paid.
He had been deaf from childhood.

for the New Jersey and the meeting.
Eastern Bee-Keepers' Convention, to
be held in room 28 of the Cooper
1^ Mr. John Treston, of GeorgeInstitute, New York, on March 11
town, Mass., has sent us another
and 12.
device for reversible frames. It consists of a piece of wire attached to the
Mr. W. B. Stephens, of Stephends of a frame, with tlie ends bent
ens' Mills, N. y., has sent us another
over to support the frame on the rabIlis last letter to this office was writdevice for reversible frames. It conThe ends are bent so that when ten on Jan. 29.
bets.
His end was peace.
sists of a bent wire staple to slip into
one stands out in a line with the topholes in the top and bottom bars, which
bar, the other at the bottom of the
li^ Fires .seem to be quite frequent
must be alike provided with them.
frame is up close to the side-bar and
of late among supply dealers. Mr. J.
when reversed, the wire is turned }-4
M. Shuck, of Des Moines, Iowa, ret^ Notwithstanding our repeated of the way around, and forms the ports that his hive stock was burned
cautions concerning tlie sending of " rest" for the frame at the reverse.
up some time since, and has delayed
newspapers, models, etc., by mail,
his spring operations, but we have
and enclosing a letter with such, we
^g" " How to be your own Lawyer " just received his elegant 34-paged catoften receive them. On all such we
is the title of a book on our desk from alogue stating that he is again preSend your
have to pay letter rates.
M. T. Richardson, 7 Warren Street, pared for business. His announceand to mark the
letter separately
New York. It contains 500 pages, ments may be found on another page.
article in a paper with a line (either
and is sold for $1.00. It is a useful
in ink or pencil) is quite sufficient.
1^" Mr. H. R. Boardman's answer to
book for every business man.
Put your name on the outside with
Query
No. 30, on page 140, should have
' From " before it, on every package
appeared on page 117. in reply to Query
1^" Articles sent for publication in
sent, and all will be well
but nci'er
No. 23. The mistake occurred in our
enclose a letter with a model or in a the Bee JournA'L, are so abundant
absence by mistaking Mr. B.'s figures.
newspaper.
that we have to crave the patience of
our correspondents. We will publish
^" We are pained to hear that our all suitable articles as soon as possi- Catalogues for 1885.— We have received the following
friend, Mr. Paul L. Viallon, met with ble. The fact that we have such an
Brifi'ht Bros., Mazeppa, Minn.
abundance
(without
solicitation)
is
a loss of $.3,000 by lire on Feb. 28, im1). 8. Given & Co., Hoopeston, III.
Sumner .t Prime, Bristol, Vt.
mediately upon his return from the very flattering to the Bee Journal,
Geo. F. Williams, New Philartelphia, O.
contemespecially
when
some
of
our
Bee-Keepers' Congress at New OrJoseph B. Shaver, NorthKiver, Va.
J. C. Newman & Son, Peoria, N. Y.
poraries are complaining of a charth of
leans.

programme

W

;

;

;

:

Bee -Keepers' Supply Co., New Comerstown, O.
Am. Manufacturing' Co., New Carlisle, O.
J. M. Shuck, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. Kretchmer, Coburg, Iowa.
1^" Messrs. Geo. W. :Meade
Co.,
W. S. Cauthen. Pleasant Hill, S. C.
Henry Cripe. North Manchester, Ind.
of San Francisco, Cal., have sent us
G. W. McKallip, Hiawatha. Kans.
their 10th Annual Review of CaliforT. H. Kloer, Terre Haute, Ind.
E. H. Kicker & Co., Elfrin. III.— Grapes.
n-ia crops, including comb and extracE. B. Underhill, Poug'hkcepsie,, N. Y.
ted honey. They estimate the honey Strawberry Plants.

original matter.

1^"

A new pamphlet is on our desk,
"How

John's Wife made
&
with the Incubator,
Bees, Silk-worms, Canaries, Chickens
and one Cow." It is a very interesting pamphlet containing 80 pages, and
F. E. Fassett & Co., Ashtabula,©.— Plants.
is sold at .30 cents.
Published by crop of California for 1884 at 0,000 0(W
Lewis Hoesch, Fredonia, N. Y. — Grape
Vines
Hunter MacCulloch, 1828 Reed street, of pounds. We will quote it in full
W E. Bowditch, 64.5 Warren St., Boston,
Philadelphia, Pa.
next week.
Mass. — Seeds.

entitled,

Money

at

Home

:

"

;:
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honey, nearly all of which being stroke of irony and sarcasm, he added,
gathered from goldenrod in 10 days in " For ye suffer fools gladly, seeing ye
September."
yourselves are wise." Mr. McNeill
can easily make the apiilication of
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies thus these quotations for and
to himself.
"To increase colonies rapidly and get If I have erred, as probably
I have,
REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.
surplus at the same time, build them
in beingtoo gi'eatly elated, I have done
up strong in early spring then those so in excellent company.
colonies which "swarm, divide into
I am blamed for not having made
nuclei with a queen-cell for each.
Increasing Number of Colonies.
" careful and prolonged experiments,"
Hive all swarms on 6 or 7 broodframes a queen-excluder and a case with 'observations tested and reQuery, No. 32 What is the tiest way tn
tested," before giving my theory to
increase 17 colonies of bees to ."iO colonies. of sections to be adjusted to the hive
the apiarian world. What length of
and also obtain a little surplus comb honey, previously or soon after."
time would that have taken ? Several
providing? the season is n ^ood one V— Delaware City, Del.
years at least. Being in the neighborof

:

;

—

;

Hutchinson

hood of threescore, life was too sliort
with me to go through so tedious a

all

process.

says: "Put
the hives. When a colony swarms, transfer the boxes to the
swarm. Allow the old colony to cast
after-swarms, but give no boxes to
them nor to old colonies after they
AV. Z.

boxes on

Besides, tlie job could be
done up " a great sight quicker " by

asking my fellow bee-keepers to join
with me in making the necessary experiments. Moreover, a large number of experiments and observations
before the already made, seemed to point in the

have swarmed,"

Dr. C. C. Milleb answers thus:
" Generally every man's own way is
his best way. One way is to form
nuclei as early as bees will stand it,
and have the earliest ones strong
enough to yield some surplus."

Explanatory.— The figures
indicate the number of years that the direction of

names

Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
preWous spring- and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
person has kept bees.

my

theory, as I have
essay on " Wintering
Bees," read before the Rochester
Convention. Surely, I ought rather
to be commended for giving all and
sundry the benefit of my valuable discovery, as I thought and still think it,

shown

in

my

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as fol- located near the centre of the State named
north
of
the
centre
"
5
9 south 0+ east without delay, and without reserve.
lows
By natural swarming, hiving
the first and second swarms, and by +0 west: and this 6 northeast: VD northwest; There is "nobody hurt" either by
o^ southeast: and P southwest of the centre
my enthusiasm or my precipitancy,
getting the 'little surplus 'from the
of the State mentioned.
even if my theory be incorrect while
first or prime swarms."
if
I am right, I deserve to rank
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
among
public
benefactors,
for
" I think by forming nuclei to secure
For tbe American Bee Journal.
promptly disseminating a good idea.
queens, and then building up into
JNIr.
McNeill says that I have
A Would-be Critic.
strong colonies by adding brood. We
"furnished no demonstrable proof
cannot expect to get much comb
that bees really do hibernate ;" yet he
WJI. F. CLARKE.
honey ui average years with such
admits that I have cited " instances
increase."
Mr. Jas. McNeill pays his respects where quietness, small consumption
James Heddon answers as follows:
of honey, and excellent condition of
" I prefer natural increase to any to me on page 39 of the Bee Jour- bees in the spring, would favor the
nal,
in a way that tempts, if it does
other, though I prefer none at all. If not indeed demand reply. That am opinion that the dormant state is the
I
you fear they will not reach the de- " a would-be discoverer " is a charge natural condition of bees in winter."
sired number of colonies by natural which I shall
neither attempt to This admission does not entirely
swarming, you can follow any of the palliate nor deny. It is what we all square with the statement that I have
increase
as
laid
down
other plans of
if we are worthy the name of bee- furnished "no demonstrable proof"
and bee-papers. are,
in the bee-books
of hibernation.
But the admission
keepers.
which
you
think
one
best
Choose the
does not fairly state my case as I have
" 'Twere better to have loved and lost
fitted to your special environments."
presented it to the public. I have
Than never to have loved at all."
" furnished
demonstrable
proof
G. W. Dejiareb advises the folthat,
under favorable circumstances,
So it were better to have tried and
"Rear some queens and failed, than never to have made an bees relapse into a state of torpor or
lowing:
have them ready when the swarming earnest attempt at discovery. The semi-torpor, quiescence, or dormancy,
time comes. Let every colony swarm, man who goes thr(fugh a mechanical during winter in cold or temperate
that will swarm in time, and make up routine, never observing, never trying climates ; also that small consumption
the deficit with swarms made by to find out something new, is a very of stores and excellent condition in
division, giving each a laying queen. unworthy and ignoble specimen of his spring are the results of their so
Prevent after-swarms by destroying kind.
doing. If this is not " demonstrable
queen-cells that caused the
the
In calmer moments, I have thought proof '" that bees hibernate, I am at a
swarms, and give the parent colony a that it would have been " chust as loss to know what could be " furvirgin queen from one to five days weel,'' (to quote a Highland phrase) nished " as such. If Mr. McNeill can
old."
show that the dormant state is abif 1 had announced my " assumed dis"This covery " in a less excited manner normal, and results disastrously, I will
J. E. I'OND, -Ii:., says:
question is a little vague and indefi- but Mr. McNeill probably knows from accept it as "demonstrable [dis]We are not told whether tlie his own experience, that " great men proof'of the position that hibernanite.
question of fancied economy is to be are not always wise," and that all tion is the natural condition of bees
taken into consideration or not. I philosophers are not stoics. In this in winter.
Mr. McNeill tells us that in his
refer by this to tlie matter of rearing cold world, it is a good thing that a
" it does not make an iota of
I deem it man can warm up once in awhile, and opinion
or purchasing queens.
economy to buy them, and con- tliere are so many stolid people difference whether you call this
condition of
sider that the best way to increase around us, that a little enthusiasm is much-desired winter
would be to break up 2 or 3 of the needed now and then to give zest and bees quietness or hibernation." lie
colonies best supplied with brood, into variety to life. A far greater man also tries to show that I have only
furnish them with laying than I pretend to be, once confessed. insisted upon what bee-keepers have
nuclei
queens and build them up, and thus " I am become a fool in glorying." long known to be important, namely,
continue till the desired amount of But as he was addressing friends and a quiet state. I do not like to suspect
" Yet as or accuse a fellow bee-keeper of willincrease is obtained. I increased my brethren, he put in his plea
my would-be
unfairness, but
colonies in this way last season, from a fool receive me, that I may boast ful
months' incubation
2 to 10, and produced over S((0 pounds myself a little." Then with a keen critic, after six
;

:

:

;

;

:
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my

The International Congress.

theory, has, to say the least,

failed to grasp it, and is really fighting a man of straw of his own manufacture. J.,et me re-state my theory

:

SECOND DAY.

I'anada.— J.

:

:

make

them

susceptible to
changes of temperature, that they
may rouse up at intervals of mild
uniform supweather, and feed. d.
])ly of pure, stillair through a vertical
shaft or column, that ventilation
may be regularly carried on according
to its known laws. e. Total quiet.
To winter bees well, it is only
necessary to see that they have an
adequate supply of food, and that
they are in a condition favorable to
hibernation. I have shown at length
in what respects the ordinary methods
of wintering render hibernation impossible, and need not repeat myself
here.
Mr. McNeill thinks that hibernation, if proved, will not help us to
solve the winter problem, for " have
we not still to learn how to make
them hibernate i"' To some extent we
have, but we are not wholly in the
dark about the matter. Experiments
and observations already made, and
what we know about bees that winter
in a state of nature, throw much
light upon the subject.
We have got
the principles, all that remains is the
practical application of them. For
tliat, further experiment is needed.
Hibernation either is, or is not, a law
to

A

.',.

of bee-life.

One thing

is

certain— it

was not

recognized as such, and
the multitudinous methods of
wintering, was not so much as named,
until "Mr. Clarke" was moved impulsively, rheumatically, and hi-falutinly, "to write in the grandiloquent
stiain in which he has already written." If hibernation is a law of beelife, we must conform to it, sooner or
later if it is not, why " there's an end
on't," and the sooner the better.
Speedside, Ont.

among

;

1^

The next meeting of the Union
Bee- Keepers' Association of Western
Iowa, will be held on April 2-5, 188-5,
at Earlham, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec.

1^

The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
meet in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper
who can, he present and enjoy the
meeting.
J. G. Norton, hee.

m"

The Willamette Valley

BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
second meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in June,
issr).
All who are interested are invited to attend.

llADLEY,

Robey.

A. Wallacf.

Dakota.— J. A. Field.
Florida.— W. S. Hail.
Illinois.— H. W. Funk.
Indiana.— S.vlvester Johnson.
Iowa.— Dr. Jesse Oren.

Kansas.- Jas. A. Nelson.
Kentucky.— Rev. L. Johnson.
Louisiana.— Dr. Roberts.
Maine.— James B. Mason.
Michigan.— H. A. Stearns.
Minnesota.- K. T. Nelson.
Mississippi.— O. F. Bledsoe.
Missouri.— F. E. Peters.

New York.- L.

E. St. John.

Ohio.— Dr. Besse.
there was no membership fee,
Ontario.— J. G. A. Wallace.
Pennsylvania. — J. Vandervort.
the Secretary could not get quite a
South Carolina.— Dr. J. W. Hudson.
number of the names of those who Tennessee.—
H. C. Austin.
were present; and the following list is
Texas.— W. H. Andrews.
Wisconsin.— A. G. Woodbury.
therefore very incomplete. The number of colonies of bees reported aggreThe following persons then pregate 9,o42. It is safe to say that about
represen12,000 colonies of bees were represented sented their credentials as
tatives from local societies
J. Vanby those present.
dervort, L. E. St. John, J. G. A.
E. T. Nelson, Preston, Minn.
Wallace, W. F. Roberts, J. L. Harris,
:

Chas. Oliver. Springboro. Pa.
C. Tiiompson, Brl(!hton, Mtch.
A. W. Gardner, Centreville, Mich.

James L. Meador, T. H. McFarlane*

B. F. Carroll. Dresden, Tex.

The Secretary read the following by
G. W. Demaree, of Christiansburg,
Ky., on the

and Sylvester Johnson.

Lindsly, Waterloo, La.
J. Van Deusen & Son, Sprout Brook. N, Y.
Martin Bmigh, llalbroofe, Ont.
Ij.

Kufiene Set'or, Forest City, Iowa,
Christian Steiner, Lafayette, La.
Geo. P. Pefler, Pewaukee, Wis.
(1. M. Bliss, Fox J-iike, Wis.
,Ta8. Forncrook, Watertown, Wis,
U, (irinsell. Baden, Mo.
T. 11. McFarlane, New Smyrna, Fla,
W. S. Hart, Hawk's Park, Pla.
Tlios. (i. Newman, (.'hicaeo, II !,
<.'. L. Newberry, Davenport, Iowa.
Oscar F. Bledsoe. Grenada. Miss.
Mrs. W. W. Kinnie, Beloit, Wis.
J. A. Schuddemayer, B'ack .Jack Springs.

Dr. H. Besse. Delaware. Ohio.
S. J. T. Moore, Monroe, La.
Mary Besse, Delaware. Ohio.
Mr. & Mrs. F. E. Peters. Shelbina. Mo.
J. M. KillauKh. San Marcos, Tex.
S. K. Phillips, Klmira, N. Y.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.
Amos Abrams, Benton, La.
Mrs. Dr. .1. Oren. Laporte City. Iowa.
T. P. Andrews. Farina. 111.

W. Funk. Bloominu'Uin.

II.

III.

P. L. Viallon. Bayou Goula, La.
Dr. Jesse Oren, Laporte City, Iowa.
Miss Anna Saunders, Woodville, Miss.
W. F. Roberts. M. D., Clinton, La.
S. C. Bovlston. ('harleston S. C.
Dr. McKenzie. Carrollton, La.
.las. A. Nelson. Wyandott, Kans.
S. A. Stillman, Louisiana, Mo.
H. A. Stearns. Detroit, Mich.
T. .1. Price. Macomb, 111.
C. (). Perrine, California
.1, W. Winder, (;arrollt<in. La.
P. J. Christians, New Orleans, La.
A. G. Woodbury, Darlington, Wis.
Wm. .1. Dawson, Caddo, La.
Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.
I.

W, Dark. Columbia, Tex.

H.
J.

C. Austin, Austin's Springs, E.

Tenn.

Vandervort, Laceyville, Pa.
San Antonio, Tex.

O. K. Flournoy,

W.

P. Laughter, Edna, Tex.
E. Heard, Pikevllle, Tenn.

John

Nagel. Davenport, Iowa.
L. Johnson, Walton, Ky.
Thos. F. Kerr. San Antonio. Tex.
Dr. O. M. Blanton. Greenville. Miss.
John Crawford, Pleasant, Ind.
Dr. T. E. Loopt', Eureka, Wis.
James B. Mason. Mechanic Falls, Me.
A. W. Fisher, Ganges, Mich.
J. J.

Salisbury, Kjinsas City. Mo.
K. Delmonly. Vermillionville. La

S. AV.

J. A. Field, Bismark, Dak.
J. A. (Jreen, Dayton, III.
J. W. Northcutt. Walton, Ky.

J M. Ilyne. StewartsviUe, Ind.
Miss Lottie Dushield. San Antonio. Tex.
Dr. D. R. Fox, Jesuit's Bend, La.
S. L Tyler, Knobn(»ster, Mo.
M. W. ilarrington. Homestead. Iowa.
G. R. Maben, Forest City. Iowa.
.Jno. F. Ilepo, Boonville. Ind.
<;eo. C. Rnbey. Hazen, Ark.
J. M. Hathaway. Onawa, Iowa.
R. Johnson, Tiffin, Iowa.

W. H. Andrews. McKinney, Te.x.
John Wilson. Omro, Wis.
Chas. Dadant & Son. Hamilton,
R. Wallis. Lafayette, La.
C. Steim Lafayette La.
S.

(S'ec.

(1.

<J.

As

Dr. J. \V. Huds.)n. Mayesville, S. C.
J. G. A. Wallace, Brighton. Ont,,
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, 111.
A. 1. lioot. Medina. Ohio.
Ernest Root, Medina, Ohio.

Convention Notices.

The Vice-Presidents, one for each
State represented, are as follows
Arkansas.— tifo.

with the \itmost possible brevity
The morning session was called to
1. Uees naturally fall into a condiorder at 9 a. m., by President Brown,
tion of torpor, scientifically known as and reports of honey-p oducing llora
hibernation, during the winter.
in North Carolina, Virginia, CaliforTlie conditions under which they nia and Tennessee were read by the
ti.
do tliis in a state of nature, so far as Secretary. Mr. W. S. Hart, of New
a.
we know them, are as follows
Smyrna, Fla., was appointed as assistProtection from the extreme cold by ant by the Secretary, and the adnon-conducting walls and roof. 6. ditional names of members who had
Total absence of upward ventilation, arrived since the last meeting were
c. Suflicieut connection with the outer
enrolled.
air
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PREVENTION OF
To prevent swarming

S'W ARMING.
altogether

is

one

and to so manage the apiary as to
reduce increase to the minimum. Is altogether another thing. By the constant
use of the extractor, swarming can be
very nearly, if not entirely, prevented. Of
course this applies only when runuiug the
apiary for extracted honey.
When producing comb honey, swarming
can be controlled to some extent by removing combs of brood from the .strongest
colonies, from time totime, and inserting
empty combs or frames tilled with foundation In tlieir places. The first I do not
like, because it requires the removing of
the honey before it is properly evaporated.
I hold that honey can be more cheaply
eva])orated by the liees than by any artificial process, and in my opinion honey
must be finished up by the bees iu order
tiling,

Tex.

to retain to perfection the peculiar
bination whicli makes honey differ

comfrom

other sweets. The second plan is enmuch labor in a large apiary,
besides it is impossible to utilize at all
times the frames of brood that it becomes
necessary to remove.
If we are content to submit to one
"prime swarm" from each colony, we
can prevent " after-swarms " by having
on hand virgin queens from one to six
days old, and when a swarm issues, destroy the royal cells and turn loose among
the bees a virgin queen. I greatly prefer
this method to any that 1 have tried, and
all

tirely too

I have experimented, I believe, with everj'
plan suggested through the columns of
the bee-periodicals.
It 1 am asked why this method is
superior to the old plan of destroying all
the cells but one, or the more feasible
plan of destroying all the cells and grafting in a cell just ready to hatch, I answer
that bees when under the swarming impulse will start queen-cells immediately,
no matter whether you leave one of their
own ceils, or give them one ready to
hatch
and once having started cells,
they will have their own way and send
out a swarm, or put the bee-keeper to the
trouble of destroying cells as long as
there is any unsealed larva? in the hive.
As far as my observation goes, 1 have
never seen a single case when a colony of
bees persisted in building qneen-cells in
the presence of a virgin queen one to four
;
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Mr. Bledsoe (Miss.) did not tbink it
advisable to introduce virgin queens.
Mr. Viallon (La.) advised the clipping ot the wings of qtieens to prevent swarming. He lias bad virgin
queens accepted by the bees !) times
out of 10.
Mr. Muth (Ohio) prevents dronerearing, and hence has no more increase than he desires. His combs
are all worker combs, and he needs no
drone-traps nor any other useless fix-

days old, which had been introduced and
accepted wlien no cells were present. It
is hardly necessary to say that virgin
queens can be kept in nursery cages at
little or no cost.
1 assume that not one honey-producer
out of t»n is so situated that be can sell
surplus bees at a price that will cover the
cost of liives, combs and winter stores
;

and as long as this state o( things exists,
some reliable method wliicli will prevent
swarming and put the matter of increase
in the liands ot the apiarist, will continue
to be a deeply felt want. 1 have experimented in this line for two years past, and
will here give my metbod of " preventing
swarming "—a part of whicli has hereto-

An
nois,

Hart, on

SECTIONS FOE COMIl HONEY.

has become pretty well settled that
whoever produces conib honey for market
will, in the present state ot advancement,
use sections. The one-piece section seems
at present most popular, and it onlv one
size were to be used, it would probably
be the one-pound section. Of this tlie
section i^xii^ inches is most generally
used, having a width of nearly 3 inches
The cause of when used with separators, and about 1%
used without separators.
of drones, and inches when

tures.

It

Mr. Dadant (111.):
swarming is the excess
Different markets require different sizes,
these must be disposed of before they and it is possible that entire uniformity of
hatch, and their place filled with size may never be attained. In Boston

fore been published— hoping that others
may help me in perfecling the sj'stem of
manipulation, or aid in superseding it
with a better system.
At the commencement of the honey

" worker " comb foundation.
Mr. Viallon (La.) said that when
season 1 adjust the surplus arrangements a partial honey flow came, the bees
on the liives in the usual way, and keep would swarm, but when the full
close watch over the bies. When I see
honey -flow arrived, the bees never
••signs" of swariniiii;, I proceed to move
swarming - fever " when

the half-pound sections have been sold
as high as .5 cents per pound above the
price of largT sections, while in Chicago
they bring no higher price than the one-

pounds. So each one must study his own
market, and it may be that on the same
had "the
market more honey will be sold if custhe honey-flow ceases, then they would tomers can select from a variety of sizes.
Undoubtedly there are advantages in
give
commence to swarm again. To
the bees extra room woiud not prevent favor of having only one size of sections,
as manufacturers can afford to sell secswarming in Loirisiana.
tions at a lower price it there is sfnneMr. McKinsey (La.) said that when thing like a standard size, and can afford
the bees had no honey to gather, they to keep a stock on hand, so that ordeis
would swarm, no matter whatarrange- can be filled at any time. Whether separators are to be used or not, each one
ments were made to prevent it.
decide for himself; certain circumWhen there is a must
Dr. Fox (La.)
stances or methods of manipulation favorfull flow of honey, there is no swarm- ing dispensing with separators more than
;

the hive from its stand, setting it at right
angles thereto. I now place a bottomboard on the old or vacant stand, and prolift the surplus apartment from
the original liive and put it on the bottom-

ceed to

aboard containing combs and bees. One
of the frames is supplied with a piece of

comb containing

larvie just batched.
1
look up the queen in the brood apartment
of the parent colony, and put the frame
on which she is found, in a comb box. I
now shake nearly all the bees from the
remaining combs, in front ot the surplus
apartment, restore the frame with the
queen to its place, and close up the original hive, and disguise it bv spreading a
cloth over it. At the first, the bees at the
surplus apartment will show consideralile
excitement, but will soon start (pieen-cells
and gather honey with the greatest
rapidity.
They are provided with additional room as fast as they need it. After
six or seven days the original hive is yra<lually turned around so as to bring both
entrances practically together.
At the end of ten days, if the season
continues good, the (|ueen-ce!ls must be
removed from the surplus apartment and
substituted with freshly hatched larv;c,
and if there is still protiiibility of swarming, the old hive is turned back to its
former position, at right angles witli the
surplus apartment, at a time when the
bees are at work in full force in the fields.
This will recruit the failing strength of
the honey-producing colony at the expense
of the parent colony. These ijianipulatioiis are kept up till the swarming season
is nearly over, when the bees are united
by replacing the surplus apartment on the
(lid hive, and restoring the latter to its
original stand
and the united colony
finishes up the honey harvest.
It will be seen that my system contemplates a divided colony during the iiiain
swarming season, the qneenless division
producing the surplus honey, while the
parent colony produces the bees. 1 do
not claim that trie nianipulatioiis which I
employ are new I only claim that the
system is new, or in other words, that I
have systematized well known niani|nilalions and made them serve a jiurpuse, viz
lirevent swarming not hereto known or
;

;

:

Iiracticed.

have no hesitation in saying that by
this management I can produce extracted
lioney in greater quantity and of better
quality, and with less labor than by any
plan heretofore suggested. By employing
'lie " tieriim up" plan no houey need be
extracted till mar the close of the honey
To produce comb lioney by my
h:irvest.
I

essay by Dr. C. C. Miller, of Illireiid by assistant Secretary

was

:

ing here in Louisiana.
others.
I have noticed quite a difference, in
Mr. Bledsoe (Miss.) could, by his
method, prevent his bees from swarm- different years, in the weight of sections;

some years the so-called "pound sec" average more than a pound other
Mr. W'allace (Out.) remarked that tions
years, less. Whether this is due to a difin Canada, svvariuiug was the rule ference of seasons or a difference in manwhen the honey-flow was abundant, agement, I am not prepared to say. Proband was surprised to learn that it was ably both enter into the problem.

ing.

;

just the opposite in the Soutli.
Rev. L. .Johnson (Ky.) who had but
just arrived, came up to the President
with a white clover blo.ssom in his
hand, and presented it to the Congress,
as "the flrst fruits" of the coming
harvest. lie liad plucked it on his
way to the meeting, and hoped that
it

would be regarded by the Congress

as the bright
of honey.

omen

of a plentiful crop

Here the clover was bloom-

ing while the thousands of colonies
owned by tliose present from the

Northern and Middle States, were

in

In the year 18S3 I experimented with
i'4x4y inches and of five ditferent wi<ltlis. The ordinary pound sections,
in width, used with separainches
:i
scant
the
tors, averaged 14..32 oz. per section
others were used without separators and
follows
averaged as

.sections

;

:

1

.'i-T

inches

l}4 inches
1 1-3
1 1-.5

inches
inches

averaged
averagi d

averaged
averaged

13.8
1

1.7(i

oz.
oz.

lf).47 oz.
n..57

oz.

So far as the experiment went to sliiiw,
it appeared that the sections 13-ij' inches in
width suited the notions of the bees the
best, and if I should dispense with separators I should prefer sections IX inches

a state of repose and quietude by reason of the intense cold and the deep in width.
Amongst the problems regarding secmantle of snow under wliicli they
tions on which light is needed, is the
were buried.
question, wliat shall be done with unMr. J. W. Winder (Thibodeaux, La.) finislied sections at the close of the lumeypresented the Congress with a large How ? Last year I extracted part and
bouquet of honey-producing flowers fed back the honey to get the bees to
merely finish the balance. The result was not
j ust gathered near Chicago (i. e.,
Wluit shall be done
satisfactory.
907 miles directly south of its frozen entirely
with the partly finished sections from
region). This the President presented
has
been exti acted'?
which the houey
to Mrs. L. Harrison, of Illinois.
Shall they be kept till the heaviest flow
:Mr. B. F. Carroll (Tex.) said that comes in the next season, or shall they be

he prevented swarming by tiering-up used as baits to
work in supers
and the use of the honey-extractor.
?
Dr. Hudson (S. C.) said that increase
would come unless better care was exercised and the queen-cells were carefully cut out.
Mr. Flournoy (Tex.) said he prevents swarming by boring holes in the
hives to give the bees air, and by tier-

iinlnce the bees to begin
at the beginning of the

honey-flow

Mr. Wallace (Out.) remarked that
he removed all unfinished sections at

the close of the honey-harvest, extracted the honey, let them freeze, and
put them away for use next season.
Mr. Newman said that the size ol
the sections to be used, should be deing-up.
by the markets to be supnew systen', I liave louiid it necessary to
I)r. Besse (Ohio) had 170 colonies termined
work a case of shallow fiames under tlie last spring, and only permitted 7 plied, no matter wliat tlie preferences
section -cases to catdi the small ainount of
While
lie gave the bees of the bee-keeper might be.
to issue.
pollen which the qneenless bees will bring swarms
" tiereil-up."
li-lb. sections were preferred by
the
and
room
(iiieeii-eells.
l^iiilding
,

in

while

.
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belonged
the natives had a nice feast, and same race, but, even more, they
some, the demand was great for those supplywas
besides, they eagerly to quite a distinct species.
left over
some
of
any atlioldintr but a single pound.
result
the
may
be
Whatever
devoured the bils of brood which did not
The following was read from Frank lind place in the hive.
tempt to cultivate the honey-producing
lienton, of Munich, Germany, on
As this was towards the close of the bees native to East India, I still feelof sure
sufseason when the bees find little honey, that, in the hands of a bee-master
AriS DORSATA AND THE BEES OF THE just before the swarming season, it is fair ficient experience and knowledge of prinhim.self, or
ORIEKT.
to presume that the amount of honey ciples to enable him to adapt
would be much greater at almost any rather his maiiagement, to circumstances,
of " Apis
eent
species
Cre
of
the
the
races
i"
of
the
Katliered
any
are
would
When you
other time, and the huge combs
City, 1 shall be under tlie paluis winch have made a nice lump of wax. We se- mellifica" can be made to tlirive in India.
" Apis
I am certain that those colonies of
skii-t tlie sands of Great Sahara. Of eourse cured but one other colony of the dozen
thence, that were on the overhanging ledge of mellifica" which I took to Ceylon thrived
It Is for our little insects that I Ro
and shall not fail to tell you, later, of rock; the risk to limb and life being too very well indeed during the time that I
the work and experiences of the journey great to try for any more there, we moved had them und(;r my observation.
1 look forward to the time when beetliere, which Is undertaken, primarily, for on to other localities.
Once in movablethe purpose of establlsliinK an apiary for comb hives I did not find the " Apis dor- culture in India will be a source of no inin fact, I fear the
parties ownlns estates In tlie province of sata" intractable, but on the other hand, considerable revenue
Tunis In .Nortliern Africa.
even without time will yet come when American beequite easily controlled,
tons of delithis
for
their
preparation
will
find
that
of
the
keepers
midst
not,
In the
smoke and though its industry did
sulisequent journey during the time that I was in possession cious nectar will have to compete in the
.journey, and the
farther east— to Esypt, Cyprus and Syria of several colonies, equal my expectations English market with tons of sweets gath— [ tind It very difficult to prepare any- in this direction, yet it must be admitted ered on "India's coral strand."
;

I

;

;

thing like an essay proper on any subject,
thougli, did time permit, I would gladly
detail a number of my observations and
experiences In connection with the bees,
hee-huntlng, and bee-keeping in India,
while on a journey there during the winter of

18811-81

after

new

races of

bees,

more especially the great "Apis dorsata."
I shall, however, be obliged to ask to be
excused If I only present a few lines most
of which were hastily written for publication in England a year or so ago.
Most of the "Apis dorsata" colonies
which I saw, consisted of but one huge
comb attached to a large branch, or to
some overhanging ledge of rooks. But
this giant honey-bee (It surely deserves

that the colonies were hardly in fair condition to furnish a test case, before a
severe (it of sickness which overtook nie
prevented my giving them proper attenThen came the loss of the queens
tion.
after their long journey to Syria, at a time
when no brood remained In the hives.
All this was but the consecpience of my
prostration with fever. I do not, there-

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
Benton for his very interesting essay.
A short discussion ensued on the
"pollen theory" which received no
endorsement; the speakers being

Rev. L. .Johnson, Dr. Jesse Oren, C.
P. Dadant, C. F. Muth and others.
The use of wide frames for sidefore, know to this day whether "Apis
dorsata " can be domesticated or not, or storing was also discussed by Mr.
whether if domesticated, it would be a Viallon, Mr. W^allace, Mr. Muth, and
profitable bee to rear. It is, however, an Mr. L. .Johnson, all thinking that that
experiment well worthy of trial, and a method was getting to be " a thing of

subject well worth the attention of the
the past."
higiiest tribunal in bee-matters which
Adjourned to S p. m.
meets on the shores of the New World.
At H p.m. I'resident ]5rown called
the name "honey-bee,'' although it is not
builds its
little "Apis Indica"
The
order, and Mr. Hart,
cultivated), does sometimes build several
of an inch thick, .36 the meeting to
combs
parallel
{%
in
Ceylon
1
combs side by side, tor, when
his essay on
cells on each side of a square inch) in of Florida, read
transferred into a mammoth movablerock cavities, etc., and is
frame hive a colony which had built tlu'ee hollow trees,
AND PKEPAEINO
cultivated to a certain extent In earthen I'UOIirCINO, fUlilNG
parallel combs in a cavity of the rocks. I
HONEY Foil MAKKET.
skeps, etc. yet I do not be
found these bees In the Knrunegala dis- pots, wooden
lieve with nmch profit. The queens are
trict, at a place known to the natives as
workers Industrious, but
To the producer of extracted honey,
Bambera-galla (" Apis dorsata " rock). It prolific, and the
would surely call quantity and quality are questions ot
was a wild forest region, some miles from it is what the Germans
if kept in movalileAnd
a
swarm-bee.
vital interest, and any information tendany habitation, rarely visited, so that 1
difficulty would be ing to increase the lormer or improve the
had nuich ditticulty in transporting my franie hives, the great
absconding of the liees at nearly latter is joj fully received. lean hardly
hives and implements to the place, and the
manipulation, notwithstanding tlie hope to add anything new to either
getting up to the top of the rock, which, every
and honey. I have of these questions, but as much ot what
perched on tlie side of a mountain, tower- presence of brood
recollections of getting the bees of has been written in regard to the_m has
ed up nearly a hundred feet from the lively
colony whose not vet been accepted by all as facts 1
lower side. The walls on all sides were a recently transferred
fixing a little, back into their may 'be able to help to decide some ot the
either perpendicular or overhanging, and combs I was
hive <> times in succession on one morning, as yet doubtful points.
I was at first at much loss to know how
processes a good many
In considering the question of quantity,
we were to get up to the dozen or more performing in these roofs
and trees in the the process that will give the greatest
huge colonies whose combs were sus- gymnastics on the
1 learned nuinoerof pounds of honey from a given
pended from 3 to i feet from one of the vicinity of my apiary. Before
of this peculiarity of " Apis Indica," I number of colonies, and do it with the
overhanging ledges near the summit.
of it
opinion
least expenditure of labor and money,
But the natives, of whom there were a formed quite a favorable
that i saw, I should seems to be tlie one sought for. I eriiaps
dozen present, led me by a crevice just though, from all
24 pounds of honey reported as I can best convey my opinions upon these
large enough to admit a mans body into think that
Wynaad, rather high, but, matters by giving the methods which i
the Interior of the rock, and, by building its yield in the
judge merely by the amounts would follow were I to take an apiary and
course,
I
a ladder of poles and rattans, we reached of
in the combs of the colony which I work it for one year with the view of geta shilling ledge some 40 feet up thence I saw
absconding ting all the extracted honey from it that 1
winding around we came nearer the sum- captured. As the cause for
lie In the very excitable nature could.
While doing this I wish it to be
mit, and at last found a dark passage lead- seems to
would recommend the use remembered that I speak for my own
ing right up through the centre of the of these bees, I
absolutely necessary. locality, vet there are many principles
rock.
The top was nearly level, and of smoke only whenbe
driven from combs that will 'apply equally to it and to all
10 feet square.
cavity enclosed They can generally
:

;

:

about
A
on all sides but one, and partially roofed
over, contained a large colony of the
" Apis dor.-ata," which, of course, I had
not been able to see from below.
The bees drove us down in the daytime, but at night with the aid of a torch
and smoke, I cut out the combs and fitted
them into frames which were placed into
a liive. I had learned that the best time
to approach these bees in their forest
lodgment is at night, as they do not Hy
much then. The frames of my hives were
about 12 inches deep by is inches long,
and so the combs were cut accordingly. I
think larger frames would have been betAs the
ter, hut not so easy to transport.
" Apis dorsata" comb is 15^ Inches thick,
Uiebarsof my frames had been made of

by blowing them strongly, and become
less excited than when smoked. They
can be brushed or shaken from the combs
easily, as the worker brood-coinbs are
but .5-8 of an inch thick, the bars of frame

hives intended for these bees should be
.5-8 wide instead of
to 1 Inch, as for
"Apis mellifica," and the spacing but k'
of an inch at the most.
to

but

%

%

In Ceylon I found two parties who had
procured hives from England, which, of
course, were adapted to " Apis mellifica,"
and had frames whose bars were 7-8 to 1
inch wide, and spaced so as to remain
Of course these
to- }4 an inch apart.
parties could not understand why their
bees would not do the way the books said
that other people's bees were accustomed
60
that width. There were some
to
to do, that is, build the combs regularly,
pounds of honey In the combs of this col- and but one in a frame, never once dreamony, and after I had given the bees a fair ing that, not only Wiie they not of the

W

others.

,

The honey-flow commences early in
January, and is usually checked by dry
weather late In March. It commences
again early in May, and continues until
about Aug. 10 from then until ^ept.
no honey is gathered, as a rule. After the
and
latter date a light flow commences,
continues, some years, until the last ol
crop
large
is
a
November, and when there
of palmetto berries, a month later. Swarming commeuces from the middle of Jannary to the middle of March, and conl.'i

;

tinues until May, if not interrupted by the
drouth in April. I would have all mv
bees in lOframe Langstroth hives with
one story, as soon as the honey-flow and
weather would warrant. I would occasionally spread the brood and insert an
empty comb in the middle of the broodnest.
I would encourage the colonies to

!
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two natural swarms each, and tlie
swarm tu cast one, making my increase from one to four. As soon as tlie
honey flow begins to slacken in March or
April, 1 would feed lightly every evening
after sundown. This light feeding keeps
the queens laying and the colonies in fine
cast

first

contfition to take hold of the summer
hoiiey-tlow. As soon as honey begins to
come in freely in May, I would put on the
top sections, and in each hive I would put
one frame of uncapped brood, and the rest

of the frame filled with empty combs or
foundation, watch them for a day or two
and see that they commence storing there.
As soon as the comos were one-third
I should go around with my comb
and take up nearly all and put
empty combs where full ones had been
removed. This I should continue to do

capped,
bo.xes

so long as the flow lasted, making the
rounds as often as I could do so and find
the honey from one-third to one-half capped. By the middle of July I would begin to look for efforts to swarm again and
take measures to prevent it. I should be
particular not to extract so as to leave
less than 30 pounds of honey in the hives
at the close of this flow. If it continued
longer than I expected, and there was
more honey in the hive when the close of
the flow came, I would take up the surplus, working under a bee-tent the while
to prevent robbing. If, during the fall
and early winter honey-flow, the hives
were filled, I would take out a part to give

room

for more, but only enough for tliat.
If I now had nearly as many bees as I

wanted, I would leave all the top sections
on for the next season.
As I said before, I would take up my
honey and extract it as soon as it is from
one-third to one-half cajiped, and 1 would
then cure it by placing it in tanks in the
sun, or by running it through an evaporator under glass, on bright, sunny days,

and then barrel and bung

it

up

tight.

For

food for thought. The magnitude and
splendor of the World's Exposition
(the existence of which has brought
this congress together) deserves more
than a passing remark; still, in our

ripened and placed in receptacles to
suit the market for which it is intended.
Some confectioners, and
others who use honey extensively,
may be satisfied with large casks (clean
thirst for apicultural knowledge and and sweet), but the majority who buy
the exchange of views on that ever- it at wholesale prefer it put up in kegs
advancing pursuit, we can digress but holding from 50 to 200 pounds. The
a moment to remark that its wonder- retailer will need it put up in pails,
ful " exhibition " of the progress and jars, cans or tumblers of various sizes
improvement of the present inventive and shapes to suit the fancy of conage is astounding.
sumers. When thus put up, it is good
Among the industries of this great for years.
To transport honey from the apiary
continent, that of honey-production is
by no means the least. From the to the " centres of commerce " with
perfect
safety, and at the same time
Ijnited States, Canada, Cuba, Mexico
and Brazil, enough " concentrated inexpensively, should be the aim of all
sweetness '' is annually gathered to honey-producers, but there are many
make an industry of very respectable difficulties in the way. Railroad companies have heretofore erred greatly
proportions.
the classification of "bees" and
The honey crop of America for the in
' honey." They have classed hives of
present year is estimated to be worth

about sixty millions of dollars, (Jj of bees at double first-class rates, which
making the charges
it being iu the comb and fi extracted). is very unjust
The wax product amounts to over one equal to those for sending by express.
Then, by the mistaken use of the
million of dollars.
These figures give a grand idea of word " hive " for colony empty hives,
the dignity of our mission, the mag- by many railroads, have heretofore
nitude of the work before us, and the been classed the same as those conexalted possibilities that inspire us to taining bees, greatly to the detriment
fresh zeal and grander achievement. of those who buy hives from manuBehold how invention and art and facturers. They should go as " empty
science have followed our pursuit in boxes," at about one-eighth of the cost
now demanded for freight by some
all its progressive steps

—

—

!

This grand amount of comb honey
must be produced in such a manner
that it may be placed upon the markets
of the world in the most attractive
form stored in strong combs, safely
guarded by neat but attractive bands
of wood, and these again should be
placed in glassed crates which will
show the honey, to attract the attention of the lovers of the beautiful and
;

home trade 1 consider small packages,
such as honey-bottles or tbe tfn pails now
so much used, the best but for sending
long distances there is nothing better
than a good, 40gallon cypress barrel well captivate the eye of those who relish
the deliciousness of the Clod-given
waxed inside.
;

sweetness.

The apiarist should give his personal
Mr. Wallace (Out.) asked what Mr.
attention to its crating, grading and
Hart used for waxing Iionev-barrels.
Mr. Hart replied that he" used par- shipping, so that he may be positive
affine because of its cheapness.
He as to the details, should any question,
extracts the honey before it is capped, involving these, be raised by the consignee. The inexperienced and careand then cures it by evaporation.
Mr. Muth cures his honey by evapo- less ones are always a detriment and
ration, lets it stand and granulate sol- sometimes ruin the market, for their
more careful and experienced neighidly then it is good, and keeps well.
Mr. Flournoy did not like hard- bors. They take an inferior grade of
wood barrels. Cypress kegs are best honey, put up in irregular and soiled
and need no waxing.
packages, to market early, just to get
Mr. Viallon extracts the honey when a little money, and sell for any price
it is about i;j capped, lets it settle for offered
and this often settles the
12 hours and then draws it oft from price for that locality and season, and
the bottom, leaving about a barrel in the attractive honey is either sacrificed
his tank. He found Cypress barrels to their carelessness, or shipped to
better than hard-wood ones
they do another market. If shipped away to
not leak and need no waxing.
market it must not be packed in straw
Ur. Grinsell (Mo.) used oak barrels or chaff but put in small crates conand had no loss of honey they were taining a single tier and placed with
alcohol barrels, and were iron bound. the top-bar downward, which is the
^Ir. Viallon said that the cypress strongest way, and will prevent much
barrels should be made up a year be- breaking down. Ship by freight for
fore needed, and then re-coopered. the expiessage will be so high that it
Honey will go through barrels that will take off all the profits, and is, in
would bold molasses.
nearly all cases, liable to as much
;

railroads.

In one tariff to which our attention
"
has just been called, " bees in hives
are 4th class but while bee-hives in
;

car-load lots are 6th class, single
" bee-hives " are double first-class,
and prepayment of charges demanded!
The utter foolishness of such can
only be explained by the fact that the

one who arranged it, knew nothing
about bee-keeping
Bee-hives {i. e.
empty boxes) are charged double first
!

(say

class

$2.00),

while " bees

in

hives" go for 60 cents! from New
York to Chicago. Let me request
this Congress to take the matter in
hand, appoint a committee to wait
upon the next meeting of the Transportation Agents, and endeavor to
have these " ratine " revised— thoroughly and rationallyIn the matter of shipping honey to

market— the
that

it

classification is so high
to almost a robbery-

amounts

and to seek

relief,

some bee-keepers

ship extracted honey as " syrup," at
less than half the rates demanded for
honey. Tariffs ought to be revised,
and liquid honey should be rated the
same as syrup.
Those bee-keepers who have a desire
;
to be exactly right, and feel delicate
about the matter of shipping honey as
syrup, are, therefore, compelled to pay
double the amount which their less
scrupulous neighbors have to pay for
freight to the large martsof the world.
Some grades of syrup sell as high as
honey, and there is no reason why
both should not be graded alike, when
Thos. (i. Newman was then called damage as when sent by freight. See one is as easily and cheaply handled
to its packing in the car, wagon or as the other.
upon for a speech upon
vehicle, and place the combs lengthHaving taken the initiative, to have
THK TRANSPORTATION OF HONEY.
wise to the engine but crosswise to this matter remedied, we have felt it
the horses, and give direction not to to be our duty to follow the matter up
Mr. President Ladies and Gentlemen :
have it unloaded on trucks, but inva- by using our mtluenceon the railroads
Before discussing the theme as- riably to be unloaded by hand.
to have the matter satisfactorily adsigned to me, allow me to remark that
Honey when it is extracted from justed, and as a result, we now have
the present occasion presents much the combs, should be thoroughly new classifications on the through
;

;

;
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honey could be obtained from eacli acre,
under the most favorable circumstances,
without counting cost of apiary labor,
ISST):
etc., in obtaining that amount, or allow" 15ees in hives tth class.
ing for a reduced yield when circumAgain, there
.'!id
class.
down)
stances are unfavorable.
(knocked
Bee-hives
are certainly not less than .'J,O0U basswood
l?ee-conib, boxed, ;Jid class.
trees within reach of my bees, and the
Honey in glass, 1st class.
largest crop of basswood honey I have
Honey in barrels or casks, 3rd class. ever
obtained in one season was 4,000
In order to make this classification pounds, or less than one pound per tree.
the
understood, we will enumerate
Of course these calculations are necesrates between Chicago and New York: sarily very crude ones, but they show
"First class $1; second class. Hoc; unmistakably that this suliject of artithird class, 70c.; fourth class, 60c., per ficial pasturage is not one of an acre, or a
few acres, but one involving large areas
100 pounds."

which we will give the
following as a sample, dated Jan. 1,

lines east, of

—

This classification will no doubt be of land, and entirely forbids the use of
high-priced, valuable land for this purpose.
followed by other railroads as soon as Again, plants that require cultivation
their attention is called to it, and. be- must be discarded from our calculations,
fore another year dawns on the world, as any one can readily see by calculating
we hope that there will be much less the expense of caring for, say 80 acres,
cause for complaint by bee-keepers when planted to any of our most-easily
concerning tlie freight classification cared-for crops. Neither do I think it can
be made profitable to raise any plant for
of bees, hives, honey, etc.
honey alone, that requires to be re-seeded
-Jas. 1). JMeador (Iowa) said every each year.
From the foregoing we would deduce
bee-keeper should endeavor to have
the following rules or principles that
this matter adjusted to the satisfacmust be observed if we would ever suction of all the bee-keepers of America. ceed in profitably raising plants for honey
After some discussion it was voted only, viz
to appoint a committee to present
1. Plants must be grown on large areas
resolutions setting forth the views of of ground, not simply on small patches.
3.
Either barren or very low priced
this Congress, and to wait upon the
meeting of commissioners of the land must be used, as the results will not
the rental of valuable farm land for
freight lines, to be held at Atlanta, pay
this purpose.
Ga., very soon. The President ap3. Plants must be selected that will repointed the committee as follows
S. seed themselves year after year.
C. Boylston, South Carolina Jas. L.
also be plants that will
-t. They must
Meador, Missouri and L. E. St. John, retain possession of the ground on which
they are grown, to the almost entire exNew York.
other vegetation year after year
An essay from Mr. O. O. Poppleton, clusion ofannual
cultivation.
without
of Iowa, was read upon
n. Plants used for this purpose should
not be very troublesome weeds, especially
TASTUKAGE FOR BEES.
if liable to spread on neighboring farms.
In considering this subject, four quesNow comes the practical question.
tions naturally arise: 1. Is it desirable to Have we any plant or plants that possess
have more pasturage for our bees than the proper qualities ? Each one will
nature gives us without special effort on have to answer this question for his own
our part ? 3. Is it possible to increase tlie locality, but for mine, I am very unwillftrowth of honey-yielding plants by ef- ingly forced to answer, no. I have tried
figwort and sweet
forts of our own ? 3. Can we obtain suf- several, especially
ficient re.sults from such efforts, to pay us clover, and they are both signal failures
for the labor and money expended
4.
in tliose qualities described in rule 4.
What are the particular plants, it any,
While 1 have been very reluctantly
that it will pay to raise for honey. As the forced to the conclusion that it is not
first two questions will undoubtedly be practicable to raise plants or trees on a
answered in the affirmative by all, they, large enough scale to materially increase
therefore, need no discussion.
our crops of honey, I think it probable
When in this essay I speak of artificial that we can increase the growth ot
pasturage, I mean all those honey yield- figwort, sweet clover, etc., in waste places
ing plants not usually found growing in our neighborhoods, enough to keep the
without having been especially planted bees at least partly employed during
for that purposes
In considering this what would otherwise be seasons of almatter ot artificial pasturage, the first most absolute dearth of honey-producing
thiug to do, is to take into account the plants. No experienced beekeeper neeils
probable amount of such pasturage nec- to be told the advantages of this, even if
essary for effectiveness, and I know of no little or no surplus honey should be gathother way to do this than to examine the ered at tlese times. We now come to
extent of our natural resources. I have the consideration of a different class of
observed the bees from my apiary, con- plants, viz those that are valuable for
sisting usually of between 100 and 300 purposes other than the honey thev procolonies, being nearly or quite as numer- duce, such as alsike clover, buckwheat,
ous on white clover five miles from home etc.
as they were in the inunediate vicinity of
I would place buckwheat at the head of
tlie apiary, thus showing that the liees this class tor value, it being one ot onr
glean from an extent of country with a best paying crops for its grain, wherever
diameter of at least ten miles, or about it can be successfully grown, and vvhat."iCOOO acres, in round numbers.
This is ot every honey it yields is so much clear
course not all covered with clover, but as gain, but unfortunately its yield of honey
at least one-tenth of it is .so covered, is very uncertain. A few years ago I releaves as a very low estimate, the equiva- ported at one of our conventions, that I
lent of some 5000 acres completely covered had obtained about (3,000 pounds of honey
with white clover.
1 sometimes obtain
from some 3.5 acres of buckwheat. As I
10,Ooti pounds of
surplus white clover only estimated the area of the crop grown
honey, or an average yield of 3 pounds within 2>^ miles of mv place, and later
per acre. The total yield per acre that observations have convinced me that bees
might be obtained with just the right profitably gather from a inncli greater
:

:

;

;

'.'

:
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amount of buckwheat honey I
in one season, while
the snialli'st has been s(pme less than 3,000
pounds \\ illi at least IiiU acres ot bnckwheat within tliiee miles of me.
It is a mistake that this plant <'an be
sown so as to make a succession of lioney
crops. No matter liow fully it may be in
bloom, it usually commences to yield
honey about Aug. 10 or 15, the earliest and
latest it has ever coniineiiced to yield with
me, having been the .5th and IWth of that
month respectively. Prof. Cook reports
having once seen it yieldhig honey much
earlier in the season, but tlii.s single instance makes no rule. Alsike clover also
yields honey largely, but its coming at the
same time white clover does, lessens its
value materially. Its high crop-value,
however, for either hay or seed, makes it
one of our most profitable houey-plants.
I have tested mowing it when first commencing to bloom, so as to retard its lull
blooming until after white clover, with
partial success but I find the following
drawbacks to a full success Too large an
area has to be liaudled to afford a material help, and a iiartial or entire failure,
1
if the weather should be very dry.
plan
therefore, abandoned
this
have,
after experimenting with it two seasons.
To conclude, I cannot say that I have
much faith in our being able to materially
increase our honey resources, except by
such means as scattering seeds of honeyplants in waste places in our neighborhoods, by inducing our neighbor farmers
to raise some or all of the honey-producing crops, and by selecting those kinds
that produce honey, whenever we set out
the largest

have every obtained

;

:

shade trees on our premises.

Some remarks were made upon

the

advisability of providing bee-pasturage, by A. 1. Root (Ohio), J. D.
Meador (Iowa). Paul L. Viallon
(Louisaiia), J. A. Green (Illinois), Dr.
Blanton (Mississippi), and others all
agreeing that it was very desirable to
obtain something for the bees to work
upon, during the regular "gap be-

—

tween the honey-flows," which occurs
in mid-summer.
Paul L. Viallon (La.) then read the
following address, giving his views
upon the

A.MOUNT OF HONEY CONSUMED MY BEES
TO JI.VKE ONE POUND OF BEESWAX.
I doubt whether this question will ever
receive an accurate answer, as it is a
rather difficult problem to solve coireetly;
but by experiments I have found that it
requires a great deal less than it was
formerly believed. It will probably lie
remembered that I read an essay at the

North American Bee-Keepers' Convention held at Cincinnati in October, 18S2, in

which
ject,

I

my experiments on this subbees in confinement. I then

gave

witli

stated that I thought that it would require less honey to produce one pound of
wax when the bees were at liberty and
gathering nectar, basing my ideas on the
difference between cane-sugar and honey
as wax-producing elements, as I found
that bees will secrete more wax with

sugar than with honey.
If we compare the analysis of nectar
with that of honey, we see that though
the saccharine matters of nectar are composed mostly of cane-sugar, and show no

trace of glucose, we find honey to contain
from 40 to 45 per cent, of glueose and ie>
cane-sugar, or at least very little. Now,
as bees will make more wax with cane-

sugar than with honey,

why

should not

composed of caiie-sui»ar,
when gathered by the bees and used by
number of bees for tlie capacity of the distance than that, therefore, the number them before it has undergone its general
field, is, of course, very uncertain, but I of acres from which the crop was gath- transformation into honey by the action
tloubt whether over one dollar's worth of ered was greater than I stated. This was of the acid incorporated into it, produce
nectar, mostly
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more wax than ripe honey with which we
have made our experinieiits ? This question is what led me to make tlie following experiments, and although nut minutely correct, they are, 1 think, sutlicient
proofs to show that it does not require -0
pounds of honey to produce one pound of
wax, as asserted in some of our latest
works on apiculture.
During a How of honey (nectar), I took
a full frame from each of several colonies,
apparently of the same strength and condition, and inserted empty ones in their
places. I picked out 4 of these colonies
which had built the same amount of
comb in the same length of time in the
empty frames which were inserted. I
then took all their combs away, and to
each of two of them I gave 10 frames ol

The following from Prof. A. J. Cook, geiiesis among high auimals, like bees, not
Agricultural College, Mich,, was then so strange. That some of the protozoa
unite their body substance prior to genread by Mr. Hart:
eration, makes lis understand more easily
why bisexual generation is the most comFECUNDATION OF QUEENS.
mon method among the higher animals.
Now we see that in all this there is not
The subject assigned to me by the
Committee, is the somewhat startling an atom of support for the new propositheory recently stated and defended by tion. Of coiuse there are organized cells
someof the writers on apictiltiu'e, "That in the liquid juices of drone-larv:e— as
the licjuid juii'es of the tfri uu'-brood may there are in our own lymph and blood;
be sueccssfuliy and exclusively used to but these are not reproductive corpuscles
impregnate a queen."
or cells, and to believe them capable to
Any theory in natural history which cuts fructify the germ-cells or eggs, would be
athwart the conclusions settled by the absurd, as such use would be unnatural and

empty combs, and to each of the other two
10 empty frames
at the end of 2S days I
had extracted from the two having the
combs, 57 pounds and 4 ounces and 63
pounds and 3 ounces, or an average of 59
pounds and 11 ounces from the two having empty frames, I extracted 3!t ponnds
and 4 ounces and 33 pounds and s ounces,
;

;

or an average of 30 jjomids and 14 ounces.
After melting the combs of the last two
colonies, I
obtained 7 pounds and 14
ounces of wax, or an average of 3 pound:
1.5
and
ounces, showing that there was a
little over 7 1-3 pounds of honey consumed
for each pound of wax made bj' the bees.
In a former experiment of the same kind,
8 pounds of honey was consumed.

Dr. Blanton stated that his method
of purifying wax was by boiling it in
pure, clean rain water three or foifr
times, straining it through a cheese
cloth, letting it cool slowly, and then
running it off into moulds.

The Congress then adjourned
a.

till

10

m. on Thursday.

THIRD DAY.
President Brown called the Congress
to order at 10 a. m., and called for the
report of the Committee on Trans-

long, arduous experimental research of
the scientists of the world, should be considered as resting on a false basis, either of
experiment or oliservaticm, ludil tried over
and over again under the most crucial
tests, and the most thorough and exhaustive experiments.
Scientific men in all the civilized nations
of the world have agreed, alter the most
wide searching and profouiul study and
experiment, that there are only "three
methods of reproduction among animals
First, we have fission, or mere separation.
One aninutl divides and becomes
two animals, each as perfect as the parent.
This method prevails among the proto/.tia
—nearly all of which are microscopic— the
the sponges and the polyps. Thus it is
confiiied to the very lowest of animals. In
this reproduction liy fission there are reasons to believe that, in some cases at least,
the separation is preceded by the reception
into one animal of the entire substance of
another auiuutl of the same s]iei-ies. This
might seem to lend support bi the theory
under iliscussion
exccjit that it is only
observed among the annnalmilEe— the lowest of the animal creation, where the whole
body substance is wholly, and only, luidilterentiated protojilasm.
To use it in
support of the theory in qiu'stioii would be
a far-fetched argmiient.
The secoiul method of reproduction is
tliat of gemmation or budding.
This reminds us of the budding among plants.
bud-like process develops from the animal,
:

;

A

which

ami with jierfection of growth becomes another animal
portation, which was as follows
exactly like its parent. This kiml of reproduction is met in the jirotozoa. the
The Committee, to which was referred the polyjis, and in some (d' the worms. Like
matter of freight charges on ajiiarian sup- tiss'i(m, it is a low form of increase, thongli
plies and products, bejr U*a\et<i report that
liiglier than fission, and, as we see, is confinally

drops

off,

:

they are unanimously- of the <ipiiiion that the
excessive charges now cxacti'd li\' the transimrtatiou lines, arise, not so much trom the
desire to exact these amounts, as from the
act that few elassillcations include the supplies of bee-keepers under their propernomeiiclature, which are fre<(ueittl,\' incorrectly
eharfi-ed, and at ditfert-nt times different
ciiarges are made upon the same article.
Also, that these charjres are exacted through
ignorance of the real value, and also of the
risk incurred In transportation.
We, therefore, beg leave to otter the following resolutions for your consideration:
Kesoi.veu. First. Tliat tlie charges now
made on our products and apiarian implements by the transportation lines of the
country are in many cases excessive, and the
articles themselves are not properly classified when compared with other agricultural
supplies of equal value, weight and compactness.
KESor.vED, Second, That the charges on
our honey products when i)ut up in like
packages, should not be more than that of
syr-up the weight of honey \u the cubic foot
being nearly 'iO per cent. more, and frefinently of not more marketat>le value.
Resolved, Third. That all liee-organiziitions fjc advised to approach the transportaI

—

tion lines in their vicinity, and endeavor to
obtain a uniform classification by explaining
the nature, weight, value and risk incurred
in transportation of the articles necessary to

om- business.

The report was received and the
Committee discharged. It was then
unanimously adopted.

fined to the lower animals.
The third kind of reproduction is sexual
reproduction. This is seen in spongi's and
all higher groups, often existing siile by
side with the other and lower methods of

foreign to their real functum.

We all

know how small drones often

and how

may

are,

concealed
some id' us
fr(mi the most \ isiihu'it >eareli
are certain from our own experiments that
rarely— very rarely I tbiiiR— queens are
fecuiidatedin confinement, or in the hive.
How then do these advocates of this new
and very exceptional theory, know but
some such drone, met their queens in the
hive. The whole matter is so complicated
that to say the iiiLpregiiation can only be
accounted for as tlie result of this very
easily they

be
;

artilicial

inoculation,

suidi llieorv slioiihl

be

is

most rash. Any
over and over

tricil

ispiislied forwartl to the dignified
position of a scientific theory. In a case
so eomplieated as the one before us, where
it is .so dilflcnlt to prove that the fecundation has not been entirely natural, all the
pains and all the more experimental ion is
called for. Many of us need to learn that
hasty generalization is the bane of any art
or science.

before

if

The

essay was considered quite con-

clusive,
icisms.

and no one made any

crit-

The following
Dadaiit,
tary,

essay by Mr. Charles
was then read by the Secre-

on
FOfNDATION- -ITS

llISTOIiV

AND

r; E.

Altliough the invention of comb foundation is of late date, the need of human
ingenuity to aid the bees was recognized
long ago by scientific bee-keepers. There
are three points to be gained by the use
of comb foundation, viz
saving of time, honey and labor to
1.
Beeswax was found, by rethe bees.
peated experiments, to cost the bees not
:

A

than 15 pounds of honey for every
pound of comb built. Tlie.se experiments
less

proved conclusively that the actual value
to the bees, of beeswax, if it could be rereproduction.
turned to tlieni in the shape of combs,
In all sexual reproduction, eggs bud out was far in advance of the commercial
from <ngans called ovaries. These eggs value of this article. Even at the low
are cells, and in a few cases are capable of price of 6 cents per pmind for honey, the
development mi<ler favorable conditions relative value of comb foundation is
without the stimulative aid of any other demonstrateil to be not less than 90 cents
Usually si)erm-cells must bud forth per pound.
cell.
from other organs— the testes— and be3. Another object to be gained by the
come incorporated in the cell sub.stance of use of fmindation is the destruction of
the eggs, before the latter may become drone-comb by replacing it with workerpotent to develop and so reproduce the comb. Very few among our most practical
species. Sometimes the eggs and sperm- bee-keepers
place enough importance
cells are produced in the same animal. upon this item. We see thoughtful beeanimals
are
called
hi'rma]ihrodites.
Such
keepers seriously discussing the pro and
Hermaphrodites maybe studied in animals con of a drone-trap when they could ju.st
as high as earthworms and snails.
as w<dl do away with nearly every drone,
The development of eggs without im- radically, by removing drone-ciunb. Of
pregnation, which can be conclusively course it is "impossible to remove every
proved by any (me who. will take the drone-cell from any hive, but a few square
trouble, is so exceptional in sexual genera- inches of drone-brood will never cause
tion, that we neeil not wonder that it was the annoyance which is sustained by the
doubted at first, when announced as true. existence of whole sheets of drone-combs
We now kiKJW that in plant-lice, bark- in the breeding apartment of nearly every
Is it necessary to remind bee-men
lice, and in the males of ants, bees and hive.
wasps, fills is the method of development. thai 33 drones require as much room, as
Any person with but slight pains and scien- much care, and as ranch feed as 50 workThe fact ers
Is it necessary to tell them that a
tific ability, can demonstrafe it.
that those unicellular animals— the proto- sheet of drone-comb can be removed from
zoa— which, like the egg, are but cells, re- a hive in early spring and be replaced by
produce usually without the vivifying in- a sheet of worker-comb or worker fountlnenci' (d' other cells, makes this partlieno- dation in less than 5 inlmites
'.'

'.'

-
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other advantast^ to be ileiived
the use o( comb foundation is seeurTliis is
iiiij; strainht cmnbs in tlie frames.
tlie main rt-ciuisite for success with luovcombs,
erooljed
Witli
hives.
al)le-franie
a movahle-frame liive becomes worse than
an ordinary Ijox liive, for it does not
allow of any nuinipniations necessary in
practicnl bee-keepinij.
All these advantages were long ago
recoiiuized by our predecessors and leaders in the study of bee-keeping. Samuel
Warner, f.irmerly editor of the Bee Jorn?,.

The

fioiii

NAi,, was tlie first in America who tried
to make comb foundation ; but his atMehring, in Germany,
failed.
nnide the first snecessfnl efforts in 1857
of
foundation were badly
but his slieets
printed, and were not always accepted by
the bees. P. .Jacob, of Switzerland, iml)roved on this invention and manufactured a press which made much better
work but the great objection to a press

tempts

;

;

is

that

it

cannot make uniform work un-

wax

sheets are absolutely perfect.
In IST.'i the first practical work was done.
Mr. A. I. Koot. witli the help of a good
Tuachinist, made the first roller mill, and
since that time it has been improved upon
uniil the use of comb foundation has become as widely spread as the introduction
of the Italian bee. Hundreds of machinea
have been sold, and tlie American foundation machines ate used as well in the old
world as ill tlie new. I have exported
macliines of the Washburn, Dunham and
Vandervort make, into France, Italy,
Switzerland, Austria, etc.
The sale of foundation has taken unlooked-for proportions in this country,
and this shows once more the practical
matter-of-fact spirit of Americans, so
prcjmpt in accepting undeniable progress,
esiiecially in indnsirial spheres.
I have been requested to give my opinion of the machines now in use. It would
hardly be fair to speak in favor of any one
what are
publicly.
[ can, however, st ite
the inafn rei|nisites of good foundation
for
comb
honey.
This
both fur brood and
statement is not only the expression of
my views, but also tliat of the majority of
bee-keepers.
All comb foundation should look as
nearly like the natural base of comb as
possible.
All unnatural shapes are objected to liy bees and bee-keepers.
Found-ation for brood-combs requires a
base,
and heavy, well
thin, uniform
printed walls. There should be enough
* wax in tlie walls of it to make nearly the
whole of the comb when drawn out by the
The greater or less pressure to
bees.
which the wax is subjected has absolutely
nothing to do with its manipulation by the
bees: its greater or less compactness or
firmness being altogether dependent on
the manner in which it is melted, for use.
Foundation for comb lioiiey requires an
exceedingly thin and uniform base— as
thin as that of natural comb, and a very
light cell-wall. It should be remembered
that this is extremely important to do
away with the fish-l)oiie in the comb
honey, even when using it in full sheets
The successful mauu
iu the sections.
facturing of such foundation, about 10 to
12 square feet to the pouiul, is one of the
iinprovements of the last few years, and
is no longer a doubtful question.
less

tl'.e

by croakers hi
Mr. Dadant said we should not al- danger of being iuflnenced
put oir iiideHuifely the energetic trial of
low robbing to commence, by keeping the
remedv, which 1 am persuaded will
the apiary free from exposed honey.
free them from their tninblcs very early in
Mr. Hart stated that he bad always the next season.
suiipose tlu're alvyays
been able to stop robliiiig by the use will be croakers. Some om^ once said fo
1

" Do you know that Charles
of wet cloths and spray. lie described President
doesn't believe 'tlie bible?" " Ver^\
a case in which several of his hives
President, "He didn t
said
the
likelv,"
containing colonies were smashed
skepticism on matters in
during a gale, by pine trees falling make it."is Much
inspired by a siuular s|iiiit.
general
upon them. He was away for o days Whenever anything new and useful is dishe
return
thereafter, and upon his
covered, there are always those who, witlifound a case of robbing, of the worst oiitany consideration, are ready witli an
" I don't believe it." Sometimes they atsubduing
in
succeeded
kind, which he
by contracting the entrances of the tein])tto verify ccmclusicms or to follow
hives with wet cloths so that but one processes, with a disposition fo be a little
bi succeed, so
bee could pass at a time, each having Iietter pleased to fail than their
foresight,
that they can demonstrate
to crawl over a part of the wet cloth.
and have the satisfaction of saying, " 1
He also used a fountain-pump for told you so," "all a fraud," "auofhcr luiinspraying the bees that were still in the bug.'''
air.
Mr. Hart believes that water
Now, quite as slioulil lia\e been exrightly used will answer all purposes. pected, several jiarties lioth in England
and America, have already come forward,
As it was proposed to have the declaring that they have tried the phenol
members of the Congress photographed cure, after Mr. Cheshire's directions, of
in a group, the Oongr'ess adjourned till course, and they did not succeed. Now,
3 p. m., and repaired to the Horticult- put the statements of these men, over
cured
ural Hall and sat feu- the photographs, against Mr. Cheshire's, that he has
colonies, and without a failure,
about oO of which were ordered by numerous
and which deserves the greater credence ?
those present.
What do these reported failures prove?
At 3 p. m. President Brown called To me, conclusively, that the treatmeut
the Congress to order, and an essay has been carelessly or awkwardly applied,
was read from Prof. Hasbrouck, Bound and probably with some improvements
suggested by "the wisdom of the operator.
Brook, N. J., on
What is the iirope.r course to take for
HEOOD.
TREATMENT
OF
FOUL
CHESHIRE'S
those having foul brood iu their apiaries ?
by scnue of the bee(.T.O slow, as advised
I think that it will not be disputed that papers, and
potter along with the old
the investigations and discoveries of Mr. treatments till the season is past, with
Frank Cheshire are tlie most important much trouble and loss and uncertainty
discoveries to bee-keeiiers which have lieen aliout the result-? This w^iuld remind, me
made in a generation, and one of the most (if the story of the jiliilosopher who siient
remarkable aehievemeuts of scientific in- inucli time in hlteriiigthe water from the
vestigation on record. When similarly in- brook near his cabin, when, if he had
telligent, thorough, and successful work gone up-stream a little way, with a little
shall be inif upon the life-history of the trcaible. he could have feiu'ed out from the
germs which inidoiibfedly produce many spring the hogs whose wallowing iiiaile the
of the most terrible of human diseases, the water muddy.
specific modes of destroying them will
My advice to all having a trace of foul
soon be developed, and such scourges as brood iu tlieirapiaries, is to disregard croakAsiatic cIkmciii, diphtheria, yellow fever, ers and get to work at it by the Cle shirc!
ami siiiall-]iox, will s(]on lose their terrors method as early in the spring as possible,
Moreover, these investiga- and to keep at it in earnest till the thing is
to our race.
tions of Mr. Cheshire will make it more cleaned out. If you seem to fail in any
easy for himself, or other observers, to find ease, conclude that it is from some overout the mysteries of other related organ- sight of yours, and try it over until you get
isms destructive to man and the higher everythi'ug as it should be, when i am coiianimals.
Hdent vou will succeed.
to offer in verification of
1 have nothing
I am a little afraid that the uncertainty
Mr. C."s observations, or in demonstration manifested as to exactly what is meant by
,

method of Ireatnient,
1 promise myself the pleasure, another
season, of trying tti sih' what he has seen,
and to give his cnre a thorough test, for
which material has been promised me. In
the meantime, although 1 am not so constituted as to appreciate highly " iuterual
evidence," yet 1 can very easily see in the
reports of these investigations "internal
of the etlicai'V of his

but

evidence" enough to be overwhelmingly
convinced of the genuineness of the discoveries, and of the absolute certainty of
his method of cure. Can it be possible that
a man of such well trained powers of ob-

servation

was

decei\'t'd in

and permaneucy of
wliicli
detail,

the

the thoroughness
numerous cures

be has rejiorted with such minute
and with such conscientious faithHis cures have been sufficiently

fulness

''

luimerous to prove conclusi\'ely, if they
are admitted to be gemiine, that the
essay was so complete that it ueetled remedy is absolutely unfailing. Can anyno discussion. lie endorsed every body lielicve that a man of his character
woiild invent all these tales of investigaword of it.
By request the subject of "Robbing" tion and experiincnt for a newspaper senas that ajie. Wiley, did Ills story,
sation,
was discussed.
"
?"
Mr. Wilhice and Dr. .Jesse Oren ad- for a scieiitilic pleasantry
Some may say that talk on this subject
vised the use of coal oil but Mr.
would be iiiore in order after we had all
Viallon said that neither coal oil nor proved Mr. Cheshire's conclusions acturpentine would prevent the bees curate, but 1 fear that many whose bees are
robbing.
afflicted with this terrible p<'sf, are in

Mr.

Jlnlli said that

Mr. Dadaiit's

;

phenol, which is the remedyrecommended, may lead to s<ime trouble.
Phenol has been called pure carbolic acid
so it is according to Fown's, and that is
absolute

;

The
authority, Une explains it this way
drug is called plienol in England, carbolic
not
exactly
is
acid in this courdry. That
the way I understand it. What is finind
in crystals iu the drug trade in America
and in England, too, I think, and called
carbolic acid, is not " pure " carbolic acid
—not phenol. Mr. Cheshire says, as I understand it, that this will "not" do.
Absolute phenol can be obtained in this
cuintrv, 1 think, only at laboratory supply dealers in the large cities. But if
there is a demand for it, thedruggists will
.soon have it, and reliable parties will undoubtedly advertise to furnish it by mail
or express, on reasonable terms.
:

Mr. A.

1.

Pioot, of Jledina, O.,

gave

a lengthy address on "The rise and
progress of apiculture in America,"
mentioning many interesting incidents in the history of the past S)
he was requested to
years, which
write and publish in full.
Mrs, Harrison mentioned an additional historical fact that Mr. God-

:

:

1

.

:
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of Red Oak, Iowa, a mail agent
as well as a bee-keeper, suggested the
way to obtain a reversal of the decision of the Postmaster General, and to
admit of queens being sent by mail.
T. G. Newman remarked that this
occurred when he was President of
the Kational Society, and it took a
united effort to get the matter through
Prof. Cook obtained the assistance of
several officers of the general Government, and by a personal application to
the P. M. General, got the thing

(Jueeii-Excliiders.— Dr. G. L. Tinker,
Philadelphia,o+ O., writes
On page 101, and in the third column of my article I am made to say
that " 1 also advise the use of queenexcluders on all colonies," etc. Upon
all new colonies or swarms I certainly
Bees Doing: Well.— Daniel Brothers, do, where few brood-combs are alSarahsville,o+ Ohio, on Feb. i5, 188.5, lowed
but upon colonies having ten
says
or more brood-frames they are not at
have bad cold weather all all necessary ; yet if they were so
through the month of February, the used, it is certain that they are no
mercury reaching 10^ below zero. The hindrance to the work of the bees in
bees on the summer stands are ap- supers.
through.
Mr. Root exhibited and described a parently doing well, so far, where
simplicity wired frame, made to re- they have plenty of good honey stores.
Destroying Ants. Wm. McKenzie,
I have 20 colonies of Italians, blacks, Eden, Out., requests thus
verse.
Rev. L. Johnson made an eloquent and h)[brids that, so far as I can tell,
I would like some remedy for despeech in favor of bee-keeping as a are doing well.
stroying ants. In the Weekly Bee
pursuit for women and disabled solJouKNAi.
for 1884, I read of one beeBees Affected with Diarrhea.— I. N.
diers, etc.
keeper who poisoned them, but he
(33—
Iowa,
on
Bayles,
Urbanna,o
•5-5),
Mrs. L. Harrison said that she
did not state what kind of poison he
Feb. 23, 1885, says
knew that women could keep bees,
used, nor how he prepared it.
"
"
years
I
bought
4
colonies
that
ladies
few
ago
but she did not know
[Sprinkle salt wherever the ants are
of bees and increased tliem to 7 colowould do so.
I left them on the summer found, and they will soon cease to be
^Mr. Muth remarked that adulterated nies.
honey was doing us much harm, and stands, and lost all of them. I thought troublesome.- Ed.]
lessened the prices which we can pro- that where a man lost his money,
there was the place to look for it and
cure.
Bee-Hire Factory Burned.— Paul L.
Mr. Viallon made some remarks so I bought again, and started in the
Bayou
Goula, JLa., on
concerning the composition of honey. spring of 1H84 with 33 colonies, in- Viallon,
March
2, 1885, writes as follows
to
Ho
and
sold
§182
worth
them
creased
reon
resolutions
committee
The
After my pleasant meeting with the
ported the following, which were of honey, being an average of $4 per
colony. Last winter I lost 17 colonies many bee-keepers in New Orleans, I
adopted
out of 48, and I think my loss will be retiu'ned home on Saturday morning,
Resolved, That we, the members of this Con- as great this winter. My bees have and the same night at 11 p. m. my
press, discountenance in every way the adultera- the diarrhea now, and many of them
bee hive factory burned down. It
tion of honey, and pledge ourselves hereafter, as
They have not was a complete loss, amounting to
heretofore, to sustain the honest bee-keeper in are in bad condition.
producing his genuine, unadulterated product; had a llight since Dec. 1, and I think over $3,000, as I had no insurance on
and especially to condemn all the work of adulterI will rebuild at once and put in
ators as injuriuK both the public and bee-keepers that it will be 3 weeks before they can it.
generally.
have another, as the snow is very new machinery, but it will be three
Resolved, That it is the opinion of this Con- deep yet. I think that this has been weeks before I can fill any orders.
gress that the Italians are superior to the brown or
the coldest winter that I have ever
native races of bees,
KEStiLVEi), That this Con^iress hereby tender its seen.
I am taking the assessment of
subscriber
Tin Rests for Frames.
thanks to the managers of the World's Centennial
townsliip, and the census also, makes the following request
Cotton Exposition for the many courtesies ex- our
tended to it during its sessions in this city.
and when I get through I will report
On page 102, Mr. G. M. Alves dethe number of colonies of bees in this
scribes a T-shaped tin rest for his reThe following essays were read and township, and their products.
versible frame. I have found great
placed on file, to be published as opdifficulty in trying to get atsometliing
portunity may be found
Report, etc.- C. W. Young, Stratspeedy and simple with which to
•'Bee-Keeping as a Pursuit," by Arthur Tood, of ford, Ont., on Feb. 23, writes as fol- make them.
If Mr. A. or any other
Pennsylvania.
lows
correspondent of the Bek Journal
"The Apiary." by ,1. E. Pleasants, of California.
"Can a Locality be Overstocked V" by John Y.
The months of January and Febru- will kindly suggest some plan, through,
Detwiler, of Florida.
"Honey Resources of Napa County, Cal," by J. ary have been the coldest known for the columns of the liEE Jouknal, I
D. Knas, f>f California.
years in Ontario, and probably in the will consider it a very great favor.
" Honey I'roduction of Tennessee," by W. P.
Northern States, also. The mercury
Henderson, of Tennessee.
" Honey Itesources of Virginia," by J. W. Porter,
has been below zero on all except 2 or
of Virginia.
Severe Winter for Bees.— Thos.
" Honey Products of North Carolina," by A, L. 3 days, and has marked as low as 23"
tiorsuch,© Pa., on
Swinson, of North Carolina.
or 2.5^ on several occasions. Reason- (iorsuch, (50—70),
Feb. 27, 1885, writes thus
ing from the last cold winter— 1881,
Farewell addresses were made by T. believe— there should be a decimation
I have read the different opinions
G. Newman, S. C. iJoylston, Rev. L. of bees. I have about 20 colonies, all and remedies for the bee-diarrhea,
Johnson, I'aul L. Mallon, C. F. Muth, outside ; a few are in chaff hives, the yet I have not been able to discover
A. I. Root, R.. Grinsell, etc.
rest in single-walled hives, around the real cause or cure. I am of the
The Congress then adjourned sine which a shed of rough boards was opinion that it is with the bees as
die.
poultry mixing up different
built, with 3 or 4 inches of shavings with
Thomas G. Newman, Sec.
second story races makes tliem more susceptible to
packed around them.
P.
H.
Bkown,
J.
Pres.
was put on and half filled with shav- disease. This has been a severe winings, and the cover on top. I exam- ter for bees, yet mine are wintering
ined several colonies, to-day, and well. They had a good flight on Feb.
I®" The Sixth semi-annual meeting found no dead ones, so far.
It may 25, and out of 70 colonies only 2 have
of the Western Bee-keepers' Associa- interest bee-keepers who are printers died. I prepared one colony as retion will be held in Unity Chapel, at as well, to know that honey is a good quested by Mr. W. F. Clarke, in order
St. Joseph, ilo., on Felix St., between substitute for glycerine in making to give his theory a trial, and so far it
7th and 8th streets, on Thursday and rollers. I made a set of rollers re- is ahead as regards quietness, cleanliFriday, April 9 and 10, 188.5, com- cently, using equal weights of white ness and loss of bees, the only trouble
mencing at 10 a. m. on April 9. All glue and late fall honey— hardly fit being that the bees would get down
interested in bee-culture are invited for table use aud the result was very into the " hopper" and i^et lost but
to attend and make the meeting as satisfactory ; in fact they are the best I remedied this by putting a wireinteresting as possible.
full pro- rollers that I have made for years. screen on a slide on the lower end. I
gramme will be prepared and a gen- The honey is worth probably 6 or 8 winter my bees on the summer stands,
eral gootl time may be expected.
cents a pound, and glycerine costs 30 which I much prefer to cellar wintering.
or 40 cents per lb.
C. M. (JuANDALL. Sec.
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Losses
StockiiiR,

will be Heavy.— 7— A. D.
(6^i— 80), Ligoiiier,c$ Intl.,

on March 3, l&So, says
This has been a very severe winter
—said to be tlie severest in 40 years—
and it has been hard on the bees,
and tlie losses are going to be the
lieaviest ever experienced in this secThose vpho did not prepare
tion.
tlieir bees for winter will lose all, or
nearly all. Owing to poor health last
fall, I could not prepare all my bees
for winter, and I shall lose quite heavily.
Those that were prepared are
apparently all right yet. We had two
tine, warm days last week, and the
bees had a good flight, and there did
not appear to be much diarrhea. I
covered the ground around my hives
with straw, to keep the bees from the
:

snow

as

much

as possible.

Pleased.— S. Hinman, (49— 72),Dun-

CLUBBING LIST.

and while I, like others, have
met with disaster and lossaaiong cer-

onies,

my apiary. 1 am
tain divisions of
cheerful, with the tirm belief that 1

We

wtll

ouppi; the

AmerlvuB Bee Journal

one year. Bnd any of the followlnR Books, at

have already sufliciently neared the
goal of the problem of all apicultural
problems, that I need not, in the
future, lose any more colonies during
winter. Later, full reports will be in

Qret

column Kives the

A

retiular price of botb.

Price of both. Club
«2

00.

and Cook's Manual, latest edition
2b..
Bees andHoney(T.G.Newman)cIoth3 00..
2 76..
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
275..
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
y 35..
Apiary ReKister for liMJ colonies
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth).... 4 00..
'6

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

place 0/ Meetinti-

1885.

Mar.

U.— Nemaha Co.,

at Johnson. Neb.
R. Corgell, Sec, Brock. Neb.

April 3.— N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C. Clark, Sec, Granada, Kans.

Apr.

9,

New Book (paper covers)
Qulnby's New Bee-Keeping
Langstroth's Standard Work
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Dzierzon's

Mar. 26.— Tuscarawas Co., at New Philadelphia. O.
Geo. F. WilliHmB, Sec, New Philadelphia, O.

I

postaRe prepaid.

The Weekly Bee Journal

order.

e

tJ

1'te

prices quoted in the laHtcoliiiun of UKuree.

Alley's

Queen Rearing

'A

(Mi

2 75
li

50

2 50
3

(.10

3 00

3 50..

2 75

3 50..

3

4 00

3 75

3 25.

3 10

"ifi

3 00.. 2 75

Tbe Weekly Bee Journal one year

10.— Western, at St. Joseph. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence, Mo.

and Gleanings inBee-Cu]ture(A. I. Root)

3 00..

2 75

donald, Ont., writes thus
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King). 3 00.. 2 75
Apr. 11.— Wabash County, at Wabash. Ind.
2 50.. 2 ;i5
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G.HUl)
Henry Cripe. Hec, N. Manchester, Ind.
I have taken the Weekly Bee Jouk3 00.. 2 75
Kansas Bee-Keeper
NAL since it began, and I am very Apr. 25.— Union, at Karlham, Iowa.
The Aplculturist. (Silas M. Locke).. 3 00.. 2 '.«
M. E. Darby, Sec. De.xter, Iowa.
much pleased with it. I have nearly
00
6 50.
every number on band, and I have a Apr. 28.— DeeMoines County, at Burlington, Iowa. The 6 above-named papers
special index, made by myself as it
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.
THOMAS G. NEWMAN,
came along, of articles of interest to May 4.— Linwood, Wis., at Rock Elm Centre. Wis.
•as West Madison Street., Chlcairo, III.
me, so that now I have a volume of
B. Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.
authority on any subject in bee-culat Bushnell, Ills.
ture of which I may need information May 7.— Progressive,
J. G. Norton, Sec, Macomb, Ills.
Our rates for two or more
in working my apiary, which I run in
28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
May
connection with my farm. I consider
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.
copies of the book," Bees andlloney,"
that the information which I have remay be found on the Book List on
Oreg.
ceived from the Bee Journal has June 19,— Willamette Valley, atE.LaJ.Fayette,
Hadley, Sec.
the second page of this paper. A,lso
repaid me many times over for the
Dec. 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit. Mich.
wholesale rates on all books where
cost of procuring it.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
they are purchased " to sell again."
|y" In order to have this table complete, SecreBees Djing Fast,— II. L. Wells, (17) taries are requested to forward full particulars of
l)efiance,x> Ohio, on Feb. 23, 1885, time and place of future meetings.— Bd.
writes thus
Farmer's Account Book.
This has been a terrible winter on
bees and they are dying ofi very fast
This valuable book contains 166 pases,
J^ijjjecial ^crticjes.
in this part of the country. However,
is nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
so far, I have lost but one colony out
bound, and the price is S.'i.OO. We will club
of 18, and that was the result of an
it and the Weekly Bee Journal for a year
Bee-Keepers'
books
of
the
i^"
The
experiment. I tried to winter them
for $4.00. If you have already sent us S'2.00
New
Comerstown,
Supply
Co.,
of
O.,
on honey-dew and it proved unsucfor the Weekly Bee Jouhnal for a year, we
Monday,
Feb.
and
opened
on
23,
were
cessful.
I use double-walled hives
will send the Book for another $2,00, making
and feed plenty of sugar syrup. Sev- at this writing (Feb. 27), nearly one- $4.00 iu all. If you want it sent by mail, add
eral of my hives are pretty badly half of the stock is subscribed for.
20 cents tor postage.
spotted, and if the weather does not Stock has been taken by bee-keepers
We can supply these books at the publishget warmer in a few days, tlie conse- from 8 different States. Those who
quences may not be very encouraging. have not received a letter of informa- er's price, or will make a present of one
few bees flew to-day, for the first tion as to the management of this copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
time in 6 weeks, and the greater part Company, will confer a favor by send- the Weekly Bee Journal for one year, with
of the time the mercury was from ing their names and addresses to the $20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
zero to 28- and 30° below.
I winter above Company.
count the same as one for the Weekly.
Mr. Shoemaker, the manager, says
my bees on their summer stands.
Now is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
" Having been advised by some of the
leading bee-keepers of the United work for a copy of this valuable book.
Roses Among the Thorns.
James States, I have organized the above
Heddon. Dowagiac, ? Mich., writes as Company, for the following reasons
follows concerning the results of the In the l,oOO shares, we expect to
^g"
often get a number of
present winter
have at least 1,000 bee-keepers inter- notices and advertisements on Mon" This is the winter of our discon- ested, and it is specially desired that
days, intended for the next Bee
tent ;" and this is also the winter that each stock-holder sell our goods in the
tests our various experiments. From community where he resides, to whom Journal. As we close the forms on
the "thorns "of this unprecedented will be given special rates. Being Saturdays, all such notices must be liere
season, let us pluck the "rose" of supplied with suflicieiit capital, we on Saturday morning, or cannot aptruth regarding the cause of bee-diar- can buy our lumber by the cargo, and
pear until the following week.
rhea, if possible. I am conUdent that thus not only supply ourselves with
many are experimenting. Now. let goods at a low price, but we can supus lay aside all prejudices and desires ply thousands of others, and thereby
It®" The Tuscarawas County. Beein the matter until we have carefully save-money on our own goods, besides
sifted the true relation between causes making a good profit on the amount Keepers' Association will meet at
and effects. Let us remember that we have invested in stock. This Com- New Philadelphia, O., on Thursday,
cordial invitation
the true scientist follows truth, utterly pany was organized for profit to its March 26, 18.S.5.
regardless of where she leads. Re- stock-holders, and will be controlled is extended to all.
Geo. F. Williams, Sec.
cently I have twice examined my col- by them."
:
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

New and Enlarged

One-lh. (4'..x4'.il in lots of 500 to 4.(100
o.OOO to 10,000
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to So.OOO
Ditto
Ditto

and
of

aud

4.r,0

4.00

Editor

t>S

the

iiliove

925

\¥t!»t

for Pleasure

vanced

NEWMAN.

tjiieeiif

mhers

We make

same

any

quantities.
width desired.

J.FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis.. Mar.

niA4t

1, 1S8,'..

SS~ Altred H. Newman, of Chieago, sells
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.
(Names wanted

for

my

18-page

of Bi
SeeCatalogue
^.
l^{\i\ Illustrated
Keepers' Su|>|>Iles for
tM\J\J
can s.WE you
._^_^^ Sin'l
Manchester, Ind.

PRICE— Bound

ISS.

till'

it

:

ir

er"A

^iA4t'4Blt

AN EXPERIENCED BEE-KEEPER
Apiary.
K. O.

H)Ait

In

;

in

1^

an

TUTTl.E, Hampden, Mass.

but pi'fhyps
than I,

paper

prices

f'
I
Untested yufens, each
Hi liO
per doz
"
reared by natural swarm5i>
l
inc each
LTntested V'leens, reared by natural swariu"o
inti. per doz
- <^'
Tested Queens, each
bv natural swarminir, each.. :^ *>f»
"
"
I.HK4 raisins. .""ent in May, each
5 i^i
lo (.mi
Extra Selected, two years old, each
l

l.'>

^^

If atiy further information is
send for O-pa^e Circular. Address,

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

I

inomv. IIKXUV CKI I'E, N.

"WuDts u Sltuutloii

in cloth, 81.00

I

toutrlitr

any think they can,

l*-*<il'.ltle will turnish
Viieens from his Kesi
!!iioi.'k at the lollowins

Chl<'iiK<>. III.

illusirated
It contains 'i'ifl ijrofusely
pages, is "fully up with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developiuf; ptu'suit, anil iirescnts
the apiarist witli everythiuf; that can aiil in
the successful niauagenieut of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

size or

It is

c.iuld"staiid theracket."

per centag-e to the price of one-lb.

Sections in the

au'e of life.

a terrible warninE to all,
not to not any of his

Weekly Bee Journal.

MadlBOH Street,

work so

to

hard tn care for their
surplus Huney, that I
have not attained my
yrowih, even at this ad-

;

C.

me

euiupel

.")

iiiul

of my grief
that D^tolittle's hent

ITALIAN BEES

HONEY,

an Apiary
Profit by

THOMAS

For
is 17 inches long.
between 17 and '20 inches in length,
per cent. For any sizes between 20
24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
one-lb. Section

anj- sizes
artil

is,

Management

*."i.00

BeholdJIiisTear!

Edition

The cause

SECTIONS. BEES
The

:

lilberal DiKeoiiiit to Dealers,
the Dozen or Hiiiidred.

by

deslretl,

U. M. DOOLITTLE,
Borodino, Oiioii. Co., IN. V.

lOC.'jt

SUMNER & PRIME,

The Monthly Bee Journal

KrlKloI, Vt.,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
and the pamphlet " Bees
our Factory, furand Honey," will both be sent for $1. TTjrE HAVE ju-t Completed
improved .Machin'-rv,
for a year

V\ nished it witli the nmst
and nrp now prepared to till all orders for BEEFIXTUKE*! of every description.
POPI^AK SE4rriO.\S of an sizes a specialty.
All orders will receive prompt attention. Send for
loAlJt
Catalogue Price-List and samples.

Headquarters in the West

WHITE

FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES!
)r every description. Special attention given
Send for our
lo the V-:rrooTe Seelion.
ISSo Price-List before purchasing elsewhere.

«

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

BRIGHT BKOTHKRiS,

standard

Lantrf^troth,

MAZEPPA, Wabasha Co.. MINN.

l{)D4t

Quinby Standing-Frame,
Wi- willsniii voTi a^\atclioraclialn

And

:tl.\ll,OH KXI'ltt^??. C.O.D-.tobe
ex^iniiiifii hrii.i <• piiyiiii^anyinoney

BY

rent. Oataloffue of 250 styles free.

shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.
1

l'ITlSLLIa.H, TA.

"W. E. Cr.AKK., successor to L.C. Root.
OKlSKANY.Oneida County, N. Y.
TAiyt

4KA2Bt

'

HELP

HIveB,

Quinby Smol(er a specialty.

Wntth Warranted. Address
STAKDARDAMERICAIJ WATCH CO.,
Ev( rv

I

other kinds of

all

MADE TO OR PER,

ami It III' t ^itti!-t;iL-tL".iy, returned at
our expense. We manufacture all
our watches and save you SO per

for working people. Send lo cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuablesauiple box of Koods
that will put y»iu in the way of niak-

Muth's Honey Extractor,

inR more money in ii few days than
youever thought pi^ssi bleat any busCapital not required. You can live at hume
and work in spare time "n)y, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ases.nrandly successful. 50 cents
to $'> easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled I'ffer
we will send f 1 to pay for the trouble nf writing us.
ImKull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for al who start at once.
Address Stinson" & Co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
siAly

Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets.
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
C. F.
UTH
Apply to

iness.

M

etc.

,

CINCINNATI,

976 and 978 Central Ave.,

O.

:

fVSend 10c.

BEESWAX.

1

I

pay S5e. per pound delirered here, for yellow

EtesBwax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's
should always he on each package.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

WKSPKCIAl, nEP.lRTMEIST

for Practice mints to Bee-Keepers.

ALFRED

*t'2a

West Madison

Imvo adrted to our Lakoe Factouv a

J.

Land-Owners, Attention
All persons

who have

lost

Real Estate in

6

COLONIES of Ital. Bees forsnle by lb. or col- Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
nny. Simp.hive8,L.framc8,9Kxi7^. Wired SALES, are invited to correspond with
C.»mh8 built f rum foundation combs Htraicht UIC'KE:L A: BCLiL.^ At1(M-no.vs at Law, Single
filch.
Iti.ards. (^ueen^ and Given Koun.tation
Hend forCircular. T.

ioA:it

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Broot, Mont, r^o^ N. If.

l,OWEST FIGUKES,

for sale.

ILL.

FOUNDATION,

Send Stamp tor Cataloiriic and Saiii|)les.
The H. F. MOEliliEK M'lil «'o.
DAVENI'ORT, IOWA.
lACOt

ffl Terre Uaute, Vigo County, Ind.

CHICAGO,

hiph side-wcll.s, 4 to IB square feot tc
tb& pound. Circular aud samples tree

I

U. KI.oKU.

St.,

FLAT -BOTTOM

tor the

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AMJ
While l*o|>larD<>veIalIe«l CCpTinWC
.Vino, Out- and Tivo-plece OLU .UIIOi
^F" All Orders will be flUed iiroiuptly at the

iu*

name

NEWMAN,

H.

j

1

41 First Ave., re<lar KiipidM, Iowa, and
they will learn somethiuy to theiradvautagc.

locti

SYRIAN QUEENS,
WAUKAN

I

IJ'

PURELY MATED
O'lecn.

Sl.'J.'i.

Toslrrt

Tor

116

<llli'Vll»,

J^.'I.IIU

Italian (.ineciis at IIm' saniu prices.
1.

K.

GOOD,

Sparta, Teuii.

—

:

:
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We think this time will
come. The quality of both our coml)
and extractcci honey produced the
past year has been superb but the
4H cents, at which figures large ex- prices realized have notlirought uiucli
port orders were sent here, and heavy profit to the producer. We look, howshipments were made on English and ever, for better things in 1885.
Continental account.
These clearances soon made heavy inroads into
i®° The Lexington, Ky., Transcript
our stocks, and, while, there are still
considerable parcels held here and gives the following particuilars conthere throughout the State, waiting cerning
Mr. AVilliam Williamson,
for better prices, it may be said that whose death we
have before noted.
the bulk of the crop has now been
He was conhned to his room for four
PUBLISHED BY
marketed.
Some outcry has been raised in weeks, and died in the 40th year of
Q.
England about "glucose California his age. lie came from Scotland in
EDITOR AND PKOPIUETOU,
honey,'' which is not only baseless, 1861, and located in Lexington
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHiCAGO, ILL.
in 1867.
but senseless. The proof of this is
Weekly, SS a year Monthly. 50 ceuts.
that the article of glucose laid down In 1869, in connection with his brother,
in California is worth quite as much -John 1?. Williamson, they started in
as the honey itself. Therefore, add business as contractors and builders,
No. II.
March 18, 1885.
Vol. XXI.
to this cost the additional expense of
which will still be continued, the refunking, mixing, the cost of new
packages which would be required, maining brother conducting it for the
all told, say 2J;2 cents per pound, it benefit of the widow and orphans,
The Honey Crop of California.
makes a total cost of, say &14 cents, " just the same as if William had
the pure honey itself can be
As promised last week, we give when
lived." The Transcript adds
bought at 41^ cents.
the following particulars concerning
Do our English friends for an inThis is an expression of brotherly
the honey crop of California for 1884, stant suppose thatany one here would devotion that will receive the comfrom the pamphlet of Geo. W. Meade undertake an operation of that kind V mendation of all, and all who know
real fact of the case is that some John Williamson are as sure that the
& Co., of San Francisco. They re- The
investigation of this charge has been widow and fatherless will receive
mark as follows
made from this side, and, so far as it every dollar of the share earned for
been possible to trace the matter, the tirm.
God never created truer
The total output of California has
the adulteration has been performed men than the Williamsons.
honey, comb and extracted, for 1884, entirely on English soil. We advise
aggregating nearly the enormous total
Surely prosperity must attend that
our English cousins, therefore. " to
of 9,OOQ,000 pounds, is enough to stagcast out the beam from their own eye, business, for " a good name is Ijetter
ger tlie " oldest inhabitant," and has before they
discover the mote in the than riches."
no parallel in any portion of the world. eye of their neighbor."
In 1878 (considered our greatest honey
In this connection, we may add that
year) the production amounted to
1^ We have received a copy of the
tite London Grocers'' Gazette, in its
about 3,000,000 pounds, which was at issue of
Dec.
20, 1884, just at hand, fifth edition of "The British Beethat time looked upon as phenomenal;
dwelling on this same subject, does Keepers' Guide Bonk, by Thos. Wm.
yet, in the year of grace, 1884, even
our California honey the justice to Cowan, F. G. S., F. R. M. S., etc." It
this vast product lias been almost
practically admit that the adulteratrebled in quantity.
complained of, in all probability, is a pamphlet of 64 pages, nicely
The total product of comb and ex- tion
was performed after the goods had left printed and illustrated. Mr. Cowan
tracted honey of the United States,
If English dealers will is Chairman of the British Bee-KeepCalifornia.
exclusive of California, for 1884, is
take the Grocers' advice, and pur- ers' Association, and is good authorestimated at 60.000,000 of pounds, so
chase California honey in California,
that the single State of California has
and of well known dealers, we do not ity on apicultural subjects generally.
produced nearly one sixth of the enthink that they will have any cause It has had a rapid sale in England.
tire product of the Union.
San Diego
to ever complain of adulteration.
The first edition of 2,000 copies was
is the banner county, as to quantity
Our comb honey, in sympathy with sold in 2 months. The author keeps
with Ventura, San Bernardino, and
Los Angeles following as good seconds. extracted, opened dull at 12 to 1.3 it "up to the times" by re-writing
It may be of some interest to make cents per pound, from which figure it
much of the matter for each edition.
a few figures as to what such an declined to to 8 cents. At this low
enormous body of honey represents. price, large slnpments have been We can send it post-paid for 50 cents.
For instance, if this honey was all put made during the fall, to all of the
into a certain style of bottles which are principal Eastern markets, and, like
Burrell & Whitman, Little Falls,
largely used here, and these bottles extracted, the bulk of the comb honey
2Sr. Y., have sent us their new hook of
were placed 8 feet apart, tliey would crop has now been marketed.
reach from San Francisco around the
The trade in our comb honey, we illustrations of Cheese Factory and
globe and meet again at tlie Golden believe, could be largely increased, if Creamery Apparatus. It is elegantly
Gate. In the United States, with its a one-pound section were adopted, gotten up, and
will, we think, meet
.5.5,000.000 of people, every man, woman instead of the two-pound, now so genand child could, at one sitting, have erally used. This latter size is too the needs of the dairy public. It will
all the California honey they would large for the average retailer, and the be sent free upon application.
be likely to require, and yet not ex- size of the case, instead of being 60
haust the product of 1884. It would pounds, as at present, should be reCatalogues for 1885.— AVe have rerequire a freight train of nearly (iOO duced to 20 or 25 pounds.
solidly loaded cars to transport this
The consumption of comb honey, as ceived the following
product out of the State, and, if we yet, is confined almost entirely to the
E. IvreU-hmcr, Coburg-, Iowa.
M. .7. Dicliason, Hiawatha. Kans.
allow the usual distance between Ujiited States, but with the exercise
James
M. Hyne, Stcwartsvillp, Iiul.
cars, this train would be nearly .5 of proper care in handling, by the
John Herr & Co., Beaver Dam, Wig.
miles in length. Truly is tliis a State various transportation
companies,
I>iit1',
A. H.
Cifitrhton, Ohio.
" flowing with milk and honey.''
J. C. MishliT. I.ipouior, Ind.
there is no reason why this delicious
Johns. Collins, Moorestown, N.J. —Nnrsprv
From tlie outset, dealers, home and article of food should not be as com- Stools.
foreign, anticipated a large yield, and mon in England, and on the ContiW. H. Spangler, Jr., Mount Delight. N. H.—
steadily refused to operate in any ex- nent, as it is now getting to be in this Plants.
OF

cept a " hand-to-mouth " sort of way.
The result was that prices for extracted honey, which opened at to
fi}^ cents per pound, declined to 4 to

country.

;

iiijmiiNi^
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;
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" In
Ja.mes Heddon replies thus
the some localities, with some apiarists
whig as follows: "Take the queen and with fixtures in good shape, it has
from the comb bv the wings with the proven entirely satisfactory and pracright hand, transfer her to the thumb tical, but there are many who will
and forethiger of the left hand, hold- gain by never giving up the use of
ing gently by the thorax then with separators."
sharp-pointed scissors clip only one of
J. E. Pond, .Jr., answers thus
the larger wings lengthwise, taking '
Yes, I think it is. Sections should
off about I3 or J^ of the thin edge.
If
not be over IJI inches in width; l^g
only ij is cut off, the queen may fly,
would be better still. I think, howbut always alights close by on a small
ever, with bee-keepers generally, it
tree or bush near the ground. I have
will be found far more trouble than to
had several Syrian queens to fly with
use separators ; so much more so, in
clipped wings."
fact, that the majority will prefer to
J. E. Pond, Jr., answers as follows: use them, and will find that it will
" I am not an advocate of wing-clip- much more than pay the difference in
ping, and have had but little expe- expense and loss in amount of honey
rience in that direction, simply be- caused by their use."
cause I And it less trouble to allow the
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies as folqueens to go unmaimed. I have not,
" It is practicable to produce
lows
however, found that those queens
comb honey in marketable shape
having clipped wings were any more without
the use of separators, but not
liable to be superseded than others.
a case 12 inches or more in width.
My impression is, that superseding, as in
I succeed admirably with a case 9
a rule, is caused by failure on the inches wide
and holding 24 one-pound
part of the queen as an egg-layer, and
or 18 two-pound sections, if the founnot on account of any clipping. I undation starters are fastened rightly.
fortunately in clipping one queen took
With me, separators are a nuisance."
off a leg also, but this seemed to make
no difference, as she did her duty well
for over S years, and then was lost in
How to Ripen Honey.
a swarming fit on the part of the
bees."
ttuery. No. 3.5.— What is the best plan of

They are not more
seded

REPLIES

by Prominent Apiarists.

be super-

liable to

done properly.

if it is

:

I clip

;

Clipping the ftueen's Wing.
Query, No. 33.— Is it advisable to clip the
queeu's winji? What has been the experience with siH'h <|iH'eiiK y Are they more likely
toVie siniei-si'ilril liy the bees, than those ha\ing- perfect wings y—Towson, Md.

Du. J. P. H. BuowN answers thus
" It is not at all advisable to clip
queens' wings in an apiary where the
ground swarms with ants unless such
queens with clipped wings are looked
after when the bees are swarming,
they may fall to the ground, and the
ants will soon kill them."
:

;

G. M. DoOLiTTLE says:

"After

clipping of queens'
wings for 15 years, I am still an enthusiastic advocate of the plan, and
would as soon go back to box-hives
and black bees, as to leave off the
practice of clipping the queen's wing.
%ly experience with sucli (jueens
proves them just as good as those
riaving wings, and that they are no

the

practicing

more

liable

be superseded than

to

:

" My expe.James Heddon says
rience with large apiaries, continually
:

others."

G. W. Demaree replies thus
" Queens with clipped wings have not
given satisfaction, in a general way,
therefore I cannot
in my apiary
advise such a course. Colonies that
have queens whose wings are clipped,
and those having very old queens, for

attended during the swarming season, is, that I can get along with less
labor and loss when my queens' wings
are not clipped. My exjjerience here
has been that swarms having queens
with clipped wings are much more liable to re-swarm.^ Yes, colonies will
like reasons, are inclined to swarm in quite frequently supersede queens
season and otit of season, t^ueens whose wings are clipped, tliough perwith clipped wings give me more fect in all other ways."
trouble than do the best of flyers."
;

W.

Z.

Hutchinson remarks

as fol-

Comb Honey without Separators.
" Colonies with queens whose
lows
wings are clipped have given me more
Cliiory, No. 34.— Is it practicable to piotrouble than those having tiueens duce comb honey
in marketable shape withwith undipped wings. I am not pos- out the use of separators ?— Pine Grove, Pa.
itive that a queen with a clipped wing
W. Z. Hutchinson says that " with
is more likely to be superseded, but
pointers in that di- the proper fixtures and bees it is, but
there are some
it does not follow, as a matter of
rection."
course, that it is advisable for every
Dr. C. C. Miller answers as fol- body to dispense with separators."
"
I should dislike very much
lows
" Yes,
Prof. A. J. Cook says
to do without clipping my queens'
wings, and I doubt if it makes any when men have learned how."
difference about their being superDr. J. I'. H. IJrown replies thus
seded."
" It is. The sections should be from
" It is ad- 1}^ to 1''8 inches wide. If you wish to
Prof. A. J. Cook says
visable to clip queens' wings, and of- use sections 1 lo-iu or 1! inches wide,
ten, when the bees cannot be watched, you had better use separators."
:

'

'

:

:

:

ripeninj^ iioney ? Here, we cannot afford to
wait uutil it ripens in the hive, as the bees
would remain idle too much of tlie time.—
New Heads, La.

G. M. DOOLITTLE says

" Put

:

it

into 300-pound tin cans, or vessels of
any kind or capacity, having such vessels in a

room whose temperature can

be kept at 90"^ to KHP for a month or
so, leaving the top of the can open.
Tie cotton cloth over the top to keep
out dirt and flies."

G. W. Demaree answers as follows:
"Leave it with the bees to
evaporate it. Adopt the tiering-up '
system, and your bees will not have to
'

They will at
idle a moment.
same time gather honey, and finup that which has already been

remain
the
ish

stored."

James Heddon

replies thus

:

" In

large apiaries run exclusively to extracted honey, I think the right
method of artificial evaporation will
prove in the future to be the best and
most successful plan; but for a less
number of colonies, it will be best that
the bees ripen the honey, and, by a
proper management of the tieringup' plan, no time nor honey need be
lost to tlie bees,"
'

IIUTcniNsoN remarks

W. Z.
absolutely essential to success.
" I liave had no experience in
Du. C. C. Miller answers as fol- lows
tlie queens, nor does
" It is with some, and not with ripening honey outside of a bee-hive,
lows
the operation make the queen any less
Perhaps the management has except hy exiiosing it in open vessels
liave prac- others.
acceptable to the bees.
something to do witli it. I have not covered with muslin to exclude dust.
ticed this largely for I'l years, and
I think that ripened by the bees is of
made a success of it."
have liad many sucli (pieens remain
If it is desirable to ripen
liner flavor.
the prolitable heads i>f colonies for li.
G. ^V. Demakkk replies as follows
it artilicially, the evaporation can be
Clipping
queens'
•>
years.
"With setitions of proper width, and greatly hastened by allowing the
4, and even
wings is not only practically valua- properly adjusted on the liives, 1 un- honey to slowly run from one large
have
shown
as
I
scientific,
hesitatingly answer, yes."
ble, out it is
sheet of tin to another, from that to
in my Manual."
t;. M. DoOLiTTLE remarks as fol- another, continuhig this until it has
" Not where the sections are passed over a sutlicient number of
"I lows
Bit. G. L. Tinker replies thus
advise clipping the queen's wing to be glassed and I prefer to use them sheets to tiring it to a proper conwhere the bee-master or an assistant always, whether the honey is to be sistency. The sheets of tin can be arranged above each other."
be on hand to attend to swarming. glassed or not."
it

is

It is

:

no injury to

:

I

'

•

:

:

:

;

can

as fol-

:

:

;
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J. Cook
warm room

PuoF. A.

says

"

:

drones, can be effected in a few minutes, at a trifiiiig expense, we can but
wonder that such an experienced beekeeper as Mr. Alley seems to be reluctant about it.
Indeed, his drone-trap catches the

Honey

in open vessels
(the more sliallow the better), witli a
cloth over them to protect from dust,
for 2 or 3 months, will be ripened .just
as well as in the hive. At least I can
find no one who can tell which is

kept

ill

a

©

;

;

O

northwest;
*Owest; and this 6 northeast;
o~ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
mentioned.
of the State

thick."

Reversing Brood-Frames.

—

For the American Bee Journal

Query, IVo. 36 Are the advaiitafjos to be
gained by reversing- brood frames with brood,
sufficient to encourage a8:enerai adoption of
the practice ?— I'inc Grove, Pa.

The Use

'

SON.

:

There are ''many men
minds," indeed, and if we

:

of

many

agreed
about every thing it would be hardly
they
worth while to write. As a matter of
are growing in public favor, which
course, in reply to Mr. Alley's article
shows merit."
on page 10.5, we will '' back up " what
Prof. A. J. Cook says that " it may we said in regard to drone-traps, albe a little early to speak ex cathedra ; though we were not thinking about
but it certainly looks that way de- Mr. i\.. when we answered Query No.
5, and do not wish to displease any
cidedly."

Hutchinson

W.
"I have never used them, but
Z.

replies thus

James Heddon remarks thus

" I
the advantages derived
from the reversal of brood frames,
more than pay for having that style
of frame, if such style is not too expensive or complicated. There is a
wide future before this problem, and

think

:

tliat all

one mostly unexplored."

all

one.

To begin with, let us state, that in
bee-keeping as in every business, the
aim ought to be to secure the largest
result with the least labor and expense. Mr. Alley does not seem to
be in the habit of replacing, in his
drone-comb by workerhives, the
" Would it not
comb, for he writes
be a pretty job to go over 100, or even
50 colonies of bees and cut out the
drone-comb and fill the places with
comb foundation y" Yes, this is a
small job but after experiments, we
consider this one of the most important in the bee-business, and have
had it done on more than .500 colonies.
As a matter of course, it cannot all be
done in one day, and it can be done
more easily with worker-comb than
with foundation, if comb can be had.
Our instructions to our men are, as
soon as they detect some drone-comb
in a hive, to put it at the outside of
the other combs, so as to have it on
hand when preparing bees for winter,
or at the spring visit. Of course when
this comb is once detroyed in a hive
and replaced by worker-comb, it is
done for ever for bees do not change
worker-comb to drone-comb.
We
:

E. Pond, Jr., answers as follows:
" Much will depend upon surrounding
circumstances and conditions. If cheap
and practical frames can be devised,
they will probably be found of great
advantage in large apiaries. In my
own, I tried them one season and
made up my mind that they were indispensable.
The next season the
J.

yield of honey

was

far dift'eient,

and

I

found I could accomplish the same results by the use of an extractor. When
a really practical reversing frame is
devised, that can be furnished at a
slight advance in cost over the common frame, my advice will be to those
who are stocking up anew, to procure
them then they can take advantage
of them (if there is any to take), or
run them without reversing, as they
;

choose."

1^"

We

a number of
notices and advertisements on AIoiidays, intended for the next Bee
Journal. As we close the forms on
Saturdays, all such notices must be here
on Saturday morning, or cannot appear until the following week.

®"

;

;

often

get

To give away a copy of " Honey
as Food and Medicine " to evei-y oiie who
tniys a package of honey, will sell almost
any quantity of it.

have some colonies in Quinby hives,
which, in 10 years, have not reared
•500 drones. Sometimes, when a queen
is

old or sick, or wheii she lays her
eggs, she lays drones in worker-

first

but the small drones reared
would pass through the holes of a

cells

;

drone-trap.

The removal of drone-comb is worth
many dollars to the bee-keeper, for 32
drone-cells occupy as much space as
worker-cells and one whole comb,
1.50 square inches, would produce
•5,(X)0 drones instead of 7,.500 workers.
When we consider that such a change,
the rearing of workers instead of

•50

or

;

;

;

this loss, it is less

work

to replace,

once for all, in a hive the drone-combs
by worker-combs, than to keep a
drone-trap in front of the hive, and
clean it out once or more every week
during the summer. But, Mr. Alley
says that the bees will rear drones In
the surplus boxes. No not if you
fill the surplus frames with workercombs.
Mr. Alley, who rears four kinds of
bees in tlie same apiary, finds profit
in using drone-traps or drone-excluders, but who besides him or a
queen-dealer, makes such a business V
Such traps for honey-producing beekeepers would be a nuisance for in
summer they prevent the easy ventilation of the hive, for with them it is
impossible to ventilate sufficiently to
keep the bees from laying out. Thus
the bees are more inclined to remain
idle or to swarm on account of the increase of heat of the inside. To prevent this excess of heat, we not only
raise the hives from the bottomboards, but we often put the surplus
boxes back half an inch or so to allow
a draft through the brood-chamber
during the hottest weather. Of course
such an arrangement prevents the use
!

of Drone-Traps."

DADANT A

CHAS.

Dadant & Son say " Ko."
" No."
G. W. Dbmaree answers

drones but when it removes them,
they are full grown the honey which
they have absorbed is gone the number of workers in the hive is not so
large as if the combs had all been
worker-combs and the honey-crop is
from () to 10 pounds smaller each year
than it should have been, had all the
drone-comb been removed. Besides
;

Kxplaiialory.—The flgiu'es BEFoitE the
which. Our bee-house is single-walled,
and gets very warm in June, July and names iniiieute tlie number of years ttuit the
August. We tind that in our dry at- person has kept bc(^s. Those afteh, show
mosphere, the honey evaporates thor- the number of colonies the writer had in tlie
spring,
oughly ill this house with no extra previous spring- and fall, or fall and
as the time of the year may require.
heat. 1 would never let the honey reindicates tlnit the apiarist is
This marli
main to be capped, but I would alState named:
ways keep such honey in a dry, warm located near tlie centres of the
east
south
room, and never sell it until it was 5 north of tlie centre ?
X3

;

of the drone-trap.
If one's neighbor is careless and
has impure bees, he will rear drones
by the thousands. What profit will
be derived from the drone-trap in

such circumstances Y A few years
ago we had all pure bees one of our
neighbors brought, in May, -15 colonies
of black bees to within 1}4 miles from
Some of his hundred
our apiary.
thousands of drones met with our
young queens. Where would have
;

been, to us, the use of drone-traps in
our apiary ?
There is an easy way of improving
an apiary without the use of dronetraps. If we have 2 or 3 good queens
we can rear lots of queen-cells ; Mr.
Alley, in his book, gives us an excellent method for this. By giving a
sheet of drone-comb to one of these
queens, and removing the drone-comb
from other hives, we will in a short
time replace all worthless queens and
attain the same result as by the use of
drone-traps, at the same time saving
a great deal of waste, as we said before.
careful bee-keeper
To sum up
can rear only the drones he needs
drone-traps in his
use
of
without the
own apiary, and a careless bee-keeper
will not succeed with drone-traps because he will neglect them like everything else.
Drone-traps are a nuisance
1. Because they do not prevent the
rearing of drones.
:

A

:
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2. Because they decrease the ventilation at a time when it sliould be increased to such an extent as to allow
all the bees to stay inside and not lay
out.
3. Because they do not prevent the
mating of queens with drones from
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blind, shall they not

both

into the

have been intercepted and obstructed
in their functions,

The elements necessary

to success
in any undertaking are, a clear understanding of what needs to be
done, and then to know how to perform the needful labor, and the best
means to make use of to secure the
desired results. Hence, it is essential
that we sliould understand the relations of "cause and effect," and be
able, so far as is possible, to trace out
the original cause from present effect, and vice versa ; and by means of
such knowledge we may be able, to
some extent, to applv cause to pro-

the neighborhood.
4. Because they expose the queen
to be niained or killed by her bees,
since they prevent her from leaving
the hive with the swarm.
5. }iecause
the presence of the
drone-trap, when first placed, annoys
the bees and causes them often to go
to the wrong hive.
6. Because they have to be cleaned duce desired effect.
this successfully,

often.

fall

ditch ?"

When we can do
we may congratulate

miscarriage

and diverted into

and

unnatural productions. Such monstrosities can never
change the immutability of Nature or
Nature's laws. Now, if any one can
show us wherein they " are continually improving upon her works and
methods," and can furnish conclusive
evidence that they have made real,
genuine improvement, why, then, we
will " render honor to whom honor is
due."
But we want to know what
those

improvements

are,

and what

they consist in, so that we can all
avail ourselves of their benefits. One
might think that he had improved
upon Nature's method, when, in fact,
he had only improved upon his own
method of utilizing Nature.
Again, he says, " Allow me to give
here one instance of imperfect instinct out of many that I have noticed." He then proceeds to relate

ourselves that we are on the road to
prosperity
but in the management
of the apiary there are so many
varied circumstances which may afnot yield as large profits for the ex- fect the modus operandi, that it renpense as the method of replacing ders the business very intricate, and,drone-comb with worker-comb in all consequently, extremely difficult to an incident which transpired under
hives except tliose in which it is form any set rules which would in- his own observations, the circumfound advisable to rear drones.
sure success everv time, and under stances of which he seems to conall the divers conditions which arise sider as proof positive that his "foolHamilton, Ills.
from circumstances beyond our con- ish bees " were blindly going headtrol
therefore, the necessity of be- long to destruction. It may be due
For the American Bee Journal.
ing able to judge for one's self what to my dullness of perception or lack
Almost Indigestible Apiarian Hash. is best to do under the exigency of of understanding, but in my opinion
the case in hand.
the evidence given in this instance
.JOSHUA BULL, (12—27).
AVhile thus relying in some meas- does not justify his conclusions— nay,
ure upon our own judgment, we far from it but on the contrary, it is
On page 73, Mr. Allen Pringle ex- should not "dump all the authorities an attestation of their instinctive
pressed liimself much amused upon in a corner," as Mr. P. says he did, foresight and prudence, in providing
reading wliat he styled my "lament and not read them at all, but we as best they could against a possible
They seemed to know
over the oblique philosophy and prac- should peruse them carefully, and if emergency.
tical contradictions of our most mod- we do not wish to follow their direc- that their queen was liable to fail
ern bee-keeping;" and he seems to tions in all their details, we may ex- them at any time, and if she was althink that I have fallen into despair tract therefrom such ideas as com- ready " in the dumps in the corner,"
amidst the perplexity and maze of mend themselves clearly to our com- they certainly had cause for alarm,
inextricable difficulties
which sur- prehension, which may materially aid and would have appeared very foolround me; and, therefore, extends us in forming correct conclusions of ish indeed if they had stood by and
and by studying thought- looked idly on without doing anyhis friendly sympathy and advice to our own
cheer me up and give me fresh cour- fully the "natural instinct" of the thing to save themselves from anniage. 1 am very grateful to Mr. P. for industrious little bees, their needs hilation. The only thing which they
liis kind sympathy and advice.
and requirements, and withal, by possibly could do in that direction
having a free interchange of thought, was to rear another queen whilst the
Although myself was not awaro
would, no doubt, substantially im- means for doing so were yet within
Tliat I was laboring- in despair
prove our judgment and increase our their reach. It their feeble mother
But hoping- for success.
knowledge of " bee-lore." While we would not lay any drone eggs for
And when by books 1 cannot know
.lust what to do, or how to go,
thus compare our ideas, one with them to rear drones for fertilizing the
I venture, then, to g-uess
another, let us all be willing to sub- young queen, they could not help
they were doing all that was in
.My notions are quite in harmony mit to friendly criticism, even if it that
should seem to obliterate some of our their power to do for " self-preservawith Mr. I'.'s advice, when he says
"After digesting the 'hash' placed cherished theories. Let the truth tion." Now, take notice, they had
stand conspicu- not destroyed their old queen, and
Ijefore you, follow your own judg- come to the front and
ment." This is just precisely what I ously there ; for truth will triumph, probably had no intentions of so doing
until they could get another one in
have been trying to do, but it is not whether we consent or not.
In the last paragraph of Mr. P.'s condition for laying eggs for them..
an easy task for me to digest some of
So far as my limited observations
the " hash " so as to make it u.seful in article..! think that he over-reached
forming a settled judgment.
The himself, and has " gone wide of the go in this queen-superseding busireasons given by Mr. P. as tlie cause mark;" at least he does not make ness, the bees never kill the old queen
of " so much divergence of opinion clear to my understanding what he until they have another one ready and
and contradictory advice " may be asserts to be true viz " It is certain able to perform duty. In support of
very logical and correct to some ex- that Nature abounds in monstrosities this view, I submit the following eviDuring last summer two of
tent, but they do not explain the and imperfections, and we are con- dence
wiiole of the muddle. What appears tinually improving upon her works my colonies brought out their old
to me to be one great source of diffi- and methods." Now, JSIr. Pringle, queens and left them dead near the
culty is, that some people are prone to allow me to admonish you not to be entrances of the hives. On observing
"jump" at conclusions concerning too hasty in your conclusions about this, I examined them immediately
things which they cannot comprehend, these things, but, " come and let us with the purpose of supplying thern
pen down those conclusions, and send reason together." That monstrosi- with others if they needed any ; and
them abroad as facts, when they are ties do sometimes appear among the in each case I found a vigorous you;ig
grossly mixed with error. A man things of Nature, I do not attempt to queen with a plentiful supply of fresh
may reason well so far as he is mas- dispute for a moment but it does not eggs in the combs.
of BeeMr. Root, in his
ter of his subject, antl comprehend necessarily follow as an inevitable
" The Italfully what he wislies to explain ; but conclusion that those monstrosities Culture," page o, says
when he ventures beyond the limits are the legitimate results of faulty ians will usually have a young (jueen
of his knowledge, he is mentally in instinct or imiierfections in the laws helping her mother in her egg-laying
the dark " and if the blind lead the of Nature but rather that those laws duties before she becomes unprofit-

Because you cannot inspect them
apiaries conducted under
our method.
S. Because they cost money and do
7.

in

several

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

:

:

;

"ABC
:

;

;
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You may ask, " How do you than one inch in diameter, and if the
that those were the old queens holes in the tops of the hives are too
and much Hlled with honey, it should be
wliich were brought out dead
that those found inside were young cut out each time when the boxes are
ones V" 1 know, because the old ones changed.
I have noticed lately that some beehad their wings clipped, and the
wings of tliose which superseded them keepers, or those writing on the subject, express their opinion that tliick
were good and sound.
It will be seen by the foregoing comb foundation had no advantage
tliat I do not admit (as Mr. P. says 1 over thin foundation, only in holding
"must") that he lias substantiated to its place better in the brood-chamimperfect instinct ber on account of its thickness. I^ast
liis allegations of
season my supply of thin foundation
in bees or in Nature.
run short and I used some very thick
Seymour,ot Wis.
foundation in the honey-boxes having

1U7
For the American Bee Journal.

able."

know

Reversible Supers— Passage- Ways.

'i

I studied for some time upon a plan
for reversing supers, but linally concluded to try having sections filled
out full by putting a" narrow strip of
foundation in the bottom of the section, leaving a quarter of an inch
space between this and the main
starter.

kept strict watch from
For the American Bee JournaL
day to day, and observed that the
did not change color until the
Honey Boxes and Comb Foundation. combs
cells were di'awn out half an inch on
each side, thus showing that the bees
J. H. ANDRE.
were making almost tlie entire comb
out of the foundation. When the
Although the science of bee-keep- combs of honey were cut, but little of
ing has made rapid strides forward
the cells showed white, unless they
within the last 20 years, there are to- were
thick combs.
day many who are using the boxI do not claim that it made the
hives, and honey-boxes with one or
honey
any better, still there has been
two sides having glass slides. Much no fault found with it, and it gives
fault is found with such boxes In the
only one chance for controversy, and
market, but there are several points
glass sides.

I

is, will bees make comb faster if
furnished the material than they will
when building it in the natural way V
I am in favor of thick foundation for
the brood- chamber, and medium for
the boxes.
the winter without granulating, and
Lockwood, 9 N. Y.
one can afford to sell it for 1 to 2 cents

in their favor. They may lie carried
to market in any ordinary box without fear of breaking the combs, and
it well sealed up with tliick, gummed
paper, the honey will keep through

per pound cheaper than the honey in
small sections.
Those using such boxes will find
that a neat and convenient one is
made in the following manner Take
a nice white, well-seasoned basswood
board 5,1^ inches wide and I4 of an inch
thick, planed on both sides (if but 8
feet long it can be handled to a better
advantage).
Cut a groove in each
edge of one side 3-32 of an inch from
the edge and ig of an inch deep, by
running each piece over a saw which
just comes through the saw-table.
Out the pieces to correspond with the
size of the glass (glass 4x5 inclies is
the best size), and nail 3 pieces together, slip tiie glass into the grooves,
nut on the other jjiece and nail it.
Now, saw the box into two parts exactly in the centre, lengthwise, drive
small brads part way in, into one of
the halves, one on each side of the
inner edges, and then file their ends
sharp with a sharp knife the liole in
the box may be easily cut, one-half in
each part. Xow put a piece of comb
foundation in eacli half of the box, a
trifle the nearest to the centre, and
place each half on a table side by side
and press them together until the
brads are driven in and the halves
meet; the bees will wax up all little
cracks. When these boxes are Hlled
with honey, and you want to use it,
you have two nice combs not fastened
to the glass at all ; the boxes can be
taken apart without drawing a nail,
and they may be used for many years.
If foundation is not used there is
no need of cutting the boxes into
halves, as the comb is usually put in
diagonally, and would be broken in
taking them apart. Care should be
taken not to nail the box where it is
to be sawed in two. The holes in the
boxes and hives should not be less

that

PASSAGE-WAYS
CONTINUOUS
DOUBLE AIB-SI'ACES.

VS.

These are about as different as we
are likely to get, unless some one invents triple air-spaces. It certainly
seems as if the less idle space we can
have in a hive, the better for the bees,
at least in cool nights when a force or
bees is needed to waste their time

and heat

in

keeping

warm empty

space. Moreover, it seems like a good
deal of hindrance to oblige the bees
to travel through two or more airspaces.
In spite of all this, after trying the
double air-spaces pretty thoroughly
for two years, with a hundred or more
colonies, I am decidedly of the opinion that the Ileddon honey-board for
best results in obtaining comb honey,
is at present, at least in my apiary,
indispensable. So far, I have never

known
For the American Bee Journal

Wintering the Honey-Bee.

a queen to come up through
one of these honey-boards. The space
between the top-bars of the broodframes and the honey-board is more
or less hlled with comb, but never iri
the space above so the supers are
quickly and easily lifted off or placed
on witli little danger of crushing bees.
How any one can rapidly handle
supers with continuous passages without killing many bees is, to me, a
mystery.
Some one may ask me
whether I have ever tried continuous
passage-ways fairly. I have not and
in general would not condemn any
but it seems to me
tiling untried
that a jury of practical bee-keepers
who have had experience as to the
promptitude with which bees occupy
a surface where there is a fair opportunity of their being mashed, would
class continuous passage-ways among
the things not necesary to be tried. I
am aware that at least one man for
whose intelligence I have high respect, favors them but I also know
that one of the highest authorities
living, the world-renowned Dzierzon,
favors movable combs with only a
top-bar, so that the combs must be
cut loose with a knife each time they
are taken out, and drawn out by
hooks something like a bureau drawer,
which the same jury would be likely
"

H. B. SISSON.

:

;

MILLER, (200—299).

C. C.

;

In bee-keeping, as in all other occupations where life is to be cared for,
a proper understanding of the great
laws that govern animal existence
must be considered ere it can be
made a success. The wintering of
the honey-bee with success, is but a
common-sense view and action of
these great laws. If our education
has been such that we were never permitted to study from books the great
principles on which animal life depend, let us go to Nature and let her
be our teacher, and we cannot help
but learn from the very lowest grades
of Nature, that which will promote
life, health and success.
If we wish the honey-bee to be
healthy, able bodied and ready to
work, after a long, hard winter, it
must have plenty of pure air and a
dry bed to sleep in. Take for example the hog, which is said to be the
filthiest of all animals, yet all successful farmers understand that to
have healthy hogs, they must have
a good, warm bed and proper shelter.

How

much more does this little insect, the bee, need the best of care
This is very easily accomplished when
!

"

;

;

;

to

condemn

untried.

now ARE MY BEES WINTERING V
I am in pretty dense ignorance as to

proper shelter and correct ventilation
It is no longer a question
is given it.
in my mind, but a well established the outcome, and will hardly be able
fact, from 2o years' experience, that to answer for a couple ot months.
the bee can be successfully wintered They are all in the cellar (that is, in
in.a good cellar. I have 2o0 colonies two cellars), and I do not even know
in my cellar, and when the mercury how many are alive to-day. I know
was 30^ below zero, I could not go of one colony that is dead, and there
into the cellar with a light without may be others, and it will be nothing
strange if a good many more die. The
their being all in commotion.
weather has been so cold that a wood
Ottumwa,? Iowa.

;
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tlie stove in each is the best appreciated when comabout a month, and plete frames of it are put into the
notwithstanding this, the thermome- brood-nest. The value of full frames
ter stood, each morning, not above of perfect worker -comb cannot be
36-', and sometimes at 28'^.
Quite a over-estimated.
number of colonies show signs of
Elm Grove, ~o Mass.

fire

was

;

built in

cellar, daily, for

diarrhea.
As to the cause of diarrhea, I am
all at sea, bnt I am hopeful that in the
For the American Bee JournaL
vast amount of discussion, some light
may be thrown on the subject. It The Age When Bees Begin to Work.
seems rather strange that if any one
M. L. TRESTER, (83—202).
of the theories is correct, that have
been held up for some time, there
have not been a number of cases in
The following shows a test which I
which the theory has been fairly tried made to determine the age at which
and proved entirely successful in bees begin to work in the various
holding the dreaded disease at bay. branches of their industry. In makWith regard to the pollen theory, this ing the experiment, I think that there
mucli I know, that bees may winter were as many or more larva- that died
well with an abundance of pollen in than the nuuiiber of bees that hatched.
their liives, and that they may starve From the date of hatching, it is evito death on combs of pollen, with no dent that eggs were overlooked. It is
sign of diarrhea. Whether they can also plain to be seen that neither eggs
have diarrhea without any pollen in nor larviB will live but a very short
the hive, I am not prepared to say, time without the attention of the
and this last is, after all, the crucial bees
test.
On Aug. 20, I put 22 combs of
Marengo, ^D Ills.
hatching brood into a hive with no
bees.
On Aug. 21, at 7 a. m., it was very
For the Amencaa Bee Journal.
liot in the hive, and the larvoe were
dead, turning black and twisting out
It Pays to TJse Foundation.
of the cells.
On Aug. 22, the hive weighed 38i.|
:

F.

M. TAINTOR.

In the American Apiculturist for
.January, IHSl, Mr. G. M. Doolittle
" I think we have gone crazy
says
over the use of comb foundation for
the brood-frames."
Well, if beekeepers have, there are a great many
crazy apiarists in the world. Before
:

began using comb foundation I seldom had a young colony fill the broodframes full of comb during the first
season without feeding to do it. I
never tliought of giving sections to
young colonies, and I seldom had one
in the tall but what had to be fed for
winter, and the next season the
empty frames would be filled with
more or less drone-comb, if there was
not a lot built during the first season.
I had not used 10 pounds of founda1

pounds, and it was still hot in it, tlie
bees could not fly, but they could sting
a little. I shook about 3 quarts of
bees and put a queen with them on 8
frames prepared as follows
Frame
No. 1 contained foundation drawn out;
Xo. 2, fresh comb with brood in all
stages No. 3, new foundation
No.
:

;

;

honey
and eggs

4,

No.

;

No.

;

.5,

6,

fresh comb, honey
old eggs, and 3 or 4

being dead and
the same as No. 6;

live larvae, the rest

some black No.
;

7,

8, fresh comb, honey and eggs.
this day the bees began to put
dead larv;e"out of the entrance.

No.

On

No.

or 4 larvie No. 7, eggs hatchNo. 8, growing.
On Aug. 28, the weight was 39 lbs.
The weather was hot and calm on
Aug. 29, weight 39>4 lbs., and the
weather was warm and windy Aug.
30, weight 3S?| lbs.; Aug. 31, 38^

ing

6, 3

;

;

;

;

lbs.
Sept. l,39i^ lbs.; Sent. 2, 40}.<
lbs. Sept. 3, 42 lbs. ; Sept.'4, 44 lbs.',
Sept. 5, 46 lbs. ; Sept. 6, 47 lbs. Sept.
7, 48 lbs.; Sept. 8, 48 lbs.
Lincoln, o, Nebr.
;
;

;
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Southern Wisconsin Convention.

The Southern Wisconsin Bee-KeepAssociation held its second annual meeting in the Court House at
Janesville, Wis., on March 3, 1885.
The meeting was called to order by
the President, and the minutes of the
previous session were read and approved. Fonr new members were received, and all who were present paid
their dues for the ensuing year. An
able essay on bee-culture was read
by the President.
The election of officers for the comPresiing year resulted as follows
dent, C. O. Shannon, Edgerton, Wis.
Fatzinger,
Levi
Vice-President,
ers'

:

Janesville, AVis. ; Secretary, John C.
Lynch, Janesville and Treasurer, H.
L. Humphrey, Janesville.
Mr, Fatzinger reported that his
;

bees were in good condition with the
exception of a few colonies affected
with diarrhea, which were wintered
in the cellar on honey with considerable of the so-called honey-dew. jNIr.
Sherman put 59 colonies into winter
quarters, of which 3 are dead, 2 from
starvation, and the balance of his
colonies are in average condition. Mr.
Pomeroy reported a loss of 8 out of 9
colonies wintered out-of-doors and
packed in chaff, being the first severe
loss for a number of years, when wintered in the same manner. Mr. Markham had 5 colonies out of-doors and
the balance in the cellar, all being in

On Aug. 23, the hive weighed 3734;
pounds the bees were cleaning out
the hive and fighting robber bees the
queen commenced to lay. In frame fair condition. Mr. Mack had 10 colNo. 6. the eggs were gone, and there onies out-of-doors (5 of which died),
tion before I saw that it was a great were 2 live larva'; No. 7, eggs were and 80 in the cellar. Sixteen of his
help, and worth at least $1 per pound gone and in No. 8, the eggs were colonies have the diarrhea badly. All
hatching.
to me to use in the brood-frames.
of his bees had more or less honeyOn Aug. 24, the weight was 38 dew in the fall. ISIr. Inman reported
Xow, all I have to do when the bees
pounds,
but
the
hive
was
wet
when
swarm (I prefer natural swarming to
70 colonies in the cellar, all in good
increasing by division, altliough I weighed. The weather was change- condition. He has not lost any bees,
able,
the
queen
stopped
laying,
and
practice both), is to hive them on 10
for a number of years, while winterframes of foundation, and in 4 or 5 the bees flew a little. In frame No. ing them in the cellar. Mr. Shannon
both
the
eggs
the
larva?
and
were
2,
days they have it all drawn out, and
wintered 9 colonies out-of-doors, and
in No.
the 5 of them died
the balance of his
are ready for the sections. The combs gone, excepting a few
and 7, all bees were in the cellar, and some are
are all as straight as a lioard, and eggs were hatching Nos.
they are worker combs. Then I place clean No. 8, disappearing.
quite restless with many dead bees on
On Aug. 25, the weight was 37?:{ the cellar bottom. Hethinks that the
tlie sections on, and if there is any
honey coming in, the bees are ready pounds. This was a good honey day, unusual amount of dead bees may be
and the bees were working and carry- attributed to the fact that they were
for it.
In frame No. 2, the mostly old bees. In the fall there
I never had a young colony that ing in pollen.
stoied a pound of surplus until I be- larvje were dead in the cells No. 5, was no late breeding.
dead
7
and
Nos.
6,
8, fresh eggs.
gan using comb foundation, and now
The question, " IIow late may bees
I have some that store from i'j to 75
On Aug. 26, the weight was 39 remain in the cellar with profit V" was
pounds each, besides enough to win- pounds. The day was gloomy. In discussed, and it was generally conter on. As a general tiling I found frame No. 5, the eggs were hatching ceded that under favorable conditions
that it not only paid to use comb in places
Nos. 6 and 7, plenty of they might be left in until maple
foundation, but that it paid to pro- eggs No. 8, hatching.
blooms.
cure foundation machines and make
The usual variety of questions were
On Aug. 27, the weight was 39
my own. Foundation would be val- pounds. The weather was rainy. asked and discussed. One year ago
ualjle if only used asguides in frames, Frame No, 2 contained eggs
No. 3, this Association was organized with
as it would be a means of securing foundation was drawn out
No. 5, 13 members, and it now numbers 26,
nearly all being practical and suestraight combs
but its real worth larva; growing and comb building
;

;

;

'>

;

;

;

(i

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Fi-oni careful spring. In fact, I have wintered a
cessful bee-keepers.
estimates it is ascertained that in our colony from the middle of November
immediate vicinity there are over 200 to the middle of February on less
pounds of stores, and that on
interested in bee-culture. We cor- than
dially invite all to join us and helj) to the summer stand, and during an exmake this Association second to none ceedingly severe winter.
Mr. il. and myself disagree also on
for mutual benelit and the promotion
the question of over-production, notof scientilic bee-cultnre.
Adjourned until the second Tues- withstanding that I am taunted by
him as being an amateur, and only
day in May, ISS."), at 10 a. m.
keeping a few colonies, and that as a
John 0. Lynch, Sec.
consequence am not qualified to disV. O. Shannon, Pres.
cuss the question. I do believe that
I know something of the laws which
For the American Bee Journal.
govern supply and demand (for I have
given a little attention to tlie study
Pollen Theory and Over-Production.
of political economy), and that 1 am
as well qualified to discuss the matter
POND, .ri!.
.J. E.
as though I was a specialist beekeeper, kept •'iOO or more colonies, beNotwithstanding my last article on
lieved in the right of priority of locathe subject, on page 731 of the Bee
tion, and the right to pre-empt all tlie
Journal for 1884, there is still a good
fields I could find, and offer for
radical difference between Mr. Ileddon and myself in regard to the " pol- sale those I could not conveniently
occupy.
len theory." In that article I sugI believe, too, that the matter of
gested that the coming winter would
supply and demand for honey is govbe just the time to show whether or
govern
not all colonies (or enough of them to erned by the same laws that
the matter of production generally
prove the rule) fed on sugar syrup
and
that the present lack of demand
alone, would winter withont diarrhea;
low prices is owing
a far different thing from admitting and consequent
to the ignorance of bee-keepers as to
that if they did it would be owing
means of disposing
wholly to no pollen being left in their the best ways and
of their crops. I may be wrong, still
hives. I did say that Mr. II. had ofI am content to leave my views to the
fered some evidence in favor of his
feeling ascriticism of the public
favorite theory, but that evidence can
production of
be used also in proof of Mr. Clarke's sured that until the
honey gives a larger yield than less
hibernation theory, which, by the
way, I firmly believe will be found to than one ounce per capita for the peocountry, that I shall be
be the solution of the problem. Mr. ple of the
deemed far wrong when I say that
Heddon and myself differ in tliis
I
do not believe "that the presence of over-production is a bugbear which
pure pollen, whether sealed up as this generation need not fear.
Foxboro,o Mass,
such, or found as floating particles in
the honey stores, has au^lit to do with
causing bee-diarrhea. In fact I beFor tse American Bee Journal.
lieve that every colony will winter
safely when the conditions are right,
Are Bees Taxable?
with pure pollen remaining in the
hive in the ordinary quantity tliat is
E. B. SOUTHWICK.
usually found at the close of the season. Allow me to ask, when or where
In reply to Mr. Unger's question,
have I ever misquoted Mr. H. V Will on page 88, 1 wish to say that as bees
he please point out the spot V
are qualified and not absolute propHe has repeatedly said that " he erty, they are not taxable without a
was sure the pollen theory was cor- special law to that effect made by the
rect that the facts shown fitted that State (I think that Illinois has no
theory more closely than any other such law)
but bee-hives, combs,
set of facts offered in proof of any honey and all bee-fixings are absolute
other theory," etc. I am aware that property, and any assessor has the
he has said, " he did not know the right to assess them at their cash
theory to be correct," but still urged value, even if no other assessor in the
it with all the vehemence possible, United States does, or ever has aseven to the exclusion of other mat- sessed them.
.ters; leaving it to be inferred that
As I understand it, the assessor
upon the presence or absence of pol- asked Mr. U. for the number of hives,
len alone depended the success or non- and said that he assessed them from
success of wintering.
have re- one to two dollars each. I think that
I
peatedly said that I did not believe he was very reasonable and just, for
the theory, and I now put myself it is a very poor apiary whose hives
squarely on record, by saying, that would not be worth SI to $2 each,
when the method of positively safe even if they were only used for kindwintering is discovered, it will be ling wood, the combs for wax, and
found to consist in some plan by the honey used in the family.
which our bees can be kept in a state
^yhat has been done in the past
of quietude in as nearly a state of should be no guide or rule for the
hibernation as it is possible to put present or future. We should have a
them. I have found it the rule in mv rule of right and a principle of jusown apiary (which, by the way, has tice to guide us regardless of the past
consisted of from .5 to 00 colonies), or future. Justice requires that all
that the colony which remained the absolute property should be assessed
most quiet, used up the least stores and taxed according to its real value
and came out the brightest in the without any reserve whatever ; and
")

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

;
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when the assessors do assess our
apiaries at $1 or $2 per hive, we ought
not to complain.
Slierman,^ Mich.
ror the American Bee Journal.

Report— Hive Door- YardsPEAKCE.

J. A.

My

a fruit farm in (Jraiid
Rapids, Mich. 1 bought 3 colonies of
bees for .'520, last April, and moved
them 10 miles. Their hives looked as
if the bees had eaten too much pollen,
if

location

Mr. Heddon

is

is

correct.

They were

hives with Langstroth frames and

Heddon

case.

\\'e

in

tlie

had an abundance

of fruit bloom, and they soon built up
strong. While clover was also very
plentiful, but there was no basswood.

The

fall

bloom was

fair.

They gave

me

a little over 100 pounds of honey
to the colony, in <ine-pound sections,
and I have now 7 strong colonies in
double-walled hives, with an airspace between tlie walls of the hive.
I have not been able to give them perfect ventilation at all times, but I
think that I can accomplish it by
another winter. I mean lower ventilation, as they are covered warm
above with quilts, on the summer
stands.

There is one subject that has not
been mentioned in the Bee .Touhnal
since I have taken it, tliat 1 would
like to say a word about; i'.,e., the

"door-yard" to the bee-hive. The
leading works on apiculture seem to
attach some importance to a clear
place in front of the hive, but none of
them suggest any thing which has
proven quite satisfactory. Prof. Cook

recommends sand

or sawdust Mr. A.
Boot mentions coal cinders, and

I.

;

speaks of stretching a piece of canvas up to a hive raised a little on
spring balances, and the bees stored
as much in 4 minutes as they had beThis carried to days, one
fore in
can see what it would be.
After heavy rains and winds, when
you look for the sand and sawdust,
they are not there and when you
lo
seek diligently for them, they are not
to be found, except only a little in the
entrances of the hives. To remedy
this, I took a little water-lime, say 1
to -5 of sand, and made a little dooryard to the hives nearly the shape of
This keeps
a large turtle's back.
.").

!

down

;

all grass, is perfectly clean and
hard, and the bees seem to like it.
The most of the bee -men here have
sand, sawdust, warped boards that
the toads can sit under, tall grass,
weeds, etc., before their hives.
Perhaps I am taking too much
pains in this direction, and may be
the bees will store just as much and
as fine honey if they struggle through
tall grass and weeds to get into their
hives, as if they have a clear entrance.
I would like to hear from my fellow
bee-keepers what they use, and what
they think is necessary, as I w-ish to
be right. I give my bees fresh and
saltv water near their hives in inverted fruit-cans. They visit them a
great deal, but the salty can the most
frequently after being confined to

;
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ITo
their hives for a day

or so in bad affected with diarrhea, are simply small
think that tlie Ileddon gravel-stones that the bees take into
ease is just the tiling. 1 would not their gizzards to grind up the pollen
give a penny each for Italian cjueens into a suitable condition to perform
for the purpose of Italianizing my its indispensable part in wintering
apiary.
bees in a sound and healthv condiGrand Rapids,+o Mich.
tion.
The case of Dr. Miller's, mentioned
by Mr. Cornell on page 56, is a fair
ror ttie Amertcan Eee JoumaJ.
sample of the conclusivene.ss of all
The Pollen Theory Has Not Gone. the evidence offered by him in his
article, and it only shows that the
bees ate all their honey and then
W. N. HOWARD.
starved because a diet of this indisXotlong since we read the bold as- pensable pollen would not sustain life
sertion that
The pollen tlieory must long enough to develop diarrhea. The
go;" next comes the startling an- evidence on page 5S, by Mr. C. L.
nouncement that " The pollen theory Sweet, may convince some overwhelmhas gone."' Tried and convicted by a ingly, but it does not satisfy me. It
court of two.
Upon wliat ? I'pon will take more than a court of two to
unimpeachable evidenced No; for annihilate all the evidence and proof
has been given in support of the
none lias been given that can sur- that
" pollen theory."
mount the undisputable facts with
Derby,
5 Vt.
which it has been defended, and any
one who possesses average comprehension cannot fail to see that ^Ir.
For tlie Amcric:in Bee Journiil,
Heddon has not admitted it incorrect,
as Mr. Pond, on page 90, says.
Experience in Wintering Bees, etc.
Mr. Heddon has simply said that
bees can winter in a good condition
C. 51. DAVIS.
with plenty of pollen in the hives if
all other conditions are right, which
I Iiave
found that frequently a
statement is true, and it in no way queen leaves a very small colony in
contradicts the pollen theory; for it the spring. I had such a one with a
matters not if every other cell, in all very pixiliflc queen that deposited
the combs in the hive, are filled witli eggs quite awhile, but which never
pollen, so long as the bees let it alone developed into bees; today I find
they will, if supplied with plenty of them without a queen, but with
suitable food, be just as well oft as queen cells started. The queen was
though the pollen was '> miles away. young. I also had one of the same
But as we have no knowledge by kind to swarm out, which I found to
which we can at all times induce the be minus a queen the next day I disbees to let it alone while they are In covered a dead queen in front of a
confinement, tliey will, in a large hive that had a queen. Will some
majority of cases, partake of it to Texas bee-keeper tell me whether
their destruction. Small -pox, as we there will be any drones to mate with
all know, is a highly contagious dis- queens by March l.j ?
I do not know
ease, yet persons who never have had how bees have wintered here, but I
the disease, nor have been vaccinated, think there must be large losses. One
have been in attendance upon those bee-keeper told me that he liad lost
affected with the disease without con- all except a few colonies. Bees did
tracting it. Yet that does not alter very poorly here last season.
I do
the fact that three-fourths of the peo- not see wliy bees should not do well
ple so exposed would contract it and here, as it is a fruit-growing section.
because colonies of bees are sometimes There are apples, peaches, plums,
wintered with pollen in their hives in cherries, grapes, etc., with lots of
a healthy condition, it does not alter horse-mint, which is said to be a
the fact that pollen is the cause of great honej^-producing plant, besides
diarrhea in thousands of cases. Be- large varieties of wild flowers. I have
cause
can drink a pint of whisky in kept bees for the greater part of 50
a few hours and show no visible ef- years, and I have tried to winter them
fects, it does not alter the fact that in almost all kinds of places and ways
lialf the amount taken by B would
with good success one time, and bad
make him drunk and because Mr. success at another time with apparSo-and-So thinks that his bees have ently the same conditions.
Three
eaten pollen, because he finds some in years ago I had a hole dug in the side
the hive in the spring, and his bees of a sand bank about 4 feet square,
are in good condition, it does not alter 5 feet deep, and roofed over. It was
the fact that hundreds of colonies are covered 2 feet deep with sand, with a
alHicted with diarrhea caused by eat- o-inch ventilator.
medium colony
ing pollen.
was in the same, and it remained
If a colony of bees is wintered upon therefrom November until April
1,
stores of the best of honey and pollen, and to my surprise it came out in
and have the diarrhea, as we all know good condition with but very few
tliey do, whence comes the solid par- dead bees on the bottom -board, and
ticles
of
brownisli-looking matter only slightly moldy. The best place
found in the excrement, if it is not that I have ever found to winter bees
pollen V
was in a dry, dark cellar, with freMr. Pond wuU, peradventure, in- quent ventilation by opening doors or
form us that the internal arrange- windows.
continuous ventilation
ments of a bee are similar to those of a would be still better if it could be
hen, and these particles of solid mat- controlled at any time. Bee-diarrhea
ter found in the excrement of liees will never be wholly prevented, as the

weather.

I

;

;

A

;

A

A

causes are as varied as the changes
of weather, conditions of stores, etc.,
etc.

Bees never exist in an abnormal condition, or in a dormant state. I have
seen bees after having swarmed and
clustered for 10 or 12 hours, so close
together that they would appear about
as they do in cold weather especially
do they appear so early in the morning after clustering over night. Fre;

quent changes in weather without
flight,

as well as frequent disturbance,

tends to bring on bee-diarrhea. I
have always noticed when our winters
were severe, with but few changes,
bees invariably come out nicely with
but little if any diarrhea but with
frequent changes there is great loss
by dwindling and diarrhea. I have
kept only the black and Italian bees,
and I had an idea that the Italians
were the best workers, but I notice
that opinions on this conflict.
Denison City, -o Tex.
;

For
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County, Nebr., Convention.

The bee-keepers

Nemaha county met
Feb.

this part of
at 10 a. m. on

in

at Johnson,

24, 1S85,

and com-

pleted
the
organization
of
the
" Nemaha County, Nebraska, BeeKeepers' Association," by the election of the officers as follows
President, W. F. Wright, Johnson, Nebr.
Vice-PresidentSj J. P. Miller, of Johnson, Mrs. B. Aldrich, of Brock, and
II. M. Stover, of Elk Station
Secretary, R. Corgell, of Brock and Treas:

;

;

urer, Wm. Steward, of Brock. The
President, 1st Vice-President and Secretary constitute an executive committee.
There are at least 25 bee-keepers
within a radius of 5 miles of .Johnson,
having from 1 to 50 colonies each.

No one in this locality has taken any
special interest in bee keeping beyond
the box-hive and a few pounds for
home use, until within the past year.
Nearly all are now wide awake to the
interests of bee-keeping. It seems
strange that one of the best counties
of the State for fruits of all kinds,
shoullbethe smallest in the production of honey.
However, Nemaha
county will very soon go to the front
as a honey-producing county, as it
has, without any doubt, the best and
greatest amount of bee-pasturage of
any county of the State. Abou£ onehalf of the colonies left on the summer
stands have either frozen or starved
those which were protected have
come through the winter in pretty
good condition.
The next meeting will be held at
Johnson, Nebr., on Saturday, March
;

14, 1885, at 10 a. m., for discussion of
topics of interest.
W. F. WuiGHT, Fres.
.

i^

The Northern Ind. and Southern Mich. Bee-Keepers' Association.
will meet at the Court House in lioshen, Ind., on April ;i, 1885. All interested in bee-keeping are invited to
attend.
F. L. Prrr, .Sec.

:

:

lllE
Local Convention Directory.
Time and

pi<tce 0/ Meetiiia.

'<!

— Tu'cnrawas

Oeo.

K.

and

Apr. :).-N. Ind.

S.

K.

Apr.

Ci).,

New I'hilndelpllin,
New I'liiladelphia, O.

.1.— N. B.

().

at

WlMUmis, Sec,

Mich., at Oiishen, Ind.
1j.

I'utt,

Sec, Goshen. Ind.

Kansaa, at Uiiiwatha, Kana.
1,. C. Chirk. Sec. Granada, Kans.

Apr. l.-N. K. Kentui-ky, at Walton, Ky.
G. W. Crue, Sec CovinKton, Ky.
.

WeBtern. at St. Joseph. Mo.
0. M. CraodalJ. Sec. Independence, Mo.
1.— Wabash ('oiinty. at Wahash, Ind.
Henry Cripe, feec, N. Manchester, Ind,

Apr.

9, III.—

Apr.

1

First Flight In 1« Weeks. -C. W.
ica, tliey could not possilily have kei>t
separate.
iMy experience with tlie Dayton, (.50—112), IhadfoiiUcJ Iowa,
bhicks lias been that if 2 frames of on .March 9, 1SS5, writes
brood bt^ taken from a colony, it never
To-day the colony and the tworallies from the loss; if a colony loses frame nucleus which I have jiacked
its queen, tlie bees superseded tier in leaves on the suniiiier stands are
with tlie moth-miller. The blacks are enjoying their first flight for justllj
too charitable. They will give the weeks, their last flight having been on
bee-keeper all the honey they store in Xov. 17, 18,s4. Both are in good conthe supers, and leave themselves to dition, and the full colony has conThey sumed about 1}4 pounds of honey
brood-nest.
the
starve
in
(ill
the sections with pollen and during the time. The mercury varied
drones, and in a poor honey season from 43^ below to 44^ above zero durthey call on tlie Italians for a few ing the winter.
frames of honey with which to carry
them through the winter. Italians
Feeding Sour Honey.— O. .1. Post,
bred from colonies that produce the
:

1KH5.

Mar
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Apr. 2,'i.-Unlotl, at Kar'haro, Iowa.

M. K. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.

Apr. 28.— DeaMoinee County, at Burlinizton. Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

most honey,

is

my

Chagrin Falls, dO., on March

motto.

2, ias^5,

writes
In the spring of 1884 I had 7 colonies
Great Mortality of Bees.—5— R. V. of bees, and increased them to 13,
Ind.,
Williams, (1.5—1.5), Goldsmith,©
which I packed on the summer stands
on March 7, ias5, says
last fall. There is but little signs of
There has been a great mortality diarrhea. For the past 2 or 3 days it
amongst the bees in this part of the has been warm enough for them to fly,
county this winter. More than half but I kept them in by packing snow
of the bees have starved to death, as around the hives, as I was afraid that
the last season was a very poor one they would fall into the snow, and
for honey, and the winter being so then I would lose the most of them.
very coldi that most of the bees were They had splendid Hights on Dec. 29
dead before the bee-keeper had a and 30, 1884. In the spring of 1884 I
chance to examine them.
fed about 5 gallons of old sour honey,
and the results were as follows
:

Rock

May 4.-Linwood,

Klin Centre, Wis.

Wl".. at
B. 'rhoni;<on. Sec, Waverly, Wis.

May

7.— Progressive, at IJushnell, Ills.
J. G. Norion, Sec. Macomb,

May

19.— N.

Ills.

:

W.

Ills.,

and

S.

W.

Wis., at Davis.

Ills.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Hock City, III.
May 28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Paliuer, Sec. McBride, Mich.

June ID.-Willaniette

Valley, at

La Fayette. OreK.

B.J.
Dec.

a— 10.— Michigan

Had ley. Sec.

State, at Detroit, Mich.

U. D. CuttinK, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinsrs.- ED.

tW"

:

—

E. B.
Diarrhea.
on
Sherman,^ Mich.,
Sonthwick,
March 0, 188.5, says
I was not a little surprised to see
the answers given to query No. 28 in
the query department. The querist
says, without any qualifications, that
his bees " died from starvation," and
then by describing the appearance of
the inside of the hive, shows that they
had the diarrhea. This is one of
many hundred cases that occur every
winter, which bear the unimpeachable evidence that starvation sometimes produces diarrhea. That it always does, or that diarrhea is always
the consequent of starvation, I do not
pretend to say, but in the majority of
the instances, that is the case. The
experiments of M. Chossat, in Paris,
in 1843, to establish the symptoms of
starvation, proves that diarrhea is the
actual consequent, and comes on just
It
before convulsions and death.
looks to me that the querist was perfectly satisfied that the cause of the
diarrhea was starvation, and the
query is put just to see how it could
be evaded.
St.arvation

and

"

'

"

:

Good Flights.—"5— G.
Bees
A. Beech, Quitmjiii,^^ iSIo., on March
Haviiiff

(),

1SS.5,

says

It has been very muddy for tlie last
week, and the bees have had good
Mights during that time. 1-astfallI
packed 35 colonies in chafl: on the

stands, and now 1 tind 32 of
iheni in good condition, and 3 dead.

summer

Discouraged.— Henry

LangNot
kamp, (38—12), Beacli City.d O., on

March

7,

l.s,s.5,

writes

:

This has been a hard winter on
26 colonies out of 30
which were packed in Simplicity
hives on the summer stands. 1 have
H colonies in chaff hives, which are all
alive.
All of the colonies have the
diarriiea, the cause being tlie severe
winter and the existence of a cider
mill within a half mile of here, last
bees.

fall.

I

I

lost

am

not discouraged.

May 21
• Ts
5W'.'.'.'.WW".'.'.'.
" IS
4—
June 2
4— " a seconr. swarm on
May 22
5— put on 2H one-lb. sections
'
6" -2

Colony No. 1— cast a swarm on

"

"
"
"
"

"
"

7— caataswarm on
7— ' a second swarm on

*'

IS

JuneI2

One swarm absconded. Nos. and
-5

6

the sections in apple bloom, and
the honey was red and does not candy
filled

They have some of it for winter stores. They also gathered some
honey in the fall that looks like water
black and dirty— and is
in a
thiner than clover honey and of a different color.
much.

swamp—

Bees in Excellent Condition.— Dr. G.
L. Tinker, New Philadelphia,oO., on
March 6, 1885, says
My 40 colonies of Syrio-Albinos
had a good flight on Feb. 28, and are
:

excellent condition. Almost as
colonies have been lost in this
section this winter as in the winter
of 1880-81.
all in

many

Andre,
II.
Wintering Bees.— J.
Lockwood,? N. Y., writes as follows:
Although I have seen so much in
Bees in Good Condition.— Wickliffe the Bee .louKNAL about wintering
Fisher, Ilamler,^ O., on March 10 bees, yet I would like to add a few

words on the subject. I think that a
Italians vs. Brown and Black Bees. 1885, writes tlius
—Geo. Poindexter, Kenney,© Ills.,
Bees have not wintered well in this great many failures in wintering bees
March -5, 188.5, writes as follows
section of the country, but by proper is the result of their being moved
Having kept the black or German mangement my bees are in good con- into winter quarters too early in the
them on the
:

bees until tlie last 3 years, I am now
prepared to take my stand in favor of
the Italians, as I have found them
superior in almost every respect to
the black or brown Germans, according to the color of the combs in which
hatched. This makes the
tliey are
difference between the brown bees
and the blacks, but no difference in
the quantity of honey produced by
either, as they are both the same race
f>f bees, for by in-and-in breeding so
long going oii in tlie forests of Amer-

extreme cold
winter. As I look back over the past
11 years of my experience with bees,
I can say that they have paid me a
good profit, but it took me several
years to learn by experience things
which I could have learned by reading a single copy of the Bee JoukNAL. Although I do not wish to be
classed as such, nevertheless the saying is true that " Experience is a dear
school, but fools will learn in no
other."

dition, considering the

season, instead of leaving
summer stands until there has been
one good, sharp, stinging freeze to
put the finishing touches to ripening
and purifying the honey. I do not
care if the mercury goes down to 20^
below zero, for one such freeze does
no harm to the bees. Last season I
put 25 colonies into a cellar, after the
winter had gotten well started, the
drain became stopped up, and water
stood in the cellar under the bees all
They were taken out on
winter.

:

:
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April 1, and tlie combs were so moldy
that they looked like old soap-grease.
All but two had inc-reased their numbers some oU per cent., many commenced to rear brood in February,
and there was not an apiary for miles
around that produced either as much
comb honey or as many swarms during the past season.

Bees.— 7— Z. A. Clark. (41
on Feb

Deliglited

—8.3), Arkadelphia. ? Ark.,
28, 1S8.5, says

We have had all kinds of weather
during this month on Monday (Feb.
i:!) we had a sleet that froze on
the
trees, thus causing great destruction
;

But Thursday (Feb. 26
opened up warm, and my bees began
to bring in pollen from maple and elm
and they seemed to be almost wild"
of

tmiber.

have one colony of Syrio-Italians
that are very amiable, and fine honey
gatherers. They can be handled without smoke, and appear as quiet as if
tlie hive had not been opened.
I am
feeding a little now to stimulate my
bees. I v.ill soon start queen-rearing.
I

Losing: all their Bees.— Mrs. S. C.
lyler, Utica,5 Mo., on March 7, 188.5,

writes thus

;

Bees
scriber

March

Wintering Poorly.— A sub- edge of a hive cover being
very good
from Bowerston,cH Ohio, on tor this purpose.

writes thus
are wintering
Dr. C. C. Miller, president of
poorly, especially the
blacks; the
Italians faring far the best, notice- the Northwestern Bee- Keepers' Soably those in chaff hives or otherwise ciety, writes as follows
well protected. The causes seem to
The question has been asked
be the lack of stores and the poor
quality of the same, coupled with long whether it will be legal for the NorthconHnement and insufficient protec- western Bee-Keepers' Society to omit
Its next meeting, or to meet with
tion.
the
National at Detroit next fall ? If at
the
meeting
last
fall,
a
sufficient numDiarrhea with no Pollen or Brood.—
Mrs. W. II. Smith, Mount Salem, Out., ber had voted in favor of such change,
1 think that it would have been right
on March 9, 188-5, writes as follows
to have made the change, and it
OnKov. 1, 18,S4, 1 obtained 2 colo- seems
to me that if the same number
nies of bees from a neighbor who inshould now vote in that direction the
tended killing them for their honey. effect
should be the same. If I am
I placed them in hives with frames
wrong in the matter, I shall be glad to
already tilled with comb, and fed them
be set right. For myself I only wish
with syrup made of granulated sugar.
to know what is the mind of the memIn a short time they had the combs
bers. If such motion had been made
hlled, and the greater portion capped,
at the last meeting, there would proband in the last week of the same ably
have been reasons given pro or
month I placed them in the bee-house con, and
it would be entirely proper
whose walls are made of concrete for
any one to give his reasons for his
from the bottom (which is underpreference, in print, now.
ground about 3 feet) to the height of
4 feet, and from this upward is a
frame boarded inside and out, the
Convention Notices.
hollow space being filled with con-

Bees

9, 1885,

:

W

in this section

:

crete.
This morning I examined
^^The next meeting of the Union
in this
some bee-keepers losing all them and found that they had all JJee-Keepers' Association of Western
died
from diarrhea with neither pol- Iowa, will be
1 lost 1 colony out of 4, and another
held on April 2-5, 1885
has dwindled badly. Tliey were all len nor brood. The balance of my at Earlham, Iowa.

Bees have wintered poorly

section,

left on the summer stands protected bees appear to be all right.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
with chaff 2 seem to be very strong
and have had several flights, but they
i^" The semi-annual meeting of
Bees Appear All Right.— W. B.
had the diarrhea badly, I think for
the Northeastern
Kentucky Beethe alighting-boards, snow, etc., were Stephens, Stephens' Mills, ? N. Y., on
Keepers'
Association will meet at
Feb. 21, 188-5, writes:
badly spotted.
Odd
Fellows'
Hall in Walton, Ky., on
I have 126 colonies of bees in the
April 1, 1885, at 10 ti. m. A free dinner
cellar which appear to be all right at
will
be
given
Shipping-Cases for Honey.— F. Wil- present. I shall try
by the bee-keepers of
reversible frames, the
cox. (11.5— l(j.-,), .Mauston,0 Wis., says: next
neighborhood. G. W. Cree Sec
season, and see whether it pavs
"
That combined section-rack and to use them.
^° The Frogressive Bee-Keepers'
shipping- case spoken of by Dr. W. G
Fhelps, on page 120, has all the adFeeding Bees in Winter, etc.— J. C. Association of Western Illinois will
meet
in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
vantages which
its
enthusiastic Bale, Hamilton, Out., on March 9 May
7, 1885.
Let every bee-keeper
friends claim, but there are also no 1885, writes
who
can,
be present and enjoy the
less than 3 valid objections to it,
viz
My
plan of feeding hungry bees in meeting.
J. G. Norton, Sec.
1. Ihe honey cannot be
graded. 2 midwinter is as follows: Make
a
1 he sections cannot be scraped clean
candy on A. I. Root's plan, viz Melt
;i.
One cannot know just what kind sugar in suflicient
1^ The Tuscarawas County Beewater, boil till
of honey he is selling. Imagine
your- clear, remove from the stove and stir Keepers' Association will meet at
self sending a sample case to
some till it becomes cloudy and begins to New Philadelphia, O., on Thursday,
groceryman whose trade you desire stiffen.
Then pour this into a shal- March 26, 1885. A cordial invitation
to supjily. You select a good looking
low tray made of a common frame is extended to all.
combined rack and shipping-crate, the
(iEO. F. Williams, Sec.
boarded up tight on one side. When
groc.Tymaii opens it and hnds in the the candy
is hard enough, turn the
middle a section in which brood has frame
upside down over the cluster
m- The Willamette Valley Beebeen hatched, and some sections con(lirst warming the candy a little,
Keepers' Association will hold its
if
taining bee-bread, which you did not
cold), tuck the
snugly over second meeting at La Fayette, Oreeven suspect.
He will think that all, and they will blanket
need nothing more gon, on the third Tuesday in June
"this is a sample crate ;" and probafor some
time.
This economizes 188.5. All who are interested are inbly he will not want much more.
I space, causes little disturbance, and vited to attend.
have used these racks for 6 years on
could not be handier for the bees. In
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
from 1.5 to 40 hives, and I know some- 1883-84
I made my candy of very light
thing about them. I wish to .suggest
brown sugar, and no harm resulted.
The Sixth semi-annual meeting
a slight modification <if the Ileddon
If I knew liow to make the " Good of the Western
case which makes it better for
Associame candy," I might prefer that. As to tion will be held Bee-keepers'
in Unity Chapel, at
and I think that it will improve it for fastening
foundation
in broodTframes: St. Joseph, Mo., on Felix St., between
otheis. Put a strip of glass
inches I find that a rapid, clean, and neat 7th and 8th
streets, on Thursday and
wide in one side, and cover2}i
the glass method is to take a smooth-faced,
iron Friday, April 9 and 10, 1885, comwith a thin sliding board lyiii"- dose tool,
like a shoemaker's heel-polisher mencing at 10 a.
m. on April
against the glass. The edges of the
—without a flange— dip it into tepid interested in bee-culture are 9. All
strips which hold the glass, and the
invited
water and press the foundation to attend and make tlie
slide being slightly beveled to
meeting as
hold tightly to the frame in half a dozen interesting
as
possible.
A full prothe s ide in place. This slide darkens
places, and it will stick well. The gramme will be
prepared and a genthe glass, and a cap may be dispensed
top-bars or comb-guides should rest eral good time may
be
expected.
with dining Ihe honey harvest
.solidly on a proi)er sized board.
Ihe
;

:

•

:

W

'

C.

M. ('RANDALL.

Sec.

!

!

;
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CLUBBING LIST.

Itotkes.
We

will

supply the

American Dee Journal

one year, and any of the followUiK Books, at the

^-

Our

rates

for

two or more

copiesof the book." Bees and Honey,"
may be found on the Book List on
the second page of t)iis paper. Also
whole.sale rates on all books where
they are purchased " to sell again."

^"

the
for the
Monthly) for one year, we will present
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
mail postpaid.

For two subscribers
Weekly Bee Journal (or 8

for

prices quoted In the last
first

column of

The

H^fures,

postaKe prepaid.
Price of both. Club

The Weekly Bee Journal,

li

.

2 75

—

New Book (paper covers)
Qulnby's New Bee-Keepinc
Langstroth's Standard Work
Roofs A B C of Bee Culture (cloth)
Dzierzon's

Queen Bearing

3 50.

2 50
2 60

3 00
2 75

.

3 76

.

3 23.. 3 10
3 00.. 2 76

send for a
and Gleanings lnBee-Culture( A.I. Root)
your Jouunal
Bee-Keepers' Magazine (A.J.King).
to

Binder in which to tile
and thus have the full benefit of
during the whole year.

it

Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.G. Hill)

Kansas Bee-Keeper

Journal

of

Aug.

1866, Feb.1867.

Any

one having them to spare will please
send us a Tostal card. We will take
the first that offer them, and pay 25
cents each for the 2 numbers.

THOMAS
•as West

Those who have the Monthly

G.

..

2 76

2 60..

2

ffi

3 00.. 2 90
fi

50.

00

.

NEWMAN,

Street..

—

"

H vbrid
"

"

.")

"

'20

$0

."lO

6 00

more

or

Italians, 1 to
.> to
"
r.'0

."i

.5

."i

'iO

r,

more

7.">
".">

a:,

00
aiul <'oiidili»iis an IoIIoavk:
Orders will be booked finly when accompanied l>y the i'a^lif and will* be filled in their
l)roi)er turn. I will ship some time in the
month of Ma.v, and the exact date must be
left in my discretion to be governed b.v the
circumstances and the weather. Will notify
before shipment.
Will Guarantee Safe
or

.',

TEKins

Arrival at last E.xpress Station, and will
guarantee satisfaction.
0D4t

TOOT?"
AT*
^^^i'^i'*^ **
•*"

in his

nB

1

Eye "

»ooi,iTTi.E»s
"Old

Man with aTear

Bee Jocknal.

in last week's

5t

An apointment f<ir remuneration. In an apiary, by
a young man practically acquainted with Bees.
References exchanged. Address,
llAlt
HI8I.OP, STRASBURCi, ONT.

Honey Market.

Hives
Sections
!

Honey

the time to create
Markets in every village, town and
Wide - awake honey producers
city.
should get the Leaflets " Why eat
Honey" (only -^0 cents per 100), or else
the pamphlets on " Honey as Food
is

I

I

I

c he: A-F

in tlie Flat complete, $1.
Ba>>NA\-oo<l Sertioiih, kiln dried, nice and
white. Special iiitliio-nients nn larve orders.
Send for Fricf-I.isf and sample ()f-S<.'ctions.-

A. D. BENHAM, OLIVET,
llDtf

QUEENS

EATON

CO.,

MICH.

Send for I»rlce-I^i«t of
Italian & Huly-l.iind Queens
fnr 1S85.
BEKS by the
pound, nuclei and

full

colo-

Noble County,

Itxl.

nies. .1. C.

lilKonler*

MISHl.ER.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
I

can

sell

the above Smokers at

MANUFAt'TUKERS' PKICKS,

:

by

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest impn.veraentB,
InclndinK THE CONQUKKOH. and

THE DOCTOR.
Send for

my

:)2-paee Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepors' Supplies of every description.

;

—

Hives
Sections
!

jj^gg

I

!

Simplicity Hives

We

This valuable book contains I6() pages,
is nicely pi-inted on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $3.00. We will club
it and the Weekl.v Bee Jouhnal for a year
lor $4.00. If you have already sent us $'-;.00
for the- Weekly IIee .IouknaIj for a year, we
will send the Book for another J'J.OO, inakiu^

;

."i

to'-;o

TO BEE KEEPERS.--WANTED

Chlcaso, in.

188:^ or 1884 will be pleased to learn
that we have a few Binders still left
for those years Price -50 cents each.
Send for them before all are gone, for and Medicine," and scatter them
we do not intend to get any more plentifully all over the territory they
made.
can supply with honey, and the result
will be a demand that will readily take
have reFruit Growing.—
remunerative
all of their crops at
ceived a copy of an illustrated pamph- prices. The pricesfor" Honey as Food
let of 64 pages, entitled " How to
and Medicine " are as follows
Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.
Single copy 5 cts.; per doz., 40 cts.
A. Green, editor of the Fruit Grower,
per hundred, $2.50. 500 will be sent
Rochester, N. Y. PriceoO cents. To postpaid for
or 1000 for
$10.00
any one sending us a new subscriber $15-00- On orders of 100 or more,
for the Weekly or 4 for the Monthly, we will print, if desired, on the
besides his renewal for either edition, cover-page, "Presented by," etc.,
(giving the name and address of the
we will present a copy of this book.
bee-keeper who scatters them). This
alone will pay him for all his trouble
and expense enabling him to dispose
Farmer's Account Book.
of his honey at home, at a good profit.

for

re Italians, 1 to

I'll

WM.

Create a Local

Now

^°

Madison

3 00..

3 00.. 2 76

The Aplculturist, (Silas M. Locke)
The 6 above-named papers

1^ We want one num Der each of the

3 00.. 2 75

Liiiitx^ti'olli lliv<-

S-I''riiiii<>

ut the fuUowin^i' prices

3 00

3 60.. 3 26
4 00.

the

III

00

.

The Weekly Bee Journal one year

1)0 not forget

COLONIES OF BEES

t2 00..

3 25.
and Cook's Manual, latest edition
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3 00.
2 75..
Bees and Honey (paper covers)
2 75..
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
325..
Apiary Register for UK) colonies
4 00..
Dzlerzon's New Bee Book (cloth)

Alley's

^^

GEO. (iRIMM, of Jetteisoii,Wis.,

column Klves the regular price of both. All

ALFRED

H.

923 TV. Madiion,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO

11,1.,

FOR BEE-HIVES
And a general assortment of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies send

for circular to

J. E.

.'"ilDtf

PHrOK,

De.xter. Iowa.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

Apiary Register— Ne-w Edition.

The BUITISH BEK JOPRXAI.

MONTHLY,

who

at

is

published

SEMI-

Seven Shillines per annum, and

intend to be systematic in contains the best practical Information for the
time belnfj, showins what to do, and when and
their work in the apiary, should get a how to do it. Kev. H. R. PEEI^. Kdltor.
LONDON. ENUIjAND.
copy and commence to use it. The
The Hritish liee Journal and our Weekly
follows
hereafter
be
as
for ?:l..'iO: with our Monthly, $:.'.00 a year.
$4.00 in all. If .you want il .sent by nutil, add prices will
'20 cents for postag'c.
$1 00
For .50 colonies (120 pages)
12-5
We can supply these books at the publish- " 100 colonies (220 pages
Vandenort Foimdatiou Mill.
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
er's price, or will make a present of one
All

:

TEN

subscribers to
for one year, with
Four subscribers to the Monthly will
$'iO.
count the same as one for the Weekly.

copy for every club of
the Weekly

is the time to get up Clubs. Who will
for a copy of this valuable book.

Now
work

Bee Journal

The larger ones can be used for a
few colonies, give room for an increase
of numbers, and still keep the record
all together in one book, and are therefore the most desirable ones.

6
It

lucli, Price,

$25.00.

makes the finest extra thin FoundatloD
comb honey. For Sale by

923

West MadlBon

Street.

CHICAGO.

for

ILL.
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SUMNER & PRIME,

(innOPi)

BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS. WE

Bristol, Vt.,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
II.VVE

.just completed our Factory, furthe most inipn^ved Miichiiierv,
to Hil all orders for
of
FIXTUKE**
every description.
of all sizes a specialty.
All orders will receive prompt attention. Send for
lOA l:^t
Catalogue Prlce-List and samples.

nislieil

it

witli

BEE"WHITE

and are now prepared

rOPI-AK SECTIONS

One-Ib. {4i.ix4i.i) in lots or 5i)0 to 4,000 $5.00
.'>,000 to 10,000
4.50
Ditto
Ditto
1(1,000 to -Jo.OOO 4.00
Ditto
Ditto

The

one-lb. Section

is

17 inches Ions:.

For

an.v sizes between 17 and '20 inches in leng'th,
add 5 per cent. For an.v sizes between 20

iriVH.4M

D

WE

AND VAN1H5RVOKT

FOUNDATION.

have bought a large stock of (""holce Yeland 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
Beew^vax, and csin furnish Dunham
above per centage to the price of one-lb. Comb low
Foundation for brood comb for j»Oo. perl b.
Sections in the saine qnantities.
Thin Dunham for Sections. oSc. per lb. Kxtra thin
We make any size or width desired.
Vandervort, 10 to ii2 square feet to the lb., CUc
per lb. Will work up wax into Foundation for
lO, 15 II nd 30e. per lb. To induce our customers
J. FORNCROOK & CO.,
to order Foundation early in the season, we will
Watertown, Wis., Mar. 1, 1885.
10A4t

Alfred H.Newman, of Chicago, sells
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

I^~

500

9D9t

all itrders

I

I can save you
CKIPE, N. Manchester, Ind.

Send for

it

!

!IA4t4Blt

COLON lES of Ital. Bees for sale hy lb. or colSimp, hives, L. frames, ;tV?(X]7-'Vt. Wired
Cum bsbuiU from foundation combsstniieht
fts boards.
Queens and Given Foundation
for sale. Send forCircular. T. H. KLOER.

o

iiuy.

Terre Haute,

OHN HERR

Vifio

County. Ind.

inA:ft

CO., Reaver Dam,

&:

Dofl^e Co., Wis., Manufacturers of

J
llA4t

HIVES AND SECTIONS.
tW Price List Free.
.5B-2t

We v'illsend vnu a watch or a chain
nVMAILOKKJiFKESS,

CO. D.,t0be

exniiiinedbufoie paying: any money
and itiiut satisfactory, returned at
our expense. We manufacture all

our watches and save you 30 per
rent.

Cifnlnp-ne of C.W stylfs fn-e.

STANMHDAMERinAiiwATCHcC
rmslJLKuH, PA.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
standard Langstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO OnDER,
Quinby Smoker a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.
I

TV. £.
7AI3t

Cl.ARK« successor to
OKISKANY. Oneida

L.. C. Root,
County, N. Y.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square OlasB Honey JarH, Tin Buckets,
LangBtroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply to
C. F.
UTn

M

CINCINNATI,

976 and 978 Central Ave.,

IS^Send

6
Sintrle

each.
locti

IfJc.

etc.

,

O.

for Practical Hlnte to Bee-Keepera.

SYRIAN QUEENS,
WAKUANTE]*

PUKELY MATED

for

116

ToKled Clnci-iis, ij:i.()()
Italian (,)uceiis at the same iirices,
1. K. GOOD, Sparta, Teiiii.

Queen.

•«]. ','"!.

DKAI.ER IN

Pure Italian Bees and
Kor further
IlAl.'it

infnriti;iti"n.

Klchmubd.

fl.

send for

B«uU

((ueeiis
ClrctilHr.

Co. Texim.

received

COOPERSVILLB. Ottawa Co., MICH.

Xiiines wanted for my 18-pagc
llluslralid
atalOHTue of BeeR4'<'|»«TH^ Sii|>l>lie!!» for lH^i5.

HENRY

money.

allow lO per cent, discount on
beloie the ist of May.

m

^

;
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Our readers will regret to learn
that our friend, the Rev. L. L. I,angstroth, lias had an attack of paralysis,
as will be seen by the following letter,

OF THE

^^YA^^^^^^^^.i.l,
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t^

The losses of bees liave been
quite large all over the Nortli, where

they were wintered on the summer
stands. Those wintered in cellars are
dated Oxford, O., March 13, 1885
generally reported to be in good conFor the information of inquiring dition. Ttiose who have bees to sell
friends, I wish you to state that tliree will Hud plenty of buyers, if they are
weeks ago I liad an attack of paraly- wise enough to let it be
known. We
:

.

%^<^

-^.^-^S

rUBIjtSHED BY

THOMAS

Kditor and
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Monthly,

;

arm and

'

leg.

[

at once.

friend,

^

L. L. Lancstuoth, per A. L. C.

Phopkietoii,

Weekly, S^Z a year

affecting uiy left

have recovered a comfortable use of have had many inquiries already for
my limbs, but my general health con- information as to where to buy bees.
tinues, as it has been for the last 15 Those having bees to sell should adniontlis, to be very feeble.
vertise them

Your

NE'VvMAN,

G.

sis,

ILL.

t^

SO cents.

Miss Emily C. West, of Flint,

According to L'Apiculteur, the
France was not satis-

sale of lioney in

factory last season. Much of it yet
Mich., has sent a device for a reversiremains unsold. Mar.seilles reports
shown by the illustra-

ble frame, as
Vol. XXI.

March 25, 1885.

No. 12.

tion.

It is

made

of wire

50,000 kilograms of beeswax on hand,
and slips into
and the receipts exceed the sales. A
She says
kilogram is about two pounds.

the top-bar of the frame.

1^

In answer to several corres
pendents we will say that Alsike clover blossoms just after the white
clover begins to bloom, and lasts till
basswood yields nectar. It would be
better to pasture the Alsike until
about June 20, and then it would
bloom about the time when basswood
ceases, and thus prolong the honey
season some, when something is most
needed for the bees to work upon.

"

:

think that the illustration will
show the simplicity of the arrangem" Mr. Elijah A. Daggitt, White
ment. It can be put upon any frame
just by making two brad-awl holes in House, N. J., has sent us another dethe center of tlie end-bars. The wires vice for reversing frames.
It consists
of a tin arm to reverse a doubte " tin
corner "made similar to the novice
tin corner.
It would hardly be substantial enough to suit the generality
I

1^

Hanover, has been to Ceylon, and
describes tlie bees there found. He
says that " the sting of Apis dorsata
is sharp and severe, but the action is
clumsy, so that this large bee can be
removed before it is inflicted." Of
Apis Indica he says: "They closely
resemble Italian bees they live in
the cavities of trees, in the gardens of
the natives, as well as in the forests."
Of Apis Jlorea he states that " they
are of little value, only producing a
small quantity of honey."

at the side keep the

frame upright,
and the projections cause it to rest
firmly upon the edge of the hive. The
frame can be reversed in an instant,
and there is no chance for sticking it
fast to the frame. It can be
from a single piece of wire,

makes

it

Frank Benton has issued a
Leaflet in which he tries to sting
Prof. Cook, Mr. T. W. Cowan, Mr. H.
Alley, and the editor of the Bee
.Journal. He puts us all down as
"know-nothings.
Such egotism is
'

truly refreshing

I

^° From Jacob
O.,

Ruch, Mt. Eaton,
comes a reversible-frame device.

It consists of

a wire projecting-end

for the top-bar, wliich turns

office.

It

on

can

and

quite inexpensive."

i^By the courtesy of Secretary S. M.
Locke,

we

give a condensed report of
New York State Bee-

3 sessions of the

i^In the report of the International Keepers' Convention.
The rest will
Congress, pages 154 and 155, there are appear as
soon as we receive it.
two essays, one by Mr. Viallon, the
other by Mr. Dadant, which seem to
^° By the British Bee Journal we
contradict one another in regard to
see that the Ileversible-Frame Craze
the cost of beeswax. The contradichas now reached that country. There
tion is only apparent, and not real as
is no end to the number of devices.
in Mr. Viallon's tests, no account was
taken of the large quantity of honey
The exports of honey from
consumed by the brood reared in the
Chili in 1883 were 1,.S10,2.56 kilos, valhives containing empty combs, and
ued at $201 ,392. Of wax, 99,624 kilos
it is evident that the colonies in these
value, $85,617.
hives reared a great deal more brood
during those 28 days than the coloi^° The Missouri Convention has
nies that were given empty frames.
been changed. See page 189.
The quantity thus consumed, and the
greater strength of those colonies for
Catalogues for 1885.— We have rea future harvest, would probably ceived
the following
lip
the
make
difference between those
Williamson & Bro., Lexington, Ky
G. M. Doolittlp, Iforodino. N Y
reports, on the cost of wax. We can.7. W. Chu-k, t'lrti-kslnirK-, Mo.
;

1^

is

"

not, however, refrain

from thanking

the

Mr. Viallon for his experiments, so

to tliis

carefully reported, as they are very
useful to throw light on the subject.

of

;

:

down

the side-bar when not needed.
be up or down in an instant,
one of the best devices out
multitude whieli has been sent

From Mr. W. H. Smith, Mt.
Salem, Ont., comes another device for
reversing frames.
It consists of a
piece of hoop-iron with the top turned
over to make a rest for the frame.
This has two holes, and a slot slips
over 2 screws
a third screw below
allows the reversing.

made
which

;

1^

think.

^

Prom the Bienen Zeitung we
learn that Ilerr Dathe, a bee-master
of

we

of bee-keepers,

Fliinasran

W.

&

Jllinski, Belleville 111

S. Cauthen, Pleasant Hill, S.
.las. O. Tacey. Tavistock, Ont.

c'

Hilas D. Davis, Biadlord Vt
McClintock liins.. liavtnna. O.— Berries
Isaac F. Tillin-hust, I,a Plume, Pa.— Seeds

"

'
:

::

i'EE
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How

Honey-House.

to Build a

—

Query, No. 38. lam eonteinplatiu.ii- the
building of a honey-housi^ and ^vorkslnlp, in
the spring, so I am on the lookout tor the
l»est ])laii for

SMCha

Iniildiiigsiinieient in size

for the st(»rage of lixtures used in the a|)iary
and the conili honey gathered hy .'no uolonies. I should prefer a two-story building,
if that be considered the most practicable.
—Hinsdale, N. Y.

REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.

Extra Combs for Extracted Honey.

:

workshop and bee-house combined.
The concussion of pounding will seriously disturb the bees, though a partition wall intervenes; even talking
loud in a bee-room will produce a disturbance."

Purifying Beeswax.

Query, No. 39.— What is the best way to
" I think
Prof. A. J. Cook says
purify beeswax for making thin foundation?
Query, No. 37.— What isthet-heapestand that the plan which I give in my Bee- — Boyceville. Wis.
best way, all things considered, to obtain ex- Keepers' Guide is a very good one. I
tra combs tor producing: extracted honey in can suggest no better."
" The best
.James Heddon says
an apiary which has previously I'cen run tor
comb honey exclusively, and the apiarist havanswers
as fol- of the processes in general use is, I
M.
DooLiTTLE
G.
ing no surplus combs on hand.— Subscriber. lows
' My workshop is lt)x34 feeton think, to melt the wax and pour it into
the
ground
and 2 stories high, having deep, flaring tin-tanks, packing the
comb
''Use
reply
Dadant & Son
14-foot posts. In the southwest cor- tanks to hold the liquid wax for
foundation."
ner, below, is partitioned otf a room several hours then when it cakes the
dirt will be at the bottom. Both the
JA3IES Heddon answers thus: 7x10 feet for a honey-room, in which 1
" The cheapest method of getthig such have stored 10,000 lbs. of comb honey boiling and dipping tanks should also
be made and manipulated so as to
combs, that I have tried, is by the use at one time. The outside is painted a hold back foreign substances."
of full frames of comb foundation. dark color to draw the heat from the
W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus
Get as many drawn out as you can be- sun, so the room will be very warm to
ripen the honey. To go into detail " Allow it to cool slowly over a large
fore the honey-rush conies."
would be too long for this depart- body of water."
:

:

:

:

;

Dr.

J. P.

H.

Brown

replies as fol-

ment."

" If I desired surplus combs as
lows
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus
soon as possible, I should remove " Make it unnecessarily large and with
combs from the outside of the brood- a floor able to bear great weight. I
nest, and fill in \\ith frames of founhave one 18x24 feet, and 2 stories high,
dation, just as soon as the weather
and if I had no other room it would be
would admit of the bees drawing it too small for an apiary of 200 colonies.
out."
The work - room and honey - room
Dr. G. L. Tinker says that " the should be very close and warm the
cheapest and best way is to use a sec- upper story may be a mere shell with
tion-case that may also be used with a good roof."
" Space forextracting-f rames.
James Heddon says
bids going into any detail description
Prof. A. J. Cook answers as fol- of our choice of plans. In my home
" Enter into partnerstiip with
lows
apiary of 200 colonies (on an average)
the bees, and get them to build combs I have built a 2-story building, 18x30
on shares from wired foundation. With feet, with outside stairs, and a cellar
plentj' of feed they will never break the full size of the house, and 8 feet
the contract."
deep. It cost about $600. I use wire:

;

:

:

"

W. Z. Hutchinson replies ttius:
One year ago I should have said,

put on an upper story, tlie frames of
which are tilled with foundation
'

;

now
plan.

I

will say

I

think

ttiat is the best
little more

Let us experiment a

with foundation."

screen doors, and the windows (large)
revolve within wire-screen bays. Bees,
mice and ants cannot get in, unless at
the doors or windows. I have two
other good sized buildings in the
apiary. This one is for storage of
combs, etc., upstairs, and a honeyhouse below. No carpentering is done
in it. Always build nearly twice as
large as you first think youneed."

" In such
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
a case as this I think that I should
buy foundation, for the reason that if
H. R. BOARDMAN replies thus
I tried to get comb built in the upper " There is only room in this departstories, too large a proportion of it ment to give a few suggestions in rewould be drone-comb,"
gard to building a bee-house. I prefer
a one-story house, double-walled, floor
J. E. Pond, Jr., answers thus
" My plan would be to select two or overhead on top of the joists, bee- tight,
the ground-floor
frost-proof and dry
three or more colonies of known combcemented to exclude mice and ants,
building proclivities, give them frames
disturbance
from jarprevent
and to
filled with foundation, feed them very
ring ventilated from above by means
liberally on sugar syrup, and keep
through an airthem at work drawing out the foun- of gable orshuttersadjoining the beechamber
room
dation until a sufficient number had
room or rooms, and provided with a
been completed. For this purpose a
stove
windows small and hung on
cheap quality of sugar can be used,
in the center of the sash, to tip
and it will be a means also of profita- pivotsfrom
and double
the bottom
out
bly disposing of unsalable honey."
doors for winter and screens for summer, and joists overhead spaced right
G. W. Demaree replies as follows
" The cheapest way to get combs for to hang the surplus combs and frames
extracting purposes, is to have them between them on strips or rabbets
drawn out by the bees, using full nailed to their sides. For 200 colonies
sheets of foundation. Wire in the I would have a long building with 2
frames is not necessary if a good arti- bee-rooms and the air-chamber beOne hundred colonies are
cle of foundation can be procured, tween.
and the combs are to be drawn out in enough to store in one room. There
are .serious objections to having a
the upper story."
:

G. M. DOOLITTLE replies as follows:
The best plan that I know of, is to
melt 10 lbs. of wax in a vessel, after
"

having

first

put in the same, one pint

of strong vinegar, together with one
quart ot water. After all is melted,
set the vessel from the fire, and wrap
it in several thicknesses of blanket or
old carpet, so it will cool slowly. By
this plan the wax is in agitation while
liquid, and all impurities worked to
the top or bottom. If strained before
putting through this process, there
will be nothing but flne dross at the

bottom, with nothing on top."

Brood-Rearing Under the Snow.
Query, No. 40.— My bees are under the
yet. On Feb. 9 we had another snow

snow

my

hives have been out of sight
There is no chance for water
and the bottom-boards are
cut off even with the hives which are tipped
to the front, and ii-inch holes are above the
entrances so the bees can get plenty of air.
Will they get too warm and start brood-rearing ?— Bast Saginaw, Mich., Feb. 16, 1885.

storm, and
since Jan.
to

run

iitto

17.

ttiem,

Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus "I
never succeeded better in wintering
bees than when they were covered
just as described. I have never pub:

recommended this plan, as it is
usually better to have the hives in
sight
at least it is more satisfactory."
licly

;

;

;

;

;

:

Dr.

C.

C.

Miller

says:

"Not

likely."

Dadant & Son answer thus: "Yes,
bees can rear brood underthe snow."
W.

Z.

Hutchinson

replies as fol-

" In extremely cold weather,
lows
bees are wai-mer under the snow, but
in the weather we are likely to have
from now on, bees would be warmer
out of the snow. I do not think that
the snow will start them to brood:

rearing."
J.^.mes Heddon answers as follows:
" I should have no fears of the bees
getting too warm. Colonies usually
commence brood-rearing both outdoors and in-cellars, before this date."

::

;
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" After
G. M. DooLiTTLK says
losing every colony without an exception, which were drifted luider the
snow for a period of ;i weeks or more,
I now shovel down to the entrance of
each hive so covered, once a week, so
as to let the cold air on the front of
the hive. With me, the bees always
get too warm under the snow, and
start a large amount of brood, which
is certain to produce disease unless
:

frequent flights occur."

Introducing^ Queens.

Explanatory.— The figures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east
;

— wish to introduce a
number of Italian queens into new colonies,
<ltiei*y.

No. 41

Can

T

be done safely V>y removing the olcl ijiieen and allowing the Italian queen to enter tlie hive with the bees?
Can I return the ol<l i|U(<'n to the parent colony, and by g-iviii^- the liees more room, prevent after-swarms ?— Rockdale, Iowa.
next season.

this

James Heddon remarks

thus:

"To

flrst question I answer, no ; not
witli any certainty. To the last question, yes, as a rule, in most locations

the

and seasons."
Prof. A. J. Cook answers
"It

tlius

not invariably successful. I
prefer to cage the queen for 36 liouis.
The last part of the question is indefinite; I can only answer no, as I
understand it."
is

W.

Z.

Hutchinson

both of these questions

" To
says
say 'yes.'"
:

I

Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus
" To both questions I would reply,
uncertain."
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers as fol" Wlien nectar is coming in
freely, it is quite safe to remove the
queen of a colony at mid-day, and let
lows

:

;

^

K3west; and this 6 northeast;
northwest;
o- southeast; and P southwest of the centre
ble,
of the State mentioned.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Temperature of Bees in Winter-

16— G. M. doolittle,

(40—80).

If the readers will turn to page 533
of the Bee Journal for 1884, they
will there see that I found that the
temperature at which bees live the
longest while caged, was about 04'
From the interest I took in the experiments then given, and for other
reasons, I became desirous of knowing the temperature maintained in
the centre of a healthy, quiet colony
of bees. As I had often tried to get
the temperature of a colony of bees
in the summer with a common mercury thermometer, I knew that nothing' reliable could be obtained with
such an one in cold weather, for the
reason that it would change so rapidly
in withdrawing from the hive that
nothing accurate could be obtained.
I next thought
of a physician's
self-registering
thermometer, and
partly bargained for one, but upon
'.

another queen run in at the entrance
after all other bees have ceased flying,
just at dusk, using a little smoke imseeing it, I found tliat while somemediately after tlie queen goes in.
thing accurate might be obtained by
This is Mr. Pond's method, but when
it in the hottest days in summer, it
there is a scarcity of nectar, I know of
be of no use in winter, as it
no safe plan, that I have tried, to in- would
would register no lower than 92^.
troduce queens to full colonies, but to
remove the old queen, and in days After some corresponding and searchremove all queen-cells. Cage the queen ing, I finally found a spirit thermometer which would accurately register
on the frames, feeding freely on the
evening of the second day. proceed as both heat and cold. This I purctiased
about
the middle of last January, and
above. To the latter question, no."
was only deterred from experimenting
•

;

G. W. Demaree says
"It would at once by the extreme coldness of
depend much on the time the work the weather, for I disliked to disturb
was done. If done right in the Ijest of my bees in very cold weather, which I
the honey season, there is less risk. must do in order to get the thermometer between the combs.
But, according to my ideas of safe
The space required for the instruintroducing, sucii a method can never
be depended upon. I prefer to cage ment was % of an inch, while the
the queen, using a cage so arranged most of my combs gave only a halfAfter
that I can release the queen without inch space between them.
disturbing the bees, relying on my waiting in vain a week or more for it
own judgment as to the time to re- to come warm so I could move the
lease her. To the last question, I an- frames when the bees, wliich would
naturally fly out, could return, I conswer no.''
cluded that the cold weather was a
:

'

'

bees close togetlier, and the others
so as to leave a bee-space between
them. In less than j| minute the
centre of the cluster was reached, and
the tliermometer inserted, having
previously Ijeen set at about 4.5'-',
which was the temperature in my
coat pocket.
When I lifted the quilt, the cluster
of bees was as quiet as any colony I
ever saw, yet in less than j^ minute
the bees were flying from the centre
of the cluster, and dying in the zero
air.
(I wish to call i\Ir. Clarke's iittention to this, and ask him if lliey
could be said to be hibernating), Tlie
hive was closed as quickly as possi-

notwithstanding which many
bees lay deid about in spite of my
best efforts to not lose any. This was
at 4 p. m., while a mercury thermometer on a post near by marked zero.
The next morning, at S a. m., the
mercury stood at 6^3 below zero, when
I went to the hive to get tlie temperature, but before I could get the thermometer out, and the bees off from it,
1 found it sinking so "rapidly that I
really only obtained the heat the colony had attained, resulting from the
couimotion caused by my disturbing
them. Tills heat registered 87", with
a temperature below zero outside.
I now saw that I must work my
thermometer the other way, so I
placed it near the stove until 100'^
above zero was marked on the cold
side, when I set it, wrapped it in a
warm cloth, and took it to the hive.
The weather now became severe 'and
blustering, so the hive was left unDuring this
disturbed for 5 days.
time the mercury went as low as 16°
below zero, but in the afternoon of
the fifth day, it stood at 18° above. I
now took out the thermometer, having a hot cloth ready to put it into as
soon as taken from the hive. It was
immediately taken to a warm room,
when I had a perfect register of 6.3°
as the lowest point reached during
the five days of extreme cold. In this
way I have kept on experimenting for
the past five weeks with several colonies until I have arrived at the following, vi-hich I think perfectly accurate when a colony is in perfect
quietude
When tlie mercury stands at zero
outside, the temperature in the centre of the cluster is 64°, and for every
15'^ of cliaiige from this point (outside), the change in the cluster is one
degree. Thus, 16° below, gave 63°;
15° above, 6.5°
while
zero, gave 64^
28° above (the highest it has been
during my experiments), gave 66° in
All experiments were
the cluster.
conducted in chaff-packed hives, as
described.
After this, I
the first
placed the thermometer within
inch of the cluster, at the side and on
top, and found that the temperature
was from 46° to .52°, according to the
temperature outside, and the place
where put, it being the warmest above
the cluster. Some of the colonies experimented with had only stores of
sugar syrup with no pollen, while
others had honey with plenty of pollen, but I could see no difference regarding the temperature in favor of

golden opportunity for my experiments. Putting the thermometer in
my coat pocket, I went to one of my
chaff-packed hives which contained
one of ray best colonies of bees, carefully lifted the cover and sawdust
cushion, which is 4 inches thick; I
now quickly removed the quilt and
on Saturday morning, -or cannot ap- pried the frames apart by shoving the
pear until the following week.
lirst two farthest from the cluster of either.

^" We

a number of
notices and advertisements on Mondays, intended for the next Bee
Journal. As we close the forms on
Saturdays, all such notices must be liere
often

get

:

;

;

%
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all these experiments the
bees has been coiisideiable,
owin? to flight from the hive, and
their clingine to the thermometer
when drawn from the hive. One of
the colonies has become uneasy, and
shows signs of bee-diarrhea. With
bat one experiment, I find that this
once quiet colony maintains a temperature of 7.5'-, and if the weather
does not soon give a chance for
I think that
flight, they are ruined.
brood-rearing is being rapidly pushed
forward, but I cannot well examine

During

loss of

to see.

By the above it will be seen that
bees must burn much fuel at such
times when the weather is as it has
been during the past five weeks, in
order to warm the temperature from
16^' below zero up to 63° above.
This
fuel is, of course, honey, where sugar
syrup is not furnished. The question

now

arises in

my mind whether

all

Let us next endeavor to harmonize while the one with the apple of martheories of this trio of bee- velous virtue, claimed that the other
things were good, but if it had not
savants.
been for his apple, the princess would
It is a well-known principle that
have died in tJieir presence.
bees cannot breed without pollen. If,
So Messrs. Ileddon, Cook and Doothen, there is no pollen in a colony,
little are all entitled to some credit, if
breeding is out of the cjuestion. This
being the case, according to Mr. Doo- we have at last found the truth on
this subject; but if we have not dislittle's theory, there will be no diarcovered it, progress is made. Let Mr.
rhea, because there are no young bees
Heddon proclaim any and every bold
to suffer. This will chime in with
and novel view that his fertile and
Prof. Cook's experience. With him,
imaginative mind can suggest and it
colonies winter better that have no
will be tried in the crucibles of hunpollen, and consequently no breeding.
dreds of philosophical minds, and
Mr. Ileddon finds that some of his
purged from its dross. If it contains
colonies are dying with diarrhea, and
the millionth part of a grain of truth,
discovers that all so affected have
it will be eliminated and carefully
pollen he has not made the observaadded to the already accumulated and
tions of Mr. Doolittle, but infers that
fast-accumulating treasury of beepollen is the true cause of the beenotcontain a single
His inference, though science; if it does
mortality.
atom of truth, it must and will be
wrong, in charging the whole evil
upon the pollen, which is as innocent rejected. Ohio.
Sago,0
of producing the death of his colonies
as Vennor's theory of thi& being a
mild winter was in producing the reNortheastern Convention.
certain
the

;

;

us who are recommending outdoor wintering, are not losing in dollars and cents, by the extra amount of verse, is, nevertheless, to a
honey which must be consumed over extent, in harmony with Mr. DoolitTlie sixteenth annual convention of the
cellar wintering for surely it cannot tle's theory, which inevitably recogNortheastern Bee- Keepers' Association
take as much fuel to warm a tempera- nizes the presence of pollen.
was held in the Citv Hall at Syracuse, N.
ture of 45'^ to 6.=) as it does one of ]Cfi
If truth has thus been elicited, Mr. Y., on Jan. 21-2.3, 1885.
below zero to the same point.
Heddon has assisted, Prof. Cook's ex-

of

;

',

Borodino,© N. Y.

perience

has corroborated, and Mr.
observations have con-

Doolittle's
For the American Bee JoumaL

Diarrhea— Harmonizing Theories.

WM. BALLANTINE.
Some

years ago Mr. Ileddon advanced the somewhat startling tlieory
that pollen (the natural food of bees),
was the cause of all our " winter's
discontent." Some were surprised at
its boldness, others were struck with
its novelty, while some were tempted
out of curiosity to investigate it.' It
has been weighed in the balance and
found wanting. But has no good resulted from itV Far from this; it
has been the means of eliciting some
truth.
Prof.

Cook has given a miasi-endorsement of the so-called pollen
theory.
titute of

He

thinks that colonies des-

this nitrogenous food will

winter better than those which have
it.
But iMr. Doolittle thinks that the
cause of bee-diarrhea is when colonies
are breeding, and wlien the young
bees are prevented from having a
This he has sustained by cerfliffht.
tain ob.servations made at various
times in his own apiary. I believe
that there is a moiety of truth in this,
although I have never observed the

phenomenon.
Beasoning from analogy, we are
brought to the conclusion that insects
as \\?\\ as other animals, have their
intestines full of a peculiar kind of
matter, that miist be voided shortly
after birth to secure the healthy and
vigorous action of the system. This
matter is technically known as meconium. An infant, a calf, a colt, and
even a lamb, will not thrive until this
passes oti. Is it then not a fair inference to say that the young of bees
must, in like manner, have an opportunity to void this excrement to insure health and vigor V

much to its discovery. These
are, then, not unlike the three
princes in the Arabian tale, who were
enamored with a fair lady, each being
severely wounded with Cupid's artributed

men

rows. 'The object of their affection
being herself unable to decide the
question, by making a choice, it was
agreed that the three princes should
travel for a year, in any portion of
India, of their own selection, and the
one who would secure the greatest
benefit for himself and mankind in
general, would be the happy party.
One procured a piece of carpet of so
potent a power that it would transport its owner and others w-liom he
permitted to sit upon it, to any part
of the globe desired. Another procured an eye-glass that would enable
its owner and others to see any object wished. The third procured an
apple of such divine power as to heal
every one however diseased, that
would but smell its perfume. Having all three met at the expiration of
the time, at the place agreed upon,
each confident of being the victor,
one happened to look into the glass,
and saw the object of his affection in
the agonies of death. This lieing announced to the other two, the possessor of the wonderful apple exclaimed:
" If I only were there I could cure
her in a moment." The owner of the
magic cloth said, " All right let us
three just sit down on this cloth and
we will be there instantly." They
did so, and by the application of the
apple, the ol)ject of their love was
immediatelv restored. But the question who the happy one should be,
was just as undecided as ever. The
one with the glass claimed that if it
had not Iteen for it, they would have
remained ignorant of the sickness of
the princess the one with the cloth
asserted that it was instrumental in
bringing them to her assistance;
;

;

FIRST DAY.

The convention was

called to order at
1:30 p. m. liy President Root, and after the
calling of the roll, the Secretary read the
minutes of the last meeting, which were
adopted. The Treasurer then made his
annual report, showing a balance on liand
of S43.:59. On motion, this report was accepted.
On motion of the Secretary,it was agreed
that all the committees slioiild report on
the morning of the 23d. The Secretary
appointed Silas M. Locke as reading clerk.

essay on "The Coming Bee," by
James Heddon, was then read and dis-

An

cussed.
" Is stimulative feeding profitable and
practical ?" It was the general opinion
that l)ees should not be stimulated to undue activity in early spring, as it causes
them to breed too rapidly and waste while
on the winK,in search of water,etc. Different methods of IVfdiug were described,
and the coMvcnt.icm seemed to favor placing the food inside of the hive, in preference to feeding in the open air. All agreed
that it was beneficial to feed the bees between fruit-bloom and wiiite clover.
" Will it pay to sow or plant for honey?"
It was generally concluded, that it would
pay, espei'ially on poor land, to sow for
bee-jiastiuage ; and abundant evidence
was given to prove that Alsike clover not
only yielded well as a honey-plant, but
also made a line quality of hay.
Bee-keepers were advised to set out as
many basswood trees as possible. They
thrive best hv streams of water, or in a

somewhat moist
most any good

but will grow in alThey should be set
apart. One of the mem-

soil,

soil.

out almost 10 feet
bers spoke in favor of the

>

ellow locust,

as it comes into bloom between fruit and
clover bloom, and also was very valuable
Mr. Vandervort got honey
tor posts.
Irom the pea-vine or while clover. The
farmers in his locality pronounce it excellent for hay.

„
A. number of
"Spring dwindling."
causes were suggested, such as poor wina
tering, which caused diseased bees
poor quality of honey for winter food a
properly
stores,
winter
sufficient
of
lack
an undue consumi>tion of food,
placed
during winter unusual activity in early
spring, caused by distnrbing the bees
(which was considered detrimental), and
j.

,

;

;

;

;

:

;
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much fall honey. E. J. Hetlieringtori The first would usually mate on the first
thought that spring dwlndlinK was tlie re- or second day, and as soon as mated 1
her again, and liberate
sult of constitntioiiMl wi-akness canseil by would cage
poor wintf^rint; conditions that impair another, and so on. By this means, one
the
could,
in
few
that
a
days, have 5 or fi virgin
their vitality. He also thonslit
conditions that governed l)ee-Ueepi:ig had queens all in one hive mated, and ready
materially altered within the last 1.5 or 3) to be disj)C)sed of as ejrcunistancc^s reyears, bringing atmospheric changes. As quired. Litlier nuclei (jr full colonies can
a prevention, it was advised tliat a good be used or if there is a shortseasmi when
quality of honey or sugar syrup, well you do not care to have the old queens
sealed, be given tlie bees tor winter stores, lay, cage some of the virgin queens in the
and not fed " too late" in the fall, 2.5 to 30 hive, and before liberating them, cage the
pounds being sufficient. Keep the bees old one, proceeding as above, thus securwarm, snug and dry, and do not disturb ing many fine queens. A queen should
tliem so as to create undue excitement too not be allowed to remain in a eohniy, till
such time as she is so old and feeble as to
early in the si)ring.
A connnittee was appointed, before require "crutches" to get around.
whom all kinds of que.stions shall Rather than allow that, I would prefer to
be submitted, before such que.stion shall have two (ineens laying in one hive at
be brought before this convention. The once.
" The marketing of apiarian products "
following were apjjointed as such comArthur Todd, C. G. Dickinson, was introduced. A general discussion
mittee
ensued. Mr. King referred to the British
and G. H. Kinckerbocker.
lioney organization, for example. CaliAdjourned to meet at 7 p. m.
fornia had secured an unusually large
After the opening of the c(mveution, Mr. crop last season, which was put on the
Arthur Todd, of Philadelphia, Pa., read a market at the same time with our own,
communication from Mr. Frank Cheshire, and at low jirices. This together with the
of London, England, who has made "foul general hard times, has biought about a
brood" a study. Mr. Cheshire was made glutted honey market. It was generally
an honorary member of the Association. conceded that bee-keepers "must " work
Mr. Todd announced that lie would have unitedly, in making a demand for honey,
" bacilli " and " spermatozoa " ready for disposing of as much of it as possible, in
microscopical examination on Thursday.
home markets. To do this, it was sugIn the absence of Mr. Alley, who was to gested that bee and honey exhibits be held
deliver an address on "Rearing Queens," in connection with our county fair, and
Capt. Hetherington was called upon. Mr. every means used to educate the people
H. stated that he had tried the experiment as to the value and uses of honey. Neat
of introducing young and fertile queens packages, labels, etc., had much to do
to a colony in summer, in order to prevent with the sale of honey.
swarming, but it had utterly failed. He
"What can be done to increase the dehad also experimented with introducing mand for extracted honey ?" The genqueens in cells protected by a film of eral opinion concurred with tlinse relating
foundation, which was wrapped around to the sale of comb honey. Work up a
them, and, during the first season, had home trade first, next put lioney into the
succeeded in introducing two or tlirei.' hands of those who use sweets in candies,
but on further medicines, cakes, canned fruit, etc., aiiti
hundred successfully
He did not wherever honey can be used to advantage;
testing, failures resulted.
wish to reeonnnend anything new that also have some neat pamphlets printed to
had not been tested more than one season. give away with the honey.
After some discussion, an article from
Capt. Hetherington heartily endorsed
the " Sun " was read, wherein it was the use of comb foundation in the broodstated that the queens of a certain bee- nest and in the boxes, and in the latter,
keeper had laid fertilized eggs, without foundation not more than 11 feet to the
having left the hives to meet the drone, pound. Mr. Doolittle had found that if
the drone-larvie being introduced into the the bees were filled with wax secretion,
royal jelly just after the queen-cell was they used that instead of the foundation.
sealed. Mr. Goodspeed had tested this,
Mr. Locke read a communication from
but' was not sure of the results. He, how- Messrs. Thurber & Co., of New York City,
ever, protested against tampering with
requesting the Association to sign a prothe cells.
"Spanish
proposed
the
" Dollar queens— their effect on the bees test against
Treaty," and a petition was signed, askof the country," was discussed. The coning the United States Senate that the artivention concluded that the cheap queen cle admitting Cuban honey free into this
business is detrimental, and has done an country be stricken out of the projiosed
immense amount of harm. Oftentimes treaty. Mes.srs. Todd, L. C. ilont, Vanthey are not worth the price paid for dervort, Betsinger, Locke and Elwood
them but are sent out, witliout any test. were appointed to present the petition.
The subject of the "Best arrangement
The election of officers resulted as folhoney," was then taken up,
for comb
L. C. Root, President; Frank 1.
several parties having brought with them, lows
for exhibition, various arrangements for C. Berick, Secretary and I. 1j. SchoHeld,
securing comb honey ; and tliese were Treasurer.
President Root then read his annual addescribed and commented upon.
too

;

:

;

;
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part, and then we shall have somethintr to
offer tlie agricultural asso<'ialious, when
wi' appeal to them.

Mr. N. N. Betsinger stated that "atmospheric changes " was the cause ot foul
brood. The cure of the disease coiihl only
be effected by carrying out certain laws.
(Jarbolie acid had been suggested as a
cure
but in his opinion, it was worse
than the disease. Fernient'-d honey or
pollen would cause the disease. He had
learned by experience that if tlif fermented honi-y alone were led, in less than
ten days foul brood would appear. Such
fermented honey was oftentimes found
in the blossoms.
In the cold, wet seasons, the disease prevails, because such
seasons are favorable to fermentation. In
dry seasons foul brood is never found.
complete cure would be found in simply
feeding salt. Make a strong brine immerse the combs over night, and it will
poiitively cure. As a preventive to the
disease, iieej) a little weak brine in the
yard, where llie be -s can get at it. Mr. B.
;

A

|)avtly fills a nail keg with sawdust, salt
and water, and enuu ih will ooze through

the staves for the bees.
The discussion following Mr. Betsinger's
remarks was extremely animated, as the
idea of treating colonies to brine was considered by maiiy as an original and questionable one.

The Convention then adjourned
at 7 p.

to

meet

m.

[To be contimted.]
Fur the American Bee
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Good Beport from Cuba.
A.

W. OSBUKN.

my last article on page 794 of

the
for 1884, there was no
positive evidence that I could be able
to make a favorable report of our
year's work, or of the honey resources
of this country. At that time we
could only muster 113 colonies in
weak condition to store honey, for
after a 4-months' honey-dearth none

In

Bee Journal

but the Holy Land bees were in any
condition at all to gather the harvest
that was so close upon them.
On Dec. 1 the bell-flower opened,
and for 60 days these 113 colonies
gathered honey as bees seldom do, I
think for at the end of 60 days the
bell-flower bloom was pretty much
gone, and the bees had stored 40,12-5
lbs. of extracted honey, making an average of .3.5.5 pounds per colony, with 10
pounds to spare. Good as you may
think this yield is, it Is not what is
possible or probable, in Cuba, with
bees in proper condition but ours
few of them, by Jan. 1,
were not.
were in average condition for stordress.
6'20 lbs.
On the question of compelling recogni- ing, and one of these stored
This honey crop is to be credited to
tion from our legislatures and agricnltural societies, it was decided that united the great amount of honey secreted by
effort was necessary, and Capt. Hether- tlie bell-flower, and not to our manageington in corroboration of this, gave his ment, for that has been one succesexperience in working up an exhibition sion of blunders from the time we
at the Centennial. The bee-keepers did landeithe bees here, until last fall,
not respond and join him as they should,
began to dawn upon our beand which, had lie not worked hard, when it
would have resulted in entire failure. It clouded vision that different managewas decided that bee-keepers' exhibits ment was necessary here from any
should be connected with every agricul- other place in which we had ever kept
tural fair, etc. The agricultural .societies bees.
One thing we know, and that
will -welcome us when we do our part. is, for Cuba the Holy Land bees are
compelling
the aari- far superior to the Italians. Why
There is no need of
eultural societies to do " their " part
they will breed through the
when "our" associations are so organized Because
dearth of honey,
that we can act unitedly, then we can fall months and the
make displays and exhibitions that will and when Dec. 1 comes with the
bees to
find a welcome anywhere. Let us do our honey harvest, they have
;

:

;

.SECOND DAY.
After opeidng the convention. President
Root anno inced the following standing

committees
Resolutions— C. G. Dickinson, Artliur
Todd, and J. Van Deusen.
Exhibits— Ira Barber, I. L. Schofield,
and Geo. H. Knickerbocker.
Question Drawer— N. N. Betsinger, A.
J. King, and Geo. W. House.
S. M. Locke then read an essay on "LiHe said The introducing Queens."
troduction of cpieens is, with me, a dihi:

We

culty of the past.
introduce thousands of virgin queens every year, witli no
loss wlien care is used, and but very few
even when done hurriedly. I have had a
number of virgin queens caged in one
hive, and have liberated one at a time.

;

A

:*

;

;
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wliile the Itahaii queens
gather it
cease laying as soon as the lioney
stops coming in from the fields about
July 1, and when Dec. 1 comes, they
have hardly bees enough to protect
their combs from the moth, ^ow, do
not let any one understand me to say
that I do not like the Italians— not by
any means they are all right for a
summer honey-flow, but our honeyflow here comes right after a4-months'
dearth, and, as old bee-keepers know,
there are but few strains of bees that
will breed when there is no honey
coming in. The Holy Land bees are
much better in that respect, than the
Italians, and, therefore, we consider
them far nreferable for this country.
;

;

Cuba, W.

I.

For the American Bee JoumaL

Report, Honey-Backs, Sections,
D.

etc.

VIDETO.

In the spring of 1884 I had 90 coloand healthy for the
season's work.
Eleven had become
queenless during the winter, some of
which were dead and others nearly
so, which were united to other colo-

nies, all strong

nies.

Seventy were run for comb and

board.

I

wanted.

am
I

satisfied that no better is
100 cases with wide

made

tin strips attached to the bottoms, on
which tlie sections rest, thus avoiding
a honey-board but I do not like it so
well. The objections are, the sections
become glued to the tins and are not
easily removed besides, it is almost
impossible, after removing the filled
sections, to put in new ones without
crushing bees.
This difficulty, of
course, may be averted by removing
the case, but this being held down by
the brace-comb attached to the broodframes, makes it inexpedient.
I very much prefer the one-piece
section to the dovetailed not that
they look any better when filled with
honey, but they are much more easily
cleaned and handled when working
unfinished sections over for storage
and use another season. I think that
more patience is needed than the
average beekeeper possesses, to clean
up one or two thousand dovetailed
sections containing starters of foundation well drawn out, which is very
desirable, and should be preserved.
The place to store these sections is in
the cases, in a clean room.
I would not use very much founda"
tion in the sections. The " fish-bone
is very noticeable upon our table.
Mrs. Videto cuts the honey down
;

:

;

20 for extracted honey.
from either side and politely invites
Tlie season, here, was very poor
me to use the same to fill another secbasswood and chestnut did not secrete tion.
In some instances, if I use very
White clover seemed
any honey.
light foundation, the bees cut it down;
abundant, but reluctantly yielded up
heavy, the bees accept it and add
its
sweets.
Very few colonies if
wax ami honey to it. I do not think
swarmed which were hived' with the that
bees draw out the foundation,
parent colonies that had cast a swarm
as has been stated so often.
from 1 to 5 days previous, after reMy 120 colonies had good flights on
moving 2 or 3 frames of brood and Dee.
29 and 30, 1884. Since that time
lioney, pinching off the queen-cells,
of them have been buried in
and putting on surplus from the part
snow, and all, I think, are enjoying
parent colony with one extra empty
their cold winter's nap.
case of sections. This system, though

North East,^ Pa.
highly recommended by some, proved
a failure with me, as two-thirds, at
least, swarmed out and seemed so
For the American Bee JoumaL
demoralized that they reluctantly
Comb Honey Production.
staid anywhere within bounds of the
About one-third worked
apiary.
S. CORNEIL.
well, and from these and such colonies as did not swarm, 1 secured my
surplus— about 2,.500 pounds.
Bee-keepers should now be getting
I sold white comb honev in one- their hives and surplus cases ready
pound sections, put up in nice crates, for another season, and as there has
for 17 to 20 cents per pound, and dark, been much said about hives containpassage-ways, and
for 14 cents. This kind of honey ing continuous
passed off very nicely, and I hardly hives with cases having two empty
realized that the people were groan- spaces to be crossed before the bees
ing tuider tlie pressure of "hard reach the sections, the results of a
times ;'' but when I offered the ex- trial of these hives in adjacent apiatracted, the times to all appearances ries during the past season may be
had changed nobody wanted that interesting.
My neighbor, Mr. T. J. Webster,
kind of honey. The grocers had a
supply, and could not sell their last and I had 80 colonies each in the same
stock.
took
the
to
kind
of hive, the closed-end Quinby,
I
trouble
year's
examine their honey, and in every at the beginning of the honey season.
case I foutui it looking dingy, rusty Mr. Webster worked 50 colonies, and
and uninviting. After a careful sur- I -59 for extracted honey, both using
vey over the extracted honey in the our old hives for that purpose. From
market, with its evident unpopularity, my -59 colonies I obtained an average
I became convinced that the less of about 85 pounds per colony, and
there was of this stuff forced upon the from his 50 Mr. Webster secured an
people, the better it would be for average of about 120 pounds each,
those bee-keepers who would desire showing that his field was better than
to fiu'nish the con.sunier with a nice mine. For comb honey, Mr. Webster
article, inviting to look at and pala- used the Ileddon-Langstroth hive and
table to the taste.
case, and I adapted a Tinker-case to
After experimenting with the Iled- my own frames, which are 10x16
don lioney-rack with a slat honey- inches, inside measure. My 21 wlo-

—

nies averaged almost 20 pounds each,
wliile Mr. Webster got less than 4
pounds each on an average from his

30

colonies.

Our increase was the

same, each having 154 colonies ready
for
winter quarters.
fed 1,000
I
pounds of sugar, and Mr. Webster
fed nearly 1,500 pounds of honey for
winter stores.
As to experience in the production
of comb honey
Mr. Webster was
producing and selling comb honey for
years before I commenced keeping
bees. Both of our yards are well
stocked with the best strains of Ital:

ian bees, and here is, I think, tlie explanation of Mr. Webster's failure in
producing comb honey in a comparatively poor season. It is generally
agreed, that to be successful with the
Heddon case, either black bees or
hybrids should be used, because the
Italians are slow to cross the two
empty spaces between the broodframes and the sections. Air. Webster's bees were too highly bred for
that style of case, while mine, having
continuous passage-ways from the
brood-frames to the sections, had no
such objections to going above with
their surplus honey. Tliis is the only
explanation I know of for the differ-

ence in our results in producing comb
honey.
After using hives with continuous
passage-ways, I am free to say that I
like them. I think that I can work
as fast with them as with any other
style, at the same time killing as few
bees, and I never used either a
" wedge,"
" chisel,"
"brushor
broom," nor did I ever need them.
Lindsay, Ont.
For the American Bee JournaL

The Cause
C.

of Bee-Diarrhea.

W. DAYTON, (50— 112.)

(page 123) is
If Mr. L. L. Triem
sure that the colonies spoken of were
that
syrup
given
and
the
breeding,
them entirely covered the pollen, then
the natural supposition is that the
bees would have remained as restless
as before, until some pollen could
liave been obtained for the brood
but as by the pollen theory, perhaps
the bees were made listless by the
syrup, and, hence, it is amenable.
That the hive of a diarrhetic colony,
in a warm temperature, and at the
time of the first outward appearance
of the disease, should appear to be

crowded with bees,

is

a logical and

general sequence ; but how old bees
may be distinguished from young
ones when in winter quarters, is not
as apparent. (Juite u:idoubtedly, instances of this kind will be a boon to
such theorists as W. F. Clarke.
Sometime previous to the appearance of the diarrhetical evacuations,
which time is greatly varied by conditions, a number of bees in the then
quietly clustered colony may be seen
to slightly move their bodies as if
they were in the act of drawing a full
breath, and frequently a single bee
will suddenly run about the cluster as
though seeking a more suitable place
to rest. These movements are the

:
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signs of the disorder.
the movements inorease
until each bee in the whole cluster
will appear as if striving to better its
position, and there will be a corresponding number of bees running
about the hive and sipping moisture,
if there is any to be found or appearing at the entrance to the hive. When
on entering the cellar, and the bees
appear at the entrances of the hives,
there could be no plainer language by
which to tell us that the conditions
within their hives were such that they
could not rest.
At about this time, if the covering
of the brood-chamber be raised, one
will be met by an odor which exactly
resembles that from a very sour vinegar barrel. This odor generally (always in my experience) causes the
uneasiness, and when Mr. Triem removed the burlap covers (as stated on
page 123) the odor escaped, and the
bees were found tightly clustered in
the space of three days.
Burlap, it
appears, was too thick; yet a chaff
cushion, with right conditions, might
have been too thin a covering for the
first

For tbe American Bee Jonmai

visible

Day by day

E.

Iowa and W.

Illinois Convention.

The third aiuuuil convention of the
Eastern Iowa and Western IIHnois BeeKee]ieis' .\.ssoeiation convened at 2 p. ni.
at Moore's Hall In Davenpoit, Iowa, on
Fel). IS, iss.i.
The meeting was called to order by

President I. V. McCatrg, and on nn>ti(ni,
the reading of the minutes of the last
meetiuff was dispensed with the reports
;

ot the officers were postponed until tlie
next afternoon. The election of officers
was also deferred until thene.xt day.
Twenty-one members reported 970 colonies in the spring of 1884, and 1,302 in the
fall
2.5,911 ponnds ot condj honey prodnced during the season of 1884, 1,9.50
pounds of extracted honey, and 228 ponnds
ot beeswax : 712 colonies were put into
cellars last fall, and 590 were left out-of
doors.
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of the ground the first season. Mr. Scudder
s.dd that he Ihonuhtit paid to .sow sweet
clover, and that Mr. Dibiiern ili<l not exaggerate any when he said that it was
worth ($.50 per acre. Mr. Gast also thought
that it paid to i)lant sweet clover, and he
said that his cattle wouUI eat it. He had
the best success when .sowing it alone, as
he had sown some with oats, and the oats
had choked it out. Mr. Dibbein said it
required about 15 (lonnds of seed to the
acre. He also said that cattle would eat
it down when
planted on the roadside,
and thus interfere with its bloonnng. Mr.
Wright said that he favored the sowing of
sweet clover, as he thought that most of
his honey came from that soui'ce last

season.

HALF-POUND SECTIONS.— Mr. Dibbern said that he could produce as much
in half-pound sections as in the
two-pounds, lir. Osbprn said that he had
the same experience
he had arranged
half-pound, one-pound,aiul two-pound sections on one hive, and the bees tilled them
President MeCagg, L. H. Scudder and
all at the same time.
Mr. Scudder said
C. H. Dibbern were appointed a committhat that was the
best argument in
tee to present resolutions upon the death
favor of two-pound sections that he had
of John Madden.
ever heard, for it the bees would fill the
HONEY-DEW.— Mr. Wadsworth said two-pound
sections as quickly as the halfthat bees did not work well on clover durpound or one-pound, he would certainly
ing the past season in his section he did
use
the two-pound sections. Mr. Dibbern
not know the reason for this, as there
that he nad placed 72 half-pound secseemed to be enough clover in bloom. He said
brood chambers.
tions and about half as many one-pound
that they stored considerable honeyAs this odor mingles with that of said
sections on the hives, and the bees filled
dew from tlie maple trees, but they used one lot as quickly as the otiier. He said
the cellar, the odor is formed which is
the most of it tor breeding purposes.
a characteristic ot the atmosphere of Contrary to his usual experience, his bees that the one-pounds were small enough
for him.
Mr. Sciuider said that the
all cellars in which many Jaees have swarmed,
and some absconded.
His
died of diarrhea. After a colony has queens' wings were clipped, and yet they largest average yield which he ever had
was obtained in two-pound sections, bemanifested considerable uneasiness swarmed. He does not think that honey- ing 1.50 ponnds per
colony, spring count.
by the brisk movement of the bees on dew is injurious, but he is not certain.
OVERSTOCKING A LOCALITY.—
the approach of a light, some of the Mr. viast had seen the bees at work on
Mr. Scudder said that it was a puzzle, for
bees, though not having overly dis- almost all kinds of forest trees, but he is in a given locality there may be a thounot certain whether honey-dew is caused
tended bodies, will begin spotting the by
the bark-louse or some other plant-louse. sand colonies, and one year they will do
combs or hive.
He said that it made him uneasy, for he well, and the next year they will do
On page -5 we find Mr. Doolittle feared they would fill the brood-combs poorly, and people will say that it is overgoing back several years ago in order with it, and that it would prove injurious. stocked. Mr. Sioore had 5 colonies, and
to find a case for the substantiation His bees had gathered the bark-louse oidy one of them stored any honey. Mr.
of his theory. Soon after reading Mr. honey mostly in the fall, as his clover Goos said that the one that gathered all
honey was probably the only strong
D's article, I went to my bee-cellar honey was as white as usual, but his fall the
honey was not He had seen them work colony among them.
and examined the combs in 8 colonies very
McCagg said that he ad a colony
Mr.
hard on the walnut and black-oak
having diarrhea, and found brood in trees. Mr. Dibbern said that
his clover in a hive that had two holes in either side
but one comb, and then only in three honey and tall honey were as good as just above the bees, and he left them open
cells.
On page 325 of the Bee Jour- usual. He thought that his bees gathered so the wind can blow right over the bees,
nal for 18S4, I wrote that when I very little if any bark-louse lioney. He and he has never lost a colony in this hive.
On motion, the meeting then adjiuirned
moved 60 colonies to the summer said that it was new to him to learji that
stands, after a confinement of 145 bark-lice were on other than the maple until 9 a. m. the next day.
The Convention was called to order at
days, 11 of the 15 diarrhetie colonies trees, as he had seen them only on the 11a.m. by President McCagg. The commaple trees. Mr. Scudder said that
were amongst the 44 having no brood. soft
hishoney was gathered mostly from white mittee on resolutions on the death of Mr.
Again, on page 663 of the same vol- clover during the first honey-flow, and John Madden, then gave their report as'
ume, I gave a preventive or cure from motherwort, catnip, smart-weed and follows
(whichever it may be) which has been lieart's-ease in the fall. He did not think
Whekeas, It being ttje will of trod to remove
fully substantiated as correct by the that they gathered much honey-dew, as it from uur midst one of our most zealous and ardent
worker.-* in apiculture. Mr. John Madden, who
lasted only a few days. Mr. VVright said died on Sept. 19, ISS4 therefore, be it
past winter's experiments.
that his bees had gathered some honeyResolved, By this Society that in the death of
If any bee-keeper will, just before
dew in the fall, and that he always found Mr. Madden we lose one of our most entllusiaatic
a cool and rainy day, remove the cover it in tlie inside sections, those near the worltera and supp'.irters of this As.^ociation alto a hive so that the water may run outside generally containing good honey. though youne in the culture of bees and production of honey, still he was one of the main pillars
upon the combs containing brood, by Mr. Scudder said that during the fall of of
apiculture, always ready with his kind, genial
the next morning the colony will be honey-dew, he had seen the bees on the and social manners to give advice, or to lend it
helping hand when and wherever needed. He
grass
hedges,
and
but could not account was a kind husband, a loving parent, a genial
afflicted by a disorder that resembles
by a
diarrhea in every particular, and if for their being there. President McCagg friend, and a willing neighbor mourned forcircle
said that bark-lioe thrive best on trees loving wife and children, as well as a large
the colony should then be placed in a
of
acquaintances,
we
truly say that no memcan
which grow on damp ground, in his secdry atmosphere, in the space of 24 tion, as he noticed the trees on high ber of this Association called from his labors on
earth to that of peace and quietness, would be
hours, the signs of the disease will be ground hail very tew lice on them, while more missed and mourned than Mr. John Madden.
found to have disappeared.
Resolved, That this be placed upon the minutes
those on low ground were covered with
;

honey

;

;

)

;

;

;

So long as bee-keepers continue to
wait until the bees are nearly afflicted
to death befoj-e giving their attention,
and so long as bee-keepers go on releasing that foul odor or allowing the
escape of moisture while administering tinctured syrup, and then attest
allcures to the effects of the syrup,
just so long may they be expected to
merit darkness and confusion regarding the cause of bee-diarrhea.
Bradford. (5 Iowa.

lice.

SWEET

CLOVER. — Mr.

Dibbern

it was worth S50 per acre to
He cultivates it in rows 4
feet apart, and plants it two years successively, as it does not bloom the first
year, but the second year his was 1-1 feet
high and bloomed freely when it seeded ;
liut plants from this seed will not bloom
the next season, but if planted for two
years successively, there will be a con-

though that

bee-keepers.

of the Association, and also that a copy thereof
be furnished the widow.

HOME MARKET. — Mr.

Sutherland

said that he had sent all the members of
this Association a circular in which he
described a plan for creating a home
honey market, his object being to canvass,

town and bring the honey before the
people at regular intervals. He also asked
that the Association form a bee-iieepers'
union, and he and Mr. Wells would act as
tinuous bloom. He had the best success managers and take the honey produced by
in sowing it with oats, as the oats could the members, bring it before the people
be cut for feed, and thus pay for the use regularly, and thus create a demand and
the
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enable them to keep up liviiis; prices. He is also a good honey-plant, and the
would deduct 2}-^ cents per pound as com- grain with the honey, which it usually
mission from retail prices, and asked tliat yields, makes it a paying crop tor those
the Association endorse the plan. On
having a large number of colonies
motion. Josh. Wadsworth, Wni. KinUiall,
Geo. L. Gast, E. R. Wright, and C. H. of bees but the honey is of inferior
Dibbern were appointed a eomniittee to quality, and unlit for wintering bees.
Some are carrying the hibernation
act on Mr. Sntherland's proposition.
Adjourned until 2 p. m.
idea rather further than it will stand,
The meeting was called to order by tlie and they are including in their catePresident at 2 p. m., and the first t'ling in gory, some animals that do not hiberorder being the election of officers, the nate, among others, the hedgehog and
following were unanimously re-elected
porcupine, wliich live in hollow trees
1. V. McCagg, President
Geo. L. Gast, and never build nests of any kind.
Vice-President
Wm. Goos, Secretary They are voracious eaters, scarcely
I. Hall, Treasurer.
ever missing a feast of their favorite
The executive committee reported that food, the tender bark of trees, every
they were in favor ot holding the annual
picnic at Black Hawk's Watch Tower, 24 hours.
These scientists being so badly missouth of Rock Island, on Aug. 13, 1SS.5,
taken concerning the habits of this
and a motion to that effect was carried.
It was decided tiiat tlie next- annual well known
animal, perhaps they
convention be held in Davenport, Iowa, should be more careful in attributing
on the third Wednesday and Thursday in this mysterious characteristic to the
February, 1880.
The thanks of the Association were honey-bee.
Calo,0 Mich.
tendered to the oiBcers of the past year,
and Josh. Wadsworth, C. H. Dibbern, and
E. R. Wright were appointed a commitFor the American Bee Journal.
tee to arrange for the next annual picnic.
Mr. Wm. Goos then read an essay oti
Hives,
Frames
and Feeding.
" Wintering Bees," in which he discussed
the pollen and hibernation theories, and
L. C. JOHNSON, M. D.
gave the results of his experiments and
observations in wintering bees.
The report of the special committee apAll brain-workers indeed all busy
pointed to act on Mr. Sutherland's propo- men— should
have some avocation
sition, was then read as follows
The committee to whom was referred wholly different from their ordinary
the proposition of the Bee-Keepeis' Un- vocation that is, something which is
ion, report
that they have duly con- more than an amusement that shall
sidered the matter, and while they com- call aside the mind from its ordinary
nend the objects of tlie Union, and" cheer- pursuits, into chatinels altogether dif;

:

;

;

;

—

:

;

recommend the

fully

same as worthy ot

projectors of the
confidence, yet they

ferent.

Such an avocation

I tind

in

apiculture.
Altliough some writers
would drive out from the business all
who are not professional apiarists,
yet it is true that the history of our
art shows that amateurs have been of
The convention then adjourned until very much greater service than inthe above-mentioned time.
jury to the business of bringing necWm. Goos, Sec.
tar, the " food of the gods," to the
I. V. McCagg, Pres.
tables of men.
Believing that to get the best results we must not only liave the best
Tor tbe American Bee Journal.
race of bees, but give them the best
Honey-Plants and Hibernation.
of
accomtnodations,
after some
thought and a great deal of experi8. J. YOUNGMAN.
menting, I am now best pleased with
the following described hives and
As I have seen some mention, in frames, though probably not the best,
the different bee-p<apeis, of tlie Epi- yet I think them good.
lobium, or willow-herb, I would like
The hive is made of lap barn-siding
to have bee-keepers generally know Ji of an inch thick, and it is 41 inches
some of the peculiar traits of the square, outside measure, and arplant, so that none may be deceived. ranged to contain 4 colonies, one side
In this latitude, 4.3'3, it grows in great of the hive opening to the east, one
profusion, but yields no honey what- south, one west, and one north. The
ever, as 1 have no recollection of ever outside walls are first nailed together,
having seen a honey-bee working on next the inside bottom is nailed in 4
this plant in this vicinity; but in the inches from the bottom of the outside
northern counties of this State it is walls, next, straight partitions are
one of the chief honey-plants, yield- put in from the inside bottom to the
ing honey in large quantities and of top of the hive, thus dividing it into
good quality. It will never pay to four compartments 19 8-16 inches
plant it for honey alone, where land square, inside measure.
For the
is valiialile for farming purposes.
lower story, a partition is now put in
For any one wishing to sow for each compartment, dividing them unhoney, why not sow Alsike clover equally, the room next to the central
seed
I have tried
it, atid tind it a partitions, the
brood-chamber, being
fine honey-producing plant, yielding i-iV^xl9 H-10 inches, and the smaller or
a large amount of nectar, and it is outside space being 3i^xl9 .3-16 inches.
visited by the bees at all times of the The latter is now filled with sawdust,
day. It also makes a tine quality of and a board fitted and nailed over it.
hay, and good pasture for all kinds of
J-'siucli board is now nailed in the
stock. It will thrive on wet as well outer end of the brooii-chamber, and
as dry land, and in fad, it will grow a }^-inch board in the inner end, so it
where red clover will not. IJuckwheat now measures 15)^xl8i^ inches, inside

deem

not advisable for this Association
to commit ilself further to the project.
The report ot the speciiil committee
was approved, placed on file, and the comniitttee discharged.
it

'r*

A

measure, and takes the Langstroth
frame.
Ten simplicity wide frames, each
holding 8 one-pound sections, are
used in the upper story they reach
from the outside wall of the hive to
the central partitions, crossing the
brood- chamber and the chatf packing.
There is thus room for 80 pounds of
surplus honey per colony, or 320
;

pounds

to the'hive.

The liive is now turned bottom upward, and the chaff or sawdust filling
put in, and the outside bottom nailed
in.
The entrances are next cut %x8
inches, slanting slightly downwards,
then an alighting-board 4x12 inches is
nailed at each entrance.
The roof is made from 12-inch, lap
barn-siding, of which 4 boards nailed
upon cleats form one side of the roof,
the lower cleats fitting against the
outside of the hive, while the other
rests in a notch sawed at tlie centre
of the gable ends of the hive ; one
side of the roof overlaps the other, as
do the shingles at the comb of an ordinary house-roof. The total cost of

without frames, including
one day's work to make it, is S3.55, or
S8J4 cents per colony, for a complete
this hive

two-story chaff hive.

The

essentials of a good hive are
mustthorouglilv protect the bees
from winter's cold, from spring and
autumn's sudden changes, and from
1.

:

It

summer's heat. 2. It must afford
good facilities for brood-rearing below,
and for surplus storage above. 3. It
must have good ventilation above and
below. 4. It must be convenient for
man. o. It must present a neat and
tasteful appearance. 6. It must be
cheap and durable.
In the lower story of the abovedescribed hive, each colony is surrounded on one end and one side by
other colonies, on the other side by a
double wall and 3}8 inches of chaff or
sawdust, and on the entrance end by
a double wall with a sheet of heavy
siding-paper between them and in
the fall, winter and spring, t;he bees
are covered by a chaff cushion in the
upper story. In summer the bees are
more removed, and so better protected from the sun's rays than in
;

single-walled hives.

It is

ventilated

below by the wide entrance, and
above by screen- covered holes through
the

gable-ends of

the

hive.

The

below with 10 wide
frames above afford the amplest
facilities for brood-rearing and for
10 brood-frames

surplus storage.

In addition to the

above features, this hive is neat, convenient, cheap and durable, so, in my
judgment, it fulfills the conditions for
a good hive.
The frame that pleases me the best
is the Langstroth frame made reversible by sawing off the ends of the topbar even with the end-pieces a strip
of tin as wide as the end'pieces of the
frame are thick, and 3 inches long, is
tacked over each corner of the frame,
thus forming a staple the width of the
frame, which staple extends far
enough beyond the top and bottom
bars to permit a strip of hoop-iron to
slide between it and the bars. This
hoop-iron is 2 inches long, an d has
one end bent downward thus ^™.
;
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strips slide tlirougli the tin ter than any of which I have any
stirrups at eitlier the top or the bot- knowledge. Indeed, the purity of its
tom of tlie frame as ilesired. Tlie ingredients, and the method of its
hoop-iron being bent squarely down- preparation cannot fail to produce a
ward, its end rests on the shoulder of perfect queen-food. With proper food
the hive, tlius obviating tlie necessity it has now been demonstrated that
for metal rabbets to the hive. Ttiis queens will live in
queen-mailing
attachment adds greatly to the cages at least from 4 to 6 weeks. I
strength of the corner of the frame, have received queens through the
at the same time it is reversible.
mail which, after ttieir journey of
The advantages of reversible frames thousands of miles, were in perfect
I conceive to be these:
1. They en- health and prime condition.
able us to get them full of comb
It seems to me that in a perfect
solidly attached to both top and bot- hive and perfect food lies the solution
tom bars a very great advantage of the wintering problem. I think
when handling heavy frames of honey that it would be of exceeding interest
in warm weather, as in extracting. and value to have reports from the
2. When the bees
are disposed to large field of correspondents, of their
crowd the queen by putting honey in experience in wintering in chaff hives;
the top of the brood-frames, by" re- and underthishead I include alldouble
versing the frames, we may induce walled hives, whether packed with
the bees to carry the honey to the sec- chaff, sawdust, or shavings.
tions above where we want it
we
Fountain City,o+ Ind.

These

—

;

thus secure the honey

we want, and

room for the most prolitic queen. I
presume they carry the honey above
because their instinct teaches them to
keep their honey above the brood.
The same attachment being applied
to the wide frames ought to enable us,
by reversing the sections, to get them
solidly tilled with honey.
Now, as to bee-food
There are at
least three points of vital importance
about winter food for bees 1. Quality
of food. 2. Time of feeding.
3.
Quantity of food. The food sliould
be the best of honey, or syrup made
:

:

For tne iR-merlcan Bee Journal.

Pollen and Brood-Rearing.

13—WALTER HAKJIER, (29— .56).

As my
made me

observations so far have
a believer in the pollen
theory, I would like to suggest some
questions which Mr. Doolittle's arti-

on page 134, seems to call for.
Mr. D. describes an experiment with
a colony having brood in all stages,
considerable pollen, but no honey,
and how the bees fared for the next
few days, eating the eggs first, then
the larvfe, next the more developed
brood, and last of all the pollen. We
see by this that bees loathe to feed on
cle,

from pure cane-sugar (I use the best
grade of granulated sugar dissolved
in cold water). The time of feeding
should always be early enough in the
fall for the syrup to be put into the
cells, ripened and sealed over
in this
alone, and will often starve
locality I sliould say, before tlie mid- pollen
dle of October. The quantity, 1 think, first, as proven by Mr. D. in his exshould be 2-5 pounds per colony. I do periment spoken of in the first column
;

not think that if a colony is properly
hived it will consume half this amount
during an average winter (at least
mine do not), but they can use it all profitably during early spring breeding.
In this latitude I think it best that
colonies shall have enough pollen
for early brood-rearing, in order that
the colonies may be sufficiently strong
for the white clover harvest. We
need a large number of careful experiments
to
detergiine certainly
whether colonies having pollen of
their own gathering stored in the
hive, or those fed with rye meal in
February and March, or tliose having
to wait to gather spring pollen in order to begin brood- rearing, shall be in
the best condition for the June honeyflow. My own experiments thus far
indicate that to have pollen of their
own gathering in the combs is much
the best, and next best is to feed
rye meal in February and March. My
all

experiments on this subject have been
but few, liaving had only 12 colonies
one winter and 24 the next, and these,
of course, are too few to settle the
matter in favor of any methcxl. The
coming spring I shall be prepared to
report from much larger numbers.
Belonging to the subject of beefood, is the question of the best form-

of the

same article.
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parts of the pollen have been retained
in tlie making of it, and
tliis, I believe, is what brings on the
trouble
besides, bees do not make
chyme for the general use of the colony, but for rearing lirood. I do not
know that there is any difference in
the disease, whether caused by eating
pollen for tlie want of something better, or by making of chyme for broodrearing ; however, I think tliat the
latter requires our most earnest consideration, because in the first, it
matters not whetlier bees starve or
die with diarrhea, except that when
they die of this disease they leave the
hive in a filthy condition.
I believe that the pollen theory has
come to stay, and that those who say
that it must go. have something to
learn yet, as well as the rest of us.
If they would consider that there are
so many diiferent kinds of pollen, and
also that there must be many stages
of preservation and decomposition,
they would begin to see that we had
only begun to handle the subject, instead of getting rid of it as easily, apparently, as one would thirst, by taking a drink of water. In my opinion
it is not so easily dealt with.
I do not
believe that confinement will cause
the disease, but it will aggravate it as
well as will cold. If you turn to page
377 of the Bee Journal for 1884, it
will be seen that my bees were confined for 174 days (the longest confinement, I think, ever reported), and
they came througli with no sign of the
disease but I believe tliere was little
or no breeding in all that time, as the
small amount of food consumed, and
other observations noted at the time,
would indicate.
The above-mentioned differences in
the condition of pollen, as well as the
difference there may be in the condition of the bees themselves, I think
will account for so many disagreeing
on the subject. In conclusion! would
say that I do not wish to attack any
particular article or person, for it is
the truth that I am after, and if lean
help to get it, I shall be satisfied.

by the bees
;

;

says that from ttiese observations he has formed the opinions
wliich he had heretofore given, that
old bees only partake of pollen in the
form of chyme. Mr. D. tells us what
this chyme' is made of, and if he is
correct, as I do not doubt, it was imManistee,'o Mich.
possible for the bees to make chyme
in either of the cases spoken of after
the honey was all consumed. Now, if
Local Convention Directory.
old bees will not or cannot eat pollen
Time and place of MeetiitQ.
unless it is digested for them and 1885.
formed into chyme, what bees make Apr. I.- -N. B. Kentucky, at Walton, Ky.
G. W. Cree, Sec, Covington, Ky.
the chyme for the brood in the spring,
Mich., at Goshen, Ind.
when a colony has been without brood Apr. S.- -N. Ind. and F.S. li.
Putt. Sec. Goshen. Ind.
for six or seven months (as I believe Apr. S.- -N. E. Kansas, at Hiawatha, Kans.
L. C Clark. Sec, Granada. Kans.
they often are), as there can be none
but old ones in the hive V I believe Apr. S.- -N. W. Indiana, at Laporte, Ind,
A. FaUnestock, Sec, Laporte. Ind.
that old bees can make it, and that
Apr. 11, ,— Wahash t'ounty, at Wabash, Ind.
they will also often eat pollen rather
Henry Cripe, see, N. Manchester, Ind.
than starve when there is no brood in Apr. 23, — Union Ky., at Eminence, Ky.
6. W. Oemaree. Sec. ChristiansburK, Ky.
the liive, for I have had what I would
Western, at Independence, >Io.
consider conclusive proof, one case Apr. -23, 24.—
C. M. Crandall, Sec. Independence, Mo.
only a few days ago which resulted in Apr. 25.- -Union, at Earlham, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
diarrhea and death.

Mr.

I),

Mr. D's answer to Query No.

28,

gives rise to other questions on the

same

subject. His

answer

is;

"Brood-

rearing resulting in pollen, in the
form of chyme, being eaten by the
Ijees whicli gave them the diarrhea."
Now, as bees will often have the diarrhea without all the material for
ula for food for shipping queens. making chyme, I do not think that it
After having tried various formulas, I (chyme) will give it to them, esthink that used by Mr. IJenton is bet- l)ecially as the most indigestible

28.- -DesMoinea County, at Burlington. Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec. Middleton, Iowa.
4.— Linwood. Wis., at Rock Elm Centre. Wis.
B. Thomson. Sec, Waverly, Wis.
May V.- Progressive, at Bushnell, Ills.
J. G. Norton, Sec. Macomb, Ilia.
May 19.- -N. W. Ills., and S. W. Wis., at Davis. Ills.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City. III.
May 28. N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer. Sec, McBride, Mich.
June 19. Willamette Valley, at La Fayette. Oreg.

Apr.

May

—

Deo.

E. J. Hadley, Sec.
State, at Detroit. Mich.
U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

8— 10.— Michigan

:
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had 12 colonies in the "Simplicity "
some in the chaff hives, and
the remainder in box-hives. On Feb.
16, 17, and is it was severely cold, and

the near future. But notwithstanding the wintry prospect, and snow and
ice everywhere, the first robin put in
an appearance yesterday. Where not
properly oared for, the loss of bees
will, no doubt, be heavy.

I

hives,

my best colonies froze, the bees
being drawn up between the frames
by the frost, while the other colonies
No Trouble in Wintering.— J. W.
Good Weather Needed.— Jno. A. Bu- were all right. With a small pair of
Eckmaii, Rielimoiid.o,Tex., on March
chanan,
Holiday's Cove, 5 W. Va., on tweezers 1 cleaned them all out, as
1S8.5, writes thus

8,

:

bees commenced carrying in
pollen on Jan. 29, but we had so much
cold and wet weather in February,
that tliey did little towards breeding
up. Since March 1, they have been
doing Unely. I had drones flying on
March 1. We have no trouble down
here in wintering bees; but our
greatest trouble is, how to manage
them successfully in the summer so
as to keep down excessive swarming.

(^

A. A.
Better.
N. Y,, on March

writes
wintering GO colonies of black
bees all in the cellar, and they seem
to be wintering well. All are alive
and quiet, the mercury in the cellar
ranging from 40° to 45° above zero.
The weather here has been extremely
cold since Feb. 1, the mercury ranging, on several occasions, from 10° to
36° below zero. I have kept bees for
13. 1885,

I

:

am

—8—

ten

:

Great Loss of Bees.— H. Clark, Palmyra, ? Iowa, on March 13, 1885,
writes as follows

—

:

The snow

is mostly gone, and white
looks beautiful and green.
There are but few of the little bees
left, this winter's mortality among
them far exceeding that of 1880-81.

clover

have lately asked 10 bee-men in this
neighborhood how their bees are, and
the best answers I got were, 4 colonies
left out of 12, and 7 from 90 my own
report is, 20 put into the cellar, and 1
left; 40 packed in straw and hay, and 6
left.
The cause seems to be diarrhea.
1

;

Bees in Splendid Condition.— A.
Hatfield, South Bend. 5 Ind.,on
14, 1885,

J.

Mar.

writes

Bees are in splendid condition in
the cellar. I have 195 colonies. I am
moving ray apiary from New (Carlisle,
Ind.. to near this place.
Still

Cold and Bees Uneasy.

I)avis, \'oungsville,x) Pa.,
IG, 1885, writes thus:

The weather

in

— W.

J.

on March

this locality is still

and the ground is frozen 4 feet
deep, and covered with from 3 to 4
inches of snow and ice. Bees have
not had a flight in 4 months. The 100
colonies which I placed in the cellar
on Xov. 15. 1884, are not only quiet,
but to all appearances with bodies as
attenuate as they were 4 months ago
but the 100 colonies placed in my
wintering house from Nov. 6 to the
cold,

;

are getting uneasy, their bodies
are becoming distended, and one colony shows signs of diarrhea. Their
great need now is a cleansing flight,
and there is but little prospect of it in
20,

:

still

:

years, usually having
from -to to 80 colonies, and I have
never known them to winter better
than they have so far this winter.

the last

13, 1885,

Winter

—

Wintered

Sever

Pierce, Westport,

some of them were down in the cells,
writes
and they had at least 20 pounds of
continues. On two or honey. While it was 18° below zero,
three nights lately the thermometer the coldest that we have had here this
indicated as low as 8° above zero. winter, the other colonies were all in
Bees need good weather, and they good condition, and there were no
need it Ijadly, The first few days of signs of bee-diarrhea w'hatever. My
this month were tolerably fair for hives are all on the north side of my
opening liives, and I overhauled my house, and they are very much shelhome apiary of 65 colonies. All were tered from north and west winds.
in reasonably fair condition save 5 Some bee-keepers in this section have
colonies, which were found queenless. lost all their bees this winter, and
The bees were pretty restless for a some of them had plenty of honey.
flight when the opportunity came, as
honey-dew, in some degree, consti"Northwestern" .at Detroit.— James
tuted their stores.
Young bees are
now hatching quite^as fast as the old Heddon gives his opinion on the subones disappear. We think that we ject as follows
are "out of the woods" now, but we
I vote " no." and President Miller
might feel better if more moderate says that the reasons for our preferweather would come to stay. Gen- ences are in order. 1 give mine as
erally speaking, the losses in this part follows:
].
Because the National
of the country are heavy.
and the Michigan State do not need
us as a convention, and will receive
W. S. nearly every one as an individual atBees Storing Honey.
Cauthen, (79—79), Pleasant Hill, 6 S. tendant that would go if the " Northwestern " were adjourned. 2. So far
C, on March 11, 188;'), says
"
I can learn, the " Northwestern
We have had a long, cold winter, as
is much the best, and most practical
but it is warm at last, and the bees
body, and the consoliare storing honey lively. Maples and and instructive
would be like emptytag-alder are just in full bloom, but dation proposed
ing the contents of a large dish into
generally they bloom in January.
would be a muss.
small
one
there
a
3, Chicago is so easily and cheaply
Bees Swanninfr, etc.- Harry G. (about hi rate) accessible to so many
Burnet, Alva,? Fla., on March 3, practical honey-producers who have
1885, writes
business there other than that of atI wonder what our frozen-up north- tending the convention, that I think
ern fellow bee-keepers will think I see a loss in throwing up our apwhen I say that we are busy here pointment there next October. 4.
hiving swarms, extracting honey, Any series of meetings to grow and
rearing queens, etc. Quite a contrast have good attendance, must be reguto the state of affairs in the North. lar in their maintainance. 5. We all
fellow beekeeper at the North, intend to go to Detroit, that could
"
writes me that " it seems strange to possibly go if the " Northwestern
hear of 'bees swarming;' about here were adjourned, and for one, I hope
they are feezing to death— the coldest to attend both. Let us resolve to
winter on record." I know by bitter " hold fast that which is good," and
experience how it is to have bees go to both places.
" frozen to death," for 14 years among
Iowa blizzards, indelibly impressed
Bees Have Starved.— L. J. Diehl,
that on my mind but I found a happy Butler,,^ Ind., on March 15, 1885
and plea.sant solution of thedifticulty writes as follows
in coming here. There are no winter
This has been the hardest winter on
or spring losses here, and a neverbees for many years, and in this
failing honey supply. No more blizlocality at least two-thirds of the bees
zards for me.
are dead, the trouble having been the
long continued cold which caused
Do Bees Ever Freeze ?— Wm. Ander- strong colonies to starve with plenty
son, Sherman,o+Mo., writes as follows
of honey in the hive. I have exI notice that some are of the opin- amined a great many of the hives in
ion that a colony of bees will not which the tees were dead, and 9 out
freeze; but I think they will. Last of 10 had starved. Starvation with
fall I prepared 30 colonies for winter, plenty of stores, but out of reach on ac5 of them having been late swarms, count of continued cold, has been the
and the remainder being strong cold* cause of loss here. This will be a
nies with plenty of stores. On Jan. good year for those having bees to
30 and 31, and Feb. 1, they had good sell, for in nearly every case, where
I examined them, and bee-keepers have lost all, or nearly all,
flights, and
found them in good condition, ex- they intend to buy more, if they can
cepting 2 of the 5 colonies were dead, find out where to get them. What
and the other 3 were short of honey. bees are left on the summer stands
I fed them, and they are still alive. I are very weak. I cannot say what my
use the " Simplicity " chaff hives, and loss is, as yet, but I will report later.

March
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Convention Notices.

Special l\oticc5.

(^ Oil account of tlie prevalence of
suiall-pox in St. Josejih, JMo., tlie semiannuiil meeting of ihe Western UeeKeepers' Association, will be held at
the Court House, in Indepeniience,
JVIo., on April 23 and 2-1, 1885.
C. M. ('RANI)ALL. iSec.

181)
CLUBBUiiJ LIST.
We

American Hee Journikl
one year, und any of the followlni; Buoka. at the
prtces qnoted in the lustculuiun of djzureM. The
will

Hupply the

Kiveathe reirular price of both.

first coluniii

All

t^ The stock of the Bee-Keepers' poBtBRe prepaid.
Price of both. Club
Supply Co of New Comerstown, O.,
The Weekly Bee Journal
f 2 00.
is being rapidly sold.
The standing and Cook'a Manual, latest edition
25.
3 00
of the incorporators is vouched for
Bees and Honey (T.G.Newman)cloth 3 DO. 2 75
Bees
and
Honey
(paper
covers)
2
75..
2 50
by bankers and others in that city.
Binder for Weekly Bee Journal
2 75.. 2 60
Mr. Shoemaker desires to say that
Apiary ReKister for l(«i colonies
325.. 3 00
his correspondence is so large that it
Dzierzon's New Bee Book (cloth)
4 09.. 3 00
Dzierzon's
New
Book
(paper covers) 3 50.. 2 75
is some behind, but letters of inquiry
Quinby's New Bee-KeepinK
3 50.. 3 26
will be answered, and receipts for
Ijangstroth's Standard Work
4 00.
3 75
Root's A B C of Bee Culture (cloth) 3 25. 3 10
stock subscribed will be sent as rapAlley's (^ueen RearlnR
3 UO.
2 75
idly as possible. The laws of Ohio
The Weekly Bee .Journal one year
decide that there cannot be less than
andGIeanlnK8inBee-Culture(A.J.Koot) 3 00.. 2 75
5 nor more than 15 directors
and reBee-Keepers' Maftazine (A.J.King), 3 00.. 2 75
quire a statement of the business sent
Bee-Keepers' Guide (A.O.HU1)
2 50.. 2 36
Kansas Bee-Keeper
3 00.. 2 75
to every stockholder once a year.
,

:i

.

.

<^ The Northwestern Indiana

I5ee-

Association, will meet on
Wednesday, April S, 1885, at 10 a. ni.,
in the Jury Room at the Court House
in Laporte, Ind.

Keepers"

A. Fahnestook,

Sec.

.

.

t^

The Union Kentucky Bee-Keep-

hold their spring
meeting in Grange Hall, at f^minence,
Ky., on Thursday, April 23, 1885. All
are cordially invited to attend.
ers'

Society

will

G.

W. Demakee,

Sec.

.

;

The

1^ The next meeting

of the Union
Bee-Keepers' Association of Western
Iowa, will be held on April 25, 188-5,

at Earlham, Iowa. M. E. Dakbt,

Sec.

profits, or dividends, are

The

Apiculturist, (Silas

declared The 6 above-named

by the stockholders at their annual
meeting. Those who want stock in
this Co. are requested to apply soon,
*
as it is being rapidly taken.

1^ The semi-annual meeting of
the Northeastern Kentucky I5ee1^" For two subscribers for the
Keepers' Association, will be held at
Odd Fellows' Hall in Walton, Ky., on Weekly Bee Journal (or 8 for the
free dinner Monthly) for one year, we will present
April 1, 1885, at 10 a. m.
will be given by the bee-keepers of
a Pocket Dictionary, and send it by
the neighborhood. G. W. Ckee, Sec.
mail postpaid.

A

^"

The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
®° Do not forget to send for a
meet in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper Binder in which to tile your .Iouenal
who can, be present and enjoy the and thus have the full benefit of it
meeting.
J. G. Koeton, Sec.
during the whole year.

THOMAS
9aA West

M. Locke)

..

papers

U.

MadlHon

3 00..

2 90

6 50.

6 00

NEWMAN,

Street..

Chicago.

III.

FREETOALI.!
MY
Ilhistnited Price-I.ist

for

ISS.").

will

inform you at what loTV liEiirfs you
can got tlie very best Comb Fouiidation in
the market; also White Poplar Sections of a
superior quality and all other APIARIAN

Si'PPIjlES. And as it also contains many
valuable hints, I wish it to reach every beekeeper. Send address plainly written to

JAMES B. MASON, Me<-I>anlcFalIs,Me.
12Alt

^r The Willamette Valley BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
Fruit Growing.— We have resecond meeting at La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in June, ceived a copy of an illustrated pamph1885.
All who are interested are in- let of 61 pages, entitled " How to
vited to attend. E. J. Hadley, Sec.
Propagate and Grow Fruit," by Chas.

A. Green, editor of the Fruit Grower,
ern Mich. Bee-Keepers' Association, Rochester, N. Y. Price -50 cents. To
will meet at the Court House in Go- any one sending us a new subscriber
shen, Ind., on April 3, 1885. All inter- for the Weekly or 4 for the Monthly,

^" The

Northern Ind. and South-

ested in bee-keeping are invited to besides his renewal for either edition,
attend.
F. L. Putt, Sec.
we will present a copy of this book.

(^

The Northeastern

Kan.sas BeeKeepers' Association will hold its
fifth semi-annual meeting at the Court
House in Hiawatha, Kans., on Apr. 3,
1885, at 10 a. m. All are invited.
L. C. Clakk, Sec.

1^

The Dead-Letter

Office,

which

receives 12,000 to 15.000 or more letters
in the year, is a monument
of the carelessness of the people.

every day

That office would be speedily closed if
every writer of a letter always used
the " return request envelopes," giving on them his own or her own
address or residence. This, too, would
be a great satisfaction to the writers,
for they would then know in due lime
if a letter was not delivered.

New England

No. 7 Bee-Hive

s2rt
o ®

Farmer's Account Book.
This valuable book contains 166 pagres,
nicely printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $.3.00. We will club
it and the Weekly Bee Journal for a year
for $-t.OO. If you have already sent us $-2.00
for the Weekly Bee Journal for a year, we
will send the Book for another $2,00, making?4.00 in all. If you want it sent by mail, add
20 cents for postage.
is

b

^

TVetiU'jrii
-

ilirfcd'ms are carethill not tiNE

,

fiillii

fiillou'irt.

COLOyV W'd

(lurinij

winter

IIIInst
witli this Hire!

CO?.

We can supply these books at the

publishor will make a present of one
copy for every club of TEN subscribers to
the Weekly Bee Jouknal for one year, with
$20. Four subscribers to the Monthly will
count the same as one for the Weekly.
er's price,

Now
work

is

the time to get up Clubs. Who will
copy of this valuable book.

for a

WE

manufacture and keep

lar

SECTIONS of

all sizes

stock white popof the finest quality

in

bnttom prices. We Kuaraniee satisfaction.
Don't purchase until you send for ourCircular and
prices. Send 4-cent stamp for sample Sections.

and

at

Circular tree.

Address,

MILAS
13Alt 4Blt

B. I>AVES. Bratiroid. Vt.

!
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

Edition
Comh Foundation New and Enlarged
OF

Choice
IAVISH
that

my numerous friends
the coming season, a new

to say to

I will use,

Vandervort Machine of the latest make, and
will send out only the finest work; also Dunham heavy. Send for samples and Circular.
J. V. ClIiDWEIil.,
of 500 to 4.000 fo.OO
CAMBRIDGE, ILL.
OAtf
5,000 to 10,000 4.50

m^^i

One-lb. (4'ix-li^i) in lots
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000
Ditto
Ditto

4.00

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For an,v sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
altove per centage to tue price of one-lb.
Sections in the same qnantities.
make any size or width desired.

We

J.

FOKNCROOK &

WE HAVE
now

makes the

completed our Factory, furnished it with the most improved M;tchint'rv.
prepared to fill ali orders for BEEand fire

"WHITE

of every description.
of all sizes a specialty.
All orders will receive prompt Httentiun. Send for
lOAliit
Catalogue I'rice-List and samples.

Mill.

500

CHICAGO.

Street.

NaiiK'S

illustrat'ii

i

lor

^^A

lliL.

(OLdNlESof Ital.

for

struijiht

Foundation
H. KLOKR.

.00

in

;

paper

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred.

•M

mmi

The

ff)llowing goods

Situation by a Practical
I tU!?<?Pj>??P?>-.i*3<'ressVV.B.
DRESSER, Hillsdale.Mich

XOTICE

For prices of his QUEENS
' see page 1 ."iS of Bek .Jouhn al, or send for
Ciricuiar. G. M. DOOLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y.

For Sale at a bargain :

10<»,000 2-lb. Oiie-Piece Sections,
5Hxt!xl«.

1,000

IIKI
:«l

1

Tlie

inA3l

TrvOOl.ITTfcE

in

in cloth,

cents, postpaitl.

If All

;!I!2t

Italiiin

attractive

Monthly Bee Journal
and the pamphlet " Bees
and Honey," will both be sent for $1.

HERR Ac CO., Beaver Bam,
JOHN
Dodge Co., Wis., Manufacturers of
HIVES AND SECTIONS.
tW Price Iiist Free.
llA4t

SAtF, ATA B A KG A IW.
FOR
chaff hives;
Bees,
of

most

and

for a year

Wired

Iriiuiea,;i^t*xl7^i,.

Combs built trom fuundaticm cooibs
ax boards. Queens Hnd Given
tor (*ale. Send lorCircular. T.
'I'erre Haute, Vi{;o County. Ind.

best

Liiberal

1^

liSH5.

!

Bees for sale by Ib.orcol-

noy. s^imp. hives, L.

7.5

the

save you
I can
GRIPE, N. Manchester, Ind.

moiK'v. HENRY
_MA4t'4Blt

it

its

PRICE— Bound

my

Supplies

Ke«*i><'rs'

in

18-pagc
alaloKue of Bee-

\v:tti1r.]

Send for

contains 330 profusely illustrated
"fully up with the times" in all
the improvements ami inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everj-thing that can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
It

covers,

AI.rRED H. NEW^MAK.
West Madison

Street, Chlcaaro. III.

pa,i?es, is

honey

comb honey. For Sale by
923

»SS IVeat MadlnoB

condition.

Foundation for

tinest extra thin

;

NEWMAN.

C.

ju-t

Price, $2.5.00.

liicli,

•

of an Apiary for Pleasure
Profit by

and

Editor of thf Weekly Bee Journal.

g^T" Alfred H. Newman, of Chicago, sells
the one-piece Sections nVannlaetured by us.

Vandervort Foundation

Management

Bristol, Vt.,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

I'OPl-AK SEl'TIONS

1, \SS'i.

BEES and HONEY,

SUMNER &PIIIME, THOMAS
FIXTUKES

CO.,

Waterlown. Wis., Mar.

l(iA4t

It

!

!

-1.5 colonies

LANGSTKOTH HIVES,

in the flat; .")00 one-and-oiie-liulf story Simplicity Hives, in the lUit a l.'^o.MM Simplicities,
nailed and painted, reudy Inr the bees. All
of the above goods are First-Class. Write
for prices.

extra chaff

and Simplicity Hives, and everything needed to run
an apiary. A bareain for some one.
K. B. COMMEllFORD, Sterling, Ills.
12AIt

I

;

R. L. SHOEIVIAKER,

12Atf

Land-Owners, Attention

TlVDCSTKAl. SumniFr

All persons who have lost Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
SALES, are in-inted to correspond with
& BClil., Attorneys at Law,

Cunihiniilion
Sectiotuil lUi^t,
free.
J.
12A.lt

RICKEL

41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, loAva, and
they will learn something to their advantage.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Bee-keepers' Supplies,

added to our Large Factokv a
Special Department for the

We have

Standard Lanfistroth.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

all

other kinds of

Hives.

MADE TO ORDER,

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
A.NU

Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed QCpT|n|l|Q
.\1bo.

One and Two-piece OLU

{3^ All Orders
Quinby Smolier a specialty.
I

shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
for IlIuBtrated Price IJst.

Send

W.
7Al3t

E. CLARK,suc(;eflsor toL.C. Root,

OKI9KANY. Oneida

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
F. MOE1.1.ER M'lj; Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
lASGt

The H.

\*.Cl.AKK.

(box'311

Clarksburg, Moniteau Co., Mo.

140 Hidden Name^^lS'^

Perfumed Satchet for 12c. Samples^
4c. CLlliTOl-i ic CO., NorthHaven,Conn.
iff}^ We have seen cards from many Jinns*
hut none as pretty as those from Clinton ds Co.
an'l this

1 1

Ald t

___^

NewStylp, TImbossed Hidden

60

Nnme

and

Chron.,^' Visiting

Cnnla tio Unlike, nanie on. 1 [)('.. i;!l'^»'lisi};l. Wftrr.in ted beat
CO., Nassau, N. V»
eol'L .Sai:i^ljiiook,4f. L.JO.XKS

&

_^

llAly

,

cr/^ Perfumed, Embossed, hidden name,&c. Cards
Sample Book and 51 Scrap Pictures lOc. Globe
i2A4t
Co.. Northford, Conn.

OU

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

NEWMAN,

St.,

promptly at the

I>EALEa IN

pay 8Sc. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tue shipper's name
should always be on each package.

023 West Madison

be

lUIIOi

*

fanilv Crate, IlonRy-Board and
Circulars
Visitor Smoker, etc.

County, N. Y.

I

H.

will

filled

I

I.OWEST FIfiURES,

BEESWAX.
ALFREB

NEW COMERSTOWN, O.
APIAKIAN SUPPLIES!!
Winter HIVB

CHICAGO,

Pure Italian Bees and (jueeiis
For further information, send for Circular.

ILL.

llAliJt

RICHMOND,

Fort

Bend Co. TEXAS.

Square GlasB Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.

Apply to

C.

F.

976 and 978 Central Ave.,

m-Send

100. for Practical

MUTH,

CIKCISTNATI,

C

Hints to Bee-Keepers.

:
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Local Markets for Honey.

OF THE

Our

^^^.^M^^^IOA^,.^

persistent advice to bee-keep-

ers in every locality has been to create

195

them, will sell tons of honey in almost
any locality.
During the coming season let these
methods be judiciously employed, and
we think no more will be heard about
a " glutted honey market," or honey

a local market for their crops, and we
verily believe that to be the best
policy. Ttie only question has been crops unsold.
liow to do it, and upon this subject
Mr. Thos. (Torsuch,of Gorsuch,Pa.,on
Mr. (J. Ilillje, Schulenburg,
Man^li 20, I88"), writes as follows:
Texas, has sent us another device for
The frames must
I notice that great stress is placed reversing frames.
upon creating local honev markets, have flat top and bottom bars, and
by scattering the Leaflets,"" Why Eat just alike,
but no projecting ends.
lioney V"
I have
been trynig this
plan, and find that it will greatly lielp His device consists of a piece of tin
to sell in a home market. If apiarists about 1 inch long and J^ of an inch
would give this subject more atten- wide, having the ends rolled up into
tion, instead of rushing tlie honey to
loops this is passed through the end
city markets, it would be better for
both the producer and the consumer. of the comb close to the top-bar, leavThe Leaflets could be made to answer ing a loop on either side. He then
two purposes by making them large has a piece of wire to pass over the
enough to fold around a pound sectop-bar bent down over its sides
tion of honey that is, if 1 sold a case
of honey or left it on sale, if it con- about an inch from the end, with the
tained 24 pounds I would furnish 24 two points passing through the loops
Leaflets; and if it was thought best, and out over the end, forming
the
the apiari.st could have liis name and
address added to it. I am also greatly projecting rest for the frame on the
interested in the discussion of the hive rabbets. We do not think it as
" hibernation theory." I wcnider how desirable a method as many others
we
many of the readers of the Bee Jour- have seen.
nal have tried it. 1 hope the number IS large, and that they will report
1^ X. L. Minor, a deaf-mute beein due season, whether it is a success
keeper of Clarksville, Mo., on March
or failure.
It would certainly be a good plan 17, 188o, writes as follows

^"

PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

KniTOK ANP PHOPUIETOU,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, »a a year Monthly, 50 cents.

ILL.

;

;

Vol. XXI.

April

1,

No. 13.

1885.

1^ For harness-galls, a horseman
sends us the following recipe, and desires its insertion in the Bee Journal: " For scratches in horses take
white pine pitch resin, beeswax and
fresh lard,
lioney, one ounce each
one-lialf pound, melt well together
over a slow lire, stir quite thick, so
that tlie parts may not settle and
separate. This also makes an excellent application for harness-galls, cuts
and sores of all kinds, on horses and
;

;

:

cattle."

package of
honey sold (no matter whether it be
Blissful Ignorance.
comb or extracted), but to attempt to
Just as long as " those who sit make the Leaflet a wrapper, would,
in darkness '' refuse the light which we think, defeat the object in view by
the experience and intelligence of the its becoming defaced and soiled. It
present decade has brought to the bee- would be better to give the Leaflet
keepers of the World, they will be separately.
There can be no doubt about the
willing dupes to all kinds of confidence operators. Feeling the force of efficacy of this method of educating
use of
this thought, Mr. Henry Langkamp, the public concerning the
of Beach City, O., on March 17, 1885, honey, iind we verily believe that if
there were a judicious distribution of
wrote as follows
to give a Leaflet with each

The patfnt bee-liive man is operat- the Leaflets, entitled " Why Fat
ing on tlielwx-tiive bee-keepers in tlie Honey V" the crop would all be sold
vicinty of Dundee, Tuscarawas coun- before another crop is produced.
ty, O.
I do not know the name of
Another point of vital importance
the hive (if it has one they never
mentioned it to me), and the name of is the fact that more than double the
the patentee I have forgotten. The price can easily be obtained in the
liive is a
one-story, single-walled, local market (when we consider the
with movable end-boards, two zinc
cost of barrels, transportation, comdivision-lioards,

and

it

has frames

missions, and leakage) to that price
which can be obtained in quantity in
the wholesale markets.
inches square is tacked in the centre
There are many methods of adverand above tlie entrance to regulate it.
They said tliat there were 14 patents tising honey for sale, which will be
on the tin piece. The right costs $10. found to pay well.
sign at or near
1 trust that no one will invest. I have
the residence or apiary with " Honey
often asked the box hive bee- men to
come and see my apiary, and sub- tor Sale " in large letters, will be a
few lines in the
scribe for a bee-paper, but they think valuable help.
that tliey know best. Of course it is local paper, announcing the fact, will
a free country, and if they have an
be valuable. Scattering " Leaflets "
eye-tooth which bothers them, perliaps the best thing for them is to or " Honey as Food and Medicine,"
liave it drawn.
with the producers card printed on

and four

legs, and intended to stand
in tin pails filled with water to keep
out ants.
piece of tin about 2

A

A

A

This

a great basswood and flower
region, situated on the west bank of
the Mississippi river, opposite Calhoun county. Ills., and it is a good
location for bees. As this place is on
the south part of a hill which slants
southward, there will be less dampness in the hives, especially when extreme cold weather comes. My bees
were out-doors during the past winter, on the south side of a hill, and
the sun shone on the hives so very
warm that there was no dampness in
the hives. I covered the frames with
dry sawdust cushions, and I have not
lost a colony. I believe that hilly
country is the best shelter for bees in
winter. I have neither chaff hives
nor a bee-house. I had bought 15 colonies in box-hives, and the bees were
affected somewhat with diarrhea, but
I transferred them to movable-frame
hives, and they are- now in splendid
condition.
is

^"

The second annual meeting of
the Western New York and Northern
Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Cuba, N. Y., on
Tuesday, :May 4, 1885.
very large
attendance is anticipated, as the territory covered by this Association
embraces
many prominent beekeepers.
W. A. Shewjian, Sec.

A

1^" The Wabash County Bee- KeepAssociation will hold its spring
meeting in the Court House at Wabash, Ind., on Saturday, April 11, 1885,
commencing at 9 a. m. All who are
ers'

interested in bee-culture are cordially
invited to attend.
H. CRirE, Sec.
'

::
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been noted before, substantially. This for bees to winter upon. The trouble
query presents a clinching argument in this case probably came from lateagainst the pollen theory that I wish gathered sweets."

REPLIES by Prominent

New

Apiarists.

Phenomenon.

Query, No. 42.— I liavo 200 colonies of
bees iu winter quarters. Ninety are in one cellar and 40 in another. Both cellars have been
kept too cool, the mercury yroinj,*- below the
freezing point at times. The old cellar, which
contains the 40 colonies, is very dry; the
new one is very damp. The other i:JO colonies are out-doors packed in different ways.
Being: somewhat favorably impressed with
the pollen theory. I took all the bee-bread
and honey away from over 2 of the colonies.
I placed in the cellars and left out-of-doors
those having- both natural and susrar stores.
Ver.v early in the winter. I noticeil a peculiar
uneasiness among- the bees in all the colonies
in-doors and out, and both those with natural
and sugar stores, all alike. This inilividual
mortality has kept right on to a fearful extent, until now many colonies are reduced to
just a handful of bees, and some of these
small clusters are frozen solid. They appear
to be dead. Are they hibernating*;' I fear I
shall loose more than 'i of my colonies. A
friend writes me that this curious phenomenon is also to be seen among his and his
neighbor's bees. The dead bees fr()ni the
Bugar-fed, polleidess colonies are not distended; ver.v few of them containing any
matter, and those that do, present onl.\- a thin
watery, white, sweet liquid. The dead from
the colonies with natural stores, contain the
ordinary darkish, fecal accumulations in
grreater or less degree, and some of these
colonies on natural stores have the diarrhea
'

and cannot possibly survive. What I
wish most to know, is, what is this new (to
mel phenomenon ?— Angola. Mich.
badl.v,

to call particular attention to, viz
that restlessness may exist in a colony
independent of the presence of pollen.
Bees in large chaff hives contracted
on .5 or 6 brood-combs are safe enough
far north, on good natural stores, as
they are also in single-walled hives,
with side-packing of line chaff, in this
locality but cellar wintering must be
;

considered risky below
kind of stores."

40'^

with any

Jame.sHeddon remarks thus: "The
evil (a new one) that appears at

same
work
work

query No. 4o, seems also at
Evidently there is no
diarrhea among your bees which are
deprived of nitrogenous matter. Is it
going to prove that there is another,
and hitherto unknown, cause for extensive m.ortality in winter ? Is it
true, that, after finding the cause of
in

here.

"

]\Iessks. Dadant & Son
The cause is bad honey.' "
W. Z. Hutchinson says "

reply

'

:

If there

no discharge there is certainly no
diarrhea, and it is something else that
is

ails

the bees."

"I
replies thus
a clear case of beediarrhea. Poor honey, severe winter,
and quite likely pollen, could all take
part in the explanation. I predict
that this will be a winter remarkable
for its losses all through the North.
I also suggest that good cellars will be
at a premium next spring."

Prof. A.

J.

Cook

think that this

:

is

Producing Comb Honey.

Query, No. 44. — How many standard
that Langstroth frames should a strong colony
have which is run e.vclusively for comb
such removal is to show up another lioney ? After prime swarms issue, which
heretofore unknown, or at least un- are the best to produce comb honey, the new
complained-of, cause of winter mor- or the old colonies V — Easton, Pa.
tality among bees V It is something I
hive
H. R. Boardman says:
do not understand. I think that bees
of the capacity of H standard Langsnever hibernate. I hear of more cases
troth frames I think is large enough
like the above."
for the production of comb honey.
The prime swarm is the one to be relied on for surplus, as it contains, or
What Ails the Bees?
should contain, the principal part of
the workers,"
Query, No. 43.— Something ails the bees
in this locality, and they are dying in great
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus
nvimbers. Some bee-keoiu-rs have lost all "
To the
Eight is a good number.
they liad. I have lost •;" ripliinii-s and 1.5 nuclei. They were jpackcd Willi ebaff and straw latter part of the query I would say
on their summer sturuls, and began to die at that it depends upon the managebee-diarrhea, and removing

it,

"A

" I give it the commencement of cold weather. Their ment."
Pkof. a. J. Cook says
were tilled with a yellow stihOnly one of the trio named above abdomens
until large colonies were reduced to
Pkof. A.
— cold— seems called upon to speak in stance,
mere handfuls, and then all died with plenty "
:

up.

this case. I should like to see the
bees, when perhaps some reason would

appear."

W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus:
" I can throw no light upon this it is
evident that the bees are dying from
something besides diarrhea."
;

G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows:
the description. I can see only
one cause for the trouble, and that is
the old-age theory, as advanced years
ago in the Bee Journal, Tlie bees
are dying one by one of old age, in all
cases where diarrhea is not present.
Where this is present the bees will
wear out sooner under the uneasiness
caused by diarrhea, than younger bees
woidd."
"

From

Dadant & Son answer as follows
A cool cellar is the best place lo kill
:

"

bees. Tlie bees frozen solid art! dead.
Tliere are several causes which Rill
too
ich water in tlie syrup,
tlie Itees
bad honey, too long confinement, some
winter,
disturbance in
etc."

—

m

" The atbee-keepers has several
times been called to the fact that
sugar stores are not perfectly safe for
liees to winter upon, even where there
\\'here cold is
is no pollen allowed.
the prime cause of the uneasiness as
with the colonies here mentioned, we
may have death of the colonies both
with and without diarrhea. It is no
'new phenomenon' at all, but has

Dk. G. L. Tinkek says

tentitm

of

:

J.

tvOOK answers thus:

I should say eigtit. With the proper
and no signs of beediarrliea. The past has been a poor honey management, the new colony."
season here, and all the honey that the bees
G. W. Demaree remarks as folgathered was red. the larger part of it being
honey-dew or bark-louse lioney. In the cold- lows: " I think that it depends much
est weather the Vices would rush out of their upon the locality.
In my locality 10
hives in a pell-mell niainier. tly in the air
frames are better than a less number.
until the.v were chilled, and then they would
fall to the ground and die. Old hee-men sa.v If after-swarming is prevented withthat the bees have the bee-cholera. Is there out exhausting the parent colony, the
any such thing as bee-cholera ? I would like latter excels iu the way of surplus;
to nave some light as to what is the matter
apiary, at least."
witli my bees. They have had three good in my

of

honey

in the hives,

aights since Dec.

1,"),

1884.— Carlisle. Ind.

W.

" The deG. M. DooLiTTLE says
scription stiows the symptoms of beediarrhea, as bees have "it here, although
the querist says that they give no
signs of it. The abdomen being lilled
with a yellow substance, and their
rushing from the hive pell-mell, are
:

Z.

Hutchinson

replies as fol-

have enough to furnish combs for the broodnest, no
more. I have found 8 siiflicient. If
the honey harvest is of short duration,
lows

''

:

I sliould

after the

swarm

issues, the

new

col-

ony will be the best for the production
of honey if the honey-How continues
certainly signs of diarrhea. You do for a long time, the old colony will do
not say whether or not there was any the most work."
" I should
brood in the conilis. Such is always
G. M. DOOLITTLE says

present with
diarrhea."

my

;

:

colonies in cases of

James IIeddon

use but 7 for the strongest colonies,
and or G for those not so strong. As
to which is best for comb honey, the
prime swarm or the parent colony, depends largely upon the location and
the management. I have secured the
best yields from the parent colony."
•')

replies thus:

"I

do not know the cause of the death of
your colonies, but I think that some
factor besides diarrhea, is woiking
against them. Fecal accumulations
of nitrogenous mailer, does noldeslroy
James Heddon replies as follows
whole colonies in winter, before such " Where I am to keep my hive of the,
accumulations have reached that point same capacity, all the year round, I
at which the bees soil the interior of prefer 8 standard Langstroth frames
their habitation."
for the brood-chamber. That depends
upon the size of the swarm vs. the
Dii. G. L. Tinker answers thus
" See answer to No. 19, page 116. jMy size of the colony left, and more than
duration of
belief is, that well-ripened honey-dew that, upon the period and
or bark-louse honey is perfectly safe the surplus honey harvest."
:

:

•
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in numbers that there be found in the intestines of bees
were only bees in two .spaces between which were confined to stores of
the combs, while the sight and odor honey or sugar only, then it proved
of disease proved to me that 1 had in that bees might carry jjollen in their
this eoloiiy (having oiily graiiiilated intestines when none was present in
sugar syriip for stores) a case of the the hive, and had not been for some
worst kiiid of bee-diarrhea.
weeks previous.
Knowing that I must lose the colAs I was anxious to gain all the
ony, I thoiiglit to test the tempera- knowledge 1 could on this as well as
tiire, so I immediately placed a self- other points, I at once gathered up 8
registering
thermometer in their or 10 bees from the snow before they
midst; the next morning, while the had ceased to exist, and sent tliem by
mercury outside stood at zero, I found the next mail to Frof. Cook, requestthat even so few bees as above stated ing him to tell me what he found in
(less than one quart), bad kept the their intestines.
Here is his reply,
" I have found
temperature at 70° and above for dated Feb. 27, 18S.5
nearly '2i hours. The colony ceased almost no pollen in the fieces, and yet
to exist on Feb. 24, at 3 p. m., by my the characteristic odor of
serious
taking about 200 wretched looking, dianhea.
1 find hosts of bacteria,
daubed bees, with the queen, into my and a great many oval bodies which
shop, where 1 caged the queen, after look like blood corpuscles in the
which I shook the bees on the snow higher animals. I do not know what
in the zero air, and placed the queen these latter are they may be spores.
over another colony of bees.
I have given some to Dr. Beal, who
An examination of the combs will try, by cultivation, to find out the
showed brood in one comb covering a precise nature of these oval bodies.
I will tell you of any
space about the size of a silver dollar,
which brood had been kept by the farther results of investiga'tion." He
bees some days previous on account again wrote me as follows on March
" Two of the bees had an abundof the cluster getting so small that it 3
was obliged to move higher on the ance of pollen. The others seemed to
combs to get food. On either side of have none. Dr. Beal thinks that the
this tirood, in the opposite comb, the abundant oval bodies are spores of
Ferliaps bees collect
cells were partially tilled with a whit- some fungus.
ish substance resembling the chyme spores as well as pollen. They may
not
be
spores.
I shall examine the
fed to larval bees, in a somewhat
dried state. There was also about matter fully."
200 young, fuzzy bees among the dead
As soon as I received the last combees at the bottom of the hive. As munication, I thought that I would
far as pollen was concerned, I could send him more bees, and also ^oiue of
detect none not any more than I the comb which I spoke of as having

so reduced
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Some Interesting Experiments.
16— O.

On
for

M. DOOLITTLE, (40—80).

piige 743 of the

1.SS4, 1

pared

my bees

Bee Journal
how

I had prefor winter, by a thor-

descril)etl

ough examination of all the colonies,
tlie condition of which was noted
upon a piece of a honey-section. On
this piece was given the quantity of
lioney

in

the

hive, tlie

amount

of

sugar syrup fed, and a careful statement regarding the pollen whicli the
combs contained. This piece was
now tacked to the covering, or quilt
over the bees, and left for future reference, so that by lifting the cover to
each hive, I can easily tell the condition of each when they went into
winter quarters. As we have had for
the past three months the most steady
cold weather on record, 1 have had a
very favorable opportmiity to learn
much never known by me regarding
the wintering of bees, and the kind
of food best adapted to their use.

Among

the different colonies in my
of about the average
strength (not the largest, neither was
it tlie smallest), which bad a very
choice queen ttiat I had obtained by
an exchange with a noted breeder of
apiary,

was one

:

;

:

—

bees.
As this qiieen gave could last fall. I now fell to reasonpromise of being an improvement on ing
What of the pollen theory V If
my stock by way of ciossiiig, I was bees died with diarrhea with absoanxioiis that the coloiiy coiitaining lutely nothing for food but sugar
her should be given the best possible syrup, why should Mr. Ileddon lay
chance to pass the wjuter in safety. the cause of the disease to pollen V
Accordingly about the middle of Sejs- Thus I had unintentionally proven
tember, lfS.s4, I took their combs from that bees did have the diarrhea with
them and gave them live clean, empty no pollen or honey present while
combs whicli were thoioughly ex- heretofore we had been told that bees
amiiied before placing them in the did not even spot the .snow on their
hive, and as far as the unaided eye tirst flight, when wintered on sugar.
could see, they were free from eitlier Again, what of the " no pollen, no
lioney or pollen. At night I coin- bi'ood " theory V I had just said in
menced to feed them syrup made " Queries and Replies," that I befrom gi'anulated sugar and water, lieved where the bees had only stores
feeding about 2^ pounds each night of sugar, no brood would be reared
for 10 liights; all of which was noted while Frof. Cook and Mr. A. I. Root
down on the piece of section. About have been positive for years that
Oct. 2.5, when tucking them up in brood could only be reared when the
their cliaff hive and cushions, I looked bees had access to pollen.
the combs over to see if there was any
Just at this time it entered my
brood or pollen in this hive, but found head that Frof. Cook had been reTioiie.
My reason for looking at them ported, on page 7, as saying at the
at this time, was, that a part of my Michigan Convention, " It is folly to
colonies had gathered pollen during say that mature bees do not eat polthe latter part of October, and reared len unless they are breeding. I have
biood qiiite plentifully, as I wrote on dissected bee after bee at a time when
page .5.
no brood-rearing was going on, and
After the last of October, none of found their intestines loaded with
the colonies were again disturbed till grains of pollen;" and how I had
I began tiying my experiments to wondered, when reading it, if he had

Italian

:

;

;

ascertain the temperatiire of the in- searched for pollen in the intestines
side of a colony of
bees in cold of bees which had no pollen in their
weather. At about this time I peeped hives during a time of year when no
into this colony haviiig tlie choice brood-rearing
was going on, and
queen, and to my surprise found them found no pollen then. If he had done
qiiite uneasy. Extremely cold weather so. then he had positive evidence that
with much snow and high winds pre- my belief, founded on experiments,
veiited my lookiii^ at them again that old bees do not eat pollen, only
uiilil about the middle of February, in the shape of chyme, was a mistake
when I found tliat they had become or " foolishness." But if pollen could

the whitish substance in the cells opposite the brood, asking him to make
a thorough examination of both. He
replied on JVIarcli 10 as follows: "I
find that the white substance at the
bottom of the cells is the web or
cocoon of once larval bees. To this I
find pollen grains attached. I find a
little pollen at the bottom of the cells,
which, to the unaided eye, seem entirely empty; also some under the
honey on the side of the comb which
you cut off. I find pollen, which the
microscope reveals, in almost every
cell.
The bees differ much. Some
have no pollen, others considerable.
The oval bodies of which I wrote, are

undoubtedly blood-discs I find them
in my bees "which have wintered remarkably well. Your bees which are
the fullest, or the most turgid— are
bloated like have pollen in almost
every case. The smaller ones seem
to be without pollen, yet in these
latter the odor of the disease seems
;

—

present."
From the above I feel that I know
less regarding the wintering of bees
than I ever did before ; in fact I feel
that when we know all there is to be
learned in this matter, we shall see
how erroneous the many views of the
past have been. Four things, however, are clearly brought to light, viz
1. Follen can be found in combs by
the use of the microscope, which the
unaided eye knows nothing of. 2.
Pollen can be found in the intestines
of the bee which has been confined to
a diet for several months, which all
ordinary apiarists would suppose contained no pollen. 3. Brood can be
:
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reared to a certain extent where the
stores are only sugar syrup, as far as
the unaided eye can see. 4, Bees can
perish with bee-diarrhea in its worst
form, with practically only sugar
syrup for stores.
The above four
reasons annihilate the pollen theory
as far as it could be made practical to
bee keepers generally.
In conclusion I wish to thank Prof.
Cook for helping us to know some
things that myself and others could
only guess at were it not for his scientilic skill.
I wish also to say that he
knew nothing regarding the manner
in which the l)ees were prepared for
winter, hence, he gave his unbiased

judgment.
Borodino,© N. Y.
ror

thtt

Amencaa Bee JoumaL

Apicultural Imposition.
A. P.

FLETCHER.

Seeing Mr. W. F. Clarke's article
on page 103, I wish to call attention
to another of the same kind, by Mrs.
Lizzie E. Cotton. On page 67 of her
hook, first edition, " Bee-Keepiug for
Profit," she says
" Very early in the spring I selected
the most populous colony in my possession. It was ruled by a young and
exceedingly prolific hybrid queen, a
mixture of Italian and native blood.
I commenced early in the spring to
feed this colony lightly, but regularity
every day at evening. I fed aboui ^^
pound of feed per day, until a few
days before the flowers were in bloom
j>rofusely. This was done to encourage breeding.
Very early in the
:

spring they were fed corn and rye
meal.
• ! or a few days before the flowers

were blooming profusely,

I

fed liber-

ally—in fact, giving them all I could
possible induce them to take up, the
object being to get the stored comb in
the body of the hive, not occupied
with brood, completely filled with
honey. The glass boxes, 26 In number (with feeder), each holding about
41^ pounds of honey, were arranged
in connection with the hive (sides and
top) several

weeks prior

to the

ap-

pearance of the flowers, that the bees
might become accustomed to them,

and the more

readily enter

them and

work.
When I ceised
feeding (which was on the appearance
of the flowers yielding a good supply
of honey), the boxes were tilled with
bees, and comb-building had commenced. The hive, at this time, was
filled to overflowing with bees, and
the combs had brood in all stages of
growth, from the egg to the perfect
bee. I had taken the precaution to
cut out nearly all the drone-comb,
and fit in its place worker-comb, so I
had but very few drones to consume
the honey. I had also arranged so as
to have no increase by swarming, but
have all my bees employed storing
surplus honey in the boxes, throughout the season.
"As fast as the boxes were filled,
they were removed, and empty ones

commence

were substituted in their places. I
never saw bees work with such de-

and upon inspection, found brood in
all stages.
The bees flew about and
seemed elated at being set at liberty
after their long confinement. Here
mark another mistake. I thought
that it would be an excellent plan to
pull the wet, moldy cloth back and
let the sun's rays shine directly upon
the combs and dry them out. But,
what do yon think ? Two of these
nice little colonies that I was feeling
quite proud of, left their "bed and
board " and united with two others,
and labored industriously during the
entire day, transporting what they

termined industry, early and late, and
in all kinds of weather.
When honey
failed at the end of the season, there
was a set of boxes on the hive par-

filled; I immediately gave the
bees feed until these, too. were finished. I found, on weighing the product of this colony in the fall, that
they had given me a fraction over 380
pounds of surplus honey in boxes.
This honey I sold at 35 cents per
pound—a little over $133 for surplus
honey sold from this one colony.
Reader, go thou and do likewise."
Is not the above a parallel case to
Mr. Clarke's " Apicultural Humbug could of their deserted stores. Did
and Fraud ?"' Of course it is need- my bees act unusual V I do not think
less to prolong this article on this I will put any more out until I put
line.
We have all known Mrs. C. by them on the summer stands to stay.
I have made diligent inquiry among
reputation, for several years. Humbugs, swindles and frauds are old my neighbors who have bees, and
people now, and we shall have to let wintered without any protection, and
them die a natural death.
the loss is dreadful. In three inFreligbsburg, Quebec.
stances they have lost their entire
apiaries. I think that the loss will
estimate nearly 75 percent., judging
ror me American Bee Journal.
from the frightful mortality of bees
in this neighborhood.
I think that
How My Bees Have Wintered.
the cellar is a gt>od place to winter
bees, but they need more ventilation
I. .J. GLASS.
than I was able to give, owing to the
extreme cold weather; and in the
I asserted in ray letter on page 27,
future I will use a more porous quilt
that 1 would report my success in
to absorb the moisture.
wintering, and the

tially

manner

in

which

Sharpsburg,©

my

bees were prepared for winter. I
do not wish it understood that I am
presuming winter to be over, although
the nice, pleasant weather, with the
birds singing so merrily, I will have
to acknowledge that it makes me feel
that spring is almost here, and I cannot see anything premature in venturing to predict a little. In putting my
bees into winter quarters, I used no
new plans 1 simply put them into a
warm, dry cellar, with the caps of the
hives removed, and the quilts ghied
on just as the bees had waxed them
tight during the summer, only where
I found the cloth torn asunder I sealed
it tightly with a hot iron. Now, mark
a big mistake here. The quilts whicli
I use are heavy bed-ticking, and with
a thick coating of propolis they are
almost impervious to moisture, and
the result is moldy combs although a
quart measure would hold all the bees
that have died from 32 colonies, after
a confinement of losi days. The other
requisites of my cellar, are simply; 2
windows, blinded with curtains, with

Ills.

ror tne American Bee Journal,

Marshall County, Iowa, Convention.

The Marshall County Bee-Keepers'
Association met at JMarshalltown,
Iowa, on F'eb. 21, 1SS5. The President
and Vice-President being absent, Mr.
O. B. Barrows was called to the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting
were read and approved.
The subject, " Spring care of bees,"
was then discussed.
Mr. L. Colper said that he puts his
bees out when it is warm enough in
the spring. He then raises th.e quilts,
cleans out the hives well, closes the
entrances so only one bee can pass at
once, makes all warm so as to promote
breeding, and if necessary, puts out
flour for feed as soon as brood begins
to appear, using a mixture of equal
parts of rye, oats and corn ground
Hne. The bees seem to like it. His
24 colonies had used a bushel of it a
sometimes used to ventilate day. To keep them strong he unites
;

;

which

I

two weak colonies.
Mr. Dewy puts out his bees when
warm enough, and fronts the hives
toward the east or south. He had a
hive on exhibition, but the majority
thought it too complicated and expensive for modern bee-keeping.
Mr. Cover generally puts out his
bees about April 1, placing thera on
the summer stands without any re-

the cellar, although for six weeks
they were closed tightly, and I had to
resort to artificial lieat' to retain the
temperature above 40-'. The lack of
ventilation may have caused a greater
amount of moisture in the hives,
therefore causing the combs to mold
so badly.
I presume that some are wondering
if my bees had any symptoms of diarrhea. I would say that 7 colonies are
affected 2 or 3 badly, and furthermore those colonies are some late,

positions they occuin the fall, and he
never has had any bad results from it
weak swarms whose stores were cane by colonies fighting. He uses rye
as long
sugar, and plenty of pollen also, as I and oat-flour for pollen
find by examination.
as they will work on it ; and also
uses
comb
honey.
He does
Now comes the most interesting sometimes
part of my experience, at least it is not close the entrances to the hives
with me. As those colonies related when carrying them to the summer
He puts a few pieces of
to above are diseased, I carried 5 of stands.
them out last Saturday for a flight, comb honey on the pollen trays to en-

gard to

—

pied

I

the

when put

in

.

I
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bees to them lirst, and lie
places on the surplus arrangements
early in the season.
Mr. Keeler thought that it was
well to feed all colonies to stimulie linds it best
late early breeding.
to put all hives where they stood
during the previous summer, contract
the entrances and leave the winter
quilts on until late. lie believes that
the division-board is a good thing
with which to contract the size of
the hive.
The Secretary made a few remarks,
showing the advantage of the divisionboard in contracting the size of the
hive to suit the size of the colony, and
the great advantage in aiding the
weak colonies, by taking a frame of
brood here and there from strong
colonies and giving to the ones in
need of aid, and supplying the ones
tice the

where taken from, with empty combs,
lie places empty combs in the centre
of the brood-chambers of all the colonies as they need them, until the
division-board is ready to be taken
out and the hive is full of brood and
bees. He generally feeds some to encourage breeding, so as to have all
colonies ready for the white clover
harvest.
The subject of " sections " was next
discussed.
JSIr. Keeler stated
that the onepound sections sell better than the
larger sizes. He favors the use of
separators.
Mr. ^loore likes the California or
triangular top-bar section the best.
He has tried the others with separators, and did not get as good yield in
them as from the first mentioned.
Mr. Cover had used flve-pound
boxes in the past, but he intended to
try sections duringthe coming season.
Many other things were said on the
subject of supplies, and some remarks
were made on the subject of adulteration and frauds.
The subjects for
discussion at the next meeting are
" Spring and summer management
of bees," and " Care and marketing of
honey." As those who were to read
essays were absent, they are expected
to read them at the next meeting.
The Association then adjourned to
meet at Marshalltown, on Saturday,
April 18, 1885, at IO:,SO a. m.
:

J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.
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Passage- Ways and Bee-Spaces.

JOHN HEWITT.

On page 789 of the Bee Journal
for 1884, Mr. Heddon asks Dr. Tinker
to give the reason " why bees violate
the old rule laid down by Father
Langstroth, that bees glue up all
spaces too small for them to pass
through." I do not think either Dr.
Tinker, Mr. Pond, or any one else
can answer this query until some one
can, perhaps, give the true reason
" why water always runs down hill ;"
but I will just give a few facts to
think about.
A very long time ago, before I ever
had heard a word of the movableframe hive, Langstroth, or any other
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prominent modern bee man, and after such as I had previously used, the
thoroughly digesting the works of first sheet (calico to both kinds) would
Iluber, Nutt, and a few others, I de- be one mass of propolis, where the
signed and constructed a bar- frame bees could get to it.
hive, the frames tilling the hive from
If am asked to explain the reason,
end to end, less '« of an inch, this I must answer that I -cannot yet,
space being left to give "play" in must study the matter more before I
drawing out the frames but before I attemiit to give reasons— perhaps
put my bees into it, I saw a new bee- propolis is really porous, though
book advertised as just published by draught proof anyhow I shall go on
a prominent authority. I sent for a studying and experimenting.
copy and eagerly read it. This book
Sheffield, England.

—

;

;

explained quite clearly (V) the necessity of a " bee-space " around everything in the hive. From advertisements in this book, I obtained a beepaper, and I then heard of other authors, all of whom laid down the law
as to the necessity of a " bee-space."
I then bought a number of bar-frame
hives, and made others myself, and I
found if I pushed the frame-ends close
to one side of the hive, they were
glued fast, and comb built in the
double bee-space at the otiier ends.
But a time came wlien I wanted
one more hive than I had, and the
alternative presented itself of either
putting the swarm in a straw skep, or
into the hive I had constructed during my benighted days. I thought
that at least it would be better than a
skep, as I could drive the bees out,
and by passing a thin knife down by
the ends of the frames, they could be
easily removed, the honey extracted,
and the frames returned, if I chose
to do so. So I put the bees into it,
but to my surprise they did not glue
the frames fast, and never have done
so yet, and they have always been as
easy to remain and replice as those
with the bee-spaces
they never
crushed as many bees, as the bottoms
of the frame-ends scraped them out of
the way when returning a comb, if
any bees were on the hive walls.
I was so puzzled with this hive,
that I began to study and experiment
with it, changing the queens (blacks,
Syrians, etc.) to see if another variety
of bees would act differently. At
last I decided to make a number having only Jo-inch play, and I made a
dozen, adapting in each the peculiarity which I thought induced the
bees iiot to propolize
each of these
were " Long Idea" hives, with frames
crosswise to the entrance, with a
tight fitting division-board to be kept
close up to the frames, and which
allows them to be reduced or increased
at will, and used for extracting until
the heather harvest, when they are
worked for comb honey it being impossible to extract this kind of honey;
and though these hives have contained
colonies of Syrians and Syrian-hybrids
as well as blacks, I have yet to see the
tirst frame stuck fast, or sufficiently
so as to enrage such bees as the
;

;

—

Syrians.

Last summer developed a new feature. I had always previously found
bees to propolize the quilts fast to the
frames, but now with a new design
in quilts, there never was so mucli as
a speck of it to be seen the quilts are
quite porous too, as may be proved by
placing a tin vessel of cold water on
them, when the vapor from the bees
will be condensed under its bottom
if I removed the quilts and gave them

—

;

For the American

B..-e

Journal.

Sections and Section-Cases.
A. D.

STOCKING, (65—80).

Much has been

written about sec-

tions, section cases,

and

appears

and section-racks,

there has been
nothing made that was satisfactory to
all parties, various objections having
been raised against all styles, and
probably the question will never be
settled so that one size and style will
be used by all. 1 have experimented
considerably, audi have not yet found
anything in this line exactly to my
it

liking.
As to sections

tliat

The one-piece section comes the nearest to my idea of
a section, and if they could be made
of harder wood than basswood, I
would ask for nothing better. My
reasons for liking them better than
all others are, they are more quickly
and more easily put together, and
they are more substantial and less
liable to be knocked out of shape in
handling after being made up and
allowed to become dry. I alwaiys use
:

a little glue on the open joint, when
putting them together, and I have
never had any to pull apart when thus
treated with good glue. I have never
seen any dovetailed sections that
were as solid and that kept their form
as well while being handled, after
being made up awhile and becoming
dry, as the one-piece section ; and I
have had them from all the best factories.
All the advantage that I can
see in them is that they can be made
of harder wood, and can be made to
look cleaner.
As to section racks and cases
I
have tried and discarded many forms,
and I have studied and experimented
to overcome the annoyance caused by
the bees building bits of comb between the tops of the brood-frames
and the bottoms of the section racks
:

and cases.
For 3 years I have made my racks
and cases on the same principle as the
Ileddon-case.

Supporting the

sec-

tions on strips of tin nailed to the
under sides of the cases, and placing
them on the hives with a ,14-inch beespace between the bottoms of the
sections and the brood-frames. I am
now troubled but little with bits of
comb, and the bottoms of my sections
are as clean as the tops. I have found
that the nearer I place the sections to
the brood-frames, the better the bees
will work in the section*! and the less
I am troubled with bits of comb.
Last season I made my hives for
taking comb honey in three sections.
I rabbeted the edges so as to bring
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the insides all even the whole heighth,
so that the parts would be interchangeable.
The surplus arrangements are made on the same plan as
tlie Ileddon case, and the sections are
handled in the same manner. J have
a '4-inch bee-space between each tier
of sections, and the same bee-space
between the lower sections and the
brood-frames. I can tier the sections
up as high as I wish, and when the
sections are not needed on the hive,
they are removed and tlie cover
placed directly on the body of the
hive. This arrangement of the hive
is the most convenient and most easily
handled of any that I have ever seen
or used. I have entirely discarded
separators, as I do not wish to be

I

consider myself

very fortunate, in or hold back for an emptied market
or a higher price.
We need light on every point bearing upon the subject, and it is the
province of the bee-papers to give us
that light. If the price demanded by
commission men upon the same grade
emergency.
Years ago, the true of honey varies 3 cents per pound,
cause of foul brood was discovered to then can they not tell us what that
be a very small fungus, and the reme- price is, with the variation of 3 cents?
dies for killing it are, salicylic acid, At any rate, can they not give us
plienol and thymol the last-named is what information is to be had on the
contained in our common thyme, and subject V
It is not the price that
is the cheapest of all.
commission men demand that should
Fulda, 9 Ind.
be reported, for they, in some cases,
demand according' to instructions
from consignees, a much higher price
For the American Bee Journal.
than they can obtain but the thing
wanted is the price at which they are
Market Quotations for Honey.
bothered with them, for with my
making sales. If the objection is
present arrangement, and the use of
made that they vary in prices, that
C. C. MILLEK, (200—299).
narrow sections and foundation, I can
objection hold's with greater force
crate 95 per cent, of the combs.
United action on the part of bee- against buyers' quotations, for last
LigoBieT,6 Ind.
keepers in settling upon the price at year there was a variation of more
which they can afford to sell honey than 3 cents in the otters I had on the
may be one of the things to be accom- same grade of honey from three difFor tLe American Bee JoumaU
plished in the future, but it is quite ferent; Ohicngo buyers.
This full information as to what
likely that the ordinary laws of supAnother Cure for Foul Brood.
ply and demand will control the mat- buyers are giving, what commission
men are selling at, the present quanter the same as they control the prices
WM. F. KANZLER.
tity on the market, the prospect for
of wheat and corn. Although I have
the future, etc. this it is that will
I consider it my duty to give to my little faith in any extraordinary conhelp to make honey as staple as wheat
cert of action as to the price of honey
fellow bee-keepers,
for in the long course of my keeping
bees— over 60 years— I have made no
acquaintance with this dreadful disease in my own apiary ; but notwithstanding, I will raise some thyme in
my garden this year for any case of

;

;

—

whose apiaries

contain colonies of bees afflicted with
that dread disease, foul brood, the
following cure which I found in the
Bienenzeitung for Feb. 1, IS80
In 1880, a bee-keeper by the name
of
Mr. Klempin, cured with the
:

smoke

of thyme, 2 colonies which
were strongly infected with the foul

amongst producers, I have faith in and corn.
Marengo, 5 Ills.
the same kind of concert of action as
takes plaoe among farmers with reference to the prices of wheat and
For tbe American Bee

corn.

brood. In ISS;^, 8 of his colonies beinfected by robbing his neighbor's bees which had the foul brood
the affected colonies in botli apiaries
were smoked with thyme, and in the
fall all colonies were cured, except
one which was destroyed by fire, as
it was
totally rotten.
In lss4 he
watched his bees until June, and
alter finding no foul brood, he paid
no more attention to them, but in
July he found 2 colonies infected, one
considerably, and he again used the
smoke of thyme, and after 10 days
the larva; were dried by the smote
and carried out by the bees, all cells make a
were cleaned, and the colony saved. Through

came

;

Journal.

There seems to be a somewhat
Foul Brood or What ?
rapid progress toward the settling of
honey into its proper place as a staple
A. B. MASON.
article, which progress will be hastened by concert of action among beeThe expression on page 140, in
keepers. Not by a meeting and set- Query No. 30, " I could Hud a few
tling in convention the price at which cells with brown mucus," may indihoney can be afforded, and a resolu- cate foul bicxul. The remainder of
tion that no one shall sell below that the description would indicate some
price, but by the general diffusirrrTof other trouble, and it may not. At
knowlejlge as to the condition of the any rate, it does not describe foul
market with reference to supply and brood as I have seen it in some pordemand, the amount of honey in tlie tions of this State and Michigan.
country, and all tlie items that might
Last season a bee-keeper in Michiinfluence the price. For this diffu- gan sent me a piece of comb inquiring
sion of knowledge we must look al- if it contained foul brood. It was obmost entirely to the press, and es- tained from one of his neighbors
pecially to those publications which several miles away, and was very

specialty of
bee culture.
these we are to learn
Also two large infected apiaries in whether the crop is light or heavy,
the neighborhood were cured by the and this knowledge alone is of great
value even to those who depend ensame remedy.

tirely upon their home market.
It was done in this way:
He took
If I know that there is a general
a piece of paper and made a hint of failure
the crop, whether my own
thyme as thick as a thumb and 4 harvestof
is light or heavy, I am safe in
inches long, then he ignited it at one
asking a good price for my honey at
end and put it into a smoker; in the home,
without fear that the local
evening, after the bees quit flying, he
dealers will send to Chicago or New
held his smoker in the hive-entrance
York an 1 bring in honey to underand gave the infected colony 20 or 30 sell me. Especially
do I need to be
puffs of smoke. He continued this
informed about the markets if I proevery evening during the first two
duce largely and ship to one of the
weeks; after that tmie, S times a larger cities.
If I could sell outright
week; and if he found, after 3 or 4 my crop of honey
at one transaction,
weeks, that the cells were clean and to
a cash buyer, that would suit me
the brood healthy, he applied the the best, but
if I can get a better
smoke only once or twice a week.
price for it by sending it to a commisThyme is our common garden herb, sion house, I should so send it, even
used for Seasoning several dishes; if it must be sent in several lots, and
5 cents will procure a paper of seed. it is of some consequence to be inIt is time to sow it now, and it is to formed from time to time as to the
be pulled when in bloom, and dried state of the market, that I may know
in the shade.
whether it is best to crowd my crop

badly affected with the disease. Later
in the season he had some trouble in

own

apiary, and fearing that it
foul brood, lie wrote me, giving a
description of the trouble. I assured
him that it was not foul brood, but I
his

was

neglected to say what I thought was
the trouble. In September lie sent
me a full-sized Langstroth comb just
as it was taken from the hive, bees

and

all,

wishing to know

foul-broody.

Owing

if

it

was

accombees, and being busy and
to

its

panying live
from home several days,

examined
cleaner

for

comb

some one

it was not
some time, and a nicer,

I

never saw.

I

believe

him that the trouble in
apiary was foul brood, and he put
told

his
his bees through the starving process,
melted the combs, and purified his
apiary, hoping to thus get rid of the
trouble.
Since the publication of Mr. Webster's article on page 58, he has written me that Mr. Webster gives a description of his trouble. In reply, I
told him how I used to be tormented

;

:
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bees.

commenced keeping Italian them up -with frames
Now, when the querist says, the strongest colonies.

of brood

I

" I could invariably lind that all tlie
dead brood had a deposit sticking to
them, especially on the legs, resembling rust," and so on to the next
period, leaving out the words, " very
little brown mucus to be seen," he
gives an exact description of my experience. 1 found the tronble to be a
very small worm (moth-larva) working under the brood in the centre of
the comb so small as not to be seen,
unless in moti(m, even when closely
looked for. I would rather have a
dozen of the fully developed mothlarva; over the heads of the brood
;

It

in honey, made as
as possible, and putting in all
the sugar that the honey will absorb.
lNTU()DU(;iN(i Queens.— Mr. Smith
introduces (|ueens towards evening,
and he smokes the bees thoroughly
before and after introducing the
queens.
Mr. 1). A. Jones described his
methods of introducing and rearing

from quality of sugar

warm

was generally thought that the

Italians were better than the black
bees, for all purposes also, that the
;

former would lly farther than the
Some thought that bees would
latter.
go 7 miles for honey. The majority
of those present considered the cellar
the best place in which to winter bees
this latitude, and they would queens.
in
After discussing several matters,
recommend Mr. Doolittle's method of
luiiting nuclei. The question, " Do and answering some questions, the
bees hibernate ?" was asked, and the meeting adjoiiriied to meet at Nellfs'
Corners, oii the last Friday in May,
reply was, " no."
Adjourned to meet at 10 a. m. on the 1,S8.5, at II a. in.
K. 0.

following day.

Campbell,

Sec.

The convention was called to order
where we '• know them by their
fruits," and can readily remove tliem, at 10 a. m. on Feb, 2.5, and the discusConvention Notices.
than to have tlie small rascals cutting sion of questions was resumed.
" What i.s the best method of feednp in the rear of the brood where it is
i^" The Central Illinois Bee-Keeping bees V" Messrs. E. Stark and O.
very difficult to find them.
O. Poppleton thought that combs of ers' Association will meet at .lacksonWagon Works, V3 Ohio.
sealed honey was the best at any time ville, Ills., at 10 a. m. on Saturday,
Wm. Camm, 6'ec.
of the year. Messrs. A. .J. Norris, A. May 2, 18.85.
For tue American Bee JournalD. Bennett and .John Burke considmeeting of the CortCedar Valley, Iowa, Convention.

The Cedar Vally Bee-Keepers' Association met at Cedar Falls, Iowa,
on Feb. 24 and '25, 1885. After calling
the roll, Mr. C. 1'. Hunt was ap-

pointed Treasurer pro tern, and the
convention immediately proceeded to
the discussion of questions.
" What is the best size of section to
Messrs. E.
gain the most profit V"
Stark, I). W, Thayer and A. D. Bennett favored the l>^-pound section, as
less material and less
it required
handling; Messrs. Seevers, Ralston,
A. .J. Norris and L. L. Triem thought
that the one-pound section was the

ered liquid food the best for spring
feeding; to be fed out-of-doors in
troughs containing floats, or mixed
with cappings in pans.
'•
Is it i)rolilable to feed bees in the
spring ?" It was generally thought
tluit spring was the best time to feed
bees. Messrs. I). W. Thayer and A.
J. Norris considered it best to keep
bees in the cellar as long as they can
be kept quiet. Mr. A. D. Bennett
thought it best to put them out as
soon as tlie weather was warm enough.

1^ The Spring

land Union Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in Cortland, N. Y,, on

May

W. H. Beach,

12, 188.5.

See.

^" On account of the prevalence of
small-pox in St. Joseph, Mo., the seniiaiinual meeting of the ^Vestern BeeKeepers' Association, will be held at
the Court House, in Independence,
Mo., on April 23 and 24, 188.5.
C.

M. Ckandall,

Sec.

1^ The Northwestern Indianq, BeeAdjourned to meet at 1 p. m.
Keepers' Association, will meet on
At 1 p. m. the meeting was called Wednesday, April 8, I.ss.5, at 10 a. m.,
to order, and the question, " Is it best in the Jury Room at the Court House
to

shade the hives

comb honey

?"

when producing

in Laporte, Ind.

was asked. It was
shade them during

A. FAnNESTOCK, Sec.
thought best to
" Is there anything better than a
the middle of the day, but also to give
t^ The Union Kentucky Bee-Keeprack for holding sections V" It was them all the sun that they could ers' Society will hold their spring
was
section-case
the
thought that a
stand, and yet not have the bees hang meeting in (irange Hall, at Eminence,
best for one-pound sections, and a out.
Ky., on Thursday, April 2;^, 188.5. All
sections
the l"^-pound
rack for
Adjourned to meet at "Waterloo, are cordially invited to attend.
worked on the " tiering-up " system.
G. W. Demauee, Sec.
Iowa, sometime between Aug. 10 and
best.

"

What

is

the best material to use 20, 1885, the President and Secretary
to decide on what particular days.

smokers V" Mr. E. Stark uses burlap Mr. A. J. Norris uses felt paper
and Mr. A. I). Bennett thought that
butternut bark was the best.
in

A.

;

"

When

the best time to put on a
sections in the spring V"
Mr. A. J. Norris thinks that it is not
best to put on any until after the bees
It was generally
have swarmed.
thought best to put on a few at a time
when the bees begin to build new
is

C. P.

Hunt,

Haldimand

I).

Bennett,

ISec.

Fres.

i^g" The next meeting of the Union
Bee-Keepers' Association of Western
Iowa, will be held on April 2-5, 188-5,
at Earlham, Iowa. M. E. JJAunY, Sec.

i^" The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Asso- meet in Bushnell, Ills., on Thursday,
ciation met at Cayuga, Ont., on Feb. May 7, 18,8.5. Let every bee-keeper
who can, be present and enjoy the
13, 188.5, at 1 p. m.
J. G. Norton, Sec.
The minutes of the former meeting meeting.
comb.
were read and approved, and the fol^- The Willamette Valley BeeAdjourned to meet at 8 p. m.
lowing oflicers elected
Keepers' Association will hold its
At 8 p. m. the convention assembled President— James Armatronjf.
Campbell.
Secretary-'rreasurer -V). C.
second meeting at La Fayette, Oreand continued the discussion of quesVice-E'residents - Walpole. Rnlit. Biinklev and
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
tions as follows
Jas. Wiiliamaon. Uainhstni, Abraham Gee. South
North
Wm.
Vashimler.
Cav
uKa,
O.
B.
Cayuga,
" How long after a queen-cell is
188-5.
All who are interested are inKindree. Oneida, iluKh Stewart. Canboro.M. Mcsealed does it take it to hatch V" It Collura. Seneca, <;eu. B. Stephenson. Cayuga. vited to attend. E. J. Hadley, Sec.
was thought that the average time re- Kev. P. Barduu.
^g" The Northern Ind. and South" How to prevent spring dwindling."
quired was nine days. Messrs. A. J
Norris and O. 0. Poppleton had The President said that his plan was ern Mich. Bee-Keepers' Association,
marked queen-cells which were not to examine his colonies in the spring, will meet at the Court House in Go188-5.
All intersealed and those that were sealed, take away any extra frames, give the shen, Ind., on April 3,
bees plenty of stores, protect them ested in bee-keeping are invited to
and the former hatched (irst.
F. L. Putt, Sec.
" Which is the better method of ob- from the cold, and let them alone attend.
taining increase, by dividing colonies until warm weather comes.
t^ The Northeastern Kansas BeeMr. 1). A. Jones, in answer to a
or by natural swarming?" Mr. C. P.
Hunt had divided his colonies with question on feeding bees, said that it Keepers' Association will hold its
Liquid fifth semiannual meeting at the Court
good success. He divided them when depended on the weather.
they were nearly ready to swarm. Mr. food should never be given until House in Hiawatha, Kans., on Apr. 3,
the proper winter 1885, at 10 a. m. All are invited.
O. O. Poppleton obtains increase by warm weather
L. C. Clark, Sec.
forming nuclei, and then building food is made by mixing the best
full set

of

Ont., Convention.

:

;

:

:
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1885.

Apr. 3.— N. Ind. and

of Meeting.

S. Mich., at Gosben, Tnd.
F. L. Putt. Sec. Gosheo, Ind.

Apr. 3.— N. E. K«n8a8, at Hiawatha, Kans.
Clark, Sec, Granada. Kans.
L.
Apr. 8.— N. W. Indiana, at Laporte, Ind.
A. Kuhnestock, Sec, Laporte. Ind.
Apr. 11.— Wabash County, at Wabash. Inrt.
Henry Cripe. sec, N. Manchester, Ind,
Apr. IS.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond, Ind.
M. G. Reynolds. Sec, Williamsburg, Ind.
Apr. i. -Union Ky., at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Uemaree, Sec. Christiansburg, Ky.
Apr. 2,3, •24.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec. Independence, Mo.
April 24.— Portage County, at Ravenna, O.
L. G. Reed, Sec, Kent, O.
Apr. 25.—Union, at Ear'ham. Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlintrton. Inwa.
Jno. Nau. Sec. Middleton. Iowa.
May 2 —Central Illinois, at Jacksonville, HI.
Wm. Camm. Sec, Murrayville. 111.
May4,-W. New York and N. Pa., at Cuba. N. Y.
W. A. Shewman, Sec, Randolph. N. Y.
May 4.~Linwood. Wis., at Rock Elm ('entr*-. Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

C

Unprotected Colonies.— Mrs.
Tyler, Utica,5
1885, says

S.

Mc, on March

C.
16,

:

here who iiave lost
their bees this winter, are selling tlie
honey from tlie brood-combs at 5 cents
per pound, and consequently the best
lioney brings only 12)^ cents 15 cents
has been the price heretofore. Those
who have lost the lieaviest, wintered
their bees unprotected on the summer
stands. I packed mine in sawdust.

Bee keepers

;

:

reached home safely from New
Orleans, and found my bees in splenI

did

taries are requested to fo/ ward full particulars of

lime and place of future meetinira.— Bd.

Terrible Loss of Bees.— L. R. Jackson, Urmeyville. ©ind., on March 20,
1885, writes as follows
:

Ninety-six per cent, of all the bees
in this part of the country are dead,
and spring opens to-day with the mercury at 2^ below zero. Out of 94 colonies which I packed for winter, only
3 are left, and many have lost all their
die early in the
Taking llieir First Fligrlit.— W. N. bees. They began to
Ramsey, Glen Haven, p Wis., on Mar. winter without any apparent cause,
and during all the winter I have not
16, 188-5, writes tlius
been able to discover any signs of any
Last fall I pacl\e(l 121 colonies in disease, or why the bees have died.
sawdust on the summer stands, and Sixteen years ago, the bees here died
on Marcli i), 1885, 110 of tliem were on in the same way, and people had just
the wing taking their lirst cleansing begun to take an interest in them
Higlit after the long winter contine- again, but now it will be different.
I
ment.
find that nearly all who have lost their
bees will buy more this spring, if they
Moving Hives into and ont of Cellars. can get them at a reasonable price.
Hiram Richey, Sing Sing,o^ N. Y., We want to fill up our old hives, and
save the combs, and if we must lose our
writes as follows
bees only once in 16 years, we can well
About one year ago I sent an item afford to stock up again.
for publication, which appeared on
page 245 of the Bee .Journal for
No Fears of Pollen.— J. II. Tait,
1884, but lest the third paragraph
should be misleading, I desire to re- Endicott.o, Nebr., on March 16, 188-5,
:

—

:

:

;

;

I have lost none since.
Previously 1
had lost about % of tliem each winter.

over the honey-boards. The broodchamber had not been disturbed after
the honey-flow had set in, as I work
my bees for comb honey alone. On
March 11,1 removed them from the
cellar to the summer stands, and I
found, upon examination, that every
colony was in prime condition, with
pollen in every hive, and in almost
every frame, and not the least symptom of diarrhea was to be found anywhere there was brood in all stages
of development. One of my neighbors who had extracted the honey
from the brood-frames, removed every
particle of pollen and fed A sugar for
winter stores, put his bees out at
about the time I did, and they were
terribly affected with the diarrhea.
;

Drones Flying Plentifnlly.— S. C.
Boylston, C'harleston.o S. C, on Mar.
18, 188-5, writes as follows

condition.
Drones were flying
plentifully yesterday, and several of
my colonies have from 6 to 8 frames
of brood. On March 10, 11 and 12 we
liad quite a successful exhibition of
poultry and pets generally, at CharlesMay 7.— Profiressive, at Bushnell, Ills.
ton, S. C. I carried down a colony of
J. G. Noriun. Sec. Macomb. Ills.
black bees, and one of Italians, and a
May 12.— Cortland [Tnion. at I'ortland. N. Y.
W. II. Beach Sec, Cort and, N. Y.
general assortment of apiarian imMay 19.— N. W. IHa., and S. W. Wis., at Daris, Ills. plements, hives, extractors, etc,, also
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City. HI.
some extracted honey in bottles. 1
May 28.-Mnhnnint: Vallev. at Newton Falls, O.
sold all the honey out in ten minutes
K. W. Turner. Sec, Newton Fitlls, O.
May 28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McRride, Mich.
to one purchaser, wlio allowed it to
F. A. Palmer. Sec, McBride. Mich.
remain until the close of the exhibiJune 19.— Willamette Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg.
tion ; and if I had had twenty times
E. J. Hadley. Sec.
as much. I could have disposed of all
Dec 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit, Mich.
U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
of it. This was the first exhibition of
the kind in Charleston, and it atfW~ In order to have this table complete. Secre- tracted much attention.

print it as follows
About 4 years
ago, there was a discussion about taking Ijees out of and into cellars. One
person thought that it was no trouble,
as he had buildings in his bee-yard
with tracks running into them, upon
which he run cars liolding 86 liives
each. He removed the brood-chambers only, and left the stands. This
I could not understand at first, but I
finally hit on the plan and made one
hive it suited me so I remodeled all
my hives, put my bees into them, and

Langstroth hives. The section cases
were all removed, and the quilts spread

Report, from W. C. Hamilton, Benton City,© ^lo., on March 19, 188-5:
I commenced the winter with 91 colonies, and I have lost 34 of them, the
cause being starvation with plenty of
honey almost in reach of the cluster.
The weather has been so cold that
the bees could not get 2 inches from
the cluster in order to get at the
honey.
Report, from Rev. E. L. Dresser,
Huron, 5 Ohio
:

My little

apiary did fairly well during the past season. They came out
strong last spring, and were in good
My
condition for the honey-flow.
best colony and its increase produced
12-5 pounds of comb honey ; the average per colony was 75 pounds. I
doubled the original numljer in the
spring by dividing them, and I had one
natural swarm which went to the
woods. They are all packed in chaff
on the summer stands in three styles
of hives, with which I am experi-

menting.

—

J. W.
Ready for the Extrsietor.
Winder, Carrollton,o, La., on March
15, 1885,

says

:

Bees are doing well and have begun
to swarm. I will commence extracting next week. The weather is fine
and favorable.
Report, from Albert L. Martin,
Leonardsburg,© Ohio, on March 21,
1885

:

Bees have wintered poorly where
they were not cared for. A great
many bee-keepers in this section do
not pay much attention to their bees.
The last summer was a very dry one
writes thus
from July 5 until fall, and there was
I have been a careful reader of the scarcely any rain until it was too late
Bee Journal for three years, and to benefit the flowers. The bees
from it I have received much valuable stored considerable cider. They quit
information on the management and rearing young bees very early, and
care of bees. I have watched the pol- this left mostly old bees for winter,
len discussion with considerable in- and not very many of them. With
terest, and was " almost persuaded " colonies in this condition, and unthat pollen was the deadly enemy to protected during winter, what coiild
successful wintering but my experi- bee-Iseepers expect but empty hives V
ence tills winter has completely re- This class of bee-keepers have all tlie
lieved my mind from any fear in that empty hives they will want for the
direction. On Nov. 19, 1884, 1 placed coming season. Those who fed their
16 colonies of bees in my cellar, all bees to keep them rearing brood, and
being in two-story, 8 and 10 frame put them in a bee-house or cellar, are
;

:

:

:
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having good success. We have liad
a very severe winter here, and the
ground is still frozen to a depth of
from 18 to 24 inches on tlie level.

now

suffering badly in this
think that Alsike clover is
a paying crop, besides being an excellent honey-plant. I intend sowing
buckwheat for my bees, for I think
that the honey obtained from it will
pay the expenses connected with its
niising, and tiieii I will have the

Wlieat

is

section.

1

buckwheat as a

clear profit.
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Apicultiiral Apprentices.— Benjamin
to 5;!, fed 15 colonies 1.50 lbs. of granulated sugar, put a Ginch case on top (lUest, Ambia,K3 Ind., writes thus
of all the hives filled with dry forest
As the time Is approaching for those
leaves, and left them o!i the summer who are interested in apiculture to
stands
now 1 find that 48 of the -53 )>repare for the season's work, no
are dead, and a greit many of the doubt many will, like myself, conclude
hives are badly soiled; someare clean, that the best method for the most
but the bees dead some have nearly rapid advancement, both for the seaall the stores consumed, and others son
and in the future, will be to
have 2U to ;!0 lbs. of honey left some serve an apprenticeship. I wish to
have perished with some honey in the say to all who may be considering
same combs on which were the bees serving an apprenticeship, look well
v\'hat is the strangest thing of before you leap.
1 find
It is better to s|ien(l
all, viz
unhatched brood in a large $200 in corresponding with, or, what
majority of the hives, but nearly ready is better, visiting different apiarists,
to hatch some had already hatched. than to receive false impressions witli
:

;

;

;

!

:

—W.

R. ElBees Almost Extinct.
wood, Lindley,(5 Mo., on March 15,
Can ]SIr. Ileddon tell why the queens
188-5, writes
commence laying during such intense
One-half of my bees are now dead, cold y Was it the result of the last
and the others are dwindling very season's honey crop being so very poor
rapidly.
The packing around them that their honey was so mixed with
liroved insufficient to keep them from pollen
that stimidated
the
that
freezing, as they were frozen in a
queens V Some of the honey that is
solid mass with plenty of honey in
left is nearly bitter with pollen.
I
the hives those left are affected very
ought to have said that the brood was
badly with diarrhea. I think that by
confined to 2 or 3 combs from
May 1, all will be dead. The oldest 2usually
to 4 inches in diameter. The bees
settlers here say that they never exwere spread over it trying to keep it
perienced colder weather anywhere, warm. Mr. L.
C. Clark, of Granada,
the ground being frozen to a depth of
Kans., writes me that his bees are all
'S feet.
The mercury ranged from 30'^ safe
Mr.
lie had them in a cellar.
above to :W^ below zero, seldom rising Davis, of Missouri, says that half of
above zero through the latter part of his bees are in the cellar and half outJanuary and the whole of February. side, and he has lost .50 per cent, of
Two-thirds, if not more, of the bees in
each. The losses are great all over
Northwestern Missoiu'i are dead. A this country Missouri, Kansas and
neighbor reports that one-half of the
Nebr;iska are all included.
bees in his apiary of IT;') colonies are
dead
many other apiaries of les[Mr. Ileddon replies to the above
ser magnitude have suffered worse.
question as follows
March has come and with it the sweet
breath of Spring is wafted o'er hill
" Bees can and often do breed from
and dale to gladden and soften the 40 to 60 days in confinement, when
hearts sickened and chilled by tlie kept in a repository where the temfrosts of the terrible winter just perature is between 40° and .50" above
passed.
zero, and no signs of diarrhea are developed, and the bees come out bright
Device for Reversing Frames. A. and healthy, the only ill condition
P. Fletcher, East Franklin, -o Vt., being that they will leave their hives
writes as follows
in considerable individual numbers
I think that the following device is and perish on the cellar bottom, if
a speedy and simple one for making they are not given about a tablespoonif they are, they
reversible frames, and one which will ful of water daily
commend itself to any bee-keeper. will not. 1 cannot more than conjecAlthough it may not be a new idea, it ture why the queens begin to lay
Diarrhea and
appears to be quickly made and ad- while it is so cold.
justed, and handy in its operation
breeding have a relationship, but just
Simply take a piece of otie-inch or %- how, and which is the cause and
inch hoop-iron, bend the end to form which is the effect, I do not yet know.
the projection for the rabbet, then I have found out enough to satisfy me
make a screw-hole near the lower end, of the correctness of the pollen theory,
at the right distance to place the screw and that my days of winter losses are
upon which the frame revolves, in the all past. Your own solution under
centre of the end-bar. It is necessary your question may be, and perhaps is,
to put a small screw or nail through the proper one. Though heat is necihe iron near the top-bar of the frame essary to successful breeding, it is not
on one side, to prevent the frame from true that a high temperature in a winrevolving, or tipping to eitlier side. ter repository always tends to breedThis device appears very siuiple, as it ing."
can be applied to any hanging frame
without changing the bee-space at the
Report, from G. W. King, Dexter, ex
ends of the frames.
Minn., on March 23, 188.5:
;

:

which to start.
I now more fully
realize the vast importance of a right
start than I ever did before.
If students in apiculture will only secure
an

apprenticeship with the right
teacher, they cannot but be benefitted.
Bee-Diarrliea

;

;

—

;

—

;

:

began with 10 coloni»s
and during the season I increased them to 29 colonies, and I obtained 1,0(X) pounds of comb honey in
The losses are far greater in this one-pound sections. I got but little
region than they were during the win- honey until .Inly. The fall crop was
Severe Losses of Bees.— J. W. Margrave, Hiawatha, (^ Kansas, on March
16, 188-5, writes

ter of 1880-81 ; I think that the average loss will not be much short of 90
per cent., and
own will probably be
something more than that. I liad 66
colonies last fall, doubled them back

my

I^ast spring I

of bees,

1 put 29 colonies into my beecellar lasi fall the mice destroyed one
colony and one died of starvation,
but the remainder are in good condition.

good.

;

in

tlie

South.

— The

one who propounded Query No. 4,
page 36, writes thus
Dr. J. V. II. Brown was evidently
correct in his surmises on Query No.
4 but I wish to say to Mr. G. W.
Demaree, as he wrote on page 100,
that if the bees had had an air space
above the frames, the dying of young
bees would not have occurred, that
they did have upward ventilation. My
bees did have the diarrhea, and I am
convinced that bees in the South are
more liable to the disease, than elsewhere; for they are continually gathering honey in the winter, and sometimes a cold spell comes on and causes
them to eat this unripe honey, thus
causing this usually fatal disease. My
bees are now pretty well over their
sickness, but they are very weak, and
:

;

there

is still

some

trace of the disease.

Report, from L. S. Guice, Mount
Landing,*© Miss., on March 16, 1885
In August, 1883, 1 purchased 9 colonies of bees, and by dividing them, I
had 16 colonies with plenty ot honey
for the winter. During the season of
:

1884, I worked them for increase only,
and closed the season with 60 colonies
in good condition. I have lost only 3

colonies during the past winter, being
the result of moving them a short distance when they were flying just before a severe cold spell so I am starting in this season with 57 good colonies. My bees have been bringing in
pollen for some time, they are rearbrood fast now, and I think that they
;

I
will begin swarming by April 15.
will report at the end of the season

I have, as I am keeping
close account of everything.

what success

Destro)ing Ants and Ant-llills.— .1.
Reynolds, Clinton, ? Maine, writes
thus
Having been troubled for years wilh
ants and ant-hills about my apiary,
and after having repeatedly failed by
trying many of the remedies recommended in various papers, I one day
noticed the maul (such as wood choppers use for driving wedges when
:

wood) lying by the side of
and I immediately took
the ground being a little moist at

splitting

an
it,

ant-hill,

:

:
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the time, and mauled down the antliill into a stiff
mud. I served all I
could find about the yard in the same
manner, and I found it completely
destroyed them. In about a week,
liowever, a few ants started up new
hills, by the side of the old ones, but
another dose of the "maul" fixed
them effectually, excepting a few
stragglers that would collect under
pieces of boards, or anything that
came in their way, but these I destroyed by stamping with my boot.
I then
laid down a few pieces of
boards for this purpose. Ants and
ant-hills were very scarce about ray
bee-yard last summer. If the hills
are too dry at the time, pour on a
little water.
Report,

!

:

from

.J.

W.

Grand.© Iowa, on March
Some bee-keepers in

Sanders,
20, 1885

Le

:

this county
have put out their bees, but I think
that it is almost too early, unless they

are returned to the cellars after having a llight, for it is yet cold and
dreary. J5y a Marshalltown paper I
notice that Mr. O. 15. Harrows put his

Reversible

Frame

Suggestions.

—
^:|rjetial glotijcjes.

Dr. D. C. Spencer, Augusta,^ Wis.,
writes as follows

:

Perhaps not a few of us have a
goodly
frames

number of
we would

partially

l^~ Our inconveniences from

tilled

bees out on March i;>, and out of 66
Extremely Cold.— G. M. Doolittle,
colonies he has lost 8; while Mr.
llanna, a short distance north of Mr. Borodino,© N. Y., on March 'M, 188.5,
15., has lost 50 colonies out of .58.
I writes thus
hope to make a fuller report of this
Since Jan. 20, it has been extremely
section in April.
cold in central New York, the mercury going below zero for over onehalf of the nights since then. EsEarly Queen,— Otto Kleinow, De- pecially
cold has it beeli the last two
troit,o.. Mich., on
March 2,3, 1885, weeks, the mercury being below zero
writes
every night except one during that
In January, 1885, I found a young time, and going as low as 20^ below
queen in front of one of my chaff on one night; tliis morning it was 4^^
hives, which would have hatched in
about 3 days, and 1 surmised that the
old queen must have died, and ttie
bees had reared young queens; so on
the first pleasant day I examined the
combs and found one queen-cell torn
open, but the old queen was ail right.
She had been reared last season.
Tliere were 3 frames with brood, from
freshly laid eggs to hatching bees. It
was an average colony, and contained
a great many young bees. The queen
is a Cyprian, and was mated with an

the loss of

gladly see com- our Smoker Factory arc surmounted, and we
pletely tilled, and as this could be are nearly up with our last season's shipdone if these were only " reversible," ments at this date. Our unusually large
I wish to suggest how this can be European and California early orders are
done, and we can tluis be able to ex- now tilled. This, with our new tools and experiment a little without going to the tra help, will enable us to fill orders for
trouble and expense of getting new Smokers and Knives on receipt of the same,
reversible frames and waiting to have during the season of 1885,
them tilled. I propose to saw off the
Bingham & Hetherington.
projecting ends of the top-bars and
Abronia, Mich., March 27, 188.5.
supply their places with wires running across the ends of the entire
E^~ In response to an advertisement in
frame, with the ends bent at right
the Bee Journal, I have received some
angles in opposite directions ; one end
small amountsot money from several parties
of the wire will take the place of the
once projecting end of the top-bar, and who failed to give their names. As I have no
the other will be under the bottom- other way to reach them e.\cept through the
bar, affording a good support to the Bee Journal, I wish to .say that their goods
frame. This wire is fastened to the will be ready when I have their correct adend-bars with two staples, such as are dresses. People who order goods and send
used in making window-blinds. When for circulars should write their names and
wishing to reverse a frame, do so, and full addresses plainly, and then they will
turn the wire half way around, and get what they call for.
H. Alley.
replace it in the hive.
Wenham, Mass.
tliat

belovv.

l%e snow

is

from

2 to 12 feet

deep, according as it is drifted. Bees
are suffering for a flight, except those
which are in the cellar, and if they do
not have a flight soon, a great loss
will be the result.

i^~ My New Factory

completed, and

is

again in running order.

As many

the

in

South depended upon ine for their Hives,
etc., I had to rush things up, and I have lost
no time in re-building.
P. L. V'iallon.
Bayou Goula, La., March 'J3, 1885.

iW" My

factory was burned on Jan. 28, inthe new machinery and lumber.
My loss was $:),.500 with insurance of $500.
I have
replaced with new machinerj' and
stock and am now ready for orders for supplies.
HiLAS D. Davis.
Bradford, Vt., March 25, 1885.

chuling

all

I:*" The Mahoning Valley Bee- Keepers'
Association, will hold its next meeting at
Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May 28,
1885.
E, W, Turner, Sec.

—

Jos. Beath,
Out-Door Wintering.
Corning, p Iowa, on Mar. 19, 1885, says:
The greater part of the bees which
were wintered out-of-doors, in this
neighborhood, are dead.

Italian drone.

—

Bee-Hunting and Hibernation. J.
Bees Doing Well.— A. D. Bennett, H. Andre, Lockwood,? N. Y., writes
Waterloo,© Iowa, on March 2-1, 1885,
From my 25 years experience in
writes
bee-hunting and cutting of bee-trees
We have had cold weather so far at all seasons of the year, I think that
this spring, and it is cold and clear I could shake the hibernation theory.
today. My bees are doing well in It looks singular to me if hibernation
the cellar, but all that I left out-of- means what some might call a semidoors have died. Other bee-keepers comatose condition (and that is as near
here who have always wintered their a delinition of it as we can get at), if
bees out-of- doors with fair success, bees in a bee-tree, when it is felled in
have lost all this winter, some having winter, with the thermometer at zero,
as many as 2.) colonies. We look for should wake up so quickly and rush
general losses here, for it has been a out for a few seconds, if the tree
happens to split, until they are oververy hard winter on bees.
come by cold. I have known of lumbermen being stung on a cold, wintry
Bees Seem All Right.
Hansom day, by cutting a tree accidentally
.Allen, (Jarland,© .Mich., on .March 19, before the bees became chilled.
:

:

gKlucrtiscMtcuts.

BEESforSALE
^/^
Ov/

Colonies in Lanfrstroth-Frauie Hives;
'30 in American Hives
frames, llxl'2,
:

outside.

Address GEO. L.

La

13A4t

HEKKLING,

Clede, Fayette Co.,

Ills.

Dadant*sFoinidation Factory, wholesale
and letail. tiee A dverti cement in another column.

Albino and

THOSE

Q UEENS

i.lf.'^irinM-

to seeure

atReduced

Rates
Pure Albino

<fcuoeii», will tn'St acroinjtiisli Ilieir object Ity purcliasiii;,'- oi the ()ri.iiinal inddiicer
of this valuahic and licanliful nice ot Liees.
For Circulars, address,

D. A.

PIKK,

SMITHSBUUG. Wash

9C;3t4Blt

Co..

MD.

—

1885, says

have 80 colonies of bees in the
cellar, which I put in on Dec. 5, 1884,
and thev are quiet and seem to be all
right, 'Not having room, I left 8 colonies on the summer stands, and 3 of
1

them

are alive at present.

1^

The bee-keepers

of

Portage

county and vicinity will meet at
Ravenna. Ohio, on April 24, 1885, for
permanent organization. Let every
bee-keeper be present.
L. G, Reed, Sec.

100

Colonies of Bees

J.'AV.
J.

i:iAi

FOK

S.\I,E;.

Apply

to

HOWK!.!., Kellloil,'reilll.

BEES FOR^ALEl
Price per colony,

MKS.
i3A2t

!S>4

and

SARAH

less,

L..

according to hive,

STOf'ER,

liOSCOE, Winnebago

Co,, ILl.,

:
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t<i
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Qiieenn hut perhaps
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lluiillitle will furnish

$

perdoz

1
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1

15
2
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0. M,

20 or

"

is
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2.5

More than .no pa^es. and more than r,u Hue Illuswere addcM in the nth editi-m. rbewhole
work has been tborouphtv revised, antfccon tains the
trations

very latest in respect to hee-keepini;. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieitiOc work ireatinn of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, 1»1 a*». Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A. J.

DOOLITTLE,

AND SUPPLIES FOR

<o., N. Y.

1885.

neod Karly Queens and Bees
for business and lifauty, nuclei
colonics sections and hives of best

APIARIAN SlJPPLIES-1885.

Journal,

sale also at the OHiec of the
at wholesale or retail.

Diiuliaiii or Vaiidervort
Foitudation^send for my catalogue

H. BROWN,
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

J. P.
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FOR BEE-HIVES

presents given away.
Send us 5 cents poataKe,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods

a general assortment of Bee-Kccpers'
Supplies send for circular to
SlDtf
J. E. PKYOK, Dexter, Iowa.

UNHAM AND VANDEKVORT

of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in
faster than anj'thmg else in America. All about the fjoo/MHi

m

preaentB with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
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H. Hai,lett&Co.
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Portland, Maine.
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will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
GU'uiilntcH In
e«--('iilturet
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Monthly

FKAJVKLLN

in

furnish EVERVxniNG reeded
the Apiary, of practical c instruc-

Satin
sheeet of

on, also

IVtures,

rKLMLNG CO., ^ew

Mot

1

Per-

set of Agent's
5 packs, 5 Per-

1

and a
cents.

Oiittit

5U
Uavcn, Conn.

_llD4t

1864.)

tion, and at the lowest price.
Hlven, Honey Extriietors, Comb
guaranteed. Send your address on a
Foiindiitlon, Section tflnney Boxen, all books Satisfaction
Postal card, and we will send you our lllunirated
and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee Catalogue free.
E. K-RETC^HMER.
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send

1

^^ ^^ Samples, Premium List, &c., all for lOe.;
fume Sai-hets, 5 sheets "f Embossed Piitures, AkiuI's
Lovely Kolled ilold Fineor Kine lor only

:

40 HiddenNameo A^RPs

PERF UME ^ and
r

4o.

Perf umeJ Satchet for 1 2c. Samples,
CLINTOU"&CO..NortliHaven,Conn.

this

^l?r^^eftflvesecn cards from many firms,
but none tis pretty as those frotn Clintun *fc Co.

llAlot

in

your ad-

dress written plainly, to

A.

Ctf

I.

ROOT, Medina.

HEADQUARTERS

ALFRED

H. NEWIflAN,
St.,
CHICAGO,

IN

THE SOUTH

For the manufacture of

I pay 85c. per pound deliyered bcre, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakea, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.

92a West Madison

COBURG, IOWA.

2Cl2t

O.

BEESWAX^
ILL.

-

Ki'ifo

7Di-t

in

BEES OR HONEY RFF;-SUPPLIES.
We
We
BJ
B
^ ^^
^* ^^
^*

ments

.

fancvtvpelflr.il

>lAVUFAcTtliI>G WOUKS, West Haven, Conn.

SALE. W.

any war interested

*

i\:it<iK-.«, ('huiii<«, KiiifTM, uiidlOO
ill. r lltetul :irlu !,; U b-<lll tl tcl
J t' rft.Mt yAvKnut. <iuli{ l.viif KiiiboA^c-d

(ESTABLISHED
if

knire an.! a

DAXTON PKlMTXi

MICH.

Be sure to send for 2rM\ Annual Price List, can furnish .lusta.s neat, white, smooth and
before making your purchases for 1H8.5.
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
Address
WM. W. CAKY, Jr.
there are made. Send for sample and prices.
COI.EKAINE, MASS.
4Dtf
3Dtf
Successor to Wm. W. Cary & Son.
Friends,

-.

witn vnirname'n
pk^^nridtliishenittirniri

(forlndy orient) Jl.'in BveetlinfflOofvonr friends to send wiih

Bee-Hives and Supplies.
Hive

yUftlFKLh!

Sl
different. 1eMpi,sRIrd««,SwU9
='^I h.rul. I\y Wriuth, <;old Pan-

\fcs

lurnisii i>unliam
comb for 50c. pert b.

COOPEKSVILLE, Ottawa

BLAKESLEE St CO., North Haven, Ct,

8DGt

Thin

ODlft

111.

50

and can

hViunriation for brood
Dunham for Sections, 55<>. per lb, Extra thin
Vandervort, into iii square feet to the lb., 60c
per lb. Will work up wax into F^oundation for
lO, IS nn<l 30e. per lb. To induce ourcustomers
to order Foundation early in the season, we will
allow lO per cent, discount on all orders received
before the 1st of May.

WUilc-sidc-s Co.,

Perfumed, Embossed, hidden name &v. Cards
Sample Book and 51 Scrap Pictures inc. Globe
Co. Northford, Conn.
12A4t

Best-Made, handiest and cheapest

Summer and Winter

h(jrl,bii:kt,

J. J.

2Ctf

nies. .T.

And

l7i

1200,000 money

Bef

YOU WA^T SUPPLIES,

IF

;

Address
5A21t

Author and Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

^^~ For

fail to
IN - ONE - PIECE SECTIONS, (loji't
A1.L.
Prices lor
Langstroth Hive«, Section
-

;

for 1885.

COOK,

ICly

Cases, Ship-

you
IFbred

Comb

.5

20 or

EARLY QUEENS,

or I'uU
worlinianship

more

to20

.")

"

8C6t

BEES,

6 00
5 7.")
5 7.">

1876.

Out!
Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
»,000 Sold Since May. lH8:t.
>liis(

<xi

Address,

Borodino, Onoii.

10C5t

lOtli

$6 .W

Italians, 1 to 5

SOLD SINCE
ThoiiNund

i:i(h

:

Italians,

THE API Alt V.

MANirAI. OK

I2.000

Hire

left in my discretion to be governed by the
circumstances and the weather. Will notify
Will niiarnnlee Safe
50 before shipment.
Arrival at last Express Station, and will
(k;>
guarantee satisfaction.
iiD4t

"
f)fl
*'
"
lM84raising.aentin May. each 6 00
lo 00
Extra Selected, two years old, each
If

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

10 20

Untested Vueens, reared by natural swarminjr, per doz
Tested (Jueena, each
'*

205

Or.

more
5 00
TEIlins and Conditions as follows:
Orders will he booked only when accompai(,)ueens from his Bent nied by the Cash, and will be filled in their
Stock at the followinK proper turn. I will ship some time in the
prices
month of May, and the exact date must be
oo

Untested Queens, each
"

lo 100

COLONIES OF BEES

!

"

300

Will sell

The cause
ia,

,1

!

BEE-KEEPERS* SUPRLIES.
Dunham and Root Foundallon a specialty.

Italian tjueens and Bees from March to November.
lySend fnr my Illustrated Catalogue.
.'iCtf

PA Uli C VI ALLOX. Bayou Goula. La.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey .lara. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply to
C. F.

etc.

MUTH,

976 and 978 Central Ave.,

^F"8end

10c. for Practical

CINCINNATI,

O.

Hints to Bee-Eeepers.

Dadaiit's Fouinlatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In anottier column.

.
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188S.

HEDDON'S
oox^TJnv^nsr.

Comh

Choice
IAl'ISH
that

1

my numerous

to say to
will use, the

EXCELSIOR

Foundation
friends

coming: season, a

new

HONEY EXTRACTORS

Vandervort Machine of the latest make, and
will send ont only the finest work; also Dunham heavy. Send for samples and Circular.
J. V. CALDWELL.,
OAtf
CAMBRIDGE, ILL.

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
1 angstrotti frames, 1 have concluded to adopt these two new

The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
r metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for7r>orK(i
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
$in.<«i Extractor, laxiio, which is
intended for any size of frame.
ExceptinK with the $K,iK) Exsizes.

900 COMBS SUMNER &PRIME,

In American Frames, 12x12 (outside
measure). These combs are only two
vears old, on full sheets of worker
foundation, and on wires ; tirst-class.

Each

WK If.V\K
nished

$

I'erlOO

Bristol, VI.,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

.18

15.00

il

ju-t (Miniplt'ted "ur Knctnry. furthe tuost inipruved Muchin-Tv.
till jiU orders for It ER-

witli

and nrp nnw prepared In

FIXTITRES <if every description. W^lliTE
rOFJ-AR SECTIOKE4 of all sizes a specialty.

prompt Httention. Send fur
Catalogue Price-Ltst and samples.
luAiJt
All orders will receive

My New

Frames,

Reversible

tractors, alt the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable siles in the Comb Baskets. The pi.fM and
Hi 1 (H Extract* rs have no covers.
For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
$8 (X)
Inxl8
"
K no
.
For 2 Langatroth "
"
*•
"
10x18
10 on
For 3
..
"
"
"
10x18
..
14 on
For 4
"
..
on
of
any
size,
13x20
12
For 2 frames
^*
'*
13x20
12 on
For 3
"
"
"
13x20
16 00
For 4

ALFRED H. KEWMAN,
923 ^Ve»t "Tladison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Tlie VICTOH HIVE
WALLEDnu
or CHAFF HI VE9
DOUBI^E
one lot. each.
each. s:t 40

(SEE

Page

8.

Bee Jocirnal for

.S in
25. each,

W3.8S;

»-e.ieSi

liju,

lfi>:f

i<i,

;

;

»3.00— In the Flat.
SINGLE- 'WALLED HIVES, 5 In one lot.
each, !S'2.50;
each. W3 40
23, each.

1885).

liiO,

each.

I(>,

JIade up, wired, and

of best

filled full

Each

$

Per 100

.18

Address,
lAtC

11

Sale

quantity, and

state tlie

number

wanted.

STUDENTS.
Thos*" who aro jroin^ to make application
for a place in my apiary for ]Mh;>, should apply for Prospectus and Terms al once.

For

my

Address.

JAMES
DOWAUIAC,

We

1885.

IIEDUOH.
MICU.

1885.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
standard Langstroth,

have added to our LAisciK Factohv a
SPECiAr, Dkpaktme.nt for the

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND
White Poplar Dovetailed PCPTinWC

Also,

One aud

^?~A11 Orders

Xtvo-iilocc

will lie flllcd

OLu

I

at the

LOWEST FIGLKES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Xlie H. F. IflOELLEK ITITs Vo.

DAVENPORT, IOWA.

E;cK:Ad:.A.3sr,

W.

E.

For further information, send for Circular.

UA13L

lUCllMOND. Fort Bend

Co.

TEXAS.

Hives,

you need

the Apiary.

ORISKANY. Oneida County,

7Al:it

Hives!
Sections!!

igs5

I

I

c he: .^ IP

liiiTw

ffn-

A. D.

Price-List

!

in tlio Fiat coiniilftc. !i*l.
liriod, nii.-o iind
oti

and sample

BENHAM, OLIVET, EATON

ULtf

N. Y.

Hives!
Sections!

BaNN\vi>4>4l S.M-lioiis, kiln
white. Spi'cini in'incrnients

yond

io

Ijist.

CLARK, successor to li.C. Root,

Siiiiplii-ily

Pure Italian Bees aud (jueeiis

other kinds of

Quinby Smoi(er a specialty.
shall supply anything
Send for Illustrated I'rice
I

I

j"-^"v7^-

all

MADE TO ORDER,

'.UllOi

promptly

DEALKtt IN

Coea County,

ITALIAN

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

32-page

CATALOGUE FOR

this

FOR ITALIAN QUEENS in their purity, and thnt

lA-'Ot

SEND YOUR ADDRESS

in

world. All, of eithersex, suc-

cannot be excelled. Comh Fuuudatloii and
Supplies generally, send for Circular.
liiA4t
T. S. 1IA.L.L., Klrby'sCreek. Alu.

Location unexcelled in any respect.

ill

than anything else

5lAly

bak(;ai?<:

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure material at lionie. Write for special prices

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of gooi 8 which will help you
to more money right away

PRIZE.

1879.

OK MinE VP COMPI.KTE,

L. TINKER,
New Philadelphia, O.

DR. 6.

ceed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
Tkce &, Co., Augusta, Maine.

Wax.

Hives in the Flat

per

(

WAX MADE UP
Home For

Cxfi.\-i:»4,

sreat discovery in (Jueen-Kearintr, and hereby
challenge the productinn by natural swarmin); or
otherwise) of gueens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated 3 miles from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.

Into best Given Foundation at low

Apiary and
AT A

under

size

otdy 30 cts. for IJrood Cliamber and 20
cts. for Extracting Super, both painted
white.

for

Flat.

DOVETAILED

AMEKK'ANA.-drdersforQueenaof
APIS
the beautiful SV KI0-ALBIN08. will now
be received. Rearetl by my new method, all
are larpe and tine and perfect. We have made a

The IJrood Ctiamber, or body of our
Hive, will hold 13 of tliese Frames,
when put in snugly for shii»ping. Our
Extracting Super will hold the same
number. For this purpose, we will
sliip these Frames in them, charging

CASH

;

i«8.0O-in the

Perfectly accurate; no better.

fo.on.

1,0<I0,

lo.OO

prices.

each,

POPLAR
WHITE
SEt'TlONS. any

Given Comb Foundation, put on with
the Press, and attached to the top-bar.

orders,
Sections.

liiT'y:i-

id'

CO.,

MICH,

:
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Honey Crop

of Southern California.

OF TUE

r5.^MBmia^i^,.^_^

^*5^

iiijfaiiNii^

alone.

wax eijiuils any in tlie world, not exJ. E. Pleascepting the honey imiduct of the
Los Angeles, Cal., was read islands of Crete and .Minorca; and the
at the Bee Congress at New Orleans
time is not far distant when the gorges
and canyons ot Southern California,
Tlie honey business of Southern
which abound in the honey-produc(Uilifornia has sprung up within the
ing plants, will become the homes of
last 10 or 12 years and when we cona hapjiy and prosperous population
sider that the product in a favorable
engaged in the honey industry.
season amounts to 20,000,000 pounds,
and that this honey is up to the
highest standard of excellence in
i^° Mr. Arthur Todd, of GermanThe following from Mr.

;

we have a realization of the
importance of the industry, not only
to Southern California, but to the
ElUTOIl AND PUOI'UIETOR,
world at large.
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
The chief season for honey producWeekly, !#3 a year Monthly, *»0 cents.
tion lasts during eight months of the
year, while there is no part of the year
ni wiiich it is not produced, the only
No. 14.
April 8, 1885.
Vol. XXI.
cessation of work by the bees being
during a comparatively few days of
unfavorable weather.
The great
source,
the
Rev.
variety of honey-producing plants,
^"From a private
rich
in
nectar,
makes
this
the natural
E. H. Bellairs, of Christ Church, Enghome of the honey-bee, and the paraland, has obtained the information
dise of the apiarist; while, for any
from the Principal Statistical Depart- other purpose, much of this region is
ment of Customs, that the value of a barren waste, with no other redeemhoney imported into Great Britain ing quality but tts genial sunshine.
It is no wonder, therefore, that the
during the month of January, 1885, full attention of individuals is given
amounted to £804 in value, or about up to tills business. If we examine
$4,000. This came principally from the statistics we shall find that though
bee-keeping is in its infancy, the
America.
honey product of this section exceeds
that of all the country east of the
^" A correspondent asks what is Rocky Mountains combined. No
the necessary degree of heat in order where else is such extensive and sysfor bees to work at comb building tematic attention given to the busiquality,

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

;

and brood-rearing

the hive.
It
should be about
Fahr. The degree of heat in a hive even in winter,
is much more than it is generally
thought to be. In January, a thermometer standing near an apiary, indicated 70 below the freezing point,
but when the bulb was inserted a
little way into
the entrance of a
hive, it roge 23° above that point.
Had it been inserted into the cluster,
it would have indicated a much higher
in

9.5°

ness.

The willows and
grow
liest

alflllarilla,

The honey-dew

stores

which

many

bee-keepers allowed their bees
to retain for winter food, have killed

myriads of bees. The Bee Journal
gave due warning last August in these
words " If the fall honey crop should
be a poor one, the bees may have
nothing upon which to subsist during
the coming winter, except this secretion of the aphidie, misnamed honeydew, and the result of such a state of
affairs may be very detrimentalspreading disease and death all around.
We give this word of warning tluis
early, so that no one may have an excuse for neglecting the matter until it
is too late, and thus entail a severe
loss of bees during the next winter."
Now, the losers are mourning.

town, Pa., requests us to make the
following announcement.

lam

He says

:

Justin the receipt of a letter

from Frank Cheshire, Esq., of Lon" I should redon, in which he says
:

gard a little piece of comb containing
the remains of larvpe dead of foul
brood, as a great acquisition, since it
would enable me to determine the
identity or otherwise of the bacilli on
the two sides of the Atlantic."
Will you kindly give this piiblicity
in the Weekly Bee Journal, so that
some one in possession of samples of
foul brood may aid in valuable researches by mailing as requested V
Address, " Mr. Frank Cheshire, Ave-

nue House, Acton, London, England."
In mailing, be kind enough to pack
securely in wadding, enclosed In a
wooden box, so that the samples will
not be useless when they reach Lon-

Arthur Todd.

don.

We

do not like the idea of sending
such through the mails. If it is sent,
however, it should be securely packed,
which and protected, as requested above.

abundance, furnish the earfood for the bees. Then follow
in

the wild sage, the wild alfalfa, wild

buckwheat, wild coffee, bearberry
and sumac. The sage, alfalfa and
sumac are the most abundant in nectar, and are plants from which the
choicest of our honey is obtained.
I would estimate that about threefifths of the product is exported.
A
large share of it finds a market in
Germany, Glasgow, Paris and Liverpool, far the largest share going to
the latter place oesides, markets are
being opened up in the eastern States
of our own country, as well as in
China and I may add that most of
the quantity exported is extracted
from the comb. I have no doubt,
from the favor with which our honey
is received, that it will find an increased and ready market in propor;

figure.

:

sum of $125,0(J0 for the wax
The quality of this honey and

the snug

ants, of

^«^.

1^

211

;

tion to the prospective amount of
production. It is appparent that the
present price of honey brings it within the reach of all, while the prospects of lower freight will tend to increase the production and profits of
the producer.
To epitomize, the following figures
are given in this connection
Estimate of the honey business of southern California is as follows
Number
of bee-keepers, 1,000 colonies of bees,
100,000; amount of honey to the colony, 200 pounds, or in all, 10,000 tons.
The wax amounts to .5 pounds to the
colony, or makes this product amount
to 500,000
pounds ; at the market
value of 25 cents per pound, we have
:

1^ H. C. Austin, Austin's Springs,
Tenn., on March 27, 1885, writes thus
concerning the photographs taken at
the late bee-keepers' congress
:

I

•

have just received the photograph

of the late bee-keepers congress, but
it is not gotten up according to agreement. As a member of the committee making the contract, I will say
that it was plainly understood that
the photographs were to be numbered,
mounted, burnished, and mailed be-

tween two wooden boards yet the
bee-keepers are not numbered, it is
not mounted, neither is it burnished.
I do not want bee-keepers to think
that the committee would knowingly
get them to pay 75 cents each for
work done in that style.
;

As

nearly

all

those

represented

were personally unacquainted with
each other, the photograph as it is
is of but little use to them.
Should
not the committee have procured
" numbers " for each person to be
pinned to their breasts and thus appear on the photographs V Then it

:

;

would have been an easy matter to
have the names, correspondingly numbered, printed at

the bottom. Perhaps this might yet be remedied, and
new ones obtained. What does Mr.

Winder say

to this V

:

:

I'HE
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James Heddon answers

still quite numerous, and you have
more combs than queens to fill them,
it will then pay to get a queen with
which to re-queen the colony, if not

are

as follows

do not think that bees ever leave
holes through their combs, with a
view of using them for winter passageways. The irregularity of the combs
in box-hives, caused in part by the
usual cross-sticks, and in part by the
"I

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

anery. No. 45.— Do bees make

too costly to procure."

Dr. G. L. Tinicer remarks thus:

" Queenless colonies in early spring
lack of the better guides that higher should be united with the weakest
intelligences now furnish them, act as ones having queens. To unite, select
a cause for these holes."
a time just after the^ees have had a
flight, if cool, or toward evening, if

Winter Passages in Combs.

warm

their win-

ftueenless Colonies in the Spring.
have noticed
when I transfer bees and combs from boxnice
hives, that some ol the combs have
Query, No. 46.— What is the best thing to
round holes in them about '2 of an inch in do with queeuless colonies in early spring ?
diameter.— East Saginaw, Mich.
It it is best to unite them, what is the best
method of doing it ?— G. A. M.
Dii. G. L. Tinker answers as folG. W. Demarke answers as follows
"It is common to find passages
lows
through the combs in box-hives, but " Doubtless locality will stand in
wliere sheets of foundation are used the way of a uniform opinion on this
There are two classes of
in the brood-chamber, the bees do not subject.
often make holes through them, and queenless colonies found in the spring
when winter passages are cut in the —the colony that has wintered withthat loses
fall, they are soon closed unless a out a queen, and the colony

ter passag-es in the

combs

?

:

: ::

Many colois inserted.
nies on deep frames are lost every
winter for the want of passages for
the bees to cross to other combs con-

taining honey. With a shallow broodframe they do not seem to be neces8ai7, as the bees and queen can easily
and safely pass under the combs in
cold weather, to other parts of the
hive. I think this the strongest argument in favor of a shallow frame for
winter. Should bee-keepers adopt reversible frames and all combs be extended to the bottom of the frames, I
predict that winter passages will be
necessary, and one of the best features of the Langstroth frame for
winter will be lost. I think that crosssticks over the frames in winter are a
nuisance."
" They do
Prof. A, J. Cook says
not. The holes were accidental."
:

Smoking the bees a littld as
it.
they go ii. will insure the safety of the
queen. After dark, take the colony to
its original stand, and remove the hive
and stand of the queenless colony, to
some other location."

'

H. R. BoARDJiAN answers thus
"Queenless colonies in the spring
should be united with those having a
good queen. There are many ways of
former
The
spring.
the
in
queen
its
successfully. A very easy
never has a fertile worker the latter doing this
the bees having the
sometimes does. If the colony starts way is to crowd
few combs as possible,
queen-cells promptly, I never fail to queen, upon as
set the
by giving them a piece of with a division-board then
;

;

save them
comb containing larvte just hatched.
The proper time to give the larv» is
when the first sealed drone-brood is
found in the apiary. I save 2 or 3 colonies every spring in this way, and
they give as good returns as other

combs containing the queenless colony
in the space on the opposite side of
the board, leaving only a small hole
for communication between the two
colonies, when they will unite of their
own accord in a short time. Leave
the entrance open only to the colony
with the queen."

colonies."

W. Z. Hutchinson replies thus
" If there are but few colonies, secure
a queen from the South for a queenless colony. If the bee-keeper has
bees enough to gather the nectar from
the area that is bee-flight from his
apiary, it is no object to preserve the
colony, and it can be joined to another
colony by simply shaking the bees in
front of the hive."

Local Convention Directory.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson

" I think that it is the cross-sticks in
the box-hives that cause the bees to
leave holes."
G. M. DooLiTTLE says " The holes
are where the bees have taken out
moth-larviB or some other offensive
substance, some of the comb having
been removed with it. I formerly
used winter passages, but in late years
I have considered them a nuisance."
:

Apr. 11.— Wabash (Jounty, at Wabash, In<J.
Henry Cripe, »ec., N. Manchester, Ind,
Apr. IS.—Marshalltown, at Marshalltown, Iowa
J. W. Sanders. Sec, Marshalltown, Iowa.
Apr. 18.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec, Williamsburg, Ind.

from other colonies, until a laying
queen can be had. If it is a weak one,
it will hardly pay for the fussing

answers thus

Apr. 23.— Union Ky., at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Demaree, Sec, Christiansburg, Ky.
Apr. 23,24.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence, Mo.
April 24.— Portage County, at Ravenna. O.
L. G. Reed, Sec, Kent, O.

Apr. 25.— Union, at Barlham. Iowa.
M. B. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.

with."

Dadant & Son

thus
Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlington, Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.
" If a queenless colony is strong after
111.
winter, give it some brood from other May 2.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville,
Wm. Camm, Sec, MurrayviUe, 111.
if weak, unite it with ancolonies
Cuba,
N. T.
at
May 4.-W. New Vork and N. Pa.,
other."
N. Y.

answer

;

W.

Cook remarks thus
them. By short removes

Prof. A.

J.

:

" To unite
the colony close side by side with
" I get
G.
the one to which it is to be united.
of
colonies
many
transferred
have
Smoke them thoroughly, so as all the
bees from box-hives, and have never bees will fill themselves with honey,
seen any uniformity of comb-building. then place all in one hive, alternating
I have frequently seen the little round frames. This never fails with lue."
holes mentioned in the question, but
" Unite
Dr, C. C. Miller says
likely
I have noticed that they are as
weak colony having a fertile
to be found in one part of the hive as in with a
at the tirue of first
another. This shows that there is no queen. If united
will
be little
system in comb-building when bees spring flight, there
if frames with adhering bees
are left without a guider, except in trouble
hive into the other."
spacing the cells, and as curious as it are put from one
may seem, some colonies excel in this
Jasies Heddon replies as follows
handiwork."
"It is usually best to give up the
colony, and unite the
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus identity of the
" Only by accident, as where the bees bees with another, if your colony is
'queenless,' which
have gnawed a hole where worms broodless as well as If your surplus
have been, or sometimes where a is usually the rule.
harvest is not all early, and the bees
queen-cell has been."

W, Demaree

Time and place of MeeHnQ.

1885.

Dadant & Son answer thus: "Bees G. M. DooLiTTLE says: "If the
do not make passages in the combs in queenless colony is in fair strength,
give it a frame of brood once a week
preparing for winter."
replies thus:

with the

of

:

wooden tube

move the colony

to the stand of the queenless
colony, and shake the bees of the latter from the combs and hive in front

:

'

;

queen

I

A.

Shewman, Sec, Kandolpb,
Wis., at Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

May 4.-Llnwood,

at Bushnell, Ills.
G. Norton, Sec, Macomb, Ul8.

May T.-Progresslve.
J.

:

May,

7,

8.— Texas State, at McKinney, Tex.
W. B. Howard, Sec, Kingston, Tex.

May

12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
W. H. Beach Sec, Cortland, N. Y.

May

19.-N.

W. Ills., and B. W. Wis., at Davis, Ills.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.

:

Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
W. Turner. Sec, Newton Falls, O.

May 2«. -Mahoning
E.

May

May

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near MoBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
29.— Haldimand. Out., at Nelles' Corners, Ont.
B. C. Campbell. Sec.

June I9.-Willamette Valley,

Dec 8— 10.— Michigan

at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J, Hadley, Sec.

State, at Detroit, Mich.

U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

ly

In order to have this table complete, Secretitries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

;

;
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During the past winter I have used two
cellars, one containing 40 and the other 01
colonies botli cellars were allowed to become very cold, to test the endurance of
;

the temperature
bees with sugar syrup
in the old cellar was down as low as 10°
and 1.5'; in the new, damp cellar, as low as
25°.
The old cellar coiitaiiie<l bees_ with
sugar syrup only, and of its 40 colonies,
are no\v dead \vilh no symptoms of diarrhea in any hive. The new, damp cellar
containing the 91 colonies has 73 colonies
without pollen or honey— sugar syrup
only- 10 colonies with little pollen, and
stores of iiart honey and part sugar syrup,
and 8 colonies having all natural stores.
This cellar has been so damp that mold
has collected on the alighting-boards and
between the combs, on the underside of
About one-third of the
the covers, etc.
colonies have upward ventilation byway
of nails pushed under the board covers
the other two-thirds have no upward ventilation whatever.
In numerous hives,
water can be seen running out on the
If the covers of tliose
allgliting board.
hives which are tight down, are lifted and
turned up edgewise, water will run from
The health of these 91 colonies
them.
Of the Son natural stores,
stands thus
4 died with the diarrhea, 3 others have the
disease so badly that recovery is impossible, and the otlier 3 are apparently in
perfect health. All were treated alike with
no upward ventilation. Of the 10 with
little bee-bread and mixed stores, S are in
good health, while 3 have the diarrhea
badly. Of the remaining 73, with nothing
in the combs but pure sugar syrup, not
one shows any signsof diarrhea whatever;
all are alive but one, and the cause of its
death is yet unknown and unexamined.
I am satisfied in regard to the " humidity
low temperature is to be
theory."
avoided. Dampness being a conductor of
heat, tends to aggravate the effects ot
cold. Dry hives and combs, free from
mold, are preferable to the other extreme;
therefore,wliile dampness is objectionable
it is "not" the cause of bee-diarrhea.
;

Explanatory.— The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the

names

person has kejit bees.
Those after, show
the numlier of culoBies the writer had in tlie
previous spring and tall, or fall and sprintr,
as the time of the year may require.
indioates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this t^ northeast; XJ northwest;
O^ southeast and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;

;

%

;
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The Wintering Problem.
JAMES UEDDOX.
While many have wintered their bees
successfully part of the lime, and others
nearly or quite all of the winters that they
have been in tlie bee-business, no one has
ever been able to give satisfactory reasons
for such success, or, in other words, to
lay down a formula by which bee-keepers
in other localities, with different food in
their hives, could realize the same success.
For years, many of us have been studying
the problem with the hope of being able
to benefit tliose who now are in tlie business, by laying down certain directions
which, it ifollowed, would give certain
success.
The reader will remember that I have
stood as one among that number ; he will

remember tiiat I have never at any
time felt or claimed that I understood the
wintering problem and that I have put
forth the theory (not claiming to know)
that the cause of bee-diarrhea was the
consumption of nitrogen taken by way of
bee-bread and floating pollen in the honey
during confinement. This lias been called
" Heddon's Pollen Tlieory," and has been
believed in by many, and disbelieved by
many other worthy apiarists.
I am now prepared to say that I think
I practically understood the problem, yet
I do not claim to be able to give all of
the detailed laws connected with It,
but I will give the main ones as 1 understand them, and 1 will say that tlie most
responsible man in America could not
under-WTite a policy to insure the future
wintering of my colonies at 10 cents each.
also

;

.To this satisfactory confidence,

I

am

in-

Cook, and some of
going to mention,
and I may add, to the sharp controversies
contained in the Bee JorRNAi,,all thrown
in, and my costly experiments made dur-

debted to Prof. A.
the

names which

I

J.

am

two winters.
Before attempting to show the cause of
bee-diarrhea and the death resulting therefrom, 1 wish to take up a few theories—
not my own— with a view of showing
ing the past

what

it is

not.

"hibernation theory:"
I
cannot better express my convictions upon
that theory than by quoting three words
" Bees never
from Prof. A. J. Cook
First,

the

:

hibernate."
Second, the " hnnildity theory :" Some
will remember what I have already written
in the Bee .Journal about Mr.
Balch's damp, moldy bees. A letter from
Mr. Boomhower, the successful gentleman
quote<l by Mr. Cornell, on page 56, con" 1 have
tains the following sentence
wintered bees in eight different cellars,
:

some dry and some damp, and always
with perfect success, and 1 never have
had a ventilator of any kind in them."

:

A

Third,
theory :"

The

" breeding-ln-confinement
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canal back of the honey-stomach, and true
stomach, are ever used to form the larval
food I think not, back of the sucking or
honey stomach. If the pollen is used up
for larval bee-food, it could not appear in
feces." Let us all thank the Professor for
setting us aright in this respect. I again
;

quote from him relative to sfiraething
" There
closely connected to the above
:

in the dry-feces tlieory, I
" Bees do not norsure." Again
mally void feces in the hive, and never dry
feces."
" The pollen theory." What is it ? 1
fear that many do not yet understand
is

no foundation

am

:

As I have before stated,
1 mean.
experience with hundreds of dead colonies caused me to suspect that the cause
ot the disea.se rested in the food, but
" how," was the question. I had unmistakable evidence that the trouble was not
with fall honey, thin honey, sour honey,
uncapped honey, or honey from any special source. I called to mind the fact that
honey was a highly oxygenized food
that pollen was as highly nitrogenized
that these two greatly varying substances
so radical in their elementary principles,
were the only food for our bees, and how
well the one fitted the confined state of
the bees while the other equally served
their demands while growing or repairing
the waste of tissue caused by exertion. I
what

my

also remembered haw utterly unfit was
either one to serve the purpo.se of the
other.
I then grasped the idea that possibly the consumption of nitrogen in eonfineiiient was the cause of all the trouble,
and that this element was taken when the
bees consumed honey (by way of its floating pollen), or in much greater proportion

when they consumed

bee-bread.

this forth as a theory only,

I

put

hoping that a

discussion upon it would lead many others
into the investigation. As time passed,
and opportunity ottered a partial test,more
and more favorable the theory appeared.
Last winter lias given us a chance for
fully testing this, as well as other theories,
and what follows, I think should settle
the question, lean see very little room
for error. 1 am quite willing that that
"little "should be used for further argu-

Years ago 1 observed that colonies wliich were the worst affected with
bee-diarrhea, as a rule, contained the most ment.
As bearing favorable to the "pollen
brood and I am to-day quite positive that
something about breeding, theory," I have given the condition of
there is
whether in confinement or when the bees affairs in my two cellars. 1 will now state
;

how matters stand with the out-door colonies of this same home apiary. 1 had 49
colonies, each on 6 American frames with
combs, in tenement hives, that in summer contain 19 combs, all resting horizonOn either side of the 6 combs and
tally.
bees was a 3-inch chaff, cloth-sided
division-cushion ; over all, in the upper
storv, was a large chaff cushion about 6
Indies thick. These hives were painted
white, and rested high, so that they were
above the most of the snow. Twenty-five
of them contained no honey, and only a
cell of pollen here and there, and well
supplied with sugar syrup ; 34 contained a
little honev and bee-bread, and all the
rest of the "food was sugar syrup. I had
no idea of losing any of these colonies,
but in this I was in error, for every one is
dead. Among the 35 there is scarcely a
sign of disease the combs are clean and
Among the other 24, there is occanice.
sionally sympttmis of diarrhea, here and
nothing to amount to anything.
but
there,
I have had colonies show many times
more symptoms of diarrhea and survive,
and come up strong for the June honey
harvest. None of these colohies died of
diarihea. Of what did they die ? Cold,
too long continued ; and those in the old,
cold cellar did the same. But how in a
cellar ? Cold is a giant iu a cellar. Why ?
Because it continues; there is no ray of
"
The fecal mass is mostly sunlight, no immediate raising of temMarch 3, 1885
sometimes it is so perature, or chance for the bees to change
in the intestines
abundant as also to crowt the true stom- position. What degree can tiees stand ?
ach. It is not likely that the alimentary That depends upon the duration. Here

is very depleting to
universally had I tonnd my
diarrhetic bees with brood in their combs,
that I did think that the handling of pollen for breeding purposes, wnuld iiroduce
tlii)U,i,'li
ditfcrent from Mr.
bee-diarrhea
Doolittle, I did not consider breeding the
breeding an auxpollen—
main cause, but
iliary cause to the use of pollen. The undeniable testimony brought forward by
Mr. Cornell, <ni page 56, as well as what I
am about to quote, shows that I was mistaken in this side-issue branch of my
theory, and as far as I can see, they entirely up-root Mr. Doolittle's theory. Mr.
H. v. Train, who now always winters his
bees successfully, and quoted by Mr.
Cnrneil on page .50, under date of March 9,
"If 1
1SS.5, writes the following to me:
can find how to prevent ray bees from
breeding too mueli and too early in the
cellar, my plan of wintering just suits me.
I do not expect that my bees will spot
their surroundings when they are put out
in the middle of April any more than they
would after a long storm in the midst of
summer." I could go on with undeniable
evidence that bees, as Mr. Train writes
me. can breed hivefuls of bees while in
confinement, without becoming loaded
wHli fecal matter. Some may wonder
how this agrees with " the pollen theory."
Let me quote from Prof. Cook, dated

fly

regularly, that

them.

.So

;

:

;

;

;:

:
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the great point that too many of us have
overlooked. Forty rteKrees helow can he
endured for a sliort time, but 10= to 15'
above, will kill bees if continued, diarrhea
or no diarrhea. In this point I have been
is

in error.
In this

same yard stands 17 colonies
and" warmer packed than tlie

down lower

49 just referred to, all being on full natural stores of honey and pollen, and in
the regular S-franie Langstrotli hives. All
are dead except 5, and probably not over 2
or 3 of these will survive. All of them had
diarrhea badly. Not until we could remove
bee-diarrhea, could we get a clear view of
any other causes which mislitresnit in the
death of our l)ees.
Just to the left stands 73 colonies packed
just like tlie above 17 these had little
pollen in their combs, and stores of anii.xture of sugar and honey, just the same as
the 10 referred to in the new, damp cellar.
They, like the 17, are low down, and were
pret'iy well covered with snow during the
severe weather. Of these 73 colonies, .5
are dead, and 3 more show signs of diarrhea. All the rest appear free from disease, and are (luiet and in good numbers.
Of my out-apiary of 308 colonies, all
packed,' and all on natural stores, but
selected combs (as free from bee-bread as
we could conveniently choose), 1 think at
least one-halt will die, some of diarrhea,
and some of cold with no diarrhea.
;

us go farther. Not satisfied witli
began sending specimens of excreta
Cook. The first specimen was
excreta from a radical case of diarrhea,
with bees all <lead, one among the eight
which died in tiie new cellar. I also enclosed some pollen from the comb contained in the frame from wiiose top-bar 1
took the excreta. The Professor answers
"I have subjected the pollen
as follows
to a very careful examination with a one-

But

let

this, I

to Prof.

:

sixth

ul)ji:'Ctive.

pdlli'ii ;,'raiiis,

find

1

several kinds of

two of which are by far the

mo>t common. One is oval, rather pointed
at the ends with a longitudinal slit and

numerous projections

other is glob; the
ular atid thickly set with projections much
like those in the other. I then studied
the excreta, and had some one else made
the change, I should have stoutly maintained that the objects were the same that
1 had just studied. The kinds of pollen
were exactly the same in style and markings. The pollen yon sent had been liberally appropriated by tlie bees whose excreta you sent."
I will here state that no attempt at
breeding had been made by this colony.
1 will quote from another letter from Prof.
Cook
"I went to a neighbor's bees, all
of whii'h are dead, and I took three with
:

black, turgid bodies and dissected
alimentary canal as before. The
intestities were fairly bursting with reiiletion ; -light pressure sent
the black, <idorous excreta flying. This
was almost one exclusive mass of pollengrains held in a watery mixture."
long,

out

theii-

stomach and

will now try to make clear the course
will successfully winter our bees
with certainty, and preface it with some
I

which

observations and conclusions formed by
myself and others
1. Ventilation:
Prof. A. J. Cook writes
"Bees certainly use
to nie as lollows
very
air all winter, if wintering well
little will <lo— perhaps simply what is in
the hive, but unless they are kept very
quii t, llieyi\'ouid need more." Mr. Shirley
tells me of an instance of his observation,
where a former neighbor of his determined to smother some colonies of bees to
get rid of them and to get the hntiey.
With moist blue clay he hermelically
sealed the hives, and left them for so long
a time that he concluded that the bees
must be dead, but when the hive was
opened, to his chagrin, they were not
only alive, but showed no signs of any ill
:

;

A

reeffects.
This was in September.
cent letter from Mr. Boomhower contains

the following words which exactly accords with my observation and experi"All ventilators to bee-cellar« are
ence
a damage and amount to nothing. This
has been proven to me over and over
again."
When I built my new cellar I liad a
splendid site for the easy construction of
sub-earth ventilation, but as I had no
proof of any sort to warrant one dollar's
outlay in ventilators of any kind, I wanted
some, before goitig ahead. I decided to
seek it by corresponding with three men
whom I thought stood at the head in the
departments of science, theory and pracviz
tical success as related to apiculture
Prof. Cook, Mr. S. Cornell, and Mr. E, J.
Oatman. Each one of these gentlemen
gave what I fully believed to be nis honest
upon the subject. After
convictions
weighing them carefully, I could find no
argument that caused me to prepare any
s\ste " of ventilation, and now I am very
glad that I saved all expense in that direction.
I am firmly convinced that no ventilation whatever is needed in a bee-cellar.
3. Temperature is tlie point upon which
much hinges— the point where many of
us are still making fatal mistakes. Mr.
:

;

:

the precaution necessary to insure safety.
But, if on the otlier hand the oxygen
stores contain a goodly quantity of nitrogen, via floating pollen m the honey, the
bees may have the diarrhea, and this is
the reason that disease has been experienced ill warm cellars. If the pollen is
diffused througliout the honey in considerable quantity, it will get into the bees'
intestines and accumulate in largerquantities than the bees can hold, and their instincts to do this will clause the disease.
To all who believe the above, is it not
clear that just two conditions need close
watching and enthusiastic cherishing
viz
sugar syrup stores and a temperature
:

from 40° to 45=? Sugar syrup is now
cheaper per pound than liquid honey, and
as a bee-food it goes farther, as it contains
heat-producing elements to a greater degree than honey, and enough less nitrogen
than the best of honey, that I believe

of

the bees will come out in the spring in a
more vigorous condition than those wintered on honey and In a manner called
"successful." As I have before written,
I am satisfied that what is called " spring
dwindling" is contained diarrhea, and so
the less bees spot their surroundings on
their first flight, the more old bees may we
liave when we can boast of 40,000 new ones
colony. I notice that as we move
Boomhower says, "4.5= ;" and Mr. H. V. per
northward we find the honey clearer, and
Train says, "4.5°, and in the spring it may
accumulations less, according to the
fecal
run up to 00'."
duration of confinement.
But I think that I bear some one say,
If pollen had not been a main factor in
" Won't thev get uneasy and noisv when
the cause of fecal accumulations in bees,
the temperature is so "high?" Yes, but
whole problem would long ago have
the
yon hive been accustomed to associate
been settled. It is now practically settled
noise and uneasiness with disease, where
with me, even if some of the minor bearsuch disease was the cause of such noise
are still not quite clear. If I am mishut these efl;ects are ings
and uneasiness
taken,
I shall again lose my bees. Let us
sometimes produced by other causes, and
see.
in that case will not themselves become a
natural
inquiry now is, what is the
The
cause of tlie disease.
best, most practical and cheapest method
lam now talking of just what I know of
changing the winter stores of bees.
Mr.
from my experiments this year.
Knowing by experience that sugar syrup
Train avers that this high temperature,
is cheaper and safer than honey as a beelater in the season, is accompanied with
food, I have for three years been experibreeding, in his location, and his only
menting on the best means of accomplishtrouble is that he has to give each colony
ing the above-mentioned change in the
a tablespoonful of water daily, or they
stores.
I have reduced to practice a simwill fly out of tlie hives (evidently in
ple system of manipulation that accomsearch of it) and fall on the cellar bottom,
desired change to my satisfacplishes
the
never to rise. He says that water pretion, witliout cost, danger, or the trouble
vents all of this. Such testimony is eviof even opening the hives, to say nothing
dence enough for me. He fiirther says
of the almost impractical method of late
tliat early breeding is objectionable, and
and I will detail it in due
extraction
he wishes a way to avoid it and its contime, feeling sure tliat it will meet with
sequent labor.
all practical honey-producers.
favor
But where does the pollen theory stand Avoid by
low temperature and nitrogenous
Just here. As the
in this problem?
success
is certain.
food,
and
diarrhetic excreta is pollen, you may
Dowagiac, Mich.
know some neglect or violation of rules
which I shall lay down for successful
certainty in wintering, have caused the
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
bees to eat pollen.
My opinion is, that when tlie temperaThe Use of Drone-Traps.
ture falls below a given point, in the hive,
tlie bees add to the heat-producing method
IIRNUY ALLEY.
of consumption of oxygenized food, that
of producing heat by exercise, and this
exercise necessitates waste of tissue, and
In their article on page 165, Messrs.
this, the consumption of tissue-making Dadant & Son seem to entertain the idea
food (nitrogenous food), bee-bread. By that a drone-trap has no other uses than
careful examination! have found that in that of catching drones, when, in fact, that
cases where I fed sugar syrup in dry, is one of its minor features. They say
clean combs, and left these colonies ex- "To begin with, let us state, that in beeposed to the severe cold of tlie past win- keeping as with every business, the aim
ter, that in every case where there was ouglit to be to secure the largest result,
just a cell of bee-bread here and there with the least labor and expense." This is
which was overlooked or trusted with the just tlie view tliat 1 took ot the matter, and
bees, they have emptied every one within hence the invention of a drone-trap as a latheir reach. I assert the following, being bor-saving implement in the apiary. Perfully persuaded that future discoveries haps Messrs. Dadant & Son could do with
will bear me out in the assertions
fewer men in their apiary if they used the
drone-trap, as I will endeavor to show.
1. If coloiMes of bees are kept in a room
" Mr. Alley does not
45=
They say further
whose temiierature never goes below
(in some cases I might put it lower), they seem to he in the habit of ri'iilacing in his
will not take bee-bread into their intes- hives the drone-comb by worket-comb, for
'Would it not be a j.ivtty job
tines, whether they use it for making he writes:
to go over 100, or even 50 colonies <.it bees
chyme or not.
and cut out the drone-comb and fill the
3. If the honey which the hives contain
places with foundation ?' " The very reais of good wintering quality, that is, very
be
all
son wli\- 1 made the remark was because I
this
will
pollen,
free from floating
;

;

:

:

THE
supposed that every reader of the beepapers hail read many times tliat dronesbiiidd l)e rut out. and. to prevent
the bees from buiklini; more in tlie same
pUiees, a piece of worker brood -eomb

comb

place. I liave
thins for '27 years, and

shouUi be inserted

its

i.i

practiced tlie same
a long time before foundation

was thouKht

of.

" Our instructions to
\gain they say
our men are, as soon as tlu;y detect some
drone -cond) in a hive, to put it at the
outside of tlu^ (itlier combs, so as to have it
on hand wlien preparing bees for winter,
:

How

many of the
In-e-kcciHTs in the country can afford to employ men in the apiary? All
bee-keepers are not situated as the Messrs.
Son are, and as they camiot afDadant

or at the s|priug visit."
l.'iO.OOO

&

ford to employ help to destroy the drones
or droue-condj, the next best and practical
thing is a drone-trap, the use of which
miglit save tlie washes of one or more men
dm iui; tlir season. Tiny also say "Sometimes when a iiueen is old or sick, or when
she lays her first eggs, she lays drones in
worker cells; but the small drones reared
uld pass through the holes of a droneti-ap."
I will say" that drones reared in
worker-cells, whether the eggs are from a
barren queen or a fertile worker, are wortli:

w

queen therefore if such drones do pass through the
ti-ap, no damage will be done.
I believe as they do, that " the removal
of drone-comb is worth many dollars to the
bee-keeper;" I always recommend and
less so far as

fertilizing a

;

that " a few years ago, we had
oiieof our neighbors liroiight,
in May. 4r, colonii-s of black hers to within
e of his
miles from our ajiiary, anil s
thousands of didiies met with our young
queens." Now. suppose that the neighbor
had used the ilroue-tiaii. as he might, had
lie known the benelit to br derived from its

about

it

;

it," I will

:
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They say

all iHire l)ces;

m

The Season
.1.

of 1884.

M. HAJIIJAUGn.

of ^HHi was one of cold
bee-fraternity in this
use, would tlii'V not have derived some section, especially
back from the
If the black bees
benetit from it'iheii
river liottom where the prairie bloom
were I'.,' miles Iriiiii their apiarv. 1 do not
was not accessible. The bees built
belie\-e 'that one in lUO of their queens
showing of
would have met one of the black droues of up early, and made a fair
success, but this fair promise was of
the neighboring apiary.
In a recent nimiber of the Bee JornNAi, short duration, their labors ceased
1 gave a inartical, easy and quick way to
with tlie clover harvest, and a very
Italianize an apiarv wliere tlie trap is used. small part of the colonies stored sufnow gi\e a few of the many good ficient to last them through the fall
I will
features which a good drone-trap comand winter; hence, many bee-keepers
bines, to prove that it is a gi-eat boon and
compelled to feed through the
aid to apiarists, ami that the reasons given were
by Messrs. Dadant & Son are founded on fall in order to keep them from starving, and where this was neglected,
mere theory.
the bees went into winter quarters in
The drone-trap is not a " nuisance "
bad condition to withstand the rigors
I. Because it effectually entraps and deof the past long, cold -ft'lnter. and
stroys every drone.
•2. Because a hive cau be more
easily and that coupled with bee-diarrhea, which
than
better ventilated when the trap is used
has been very prevalent throughout
by any other method, and it will not be necplayed sad havoc
essary to raise the hive from the hottom- the country, has
board or move the boxes back and all hives among the bees.
—
the
can he ventilated at the entrance
As to my own experience dimng
proper place.
I began the season
the past season
3. Because queens can be mated by the
drones from any colony desired, and fertili- with •5.> colonies, 23 of which were set
zation is completely under the control of the off and prepared for the production
apiarist.
of extracted honey, and t^lie balance
4. Because when a swarm issues the queen
for comb honey. I had to transfer all
will be entrapped and returned to the hive,
and there is not a case on record where a of my colonies from 8-frame hives to
i]iieen was ever injured under such circum- 10-frame ones, and alter every frame,
stancrs
and no queens having defective as they had been made nearly
of
wintsa will Im lost in the grass, as is the case
an inch too deep; this was to make
ofti'ii wlii'U a swiinii issues.
.).
liucause tlie trap can be placed at the a uniform frame throughout the yard,
entrance of anj- liive, and the bees will not and to meet the exact standard dimenbe in the least annoyed thereby, as it does sions, 175-8X918 inches to do this I, of
not prevent them from passing out and in
to furnish every hiye
freely and, if placed on the hive at night or course, had
early in the morning, the bees will mark the with two extra frames tilled with
neighborenter
a
location, and not one will
The 2.S colonies were
foundation.

The season

comfort to

tlie

'.'

:

;

:

but as to my being "reluctant
stated that
I
say this
"bees will rear drones when they need
foundation
will not
them," and the use of
prevent it, even when placed in the boxes
or brood-frames. Now let us see how it
works Last spring 1 wanted some Italian
drones to use early in May. Mr. Pond
wrote me that lie had one tine colony which
had plenty if dn nies in it, and the colony
was sent to me. When it came, I examined
the hive and touml tliat the combs were all
ing hive.
built on nice wired fomidation, and the hive
G. Because the trap, when placed on the
contained a large number of drones. They hive, needs no attention oftener than once a
were reared in cells near the top-bars (1 month.
think a V-shaped top-bar was used), down
cost is comparatively
7. As the first
through the bottom of the frame, and nothing, and the advantages gained each
through the middle of the comb where the season by using them, are worth many times
wire was pressed into the foundation. I the cost.
8. Because* the.v are a sure protection
will cite another ease
A bee-keeper in against
the enemies ot bees, and a great proNorth Carolina sent infe 12 3 -frame nuclei, tection
a^^aiiist rnbliing.
and each one contained .3 combs of nice
i>.
lieeaiisc thi' apiarist, when he desires to
wired foimilatiou, and in many of the combs go from home, can do so with no fear of
were little jiatrhcs of ilniiii-lirodd right ill losing his bees in case a swarm issues, as the
the ceiitiT of each frame, as well as consid- bees will return to the hii-e in a short time.
erable near the bottom and the corners.
10. Because the apiarist is not obliged to go
into a tree 'M or more feet to secure the
The above may not be sufficient evidence up
when they swarm and for this reason
bees
that bees will rear drones when foundation old people, whether men or women, can keep
is used, so 1 will give still another case
bees and not run the risk of life or limb to
I received a 3-frame nucleus from a bee- hive them in such a case.
keeper in Ohio, and I wanted this nucleus
II. Because it the apiarist is busy at work
for a special kind of drones, ami the combs and the bees swarm, he will notbe obliged to
containing ilrone-lirood were built of work- run at once to hive them, but cau act at his
er foundation. Now, 1 most positively and own pleasure about it.
1*3. Because a colony when it issues can be
plainly assert that bees will construct
compelled to settle just where the apiarist
drone-cells by removing worker-cells or
practice
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foundation wiien they need drones, though
they say that they will not.
They also say that " Mr. Alley rears four
kinds of bees in the same apiary;" so far
they are correct, but if they intend it to be
uiKierstood that I rear four "races of queens,
and have them fertilized in the same apiary,
tlii-y have been wrongly infoniK-d. There are
no iicc-^ within i; miles of my apiary except
what 1 own. and all the dittV-rent kinds are
kept by themselves, several miles apart.
How could I keep the drones of all the four
kinds from going into any of the hives, except by the use of a drone-trap ?
One of the best things about the trap is,
tliat such a large space can lie given for
ventilation, and still leave the liive protei-ted from the annoyance of robber bees,
toads or mice, as well as the bumble-bee
and hornet which cause so much ti'ouble to
bees during the summer.

desires

them

to.

13. Because when placed at the entrance
of a hive wherein a swarm has just been
placed, the bees cannot decamp to the woods.
14. Because when a swarm issues, the bees

can be easily and quickly hived by removing
the parent colony to a new location, and
placing the new hive on the old stand, when
the bees, missing their queen, will return
and enter the new hive, and all trouble is
ended, as soon as the queen is liberated.
1.'). Because it one desires a few fine drones
from a distant apiary for evperiment. he cau
place a trap at the eiitranee of a hive, and in
an hour have several hundred of the desired
drones.
le. Because the trap is a perfect non-

prepared with a second story, the
dimensions of which were exactly
the same as the brood-chamber, with
ten frames wired and filled -with full
sheets of foundation.
All the colonies built up very rapidly, and appeared to be none the
worse off from the transferring, which
was done prior to fruit bloom, and
before the white clover harvest came
in the hives were overflowing with
bees, readv to improve every opporThe surplus arrangements
tunity.
were put on about May 20, and to
cause the bees to enter the upper
story more readily, I put a frame of
brood from below into the upper
story, which insures their acceptance
of the situation. For comb honey, I
use the " tiering-up " system with
skeleton honey-board, etc., inside of
an upper story, the same as for extracting by this means I can use the
half-pound, one-pound and two-pound
sections in the same hive, and can
;

utilize the

same hive

for extracting,

with the standard-size brood-frames,
the advantages of -which are obvious.
During the season I extracted at
four different times, and from. the 23
colonies I obtained 2,."90 pounds of
extracted honey; and from the balance of the apiary I secured about
1,600 pounds of comb honey in one-

pound and two-pound sections, making my total harvest nearly 4,000
but
I
pounds. I also increased my apiary
let this suffice. The readers now have both
to fil colonies by natural swarming.
sides of the trap question, and I will leave
Have I not done pretty well V
them to judge as to its being a nuisance.
neighbors look upon my figures with
Wenliam, Mass.
swarming arrangement.
might extend

this list of reasons,

My

:
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an incredulous eye, especially when of infallible wisdom, as if the matter
they reason that very few bees in the were settled for all time and for all
country have furnished sufficient eternity. If he does, I shall rebel, as
honey
for
family
consumption. I am now doing. Self-respect comFinally the stale accusation of adulteration has been sprung, and the
wiseacres are happy. The mystery is
solved. Hambaugh has been stuffing
his bees feeding them sorghum mo-

—

and cheap Orleans sugar
I
glad to say, however, that the
better class of citizens know this to
be false, yet it has had its effect upon
the market. I was foolish enough to
put some honey on the market in the
early part of the season, which was
lasses

!

am

from

fathered

which

honey-dew,

amaged me, and gave the slanderers
some room for their wholesale accusations.

helped them, but it was not
long ere the same restless spirit preflight

and this, added to the intense
through January and
February, has proven very disastrous.
Twelve colonies out of the 87 are already dead, and several more are
likely to die. I put them upon the
summer stands on Feb. 27, and the
foul odor from their discharges was
sickening.
We have had several
days of warm sunshine of late,
throughout this section, which has
helped the bees very much, yet there
seems to be great losses of bees in
this part of the country.
vailed,

cold weather

Spring.K)

Ills.,

March

.5,

1885.

Kor the American Bee

Not the

WM.

Way
F.

to

JoumaL

Argue.

:

V

have been hoping for sometime

:

A

style of '• remark." But it is as if an
oracle had spoken
Prof. Cook is an authority both on
entomology and apiculture, and a very
high one, but an oracle he is not.
!

We

do not have such in this day and age
of the world, on any subject in regard
to which there is room for holding
honestly differing opinions. If a man
dissents from any view of mine, I am
glad to have him express his dissent
with the reasons for it, but I do not
to

come

at

me

—

;

CLAUKE.

that Prof. Cook would be " inwardly
moved " to express his views on the
subject of hibernation. At length he
has spoken, but so briefly and oracularly as to be exceedingly disappointing. In Query No. 13, 1 find the fol" Prof. A. J. Cook remarks
lowing
thus:
'Bees never hibernate.'" I
have characterized this utterance as
brief and oracular.
very slight
addition to it would have greatly improved it. If the Professor had said,
" I think," or " in my opinion, bees
never hibernate," I would not have
had a word of fault to find with the

want him

it.
No man holds Prof. Cook
higher esteem than I do, but I must coldest.
enter a protest against this method
Perhaps it would be well to coin a
of dealing with any subject of debate word, now that among other things
among intelligent, thinking, and in- we are trying to settle a correct
dependent-minded men.
nomenclature of bee-keeping.
If
In the very next column, on page hibernation is open to any serious ob85, Mr. E. B. South wick uses the same jection, or a better word can be found
" Bees never hibernate." to express the idea, all right. Let us
language
Gentlemen, this kind of talk won't have a preferable substitute. "What's
do. Itis not becoming. The modesty in a name
"Arose by any other
of true science, as well as the courtesy name would smell as sweet." "But the
we owe to those who differ from us, thing itself— the state of quietude, torforbids it. I have before me at this por, or semi-torpor, into which bees
moment, two scientific works. One are wont to subside when the sur"•
says
Hive-bees probably do not roundings are favorable, which renhibernate." The other says: "The der them contented and comfortable
common hive-bee is probably never, with small rations, and brings them
strictly speaking, torpid, though with out of winter quarters bright, clean,
regard to the precise state in which thrifty and vigorous it is the " how,
it passes the winter, a considerable why and ivhat " of that, which I am
difference of opinion has obtained." after, as the key to the winter probI commend these examples to Messrs. lem.
That this is the key, I have no
Cook and Southwick, hoping that doubt whatever, at the present time.
they will " amend the record."
If " bees never hibernate," they do
Prof. W. F. Kirby, one of the most something which I have called by
eminent of living entomologists, re- that name for want of a better, but if
ferring to the phenomena of hiberna- Prof. Cook or any one else is prepared
tion, observes:
"Every gradation with a better name for it, a name
may be met with between ordinary which all bee-keepers will accept as
sleep, the imperfect or abnormal hi- indicating the thing— let us have it
bernation of some animals, and the right away. The only substitute I
profound hibernation of others, in have met with, as yet, is " Clarke's
which all the functions of life are Rheumatic Dream," but I cannot say
suspended." I have never claimed that I have fallen in love with that,
that bees go into a state of " profound because I deem it a reality.
Speedside, Out.
hibernation," but only that they experience one of its "gradations."
It may be a very imperfect degree of
For the American Bee JoumaL
hibernation that they experience, but
that they fall into a state similar in
The Arrangement of Hives.
some respects to it, I do not think
Prof. Cook will deny. It has been
C. M. HOLLINGSWORTH.
proved beyond successful contradiction, that there is a reduction of vitalThere are several considerations of
ity, a suspension of activity, a species economy, convenience and protection
of torpor, a very slight exercise of to the bees to be looked to in the
certain natural functions, exceedingly method of placing hives in an apiary
small consumption of food, and if and some suggestions on this point
any discharge of feces, only in the may be of value at this season of the
form of a minute powder. By the year.
way, Prof. Cook is reported to have
Last year, with 150 hives in two
said at the Michigan State Conven- apiaries, I adopted a method of artion, that it is absurd to suppose that rangement which I have never seen
bees discharge dry feces during the recommended nor mentioned by apiwinter. If they do not, then they cultural writers, and wliich, I think,
must retain in their bodies the ex- possesses a number of decided adcremental remains of what food they vantages. The hives were placed in
consume during the months of their pairs, the two hives of each pair bewinter imprisonment in cellars and ing very close together on a common
bee-houses. I might call this absurd, stand, and the pairs arranged in regubut instead of so doing, I will take it lar rows at what I deemed sufficient
as an admission by Prof. Cook of one distances apart each way.
The adof the phenomena of that state into vantages of this arrangement are
"
"
which he affirms they never enter. these
I am not contending for the use of
1. In the matter of identifying their
a particular word. " For names and own hives, I found, as I had expected,
forms let graceless zealots tight." But that the bees are not at all likely to
if " bees never hibernate," what is it make the mistake of going into the
they do when they relapse into com- wrojig hive of the pair to which they
parative quiescence, eating so little belong. This was plainly seen when
honey that 2 or 3 pounds have suf- a swarm wliich had issued, after
ficed' for the use of a strong colony circling awhile in the air, would reduring the entire winter V If hiber- turn without clustering. The most
nation is not the proper term to desig- of the bees would go back to their
nate this condition, what is
The own hive, but in the confusion some
only other word I know of which is would go wrongly but tliey always
employed by scientific men to desig- went to the corresponding "hives of
nate a similar condition, is "asstiva- other pairs near by, and not to the

pels

:

I bought quite a number of colonies
of bees during the summer and fall,
and I had 87 colonies to put into winter
quarters; the most of them were
kept in a house constructed of cornfodder, straw and prairie hay. Signs
of bee-diarrhea were prevalent in
December, and on Jan. .5 the bees had
a flight, after which I again put them
into their winter quarters.
The

I

tion," but that applies to summer, and
not winter torpor. It seems that certain animals have a fashion of drowsing away the hottest period of the
in year, as others are wont to do the

with an air

'?

;

;

:
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wrong hive of the same pair and, indeed, there is little more reason why
thev should make this latter mistake
than that they should forget in what
part of their own hive the entrance is
situated. Thus it will be seen that
pairs of hives may be placed as near
together as single hives, without
trouble arising from bees mistaking
the hive to which they belong. This
gives a great economy of the ground
occupied by the apiary, and of the
travel required in working in it.
2.
stand can be as easily made
for two hives as for one, and will be
more stable. I use Langstroth liives,
and my stands consist of four wooden
stakes driven into the ground, leaving
6 or H inches projecting, thus forming
a rectangle about lo inches by 3 feet,
and with two 4 foot pickets nailed
against the sides of their tops. Across
the pickets the hives are placed, the
front picket being an inch lower than
the back one. By the use of a level,
and by lowering any of the stakes
that may need it, after ' they have
been driven in by guess, a stand of
this kind is easily made of any desired height, made perfectly
level
laterally, and
having any desired
pitch from rear to front ; and it will
remain true without any further attention throughout the season.
3.
The placing of hives in pairs
greatly facilitates the protection of
their contents from both heat and
cold.
My hives have the ordinary
Langstroth cap, and I use the Heddon cases as supers. When the heat
of summer comes on, by simply taking
out one side of each cap, and' putting
the cap on each hive with tlie open
side toward its companion hive, very
efficient protection is afforded to the
cases both from too great heating by
the sun in the day-time and too great
cooling by radiation at night, or on
cool, cloudy days. The inner sides of
the cases and caps of each pair of
hives protect each other in both these
ways, while there is a chance for sufficient circulation of air around the
cases to moderate the heat of the sun
at mid-day.
When more than one
case is on, if the honey-board has no
cleats to serve the purpose, it is a
little better to have cleats or nails
driven part way in, on the under side
of the top of the cap, to support it a
little above the honey-board, giving
;

A

,

an air-space between.

:

requisite tools. I find a wooden tray,
made of a honey-board with a narrow
rim nailed on around its edges very
convenient
for
carrying smoker,
smoker-wood, screw-drivers, jackknife, etc., around in the apiary. By
tacking some yielding supports on the
under side of this, such as a small
roll of cloth near each end, it can be
set on the top of a hive, and articles

importing

same

it

effect has

Much the
been observed in cerown country re-

annually.

tain portions of our

specting the introduction of Italian
races of bees. The tongues of these
banded foreigners being longer than
those of the native blacks, they could
reach the nectar at the base of the
clover corollas, and as a consequence
they foraged upon it and aided the

bumble-bees in their work of crossfertilization.

Rev. L. L. Langstroth, so fittingly
called the Father of American apiculture, once told the writer that about

Oxford, Ohio, the area over which the
Italian bees foraged was plainly indicated by the increased production
of clover seed.

A

since. Dr. W. J. Beal,
introduces his students every
year into the great fields of original
investigation, requested some of them
to investigate the comparative number of seeds set by clover with and
without the presence of bees.
In
one of these Instances eight heads
which had been protected from Insect
visitors, yielded only five seeds, while
eight neighboring unprotected heads
yielded i;:i6 seeds. Other experiments
Iiointed to the same conclusion. The
Doctor, in referring to the subject in
one of his public addresses, said
" These experiments, with those of

few years

who

Darwin and others, make it appear
as though bees helped to fertilize the
flowers of white and red clover, and
cause the plants to set seeds more
If bumble-bees do more good
than harm, as we liave very good reason to believe, we should encourage
freely.

their production. Bumble-bees prefer
the old nests of meadow mice. It has

been suggested that we should not
keep cats nor allow hawks, foxes and
dogs to catch tliese mice, whicli make
nests so necessary for the bumblebees wliich help fertilize our red

taken from it and put back upon it,
without jarring the hive enough to clover."
disturb the bees.
It will be seen that all the advantages which I have here specified, resulting from the placing of hives In
pairs, are such as tend to simplify and
minimize the work required in attending to large apiaries.

Winnebago, 5

Ills.

For tue American Bee JourDaL.

Bees and Clover.

The remaining

three sides of each cap give protection to the outer side and ends of the
case over which the cap is placed, or
to the upper case and the upper part
of the next one beneath, where there
is more than one case on.
The removed side of the cap can be made to
serve a useful purpose by leaning it
against the outer side of the hive,
resting on the ends of the picket supports and in the fall it mav be partially nailed in its place on the cap to
give better protection to the top of
the hive. This modified cap is easily
and quickly slipped off and on horizontally, or nearly so, thus avoiding
the objections to the telescoping arrangement and it requires no weight
on it to keep it from being blown off
by the wind, as the open side is always sheltered from the wind. It
;

has this further advantage over the
wide shade-board held in place by a
heavy stone— by inverting it upon the
ground, one of its corners affords a
narrow support on which to place the
cases, without (hmger of crushing
many bees, while working in the
brood-chamber. The placing of hives
in pairs also gives similar advantages,
and especially a great saving of
material in the protection ot the bees
from cold by packirig around the
hives, etc., in the fall, winter or
spring.
J3y packing well the small
space between the hives and putting
a single close division-board in the
outer side of each hive, better protection is afforded than two divisionboards will give in a single hive
standing alone, and this is all that is
needed for fall or spring, where bees
are wintered in a cellar. Where they
are left out through the winter, by also
packing the space under the hives, putting stakes, or stakes and boards, near
the back end of each pair and filling in
with straw, and putting a few inches
of chaff or leaves in the caps, very
nearly an equivalent of the very best
chaff hives is secured for wintering
with very little labor and expense,
and with the use of a comparatively
small amount of packing material.
4. With hives in pairs, as free access as there is any need of may be
had to every hive ; while in working
with any hive its companion hive is a
handy stand on which to place the
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C. 31.

WEED.

Darwin and other eminent observhave repeatedly demonstrated
that the flowers of most plants must
be cross-fertilized with pollen from
flowers of other plants of the same
species, to produce the most and best
ers

seed.

been

Repeated

made

to

experiments have
determine whether

be true, should not the howl
discontent so frequently raised
against apiarists,by some farmers and
fruit-growers, be speedily silenced V
These persons claim that the bees In
foraging on their lands steal the
sweets from their crops without any
recompense ; but they do not realize
that in the very act of the so-called
theft, the bee repays them a thousand
times for the paltry sweet which nature has placed there for this very
purpose. At the recent meeting of
Illinois horticulturists, it was stated
that one of the most prominent fruitgrowers of the State considered the
presence of bees essential to a full
crop of fruit, and many present coincided in the opinion. Would those
worthy agriculturists whose indignation rises apace at the fancied loss imposed on them by their neighbor's
bees, prefer to have their meadows
over-run with meadow-mice to furnish
breeding places for bumble-bees, that
would certainly trouble grazing cattle
nearly as much as would the imported
If this

of

seeds would form without this crossfertilization, and the result has usually
been that very few or none liave set
especially is this true of our common
red clover which is, as a rule, ferItalians ?
tilized, or pollenized as some would
Chicago, c! Ills.
have us say, by bumblebees. All are
familiar with the oft-repeated tale of
|^~ The Mahoning Valley Bee -Keepers'
the introduction of bumble-bees into
Association, will hold its next meeting at
Australia, in order that clover seed Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May 28,
might be produced there Instead of 1885.
B. W. TuKNEii, Sec.
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For tue Ameiican Bee Journal.

The Origin

of

Honey-Dew.

CHAULES SAMSEL.

On page 139, Mr. Kemp asks me to
explain how huney-dew gets into the
leaves of some plants and trees. This
I answer, Yankee fashion, by asking
other questions, viz
How does blood
get into our system V IIow does the
milk get into the cow
How does
nectar get into flowers V Answer—
Kot by absorption they are the result
of the wonderful chemistry of nature.
All plants and trees contain more or
less sap, some is sweet, some sour,
and some insipid when the sap (lows
it
often overflows, thus running
down the trunks of trees all the
gum-resins e.xude spontaneously from
trees, some are very odoriferous, and
we frequently find sweet moisture on
leaves, where no apkidce are visible,
this may be expelled through the
pores of the leaves, as sweat from the
human body.
Mr. K., in support of his saccliarinecondensation theory, cites the aroma
from the sugar-camp, the coffee-pot,
the cabbage in the dinner-pot, and the
fragrance of the rose, and leaves us
to infer that these aromas are con:

'f

;

;

—

;

within reach, usually upon the leaves
of the plants which they infest, often

upon those adjacent, and upon the
ground. I quote the following from
Messrs. Kirby & Spence's Entomol" This fluid, which is scarcely
ogy
inferior to honey in sweetness, issues
in limpid drops from the abdomen of
these insects, notonly bvthe ordin-try
passage, but also by two setiform
tubes, placed one on each side, just
above it.
:

We

all

know

that the bee does not

make honey, but simply gatliers it
from flowers; when it obtains its
sweets from sugar, it deposits sugar,
not honev. Tlie value of honey-dev^'
to the bee, therefore, depends upon
the source whence the aphidre obtain
it.
Much more miglit be said in refutation of the saccharine-condensation theory, based upon sound scientiflc principles, but as notliing very
satisfactory has yet been shown in
support of it. I deem it unnecessary."
Easton,o Pa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Planting for Honey.
C.

n. DIBBEUN,

(200).

Just now it seems that our leading
bee-masters are much interested in
the discussion of their "pet theories."
One insists that it is all " pollen,"
another " hibernation," and a third
"continuous passage-ways," while a
fourth declares that the brood-combs
must be tipped upside down, or the
bees will pay no profit. All these
nerves if the tlieory of particles of questions have caused a great deal of
matter so dift'used be correct— must thought among intelligent apiarists,
indeed be extremely minute. These and will doubtless lead" to some good;
odors have been generally supposed to but most of us, however, who keep
depend upon essential oils.
bees tor the money that there is in it,
Scientists tell us that
odors of have not the time nor patience to pick
flowers do not, as a general rule, ex- the pollen out of brood-combs, that
ist in them as a store, or in a gland, the foolish bees will persist in bringbut are developed as an exhalation. ing in, to their own injury or to be
While the flower breathes, it yields continually " tilting " the combs or
fragrance
but kill the flower, and watching the bees through the long
fragrance ceases. It seems then that winter to see if they really "hiberodors are simply exhalations depend- nate." What we want to know is,
ent—possibly all upon essential oils, how to produce the most honey of the
not upon vapor impregnated with finest quality, and in the best posmatter, and cannot, therefore, be con- sible shape. Many of us know how
densed as such, and we have yet to anxiously we have watched the last
learn that these exhalations are visi- few days of the white clover and
ble or leave the least stains and linden honey-flow, and how we have
while it is well known that they com- looked about us in vain for something
bine with various fatty matter, they to take its place, as the last few blosdo not sensibly increase their weight soms dried up. Ordinarily a season
or bulk.
of five or six weeks follows when the
which Mr. K. bees have nothing to do but cluster
If the aromas of
speaks, were like smoke, depositing idly about the the fronts of the hives,
carbon
or like steam, depositing leaving great numbers of sections only
water, when condensed, they would about half finished, to be completed
most likely form deposits upon other in the fall with dark honey which
substances, besides leaves, but they are finds a poor demand at a low price.
not analogous, the former being much
It has been my study for many
too minute to produce those deposits years, how it would be possible to
which we style honey-dew.
prolong the period of the white honey
As already stated, thi-;. honey-dew harvest. Some fifteen years ago,
is eitlier spontaneous exudation of while musing on this subject, my atvegetation, or is drawn from it by tention was drawn to a small patch
aphidcB and ejected as such. Many of melilot or sweet clover, growing in
trees and slirubs as admitted by Mr. a garden which I was passing. Seeing
K. secrete sweet sap and furnish a great many bees working on it, I
food for insects, etc. The sweet saps felt like shouting " Eureka." I did
are absorbed by llie a?</iid(e.and again not then know what it was, but I
ejected by them, falling upon objects gathered some of the seed and have

densed and absorbed by plants.
Arnma is a term employed to designate those substances, the extremely
minute particles of which are supposed to affect the organ of smell so
as to produce particular odors. The
particles diffused through the atmosphere and affecting the olfactory

scattered
it in
all
out-of-the-way
places ever since. I Hud, however,
that it is difliouU to get started where
cattle are allowed to run but not so
with the Rocky Mountain bee-plant.
Much can be donn by utilizing all the
wasle places, but I have not depended
on that alone. Last season I had
aliout two acres of sweet clover adjoining mv apiary, and while it was
in bloom it was a beautiful sight. At
one time fully one-half of my bees
were at work upon it. This was at
the most important part of the season, and the bees were enabled to
finish many sections that would have
remained only partially completed.
It is plain that whatever we can add
to the natural honey resources, must
nearly all go into the sections or
combs for extracting. Not so with
the general crop a great deal of that
IS consumed by tlie bees.
Now, as to the question, " Does
planting for honey pay V" I can answer "yes." I am certain that ten
acres of sweet clover would have been
worth $500 to me last season. What
crop is there that will pay better?
There is also some demand for the
seed, and if taken care of and advertised, it will pay all the expenses of
cultivating. Then, too, the satisfaction of having the bees at work so industriously, and producing the snowy
white combs, while they would otherwise be idle, or intent only on robbing,
In my opinion,
is worth something.
planting for honey is the direction in
which the greatest promise of success
;

;

lies.

Milan,

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

^ Ills.
For the American Bee Joumak

North Middlesex,

Ont., Convention.

The North Middlesex Bee-Keepers'
Association met in the Town Hall, at
Park Hill, Ont., on Friday, March 20,
1885.

Messrs. D. A. and G. B. Jones were
present, and answered numerous
questions the former also spoke at
length on preparing honey tor market. The discussions were both interesting and exhaustive, and embraced the usual subjects brought
forward at conventions.
The election of ofiicers resulted as
President, Mr. Frank Atfollows
kinson, of Ailsa Craig; Vice-President, Mr. D. P. Campbell, of Park
Hill; Secretary - Treasurer, Mr. A.
;

:

Humphries Vice-Presidents for Park
Hill, Messrs. Henry Phippen ani Jas.
Gray and for Ailsa Craig, Messrs D.
Norton and J. Allen.
It was decided to hold the next
;

;

meeting at Ailsa Craig, Ont., about
the middle of May, 188r>.

D. A. Stewart,

Sec.

1^" The second annual meeting of
the Western New York and Northern
Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Cuba, N. i'., on
very large
Tuesday, May 4, 1885.
attendance is anticipated, as the territory covered by this Association
many prominent beeembraces
W. A. SnEWMAN, Sec,
keepers.

A

:

:

:

1

:
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Report, from D. L. Sbapley, JlauN. Y., on March 28, 1S8.5

dallsville,©

:

have wintered ti2 colonies of bees,
and I fed IMO pounds of sugar last
fall.
The last season was a very poor
one in this locality bassvvood did not
blossom any, and all that the bees
gathered was
from white clover.
The weather has been very cold, and
there is much snow on the ground
now.
I

;

porous partition between them, and
from 8 to 5 inches of packing around
and over them. The advantage of
this is that of getting the heal of 2
colonies of bees together, and this,
with good packing, makes the hive so
nearly frost-proof that the bees lie
quiet, even'wiien the thermometer is
30
below zero, and a severe gale
blowing from the northwest. I have
tested this plan for live winters, two
of which were exceedingly fatal on
bees, and I have wintered some quite
weak colonies with what I considered
poor food, and yet I have never lost
a colony since following this iibin.
The past winter has been the most
severe one ever known in this locality
'

— so

say the oldest settlers— nearly
three-fourths of all the bees in this
locality being dead, and still I wintered 52 colonies without any loss,
and most of them with the loss of
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store a peppery kind of honey— so
peppery that when one eats it, it
i)urns the throat.
It is unsalable and
unfit to eat. In I8S2 I had 2 colonies
that stored this kind of honey while
the remainder of the apiary (some 30
colonies) had none of it. In 1883 I had
3 colonies of this kind, and all the rest
stored good, sweet honey, while the
past season was such a poor one, and
the bees were obliged to supply stores
for their winter support, that all, excepting :! colonies, worked on the iron-

weed, and consequently what surplus
they stored, was useless except for
feeding back. I think that this tends
to prove that bees prefer to choose the
flowers upon which to work.

Wra. Dyke, Effingon March 25, 1885
My 34 colonies have come through
comparatively few bees. These colo- the winter, but they are a little weak.
nies faced the south, north and west, I have just finished moving them
with the entrances fully open as in from my farm to my residence in
town, and now that we have open
summer.
weather I can work them up for the
coming honey crop.
Mitchell,
Charles
Report, from
Molesworth, Out., on March 30, 1885
Visiting California Apiaries. Mrs.
Mr. Doolittle's statement, on page B. Stover, Roscoe,5 Ills., writes as
181, is the strongest that I have ever follows
met with. Each winter I have about
Two years ago last December my
15 colonies next to a fence, and I have
husband and myself went to Southern
yet to lose my tirst colony. There is
California, where he hoped to spend a
generally 5 feet of snow over them,
pleasant winter and visit some of the
and the full summer entrance to the apiaries which he had
seen described
hive is given them, and a 3-inch cushin the bee-papers but the climate did
ion over the frames. I have about
not agree with him, and he gradually
concluded that bees are pretty hard
grew worse from the time of alightto kill, for out of 58 colonies examined,
ing from the cars in Los Angeles.
I lost only 3, 2 colonies having starved
We visited but one apiary, which was
for want of winter passages, and 1
situated a few miles from Santa
E. Miller, (76—65), perished with diarrhea.

Hibernation of Hedgehogs and Porcupines. Dr. E. B. Southwick, Slierinan,x)Mich., in referring to an article
on page 186, writes thus
Chambers' Encyclopedia, in giving
an account of the porcupine, says:
" It burrows in the ground, and in
winter it becomes torpid." Again,
" In winter
of the hedgehog it says
the hedgehog becomes torpid, retiring
to some hole at the base of a tree, beneath roots, or in some such situation. It provides no winter stores,
and no other British animal hibernates so completely." I have never
heard of a hedgehog in this country.
It is a small animal, only 9 or 10
inches long but porcupines, which
are from 2 to S}-^ feet in length, are
more plentiful here than the skunk or
woodchuck, but they are not seen in
winter unless found in their burrows.

—

Report, from

ham,?

Ills.,

:

:

:

;

Still

Cold.— 6— C.
on March

Edella,c5 Pa.,

23,

:

;

:

Wintering Bees.

— Rev.

J.

Kearns,
fol-

lows on this subject
The question of the safe wintering
of bees has given bee-keepers more
annoyance than any other one question. All plans have, in some locali-

and in some seasons, failed the
most imposing theories have proved
more or less unsatisfactory. To this
ties

;

have given special
of years, and

vexed subject

I

attention for a

number

I

have succeeded in managing

my

bees so that I am satisfied that I can
winter them safely in any locality,
and during the most severe winter. I
put 2 colonies in one box with a

Monica and, although it was during
the month of January, it was as
warm, and the bees were flying as
lively as if it were the latter part of
;

1885,

writes
My bees have been confined to their Bees Confined 120 Days. —Henry
hives for 82 days, and still no signs of Alley, Wenham,(5 Mass., on March26,
their having a flight. I have 20 colo- 1885, says
nies in the cellar, which seem to be all
We are having warmer weather
right, and perfectly quiet.
Those now, but not warm enough for the
which are out-doors are the ones that bees to have a flight. The bees in
alarm me. I took a peep at some of mv bee -house have been confined for
them to-day, and I found that 2 of 120 days, but they are in good condithe number examined were dead. tion.
The most of them appeared to be all
right, a few showed signs of diarrhea,
Careless Bee-Keepers., etc.— Robert
and some had soiled the combs and Corbett, Manhattan, c5 Kans., on Mar.
the inside of their hives. It has been 28, 1885, says
very cold here since Feb. 1. I think
On account of having been sick
that the past winter was worse than
that of 1880-81. On Sunday morning, from Feb. 1 until March 10, I think
March 22, the mercury was 8^ below that I have lost quite a lot of bees for
the want of attention. I have lost 2
zero.
nuclei with valuable queens, and 6

Morning Sun,<x Iowa, writes as

—

colonies, 4 of which were lost on account of robbing and loss of queens.
The loss of bees in this locality is
great, being about, I should think,
and I may say,
four-fifths of all
through carelessness. There is about
2 inches of snow on the ground, and
my bees are still shut up. I would
like to know why it is that one of two
equally strong colonies in one location, during a certain season, will produce 100 lbs. of honey, while the other
will -produce only from ?,Q to 50 lbs.
I think that it miist be that different
colonies prefer different kinds of
flowers.
I have pretty thoroughly
tested this during the past 3 years. In
this locality, in dry seasons, the bees
;

May

here. Instead of returning in
April or May, as he expected to attend to his own bees, he lingered
along until June 7, and on June 9,
buried him in the Ojai Valley (15
miles from San Buenaventura), beneath the shade of the live-oak, and
amid the ceaseless hum of the " busy
bee," whose tiny music ever delighted
his ear. It seems hard to dispose of
his bees, and I shall miss them, as
they have been a part of the family
for the past ten years.

Report, etc., from J. W. Howell,
Kenton,^ Tenn., on March 27, 1885
:

This has been a long, cold winter,
but I have lost only 10 colonies of
bees, and the remainder have been
gathering pollen for two or three days
from maple and elm, they being the
only blooms that are out yet. Vegetation is at least one month later
than usual. The bees are at work today. We only need good weather for
awhile, when plenty of nectar for the
bees to gather will be the result.
There are those who think that bees
may freeze and be all right by thawing out again, but like Mr. Anderson,
page 188, 1 think that they will sometimes freeze, but after that they are
of no value only the hive and combs
may be of service again.

—

:

:

:
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Report, from F.

Scbafer, Eddy- caps on all of them, laid 3 or 4 slats
across the frames and spread oil-cloth
24, ISSo
over the slats, and packed over the
Bees in this part of Iowa have winoil-cloth with chaff cushions. Any
tered very poorly. Last fall I put
time that I would raise the oil-cloth,
about 7.5 colonies into winter quarters,
the bees were all over the tops of the
and I have lost 20 colonies with the
frames, and could move from one to
exception of 2 or 3 colonies, all died
the other just as they wished. I did
with the diarrhea.
not allow any snow to lie around my
hives. The hives are made of 1-inch
Bees Flying Every Day.— Mrs. S. C. pine lumber, and they were left on
Tyler, Utica,5 Mo., on March 29, the summer stands. I left all of the
188-5, says
pollen in that they had stored in 10
My bees are flying every day. They Langstroth frames, and the bees
seem to be as busy as if the world reared brood all through January and
was filled with blossoms, though they February, and to-day there is lots of
brood in all stages in the hives, and
get nothing but pollen.
plenty of young bees, too. They will
Hives and Separators.— J. H. Andre, use a gallon of Graham flour a day.
This winter my bees had the very
Lockwood,9 A. Y., writes thus
best of honey to winter on. The bees
"
"
Use a Simplicity or Langstroth that died did not have the diarrhea,
body with a flat cap just deep enough for I have examined hives in apiaries
to cover a thick cushion make the where the loss was the heaviest, and
half-story to fit the same as the full there was no sign or smell of diarstory
"Simplicity."
Put in cross rhea, and the honey was bright and
partitions and use any size of boxes clean. Where the loss is the heaviest
that you wish. If the lumber of the the bees were in box-hives, and the
half-story is one-sixteenth of an inch -bee-keepers did not try to keep the
thicker, it will make it a trifle smaller snow away from them, and we have
inside, and the boxes will not bind on had some heavy sleets during the past
the lower story when putting them winter. My colonies were well equalon. I like this style of hive for the ized last fall with bees and honey.
following reasons
As it lias a flat There were 3 colonies that had notlicover the hives may be placed upon ing over them but the oil-cloth, and
one another the half-story and crate to-day they are 15 to 20 pounds lighter
are one. One gets the full size of the than those that were packed. I still
hive for boxes instead of using the think that pollen has nothing to do
room for a crate and if tlie half-story with wintering bees, for if they have
is not desired, it may be laid aside at
good honey and proper care, they will
any time. The hive takes up but come through all right.
little room for
in-door wintering,
which I consider much cheaper and
Report, from Andrew Quist, Hosafer than wintering on the summer
stands. Separators may be dispensed kah,o^ Minn., on March 30, 1885
with if the sections are not over li'l
My loss of bees during the past
inches wide, if the sections are filled winter is 9 colonies, 4 colonies being
with foundation. Separators take up queenless and 5 having starved. I
room, and there must be a space for put 74 colonies into winter quarters
the bees on both sides of them, in- last fall, and the C-5 remaining colostead of only one space where they nies I think will come out in good
are not used. The 414x414 sections condition.
They had a good flight
ville.$ Iowa,

on March

:

;

and they filled them, and they did not
work any more in the sections. When
I packed them away in the fall, I took
out those 2 frames, which contained as
nice straight combs, filled clear to the
bottom-bar, as I ever have seen, and
the honey is as white as white clover

honey can

my

be. I am wintering
cellar
with oat-chaff
the brood-chambers. I

bees in the
packed over

recently asked a bee-keeper how his
bees were wintering, and he said that
they had all frozen to death. I told
him that they had starved to death,
and by examining the hives, I found
that there was not 10 pounds of honey
in his 12 hives. Careless bee-keepers
will lose hundreds of colonies. I have
not fed my bees any yet, but perhaps
I will have to feed some in the spring.

:

;

:

Not Disconraged. — I. A. Draper,
Dawson, (X Nebr., on March 25, 188-5,
writes

Last spring I begun with 15 coloand during the season I in-

nies,

creased them to 29 colonies. The past
winter being a very severe one, I
have only 10 colonies left however, I
am not discouraged. As bees in this
section did not produce much honey
last season, I anticipate a good yiela
during the coming season.
;

;

Bees are Swarming.

New Smyrna,©

;

will

average

about 14 ounces with last week.

separators, and about 17 ounces without them.
section 1^8 inches wide
F. E.
Bees in Good Condition.
will hold more honey without separaManning, Reynolds, ^d Ills., on March
tors than one 'iJi will with separators,
and you get more sections on a hive. 23, 1885, writes:
My bees are all in good condition so
and the bees will work better and fill
All except 10 colonies had a
all of them more nearly at the same far.
time instead of leaving some un- flight recently, and they were breeding strong, and some had capped
finished.
brood. I have lost only 2 colonies
Lost Only One Colony. D. R. Rose- this winter, and they were 3-frame
nuclei.
As many colonies have died
brongh, Casey,
Ills., on March 17,
in this section this winter as during
188-5, writes as follows
the winter of 1,S80-81. Almost all of
This has been a very severe winter those colonies wintered on the sumon bees, and a great many bee-keep- mer stands have died. One of my
ers have lost all that they had one neighbors has lost 2.5 colonies out of
man told me that he had lost 37 colo- 40 that were wintered on the summer
nies out of 42. I had 4-5 colonies last stands.
What little I have used
fall, and I now have 44 which are in foundation, has convinced me that I
good condition. I have some Cyp- can get straighter and nicer combs
rian drones flying. I never had so with it than without it. Last June I
few bees die. as I swept up only about hived a swarm on 8 frames filled with
2 gallons of bees and litter from the foundation, on Monday, on Tuesday I
cellar floor. I do not see why my put on 28 two-pound sections, and in
neighbors lost so many bees, "and! 13 days after I put on the sections, I
none, comparatively, atid when the took off 17 two-pound sections filled
bees had the same flowers to work on and capped as nice as any I got durlast season. I tliink that the secret is ing the wliole_season. They had the
in the management.
I use a one-and8 frames filled' with tirood and honey,
one-half story hive, and I left the and then I put in two empty frames.

A

—

—

o

:

;

I8S.5,

says

Fla.,

— J. Y.Detwiler,
on

]SIarch 23,

:

Bees are swarming in some apiaries
At 3 p. m. to-day the mercury
was 60- above zero, with the wind
from the north. Bees are iaclined to

here.

be quiet.

Report, etc., from Chas. Harrold,
(15— 36), Hamburgh,? Iowa:

My bees are doing well. We have
had a very cold winter, and for 34
days during December and January,
it was continuously cold, and after
that the bees had a good flight then
we had another cold wave for 12 days
;

February. The following is a description of my
reversible frame
which I prefer to any that I have yet
top
and
bottom bars are
seen
The
made just alike, as are also the endbars; bore 2 gimlet holes in each of
the 2 end-bars, about 2 inches from
their ends. The reversing device consists of 2 pieces of common fencewire for each frame, which are put
into the gimlet holes, tlien bent upward, parallel with the end-bars, and
then horizontally outward from the
ends of the top-bar, thus forming
projections which rest on the hive
rabbets. This style of frame is more
easily made than the common hanging frame, and I find no objections to
it in handling.
In answer to Mr. S.
Daniels (page 103), the man who could
not find the queens, I would say Put
a drone and queen trap at the entrance of the hive, take out all of the
frames, shake the bees in front of the
hive, and then the queen may be
found on the zinc after the bees have
entered the hive. In Italianizing colonies, I never take the time to look

in

:

:

up the black queens.

:
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i^ The next meeting of the Union
Almost a Total Loss.— Messrs. Chas.
Dadant & Son, IIamilton,*o Ills., on Bee- Keepers' Association of Western
Iowa, will be held on April 25, 1885,
March 28, 18.S5, writes thus
at Earlham, Iowa. M. E. Dakuy, Sec.
Bees are in bad condition, but we
are better

off

than our neiglibors.

The

loss in this neighborhood is almost total ; ours is I4— the most that

we have

ever experienced.

}3^ The: Te.\as State Bee-keepei's' Association will be held on Thursday and Friday,
May 7 and H, 1883, at the apiary of Judg-e W.
H. .Andrews, at McKinney, Tex. All interested in the advancement cil' apienilnre. are
earnestly requested to 1m- iin'suni and make
this aniemorablenieetinj^iir thi' Association.

Report, from Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural College,? Mich.:
Our bees seem to have wintered
nicely. Thanks to a good cellar and
The bee-mortality
little or no pollen.
in this State will be very great.

W.

K.

HowAHD,

Sec.

^"

The

Central Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Jacksonville, Ills., at 10 a. m. on Saturday,
Wm. Camji, ISec.
May 2, 1885.

®" The Spring meeting of the Cortland Union Bee-Jveepers' Association
will be held in Cortland, N. Y., on

May

W. H. Beach,

12, 1885.

Sec.

^duertisemcuts.

ONE-PIECED BOXES!
414x414, per 1,000
I's

$4 25

inch wide, per 1,000

HIVES CHEAP.

Circular free. SamAddress,
J. F. McGBEGOK, Freeland, Bag. Co. Mich.
°
14Alt

A.

li.

Colonies of BEES
IFOR SJ^HTEZ.

York, March

call

upon, or address,
Y.

KDtVAKDS, SKANEATELES, N.

14ANt .)Blt

lllGnOl

I lire

!

Phenol for t°he cure of
FOliLi BROOD, as

described by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of London,
England. As it is a liquid, it can be sent
only by express. Price, 25 cents per ounce,
delivered at the express office in Chicago.

AI/FRED H. NEWMAN,

CHICAG O,

923 West Madison Street,

ILL.

Sliced Sections!

McCaul & Hildreth Bros.

New

30
00

ples 2 cents.

For particulars,
leave to inform our patrons
and the public generally, through the Bee
JOUHN.4L, that Mr. L. S. Hildreth has been
admitted a partner in our firm, and the tirm's
name is now McCaul & Hildreth Bros. Our
stock now is light, and i'roni the present outlook, we will be able to close out our present
stock of the 1884 crop, before the warm
weather sets in. We now feel confident that
we can handle considei-ahly more next season, as we intend to make honey a specialty.

.3

t)Hx5>i, per 1,000

aC)

J^pccial Uoticcs.
tS~ We beg

Convention Notices.
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ONE-PIECE, V- GROOVED.

arepfr.ffcf
every respect Touktheflrst
THKY
premium at tbe Michigan Stule Fair
Sept.

31, 1885.

in

lust

Every apiarist who uses them once, wants no
i®° On account of the prevalence of
1^" Our rates for two or more copies of others. Will send tw*.. samples by mail I<jr4 cts.
small-pox in St. Joseph, Mo., the semipostage, or a sample thousand, 4^4x4^4 for !i;4.00.
"
and
Honey," may be found The list price is f4.5u per i.ixhi— t-ji.nu per
5,i»fMj —
annual meeting of the Western Bee- the book, Bees
$40.00
per lO.OOd. Send for Circular,
Supply
Keepers' Association, will be held at on the Book List on the second page of this dealers will do well to correspond withetc.
us.
the Court House, in Independence, paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
Address.
BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
where they are purchased " to sell again."
Mo., on April 23 and 24, 1885.
14A3t
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

C.

M. Crandall,

Sec.

t^~ We want one number each of the Bee
1^" The Korthwestern Indiana Bee- Journal of August, ISGB— February, 18G7.
Keepers' Association, will meet on Any one having them to spare will please

Wednesday, April 8, 188-5, at 10 a. m., send a Postal Card. We will pay .JO cents
in the Jury Room at the Court House one copy of each of the two numbers.

for

I.

in Laporte, Ind.

A. Fahnestock,

t^
ers'

will

1^" To

create

Honey Markets

in every

town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
(only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
village,

hold their spring Honey"

meeting in Grange Hall, at Eminence,
Ky., on Thursday, April 23, 1885. All
are cordially invited to attend.

G.

W. Demaree,

Sec.

^g" The Progressive Bee-Keepers'
Association of Western Illinois will
meet in Bushnell, ills., on Thursday,
May 7, 1885. Let every bee-keeper
who can, be present and enjoy the
meeting.
J. G. Norton, Sec.

:

Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the co\"er-page, "Presented by,"
etc., (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
;

;

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
Bee- and Medicine" to every one who buys a
Association
will
Keepers'
hold its package of honey, will sell almost any quansecond meeting at La Fayette, Oretity of it.
gon, on the third Tuesday in June,
1885. All who are interested are inf^W All who intend to be systematic in
vited to attend. E.J. Hadley, Sec.
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of

m"

1^

for Sale

The Willamette Valley

The Wabash County Bee-Keep-

the Apiarj' Register and commence to use
The prices are as follows

X. L.

EXTRACTORS!

For L. frame, S7 for larg-er frames, S8.
Excelsior Cold Blast Smokers, post-paid, $1.
Circulars free. Address all orders to
14D5t \r. C. K. KElnP, ORLEANS. IND.

B£SS FOR
OF
r\r\ COI-ONIES
l.\J\J
that have been
qualities
many of them
1

;

and vicinity will meet at
Ravenna, Ohio, on April 24, 1885, for
i^~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
permanent organization. Let every Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
bee-keeper be present.
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
county

Reed,

Sec.

and send

it

by mail, postpaid.

GERIHAN

150 COIiONIES ol'BROTt'N

BEES,

in9-frame Hives frames, 10x13 inches. All
strong colonies.
Address,
A. J. &. E. HATFIELD, SOUTH BEND, IND.
;

14A2t

A

$5.00

BOOK FOE

$2.50.

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT
And Complete Mechanic
Enlarged Edition

— eon-

tains over 1,000,000
Industrial Facts, Calculations, Processes, Trade
Secrets, Legal Items,

:

1^

!

lbs. of No. 1 honey the past poor
season, and most of it from a distance of
from 2 to 4 miles. They are in our ,S-frame
Langstroth Hives, and will be sold in the
hives complete, if desired. Also

meeting

'

SiiZiS

ITALIAN BEES
bi-ed for working
STRONG, having

gathered 125

it.

Association will hold its spring
$100
in the Court House at Wa- For .50 colonies (I'JO pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
12.5
bash, Ind., on Saturday, April 11, 1885, " 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
commencing at 9 a. m. All who are
The larger ones can be used for a few colinterested in bee-culture are cordially
onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
invited to attend.
H. Ckipe, Sec.
and still keep the record all together in one
The bee-keepers of Portage booH. and are therefore the most desirable.

ers'

L. G,

i

lonies nf

;

Sec.

The Union Kentucky Bee-KeepSociety

Colonies of ^alians

*H' per colony, and 10
Hybrids at
$y per colony. From
to 10 frames. All in stood condition.
(box ry2).
14 A6t DR. JOHN S. GATES. Wilkinsonville. Mass.

Bees

Business Forms,
vast ulility to every Mechanic,

etc.,

of

Farmer and

Business Man. The work contains 1,016
pages — is a veritable Treasury of Useful
Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to
any Mechanic, Business Man or Farmer. By
mail, in tine cloth, ^2.50.

Address, XHOS. ti.
925 West Madison Street,

NEWM.IN,
CHICAGO,

Colonies of Choice

100 BEES FOR

S.ALE. Send for
Address,
J. D.WIS, (Box 91)
Youngsville, Warren County, Pa.
Price-List.

W.

14A9t

ILL.

ITALIAN

!
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EARLY QUEENS,

BEES,

AND SUPPLIES FOR

1885.

need Early ttucoiis and Bees
lor business and beauty, nuclei

you
IFbred

sections and hives of best
workmanship Dtiuliaiii or Vandervort
Couib Foiiudatiou, send for my catalogue
for 1885.

or full colonies

:

;

H. BROW1V,
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

J. P.

Address
5A21t

Dadaiit'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement in anotber column.

retail.

50 COLONIES THAT NUISANCE!
OF BEES FOR SALE!

ALLEY'S DRONE AND QUEEN TRAP.
PLIi^ASK reuU tlio opinions of some of

in Lansstroth Hives at ?6.00 each, delivered
at the Express Office or Railroad Depot. I
have lieen breeding
l:»ees for lioney. and

From a lady Bee-keeper.— "1 am well pleased
with the traps iRotot you la^t year. Please send
me another duz.' —Mrs. S. B. 8hermnn,Salado,Tex.

my

not for beauty ; they are mixed more or
less with the German brown bees. They
have wintered well. Address,

R. R. illllRPHY,
Garden Plain, Whiteside Co.

Ills.

l4A3t

SUMNER &PRIME,
Bristol, Vt.,

HAP^BOOroV HEALTH,

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES,

Hints and Rkady RECirES,

AYfE H.VA'E

ju^t completed our Factory, furwith the most improved MachiniTV.
and are now prepared to till ull orders fnr IfiEEof every description.
SE<^TIOA'8 of all sizes a specialty.
All orders will receive prompt attention. Send for
Catalogue Prlce-List and samples.
luAliit
TT

is the title of a very valuable book that iiives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost Imgortance to Everybody, concerning their daily
abits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping,
Bathing. Working, etc.

nit-hed

it

FIXTUKES

AVHITE

rOPl-AK

XWEXTY-FIVJS

CENTS,
It Costs only
and contains 38 pages, mxl in seut by mall,
post-paiti, OH receipt oT price. This is just
the Book that every family should have.
IT TELL.S

What to Eat,

Things to Do.
Things to Avoid,
Pbrila of

How

Overheating Houses,

Your trap

is a complete success.— J. E. Pond.
trap did its work beautifully.— B.F.Newcomb.
find the trap very valuable. -R. B. Woodward.
The tvitp works finely.— Chas. E. Dorr.

1

You have perfected a valuable device. It is a
great acquisition to all bee-keepers. -G. L. Tinker.
All i:)ne can wish for.— I>r. L. A. Reading.
It is certainly the thine.— J. W. Carter.
It workswell.— D. B. Reed.
I like your trap.
It tills the bill. -G. W.Emerson.
It is ahead of any I have seen.— G. M. Doolittle.
One of the greatest inventions ever given to apiculture.— .4 /n^'ricajj. Apicultitrist.
An article the need uf wliicti has long been felt
by every bee-heeper.— amekican Bee Journal.
I think it must prove a great benefit to every
bee-keeper.— J. D. Enas.
A prize to any bee-keeper.— Rev. D. C. Millet.

Diivctions for using- sent with each Ti-ap.
g-ivinjf prices
also prices
Queens, Nnelel and other Supplies.

Send for Circulars

WENHAM, mass.

^""^

Dadant's FoiindatiouFactory, wholesale
and

HONEY EXTRACTORS
..

'W^^

^

ILL.

tun Ml

PATENT
JOUNDATION

have no covers.
$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

BEES SALE

MAYSVILLE.KY.

for

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
In

E>. tractors

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 West llstdison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

:i7ABly

See Advertisement

MB

For 2 American frames, I3il3 inches
"
"
10x18
For 2 LangHtroth
"
"
"
10x18
For 3
*•
"
"
10x18
Kor4
"
size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
^*
"
13X20
For3
"
"
"
13x20
For 4

Mills ,g.'?,='sl
W.e.PELHAM

retail.

I

I

see page ] .i8 of Bee Jouknal, or send for
Circular. G. M. DOOLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y.
IlElot

and

i

ll

illlrlliii

DOOLITTIiE — For prices of his QUEENS

."^^

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is In a
can of the same size and style as
theii frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
^iliilBM (^>^ n^^t,al standard for the basket
ill
l^HH to revolve upon, leaving room unninnfel'
.l~H[j^l {Li|np derneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
'''flFYiPliifflil^
covers, and in every way
fcfn* n
i^ul ^^^^
identical, except in size, with the
\
Jil^l $16.IK.) Extractor, 13x20. which la
WlMlilBBB intended for any size of frame.
the IR.OO ExIfOil ^^^^^^^^
IBM Excepting with different
styles
tractors, all the
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and

XHOMAS Q. NSWHAN,
CHICAGO,

*^

>

Save Doctor Bills
85 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,
Street.

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

EXCELSIOR

HOW TO CURE

West Madison

Ind.

14Alt

It will

925

SALE

TH08. HEAXON, Moore's Hill,

Black Eyes, Boils. Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corn8,(/Ougha,ChoIera,Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff'. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough, Hives
Hoarseness. Itching. Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat, Sun-striike, Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough. Worms in Children.

Price only

for

so colonies in hives of 8 frames i\2x
iH in ) with straight combs. US per
colony, delivered at the B. & O. Express OflBce at
Moore's Hill, Ind., prepared for shipping. Purchaser to pay e-vpress charges.

Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause*
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Afl'ectionB,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

TELLS

HENRV ALLEY,

DIIDC
rUn^ ITALIAN BEES

ABOUT

Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
Af ter-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair.

IT

;

of

Address,

How to Avoid them,
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear.
Contagious Diseases.
How to Avoid them,

Summer,

to Breathe,

World:

tlie

The

14Etf

Parasites of the Skin,
llathing— Best way,
]iUngs& Lung Diseases,

How to Eat it.

best Apiarists in

tlie

anotber column.

Til© VICTOR HIVE

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
We

have added to our Lauoe I'.iCTOuv a
Si'ECUL Department for the

DOUBI-E-WALlEUorCHAFFIIIVKS

/^/~v Coloiiios in Lanjrstrotli-Frame Hi\ es

KjKJ

•20

;

American Hives frames. ll.\12,
Address GEO. L. HEKRLING,

in

outside.

;

La Clede, Fayette

13A4t

Co., Ills.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

AND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISEE.
Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
2.5.
The BHITISH Bee Joithnal is published SEMIAND
at Seven Shlljlnes per annum, and
MONTHLY,
HIVES,
lot.
in
one
SINOL.E-'^VAI^I.EU
contains the best practical Information for the
each. IVlilte Poplar Dovetailed OCPTinMC
each, 813. <>0; 1", each. »« 40
Also, Olio and Two-piece OLU lUllOi time bejnji, showing what to do, and when and
mz.eti; IK), each, »8.0O-ln the Flat.
Kev. H. K. PEEl,. Editor.
how to do
POPl, AK DOT'ETAII.,EI>
WHITE
LONDON, ENGLAND.
SECTIONS, any size under (ixi;xl>l, per t^~ All Orders will be filled promptly at the
eacb, *S B« ; Iii, each, »:l 40
each. Ma.2S; li«i, each, »3.00-in the Flat.

5

In line lot.

;

r,

;

2ri.

I

it.

l.mx).

f(!.rHi.

liOWEST FIUVRES,

Perfectly accurate; no better.

AMEKH'ANA. -Orders forQueena of
APIS
the beautiful MYBIO-AI.RINOS. will now

be received. Keared by my itew melhud, all
are larpe and fine and perfect. We have made a
disc<»very in Queen- Hearing, and hereby
(jreat
challeniie tlie productinn (by natural awarminf^ or
otherwiset *tf Queens that will cvcel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolatfd :i miles from other
First come, first served. Send for circulars.
Address,
DK. O. I..
Phllartrlphin, O.
lAtf

bees.

TINKER,

New

The

Send Stump for Catalogue and Samples.
TUe H. F. inOX:L,L,E:R M'lisj Co.
lA26t
DAVENPORT, IOWA.

for

Bee Journal and our Weekly
with our Monthly, $2.00 a year.

British

$:i. .')U:

T.'v^- E;oK:i!vd:.A.Kf,
DEALEll IN

HERR & CO., Beaver Dam,
JOHN
Dodge Co., Wis., Manufacturers of
Pure Italian Bees and (jiieens
HIVES AND SECTIONS.
For further information, send for Circular.
llA4t

{3©-

Price

I.ist

Free.

llA13t

RICHMOND,

Fort

Bend

Co.

TEXAS.

:

,
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and they are always in quest of Take it just as it is, spread, and cut
honey from the same source. In dull awav the back from each end, smooth
strawberries are in with the narrow strip, and just far
seasons, when
blossom, the action of the wind can- enough to shove into the entrance of

len

;

not fertilize the pistilates properly, the hive. To use, close it as much as
in which case a colony of bees is is desired, and shove it into the enworth many times its cost, aside from trance, observing that the ends fit
the profit realized from them. Last closely to the hive, and tight enough
summer I had 50 colonies and 25 to not be easily moved. The upper,
nuclei, and after disposing of some of or J's-inch strip, serves as a false
them, I packed 25 colonies in chaff on alighting-board, and will be used by
The last was a the robber bees, while the robbed coltlie summer stands.
poor season, and I obtained no honey. ony will use the true one. The small
and shallow mitre allows a single bee
PUBLISHED BY
to stand before the entrance under
1^ Mr. V,. Ames, of Thorndike, good backing, and no robber will venQ.
BnlTOK AND PUOPUIETOll,
Maine, has sent us a device for re- ture within its grasp. I had a colony
which had given up, and were clus925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. versing frames. It consists of a piece tered in another
part of the hive I
AVcekly, JSS a year Monthly, SO cents.
of galvanized iron bent something smoked and jarred them until the
robbers were all out, and closed the
like this
entrance for an hour or two, until
No. 15.
April 15, 1885.
Vol. XXI.
they came down to the entrance to
-I
get out, then I forced the slides apart
to be fastened to each end of the
while robbeis were still thick around
frame. The projecting ends are simi- the hive. The bees of the robbed
Bees Fertilizing the Flowers.
lar to those of the Novice metal cor- colony burst out on the alightingOne of our correspondents sends the ner the sides of these corners are of board and became quite thick, and before they returned they had disfollowing item copied from the Ameri- the same piece, with a flange to pass
covered the Thermopylfe which I had
end-bars
the
over
can Cultivator, which shows that bees about J4 of an inch
constructed for them, and they sucand fruit flourish together in England: to hold them in place. In the end- cessfully defended it afterwards.
Lord Sudeley's fruit plantations at bars screws, about one inch from the
Toddington, in Gloucestershire, Eng- top and bottom, pass over a hole in
1^ The " Canadian Bee Journal,"
land, extend to about 400 acres, and the galvanized iron to which is conis
the title of a new bee-paper pubthe land was formerly an arable farm
running downwards,
rented at $5 per acre, which nobody nected a slot,
lished by D. A. Jones & Co., Beeton,
would take. The past season has not and the screw passing into this slot Ont. Names are plenty enough withbeen a good one, but 75 tons of fruit holds the frame in position. This
have been gathered. There are 50,- makes a strong, durable and easily- out taking that of Bee JournaT, which
for a quarter of a century has been
000 plum trees, 900 pear trees, 9,000
damsons, and 500 cherry trees. Of manipulated device.
the name of our paper. It is not only
small fruits there are 222,000 blackunjust but umcise, for it will cause
currant bushes, 120.000 raspberries,
^" Mr. W. M. Woodward, of Cus- much confusion among patrons and
20,000 red currants, 100,000 gooseberThe Dominion of Canada is
ries, while 130 acres are devoted en- ter, Ills., sends us a robber-proof agents.
tirely to strawberries. There are also entrance-block and remarks as fol- a part of America, and as such it is
10,000 poplars, 100 Scotch firs, and 100 lows concerning it
" Any one troub- fully included in the
cognomen of
cobnuts, planted for sheltering purrobber-bees may be glad to The AmekicanBee Journal. Why
led
by
poses. Lord Sudeley has established
a bee-farm as well, which he finds a learn of a simple device which, if not have taken the name of one of the
valuable aid in his fruit culture. made and used rightly, will effectually scores of bee-papers that have died,
There are 170 colonies, and they have prevent their depredations. It will instead of appropriating
that of the
proved most profitable.
Adjoining
yet oldest living bee-paper on the Amerithe apiary, is a rabbit warren of 200 efiectually shut out robbers, and
acres, In which 6,000 rabbits are killed allow the bees of the colony to pass can Continent V We have none but
every season. Lord Sudeley sells ail in and out at pleasure." He adds
the kindest feelings towards the jiew
bis fruit to a jam maker of Ealing,
Take a piece Mx% paper, but its name should be changed.
who has built a jam factory at TodI make it thus
dington. where 160 tons have been of an inch, and as long as the hive is
wide another piece the same length
made this season.
m" From A. J. & E. Hatfield, South
of an incli, plus the thickness of
by
But for the ott-repeated visits of the %hive stuff, in width, and as thick Bend, Ind., comes a section-case for a
the bees, many a beautiful flower as to fit tightly into the entrance, but Langstroth hive to hold 24 one-pound
of an inch, else it sections, arranged with wood separa"would in a short time cease to bud, not exceeding
one bee
bloom, yield fruit, or even live Many may give room for more than
The sections rest on iron slats,
tors.
to pass in the perpendicular. Saw
plants absolutely require the visits of
squarely off the thin piece, in the cen- and the separators run the whole
bees, or other insects, to remove tre, and mitre two corners back }i of length of the case. It is a nice arr
Be particular rangemeut.
iheir pollen-masses, and thus to fer- an inch each way.
it is one of the secrets
tilize them.
In a letter just received about this, as
of success. On the mitred side of the
from Mr. F. D. Wellcome, of Maine, thin pieces slit with a saw i^ tlie
Catalogues for 1885.— We have re"
he thus argues the point with fruit length from, each end, and }4 of an
the following
ceived
growers" concerning the utility of inch from the edge. To put the pieces
.1. H. & W. Robertson, Pewamo, Mich.
place the two thin pieces
together,
bees to them
H. H. Brown, Light Street, Pa.
upon the %-iiich side of the long
F. W. .Jones, Bedford, Quebec, Canada.
I find that bees are one of the best piece, with the mitres together, and
C. Weckesser, Marshalh'ille. O.
investments for the fruit grower. I ttie mitred side even, and nail with
C'hai'lesD. Duvall, Speneerville, Md.
G. R. TyrreU, Laporte, Ind.
of an inch
find them especially helpful in ferti- flat-headed wire-nails
C. M. Goodspeed, Thorn Hill, N. Y.
lizing pistilate varieties of strawber- from the outer ends. Slide the pieces
P. 0. Updegraff & Co., Irving:t«n, Ind.—
ries, etc., which blossom at a time as far apart as thev will go, and then Poultry and Stock.
,]. V' Cotta, Lanark, ill ,— J'nijt,
when they are in wantjof much pojr nail i/i( o£ an inch from the inner end.
.

BujtoiN^
NEWMAN,

THOMAS
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Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
" I have had frames both ways for

Metal Rabbets and Corners.

and I see no difference.

Query, No. 50 What are the ad vantages
of metal rabbets on hives, and metal corners

years,

Con-

venience should guide."

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Shading for Hives.

—

&

Son reply
JIessrs. Dadant
"
shade our hives with roof s made
of coarse lumber, one for each hive,
projecting about 6 inches in front, and
sloped only one way."
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies thus
" The beat of the sun's rays striking
directly on the entrance of the hive
at mid-day, gives tlie most trouble
The best method of shading is to front
the hives toward the east."
G. M. DoOLiTTLE replies as follows:
" With a light shade-board made of
lath, or other thin stuff. Where high
winds prevail, I prefer painting the
hives white, especially the tops, when
shading is rarely needed, as white repels the heat."

G.

W. Demakeb

" I prefer an

replies

over-cover

thus

of light
material— so made as to project about
6 inches over the south side of the
hive."

W.
"

Z.

With a

'

'

Hutchinson answers

thus

light board 2x3 feet in size.

Such boards can be made very cheaply
by nailing the butts of shingles to a
strip of board.

Have

the hive face

toward the east; place one of the
longer edges of the board even with
the north edge of the hive, keeping
the board in place with a 1.5-lb. stone."

Prof. A.

J.

Cook remarks thus

" Everything considered, I think that
Mr. Heddon's plan of an extra board
4 inches

Two

above the hive

is

Dr. G. L. Tinker
" There are none."

—

on frames?— J. H.

replies

thus

Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
" Metal rabbets prevent annoyance
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers as fol- from too firm gluing. To the unbilows
"I consider it a disadvantage ased mind, I think that metal corto have them run thus."
ners would be pronounced a nuisance."
G. W. Demaree answers thus
" I have tried frames both ways, and
G. M. Doolittlb replies thus
I prefer to have the ends of the frames " I use neither, as I consider their
pointing towards the entrance."
disadvantage greater than their adW. Z. Hutchinson remarks thus vantage."
" They
" When the frames are crosswise to
\y. Z. Hutchinson says
the entrance, only one division-board prevent the bees from fastening the
is needed when contracting the brood- projecting ends of the top- bars to the
nest. Bees are less likely to swarm rabbets of the hive with propolis. I
when their brood is far removed from would never use metal corners, but
the entrance, and if the frames run I would use metal bearings (not rabcrosswise to the entrance, it is an easy bets '—'call things by their right
matter to keep the brood at the back names ') only in supers. The reasons
of the hive by occasionally changing why would occupy too much space
for this department."
the combs about."
G. W. Demaree replies as follows
Transferring Bees from Box-Hives. "Metal rabbets are unnecessary, except in the upper stories used for
extracting
and metal corners are a
Query, No. 49 What is the best method nuisance anywhere they are good for
(briefly stated) of transferring liees from
nothing but to cut the operator's
box-hives.— Burlington.
hands when handling combs loaded
Dadant & Son remark as follows with honey, and to jump out of place
"Drive the bees back, then transfer just when one wants them to stay in
the worker-comb only, by fastening it place. Hike a good 'movable frame,'
with wire clamps. These can be re- but I do not want a suple jack
moved in a few days. Do not allow frame.''
any leaking of honey, as it may cause
James Heddon replies as follows
the colony to be robbed."
" The advantages are that the bees
Prof. A. J. Cook answers as follows: cannot glue the frames as solidly, and
" Mr. Heddon's method of drumming that there is less liability of pinching
out and hiving upon foundation is a bee when the frame is replaced.
good. The combs are melted up when The latter is more than offset by the
the brood is all out. The old way is miserable hand - hold afforded by
more trouble, but in lieu of foundation metal corners the former, by the fact
or very early in the season, it is to be of the frames sliding about when the
hives are moved from place to place.
preferred."
With tenement hives, they do better,
W. Z. Hutchinson remarks thus but these are rapidly moving out
" Drive the bees from the box-hive,
among the has-beens.' I rejectboth,
and put them into a hive furnished except the metal rabbet in the exwith wired frames of foundation. tracting supers. I have tested metal
Twenty-one days later, again drive rabbets thoroughly since 1871."
the bees from the box-hive— destroy
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus
the queen accompanying this second
" I prefer metal rabbets, as they
driven colony,' and unite the bees
with the bees first driven out. Ex- greatly facilitate the handling of the
tract the honey from the box-hive, frames. As to metal corners, they are
and melt the combs into wax for detrimental in many ways."
making more foundation."
1^~ The sfcond annual meeting of the Des
H. R. BoARDMAN replies thus
:

Query, No. 47 What is the best method
of shading hives from the sun ?— N. J.

We

':

;:: :::

the best.

:

:

'

—

:

—

;

;

:

'

:

;

'

pieces nailed crosswise of the

board prevents warping, and keeps
the board just the proper distance

from the hive."

James Heddon replies as follows
" I much prefer a quick, readily-adjustable shade. My hives front east,
and

I use a shade-board 2x.'? feet, its
length running lengthwise with the
hive. It projects equally beyond each
end, and all its extra width is given to
the southern side. It is held in place
by a stone weighing about 1-5 lbs. I
can manipulate this stone and shade
in less time than I can handle or get
around any other fixture for the purpose. I never saw any style of hive
which I should not want shaded
during a part of the year, and exposed
to the sun at other times."

:

'

"

Drum

out the

bees at the com-

mencement of the honey-season, and
hive them upon foundation the same
as a new swarm upon the old stand
be sure and get the queen. Remove
the old colony to a new stand, and
drum out the balance of the bees when
hatched from the brood, and unite
them with the new colony use the
honey to feed up the new colony, and
melt up the combs into wax."
;

Frames Crosswise

to the Entrance.

Moines (^oimtv (Iowa) Bee-Keepers' Associabe' held at the Court House in
Burlington. Iowa, on April '^8, 1885, at 10
All interested are cordially invited to
a. m.
attend and make tlie meeting as profitable as
possible. All implements of the apiary sent
tion, will

will be exhibited at the
meeting, and will be disposed of or returned,
John Nah, Sec.
as the owner directs.

to the Secretary

1^" The Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second meeting at
La Favette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in
June. 188.1. All who are interested are in-

E. J. Hadlev, Sec.
attend.
" If the vited to
G. W. Dbmaree answers
Query, No. 48.— What are the advantages combs in the box-hives are good ones,
J^~ The Central Illinois Bee-Keepers' As(if any) when the frames run crosswise to the
then, decidedly, the method given in sociation will meet at Jacksonville, III., at 10
entrance ?— Riverside.
the standard works on bee-culture, is a. m., on Saturday, May 2, 1885.
Wm. Camm, Sec.
the best
but if the combs are verj
jAJtES Heddon answers thus
" Practicallv there is none, as regards old and crooked, it will pay best to diI^" The spring meeting of the Cortland
the bees. Though they instinctively vide the bees into hives with full Union
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
build the other way, praofcically we sheets of foundation, as described by in Cortland, N. Y., on May 12, 188.=;.
W. H. Beach, Sec.
Mr. Heddon heretofore."
find no advantage in that."
:

;

;
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was honey
would or could not
there

that attempted

Explaiialor}.— The figures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those aftek, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the

in plenty ; this they
do, and the few bees

the cold weather. If
any such lliere were, must have instantly
chilled and died when they left the warm
cluster, for the honey was as cold as ice.
In all such cases I have found pollen on
the frames whereon the bees had clustered,
which was, no doubt, the cause of their
breeding.
This shows me two things,
viz

it,

iu

:

1. Bees,
when left with pollen in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring, hive, begin to breed very early in the
spring, or rather, in the winter, generally
as the time of the year may retiuire.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is about the middle of January, probably
owing to the fact that usually they tlien
located near the centre of the State named:
have their first winter flight. I say that
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east probably this is the reason, for I liave
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest; noticed that when they have their first
<>» southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
good winter flight, after real cold weather
of the State mentioned.
has set in, I invariably find brood in some
of the hives on the n«xt warm day, which
generally occurs in about 2 or 3 weeks.
This was true last year, and also this year,
Read at the Davenport Conyentioo.
as they bad a good flight on Jan. 8, and
another on Feb. 3, when they had sealed
Starvation and Bee-Diarrhea.
brood.
2. Unless there is plenty of honey near
W.M. GOO.S.
the brood-nest, they will starve with
honey in the hive. As the bees always
I wish to endorse Dr. Southwick's reon the centre frame, in the fall
marks on page 171, that the bees men- cluster
and winter, usually so close together as to
tioned died ot starvation, and that starvacluster only between from 3 to .5 beetion was the cause of the symptoms of
spaces, and as these frames are always in
diarrhea which the bees exhibited. In
the hive, they contain less honey in the
support of which I want to Kive a few
fall than the outside ones, being generally
facts as I have found them in uiy experinot more than one-half full the reason
ments and observations on bees tliat liave for this
is, that they breed in these frames
died during winter.
more or less until honey ceases to come in
Ot the many conflicting theories ad- In the fall, and, of course, they then have
vanced as the cause of our winter losses, nothing
to fill them up with, and then
1 think
that the " pollen theory " comes
what they do contain is always the first
the nearest to the principal cause of loss,
consumed. About the middle of January
though in an indirect way, and not as the queen lays In the empty part of these
some would have us believe that is, not frames, and the bees cluster closely around
for the reason that it causes diarrhea, but
the brood, and always consume the honey
because by its use In a natural, and in itnear the brood-nest first and those that
self harmless, way, it may, by the combibreed much, are more liable to get short
nation of circumstances, become the cause
of honey on these frames. Such as conof the most terrible loss. 1 speak of polsume nuKh honey, or had too short an
len as an indirect cause of loss, for the
allowance in the fall, will have consumed
reason thatthe final result may be changed
all the lioney within reach of the cluster
without removing the principal causein a short time after they begin to breed
pollen.
if the weather is so cold that the bees
When I first read of the " pollen theory," and
are unable to move around in search of
in the fall of 1881, 1 decided to take out all
food, they will have nothing to eat or to
the pollen in my five hives, and note the
the brood, as the cluster will not
effect.
As my hives were used for pro- feed
move from its position, and the result is
ducing extracted honey, I did not have
with plenty of
much dlllHculty in selecting combs which that they die of starvation
their reach. This would
contained no pollen, and as the combs honey just out of
not be the case if we had occasional warm
were new, 1 could hold them iu the light
for they would carry enough honey
and see the pollen. Not having quite days,
reach to last a few days but if
enough full frames which contained no within
the weather remains cold enough for bees
pollen, to winter tliem on, 1 took enougli
to cluster, they will be lost this does not
partially filled ones and fed sugar syrup,
usually happen before the latter part of
and not one of the 5 colonies reared any
first part of March, and it
brood until they could gather pollen from February or the
may happen even later, if the weather rethe maple trees, being from a month to
mains cold enough for the bees to cluster.
six weeks later than the time when my
Bees have died early in this section this
neighbors' bees began to work on the
pollen. So far as 1 could see, the only year, doubtless owing to the fact that we
benefit to be derived from taking away the had scarcely any fall Jioney, and, of
pollen was, that the bees would not breed course, this left the frames that contained
brood during the fall, with very little
without It.
In the spiing of 1881 1 made a discovery honey and tlien the winter has been so
proving to my mind that starvation was cold, thus causing the bees to consume
the cause of diarrhea, but I decided to say more honey to Keep up the required
All who did not feed
nothing about it to any one until I should amount of heat.
collect such evidence as could leave no their bees plentifully last fall, will have
lost heavily during the winter.
Very
doubt in my conclusions.
During the winter of 1882-83, I exam- strong colonies generally winter the best,
as
they
more
cover
frames,
or
cluster
beined 2 colonies of bees that had died during.the latter part of February, 183.3. They tween more bee-spaces this brings them
were just as they had died, and I had a nearer to the outside of the hive where
good chance to see the cause, which was there is more honey if there are beethe same In each case. The dead bees spaces or winter passages over the frames,
were still between the frames, and many the cluster will move back on all the
of them still clustered over the brood that frames at the same time.
they would not leave, though death had
To explain more fully
Suppose that
stared tlien\ in the face, for there was not we had a colony of bees wherein the two
a cell of honey within reach of the cluster; centre combs contained but very little
by leaving the brood to die they might honey, say about one-third full, and the
easily have moved to some other part of next combs on either side were almost full
the hive during the first warm day, where of honey and that the bees clustered on

©

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;
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the bees on the two cennot move back any
two outside combs,
showing that those on the outside combs
must pass the honey to those on the centre frame, thus enabling them to keep the
cluster altogether instead of .scattering it,
as would be the case if those that clustered
on the centre frames moved back as fast
as they consumed what honey was on
those combs without any help from those
on the outside combs, as those on the outside combs would move back only so fast
as they consumed the honey. This shows
the advantage of a large colony over a
small one, in this respect; for, suppose
that we had 2 colonies of bees to prepare
for winter, both having an equal amount
of honey and pollen, namelj', four frames
one-third full in the centre, and four full
ones, two on either side of the four empty
ones, and suppose that one colony was so
weak that it could only cluster in three
bee-spaces, and as there would be almost
as many bees clustered in these tliree beespaces as there would be between the
same number of bee-Spaces in the stronger
one, and as they would consume the honey
only between these tliree bee-spaces, they
would have to move back on these three
frames much faster than the stronger colony that would cover 5 or 6 bee-spaces.
If the weather were still cold enough for
bees to cluster, the weaker one would
die of starvation and diarrhea, and the
stronger one would still be in a healthy
condition. For this rea.son I should advise putting Hill's device over the frames,
or making holes through the combs, so
that the bees in one bee-space can more
readily communicate with the rest of the
cluster, for although, they always have a
bee-space between the quilt or honeyboard, and the top of the frames, by using
Hill's device
it
makes the bee-space
all

tre

four frames

;

frames would

faster than those on the

and keeps them in communication
with each other.
From the above, some may get the iraEresslon that bees never starve without
rood in the hive this is generally, though
not always, the case, as I have seen several
colonies this winter that died of starvation and diarrhea without brood in the
hive; but this is easily accounted for as
they were not very strong, and could not
cluster in many bee-spaces or cover many
frames of honey, and as very little if any
honey came in after the bees slackened
up in breeding last fall, the frames on
which they clustered contained but little
honey and the weather was unusually
protracted cold during tlie month of January that they could not have moved the
cluster to the other frames even if they
had been so inclined. I have never seen
larger,

;

;

a case where the cluster moved their position to other frames than the ones on
which they clustered in the fall, even
though they got out the honey on those
frames.
1 can easily see why the pollen theory
was advanced, for in every case that I
have seen, where bees have died in winter, 1 found pollen on the the frames on
whicli the bees had clustered, and as tliehoney that had covered the pollen in the
fall had all been taken out, and as there
was still plenty of honey in the outsiile
frames, and as all showed signs of diarrliea,

what

is

more

natural, at

first

sight,

than to conclude that the bees had died
with the diarrhea ? This was jumping at
a conclusion, for the honey on the frames
on which the bees had clustered, had all
been used, and the cluster of bees could
not move to the frames nearer the outside
of the hive, in very cold weather.
That starvation is the real cause of winfor
ter loss and diarrhea, I have no doubt
several times in the latter part of February, on a warm day, I have found several colonies bavins hut little honey and,
last year, a few that had none in the
frames on which they were clustered,
:

;
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Knowing what the

result would be if the ft'ames ; and it these frames are not full facts
weather remained cold enough for bees to of honey, 1 feed enough sugar syrup to been

cluster a week at a time, if 1 left them in
that condition, I moved two of the outside
combs that were full of honey, next to
those that contained brood, one on either
side, so that the bees must then also cover
a part of the fame of sealed honey ; doubtless this saved the life of the bees, as the

Before feeding,

arrange the

them.
frames as I want them in winter, and if the
colony is small, I leave only frames
enough for them to entirely cover, and put
in a division-board ; then 1 give them from
two quarts to a gallon of syrup at a time,
according to the amount required, and
frames on which the bees were clustered they fill the combs so quickly that it does
contained brood and also pollen, and in not start breeding, as would be the case
fact were in every respect the same as if I fed a little at a time.
those 1 had seen that had died of diarrhea
After all the frames have been arranged
fill

I

to my satisfaction, 1 place Hill's device
claim that the moving of the over them, and over this a blanket of
did
save
the
from
frames
not
bees
death coarse coffee-sacking to prevent the bees
by diarrhea, but that the cleansing flight from gnawing tlirough, then fill the top
they had on the warm day on which I story with sawdust, and as I have a large
changed the combs saved their life. auger hole in each gable end of the cover
On the same day a neiglibor having lost of the hive, this draws all the moisture
several colonies, had but two left, and into the straw, as I find the straw damp
these also had a flight, and were then in a and moldy in the spring, and the lower
normal condition. After this warm day story dry and sweet. They are then ready
we had about a week of cold weather, to withstand the coldest winter on the
cold enough for bees to cluster, and then summer stands. By this plan bees will
another warm day, when both of them winter in the coldest weather on the sumwere dead. The cleansing flight they had mer stands and not feeze. I have winon the first warm day, did not save them, tered several small colonies that were late
and they died of starvation and diarrhea. swarms, in single-walled hives on the
On examining them 1 found tlie combs in summer stands, and unprotected, when it
every respect similar to mine on the first was .31° below zero. Tlie wind was so
warm day, as both had consumed all the strong that I had to tie the covers down,
honey on the frames, on which tliey were and screw the entrance-blocks down, and
clustered ; both had pollen and brood on they came through in good condition ;
those frames, and i doubt not, had he in tact they seemed stronger in the spring
placed two of the outside combs next to than they were in the fall.
the brood, they would not have died, nor
Davenport, Iowa.
would they have liad the diarrhea.
I believe that this ditficulty can usually
be prevented by removing ail the pollen',
For the American Bee JournaL
lor, as my experiment .sliowed, they will
not breed without pollen, and the result
The Causes of Bee-Diarrhea.
is, that they consumed not more than twothirds as much honey. Again
Suppose
W. J. DAVIS.
a colony when breeding, liad a certain
number of frames on which the bees were
The past winter has tested the
clustered, and that these frames contained
honey enough to last them three months, power of endurance in animal life.
this same colony, when not breeding, The long continuance and severity of
would consume but from one-half to two- the cold must necessarily have prothirds of this same amount during the duced heavy losses of bees in most of
same length of time, and, of course, in- the Northern States.
But out of
stead of lasting only three months, it
would last from i}4 to G months, thus those losses some lessons of instrucbringing them safely through the winter, tion should be gathered. I think that
when, if breeding, they would have scieutilic apiarists are agreed that
usually not one, but a combination of
starved long before.

and starvation.

Some may

:

The preceding autumn had

:

warm and

dry,

and

plant-lice

accumulated in large numbers, particularly on beech trees. They exuded a dark, sweetish, bitter liquid
which was collected and stored by
the bees. The absence of beech trees
in this locality gave me a happy release from that trouble. But Mr. M.
K. Wing, of Chautauqua County, N.
Y., brought me a bottle of the " vile
stuff," and it made me think of what
a friend said about Mitchell's patent
slippery-elm beefeed, " the smell of
it would cause a bee to vomit."
Bees
cannot be wintered in this latitude
on such " honey-dew."
In the winter and spring of 1883 I
lost, in one locality, 15 out of 23 colo3 very strong colonies that had
given the best results in surplus comb
honey during the previous summer
were the first to die. They had stored
all their good honey in the supers,
and they had put fall honey in the
brood-combs, after the removal of the
surplus-boxes and I have reason to
believe that it was largely from the
blossoms of the boneset, recommended by Prof. Cook, in the second
edition of his Manual, as a honey
plant. There was considerable boneset in bloom in that locality in the
autumn of 1882, and but little else. I
am satisfied in my own mind that it
was not the so-called honey-dew.
There is no boneset near my home
apiary, and my bees at home had no
diarrhea that spring.
Last fall I brought all my bees
home to winter part of them were
brought Qve miles in a spring wagon.
I moved them as it suited my con-

nies

;

;

;

venience—the first load on Aug. 9,
and the last was brought home' on
Oct. 18. From Nov. 6 to Nov. 20, 100
colonies were put in a cellar under my
house, and 100 in a wintering-house
(above ground).

One colony has died

and several more have it
pretty badly. Every colony so afI should not recommend the wintering causes produce destructive bee-diarfected was among the last brought
of bees without pollen for the following rhea. Good food, and plenty of it,
reasons: 1. Unless in new combs, you can- pure air in abundance, and protection home. There is not the slightest sign
not see or take out all of the pollen, for the from extremes of heat and cold, are of diarrhea among any that were at
bees cover it with honey and then seal it
over and if they have only a little they
will breed just as much; and (he same
would be the result as if all the pollen
;

were
2.

left in.

When

the pollen

is

left

in,

the bees

much stronger in the spring than
they will when not allowed to breed, and
will be

think it pays.
1 usually prepare my bees for winter
during the first week in October, leaving
only as many frames as the bees can well
cover, taking out those nearly empty,
which are generally near the centre of tlie
leaving such of the centre
hive, and
frames as contain brood, which I generally
find to be from one to three, according to
strength of the colony. If some of the
sirjnger colonies have more brood than I
then care for them to have, I place them
in such hives as have the least brood,
leaving only from two to three frames.
I never leave more than three partially
empty frames in the strongest colonies,
and only two in such as will cover less
than 7 iLangstroth frames. I prefer these
centre frames to be two-thirds full of
honey, and the balance full of sealed
honey. I then place the full frames next
to the partially empty ones, putting half
of them on either side, my object in so
doing being that when the bees cluster, a
part of the cluster must cover these full
I

important conditions of
health. Bees do survive severe winters vphen the food and ventilation
are right. They may survive with
poor food, if the winter is mild
enough to allow of frequent flights.
In this latitude we may reasonably
expect plenty of cold weather mild
three very

;

winters are the exception. Hence, if
we expect success in wintering, the
first question to be decided is, the
quality and quantity of winter stores ;
and, second, that condition of temperature and ventilation which will
allow of five months of continement,
if the winter be of that character to
require it.
I have had experience both in the
past and present, with bee-diarrhea,
and the present experience prompts
this article, and with tlie hope of
throwing some light on the subject, I
propose to give that experience.
About 12 or 13 years ago a very
great mortality of bees occurred,
taking every bee in some apiaries,
and once since, a mortality nearly as
great. An analysis of the case so far
as could be reached, revealed these

of diarrhea,

home during

the season, or those

first

brought home. There was boneset in
that locality none here. I have lost
3 colonies by starvation (with honey
;

in the hives, but they failed to reach

and no sign of diarrhea with
them hence starvation does

it),

either of

;

not always produce diarrhea.
Another cause of bee-diarrhea is
Mr. Langsunseasonable breeding.
troth says in his work, that the queens
in Januearly
begin to" deposit eggs
ary, and I am quite sure that he is
correct. But suppose all queens do
begin to lay at that time, the amount
of brood produced depends on the encouragement given the queen by the
bees. The presence of pollen in the
hive would, as a matter of course,
incline the bees to brood-rearing, and
as the cells within the cluster become
filled with brood, the bees are unable
to pack as closely as when each cell
can hold an adult bee hence the
ability to resist cold is diminished,
and a feeling of unrest seizes the colony
large quantities of food are
eaten, and the result is diarrhea. In
the absence of pollen, or any substi;

;
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therefor, bees will not, and I more extensive use as food, both on
might say cannot, rear brood. What the table and in the preparation of
the further developments of the the pastry, to the exclusion of the grossly
past winter raay be, before the bees adulterated sweets upon the markets;
can have a cleansing flight, I cannot and also that it should no more be
say. The ground here (March 25) is considered a luxury than sugar, etc.
still covered with snow and ice.
On There is no reason why honey cannot
ten mornings this month, the mer- be made as staple an article of comcury has been at or below zero on merce as sugar, and also that it
March 21 it was 20-" below, and at no should not be produced and put upon
time, I think, has it been above 34° in the market at a price to bring it

231

tute

;

the shade.
Youngsville,N3 Pa.

within the reach of the poorer class
of consumers.

ror tbo American Bee Journal.

Over-Productioii— Marketing Honey.
A. D.

STOCKING.

On page 88, Mr. Heddon brings forward nothing to disprove the ideas
which I advanced on page 55, but
simply says that " in a few years he
will see the error of his ideas," etc.
If I am wrong I have good company,
for I notice that several abler writers

than l,have given the same views that
I have with regard to over-production
and the honey market and his reference to the market reports only
proves the correctness of my views as
to the fallacy of sending all our
honey to large market centers. Prob;

ably 80 per cent, of the honey sent to
Chicago has to find its market within
the city, and not 20 per cent, enters
into the country markets; and it is
probably about the same with all
other large honey centers. I may be
in error as to this, but one thing is
certain, but very little honey finds its
way into the country from these large
honey centers, and this being the
case, it is an easy matter to overstock
the market and depress prices.
1 have always contended that " supply and demand " control the markets
for all products, and honey is no exception. I also claim that there can
never in fact be such a thing as overproduction in any thing until that
product is brought within the reach
of every consumer of the same. All
commercial products have their large
central markets, and from these are
distributed all over the country, by
representatives of these several markets, and thus a market is created.
Not so with our honey it is sent to
some central market, and but little
effort is made to extend the market
into the country. Who has ever seen
a rejiresentative of the honey market
soliciting orders through the country V
I never have.
I am well aware that honey is not a
" modern commodity," and I am also
aware that history teaches us that
honey was used by the ancients as a
common article of food, and that extensively, and that it v.'as a staple
article of commerce. I realize that
" honey is a luxury forever," and it is
one of the best God-given luxuries
ever bestowed upon the human
family. But it is no more a luxury
than sugar, syrups, tea, coffee, and
many other things that are looked
upon as necessaries. I do not think
that the people need educating so
much as to the qualities of honey as
to the benefits to be derived from its
;

It is too true that the people conlarge quantities of the adulterated sweets to the exclusion of honey,
and it will continue so long as the
people who are aware of the adulterations and their evil effects upon the
human system, continue to buy and
use the same and take no steps to
stop the manufacture and sale of these
adulterations.
The bee-papers are
doing all they can to this end, but
they are read by but a small part of
the people, and but little is seen in
the general newspapers about the
matter.
I believe that if the beekeepers throughout the country would
unite their efforts, and through our
organizations and conventions adopt
measures to have this question presented fully to the people through the
newspapers, both city and country,
that very soon so strong a sentiment
will be created that our legislatures
will be compelled to enact the necessary laws to put a stop to this nefarious business, and its sale must be
prohibited as well as its manufacture
and I believe that in no other way can
they do more to advance their own

sume

;

interests than in this direction.
I

have not been through as many

stages of bee keeping as

many

others,

and never expect to I am only a
student as yet, and not a teacher. I
have read and studied a great deal
with my eyes open, and have learned
a great deal, and expect to learn a
great deal more from the reports and
;

experiments of

our old leaders.

I

think that there is a great deal to be
learned yet, and some things yet to be
learned by the graduates in the science
of bee-keeping. There is more theory
and speculation advanced than is es
essential to successful bee-keeping,and
many of the young bee-keepers can
lead the older ones in some things,
and I think that their views and observations should not be ignored or
ridiculed. Many of the
pupils
have accomplished results which are
surprising, and contrary to the theory
of many of the older ones, and I hope
none of them will be deterred from
expressing themselves through the
periodicals, from fear of the criticisms of the older heads for it is an
old saying that " a child can ask questions that a wise man cannot answer."
I simply present my ideas for the
benefit of others, believing that there
is no one but can present something
that will be beneficial and of interest
to some other one.
Ligonier, (^ Ind.

AUG

For the American Bee Journal.

How my

Bees

Have Wintered,

REV. M. MAHIN,

D.

etc.

1).

Last fall I had 37 colonies of Syrian
and Italian bees, which I prepared for
winter as follows
made winter
I
passages in all the combs, so that the
bees could pass through from side to
side without going under or around
the combs. As my frames have topbars one inch wide, I put square
wooden strips about
of an inch
square between the top-bars, so as to
make the tops of the frames close
fitting but these pieces were put in
rather loosely so that a little air could
pass through between them and the
top-bars.
Then I spread about a
square yard of burlap or coffee-sacking over the section-case on the top of
the hive, and letting ihe cloth bag
down into the case, I tilled it half full
or more with sawdust or chaff and
folding the edges of the cloth over
the sawdust or ch^ff, I then put the
cap on. There is no packing around
the bodies of the hives, all of which
front to the north, though if I could
have done so without too much
trouble, I would have preferred to
have them front to the south in the
The entrances have been
winter.
carefully kept open.
:

%

;

;

The result of this management is,
that there have been no accumulations of frost and ice in the hives,
notwithstanding the exceptional severity of the weather and if it had
not been that two strong colonies
consumed all of their stores, and
perished with hunger, I would have
lost only one colony out of 37. The
34 that are left are, on the whole, in
good condition. I have never before
had so good success in a very cold
winter.
My method of wintering
may not be the best, but with me it is
a success, and I am content with it.
I think that most of the bees owned
by the small beekeepers in this region are dead. One has lost 4 out of 5
colonies, and another who had about a
half dozen, has lost all. I have not
heard from those who make some pretense of taking care of bees as they
ought to be taken care of.
;

have been supplying myself with a
very cheap and convenient beefeeders, by taking mutilated fruitcans, and melting the tops off. All
that is needed now, is to tie a piece
of thin muslin over the mouth of each
can, after filling it with honey or
syrup, and it is ready for business.
I

lot of

Now lay a couple of

small sticks across
the top- bars of the frames, and invert
the feeder on them, and pack something around and over it to keep the
warmth in, put on the cap, and your
bees can " snap their fingers " at
hunger and frosty nights. Four of
my colonies that were short of stores
are in that condition at this hour.
more costly feeder has some advantage over this, perhaps, but the difference in the cost is greater than the
difference in the value. Almost every
The Mahoning Valley Bee -Keepers' family has plenty of old fruit-cans
Association, will hold its next meeting- at
Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May 28, that can be utilized in this way. Glass
1885.
fruit jars answer very well if the upE. W. Turner, Sec.
;

^^

A

—
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per story of the hive is high enough
to cover them.
Honey being so scarce last fall, I
wintered several of my colonies principally on sugar syrup, and I find

as I left home, " Let them stay there
until noon, and perhaps they, too, will
revive."
Sure enough, they did revive, and when I went home at night
I liberated the queen, and after keepthem ,now among my best colonies. ing them in a warm place for 3 or 4
I have often wintered my bees in days, I again placed them on the sumthat way, sometimes having no honey mer stand where they are now doing
in the hive, and I have always had well and thus my valued queen is
them to winter well. I have never saved.
put anything into the syrup to keep it
The colony had become quite weak,
from granulating. If it is sealed up and the hive was by mistake left open
in the combs, it will not granulate ; in front and at the honey-board, or,
at least it never has for me. I prefer perhaps, they would not have become
the pure syrup, without any mixture, chilled as they did. After restoring
and I think that the bees do also.
this colony, I tried the experiment on
New Castle,o+ Ind.
the other one that seemed to be dead,
and to my surprise I succeeded in restoring its valuable queen to life, but
For the American Bee Journal.
I could only revive a very few of the
bees. I found another colony which
Bees Apparently Dead, etc.
was queenless. into which I introduced this queen, and she is likewise
I. p. WILSON.
;

How

doing well.

I put about 30 colonies of bees into
cellar early in last December, and
left 12 colonies on the summer stands.
One-half of those in the cellar are
dead, and only one of those left out-

my

in

this

torpid

long they had been
I do not

condition,
know but one of them, I
had been so for 24 hours.

am

;

sure,

Burlington, o, Iowa.

doors has survived the winter. None
For tbe American Bee Jourcil.
died from starvation, as an abundance
ot honey was left with nearly all the
Is Pollen Fed to Larval Beesi
colonies that died. I should not have
called it honey, for it does not deserve
J. RUTHERFORD.
that name. I did not use or sell a
On page 134, Mr. G. M. Doolittle
Eound of the honey gathered at my
ome apiary, last summer. The bees makes a feeble reply to my " Hard
in this locality worked on honey-dew Nut to Crack," on page 60 in fact,
the greater part of the time, and it the one statement coututes the other.
was entirely unfit for use.
The question at issue is, " Do bees in
I had 12 colonies in the country the larval state eat pollen V"
On page
where white clover and basswood •5, in the second paragraph, Mr. Doo"
were abundant, and where honey- little says
Right here I wish to
dew was scarcely noticed, and these say that whenever I use the word
gathered most luscious honey. These pollen, I use it in the sense of beebees wintered well, and have come bread which is stored in a solid mass
out in good condition ; while those in the cells." I want no better defisupplied with honey-dew nearly all nition of the word pollen, and I acdied with the diarrhea, leaving the cept it without further explanation.
hives in a sickening condition.
He then says " The first fact to
For years I have wintered my bees which I wish to call the reader's atin a cellar especially made for that tention, as bearing on this winter
purpose, and have rarely if ever lost a question, is, that the intestines of the
colony, and so the depleted condition newly hatched bee are filled with polof my apiary, this spring, is an unusal len when it emerges from the cell in
thing with me, and is quite disheart- fact this pollen can be easily seen by
ening.
the naked eye, in the iarva, before it
My bees were taken out of the cel- is sealed over in the cell." Such a
lar about the middle of March, and statement is simply imaginary, and,
on the day following it turned cold, no doubt, the whole article was built
the mercury fell to -5^ below zero, and upon a wrong foundation
because
a strong, cold wind prevailed for sev- bees do not eat pollen in the larval
eral days.
At length a mild day state.
came, and I passed around hastily to
Again, in the second paragraph, on
" From many carepeep at my 16 remaining colonies, page 134, he says
when, to my sorrow, I found two of ful observations regarding the food of
them apparently dead, and one of larval bees, I have been led to believe
these contained my choicest queen
that such food was composed of about
one which $20 would not tempt me to two parts honey or saccharine matter,
part with. I carried the hive into my four parts pollen, or flour when used
kitchen, and looked carefully for the in early spring for a substitute,' and
beautiful queen, so as to take one one part of water, the whole being
more lingering look at her. I at length taken into the stomach of the bee
found her and held her my warm and formed into chyme, after which
hand for perhaps 1.5 minutes, when, it was given to the larval bees in the
to my surprise, I saw her quiver, and cream-like form as we see it in the
a moment later she commenced to cells." There is quite a difference in
move, I put her into a cage, which I his two statements, and I am glad
then placed into my vest pocket, and that he is coming nearer the truth,
carried her all day, and by night she and I hope that after he has read this
was perfectly restored. In my haste article he will not only recede from
I had left the apparently dead colony his former statement, but will bein the kitchen near the stove, saying. come a convert to scientific truth.
;

:

:

;

;

:

Allow me to analyze the food of
larval bees, and see if we can trace
any of Mr. D's detailed ingredients
which he supposed form the food of
the larval bees.
I now propose to show that his last
statement is as imaginary as the first,
and that no trace ot his different ingredients, and especially pollen, can
be found.

German
tenths

Dr. DonhofE, an eminent

authority, says that nineof the larval food contains

albumen and flbrine, and
makes the following tests in support

animal

of this statement
1. "If
the jelly be treated with
ether and water, the pure substance
alone will remain this is whitish,
translucent and elastic, having all the
appearances of coagulated albumen
;

and

fibrine.
" If the jelly dries up in a royal
cell (as is the
case particularly in
queenless and drone-producing colonies, where the l)ees undertake to
2.

queen from a drone larva,
which invariably perishes in the process), it becomes transformed into a
tough, j'ellow, transparent mass like
that into which proteine substances
rear a

are converted.
3. " If the wax and sugar be extracted from tlie jelly, by ether and
water, and a solution of sulphate of
copper be added to the residuum, oxide of copper will be precipitated by
caustic potash ; but the solution will
retain the blue color of the salt.
4. " The
mass remaining, after
treating the
jelly with ether and
water, will be completely dissolved by
solution
of
caustic
potash, assuming
a
a faint yellow tinge, and on the addi-

tion of muriatic acid, will emit an
odor resembling that of sulphureted
hydrogen.
" Ingredients present in minute

quantities only, are
1. Wax. When
I treated the jelly with ether and
water, there remained an evaporation
:

—

by heat a white mass having an
unctuous feel, and which, when
warmed, rendered paper transparent

and glossy. 2. Sugar. When the
was digested in water holding
sulphate of copper in the solution, the
addition of caustic potash produced
yellow precipitate.
3. No
trace of
pollen or starch could be detected by
employing the usual re-agent the
presence of albumen
and fibrine
shows that the jelly is an animal
secretion, and should be designated
by some more appropriate name. It
seems probable that the secretion is
effected by a glaud in the gullet, or
oesophagus, since jelly is never found
in the stomach of the bee."
I may also add the names of Dzierzon and Prof. Von Siebold as holding
the same view, that the food of the
larva is an animal secretion, and that
pollen enters in no way into the food
of the larvse. I would also add that
it is impossible for the young bees in
the larval state to eat pollen, because
the digestive organs are not complete;
consequently all the food taken by the
larval bees must be higher concentrated food, and not fed as some of
our scientific bee-keepers would have
us to understand, but they simply absorb the food placed within the cell.
jelly

;

:
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Cook classes all larval insects animals and I may also state, that
which is simply erroneous, and milk is the only single article of
on page 63 of his Manual, he says natural food that serves to support
" The larvie of insects are voracious the animal body. The food of the
eaters— indeed, their only work seems larva is purely an animal secretion,
to be to eat and grow fat. As the en- and cannot possibly contain pollen in
tire growth occurs at this stage, their any sense of the word, as the change
gormandizing habits are the more ex- is perfect from the raw material to
cusable. I have often been aston- the life-giving fluid.
Prof.

;

alike,

:

ished at the
insects in

amount

of food that the

many breeding

Scrauton,ot Pa.

very misleading, because there is not the least
similarity between the larva of the
honey-bee and the larva of the cabbage butterfly, silkworm, etc. The
larva of the honey-bee never voids,
never consumes any raw material,
and lives sparingly and exclusively
on a milk diet, and pollen is only consumed by the bees in a perfect state.
Now the larva of the cabbage butterIt lives exfly is just. the reverse.
clusively on the raw material, eats
twice its weight every day, and voids
freely, as every lover of that vegetable
knows ; but in a perfect state it eats

For the American Bee JoumsL
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Wintering Bees.
J,

W. BAYARD.

While the honey-bee was created to
and propagate in a warm and
genial clime, civilization and commerce has forced it into higher latitudes where it comes in contact with
Its physical
frost, snow and ice.
make-up is so fiercely assailed that it
becomes a marvel even in the hands
of our most profound experts. Translive

please, the Esquimau
if you
with the Hottentot, and each will
no raw material, and lives exclusively sigh for his native land, and speedily
upon the sweets gathered from the succumb to climatic influences. Naflowers, and only makes its appear- ture has been warped the normal
ance on tlie cabbage leaves, and de- conditions of the bee have been vioposits its eggs. Again, the Professor lated, and now we are seeking for a
" The food is composed of pol- remedy for our manifold troubles.
says
len and honey— certainly of pollen,
The winter of 1855-56 will long be
for I have repeatedly proved that remembered by
old settlers, as a
without pollen no brood will be period in the history of the honeyreared." And again " The functions bee. Peach trees were all killed, and
of bee-bread is to help furnish the many cherry trees burst open with
brood with proper food in fact, brood- the frost. No flight was possible for
rearing would be impossible without the bees for more than 12 weeks outit."
door wintering then being the order
Now, while we must acknowledge of the day. At that time! had 7 colour indebtedness to Prof. Cook, for onies in box-hives, conditioned as
the many points and incentives he follows
Six were placed on a wide,
has given us, and the interest which thick plank (called a " bee-bench ")
he has taken in bee-culture generally, close together, and protected only on
and the west by a tight board fence. All
merits an enviable position
while 1 acknowledge his power and the practical ventilation was 3 or 4
tne
bee-keepers
of V-shaped openings called " fly-holes."
among
influence
America, I must, in honor to the When the first thaw of spring came
truth of which we are all in search, inviting the bees to take a flight, not
call the above quotation in question. one bee responded to the invitation.
It is quite evident tliat the Professor Upon
examination, I found them
has written from fancy or precon- largely piled on the bottom-board.
ceived notions of old-time bee-keep- The walls of the hive were dripping
ers, instead of personal observation, with water, and the combs were all
for he has fallen into the natural wet and moldy— all indicating the
blunder of supposing the food of the worst possible phase of bee-diarrhea,
larva to be simply bee-bread, because being the result of excessive cold,
great quantities are consumed during long confinement and bad ventilation.
brood-rearing, and consequently it
Now, we will notice colony No. 7,
must be fed to the bees in the larval as I had but that one left. It was sushe
has
repeatedly
he
says
state, as
pended upon a rack by cleats screwed
Eroven, without pollen no brood will to the sides of the hive. The bottom
e reared. Such an assertion is hardly of the hive was cut slanting with the
circumstantial evidence.
bottom-board suspended on wires,
One may as well say, -and with as leaving a full ineli space all around
much truth, that because the cow con- for ventilation, and rolling off dead
sumes great quantities of hay, tur- bees and chippings from tlie body of
nips, etc., during her gestation, that the hive. This principle was once
her young must be fed on the same patented, and has one very important
raw materials. Now, we all know feature— that of copious ventdation.
that the cow produces milk from the No disease ever invaded this colony
raw material to supply her young to decimate its ranks or destroy its
with the necessary food, and that ber vigor. During 19 years of consecuyoung lives exclusively on milk. So tive bee-life, it sent forth 17 prime
the mature bee consumes pollen, swarms and produced 16 boxes of
This
honey and water to produce milk for honey of 26 pounds each.
the larval bee. This food contains, as amount of honey is insignificant when
I have already shown, flbrine, al- compared with modern methods of
bumen, caseine, sugar and salt, which obtaining surplus, but in those days
is identical with the milk of other we never worked our bees for profit.

pose,

;

:

:

;

;

:

;

In

adopted the Langstroth
use, and I found
advantages in its copious enI

18.58

liive for

many

my own

trance, 10x% inches, in the way of
keeping the
impurities,
expelling
combs and cluster dry, and permitting
the foul gases to escape without upward ventilation. In truth, I am al-

most

full

in

with

sympathy

Clarke's theory of

downward

Mr.

ventila-

tion, but not so with his hibernation

cases would

consume."

Now, such a statement
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consider entirely
theory, which I
No cluster of bees ever
mythical.
hibernated, and never will, according
to his own definition of " complete or
partial torpor." When bees cluster
for winter, they not only obey the
laws of nature, but accomplish the
imperative duty of self-preservation.
In cold weather, all stores consumed
by a colony is carried or kept in the centre of the cluster where it is not only
kept warm, but convenient for immediate use. When the mercury vibrates
below zero, great activity prevails
within the cluster, and larger quantities of honey are consumed to keep up
the animal heat, and to raise the temperature in the hive. This is why
more honey is required for out-door
than in-door wintering and this is
why there is so much non- activity
among bees that are contending
against the element, than those enjoying a temperature of 45-' beyond
the reach of frost and snow.
If Mr. Clarke desires to make his
hibernation theory a success, he
should be careful, after manipulating the honey-bee into a state of profound torpor as on page 760 of "the
Bee Journal for 1884, he requires
the same honey-bee to rise upon its
tip-toes in the cluster and fan out the
cold air in the hive as they fan it in
in the summer, thereby regulating
the temperature. This may do very
well for kite flying, but it will cause
a visible smile on the face of every
practical bee-man in the land.
;

;

Athens, o- Ohio.
For the American Bee
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Hibernation or Quietude, Which ?

JAMES m'NEILL,

(110—320).

am

glad to leani tlirougli the article en" A WouUl-be Critic," on page 148,
that the purpose which I had in view, in
I
titled

my

on page

ai-ticle

39, lias

been

at

least

partially accomplislied. In tlie first place
1 felt that tlie dignity of reading bee-keepa protest be made
ers demanded that

faiust the mental pabulum with wliicli
In tlie second
r. Clarke was feeding us.
place, it appeared to me tliat I would be
doing Mr. Clarke, no less than bee-keepers
if I should present tlie
subject ill sucli a light as would lead liim
to take a more rational view of the importance of his discovery and to this end I
endeavored to hold the mirror up before
him, that tlie prayer of Burns might be an-

generally, a service

;

swered
"

in

liis

l)ehalf

Oh wad some power the glf tie gle us
To see oursel's as others see us
It wad t'rae monie a blunder free us,
And foolish notion."
!

As Mr. Clarke concedes that it would
have been " cliust as weel," if he had announced his assumed discovery in a less
excited inamier, 1 take it that he has seen
liiniself, in

liim,

a degree at

and has

profited

lea.st,

by

as others see

tlie reflection.
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" I am blamed for not makHe says
ing careful aud prolonged experiments;"
and then proceeds ti> vindicate tlie liaste
witii wliicli lie anuiiuuoed his discovery.
Evidently Mr. CliirUe lias an ambition to
shine among the lights of the bee-keeping
world, but he should remember that such
lights, to be valuable, should be reliable.
:

Fancy the cudgeling of brain with which
the student ot apiculture of some future

generation, in consulting the great lights of
our own dav, will strive to account tor the
fact that iii'the year 18Si, W. F. Clarke announced to the world as one ot the most
important discoveries which had yet been
made in apiculture, tliat bees actually pass
They must cast their rellection forwai'd as the season of winter in close quarters, or
well as backward. He who wonld lead in seclusion.
others should first make hiuiself faunliar
In concluding his article, Mr. Clarke
" One thing is certain, it (hibernawitli the roail wliii'h lies licfori' liim
for a says
high autlioritv savs that " if tlic blind lead tion) was not recognized as such, and
the blind, both shall fall into the ditch."
among the multitudinous methods ot winProf. Cook, in his Manual, page 20, while tering, was not so much as named." In
paying a tribute to Mr. A. J. Root's service correction of this assertion, I would refer
ni the advancement of apiculture, never- Mr. C. to the "Kansas Bee- Keeper" for
theless regrets " that he often so stoutly April 188.3, where Mr. Heddon uses the
praises that with which he has had so brief word, and also to the Bee JouKN.VLfor
an experience, and must consequently 1879, page 378, where the word hibernate is
know so little." The same excellent au- used.
In conclusion I will say that while I
thority, in an article in " Gleanings," entitled "The Danger of Hasty Conclusions " would not pluck one leaf from the laurels
takes Mr. Hutclunsou to task for publish- of the patient, faithful, laborious investiing his seennng success in wintermg bees gator in any department of science, I am
in a clamp, so confidently. "Sucli re- not disposed to render homage to any one
ports," he says, " are premature, and mis- who appears more anxious to be crowned
lead, and do much damage. Mr. H. says than to wear his laurels worthily.
Hudson, N. Y.
that two of his neighbors are his companions in suffering. 1 doubt not that there
are scores ; for Mr. Hutchinson is an exFor the American Bee JuumaL
tensive writer, and his words have weight.
;

It

our writings
with-holdiug

me that in
too careful in

seems to

we cannot be

coiiclusioiis till a generous
number of exaui]ilcs makes a real demonstration.
Beecher is reported to liave said
that his gi'eatest fault is slopping over,' a
rude phrase, but it may well apply to some
'

of us writers." 1 would eonnuend these
words of wisdom to the consideration of
Mr. Clark, especially if he aspires to be a
leader of thought among reading beekeepers.

In replving to my assertion that he has
turnisheu no demonstrable proof that bee
" I have
hibernate, Mr. Clarke says
furnished demonstrable proof that bees
relapse into a state of torpor or semi-torpor, quiescence or dormancy."
Observe
the latitude wliich he gives himself here.
Toi-por, semi-torpor, quiescence— like the
three degrees of comparison, good, better,
best, are all-embracing. If this be liis idea
of hilieruation, we stand on common
grouiiil, and there is, on this point at least,
no contiiivcrsy between us and although
1 repudiate his implied accusation, that 1
have misrepresented his position, as merely
insisting on what bee-keepers have almost
unanimously agreed to be the normal winter condition of bees, viz
quietude, his
own words now clear me from an\- such
charge ; for quiescence and quietude are
identical in meaning, and may lie defined
as a state of rest or repose.
But this is not the idea which he attaches
to the word hibernation, for on the next
:

;

:

page he defines his position explicitly,
" 1. Bees naturally fall
where he says
into a condition of torjwr, scientifically
:

known as hibernation, during
Now, has Mr. Clarke furnished

winter."
us with
demonstrable proof that the nonnal condition of bees in winter is a state of torpor,
as contradistinguished from a state at
quietude ? Most clearly he has not. To
say that hibernation, as lastly defined bv
Mr. Clarke, is demonstrably proved beeaus'e
the bees were quiet, consumed little honey,
and came out in good condition in tlie
spring, is certainly very illogical ; for the
question still remains " Were the bees in
a state of torpor, or merely in a condition
of quietude ?
Just here I would like to raise the inquiry, wliat is the si-icntific meaning of
the word hibernation V Webster defines
hibernation, " to winter to pass the season
of winter in close quarters, or in seclusion
as birds or beasts." If this be the real
scientific meaning of the word, Mr. Clarke
has tnily made a wonderful discovery.
:

:

:

The Wintering Problem
HILAS

D.

Solved.

DAVIS.

my

I have successfully wintered
bees
for the past three winters. In 1883, I had
1883-84,
64 colonies ; in
I wintered 84 colonies ; in 1884, 1 packed in
bee-yard 109
colonies, among them 12 queen-rearing
nuclei, none of them containing over three
pints ot bees.
One of this number
starved, as there were not bees enough to
move the cluster to where there was

my

son, it serves the double purpose of stimulating bees to rear young brood for winter
use, and also to thoroughly ripen the
sugar syrup which is of the utmost importance. On no account should any but
an expert attempt late feeding which, as
a rule, is unadvisable and a detriment to
the bees.
Before the fall harvest of honey is gathered, 1 remove these combs filled with
sugar syrup, to the storehouse, and also
lift out of tfie brood-nest all of the frames
of honey that are not filled with brood, replacing them in the centre of the broodnest with empty combs or frames filled
with comb foundation. If the bees gather
a large quantity of fall honey, the beekeeper must u.se his judgment in the matter, supplying room tor surplus.

After the colonies have finished storing
honey, and the brood is all hatched, I
remove the fall honey to the storehouse,
keeping it tor another season for the
young colonies to use while rearing brood.
In place of tliis fall honey thus removed,
give combs filled with sugar syrup.
I
Upon this the colonies will feed during
the winter. As a final arrangement, 1 lay
two one-inch-square sticks crosswise over
the frames to enable the bees to pass from
one comb to another then I cover them
with two thicknesses of burlap or porous
cloth, and cover the whole with packing,
such as has been described, to the depth of
4 inches, excepting over the centre of the

fall

;

brood-nest. Thus fed and packed on the
summer stands, no colonies need be lost
during winter.
On Nov. 15, 1883, I put into the cellar a
number of colonies of bees, in old hives
with movable frames, which were fed on
sugar syrup. By some mistake one colony
was left in the cellar until June 39, 1883,
when I was informed that there were bees

in the cellar and upon examination I was
astonished to find thecolony in a perfectly
of
on
account
honey,
the steady cold healthy condition, lively, and no traces of
weather this spring. This winter I tried diarrhea, which was remarkable as the
to test the wintering qiialities of the hive colonv, which was a small one, had been
(which I call the New England No. 7), and confined about 324 days, and was removed
my method of feeding, and 1 liavf lost but from the cellar when my other bees were
one colony in that hive during the three nearly done swarming. It was amusing
years, and that was one ot the twelve to see what a grand flight they had after
;

their long winter's repose.

nuclei.

New

In this connection 1 will give my method
have been of transferring bee<. I do not transfer
ot years, and em- them until late in the fall, when the hive
bodies many and
oft-repeateci experi- is the most free from brood, and when I
ments. The hive is constructed in sec- am preparing them for winter. I then
tions, the cap, two sections and the base. drum out the bees, running them into a
The brood-nest is disconnected from the hive containing a set ot combs filled with
hive, being separated therefrom both be- sugar syrup. If there be any brood in
neath and at the sides, so that it can be the hive, I cut it out and transfer it into
removed without any disturbance of the frames, placing it in the centre of the
outer case. The space between the brood- brood-nest, after which I pack and prenest and the hive is packed during tlie en- pare the bees for winter. There are valtire year with buckwheat, India-wheat, uable features in this method.
First, one
dry sawdust, or any material that is dry is not obliged to stop during the busy seaand fine. The object of this packing is son to attend to this work. Second, as all
to protect the bees from the extremes of bee-keepers are aware, if the bees are
both heat and cold. The packing beneath transferred in the spring, and the season
the brood-nest is serviceable during win- proves a poor one, while the expert may
ter, in that it inclines the bees to seek the overcome this and build up in time for
bottom of the hive (which is the warmest winter, yet with the beginner, disastrous
part of it) instead of the top. In this results are almost certain to follow on
case, when the bees drop from the combs account of the bees not properly building
they do not die ot exposure, but finding a up in time far winter.
place among the cluster, they are warmed
While I consider strictly pure sugarand revived. It is also an advantage to syrup in combs, properly sealed, the Best
have bees at the bottom of the hive in tiling for winter stores (pure clover and
spring, as they then jirotect the brood basswood honey which are free from fall
above, from the draughts of air.
honey, are good, but more expensive), yet
In this locality, the last harvest of I wonld caution all never to allow one
honey is gathered from basswoori. As ounce of it to be placed in with the sursoon as the surplus from basswood is plus honey.
sealed, I remove it and put a set of extra
All of my bees have had a flight, and
combs in its place. I then feed strictly are in good condition. I have no frosty
pure granulated sugar syrup (in the pro- brood-nests, moldy combs, or dead bees in
portions of 4 pounds of sugar to one quart my yard. I have mastered the wintering
of water) until the combs are filled there- problem.
With proper food, fed at the
with. In preparing this food, I pour the proper time, and with a faithful manager,
water in a boiling state, upon the sugar, and a properly constructed hive, there is
and stir it until it is dissolved. Having no need of any loss among bees.
Bradford, Vt.
these combs filled at this time in the sea-

The

hive that

No. 7 hive)

employed

is

I

use (the

one upon which

for a

number

I

England

:
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tlie

in the cellar ; on Jan. 30, 13^ below zero
outside, and 4.5° above in the cellar; and
on March 30, 45° above zero outside, and

Amerloan Bee Journal

Northeastern Kentucky Convention.

48°
in Wiilton, Ky., on
Secri'tiiry ln'iiig: absent,

Met

1,

was iipiHiiiiteil .Secretary pro tern. The minutes of the previous meeting: ami also the
Treasurer's report were read and appro\'ed.
As the election of oiJicers was in order, the
President and .Secretary were re-elected until the semi-annual meeting- on Sept. ;2.'! and
24, 188.J.

The Rev. L. .loliiisim, T'rcsideiit ot Uic Kentucky State Hei'-lvcepcrs' Sneiely. reported
that the average his.-i lor llii' nortliern part
of the State during the past winter, is not
Yet the outlook for
less than 30 per cent.
bee-keeping is not discouraging, as all are
looking forward for a season of at least
average prosperity. Many questions of importance to bee-keepers were asked and answered.
All who were present were highly pleased
with a nice e.xhibit of choice comb and e.vtracted honey, being the product of Rev. L.
Johnson's tine apiary. He also had on e.vhibition some colonies in observatory hives,
showing his choice Italians and Syrio-Albino
strains

of

enough

to

lication.

Rev. L. Johnson read a very instructive
essay on " The Possibilities of Bee-Keeping

Kentucky."
President'McVean made many good,.pracand every member of the

in

tical suggestions,

Association, as well as the visitors, expressed
themselves as having been benefitted by the
meeting.
The Convention donated to the Odd Fellows' Lodge $2.00 for the use of their Hall,
which they had kindly offered to the beekeepers. The Convention then unanimouslj'
voted to adjourn to meet with the Kentucky
State Bee-Keepers' Society in Covington,
Ky., on Sept. 2:i and 24, 1883.
J. T. Connly, Sec. pro tem.
P. MC'Vkan, Pres.

Local Convention Directory.

Apr. IS.— Marahalltown, at Marshalltown, Iowa
J. W*. Sanders, Sec, Marshalltown, Iowa.

Apr. 18.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec, Williamsburg, Ind.

Union Ky.. at Eminence, Ky.
G. W. Uemaree, Sec, ChristiansburK, Ky.

Apr.

l.'3.—

Apr.

23,

24.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence, Mo.

April 24.— Portage County, at Ravenna, O.
L. a. Reed, Sec, Kent, O.

Apr. 25.— Union, at Earlham, Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at Burlington. Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

May 2.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville, 111.
Wm. Camm, Sec, MurrayvUle,
May 5.- W. New York and N. Pa., at Cuba, N.

III.

Y.

W. A. Showman. Sec, Randolph, N. Y.
May 4.-Llnwood, Wis., at Rock Elm Centre, Wis.
Thomson, Sec.

B.

"Wttverly.

Wis.

May 7.— Progressive,
J.

May,

7,

at Bushnell, Ills.
G. Norton, Sec. Macomb,

Ills.

8.— Texas State, at McKinney, Tex.
W. R. Howard, Sec, Kingston, Tex.

May

12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
W. H. Beach Sec, Cortland, N. Y.

May

I9.-N.

W.

Ills.,

Jonathan

and

W.

Wis., at Davis, Ills.
Stewart, Sec, Rock City, 111.
S.

May 28.— Mahoning
E.

Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
W. Turner, Sec, Newton Falls, O.

May

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBrlde. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBrlde, Mich.

May

29.— Haldimand, Ont.. at Nelles' Corners, Ont.
B. C. Campbell, Sec.

June 19.— Willamette Valley,
Deo.

8— 10.— Michigan
U.

in

the cellar.

it

weather

Destroying Ants in the Apiary.— M.
Berry, Dover South Mills,OMaine,
gives the following remedy
For 28 years I have used gum camphor,
aiul it never failed to drive them away.
Put it in tlie liive or on the edges of the
bottom-hoard, and it can he used in the
honey-liouse as well. I would like to
have bee-keepers try it and report through
11.

;

the

Bee Journal.

Report, from A. Crosby, Kennedy, ?
N. Y., on April 6, 1885
My bees are coming out much better
:

I expected, as the late pleasant days
have given me an opportunity to examine
them, and to find out the true state of af-

than

cannot account

I

in

the last

test,

was caused by the extreme cold
two weeks previous. I took

for

220 colonies out of winter quarters la.it
spring, sold 18, commenced the honey
season with 31X), increased them to 212
colonies, obtained 8,000 pounds of comb
honey, sold 13 colonies last fall, and placed
the remaining 300 colonies in the cellar on
Nov. 20, 1884, although 5 of them were
badly broken in moving. When the bees
are out ot the cellar 1 will try to report the
difference in wintering with very high and

with medium temperature. I have made
no examination as to the amount of honey
the bees are consuming, but I am quite
certain that they have used less tlian if
wintered in an extremely high temperature.
\V^e have plenty of snow in this
section yet. There are drifts 4 feet deep
in my bee-yard now.

Report, from Wm, Morhous, Dearborn, ex Mich., on April 2, 1885
I have secured reports from ten of my
:

Storing Empty Combs, etc.— W. S.
Pierson, Eureka,© Mich., on April 6,
1885, writes thus:
Last fall I had 64 colonies of hees, some
in double- walled hives, and some in boxes
packed in chaff on the summer stands, and
50 of them have starved with from 10 to 2.5
pounds of honey in each hive. 1. Can I
extract the honey, boil it, and thus make
3. How can I keep
it fit for table use ?
my empty combs through the coming sumwork
ray bees for inwish
to
mer, as I
crease only ? 3. What is the best method

neighbors, and

1 find that out of 333 colowhich, last fall, they and myself prepared for winter, we have only \'2}4 colonies left. I do not know of a live colony
of bees within 5 miles of here, excepting
one man who, 1 hear, had 15 colonies hurried under a snow-drift, and lost only one,

nies,

and that was by starvation.
Report, from Wm. Anderson, Sherman, o Mo., on March 31, 1885
:

have wintered 19 colonies out of 30.
of getting increase ?
Seven colonies froze to death with at least
20
pounds
of pure buckwheat honey in
- [1. The honey was not injured because
the hives, and 4 starved the remaining
the bees starved without being able to colonies are in good condition, except that
reach it. It is j ust as good for table or they are robbing some. 1 have been trying to stop it, but with poor success. The
any other use, as it ever was.
weather is pleasant now.
3. Keep the combs in a tight box, and
fumigate with sulphur to kill the moths,
Report, from S. D. McLean, Columif they have been exposed.
bia,© Tenn., on April 2, 1885
3. On page 148 you will learn how to get
Owing to the drouth of last autumn,
increase judiciously.— Ed.]
bees gathered no lioney from fall blooms,
and consequently entered winter in poor
1

;

:

Timeandptaceof MeeUn^,

1885.

unless

bees, which were handsome fairs. Heavy losses are reported in this
animate any bee-keeper or any ad- section.

mirer of the beautiful.
Mr. J. T. Connly read an essay on " How
to Prepare and Winter Bees on the Summer
Stands," and the Association unanimously
requested him to prepare the same for pub-

above

for the slight difference

1885. The
Mr. .loliii T. Connly

April
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at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J, Hadley, Sec.

State, at Detroit, Mich.
D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

condition.
The result has been, that
Report, from E. C. Crane, Elills- those, all over the country, who failed to
boro,o, Iowa, on April 6, 1885
feed liberally, have lost many bees. The
the weather doubtless inI put into winter quarters 37 colonies in severity of
apparently good condition, and took out 33 creased the mortality, for the winter has
all
right
cold. There is not a bloom
to
be
now,
been
long
and
which seem
and are
carrying in pollen. On April 5, I put saw- from peach or plum, or any other fruit
dust in the cellar for winter packing. I trees yet— a thing most remarkable for
think that the cellar is the best place to this latitude. But the dreary winter is
winter bees. The bees in this locality are over, and genial spring has come to open
all dead, a great many of them having nature's store-house and bid the bees,
frozen. I use the Quinby improved hive^ with all living, to accept the bounty freely
offered. This is an encouraging thought
:

Report, from R. A. Calvin, Harton April 4, 1885
Last fall I packed 88 colonies as described on page 644 of the Bep; Journal
for 1883, and so far I have lost .3.5 colonies.
Only 8 or 10 showed any siyns of diarrhea. A number of them starved, and
others dwindled with plenty of honey.
ford, 9 Mich.,

to the apiarist.

:

Report, from S. Shoup, Coloma, p
Mich., on April 1,1885:
The past winter has been a terrible one
on bees, through this section of this State.
As near as I can learn, 3-5 of all the bees
are dead.

Honey-Dew for Winter Stores.— H.
Report, from Ira Barber, DeKalb
R. Boardman, East Townsend,5 O.,
Junction, 5 N. Y., on April 2, 1885
as follows
I removed all my bees home last fall, reports
and I have them now in the old cellar that
I finished putting out my bees on April
They were put in
I commenced wintering bees in nearly a 1, in fine condition.
quarter of a century ago. Although the from Nov. 18 to Nov. 20, there being in all
cellar-is cool, to all appearances the bees 400 colonies in three localities, whicli were
are in fine condition. I have tested the placed in two bee-houses and one cellar
1 feel quite
cellar at three different times during the under a dwelling house.
past winter, and the temperature has elated at not having forfeited my reputavaried but three degrees. The first was tion for wintering successfully, during
on Dec. 20, 1884, when the thermometer tills disastrous winter. The winter losses
indicated 17° above zero outside, and 47" will be very severe throughout this part
:
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of the country, and of those wintered
Seyere Losses of Bees.— H. Hance,
out-doors in the old-time way, very few Bryan, VD O., on March 30, 1885, says:
will be left. I notice by looljing over the
The loss of bees in this section is very
reports, that the winter losses are almost
invariably attributed to honey-dew which heavy. Out of 680 colonies belonging to
was stored in such unusual quantities last 26 of my neighbors, only 115 colonies are
season. I have demonstrated to my own left, many of them losing all. .So far, my
satisfaction that honey-dew is not neces- own loss is 39 colonies out of 72. Some of
sarily fatal when used as winter stores, my bees froze, some bad the diarrhea, and
as it constituted the principal part of the some starved on account of being unable
stores upon which my bees nave wintered to get to their stores. Bees were wintered
so nicely. I wished to make the matter in various ways here— some were in celvery clear in my own mind, and among lars, some were well packed, and some
other experiments I fed up several colo- not packed at all, but all fared about the
nies last August on the genuine "bug same. 1 say, do not give up although
juice," first removing all combs, and in our ship be wrecked, let us launch another
one colony I only supplied empty frames and endeavor hereafter to steer clear of
so that the combs were also built up from the disastrous reefs.
this questionable food.
These colonies
came out in as fine condition as the very
Report, from H. T. Hartman, Freebest, although 1 had others upon which I
port,-© Ills., on April 3, 188-5
was experimenting, that were fed up
At last my bees are on the summer
wliolly on sugar syrup.
stands again. They were in the cellar i}4
months, and came out in much better conReport, from Wilson Sherman, dition than I had expected they would.
Chester Centre,© Iowa, on April 4, Out of 82 colonies, only 4 were dead, and
2 of them had starved. They are nearly
18*5:
After a confinement of 131 days, on all in good condition. Bees that were
wintered on the summer stands, in this
March 26, 1 took my 13 colonies of bees section,
are nearly all dead. One beefrom the cellar, and 10 of tlie 12 were
keeper here only had 3 left out of 100 coloalive and in splendid condition
2 had
nies and another, 3 out of 27. Some who
died with the diarrhea. The cellar in
which they were wintered was dug last wintered tlieir bees in cellars have lost
quite
heavily.
The most of the cellars
fall, and it was walled up with brick late,
temperature of my
and the mortar did not have time to drj', were too cold. The
cellar was kept at 45° above zero, by means
so the cellar was very damp. If it had
of artificial heat. I have to-day put out
not been so damp I tliink that I would not
rye meal for the bees, and it was not long
have lost any, as the two that died were
very damp and moldy. The cappings had before it was swarming with bees. This
will stimulate brood-rearing, and will also
cracked, and water run in and soured tlie
prevent robbing, and keep the bees at
honej', thus causing their death.
The home.
I have always used it with success.
mortality of bees in this part of the country has been very great. Those that were
left on the summer stands are all dead,
Report, from J. P. Hensley, Grand
and also a large share of those wintered Island,© Nebr., on April 3, 1885
n the cellars have perished.
I packed one colony with cliatf in a
Heddon hive on Oct. 26, 1884. On Feb. 26,
Report, from K. R. ilurphy. Garden they had a good flight, and to-day I unpacked them, and they are in splendid
Plain.x) Ills., on April 3, 1885
condition. The mice killed about a quart
My bees have wintered well. I lost of bees in Febru.ary, and I unpacked them
only 4 colonies out of 130, and they and moved them into a room in my liouse,
starved. They were wintered in a bee- where I had them for 7 days, after which
house.
Those that we^e out-doors are I returned and repacked them, and to-day
mostly dead, or very weak. Mine are all they are all right.
strong colonies, having wintered splendidly. The main point in in-door winterReport, from M. E. Darby, Dexter,
ing is putting the bees in before there is
any frost formed in the iiive. During the ©Iowa, on April 1, 1885:
past three winters my bees have begun
From 75 to 90 per cent, of the bees in
breeding in January, and then came out this vicinity have succumbed to King
as strong or stronger in bees than when Boreas.
My own loss is comparatively
put in.
light— 2 per cent, of tliose wintered in the
cellar, 35 per cent, of those in clamps, and
95 per cent, of those on the summer stands
Report, from L. L. Triem, La Porte unprotected.
City,© Iowa, on April 4, 18a5
;

:

;

:

:

bee-yard, taking only the brood-chambers
with the bees. I raise the first ones 10
inches from the cellar bottom, and then I
put some short pieces of 2x4-inch scantling on them, and lay some boards on
these, and pile up the hives as high as I
can reach. The air can then circulate all
I use no quilts, and some
the slats are removed from every
honey-board. I have never lost 10 colonies with the diarrhea in the 30 years that
I have kept bees.
My cellar has no ventilation, except what tliere is around the

through them.
of

cells

and the

and what

door,

air gets

in

when

entering for apples, vegetables, etc.,
1 to 6 times a day.
If
tlie bees have plenty of good honey and
pollen, I have no fears about wintering.

which occurs from

Not Lost One Colony.— Jno. L. CornSac City,
(2—9),
Iowa, on

stock,

April

6, 1885,

writes:

My

bees have wintered splendidly. I
took them out of the cellar on April 1, and
they now have young brood and plenty of
eggs. I thought of grinding some rye for
them for pollen, because I went to feeding
sugar syrup as soon as I put them on the
summer stands but I will not have to
grind any, as they go into our flouring
mill and help themselves. They seem to
get lots of pollen around the mill. 1
watched several of them to see them work
on mill-dust, on April 4. I commenced
last spring with 2 colonies, and I put nine
into the cellar. They all came through
;

strong.

Jtpeciat ^0ticc$.
^~ Those In want

of Bees should notice
the whole apiary of the late Mr. L.
James, of Atlanta, 111., is to be sold at
-\uetion next Tuesday.
that

:

:

Wintering bees

cellars has proven
the best here, as far as heard from. 1
have 165 colonies in splendid condition,
each of which are occupying .5 and 6 spaces
in 8-frame hives.
in

Report, etc., from
(250),

W.

West Groton,? N.

3, 188-5

L. Coggshall,
Y., oh April

:

Bees had a flight on April 1. Mine are
packed in sawdust with 4 to 10 in a box,
with a slot cut

in

the boxes for entrances.

examined the colonies in two Ijeeyards
of 7.5 each, and I found 3 dead. I find a
good many dead bees un''er the hives and
around the entrances. I hear the box-hive
I

C^" Our rates for two or more copies of
the hook, "Ttees and Honey," may be found
ou the Book List on the second page of this
paper, -ilso wholesale rates on all hooks
where they are purchased

'•

to sell again."

iW We want one number each of the Bee
Journal

of August, 1800— February, 1867.
.\ny one having- them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

1^' The Farmer's Account Book contains
Report, etc., from J. O. Shearman,
1 66 pages, printed on writing paper, ruled and
Richmond, p Mich.:
hound, and the price is S.'J.OO. We will club
I have noticed the same symptoms as
mentioned on page 190, in a number of it and the Weekly Bee Joitrnal for a year
bee-yards during the years 1876, 1880, and for $4.00. If you have already sent us $2.00
1881, excepting as in the sugai--fed colo- for the Weekly Bee Journal tor a year, we
nies mentioned on that page. Bees cannot will send the Book for another $2,00, making
withstand such protracted cold on sour $4.00 in all. If you want it sent by mail, add
honey, and the sugar-fed colonies might
have been fed syrup too thin or too late, 20 cents for postage.
or both. So far I have lost 8 colonies (4
of which starved) out of 130.
^W" We want one number of the Weekly
for 1884— May 28. Will any one who does
Report, from F. Searles, Marley,(^ not bind them, write a Postal Card saying
Ills., on April 3, 1885
what they will take for it
Do not send it
My colonies are all on the summer until j'ou hear from us. that we are not alstands again. I put them into the cellar
about the middle of last Novemb^, and I ready supplied.
took them out on April 1. I found that 2
colonies had starved, leaving plenty of
The next meeting of the Union Beepollen but no honey. Last fall I put in
110 colonies, and 108 of them were in fine Keepers' Association of Western Iowa, will

New

:

bee-keepers have lost one-half of their
bees. Messrs. Dadant & Son, page 105,
expressed my views exactly on the dronetrap. In my -opinion they are not worth
the room they occupy, to a man who is
producing honey. I was taught that tlie
best way to get along with trouble is not condition when I took them out. I leave
to get into trouble, so I do not rear drones. all the bottom-boards and the caps in the

'/

^^

be held on April

2."i,

at Earlham, Iowa.
M. E. Darhv, Sec.

188.5,

1

!

!
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GEO. GRIMM, of Jefferson, Wis.,

^"Preserve your papers tor reference

If you have not g-ot a Binder we will mail you
one for 75 cpnts, or vou can have one fuee
if you will send us ;i now yearly eubscriplions tor the 1!ke Jouunai,.

we

year,
iind

send

will present a
it

by

nuiil,

Hive

:

$6

.">

postpaid.

"

"

**

**

.>>

to30

20 or

Italians,

"

gitlucvtisjeinjents.

'*

TERmS

OF

for Sale! New England No. 7 Bee-Hive

Full colonies. Nuclei, Tested and Dollar
Queens. Circular on application.

to 5
.5 to 20
20 or more
1

7,5
2.5

.5

00

and t'ondltloHM aH ToIIowm:

g-uarantee satisfaction.

flD4t

^I I II BEES FOR SAL.E. Send for
Address,
A\^\^
—^^^
J. DAVIS, (Box
^^ ^v

Colonies of Choice

ITAIjIAN

Price-List.

PEWAMO, MICH.

W. ROBERTSON,

.5

.5

91)

I*".

H. IL

J.

.50

6 00
.5 75

more

Orders will be booked only when accompanied by the Cash, and will be tilled in their
proper turn. I will ship some time in the
month of May, and the exact date must be
left in my discretion to be (governed by the
circumstances and the weather. Will notify
before shipment. Will <jiiiarantee Safe
Arrival at last Express Station, and will

350 Colonies
Bees

lOO

In the 8-1'raiiie I.ani;nlrotIi
at the following prices
Pure Italians, 1 to

Pocket Dictionary,

Hybrid

Italian

(<>

COLONIES OF BEES

For two subscribers for the Weekly
^^JouitNAi,
(or 8 for the Monthly) for one

Bee

300

Will sell

Youngsville, Warren County, Pa.

14Aiit

ISAtf

BE SURE

1,500 Wired Combs, straight and
perfect. Size, 17?ix9ii; also 100 to
colonies, and a 9-inch Dunham Founda-

Cnr C«l«
rOI Odl6
•200

R. HTf»E, Alderly,

tion Machine.

TVls.

To send a Postal Card for our Illustrated Catalogue
of APIARIAN SUPPI^IES before purchasinK else-

l.'iA2t

rt

Italian Bees in L.
C Stroiia:forColonies
Sale Cheap. Write at once

JLO Hives

KING,

to C. W.
ISAit

Kibbie,

Van Buren

Co. Mich.

^ ^'3 ^Ve guanintee if directions are carefully foUowed.that not ONE COLONV
a>S

m^.

needbelost dnrinQivinterwiththis hive

g

^

Beesjor

Hybrid

Sale

WE

mnnufncture and keep

lar

SECTIONS

of

titted

up

We

SWAKMS
E. K.

McCTJNE, Fairwater, FdnLacCo.Wis.

pttreYmpokted

ITALIAN
QUEENS!
WE

shall recei\'e an carlv shipment from
M(.>NTE FIORITO, ITALY. We shall
be pleased to book orders for them.

MTCCI

1.5A2t

<fe

BRO,

l.exlnEtoii,

Ky.

tion.

^5 A It

Bir.AS B. DATIS, Bradford,

SiiZiS
BSSS FOK
OF 1TAI.IAN BEES
I

COLONIES
nn that
IL/W
have been

1

bred for working
of them STKONCi, having
gathered V25 lbs. of No. 1 honey the past poor
season, and most of it from a distance of
from 2 to 4 miles. They are in our 8-frame
Langstroth Hives, and will be sold in the
hi\'es complete, if desired. Also
1,50

many

;

COI.ONIES of

8AYL£S,

HARTFORD, WIS.

SYRIAN QUEENS,
PUKEI.Y MATBD

^C

bM MM

WAKKANTED

for

^|F.*#

Single Queen, $1.2.5. Tested Queens, $:i.oo
each. Italian Queens at the same prices.
4 L-frarae Nuclei, with Tested Queen, fo.OO.

ioD4t

R.

I.

GOOD,

Sparta, Tenn.

SOMETHING ^NW!
Bei^t-IUade, handiest and cheapest
THE
combination,

BROWN GERMAN

BEES,

Hives frames, 10.\-1.3 inches. All
Address,
strong colonies.
A. J. & E. HATFIELD, SOUTH BEND, IND.
in i)-franie

6

Tt.

5Blt

qualities

J.C.
IDlSt 2B5t

guarantee satisfac-

and at bottom prices.
Don't purchase until you send for our
Circular and prices. Send 4-cent stamp for sample
Address.
Sections. Circular free.
ity

WILL sell

a few stronjr colonies, carefully
for transportation, and delivered
at the depot here, in good 10-franie Langstroth Hives, and honey enough to last until
flowers come, for $10 each. Will also SEIiL
during swarming time.

I

stock white Popof the finest qual-

in

all sizes

where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties intending to purchase Bees in lots
of 10 colonies or more, nre invited to correspond.

Summer and Winter

Hive

;

14A2t

UNHAM

.IND

VANBERVORT

market. Send for 'atalofrueof general
APIARIAN S(PP1.IES. The best white
poplar SE<;TI<>NS and pure yellow beeswax. COITIR FOCINDATION a specialty.
Full Colonies, Nuclei Colonies and
in the

(

FOUNDATION. QUEENS
50"*rforSale D
WE

for

have bought a large stock nf Choice Yel-

SALE.

low Beeswax, and can furnish Dunham Be sure to send for 25th Annual Price List,
In Movable-Frame Hives, Will sell at Comb Poundatinn for brood comb for 50c. per lb. before mailing- your purchases for 188.5.
Thin Dunham for Sections, 5fic. perlb. Extra thin Address
A BARGAIN.
WM. W. CARY, Jr.
square feet to the lb.. 60c.
Vandervort, KUo
COLERAINE, MASS.
per lb. Will work up wax into Foundation for
Henderson, Ky.
J. J. QUINN,
lb. To induce our customers
3Dtf
Successor
to Wm. W. Cary & Son.
SOe.per
15
and
10,
l.iAlt^
to order Foundation early in the season, we will
allow lO per cent, discount on all orders received
Ii2

Sliced Sections!

9D0t

ONE-PIECE, V-GEOOVED.
are
THKT
preAiium at the

perfect in every respect- Took theflrst
Mi'^hitian 8tat« Fair last Sept.

Every apiarist who uses them once, wants no
others. "Will send two aampIeBby mallfnr4cts.
postage, or a sample thousand, 4'4x4^ for 9^4. OO.

The

list price is $4.50 per l,onn—f2l.(iO per 5.000$40.00 per lO.OfK). Send for Circular, etc. Supply
dealers will do well to correspond with us.

Address,
14A3t

1879.

before the ist of May.

COOPBRSVILLB. Ottawa Co., MICH.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
We have

added to our Large Factokv a
Special Department for the

BERLIN FROIT BOX CO.,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ITALIAN

I

QXJEEnsrs
FOB
ITALIAN QUEENS in

cannot be excelled.

their purity,

Bee-Hives,

Manufacturing
AND
White
Poplar Dovetailed OCPTinNQ
1885. Also, One
and Two-piece OLU lUIIOi
of

and that
and

Comb Foundation

Snppllei generally, send for Circular.
12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.
ISAtf
T. 8. BA.L.I., Klrby'i Creek, Ala.

^" All Orders will be

filled

promptly at the

IiOTVEST FIGURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
The H. F. MOEl.l,ER M'fg Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA,
lA26t

Headquarters

the

in

West

FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES!
Of every description. Special attention given
to the V-aroove Section. Send for our
1885 Price-List before purchasing elsewhere.

RRIGHT BROTHERS,

10D4t

MAZEPPA, Wabasha Co., MINN.

•

A«TnmTn
I I HI V'

1 1 1 I

Mil
If IJ
t6 ^^

llDf^t

•

1

r.lllX

1

1

i

»

^^x^ rof Price-i.ut or
Italian & Holy-l.and Queens
for ISSS.
BEES bv the

11 pound,

nuclei .ind full cnlo„,gj j_ (,_
Iiid.

MISm.ER,

LlKonler, Noble County,

TTAHAjr ANDCTPKIAN BEES! tested

X. and untested QTTEEXS, Honey Knives. Exand Root's Bee- Books, Smokers
and Bee-Keepers' Supplies furnished. Address.

tractdVs, Cook's

©TTO KLEINOW

13D2t oBIt

Wayne Gate)
DETROIT, MICH.

(opp. Fort

!

w
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THAT NUISANCE!
ORIGINAL PATENTS.

BEES for SALE

read tlie opinions of some of
best Apiarists in tlie W^orld:
From a lady Bee-Keepkh.— " I am well pleased
tlie

The OrlKlBul

AT AUCTION

BINGHAM
Bee Smoker

ALLEY'S DRONE AND QUEEN TRAP.

PLEASE

THE
of the Apiary of

ENTIRE STOCK and
L.

JAMES,

Fixtures

Atlanta,

The trap did

111.,

AT AUCTION
On Tuesday, April 2Ist, 1885.
will

with the traps I sot of you last year. Please send
me another doz."— Mrs. S. E. Sherman, Salado.Tex.
Tour trap is a complete success.— J, E. Poad.

Will sell at private sale up until day of
sale. For further particulars, address,

iSAlt

S. B.

JAMES, ATLANTA,

ILL.

FOR BEE-HIVES
And a general assortment of Bee-Keepers'
Snpplies send
olDtf

for circular to

J. E.

PKTOH,

De.vter, Iowa.

its

work beautif uMy.— B.F.Newcomb.

the trap very valuable.— R. B. Woodward.
The trap works finely.— Chas. E. Dorr.
You have perfected a valuable device. It la a
I find

be sold

great acquisition to all bee-keepers. -G. L. Tinker.
All one can wish for.— Dr. L. A. Reading.
It is certainly the thing.— .1. W. Carter.
It works well.— D. B. Reed.
I

like

your

trap.

W.Emerson.

It flIlBthebill.—G.

It is ahead of any I have seen.— G. M. Doolittle.
One of the greatest inventions ever given to apiculture.— .4 nif n'can ApicuHurist.
An article the need of which has lone been felt
by every bee-Weeper.— Ameuican Bee Jodrnal.
I think it must prove a great benefit to every
bee-keeper.— J. D. Enas.
A prize to any bee-keeper.— Rev. D. C. Millet.

Directions for using: sent with each Trap.

Send for Circulars giving- prices also prices
of Queens, Nuclei and other Supplier.
;

<

Patented, 1878

o

WENHAM, MASS.

Dadant'sFoHiidation Factory, wholesale
and

(0

retail.

^C^^ Ac, Game of Fortune

SO

Muriuc scenes, all in

CD

i%

forlndv

CAXTON PUI.NTINO
TPr.t

U'utcheM,

fe OS

8
8

PATENT

£S*s[I''l!'i'^"°t
FOLTi BR.OOD, as

by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of London,
England, ^\s it is a liquid, it can be sent
only by exiness. Price, 25 cents per ounce,
delivered at the express office in Chicago.
(lescribofl

ALFRED

H. NEWMAIV,
West Madison Street, CHICAGO,

Colonies of

ILL.

BEES

<
o

Dadant'8 Fouutlation Factorj, wholesale
retail.

See AdvertlBemeDt

Id

another column.

and

10t>
!

uiid Nuuvi'iilr CurdM with your name
ill Ne\v neript Tyne, lOe., 3pucksand
,
.
Elecrant French OoHs wit ward roIn"it &:£|iie<^'es,SOe
paeks and tliis W:uniliil Rolled tiold llinir, ««e. Oir
li

Imported* Satin Frlniee and If eul tSllk Floral
are nncQUuled. Full InntruetlonH how to obtain all tl e
above articles tree, also a full line ofVamplew I'ree with
every order. Wc want Apcnt*. and oiltr Goldtotho^c
who seek It* Agents make ifio.OO per day handling our
coods.

at once; don't mi'"'

Senil

'.li

opiiorlui:itv as this

is

offer

not be renented. Address IVEsT IIAVE.V
.UAVVFAl Tl IliX; WOKKS, West lluven. Conn.
iiiiiv

7DMt

^^__

___.

STTLE FLORAtBEA1JTIE8,&iot.
P A I.ATE8T
PerLandscape and Satin Cards with your n.ime on,

1% I I

50 COLONIES
OF BEES FOR SALE!

to.

|l If fume Sachet, 1 sheeet of Embossed Pictures,
^^ Samples, Preuiium List, Ac, all for lOc;

^

fume

1

also 1
6et of Apenfa

5 packSj 6 Per-

Embossed Pik-lnres, Atfuf's Oullit and a
iJold Flnijer Itlne lor only 50 cents.

Sarhets, 5 eheels nf

Lovely ISollcd

FKASKUN
11

i'JUNTIKG

CO.,

New Uaven, Coim.

DU

Langstroth Hives at$6.00 each, delivered

at the E.xpress Office or Railroad Depot. I
have been breeding my bees for Iioney, and
not for beauty ; they are mixed more or
less with the German brown bees. They

have wintered

well.

Address,

«. R. Ml RPHY,
Garden Plain, Wlilteslde Co.

SUMNER & PRIME,
Bristol, VI.,

WE HAVE

ju-t completed our Factory, furwith the most irapn)?ed MwchinprT,
prepared t.> dil all orders for BEEFIXTl'KES of every description.
ni;-lie(l

i

40 Hidden Name^?^^?=£i

PERFUME^ and ihia Per^v-incaSatchet for 12c. Sarap'.rg,
4c. CLI--T01J <!.:CO.,>rorthHaven.C-ir--..
ii/i^ We have seen cards from many JIttiis,
hut none as pretty as those from Clinton &,t'o.

llAlOt
IIIk.

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
For particulars, call upon, or address,
A. L. EDW.VRDS, SKANEATELES, N. Y.

Kinf]:M,

stylt^3of

in
!

FREE!!;:!.^^?:^
Chains

(loeiul .iriii les uI>»oluleIy Free
FU'truut (Void i^out' FmbosAed

ilier

50

ABRONIA, MICH.

Pure Phenol

alovHy rfli't ofi-nrds FREE.
CO., \Vamnffr.irJ, Coi:-

FREE!

J^OUNDATION
Mills ,f.'?,^S

gnd

U

^J^^^J_^^
'^fancv tvpe IPC.
Han.ne 4-bIaded Knifn
oriront)J;1.00 BvpettinplOof your friends to send wilh

you, von ..Main an fl^trsnt knife nnH

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

MAYSVILLE.KY.

board

Tourname

'itn

f

65

W.e.PELHAMi

beautiUilcflpn

TpoTTiflioH

^ V- ^jSV'--Tni

pksaiid Ihlsbeanttfiil P-'an

apply for dozen or halfAddress.

'^

CO., Meriden, Conn.

different designs Blrdn, SwU»
Floral, Ivy Wrc-uth, tiold Pan-

115

6A2Btf

SNOW &

el, Seiitinivnl. 0%ul Enibo»fted»
(Suiuiiier, Winter, Moonllfrht A;

TO SELL AGAIN,

aCk

for 15 cts.

W

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield) ..3^4 inch. .J2 00
**
Conqueror8mokor(wide8hicld)3
..
175
" ..150
Larpre emokor (wide shield)
2f4
'*
2
..
Kxtra smoker (wide shield)
125
'*
Plainsmoker
2
..
100

923

quotatioHB, 12 page Illustrated Premium and
Price Lie t and Agent's Canvassing Outfit, all

CARDS & KNIFE FREE!

received for over 3,noo. there is evidence that I8a'>
with us is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we 'make have met the advanced
wants of the moat advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

dozen rates.

l''lL>wer^.

tl packs, Pearl

Hidden Name* Kmbossed and New Chromo
Cards, ni'"e in new type, an EleKunt 48 pagre
Gilt bound Floral Autograph Album with

40

With European and American orders already

3 inch

land holding

8D6t

Mi

plaint.

Wondersmoker
1^
Binffham & Hetherington Honey

1

aad Present, lUc,

BLAKESLEE & CO., North Haven, Ct.

Rineraad Haiidkercluef, fl.

buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetherington Uncappinc-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any other supplies; but of these
we are the original Inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 45.0on in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

"
Knife,

See Advertisement in another column.

^V ^% Embossed and Hidden Xame C.-irdH,

!

riltle

HENRY ALLEY,

Address.

HAtf

Prof. Cook, in his valuable Manual of the Apiarr,
•tales that " Mr. Binsrham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by estabilshinsr a direct
draft." Five years of persistentefTorthaa demonstrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a Btnaham smolter. Hundreds of Bingham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make lots of smoke and
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
swift or slow, just as yoH please, any or all the
time ; top up or down, they always ko
Bee-keepers will save monpy and vpixation by

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

RoffersTllle.

Genesee

it

jind nre n-.w

POPI.AK SECTION'S

ot

all

WHITE Bees for Sale
sizes a specialty.

All orders will receive prompt attention. Send for
Cfttalogue Price-LiBt and eamples,
luAl2t

Co.. Mich..

can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailecl, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prit es.
4Dtf
Full colonies Italians in
Simplicity HIVES L. )
(

frame, In May. 1 10: June,
»ft. Hybrids,*! leFs. SBt-

JOHN S. GATES,

DR.
Istactlnn Kuaninteerl.
11 klnsonvllle,
1 4 A6t

W

Worcester Co. Mass,

:

:
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Moore, of Monroe,

L;i., lias

sent us a copy of a letter by the beemen at the World's Exposition, at
New Orleans, La., sent to Mrs. .Julia
Ward Howe, president of theWoman's
Department, concerning the bee-hive
in the Massachusetts Department
from " Lizzie Cotton,' wlio is "known

^jY^M^'^lGAn,_.^

illJOiJllIlL

to fame" as "the woman from Maine."
She has a large placard over the hive

claiming a very large yield to show
its superiority over all others.
They
Q.
reported to Mrs. Howe that there was
KDITOIl AND PKOPIUETOR,
no iic«i feature about the hive, that
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL. the woman was from Maine and not
Weekly, BZ a year Monthly, 50 cents.
Massachusetts, and that she had been
repeatedly published as a fraud all
No. 16.
April 22, 1885.
Vol. XXI.
over the Country, and asked that the
hive be excluded from the Exposition.
1^ Quite a number of those who Mrs. L. Harrison remarks as folwrite to this office on business forget lows in the Prairie Farmer about this
exhibit
to mention the State in which they retrouble
consideraWe
makes
side. Tliis
In the exhibit of Woman's Invenas tliere are so many post- offices tion, my eye caught sight of a placard
" Mrs. Lizzie
bearing these words
in every State, with nauies exactly
C. Cotton's Controllable Bee-Hive and
alike. We have several letters which New System of ]5ee- Management,
Bee-keepers from Maine to
contained money for books which can- etc."
not be lilled because of this lack of Oregon are furious, not at being
swindled tliemselves, but at seeing
definiteness in the address. When
others, who are not posted, cheated
the stamp of the post-office is reada- out of their money. This wonderful
ble, trouble is avoided, but too often "Controllable Bee-Hive," consists of
such stamps are so indistinct tliat they a box, with a few movable frames in
it, and a division-board each side of
cannot be read at all.
them. What part did the renowned
PUBLISHED BY

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

;

:

" Lizzie " invent
All that is good
about it, the movable frame, was in"
April contains a good article on Ap- vented by L. L. Langstroth. Anyone
iculture " from the pen of Mr. Allen who has not bees enough to fill his
hive, can slip in a board to make it
Pringle, of Canada.
smaller.
i*

1^ The Popular Science Monthly for

^"

Whatever may be needed in the
Mr. F. L. Dougherty gives the
apiary during the coming season,
following items in the Indiana, Farshould be ordered now, in order to
have

1^

it

on hand when wanted.

The mer

:

243

t^ Every apiarist who wishes to
develop " the best characteristics in
tlie bees," should carefully record the
leading features of both the queens
and the colonies. This can l)est be
done in an "Apiary Register," which
can be obtained so arranged as to give
a complete record of .50, 10) or 200 colonies of bees, with two opposite pages
numbered to correspond with the number on each hive. This can be referred to insuantly, and should contain
a full history of the colony. By its
careful and constant use the bees may
be improved, their most valuable
qualities developed, and the products
of the apiary greatly enlarged. Should
a queen lack any desirable quality,
you will in this way soon discover it,
and can supersede her. In this Register let all the important facts be
noted, and by its complete history of
each colony you may systematize all
your work, lay it out in advance, save
confusion, and inaugurate the best
methods and management.

1^

The Rural Californian makes
the following report concerning the
prospects for honey in California,:
Bees are in good condition in southern California— never better at this
season of the year. The acacia, willow and blue-gum afford plenty of
pollen and honey, and the splendid
warm sunshine of the past month has
been all that could be desired to bring
about a prosperous state of affairs in
the apiary. Wild flowers are beginning to bloom— the almond trees are
in blossom, and the
late sort of
peaches are in bloom and covered
with bees from sunrise until sundown.
It is a singular fact that peaches
which ripen in October and November
are now in bloom, while the earlier
sorts make no show of blossoms as

To all lovers of nature there is much
supply dealers will be able to give
more in a bee-hive than wax, bees
personal attention to all orders sent in
yet.
and honey.
now, before the rush commences.
Now is the time to make up your
mind just what you are going to do.
1^" An Exchange, whose editor was
1^ AVe regret to learn that Mr. Do not hesitate until the season is on, in a funny mood, remarked thus about
John Aspinwall, one of the proprie- and then expect any grand results.
The white honey crop with but few bees and assessors
tors of tlie Bee- Keepers'' Magazine, lost
exceptions is all gathered within the
We hear of great losses of bees this
his residence and all its contents at
short period of 4 weeks or less time. winter. The assessors, at least can
Barrytown, N. Y., by fire on Mar. 12. For successful work the hives must find few that are strong enough
to
be full of bees and brood at the com- tax. What business have assessors to
tax bees, anyhow ? The only bee in
^^ We have received a new book mencement of the honey-flow.
It is hardly necessary that we should the hive, if there were 10,000 in it,
entitled, "Money in Potatoes," by
" Joseph " which is the nom de plume caution the older bee-keepers as to Ihat is old enough to tax, is the queen,
the necessity of having everything in and nobody knows whether she is
for Tuisco Greiner, with whom our readiness
beforehund.
Beginners, alive or not.
readers are familiar, being one of the however, are much inclined to wait
"Greiner Brothers of Naples, N. Y.," until they feel the need of articles behave reCatalogues for 1885.—
who have contributed many articles fore securing them.
ceived the following
the Bee Journal,
;

We

for

and have been

successful in keeping bees. This book

shows how

to raise "400 bushels to
the acre " as a field crop. It is pub-

lished by the Franklin

Philadelphia, Pa.

:

News

1^ In the spring is the best time to
move

bees, because the honey does
not burden the combs, and there is
Co., of no danger of the combs being melted
down by the heat.

A. M. Gander, Adrian, Mich.
W. H. Proctor, Fair Haven, Vt.
J. D. Goodrich, East Hardwick, Vt.
H. A. Goodrich, Masscy, Texas.
F. D. Wellcome, Poland, Maine.
Nursery Stock, etc.

— Bees,

:

:
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were not as

cold.

Pure black bees die food

moutli

" This
Z. Hutchinson says
is a false assumption.
Black or German bees having no traces of any
other blood, have suffered from the

tle

W.

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

:

—

"Querj-, No. 51. What is the best and
cheapest way to tasten combs in the frames
when transferring bees? If they are fastened
with wire will it have to be removed?— S. H. J.

.James IIeddon says: " First, cut
the comb to lit the frame snugly, and
run tliorns through brad awl holes
previously made in the frame. Second, if they are fastened with wire, it
should be removed."

Dr. G. L. Tinker replies as follows:
" Bee-diarrhea is not a modern affection with bees by any means but
in this country the clearing up of so
much of the timber (whicli has been
the natural wind-break) has resulted
in the climate being relatively colder
now than .50 years since. When beekeepers siiall recognize the fact that
cold is the prime cause of our winter
losses, we shall get down to successful wintering, and not before."
;

G. W. Demaree remarks thus:
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows:
" Melt two parts of beeswax with one " The trouble known as diarrhea in
bees
is caused by continement beyond
part resin, and with a brush dipped in
the melted mixture, apply in several the endurance of the bees. Ttie trouble
cold
places where the. comb comes in con- is wliolly incident to long
weather, and is more mechanical than
tact with the frames. A few drops
poured from a spoon will answer the diseasedness. Of course, many things

may

conspire to shorten or lengthen
the struggle for existence. Bad food,
damp, unwholesome quarters, weak
"First, sticks tied or wired at tlie constitution, etc., may make tlie
removed."
must
be
ends. Second, it
struggle short, and the reverse of
these may make the hanging on to
G. W. Demaree says: "I prefer

same purpose."
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks

tlius

a good article of wrapping twine to
fasten combs in frames. Do not wrap
the twine round and round, for if the
bees chance to cut the twine in one
place, the whole will give way. Let
each band be independent of the
'

'

other."

mouth, as

long and tedious. But tlie end
come if there is no return of the
sunshine— no flash of tlie wing in
the balmy air. All tliese detriments
life

will

'

'

'

'

have existed for ages, and
bees had diarrhea years ago, just as
they liave it now; but less was said
about it then, because less was known
about bees."
to bee-life

W.Z.Hutchinson remarks thus:
" If pieces of combs must be fastened
James IIeddon replies as follows
into frames, wires are as good and "
The querist is in error in his propocheap as any fastening, and it is adsition. Bee-diarrhea is as old as bees
visable that they be removed."
existing in northern latitudes. I have
thus:
answers
known pure German colonies in locaDr. G. L. Tinker
tlie
perhaps,
not,
"The best way is
tions where no others had ever been
tlie
combs
in
get
to
cheapest, since
known, in old-fashioned box hives, to
is
straight,
tliere
and
nice
the frames
be nearly all swept away with the
use
than
to
think,
I
way,
no better
disease. New countries do not afford
thin, narrow strips of wood a little nearly as much autumn-pollen as old
longer than the frames are deep on ones."
opposite sides of tlie comb, and fasII. R. Boardman remarks thus
tened at botli ends with tine wire, " The question is not founded on fact.
llemove it at the end of two or three Sucli a thing as bee-diarrhea was
days."
known before tlie introduction of the
:

I

have shown.

from the

The

lit-

from the

Can

it

be

they spit out the debris?"

W.
"I

diarrhea."

Fastening Combs in Frames.

for larvaj.they extrude
some of the matter V
pellets in the hives are

as badly as Italians or hybrids."

Z.

Hutchinson remarks thus

:

to see with Subscriber, that
positive evidence on pages 55
and -56, that bees often consume veiy
large quantities of pollen when inconHnement, and yet remain perfectly
healthy. When ths pollen and waste
tissue accumulates to a sufficient degree, diarrhea is the result."
fail

there

is

Dr. G. L. Tinker says: "This
has been one of the disputed questions
having a practical bearing upon the
wintering problem. We are now able
to answer it (thanks to the careful
researches of Mr. S. Cornell) intelligently. Bees in winter continement
under favorable conditions void their
feces in the hive
The indigestible
portions of the pollen consumed, and
the tissue waste, are regularly evacuated from them as so much excrement.
The very interesting experiments of
Prof, Cook, leading him to hold opposite views, are inconclusive.
I wish
here to score another fact tliat pollen
is a perfectly healthy winter diet for
bees. When in the near future it
shall appear that good, sound pollen
is essential to the best results in wintering, as there is now every reason
to believe, we shall get out of an egregious error that has in its short day,
caused more care and done more mischief than any we are likely to come
in contact with hereafter."
!

G. M. Doolittle remarks thus
"I do not allow that it is proven on
pages .55 and .5P tliat bees without

brood eat pollen, but on the other
hand, the proof is positive that many
colonies starved to death with plenty
of pollen in the hive.
The pollen
found in the intestines remained there
from the fall previous, as Prof. Cook
has lately found plenty of pollen in
the intestines of bees wintered wholly

on

sugar

syrup, without pollen.
diarrhea or brood is present, all the jioUen in the intestines
is easily carried from one flight to another, hence it has no direct effect
regarding the difference between fall
Italians, or
improved bee-keeping,' and spring weight."
and bees were affected by it the same
James IIeddon says " My reply
as now."
to the same question (Query No. 20),
is according to the best light I have.
Fall and Spring Weight.
I deny that it is shown on pages 5-5 and
sa, that bees consume large quantities
Query, No. 53.—The liquid portion of the of pollen in confinement, and yet restores consumed by bees in winter, is very
main perfectly healthy. I believe that
satisfactorily accounted for in the replies to
Query No. 20 but it is shown, on pases 5.5 bees can breed in conflnement and reand iiti, b.v evidence which cannot be im- main healtliy, as that is proven on
peached, that bees often consume very large pages .55 and -56 but the pollen is not
quantities of pollen while in conflnenient,
and yet remain perfectly healthy. It is hard consumed by the workers it is hanto believe that the indigestible portions of dled by them and consumed by the
all this pollen, together with thQ waste tissue brood.
There is something here that
caused by extensive breeding, can be i-e- none of us clearly understands, I
tained for months in the intestines. What
think."
becomes of ii ?— A Subscriber.

Where no

:

•

The Amalgamation

of Bees.

:

Query, No. .52.— Why was such a thing; as
bee-diarrhea unknown when we had nothingbut the black or German bees? May not
amalgamation have more to do with it than
cold,

pollen,

or the so-called honey-dew?
as cold then as now, and
the pollen they wanted.—

Our winters were
the bees had
Gorsuch, Pa.

all

;

G. M. Doolittle replies as follows:
" Bee-diarrliea was known with the

German

Quinby

told us of it
in his book, before the Italian and
other races came to this country."
bee, as

Dad ANT & Son

remark:

"Bee-

;

;

diarrhea was not unknown ; but the
" Those
Prof. A. J. Cook says
very men who introduced improve- who have bees that breed extensively,
bees,
discovered
foreign
and
ments
in winter, in the cellar, where the
tiie disease and the remedies, or rather
bees cannot tly, are respectfully urged
the preventives."
to send me some of the bees for examProf. A. J. Cook answers thus: ination. Do bees rear much brood ?
" Diarrhea teas known. The winters Is it not possible that in preparing
:

tS~ The Te.\as State Bee-keepers' Association will be held on Thursday and Friday,
May 7 and 8, 188,"), at the apiary of Judge W.
H. Andrews, at McKinney, Tex. All interested in the advancement of apiculture, are
earnestly requested to be present and make
this amemorablemeetingof the .-Vssociation.
W. R. Howard, Sec.

;
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honey, of a man several miles
distant during the winter of 1871, and
These frames
fitted it into frames.
were given to a late swarm the following summer, to enable it to be in
condition for winter. In the fall I
noticed a few cells of unhatched
brood, but I thought nothing of it
as I had at this time but little experiDuring the
ence in bee-keeping.
next spring, combs from this hive
were exchanged with other hives, and
before I could hardly realize the situation, I found that this hive was almost
rotten with foul brood, and 11 others
thoroughly inoculated with the disease, caused
by the exchange of
combs first from the colony abovenamed, and subsequently from those
hives into w^hich tlie first conilis were
inserted. Becoming alarmed, I rashly
resolved that 1 would never under
any circumstances, again exchange
combs, nor ever take another comb
from another apiary, not even as a
gift— the folly of which resolve I saw
the very next spring, when some of
my colonies were starving while
others had plenty of honey to spare.
As the 11 disease! colonies constituted one-third of my apiary at that
time, I began to look about to see
what could be done to save them. I
little

Explanatory.— The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the

names

person has

Those after, show

liept bees.

number

of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and tall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
5 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; X) northwest;
o^ southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
the

O

;

;
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Methods of Curing Foul Brood.

16— G. M. DOOLITTLE,

(40—80).

have been waiting for some time,
and anxiously watcliiiig the colimms
of the J3ee .Journal, hoping that
some of tlie bee-keepers who had more
I

tiian
myself,
scientilic l<nowIedge
would liave something to say regarding wliat we find in the articles on

pages 644 and 740 of the ]5ee Journal for 1S.S4, relative to foul brood,
or what Mr. Cheshire terms " Eacilhts

would not have proved effectual
their hands. That it has been

in
ef-

;

fectual but proves that Mr. Cheshire's
scientific research is faulty, or else
that he is dealing with something else
besides American foul brood.
Again, he tells us that the eggs of
the queen contain bacilli, he having

counted "no less than nine "in one
egg. IJoes not Mr. C. readily see that
if this is so, that foul brood must go
wherever this queen goes while she
liyes, and that his phenol cure must
be administered every few weeks so
long as such queen lives V If our
American foid brood could be carried
in the ovaries of the queen, it would
place an effectual barrier against our
queen-traffic which is assuming great
proportions in the United States and
Canada yea, and which is soon destined to extend throughout the whole
;

civilized world. Shall we stop all of
this for fear that foul brood will come
to us with the queens which we buy ?
No let us rather hold to the fact ex;

pressed by Mr. Quinby when he said
20 years ago in his " Bee-Keeping Explained :" "I have never known such
a result in a single instance." If it
were possible for a queen to carry
foul brood, then the plan which I
used in my apiary, would not have
turned to Quinby's Bee-Keeping, and cured the disease as effectually as it
there found that if the disease had did, and from my experience I am
not advanced too far, the colonies positive that foul brood cannot be

While waiting, I have also would swarm, and if such swarms
been wondering if Mr. C. has not in were hived in empty hives, no disease
some way made a mistake, or if they would follow them, as the honey takused
did not have a disease of bees in Eng- en with the bees would all be
larvw
land, known as foul brood, different up in comb-building before any
from our American foul brood. These were hatched in the new combs. Acwords of Mr. Cheshire, found on page cordingly, I hived all the new swarms
these colonies, in empty hives,
646, " tlie popular idea that honey is from
the
the means by which it is carried from and 21 days later drove out all
hived them
hive, to hive, and that mainly through bees from the old hive and
The
robb'ing, is as far in error that only the same as were the swarms.
occasionally and casually can honey honey was strained and boiled, the
convey it from colony to colony," are combs rendered into wax, and the
The colony which
so directly opposed to our much hon- hives burned.
ored (jLiinby's words, " I drew all of took the disease from the old comb
the bees from such diseased colonies, that I bought, was driven out as they
strained the honey, and fed it to sev- were too weak to swarm. In this way
eral young healthy swarms soon after all of the eleven were cured, but in
being hived. When examined a few the fall I found two more, that inweeks after, every one, without excep- vestigation showed that they had had
them from
tion had caught tlie contagion,^^ tha.t it a frame of brood given
eleven hives, that at first
is not strange that I began to wonder one of the
signs of the disease. These
if there was not a mistake somewhere. gave no
Again, Mr. I). A. Jones says: "A two were allowed to go over until
single drop of honey taken from a 1873, when they were treated as were
diseased colony, if fed to the larvse of the others and effectually cured, since
a healthy colony, is sufficient to start which time I have had no foul brood
tlie work, which, if unarrested, is in- in my apiary.
evitable destruction."
If I were the only one who had
While I always prize scientific re- cured foul brood by the above plan,
search highly, yet to be valuable to there might be a chance for a mistake
me, such research must not run on my part, but when hundreds in
squarely against facts known to exist the United .States and Canada have
from practical experience. As hun- done the same thing, it seems imposdreds of the practical apiarists of the sible that they should not know
United States do know that the foul whereof they affirm Therefore, what
brood of this country is spreading, am I to think when Mr.Cheshire says,
and is contagious mainly through the on page 741, " There is not one single
honey, the words of ^Ir. C. sound old idea about this disease which is
very strangely to me, when applying not incorrect, except that it is conthem to what I know of foul brood.
tagious. Time, I am convinced, will
My first experience with this disease fully prove that the old bees almost
was in 1872-73. IJeingshort of combs, invariably are the channels of infecand the bees not building them (by tion V" If this were so, certainly the
my method of securing a large yield above-described process of cure, used
of comb honey) as fast as I desired, with success by so many of our best
I procured more comb containing a apiarists during the past 20 years,

Alvei.^^

,

.

developed from any queen or drone
in any way, shape or manner.
While on the subject of foul bi-ood,
I wish to notice one point in the
method of cure as practiced by Mr.

He tells us that after
causing the bees to fill themselves
with honey, he shakes them into a
wire-cloth box where they should be
left from 3 to 6 days to so nearly
starve that some begin to fall to the
bottom of the box, when they are to
be hived on foundation or empty
combs. Now, from my experience I
can see no need of this starving proD. A. Jones.

cess,

for,

if

swarms from

a

foul-

broody colony placed in an empty
hive, do not have any of the disease,
driven colonies will not. To some of
the latest drummed colonies spoken
of in the above, I wished to give
combs and brood so as to get them in
good condition for winter, so I simply
left them in the empty hives until
larvse began to hatch, when combs

and frames of brood were given, and
no signs of the disease appeared afterward. By this plan I secured a halfdozen frames partly filled with nice
worker-comb, which were afterward
completed by nuclei, which I would
have lost-had I used tlie plan as Mr.
Jones uses it. If these combs are not
wanted for use in the way I utilized
them, they would never come amiss
for starters for sections, or even for
filling the sections full of such combs.
In this way those six days of fasting
are made to be of value to the unluckv apiarist.
Borodino,© N. Y.
'

t^~ The

Progressive Bee-Keepers' .Asso-

Western Illinois will meet in Bushnell, 111., on Thursday. May T, 188.';. Let
every bee-keeper who can. be present and

ciation of

enjoy the meeting.

J.

G.

Norton,

Sec.

:
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Clipping the ftneen's Wing, etc

DU.

C. C.

3IILLEK, (200—293).

Bee-keepers differ as to the advisof clipping
queens' wings.
Those who advise against it iiave
conveniences for hiving swarms, and
some one on hand constantly to hive
them. If my queens' wings were undipped, I should make it my study to
have the best arrangements possible
for hiving swarms without any climbing or sawing off limbs of trees.
ability

Taking

things into consideration,
prefer to have my queens'
wings clipped, and give herewith my
plan of proceeding with reference to

I

all

mucn

swarms

A colony whose queen
make

wing

will

swarm

just as if

has a clipped
preparations and
the queen's wings
course the queen

were whole. Of
cannot go with them, and sometimes
the swarm will circle around in the
air for a few minutes, and return to
the hive

at other times they will
cluster on a tree or other object and
remain from a few minutes to half an

;

;

;

Fur

;

hour before returning. As a general
rule the swarm goes back to its own
hive, but occasionally the whole or

swarm goes to some other
hive. I do not know that I have ever
lost anything from this cause, as the
same bees will store just as much
honey in another hive as if they had
remained in their own.
part of the

Some one must be on hand
swarms.

A

to

watch

bright and faithful
boy or girl will do very well if the
owner is occupied. I have on hand a
numbpr of queen-cages of the cheapest kind. When a swarm issues the
watcher looks for the queen. She
may be seen on the alighting-board,
but I have been more successful in
watching for her on the ground in
front of the alighting-board, and I
generally find her not many inches
distant sometimes, however, she may
crawl off several feet. Generally the
queen is seen and caught while the
swarm is issuing. She may be among
the first that come out. but oftener
she is among the last. If not found
before the bees of the swarm have all
returned to the hive, it is hardly
worth w^hile to look longer for her,
although I have sometimes found the
for

which may be the best queen cell), or the confinement theory now, as all
the queen-cells but one may be were confined alike V
destroyed.
Please do not understand me as inAnother plan is to shake most of timating that cold and confinement
the bees from the combs, leaving only have no bearing upon the subject.
enough to care for the brood, and put The effect of cold is to induce greater
these combs with the few bees, into a consumption of food, consequently
new hive give them the queen, put the sooner do the intestines become
in or leave in the old hive two or three overloaded. Confinement simply precombs on which are no queen-cells (I vents the bees from discharging the
prefer those which have only sealed contents of their intestines in the
brood and eggs— no unsealed larvcC), open air. Cold is not necessary to
replace the supers, and put the hive the production of bee-diarrhea, while
which now contains the queen on top confinement is but it should not be
of the supers. These bees with the forgotten that while there cannot be
queen will promptly destroy all queen- diarrhea without confinement, there
cells, and in about ten days this hive can be conlinemeut without diarrhea.
may be put down where the colony
Then there are the questions of
was originally, and the hive with two ventilation and humidity but as bees
or three frames may be removed and have both lived and died during the
used as a nucleus hive, enough bees same winter in well ventilated celremaining with it wherever it is put, lars and hives, and buried in the
to form a good nucleus and rear a fine earth, and in a dry atmosphere as
queen, providing the eggs that were well as a wet one, I can but look upon
given it be of good stock.
these as having but little bearing
Marengo, 5 Ills.
upon the subject.
all

;

queen an hour or more later, some
distance (once more than a rod) from
the hive, with a small cluster of attendant bees. If the queen has not
been found, the probability is that
she has gone back into the hive to
come out again a day or more later.
After the queen is caught and

maybe adopted.
One way is to remove the hive to a
new location, and put an empty hive
in its place, for the returning swarm
caged, different plans

to enter. Give them a frame of brood
and their queen, and the work is
done. The old colony is so reduced
by removal that there is little danger
of a second swarm issuing. It any
fears of this should be entertained, a
part of the bees may be shaken from
the combs in front of the new hive
(taking care not to shake the comb on

What
W.

Z.

tlie
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Causes Bee-Diarrhea?

HUTCHIN.SON, (G8— 94).

Bee-diarrhea is the result of an
overloaded condition of the intestines.
I think that few, if any, will dispute
this.
We may have different theories
in regard to the causes which bring
about this overloaded condition, but
can we not all meet upon the common
ground covered by my first sentence V
Analysis and microscopical examinations have both shown that the excreta of bees is mostly undigested
particles of pollen, and the logical
conclusion is that, if the bees ate no
pollen their intestines would not be-

come overloaded.

The

correctness of

this conclusion has

been proved time
and again. Diarrhea lias been produced by giving the bees pollen, and
prevented by with-holding it, when
all other conditions were alike.
The
first colony with no pollen in its stores

has yet to perish from diarrhea.
The stupidity exhibited by some in
asserting that the pollen theory is a
chimera, because bees in
warm
climates never suffer from diarrhea,
is truly
amazing.
Bees in warm
climates are free from diarrhea simply
because they can enjoy frequent
flights.

Because

only in the higher
diarrhea makes such
sad havoc among the bees, it has been
asserted tliat it is caused by cold.
Very well, we will put the bees in a
warm cellar, are they now free from
diarrhea V
Unfortunately, they are
not, and thus perishes the "" cold
theory."
Now another class steps forward,
and, with confident air, they all exclaim in chorus: ''Now, we have
latitudes

found
fast.

it

is

that

it, its

Some

confinement!" N'ot too
of the colonies in a cellar

are dead from diarrhea; others not
yet dead will dwindle in the spring
and die others have only a " touch "
of diarrhea, and will probably " pull
tlirough ;" while still others are entirely free from diarrhea.
Where is
;

Will those who continue to use the
expression " dry feces," and those
who believe that bees ever discharged
their feces in a dry state, please turn
to page 620 of the Bee Journal for
1882, and read the account of Prof.
(Jook's experiments upon this subject?
The latest theory is " hibernation."
In the first place, Mr. Clarke started
out with a false assumption. Bees in
forest homes of their own choosing,
are no more free from diarrhea than
are bees in the modern chaff-hive, or
in the cellar.
Were bees living in
hollow trees, comparatively free from
diarrhea, the forests would long ere

have fairly teemed with bees.
Mr. Clarke should, however, have the
credit of having started a new line of
reasoning; and, although it may lead
to nothing, it certainly ought h(5t to
be cast aside with ridicule. Bees winter well when they hibernate
and,
although they sometimes winter well
when they do not hibernate, I think
that all will agree that the chances
this

;

much more in their favor when
much so that it is safe to
say, when bees hibernate they winter
well.

are

they do, so

Why do bees hibernate? As the
temperature falls, they cluster closely
and more closely to retain the animal
Now,

some instances, why
thus quietly and
closely clustered for weeks and weeks
with no indications of diarrhea, and
heat.

do

they

in

remain

in others the cluster sooner or later

breaks up with diarrhea? In other
words, having commenced to hibernate, why do some colonies continue
to hibernate and others do not ? I
suppose the readers are expecting
me to give as a reason the consumption of pollen.
Well, in the light of
all that is now known upon the subject, is there a more reasonable reason
that can be given ? When bees continue to hibernate for a long time, it
appears to me that one of two things
must be true, either they hibernate
because they consume no pollen, or
else they consume no pollen because
they hibernate. Let either hypothesis prove true, and it will be seen that
there can be no diarrhea if there is no
pollen. Let some one produce a case

—

;

:
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of bee-diarrhea without the use of highly prized." I urge then that it is
these " foreign substances," these
pollen.
Some have argued that, as bees fol- volatile odors and fragrances that are
low their instinct in storing pollen, no "emitted" from many flowers, and
deleterious effects can follow its con- not the honey. It is these odorous
sumption. Nature, they say, makes substances which pass off from tlie
no mistakes. It is evident that there boiling sap with the surplus water in
Perhaps it the form of steam, which " evaporis a mistake somewhere.

247

cannot help wearing out their lives
with an automatic action that brings
on all sorts of nervous diseases. Because this (iver-stimulated, self-operating, destructive labor is of such a
nature that it would work without
pay, should we take advantage of
that

Never.

?

attempting to keep bees out of ate," leaving the sugar as a residuum
I once heard a man say, " I am optheir native clime, without recogniz- in the kettle. I should be glad to posed to pensioning soldiers; most of
ing and complying with the changed accept jVIr. Kemp's theory of honey- them went to war, not as patriots,
dew in place of the " louse " theory, but as adventurers, little dreaming of
conditions.
if it seemed as true.
Rogersville,<5 Mich.
the hardship they were to meet, or
Mr. K. says that there are but three they never would have gone," I re" Xo matter, these inen did
sources from which saccharine juices plied
For tbe Amerlcim Bee Journal,
can be obtained viz " earth, air and bear the hardships of war, that I
"
not a (then a boy) could in manhood enwater." He then adds that
Odors and Sweetsparticle " can be digested or analyzed joy the benefits of their hardships
and and labor. Never mind the intent
rain-water,
from garden soil or
C. n. COGSWELL.
perforce, if his conclusions are true, the pain, suffering and death was
all these tons of
honey must pass borne, and I owe a debt, not only of
Mr. Kemp, on page l.SS, in referring
from air to flowers, and biick from gratitude, that can never be paid,
to my article on page 507 of the Bee
flowers to air. I wish to ask if it has but of dollars and cents which shall
JouuNAL for 1SS4, seems to confound been
shown that sugar or nectar can be liberally paid so far as my influodors and sweets, and hardly does
be " digested or analyzed " from at- ence goes."
justice to what I said. He says
Again, Mr. B. says, that if Mr. A.
"DidMr. C. ever visit a sugar-camp mospheric air more readily than from
did not discover and monopolize the
where the sap of the sugar-tree was earth or water.
Virden.QIIls.
discovery, it would be left in the great
being boiled, and not smell it V Did
secret vault of Nature, where it would
he never smell the aroma from the
soon be discovered by another. I
coffee-pot on the stove, or the cabbage
Fit ibe American Bee JoumaL
grant that. I used to tliink that this
in the dinner-pot V Did he never inwas one valid argument against the
hale the fragrance of a full-blown
Rights and Patents.
patent system (not patentees) but let
rose ?
That flowers
us look at it further
The objection
JAMES IIEDDON.
and evaporating sweets do emit an
raised is, that when Father Langsodor, everybody knows."
"
Correct. We agree on that but I
As I have been over the same troth took from this great " vault
suggest as a fact that these " odors " grounds traversed by Mr. Beck with, his movable frame, he robbed it of
and fragrant smells have nothing to in the last number of Gleanings, I one great truth, and thus left us one
do with the presence of grape-sugar wish to give what I have discovered less chance to discover and had he
in honey, or cane-sugar in the " sap that he seems to have overlooked. not done so, we would, ere this', have
of the sugar-tree." The only point He speaks about the fact that an in- found it. I grant and believe the last
that I called in question in my first ventor starts where some one leaves part of that sentence, but not the
flrst.
Scientific facts are infinite. No
article, was the vaporization or evap- off and that inventions are merely
oration of these sugars, and their re- mental evolutionary growths. I grant matter what A, B or C takes from
turn in the form of so-called honey- it.
The patent laws will grant to the vault, there is an infinity left, and
dew. The exhalation of " odors "
each inventor just that part of that I found that a thought of this deplefrom the sickening horror of the growth which belongs to him and no tion arose from a stronger desire to
" Jimsou," Datura Stramonium, to the more.
Suppose Mr. B. discovers a take what some one else had groped
fragrance of the tube-rose and Lilium principle, but cannot discover enough about after in the darkness, and finally
Candidum, have been noted by my of it to get from it any practical laid outside the vault door, than to go
in likewise and meritoriously bring
"olfactories."
value
Mr. A. does likewise.
C.
The odors of flowers seem to de- looks at both, and discovers a third, something else to light. When Father
pend on the presence of volatile oils, which makes the first two of value to L. held his patent ("monopoly"),
and may exist and be exhaled with humanity. He gets the right. He there was kicking and screaming.
One hive vender, who was infringing
or without the presence of nectar or is the real benefactor of mankind.
grape-sugar.
For this I refer to
Mr. Beckwith says that " a large his patent, after doing so with a set
Johnston's Chemistry of Common part of the patent claims are, when determination, going into lawsuits
Life, Vol. II, page 180.
thoroughly sifted, only what some with him, trying to prove priority
" used by
Volatile oils and resins are readily one else used long ago, but never with this same old story,
Mr. M. years ago," and failing, proand rapidly exhaled, having, in the thought of getting patented." (4ood
words of the Dictionary, " power to When every one is anxious to break posed a relief fund, which he headed
pass off by spontaneous evaporation, down and invalidate a patent, it is with SIOO. Father L. rose in his
" Sir,
or of easily assuming the ieriform because the use of the principles are dignity and genius, and said
state." The question is, " Does sugar considered valuable, and the self- I will not accept one cent from you.
thus evaporate and as.sume the 'aeri- interest of the public desires to avoid I only ask what beh nqs to me." When
form state.' " Upon proof of this the royalty. Now, if it is so valuable, I read this reply. I felt an electric
proposition depends Mr. K's theory why is it so " old " and dead? Why shock pass over my whole being.
All this is about the patent system,
of honey-dew. The Dictionary de- did not the " old " original inventor
fines sugar as " a sweet substance ob- get a patent V At least why did not and not patentees. An unanswerable
tained from many vegetable juices, the new light even radiate" from its reason why Brown now has a moral
by evaporating the water they con- original point, out over humanity V as well as" legal right to patent his
tain."
But, perhaps, this may be answered inventions is, because living under
The chemistry above quoted. Vol. by saying. " the discovery is of no the patent system, he always has
" The solid sugar value." That is about the only rea- paid, and no doulit always will be
I, page 200, says
of honey is identical with the sugar sonable answer.
Well, then, what forced to pay tribute to' other inof the grape. The liquid sugar dif- care we how many patents A, B or C ventors.
fers from the solid chiefly in refusing may claim and hold on something
My main objections to the patent
to crystallize, and in containing an which we do not wanty Time and system has been the money thrown
admixture of coloring and odorifer- truth will invalidate it, putting it in away by would-be inventors, aixd the
ous substances produced by the the old grave where thousands of its robbery by selling worthless patents.
flowers. To these foreign substances predecessors have gone.
I have been considerably connected
lioney owes the varied colors, flavors
Certainly, " demand stimulates to in- with patents and patent lawyers, and
and fragrances, for which it is often vention," and our brightest inventors I have found to my satisfaction, that
is

in
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the greater part of this priority rever- no bars can bother. In this way I
sion to old discoveries of the same am now feeding 2-5 colonies which
thing, for the purpose of breaking were light in stores, and I shall comdown valid patents, is pure and sim- mence about May 1 to feed all my bees
ple perjury. I have known this per- to stimulate brood-rearing. The adjury to exist outside of and unknown vantages of this feeder are numerous.
to the defendant, caused by the There is only one other better wav of
vanity of the witness not usually feeding, of which I know, and that is
made of whole cloth, but out of what as Mr. G. M. Doolittle, Ur. O. O.
would make no case, in the mouth of Poppleton and others feed bees, viz
a less vain and honest witness. How- By using combs of honey or syrup
ever, I never knew it to win. Have aiid with this I am not altogether
none of the readers ever discovered satisfied.
that much of the opposition to patLa Porte City©, Iowa.
ents is the product o£ pure and unadulterated selfishness V Few patents
" monopolize." I do not now think
For the American Bee Journal.
of a single one in our line that does.
patent may make the patentee rich Increasing the Number of Colonies.
by the monopoly of the manufacture
.JNO. A. BUCHANAN.
of all the articles of the kind, and
which also enables him to make them
have
As
I
had some experience in
at much less cost.
increasing the number of colonies,
Dowagiac, p Mich.
;

:

A

and have accomplished just what
some others may desire to do, I wish

I'or

the Amencaii Bee Journal.

Young

L. L.

On page

184,

Bees, etc

W. Dayton

says:
"But how old bees may be
distinguished from young ones when
in winter quarters, is not as apparent." It would, indeed, be very difficult to distinguish old from young
bees in case the bees were wintering
well— in that perfectly quiet state as
Mr. Heddon and many others have
described. But in this case it is different; as soon as the burlap cover is
removed from the frames, bees rush
up in countless numl)ers, and surely
•we

cannot be mistaken.

I

colonies

young

their

as

In this way
those 15 weak colonies were increased
to 70 strong ones, besides producing
several hundred pounds of surplus
honey.
One must so manage all through a»
to have young queens ready to hatch
within a day or two of the formation
of the nuclei. In my case I had
plenty of combs, but comb foundation might be used instead ; for without either, with but an average locality and season, I think it questionable
if such
increase can be made. If
one's time is very profitably employed
for the most part, it may pay to buy
queens otherwise not. Unless the
bee-keeper hascombs which he wishes
to save by getting bees on them, it
will not pay to more than double the
number of colonies each year until
the area of his apicultural field is
to

lay.

;

fully stocked.

Holiday's Cove, 5

tiie

desired

end.

aecomDuring the

W. Va.

of 1S80, the bees in this section
were short of stores, and some of the
wiseacres at that time were advocating the use of a food safe for winter
stores, composed of equal parts of

For the Amerlc:in Bee

JoumaL

fall

TKIEM.
Mr. C.

full

queens began

to state the course pursued to
plisli

Old and

into

always

distinguish old bees from young ones
by their light color and' downy or
fuzzy appearance.
Both of those colonies referred to

in my article on page 123, were Italians. I knew that they were breeding even before I removed them or

uncovered them, by the many young,
imperfect bees at the entrance of
each hive however, I saved both of
the queens, and one of the colonies is
now in average condition.
Feeding bees is a subject of much
importance at this season. I have
tried out-door feeding, and I cannot
succeed nearly so well with that as
feeding inside of the hive. For two
years I have fed inside of the hive,
both early in the spring for stores,
and later tor the purpose of stimulat;

ing the bees. My feeders are simple.
I use the standard Langstroth frame

and two

strips of wood, like wooden
separators, are nailed to both sides of
the top of a frame ^s of an inch lower
than the bottom of the top-bar,
bottom-bar is inserted, all is nailed

A

with ^-inch wire-nails,, and a little
hot wax is run around the joints.
Bore a %-inch hole in the top-ljar for
a funnel to pour in the feed. The
space Ijelow the feed-tank will be
used for brood-rearing, and only the
3 or 4 inch space is lost.
I use enameled cloth or burlap
covers under a tight honey-board, and
cut a slit in the cover, slip the honeyboard forward, insert the funnel, aiid

granulated- surar syrup and grapesugar syrup. This was a cheap, innocent looking food for bees, but before I got rid of it, I was thoroughly
disgusted with it.
The winter following the feeding of
this " pizen," was hard enough on
bees having the most wholesome food
obtainable, but this above-mentioned
food, with such a .winter, was too
much for the bees, and by the following April, out of 80 choice colonies, I
had just 15 that were only strong
enough to cover from 1 to 4 Langstroth frames.
These weak colonies
were placed on the south side of a
high, tight board-fence, and were protected, stimulated, and cared for in
the most approved manner. As soon
as brood began to hatch rapidly, all
were equalized. AVhen the brood department became crowded, and the
weather became warm, an upper story
containing 10 moreLangstroth frames
was given each colony, which was at
once used for the extension of the
brood. Soon these combs were filled
with brood, and both stories packed
with bees. One colony was confined
to a single story, and induced to prepare for swarming by daily feeding,
and was permitted to cast a swarm.
When the young bees were within two
days of maturing, a strong nucleus
was formed for each queen-cell that I
found in the hive, which numbered
26, and just about the time these
queens were ready to emerge from
the cells, each nucleus was supplied
with a queen-cell. In ten days 2.5 of
these young queens were laying, one
having been lost on her mating
fiight.
I now took frame after frame of
brood from the upjjer stories of the
old colonies, thus building the nuclei

into full colonies as rapidly as possible, and at the same time giving the
old colonies empty combs to fill with
brood for future draughts in forming
other nuclei, which were in turn built

Honey-Dew— Wintering
SOUTHWICK,

E. B.

JM.

BeesD.

Much

has been written in the lasti
of the Bee Journal about
honey-dew, but as none, I believe,
have expressed my ideas of the matter,

volume
I will

now

Dew

give tliem.

condensed from
honey-dew is
moisture and honey condensed by
cold. There are insects that excrete
a substance that bees will eat, and
is

moisture

the atmosphere by cold

;

are some leaves that when
or cracked, a substance will
exude from them that bees will eat
but neither of these can be dew, for
they are not condensed from moisture
in the atmosphere. That there is an
article that will fully " till the bill," I
have no doubt ; biit wliere does it
come from V is the question. We
notice in large fields of fiowers, when
there are bees in the vicinity, that
the bees are busy until noon, and
sometimes later, but we seldom see
them there in the after-part of the
Have they gathered all
day. Whv
there is, and do tiowers secrete honey
only in the night V I think that no
one will claim that such is the case.

there

wounded

'?

Then, what has become of it V The
moisture on the leaves has evaporated, and is it not safe to believe that
the honey has done tlie same V If so,
what becomes of it ?
The old pagans claimed that their
god lived on honey, but I do not believe that our honey goes that way ;
for it in some other
the moisture that is
evaporated at the same time, is returned to us at night in the form of
dew, is it unreasonable to think that
the evaporated honey in the cool of
the night, does condense and return
to us in the form of real honey-dew,?
This honey is as good as
I think not.
the best, but the exudation of bugs,
the sap of trees or leaves, the juice or
rotten fruit, and the like, is better out
of the hives than in them, and is entirely unworthy of the name of honey-

we must look
way and as
;

dew.
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In reading Mr. Pringle's article on not follow "that we have a direct admispage 73, 1 was not a little pleased to sion from the author of the iiolleu theory
correct." The assertion by
tind that his experience was so nearly that it is not
Mr. Pond, that "this, of course, etuis ffie
like mine during the lirst three years.
controversy, and bids farewell to the subI commenced on the improved plan, ject," does not end it by any means
and
took a bee-paper, and read many it wont "rest" even it Mr. lleddon does
"
for
experiments."
subject,
but
my
bees
on
the
future
books
let it rest with
say,
" Our wintering troubles " are the great
three years were dead in ttie spring.
During the last of the three winters, "drawbacks" to bee-keeping, and feelwhen I thought of my bees, it was ing very nuicli interested in tfie matter, I
with satisfaction that I contemplated i-ead witli great interest all I see on tlio
readtheir comfortable situation for I haft subject iu the bee-pajiers, and when
of tlie articles,! have repeated
packed them according to the most ing some
the old saying, " iu)ue so blind as those
approved plan but, lo when spring that won't see." All kin<is of causes are
came they were all dead except one given as the cause of loss, such as cold,
colony, and that was worthless. To confinement, cold aiul confinement, moissay I was disgusted, would not begin ture, too much ventilation, not enough
to express my feelings. I then went ventilation, brood-rearing, not hibernatto work with a perfect contempt for ing, bad lioney, starvation, etc., hut the
everybody's methods, and "made hives most that perish liave the "diarrhea."
For several days I huve been spendiui;
such as I thought the bees needed,
a good share of the time in looking over
and I can say ttiat I have not lost a the back volumes of the Bee Journal to
good colony in them, that I was not see when and by whom (he pollen theory
satisfied luul starved.
was first advanced, and who have given in
"their testimony " on its side, and 1 am
Sherman ,x> Mich.
surprised at the amount of such testimony.
;

1

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Are not such men

as the Rev. L. L. LangsA. J. Cook, and Messrs. Frank
K. Cheshire, James ne<ldon, O. M. DoolitL. Taylor theoretically and
tle and K.
practically the peers of any in our specialty ? and they ai-eon the side of the poland I might name others
len theory
equally well known.
We know that bees must have nitrogenous food in order to rear brood, and
that strong colonies do sometimes rear a
large amount of it in winter without having the diarrhea; Init is not that easily
accounted for ? and i< it not additional
troth, Prof.

;

evidence, and that of the strongest kind,
Is it not
too, that the theory is correct ?
pretty universaily admitted that bees use
pollen or its ecpiivalent, honey or its
equivalent, and water-, with which to make
the chyme on which the larvEe are fed?
Mr. G. M. Doolittle says about four parts
pollen, two parts honey, and one part
water-.
So we see that the bees digest
most of the pollen that they use iu rearing
brood, and it does not go to over load them

with diarrhetic material.
Since writing tire above,
the

Bee Jouknal

for

I

have received
4, and on

March

page 134, I tind the best of testimony on
Should all such as are practicing the this subject-in fact ttie best I ever saw.
theory, and those who believe in it, give In the article by Mr. Doolittle, near the
the following
in their "vote," 1 am not sure but Mr. centre of that page, I tind
" That the larval bee subsists wholly on
Pond, and in fact all of those who are for
no pollen in winter, woidd be completely this creamy food or chyme, I think no one
surprised at the throng of intelligent bee- will deny, and if fronr my observations I
keepers who have accepted the pollen am correct, the largest element in this
theory as the preventive of such heavy food is pollen. As the larva absorbs this
food, the grosser part of tlie pollen forms
losses in winter as are now so prevalent.
the yellow streak seen in
itself into
It seems to me that the opponents of
all larvic when taken out of the comb, but
the "theory" do not understand it. Nearly,
most pfainlv in the droue-larvre, which
if not quite all tlie evideiice which tliey
streak is finally enclosed by the intestines
bring forward, is simply to prove that colof the newly hatched bee, and evacuated
onies do winter well with plenty of pollen
on its first flight." Here is evidence from
in the hive, haviuK but little or even no
best experimenters, And it
But one of ourwhere
diarrhea. Why, we all know that
the undigested pollen
shows just
are they sui-e that when colonies are put
to.
away for winter with a gooil supply of it, goes
Again, on page .5, is another article by
that they will come out all right iu the
the same painstaking experimenter and
spring ? " Aye there's the rub !"
" The inin the first column lie says
I wintered bees iu Iowa during several
testines of the newly hatched bee are
severely cold winters, without loss, and I
from
emerges
when
it
pollen
filled with
suppose that they had a supply of pollen,
cell
in fact, this pollen is easily seen
but! never lookfdto see. 1 have won- the
with the naked eye, in the larv?e, before
dered how many " pollen men " know the
it is sealed over in the cell, and the first
amount and location of pollen iir their thing
tliat the young bee desires to do on
hives, or whether there is any at all. I
the first flight (which occurs, where all is
liad several colonies last fall that had but
favorable, when the young bee is about
a tew cells of pollen, so few that I did not
six days old), is to relieve the abdomen of
take the trouble to remove them iu prewhich acciuuulated
pollen mass,
this
paring them for winter, and some colonies
when fire bee was consuming food in the
were loaded down with it. Mr. Cornell larval state." Here we again see what
brings forward the kind of evidence we
becomes of the pollen which the old bees
can all give, that bees do frequently winuse. Farther on iu the same article we
ter well without any pollen having been
what becomes of the young bees that
removed from the hives but who can tell find supplied with the undigested pollen
how nuich pollen was there, or how much were
If they had no
in the larval state.
was consumed by the bees ? Bring forward fed
opportunity for discharging it within a
the evidence that the "theory" does not
diarrhea and
was—
result
the
days,
few
hold good iu practice, by proving that bees
jsecome decimated when they have no death.
But here another thing comes rn Mr.
pollen— nothing but pure honey or sugar
Doolittle's breeding or ohi bees and those
syrup. Let us have the evidence from
were reared died. Now, do we not
such as have honestly, with a desire to that
all know that bees often breed in winter,
get at the truth, tried to winter bees with
and have no chance for a cleansing flight,
good honey or sugar syrup and no pollen,
out in the spring clean, bright
and have failed and if they have failed and come
and strong, and in the very best condilet them give all the minutia of preparaWhat makes the difference ? I
tion ?
tion, where wintered, and the temperature
that we had a small army of such exand condition of the repository, etc. and wish
perimenter-s as Messrs. Doolittle, Heddon,
then let us hear from those who have
and Prof. Cook. I like to see them cross
tried and succeeded. It does not seem
swords and tfien finafly find out that they
possible that so much has been said by
fighting on the same side.
such piactical bee-keepers as Prof. Cook, are
I do not call to mind a single ease that
Mr. Heddon and others, on this subject,
has been brought forward to confirte the
without many trying the plan.
can be accouirted
"A short discussion ensued on the pol- pollen theory, but that
Hasbrouck's
len theory,' which received no endorse- for on that theory. In Prof.
ment, tfie speaker's being Rev. L. John- essay, read at the International Congress,
" Whensou, Dr. Jesse Oren, C. P. Dadant, C. F. and found on page 1.55, he says
Muth and others," is the report in the Bee ever anything new and useful is discovJoui;n.\l of what was said of the ered, tliere are always those who, witboirt
" theory " at the late International Con- any consideration, are ready with an 'I
gress at New Orleans. Is that any evi- doii't believe it.' Sometimes they attempt
dence that the "theory " is not correct? to verify conclusions, or to follow pro:

The Pollen Theory.
16— DK.

A. B.

MASON.

add my " say " to that of
on paje .55, that "The polmust go," but my " must go" is
a little (litt'erent from his. I say that I believe it " must go" into more general use
if the heavy losses from which bee-keepI

Mr.

would

like to

Coriieil's,

len theory

ers are now sutferiiig in wintering bees,
are to be avoided. There are but few who
practice wintering bees without pollen,
that say aiijthius; about it in writing for

the bee-periO(iic.als.
This makes the sixth winter that I have
wintered my bees on this plan, and with
uninterrupted success. So tar as I Ijnow,.
1 was the first to try this plan, but I claim
no honor for it, as it was not original with
me. In the Bee Journal for June, 1879
(page 277), 1 saw what seemed so reasonable a statement of the case, by that thoroughly scientific man, Mr. Frank R. Cheshire, that I had read but a few lines of
the article referred to, before I saw the
"pollen theory ;" not " in all its glory,"
but the statement in the first 13 lines were
just what 1 had learned 3.5 years before, in
regard to nitrogenous or tissue-forming,
and uou-nitroKenous or heat-producing
foods. I had heard these terms often repeated during the winter of 18.57-58 by the
the professors in the Medical Department
of the University of Michigan, and Mr.
Cheshire's article seemed to tell just how
to prepare bees so they could be wintered
without loss. I put the theory (shall I call
it " theory ?") in practice with part of my
colonies during the next winter, and it
was a perfect success, and it has been

during every winter since. Each winter I
try some colonies with pollen so placed
that they are very sure to eat at feast some
of it, and sometimes they fiave the diarrhea, and sometimes they do not. Some
of my colonies tliat had ijolien during tfie
past winter, showed signs of diarrhea, but
tliose witiioutpolfen are in splendid condition.
On Feb. 14, 1 cleaned the dead
bees from all the hives and swept up all
from the floor (I always winter them in
the cellar), and they would not measure
to exceed ten quarts to 100 colonies. On

March

0,

I

examined them again, and

there was a still smaller
fi p 3.fi h p p
If Mr. Heddon and Prof. Cook (and
where can we find better authority on
this subject ?) do say " that bees can winter vvell with (ilenty of pollen in the hive,
if all other conditions are right," it does

proportion of

*?

!

.

,

,

;

!

:

;

;

:

;

;

'

;
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cesses, with a disposition to be a little
tjetter pleased to fail than to succeed, so
that they can demonstrate their foiesitjht,
and have the satisfaction of saying, I told
you so,' all a fraud," 'another humbug!' "
Why not change the programme for
awhile and not tell of so many instances
where bees winter well witli pollen in the
liive, but let us have tlie cases where they
do not winter well with no pollen and
with plenty of good honey or sugar syrup?
If any one is anxious to prove that tjie
" theory " is not true, give us the evidence
of tluHe tliat have tried it and failed.
When a writer says he does not believe in
the theory, let him add that it is not scientitic, andso attempt, and if possible overthrow the statements of such scientists as
Mr. Chesliire and Prof. Cook, and that be
has thoroughly and honestly tried it and
'

'

season.

Do

The lowest that I saw
the mercury in the middle of the cellar, was 323 above zero ^ jg not higher
now than 39°. My bees have been in
the cellar for 4 months today (April
1), and I will not be likely to get them
out for a week or ten days yet. They
seem to be in fair condition.
Brush Creek, (^ Iowa.

cellar wall.

;

For

tlie

American nee Journal.

failed.

Wagon

Shipping-Cases, Fronting Hives,

Worlcs, Ohio.

ror

tiie

American Bee Journal.

Hive Door- Yards— Sections.
1!.

F.

LITTLE,

(80—12.5).

A. Pearce, on page 160, rean expression as to hive dooryards. I began by using sawdust and
chips I also tried sand, but I do not
J.

ISIr.

•quests
;

like either.

My yard now is run strictly

etc.

me

The length

;

For

my

previous article
on page 119, precluded the possibility
of elaborating the plan proposed (if it
needed such) of utilizing the surplus
receptacle as a shipping-case. It may
seem to some that in siiipping honey
in such a case they might be parting
with a fixture of the apiary. I have
experienced no such trouble. With
the exception of one case, mine were
all returned to me by the linn purchasing my honey, as previously
agreed upon,
Peradventure, they
may be retained, even with our name
and address stenciled upon them,
what of it y Do they cost any more
than the cases generally used to ship
comb honey in ? Like the berry and
peach chest used so much in this
fruit-growing country, the larger per
cent, will be returned if so stipulated
of

;

:

A

;

:

'?

to close this article by-

recording a hearty endorsement of
Rev. M. Mahin"s remarks on page 26.
I have been j list perverse enough to
place the entrance of each hive due
north for the last three years, and I
highly recommend the plan for both
summer and winter— in the summer
for just the reason which Dr. Mahin
gives in the winter, for the most excellent reason that the bees are not
tempted abroad by every strong ray
of sunshine, and "thus often to perish
in vain attempts to regain the hive.
With the proper tilt forward that
every hive should have in winter, I
never realize the slightest trouble with
ice forming at the entrance.
Galena, ^ Md.

DR. W. G. PHELPS.

the lawn plan, with which I am
delighted.
No doubt the question
will be asked, "How can a lawn
mower be run so as to mow close to
and under the hives ? I use a hive
with a tight bottom, and resting on
legs about 2 inches long, and the
hives stand in rows. In the summer
season I mow the yard about tliree
times in two weeks. I have from }4
to ?8 of an acre which I mow by beginning on one side of the yard, mow
up to the row of hives, front or rear, when sales are made.
as the case may be
stretch a line,
To secure comb honey with the
and have a two-wheeled truck, similar least possible amount of propolis atto a depot or mill truck, with two tached to the sections, I have found a
iron arms run out in front, and so slat surplus-case indispensable in this
arranged as to slip under the rear of State ; viz
flat to protect the botthe hives, and move it backward or tom of the sections. In using a secforward, as the case may be, to the tion 1)^ inches wide, I use a slat of
line.
the same width let in at the bottom
If the grass shows signs of dying of the case. Some bee-keepers may
where the hives have been standing, differ from me, but "as for me and
move them to one side a little also. my house," I must say that we do not
By moving the whole row, the bees enjoy scraping propolis from the edges
are not inconvenienced in the least. of the sections at the risk of breaking
Keep the yard mowed so close that in the delicate combs. I prefer to let
swarming time a queen can be seen my commission man, or the retailer
anywhere. No bugs, toads or vermin do that, and I believe that at the
will find a place in which to hide.
I present price of comb honey, they can
can mow my yard and move 100 colo- afford to do it better than I henc^
nies in 3 hours.
my idea in shipping it pretty much as
I would like to ask Dr. C. C. Miller, our tiny employes put it up.
in reference to his essay, read at the
I want to inquire why the broad
International Congress, about experi- staple used in construction of barbed
ments in different widths of sections. wire-fence, or one similar in shape,
He says "Scant 2 inches in width, cannot be utilized to make our broodused with separators, averaged," etc. frames reversible? By simply boring
He used four other different widths two holes in the ends of the top and
without separators with different re- bottom bars, for the insertion of the
sults.
The Doctor did not say same, and lightly tapping the staple
whether he used a Ileddon case or to its place, what better support do
wide flames. The point I wish to we need
When reversing, place the
know is, will the narrow sections in two staples in what was previously
wide frames, say 2 inches, produce the bottom-bar. Instead of entrancethe effect which he spoke of, or will blocks to regulate the admission to
the frames have to be narrow in pro- the hive (and also ofttimes to be getportion to the sections?
ting misplaced). 1 liiul strips of folded
Some of the leading apiarists rec- tin iiassing behind narrow retainers
"'
"
ommend the
tieringup
plan for of the same metal properly tacked to
•extracted honey for <iuality, etc., tak- the hive, the best possible entrance
ing off the honey at the end of the regulators.
-on

Permit

they not experience dif-

with robber bees, when they
do take off the honey V
I wintered my bees in a cellar.
The
winter was terribly cold, and consequently some frost got in around the
ficulty

tlie

American Bee JoumaL

The Reversible Frame-

HOWARD

U.

ACKBRMAN.

That the reversible frame is an improvement upon the old style of hanging or Langstroth frame, there can no
longer be a shadow of doubt. That
has come to stay, is, I think, an accomplished fact. As to which style
is the best, each bee-keeper will, as in
all other cases of hives, smokers, exit

tractors, and other apiarian Kxtures,
decide for himself.
For myself I
must say that I am better pleased
with the frame described by Mr.
Ileddon, on page S, than with any
others yet brought to my notice. It
seems to be simplicity itself, and,
taken altogether, it is a very valuable

arrangement.
It has been suggested that a standing frame is the'simplest plan for reversible frames, but somehow I could
never look upon it as such. It seems
too much like retrogression. This
may only be a prejudice upon my
part, however, for I understand' that
several of our most prominent beekeepers are very successful with a
standing frame. Perhaps the reversing facilities afforded by the standing
frame are the mitigating circumstances connected with its use. If
this is the case,

how much more

val-

uable should the reversible hanging
frame prove to the average beekeeper.
whole season or two might
pass by and the bee-keeper never need
to reverse his frames, and, indeed, at
certain times it might be a detriment
to his colonies and his honey crop to
do so in such a case, or such a season, he must exercise his judgment as
he does in all other things. The
simplest fact that the frames can be
reversed need not necessarily prove
they must be reversed ; and because
the bee-keeper goes to a little extra
expense to place reversible frames in
all his hives, and tinds at the end of
the season that they have not been of

A

;

any particular advantage to him for
that season, he need not bemoan his
stupidity for, like the person who
mining camp upon the
visited "a
frohtier and asked a characteristic
individual of the locality, " if there
really was any necessity of a man
making a walking arsenal of himself
was.
that camp,"
the reply
in
;

;
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" stranger, you might go about these would be great danger of killing the place the empty hive and frames on the
diggings for a year and never see tlie queen aiul a large number of workers, old stand, and being prepared with the
tools for tearing the box-hive to
need of a shooting-iron, but, stranger, l)y cutting them in two when revers- necessary
pieces, and a table or bench, and a long
if you ever did need one, you would ing the frames.
It would be far bet- and flaring
pan with the ineparation, and
need it awful bad." Tlie same is ter to have (jueens prolihc enough to knives for cultiiig Iheconibs, am ready
true of reversible frames you may keep the frames full of brood and not for operation.
(•nt the combs out, imnot need them fur a wliole season, have to be to the trouble of reversing merse their edges, which I wish to stick to
but when you do need them they are them, for I do not believe that pollen the frames, in the jireparation, and laythe
I

;

1

very convenient.
North Manchester, 5 Ind.
For the American Bee JournaL

Apiculture as a Business,

etc.

E. J. SMITH.
I do not agree with those who advise making bee-keeping a specialty.
If a specialist beekeeper allows his
bees to swarm, he will soon have a
large number of colonies which he
must locate in different parts of the
country, and in doing so he must
crowd out any with a few colonies
so there is no use for those with no
experience, such as farmers, etc., to
try to make a little money out of bees
to help them along. Out of 2-5 beekeepers here who keep 10 or more colonies, only 4 make it a specialty.
Bee-keeping has been a great help to
farmers. One who rented a farm for
$200 a year, was able to pay the rent
from the receipts of his apiary, and
thus was able to save something each
year with but little extra help. I
have but 65 acres of cleared land, and
I could save but little in good seasons,
but now I hire a man to do the work
on the farm, and I attend to the bees,
and by so doing I have made a success

is the only cause of bee-diarrhea, as
there was a lot of it in nearly all my
hives during the past winter, and I
am not nearly so much afraid of loss
in the winter as in the spring.
It
would be no advantage to me to have
the combs fastened at the bottom,
except in extracting, and then I think
that it would be a disadvantage to
the bees.
Addison,K) Vt.

a neighboring hive.

OUR L^£7^
Report, from W. D. Markham,
nart,*o Mich., on April 13, 188.5^
My 80 colonies fif bet s have been in the
cellar .5 iiiontlis to-day, and they appear to
be in as good condition as when I put
them there. Tliere are no signs of diarrhea

among them.

No Loss in Wintering.— D. F. Park,
Athens, 5 Pa., on April 10, 1885,
writes

frames on the tabh', press the combs up
against the top-bars, let them lay in this
position till they become cool, and then
hang them in the empty hive. The hive
that is placed on the stand catches the bees
that take wing. .Shake the remaining ones
into the hive that contains the brood, and
place them on the old stand. This gives
me the best results of anything that 1 have
ever tried,
I no longer dread the job
of transferring bees. My bees are doing
well now.
They are hard at work on
the maple and elm, bringing in pollen and honey. About 75 per cent, of
all the bees in this section perished during
the past severe winter. I have lost several queens this spring, but I do not know
the cause. I fouiul them dead in front of

:

Wintering Bees.— A. L. Edwards,
Skaneateles,© N. Y., on

(110-110),

April

9,

1885, writes as follows

:

have just read the letter of Rev. J.
Kearns, detailing the success in wintering
bees, and 1 think that he has found the
right way. I have wintered my bees in
the same manner for ti years, and I have
not'lostone colony in my double-walled
chaff-hives on the summer stands, save
from the loss of queens remaining undiscovered too long, thereby having to double
up the queenle.ss colonies with others. So
far, this season, I have not lost a "colony
from any cause whatever and I believe
if bee-keepers would adopt the large chaffhives made to contain 3 colonies, with 5 or
6 inches of dry sawdust packing around
them, and theii see that all other known
conditions are complied with, such as
good stores, good queens, plenty of bees,
and ventilation over the packing, there
would be fewer reports of such wholesale
I

1 we had a warm day which
brought the bees out finely. I find that
my apiary of (JO colonies is all right, but
they are very late in starting hrood-rearof it.
itig.
I have made many inquiries of beemust endeavor to produce our keepers here, and 1 find the losses very
small.
Two of my neighbors, with BO colhoney at the lowest possible cost, so
as to compete w-ith the California onies each, report a loss of but one in both
honey which overstocked our best apiaries. All have been wintered on
summer stands, and a part of them with slaughter of the bees in wintering. From
markets in the East last year or we only
outside packing, natural stores, and
will have to sell our honey so low plenty of pollen. 1 think that this loca- my experience, 1 think tliat it is usually
that it will not pay the cost of pro- tion is very favorable, as it is on a narrow the bee-keeper's own fault if the bees
perish in winter.
duction.
strip of land between two livers, which
I would say to any who are just flow ill parallel lines about .50 rods apart,
starting in the business, or who in- while a mountain shuts off the west wind,
Good Success for a Boy. Bertie W.
tend to do so, if you have patience, so that it rarely gets 14° below zero. We Peck, Richmond Centre, (5 Ohio, on
find tlie rivers a great detriment in sumpluck and perseverance, and like the
April 8, 1885, writes as follows
mer, as great numbers of bees fall into
business better than any other
if the
water when coming home laden, esI began the season of 18S4 with 14 coloyou like to work hard both early and pecially at nightfall, when a chill seems to nies,
increased them to 'i4, and obtained
late and if you have a good locality, arise from the water, which affects thera 1,000 pounds of honey, mostly extracted.
you will succeed. All the talk about when tij iiig low.
The past winter has been the worst one
bee-keeping being such an easy busion bees that 1 have ever experienced, the
during the
ness for sick folks and women, is all
Triinsferring Bees, etc.— Chas. Har- loss of bees being greater than
winter of ISso-Sl. I now have 15 colonies
wrong, and is liable to mislead many. rold, Hamburg, ? Iowa, on April
6, left, and the most of them are in good
Although reversible frames may 1885, says
condition. I began keeping bees when I
prove a success for some sections of
was 16 years old (I am now 21), and I
I have been transferring bees the past
the West, I do not believe that they
winter and this spring, and experimenting think that 1 have had good success for
will ever be of practical use in the some in that line. I have now found a a boy ; of course the Bee Jouknal has
East, for the following reasons
plan that just suits me. I have trans- been a great help to me.
1. As we have no fall crop of honey ferred bees by placing a new hive beneath
here, except in a very few localities, the box-hive during a honey-flow, and also
Still Cold.— G. M. Doolittle, Borowe should have to feed to bees all by removing the top from the box-hive,
their winter stores, were we to get all and placing two top-stories over the part dino,© N. v., on April 15, 1885, writes
reniaiiiiiig, one story tilled with frames of
the frames so full of brood that the
thus concerning the present unfavorhoney, and the other with thin quilt and
bees would be compelled to put all ohaff acking. I put them into the cellar, able weather
their best honey in the sections and and 1 found the bees up to the quilt about
So far this year my bees have not had a
were we to have a drouth at the close the middle of the winter 1 removed the flight, on .iccoiint of the still continued
of basswood bloom, as we had the frames, bees and brood to the lower story cold weather. This is the latest that I
past season, we should have to feed on Feb. I, but 1 did not like this plan, on have ever known bees on the summer
them in August when it is so hot that account of the troublesome way of pack- stands to be kept without a flight. Those
the bees will rob if they have- the ing for winter; .so, by experimenting with whose bees have had several flights, must
resin and beeswax, 1 found that I could see that bees in this locality have someleast chance to do so.
make a preparation by using resin and thing to contend with besides pollen. I
2. In
looking for queens, and in heeswax, half and half, that was just the have lost 7 colonies out of 40, on summer
other manipulations necessary for the thing 1 wanted. I now remove the box- stands, and nuist lose more it it does not
handling of all the frames, there hive to a warm and well-prepared room- warm up soon.

About April

;

We

;

—

:

;

;

:

:

:

1

;

;

:

:

:

:
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Bees have Wintered Well.— C. C. boarded before any material was put on.
Gentry, Miami,© Mo., on April 10, The ground was very damp all winter, and
all the colonies were more or less moldy.
ISSo, writes thus
About midwinter I lost one colony by
I have been fairly successful with my starvation, the dead bees of which I threw
bees during the past year. On Nov. 12, on the cellar bottom. In March another
1884, I put Bo colonies into a cellar wliich colony succumbed to the same cause, and
was duK in a sand-banli. They had plenty the dead bees of this one were partly
of honey and pollen for winter stores. I thrown on the fioor,where they all molded.
left them in the cellar for 135 days, and To my knowledge the mercury was never
then put them out, when they had a good up to 40=. It ranged from 33° to 38= above
fliaht, and seemed to be in splendid con- zero, hut it was most of the time at 30° to
dit;ion.
I saw no signs of diarrhea, and I 34°.
During one cold spell last January
do not think tliat they had hibernated. I tlie mercury dropped from 33° to 32° withThe
satisfied
with
cellar
wintering.
am
in three hours. One chimney made of
hives should be put 30 inches from the fence boards arose about 18 inches above
cellar bottom. The temperature in the
cellar ranged from 35° to -tO^ above zero.
I have Albinos, Italians and blacks, but
the Albinos are ahead this spring. Last
season I worked 45 colonies for extracted
honey, and 1 obtained 3,000 pounds. Some
of my neighbors made failures. 1 have
moved
bees from Carroll county to

my

Saline

county.

honey

sells for 8

comb honey,

:

%

Extracted white clover
cents per pound here

l-.^

the bees in, as there was no possibility of
them getting in througli tlie cemented
The weather being too cold to give
them a flight, I examined all the hives to
find the mice, and at the .same time I
cleaned all the bottom-boards which made
them uneasy all winter. I have carried
them all out, and they are doing well,
even a colony in an observatory liive is
doing well, and I feel perfectly satisfied
to winter my bees hereafter in the same
air-tight place without ventilation. The
temperature was 33° above zero during
colonies
the past winter. I also had
outside on my bee-scale, one of which was
dead, and both these and those under tlie
the cellar top, is all the ventilation that ice-house had the diarrhea. I imagine
was employed. I took my bees out of that buckwheat honey caused it, as it was
this musty place on April 1, before sun- dark in color like the feces.
I
rise, with the mercury at 39°, outside.
placed them upon dry ground in the sun,
Reversible Frames.— Albert Neuwith a strong east wind blowing, and
man, Rolla,© Mo., describes his reafter a four hours' flight, I liad 11 strong
colonies which are now cleaned up and in versible frame as follows
of
The inside measure of my hive is
good condition. My bees were in boxan Inch more than the outside measure ot
hives.
The rabbets ot the hive I
the frames.
of an inch thick,
of pieces of latli
James make
Reports on Ventilation.
and 1)4 inclies wide, by cutting notches on
Heddon, Dowagiac, 9 Midi., writes one side IK inch from centre to centre,
thus
of an inch from the
running to a point
Two of these I then nail to the botI would like to have all bee-keepers to edge.
inside
(front
and back) of the
tom
of
the
give a report of the healthful wintering ot
bees.^ith the least ventilation. If all hive, and one at the front 11 inches above
who have known bees to successfully pass the lower one (my frames are 13x12:
the period of confinement without any inches), and into this last one I cut a Mof an inch deep in each
change of air, or with almost none, will inch saw-kerf,
give me, by private correspondence, a de- notch, for receiving a piece of wire which
tailed account of the conditions, etc., I is fastened one inch from each corner of
will from it fornuilate an article on " ven- the frame. I then slip the frames into the
tilatioti," giving each reporter credit, and notches, which is easily done on account of
thus get at this important problem. Mr. the slopes of the notches, and the upper
Shirley says that his neighbor who tried front wire slips into the saw-kerfs, which
to smother his bees (as referred to in my makes the frames perfectly steady. There
last article), kept the hives sealed for 48 is no trouble to handle the frames, as they
are
of an inch shorter than the inside
hours.
of the hive, and the only place where
they come In contact with the hive is at
S. Bair, Rol- the two wires at the bottom and one on
jSearly all Dead.—
lersville,5 Ohio, on April 6, 1885, re- top. To reverse them, all one has to do is

room.

;

V2}4 cents.

H

—

Report, from

D.

75.

Scott,

Centre,© N. Y., on April

Ovid

9, 18.S5

M

:

My

bees have wintered well, and are in
good condition. I lost but 5 colonies, 3 by
disease,

and 3 by starvation.

They were

confined for 140 days in the cellar. 1 put
in 43 colonies last fall.
The weather is
very cold now, ice having formed 1}^ inches
thick, last night. The bee-keepers who
wintered their bees on the summer stajids

have
have

lost most of their colonies,
lost all.

and some

—

Wm. Robson,
Bee-Diarrhea.— 13
(ai— 20), Rolla,© Mo., on April 9, 1885,

M

H

writes

The worst form of diarrhea presented
among my bees during a fliglit about

itself

W.

Feb. 26. There were 14 colonies in singlewalled hives. I was much alarmed about
ports as follows
it, as they crawled out on the outside of
the hives and spotted them badly, and
The past winter has been a terrible one
the snow for lOo feet around the hives on bees in this part of Ohio. About 07
was covered with the excrement. This per cent, of all the bees are dead, and the
was not the case with those bees which few that are left are weak and diseased.
were wintered in double-walled hives
I have made quite extensive inquiries of
their appearance was lively and dry, and the bee-men, and receive the same anat this time, as they come flying home swer from all— "dead! dead!" We had
laden with pollen, it is easy to discern the in this county (Sandusky) about 1,000 colstrongest colonies. They were all win- onies, and some of our largest apiaries are
tered on the summer stands. On account extinct. Extreme cold and honey-dew ilid
of a snow-storm which continued for 3 the mischief alike to all, no matter
hours to-day, the bees did not work out- whether they were in cellars, on the sumside.
mer stands, packed or unpacked. I had
28 colonies, and to-day I have 8 good ones,
3 very weak ones. I had mine packed
and
Favette Lee,
Scarcely any Loss,
;

—

Cokato,© Minn,,

on April

2,

1885,

in

buckwheat

chatf.

writes thus
Bees Under an Ice-Honse.— Philip
My bees have been in the cellar for 5
months, and out of SO colonies only 3 are Week, East Camp,o, N. Y., on April
dead. Some colonies had brood in three 10, 1885, writes
combs, and some are so strong that they
Ventilators in bee-repositories are a
They damage, as they cause too many changes
fill every space between the combs.
have consumed scarcely any honey. I in the temperature. 1 built an ice-house
have rented 33 colonies, so I now have HI holding 50 tons of ice, on a side-hill, and
in all. I prefer the Syrians.
under the ice I built a room 13 feet square
and 7 feet high, tor storing fruit the sideWintering Bees in a Damp Cellar.— walls and floor are cemented, and on the
:

;

"W.

M. Chapel, Kingston, (3

April
Last
bees,

2,

1885, writes

fall I

obtained

and on Nov.

5

Wis., on

:

black
put them into

13 colonies of

and 23

1

the following described bee-cellar: It is
14 feet long,
wide, and 4 high— 2 feet below tiie ground and 2 above. The soil is
a red clay on low ground. Tlie walls were
clay below the ground, and loose boards
above, banked up on the outside with
earth. It contained no floor. It was covered first with a layer of marsh hay, then
that with earth, and then the whole was
covered with corn-stalks. The roof was

front I filled out with sawdust, and also a double door. In this room
under the ice I put 7 colonies in November, 1883, and in the spring I found 3 of
them dead, being after-swarms, and too

entrance

weak

in

The tem;.4 were alive.
was .^4° above zero. Last Noput 12 colonies into the room,

winter

to

perature

vember

I

with no ice in the ice-house, the
being calked and air-tight overhead.

floor

Upon

examining them in Uecember, I found
bees lying behind the hives cut tlirough
the middle, and I suspected mice. So I
set a trap and caught three. They must
have gotten into tlie hives before I took

to

take them out and put

side

tlieni

back up-

down.

Report, from A. M. Gander, {36—
Adrian, 5 Mich., on April 13,

33),

1885:

The weather

is still cool, and the spring
backward. I notice by my note-book,
the weather and condinote
in which 1
is

tion of bees, etc., that the first pollen was
brought in last spring, on Apiil3, andin

was first brought in on March.
There is great complaint ot "spring
dwindling" throughout this section,
caused, as most practical bee-keepersknow, by bad wintering. The past severe
1SS3, pollen

1.

winter with poor stores (which consisted
largely of honey dew), was too much for
the bees, and a great many died with Uiediarrhea. Fully two-thirds, and probably
three-fourths, should the cold weather
continue a spell longer, of the bees
throughout this partof the country, will be
dead some bee-keepers have lost about
all they had, while a few saved nearly all
of their bees. Of my own, I have 33 left
out of 36 colonies prepared last fall for
winter. All of the 36 were alive on April
them were so weakened by
1, but 3 of
diarrhea, that they have since died, and I
may lose 3 or 3 more yet, unless the
weather soon changes for the better. My
bees .were packed on the summer stands
with sawdust underneath, at the sides,
and at the ends up 5 inches above the
brood-chamber. I put silted wheat-chafE
on top ot the frames to absorb the moisture. A space on top of the frames was
left for the bees to pass from one frame
Their stores were mostly
to another.
honey, gathered after the honey-dew was
over with in this section, and sugar syrup
fed in the fall to those that were light in
;

stores.

!
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Local Convention Directory.
Tim« and

1885.

Apr.

^puial polices.

place of Meeting.

24.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
M. Crandall. Sec, Independence, Mo.

*j;j,

C

April 24.— Portage County, at Ravenna, O.
L. O. Reed, Sec, Kent, O.

Apr.

2.'">.—

Union, at Kariiiam, Iowa.
M. K. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

Apr. 28.— DesMoines County, at BurlinRton, Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middleton, Iowa.

May

1.— Central lown.at Winterset, Iowa,
A. .1. Aditinaon, Sec, Winterset, Iowa.

May

2.— Central Illinois, at Jaclisonville, Hi.
Wm. Canim, Sec, Murrayville,

May

4.— Linwood. Wia., at Kocit

iRmniRPiini

tW We want one number each of the Bee

"Friend Alley:— The best strain of bees 1 have
from your nplary; thequcen I bought of you
JoritNAL of August, 1860— February, 1807, came
last season. I think your Urone Trap a grand
Any one having them to spare will please thing. Will order more soon."- O. O. Chaw ford.
Bees und Queens of the best strains. Nuclei
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for and
full colonies. Circulars free.
one copy of each of the two numbers.
lOAlt HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

IW

The Farmer's Account Book contains
00 pages, i>rinted on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $:!.00. We will club
it and the Weekly Bee Journal for a year
for .$4.00. If you have already sent us ?2.00
for the Weekly Bee Jouiin.\l for a year, we
will send the Book for another $2,00, making
$4,00 in all. If you want it sent by mail, add
20 cents for postage.
1

B.

Eim

Thomson, Sec

III.

Centre, Wis.

Wia.

"SVaverly,

May 5.— Western Michigan, at Fremont. Mich.
F. S. Covey, Sec, Coopersvilie, Mich.

May

- W. New Vork and N. Pa., at Cuba, N. Y.
W. A. Shewman. Sec, Handolpb, N. V.

5.

May 7.— Progressive,
J.

May,

7,

at Bushnell, Ills.

G. Norton, Sec,

Macomb,

Ills.

8.— Te.xas State, at McKinney, Tex.
W. K. Howard, Sec, Kingston, Tex.

May

12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
W. H. Beach Sec, Cortland, N, Y.

May

19.—N.

W. Ills., and S. TV. Wis., at Davis, Ills,
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.

May 28.— Mahoning Valley,
E.

May

at Newton Falls, O.
W. Turner, Sec, Newton Falls, O.

28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F, A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.

May

29.— Ilaldimand, Ont., at Nelles' Corners, Ont.
E. C. Campbell, Sec.

June

19.— Willamette Valiev, at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. J, Hadley, Sec.

Dec.

I).

State, at Detroit, Mich.
Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

not bind them, write a Postal Card sa.ving
what they will take for it? Do not send it
until ,vou hear from us, that we are not already supplied.

|^"Pre8erve your papers for reference
you have not got a Binder we will mail you

If

one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us li new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

(S^ To

village,

Honey Markets

create

town and

city,

iW

attend.

F. S.

second annual meeting: of the Des
Moines County (Iowa) Bee-Keepers' Association, will be held at the Court House in
Burlington, Iowa, on April 28, 188.5, at 10
a. m. All interested are cordially invited to
attend and make the meeting as profitable as
possible. All implements of the apiary sent
to the Secretary will be exhibited at the
meeting, and will be disposed of or returned,
as the owner directs.
John Nau, Sec,

t^~ The Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second meeting at
la Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in
June, 188.i. All who are interested are invited to attend.

E. J.

Hadley,

Sec.

tS~ The Central Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Jacksonville, 111., at 10
m., on Saturday, May 2, 188.5.

%

Wm. Camm,

Sec.

IW

The spring meeting of the Cortland
Union Bee-Keepers' Association will be held

May

in Qortland, N. Y., on

12, 1885.

W. H. Be.ich,

Sec.

8^" The Mahoning

Valley Bee -Keepers'
Association, will hold its next meeting at
Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May 28
188o.

E.

:

Covey, Sec.

i^~ The

W. Turner,

Sec.

Hints and Ready Recipes,
is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEoitance to Kverybody, concerning their dally
ablts of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping.
Bathing. Working, etc.

TWENTY-FIVE

It Cosls only
CENTS,
and contains 28 pages, and Is sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt of price. This Is Just
the Book that every family should have.
IT TELhS ABOUT

t^~ We want one number of the Weekly
1884— May 28. Will any one who does What to Eat.
How to Eat it,

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets *' Why Eat
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
Convention Notices.
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
The Bee-Keepers of Western Michi- will be a demand for all of their crops at
gan will liold tlieir spring meeting- on May .5, remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
188o, at Fremont, Mich. All are invited to Medicine " are sold at the following prices

^T* In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

HAND- BOOR ""oF HEALTH,

Parasites of the Skin,

for

8— 10.— Michigan
U.

253

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will be sent
Iiost|.aid lor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
nn orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc., (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
Single copy, 5 cts.

hundred,

:^'i.

;

;

50.

To give away

a copy of "

Honey

as

Food

and Medicine " to every one who bus's a
package of honey, will sell almost any quantif of it.

Perils of

How to

Contagious Diseases,
Ventilation.
How to Avoid them.
Influence of Plants,
Exercise,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
Superfluous Hair.
After-Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, causeii
Preventing Neiir-Sight- Malarial Aff'ections.
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.

any one can make

no nails or screws reto the Frame. Send lO cts. for
it;

quired to fasten it
a Photograph with instructions, or 35 cts. for a
model. l<riend Koot turned this down as " too
much miichinery, but quite ingenious." You will

smile.

GARWOOD,

C.

(Box 858) Baltimore, Md.
'

16A.lt

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

IT

Black Eyes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corn8,Coughs,Cholera,Diarrhoei. Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Bar Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache, Hiccough, Hives
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples, Piles, Rheuniatiam, Rinpworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples. Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcere, Warta,
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

Sare Doctor Bills
85 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,

It wiil
Price only

TaOUAS

925

West Madison

Pnr Qalo

G.

Street,

l'*^*^'*^

NEIVHAN.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Wired Combs, straight and

rUI OflIB perfect. Size, IT^sxOia; also 100 to
200 colonies, and a 9-iiich Dunham Founda-

R. H¥DE:, Alderly, Wis.

tion Machine.
15A2t

No. 1

Comb Foundation

45 cts. per lb. until May i'lth. Italian Bees by the lb.
Nuclei, full Colonies and Qupens. Send for Circular.

IV. H.

PKOCTOK.

Falibaven, Tt.

IGAlt

WORTH OF CHOICEST

-TVEW-

$5.60:i-'loTTpr&Vegetable Seeds for
ii.oo
NEW and rare

plants as premiums.

Send

for our catalogue before ordering your seeds and
plants ; it will only cost a postal card, and will
-istonish you.

r. t.

Garwood's Reversible Frame Device
WILL. FIT any Frame; ia sioiple and cheap;

Summer,

Breathe.

Overheating Houses,

Also

Sirtucrtiscmcuts.

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs &Luni; Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear
How much to Wear,

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid.

rAoot

I

I

aDnU.f

ashtabula.ohio

PURE IMPORTED

ITALIAN
QUEENS!
WE

shall receive an earlj^ shipment from
{^" The next meeting of the Union Bee- FOR MOCKING BIRDS, TEXAS RED BIRDS,
MONTE FIOKITO, ITALY. We shall
Keepers' Association of Western Iowa will Rose* Breast Grosbeaks and German Canaries at be pleased to book orders for them.
prices, address on postal card,
MUCCI <& BRO, l.exiueton, Ky.
be held on April '25, 1883, at Earlham, Iowa, reasonable
W. D. BALL, Columbia City, Whitley County, Ind. 15A2t
M. E. Darby, Sec.
H5A2t

tS~ The bee-keepers of Portage County
vicinity will meet at Havenna, Ohio on
April 24, 1885, for permanent orginization.
Let every bee-keeper be present.
L. G. Reed, Sec.

and

i^~ The second annual meeting of the
Western N. Y. and Northern Pa. Bee-KeepCuba N Y

ers' Association will be held at
on Tuesday, May .5, 1885.

W. A. Shewman,

Sec,

NEW

STEAIVI

HIVE

FACTORY!

Simplicity and Jjangstroth a specialty. Also Sections and general Aplurlan Supplies. Send for
Price-List.
& STONE, Springs. 111.

UAMBAUGH

lOAiit

^'rpHE SUCCESS Foundation Fastener
J-

*

takes the cake;' the fastening

is

a complete

job. as I never saw itbefore."— <'. F. Mctth, Cincinnati, Ohio. Correspondence with Supply Dealers
solicited. Circulars free.
16Alt
<fe
Jersey. III.

GI WITS

SON. West

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Roffersvllle, Oeuesee Co.* Mich.,
can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prices.
A few lull colonies of choice Italians in Heddon hives for sale at $S.OO per colony. Untested Italian Queens (from the South) $1.50
each. Tested Queens reared last year in the
home apiary, $3.00 each. Beeswax wanted.
Make money orders payable at Flint. IGAtf

!

)
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ORIGINAL PATENTS.

50 COLONIES
OF BEES FOR SALE

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS

in Lanc^-strotli TTives at ?6. 00 each, delivered

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

Express (illice or Kailroad Depot. I
have been Im-ediiij:- my bees for lioney, and
at the

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
^izes. The 3 frame basket is In a
can of the same size and style as
the li frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, witb the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the

not for beauty ; they are mi.xed more or
less with the German brown bees. They
have wintered well. Address,

R. R.

ITII

RPHY,

Garden Plain, Wliiteside

Co. I]I».

i4Aat

SUMNER & PRIME,

Extractor, lyx-'o, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the |;>^.(xi Ex-

Btrislol, vr..

*Ifi.(K>

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

WE HAVE
now

tractors, all the different styles
*^
li^flraiB
^V~"~TilMr' havestrainers over the canal lead*\ -^r^nr^^^^^"^
ing to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.(X) and
jl0.(Hi Extractors have no covers.
$8 00
For2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
8 oa
10x18
For Langstroth ""
"
.10 00
"
10x18
For 3
"
*'
"
.14 00
10x18
For 4
.12 00
"
size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
^'
.12 00
"
13x20
For 3
"
.16 OO
"
13x20
For 4
i

just completed our Factory, furnished it witb tile tuost improved Machinerv,
and are
prepared to till aii orders for BEEof every description.
POPI.AK SEtTIOXS of all sizes a specialty.
All orders will receive prompt attention. Send for
Catalogue Price-List and samples.
10A12t

WHITE

FIXTUKES

-2

.

.

.

.

Patented, 1878
Prof. Cook.inhisTaluableManualof theApiarv,
states that " Mr. Bineham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smober by establishintr a direct
draft." Five years of persistent effort has denionBtrated that no one but BinKhain has lioen able to
Improve a Bingham smoker. Hundreds of Binghani smokers have been in use Ave years, and are
They burn lots of bloebR
yet In working order.

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
933 West 'nadtson St., CHICAGO, II.Ii.

100

<'hips and stuff, and make lots of sraokcand
comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fall to blow
smoke lip or df>wn or sideways, much or little,
swift tir slow, just as yon please, any or all the
time; top up or down, they always Ko!
Bee*keepers will save money and vexation by

and

I PERFUME g anaihisperfuinciGn.tch.ctfor 12c.
lfc-;;$'i=^" 4c. CLINTON .io CO., NorthHaven, Conn.
PS'*iiiiiii'M«PR-.
xi';j^ We have seen cards from many firms^
hut none as pretty as those from CUntun & Co.
llAH't

6o Engravings.

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over h/hio, there i» evidence that 1««r'
with us is not likely t'^i be an idle one. Also that
snch g<"ids as we make have met the advanced
wants of the nnst advanced bee-beepers In Europe and America.

Laryrc

smoker (wide

shield)

Extra smoker (wide shield)
Plain smoker

—
—

2(4

3
3

"
"
"
"

-1

135

..

1

1%
Wonder smoker
Bingrham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

BY B. J.KENDALL, M. D.
A TREATISE

fflvinn an index of diseases,
tiie symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table (EivinK all the principal druKS used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enpraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the Hge of the horse a valuable collection of re-

and

00
6.5

lilttle

3

THE HORSE,

00
75
^^

..

;

;

1 15

inch

FOK

ps*^ 40 Hidden Name°^i"5!^rs
Samples,

buying Genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetlierington Uncapping-Knivestlret. We neither
make nor handle anv other supplies; but 'if these
we are the (»riginal inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4r.,(Wi in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com-

Prices, by mail, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wido shiold) ..S'/a inch. .?3
" ..1
Conquerorsmokerfwifle.shif'ld);j

ITAMAN

rolnnies of rhoice
S.\l.E. Send for
ItlCICS
riice-List. Address,
W. J. D.4VIS, (Bo.\91)
Youngsville, Warren County, Pa.

;

and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*.— Sent on receipt of

cipes,

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress,

THOMAS

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,

ABRONIA» MICH.

6A2Btf

^

j25

West Madlsnn

O.

street.

price,

by

NEWMAN,
-

CHICAGO,

lU...

Sliced Sections!

PATENT

OHE-PIKCE, V- GROOVED.

Mills i!-'?.^'^
W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLEXY.

Took the first
fpH EY are perfect in every respect Fair
last Sejjt.
MichiKan State
L premium at the
wlio uses them once, wants no
Every apiarist

S5.00

BOOK FOR

And Complete Mechanic
!

can furnish Pure
Phenol for the cure of

s
FOIL. BROOn,

Knlarjreil Edition
tiiins

as

Mr. Frank Clieshiro, of I.onrlon,
England. As it is a liguid, it can he sent
only by express. Price, 25 cents per ounce,
delivered at the express ollice in Chicago.
Oescribed

ALFRED

H.

NEWnAN,
CHICAGO,

Coionies^f

ILL.

BEES

lat

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

inns. Processes, Trade

Legal Items.
Business Forms, etc., of
vast utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and
Business Man. The work contains 1,016
pages — is a veritable Treasury of Useful
Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to
any Mechanic, Business Man or Fanner. By
Seei-ets,

mail, in fine cloth,

.$'>..')0.

NEWMAN,

925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO,

XHOS.

ILL.

Full colonies Italians in
Simplicity HIVES ( L.

Bees

for

Address,
14A3t

BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
added to our Large Factokv a
Special Department for the

We have

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
and
White Poplar Dovetailed CCnTinNN
Also, One and Xwo-plecc OCU lUIIOi
I

G.

Address,

For particulars, call upon, or iiddrcss,
A. t. EDWARDS, SKANEATELES, N. Y.

— con-

over I,000,(M)0

Industrial Facts, Calcu-

liy

923 West Madison Street,

and

$2.50.

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT

37ABly

Pure Phenol

Will send two samples by mail for 4 ct^.
postage, or a sample thousand, 4'. i.v4' 4 for 1)94. OO.Tlie list price is f4..',u per l.inHi-t^l.i o per f.,iii)u
»40(«lper lO.lKKi. Send for Circular, etc. Suppl7
dealers will do well to correspond with us.
otliers.

A

'ram
Sale!

e, in

Jlay.^K'iIune,

HvbrlrtB.*l less. Satisfaction Kuaranteed.
DR. JOHNS. GATKS,
14A6t
WiiiiinBonville, Worcester Co. Mass.

tW All Orders will be

filled

promptly at the

liOWEyr FIGURES,
Send Stamp tor Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. MOEI.1.EK M'fg Co.
lA26t

DAVENPORT, IOWA.

:

;

:
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Bee-Eeeping in Tunis.

Sellii^ Honey.

OP THE

,^4-)
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The

as the bees, as follows

'^^W
^^«

introduces

the

EniTOIt ANIJ PUOPKIETOR,

;

i^We regret to learn that Mr. J. E.
Foxboro, Mass., is confined
bed by rheumatism and heart
disease. He has been ill for two or
three months.
Jr.,

to his

A

'

honey is just like this in fact, this is
but a fair sample of extracted honey
as produced to-day all over the coun;

try

;

different locality

making

differ-

ence in flavor in some instances, on
account of the different kind of flowers on which the bees work. Take a
jar along with you."
" No, thanks I never eat honey it
;

;

ence.

Pond,

thus,
:

surplus has been obtained and many
combs have been constructed, so that
when the jujube blossoms open, next
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, GKICAGO, ILL month, an excellent harvest may be
safely counted upon. The rosemary
Weekly, ^Z a year Monthly, SO cents.
yields wonderfully, and as thousands
of acres are covered with its pale, blue
blossoms, during .January, February
April 29, 1885.
No. 17.
Vol. XXI.
and March, it will be a great depend-

NEWMAN,

conversation

The movable-comb hives were not pointing to a nice jar of honey
all in place, and the colonies in suita" That looks very nice indeed. How
ble condition to take full advantage did
you fix it to make it look so nice?"
of the first yield of honey — that from
" It is not fixed at all, sir, in the
wild rosemary blossoms — but some sense you mean. Our entire
crop of
'

PUBLISHED BY

G.

find ia the

Frank Benton is in Tunis, Stock Breeder, shows liow a demand
Africa, and gives the following ac- for honey can lie
created in any localcount of the establishment of a "model ity hy a little exei\ioii, A -suspiciotis
apiary" there, and describes it, as well customer, at a Bee'\im^ Honey
Shovv,
Mr.

^M^RiOA]Hr'>.M

THOMAS

we

follo\viiig[|wLicli

medium colony

makes me sick."

" Well, take a couple of these little
on
the last day of February, produced jars to the children."
over 40 lbs. of extracted honey, beFour weeks later.
" Say, have you any more honey like
sides building out several frames of
foundation, in 20 days. The rosemary that you gave me at the fair?"
'•
is the plant from which the famous
Yes, sir, plenty of it."
" Bring me down 2 or 3 pounds the
Narbonne honey of France is gathered, and the Kassartyr honey is most cliildren like it quite well."

transferred

;

^" Another new bee-paper comes to
our desk it is called Tldsskrift for
biskjotsel, and is edited by Mr. Ivar S.
Young, and published at Christiana,
Norway. We cannot read a word in
it, but as Mr. Young has been a sub;

scriber for the Ajieiucan Bee Journal for years, we expect it is " up
with the times."

^" We liave received a pamphlet of
44 pages from Mr. A.

Boot, entitled
" The
B C of Potato Culture how
to grow them in the largest quantity,
and of the finest quality, with the
least expenditure of time and labor."
It is illustrated with 20 engravings,
I.

A

and

is

;

nicely printed.

Mr. Root

is

" It is
the publisher of it, and says
written by Mr. T. B. Terry, the successful farmer and potato-grower of
the State of Ohio. Mr. Terry is employed most of the winters in giving
:

excellent in quality. Some of it is
quite transparent, very thick, and
possesses a pleasing aromatic taste.
Altogether the proprietors of " The
Kassartyr Apiary " have every reason
to feel encouraged in the work which,

they liave undertaken, and it has al-'
ready begun to have its influence, as
two other apiaries on the same plan
are soon to be established in the province, and several enterprising parties
are talking of introducing the culture
of bees on their estates.
few words about the bees of
Tunis
They are dark— even darker
than our common black bees— but,
strange to say, they possess nearly the
qualities of Syrian bees, and show, except in color, very little resemblance
to the black or German bees. Like
Cyprians and Syrians, they are somewhat smaller- bodied than are the
common bees, and they adhere very
well to the combs when handled, but
can be shaken off readily. They are
also active and energetic workers
but, unlike the Cyprians and Syrians,
they are liable at times to fly at one
and sting him when he approaches
the apiary. They bear smoke rather
better than other Oriental races. The
queens show a tinge of bronze color
and are very prolific. On the whole,
Tunisian bees are not to be dispised,
even if they are true Africans in

A

:

Of course we took him the latter
amount. Some time later we took
him another 3-lb. jar. To-day he
" I had thought myself proof
writes
against wiles of any bee or any honey
man, but I succumb
those little
homeopathic jars of honey did the
:

;

business.
The children cry "for it,
and well it is not bad to put on warm
cakes. Please send me 50 pounds."

—

1^ A

Scotch pamphlet, entitled
Essay on Bees," by Wm. Thomson, is on our desk. It is published at
80 Gordon St., Glasgow, Scotland, and
may be obtained of R. J. Bennett
Esq., secretary of the Scotch Apiarian
Society. It contains 84 pages and 25
illustrations. The author has for years
been known as a prominent writer on
"

An

apiculture in the British periodicals,
his nom de plume being "
Lanarkshire Bee-Keeper." It is written in
his usual interesting style.

A

^

After July 1, 1885, the weight of
farmers' institutes,
a letter which can be sent for 2 cents,
always authority on any
will be increased from one-half ounce
thing connected with agriculture.
to anything less than one ounce.
The book is not only a valuable one
to potato-growers, but a great part of color.
it applies to the management of alI have been wondering how this race
^" Honey to the value of about
most any crop on the farm, especially of bees got here, and have only been $27,000 was imported into Great Britoffer
tlie following explanaable
to
to the preparation of the soil, mantion
Early Greek colonists must ain during the month of February,
ures, etc." We can furnish it at 40 have brought Hymettus bees with
1885.
cents, post-paid.
them. History might lead us to this
conclusion, and it is indicated by their
Catalogues for 1885.— We have recolor, qualities, etc., and particularly
^° It is now high time to send their disposition to submit to smoke, ceived the following
Rev. Wm. Ballautine, Sago, O.
orders for everything needed in the as well as by the fact that all other
G. R. TyrreU, Laporte, Ind.
Mediterranean countries from which
apiary for the coming season, so as to
J. W. Newlove, Columbus, O.
bees might have been brought here at
W. C. K. Kemp, Orleans, Ind.
have it on the spot and all ready for an early date have, as their general
O. Judd Co.'s hprinjr Catalogue of publications, 851 Broadway, New York.
types, yellow races of bees.
use when wanted.

lectures

and he

before

is

:

::

:
;

:: ::
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is so low
that the evaporation of the surplus
water is impossible. The conservation
of the heat of a colony of bees in winter has more to do with the state of
moisture in a hive, and its prevention,
than the character of the stores, although thin stores has much to do

and when the temperature

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Bees Starving in Early Spring.

with

Explanatory.—The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the

names

it."

of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named
east
5 north of the centre 9 south
*Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^D northwest;
centre
CK southeast; and ? southwest of the
of the State mentioned.

din-ry. No. 54 What is the best way to
Bee-Hives.
Old and
guard ag-ainst bees starving before feeding
can be done in tlie spring ? I practice laying
Query, No. 56 Will bees stand the winon the frames cakes of well-kneaded honey
and pulverized sugar.— Ontario.
ter as well and be as healthy in hives which
are several years old, as in new hivesy— Iowa.

New

G. M. DooLiTTLE remarks thus:
" The plan given is as good as any."

W. Z. Hutchinson
is no better way that

says

"

:

There

know

of for
guarding against starving bees in the
spring, than by laying soft candy
I

over the combs."

Prof. A.

" The best answer
question."

©

;

says " yes."

J. Cook
W. Z. Hutchinson
"They will."

Prof. A.

replies thus

Dadant & Son answerthus:
undoubtedly

;

if

number

For

"Yes,

the hives are sub-

ttie

;

O

American Bee JournaL

Honey Oozing from the Combs.

stantial."

Cook answers thus:

J.

Those after, show

person has kept bees.
the

is

given in the

Dr.

C. C.

Miller

16— G.

says " yes."

31.

DOOLITTLE, (40-80).

" Why does honey ooze out of the
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus
thus: " If "Old bee-hives, when properly pre- comb after it is taken from the hive
¥" is a question that
the detail of your plan works to suit pared for a colony of bees, are as good and stored away
is often asked, and one which has
you, you need no better food. My as new ones to winter bees in."
confronted nearly every comb-honey
plan is to know that each colony has
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers thus "I producer sooner or later. Some seem
enough food until it can fly, and then
prefer old combs for wintering bees. to suppose that the cause of this state
feed liquid food from the top, if a colThe hives, whether new or old, make of affairs is that the bees do not
ony should be short."
no difference, provided both are thoroughly ripen the honey before
thus
replies
Miller
thought must
Dr. C. C.
little
equally tight."
capping it.
section of honey laid on the
show the fallacy of this, for whether
James Heddon answers as follows: ripened or not, the honey can only
frames is good also a frame of sealed
hive properly preserved and ooze from the cells after being caphoney or a wide frame of sections put " Yes.
taken care of, should show no signs ped, on account of a larger bulk of
next to the cluster."
of wear or decay after 4 or 5 year's liquid being in the cell afterward
use."
than there was at the time the bees
Bees Affected with Moisture.
sealed the cell. This can come only
from one source, which is always
Foundation and Beeswax.
Comb
brought about by either cool, damp
Query, No. 55 Does moisture affect bees
filled with sugar syrup in the same manner
or a non-circulation of air,
Query, No. 57.— Owing to the increased weather,
as those filled with honey ? If not, please
demand for pure beeswax, and the conse- or both. Honey only swells as it beexplain the difference.— W. C. S.
quent higli price which good, pure comb comes damp, and the first that will be
must command, what price can seen of that dampness will be in the
Prof. A. J. Cook answers thus foundation
attord to pay for the latter rather than
cells, where the honey will
" I do not think that there is any dif- one
tor use in both brood-frames unsealed
without
it
do
have become so thin that it will stand
and sections y— Franklin Co., Mass.
ference."
out beyond the cells, or, in other
G. M. Doo LITTLE remarks " From
G. M. DOOLITTLE answers thus
words, the cells will be heaping full.
the present winter's experience, I " I do not use it in brood-frames, and If the dampness remains, the sealed
think that bees winter best in a cellar would not, except in cases where I honey will soon become transparent,
having a moist— yes, almost wet— at- wished to prevent drone-comb, so I while the honey from the unsealed
mosphere. I can see no difference be- state no price. For sections, say 50 cells will commence to run out,
tween those having honey or sugar cts. per lb.
daubing everything below it, and
syrup as regards the effect of moisteventually, if the cause is not re"
As
much
says
Cook
Prof.
A.
J.
ure."
moved, the cappings of the cells will
as we shall have to for years yet."
burst, and the whole will become a.
James Heddon answers as follows:
sickening, souring mass.
" I have never perceived any differG. AV. Demaree replies as follows
While in New York City, I once
ence. Moisture is no part of my fear " I cannot make a fair profit by payhundred pounds of such
in the wintering problem. I have col- ing over 40 cts. per lb. for foundation, saw several
once as nice comb
onies now in a new, damp cellar with except for starters; I can pay $1.00 per stuff which was
honey as could be produced, but it
mold on the combs, honey-boards and lb. for this purpose."
had become unsightly and spoiled by
alighting-boards, the underside of the
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus being stored in a cool, damp cellar.
cover dripping with water, and water
were
running from the entrances of some " It depends upon the price of honey. The cappings to the white combs
with the honey oozing out of
of them, and the bees are in perfect At present I should hardly want to ruptured
the cells, to such a degree that the
health, and. their bodies are as slim dispense with it at $1.00 per lb.
cases were all soaked with it, and
as in summer. They have nothing
James Heddon answers as follows: which, with large puddles on the
but sugar syrup as food."
" I can afford to pay $2.00 or $;i.(i0 per floor, gave off asickening smell which,
"
It cer- lb. for thin comb foundation to be with the unsightly appearance, caused
Dr. G. L. TinivEr says
tainly does. The removal of the thin used in narrow strips as guides in one to think of honey only as somewatery stores from a colony of bees brood-frames and sections. At the thing to be loathed. The commission
will be considered one of the very es- nresent prices 1 still practice, and be- merchant asked me what was the
sential expedients hereafter in the lieve it profitable, to use it in full matter with the honey. I told him
The injuri- sheets above and below. How much that the damp, cool cellar was what
fall preparation of bees.
ous effects of cider, for instance, is higher price the latter use would war- was the matter, but he would not benot due to acids, but to the fact that rant, we had Better leave to future lieve it until I caused him to confess
that the honey was all right before it
it is collected so late in the season, expe'-'ment."

James Heddon remarks

:

A

"A

;

A

—

:

:

:

:
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was placed

in the cellar 6 or 8

When

it

I

ih-st

commenced keeping

stored my honey in a light
room on the north side of the house,
where it usually remained from 4 to 6
weeks before crating for market, and
some of the first boxes remained
much longer than this. In crating
this honey, I always found the centre
and back side of the piie watery and
transparent in appearance. As that
which was stored first was always the
bees,

I

M'orst, I

thought

it

must be owing

to

that being the poorest or least ripened
honey, until one year 1 chanced to
place this early honey by itself in a

room, when, to my surfound upon crating it, that
this first honey had kept perfectly,
while the later honey stored in the old
room was as watery as ever. This
gave me theclue to the whole thing,

warm,

airy

prise, I

built my shop, I located my
in the southwest corner
of the building, and painted the south
and west sides a dark color to draw
the heat from the midday and afternoon sun. On two sides of this room
I fixed a platform one foot from the
floor, so arranged that the sections
rested on the edges of strips lj^x.3
inches, which were long enough to
hold l.s sections. The sections were
often piled on these strips until they
were 12 to 14 high, and 20 wide, making a cube, as it were, containing
from 3 to .5 thousand pounds of lioney
on either side of the room, yet the
whole was so piled that the air could
circulate between each and every
section.

so

when

I

honey-room

•

During the afternoons of hot August and September days, the temperature of this room would be raised
to 100° and above, which would warm
the piles of honey to nearly that degree of heat, and as this large body of
honey once heated retained the same
for a great length of time, the temperature in this room would be from
S-5'J to 90- at (j o'clock the next morning, when it was as low as 40° to 60^
.

to pollen as the cause of
their death, as no bloated bees were
begin to ooze from the cells. At the found that did not contain pollen.
late convention of the Northeastern Where all other conditions are such
Bee-Keepers' Association, President as to be auxiliary to the cause, it may
L. C. Root said that " what we now not take any great amount of pollen
wanted to strive for, was not to see to produce tlie effect, as this case
how large a quantity of honey we shows.
It is, I believe, acknowledged that
could produce, but to see how good a
quality we could get, and look well to the excrement in all cases of genuine
the enticing shape in which it was bee-diarrhea, contains solid particles
Now,
placed upon the market." In this ad- of brownish-looking matter.
vice I think we have the key-note in when a case like this is developed,
regard to establishing a staple market and investigation shows no traces of
pollen in the intestines of the bees,
for our production in the future.
their excrement, or the combs, then it
Borodino,© N. Y.
will be time to assert that pollen is
not a cause of bee-diarrhea. Suppose
For tlie American Bee JournaL
a healthy man be taken suddenly ill
and dies; a post-mortem examination
Those Interesting Experiments.
reveals the presence of arsenic, and a
verdict should be rendered. " came to
W. N. HOWARD.
his death from the influence of arsenic," it would be universally accepted.
The article by Mr. Doolittle on page In this case Mr. D. concludes that al197, will doubtless be hailed by the
though pollen was found in the inadvocates of the non-pollen theory,
testines of the bees and in the combs,
with expressions of the greatest en- it is impossible for pollen to have
thusiasm and as Mr. D. is an expert been the prime cause of their diarapiarist, a man of keen perception,
rhea, because he felt sure that they
and generally sound in his reasoning, had no pollen at the time they were
his conclusions from the result of his
prepared for winter.
experiments there given, will have
the tacts of this case can anweight with many, and all will be im- nihilate the pollen theory, I cannot
these
exwith
the
fact,
that
pressed
see, as nothing new is shown except
periments were made and given for
that scientific investigation will rethe purpose of shedding light upon veal the presence of pollen in places
this much-vexed question of winterwhere the unaided eye might see
ing bees safely and they will also
none, and that a good cellar is the
serve to show the different conclusions
best and safest place in which to winwhich "many men of many minds" ter bees, as, doubtless, if this colony
will derive from the same series of
had been placed in a cellar, it would
facts.
have wintered in good condition.

weeks when sent

previous.

By this means tlie honey
was being ripened each day, and that

outside.

in the unsealed cells getting thicker
and thicker, when by Sept. 10, or after
being in the room from 4 to 6 weeks,
the sections could be tipped over, or
handled as carelessly as I pleased

without any honey running from the
few uncapped cells, which the bees
often leave around the edges of the
boxes. By leaving the door and window open on hot, windy days, so as to
cause the air to circulate freely
through the pile, I found that it took
less time to thoroughly ripen the
honey than it did where all was kept
closed. In doing this, of course it is
necessary to have screens up, so as to
keep flies and bees out of the honeyroom.
If I wish to keep honey so late in
the fall tliat the rays of the sun fail to
keep the room sufticiently hot, or
from cool, cloudy weather the temperature of the room falls below 85°,
I place an oil-stove in it, and by regulating the flame to suit the circumstances, a temperature of 90° to 95° of
heat is always maintained. In this
way the honey is in perfect condition
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to market, in

will stand

much abuse

which shape would point

before

it

will

;

How

;

The colony Mr. D. describes was,
as he supposed, entirely without pollen, and had not scientific investigation proved it otherwise, he, without
doubt, would have staked his reputation as an apiarist, that they were
without a particle of pollen, and it
clearly shows how easy it is for even
the most expert to be mistaken. It
is not impossible, not even improbable, that from the time Mr. D.
commenced to feed them sugar syrup,
that they did not gather pollen, and
place it in the combs, and syrup upon
it so that it was not visible at the
time.
Mr. D. looked them over,
about Oct. 25, 1884, for he states that
other colonies did gather pollen during this period, and why not this
Mr. Doolittle, Prof. Cook, Mr. A. I.
Root, and other eminent authorities,
have been positive for years, that
brood could only be reared when bees
had access to pollen. Mr. D. found
young bees and brood in the hive at
the time the colony ceased to exist.
This fact alone would tend to show
that they had pollen then of the S or
10 bees examined first, 2 were found
to contain an abundance of pollen.
Prof. Cook found pollen in almost
every cell of the comb which he examined, and says " Your bees which
are the fullest, or the most turgidare bloated like have pollen in almost
every case." These are the facts, and
what inference shall we draw from
them V Mr. Doolittle cannot see
wherein the pollen was at fault,
simply because the liquid portions of
their "food was sugar syrup. Reason
'i

;

:

—

Derby, 5 Vt.
For the American Bee JoumaU

Over-Production of Honey.

POND, JR.

J. E.

Should bee-keeping as an occupation be encouraged or discouraged?
What are the facts in regard to the
honey-supply to day V Take all the
honey that is gathered, whether put
upon the market or not, and how
much per capita would it give to those
who not only would like a supply
could they obtain it, but are amply
able and willing to pay a fair price for
a known pure article V I leave the answer to the readers generally we aU
know the quantity would be very
small.
Over-production has nothing to do
with the matter were ten times the
quantity produced it would be consumed, if the consumer could find it.
The large
Right here is the trouble
;

;

:

producer floods some city market with
his produce that particular market is
over- supplied as a matter of course.
In the bee-papers we see reports in regard to honey sales from only 5 or 6
of them. Why is this y Are there no
other spots or places in the wide extent of our land where honey can be
sold V I do not pretend to know about
the South and West, but right here in
New England, no honey is being offered for sale, where if the attempt
were made, a large trade could be
;
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worked up in a short time. Our coun- tachment, the double-wire-cloth-cone
try towns and smaller cities are fly-trap mania swept over the country.
wholly imsupplied, and I have no A lady in South Bend, Ind., invented
doubt that the South and West is in a very good trap, and a non-swarming
Arguments were not
attachment.
the same condition.
Producers, instead of finding fault sufficient to showthe impracticability
with honorable competition, should
exert themselves the more to create a
demand. This same old cry has been
raised ever since the world began.
When the attempt was first made to
introduce labor-saving machinery, we
all know what a hue and cry was

made against it. The same cry was
made then as now, " We shall get so
large a supply that we can't sell at remunerative prices, and we shall also
cut wages down so low that the poor
laboring- man will surely starve."
What has been the result? AVe all
well, and no one now wishes to
go back to the olden time before the
days of mowing machines, reapers,
sewing machines, etc. So with the
production of honey. Improvements
in hives and appliances make honeygathering an easier matter than formerly, and of course make the cost of
production less also. As the country
opens upandthe population increases,

know

the

demand

will increase also,

and

if

our producers would only take advantage of their opportunities and
branch out a little more offer their
goods where none are now to be
found, and do in their business as
other business men do in theirs, there
would soon arise such a demand that
it would take a large increase of production to supply it.
Bee-keepers," as a rule, are poor
salesmen. They can produce honey
and manage bees successfully, but not
having been educated as salesmen,
they are obliged to leave the disposing
of their products to others. Some of
these days they will awake to the fact
that they are at the mercy of the middle-men, and then they will organize,
and by virtue of such organization,
succeed in gaining their rights, and
maintaining them also.
Fo.xboro,o+ Mass.

—

For

ttie

American Bee Journal.

ftueen-Excluders and Drone-Traps.

JAMES HEDDON.

On page

10.5 is a clear and logical
on the use of drone-traps, a
perusal of which reminded me of
something I wish to say. Ever since
I first read Mr. Langstrollfs work
(some 16 years ago), I have had an eye
upon any advantages that might be
gained by the use of bee-passages, of
such size as would in certain desired
ways, separate the workers from the
larger drones and queens. As stated
in my article on page 21 of the Bee
Journal for 1884, about 12 years ago
I gave the subject a thorough investigation, using mainly tlie non-swarming attachment here illustrated. The
advantages gained by the angling

article

partition A, are of very great value,
or I made a great mistake in my conclusions, drawn from experiments,

and

I

would to-day use no arrange-

ment not possessing this
About the time I was using

feature.
's at-

by what moral or common-sense
right do my twelve-year-old failures
invalidate his last year's successes V
The ' monopoly " of granting a patentee the results of his own labor, the
exclusive use of what never existed
it is,

of both, but time has fully satisfied until he made it, is secured to him by
bee-keepers ; both are now among the the common consent of every civilized
things of the past, and almost for- nation, in exchange for the good these
discoverers do their fellow men, by
gotten.
The 6rst attachment I ever made their inventions. What good did my
was like that illustrated, except that quiet failures do anyone V All honest
the holes were a trifle larger than an men are getting tired of hearing the
empty worker required. When I had cry, "Oh, I made that years ago," folthis in use, and the drones were buz- lowing the heels of every recognized
Most of these
zing in it, as mentioned in my former valuable invention.
article, I began to contrive to get the cries are falsehoods those that are
entrance clear of them, and yet not not, are failures.
If the illustration is
I believe that the United States
let them go.
viewed at the left end, it will be seen courts, setting upon patent interferthat all the upper side of the box that ences, declare that it is not enough to
is within the partition A, is perforated prove prior invention of any implethe same as the partition. Just there ment, but piior improvement must also
Improvements are not
I cut a large round hole, and over it I be discovered.
put the two cones of the fly-trap. allowed to die, and these facts preThis took the drones, and would likely vent dragging up dead failures, with
have caught the queen also if any which to invalidate living, progressive
swarm had issued while it was on the improvements. Swearing to falsehoods is becoming so common that the
above system of evidence has become
a necessity. The court now asks these
" Mr. B. if you really did
questions
invent or discover this principle prior
to the date claimed by Mr. A., why
did you not use it, and seek to receive
.remuneration for so great and valuable a discovery ? Why did you delay
such seeking until Mr. A. had made
the principle popular and in demand ?
The people certainly ought to pay for
the benefits they are receiving, to Mr.
A., and not to you. Your testimony
arrangehive. Notice how nearly this
has the coloring of falsehood. If you
of
the
more)
ment embraced all (and
ever discovered the implement, you
trap.
new
Alley's
principles of Mr.
certainly did not discover its worth,
where
see
can
one
page
201
On
(1884),
or you would have sought its easy
Mr. Longmate may have borrowed security then, rather than its difficult
this same'combination from Mr. Alley possession now."'
and myself.
Dowagiac, ? Mich.
During the seasons of 1883 and 1884,
I experimented with in to 40 queenexcluding honev-boards, and I have
Read at the late Bee-Keepers' Congress.
so far not satisfied myself that any
Resources of Kapa Co., CalifHoney
queen and drone excluding passageways are the best practical methods
J. D. ENAS.
sought,
results
tlie
of obtaining
neither for ridding our apiaries of
To give an idea of bee-keeping in
unwanted drones, for keeping the
queen from the surplus receptacles, this section, would not begin to repof
or for preventing her leading away resent with fairness the interest »
swarms. I have given the matter bee-keepers throughout the State.
what
is
does the best in
much thought and experiment, and Napa county
" dry season."
Water is
yet I am a "doubting Thomrs." 1 called a
at all seasons, and a " wet
think that Father Langstroth and plentiful
''
is not favorable for the deothers studied it, and experimented season
although
considerably, yet no general use has velopment of this countv,
" the gardenever been made of the fact of the dif- Napa valley is called
haa
ference in the size of our drone, (lueen spot of California." Napa valley
and worker bees, except to distinguish been principally devoted to the raisthem at sight. I do not contend that ing of grain of late years, fruit has
part. Vineyards
it cannot be done, but I do contend taken an important
and
that the arguments are rather against are springing up like magic,
If I grapes, fruit, and the wine interest
it now, at least they are to me.
busiam wrone. and Mr. Alley is right, the will eventuallv be the principal
The climate
ness in this" valley.
future will so decide it.
The second point which I wish to varies according to locality; frosts
make is, does my old device invalidate affect some parts of the county, whilp
Mr. Alley's claims V I say most em- on the other hand, a very short disphatically, no ! If i\Ir. Alley's trap is tance away, fruits are hardly known,
sight of
useless, the future actions of bee- while the 'localities are within
keepers will invalidate the claim, each other. The foot-hills are, on
trap and all. If it is worthless, what that account, becoming -more sought
do we care further about it V If it is after. Spots having an elevation of
entirely
useful, and as necessary as he thinks from 700 to 1,000 feet, are often
;

:

;

;
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exempt from

frost, or at least frosts

very rare occurrence in such

are of

places. While fruits yield largely in
the valley, and are of good size, the
the foot-hills have more
fruits of

have

and
flavor,
qualities.

better

keeping-

There are really no bee-keepers in
county who make a specialty of

this

hoiiey-prodncing.
or
bee-keeping
There are a very tew who keep inore
than a few colonies for home use.
The largest bee-keeper in the valley,
I
last spring, had about KiO colonies.
learned through the papers, that he
produced 2 tuns of extracted, and half
a ton of comb honey. I saw some of
his comb honey, but it was not a No.
It was in rough, split, red1 article.
wood frames, 6 inches deep, and about
15 inches long, of a dingy color, and
would sell nowliere except about
home, and very slowly there. lie
cannot produce a No. 1 article, and so
he sells his honey just as soon as it is
out of the hive, at any price that he
can command. Others have from 10
to 20 colonies in all sorts

of hives,

kegs and boxes, but seldom get honey

enough

Napa

for

home

use.

valley in fruit-blossom time,

from January, when the almond and
peach trees are in bloom, until May or
June 1, through blackberry bloom,
yields a good quality of honey. A
scientific bee-man can, in a good season, produce a fair crop of honey, but
it will require skill and everything in
good order to secure it. After Jan. 1,
the thistle and the tar-weed bloom,
lioney left uncapped in the
then, will get tainted with a
bitter and very disagreeable flavor.
In the foot-hill region there is more
or less blue-sage, and the honey is

and

all

hive

much finer in
we have the
that

I

Honey

have

flavor ; in fact, I think
finest flavored honey
ever tasied in this State.

in the northern part of the
State has a more decided flavor then
that produced in the southern part,
while at the extreme south, the honey
more continuous, and of more
is
variety. I do not know of any whitesage that grows in this section, while
in some parts of the southern counties, white-sage is their main dependence, and it comes at the time when
it is most needed.
I am situated on the foot-hills on
the east side of Napa valley, about 5
miles north from Napa city, and 1
mile soutlieast of the famous Napa
Soda Springs. There are thousands
of acres of blue- sage growing where
nothing else will grow, on a sort of
lava formation, apparently on the
bare rock in many places. It blooms
from January until June, unless
checked by frost, or what is as bad
here, a north wind which dries up
vegetation, and even animal creation.
It IS deadly in its effects, and everything feels it, as it is blighting in its
nature. After the blue-sage comes
the yerba santa, or mouiitain balsam,
as it is called, which yields good
honey of a very thick body. There
is a strong balsam in the yerba santa.
Its effects are perceived iii the honey,

honey-flow until corn tassels, aboutthe latter part of July or August;
then bees breed some, and sometimes
swarm but they will need all their
stores, or if the honey has been extracted close, they will have to be fed,
though some bee-keepers prefer to let
them take their chances.
not mentioned the fruitI have
bloom which begins in January and
lasts until the middle of May ; nor the
profusion of
wild flowers which
bloom from the time of the first rain
until the " cU'y season." In September we have goldenrod to begin with,
and as the different varieties of grapes
ripen, quails, linnets, and yellowjackets cut the grape-skins, when the
bees make a living and store some
besides, producing a dark-colored but
very palatable quality of honey. The
early rains cause many of the compact
bunches of grapes to rot, which gives
the bees another chance to add to
their stores before winter fairly sets in.
Uere bees stop breeding in October
or November. Generally in November I look through my hives, take
what surplus I think the bees can
spare, reduce them to about six combs
in the centre of the hive, and place
division-boards at the outside of the
combs. I then put on the cap with 3
or 4 empty grain-sacks on top of the
frames tucked in closely, and leave
them on the summer stands until
January, when I examine them to see
if any "need stores, when, if they do,
I give them some, or replace the wet
sacks with dry ones, in case some
should get wet. I had to place rocks
on all my hive-covers to keep them
from being blown away during gales.
I generally save enough combs of
sealed honey for feeding purposes
otherwise, I use a feeder.
Although some Californian beekeepers have done very well during
the past season, those in all parts of
the State did not fare alike. I w^orked
my aniary mostly for rearing queens,
biitLlost by late, cold, spring rains,
over 200 of my earliest queens. The
rains were not only cold and late, but
long continued, so that it was risky to
open the hives. I got no first-class
comb honey, and but 2,000 pounds of
a good quality of extracted, which I
reserved for my home trade. I put it
in one and two-pound glass jars, and
two, five and ten-pound tin cans, Vtfith
neat labels on them. I sell all of my
;

honey in Napa City, at from 8 to 12}-2
cents per pound.
The last three years were very
peculiar ones for honey and bees. The
season of 18.s2 was promising. Bees
did very well, and honey came in
About that
lively until May VS or 18.
time Napa county had a cold wave,
which killed the bloom throughout
nearly the whole county, very few
places having escaped. My place had
always been considered exempt from
I was suckering vines before
frost.
breakfast, and my hands became numb
from cold after breakfast I resumed
mywork. andl noticed a few vines
black and drooping, and presently a
few more. I was surprised at first,
and it has medicinal qualities. This but I soon saw, as the sun got higher,
brings the flow to about the middle of more ^^nes drooping. In less time
June, when we have a drought of than I could describe it, the whole
;
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vineyard was wilted. My hopes sunk
low— " killed by fiost." 'I found that
it was universal, and so I made the
best of it. A little later I found
young bees crawling out from the
hives, vi'ith wings not fully developed.
At this time I did not fully understand it, but since, I conceived the
idea that as the hives were full of
young bees, in all stages, at the time
of the freeze, the old bees perished
while seeking for supplies, and being
cut off suddenly, the young bees were
sealed up with a scant supply, and
could not develop before hatching in
consequence, the yard was covered
with dead bees, aiid in many hiyes
they became so reduced that only a
very few bees were left with the
queen on the combs, and occasionally
I found the queen alone.
From (iO colonies in the spring, I
increased my apiary to S.5, reduced
them to 24 in the fall, and begun with
20 weak colonies the following spring.
In 1883, 1 bought 15 colonies of blacks,
and increased them to 20 strong ones
in the spring. I increased my number of colonies to about 95 in June,
when a " norther " came and blighted
everything. Fruit that looked promising before the "norther" came, lost
allot its bloom. Grapes that promised several tons per acre, had less
than 1,000 pounds; of course bee-feed
was cut off. Flowers yielded but a
scanty supply. Bees barely secured a
living. I got 1,000 pounds of surplus
honey, and fed nearly 400 pouijds of
it back, which induced robbing, and I
had a fearful time until I got a barrel
of sugar and fed with that, which
stopped the robbing. Out of 85 colonies, 84 were robbing. Queens from
the East came late, and it was hard
work to save them, but I succeeded
in saving enough to preserve my
breeding queens. I found one colony
very quiet during all the excitement.
After order was restored, and I felt
safe, I opened the hive late in the
afternoon, and I found the body of
the hive full of bees, brood and stores,
and the top tier of sections ready to
take oft'.
I built up several colonies with the
;

bees, and marked that colony for breeding, as the bees were
quiet and well marked for pure Ital-

combs and

am

sorry to state that I lost
and all her queen-cells,
owing to the long wet spells. By
selling ami reducing my number of
colonies, 1 brought about 24 colonies
through the spring of 1884, and increased them to 100. I had 2.000
pounds of No. 1 extracted honey,
mostly blue-sage, but no comb honey,
and the bees were all he.althy and in
good condition. I obtained 90 pounds
of beeswax from refuse combs. I use
foundation, and I think it profitable.
ians.

I

the queen

save all combs in frames, sulphur
them occasionally to kill moths, melt
all imperfect ones into wax and replace them with foundation. I use no
I

wires in the foundation.
To make bees profitable ip this
county, the business should be connected with fruit- raising, or some
other light business. Poultry might
do for some, but I would prefer fruit
and using a drier. One cannot de-
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pend alone on bees

own

only to

(I refer

my

After tlie honey season is ended, one can, witli a portable
drier, go into many orchards or vineyards and go into the drying business
on any terms he can make the bees
will not interfere. In case one goes
into the poultry business, he can be
busy while the bees are breeding up,
and manage to have the poultry so
that they will not need the care just
as the bees want the most and when
the bees are able to take care of themselves, or do not need much care,
then the chickens can be attended to.
One thing that this county needs is a
law or laws in regard to keeping diseased bees.
section).

;

with the sections sticking, and then of the movable-frame order. Moses Quiiiby
wrote thus, in is.is
"There is not the
strengthens the rests very much.
doubt, in my mind, that whoever reAs far as I can learn, the most of least
alizes the gi'eatest profit from his bees will
the bees are dead in this region of the have to retain the movable
combs in some
country.
form;" and who of us will gainsay this
IIoopeston,o+ Ills.
to-day ? Out of the many styles of mov:

it

City,+o Calif.

For the Americuii Bee Journal.

Wintering Bees,
REV.

etc.

G. T. WILLIS.

To

say that sad disaster
'•
blessed bees " will
all.
Last fall I packed 38
straw, as I have for the
to the

has come
express it
colonies in
last

seven

years. I always have liad good success in wintering until this winter, but
on Feb. 27 I examined them and found
15 colonies dead. The rest I fixed up
in good shape for spring, hoping that

they would weather the storm. On
2s, I left home and returned on
March 30, to lind only 9 colonies alive,
and 4 of tliose with only a queen and
a handful of bees.
I have Ijeen working hard for the
last 7 years to build up an apiary so
that I might make something to add
to my small salary, in order that we
would not have to practice the most
rigid economy in ourdomestic affairs ;
but now my hopes are blighted, at

Feb.

able-comb hives now in existence, the
bee-keeper will select one best fitted for the
business in which he means to engage, be

Read at the Bee-Keepers'Congres9,atxew Orleans.

it

Bee-Keeping as a Pursuit.

Tills subject

may be

the production of

comb or extracted

honey, queen-rearing,
combination of all.

AKTUUK TODD.

;

Napa

JOaRiNfAL.

bee-selling,

or a

The

specialist who intends to rear bees
for sale, will do well to employ that hive
which will take the size and style of frame

regarded from two

the man who with most iu use in tlie district in which he reother sources, piu'- sides,
hiterchangeability of parts is a
sues boe-ket'iiiiig tor its pleasure ami that gi'and secret of success, and the beeof the mail who, wishing to increase his keeper who can sell a colony of bees, or
slender income, or actually make an in- buy a colony, well knowiim that each and
come, turns to bee-keeping with a view to every frame is usable in his own or his
profit on the capital and labor to he iu- neighbors' hives, has made a step in the
\csted. But, as to the latter is denied none right direction. The main points in a
ut tlic iilcasiucs ciijoycil by the former, it good hive are, " Simplicity of construcis troiii till' latter stand-point alone that 1
tion, combining plenty of bee-space with
will review the subject.
perfect ease of manipulation."
Bee-keeping is, strictly speaking, a
The race of bees will next engage the
branch of agriculture, and many a farmer
specialist's attention.
Study and experiis to-day getting a greater return from his
ence, and also the actual line of business
investiiieiit in bees than that received from
engaged
in, will best decide this point.
any of his other stock ; but right here I say
The black, the Italian, the Syrian, the
that bee-keeping as a pui'suit has to-day
alike have
become a '• s]>ecialty." The man who en- Cyprian, and the Carniolan, for
all purtheir votaries. At present,
ters upon this pursuit (leaving the cpiessale and houey-gatliering, the
poses
of
tioii of capital aside) must be one endowed
princiwith physical and mental ability— a man Ligurian or Italiau-Alp bee is the
best race
with open eyes and ears, and a man for pal one in demand ; but the very
of
little profit unless
bees
will
afford
but
emergencies, irompt to do what is neceslooked after. As
sary at once, and one who is not easily the queens are carefully
fast as signs of senility appear, these
discouraged.
their places supshould
be
removed
and
The physical ability is required because
more vigorous
bee-keeping (lemands real hard work yes, plied by younger and
The apiarist for profit should
back-aching work— not suitable to the sick queens.
know how,
only
but
not
rear
queens,
ladies and gentleineu so often ill-advised
when and where to replace them. He
to go into bee-keeping. The mental ability
should also know the requisites of a good
is retpiired to keep the bee-keeper abreast
of the times and its rajiidly changing con- queen, and how to judge of her progeny.
Tasture to the bee-keeper is everything;
ditions.
Bee-keeiping is now a science, a
study, and the conditions which govern it that be poor, his returns will be poor;
one season, or colony of bees, will be com- hence he should carefully examine his
pletely changed for the next.
Every stage location. Districts vary greatly in their
in the life of a colony of bees requires to flora, and by a careful study of this quesbe understood. There must be no "guess- tion before locating, disappointment will
ing," and this will bring us to the cultiva- be avoided. The bee-keeper should be a
tion of the habit of observation, and a dis- walking calendar ef the flora of his neighposition to hear all that one can upon the borhood for miles around, then, as the
staiiil-|iiiiiits— that
iiii'iHiiu

assMird

of

t'ritm

;

I

—

least for the present. But as I have
plenty of hives and combs, I shall try
what I can do towards building up sjiecial subject.
Emergencies will occur needing heroic
again, though it is rather slow work
but the bee-keeper with mind
with me, as I am away from home a treatment,
and hand trained by experience and
great deal, ily bees evidently died thoughtful consiilcrationot bis "sjiccialty,"
from diarrhea.
will rise siqirriiir to any (jcctisuju, and
I have been following very closely when iliscounigcmeiit conies, as it inevitthe discussion on the " pollen tlieory," ably will, in the words of the immortal
and I am inclined to believe there is Longfellow, " He will look not mournfully
something in it at least when we intothe past, it comes not back again, but
improve the future for it is his."
have such winters as tliat of 1H84-85, wisely
and jiidfit go hand in hand, as
when the bees cannot (iy to void their a Pleasure
rule, in this sjiecialty, altliougli the
feces for two or three montlis. In former is not uualloyi'il by a liberal apiilinearly all the colonies that died I cation of the "bnsiui-ss cud " of the little
found brood capped over, i followed busy bee, and the latter by a reciu'rence of
the advice of W. F. Clarke and otheis. poor honey seasons. In nature is found
and kept the snow shoveled away both the beautiful and the sublime in the
both are constantly miiler the beefrom the entrances, but wlien we have hive
keeper's eye, teaching liim to look with
another such a winter as the past, I amazement /rum " nature up to nature's
think I shall leave them buried under God." As lie views bis liive, and sees the
the snow.
city grow, and iiopulatiou increase, the
My way of introducing queens is to waxen walls, and stores well filled, the
take out "a frame witli tlie l)ees ad- free-born citizen hurrying to and fro, each
hering to it, and sliake them down in with his special task,ontsi(le of the thoughts
front of the hive, and then jiut the of profit will come to the most miimpressioiialile, tlionglits of wondi'r and admiraqueen with them, and let her run into tion for ilie
works (if that great Architect
tlie hive with the bees.
of the universe who said, "Let there be
I notice that some are complaining life and there was life."
The profits of bee-keeping are what?
that the sections stick fast to tlie
many a one they hold out tbelioiiesof
rests.
Now. if they will liave tlie To
"the glorious piiviii'gi' of being independij
strip of tin cut
of an inch wider
ent ;"^aiid to obtain thesi' |irofils the sjiethan usual, and then have the tinner cialist gifted with the rei|Uisite mental and
turn the edges i-g of an inch at a riglit ]iliysical (jualities, must tie "the right man
angle, they will never be troubled in the right place." He must have hives

honey comes pouring iu, he can tell its
source aud label it accordingly. This
knowledge will enable him to build up
colonies, and follow the old advice, "Keep
your colonies strong," so that when the

honey does come, there are bees
it

to gather

in.

The management of bees kept for profit
vary according to the object of the
bee-keeper, whether it be the production
of honey or the rearing of bees or queens.
In running for honey alone, we have the
will

;

swarming and

tiie

nou-swarming methods.

The experiences

;

I

of good bee-men are so
diversified that one is reminded of the old
saying, " when doctors ditTer, the patient
dies." The bee-man must strike out his
own line of action suitable to his own
In running for
special circum.stances.
extracted honey, swarming is, to a great
extent, controlled, for "Poverty maketh
humble;" but 1 insist that the good beeman will know the condition of each hive,
and act accordingly.
The specialist is a man who reads, and
altliougli he may not get or use a single
one ot the many traps, or patent articles

'now

offered,

he should

know

all

about

them"; tor, at any moment, what be has
read about these things may give him an
idea the successful carrying out of which
may help him over a difliculty. The
capacity of the bee-keeper to attend to a
certain number of colonies, be it greater or
less, will have a great influence on the
profits of the pursuit. As a pursuit, beekeeping should not be entered into without careful thought and consideration as

"
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to the capital reriuired, tlie location, anil ment of i:i(l days. Six out of 10(1 colonies
the suitability of the enijiloynient to ones starved, but tlie rciuainiler. with a few extemperament. To-ilay it is possible for the ceptions, arc in iinnd condition, althouijh
inteiulinK bee keeper to serve an actual they have coiisniiicd luucli fooil. 'I'hrite
and willing apprenticeship beforeembark- colonies are alive from llie ST which wi're
Ing in the business, in the yards of well- in my heehouse that buiiicd dcjwn on Jan
known aiul successful bee-masters. I :a. riiis was a grievous loss, hut by it I
need not dwell upon Ihe advautajjes of have gained much valuable information
concerning the condition of my bees at
this plan, for they are obvious.
To the enthusiast with but small ex- that time of the year, as I got all the hives
"
!"
slow
Read
out before it had entirely liurneil down,
would
say,
Go
1
perience,
the good bee-literature now so easy to be and 1 could see the exact condition of all,
obtained, and never he above learning which 1 will describe.
The 87 colonies were in fine condition
from others. dVisit bee-keepers wlierever
yon can enjoy the privilejie, attend bee- before the fire, liut from all appearances,
conventions, and gradually a store of the condensed smoke for three days in the
knowledge will be gathered upon which bee-honse, had driven the bees out of the
hives npon the sawdust, which was on the
you will draw with profit later on.
Profitable bee-keeping as a pursuit is, Hoor and bnrned, thus leaving most of the
to my mind, the (uit-come of the nnion of hives withcnit any bees in them but in 40
two great factors— "talent " and "tact;" liives there were more or less li\ c bees, and
for "talent is power, tact is skill; talent they were put into another bee-honse near
is wealth, tact is ready money ; talent l)j-, and in a week from that time there
knows what to do, tact knows how to do were only 7 alive, and at present onh- .3 of
them. 1 examined the most of the coud)s,
it; talent makes the world wonder that it
gets on no faster, tact excites astonish- and extracted the honey, and I foiuul the
following
may
Fortj -eight colonies had more
ou
fast;
talent
so
ment that it gets
;

:

2G5

benefit, but
trol

it, I

March

1,

on the contrary,

would not have
in this

1

if

could conbefore

hecjs bre(!d

latitude.

I

have experi-

lucnlcil lor the |jasl 13 winters to find out
how 1 I'ould prevent m.\ bees from breeding in wiid-er. anil at the same time have
them warm I'lioiigli to winter well, but as
yet I have not entirely overcome the difficulty, although 1 have come somewhat
nearer to a successful method of wintering
my bees. I have tried oiit-ilonr and in-door
wintering; rhalf-parkiiig and snow eovering; frame-s|ireading, and holes through
iiiuicr and
the combs for passage- \va.\s
side-hill anif abovelower ventilation
gi-omid bee-houses, and for the past two
winter I have wuitered part of my bees in
a cave i. e a hole in the gronn'd 7 feet
deep, and 3 feet of earth over the roof, a
ventilating pipe under ground, and one
with an elljow through the top to regulate
the temjierature in the fall and towards
From what 1 have observed with
sin'ing.
this cave, I believe that it is the best,
cheapest and safest way to winter bees in
our northern climate. The outside temperature during the two winters, for over
thrre iiiiinfhs in the coldest weather, did
not affect the inside of this cave more than
3 degrees 40 degrees above zero was what
the thermometer indicated inside of the
cave when the temi^erature was 35 degrees
below zero on the outside and at 3.5 degrees above zero outside, for six days, the
mside tenijierature was 43 degrees above
;

;

;

,

;

;

zero.

The 60 colonies which were wintered in
is cave came through in fine condition,
xoepting 3 which starved. They were
put in on Nov. 17, 1884, without any preparation, excepting that an S-penny nail
was imt under eacli corner between the
honey-board and the hive. Also the bees
that '1 had in the cave last winter came
Hereafter 1 intend to
thronnh nicely.
inter all of my bees in caves, regardless
of hibernation, pollen, and brood-rearing
in confinement.
\\

As Mr. Doolittle lias given such an interesting article on " The temperature of
bees in winter." jiage 181,1 will give
observations of the movements of the clus-

my

winter confinement. Last
fall I put 40 colonies in a side-hill beehouse, making a row 3" tiers high around
the inside of "the house. They were prepared in the same manner as those in the
cave, except that 7 of them were stored
among the others without anything over
the frames, and the entrances were also
One of the 7 was placed
left wide open.
near the door on the top row, and one on
top at a back corner the other .5 colonies
were in the middle and lower tiers, with a
space 1% inches wide between the frames
and the hive above them. 1 could not see
the movements of the 5, but 1 did see the
3 on top ever\- time I entered the bee-house.
Before this I 'had an idea that the cluster
would stay in one place as long as they
had plenty of food, out I discovered that
ter in the hive in

APIARl OF H\MBAUGH & STONE bPRING ILL
obtain a living, but tact will make' one. or less sealed brood, 5 of them had brood
Talent convinces, tact converts; talent is in 5 frames, 3 had brood in 4 frames, and 17
an honor to the profession, tact has the had more or less eggs and larviie in the
knack of slipping into good places, and combs
the rest had neither brood nor
keeping them; it seems to know every eggs. All the condis were nice and clean,
thing without learning anything; it has and there were no signs of disease. The
no left hand, no deaf ear, ho blind side, most of the time the temperature was 40
with a full knowledge of the Pythagorean degrees above zero, thougli a number of
doctrine, that a man ought rather to be times in .January it fell to -30 and 28 desilent, or say
something better than grees above, when the temperature was at
silence.'
35 and 38 degrees lielowzero on the outside.
I submit these remarks to my fellow
1 have wintered part of my bees tor three
bee-keepers, being painfully conscious of years in the same bee-house, with about
many short-comings from the high stan- the same temxierature, and apparently the
dard of excellence that man should at- same condition, with but little loss but if
tain to, who in these days goes into " bee- brood-rearing were the cause of bee-diar;

'

;

keeping as a pursuit."
(Jermantown, Pa.

Bees have Wintered, etc

some

;

17— C. TIIEILMA.N'X,

(100—19.5).

;

:

Another long and severe winter for the
bees closed here on March ti(i, which was
the first day warm enough for the bees to
have a cleansing Hight. It was .54 degi-ees
above zero at noon in the shade, and the
bees enjoyed it very mudi, after a confine-

it

was

otherwise.

During the first month the cluster staid
in one place near the centre of the hive,
but after that (I wish that Mr. Clarke
could have seen their movements, for it
siu-ely would have cured him of bee-hiber-

they commenced to move very
slowly to the left side and toward the back
part, across to the right side, thence toward
the front and again to the centre, and then
made tlie same" round till I put them out
on the summer stands. The.\' were very
quiet
all the time, but when my breath
it
all
winhives, they will siu'ely keep at
ter it proves, too. that it is not necessary would come in contact with them, they
for a young bee to have a cleansing fUglit were instantly upon the alert. A small
soon after it emerges from the cell i. e., part of the cluster was always on top of
They cohsuurmI but little
witlnn a week or "so for, if it was true, the frames.
evcj'y colony that would rear brood for lionev, as the honey all around the outside
75 to 85 days' woidd be of no value in the was still sealed when I putthem out. The
spring the old bees would be worn out colony on the bade corner acted nearly like
the o'ne near the door. The 7 colonies
and the young ones woidd be dead.
i do ncjt want to be understood to say came through in good condition, but some
that brood-rearing in confinement is any of them consumed more food than others,
writers clainij 1 wouhl i^robably have lost over two-thn'ds of my bees
every year, for this sad experience shows
that 'breeding had commenced before Jan.
15. and as long as there is any food in the

rhea, as
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but not as mucli as the other remaiinnff 39,
and they had hut little l)rood— onlv'ime
little patch hi each liive.
Tlie temperature
was 40° above zero during tlie first niontli,
and then it fell to 30= aiid 3S» above, and
continued so until \vithiu tour davs before
I put tlieui out. Four out of the 40" starved;
they had consumed far more honey then
those in the cave, and are not as strong in
numbers, and some of them showed signs
of dian-hea. The 46 colonies were somewhat distm-bed when taking in and out
the 40 colonies from the burned bee-liouse.
Nearly all the liees in this vicinity that
were left on the suunner stands ai-e"dead.
I find that sugar s.\Tup is a better winter
food than honey, as tlie bees do not eat as
much of it on account of not liking it so
well.
I have experimented in this in
himting bees they would leave the sugar
sjTup and go to the flowers, butthev would
not leave the honey and do so. This may
account tor the sli'm bodies of bees which
are wuitered on sugar syrup.
Thielmantou, Minn.
;

light on this great subject, I may be permitted to bring to his notice a few facts.
First, as to tlie improvements
will glance at some instances in agricultm-e and horticulture as well as apiculture. It is an incontrovertible fact that
bees in their natural and wild state, domiciled ill hollow trees, rotten logs, crevices
of the rocks, etc., will sumetimes swarm
3 or 4 times in the season, both seriously
:

We

weakening the parent colonies and committing the late swarms to almost certain
starvation during the following winter, as
the late swarms are frequently found in
their natural abodes, starved to death,
witliout a particle of honey. Now, this is
a case of the bees following their instinct
unmolested.
It is Nature's " method ;"
but man, with his reason superior to instinct, has improved upon this metliod by
preventing the " after-swarms or uniting

them and thus saving

all.
In many ways
does the intelligent apiarist modify and

improve the instincts and methods of the
bees by judicious breeding and manipula-

tion.

For the American Bee JoumaL

The Imperfections

of Nature.

AI.LKN rKIXGI.K.

On page 166, Mr. Joshua Bull takes exception to some of niv positions in a previous article on page 73. Mr. B. considers
Nature to be quite perfect in her laws,
operations and methods, and looks upon
the honey-bee, especially, as being per-

If we look into apiculture and horticulture, the instances of the intelligence of

man improving upon

the methods of
Nature are obvious on every hand. Look,
for instance, at the different kinds of our
splendid horses under domestication, all
derived from a single, original inferior

type of horse.

Look

also at the variety

and superiority of our sheep at presen't
under domestication. In referring to
what has been accomplished by expert
breeders in improving sheep. Lord Somerville says:
"It would seem as if they
fectly unerring in its instincts and works. had chalked out upon a wall a form perIn my article referred to, I gave one in- fect in itself, and then had given it exstance out of many which have come un- istence :" while Youatt remarks that tlie
der my observation, showing the erring breeder has power "not onlv to modify
instinct of the honey-bee. From the facts the character of his flock, but to change it
given, Mr. B. draws a conclusion just altogether." It is the general opinion of
opposite to mine but he proves himself naturalists that all the ditlVrent breeds of
a careless reader. I did not say what Mr. pigeons have been develoiicd from the
B. ascribes to me, viz
that the old queen rock-pigeon (Columba livia). In the dethat was being prematurely superseiled in partment of horticulture, we may note
the spring, was "in the dumps in the cor- the many kinds of apples which we now
ner " before the workers comnienced the have, so palatable to the taste and these
;

:

;

queen-cells. On the contrary. 1 said that
it was after the queen-cells were capped

have,

all

through the application of this

science and art by man, been derived from
was " in the one original, inferior form of apple. So
dumps," as we certainly would expect her also of potatoes, and to some extent of flie

over that the old (jueen
to be

under such circumstances. When
the snow still covered the ground, and
the mercury was down near the freezing
point, a young queen, liiiding rivals nearly
hatched out in her own domicile, would
hardly take the matterphilosophically any
more tliaii the old one. 1 rejient, this was
a foolish, sliort-sighted, and suicidal piece
of business on the part of those bees,
amply demonstrating imperfect instinct.
Mr. Bull thinks that 1 have "overreached myself, and have gone wide of
the mark" when I assert that "Nature
abounds .in monstrosities and imperfections." and that "we are continually improving upon her works and methods."

He admonishes me in a most friendly and
fatherly manner not to be "too hasty in
my conclusions." Now, I beg to assure

Mr. Bull that the above conclusion has
been arrived at deliberately after 20 or 30
years of observation and study. When a
critic saj-s, "Come and let us reason together," as Mr. B. does, I get on friendly
terms with such an opponent at once, for
"reason" is my talisman and guiding star.
Not all, however, who aiipeal to Reason,
are either able to follow her, or willing to
loyally abide by her decisions.
Mr. Bull says if any one can show him
wherein we are "continually improving
upon Nature's works and metliods," he
will then " render honor to whom honor
is due."
He wants to know " what these
improvements are." and what the imperfections of Nature are. Now, the whole
space of a score of bee-papers would not
suffice to give Mr. B. what he calls for
here ; but just to give him a glimmer of

If these examples are not improvements by man upon the methods of
Nature, language lias no meaning.
The "gad-fly" deposits its eggs upon
the limbs, shoulders, and flanks of our

grains.

horses,

whence they

find their

way

into

the animals' stomachs, where they develop into hots, which frequently cause
the death of our most valuable horses.
Only the other day I saw a Mne broodmare, in her prime, die in great agony, of
hots, after two or three days' illness.
We
made a post-mortem examination, and
found the passage-way between the duodenum and colon completely obstructed by
these creatures, and the stomach distended nearly to bursting, not being able
to pass its contents tlirougli the blockade
of bots.
Four years ago I witnessed
another fine young horse drop in the harness and die in less than five minutes. On
examination we found the stomach about
half full of bots, and tlie mucous membrane nearly all gone, the stomach lieing
actually perforated to the outside in two
places. This, Mr. B., is Nature's metliod
of doing business. This is the way she
takes to propagate the "gad-fly" which
follows its instinct most faithfiVlly in depositing its eggs where the horse will lick
them into its stomach. It is, no doubt, a
good method, and a perfect method to
propagate the fly, but it is rather hard on
the poor animal and its owner. At any
rate the latter decidedly objects to such a
method, and sets liimself to thwart such
"perfection" (?) in Nature!
He improves upon Nature bv either destroying
the gad-fly, removing the eggs after they

are deposited, or giving the grub a poisondi'se in the stomach after it is hatched.
The apple-tree borer, wliicli often destroys our choicest trees, is hatched in the
bark from an egg deposited by the parent
beetle in strict accordance with its natural
instincts.
This is Nature's method of
propagating the borer, but it is a bad one.
and man applies science and thwarts Nature again.
He improves upon her
method by improving the "knit" out of
existence with soap-suds or weak lye applied to the tree. There are some halfdozen parasites (including the tape-worm)
which naturally infest the human body
and prey upon it. This is another of Nature's methods and as Nature is all right;
and perfect. Mr. B., to be consistent, ought
not to attempt to dislodge any of^ these
parasitic friends which might happen to
take up quarters with him or in him.
Some 10 or 12 years ago the "Colorado
potato beetle," the natural food of which
consists of the vines of the potato, either
wild or domesticated, started from itshaunts out near the Rocky Mountains, on
a pilgrimage eastward, and struck us here
in Canada about seven years ago, since
which, every year, we have been fighting
"his beetleship" either with turkey-gobblers or Paris green, in order to raise a
potato all.
This is another of Nature's
choice metliods. The beetle lives, multi-

ous

;

plies,

and flourishes admirably on our

choicest vines ; but according to Mr. Bull's
philosophy, we ought to let him sit up
there on our potatoes and enjoy himself
witliout molestation.
Talk of Nature being perfect
Why,
tliere is scarcely an animal or plant in the
whole two kingdoms of Nature in wliich
some imperfection cannot he noted. Animals and plants abound witli imperfect
and useless organs, mo?tly rudimentary
and without any function— such as eyes,
legs, lungs, mammary glands, muscles,
teeth, wings, pistils, stamens, etc. There
are animals that live, in the dark with
blind eyes : the dugong has tusks that
never cut through the gums calves have
teeth in the upper jaw that never cut ; the
Guinea pig has teeth that are shed before
it is born
the boa-constrictor has little
bones under the skin towards the tall
which are the mere rudiments of hin*
legs and a pelvis
there are whales and
fishes with useless bones in the hinder
parts of tlieir bodies, wliicli seem to be
either intended for,or the remains of, hind
legs; in the "Aiiguis" worm there is a
set of shoidder-hnnes in the body, but no
legs attachiMl to them then there are the
"dangling horns " in some cattle, and the
!

;

;

;

;

"bastard

wing"

in

some

birds,

and

numerous other imperfect and useless organs, had I time and space to enumerate
them.
Selby, Ont.

For

tlie
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Disastrous Effects of Honey-Dew.

7—A.

D.

STOCKING,

(4).

I can now make my report as to winter1 think that the past winter has
been the most disastrous one to bee-keepers that has ever been experienced in this
country, and there will be a great deal of
speculation as to the causes of the great
losses, but I believe that if a careful examination and study of the conditions and
surroundings are made, that a satisfactory

ing.

solution to the

and

problem will be arrived at;
that where the follow-

I fully believi"

ing conditions

existed,

that

the losses

have been comparatively light, considering the extreme severity of the winter
viz
where the hives vpere full of bees,
plenty of good spring honey or sugar
syrup for stores, and where they were
kept dry and protected with chaii cush:

—

:
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ions or other absorbpiits over the broodframes. 1 wish tliat those wliose bees were
put into winter quarters under all of tliese
conditions, wouki report as to tlie result,
and also where they were wintered also,
that all who have met with severe losses,
would report the extent of their losses, the
manner of wintering, the condition the
bees were in in the tall, and tlie Uinil of
stores that the bees had to winter on. If
all would report, stating; all the particulars, it would be of benefit in arrivingat
the solution of this alliniportanl question.
My losses liave been e.xtremely heavy,
bavins; but 4 colonies left, and they are
rather weak still, 1 think tliat I can account for it all. Heretofore uiy losses
have been very light. My bees had all
the conditions 1 have mentioned, but during last August and September they gathered a quantity of hoiiey-dew which was
mostly stored in tlie centre of the broodframes, and which would be the first
stores consumed. If I could have extracted all the lioney-dew and fed sugar
syrup, as I ought to have done, I think
that my losses would have been comparatively liglit but owing to poor health and
lack of means to buy sugar, I could not do
so, and so I had to take my chances.
Upon examining my bees in the first week
of January, after the first thaw, they appeared to be all right, showing no signs
of diarrhea, and but few dead be,es.
There was not another chance to ex-

Successfnl Wintering.— David Wilcox, Orford,© X. II., on April 13,

;

amine them until March 1, when I found
dead colonies, which, I think, was
owing to its being so cold that they could
39

not move to get the honey, as there was
but little signs of diarrhea. The balance
them seemed to be badly affected, and
dwindled very fast. I am satisfied that if
my bees had had good spring lioney or
sugar syrup, nearly all of them would
have survived the winter. They were
wintered on the summer stands, most of
the hives containing chaff cushions, and
passage-ways over the brood-frames, the
same as 1 have always winiered my bees.
They all left plenty of honey. My losses
are discouraging, but 1 am not discourof

aged. I have a nice lot of combs to build
up on, and a (luantity of nice honey to e.xtract.
•

LigOBier,(^ Ind.

writes tlins

188-5,

OURL£

;

;
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(lood Honey-Season Aiiticmated.
Katlian Davis, Wyckoff,c>+ Kans., on
April 20, 188.5, writes
:

:

am

very glad to he able to report that
my bees are in fine condition. 1 wintered
my bees in the New Kiigland No. 7 hive.
1 sold all my surplus honey for 25 cents
per lb. I packed my bees as described by
Mr. H. I). Davis, on jiage 234, and of the
44 colonies that I had last tall, not one
was lost during the iiast severe winter.
The combs are as bright, and the honey is
as fresli as it was last fall. Two colouies
that were second-swarms wintered all
right, which convinces me that any colony
that is well jiacked, and that has plenty
of stores, will winter safely in a good
hive. 1 do not think that my bees consumed more than half their stores during
the past winter. 1 saw one frame filled
with lioney from toj) to bottom on botli
sides.
I am very much gratified with my
I

Last spring I began witli 30 colonies of
bees, and during the season I increased
them to GO colonies by natural swarming.
I have not suffered as Iveavy a loss during
the past winter as some of the bee-keepers
in Kansas. I wintered my bees on the
summer stands. I have now 30 colonies
in good condition, the majority of the others
liaving died from starvation. Bees stored
no surplus honey last season. The prospects never were better for a good honey
season
than
at
present.
There are success.
but few bees kept in this locality. Fruit

be in bloom in a few days. I
Cider for Winter Stores.— E. Henhave been sowing all kinds of clover the
melilot or sweet clover does splendidly kle, Washington C. H.,? Ohio, on,
April
16, 188.5, reports as follows
here, and it blooms when there is nothing
else for the bees to work on. I will try to
Having
never seen anything in the Bee
save a quantity of .seed from it the coming
JouRN.vi. from this jiart of Ohio, I conseason.
sider it my duty to give at least a small
report. 1 started in the winter with .52
Report, from R. B. Oldt, (100—98), colonies of bees, all in good condition,'
Ludington,K3 Mich., on April 15, 188.5: well packed with chaff and leaf cushions,
and well sheltered from rain, sleet and
My bees had good flights on April 3 and snow on the summer stands. On Feb. 3,.
6, after a confinement of five months and
they had a nice flight, and all seemed to
five days.
They could have withstood be doing well then it froze solid again
being confined for a month longer, as they until Feb. 28, when they had another
came out as clean and bright as they were flight, but at this time they had the worst
last fall when I put them in.
I think that attack of bee-diarrhea that 1 have ever
if any close observing bee-keepers could
seen. They spotted the hives and everysee my bees now, they would have no dif- thing that they touched, and they have
ficulty in settling the wintering problem. been dwindling and dying ever since. I
I lost '2 colonies by starvation.
Who can have lost 14 colonies, all leaving plenty of
beat that in 43° north latitude ?
honey in their hives. Last season was a
very poor one for honey in this part of the
State we had only a 3-weeks' honey-flow
No Natnral Pollen Yet.— O. J. Hall, from white clover, when a drouth cut off
Union, p Mich., on April 18, 188.5, the crop. We have to depend upon white
clover, as we have no basswood in this
says
part of the State. About the middle of
Last fall I put 7.5 colonies of bees into August the bees began
working on the
winter quarters, and I have lost 2 of them. apples and in
the cider-mills, and con1 removed them from the cellar on Marcli
tinued it as long as there were any apples31 and April 1
some of them have out. They must have stored quite a
died since, some are weak, some are quantity of
apple-jack in
time, and
medium, and some are strong. No nat- this was the first food theythat
got when it
ural pollen has been brought in yet. This
became warm enough for them to tak&
is my ninth season in the bee-business.
uoutishinent
which, I think, accounts
for their having the diarrhea. In 1880 we
had
just
such
a
season as that of last vear,
Bees Nearly all Dead.— J. G. Norand I lost every one of my bees. Tthen
ton, Macomb,K3 Ills., on
April 16, thought that cider was the cause of the
188.5, writes thus
loss, and 1 still hold that view.
I think
The winter is over, and as I hear of the that the rest of my bees will survive,asthe
general heavy losses of bees, I will re- maple trees are in bloom, and the bees are
port a few from this locality. One bee- carrying in pollen when it is warm enough
keeper lost .59 ont of 69 another 100 out for them to fly. I have U acres of Alsike
of 125 another SO out of 89
another 40 clover for them to work on next summer,
out of 42
another 90 out of 100
and and one acre of melilot.
many others owning from 5 to 30 have lost
all
in fact, it is a hard matter to find any
Neglected Bees, etc.— 6— Wm. Mabees left in this part of the State, where,
lone, (38—9), Oakley,? Lowa, on April
last fall, they could be numbered by the
thousand colonies. I have been very well 9, 188.5, writes as follows
satisfied with my success, although"! canOn page 133, I said that out of 231 colonot report " no loss." I packed 36 colo- nies of bees, in this township, I did not
nies with chaff last fall, and I have lost 3 think that .50 would live through the winof them, one being queenless, and the ter, but I can find only 18 alive now, and
other 2 having been very light in bees last 9 of them are mine. JNTow, that our bees
fall; all the rest are in very good condi- are dead, we are looking for the cause of
tion.
Many reasons are given for the their death some say that cider kiHed
great loss of bees, but wherever I see a the bees, others say that it was honey-dew,,
colony that had plenty of stores last fall, but I say that it was neglect that killed
and the sides and the top of the hive them in this part of Iowa. I have expacked with chaff or sawdust, allowing no amined a great many of the dead colonies,
moisture to remain among the bees, there and in every case the bees had starved
I find a good colony to-day.
I am, how- in many cases honey was in the same
ever, inclined
to
consider the pollen same comb, but none in reach of the clustheory but from experience and thorough ter. In the summer of 1882, we had three
investigation, I am not yet ready to take times as much honey-dew as we had last
any interest in hibernation.
year, and in August, too, and our bees
trees will

;

:

;

;

;

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1885.

May
May

2.— Central

of MeetinQ.

Jacksonville, 111.
Wm. Canim, Sec. Murrayville, III.
4.— Linwood, Wis., at Kock Elm Centre, Wis.
B. Thomson, Sec, W^averly. Wis.
Illinois, at

May 5.— Western

May 5.— W.

Michigan, at Fremont. Micli.
F. S. Covey, Sec, Coopersville. Micli.
New Vork and N. Pa., at Cuba, N. Y.

A. Shewman, Sec, Kandolpb, N. Y.
Maine, at Mechanic. Falls, Me.
F. D. Wellcome, Sec, Poland, Me.
7.— Progressive, at Bushnell, Ills.
J. G. Norton, Sec. Macomb, Ills.
VV.

May 5, 6.— Western
May
May,

8.— Texas State, at McKinney. Tex.
W. K. Howard, Sec, Kinfiston. Tex.
May 9.— Northern Ohio, at Norwalk, O.
H. R. Boardman, Sec, E. Townsend, O.
May 12.— Keystone, at Scranton, Pa.
A. A. Davis, Sec, Clark's Gre»n. Pa.
May 12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
W. H. Beach Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
May IS).— N. W. Ills., and 8. W. Wis., at Davis, Ills.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, III.
May 2S.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec, Newton Falls, O.
May 2H.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
May 29.— Ilaldimand. Ont., at Nelles' Corners, Ont.
BjC. Campbell, Sec
June 19.— Willamette Valley, at La Fayette, Greg.
E. J. Hadley. Sec^
Dec. 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, (Clinton, Mich.
7,

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

Ime and place of future meetings.- Ed.

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

wintered splendidly last year our lioneygathered in June and July, and
our bees have all died. The trouble was
neglect to prepare them as we should.
;

dew was
The

fall boney-liovv was just enough to
keep the queens laying until late in the
fall, and the bees were in splendid condition for winter, as far as young bees was
concerned, and the most of the colonies
had honey enough to winter them if it
bad been wiHiiii reach of the cluster. If
the winter had been ai\ open one, so the
bees could have moved from one part of

the hive to the oilier, after the honey, they
would have wintered all right or if the
honey that was in 10 frames had been in .5,
our bees would have beeu alive today. I
would like to have those who liave lost
bees tell if in any of the hives tliere was
honey where the dead bees were. It appears to me that the bees run out of
honey when it was too cold for them to
bring honey to the brood-nest, and 1 am
salislied that
starvation
has been the
cause of the loss of 100 colonies where 1
died from diarrhea. The following is a
description of my rever.sible-fiame device
which I intend to use during the comiug
season
Make an oblong wire ring 1}^
inches one way and
of an inch the
other solder a wire in the centre on each
side of the ring. The wires must be half
the length of the end-bars, with a J^'-inch
square turn at the lower end to enter a
hole made in the end-bar edgewise, .so
that when the device is in place, the endbars will be between the wires. One-half
of the wire ring will answer for the bearing, and the otiier half for a rest on the
top-bar, which, when reversed, will serve
as the bearing.
;

:

%

;

Good Success iii Wintering.— A. L.
Refsnider, Greene, 5 Iowa, on April
writes as follows

20, I88o,

:

loss of bees in this section

quite
heavy, but mine have wintered splendidly.
I had them on the sunnner stands in
is

double-walled hive,s, packed with chaflf
and covered with snow. I had 14 colonies
in the fall, and I now have 13 in good con-

My

dition.
The one 1 lost starved.
neighbor, Mr. Shirer, has not Inst any of his
bees. He had 9 colonies in the fall, and
they are in good condition now. He also
wintered them on the summer stands in
the Quinby hive packed with chaff.

Judging from reports from the southern
part of this State, and other States, I
think that we had remarkable success in
wintering our bees.

Report, from

All "Eden" for Bee-Keepers.— A.
W. Osburn, of Cuba, on April 16,

E.

France
on April

&

Son,

20, 188.5

into winter quarters 4.55
•colonies of bees in C apiaries. On Nov.
15. 1884, they had a good Hight, an<l on

March

colonies

livmg are nothing

still

1885, sends the following condolement more than nuclei. A great many more
bee-keepers having from 3 colonies upto Nortliern bee-keepers

wards, might be mentioned, which, as a

When I read in the Bee Joiuxal of
the great losses of bees among my fellow
bee-keepers in the North, during'the past
winter, I feel like offering my heartfelt
sympathy, and wishing that some of them
would conclude to start anew in tliis
country, where there is no winter, and
plenty of honey during 8 months out of
the 13 and for those 4 remaining months,
all that is needed is a few pounds of
sealed honey in tUe hive, and the whole
year goes by with no hibernation or bee;

diarrhea.

rule, lost all. The shortness of winter
stores, the severe winter, and the lack of
care, are, I think, the causes of loss.

Convention Notices.

|^~ The next annual meeting

of the Keystone Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in the Court House iu Scranton, Pa., at 10 a.
m. and 1.30 p. m. on May VI, 188.5. At the
morning- session, after the President's address, which will include a report as delegate
to the Ilee-Keepers' Congress at the World's
Fair in Feb. last, the anmial election of officers will take place. While the Association

Using Uepnpulated Hives.— Mrs. M.
R. Brown, Morse,o+ Iowa, enquires as is but .iust commencing- Its third year, we
follows as to the advisability of using congratulate om-selves in having a working
of over 50; yet there remains
hives in which bees have winter- membership
much to be accouiplishedi and we trust that
killed

all who keep bees, whether for pleasure or
if it would be advisable to profit, will attend this meeting.
Arthur A. Davis, Sec.
hive bees in hives where bees have winter-killed.
The combs are nice and
bright, and some of the hives have a good
t^~ The ninth Quarterly Session of the
supply of honey in them. My husband Western Maine Bee-Keepers' Association,
kept l)ees for six years, and always had will be held at the residence of Mr. Charles
good success but he died last October, Bonney, Mechanic Falls, Me., on May 5 and
and no attention was paid to the bees, so 6, 1885, The opening session will be on
May 5, at 1 p. m. Parties desiring
they were left out-doors all winter. Out Tuesday,
to display their goods and wares should send
of 16 good colonies there are but 5 left.
them to the Secretary, at Mechanic Falls.
Me., who will place them on exhiliition and
[Hives in which bees have simply "win- care for them free of charge. This is the
ter-killed" will be harmless. The bees most important meeting of the j'ear. All
are cordially invited to be jn-esent.
will soon clean them all up, and do it betF. D. Wellcome, Sec.
ter than you can. Ed.]
f^" The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' AsEvervthiug Promises Well.— W. S. sociation will hold their annual meeting in
the CoiHicil Chamber, at Norwalk, ()., on SatHart, (117—142),
Smyrna.o. Fla., urday. May 0, 1885. Sul).iects of immediate
on April 13, 1885, writes as follows
practical value will be discussed. Officers
will be elected for the ensuing year. No one
I expect to be able to make a good re
engaged in the production of honey can afport for this part of Florida, this season, ford to be absent.
H. K. Boabdman, Sec.
as we now have a large number of bees in
this immediate vicinity, and everything
The Texas State Bee-keepers' Associapromises well for a large crop of honey. tion
be held on Thurs<lay and Friday,
The bees commenced to swarm much May 7will
and 8, 1885. at the apiar.v of .ludge W.
later than usual this spring, but they are H. Andrews, at McKinncy, Tex. All internow coming out freely, and all are large ested in the advanconu-nt of ajticulture, are
swarms. The orange bloom is now in its earnestly requesteii to In- present and make
prime, and is full a month later than two this a memorable meeting ot the Association.
W. K. Howard, Sec.
years ago. The trees are blossoming very
full, and the bees are having a " high old
time " among them.
J^' The Progressive Bee-Keepers' Asso-

I

:

wish to ask

;

New

^^

ciation of

Good Clover Prospect.— Dr. N. P. e\-ery
Allen, Smith's Grove, 9 Ky., on April enjoy
16, 1885,

writes as follows

Western

Illinois will

meetinBush-

on Thursday, Jlay 7. 1885. Let
bee-keeper who can. be present and
the meeting.
J. G. Nobton, Sec.

111.,

:

:

we put

also to be kept in view, that

It is

175.

those

uell.

riatteville. p Wis.,
I.,ast fall

:
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The

:

have just examined my bees, and I
found them in good condition. I have lost
only 2 out of .50 colonies. Peach trees are
just blooming, and the clover prospect is
good for a fine harvest. From 1-3 to J^ of
the bees are dead in Southern Kentucky,
caused by a too free use of the extractor
and a failure in the fall harvest, leaving
many colonies without snflicient stores
and the bee-keepers failed to protect their
bees from the winter's blasts but with a
good honey season, we will be able to
harvest an average crop of honey.
I

18.S.5,
9,
they had another (light,
with the mercury at 48' above zero. They
had no flight of any conseijuence between
those dates. Forty-six days of that time
the mercury was down to zero and below,
the coldest being 34' below zero. We began to examine them on March 9, finishing
on March 31, and we found 3.S8 colonies
alive. The second examination was finished on April 15, and we found 374 colonies alive. The first pollen was brought
in to-day.
We think that during the past Bees Almost Extinct.— Peter IJilling,
winter we learne<l something about win- Pawnee City,o, Xebr., on April 18,
termg bees. We winter all of our bees out- 1885, writes as follows

tS^ The Bee-Keepers

of Western Michi-

will hold their spring meeting on Mayo,
1885, at Fremont, Mich. All are invited to
attend.
F. S. Covey, Sec.

gan

I^~ The Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second meeting at
La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday iu
June, 1885. All who are interested are invited to attend.
E. J. Hadlf.v, Sec.

;

;

:

AOOTS.

Spriiif; Dwindling

The saying,
Feared.— L. Iligh- when human

barger, Adeline, 5 Ills., on April 17,
188.5, writes
Bees are faring very poorly on account
of the past hard winter, an<l they are having a bad spring. If such weather con:

tiruies nnich
there will be

apprehend that
much "spring dwindling,"
as bad wintering always causes it.
longer,

I

" Evils w-illcuretliemselves

skill seems to fail," has
verified itself again in our midst during

past winter-. Bees were getting pretty
thick in this vicinity, but the past winter
has thinned them out. One of my neighbors said that he expected to lose half of
his bees, but as he only saved 4 colonies
out of 40, he lost more than he anticipated. Out of 193 colonies, last fall, myself and eight other U' ighbnrs have lost
tlie

J^~ The Central Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Jacksonville, 111., at 10
a. m., on Saturday, May "2, 1885.
Wm. Camm, Sec.
ZW~ The spring meeting of the Cortland
Union Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
on May VI, 1,S85.
W. H. Beach, Sec.

in Cortland, N. Y.,

f^~ The Mahoning

Valley Bee-Keepers'

Association, will hold its next meeting at
Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May 28,
1885.
E. W. Turner, Sec.

Newton

E2^ The second annual meeting of the
Western N. Y. and
nd Nortlii-rn Pa. Bee-Keepers'

Association will

on Tuesday, May 5,

lie

held at Cul)a, N. Y.,

1885.
\V.

A. Shewm.vn, Sec.

!
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PLEASANT VALLEY APIARY! Bee-Keepers ami Dealers!

J>pccial IXoticcs.

WEnow

Pure Albino and Golden

Italian

eend a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

Untested, after June at
"
per >; doz
Tested, profjonv .'(-bandeil

Ipg* Saiiiple Copies of the Bee Journal
will be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this ofHce.

Nuclei (no yueens) Jfrnme, J'J.J-'i; .i-lrame.. :i
5 50
Celebrated Poplar Sections, per I,oo<.'
Sample mulled free of the handsomest and
promptly
tilled
orders
world.
All
in
the
Section
best
and satisfaction Ruaranteed. The above strains
are bred in separate apiaries. Address

you have not got a Binder we will mail you
one for 7.') cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us .T new yearly subscripIf

Queens!

'2

cts.

CalaloKue

SUPPr.T' CO..
WILTON JUNCTION. IOWA,

500

2 00
selected.yount-'.liirce and light-colored 3 on
Full colonie.i In LiinjiBtrotli orSirapliclty Hives 8 00

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

W

100

Price-List.

W.

Bee Journal.

X. L.

I.

We liave some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
liee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
E. I., WESTCOTT,
SO'cents each, by mail, postpaid.
FAIR IIAVBN. Rutland Co., VT.
Address,
THOMAS 6. NEW^MAN,
t'olonies of Choice ITA1.IAN
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
BEKS FOK SAliE. Send for

Address,
J. DAVIS, (Bo.\01)
County, Pa.
Warren
Youngsvillc,

14A9t

tree.

APIARIAN

*1 00

l

17Alt

^"Preserve your papers for reference

manufacture everytlilne needed In the
A larKe wlork of White Poplar Secready ti) ship. Send for special prices
before phicinn orders elsewhere. Sample section
apiary.

tions

i^~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 18(ifi— February, 180".
Any one having them to spare ^¥i^ please

tions for the

2G9

EXTRACTORS!

Land-Owners, Attention
All persons who have lost Kcal Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL

For L. frame, $7 tor larger frames, S8. SALES, are invited to correspond with
To create Honey Markets in every E.\celsior-Cold
Blast Smokers, post-paid, $1. RICKEEi &. BUIili, Attorneys at Law,
village, town and city, wide-awake honey Circulars free. Address all orders to
41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat 14A7t TF. C. R. KEMP, ORLEANS, IND. they will learn something to their advantage.
;

I^r*

Hone.v" (only ."lO cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $'Jl50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc., (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters themi.
:

;

;

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine" to every one who burs a
package of honey, will sell almost any quantity of

it.

ALFRED

H.

Dealer

NEWMAN,

lu all

63 Engravings.

kinds of

APIARIANANDSUPPLIES,
HONEY AND BEESWAX,

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M.
A TREATISE

923 West Madison

Street,

rIvIdk an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table ^X7\n^ all the principal druKs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

CHICAGO,

MX

ILL.

1I,I,IT8TRATED CATAI-OGUE
sent FREE upon application.

BEESWAX.

,

;

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse ; a valuable collection of re-

and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*.— Sent on receiptor

cipes,

I pay 26c. per pound deliTcred bere, for yellow
contains Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each package.
] 66 pages, printed on writing paper, ruled and
bound, and the price is $.3.00. We will club
it and the Weekly Bee Journal for a year
stories, in
for $4.00. If you have already sent us $2.00 has lieen enlarged by adding two
order to accommodate my increasing busifor the Weekly Bee Journal for a year, we ness. My facilities are now ample for a large
will send the Book for another $2,00, making
H.
$4.00 in all. If you want it sent by mail, add
923 West Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL.
20 cents for postage.

THOMAS

t^~ The Farmer's Account Book

MY BUILDINa
NEWMAN,

ALFRED

t^' For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthl,v) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary, For terms,

BEES and QUEENS
FOR SALE

ITALIAN WEEKS,

and send

it

address G.

5

Clifton,

Tenn.

i7A4t

by mail, postpaid.

D.

»
f\
Im MA IL %/I^O
** *" ^?

CO'WS

prevented
fi'OmsuckinR each^other,
''""l

925

West Madison

0.

price,

by

NEWMAN,

Street,

CHICAGO,

-

Hi]...

FOK SALE— 50 colonies

in

Frames.

Langstroth
Price,

from

?4 to $0 per colony.
F. ^VlliCOX, ITIaustou, AVis.

UNHAM AND VANBEKVOIIT

D

FOUNDATION.

WE

have bought a large atocli of Choice Yellow BeeswttXt and can furnish Dunham
Comb Foundation for brood comb for 4:«c. perl
Thin Dunham for Sections, 50c. per lb. Extra thin

Vandervort, id to \'l j^quare feet to the lb.. 55c.
per lb. Send for price* for 85 ll>8. or more.

Will work up wax into Foundation for lO, 15
also SEI-F-SUCKINO, and 80c. per pound.
two or more copies of
by Rice'" l*iiteiit Weaner. Used by all Stock
F. AV. HOLITIES,
Bees and Honey," may be found Raisers. Prices by mail, post-paid: For Calves
CO0PERSVILL.E. Ottawa Co., MICH.
year old, 55c; till 2 years old, 80c;older,f 1.12.
9D9t
on the Book List on the second page of this till
Circulars free. Agents wanted.
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
H. C. RICE, Farmington, Conn.
where they are purchased " to sell again."
17AU 5Blt
BINGHAM SMOKERS.

|^~ Our

rates for

the book, "

1

A

guluertistmewts.

$5.00

BOOK FOR

I

S2.50.

reasonable prices, address on postal card,
W. U. BALL, Columbia City, Whitley County. Ind.
16A2t

Swarm Catclier.— Send stamp
BAILEY
W. BAII,Er, Ripon, Wis.
for circular.
J.

17D3t

My

17th Annual Price-list SL'Holy-LaSS'ites
and Nuclei colonies (a specialty* also
Supplies-will be sent to all who feend their names
(,)ueens

:

and addresses.
17Dtf

II.

H. BRO^VN,

Light Street, Columbia County, Pa.

Send

— con-

tains
Industrial Facts, Calcu-

Processes,Trade
Legal Items,
Bnsiness Forms, etc., of
vast utility to every Mechanic, Farmer and
Business Man. The work contains 1,016
pages — is a veritable Treasury of Useful
Knowledge, and worth its weight in gold to
any Mechanic, Business Man or Farmer. By
S'i..jO.

Address, XHOS. G.
925 West Madison Street,

NEWMAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

for

my

ALFKED
923

lations,

Secrets,

by

32-pftge Illustrated

Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

over 1,000,000

mail, in fine cloth,

the above Smokers at

THE DOCTOR.

And Complete Mechanic
FOR MOCKING BIRDS, TEXAS RED BIRDS,
Rose- Breast Grosbeaks and German Canaries at

sell

mail or express. Jit wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements,
including THE CONQUEROR, and

MOORE'S UNIVERSAL ASSISTANT
Enlarged Edition

can

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

H.

NEWMAN,

W. Madison, CHICAGO ILL,

DOOIilTTIiE — Forprices of his QUEENS

see page ^05 of Bee Jouhnal, or send for
Circular. G. M. DOOLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y.
llBtot

Bees

for Sale

Full colonies Italians in
Simplicity HIVES ( L.)
tranie.in May, f 10; June,

I

*:i. Hybrids, $1 less. Sat^
I)K. JOHN S.GATES.
isfaction Ruaranteed.
Wilkinsonville, "Worcester Co, Mass.
14A6t
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SOMETHING NEW!

EXCELSIOR

Best-ITIade, handiest and cheapest
combinatiou,
ORIGINAL PATENTS. THE
HONEY EXTRACTORS
The Original
answer
frequent
Summer and Winter Hive
and
BINGHAM

In
to
inquiries
for E.xtractors curryine 3
4
LanKstroth frames. I liave concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The
frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as

markPt. Sr-ml for Catiilog-ue of general
APIAKIAK Sl'rPLlKS. The best white
poplar SEi'TIO^S and pure yellow beeswax.
FOUNDATION a specialty.
Full Colonies, Nuclei Colonies and
in the

Bee Smoker

'.i

COMB

QUEENS

for

frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
nr metal standard t'nr the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
the

SALE.

Be sure to send for ^oth Annual Price List,
before making your purghascs for ISS.'j.
Address
3Dtf

WM.

\V.

Headquarters

West

in the

FOR APIARIAN SUPPLIES!
Patented 1878
Prof. Cook, in hia valuable Mnnual of the Apiarr,
states that "Mr. Bingham was the first to improve
the old Quinby smoker by establishine a direct
draft." Five years of persistent eff<irt has demonBtrated that no one but Bingham has been able to
Improve a Bineham smoker. Hundreds of Ringham smokers have been in use five years, and are
They burn lots of blocks
yet in working order.
and chips and stuff, and make l<its of smoke and

comfort, and have no dampers or match-box attachments, as they never go out or fail to blow
smoke up or down or sideways, much or little,
ewift or slow, just as yoa please, any or all the
lime top up or down, they always ko
Bee-keepers will save money and vexation bv
buying genuine Bingham smokers and Bingham &
Hetheringtun Uncapping-Knives first. We neither
make nor handle any otlier supplies; but of these
we are the original inventors, and only legal
makers, and have had over 4r>.fHTn in use from one
to five years, and receiving but one letter of com!

;

plaint.

With European and American orders already
received for over :^,ooo. there is evidence that 188.5
with U8 is not likely to be an idle one. Also that
such goods as we make have met the advanced
wants of the most advanced bee-keepers in Europe and America.

Prices, by mail, poiiit-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield).. ;JU inch .$2 00
**
Conqueror smokerfwide shield) 3
Largre

smoker (wide

shield)

Extra smoker (wide shield)
Plain smoker

—

2f4

2
2

"
*'
*'

Wonder smoker
1% "
Bingham & Hetherington Honey Knife,

Little

2 inch

1 15

TO SELL AGAIN,
dozen

rates.

apply for dozen or halfAddress.

BINGHAM & HETHERINGTON,
6A2Btf

ABRONIA, MICH.

Of every description. .Special attention given
to the V-£roove Section.
Send for our
1SS5 Price-List before purchasing elsewhere.

BRIGHT BROTHERS,

10D4t

MAZEPPA, Wabasha Co., MINN.

QUEENS
lID6t

$lfi.(Hi

Send for Prlce-I.int of
Italian & Huly-l.:iTid Queens
1885. BEK8 by the

for

pound, nuclei and
J. C.

nies.

r.iB:ai
IjiBTOuier,

lull colo-

HISHLER,

Noble County,

Intl.

Extractor.

13x120,

which

la

intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $m.(X) Bx-

CAKV, Jr.

COLERAINE, MASS.
Successor to Wm. W. Gary & Son.

li

tractors, all the different styles
v.-,mM
;;;;^S^ have strainers over the canal lead^^--~~^^^^^'^
mgtothe honey gate, and movasiiies
ble
in the Comb Baskets. The $8.(X) and
J10.i_Hj Extractors have no covers.
For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
$8 00
loxlS
8 00
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
.10 00
For 3
10x18
'•
"
.14 00
For 4
10x18
.12 00
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
^'
"
13x20
.12 00
For 3
"
"
13x20
.16 00
For 4
,

^^^t5C^;;~

—
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Bee-Keepliij!; ; Plain and Practical how
A large demand for bees has sprung up
make it Pay, by Alfred Riisbridge. This on account of the losses in some localities.
is the title of a new English book of 144
Those who have good stock and make it
pages, nicely printed, with an illuminated known by judicious advertising, now find
cover, and illustrated throughout. Mr. Kus- ready sale for them. Though the losses are
bridgo writes with the pen of a Master, de- heavy, in some cases, energetic men do not
tailing his practical advice in every chapter. become discouraged
disasters give them
fresh nerve for new achievements, and more
Short .trtieles are more acceptable than
systematic work.
• .^ Of?"
long ones, and do more effective work. A
short article lias twice the chance of prompt
Don't Disturb the Bees The "Indiana
publication that a long one has, and ten Farmer" gives this caution: "With new
times the chance of being read. What we all honey and pollen coming in at a rapid rate,
want is short, meaty articles. That is, say as one is inclined to want to sec what is going
P0DL1SHED BY
much as possible in few words. Boil it down. on inside the hive, and while a few examinaG.
tions each week may not injure the bees, it
It is estimated thatthereai'e about 3,000,EllITOR ANP PltOPitlETOH,
is a better plan to give them time without
000 of colonies of "bees in the United States,
too much interruption. The brood is easily
925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL and the annual yield of honey
is said to be
chilled and the hives cool off very quickly
Weekly, S«S a year Monthly, GO cents.
about 120,000,000 of pounds but last year's
while standing open. With the bees confined
short crop did not exceed one-half that
to what frames they can cover nicely, and
the
amount
of
honey.
About
one-third
of
Vol. XXI.
May 6, 1885.
No. 18.
with plenty of stores in close proximity to
honey produced is "in the comb," and twothe brood-nest, but little now is to be done at
thirds of it is extracted.
this time except to wait until they grow
ITEMS.
Tlie American .4|>ieu1tiirist for April stronger."
has not j-et made its appearance. Mr. Locke
On ^Vintering, Hibernation, ete.,
WISE AND OTHERWISE.
writes us that it is " delayed," and that the Prof. A. .J.Cook sends us the following
items:
"cause will be explained soon." Perhaps
Our Triends sometimes do us more dam- the explanation may be found on page 286, "Mr. Thielmann, on page 2C.J, gives us some
very excellent points. I have noticed the
age thjiu our enemies.
Any bee-i>aper unconnected with the sale of constant motion of bees in a cluster in winTo give aivay a copy of " Honey as Food bee-keepers' supplies will find an up-hill ter. The bees, though, when wintering best,
and Medicine " to every one wlio buys a business, to say the least.
are comparatively quiescent, and are by no
package of honey, will sell almost any quanmeans dormant, as are true hibernating aniIt is a trite remark that " He who stops to
tity of it.
mals. Disturb a hibernating animal and it
pick a flaw in others' knitting-worlc drops
only rolls up the tighter disturb a bee, and
Sai^ai'ioiiK iiieu do not become discour- many stitches in his own." It is often better
aged at small losses, but prepare their busi- to let an error pass than to exercise undue it prepares to show flight, and will even take
ness for an increase on more systematic ambition to criticise everything and every wing when it is very cold. In sooth, beej
do not hibernate. Jlr. T. asks how bees can
management.
body. Remember that all we do, write or say
be kept from breeding ? ^'ery easily— keep
may
also be criticised, and all have need of
Mr. F. Cliesliire delivered a lecture unaway all pollen. It looks now as if dampness
the kind indulgence of friends to cover up
der the auspices of the " British Institute of
and ventilation of our cellars were of little
many a fault.
Agriculture," on April 1.3, 1885, at the Theaaccount, if we will only keep the temperatre in South Kensington, London, on "Honey
In Ciermany, teachers employed by the ture right, aud see that the bees have enough
its PrOfluction and Storage."
Government travel from place to place, to and proper food."
give instructions in bee-culture, and in the
I?Ir. James B. ITIasoii, Mechanic Falls,
A New Bee Plant is thus described by
villages an important organization is the beeMaine, has sent us his 48-page Catalogue of
the "American Agriculturist" for May:
club, under the direction of which exhibiBee-Keepers* Supplies. Though it is, per"It would, perhaps, be more accurate to say,
tions are given and prizes are awarded. It is
haps, the last one to be issued this season,
a new use for an old plant, as a correspondsaid, also, that the German ruinl schoolit is one of the nicest in its mechanical ap"
"
master is examined in bee-culture before he ent of the The Garden (London, England)
pearance.
recommends
the well-known and popular
is given his diploma.
Slebold's Stone-crop (Sedum Sieboldii), as a
Do not forget to give the flower beds atMr. F. li. Dresser, of Detroit, Mich., sends plant to be grown for bee-i)asture. We do
tention this spring. They will amply repay
the little trouble and care by their rich per- us the following item, and enquires: What not remember having seen any of the Sedfume and generous spread of gorgeousness. importance do you attach to it ? "A mount- ums mentioned by our apiarists as of value
The bees will revel among them and grant ain of pure honey, estimated to be 1.50 feet in furnishing either pollen or honey. This
deep and 20 feet wide, is situated in the Japanese Stone-crop is perfectly hardy, at
generous returns.
bosom of a noted peak in San Bernardino least near New York, and is one of the most
Xlie " British Honey Conipauy," of County,
California." We published it some ornamental of the large genus to which it
London, is e.\pected to be of great advantage years ago,
and asked the best apiarists of belongs. Its numerous stems, sometimes a
to both the producers and consumers of
California if there was any truth in it we foot long, are trailing, or almost prostrate.
honey in Britain, affording a ready market were informed that it
On this account it is often grown in hanging
was pure fiction.
for the former, and protecting the latter
baskets, and in pots and pans
it is more
from imposition, by the nefarious schemes
Herniaplirodite Bee.— Mr. F. Bechly, frequently seen as a house-plant than a
of adulterators.
Searsboro, Iowa, has sent us a bee, with this hardy one. It has several excellent qualiremark: "What is it — a drone or a worker?" ties for a bee-plant, being easily propagated,
S. mcl>ees. May, Mich., has sent us a
it is also a capital
reversible-frame device. It is very simple, We sent it to Prof. Cook, and here is what he and thriving in poor soil
" The bee has the head, rock-plant, and endures the longest
drouths
consisting of a piece of bent wire in the cen- says about it
Its clusters of
ter of each side-bar, which holds the frame mouth-parts, eyes, antenna?, thorax, legs without apparent injury.
in the hive, and the top and bottom-bars and wings of a worker-bee, and the abdomen purplish pink flowers are produced at the
being alike, the frames can be inverted at and reproductive organs of a drone. So it is end of each stem in the autumn months, and
really a drone. This is one of the so-called last a long time. Its late blooming particuthe pleasure of the apiarist.
hermaphrodites — not a real hermaphrodite, larly commends it for apiarian use, as it
Honey Mert-liants— R. A. Burnett as such an animal has both sexes complete comes at a season when honey-yielding flowand Bond & Pearch— were "burned out" in the one body
whereas this insect is ers are scarce. The plant is kept by florists
last Sunday night, and several firemen were only functionally a drone, while it is in some generally, and may
be propagated by breakcrushed beneath the falling roof. As the respects like a worker. I have had a good ing up the plant and setting
out the stems
stock of honey was light and kept in the many such specimens. Such abnormal de- singly, or the stems may be cut
into pieces
basement and store, their losses on honey velopment is often found among higher ani- two inches or less long, and rooted in
the
will be very light, in all probability.
mals—even as high as sheep, cattle, etc."
usual manner."
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any circumstances, but they should

Convention Notices.
not be too large if used without separators.
case 9 inches wide and 17
I^~ The Bee-Keepers' Association of Cenor 18 inches long is large enough for tral Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
on
July 15, 1885, at 10 a. m.
any colony where tiering-up is pracWm. B. Lawrence, Sec.

A

'

'

ticed."

REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.

^^ The Hancock County, Ohio, Bee-KeepMay

the best method
of securing- surplus honey in sections during
B.
season
?—
J.
the honey

Qnery, No. 58

What

is

Prof. A. J. Cook answers as follows:

am best pleased with Mb. sections
in Heddoi) crates, with or without
separators, as the skill of the apiarist
warrants."'
" I use
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
side-storing in connection with topstoring, believing that I secure enough
better results by so doing, than by
using only top-storing, to pay for all
extra expense and have a margin for
"

ers' Association will meet at 9 a. m., in Findlay, Ohio, at Mr. Bradnor's, on the Lima
IB, 188.-).
S. H. Bolton, Sec.
road, on

Prevention of Robbing.

Prodncing Honey in Sections.

I

:

profit."

Query, No. 60.— What

is

the best method

^W

I have tried
from robbing
The Southern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
smoking them every 2 or 3 hours, but it does Association will meet in the Court House, at
no good. — W. A.
Janesville, Wis., on Tuesday, May 12, 1885,
John C. Lynch, Sec.
at 10 a. m.
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus
" Cover the hive with a sheet, or carry
%S~ The Progressive Bee-Keepers' Assoit into a cellar."
ciation of Western Illinois will meetinBushnell. 111., on 'fhursday. May 7. 1885. Let
G. M. DOOLITTLE replies as follows: every bee-keeper who can. be present and
" Take every precaution against the enjoy the meeting.
J. G. Norton, Sec.
possibility of robbing. If this is done,
will
nothing but very weak colonies
The Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers'
be liable to be robljed. If from care- Association will hold its second meeting at
Oregon, on the third Tuesday iu
La
Fayette,
the
I
put
is
started,
robbing
lessness
June,'l8S.T. All who are interested are inrobbed colony into the cellar for 3 or vited to attend.
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
4 days until the mania is past."

to prevent bees

'I

^^

" Covering
pw~ The Mahoning Valley Bee -Keepers'
G. W. Demaree says
will hold its ne.\t meeting i
the hive with a wet sheet, and in bad Association,
Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, May '28,
cases piling some wet brush over the 1885.
E. W'. Turner, Sec.
entrance to the hive, is the best remedy I know of. It has never failed to
IS'" The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
discourage the robbers.' Smoking is Association will hold its spring Convention
at Laiisiiii;-, Mich., in tlir State Capitol Builda disadvantage."
:

G. W. Dejiarke answers as follows
" Properly-made cases to hold the sections, and so arranged that they may
be tiered up at will a good article
of thin foundation lilling each section,
and doing everything at the right
time, gives the best results in my lo:

'

'

;

cality.^'

'

Jajles

Heddon answers as follows

ing,

on TucsduN .May
,

1'-',

m.

IK.s,",,

at

E. N.

Wood,

!i

a.

Sec.

No, smoking is of little avail. A
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies thus bunch of wet hay at the entrance, and
^r* The Texas State Bee-keepers' Associa"I think that the nicest comb honey close contraction of the same, are both tion
will he held on Thursday and Friday,
and the most of it is secured in sec- good, and prove efficient, if the rob- May 7 and 8, 1885, at the apiary of Judge W.
"

'

'

:

tieringtion-cases operated by the
up system, without separators, and
arranged for continuous passage- ways
from the brood-combs to the sec'

tions."'

.

at McKinncy, Tex. All interbing has not progressed too far but H. Andrews,advancement
of apiculture, are
in the
when it has, carry the robbed colony ested
earnestly requested to be ]n-esent and make
into the cellar, and leave it until the this amemorablemeetingof the Association.
W. K. How.tRD, See.
habit is Inoken, and then return it
just before the bees cease to fly. Keep
{^~ The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Asits hive-entrance contracted to about
of an inch. It is also well to con- sociation will hold their annual meeting in
Council Chamber, at Norwalk. O., on Satthe
tract the brood-chamber to the capac- urday, May 9, 1885. Subjects of immediate
;

K

"Wide Frames or Cases ?

—

ity of the colony."
Which is preferable,
Query, No. 59
W. Z. Hutchinson replies thus:
wide frames or cases for hokiinjr sections ?
" Contract the entrance, cover it with
How should each be managed V—J. B.
dry hay «r straw, and then put dampG. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows
" So far, I prefer wide frames, even if ened straw over this."
Dad ANT & Son answer thus: " To
many bee-keepers call them things of
keep a colony from robbing, move it
the past.'"
from its stand and put the robbed colW. Z. Hutchinson replies thus: ony in its place. Do not leave any
are
cases
used,
are
separators
no
"If
honey exposed, or any weak colony
preferable ; if separators are wanted,
with too much entrance-room and too
wide frames, one tier of sections high, much honey in the hive. "When you
are preferred. The tiering-up' plan manipulate your hives, if robbers are
is advisable when either is used."
about, be prompi, and in closing the
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus hive, throw a bunch of blue-grass over
" I do not think that any one who has the entrance, keeping it there a couple
used the crate or case would ever re- of hours."
turn to or be satisfied with wide
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
frames."
" Always feed at nightfall never spill
James IIeddon replies as follows: any honey ; in late autumn never
of surplusage pos- work except under a bee-tent, and
•' As each system
sesses advantages that another does keep all colonies strong; then the
not, which is best will depend upon robbing will never occur. If they get
the operator and locality, to a great to robbing, close the hive-entrance to
within ?a of an inch, and if that does
extent."
not suffice, carry the luckless colony
thus
replies
Demakee
W.
G
into the cellar— a thing that I have
"First, cases to hold sections are never had to do."
so far as
'

'

:

practical value will be discussed.

Officers

will be elected for the ensuing year. No one
engaged in the production of honey can afH. R. Bo.ird.m.^n, Sec.
ford to he absent.

IS" The next annual meeting of the Keystone Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in the Court House iu Scranton, Pa., at 10 a.
At the
ni. and 1.30 p. m. on May I'J, 1S85.
morning- session, after the President's address, which will include a report as dolc;:ate
to the Bee-Keepers' Congress at the Worlil's
Fair in Feb. last, the annual election of officers will take place. While the Association
Is

but just commencing

its

third year,

we

congratulate oursrlvcs in ha\nng a working
membership of (?vct ."ill: yet there remains
much to be accomplished, and we trust that
all who keep bees, whether for pleasure or
profit, will attend this meeting.
Arthitr a. Davis, Sec.

^~ To

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
"
producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices,:
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
much ahead of wide frames,
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
ease of manipulation is concerned, as
of
the
the best modern hive is ahead
Tlie Premium l.t»t of the County Fair at postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
old straw skep. Second, see answer Burlington, Iowa, is received. It will lie held On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
" Presented by,"
to .58."
Sept. H-18, 18S5. Seventy dollai-s in premi- desired, on the cover-page,
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers thus ums are offered for bees and implements used etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
" Section-cases are preferable under in bee-keeping.
;

'

village,

create

town and

city,

'

;

;

:

;
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I believe to be the best
plan of forming nuclei
Procure a box and funnel, as described above, and go to any hive that
can spare from it, from a tea-cupful
to a quart of bees, according to the
size of the nucleus desired take out
a frame or frames having bees on the
combs (be sure you do not get the
queen), and place it on the outside of
the hive.
Give the frame several
sharp knocks with a little stick, to
cause the bees to fill themselves with
honey, and when so filled shake as
many bees down through the funnel
into the box, as you wish in your
nucleus.
Take out the funnel and
close the hole, when you will put the
frame from which you shook the bees,
back into the hive and close it. Now
take the box of bees to the cellar, or a
darkened, cool room, and leave them
two or more hours, when you will
give them (a laying queen) any poor
queen you care little for, or a good
one if you choose.
To put the queen in, put ihe box
or more days), tliat I became disgusted and went back to the cell-plan. down suddenly, so that all the bees
when the
In one of these experiments I will fall to the bottom,
through
took the bees from a full colony to queen is allowed to run in
generally form the
see if I could succeed better, but they the small hole. 1
queen almost as nucleus about 1 p. m., and let the
killed the virgin
the next
soon as I put her into the cage. Just queen in at 3 p. m. Early
having a very
then I was called away, so I hastily morning, take a frame

pound) could be inserted. Near one
end I bored a p^-inch hole through
which I could put in a virgin queen as
soon as the bees from a nucleus were
shaken through the funnel into the
box. The box was then placed in a
dark cellar until night, when it was
Explunalory The figures before tbo put over the combs of the nucleus
names iinUeate the number of years that (he from wliicli the bees were shaken,
Those aeteb, show vifhen tlie removable side of the box
person bus kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the was taken off and the bees allowed
previous spring- and fall, or fall and spring, to return to their combs during the
as the time of the year may require.
night.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
In this way I thought to introduce
located near the centre of the State named:
and get a virgin queen to laying in
0+
south
east
of
the
centre
north
9
5
two or three days after I had sold a
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^3 northwest; laying queen from a nucleus, which,
o» southeast and P southwest of the centre
in turn, could be sold and another inof the State mentioned.
troduced in like manner, thus making
itproHtable to rear queens at the low
price of SI each. But I soon found
ror the American Bee JoumaL
that not more than one queen out of
three thus put into the box would be
Best Way to Make a Nucleus.
accepted by the bees, while those
which were accepted were so slow in
16 G. 31. DOOLITTLE, (-10—80).
getting fertilized (some requiring ten

©

;

;

;

—

On page 344 of the Bee Journal
for 1S.S3, 1 told the readers how I had
tried all the then known plans of
making nuclei, none of which suited
me on account of so many of the bees
going back to the colony from which
they were taken. Where an apiarist
has two apiaries several miles apart,
bees can be brought from the apiary
farthest from home with which to
form a nucleus, so as to be a success
every time. But as all do not have
such an apiary, and there is much
trouble about the plan, to those who
do have it is quite an object to have
a plan by which a nucleus can he
formed when and where the apiarist
wishes. To accomplish this object, I
studied out the plan of caging a frame
of hatching brood, as given on the
page above referred to, and, by putting a virgin queen two or three days
old, into the cage, I had a plan that
has worked much better than any that
However, in
I had previously tried.
some cases this plan partially failed,
in
the
hive
in
which the
as the bees
caged frame was placed would partially desert one side of the cage so
some of the hatching brood would become chilled, while again some would
worry and try to get out until at the
end of five days a portion of the
newly hatched bees would be dead
upon lifting the frame from the hive,
at the time of placing it where it was
to stay.

At the same time that I was practicing the plan described on page 344
(1S.S3), I was also trying another plan
which was at first designed for the
safe introduction of virgin queens, to
I
do which I proceeded as follows
made a box by taking two pieces of
wood 6x(ixM inches, and two other
pieces 12xbxf4 inches, the latter being
nailed to the former, which made a
box 10}^ inches long by 6 wide by 6
deep, without sides. I next got two
pieces of wire-cloth 12 inches long by
6 inches wide, one of which was
nailed permanently to one side of the
box, while the other was left so it was
removable at any time. In the top of
the box was bored a large hole into
which a large tin funnel (such as is
used^ by those selling bees by the
:

ing,

which

known

;

'

with honey,
cellar and left little brood in it, and one
returned towards and place in a hive where you wish
a divisionnight, I thought I would see it I the nucleus to stay, using
hive.
could form a nucleus of them, by board to contract the size of the
from the
placing a frame of brood and one of Now, hive the little colony
honey in an empty hive and turning box the same as you would any
imthem upon it. Accordingly I rigged swarm, and they will go to workdays
In two or tliree
the hive as above. Before I had all mediately.
completed it vv'as nearly dark, so I form another nucleus in the same
are ready for the
felt sure that I could succeed, as no way, and when you
nucleus
bees could get back home until morn- queen, go to this last made
queen to use for the
ing. Before sunrise the next morn- and get this same
made from the
ing, I saw that these bees had not next, which is to be
way keep
clustered on the brood at all, but had bees in the box. and in this
crawled all over the hive, many of on forming nuclei as long as you wish
made
3 queens
them being outside from which place them. In this wav I
Upon form 00 nuclei last"season. After the
they were flying for home.
first
going to the hive from which they queen is taken away from the
came, imagine my surprise to find forme'd nucleus, to form the second,
being treated as the nucleus is to be treated the same
that they were
treated,
strangers, some even being killed, so as any queenless nucleus is
are introthat not one was allowed to enter the and when virgin queens
more
hive. Suffice it to say that all were duced there need not elapse
before the nucleus will
lost and killed, but from it I learned than a week
one thing, which is, that bees con- have a young laying queen.
There are three reasons for using a
fined in a small space with a different
queen from their mother, whether laying queen in forming the nucleus ;
dead or alive, would be disinherited the first of which is that the bees will
her and behave just as
if kept in such a space for eight or always accept
you wish them to ; second, this queen
more hours.
will furnish all the eggs that the
Soon after this I had a queen sent
nucleus can care for during her short
did
me very unexpectedly, and as I
stay, so they are well supplied with
highly,
thought
very
I
value
her
not
young brood at the outset; and third,
to form a nucleus with her, and rea laying queen can be taken from the
solved to try the caging of bees with
nucleus sooner by the above plan, as
After getting the bees into the
her.
where a virgin queen is used to form
cage. I feared to let her in with them,
the nucleus', such queen is exceedingly
so I waited a couple of hours, at
slow about becoming fertilized. In
which time I found the bees in great
conclusion I will sav that I know the
agitation from knowing that they had
plan will work if followed as I have
no queen with tliem. I now let the
directions, for I used it all last
queen run in through the small hole, given
the latter part of
when a more happy lot of bees was season and during
1883.
never seen. These bees were found
Borodino,© N. Y.
compactly clustered in the top of the
box the next morning, when they
fW~ The spring meeting of the Cortland
were hived on two frames of brood Union
Bee-Keepers" Associatii^n will be held
and soon built up into a colony. From in Cortland, N. Y., on May 12. ISSo.
W. H. Be.ich, Sec.
all of the above I learned the follow-

placed them in

them.

When

the

I

•

;

:
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drone-trap and escape with the swarm.
To sum up the drone-trap as a
queen-trap
If the
young virgin
queens are stopped by the drone-trap,
CHAS. DADANT & SON.
it prevents them
from taking their
Mr. Alley, on page 214, seems to bridal flight. If they are not stopped
dismiss the subject ot drone-traps, on by the drone-trap, swarms with young
queens cannot be controlled, by the
discussion we are willing to drop it
drone-trap.
also, but before doing so we wish to
Hamilton.to Ills.
call the attention of the readers to

The Use

of Drone-Traps.

:

;

some

He

of his assertions.
says: " ilessrs.

Dadant

& Son

could do with fewer men in their
apiary if they used drone-traps." By
turning to page 820 of the Bee JoukNAL for 1884, the readers will see that
Mr. McDaniel has done the greater
part of the work on some 450 colonies
of bees in our apiaries last year also
on page 68 of the present volume,
that one man can easily take care of
5 to 7 apiaries. What led Mr. Alley
to think that we employ many men in
our apiaries, is the expression " our
men," which we used on page 165.
Indeed, we have employed many men
in our apiaries, but not many at one
time, except during the extracting
season.
:Mr. Alley says that " a hive can be
more easily and better ventilated
when the trap is used." AVhat do
the readers say V lie also says that
drones reared in worker-cells are
worthless.
Our experience goes to
prove that they are as useful as small
males are with large females. He
says that if our neighbor had used
drone-traps, not one of our queens
would have mated with his drones.
Indeed but if our neighbor had been
;

;

intelligent

enough

to
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Wabash County,

Ind., Convention.

The "Wabash County Bee-Keepers'
Association met in the Court House
at Wabash, Ind., on April 11, 1885.
The question, "How should colonies
be examined, and how often V" was
discussed as follows
Mr. Maurer stated that he examined his bees once a week during the
working-season, and thought that no
harm came from frequent handling.
He has racks on the sides of the hives
on which to hang several of the
frames, in order to give room to examine the other frames. He makes a
thorough examination of each colony
and notes down its condition. Mr.
Miller thought that by proper attention and training, bee-keepers could
tell the condition of the
bees by
simply passing in front of the hives
and watching the movements of the
bees. President Hess opens the hives
whenever there appears to be any
thing wrong, and applies the remedy
as soon as possible. He does not disturb his bees at all during the winter.

buy drone-traps, Mr. Zimmerman said that

he would have just as well prevented
the rearing of lilack drones, and then
would have had no need of dronetraps. He says that foundation sagging makes drone-cells. It does, but
sagging is caused usuallv by excess
of heat, and plenty of ventilation will
prevent this.
Mr. A. gives eight reasons to prove
the usefulness of a drone-trap as a
queen-trap to prevent swarming,
among which he says tliatthe apiarist
can go from home with no fear of
losing his bees. This is correct; but

supposing a queen is caught in the
trap in trying to swarm, how will she
be released from the trap unless the
apiarist looks at each trap every day V
And yet Mr. Alley says that the trap
needs no attention oftener than once
a month. Wljat do the readers say ?
And if young queens are reared in a
colony that tries to swarm, and they
try to go with the swarm, can tliey
go through the drone-trap V If they
can, then the swarm is lost if the
apiarist is absent. If they canliot go
through the drone-trap, how are the
young queens to be fertilized unless
the bee-keeper knows the day of their
bridal flight and removes the dronetrap V
Those swarms that " decamp to the
woods." as Mr. Alley says, " leaving
the hive in which they have just beeii
placed," are nearly always secondswarms that have a virgin queen, and
she will either be unable to go and
mate, on account of being stopped by
the drone-trap, or else her small size
will enable
her to go through the

apiaries visited by

him

in

large

blowing the pollen off, inclining the
board towards the south.
The following oflicers were elected
for the
ensuing year:
President,
Alex. Hess; Vice-President, Joel
Brewer Secretary, John J. Martin ;
Treasurer, II. C. Whitlow.
;

The reports of the mortality among
bees during the past winter were next
listened to as follows
Mr. Brewer
said that he put into winter quarters
:

60 colonies,

and now but

S

are living.

Mr. Aaron Singer had 26 colonies,
only one of which is alive. Mr. J. C.
Zimmerman lost 30 out of 40 colonies.
These, of course, were the heaviest
losers, but others also reported a decrease. Mr. Whitlow was the exception he put 26 colonies into winter
quarters and lost but one. To sum
the whole matter up, 318 colonies
were put into winter quarters by those
present, and only 113 are now alive.
In the discussion under the head of
"Miscellaneous," at the afternoon
session, reasons were given for the
great losses sustained.
The President attributed the trouble to the
want of proper ventilation of the
hivesand long-continued cold weather.
Messrs. Brewer and Singer thought
;

their colonies were greatly decreased in numbere by the close proximity of cider-presses, in which thousands of their bees were destroyed,
thus sending the colonies into winter
quarters too weak to withstand the
severe and protracted winter weather.
After a very general interchange of
opinions, the majority did not seem
satisfied that the true reason had been
found, and proposed to continue tlieir
investigations
but nearly all know
that their bees are gone, and they are
casting about for ways and means to
prevent a like catastrophe in the
tliat

Ohio, last
fall, the bees were handled every few
days. Mr. Whitlow does not handle
his bees often unless he finds something wrong. He rakes out the dead future.
At the request of Mr. Cripe, it was
bees once a week during the winter;
otherwise he does not disturb them. decided to hold the next meeting at
North Manchester, on Saturday, Oct.
Mr. Miller thought that
;

in

colonies

disturbed too often, especially during the best honey-flow.
Mr. ]3rewer thinks that a practical
bee-keeper can generally tell what
condition his bees are in without
opening the hives. If a colony is
queenless, it will seldom be seen
carrying in pollen, while those in
good condition will be carrying it in
When he finds a colony that
lively.
he thinks is queenless, he opens the
hive, notes their condition, and gives
them either a queen or unsealed
brood.
Mr. Lowery could tell by
passing the hive, when a colony is
troubled with moths.
Mr. Martin
thought that bees might be handled
too much, but he did not regard several times a week too often. Mr.
Singer said that if he found the bees
running about on the alighting-board
of the hive, he concluded that they
were queenless or if immatured bees
appear at the entrance of the hive,
there is chilled brood, or moths at
work.
He also read an essay on
" Spring Management."
Mr. C ripe read an essay on "Apiculture." President Hess wanted to
know how to feed artificial pollen in
early spring. Mr. Brewer said that
he feeds it on a board with cleats
nailed around it to prevent the wind
could

be

;

10, 1885.

J. J.

Martin,

Sec.
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Advantages of Reversing Combs.
W. H. STEWART.

Of late the reversing of combs Las
been treated of quite extensively in
the Bee Journal, and it appears
that tlie most of the thought and experiment has been confined to the reversing of brood-combs and sections
while little or nothing has been written on the advantages that may be
gained by reversing the combs kept in
the brood-chamber and used for extracting.

One advantage to be gained by reversing the brood-combs, is getting
the combs built solid to the bottombar of the frame. This may be done
without reversing the comb, by simply
leaving off the bottom-bar for the
first year; the bees will then build
the combs down within bee-space of
the bottom-board, and finish ofi the
lower edges of the combs with a thick,
bold round, but tliey will not attach
them to the bottom-board and as
the frames are calculated for a bottom-bar to be nailed on the lower
;
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ends of the end-bars, a double beespace is found between the end-bars
and the bottom-board. Tims, as the
combs are built down to within beespace of tlie bottom-board, they are
found to extend tlie deptli of one beespace below the end-bars; then, if it
be desired to use a bottom-bar, a
straight edge may be laid even with
the lower ends of the bottom-bars,
and witli a thin, sharp knife the
combs can be trimmed so as to give
them a square (lowei') edge that will
fit even and snug to the bottom-bar,
nailed on, and the bees will
hours. Thus
natural posiframes
completely
filled.
tion, and the
iis it

is

make all fast in a few
the combs are in their

Another advantage which is gained
by reversing brood-combs, is clearing

them of honey stores that is generally
found in the upper part of such combs,
and in the way of the queen when she
desires to extend the area of brood.
But this may be accomplished as effectually by uncapping such stores,
and at the same time trimming the
combs down to within brood-comb
thickness (say Jg of an inch), and
placing the combs within % of an
inch of each other, on returning them
to their places in the hive. (Jive bees
room for storage above, and they will

forthwith carry the honey from the
lower to the upper set of combs, and
the queen will deposit eggs in the
thus emptied cells. If these combs
are to ever remain in the brood-chamber, I can see no good reason why
they should be reversed; but if they
are to be in the brood-chamber for extracting combs, then they should be
reversible.

This brings us to the use, or benefit,
combs thai are used in
the second and third stories for extracting. I would say that by having
such combs reversible, we may do
witliout that nuisance a queen ex-

of reversing

—

cluder.
Instinct directs the bee to deposit
honey stores in the upper portion of
the comb, and to do tlie work of
breeding in the lower part in order
to occupy as nearly- the entire space
above as possible, the cells in the
upper part of the combs are extended
to a greater depth than are the lower
brood-cells
it appears that combs
that are more than
of an inch
thick are unfit for worker-brood, and
that the queen will not attempt to fill
a comb with eggs that is l.ij or
;

ing in the surplus combs is a nuisance; and thus the invention of that
failure— the queen-excluder.
Since I have used the extractor, I
have had much trouble with this
breeding in the second, and even the
third stories of the hive. During the

summers

of 1882

and

1883, I

adopted

;

iinpiilsively

when the

my

tlieory

itseff

upon

niinit.

There was no need of all that long
homily abont my haste in annoiincing my
discovery, hecoming a "blind leader of
the blind," " slopping over," etc., for what
did 1 do ?
Advise all bee-keepers to
adopt my theory ? No. I did but modestly ask every fellow bee-keeper to try

;

This reversing, of course, gave the
a downward inclination, but I
could see no difference in the rapidity
cells

order to make me out "very illogical!"
Who conld not be made to appear "very
illogical" according to his method? There

is no fairness in such tactics.
success of depositing honey in
The climax of Mr. McNeill's attempts to
yet I tliink that hereafter I make me look ridiculous is reached in
will turn them all hack again as fast connection with his reference to Webas I find them so thick that the queen ster's definition of the word hibernation.
Alter quoting this, he goes on to say. " If
cannot use them for breeding.
this be the real, scientific definition of the
Orion, p Wis.
word, Mr. Clarke has truly made a won-

or

them

;

%

m

wrote rather

of liiheniatioii first iiiiijressed

the plan of giving the weakest colonies all combs that were thus filled one colony according to my method. 1
simply took all into my confidence, and
witli brood
but in doing so, I was requested them to aid me in testing
a
deprived of the use of many choice theory which I thought, and still think,
combs for extracting, which 1 was liad wrapped up in it the secret of suconly able to replace by beginning cessful wintering.
anew with frames filled with foundaI am accused of having an "ambition to
tion, and this, of course, was a draw- shine among the lights of the bee-keeping
back to honey-gathering. This work, world." Well, is that a crime? This
it is tine, was a great help to the weak ambition, so far as I am concerned, was
colonies for the one season, but when fully gratified long before Mr. McNeill
the next season's breeding came on. was heard of as a bte-keeper, and at a
lights of the. bee-keeping
then 3.,', or perhaps ?^ of such combs time when themore
scarce than they are
world were
were found with cells too deep for now, and consequently the light they shed
breeding, and had to be taken away was more valuable. This is, perhaps, as
or cut down, and altogether there was good a place as any to notice what Mr.
McNeill says at the close of his article
a loss.
In the spring of 1884 1 made arrange- about " homage," "anxiety to be crowned,"
ments to reverse all surplus combs as "wearing laurels worthily," and soon.
soon as I found that the queen had Let me just say, that inasmuch as the
bee-keeping world exhausted all its
begun to deposit eggs in their lower honors on me long ago, there are no more
edges.
By thus reversing all the to crave. I cannot attain any higher discombs in the surplus apartment, and tinefion than that of having been elected
driving all the bees down upon the President of the North American Beelower set of combs, I was sure that Keepers' Association next in order to
the queen was below ; I also found Langstroth and Qniiiby, and afterwards
to a second term. Mr. McNeill
that if she came above again, she did elected
" would not pluck one leaf from laurels,"
not pass the thick portion of the
Well, he cannot; that is one satisetc.
comb to deposit more eggs in the thin faction.
part of the comb that was now near
There is no ground for ridiculing me on
the top-bar, and what little capped account of tlie latitude whifh 1 have albrood there was in the comb when re- lowed myself in defining hibernation. It
versed, would hatch; then the thin is a latituile given by the facts of natural
portion of the combs was imme- science, and I have already produced
diately built
out by the bees for adequate authority for the position that
hibernation is a matter of degrees. But
storage comb ; and "before the exMr. McNeill will not allow me to make my
tracting season was over, I was taking own explanations. I am not permitted to
off combs tint were 2 inches, and speak for myself. lie admits that, accordsome of them 2J^ thick from top to ing to my detinitions, there is " no conbottom, and I had no further trouble troversy between us," and then proceeds
to substitute his definitions for mine, in
with brood in extracting-combs.

;

inches tliick.
In building combs in the upper
story, it is also found that the bees
are inclined to build the cells deeper
above, and more shallow below thus,
as the queen, in the height of the
breeding season, seeks more room,
she reaches the lower edges of the
upper combs having cells of proper
depth for brood, deposits eggs in
those cells as they are returned from
the extractor, and when we go again
for another load of honey, on the next
round for extracting, we are disgusted
to find the lower portion of our surElus combs full of eggs and young
rood. Although it may be desirable
to have breeding go briskly on at such
times, if it can be confined to its
proper compartment, yet such breed-
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Eidicule

is

JoumaL

Not Argument,

W.M. F.

CLAKKE.

Tlie chief object of Mr. McNeill's article
on pasie 233, apiieais to lie to make mn
look ridieulous ; ami in all kindness, let
me ask, siipposini; that oliject to he accomplished, wherein will the interests of

apiculture he advanced thereby ? I am
Sony that the article found its way into
print, liiit sinci' it fias, 1 nuist cfaiiij the
right of reply, though 1 dislike to be compelled to write so mncli abont myself.
In the first place, Mr. McNeill seems to
be elated at having succeeded, as he
thinks, ill holding up a mirror before nie,

and showing me that I am a consnmmate
dolt.
This is the style of some people if
you give them an inch in tlie way of can;

did acknowledsemeiit, they will take an
ell of credit to themselves, and try to hold
you up as a laughing-stock. I have some
self-respect left, though I did own that I

derful discovery." Well, it is not the
"real, scientific meaning of the word,"
and 1 have stated this in the Bee JoukN.vi. more than once, as Mr. McNeill must
be very well aware. There is a popular
and a scientific use of the term. Webster
gives the popular use of it. Months ago,
I (pioted from one of the highest authorities in the world, the scientific meaning
"Hibernation is the term
as follows:
employed by naturalists to denote the
jieculiar stale of torpor, in which many
animals which inhabit cold or temperate
climates pass the winter." And now I
am represented as having " announced to
the world as one of the most important
discoveries in apiculture, that bees actually pass the winter in close quarters, or
in seclusion !"
I never did anything of
the kind. What I did was this
I called
attention to a fact or principle in bee-life,
not unknown, but practically overlooked,
in our theories ot wintering. I said, there
is a state known to the scientific world as
"hibernation" which has degrees, from
a kind of semi-torpor to a very profound torpor
into
which, or sometliing like it,
bees relapse in winter
:

—
—

;
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wlien the ciicunistances are favorable.
In this condition their consnmption of
lioney is very triflinf];, and if we can find
out liow to (let tliein into it, we sliall secure their winterins at the smallest pos
sible cost, and without any detriment
whatever. Let us try experiments, each
with a single colony, to ascertain how to
indnce this desirable condition.
This is " the head and front of my offending." I mifiht have been a little too
sanguine and enthusiastic, but what 1
have done to deserve the contemptuous
treatment Mr. McNeill has given me, I am
at a loss to understand.
Speedside, Ont.

[Now, let the foregoing article end this
unpleasant and unprofitable controversy.
Each disputant has evidently concluded
tliat the language used meant more than
the writer designed, and therefore, misinterpreted the INTENTION of the other.
Letters from our subscribers demon-

room to the others but by
climbing over the partitions through
the attic, diving under them through
the cellar, or passing around them via
joining

the outside doors.
The improved
hives are in this respect even worse
than the old box and straw hives,
where the bees, in building their
combs "at random," often provided

inter-communications, and
laid out their interior
passages in a manner worthy of the
imitation of the founders of cities and
the admiration of mathematicians. I
remember a few such hives, and have
heard of others, all of v*'hicli were
partial

occasionally

remarkably

successful

know their history.
As will be seen in
the

combs

toward

run

the

as I

far

as

the illustration,

from, the corners

centre

the

of

hive in

TmED

strate that they are
of discussions
" war of words," spiced

which are but a

with "sharp-cutting thrusts," and "offensive personalities." Earnest students of
apiculture have no relish for such articles;
and as we have concluded not to disgust
them any further in that line, we have
"dumped" a hundred of such articles into
the waste basket, in order to devote the
space of the Bee JdUiiNALto more profitable reading
matter.
Correspondents
will please " take due notice, and govern
themselves accordingly."— Ed.]

A.

WEBSTER.

I find

transverse directions, and the inner
end of each comb meets the side of a
transverse one at right angles, with a
passage between, that the bees will put above to be tilled and
South Northlield,© Yt.
always keep clear. The harmony

fluishe'd.

of

How shall we

arrange the combs in
to secure cross-passages and
free interior
communications from
comb to comb and from the centre to
all points in the hive V
I think that
this is a question of prime importance,
and that a right solution of it will
hives

advance bee-keeping as much as any
improvement of the past especially
in climates like ours, where, at times,
the extremes and sudden changes of
temperature make the freest interior
communications, and the best facilities for changing the size or location
of the bee-cluster, and moving the
stores, a necessity. Yet, what point
has been so generally overlooked or
neglected V Most of those who have
attempted to provide for this want,
have unfortunately resorted to such
unnatural and ineffectual devices as
to disgust the bees and their keepers,
with " winter-passaffes."
;

Most hives are divided

the problem to be
these frames a little
more expensive to make than the
Langstroth, equally convenient to
manipulate, and besides the advantages of transverse passages, and the
shortest direct communication of tlie
combs of the hive with each other
and with the centre, they give the
largest possible range of brood-comb
in hives of compact form radiating
directly from the centre, and they
enable us to omit outside passages
which are unnecessary. They majr
be used either as hanging or standing
frames, and be arranged for either
side or top storing, or both combined.
For side-storing the surplus receptacles may be placed in direct contact
with the ends of the frames on all
sides of the hive. It is probable that
when arranged in this way the hive
will be nearer a non swarmer when
run for comb honey than any other
and by using a brood-nest of a size
suited to tlie capacity of the queen, it
will come nearer to realizing the ideal
of those bee-keepers who want nearly
all the honey stored in the surplus
receptacles.
But as concentration of forces is an
important principle in war and work,
and often the key to success, it is
probable that wliere only short or
moderate flows of nectar are expected, or a moderate increase of
colonies is desired, a simple topstoring hive will be the best. It may
be worked on the " liering-up " system if needful, and, perhaps, the
cases may sometimes be advantageously placed beneath the frames
for comb-building, Ijefore they are
solved.

.
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Transverse Passages in Hives.

not inherent in

into sections

arrangement, and its jjerfections
and advantages are so obvious that it
only remains for me to consider the
this

best

means

of securing

it

hives.

In box-hives this can easily be done
by fiistening starters of comb or foundation to the underside of the topboard wherever we wish combs to be
built.
.Sheets of wired foundation
used in the same way would doubtless be a better but more costly and
troublesome method. Such box -hives
I am confident could be used in an
elevated Xortheni location, like my
own, far more successfully than any
of the poiHilar hives

now

in use

;

and

if my bees and hives were destroyed
by fire, flood, or other accident, and I
were to begin bee-keeping anew, I
would adopt such box-hives rather
than the others. This is a candid
statement of my preference after

nearly

."0

years

of

successful bee-

by parallel curtains of comb extend- keeping, and using movable-frame
ing nearly through their length and hives longer than any other man in

depth, which bee-keepers boastingly
say are " as perfect and regular as
boards," witii no means of cross-communication but by passing over, under, or around the frames, which, in
cold weather, is utterly impracticable.
The results are well known to be the
loss of thousands of colonies every
winter, and the injurious depletion of
nearly all. Such hives are, in this
respect, like dwelling houses with no
facilities for passing from one ad-
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The Pollen Theory.

in all our

know of.
The adaptation of movable-frames

the State, that I

,T.

F.

LATHAM,

(20—2.3).

I may err as to what may be termed
the direct and indirect causes but I
believe the prompting cause to be the
direct cause, and its consequent effects the manifest results of its workings. Pollen is an inanimate substance " It begetteth not, neither is
" a substance useful to
it begotten
insects wliicli derive their sustenance
from the flowers, and like all other
substances that pertain to a corresponding use in the economy of animate life, the results of its use may
be beneficial or detrimental. Whether
the consumption of pollen by bees in
winter confinement be productive of
good or evil, the manifest results are
simply the consequents of the acts of
the agents which prompt the demand
;

—

—

for its use.

According to Mr. Ileddon's suppoarrangement of combs and sition, when pollen is eaten by bees
passages, at first seemed environed breeding in confinement, if the colony
with insurmountable difficulties that so using it is affected with diarrhea,
long deterred me from attempting it; the act of brood-rearing', not the polbut I am now happy to be able to say len, might prove the prime cause of
tliat
these
difficulties,
like many the disease. Here tlie pollen theory
others tliat beset the path of progress, assumes a new phase for should Mr.
have proved to be more apparent than Ileddon prove correct in his conjecreal, and the result of wrong ideas ture (and I think he is correct), how
and false education on our part, and is he to decide a case where a colony
to this

;

—
;;

;
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breeding in confinement is found afwith diarrhea in conditions
Should
favorable to good health ?
breeding in conlinement prove to be
the only cause, pollen is " out of the
game ;" were pollen the prime cause,
" pollen must play alone." Two different prime causes will not produce
one like effect not even by Mr. Heddon's own method of computation.
If pollen is eaten by bees to produce
chyme with which to nurture their
brood, as Mr. Doolittle suggests, that
jjortion which is not regurgitated as
food for the larvae or assimilated to
fected

smouldering embers of

morbid de- situation of the germ in the early
part of its growth or, in other words,
sex is caused by mere accident of
situation and surroundings. For instance, if a pine tree and l)irch are
planted in the same soil, if the pine

sires demand food, and if the inebriate's moral sense is not strong
enough to master prompting thirst,
and " hold the fort," the enemy is
pretty sure to get control, and is, con-

sequently, the prime cause oif the
poor fellow's downfall.
Should the manufacture of alcoholic
stimulants be stopped entirely, the desire for intoxicating drinks in that
form will be deprived of its food. Remove the pollen from a colony of bees
preparatory to their winter confinement, and if pollen is harmful to
sustain their own bodies, must re- them at such times, it is out of their
reach
but I believe that the prime
main in the intestines until it is
ejected naturally, and when the re- causes of bad effects, whether it be
tention of the feces is unnatural, diarrhea, or others, would still exwhether in bees or animals, the fact ist in the same colony, and only lack
that such retention induces disease fuel to keep them active.
On page 789 of the Bee Journal
has been so permanently established
that it will not admit of controversy. for 1884, Mr. Ileddon makes the direct
Now, when the inert portions of statement, that "spring dwindling is
sound food— those portions not sus- bee-diarrhea in disguise." This may
ceptible to the action of the digestive be strictly correct, but if a colony of
old bees dibilitated by long confineand assimilating organs of the bee
remain in the intestines in a decom- ment in an impure atmosphere, and
posed condition until diarrhea re- destitute of early brood, have nothing
sults from an aggravated organism, to do with it, then I am mistaken in
the cause must exist in the conditions believing that bee-diarrhea is not the
prompting its use, the act of consum- vade mecum of all habitual bee-dising, and the conditions preventing its eases.
Cumberland, p Maine.
healthy
discharge.
The working
agents must be the actual cause
their instruments, auxiliaries. "Were
For the Amerl<:an Bee JoumaL
a man killed by a lion,-' it would not
be necessary to go behind the lion to
The Fertilization of Queens.
find the prime cause of the man's
death, as the evidence of the effects
E. B. SOUTHWICK, M. D.
of the lion's acts on the man's body,
would be conclusive.
I have read much about the queen,
A colony of bees in winter confine- her fertilization, and her ability to
ment requires food consonant to domi- lay drone eggs or worker eggs at will.
ciliary and climatic conditions. If These points have been discussed. It
those conditions stimulate an appe- is too often the case that in excited
tite for pollen, they will use it as long discussions we are very apt to conas the call continues, and if brood- sider, as the good people of old did,
rearing be one of the acts of a prompt- that a little deception or falsifying is
ing cause, tliey will use it until excusable, if the glorifying of the
stopped by satiety, or a reduction in truth is the result. There are some
the temperature of the brood-nest
theories which are started from the
the last I have tried, and found it to impulse of a thought, that are as false
be effectual when outside circum- as the prophets that were sent to fool
stances permitted the change to be Ahaz; yet the originator will cause
made insensibly. A sudden change every argument to bend to his views
will make bad matters worse.
until he has become full in the faith
I think that Mr. Ileddon is right in that it is correct thus deceiving himadmitting pollen to be " no more the self and, perhaps, others.
cause of bee-diarrhea than whisky is
The queen is not a perfect queen
of a whisky drunk." A very sensible until she has been fertilized and enadmission f
but Prompting Ttiirst abled to lay an egg that can be made
seems to trouble-him to such a degree to grow into a queen, worker or
that he endows /urn with animation. drone. An imperfect queen can lay
The source of the trouble appears to an egg that can be nursed into a
exist in the unfortunate construction drone, but that drone cannot be a perof his hypothesis misapprehension. fect drone, for the queen cannot imWere man a creature of circumstances part to her progeny what she does
a being destitute of reasoning not possess, and, consequently, such
powers, with a mental capacity on a drones cannot fertilize other queens.
par with that of the honey-bee— un- A queen sometimes will not become
susceptible of an intelligent compre- perfect until the
egg-germs have
hension of the consequence of trans- started, and the lirst laying of such a
would
produce imperfect
f:ressing natural laws— in short, not queen
oa certain degree "his own moral drones. This is the reason why some
agent"— no more could be expected colonies rear nothing but drones for
of him, than could be expected of an a time, and then rear workers. But
insect but an intelligent man knows when the queen has become perfect,
that alcohol will degrade him morally she lays perfect eggs as long as she
and physically if he drinks it to ex- remains perfect, every egg being the
cess, by indulging a thirst prompted same as far as sex is concerned.
by a call from his bodily organism for
Sex in all animals or insects is the
a renewal of its stimulus.
The consequent of the nourishment, or
;

;

;

!

—

—

—

:
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;

possesses the attraction for the elements of the soil, and the birch does
not, the pine will grow and increase,
but the birch will not, and fice t;ersa.
So we see that (everything is made up
by the chance of its surroundings,
and the ability of the seed to attract;
these surroundings thus, if the surroundings contain more of the elements that go to make up the male,
then the male sex is the consequent
and if on the contrary, tlie female is
the result. With this subject the
bees are much more familiar than
man, for if the queen in her irregular
rambles over the combs, when laying,
leaves an egg in a drone-celt, and the
bees do not want to rear drones, they
move the egg to a worker-cell or if
they are found in irregular form, or
two or more in a cell, which is quite
common, they remove them and place
;

;

them one

in

a

and

cell

in order..

The

they want drones,
workers or queens, how to arrange

bees

know whether

places for the egg, and what to surround it with and they are never
fooled if theegg is from a perfect queen.
;

I have been asked if drones from
rorker eggs will fertilize queens. I
answer no no more than an egg laid
by an unfertilized hen will hatch out
a chicken. I have also been asked if
I thought that the queen is fertilized
more than once during her life. I
think that she is for 1 can (ind more
reasons for believing that she is, than
that she is not. We sometimes find a
;

;

colony rearing nothing but drones,
and in a short time the hive will be
full of worker-brood again in this
case I conclude that the queen had
lost her perfection and had been refertilized.
I have had a queen whose
eggs would produce very bright yellow
bees, all alike, and after a time her
bees would be very dark and varied
in color. There is in the course of
the season, many drones in the apiary,
and I have no reason to believe that
the queen is not fertilized many times
during her life.
;

Sherman, x3 Mich.
t'uT tlie

American Bee Journal.

Counteracting False Statements.

HOWARD

U.

ACKERJIAN.

I desire to say a word in regard to
the best way of overcoming the pernicious influence of the " Prof. Wiley
lie," and kindred falsehoods damaging to our chosen pursuit and I hope
that the ideas which I may advance
will call forth criticisms either favorable or otherwise, for " in a multitude
of counsel there is wisdom."
It is deeply to be regretted, but it is
nevertheless true, that there are some
people whose chief delight it is. to do,
in some back-handed way, all the injury they can to the interests of
American bee-keepers.
It is a despicable disposition that
would knowingly do an injury to
;

—

.
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another, through a spirit of revenge,
either for a real or fancied wrong.
But where in the Englisli language
are we to find words strong enough to
express our contempt for a person so
lost to a sense of honor as to publish
a libel upon an entire industry representing an investment of millions of
dollars, and the labor of an entire
class of hard-working, honest and industrious men and women.
Prof. Wiley's " scientiflc pleasantry " has, without doubt, cost the
bee-keepers of this country, directly
and directly, a sum of money which,
if we could but know the amount,
would stagger us. It has cost the loss
of a life-giving sweet to hundreds of
" glucose syrup " consumers who have

I think that in this way much good
can be done to the interests of the

fraternity.

jures

all

;

What

injures

one,

in-

what helps one, helps

all.

agricultural, are the interests of its
members so clearly bound in one common whole.
of all people should
learn a lesson of the little denizens of
tlie hive, to work together for the
common good, and to resent an injury from outside.
If we would
counteract the influence of an article
which takes for its text, " Bees Injure

We

Grapes," we must meet the question
at home in the paper tliat published
it, and prove by convincing argument
and statements of facts, that such is
been taught by this same mendacious not the case, instead of turning our
" pleasantry," that all honey should backs, so to speak, and firing our
be regarded with suspicion. It has ammunition into space.
North Indianapolis,© Ind.
cost a loss of confidence in human
nature, and between producer and
[To counteract the publication of
consumer. It has, in all probability,
falsehoods, truth
should seek the
have,
causes
that
been one of the
during the past year, reduced the same channel, and award telling
price of honey to merely a nominal blows to the monster. Mr. Ackerman
flgure, and in face of the fact that but
has suggested the right plan, and we
half of a crop was harvested.
hope that it will be followed by all
"
"
On a par with this pleasantry
who are able to write an article for
"
"
another
pleasantries
of
are the
V)
species of the same kind the exceed- publication. Ed.]
ingly virtuous and fair-minded (?)
friends of the grape and fruit growers.
They regale the reading public
Local Convention Directory.
through tlie columns of the newsTime and place of Meeting.
papers and agricultural periodicals 1885.
with an account of the great damage May 7.— Progressive, iit BushneU. Ul8.
J. G. Nurton, Sec. Macomb. ni8.
done and ravages committed by that
8.— Texas State, at McKinney. Tex.
"prodigious monster "—the honey- May, 7,
W. K. Howard. See., Kingston. Tex.
bee—to the fruit interests of the coun- May 9.~Northern Ohio, at Nnrwallc. O.
H. K. Boardman. Sec K. Townsend, O.
try. Bee-keepers are prone to smile
Mich.
at what they consider tlie iqn' ranee of May 12.— Central Michigan, at Lansintr.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
the writers, but I think that in a May 12.— Southern Wis., at Janesville. Wis.
John C. Lynch, Sec.
majority of cases malice would be the
proper word to use. Fellow bee-keep- May 12.— Keystone, at Scranton, Pa.
A. A. Davis. Sec, Clark's Oreen, Pa.
ers, yo\i cannot afford to let such
12.— Cortland l^nion. at Cortland, N. Y.
statements go unchallenged. Depend May
W. II. Beach Sec, Cortland. N. Y.
upon it, they have their influence, May 19.— N. W. Ills., and W. Wis., at Davis, Ills.
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, liock City, III.
when allowed to go uncontroverMay 28.— Mahoning Valley, at Newton Falls. O.
ted.
E. AV. Tnrner. Sec. Newton Falls, O.
bee-keeper reads an article of May 28.— N. Mich. Picnic, near McBride. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich,
this kind in some leading newspaper.
Corners. Ont.
Watch the smile of but half-concealed May 29.— Ilaldimand. Ont.. atK.Nelles'
0. Campbell, Sec.
disdain tliat curls his lip as he tosses
June 19.— Willamette Vallev, at La Fayette. Oreg.
the paper aside. He knows the ai-tiE. J.lladley, Sec
cle to be an untruth, but frequently Dec. 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit, Mich.
(

—

.>.

A

11. I>. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
to realize
that thcuisands of
other readers, " the uninitiated," may
t^~ In order to have this table complete. Secreaccept the statement umiuestioued. taries are requested to forward full particulars of
Or, perhaps he arouseshiniself enough Ime and place of future meetings.— Kn.
to clip the article out, and sends it to
his favorite bee-paper, with a request
that it be published. That is better
CLUBBING LIST.
than nothing, to be sure, but it fails
We supply the Ainrricaii Bee Journal
to act as an antidote to the poison,
for the very simple reason that it fails one yeai', aud any ot the following' pulilicato reach the affected parts— the read- tions, at the prices quoted in the last coiuinn
ers of the newspaper. Would it not of figures. The fli-st column gives the regube a more sensible and effective plan lar price of both. All postage jn-opaid.
to seize your pen and indite a short
Price of both. Club
communication to the periodical in The Weekly Bee Journal
2 00
question, pointing out the errors into and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
3 00. 2 7.">

fails

.

support ot your statements, couching
your ideas in such language as not to
give offense to the pulilisher V Nine
times out of ten 'your article will be
published, and the damaging statements will have been controverted

and disproved.

Cool and Disai?reeable.— I. J. Glass,
Sharpsburg.O Ills., on April 2.5, 18S-5,

writes as follows
My bees came through the past trying
winter without the loss of a sim»le colony.
My neighbors wlio gave their bees no attention, have lost tlie greater part, and in
:

some

This

in.stanees all ot their apiaries.

spring I have been feeding my bees outside, but I do not like the plan where
there are weak colonies, as those needing
the least will get the most, the same as
feeding different grade- of stock together.
It is cool and disagreeable here, and the
bees are kept in-doors.

Under the Snow too Long.— 10— John
Rey, (.5G— 3.5), East Saginaw,
on April 20, 188-5, writes thus

Mich.,
:

My bees are today carrying in the first
pollen of the season; they are in good
health, and some ot the colonies now have
brood in 3 and i frames. The past has
been a hard winter on bee-i here, about 70
percent, of them in this eonnty having
died. I have lost 21 colonies out of .56,
bnt then I am not disappointed, for I hear
tliat some have lost all they had.
I vi-iU
start in with 35 colonies this season, and I
will get some more if 1 can, for I have a
lot of nice, straight

want
sible.

combs on

to get tliem into use as
If 1 do as well with

coming summer

liaiui,

and

I

soon as posbees the

my

as I did last season, I will

be well pleased. The cause of my losses
was that. they were under the snow too
long, and some got too warm and started
too much brood-rearing and used up all
the honey around tlie cluster within 3 or
3 inches of it, and then they starved with
some of
plenty of honey in the hive
them had brood in 3 frames. 1 made a
mistake last fall, by not packing my bees.
I let them stand just as they w.'ii' last
summer, bnt I think that if 1 had jiackid
them. I would not have lost one colony,
for they all had honey enough to carry
them throuah the winter. Next fall I will
go to the expense of packing thein, and 1
think that it will pay any bee-Ueeper to
do the same.
;

;

Report, from J. E. Pitman, Marlboro, 5 Va., on April 25, 1885
:

The

losses of bees in the .Shenandoah
vallev were much greater in the winter of
lS80-8t than the past winter. From twothirds to three-fonrths of the bees have
come through in good condition.

Out of the Darkness.- Eugene Secor,
Forest City, 5 Iowa, on April 23, 1885,
writes
I have just removed my bees from the
cellar, where they have been for 140 days
without a fliglit, and a part of them had
:

not been looked at in the time. They
were wintered entirely on natural stores,
with plenty— that is, a good deal -of pollen, and in a temperature so much behiw
" normal," according to the anthorities—
getting as low as 3fi° above zero several
times,
and standing for weeks at 30° to 34°
3 CO.. 2 T."!
Bee-Keepers' Miigazine
—that 1 greatly feared the result. Those
2 50.. 2 3.'j
Bee-Keepers' Guide
in
the winter were very
examined
3 CO.. 2 7.') " sweaty," and nearly all are quite iiiokly
Kansas Bee-Keeper
The Apiculturist
3 00
2 »0 Ibis spring. My cellar is ipiite dry (or at
3 00.. 2 7.5 least all but the bee-apartment), as I have
Canadian Bee-Paper
kept
7 50.. G 75 a heating fnrnaoe in it which was
The 7 above-named i>aper9
constantly "running" for six months,
«;. NEAVIWAN,
but that it did not affect the bee-room will
1125 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL. be Seen from the above record of te opera.

which their correspondent had fallen,
and citing proof and authorities in

IXXX'

Perhaps in no other industry, certainly in no other industry classed as

.

THOMAS

.

"
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I lost about 30 per cent, of my bees,
of
but not on account of disease ; about
the loss was by starvation. The temperature outside, when I removed them, was
about 7() .and I assure you they held a "carnival." Tliey will probably bring in pollen in a day or two, but 1 have seen none
Silver maples and poplars are in
yet.
bloom. The buds and grass are srowing
so fast that w-e can almost "hear" them
notice from my "bee-notes"
grow.
I
that, last sprins, the lirst pollen was
brought in on April 18 ; in 1883, April 17
in 1882, April 115; in 1881, April 20. The
mortality amonj; bees, so far as my knowledge extends, has been considerable. The
winter was one of the coldest ever known
here. I think that a good warm cellar, or
someplace guaranteeing like conditions,
is the only proper place to winter bees in
might just as well
the far North.
shelter our favorite cows on tlie sunny
side of a barbed-wire fence, and expect
them to go through the winter all right
and yield us a handsome profit, as to
leave'the bees out where for three months
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colony that had reared a young queen was

Only One Colony Lost.— .5— J. P.
eating more brood, and had more diar- Moore, (54— .5:^), Morgan, 5 Ky., on
rhea. I was a linn believer in the pollen
April 15, 18.85, writes thus
theory, but this brood-eating has shaken
my faith in it. Ninety-live per cent, of The past winter has been a terrible one
on bees in this locality, the mortality bethe bees are dead in this locality, the well
arranged bee-honses, chaff liives, and ing greater, I think, than that of 1880-81.
I
hear of heavy losses on all sides,
cellars having all fared alike.
though I am happy to say that I have met
with excellent success, having lost only a
Report, from David Eowe, Lime 4-frame nucleus out of .54 colonies wintered on the summer stands. This is my
Ridge,© Wis., on April 25, 1885
first loss in wintering.
I have one colony
I commenced the spring of 1884 with 7.5 that survived the past severe winter in a
colonies of bees, and I obtained 4,500 " Simplicity " hive, with notliing over the
pounds of extracted honey, the most of frames but a basswood mat, and the cover
which I sold in ])ails in my home market. of the hive. By some mishap I overlooked
this c'olony last fall, when I was filling
I also bad 1,000 pounds of comb honey in
IJj'-pound sections, i sold 15 colonies, "and the upper stories with leaves. When I
put liiO into the cellar on Nov. 20, 1884. 1 raised the cover, in March, and found
took them out on April 20, and I found nothing in the top-story, I was very sorry
We
that 30 colonies had died with the diar- that I had overlooked tlieni, for I was alrhea. I have lost 18 more up to date, thus most sure I would find them dead one
leaving 112 colonies which are in good may imagine my agreeable surprise to find
condition. My cellar is very dry, without them alive and just "a-booming." I have
any ventilation except the outside door. just examined them to-day, and I found
it is likely
never to thaw, and expect The past has been the hardest winter on their hive literally running over with bees.
bees
that we have had for 20 years some They are gathering new honey from the
them to come out all right.
bee-keepers liave lost their entire apiaries. elm. The queen is a large and prolific
Last season we had a big flow of white Italian the workers are large and fine
Bee-Yards aiul Bee-Passages. J. H. clover and basswood honey, but no fall honey-gatherers. Those who think that
the blacks winter better than the Italians,
Andre, Lock wood. 9 N. Y., writes as honey.
would do well to reflect a little on the
follows on these subjects
matter. I shall run this colony excluI think tliat if bee-keepers would try
Bees
Nearly
all Dead.— Fred Becbly, sively for honey during the coming seathe temperature of their yards where coalson, I think, jnst to see how much they
dust, sand, etc., is used on the ground, Searsboro,© Iowa, on April 25, 1885,
will gather. I must say that I agree with
they would soon discard it in favor of a says
Mr. Heddon, in regard to combs built on
lawn. I believe there is a difference of 1.5
Bees in this neighborhood have nearly fonniiation in wired frames they are nice
or 20 degrees in the temperature of coal- all died. I have only 8 colonies left out o'f
to look at, and nicer to handle.
dust or lawn bee-yards tliis must make a 34, and they are so weak that if all were
great ditference in the amount of honey put into one hive, they would make only
gathered during hot weather.
I shall one good colony.
Nebraska Law on Fonl Brood. Geo.
never put foundation into frames again
M. Hawley, Lincoln, (x Nebr., on
without making a hole through the centre
March 16, 1885, writes as follows
of each comb. I know of some colonies
Bees Filling Themselves Tvif li ' 'Fizz.
The past has been a severe winter on
that perished during the past winter, that Dwigbt Furness, Furnessville.^^Ind.,
bees, great losses having been reported
would have come through all right if there on April
27, 1885, writes as follows throughout this State. I should estimate
had been holes in the combs, or perhaps a
space above the frames would have saved concerning bees storing wealc vinegar: the loss at two-thirds at least. I clip the
was
tliem. I also know of some bees that died
The following incident from a neigh- following Section from a Bill which
by having the frames too close, the spaces boring apiary nuiy be of interest
There passed by our Legislature the past winter,
:"
from
"Nebraska
Stale
Journal
the
"It
being so narrow that the bees liad no were about 75 colonies of bees in the yard,
chance to cluster and keep warm. It is all blacks, except a half-dozen colonies of pi-ovides that it shall be unlawful to have
my opinion that each frame should be hybrid-Italians, and owing to the scarcity in possession bees, brood-comb or honey
given \% inches space, and that 3 or 4 of of honey during the autumn, robber bees known to be infected with 'foul brood' or
the centre spaces should be
of an inch were plentiful and troublesome. Early in any other infectious disease peculiar to
wide during winter.
October, 1884, an extra strong colony of bees or honey, or any hive or other recephybrids discovered a vinegar-keg, that had tacle in which any foul brood, diseased
bees or Infected honey has been kept.
Honey-Dew and Winter Losses. 30— been filled with sweett-'ued water 3 or 4 The penalty for violation of tlii.s section
previous,
and
worked
days
vigorously
for
I. Feasel, (8-1— 58), Bettsville,(5 Ohio,
not less than .§10 nor more than
several hours carrying off its contents. is a fine of
on April 20, 188-5, writes tbns
After the keg had been closed, the liquor $100 and imprisonment in the county jail
than
thirty days. Any person
not
more
My observations lead me to believe that continued to leak out around the bung,
honey-dew forms on the top of the leaves and the bees appropriated that also. None having such bees, honey or receptacle and
during clear nights under certain cou'^i- of the remaining colonies stored any of failing to destroy it immediately, shall be
tions of the atn]0sphere. It requires about the liquid. In aliout two weeks the ninn- liable to the same penalty. All persons
three clear nights to accumulate sufli- ber ot dead bees around the entrance to owning or keeping bees shall cause them
cientlyas to cause the bees to drop -in the hive of this colony, and their peculiar to be inspected at least once a year, and
front of the hives, and it remains and ac- appearance, attracted the attention ot the procure duplicate certificates as to the
cumulates during every clear night until apiarist. Their abdomens were distended condition of the same, one to be kept and
be filed with tlie county clerk. If
it rains, and then it is all washed to the
to the utmost, and had a black, slimy, al- one to
earth. If it continues cloudy at night, for most transparent appearance, the slightest the inspector thinks that the disease or
infection
can be removed, he shall so cera week, the bees do not continue carrying pressure causing them to burst.
The
in tlie saccharine matter, as the apliid;e fecal mass seemed to be full of .solid mat- tify ofticially in his certificate of inspecfail to throw of the spray.
Last August ter, and resembled the feces of bees suf- tion, and the owner may keep the bees for
my bees were working in the southwest, fering from diarrhea. The hive and combs six months for treatment. Otherwise the
and we had a rain wliich reached about !4 were not soiled in the least, and the bees owner must destroy them if the infection
of a mile north of my apiary, and my bees left the hive to die, the weather permitting is not removed at the end .of thirty days.
changed tlieir course and worked north almost daily flights. On Nov. 2, the re- The Governor shall appoint an inspector
for several days. I have lost nearly all of maining bees (about lialf of them had in any county, on request of the.iitate
my bees, having saved only a few of my died) were shaken from the combs, the Bee-Keepers' Association, or anrtither
best colonies and non-swarniers. About uncapped honey extracted
the combs persons interested in bee-keeping residing
Jan. 1, my queens commenced laying were then returned, and the colony fed 10 in such county. The inspector shall re(they were on the summer stands), the pounds of sugar sjTup. No more signs of ceive $2 a day, to be paid by the owner of
weather was pleasant, the bees were fly- disease were visible from that time, and the bees inspected."
ing, and they commenced capping their the colony came through the winter in
brood.
The weather turned cold, the good condition. Did the sour liquid cause
Report, from B. H. Standish, Evansmercury was down to zero, and the bees tlve bees to eat pollen? or is not the say1885,:'
commenced to eat their brood, .even un- ing wrong, that " You can't load a bee's ville,$ Wis., on April 29,
capped some brood and sucked the young intestines with fizz ?" Is this a case of
Seven bee-keepers who unitedly owned
bees in the cells. In two weeks they had bacteria? About two-thirds of the bees 331 colonies last fall, now have 163 so it
diarrhea of tlie woist kind. Ou Jan. 31, in this vicinity were hist during the past will be seen that the loss in this vicinity
the bees had a fhght, and 1 opened a few winter— a "cleaning out" necessary to is more than one-half. Small bee-keepers
hives and found the queens laying. One the prosperity of the business.
usually have lost all.
ture.
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Gathering Pollen.
B. Jenkinson, they are doing good service. I have kept
So Far a Splendid Season.— Rev. R.
BrHiidon.o Wis., on April 27, 1885, bees for 8 years, and strange as it may C. Bedford, Montgomery, o, Ala., on
seem
to
some,
have
1
never
lost
a
colony
writes tlius
April 24, 1885, writes thus
:

removed

my

bees from tlie cellar on
April 20, ImviiiK lieen confined for five
months without a Might. Tliey came out
iu excelleBt oonilitiuii. I have kept bees
for 7 years, and I never had them look so
healthy, and never so populous. I wintered 48 colonies, and 1 did not lose one
other parties that wintered their bees outdoors lost heavily. One party using Mrs.
Cotton's hive lost 25 out of 38, and a number of others liave liad the same misfortune.
My bees liave commenced to
work on the willow and poplar, and are
gathering pollen quite fast.
I

;

in wintering, and 1 have never had a case
of bee-diarrhea or foul brood. Hive No.
15 is my own make, and is double-walled,
the sides and back of the brood-chamber
are glass, and 1 only packed rags on top
of the frames at the back of the hive is
a sluitter which 1 could open at any time
and see the bees through the glass. The
colony, in this hive, wintered splendidly.
My brood-frames are all 11 3-lx8J-4 inches,
inside measure, and I use only 9 frames at
all seasons of the year.
Drones are flying
to-day, but tlie weather is cool for this
time of year. Zero weather commenced
on Dec. 17, 1884, and ended on Feb. 32,
1885 in all we had 33 days when the mer;

;

Wide Frames and Sections.— Dr.

C.

(200—?), Marengo, 5 Ills.,
on April 23, 1885, writes as follows
C. Miller,

:

cannot say how many bees I will have
lelt, but 1 think that it will be one-fiftli
less than last fall.
1 am ashamed to a<lmit that some starved. In reply to Mr. B.
F. Little, page SO, I would say
The 2I

:

inch sections were in wide frames, the
others in Heddon supers. He will find
the matter more fullv detailed on page 213
of the Bee Journal for 1884. 1 f wide
frames are used, tliey should be as wide as
the sections.

cury was below zero. The white and
sweet clovers are very promising for a
good crop. The ideas advanced by Mr. C.
Theilmann, on page 133, exactly coincide
with my experience. I have iound the
substance of his article to be correctcorrect so far as I have been able to understand Nature.
Nature's works are
something that man never can compete
witl), although man can accomplish, by
the help of
Nature, many seemingly
wonderful things.

:

So

far this is proving to be a .splendid
season for bees. Iliad B colonies in the
fall, and I left them right where they had

been

all

summer, with no change except a

piece of thicker covering in place of the

they wintered nicely.
The
very late, with us, but the
weather has been most delightful since it
fairly opened, and 1 never saw blossoms
so abundant.
My first swarm issued on
April 10 1 have since had 3 others. Mine
are almost the only bees in movableframe hives in all this section of country,
and I am doing what I can to introduce

oil-cloth

spring

;

is

;

them among oee-keepers.

I

shall

sell

nearly all of my increase this year for
that purpose. Every one seems delighted
with the change. I expect, at no distant
day. to see this one of the greatest honeyproducing sections in the world. My
white clover is doing nicely. 1 had two
splendid crops of buckwlieat last year,
and I have sowed 2 bushels this year it
is now looking well.
;

Nearly a Total loss.— Ed. S. Harvey,
Gavett,-o O., on April 30,1885, writes:

From 90 to' 95 per cent, of the bees that
Alnni in Winter Stores.— J. M. were wintered on the suniiuer stands, in
Doudua,(42— 42), Alexandria,-K3Minn., this county, have died. I have lost 98 colonies, and have 38 left, but nevertheless 1
The Past Season in England.- Alfred on April 20, 1885, writes thus
am not discouraged.
Riisbridge. Chichester, England, on
My
bees came out in good condition
April 16, 188-5, writes thus
without any loss. The cellar was too cold
Losses are Heavy.— -J. B. Mason,
Last season proved exceedingly favor- for the papers, but not for the bees. The
able for bees in this part of the world, and temperature was from 34' to 38= above (40—80), Mechanic Falls, P Maine, on
:

:

my apiary of less than 40
me a profit of about S.500

colonies yielded
on the sale of

honey only.

zero the most of the time, but it was as
low as 23'. Some combs are a little
moldy, with very little signs of diarrhea.
few colonies were put into the cellar in
October, and they did not have a flight for
173 days
the others were confined only
1.57 days.
There was brood in a few of
the hives. Those that were confined the
longest, had very little natural stores
they were fed on sugar syrup with one
ounce of alum to every 10 pounds of sugar.

Dun-

;

writes as follows

;

:

A

;

flight

from

last

Thanksgiving day

until

April 1. About half of my colonies fill 9
spaces in Langstvoth hives. I have learned
something about bees diu'ingthe past hard
winter, and I now think that my winter
losses are over.

Never Lost a t'olony in Wintering.
Good Snccess in IWintering.— L. G.
R. M. Osboni, Kane, p Ills., on April Reed, (2(3—25), Kent,6 O., on April
2!),

1885, says

that will be long
At this writing my bees are all right. I
remembered. In this vicinity wheat is lost only one colony, and that died with
badly frozen, peach trees killed, and the the diarrhea in March. Several colonies
rabbits and mice have done a great deal sulfered considerably with the same comof damage to young fruit trees, hedges plaint, but with close attention I have got
and vines, and the bees, where they were them over the worst, and they are buildnot fproperly cared for, have suffered the ing up fast. I prepared them for winter
loss is very great in this county. I win- in a variety of ways, with a variety of
tered niv .54 colonies on the sunnner stores, and in a variety of hives, all seemstands, all in double-walled- hives with ing to do about alike in fact, 1 consider
rags i)acked over them and in the space my success extraordinary.
around the brood-chamber. My liives ail
fmnt ^ipiith, and the entrances were closed
Report, from J. C. Bale, Hamilton,
to o,' 2 inches. I was careful to keep all
the snow and sleet away from the en- Ont., on April 21:5, 1885:
trances. I have not lost one colony of
I have been examining my bees to-day,
bees up to the present date. Every col- and I found 18 out of 19 colonies dead, 3
ony is busily working on the maple having died siiu^e the terrible cold snap
bloom, and all are strong and in splendid came to an end. A few of them starved,
condition. The ages of my queens are as but the most of them died with the diarfollows: Five of them are 4 years old: rhea, tliougli packed as they were last
20, 3 years ; 22, 2 years ; aud 7, 1 year, and winter on the summer stands.

past

:

;

The season of 1884 was a very poor one
in ihispartof Maine; but my bees were
strong in the spring, and we had quite a
got id flow of honey from raspberry during
the latter part of June and the forepart of
July. The result of the season's work
was that I doubled my number of colonies
and sold an average of SO worth of honey
per colony, spring count. I have read
Willi interest the articles on hibernation,
by \V. F. Clarke, and 1 want to say thatl
have found 40 or .50 colonies of bees in
trees during the past ten years, and I
never have found but one old colony. My
experience has been tliat a colony of bees
in a tree, unless they find an extra good
one, stands a very small chance of coming
out alive in the spring in fact, they hibernate forever.

The

writes

29, 1885,

In this locality the losses are very
heavy, bees that were wintered on the
summer stands in single-walled hives
having suffered badly
those in chaffpacked hives have wintered nuich better.
Those wintered in cellars have generally
come ont in very good condition. The
most of my bees were wintered in a cellar
where it was necessary to have a fire to
keep the temperature above freezing.
pump was in the cellar and a tank of
water it was necessary to pass by the
Bees in Fair Condition. F. A. Gib- bees several times a day with a light to
son, Racine, ex Wis., on April 18, 1885, pump water, and this disturbed the bees,
says
but tliey came out in the best condition.
1 have my bees on the summer stands I removed them from tlie cellar on April
again, and I have 135 left out of 137. They 30, and they brought in pollen on the same
have come through the winter in fair con- day^ The first natural pollen was brought
dition, having been confined without a in on April 18.

A

Report, etc., from Gilbert W.
bar, Embdeu Centre,+o Maine

8, 1885,

April

was a winter

;

—

Resnlts of the Winter.— E. Picljup,
Limerick,;^ Ills., on April 24, 1885,
writes as follows
My diary shows the number of days
when the mercury was down to and below zero, this winter and 1, 3, 3 and 4 winters past, to be respectively about 46, 39,
Colonies unpacked on the
34, 5 and 34.
summer stands and otf of tlie ground, are
those that were on the
nearly extinct
Some bee-keepers
ground are better.
liave lost all that were off of the ground,
but saved all on the ground. Some of the
oldest and best bee-keepers here have lost
all.
Bees had gooil flights last fall. There
was not much cold weather until about
the middle of December, and sudden
changes, about the holidays, made the
bees uneasy then set in a long-continued
and severely cold spell which did the mis;

;

chief."

My colonies

with not the best of

(a large cider-mill near by), and
Thirty on
plenty of pollen, stand thus
the summer stands, with wind-break, 2
left ; 10 packed on three sides, 8 left ; 16
packed all around, no opening in the botaud 33 well
tom of the hive, 10 left

honey

:

;

packed all around and on the top with
from 3 to 4 inches of sawdust, and a 2inch hole in each bottom-board, covered
with wire, and straw in under the hives, 30

!

:
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EXCELSIOR

Tlie last plan proved to be the best
me the past tryins winter. I

left.

way

for

waited about 3 weeks for a favorable time
to put the bees out of the bee-house, when
April 20 set in warm and still, so 1 took
them out. and I found some good and
some dead. I lost about ^, besides tlie
little colonies.
Lots of dead bees were on

Some of the hives
floor.
close to the cellar bottom. The
were 5x% inches, and all open.
were put out at 9 a.m. marked
the

their

1

'

9Ar,

T
lOMfV

'

ii^~-

wAI^^^
Vti-'

'

;

ff!B^ fiB.(Hi Extractor. 18x20, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $H.oo Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova-

in the Comb Baskets. The
Extractors have no covers.
American frames, 13x13 Inches
'*
10x18
Langstroth "
"
"
"
10x18
"
'*
"
10x18
"
frames of any*' size, 13x20
"
13X2(1
"
"
"
13x20

ble sides

IB.Oti

and

|10.(Ki

For 2
For 2

For3
For4

^^

$8

(Xi

8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

We want one number each of the Bee
For 2
JoUHNAii of August, 1866— February, 1867. For3
Any one having them to spare will please For 4
send a Postal Card. We will pay 30 cents for
ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
one copy of each of the two numbers.
923 West ITIadisoii St., CHICAGO, IliL.
8^~ Sample Copies

of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.
will

^^Preserve your papers tor reference
If you have not got a Binder we will mail you
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

it

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

etc.

|^~ Our

Diidaiit'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale
and retail. Bee Advertisement in another column.

by mail, postpaid.

two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

ALFRED

rates for

H.

Dealer

NEWMAN,

in all

a terrible warning to all,
not to (tet any of his
!
but perhaps
oiliers tougher than I,
could"8tand the racket."
If any think they con,

Uoolittle will furnish
Queens from his Bent
Stock, at the followio?
prices

Untested Queens, each
"
"
per doz
"

"

"Vro Cyprian or Syrian Bees ever introduced

into

48-paKe CiitaloKue, describing everything
needed by bee-keepers. Address,
lHAl3t J, B, MASON. Mechanic Falls, Maine.
our

HONEY FOR FEEDING
HAVE

2 kegs holding a trifle over KW pounds
I each, of extracted honey, which I will sell at 6
cents per lb. on the cars. It is in wine-kegs and the
honey has become flavored so that it cannot be
sold for table use. It is in good condition and of

good quality.

ALFRED

923

West Madison

St.,

H. NBWIflAN.
CHICAGO, ILLS.

FOR SALE!
X

HAVE

fK)

i

50

15
2
3
5
10

00
00
00
00
00

1^^ If any further information is desired,
send for G-page Circular. Address,
G. M. DOOLITTLE,
Borodino, Onoii. Co., N. Y.

lOCSt

Or,

MANUAL. OF TBE APIAKX.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

I2.000

13th ThoiiMand Just Out
Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
8,000 Sold Since M:ty. 1883.
!

lOtli

More than r>n pages, and more than 50 fine illusadded in the 8th edition. I'he whole
work has been thoroushly revised, and contains the
trations were

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. Iti&,certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, S^l 25. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A.

COOK.

Author and Publisher.
Agricultural College. Mich.

<I.

ICly

^~

For sale also at the Offici^ of the
Journal, at wholesale or retail.
(ESTABLISHED

MY

Street,

FREE upon

E.

We

Til© VICTOR HIVE
lo,

POPI>AK
WHITE
SEfElOSJS, any

25.

each.

Flat.

DOVETAII.ED
under 6xRxlU, per

size

accurate; no better.

AMEKH'ASf A. -Orders for Queens of
APIS
the beautiful SYRIO-A1.BINOS, will now
be received. Reared by my new method, all
are large and fine and perfect. AVe have made a
great discovery in Queen-Rearing, and hereby
challenge the production (by natural swarming or
otherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated
miles from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.
Address,
DR. O. I^. TINKER,
lAtf
New Philadelphia. O.
:i

'i.

In

any way interested

in

will

with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Qleiiiiiners In Bee-Cultnret

ments in Hlvet. Honey Extractors, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainlyt to
Ctf
A.

I.

KOOT. Medina,

O.

;

Wa.40;

each,

!»8.0O-in the

l,om:i, |6.<_Mi. ^Perfectly

COBURG, IOWA.

you are

if

with a descriptive price-list uf the latest improve-

application.

;

KKJeTCHMEK.

Setnl-Monthly

DOUBl.i:-\r AI.I^ED or CHAFF HIVES
5 in one lot. each, itiS.SU 10, each, »3 40
25. each, «3.2S; Kio, each, »3.00— in the Flat.
SINGI-E-WAI-IvED HIVES, 5 in one lot,
each, SiS.SO;
!$3.1iS; irm, each,

1864.)

BEES OR HONEY

ILL.

ILttrSTRATED CATAI.OOUI:
sent

Bef

We furnish evertthing needed
m
in the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the lowest price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, and we will send vou our Illustrated
•2CV2t

a good Stock and Gi-ain Farm of
.'JoO aci'es, whicli I will sell for
cash and
balance on time, or will rent for the term of
QUEENS, *1 $10 per doz.; tested,
ITALIAN
5 years for cash. Said farm is
miles east of
$2.00. Hafe arrival guaranteed. Circular free.
La Clede Station, I. C. K. R. BEES for sale 18A2t J. M. KILLUUQH & CO., San Marcos, Tex.
by the pound. Price, $1 per pound.
Address GEORGE L. HERRLING,
Dadant's Foiiiulation Factory, wholesale
18A4t
La Clede, Fayette Co., Ills. and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

•r

i

10 20

ing.eacb
Untested Queens, reared hy natural swarmint:. per doz
Tested Queens, each
"
by natural swarminK, each..
l»84 raising, sentinMay.each
Extra Selected, two years old. each

Friends,

CHICAGO,
l.y this locality. One Queen In May, J^i.G'i; si.x for
$7.50; after June 15, ¥i each; six for ^ri. Send for

$

reared by natural swarm-

^M ^^
^* ^^
^"

APIARIAN SUPPLIES,
923 West Madison

QUEENS!

work so

QiieenH

Catalogue free.

ITALIAN

to

DCC-SUPPLIES.

kinds of

HONEY AND BEESWAX,

WARRANTED

me

Land-Owners, Attention! BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

All persons who have lost Real Estate in
Iowa, by reason of TAX OR JUDICIAL
SALES, are invited to correspond with
RICKEIi & BUIili, Attorneys at Law,
41 First Ave., Cedar Rapids, loiva, •e.nd
they will learn something to their advantage.

Apply to t'HAS. F. MIJTH,
^F" For two subscribers for the Weekly
CINCINNATJ, O.
& Central Ave.,
Bee Journal (or S for the Monthly) for one Freeman IOC.
for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.
VSend
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,

and send

ITALIAN BEES
hard to care for their
surplus Honey, that I
have not attained my
growth, even at this advanced ape of life. It is

Lnngstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
''''IBM or metal standard for the basket
'llfW to revolve upon, leaving room uniifflR derneath the basket for 75otSi>
will be complete.
iiliiywl lbs. of honey. It
covers, and in every way
'4B9 with
'liwB identical, except in size, with the

•
,

of my grief
that Uoolittle's be«t

compel

'2

new

^p^ecial Notices.

The cause
is,

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

were too

285

BeholdJIiisTear!

HONEY EXTRACTORS

entrances
Bees that

home, found where I had flour, and returned home with their white loads before
noon. I was surprised to see it. 1 have
about one-half of my bees left, the combs,
boxes and honey, and a winter's experience I shall try and make the best of it.

.

APIARIAN

SIIPPLIES--1885.
ONE PIECE SECTIONS,

Alili - IN

Laiifrstrotli Hives, Section Cases, Ship-

pine:

Crates,

Brood

Frames, Foundation,

Smokers, and all other Supplies needed in
the apiary. ITAI.I.\N
In season. Send for Price-List. Address,
8C6t
L. L. TRIEM, La Porte City, Iowa.

BEES & QUEENS

A AAcoIonles
k^*^
Hpi3ri6Si
send fo"ourlUUUror sale'
Price r,l«t and Cat aloeiie of Bees, Qiieeas.
and .Apiarian Implements.
Safe Delivery
Civ
ulA

interested in

guaranteed.

Lock Box

Beesorl

FL,ANA.eA.N

995,

A II.I^INSKI,
Ills.

Belleville, St.Clatr

lABly

Co.,

;

.'i

Vandervort

Comb

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Samples <t Reduced I*rlce-I-I«t.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

!

!:
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BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS,
FOUNDATIOS,

&e.

WITH wecapacity
claim

of T.OtiO sijuare feet of
the tiest facilities for
furnishing: Supplies in the southeast.
IS
with
the best and latest improved Machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods " up
to the times," and will furnish all kinds at
very reasonable prices. Parties needing
Supplies would do well to see our Priee-List
before liujin^'.

1801

VflLUflB L[

\m\m

GIN Hi!

a

floor,

EQUIPPED

Queens and Bees
It

be

should

We

OUR

NEW FAfTORY

for 1885

renienibi.'red

we

that

are

demands that the

are thoroughly convinced that the welfare of apiculture

"AMERICAN APICULTURIST"
be placed in the hands of every bee-keeper in America, and we propose to increase our
subscription list to 000 during the coming season.
In order to do this we shall
subscribers 1500 presents as
away to
follows
The first 500 who send us $1.75 cash (returning this adv), will receive Vols. I & II, for
1883 & 1884, bound in one volume, in cloth, together with the Apiculturist tor the
remainder of the year (1885) from June {7 mos.) and also as a present, a choice warranted
Queen worth $1.50, bred by Alley's method, either Italian, Syrian, Carniolan, Albino or
.'j.

NEW

GIVE

:

lieadqiiarlerw foi- the Albinos, and make
a specialty ot this variety. \Ve also breed
from select Italians. Send for Circular and Cyprian.
Address.

Priee-List.
S.

VALENTINE &

SON, Hagerstown, Md.

13Ctf

BEE-KEEPERS!
Nfctloii"', I'omb
Homy Extrmtorw, Bee
Hmukers, CratuB, llonejliuckito,' e»"
.t...eK.
nijjtjjjg Our Prices!
lb. aU-in-oue-piece Section. ^4.50 per M.
50 per lb.
Comb Foundation
1.00 euch.
Hivei

F^upi>iii-M, bui.h as lli^

The second 500 will receive one of Alley's Drone-Traps, and the third 500, one of
Locke's Bee-Feeders.
Those who are entitled to presents will be notified, and new subscribers, who do not
receive a present, can secure one of these queens by sending us $1.00 extra.
These are the lest offers ever made to new subscribers by any bee-periodical, and
if you wish to secure one of these presents, you must repl.v at once, as the call will be a
large one. Our object is to induce you to give the Apiculturist a fair trial.

Fouiidtttion,

1

Italian Bees and Queens at low.'^t figures,
Scml name and amiTess, and we will mail

"The

We

MTg

Full coldnies Italians in
city HIVES (L.)

Bees

for Sale

HI

Dli.JOHN S.<iATKS.
isfaction guaranteed.
Wilkinsonville, Worcester Co. Masa.
14A6t

NOTICE!
The following goods For Sale

at

a bargain

have purchased the old

Bay State Queen-Breeding Apiary,

.inMay,$n.): June,

ybrids. $1 less. Sat-

Expenmental BEE -FARM!

Apiculturist"

\<.ui,neuiuux JiiuitrareJ C^tlaio^uei fr^e.
American
Co., New Carlisle. 0.

established 27 years ago at Wenham, Mass.. by Henry Alley, together with his entire Queen
and bee-business, including his choice and valuable collection of breeding queens, the
result of 2.3 years' careful selection and breedinj;-.
We have Italian breeding-quciris U>\- which we would refuse $100 each, and these are
those from which the rich golden yellow t,iueens that we are giving away as presents will
be reared.
Our Queen-rearing department is under the personal supervision of Mr. Alley, whose
services n-e have secured at a large salary. We shall deal in

100,000 2-lb. Oue -Piece Sections,
1,000
in the

(jiieeus

LASGSTROTH HIYES,
one-and-one-half story Sim-

flat; .500

plicity Hives, in the flat

;

also .')00 Simplicities,

nailed and painted, ready for the bees. All
of the above goods are First^Class. Write
for prices.

R.

Ii.

12Atf

BEES,

SHOEITLVKER,
NEW COMERSTOWN,

O.

or full colonies

workmanship

;

;

sections and hives of best

Unnliain or Vandervort

Comb Foundation, eend for my catalogue
for 1885.

H- BROWN,
AUGUSTA, GEUUGIA.

J. P.

Address
5A21t

af\

Colonies of

For particulars,

A.

I..

Address SILAS M.

1885.

need Earl}' Queens and Bees
bred lor business and beauty, nuclei
5'ou

EDWARDS,

call

BEES

upon, or address,

SK.\NEATELES, N. Y.

and Bees,

Full Colonies, Nuclei, Etc.

little "

Bee-Keepers' Companion," a pamphlet filled with valuable information
to the beginner in bee-keeping, contains a likeness of Mr. Henry Alley, the veteran Queenbreeder, who has reared and sold more Queen-bees than any othc r apiarist in America, and
has given to apiculture the only scientific and systematic method of queen-rearing e.xtant.
The "Companioti" (sent free) also contains our Cireuliir and Priee-List. If .vou wish to
secure Choice Queens that will produce first-class bees for honey-gathering, give us a trial.
Order early so as to avnid delay.
Send your address at once for a copy ot the " Bee-Keepers' Companion."

EARLY QUEENS,

AND SUPPLIES FOR

IF

Our

LOCKE &

BEESand QUEENS

FOR SALE
ITALIAN WEEKS,
Kor terms, address

Clifton,

C.

I

Tenn.

17A4t

"

more money than

Bee-Keepers' Supplies. WIN out.

at anythinE else

by

taking an agency for the best selling book

added to our L.mige Fagtokt a
Special Dkpartmk.nt for the

We have

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND
Wliite Poplar Dovetailed OCpTinMO
Also, One and T\vo-i>ieee OLU lUIIOi
I

^~ All Orders will be

filled

promptly at the

fail.

JL

free.

graifflly.

Hallett Book

None

Co.
Portland. Maine.

rank

SECTIONS.

PRIZE.

llA'Jt

Trunt

the

our customers atflrm its superiority.
Send for Circulars and Samples.

». S. OIVF-N A CO.,
HOOPESTON, Vermillion Co.,

lABtf

ITALIAN

1879.

Ills.

1885.

QXJEEnsrs
1TA1..1AN yUKKiNSin their purity, and that
FORcannot
be excelled. Comb Founuittluii and

Supplies

gene-ally, send for Circular.

12 UNTESTED QUEENS FDR $11.00.
1.5Atf
T. S. IIAl.I^, KlrHyN tVcek, Ala.

MNew
Chromo

Style,

Embossed Hidden Name and

VisitingCards.no

i'

alike,

name on,
Sam-

I3pack3|!i warranted best sold.
;

llAly plebook.4c. L.JONES&CO., Nassau, N. V.

of gooiis which will help you

W.Kogersvllle,
Z. HUTCHINSON;
Mich.,
Oene.ee

more mom'y

right

away

.')lA]y

Colonies ot Choice ITALIAN
S.*1.E. Send for
IIEES
l*rice-List. Address,
W. J. D.iVIS, (lio.\ni)
Youngsville, Warren County, Pa.

100

in

FOUJfBATION

as well as foundation for
Without a dissentinK voice, all of

Send six cents for postage,
and receive tree, a ctstly box
than anything else in this
rorld. Alhofeithersex. succeed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta. Maine.
once address

ft

stands

for maDufacturini;

'Wired Frames,

inc..

liOWEST FKiURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. MOEliliEK MTtJ Co.
DAVENPOKT, IOWA.
lA26t

Beginners succeed

Terms

SlAiy

Mass.

Given'sFoundationPress.
rpHE GIVEN PKESS
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in presents given away.
Send un Ti cents p<istaHe,
and by mail you will net
free a package of Koods
- ij
of lart-'e value, that will
^^
5
start you in work that
will at once brinn you in money faster than anythine else in America. All about the |iHhi,(hk) in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
II. Hallett &, Cu.
Portland. Maine.
r»iAly

Wenham,

CO.,

FOB

Co.,

can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, whito pojilar sections as.
there are made. Send for s',uiii)lc and prices.
A few full colonies of choice Italiansin Heddon hives for sale at $8.00 per colony. Untested Italian Queens (from the South) $1.50
each. Tested Queens reared last year in the
home apiary, $;J.00 each. Beeswax wanted.
Make money orders payable at Flint. 16Atf

——
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WEEKLY EDITION
OP THE

^^-5.AS^3SRIO^|^,.^^

New

Barrett's
Queen-C'ajife, intended
for ln)th shipping and introducing fjucens, is
on our desk. Mr. (Jarrctt says he has " used
it to introduce 100 ciuc^eius," and has not lost
any of them. Ily it, the <jueencan be caged,
and introduced without handling, and is the
best thiitg we have seen for the purpose. It
is something like the Peet cage, but has several new features, and is smaller than it.
We have no doubt of the correctness of Mr.
fiarrett's sssertion, that " any one can introduce a queen successfully with this cage."
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E. W, Turner, Secretary of the Mahoning
Valley Bee-Kcopors' Association, writes us
that the next meeting of that association has
been postponed until .lune .S, 18H.'j.
BiisinesH, to a very great extent, depends
mainly upon the success which attends the

The prosperity or adversity of the
" tillers of the soil " largely control the whole
business of the country. Just so is it with
bee-keeping. Upon the success or failure of
the apiarist depends the prosperity or adversity of the queen-breeder, the importer, the

farmer.

Queenlcss Colonies.— Mr. F. L. Dough- supply dealer, and the publisher.
Pulsamoney point of view, it is tions " in the apiary are felt keenly in all
'•

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS
P^niTOU

G.

NE\vMAN,

AND Pkoprietoh,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly, S2 n year Monthly, 50 cents.
;
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APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
It In so cold now that we could well
imagine that it was January instead of May.
Here the trees are yet without leaves.

erty says that in a

hardly worth while to bother with queenless these lines of business. Promptness in paycolonies at this season of the year. A better ing small debts will assist all around. Every
plan is to give the bees to a weaker colony one should, therefore, studiously avoid carewhich has a queen. Crowd the bees on one lessness and procrastination in liquidating
or two frames. Ijate in the evening, after the smaller claims. By so doing we may all
the bees have quit Hying, hang the frames in " help one another." Keep the dollar busily
the hive by the side of those containing the "rolling around the circle," and it will surely
queen, and they will unite very readily. It return to cheer and assist even the one who
will help matters to set a short board up in first sets it rolling.
front of the hive to make the bees take a
Honey Oozins; from Cells.—Prof. A. J.
new location on leaving the hive. The old Cook writes thus on this subject: "I am
hive from which they were taken should be surprised at Mr. Doolittle's statement, on
entirely removed from the old stand, so as to page 2()0, that honey can only ooze from
destroy the old land-marks. Without the capped cells, on account of large bulk, and
latter precaution, the bees soon forget the only swells from dampness. What about
new markings in the presence of the old fermentation
Honey in the comb, or when
location.
extracted, is almost sure to ferment in a
cool, damp atmosphere. I have noticed this
Tlie Transmission of Foul Brood is
often in comb honey; and, Mr. Editor, how
discussed by Mr. W. H. Stewart, on page 2f)7.
about that barrel that exploded in your ofWithout doubt, scrupulous care should be
fice which you showed me in 1878? That
taken not to spread the disease, but the recommendations of Mr. Stewart are so sweep- was gathering dampness with a vengeance.
In fermentation, gases are generated; and,
ing and surprising that they almost take
like steam, they push hard." The barrel of
one's breath. The rearing, sale and shipping
'I

Tlie bitterest herb in the woods
" failure."

bee-keeper

is

called

The
is

bitterest experience for a
" failure."

The Reversible-Frame Craze is about

—

at least we hope so. Is
<loubtful e.\pedient, any way
o^'e^

i*

it

not a very

Ifa person is born with a mean, stingy or
dishonorable disposition, do not waste any
of queens, which is now carried on so largely
time in endeavors of reform. It is useless.
as an industry, would be entirely destroyed
Bees and Queens are now in large de- were Mr. Stewart's plan to be generally
mand. Those who are fortunate enough to adopted.
Would it not be as consistent to require
have bees for sale will do a " land-office
the suspension of all business in the United
business " this year.
States of America, because, forsooth, the
Economy is a virtue, but it is not true cholera is expected here this summer (aye,
economy to cut off the small expense of it is reported to be already here in some isotaking a bee-paper, or buying a bee-book.
lated cases), and the circulating medium
These are necessarie.i to all engaged in
money, with which business is transacted,
apiarian pursuits.
consisting of gold, silver, nickel, copper {and
Tlie weather for May has been very worst of all) paper — is charged with spreadcold, and Prof. Mansill predicts that during ing contagious diseases ?
Many of the thousands of filthy "greenMay the temperature will likely average below the mean of the season, both in the backs" now circulating over the country
llnited States and Europe. The worst storms have been in the possession of diseased perwill occur about the :id and 4th, 10th to the sons, and, of course, when they pass into the
l.)th, the 'J.'ird, 24th, 28th, .30th and 31st.
hands and pockets of those in good health,
endanger the lives of all into whose
The losses of Bees during the past win- they
hands they pass. Still we must live — we
ter will make it necessary to increase the
must do business— we must have and use
numbers as fast as possible, so as to fill the
money. In other words, we are compelled
empty hives. Feeding will be " the order of
TO TAKE THE lUSK DAILY, and yet, but few,
the day." Care should be taken not to overcomparatively, ever catch the contagion.
do the matter— feed just enough for the use
The etforts put forth in order to obtain
of the bees and brood each day, and no
permission to transmit bees in the mails,
more; else the result may be the opposite of
and the difficulties encountered were so nuthat desired, and breeding will be retarded.
merous and almost insurmountable, that we
The Auction Sale of the apiary of Dr. should be very slow to give any countenance
L. James, at Atlanta, 111., on April 21st at- to rash advice about the enactment of a law
tracted bidders from a considerable distance. to exclude them from the mails.
Besides selling 100 colonies of bees, a numWhile we would recommend caution and
ber of empty hives, honey and bee-keeping careful inspection of apiaries to discover the
utensils were sold. The colonies of bees least taint of foul brood {so called), and the
were sold at prices ranging from $3 to tfl strict environment of all infected districts
each. Some mouths ago, as announced in we must be as cakekul not to destroy the
the Hee Journ.vl, Dr. James was prostrated apicultural business of the country, and
by a stroke of paralysis, and we learn that he thus bring disaster to the multitudes who
Btill lingers in a helpless condition.
gain a subsistence thereby.

honey mentioned by Prof. Cook came from
Wisconsi^. It was gathered after a wet season and the honey fermented, blew out the
bung, and ran all over the floor.

Spring Work.— The " Kansas Bee-Keeper " gives the following as seasonable hints
"What is required, is to endeavor to get
every colony in such condition as to strengt h,
that it will have a large and effective force
of foragers ready to take advantage of the
first honey yield.
Every bee-keeper is supposed to know when the first yield of honey
will be found, and of course will know how
long it will take to strengthen up his colonies with young bees. Stimulative feeding
should be used with prudence and judgment,
if at all, and only diluted syrup or honey
should be used. If the bees are stimulated
beyond their strength, the intervention of
2 or 3 cold days and nights may chill the
brood thus reared, owing to the colony not
being strong enough to cover it. As a rule,
it is better for beginners to see that food
enough is supplied for the wants of both bees
and brood, than attempt to stimulate to any
extent, and they should be particularly careful about spreading brood, until they have
:

had sufficient experience to enable them to
do so to the best advantage. Old bee-keepers
have the experience of past years as a guide;
the younger ones have no such experience,
and had better go a little slow, than to run
any dangerous risks. If they see that their
hives are well cleaned out, the bees well
supplied with stores, and that very weak
colonies are strengthened by the addition of
an occasional frame of brood, they will
probably succeed better than if they should
attempt to force breeding without fully understanding the business."

:::
:
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G. W. Demaree answers "I move
bees whenever and wherever I please.
When moving bees under the disadvantages you name, move them in the
evening, and keep them closed up till
nearly sunset place some boards before the entrances of the hives, and
disguise their old location by spreading sheets over the hives near the old
stand. If the hives removed were close
to other hives, the sheets should be
kept dripping wet. After 1 or 2 days
the trouble will be over. If they are
to be moved but a short distance, it
may be done by moving them a little
at a time."
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus
'•
Bees may be moved a short distance,
a rod or two, by moving the hive 5 or
6 feet every day
but I find the least
disturbance and as little loss from
moving the colony at once to the place
desired, be it one rod or a hundred
then stand a board up in front of the
hive, or disguise it in any way. The
bees should be turned to one side, and
the entrance made dark. They will
then mark the new location— will go
at first to the old, but return to the
:

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

;

Prevention of Increase.
Query, No. 61.— What is the best way to
colonies of
keep down increase ? I have
Italian bees, which are worked for comb
honey, and they produce about as much
honey (1,000 lbs.) as my home trade demands, so I do not want to increase ray number of colonies ?— W. R. Y.
."ili

" The
Cook says
by extracting closely."

Prof. A.

way

surest

G.
"

J.

is

:

W. Demaree

With

as

thus

replies

perhaps the best way to prevent
increase is to cut out the queen-cells,
andreturnthe bees; the plan, however,
tion,

me."

to suit

G. M. UooLiTTLE replies as follows:
The only profitable way to keep
down increase, is to unite two colonies
"

spring, and then let them
divide by natural swarming, to the
for I believe the
original number
swarming-plaii will give better results
than any non-swarming plan .so far
devised, where the apiary is worked
for comb honey."
in early

;

new."
"

Dadant & Son
You

will

answer thus
some bees anyhow

lose

The

from the moved colonies.

best

;

'

:

;

Query, No. 63.— I have
in hives

packed side by

move a part of them

8 colonies of bees

How

can

I

a short distance, leaving:
the remainder where they are now ? The
bees have flown freely. N. L.

—

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Was
C.

It

Bee - Diarrhea

?

W. DAYTON, (50—112).

Early last fall I packed 2 colonies
of bees with forest leaves to be wintered on the summer stands. One of
the colonies occupied 6 and the other
2 combs containing natural stores.
The colony on 2 combs was furnished
additional clustering-space by raising
their combs high above the bottomboard.
On Nov. 17, the mercury was below
38° above zero, and continued there
until

March

4, 1885,

when

I

examined

the colony which occupied 6 combs,
and on removing the comb whicli was
the farthest from tlie cluster and the
entrance to the hive, I found it to be
wet and moldy, and there was a considerable amount of ice adhering to
the hive in the lower part of the

The bees, to all
brood-chamber.
appearances, were as small and had
undistended
abdomens
as in the
as
fall, and from the few which flew out
of the hive on account of the disturbance, I failed to perceive any dropremoved
pings of
excrement.
I
neither of the combs in the other hive,
but from below or above I could see

any form on anything
immediate connection
with the brood-chamber, and the bees
were as small and slim as were those
no moisture

Dr. G. L. Tinker says:
questions I say no."

Distance.

side.

©

;

plan is to place a large block or board
leaning against the front of the hive
for a few days, after moving. When
Messrs. Dadant & Son reply the bees conie out, they at once notice
'No drones, a young prolific queen, that something is wrong, and they
otherwise they
plenty of ventilation and plenty of mark the location
would start in a bee-line,' as usual,
room, especially empty combs."
and get lost."
" The
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks
best way to prevent increase fe to use
Virgin ftueens and Drone Eggsthe extractor but I have been able to
get more comb honey where natural
Query, No. 63.— Does a virg-in queen ever
swarming was allowed. If one has
lay any but drone eggs ? Are the drones
too many colonies, they may be doub- from
these eggs capable of fertilizing
led up at any time after the honey queens 't—A. O. C.
harvest is over. Bees are best united
W. Z. Hutchinson answers thus
in the evening, after dusk, using peppermint essence with an atomizer, "To the first part, no."
and caging temporarily the reserved
PuoF. A. J. Cook remarks: "l.No,
queen."
never. 2. I have no doubt of it; as
they produce the active sperm-cells."

Moving Bees a Short

—

The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
north
of
the
centre
6
9 south O* east
*Owest; and this 6 northeast; "O northwest;
o> southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

;

few colonies as you men-

makes too much work

Explanatory

names

"Toboth which was

in
in

James Hbddon answers as follows
"l. Entomologists say no,' and my in the otlier colony.
practice has so far proved nothing to
Five days after this examination,
the contrary. 2. These same scientists and on the 112th day of their confinesay 'yes.' "
ment, the bees were allowed a flight.
'

G. M. Doolittle remarks thus
Doolittle replies thus
" In this case I should move the " G. M.
1. I answer no.
2. It has not been
strongest colonies, and let the weak satisfactorily settled to all minds that
ones be strengthened by the returning such drones are as good as any.' "
bees from those moved."
G. W. Demaree replies as follows
" By "
Prof. A. .J. Cook replies
Of the many experiments that I
moving each colony a little— 2 or 3 have tried, I have never seen but one
feet, each day— the thing is easily case where
a virgin queen apparently
done."
laid a few worker eggs but as I could
W. Z. Hutchinson replies thus never see the same thing the second
" If some of the colonies are stronger time, I concluded that there must be
than others, move away the strong R mistake somewhere. On three ocones and allow the returning bees to casions I tried to have queens mated
join the weak one.s. If this is not ad- by drones from virgin queens, once in
I had
visable, wait until a storm or cool February, and twice in March
weather has kept them in a few days, quite a number of these drones, but I
got
no
queens
till
mated
the drones of
then move them, and set a slanting
board in front of each hive. If the the mated queens began to fly."
distance is very short, the hives can
Dadant & Son remark "1. No.
be moved a few inches each day."
2. Yes, why not V"
'

:

:

;

;

:

Quite early in the day, and as the
mercury neared 44° above zero, the
bees in the colony occupying 6 combs
began rushing into the open air. .-Vt
this time the bees that before were so
small and sprightly, had increased in
objects possessing
size, and were
The evacuations
great clumsiness.
were copious, and with but few exwere
of a consistency
ceptions they
of pure water containing portions of
pollen-colored feces that appeared to
be entirely unmixed; being as distinguishable from the transparent
portion as it would have been had it
been stone, and in the order of evacuation the solid matter was first and
the water last. In the evening tliere
remained on the alighting-board a
large number of bloated bees that
were unable to void the feces, and
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which died from the effects of waterloaded intestines which were clogged
by solid fecal matter. An examination of the brood-chamber found the
water and ice, which had been noticed at the time of the lirst examination, to be gone, and the wljole broodchamber was now bright and clean
from the top to the bottom. For 21
following the time of this
the bees were confined closely
within the hive, and at the time of
their next flight, the few visible droppings would have been unnoticed by
all except, perhaps, a very close ob-

days

fliglit,

server.
It was late in the afternoon when
the bees in the other colony began to
fly, and they were as small and slim
as ever, and the evacuations, when
they were visible, were small, of a
soliii nature, and generally pollen-colored. Examination revealed patches

of capped and uncapped brood in two
combs in one colony, and in three
combs in the other.
The above are the conditions in one

case out of a large number, in which
instance the disease-producing agents
were rather moi'e separated than
usual. In a hundred colonies which
were afflicted with diarrhea, I have
yet to find an instance wherein if the
the liquid portion should be evaporated out of the excreta there would
remain scarcely enough to half-fill the
intestines of a bee by this I do not
mean converted into dry feces, but
having dryness equal to that found in
healthy excreta. In my experience
the thinness of the accumulations and
the length of the confinement after
the intestines become overloaded, are
the correct measures of the severity
of tlie disease. I believe that the exclusion of pollen from the winter
stores is not a prevention of diarrhea,
but a prevention of the sipping of
moisture.
;

Bradford, (^ Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Preventing Honey-Granulation.
A. B.

WEED.

:

and loss in keeping
pure extracted honey, on account of
its tendency, in a short time (particusiderable trouble

warm

weather), to crystallize,

been ready for any remedy

was

feasible. One lot that I purchased in the comb and extracted my-

that

soon became almost worthless
from this cause. Some two months
ago I had a small lot that I found
crystallized when wanted for use, although I had taken the precaution to
cork it tightly and put in a cool place
self,

in the cellar.

what would be

It occurred to

water batli, I soon had it melted and
added one ounce of glycerine to
about \}{ pounds of the honey, set-

me

to see

the result from melt-

proves his position correct by results
in his own experience. A advocates
wintering bees on summer stands, B
denounces it: A recommends breeding late in thi' fall, while B pities any
one foolisli enough to folhivv such advice A says that the bees know what
they are about when laying in a reasonable supply of bread or pollen with
their winter stores, but B says that
they will die with the diarrhea A
recommends buckwheat as a bountiful source of fall lioney, B doubts if it
and so on to
is a honey-plant at all
the end of the chapter. A and B represent large classes of bee- keepers
equally
experienced
and equally
honest, and the subjects of their
differences are also representative of
all the principal tilings to be done in
order to secure the best results of our

ting it aside to cool. It has shown
no sign of re-crystallization, as yet,
and I am just using the last of it. I
can see no objection to this on the
score of adulteration, or any harm
from its use."
correspondent
the
learned
By
throwing out that suggestion, we may
soon hear the cry, " Honey is adulterated with glycerine!" Unless he
observes greater " precautions " than
he did with his honey— keeping it
tightly corked in a cool cellar those
who understand the nature of the
article spoken of, will discover that
the only thing in question which is
not adulterated, is liis eagerness to modern scientific management.
recommend methods before testing
Where, then, is the reason for this
them, and to overcome difllculties difference of experience and the difwhich would not have occurred but ference in the advice given ? someone
for his own mismanagement.
will ask. We reply that it consists
Detroit,<x Mich.
mainly in the outward circumstances
individual case.
surrounding each
For instance, in the far North, bees
;

;

;

—

R ead at the

N. Y. and Eastern Couventton.

Rendering Conventions

Profitable.

A. J. KING.

The published proceedings of our
conventions, extending over a score of
years, has done much to bring about
the present advanced state of the art
bee-keeping in the
profitable
of
United States. Twenty-five years ago
bee-keepers' associations were " like
angel's visits — few and far between,"
and the number of persons engaged

exclusively in honey-production, could
be counted on one's fingers ; to-day
we have a National Association, and
hundreds of minor societies scattered
all over the country from Maine to
California, and from Canada to the
Gulf of Mexico. The published deliberations of these numerous associations have not been confined to the
bee-papers, but have extended to the
agricultural press of the entire country, and to a limited extent to the
and
political and religious papers
the consequence is that a large proportion of intelligent persons know
something of the merits of modern
bee-keeping as distinguished from
that carried on by our grandfathers
with the hollow-log, box-hives and
sulphur pits, and are also able to
appreciate the difference in the sweet
products of these different systems of
bee-keeping.
To enumerate all the beneficial results to
the bee-keeping industry,
which may be traced directly or indirectly to" our conventions, would be
well nigh impossible, besides being
foreign to ^he design of this essay,
which is to point out supposed defects
and suggest possible remedies in our
present methods of conducting them.
Beginners, especially, are often confused by the opposing statements of
professional
bee-keepers regarding
the same subject, for instance
strongly recommends early stimulatic
feeding, and gives practical results to
" back up " his assertions, while B
just as strongly condemns it, and
;

The following paragraph which I
took from a prominent agricultural
paper, that had clipped it from the
Scientific American, shows, in part,
how much abuse and misrepresentation the honey trade is required to
withstand from so-called scientists,
and also from those agricultural publications
which should be found
among its friends and promoters
'•
Having for several years had con-

larly in
I have

ing and adding a small amount of
glycerine.
Placing the bottle in a
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:

A

must be housed in winter to secure
the best results. In this latitude chaff
hives are the best, while for the far
South, siugle-walled hives answer
every purpose. Stimulative feeding
in the cellar is absurd the same in
chaff-hives on the summer stand is
highly advantageous, while in the
South it is not needed. Buckwheat
and many other so-called honeyplants in some localities yield a bountiful supply of honey ; in other places
they yield next to nothing so the beginner might be eminently successful
in the favored locality, while with the
same forage and management he
would utterly fail in the other.
Temperature, density and moisture
of the atmosphere together with the
quality of the soil, are the chief out;

;

ward surroundings which should be
and known by every beeHe should then by experi-

studied
keeper.

out the habits of the
shrubs, plants and grasses
with this
classed as honey-flora;
knowledge he will be able to enter
the pursuit of bee-keeping with a fair
promise of success. When he arises
in convention to give in his experience, all the above information should
be given as a kind of preface to his
success or failure as the case may be,
then the apparent contradictions will
be reconciled, and our convention reports will be reliable and helpful. To
forward this idea I would suggest the

ment

find

trees,

appointing of committees to investigate into the conditions by actual experiment which produce such varying
results in our chosen pursuit, say a
committee of twelve or more, on
taking about
each
honey-plants,
twenty species of our best honey-producers, and being located fifteen or
twenty miles apart, north and south,
with thermometers, barometers, and
hygrometers, note carefully the readings of these instruments, whenever
any plant is affording nectar abundantly.
I would also have appointed similar
committees to experiment on wintering bees. Putting all methods to the

;:
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and noting all the outward surroundings of every test also committees on experimenting with the different races of bees also on reversible
frames to increase the amount of
comb honey and so of everything on
which such wide diversities ot opintest,

;

;

;

ion now exist. The reports of these
various committees would be looked
forward to with intense interest, and
the conventions would be filled with
our most progressive honey-producers,
because it would pay them to attend.

Other things being equal, certain
methods will always produce the

same results, and I believe it is possible by some such means as we have
here only hinted at, to determine the
surrounding
circumstances
over
which we have now no control, so as
to get the very best results out of any
locality of which it is capable of producing. We will thus be acting in
concert with other associations, rapresults
which, acting
idly attain
singly,

would require years

to pro-

Agriculturists long ago established experiment stations in many
Earts of the country, and the results
ave been gratifying, and I can see no
reason why apiculturists should not
follow their example. What is good
in one locality may be worthless in
another, and methods of management
with one class of surroundings may

duce.

work admirably, while the same
methods pursued under different circumstances and other surroundings
would produce certain disaster.
Experiments
scientifically
conducted and regularly reported at our
conventions, should be commenced
and continued until the races of bees,
the honey-flora, and the methods of
in the respective latitudes best adapted to each of them,
shall be uniform— because the best.

management

Had I known 18 months ago what I
now know, I would never have taken
90 colonies of Italians, and only 10 of
Holy-Land bees, to the island of
Cuba, for the Holy Lands have more
than doubled the Italians both by increase and the amount of surplus
honey taken ; and I am credibly informed on authority based on years of
practical experience
with modern
methods, that the Holy Lands can be
made to produce an average yearly
crop of surplus extracted honey of
from 350 to 500 pounds per colony.
this difference between these
two races in Cuba and not here {
Simply that the great four months'
honey-flow of Cuba embraces the
months of
November, December,
January and P''ebruary, and the Italians, not being fall breeders, cannot
be induced to fill their hives with
young bees, but instead, the queen
gradually lessens her laying until
about the middle of November, when
she almost entirely ceases, and the
bees assume a condition of semi-torpor; while the Hcly-Land queen
keeps up a vigorous breeding, and
her workers keep bringing in the
honey (a sufficient supply for breed-

Why

Cuban experience only as a simple
instance of what might have been
gained had I known the facts in the
case as I now know them.
Further, if a whole convention were
thus divided up into committees, each
person would feel a responsibility
resting on him, to discharge the
duties imposed, in a creditable manner, and we should at once come into
possession of a knowledge of the
various departments of our profession
based on the facts of careful experiment, and acting on the same, our
business would soon cease to be regarded as one of luck or chance.
Hitherto our conventions have traveled too much in ruts. Our programmes
have been hastily gotten up and filled
with the old subjects which have been
discussed from year to year in a manner so nearly alike, that many of our
prominent
honey-producers
most
have ceased to attend because, as they
declare, that aside from visiting and
hand-shaking, and the making of some
new acquaintances, nothing is gained.
As an illustration, take the subject
of foul brood, which has been discussed in most of our conventions for
many years, and yet hardly a new
idea had been advanced, till within a
very few months, Mr. Cheshire, of
England has, as the result of long and
careful experiment, aided by what he
could find out by the experiments of
others, probably discovered the true
cause and certain cure of this dread
malady, and thus conferred a blessing
on all progressive bee-keepers throughout the world. Each member of the
convention should know definitely
what is expected of him, and then he
should have plenty of time to experiment so as to reach intelligent conclusions before being called upon to
report. This done, our future conventions will not be void of interest
for the want of new ideas, and the results of our meeting cannot fail to be
beneficial.

For
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Preparing Bees for Winter.

W.

D. SJIYSER.

I have read all the various plans of
wintering bees, and I find all of them
wanting in such a winter as the past.
I will now give the plan of preparing
bees for winter as practiced in this
section, and which, I think, accounts

for the terrible losses of bees. Wlien
people get their summer's work done
they have no time to fix up their bees,
for they must " go to town " every

and when they get home, if
asked what they were doing, tliey
would reply, " O, nothing ;" but they
knew all about politics and what hogs
were worth. I have asked them why
they do not prepare their bees for
winter, when they say, " O, it's too
This is only September, and
soon.
we are too busy we can't now. We
are bound to go to a sale to-morrow,
and there is lots of time yet to put up
day,

;

the bees."

They continue
or until

it

this until

November,

begins to snow, then they

commence in earnest to fix for winter.
The first thing done is to make a calf" Well,
pen, and the farmer says
now boys, them last-spring calves
:

must be

sheltered. There is money
"
long will they have
to be fed, pa ?" says one of the b.)ys.
in them.''
•'

How

O, not long

;

about

five

months.

Now, them

bees must have a few
shucks stuffed around them, and a
few old boards over them to turn
water.
I guess they have enough
honey to winter on. The robbers are
so bad I can't look." And so it goes
on until March, and how are things
then ?
The calves are about half
dead, and the owner gets perhaps -50
cents apiece for their hides, after
making 300 trips to feed them. How
are the bees V They answer, " Well,
our bees wintered bad all dead." How
were they fixed for winter? "O,
they was well packed they had too
;

New York City.

;
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Des Moines Co., Iowa, Convention.
The Des Moines County Bee-KeepAssociation met in the Grand

ers'

Room in Burlington, Iowa, on
April as, 1885. The President, Geo.
Bischoff called the meeting to order
at 11 a. m. At the afternoon session
the Treasurer's report was read and
approved, and 12 members reported
Jury

344 colonies last

fall, 208 this spring,
6.680 pounds of honey as the total
of their last season's crops. The election of ofticers resulted as follows
President, Geo. Bischoff, of Burlington Vice-President, W. N. Smith, of

and

;

Burlington; Secretary,

JohnNau,of

Middletown and Treasurer, S.
;

J.

Mc-

Kinney, of Burlington.
importance
Various subjects of
were discussed, which made the meet-

much honey-dew and

pollen."

One-half of the bee-keepers in the
country winter their bees on the
above plan. Nine-tenths of the bees
in this county (Johnson) are dead. I
put up 13 colonies, and the rats :ind
mice destroyed 2 of them. There is
no more use in letting bees die than
other farm stock. I winter my bees
on the summer stands. To read of
the slaughter of bees during the past
winter seems simply awful and then
to read about the various causes to
which bee-keepers attribute their
losses, such as pollen, " bug-juice,"
honey-dew, freezing, starvation, etc.,
When I get to reading, I
is amusing.
think that all are trying to see who
can beat. It reminds me of the little
boy that went to set the old hen, and
when he returned his mother asked
him how many eggs he put under her.
He replied that he had put 40 in the
nest. " Why, Tony, she can't cover
that many eggs." " Well, mammy,
you ought to come and see her spread
;

ing very interesting. It was then decided to hold the next annual meeting on the fourth Tuesday in April,
ing purposes is always to be had in 1886, in Burlington, Iowa, at 10 a. m.
Cuba), so that by the commencement also to have a special meeting in herself."
Hereafter, I will endeavor to deof the great harvest, the hive is Burlington on the fourth Tuesday in
scribe my method of preparing bees
crowded with the busy workers ready August, 188.5.
John Nau, Sec.
for winter. They came through the
to store it as surplus. I mention my
Geo. Bischoff, Pres.

:;
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winter of 1880-81
the past winter,
pense.
Niueveli,0 Ind.

all

It

riglit,

and also the "so-called honey-dew," which was so
no ex- sickening to the taste that we could not

entails

think

wanted
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Method of Wintering and
JOSHUA BULL,

Results.

(27—32).

At tlie end of the season of 1884 1 had 27
colonies in chaff hives to prepare for winter on the summer stands. How shall I
prepare them ? was a question of great
interest to me. Believing that upward
ventilation is in direct contrariety to tlie
nature of the hooey-bee, that being a
point which tliey seem to strive most
strenuously to guard against, as is plainly
manifested by their efforts to seal every
crack and crevice above them perfectly
air-tight with propolis at the approach of
cold weather, reason and propriety seem
to dictate, tliat in order to secure the desired end with the best results, we should
assist the bees in every possible way we
can to consummate those plans and provisions which their instinct has inspired
them to make for self-preservation not
rudely tear them away, destroying their
Industrious labors, and expose the little
creatures to the discomfort of air-currents,
which they seem so much to dread, yet it
is desirable to allow the moisture to escape upwards as much as possible without
any passage of air or loss of heat.
Therefore, in accordance with the above
views, when preparing my bees tor the
;

past

winter, after removing all combs
which were not needed for them to cluster
upon, moving up the division-board, and

the vacant space back of it with dry
ehaflf, the same cloth which had been used
to cover the brood-nest during the summer
being allowed to remain for winter, and
over this four sheets of newspaper were
placed and fitted down closely to the top
of the lower story of the hive ; and an
inch or two of fine chaff was put on top
of this and spread evenly around against
the outside, so as to be sure to hold the
edges of the paper down tight. Instead
of a cushion, I use a box made just as
large as can easily he set in and out of the
upper story of the hive, 6 inches deep,
with cotton cloth tacked on for a bottom ;
this is filled with chaff and set in on top
of the paper, which completes the covering. The paper effectually stops all passage of air, and yet it absorb.s the moisture, passes It up into the chaff, and thus
it escapes.
The entrances, 8x5^ inches,
were left open the full width, boards
being leaned up against the fronts of the
hives to keep the wind from blowing
directly in. In January, when the mercury was ranging down among the thirties,
for weeks at a time, and even to 40° below
zero, I shoveled snow around the hives,
first placing a stick in position, so that
after the snow was banked around, by
drawing out the stick carefully, It would
leave a hole about 3 inches in diameter to
admit fresh air to the entrance of the hive.
This air-passage was carefully kept open
all winter.
Some of my hives are made long enough
to accommodate 2 colonies In summer,
and a third one can be placed between
them for wintering, an entrance being
provided for that purpose. I had .5 hives
containing 3 colonies each, one hive with
filling

and

10 colonies, one In each hive. By
of experiment, I arranged one colony
so as to have about 5 inches of vacant
space below the combs, and one colony
which I did not value very highly, was put
upon combs which contained little or no
honey, but whatever pollen they might
happen to contain ; then, this colony was
fed for — :-*— 'exclusively some
^oyu, „o»i"''"^''.,'*'*"'®^
early-gathered
honey, or, as I suppose,
2,

of

using

on the table; and 1
bees would live through
it

to see if
the winter on that alone.
On Nov. 15, the bees had a good flight
on the next day cold weather came, and
came to stay. After the middle of December it became very severe, ranging below zero much of the time. On Christmas morning it was down to 30= below.
The mean temperature through the month
of December, computed from the lowest
point indicated by my thermometer as
carefully noted each day, was 7° above
for the month of January, 7° below and
for the first 34 days of February, ahout W'
below zero. The coldest moriilng during
that period was that of Jan. 33. when it
was 40° below zero. The bees had their
natural stores just as they had gathered
them, except tlie one mentioned above,
and one or two others which 1 feared
might be short, and so I gave them a little
syrup to make up the deficiency.
;
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this one, I would not ask anything
better.
I know this does not accord very
well with the oft-expressed opinion tliat
hiMiey-dew is the cause of the wholesale
loss of bees during the past winter ; but
ill my case it
is not guess-work, but the
result of a careful experiment. Those
colonics which were packed three In one
hive, did not do as well as those which
were one in a hive. All my losses and all
the serious cases of diarrhea, occurred
among those where 3 or 3 colonies were in

did

one hive.
I have another experiment which

with comb and honey, which were
placed in one end of the box, and kejit in
position by a glass partition, and hehl up
from the bottom by >^-iuch strips placed
under them, so the bees could pass from
one part of the box to the other. One end
By examination from time to time, I of this box was tnrmed of glass, the other
found that the paper placed over the bees end covered with wire-cloth. I could look
was fulfilling the desired purpose even Into either end at any time and see somebetter than I had anticipated, for all thing of what was going on inside. This
would feel dry and warm next to the bees, was kept on a shelf in the pantry, which
when sometimes the top of the chaff above was in constant use. and exposed to the
would be thoroughly soaked or covered full light of day, and all the noise and stir
over with a crust of frost. They got no of the house. The temperature was often
opportunity to fly until Feh. 37, when they up to 70°, sometimes 7ti°, and seldom if
had a good cleansing flight on that day and ever below .50°, during the winter. Some
the next.
Examination at this date of the bees would come out nearly evfry
showed that one colony had evidently day and buzz around awhile next to the
smothered early in the winter, the en- wire-screen, and then retire. The section
trance having been tightly closed with placed next to the glass-end of the box
'snow and ice. Five or 6 colonies had was mostly filled with white clover honey,
been, and still were, badly affected by but in the centre, at the upper part, was a
diarrhea, and much reduced in numbers
darker colored spot about the size of a
the remaining 20 were In fine condition, silver half-dollar, supposed to be honeyand all, or all but one, had more or less dew, which the bees broke Into -and conbrood. From this time until the middle sumed first of any. They reared a little
of March, the weather was quite mild, brood, and the queen and some of the bees
young bees were hatching out all the time, lived through until April 18, when I put
and things looked very hopeful.
them upon a comb of brood in a wire-cloth
But a change was coming March 17 cage and placed them in a hive with
opened with the mercury 19° below zero, another colony to form a nucleus.
Seymour, Wis.
and the wind blew a regular blizzard for
about two days and nights, and from this
time to March 2.3, the mercury ranged
from 10° to 16° below zero. During this
For the American Bee Journal.
cold snap my bees seemed to suffer much
more damage and loss than they had all Bee-Keeper's Staff— Fronting Hives.
the previous part of the winter. If I had
closed tightly the entrances of all the
J. H. ANDRE.
hives at this time, it would, no doubt,
have been much better or if I had refew years ago many of
scientific
moved the combs which they could not bee-keepers were making aour
jiractice of
occupy.from the weaker colonies, and con- dividing colonies instead of letting
them
tracted their brood-nests, the result might swarm naturally. Perhaps
not one farmer
have been different. But this not being in fifty ever had a colony
divided, and
done, 3 of the diseased colonies succumbed many of our most successful
bee-keepers
to the cold winds and froze
3 more have have returned to the old way, and consince dwindled away until one has become sequently must, at times,
meet with much
extinet.and as I wished to save the queen of difficulty in hiving
swarms, by their
the other, I disposed of It by putting the alighting on the trunks of
trees or high up
queen and a few bees that were left with on the outward branches.
Again, theur
her, upon a comb of brood placed in a cage favorite place will
be
some valuable
made of wire-cloth, and hung it in a hive tree where it Is almost on
impossible to get
with a strong colony, according to Mr. G. them without cutting the
branches
M. Doollttle's plan for forming nuclei in spoiling the shape of the tree. Such and
was
cold weather. Thus my stock Is reduced my experience until
I made what I call a
to 32 colonies, and some of those are bee-keeper's
staff, and then it was simply a
rather weak, but 1 hope to get along now pleasure.
without further loss, as the weather is
To make the staff, use a piece of light
getting quite warm, the bees have been timber 1% inches square,
and plane one
bringing In natural pollen for several days end 18 inches in length,
and also make it
past, and things begin to look encourag- eight-sided.
The handle may be rounded
ingagain.
IX inches in diameter, and any length
The colony that had the vacant space wanted. Probably two staffs
wUHje handbelow the combs Is one of the best the ier—one 6 feet and one 13 feet in length.
one that had nothing but honey-dew and Now take strips of tough wood
of an
pollen to subsist upon, also came through inch thick, five-eighths of
an inch wide, and
in
excellent condition.
Their combs, 13 inches long, and begin at the end of the
frames, and Inside of the hive are just as staff and nail on a strip
crosswise through
clean to-day as they were last summer. I the centre of the strip,
and one on the
do not think that there has been half a opposite side tuni the staff one-eighth
of
pint of dead bees In or around their hive the way aromid and nail
on another and
since last fall. If all of my colonies had one opjiosite. It will take
from 16 to 18
come through the winter as nice and clean jiairs of cross-pieces about one Inch
and with as small a percentage of loss as from centre fo centre, each one apart
being
filled

;

;

A

;

;

X

;

-...'

I

wish

On

;

way

1

it may be of interest to some:
Oct. 29, 1884, 1 put a queen and about
half a pint of bees into a box 13 inches
long and .5i^xRX inches, inside measure,
containing 3 two-pound sections partly

to relate, as

;
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nailed with tiiree small nails to hold it
well in place. If the staff is stained (not
painted) a color that resembles a natnral
bee-color, a swann wilh'lustercm it sooner.
The strips that are nailed on in the centre
should be 1.5 inches in length, and gradually shortened each way to one foot at
each" end.
When a swarm begins to cluster, hold
the staff under them, close to the object
ui)on whicli tlicy are aliijlitim:. and nearly
all tlie liers will aliirlit (jji the statf, and by
moving it aside a little ami agitating the
remaining ones, all will be secured, and
may be carried any distance to the hive
and none will fall from the staff, which
will save any extra trouble of carrying
hives, and the flying back and forth of bees
for a day or two, wHiere one is hived and
left to stand for one day and removed on
the morning of the next. With such a
staff a lady or an elderly person may hive a
swarm easily even in a place where it would
be difficult for two men without the staff
and as soon as the bees cluster, or a part of
them (no need to wait for all, the rest will
follow if yon go slow), they may be hived
in one-half, and in some instances onequarter of the time ; and there is not so
much danger of two or more swarms
uniting.

Hives should front east, southeast or
south, east being always preferred if poson account of the morning sun
warming the hives later in the day the atmosphere becomes warm, and hives facing
west (which is the worst direction of all)
get the biu-ning rays of the sun, when it is
a damage rather than a benefit. If one
has but a .small plot of ground, and the
hives are crowdeci, then it is best to vary
the frontage, as the bees are thrown too
much together, and are hindered somesible,

;

what in working. There is one other
thing to be taken into consideration
It
is hard work for laden bees to enter a hive
with the wind, and hives should be set

The subject of "Spring management of
The subject, "Care and marketing of
bees" was then introduced by Mr. Coeper. honey," was then discussed.
He allows small entrances, keeps all
Mr. Cover thought that we needed some
warm during early spring, and uses arti- responsible party to handle our honey for
Hcial pollen and other feed when neces- us but Messrs. Keeler, Moore and others
;

When tbe honey-season begins he
gives more room in the hives. He keeps
all drone-comb out of the brood-chambers
of all colonies except one selected colony,
and also one colony is selected for the
purpose of rearing queens
both tbe
drone-rearing and the queen-rearing colonies are selected for their Italian purity,
and for a combination of other good qualities.
Wlien ready to rear queens, he
removes the queen from the particular
colony, when the colony starts a number
of queen-cells, which he uses for starting
new colonies. He allows colonies plenty
of room, and controls increase by the
nuclei system of swarming.
By this
means he gets all his young queens from
his best stock. He prefers the Italians for
all purposes, but owing to other strains
around his apiary, he finds it hard to keep
them pure. Out of IS queens reared during the past season only 9 were purely
mated ; the others produced hybrids.
sary.

;

Mr. Barrows made some remarks on
necessary spring supplies for the
He put out his bees on March 11,
but thought perhaps he had put them out
too soon, as some had weakened since
being put out. • They did not carry in rye
pollen until March 39. Mr. G. W. Keeler
put his bees out on March 28, and Mr.
Haskins put his out on April 6.
President Swift said that be began in
1883 with 4 colonies, simply as a recreation, and for the interest that he took in
the study of bee-keeping. In 1884 he began with 7 colonies, having lost none durthe

apiarv.

ing the

previous

thought best to sell it direct to the consumers, as much as possible, and not to
run each other in prices. They also advised putting up honey in good shape for
the market, and net try to compete with
the honey that is brought to market in a
broken-up mess in jars, or in large boxes
and tubs. Nearly all consumers would
gladly pay more for comb honey in one
and two-pound sections than for that
which is broken or slovenly prepared tor
market.
In caring for comb honey, Mr. Keeler
said that he keeps it in a warm, dry place;
and the extracted honey he first puts into
barrels which have parts of the heads removed, and covers the openings with
cloths, which allows the honey to ripen
well by evaporation. It is then drawn
from the barrels and put into any kind of
vessels desired. He does not endeavor to
keep it from granulating.
As a full report could not be obtained,
the Secretary requested that all the members forward to him their reports stating
the number of colonies last fall and their
present number, which will then be sent
for publication. He also stated that the
Fair premium-list would be the same this
year as last, and hoped that all would endeavor to make a good exhibit.
The subject for the next meeting is,
" Fall care of bees." Adjourned to meet
on Saturday, July 18, 1885.
J. W. SANDEK.S, Sec.
0. B. Barrows, Pres.

increased his

winter,

number

to 21, and took 300 pounds of
honey which he sold at 1.5 and 2(5 cents per
pound. During the past winter he lost 8
and thought that 75 per cent, of
somewhat to conform with this in particu- colonies,
the bees in his vicinity, that were not
lar.
Bees enter a hive best head against
properly cared for, were dead.
the wind, as they are not so liable to take
In regard to wintering bees in cellars
a tumble and mix up in heaps as they
would in entering with the wind, when containing vegetables, Mr. Barrows said
that it did no harm
but keep the cellar
heavily laden and cannot control themwarm enough— about 45° above zero. He
selves. But as in most localities the prethought
that 90 per cent, of the colonies
vailing winds are from the southwest to
left on the summer stands during the past
northwest, a frontage from south to east
winter, were dead.
will be all that is required. For .smoker
Mrs. Van Meter said that she put in 21
tuel the fungous exeresenoes growing on
colonies last fall, and had lost 2 since putdecaying logs and trees in the woods, well
ting them out. Mr. Cover put in .5e colodried and cut in pieces the size of a hickory
nies, and took out .54 alive. He does all
nut, burn well, and last a long time. If,
however, bees are at all inclined to be he can to get all the colonies strong by the
time the honey harvest begins.
vicious, take cheap smoking tobacco, perThe Secretary, in speaking of the spring
haps the refuse stems would do, but care
slKiidd be taken not to smoke them too care of bees, showed the great need of tlie
division-board
for contracting the size of
much, as it soon puts a (luietus on the
bees, and too umch smoke might make the brood-nest to suit the size of the colthe honey taste, if wanted for use in a ony and he would even up weak colofew days. I scarcely ever use anything nies by taking frames from the strong
but tobacco, and 1 can quiet the very ones, and get all as strong as possible by
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;

;

Is it Necessary to

Wire Frames?

For the last few years we have heard a
good deal about wired frames, and quite a

number

of bee-keepers are using them.
In their favor two claims are made— that
the combs in wired frames are stronger
than in uuwired frames, and that the
foundation in such wired frames does not
sag so that some of the cells become
drone-cells. Perhaps a bit of experience
may be of service on these two points.
Strong combs, that is, combs strong
enough to endure any strain that may be
expected to come upon them, are desirable.
They should be strong enough to
bear up the weight of the brood even in
the heat of summer they should be strong
enough to be used safely in the extractor
and they should be strong enough to be
shipped by express in case one wants to
ship bees. This is all the strength that
they need any strength above this is quite
superfluous, and involves a useless expense. The wise bee-keeper will labor to
nave his combs strong enough he will
not care to have them needlessly strong.
I work my apiary entirely for extracted
honey, and in the course of the summer I
extract from nearly every comb in it. I
keep my hives standing in the sun, and
they have no shade of any kind even in
midsummer. I ship bees in large quantities, and to long distanct-s, and if anybody
needs strong combs, I do if anybody has
trouble with nnwired frames, 1 ought to
have trouble. I have never had a wired
;

;

the time of the white clover harvest. He
also spoke of the advantage of having
uniformity in frames and hives, as it aided
materially in
for
caring
the bees
properly.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
In reference to drone-comb in the broodframes, and keeping empty combs from
Marshall Co., Iowa, Convention.
the moth, Mr. Coeper saiti
Keep all the
drone-comb cut out, and place such
The Marshall County Bee-Keepers' frames in the middle of the brood-nest,
Association met at the Court House in when worker-comb will always be seMarshalltown, Iowa, on April 18, 188.5, cured if not, cut it out again. If the
with the President, Mr. J. Swift, in the combs have become old, cut al| out and
chair.
let the bees build new ones, or put in
At the afternoon session the minutes of comb foundation, and replace them in the
the previous meeting, as published in the centre of the brood-nest, when the object frame in my apiary, and as to combs
Bke Jouknal, were read and approved, will be accomplished. To keep empty melting down in the sun, it never liappena.
and five new members joined the Associa- combs from the moth, store them in a dry For the last three years there has not
tion.
The election of ofticers for the en- place, and fumigate them with sulphur been a comb that has melted down. In
suing year resulted as follows: Presi- smoke two or three times, keeping them extracting it is very seldom indeed that a
dent, O. B. Barrows, of MMishalltown
enclosed so moths cannot get at them.
comb is broken, in one season I shipped
Vice-President, Jos. .Swift, of .SiHte CenThe Secretary said that be had success- by express 140 colonies of bees, and did
tre; Secretary, J. W. Sanders,of Marshall- fully fumigated empty combs by rolling not have a i)article of trouble with one of
town
Treasurer, G. W. Calhoun, of u|i some sulphur in a piece of cotton cloth, them. I have every year, for the la.st four
Marshalltown.
and using a bee-smoker in fumigating them. years, shipped from 40 to 140 colonies of

worst colony

in 10 seconds.

;

Lockwood, N. Y.

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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bees by express, and have never had a be overcome, or disaster will come
after all the advancement we have
Sii far as my experience goes as to the made.
frames
are
needwired
strength of combs,
How to dispose of our honey at r e
less.
Tlie expense of wiring them is a
successSomebody in his ex- munerative prices how to
useless expense.
Northern
uberant praise of wired frames, said that fully winter our bees in our
he could tlirow tlie combs across tlie climate ; and how to preserve the
hoiiey-liouse without brealtiug them. But general health of our bees at all times
why sliould anybody want to throw combs or seasons of the year, are questions
across tlie lioney-liouse? Auotlier said that should command the attention
that he could dance on the frames witliont and eidist the labors of every beebreaking them. Again, why sliould any- keeper. In giving my views on the
body want to dance on the frames ?
The other claim in favor of wired last of these important questions, I
frames is, that foundation in such frames am well aware that I shall incur the
do not sag or stretch, and hence that no displeasure of many bee-keepers
cells become enlarged into drone-cells. however, I will endeavor to meet
For seven years I have had ail my combs what objections may be raised.
built on full sheets of foundation, using
In reading the many books and
several hundred pounds of foundation
each year, ami I have now in my apiary periodicals publislied in the interest
about 3,000 combs built on foundation of of apiculture, we notice a general
the combs built on foundation there are fear in regard to that disease often
very few indeed that liave any drone- found among bees— improperly called
cells not enough to do any harm at all. foul brood— which often sweeps away
By a very little care in the use of combs, whole apiaries, leaving in its wake
drone-cells are kept out of every colony
nothing but the dead and rottenness;
that ouglit not to rear drones.
not only so, but in many instances it
If it were necessary for me to wire
frames in order to prevent the appearance strips the poor bee-keeper of his only
of drone-cells, or in order to make the means of support. Now, it is quite
combs strong enough to bear the strain clear that two things must be done,
that naturally comes on them, I should in order to secure safety viz
First,
wire them.
My experience proves that we must be able to cure or weed out
for me it is not necessary, and 1 therethe disease where it now exists and
fore decline to wire them.
second, we must prevent its being
Iowa City, Iowa.
spread in such a manner as to reach
those colonies which are, as yet, in a
healthy condition.
Farmers' Home.
Mr. Cheshire, on pages 1)44 and 740
"
The Little Busy Bees."
of the Bee Journal for 1884, seems
to feel quite certain that by supersed-

comb break down.

;

;

—

:

;

;

EDWARD

GRIMES.

Ever work the busy

bees,

In the fields of clover
Toiling from the morning hoiu's
Till the day is over
Oft they sip the honey pure
From the snow-white chalice
Then they linger for awhile
In a lily palace.
;

;

:

In a

little

Witli the greatest angle.
carli lioney-drop.

There they put
Shining

Then

lil<('.

a sjiangle

tlicy ilosp

;

each tiny cell

Till tlic (hivs arc coUler,

For the little Ijues to eat.
While they're growing older.

Every lovely day they fly
Till the summer's over,

sonably expect to "stamp it out;"
but here is where the trouble comes
There are many who keep their bees
in a sort of " slipshod " way, and
when the bees become diseased, they
let them light it out in their own way
as best they can, and in warmer
climates a disease may linger for
years. From such apiaries the disease may be spread to others which

For tbe American Bee

JonmaL

W. H. STEWART.

;

Those engaged

in apiculture are, as

in other branches of business, only
successful when their energetic and
well-directed labors bring success.
The pathway of progress is ever beset
by obstacles which must be overcome
ere we reach the goal of success that
lies beyond. The overcoming of many
serious obstacles is what has elevated
bee-keeping of the present day, far
above that of 40 years ago. There are
yet. liowever, obstacles which must

possible.

Some have proposed that laws be
enacted that would authorize certain
persons to visit all apiaries and ex-

overhaul my colonies ? Not much I
would not allow them to remain in
my house or on my premises for a
;

moment and
;

I

would resort

to

any

lawful means to get them out of the
community as soon as possible. All
reasonable bee-keepers would justify
me when they once understood the
nature of the case. Such committees
would only be another vehicle for the
and as spreading of the disease.

are more carefully managed
many of these apiaries are used for
Mr. Doolittle, on page 245, seems to
the production of queens for the partially quiet his fears by a kind of
market, thousands of young queens an uncertainty whether Mr. Cheshire
may become fertilized by diseased has been treating the same disease of
drones, as proven by Mr. C's discov- bees that is known here as " American
ery and as such queens begin to lay foul brood."
His article leads to
they are pronounced ready for the some important questions:
I. Was
market. As the apiarist has no means not Mr. D. as liable to labor under a
of knowing whether the germs of mistake in regard to the real foul
destruction are in the queens' bodies, brood as was Mr. Cheshire V 2. Does
he mails them to his customers, and he know that the spores of the disfoul brood is scattered in every direc- ease do never adhere to the feet or
tion and a single queen introduced bodies of the bees ? 3. If the spores
to a colony, would soon spread death carried on the bees, or in the honey
and destruction throughout a whole that the bees carried with them when
apiarian district. All reasonable bee- driven from the filthy hive to the
keepers will readily see that just so new one, would die and never develop
long as the trade in queens and nuclei the disease in the new hive, then why
is kept up, just so long will foul burn the old hiveV
Why not wash
brood be found cropping out here and and paint it, and conclude that the
there wherever bees are found.
spores left behind were just as harmIt is true that many queen-breeders less as those carried into the new
are honest, and doing all they can to hive V
If I understand the many bee-books
improve the stock of bees yet it is
also just as true that many bee-keep- that I have read, and which are writ;

ftueens Conveying Foul Brood.

ence whether we purchase a queen
from a careful or from a careless
dealer. Mr. C. has proven that no
dealer in queens can know positively
that all the queens which he sells are
free from the germs of foul brood.
Only last year we read in the Bee
JouKNAi, that foul brood had been
shipped, and it turned out that both
parties may have been innocent.
What are we to do ? Abandon the
business and get out as nearly whole
as we can V or agree on some plan to
protect the apiaries that are yet in a
healthy condition V I propose that we
continue in the business, and that we
purchase no bees or queens from
abroad, and in every proper manner
discontinue the shipping of bees from
place to place by bee-merchants, and
that we require that the carrying of
queens in the mails be discontinued
by law. We have often been told
that we would be just as well off to
breed our own queens, as to send
away for them. We could easily try
the experiment of receiving no bees
from abroad for five years, and where
the disease is found to exist, cure it if

;

;

Either in a butter-cup
Or upon the clover
Either in a nodding-tree
On a mellow- apjSe,
Or they rest upon a bud.
Opening white and dapple.

ers are like men in other businessmaking financial success paramount
to all other considerations. Again, it
is true that it makes but little differ-

amine all the colonies to ascertain
whether foul brood is present. Let
ing the diseased queen, and properly us suppose that a committee had thus
using phenol, all colonies suffering found foul brood in one apiary, and
from the dreadful disease may be had handled it while disposing of it,
effectually cured. If this be true, and then goes on twenty miles and
and Mr. C. or some other expert could reaches my place they inform me of
have the management of all the dis- their business, and what they had
eased colonies, and it were not al- just been doing; do you suppose that
lowed to spread, then we might rea- I would allow them to begin to
:

yellow cup,

297
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ten by the most able and experienced
bee-iuiisteis, the spores of the fundus
are carried in many ways from hive
to hive, and also the most severe
freezing does not kill them, but if
in after-years swarms are put into the
old hives which once contained foul
brood, the germs would develop and
destroy the new colony. If all the
books and masters are in the wrong,
and Mr. D. is right in his method of
curing the real foul brood, then it follows that it is all nonsense to burn
the infected hives, and that we need

the disease confined to one, and vary
in three cases, and confined to the
spermatheca in four, indicating that
the queen in these cases was born
healthy, but had contracted disease
at her mating.
Another queen was diseased in the
liver, and in the liver only, as far as I
could find. This clearly proves that
in the adult insect the infection may
be localized, and assume a chronic instead of an acute form, reminding of
a bacillus disease to which our poor

Piirifyinff

and Testing Beeswax,

etc.

—7— Paul Scheuring,(75—68), Nicollet,
o»Wis., on

lows

May

1,

1885, writes as fol-

:

As near as I can find out, about 14 of
the bees are dead in this secticm. I commenceil t lie season of 1884 with SB coloiues,
iucieasi'd tlicin to 7.5, by uatural swarming, and obtained 3,200 pounds of comb
honey in sections, and nearly 2,800 pounds
of extracted. 1 fed one barrel of granulated sugar for winter stores. I lo'-t 7
colonies during the past winter— 2 from
diarrhea, 1 suflfooated, and -1 became
consumption, which (lueeiiless in the winter, so I united tln-in
flesh is heir ; viz
have but little fears of foul brood will remain in abeyance during condi- with other colonies this spring. I may
tions making for health, and will lose 1 or 2 more by spring dwindling. I
that can be so easily cured.
have now come to a crisis. If then, when the vitality is lowered, bad .5 colonies in tiie cellar and 70 outsiile
on
Mr. Cheshire knows foul brood, then break forth in one lung, or in the packed with sawdust. I packed themthis
Oct. 1. and as the sawdust was green
the queen-traffic must stop, or dis- mesentery, or brain ; and then more gave it time to dry before witUer, at least
aster will be the result. If he is or less quickly wreck the whole or- tliat next to the "hive. I bad a cake of
handling a different disease that is ganization of the body. It is, there- beeswax which bad tallow orgrease mixed
quite or nearly as bad as American fore, quite possible that a queen may with it. Is there any way of separating
druggist told me how to tell when
foul
brood, then the queen-traffic be long diseased, and that herprogeny it?
must stop, or we will soon have it in may not be affected until her egg- there is grease mixed with wax. It is as
scrape a smooth surface on the
bearing organs are reached. If this follows
America— yea, all over the world
of wax if it is pure one can write
and disaster comes. Shall we rush view be correct, and I only feel that cake
if it has grease
it with a pen and ink
on
heedlessly on, or hault, and acquaint the evidence is not as yet sufficient in in it, it will act the same as if trying to
ourselves with the uncertain ground amount to warrant a very positive write on greasy paper. This is a simple
:

We

A

:

;

;

that lies just before us
Orion, p Wis.

assertion,

'?

the one

then

now

in

such a question as

categorical answer. The condition of
well to ascertain Mr.
the queen at the time must be fully
views
on
this
subCheshire's
Frank
known before a definite yes or no can
ject, and we will quote the following be given, but I would strongly urge
the desirability of breeding only from
article from him in answer to some
queens that have given the very
questions on the same subject in the highest results. Never, on any acliritish Bee Journal for April 15, 188.5
count, allow a cell from a weakling to
[It

test,

hand admits of no from

may be

:

and may save some other bee-keeper
being swindled the way I was.

[By request, Messrs. Dadant & Son re" We do not know of any
way to remove or separate tallow from
wax, and do not think that there is any.
Such wax is only fit to be used for grafting-wax or candles. Tliere is a very simple and prompt way to detect tallow in
wax at ordinary temperature by scratching wax with the finger-nail. If pure, the

ply as follows

:

not more than ten mouths since mature.
I started those investigations which
For editorial comment on this queshave scattered almost every previously tion, the reader is referred to the first
wax will shine but mixed with tallow, it
held notion respecting foul brood, to
Journal.—Ed.]
will have a dull-looking color. Besides, it
the winds, and it would be unpardon- page of this
has a greasy touch at all times. In breakable vanity to suppose that the whole
question has as yet been exhausted.
ing a cake of tallow wax, the smell of lard
That queens can and do sometimes
or grease can readily be detected in a fresh
into
the
colonies
disease
to
bring
break."— Ed.]
which they are inserted, I have put
altogether beyond question and this
Cold Weather.— J.
Brood Chilled
fact, although perhaps at first unwelC. Mishler, (9), Ligonier, rf Iiid., on
come to dealers, is, after all, an addiMay 4th, 1885, writes us the followtion to our knowledge, which tends
Every Promise of a Good Season.— ing:
directly to the advantage not only of
W. Demaree. Christiansburg,5
There is a frost nearly every morning,
the bee-keeper, but the dealer him- G.
Ky., on May 7, 1885, writes thus
on May 3 ice formed nearly X, of a" '""u
self, since the interests of the two,
and it was so cool that tlie bees flew
I liave to report .severe losses of bees in thick,
when clearly understood, are found to
was the only about two hours in the middle of the
be identical. No caution because no this part of Kentucky. Starvation
Bees
were dwindling away very fast,
day.
Our bees are nearly, if not
caution was considered necessary in sole cause.
Fruit-bloom is so that colonies that were jiretty strong in
quite a montli behind.
doubt,
has,
no
that had brood
sending out queens
going witliout much benefit to the bees. the middle of April, and
often been a fruitful cause of calamity Dandelion is helping the bees along now, started in 3 to 4 frames, are all dwindled
to
by spreading disease, and so many and soon the famous black locust will give away now, or are not strong enough
during these cool nights.
have in disgust given up the hobby. the bees a busv harvest. Contrary to my, cover the brood some
in
some
brood
chilled
found
To-day
I
If dealers forewarned now act con- fears, the wliite clover is uninjured by the
promise of the hives. The past was the hardest
scientiously, this can all be avoided, eokl, dry winter. We have every
ever' experienced.
o( a good lioney-season but our colo- winter on bees that I
and one of the occasions of disappoint- now
had my bees prei)ared tor winnies are not strong enough to make the best The way I
They were on the
ment and vexation eliminated.
ter was as follows
of the situation.
summer stands on from 5 to 8 frames, and
As to whether queens reared from
or small sticks of
the
combs
through
a diseased motlier would be free from
What Ails the Bees?— K. Schwing, holes
for passagethe disease, I can only answer with Baton ilouge,© La., on May 5, 1885, wood on top of the frames
used division -boards on both
ways.
reserve. From such a queen, I should writes thus
cushions
cotton
sides of brood-chambers,
imagine it would be extremely unthe
bees seem to he sick they swell up on top of the frames, and then I filled
My
would
be
progeny
likely that any
and crawl about on the ground m front of upper story with clover chaff, and also on
riddled
by
was
yet
I
healthy.
She
and
(livision-bcKirds,
actually
their hives until they die. I tiiid a yellow the .sides of the
the disease in every part, and since I mass in their abdomens, and it smells sour. lost heavily. I think that the cause was
honey
and the- poor
.„
long confinemeut
^
have actually witnessed the pest at Wliat is the matter with them? They .„..„
during last August
work in unlaid eggs, few of hers could liave tlieir hives full of new honey, and which they gathered lioney-dew,
" bugor
The
September.
and
be supposed to be free. This malady, we have had good weather all spring.
juice" as some call it, which they also
although quickly killing the grubs,
"
conlong
good gathered last fall, together with
[It is evidently diarrliea, but with
on account of the extreme softness of honey in the hives," and " fine weather all finement, I think gave them the diarrhea,
their tissues, which allows the bacilli
and thus they ili<'ci with lots of honey in
the spring," it seems strange for bees iu the hive.
Unprotected colonies are all
to travel through and through tliem,
dianhea.—
with
afflicted
Louisiana
to
be
dead. There are about 50 colonies left out
does not seem to rapidly make an end
of 450 in one township.
of the adult bees and I have found Ed.]
It is

;

;

—

;

:

—

—

;

:

!.

I

:

;

;

::

:

:
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Pollen and Larral Bees.— Prof. A.
one-half
Wind-Breaks— Bee-Passages.— Wm. every four weeks. By midwinterFebruary
J. Cook, Agricultural College, 9Mich.,
had
starved to death, and by
ou
Mayl,
Ills.,
Lebanon,?
M.Ross,
there was much breeding, diarrhea and writes thus
18a5, says

:

AltlioiiKh the wiiitor jiLst passed has
been uiuisuallv scveriN and a sreat many
have lost heavily, some even all tlieir bees
losses are
from one cause or another,

my

being only 3 colonies out of 80.
all wintered on the sunuuer
stands in single-walled liives with natural
and all— except one colony
pcdlen
storeii—
which had frames of honey taken from an
upper story whieli eontained little or no
pollen. Tliis colony fared no Ix'tterthan
the rest. 1 never had bees in better condition in the spring than thev were this
spring. I think a good wind-break is necessary in such winters as the one we have
just passed tlirough and above all have
the hive so arranged that the liees can iiass
over the tops of the frames, lor this will
often keep them from star\ing witli plenty
of honey in the hive, as ni very cold
weather the heat from the cluster passes
upward, and the bees are enabled to pass
from one comb to another, where, if they
had to pass under tlie frames, they would
be chilled as soon as they left the cluster.
Bees are leathering honey from the fruitvery

light,

My'bees were

:

bloom

to-Llay.

starvation with some freezing, resulting
from intense cold following a few days of
warm weather. In March and April there
was dwindling and starvation. The loss
for 1880-81 was from one-half to two-thirds
of the bees ; loss for 1884-85, three-fourths
to nine-tenths. Deductions : With plenty
of stores and an even temperature, if not
too low, is best. Cellar wintering is better
than out-doors. My own report for the
season of 1884 is, no honey taken. It was
the poorest honey season in ten years. I
increased my number of colonies nearly
number, last fall, was 80
one-half.
now, 11. Out of 43.5 colonies reported for
Madison county, only 14 are left. One
apiary consistetl of 300 colonies, now nothing is left ; another of 190 colonies fared
the same.

my hearty endorsethe able article from Mr. J.
Rutherford, on page 333. The article criticizes two points in my Manual. The first
point criticized 1 leave wholly to the readers, as I have no desire to change the sentence in the Manual. Tlie point to be enforced, is that the larval state is the one of
growth and nutrition, par-excellence and
this is true of bees, as of all insects. 1 had
no desire to go intodetails. The nextsentence is surely worthy of criticism, and
changed in the next edition,
will be
My
never thought
I
thanks to Mr. R.
that pollen was direct food of larval iiees,
although the sentence so puts it. Pollen
is never given as food to bees directly, but
is necessary either tlirough secretinn or
digestion on the part of the bees, to
furnish the pabulum for the larvae. When
A Southern Honey-Plant. Harry I penned the sentence, I had no thought
W. Mitchell, Hawk's Park,© Fla„ that pollen, as pollen, was fed to bees I
writes thus about a Southern honey- meant to show that it was necessary to
brood-rearing. Whether the jelly fed to
plant
young bees is wholly a secretion, ov is in
of
a
plant
as
I
small
branch
I send you a
part digested pollen or pollen and honey,
wish to know its name. It is the best is not yet shown. True, .some of the
honey-producer we have here during savants of Germany hold that it is wholly
Marcli and April, with the possible ex- a secretion yet they are not positive.
ception of the orange. 1 cannot find out
the name of it from any of the residents
Black Drones and Italian Queens.
here some claim that it is a species of
myrtle, which 1 hardly believe.
D. L. Shapley,Randallsville,ON. Y.,
I

wish to express

ment

of

:

;

—

;

:

;

Sugar Syrup for Winter Stores.— W.
M. Carr, Bradford,? N. H.,on May 1,
1885, writes

thus

:

;

In the spring of 1884 I obtained 3 colo[The plant is " Kalmia augustifolia." 1
nies of pure Italians, and increased them
colonies by division. In tlie fall 1 ex- am glad to hear such high praise of this
to
tracted the honey and fed sugar syrup to 4 beautiful plant, which Prof. Agassiz styled
colonies, and left one of these, and one
will
with full frames of honey, packed in chaff the gem of the vegetable world. As
on the sunnner stands. 1 put 3 colonies be seen on page 385 of my Manual, a near
having syrup stores, and one with fall relative has been given a very questionable
honey, into tlie cellar under my house.
whether
The i colonies that had sugar syrup came reputation. I have long wondered
through in good condition with very few any of the mountain laurels produced
both ol the colonies that had poisonous honey.— A. J. Cook.]
dead bees
honey died, and the combs are badly soiled
with diari'hetic excreta.
13
C. M.
Cold. Rainy Spring.
Heavy Losses of Bees. 11 R. C. Kingsley, Elvason,-K3 Ills., on May 1,
Aiken, Shambaugli, p Iowa, on April 1885, writes
30, 1885, writes as follows
The sun is shining this morning, and
bees are left are beginning to fly.
The winter of 1880-81 was a very severe what
winter was so hard on them, and the
The
one, but during the past winter, although
sprmg has been so cold and rainy, that 1
not quite so long or severe as that of 1880- feared I should lose all of my bees, but I
81, the loss of bees has been nmch greater
still have 30 colonies left, which 1 think
in this part of the country. I have been
will srrrvive.
gathering statistics with the following results
Reported in this couuty (Page) last
Cleansing Spotted Combs.— I, N.
fall 700 colonies
yet living 175. This repas
resents, perhaps, not more than one-half or Bayles, Urbanua,o+ Iowa, writes
two-thirds of the bees in the county. One follows
;

—

— —

:

:

:

;

bee-man who had

110 colonies last fall,

who

and

wintered about one-lialf of them in a
cellar, saved a little over one-half of his
number about 90 per cent, of the balance
were wintered without protection. Taking
the county over, I am satisfied that there is
not more than 10 per cent, of the bees now
living.
Cellar wnitering has proven the
best by about .50 per cent. The winter of
1880-81 was one of steady cold from November to April (the bees having no flight
for about 5 or 6 months), and with a gi'eat
amount of snow, but with an average temperature somewhat above that of the past
winter. L/ast winter set in about Dec. 1,
and was noted for spells of intense cold
with one thaw every moon, and with
spring opening in March. We did not
have the amoimt of snow in this part of
the country last winter that was had in
other parts. The following is a comparative statement of the condition of the bees
for the two winters
In the fall of 1880,
the colonies were strong, they had plenty
of fall honey, it was steady, long-continued cold, no flights, and diarrhea, with
desertions in the spring. In the fall of
1884 the colonies were weak in numbers
and honey they had a flight about once in
;

:

;

—

writes thus on the above subject
I have been told that drones from a pure
Italian queen that was fertilized by a
black drone were just as pure to breed
from as were those that were reared from
an Italian queen that was purely mated.
I have not had exjjerience sufficient to
know, and I wish to keep my colonies as
pure as 1 can. I have had good success, I
think, for I have lost only 3 colonies during tlie past two years, while others
around me have sometimes lost nearly all
of theirs.

have a pure Italian queen that was
bv a black drone will a queen
by a drone reared from such a
queen produce pure Italian bees ?
3. 1 have a quantity of foundation made
one year ago will bees work on it as well
as on foundation made this season ? Will
it pay to have it melted and made over ?
1.

I

fertilized
fertilized

;

;

[1.

No.

is not necessary to melt up old
foundation. Dip the sheets in hot water
and then keep
(say from 100 to 110 Fahr.)
The bees
it in a warm room till needed.
will accept it just as readily as newlyMy loss during the past winter was 17 made foundation.—Ed.]
colonies out of 55 the most of them having died with the diarrhea, and some that
Great Losses of Bees.— James Ronwere quite strong when put out of the ian, Villisca, 9 Iowa, on April 30,
cellar, nave dwindled badly. The weather 1885, writes
has been so cold that they could not
Over three-fourths of the bees in southgather pollen at the time they needed it.
western Iowa are dead. I had 41 colonies
is there any way to clean combs that the
for good
one of my
bees have spotted ? I do not think it a that hibernated
last fall, and
good plan to use them if they can be neighbors put up 90 colonies
with 10 to
Bee-keepers
3
left.
cleaned, as the bees will not remove all of now lie has
lost all. There are a lot
the spots from them but they will store 15 colonies have
part of
honey in them to winter on, and then per- of long-faced bee-keepers in thisalive
are
are
haps die during the next winter. As far the country. What bees
well
cellars
as
died
in
well.
They
doing
as I have heard, the loss of bees in this
as on the summer stands. Diarrhea was
Eart of the country is about one-third, the cause.
last fall there were 734 colonies of bees,
and the total product of honey and beesThose Ventilation Reports.- James
wax for the past season was 14,799 pounds
writes
of the former and 170 pounds of the latter. Heddon, Dowagiac, P Mich.,
3. It

;

;

;

;

thus concerning them

:

[That which the bees leave on the
X am receiving many valuable reports
combs, after cleansing and using them, on ventilation, but what I had reference
want, is regarding the
will not be injurious to tli% health of the to, and most

smallest amount of ventilation given in
bees— being oidy stains which would be winter repositories.
wish that beeI
remove even if attempted by keepers would respond to that question as
would admit.
convenience
their
as
soon
the apiarist.— Ed.]

difficult to

:

:
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Bees in Good Condition.— Charlie W.
Bradish, Greig,5 N. Y., on May 1,
1SS5, writes as follows
:

Last

:

Colonies Strong and Breeding.^-A.
E. Manum, Bristol,*© Vt., on May 4,
1885, writes thus
My bees have wintered well, consider-

put into the cellar 93 colonies
of bees, and I have lost 3 colonies and 1 ing the severity of the past winter. My
nucleus the rest are in good condition. loss is 4 per cent., caused by starvation,
1 put them on the summer stands the last mice and queenlessness. There was no
week in April. My bees are a cro.ss be- diarrhea among them. The balance are
very strong, and are breeding rapidly I
tween Italians and German brown bees
they winter better tiiau pure Italians. never had bees any stronger at this season
There has been a great loss of bees in this of the year. I hear of great losses around
county, amonii box hive bee-keepers, who here among the box-hive bee-keepers.
will likely give up the business.
fall I

;

;

:

Report, from B. E. Foster, Utica,©
Leaving tlieir Hives.
X. Y., on May 4, 1885
Henry Kohnadel, Fair Haven, ^ Ills.,
On Nov. 38, 1884, I put 31 colonies into
on April 27, 1885, writes thus
winter quarters, and I removed them on

—

Colonies

swarms

?

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the

American Bek Journal,

Monday,

May

10 a. m..

t

11, 1885.

(

:

:

Last fall I placed 30 colonies of bees in
a house prepared for the purpose, and this
spring 1 tooli; out 19 colonies in good condition, one having the diarrhea. My bees
Wfie doing well "until yesterday, when 3
colonies came out of their hives as it they
were swarming, and went in with other
colonies, leavnuz plenty of honey and
young brood. This is something I have
never heard of before. 1. What was the
cause of their doing so ? 2. What is best
to do with the honey and combs in the
vacated hives ? Can I save it and put
other bees in these liives when I have

Although we have had some warm

ing.

days, yet this morning 1 covered up my
hives with blankets and old carpets so as
to keep the bees as warm as possible. It
froze quite hard last night. I am very
well satisfied with my success in wintering my bees, considering the hard winter.
The most of the bees in this locality are
dead.

April

IS, 1885, there being left 17 colonies
as good as any in this State. I do not

want much honey or many bees in the
hives when ]iiit up for winter, and let them
liavi' all the jiollen they store.
Of tlie 4
colonies hjst, 1 was queenless, and 1 was
in a box-hive, so I did not know whether it
had a queen or not, but the other 3 were
the best in the whole lot— strong in bees,
and had plent\' of honey— and they had
the diarrhea. If I have a good bee-house,
and the hives contain a few bees, and just
enough honey to bring them through, and

each colony has a good queen, I have no
fears of winter, at least such has been my
if

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

:

CHICAGO.
HONEV.— Demand is light and

receipts are also

lightas itapproacbestheend of the season. Prices
range from in@l5c. for beat grades of comb honey,
and for extracted. .5(470.

BBESWAX.-Yelk.w, 27030c.
R. A. BCKNETT. 161 South Water at.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote the following prices Fancy
:

white comb in

1-lb. sections, l*-;(ailMc.
the same in
sections, 15@l*ic; fancy white ('aliforniaii-lbs.,
Extracted weak, 6@8c. Sales very slow.
32 cts. per lb.
Blake & Kiplet, s7 Chatham Street.

2-1 b.

•

li2(S.l4c.

BEESWAX.—

experience.

Something distasteful to the bees
caused them to leave the hive it would
Using Combs
from Depopulated
be difficult to determine what that was, Hives.- John Yoder,Springtield, Out.,
unless we were on the spot and could get on April 28, 1885, writes thus
some clue to it.
The past has been a very hard winter on
bees. All the small bee-keepers have lost
2. All you can do is to give the frames
nearly all, and the larger bee-keepers at
of brood and honey to weak colonies, and
least half of their bees. I liave lost 43
use the hives for swarms, or when divid- colonies out of 90, and consequently I
ing for increase.
The empty combs have on hand all their combs (364), which
should be kept in a tight box and fumi- have more or less honey in them, and all
are more of less soiled, as the bees died of
gated with sulphur occasionally to keep diarrhea. I would like to have the folthe moth from destroying them.— Ed.]
lowing questions answered
1. What is
the best and quickest way of getting my
empty combs occupied ? 3. Would it pay
Expecting a Good Season.— Wm. An- to buy untested queens
at swarming time,
derson, Sherman ,o» Mo., on May 5, and put them into the old hives when a
188.5, says
swarm issues ? As my bees are blacks,
My bees are not doing as well as they would the above be a good way to imwere two weeks ago. The weather is very prove my stock ? 3. How can I best
cool, and keeps everything back.
Very clean the old combs, or if scraped as clean
few bees are left in this neighborhood, as possible, will the bees readily accept
most of them having frozen or starved. 1 them ? I have left from last year 300 nice
am looking for a good yield of honey this combs (in all over 600), and, of course, I
year, as there was very little honey gath- want to increase my number of colonies,
ered from wild howers last season. Last but not at the expense of honey.
year my honey was mostly from buck[1. Give the queens plenty of room for
wheat and white clover, but all of the late
honey was from buckwheat, as dry eggs, by using the empty combs, and then
weather set in and caused everything to divide the colonies as soon as they bedry up, and thus it cut short the fall crop come populous enough.

hour

to this

[1.

NEW

YORK.

;

:

HONE Y—Of late we have

had quite a

stir in

our

honey market, and comb and extracted has moved

Since Sept. 1, IK.S4, we liiive received
of comb honey in 1 and 2-lb. sections,
and l2,im<j lbs. of extracted. We quote prices obtainable as follows: Fancy white comb In 1-lb.
sections, I4@15c; the same in 2-lb. sections. 13®14:
Fair to good white comb in 1-lb. sections, I2@13c:
the same in 2-lb. sections, Il@12c. Fancy buckwheat comb honey in 1-lb. sections, yc: the same
in 2-lb. sections, 8c. Ordinary grades not wanted.
Extracted white clover in kegs or barrels, 7@8c:
extracted buckwheat, or dark, in kegs or barrels,
freely.

U)7,fX)2 lbs.
1

eae^c.

BBESWAX-Prlme yellow, crude, 32ffl33c.
McOaul & HILDRETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.

:

of honey.

3.

Backward

Spring.— H. O. McElhany, Vinton, o» Iowa, on May 2, 1885,

Yes

;

if

you do not care for pure

stock.

3. The bees will clean the combs, if
given a few at a time, better and cheaper
The loss of bees has been about one- than you can do it.— Ed.]
half ill some localities here, and not so
much in others. The spring is backward,
Still Cold and Snowing.— L. Reed,
and a good many bee-keepers have lost
from spring dwindling. Bees are now Orono,© Mich., on May 8, 188.5, regathering pollen from box-elder and elm.
ports thus
On April 6, my bees had been in the
Report, from O. C. Stickles, Can- cellar for 147 days, when I removed them
for a flight. I returned them to the cellar
ton,,^ N. Y., on May 2, 188.5
after tiaving their flight, and again put
On N'ov. 1.5, 1884, I put 49 colonies of them out on April 35, and thev soon began
bees into the cellar, and on May 1, 188.5, 1 to carry in pollen. I lost 6 colonies out of
took out 44 colonies in good condition, 5 34, 4 having starved, and 2 were queenless;
of the original number having starved. My the rest are in good condition, strong in
cellar ha,s no ventilation, except what is bees, but light in stores. I am now feedgiven by a window, and I thnik that is ing them, and shall continue it during
quite sufficient. I have never lost a colony this month. The past winter was the
in the cellar, when the bees had plenty of coldest 1 have ever seen, and we are havhoney to winter on, unless a colony be- ing a backward spring today the ground
came queenless.
is white with snow, and it is still snow-

writes

CINCINNATI.
new has transpired

HONEY— Nothing

in the
market.
has Improved for good qualities
of extracted honey, but the large stock on the
market keeps prices low. It brings 5@9c on arrival.

Demand

BEESWAX— It

2ecs.3nc

on

is in
arrival.
C. F. MUTH.

good demand and brings

Freeman & Central Ave.

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— Nothing is doing on export account,
and very little local tradiug. There is considerable honey still on the market, but stocks do not
include much of strictly choice quality. While to
extra white comb, 8@Mc; dark to good. 4@7c: extracted, choice to extra white, 4V®.'>^c: amber
colored, 4'4@494c.
(Juotable at 23025C— wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.

BEESWAX-

ST. 1,0 Dig.

HONEY — Steady;
small.
tracted

Comb,

demand and

12<314c per

lb.,

supply

both

and strained and ex-

.'j^{3)fiC.

BEBSW AX-Flrm at 32@32Xc. tor choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & CO..

104 N. 3d Street

:

:

;

CliBYBLAND.

HONEY— Since our last report

there has been a

demand for honey, and some sates
have been made at 13hi^l4c for best white honey
little

better

Second quality is still very dull
Extracted is notsalableatany price In

in 1-lb. sections.

at

1

20

1

3c.

our market.

BEESWAX.- Scarce at 28@30.
A. C.

kbndel.

KANSAS

1 1.*}

Ontario Street.

CITY'.

HONE Y— Trade is picking up a little. Induced by
the extreme low prices at which it is selling. Still
there is not the demand there should be. Stocks
of all kinds now are full, and more sellers than
buyers. Choice white comb l-lb. sections. I3(sjl4c:
2-lb. sections, I2(«13c per lb.: extracted, 5(<ji7c.
BEESWAX.— None in the market.
Clbmons.Cloon & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections
13®l4c; extracted, eV«c.

GEO. W.

MEADE & ('c. 213 Market.

!
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Convention Notices.

Local Convention Directory

S^~The

Timeandplaceof Meeting.

1885.

May

iti.— Hancock

May

19

rounly. at Flndlay. O.
H. Bolton. Sec, Stanley, O.

Jonathan

May 28.— N.

and

ins.,

S. ^\. Wis., at

Stevpart.

Davis,

Sec, Rock City,

111.

May 29.— Haldimand,

Ont.. at Nelles* Corners. Ont.
K. C. Campbell, Sec.

Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec, Newton Falls, O.
June 19.— Willamette Vallev. at La Fayette, Ores.

8— 10.— Michi^ian
11. I).

I^~ The Hancock County, Ohio, Bee-Keep-

Association will meet at 9 a. m.. in FindOhio, at Mr. Bradnor's. on the Lima
road, on May 1(5, 1885. S. H. Bolton, Sec.
ers'
lay,

State, at Detroit, Mich.
Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

parallelogram plate,
D
Ti

esao
D
^M ^^ C^

"Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second nu'etiug at
La Fayette, Oi-cgon, on the thini 'I'ursday in
June, 1885. All who are intercslcd are invited to attend.
E. J. Hadlev, Sec.

t^~ The Willamette

*^

^^^|

FOR REGISTERING COLONVS OF BE:E5

THE

at

E. J, >ladley, Sec.

Dec.

'simplicity

Bee-Keepers' Association of Cen-

tlla.

Mich. Picnic, near McBrlde. Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBrlde. Mich.

June 5.-Mahoninw Valley,

g j.MCKINNCV'c

tral Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
on July 15, ISH."). at 10 a. m.
W.M. B. Lawrence, Sec.

S.

—N. W.

801

medium and

conditions, weak,

strong in

stores, are indicated by llpuree in the lower
line, S; if weak, put a tack in the Htrure, on the
left; medium. In central tlKure; stronti. in right tlgure. If weak in bees, a tack in right ttgure, upper
line; medium, in central duure; strong, in left
figure. If foul, a tack In h': foul brood, in F U;
brood, in B. If diarrhetlc. a tncb in D. D. wlate for
registering dates if exaojination. Q, circuhir. tack
I

fg" In order to hare

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlnirs.— En.

center denotes presence of Queen. Figure bedate of introduction of Queen. The Slate will
be made to register dates of swarms. Price of
Diagrams given on application. For further particulars, etc., address
in

this table complete. Secre-

I'lW,

S^~ The Mahoning

Valley Bee -Keepers'
its ne.\-t meeting at
on Thursday, June 5,

Association, will hold

Newton

Falls, nliio,

1885.

E.

W. Turner,

S.

J.

South 5th

St.,

Sec.
:ill

MeKINNEY,
BURLINGTON, IOWA.

-

^p^etid polices.
BerryPackaps
.\

f^S~ Attention is called to the advertisement of " S. J. McKinney's Simplicity Parallelogram Plate " in another column.

A

simple method of registering' the strength of
the different colonies of bees in an apiary is
a want long felt by every bee-keeper. Mr.

McKinney's method meets this demand, it
being so arranged that by simply driving a
tack at certain points, the strength of the
colony (whether weak, medium or strong),
may be indicated, and the condition of the
colony may be known at a glance.

^^

Catalogues of bees and queens are received from T. S. Hall, Kirby's Creek, Ala.,
and of honey sections and berry crates, from
the Berlin Fruit Box Co.. Berlin Heights, O.

200iiuCLE7Y0L0NIES
of Hybrid Bees on Langstroth Frames, metal
cornered and all-wood frames. Two -frame
Nuclei, $2.25 each ; 3-frame, $3.00—
ready to sliip. at CoriJ^th, Miss. Address,

Now

T. S. HALiL,
KIRBY'S CREEK, Jackson

]9A2t

Sample Copies

of the

free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.

ALA.

Pure Italian Bees with homebred mothers. One colony, $7; 3, *fi each; .s to lo,
$5.50 each; 15. $5 each. For particulars, call on
B.S.HILDEMANN.Ashippun, Dodge County. Wis.
19Alt

BEES SALE
for

For

t^T"

Co.

for colonies of

Greig, Lewis Co. N. Y.

I9A2t

QTTKESf S, *1 $10 per doz.
ITALIAN
Hafe arrival guaranteed.

tested,
Circular free,

;

$2.(Xi.

18A2t

J.

M.

KILLOUGH

^t

CO.,

;

San Marcos, Tex.

mw.^is^^ijs>.m.m

^p~Preserve your papersfor reference
If you have not got a Binder we will mail you
one for T.'i cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us .1 new yearly subscriptions for the

remetnber that we make
the Sliced

One-Piece

Sections which took

first

igan State Fair

September.

last

premium at MichThey are
out— the "best and

smooth inside as well as
NE.tTEST " Sections made. Address
BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
19A3t
Berlin Heights, Erie County,

Vandervort Foimdatioii

O.

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $25.00.
It

makes the Bnest extra

thin Foundation for

comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H. NE^^MAN.

Street.

r'HICAGO,

-

IL.1.^

pai'ticulars, address

Bee Journal CHAS. W. BKADISH,

will be sent

32-quart, iron-bound

crate, with baskets like
this cut, tor 7.5 cents,
.^eiid forprice-i^st. Also

W.Rogermvllle,
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Oeueaee
Mich.,
C«>..

can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections aa
there are made. Send for sample and prices.
A few full colonies of choice Italians in Heddon hives for sale at $8.00 per colony. Untested Italian Queens (from the South) $1.50
each. Tested Queens reared last year in the
home apiary, $'i.00 each. Beeswax wanted.
Make money orders payable at Flint. 16Atf

ITALIAN

1879.

Bee Journal.

1885.

QXJEEnsrs

tS~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 186B— February, 1867.
Any one having them to spare will please

FORITAl^IANQUEKNSin

their i-urity,

and that

cannot be excelled, Comb Foiiiituitluii and
Supplies gencally, send for Circular.
12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.
ISAtf
X. S. HAL,!,, KIrby'a Creek. Ala.

send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

OTANDREWS,

IS~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " r?ees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

will

sell

Farina, IIU

BEES BV THE POUND,

Queens, if desired.
Send for Circular.

with
Sate arrival guaranteed.
IHA'-'t

BAIIiEY

Sivarin Catelier.— Send stamp
for circular. J. W. BAILEY, Eipon, Wis.

i7D:it

E^^~ All who intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
:

For
•'

"

.50 colonies (I'M pages)
100 colonies ('220 pages).
200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00

125
1 50

BEE-HIVE for all

purposes

in existence.
each in the

Sample Hives complete, $2,50
flat, in lots of six, $1.75 each.
Descriptive
;

Circular sent fhkk.

Address

£. ARITISXKONG, Jersey villc,
l!HA4t tJBlt

Ills.

ITAHAN

Colonics of Choice
S.1L,E. Send for
Address,
W. J. DAVIS, (Box91)
Youngsville, Warren County, Pa.

100 BEES FOB
Prioe-List.

14.\!it

WARRANTED

ITALIAN

QUEENS!

"VrO Cyprian or Syrian Bees ever introduced

i

into
GIVEN AWAY ±y this locality.
The larger ones can be used for a few colOne Queen in May. f 1.5o; six for
to NEW sub|l each; six for f5. Send for
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, l500ValuablePr6sents scribers to the >7.50: after June
rlciiii Aplciii tui-l*(t.
For explanation see our48»pagre (Uitaloicue, describiuf.; everything
and still keep the record all together in one Anif
paneUMHof this Journal. SU.AS M.LOCKB & CO. needed by bee-keepere. Address,
i9Atf
iHAist tl. B. MASON. Mechanic Falls, Maioe.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
Wenham. Mass.
i."*.

.
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Tlie VICTOE. HIVE

BEESWAX.

DOUBl.E-WAI.t,EnoreHArFHIVF-S

I pay S5c. per pound delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's nanje
should always be on each package.

S In one lot. each, «» SO 10. each, »:» 40
25. each. I»3.85; li«i, eiich, »3.00— In the Flat.
SIKOLE-WALCEIJ HIVES, 5 In one lot,
;

each,

S2.S5;

$2.aOi
each,

100,

i

each, !lilS.40;

l",

SS.OO-tn

POHI^AK
WHITE
SECTIONS, any

each.

25,

the Flat.

I»OVETAir.El>

Bize under BxBxlJl, per
Perfectl.v accurate; no better.

l.ooo, 16.00.

N

AMERICANA.— Orders tor Queens ot
APIS
the beautiful SY'RIO-AI-BINOS, will now

be received. Reared by my new method, all
are large and flue and perfect. We have made a
{treat discovery in Queen-RearinR. and hereby
challenge the production (by natural &warniinB or
otherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated 3 miles from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.

N

L. TINKER,
New Philadelphia, O.

DK. «.

Address,
lAtf

I

\A

can furnish Pure

for the cure of
PURE PHENOL Phenol
FOrL BROOD, as

described by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of London,
Enjrland. As it is a liquid, it can be sent
only by express. Price, 35 cents per ounce,
delivered at the express ofBce in Chicago.

<

ALFRED

H. NE\»T»1A!V,
923 West Madison Street, - CHICAGO, ILL.

»

r

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

1

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND

i^~ All

Orders

will

CCPT|nNQ
OLU lUllOi
I

be

1

the

filled pi-oiuptly at

•\

in

liOtVEST FIGURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
MOEIJ1.ER M'fg Co.
DAVENPORT, 10 A

Tlie H. F.
1 A26t

W

Dadant'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
ami

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

63 Engravings.

THE HORSE,
BY B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
A TBEATISE Klvtntf an Index of diseases,
and the symptomB cause and treatment of each, a
;

all the principal drutia used for the
with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an ensravlng of the
h'Tse's teeth at different ages, with rules for lei lln^r
thp age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information.

table KtvinK

h'irse,

;

:

Priee as cent*.— Sent on

THOMAS
Q-2f^

West Madison

G.

receipt of price, by

NEWMAN,

Street.

CHICAGO.

-

An Colonies

of

ILI..

BEES

For particulars, call upon, or address,
A. L. EDWARDS, SKANEATELES, N. Y.
1885,

1885.

QUEENS.
ITALIAN
Pure
MAKTIN.

J.

dealer

Untested Queen,
each, f-MK)

;

Aplurlan SupplleH.

In

fl.tt"; six

six $10.00.

Address
l«A4t

Itullan

hreetler of

.1.

Queens, and

untested. $.^>.i:>0: tested
Send for Catalogue.

J. J.

MARTIN.

NORTH MANCHESTER. INI).
colonies Italians in
Simplicity HIVES (h.)
?^lll
1

frame,
Bees for Sale!

In

May. Io:,Iune,

'.1. HybritiB, »1 less. SatDK. .lOlIN S.<;aTK8,
isfaction guaranteed.
WilltinsQnyille, Worcester Co, Mass.
UAet

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Adrertlsement

in

another column.

«

^ PI

added to our L.iiiOE Factory a
Special Depabtjuent for the

We have

Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed
Also, One and Two-piece

i

{

]

PQ

03

CO
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Spring has come— the weather is fine,
and the " blues " may be banished. We hope
cals." A catalogue on ourdesk hasaniistalii; to have a fine, rich harvest of nectar. The
Among the spring is late, of course, but the bloom of
in nearly everything named.
I)eriorticals are enumerated two which ceased May will come in June, and give just as
to exist some two years ago, and of the others much honey as if it came earlier. Get the
the i>rice8 are wrong in almost every in- bees ready to gather it wlien it does come,
stance. Before getting out catalogues an- for " many hands make light work," and the
other season, pray do revise the list by the more bees we have, the more honey they will
gather, if it is to be found.
latest Bee Joukn.il.
Suppl}' Dealers should be more
when enumerating " Bee-IJooks and

OF THE

,r,.^MBTR2e^

^TGT-

careful

Periodi-

A OTeetlug of Nurserymen, florists, Bees Breeding.— Mrs. L. Harrison, of
seedsmen and kindred interests, will be held Peoria, 111., says " Strong colonies increase
in Chicago on .lune 17-20. An interesting in numbers very fast, while small
ones gradprogramme has been prepared, promising a ually grow less. I shall stimulate strong
:

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

profitable occasion to those

EniTOR AND PKOPHlETOll,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, »3 a year Monthly, 50 cents.

ILL.

;

May 20, 1885.

No. 20.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
May

welcome May,
Charming sunny month ot May;

Hail

;

bvight,

we chant the words,
lovely May.

avail

An

outline
programme, hotel and railroad arrangements, and other information may be obtained by addressing the Secretary, D. Wil-

mot
Vol. XXI.

who may

themselves of the opportunity.

Scott, Galena,

111.

Large Sale oC Bees. — The "Epoch,"
Helena, Ark., says that the largest sale of
bees on record for Arkansas was made by
Mr. Anthony Opp, of that city, to Col. Roht.
Adams, formerly of Lexington, Ky., but now
a large cotton planter and apiarist, of Chicot
County, Ark. The number of colonies bought
of Mr. Opp was 200; price i)aid per colony,
¥4. 50. This addition to Mr. Adams' large
home apiary makes him one of the largest
bee-owners in the South.

colonies, so that they will be able to spare
young bees to the weaker. I am now moving

the bees to clean hives, and in doing so,
ascertain the exact condition ot every colony. If I find a fjueen with few bees, when I
move a strong colony many young bees remain in the old hive, and these I give to the
small colony. On jarring the hive, the old
bees will fly back to their old stand, and I
pour the remaining downy ones in front of
the weak colony."

Hibernation.— In reference to the use
of dogmatical expressions, complained of by
Rev. W. F. Clarke, on page 21G, Prof. A. J.

Cook replies in "Gleanings" as follows:
" Of course, I ought to have saici,
In my
judgment, bees never hibernate.' Let me
Mr. AVIiider writes us that he was in no
Not Working' for Fun.— Mr. F. L. Dough- add that I do not plead guilty to all the
way responsible for the "photos" made at the
Bee Congress. The Exposition photograj>her erty, in the "Indiana Farmer," remarks as harsh sayings I am credited with. I mean
did the job and got the money. We inno- follows about the losses of bees in winter: always to be courteous. Reporters at concently supposed Mr. \V. had something to do "We cannot decide for others what they ventions must be brief, and so they often
should do. While the great loss of bees give our assertions a sharp twang that we
with it.
Like

tlie birds,

To welcome,

'

throughout the State will doubtless discour- are not responsible for."
He then discusses the theory of hibernation
age many, we are not among these. We
" Hibernation I understand
expect to make our apiary larger than ever as follows
to
before we are not working for the fun of be like sleep, only far more profound and
Reverses are bound to come, at persistent. In this state, respiration is greatly
it either.
reduced— the temperature falls nearly or
times, in all pursuits of life."
last fall.
quite to that of the surrounding air, the
Tlie Coiiimisslouer of A{£rlculture has heart beats very feebly,
and has power,
American Apicultiirist.— We have recalled a convention of representatives of the through heightened
irritability, to circulate
ceived from Mr. Silas M. Locke, of Salem,
different agricultural colleges and other in- impure or venous
blood. The animal, when
Mass., the "American Apiculturist" for
dustrial and educational institutions, to be hibernating, takes no
food, is torpid, and
lS8.'!-84, bound in one volume.
It contains

Mr. J. L. Harris, of Wheeler, Ind., says
three-fourths of his bees are dead. They came
through the winter all right, until the last
cold spell, to which they succumbed. He
attrilmtes his loss to lack of late breeding

nearly 300 pages, is nicely printed, bound in
cloth, and the price is l^'J.OO.

Baokivard

Spriiiii;.

— An

Exchange

re-

undoubtedly one of the
dullest spring seasons we have had in many
years, and it seems to be universal in all class
of business and all over the country there
seems to be no spirit to buy, and more than
all, no amount of dunning seems to bring
settlements for goods sold during winter."
This complaint seems to be universal, the
world over, but " the shadows will soon fly
away" when "the sunshine" comes. Let
us take fresh courage, and " hope on."

marks that "this

is

;

:

;

held in the Agricultural Department Build-

Washington, on June 24, at 10 a.m.
The object of this meeting is to obtain concerted action on subjects relating to agriing, at

culture,

among

institutions.

the

various

It is desired that

tion of the kind send one or

agricultural

each institu-

more delegates

to this meeting.

Winter Losses of Bees.—The " ChroniNorwalk, O., for May 7, contains the

cle," of

"The losses of bees have
Some bee-keepers have lost
stock; others more than half,

following item:

been enormous.
their entire

Newman
all have lost severely.
Brothers, of this city, estimate their loss at

and almost

Professor Von Siebold is Dead.— The $2,000. Mr. Joseph (Jibbs has lost every col"Deutsche Illustrierte Bienen Zeitung," for ony he had— 50 in number. It is said that
May, announces that Prof. Karl T. E. Von but two colonies remain in good condition
Mr. H. R.
Siebold died at Munich, Germany, on Tues- in the township of Bronson.
day, April 7, 1885. Prof. Siebold was one of Boardman, of East Townsend, is the only
the first to accept the parthenogenesis theory bee-keeper in this vicinity, so far as we have
of Dr. Dzierzon, and has been for years the learned, who has not had a serious loss."
Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anat- Those who have wintered their bees without
omy in the University at Munich, Germany. loss, are the ones we want to hear from.
He also favored the movable comb inven- Will-Mr. Boardman please detail his method
tion, and was a progressive apiculturist in of management for the benefit of the readers
every sense of the word. To him, as one of of the Bee Jouhsal ? In his letter pubthe fathers of modern apiculture, we are lished on pages 2:)5-0, he says that he made a
indebted for much of the theoretical and test of " honey-dew " for winter stores, and
practical, in the bee-culture of the present still " lost none," when thousands succumbed
day.
on account of its use.

hard to arouse. In real hibernation there is
no emission of fecal matter. Most insects do
hibernate; indeed, so profoundly that all
respiration and circulation are held in abeyance. I have had caterpillars frozen to the
condition of an icicle, and yet, with warmth,
revive and seem all right. De Geer, Reaumur
and Kirby, all record the same startling fact.
Now, how is it with our hive-bees? The
organs of the mammals, in hibernation, are
as cold, often, as the surrounding air. I
have found, by putting a themometer into
the cluster, that in the case of bees the temperature will always range from 20° F. to 30°

above the outside cold in winter. In
severe weather there may be a difference of
from GO" to 80". We thus see that the vital
action of bees does not fade out, and, of
course, the mainsprings of this action, the
heart and respiratory organs, do not greatly
lessen, or, much less, fade away. Bees also
take food, are constantly changing their
position, and are easily aroused. I do not
believe that bees can be taken at any time,
unless fatally or seriously chilled, and the
cluster be broken, in a warm room, and they
not show full activity. Therefore I repeat, I
do not think that our bees hibernate. The
great Kirby, of England, is in accord with
this.
He says bees do not hibernate.— (See
Eney. Brit., Vol. II., page 787)."

F.

:

:
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spreading the brood-nest, practicing
stimulative feeding, etc., I simply reduce the size of the brood-nest to such
an extent that an ordinary queen will
keep it full of brood without any
horse - whipping.' Queens, as they
REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.
are ordinarily produced in an apiary
run for honey, cost nothing combs
and hives do. Why not have a sufDFeeding Back Extracted Honey.
cieut number of queens to keep all of
Query, No. 04.— Docs it pay to teed back the combs filled with brood, without
extracted honey to queenle.is colonies for
the extra work of manipulation that is
the purpose of ha\'ing them store it in the
required to induce an ordinary queen
eections ?— A. O. C.
to keep 10 coDibs full? The capacity
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus of the brood-nest should rather be
"Not generally; some may make a below than above the capacity of the
success of this feeding back."
average queen.
Unless this is the
case, the outside combs are often dead
G-. W. Demakee replies as follows
" Feeding back,' in my opinion, will capital."
" Who
never pay, except, perhaps, to linish
James Heddon answers
up sections."
cares if a queen can lay 5,000 eggs
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus daily during a certain period V What
" Probably not, unless it is to get is the price or worth of that kind of
eggs V Queens cost almost nothing,
partly-filled sections completed."
compared with combs and fixtures.
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows: The matter is not to always keep all
" Why say
I queens employed, but just the reverse
queenless colonies V
did not know that such were used for
always keep all combs and other
that purpose. I have failed to make capital employed.
hive that is
feeding back profitable."
large enough to always keep the fer"I should tility of the queen supplied with room,
JA3IES llEDDON says:
much capital lying idle
say no. It is much better that colo- will have too
a large share of the year, and be a
nies used for feeding back purposes
bungling hive at that. If I made no
are not queenless."
error. I had a German queen whose
fertility reached a little over 4,000
Laying-Capacity of a Good ftueen.
eggs daily, for a short period. But
Query, No. 6.5.— Messrs. Boardman. Mil- what of "this V It is the quality of
bees from all our queens, and not the
ler. Cook, Hutchinson and Heddon unanimously agree, on page 196, that 8 Langstroth quality from any one queen, that we
frames are sutlicient for the brood-chamber are seeking. Bees are valuable eggs
of a strong- colony; Mr. Doolittle even reduces the number to 7. An S-frame Langs- are not. Sometimes it costs more to
troth hive (standard size) if entirely occu- rear bees from eggs than the bees are
pied by worker-comb, contains 1,1U« square worth."
inches of comb, or 58,400 cells. From this
we must deduct at least 10 per cent, of the
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
space for the usual supply of honey and pol- " I think and know by actual observalen, leaving I52,.")t)0 cells. Allowing 21 days
for the bee to hatch and one day forthe bees tion, that a queen may lay over 3,000
but I think that 2,400
to fl.\ the cell and for the gueen to find it eggs per day
again, we have an average of a little less would be a good maximum average.
than 2.400 cells for the queen to till per day, Bain, cold, disturbance— many things
and with Mr. Doolittle's 7 frames we have a
'

;

:

'

:

G. W. Demaree answers
"So far
as theory goes, they will not but the
facts show that bees go by no 'rule'
:

;

when

it comes to swarming.
If yon
want increase badly, your bees will
most likely tarry in the sun or in the
shade but if you have as many bees
;

as you want, they will begin to swarm
before breakfast, and swarm late and
early."

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the

—

'

A

'

up

;

trifle

over 2,100

this question:

to this hour

:

CHICAGO.
HONE v.— Demand is light and

receipts are also
Prices range from 10@I5c.forbestRradesof

light.

comb honey, and for extracted, 5<§;7c.
BEESW AX.— Beat crade weak at 28c.
R. A. BURNETT. IHl South Water

Nt)w. I wish to ask
Messrs. Hoaidmun, Mil-

cells.

Do

Cook, Hutchinson am] Heddon, consider
2.400 eggs the utmost daily laying-cupacity
of the queen of a strong colony? and does
Mr. Doolittle consiilcr '-'.KiO cells suHicient ?
ordothev all think that there is not 10 per
cent, of the space occupied by honey, pollen,
or defects, or passages in the combs ? Or do
they not care whether the queen can lay to
her utmost capacity in the breeding season ?
I ask these questions because many besides
myself consider even the 10 frames in a
Langstroth hive, as hardly sufficient for the
ler,

laying-capacity of the best queens.— Critic.

" If a colG. M. Doolittle says
ony having a very prolific queen is
given ."0 Langstroth frames, using
but S to start with, and adding 2 or 3
until the SO are all in, it will he found
ttiat such a queen will lay from .5.000
to 6,000 eggs daily and die of old age,
or e.xhaustion, when but 18 to 24
months old while with a suiall brood
chamber, she will give as good results

St.

BOSTON;

HONEY.— We quote the following prices Fancy
:

the same in
1-Ib. sections, ]e(§iiyc.
ir.(<iIHc: fancy white raUfornia2-lb8.,
Extracted weak, 6(3,80. Sales very slow.
12((tl4c.
BBBSWAX.-32 els. per lb.

white comb in
•2-\h.

:

sections,

Blake & hipley.

57

Chatham

Street.

NEW

rOKK.
HONEY— Present sales of comb honey

'

;

(

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

'

'

i

The

:

'

American Bee Journal,
10 a. m.. May 18, 1885.

Monday,

are very

and owing to the lateness of the season, we
do not anticipate any change in prices until the
slow,

We quote at
new crop commences
present as follows: Fancy white clover in 1-lb.
sections, 14^1.'>c; fair to good white clover in lib.
sections. 12(gjl3c; fancy wliite clover in 12-lb. sections, 13@14c: fair to good white clover in -J-lb.
sections, 11@ 113c; lancy buckwheat in 1 -lb. sections,
tK^Uic; fancy buckwheat in 2-lb. sections, 7(s8c.
trdinarv grades, no sale. Extracted white clover,
7@8c: extracted buckwheat, <5taG!.cc.
BEBSWAX-Prime yellow. 32033C.
MCCAUL & HILDKETH BROS., 34 HudSOD St.
to arrive.

(

CINCINNATI.

HONEY— Nothing new has transpired in the
market. Demand has improved for good qualities
of extracted honey, but the large stock on the
market keeps prices low. It brings 5@9c on arrival.
BEESAVAX— It is in good demand and brings
j6@3uc on

arrival.
C. F. MUTH.

Freeman & Central Ave.

retard the activity in the hive and of
BAN FRANCISCO.
the queen. Experience seems to show
HONEY—Nothing is doing on export account,
very little local trading. There is considerame that for comb honey, 8 frames and honey
still on the market, but stocks do not
for Langstroth hive is best. This ble
include much of strictly choice quality. White to
keeps the frames full of brood and extra wliite comb, .swnc; dark to good, 4(3i7c extracted, choice to extra white, 4^(s5!4c; amber
puts honey into the sections."
colored. 4V4(s;4^c.
BEES WAX-yuotable at 23S25C— wholesale.
:

'

O. B. S.M1TH

Shaded Bees and Swarming.

ST. LOUIS.

Query, No. 66.— Will

bees that are sheltered from the sun's rays swarm as early as
those not so shaded ?— J. H. A.

W.

:

Hutchinson

Z.

HONEY — Steady; demand
small.

Comb,

tracted

r>H(5*t;c.

per

lb.,

and supply both
and strained and ex-

W. T. ANPKKSON

Ik.

CO.. 104 N. 3d Street

CLEVELAND.

Heddon

Jajies

Not

12(sil4c

BEESWAX- Firm at 32@32>^c. for choice.

replies thus:

"No."
"

Co., 423 Front Street.

He

replies as follows

HONEY— Since our last report

:

there has been a

demand for lioney. and some sales
have been made at l3Hfe)I4c for best white honey

as a rule, here."

little

" Very

J. Cook answers thus:
likely not.
Much sun and

warmth

in the

Prof. A.

spring promotes rapid
breeding, and so induces early swarming."
" Not as a
G. M. Doolittle says
in comb honey and live for 4 or 5
years. Besides, all queens are not rule ; especially if the shade is from
alike prolific, so I u.se a brood-cham- some densely-lpaved tree."
ber so small that all queens will keep
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies thus:
it filled with brood."
"No; but the size of the broodW. Z. IIcTciiiNsoN remarks thus: chamiier and the surplus apartment,
' I do not consider 2,400 eggs the ut- and the amount of ventilation, has
most daily laying-capacity of a queen ; more to do with it than the sun's
uncapping honey. rays."
but, instead of

better

1 -lb. sections.
Second quality is still very dull
at !2@13c. Kitracted is not salable at any price la

in

our market.

BEESWAX.-Scarce at 28®30.
A. C.

;

:

KKNDKL.

KANSAS

115 Ontario Street.

CITY.

HONEY— Demand

for choice white comb in ^.
sections is good, and pricesfairly mainHalf pound sections, irj(<(jl6c; l-lb l3«u
14c; 2-lb., lOfti-llc. Extracted slow at .--.©70. We
could sell some 1.^-lh. sections of comb honey and
a few mtire nice wliite l-lb. sections.
BEESWAX -25(a3iic., according to quality.
CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., cor. 4th & Walnut.
1

and

2-lb.

tained.

,

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY- We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sectiona
13@i4c; extracted, «Hc.

Geo. W.

Meade & Co.. 213 Market.

;

;
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ponnd for prime comb through the experimental period and

of 16 cents per

honey.

Explanatory

—The

figures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in tlie

previous spring- and fall, or fall and sprinfr,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
north
of
the
centre
i
east
9 south
•Owest; and this 6 northeast; N3 northwest;
o^ southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;

O

For the American Bee Journal.

IJse of

Comb Foundation.

JAMES HEDDON.

Our

early teachings were that from
pounds of honey must be consumed by the bees to enable them to
produce one pound of wax, or virgin
comb. I never believed that it took
so much honey, but I could not dispute it, because the authorities said
so, and I had made no tests ; and so
18 to

we

2.5

all

stood by those figures.

When comb foundation was

ushered
was found to be a good thing,
economical thing, and among
others of the reasons why, was the
great amount of honey saved by its
use.
Practical experience has convinced honey-producers that about
one-half of
the
above-mentioned
amount of honey is all that the bees
require to build one pound of comb.
It has also proven
true that with
in, it

an

some varieties of comb foundation,
and qualities of wax of which comb
foundation may be made, that bees
will sometimes fail to utilize the
comb foundation given them, and
merely taking it for a base, build
upon that base.
When honev is at a very low price,

some bee-keepers
about the

comb

profit

foundation.

begin

to inquire
loss in using
The mind, like
seems to be a

and

body of man,
bundle of actions and re-actions, and
let the claims of anything once overreach the truth, and many will think
the whole claim based upon fiction.
At one time many thought comb
foundation to be intrinsically worth
$5 per pound
then $2 per pound
and now the question is being asked,
the

;

" Is

it

wise to invest in

it

at 50 cents

309

Tliis will put extracted at H
to 9 cents per pound. Taking this for
a basis, what is comb foundation
worth to the honey-producer to use
in full sheets in the brood-frames and
sections y What is its value in the
brood-frames as a saving of material,

learning just

much more than

the

Read

—

L.

.SWINSON.

The improved methods of apicullittle known or practiced

ture are but

our State.

There are but tew prac-

apiarists— not one to each county
throughout the State, there being 95
counties, covering an area of 48,.580
square miles. In this territory there
are, approximately, 47,500 colonies of
bees of this number there are possibly 2,000 in movable-frame hives in
the hands of young bee-keepers and
of the number mentioned tliere are
probably 2.50 colonies of pure Italian
bees, 1,000 colonies of hybrids, and
the remainder are our common black
or German bees kept
the old style
" gums " and box-hives.
There is annually produced and sold
tical

;

;

m

at least 50,000 pounds of beeswax at
an average price of 20 cents per
pound, amounting to $10,000. She
produces an average of 5 pounds of
honey per colony, equal to 237,.500
sistant and visiting advanced bee- pounds in all, which is sold at an
keepers, ever saw comb foundation in average price of 8 cents per pound, or
my yard. Xot a person in this county $19,000. The total value of beeswax
would have known what was meant, and honey produced annually, is $29,had the words comb foundation been 000. The average price paid for a
mentioned. Only one person in three colony of bees in a ''gnm" or boxyears— one among thousands consum- hive is $I..50 each; the average ining my honey— ever signified anvthing crease is 40 per cent.
Bees need no protection during
uncommon regarding the combs, so
far as ever came to my knowledge. winter on the summer stands. Those
Hundreds praised the honey. Does kept here (Wayne county) in movablenot the " fish-bone " scare come from frame hives produce, on an average,
the same source as the adulteration •50 pounds of comb honey. They would
scare
from the bee-keepers them- do much better in the Eastern or
Western parts of the State, as the
selves ?
There is no real
I much prefer to have comb founda- bee-range is better.
tion no lighter than 8 to 9 square feet failure of honey-flow the year round
to the pound, and I am not sure that in my section of the State. I think
it vvould not pay well to make and use that we can safely count on 30 pounds
it heavier.
Regarding comb founda- of surplus comb honey per colony, one
tion for the brood-frames
I believe year with another, when handled by
that wax has been lost by making it a practical apiarist. Our main honeyso heavy as 4 square feet to the pound, flow is during May, wlien the rewhich I believe has been done in sources are inexhaustible from poplar,
many cases to bolster up the claim black-gum, holly, low-bush, hucklethat wires were not needed in brood- berry, and gallberry, with which the
frames. Last year I experimented eastern part of the State abounds.
some regarding the most economical Bees breed all through the winter, and
weight to make comb foundation for take a flight one day in nearly every
the brood-frames, and I feel confident week. Queens may be bred and ferthat foundation from (i to 8 square tilized in April anci on to Nov. 1.
feet to the pound, used in full sheets
Goldsboro,© N. C.
in wired frames, is indicative of wis-

—

:

i"'
Having used possibly dom and economy.
pounds of all kinds of comb
For my own part, I never expect to
foundation, from that made by the place a brood or surplus frame with

per pound

For the American Bee Journal*

10,000

first mill to the almost perfect comb
foundation of to-day, I will give my
opinion on this question.
All know the present price of honey
—the ultimatum of our business. One
of the largest honey-producers in
America, and a man who stands high
on the Board of Trade, and whose
judgment need get behind that of no
other bee-keeper in this country,
cheers me on with the statement
that he believes that the next twenty
years will pay a wholesale net-price

at the liee-Keepers' ConpresB.

AniiOTT

in

Nearly, or quite all of those who
are doubting the economy and comfort in the use of comb foundation are
unwilling to give it up for surplus
honey. I say so, too. I would use it,
there, if it cost $1 per pound, and always in full sheets. I believe that
we are making the mistake of using
it too thin in the surplus boxes, and
too heavy in the brood-frames. This
arises from two fears " fish-bone "
and wires. For three years I used
full sheets of
comb foundation in
surplus boxes, of the weight that is
now used for brood-frames. It was
before comb foundation was made of
different weights for different purposes. It averaged about 4 to 5 square
feet to the pound, and during those
three years no person, except my as-

to arrange all the

HoneyProduction of North Carolina.

time and labor ? Also as a perfect
guide not only as to the straightness
of the comb, but the kind of cells
that such comb shall possess ? I must
say, certainly
price of to-day.

how

minor conditions.
Dowagiac, p Mich.

my

bees until

I

fill

it

Linwood Convention.

completely with

comb foundation. I can vividly reThe Linwood Bee-Keepers' Assomember the modus operandi audits re- ciation met at Rock Elm, Wis., on
sults when managing bees without May 4, 1885.
After being called to
comb foundation next with comb order, and the usual routine of busifoundation as guides only, and much ness was finished, considerable time
of it of poor quality and then of the was spent in perfecting the organizaseveral years that we have used it in tion and a new constitution and new
;

;

;

sheets, first without wires, and
then with wires, and it is my firm
full

by-laws were adopted.
I]ach bee-keeper present was called
conviction that any who may now be upon to give his method of wintering
doubting its use and economy, will bees, and nearly all wintered their
finally use it
thus, after passing bees in cellars. All agreed that out-
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door wintering would not do in tliis assistant was stung four times, but it
climate. Ttie time of taking bees out was not followed by swelling. The
of the cellar was discussed, and the sting is much larger than the common
opinion was tliat they should be kept bee, of course and as one of my
in as long as possible, or until the Karens said last night, " It makes a
weather warranted removing them
hole at once." Yet, 1 judge that it is
also, that in taking them out consid- bearable.
erable caution should be exercised in
Their wings are beautifully irraorder to prevent mixing.
diant;and looking at them on their
Mr. Wm. Fuller read an essay on comb by night, with a strong light,
" Italianizing bees."
He first gave they are most beautiful. This mornsome points of superiority possessed ing they are going out of and into
by the Italian bees as follows
1.
their hive, and looking all about their
They stick to the combs better, so home. Will they stay and go to work
their
work is not interrupted by or not ? is the question we shall see.
;

;

:

;

handling.
2.
They are quieter in
winter quarters. 3. Tliey will work
in rougher weather than other bees.
4. They are proof against moths. His
method of Italianizhit; is to take a
comb with a queen-cell in it, or put
one in it, and then put the comb into
a hive with other combs, move the
hive with bees which you wish to Italianize, some distance iiway, and put
the new hive where tlie old one was,
and tlie returning bees will go into
the new hive and build up a colony of
Italians.

Black bees vs. Italians as honeyproducers was debated. A difference
of opinion prevailed, and the discussion was lively, but the majority
were in favor of the Italians.
An essay was read by Mr. A. C.
Sanford, on " Marketing Honey." He
said that honey should be put up in as
neat and attractive a manner as possible, and in such sized packages as
the market demands also that summer and fall honey should be graded

One thing

I

notice

They

:

are far

than Apis Indica. They
move slowly, do not dash about their

less excitable

cage, and struggle for exit like that
bee.
They impress one, however,
with an idea of "reserve power," if

they have a mind to use it. I do not
think they are quick on their combs
to repair damage, but I cannot yet
speak with definiteness. I also have
a swarm of the " melipona" working
well.
I

have been studying the Apis dor-

sata, and there seems to be two kinds
of this bee in Burmah, each quite distinct, though I have not yet secured

their former place of abode. This is
especially true of the yellow kind,
which occupies a chosen tree or trees
in a particular locality, year after year,
so that the natives buy and sell these
trees as valuable property.
I judge that these bees migrate to
some distance to the north, for these

reasons
1.
The reason why they
migrate at all, seems to be the exposed position of their nests, on the
under side of the limbs of high trees,
exposed to all weather.
The high
winds and violent showers of the beginning of the monsoons would always destroy their nests. I never
saw a nest survive the rains hence,
migrating on account of the rains,
they must needs go to a climate
where the rains are less violent, or
where they can find sheltering cliffs
in which to build. 2. When they return they are often found resting
near the ground, before selecting the
tree on which to build a new home.
Sometimes they will rest there a
week and then take flight again. At
such times they are very cross, and
the natives are very careful not to go
near them.
There are no cliffs or
rocks in Burmah in which these bees
:

;

;

separately.

Those present reported 294 colonies,
and ISl this spring. The

HOW THE COMBS ARE BUILT BY APIS DORS.4T.\.
Association then adjourned until the
first Tuesday in September, 188-5.
specimens for comparison. One kind can build if there were, they might
B. J. Thompson, tSec.
is yellowish
in color, and usually remain here the year round, as I unbuilds nests on the limbs of very high derstand they do in Ceylon and in
trees, or in rocky cliffs, while the Northern India.
Gleanings.
Padung-Karen country,
In the
other is nearly black, hairy, and
Apis Dorsata, the Large Bee of Java, builds in thickets, or limbs of trees, about 80 miles northeast from TounCaptured at Last.
or on creepers, often near the ground. goo, these bees are in some sense
Both are unicomb bees. The former domesticated, as are also the Apis
A. BUNKEK.
kind is often vicious the latter is Indica. In order to secure the servery gentle, according to all reports, vices of the Apis dorsata, the Padungs
have
at
last
captured
I
a swarm of and the natives have no fear of it at dig a trench in a side hill, and drive a
Apis chrsata, and have it safely hived all. They often approach the nest of stout stake, inclined about 4.5'^ toward
in an observatory hive. There are the latter by daylight, and take off the down slope of the hill, into the
about halt a bushel of bees, and are pieces of comb, without smoking or ground, and lean branches of trees
they not magnilicent fellows V My protection of any kind whatever, and against the stake on either side,
hive is about (i feet tall, and 3x3 wide without often being attacked by the making a shield from the wind. The
and deep. The bees were secured on bees. The former kind defends its Apis dorsata returns to these places
a very high tree, on which were 13 nest with great vigor and if they year after year, and the natives seother colonies. The limb was cut off, once set upon an enemy, they follow cure bountiful harvests of wax and
and forms the top-bar for the comb, very persistently for a long distance, honey, always leaving some for their
and hangs like a movable frame in and sometimes natives thus pursued yellow workers. May it not be that
the liive. I have had a sheet of ghiss, must make to a neighboring stream the Apis dorsata builds one comb,
9xltj inches, put into the back of the to escape.
One ruse for escape is to only because it does not usually find
hive, and a door made to shut all up, break off a thickly leaved bush and a place to build double combs V The
when one does not want to watch plunge into the water, and allow the comb is so large that it must indeed
them. Tlie brood-comb is about lIxKi branch to float down with the current, be a large limb of a tree to give room
inches, and is solid with brood. I see while the fugitive plunges into the for double combs.
From all inquiries which I have
no pollen or honey in the comb. There water. The bees then follow the
are young and old bees. The old have brand] down stream, and lose sight made, I am strongly inclined to bethe abdimien a bright yellow, with of their victim. Yet, the first kind lieve that the Apis dorsata can' be
narrow black b;inds, while the young with the yellow markings is not al- domesticated, especially the blackbut 1 ways so vicious, as they can be easily colored species. Yet, to insure suc(V) are much darker in color
cannot speak with much certainty, subdued with smoke; and if handled cess, doubtless much study must be
for I have not studied them long carefully they seem to be as gentle as given to ilie habits of this bee, and
enough yet. They sting, but the many kinds of Apis mellifica. Both all the conditions of domestication be
sting is not much worse than that of kinds leave Burmah at the beginning approached as near as possible to
the Apis Indica—at least I judge so
of the rains, and return on Feb. 1, their wild state. The fact, as I am
They usually return to informed, that, in regions of less rain.
for in putting them into place, my each year.

last fall,

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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cliffs and rocks, tliese bees are At the first flight after their long confound year after year, goes to sliow linement in February, every colony
that migration is not necessary to that had yielded a surplus of honeydew, shovvcd alarming symptoms of
tliis bee as to " birds of passage,'' etc.;
tliat if the conditions are favorable diarrhea— as smearing the fronts of
yearronnd.
they may be kept tlie
The their hives and spotting the snow in
fact that tliese beesc;in be mistaken all directions, the color of the excreta
for hornets by the natives, as in ^Ir. being almost identical with that of
Benton's experience in Ceylon, shows the honey-dew itself, as stored in the
how little we can depend on their combs. On the other hand, all the
colonies that produced a surplus of
judgment in snch matters.
white clover honey, were not only
Toungoo, Hurmah, Feb. 28, 1885.
free from disease, but showed quite a
small percentage of loss compared
For tlie American Bee Journal.
with the former.
In offering the foregoing, I promulHoney-Dew for Winter Stores.
gate no theory or pet notion, but give
simple facts as they developed before
J. W. BAYAKD.
my own eyes, and under the guidance
of my own hands. On pages 499 and
In July of 1SS4. after the heat and
drought had destroyed all the white 537 of the ]jEE Jouknal for 1884,
timely warning was given, not to
clover, as well as other honey-productrust "the honey-dew as winter stores
ing flora, my bees completed their
work of liliing the sections, with for bees, except, perhaps, as an exand I shall anxiously
honey-dew from the leaves of the periment
forest— such as ash, hickory, walnut, await reports from all those who have
applied the tests and reached conclubuckeye, chestnut and maple. Dursions during the winter Just ended.
ing the flow of honey-dew, not from
Then, if we have added but one grain
flowers, but from bark-lice and aphto the great store-house of knowledge
id?e, some of my colonies cast about
in the science of apiculture, we shall
4 or 5 swarms. 1 gave them a full
complement of nice, clean combs with be more than compensated for all our
That more
the hope that they might provide for sacrifice and trouble.
than one potent factor underlies the
winter stores from fall flowers
but
the thing grew desperate, and about destruction of our bees in winter, has
been clearly demonstrated from time
Sept. 1 I found them on the point of
to time and now the proper thing for
starvation.
bee-men to do, is to search for a thorI now determined to make a test of
the possibility of wintering bees on ough remedy through the various
honey-dew (of which I had a large channels of experience and fact.
Athens. o, O.
surplus), and so I fed them up liberally.
They at once commenced
breeding, and by the last of October 2
Read at the Bee-Keepers' Congress.
of the late colonies were up to the
Honey-Production of Tennessee.
maximum of prime ones, and 2 others

in

;

;

;

in

a

very

About Nov.

satisfactory

made a

10, 1
of all

condition.

showed the

least

symptom

of disease,

save tlie 4 above-mentioned
their
condition showed the worst possible
type of diarrhea, as fully one-half of
each colony lay dead on the bottomboard, while others too sick to fly,
simply tumbled out of the hive and
died on the ground. Determined to
give them fair treatment, and make a
fair test of the experiment, 1 cleaned
them all up and dried out their hives,
preparatory to another siege of frost
and snow, which continued throughout Febiuary.
This settled it; for
long before ^larch dawned upon them,
every bee in the 4 colonies was dead,
and that, too, from eating honey-dew,
pure and simple, as a winter diet.
In this connection, bee-keepers
might feel anxious to know the condition of my other colonies (80) at the
close of a hard winter, and after the
storage of such an abundant crop of
honey-dew as we enjoyed last season.
;

say that the

fall

crop was a total

fail-

This was, no doubt, due to the
unfavorable state of the atmosphere

ure.

for the secretion of nectar in the fall

expect that an unusual
will be offered in the
market in the spring, as a large majority of the bee-keepers in our State
use the primitive '-gum" and box,
and know of no other way of utilizing
the empty combs, except to melt them
into wax. Prejudice and ignorance,
coupled with the fact that so many
have been imposed upon by patent
moth-proof
clap-trap,
venders of
hives, may have deterred many otherwise intelligent persons from adopting the movable-frame hives. We
have the country, but what we need
is intelligent and posted bee-keepers.

bloom.

amount

1

of

wax

Murfreesboro,© Tenn.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

Western Bee-Keepers'

Convention.

The Western Bee-Keepers' Association held their semi-annual meeting
in the Court House, at Independence,
Mo., on April 23 and 24, 1885. The
meeting was called to order by the
President, A. A. Baldwin, at 11 a. m.,
23.
The Secretary read the
report of the last meeting, which was

on April

approved.

A

committee

select

to

subjects for the consideration of the

convention,
President.

was

At

12

appointed by the
m. the convention

adjourned until the afternoon.
At 1:30 p. m. the convention reassembled and took up the following

" How shall we manage
question
our bees to put them in the best poscondition for
the
season's
sible
work 'i"' which was discussed at length
Conwith the following conclusions
tract the brood-nest to the number of
combs the bees can cover, keep plenty
of honey or syrup in the hive, and
spread the brood and add extra combs
as fast as the increase can cover them.
The second subject was, " How
shall we manage our apiaries during
the swarming-season^in order to obtain the best results '?" After a long
discussion the following conclusion
Let the bees swarm
was reached
naturally, and if increase is desired,
queen
and a part of the
take the old
bees, and hive them on empty combs
or foundation, and return the bulk of
the bees to the old colony in six days
destroy all queen-cells, and give a
queen-cell ready to hatch. This is
the method adopted by Mr. L. W.
Baldwin and the Secretary, and has
:

:

W.

critical ex-

amination
the combs, but I
found neither eggs, larvfc, nor brood,
and not the shadow of pollen, for the
reason that all they were able to
gather from corn-blossoms and otherwise, was consumed in liliing up their
ranks with young, vigorous bees.
On Nov. 23 winter commenced, but
at the end of about three weeks we
had three days of beautiful weather
which induced a universal flight of
all the colonies, not one of
which
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I-.

HENDERSON.

have no means of knowing, so as
an approximating accurate
statement of tlie amount of honey
and wax produced in Tennessee. The
I

to give

census, although very unsatisfactory in some respects, gives the
only data to which we can refer, and
the following paragraph,
I suppose
taken from a late paper, was taken
last

from

it

The annual report of the Department of Agriculture, makes this re''

Corn production for 1884,
1,795,000,000 bushels; wheat, 513,000,oats, 583,000,000 bushels.
;

cord

:

000 bushels

These aggregates are the largest ever
recorded,' the rate of yield being 25.8
liushels of corn, wheat 13, and oats 27.

:

;

Tennessee produces more honey than proven satisfactory.
" How shall we care fCr our honey?"
any other State in the Union, the
annual crop being over 2,000,000 —a very important question to apiarpounds. New York comes in second ists and honey-dealers— was discussed
at length, and the general conclusion
best."
It may be that since the taking of arrived at was, tliat it should be kept
the census in 1S80, the Department of in a warm, dry room where it would
Agriculture at Washington, through not undergo the process called " sweatits numerous local reporters, have ing."
The discussion of the question,
gathered statistics monthly and yearly
'?"
of' the production
of honey, as of " How shall we dispose of our honey
The
concluded the afternoon session
wheat, corn, oats, live stock, etc.
The mortality of bees throughout result was a diversity of opinions as
Tennessee during the winter of 1884- to how the honey crop should be sold
85 was great, due almost entirely to but the more favored of which was
I'.ut
little
honey was that it should be sold at wholesale or
starvation.
gathered after July of 1884, and I may through commission houses.
.
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The evening session was occupied
with a general discussion of topics
important to bee-keepers.
Tlie second and last day's session
was the most interesting ever held
by the Association. There were present several

prominent bee-keepers

The usual routine of
business of the convention was taken
up first and disposed of then the
question, " How sliall we prepare our
bees for winter," was taken up, Mr.
L. W. Baldwin gave his 20 years' experience in favor of good cellars for
wintering. Mr. E. M. Ilayhurst gave
his experience in favor of chaff packing and out-door wintering. Mr. Jas.
II. Jones was also in favor of chaff
packing and wintering on the summer
stands. He had wintered his bees
very successfully during the past winter, both in the cellar and on the summer stands well packed in chaff. Mr.
Jas. A. Nelson favored a good, dry
cellar, but had wintered bees on the
summer stands for 6 years without
from abroad.

;

loss.

The question was asked, " What
we do with the empty combs V"

sliall

In answer. Mr. Ilayhurst advised
storing them in closets made especially for that purpose, and thoroughly
fumigating them with sulphur. In
regard to fall feeding, Mr.' Ilayhurst
thought the best way was to feed the
strong colonies, and let them do the
storing, and after the food is sealed
in the combs, remove them to the

Read

at the Bee-Keepers' Congress.

of Virginia.

W. B^ldwin.
jriL

cue afternoon session, after re-

viewing Mr. J}aldwin's apiary and
learning several practical lessons, the

convention discussed the subject of
the healthfulnessof bee-keeping, with
the final conclusion that it was a really
healthful occupation.
It was decided that the Secretary
be requested to continue to prosecute
the duties assigned him as a VicePresident of the National Bee-Keepers' Society, and if needs be, call any
to his assistance as seems best in his
judgment, and that the Association
re-imburseliim in any outlay of money
in the accomplishment of "the duties
of conferring with the various transportation lines in securing an equitable scheduling of the products and
material of the apiary. Tlie convention then adjourned till the annual
meeting, six months hence, to be
held at a place and time to be determined by the executive committee.
('.

1.

M. Ckandall,

A. ]5ald\vin, Pres.

{Sec.

in a

fodder

20.

;

He

;

;

very abundant in many sections are
many of the honey-producing varieties, such as the tulip, the yellow,
white and honey locust ; and the
chestnut, the willow, and the alder.
The maple and linden do not abound
as they do farther north, but they are
quite plentiful in some sections. The
orchards, meadows and pastures all
over our State supplement the large
ranges of
the forest, and afford
sources of production which are as
yet very little utilized. Many varieties of the goldenrod, the asters, and
above all the blue thistle— which is
very abundant in sections, and affords a nectar of rare excellence— the
nettle, the Spanish-needle, and catnip,
with many other honey-producing
plants, are common. In natural resources for honey-production, I doubt
if there is any State in the Union
which surpasses Virginia.
How are the natural resources improved y
Everywhere in the State
one may find men familiar witli hunting bee-trees, and in every neighborhood the log " gum " or the boxhive.
Here and there we will find a
progressive bee-keeper who is trying
to keep up with the times, but the
great body of those who keep bees are
content to plod along as their forefathers did. Their productions are
not seen in the great markets, and
very rarely anywhere outside of the

colonies in need of food.
resolution was entertained as to
the presence of pollen in the hives,
which resulted in a full expression
that pollen is not detrimental to the
successful wintering of a colony of
bees in a normal condition. Mr. Baldwin asked the question, " What is the
liest and clieapest means of shading
hives artilicially, and is it necessary V"
Iheconvention thought that shading farm house.
was necessary.
Many suggestions
The writer's own production of
were made, and the matter was left honey— 6,000 pounds in 1884— largely
to the choice and convenience of the exceeds that of any bee-keeper known
bee-keepers. At 12 m, the conven- to him in Virginia. He believes he
tion adjourned for refreshments, after could treble it were he able to
give
wliioh to meet at the apiary of Mr. L. apiculture his undivided attention.

A

them

temporary house made of
but out of 60 colonies he lost
put them out twice during
the winter, the last time being in
J. W. POETER.
February.
He was of the opinion
The flora of our State is abundant that honey-dew and unsealed honey
and greatly varied being well wa- is bad winter food, and was the cause
tered in every part, with two great of much loss.
Mr. J. R. Lieb, of Scott county,
mountain ranges largely covered with
100
colonies in common
timber, its sylvan character is equally wintered
varied.
All the varieties of trees hives on the summer stands, and lost
common to the great Middle States oO. A neighbor with 40 colonies in
are found within her borders, and common hives lost 13 another with

Honey Production

50 in

Common-Sense

hives, lost none.

Mr. Thos. Kershaw,

of

9 colonies left out of 17.
for want of honey.

Concord, has

They starved

though the high
broken from his

Mr. Middleton,
winds were well

all but 8 colonies out of 30.
uses Langstroth hives with only
eight frames, and thinks it too small
capacity for both the brood and the

hives, lost

He

winter stores.

Wm. Camm reported a loss of 5.5
colonies out of 113. Colonies in hives
that were sheltered wintered better
than those that were exposed.
cross between Cyprian and Italian he
thought the hardiest race. He preferred that the sun should shine
upon his hives in winter. He left his
hives on the summer stands, merely
placing quilts over the brood-chambers. He thinks that we will have to
make warmer hives and use more
shelter in this climate.

A

11

Vice-President Bowen lost 7 out of
colonies in modified Langstroth

hives.

Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, lost
125 colonies out of 425. Out of 40 put
into the cellar, only 6 were lost. He
lost the most in hives with shallow
Langstroth frames the least in deep
Quinby frames. He thought instinct
;

misguided bees when
to carry in the
winter food.

it

prompted them

juices of

fruits for

Mr. Camm, though admitting the
bee to be a domesticated insect that
needed the intelligence of man to
complement its instinct, preferred to
trust his bees with regard to their

food, as he had known them to
do well in exceptionally hard winters
From a somewliat extensive acquaint- with stores that bee-keepers almost
ance with the markets, I judge that universally condemned.
very little more honey is exported
Mr. Dadant allowed the bees to refrom the State than is imported cer- move all dead bees from the combs
tainly not more than 10,000 pounds.
but Mr. Camm said that he carefully
Charlottesville,© Va.
removed them himself, as the queen
refused to lay in combs with dead
bees in them, and the cells had often
For the Auiericun Bee Journal.
to be cut down to the septums in order to get the dead out.
Central Illinois Convention.

own

;

;

On
The Central Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Jacksonville, Ills.,
on May 2, 188r,. At 1 j). m. VicePresident l$owen called the meeting
to order, and after the minutes of
the last special meeting had been
read, the topic of wintering bees was
taken up.
Mr, A. Reid reported a loss of 2 colonies out of 7, caused by stores giving
out in the combs upon which the
bees were clustered, while too cold
for them to move to full frames.

the question of relative profit

between comb and extracted honey,
Ilambaugh
and Dadant
Messrs.
thought that extracted honey was the
most profitable, as so much more
could be obtained, especially by Mr.
D's plan of " tiering-up " the same as
comb honey, and saving time and
labor by extracting all at once in the
for

fall.

Camm

would rather produce exand 12 cents per
pound than comb honey at 18 and 20
cents but his market preferred comb
Mr.

tracted honey at 10
;

Mr. J. M. Ilambaugh, of Ver.sailles, honey.
uses the Langstroth hive, and preIt was generally considered that it
pared his bees for winter by placing was better to divide colonies when
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full combs to give the new
colonies, than to allow the bees to
swarm naturally. The Association
then adjourned to meet on the last

one had

Wednesday and Thursday in October,
at the same place, the chairman, Mr.
Reid and Mr. Middleton havin" been
chosen as committee on arrangements.

Wm. Camm,
For

The

tlie

American Bee

Sec.

Journiil.

Characteristics of Syrian Bees.

REV. M.

JIAIIIN, D. D.

I have had Syrian and Holy-Land
bees for the last three years, and I
have kept them side by side with Italians. I have every reason to believe
that those from which 1 bred were
pure.
My first queens were pure
themselves, and were fertilized by
pure drones. These, I suppose, were
IIoly-Land queens, proper, and not of
the variety to be found further north
in Syria. Of the latter variety I procured two queens. I believe that they
produce pure Syrian bees. 1 have
now 20 or more colonies of these
oriental bees of different degrees of
purity the most of them seem to be
pure, and a few are crossed with Ital;

ians and blacks.

The
swer

first

question that demands anthey productive
or,

Are

is.

'i

pay ? As I have said, I
have now kept them for three years,
along with Italians, treated in every
respect as the latter were, and I have
found them every year more profitable
than the Italians. While some Italian colonies have done better than
some Syrian colonies, the latter have
averaged higher in the amount of
honey produced. Last season was, in
this locality, the worst since I have
kept bees, and I did not get an ounce
of comb honey from any colony that
was not part Syrian I got a little extracted honey from a few pure Italian
will they

;

colonies. The superiority of the Syrians over the Italians, for the last
two seasons, especially, was unmis-

takable.

The

puzzle

connected with the
Syrians is their temper. One reports
them quite gentle and easily handled,
and another almost impracticable on
account of their crossness and both
are right and both are wrong. When
undisturbed they are inclined to mind

than Italians, especially if the
bees are to be removed from the
combs; they are far more easily dislodged.
In handling Syrians, smoke is of
very little use. A little is sometimes
useful to keep them from rushing out
when the hive is first opened but if
they become angry, smoke will not
subdue them. The best thing to be
done in that case, if there is no danger
from robbers, is to leave the hive
open and go away from it for a time,
when they will get over their excitement, and with proper care the needed
operations can be performed.
But
there are exceptions to this, as to
nearly all other rules in the art of beemanagement. In 1883 my Syrians
were as easily handled in fall as well
as in summer, as the Italians but not
so in 1884. In the late autumn of
this year it was difficult to handle
some colonies that, earlier in the season, were very gentle. After a trial
of a little more than three years, I am
prepared to say that, on the whole, I
find the temper of the Syrians unobjectionable.
In proHHcness the Syrians certainly
excel. The colonies build up in the
spring and early summer with wonderful rapidity and while the queens
are very prolific, and require a goodsized brood-chamber, they are not
idly
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opportunity, as yet, to exhibit their
For queenqualities as workers.
rearing the Syrians are greatly supethey build more
rior to tlie Italians
queen-cells, feed the young queens
better, and so rear better queens.
New Castle,o+ Ind.
;

;

;

Read

at the

Maine State Convention.

Hints to Beginners in Bee-Keeping.
.1.

B.

MASON.

This is truly a subject of vast importance, at least to beginners if to
none other. As I look back to my
own beginning in bee-culture and
think of the many discouragements
with which I had to contend, owing
to not having any one to instruct me,
I feel for the beginner to-day, and am
glad to be able to aid him, if ever so
little.

The beginner in bee-keeping

is

ordi-

with enthusiasm and
imagination at least)
bound
make the business not only a success,
but a matter of profit from the start.
In this he will not be disappointed if
he is willing to be governed by the
advice of those of experience to whom
he may apply for assistance but if he
(as many have done) takes the matter
into his own hands, and regardless of
much inclined to swarm. One of my the valuable warnings and attempts
queens has kept her liive " booming "
to do in his first season what an exwith bees for more than two years,
pert would deem a perfectly safe and
and there has been no attempt at easy matter, he will surely be courtswarming. I have given them plenty
ing failure.
of room in which to st<ore honey, and
The first aim of the beginner in
they have been content to stay at
should be to post himself
home and work. It has been said apiculture
fully in the tlieory of the business, by
that a Syrian queen will continue to
a careful study of some one or more of
lay as long as there is a drop of honey
the Ijest works on the subject, which
in the hive, but this is a great misnot only be read, but, as I have
take.
When the honey liarvest should
One may
studied.
said, carefully
ceases, breeding ceases
but winter
keep bees, and for a time make the
generally finds tue hives well stocked
successful
comparatively
business
with bees, and, as they winter well,
without this preparatory study, but,
they are apt to be in good condition
occupations into which
other
like all
to resume business in the spring.
science enters largely, a thorough
narily

fired
to (in

;

;

;

As to the quality
stored by the Syrians,

of the honey
see no differthat stored by
I

ence between it and
Their honey is always
Italians.
thick and heavy, never being sealed
until it is thoroughly ripened
their
;

comb honey

is, in general, like that of
the Italians in appearance. Perhaps
two of my colonies make dark looking comb honey, the caps fitting down
their own business, and let all the rest smoothly on the honey, and being so
but I
of creation alone. As a rule, one thin that it shows through
may walk among the hives, or work have had Italians do tlie same thing.
in their vicinity and be undisturbed
Syrian queens mated with Italian
I think that under these conditions drones produce very fine bees.
In
they are less inclined to sting than temper they resemble the Syrians
Italians.
When they are gathering more than the Italians, and they are
honey, even at a moderate rate, they very fine workers. I have some coloare very easily handled, if one knoT\ s nies half Syrian and half black these
how to manage them. Last summer I regard as more desirable than the
I handled mine
generally without cross between the Italians and blacks,
using any smoke sometimes I lighted because they are as good workers, and
the smoker, and set it down where I are less vicious— at least I have found
could get it if I should want it, but I them so thus far but my experience
seldom used it. At other times I with' them is limited.
opened the hives and took out secThe most beautiful bees that I have
tions or combs for extracting, with- are the progeny of an Italian queen
out having the smoker lighted at all, and a Syrian drone. The silver gray
and without being stung. But I did hairs of the Syrians on the beautiful
•not dare to iiandle Italians in that golden color of the Italians has a very
way. t can handle Syrians more rap- pleasing effect. They have had no
;

;

;

;

;

;

theoretical knowledge of principles
is of the utmost importance, and will
insure success, when otherwise failure would inevitably result. Having
attained this theoretical knowledge,
his next step should be to choose the
form of frame which he will use, and
in this choice lie will meet with much
diversity of opinion, and it behooves
him to be careful. The Langstroth
frame, however, has been used, and
has stood so well upon its merits with
our ablest apiarists, that the beginner
will do well who makes it his choice.
Having decided the form of frame to
be used, he should procure a few bees
and locate his apiary if possible his
hives should face the east or southeast,
and should be in plain sight of his
house, so that any signs of swarming
in its season, or any disturbance at
any time, can be seeii and remedied.
On the north and west sides of the
apiary a tight fence or good, snug
hedge should be placed as a windbreak. Bees are seldom destroyed by
cold, but they do suffer much from
;

the disturbance caused by high winds
and severe gales, and anything done
to relieve
profitable.

tnem in this direction is
The hive should be placed

—
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structed the word, and assigned its
definition
especially when observation leads to the conclusion that bees
"
hibernate scientifically " at any seaA. W. OSBUKN.
son of the year— accepting consehives should not be nearer tlian withquent hibernal requirements as a
in 6 feet of one anotlier, if natural
24.5, Mr. G. M. Doolittle necessary repose, incident to the seapage
On
swarming is be depended upon if inhis experience in curing foul son of actual liibernation during the
crease is to be made artificially, they gives
brood, and his method of cure is pre- winter months.
can be witliin 3 feet of one another.
During the season of winter repose,
Having located his api;u-y, the be- cisely what I liave practiced for many
California, i. e., Are and or " pralaya " if the term " pralaya"
ginner is now ready to learn by prac- years in
water. While I have been here I have be admissible the habitual requiretical work among the bees, to apply
tried the phenol method, but did not ments of the honey-bee evince the
to the best advantage the principles
not do embodiment of certain prime requiwith which he has already familiarized succeed with it perhaps I did
do not condemn Mr. Che- sites, or one requisite to each inhimself, and right here is tlie " rock it right. I
not stinctive demand; viz: 1.
healthy
on which too many slip ;" viz they shire's treatment, because I did
with it, but the old way will body. 2. Wholesome food. 3.
clean
are too ambitious, and want to in- succeed
succeed.
4.
Warmth sufficient to
domicile.
crease their number of colonies too
bees
of
a
disconfining
the
to
As
functionality.
5.
prevent devitalized
fast to simultaneously secure a large
eased colony, it makes this difference: Pure air drawn from a quiet source,
yield of surplus honey. The beginon fi. Quietude. Other factors might be
ner naturally desires rapid increase, If you take the bees and put them
and at the same time looks for some empty frames, it is not necessary to added to the foregoing as adjunctives,
confine them, or starve them because, but they can be only accounted as reof those remarkable yields of honey
the sults of the preceding requisites not
that he reads of as having been as Quinby says, the honey which
secured.
His first desire was in- bees have with them will be con- as co-workers.
sumed in building comb. I have
crease, second surplus ; the first he
At this point, although making the
tried putting the bees on founsecures, the second he does not and never
statement with reluctance, I think
small,
but
if
the
colony
was
so lie at once forms the conclusion dation,
that a slight defect exists in the genelapse bethat his location is not a good one for so that several days would
eral indices of some of our apistical
comb
completed
any
there
was
fore
honey. Now this rapid increase and
teachings ; for, in the fullness of
to
in,
it would be a
the
queen
lay
for
large surplus cannot be secured at the
man's ingenuity and culture he can
tried
full, drawn-out
I
have
success.
same time, except in particular cases.
only apply the accomplishing means
purpose
the
bees
no
for
combs,
to
Let it be remembered that every
the elements really possess the contook
the
honey
that
they
would
store
move made towards increase, whether
trol—and only when conditions of
and
when
the
eggs
hatched
them,
with
made naturally or by dividing the
preparation conform to climatic conit to the larvte.
feed
colonies, is in exact opposition to the
ditions, will bees winter uniformly
queen,
put
have
caged
the
Again.
I
secure
good
a
storing of honey. To
in all localities when they do cocombs,
on
full,
drawn-out
bees
the
four
things
there
are
crop of honey
operate, healthy colonies will pass
1
To secure a and kept the queen caged three days, through any winter within the limits
absolutely necessary
knowledge of the flora of the locality, so the honey would be consumed be- of our latitude safely and well.
to know every flower within flight- fore there wa^ any eggs laid but I
I have no hesitancy in stating that,
range, and its time of duration of invariably failed as there would be when the general requirements that
such secretion. By this means he sure to be honey left that contained may be deduced from the foregoing
will be able to know just when to put the disease, and my trouble was lost. as elemental in the process of winter
on and when to take off sections, So now I confine the bees three days, preparation are properly applied, it
when to teed for stimulating or otlier- and give them water once a day, for will not require lengthy articles for a
wise in fact, such knowledge will be more bees will perish for want of correspondent to narrate how he lost
the key to the situation, and the water while confined, than there will or killed his bees in attempting to
means by whicfi he "^an turn an ordi- for want of food in that length of winter them. Athough destitute of
narily poor season into a productive time.
statement that last
Nothing could please me better originality, the vicinity, was a severe
one. 2. At ffie time the honey-flow
winter, in this
American
that
some
than
to
know
full
of
the
liives
to
liave
commences,
one for bees, and, in fact, everything
bees. .3. To keep tlie whole working- apiarist had succeeded in curing the else possessing life, wliether habituforce together through the entire Simon-pure foul brood by the Che
ated to "scientific" hibernation or
different shire cdefhod of treatment ; then
Tliere
are
honey-flow.
not, is no less true. With one excepmethods of accomplisliing this, some should be encouraged to try again.
tion, my hives are free from the acCuba, AV. I.
one of wliicli the bee-keeper should
credited evidence of bee-diarrhea.
adopt. 4. Tlie flowers must contain
The exceptional colony, as a consethe lioney, else tlie crop cannot be
quence of brood-rearing and long, unthe American Bee JournaL
For
secured.
interrupted confinement, smeared the
I have only attempted to outline
edges of the combs next to the enWintering Problem.
The
some of the dirticulties that a begintrance quite badly. This fact, that
ner meets at the outset. Fellow beethe diarrhetic discharges were over
J. F. LATHAM.
in
unity
keepers, we are all working
and about the entrance to the hive,
good
of
common
and harmony for the
solution of the wintering prob- seems to point to the devitalizing efThe
hope
that
I.,et
us
common
cause.
our
lem, if an opinion may be formed fects of cold as a factor in producing
our meetings, small though they are
from the details of last winter's ex- bee-diarrhea when bees are in a conin point of numbers, and springing as
periments as they appear in tlie Bee dition most susceptible to its inthey have from weak beginnings, will
Journal, seems to exist in the sim- fluence. Although the diseased coleventually grow till tliey become, as
ple process of allowing well consti- ony was weakened in numbers, their
they should, a power in the land.
colonies of bees the privilege of loss was not disastrous, as they are at
They will, if we only do our i)art well. tuted
surviving the winter on the strength work vigorously "building up" as
Shall we not do it V
will
of their bodily vigor the superior in- fast as a cold, backward season
Mechanic Falls, P Maine.
telligence of the manipulator being permit.
Four of my colonies succumbed to
but a minor auxilliary to the workings
bee-instinct. The starvation, the consequence of having
^^The Bee-Kpopei's' Association of Cen- of nature, through
robbed in November and Detral Illinois will meet at Itlooininffton, Tils., fact is very apparent that mechanical been
on July 1.3, 188.-), at lo a. m.
efforts, counter to the instinct of the cember, which were unusually warm
W.M. B. Lawrksck, Sec.
honey-bee. fail to list among the re- months for our seasons. The combs
clean
quisites of hibernation in the only one on which those bees died are as
^"The Mahoninj; Valle.v Bee- Keepers" applicable sense of the term, if the and free from offensive odor as those
Association, will liolil its ne.\t inoetins at
in
condition
original is allowed credit fiu- the root, of a colony in a normal
Newton Kails, Ohio, on Thursday, .lune
on which our linguists liave con- midsummer; notwithstanding they
E. W. TuiiSEH, Sec.
1883.
For the American Bee Journal.

low down, not more than 6 inches
from the ground, and the whole space
around it should be kept perfectly
The
clean and free from weeds.

Methods of Curing Foul Brood.
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contain " lots " of pollen— so much
that I think I was deceived in the
quantity of lioney they contained,
From the appearance of
last fail.
the combs, some of tlie starved bees
attempted to prolong their existence
by eating the wax instead of the polThis may be an absurd opinion,
len.
but if it is absurd, correction will be
appreciated, as this is the first postmortem investigation of a colony of
bees that I have performed, after having put them into winter quarters in
a sound coiulitiou.
In conclusion, I believe that to have
our bees winter well, their vitality
must be protected. Devitalizing influences from whatever source derived
are the " whats " that kill the bees
and those " vi'hats," I believe, exist in
the process of supplying or withholding the fuel needed for the production
of calorific cimbustion, coupled with
the means in general use for allowing
them to receive the full measure of

opening of the honey harvest, and
each of my surplus honey-boxes supplied with a piece of comb, or of foundation; consequently there was no
time lost in the workers building
comb. Last season 1 realized .5,000
pounds of extracted honey and 300
Bees with Bushels of Pollen.— J. E.
pounds of white comb honey. Another
Hunter, Wyoming, o+ Iowa, on May -5,
element of success in profitable bee- 188.'),
writes
keeping I find to be keeping the bees
:

Last fall I ]mt LW coliinies of bees into
busy. I tliink that in their habits
ct'llar, and this spriiiR I took out 147
they approximate us, being of higher the
roloni<'s in as nic(' (•(iiiditiou as 1 ever had
intelligence, in that when every wish bi'es and thuy had bushels ot pollen, too.
is gratKied we are disposed to say,
Soul take thine ease, thou hast
;

'

much goods

laid

up for many years,'

other words, with a well filled
hive they are apt to settle down into a
listless, lazy condition."
Xow, it is within the power of
many women in our land, whose time
is not now wholly occupied, to attain
in a greater or less extent, just such
resuits. It is the mental, if not the
audible exclamation of many, "Oh,
their dues for an opportunitv to earn an income

effects.
Give them
compatible with the calls of instinct,
will
organize their own
and they
system of hibernation, conform to its
requirements, and be ready to accept
their vernal duties, at the conclusion
of their winter repose, with unimits

paired vitality.

Cumberland, ? Maine.
For the American Bee

Women

JoumaL

as Bee-Keepers.

In these progressive times the
sphere of woman's toil and usefulness is constantly enlarging. To the
ranks of the 'bread winners,"' females are constantly being added,
who prove their riyht to the position
by their very ability and success. The
very best evidence of success in any
calling, says one, is for a person to
succeed.
It is not strange, therefore,
that ladies, having a natural taste for

and

similar

my own

flere, therefore, is an
tlie desired goal.
True, not all ladies have the taste,
strength or capacity to "fuss with
all

!"

open gateway to

Brood— (iatheriiii? Honey.—

Sharp, Wavelaud, kj Ind.,
7, 188-'), writes as follows

May

on

:

Last fall I prepared about 80 colonies on
the summer stands, by removing all -surplus honey arrangements, and supplying
their places with chaff cushions. I gave
ventilation ahove the cushion to keep it
dry. About half the number ot colonies
are alive now and doing tolerably well.
The spring is so very backward. The
bees have gathered honey from soft and
hard maple, and started brood-rearing
very nicely. I liope that peculiar disease

which

I

wrote about on page 103, will not
my bees this season. 1

trouble anv of

suppose that no one could even suggest a
bees," but many have that hardly susremedy.
pect it. It will therefore be a genuine surprise to themselves to find
Report, from J.U. Stoddard, Springhow readily they will fall into the field, P Mass., on May .5, 188.5
way of handling and the general manBees have wintered better in this part
agement of bees. To rob bee-keepcountry than in the West. Some
ing of some of its poetry, though, I of the
few colonies have died with the diarrhea.
would suggest to all women really On
Jan. 13, I had .5 colonies robbedxjf 2 to
interested, that they may expect 4 frames from each hive,and part of the bees
aching
some stings, tired backs and
perished on the frozen ground. Those
heads in properly attending to an that remained in the hives are alive yet.
things
attend
Disagreeable
I kept some of my bees in the same room
apiary.
at
every calling, therefore, do not ex- where I lived, the temperature being
4.5' to .50°
they consumed but little
pect to find bee-culture an altogether from
out in splendid condicame
honey,
and
"rosy" business. It is undoubtedly tion. Bees must be kept comfortable.
a healthy occupation, and will afford
that which most of our American
Western N. Y.and Northern Pa. Conwomen so sadly need exercise in the
open air. I have scarcely a doubt veution.- A. D. Jacobs, Jamestown, 9
Association
that much of the present debility N. Y., Secretary of this
and physical weakness endured by writes as follows
The Western New York and Nortli^ru
the female sex of this country would
Association
pass away with the increased employ- Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers'
annual meeting at Cuba,
ment in congenial, out-door occupa- heldY.,itsonsecond
to stormy
Owing
May 5, 1885.
N.
tion, of which bee-keeping forms a
weather the attendance was small. After

studies,

;

—

should turn their attention to beekeeping as a congenial pursuit and
enquiries are often made respecting type. "
The bloomer suit " would naturits adoption and following, as a supthe proper cosplementary means of livelihood and ally suggest itself as
tume for a woman engaged in beepleasure.
assisting me among the
Among the ranks of bee-keepers keeping. "Inbetter
half," with straw
stretched over this broad land, a score bees, my
hat, bee-veil and rubber or buck-skin
or more of women might be named,
at the wrist, considers
who have been pre-eminently success- gloves secured
herself " bee-proof," and renders exful in keeping bees. Several are parcellent service in manipulating the
ticularly noted as writers on bee-cullittle workers. With father or brother
ture. Mrs. Harrison's articles, for inin the driving work of the farm,
stance, are much quoted and read busy
one of the daughters,
with great interest by thousands. why should not
with
Mrs. Tucker, of Indiana, has likewise or even the mother (if provided
in
tlie kitchen) take a
help
contributed much to apiarian litera- needed
ture.
Both of the above named hand in running the apiary V I doubt
that the necessary labor among
ladies are practical bee-keepers, and not
(more properly woman-work)
follow the pursuit with marked suc- the bees
done in a far neater and more
cess. In this connection we might will be,
systematic manner than if those
also name Mrs. Jennie Gulp, who, by "
bungling men " were enhorrid
systematic labor, has become the
owner of upwards of 100 colonies of trusted with it.
Galena, c$ Md.
bees, that annually bring her a neat
little income.
" I attribute my
Mrs. Gulp says
i^~ The Willamette VaUey Bee-Keepers'
its second meeting at
success to having everything in readi- Association will hold
La Fayette, Oi'effon, on the third Tuesday in
ness at the right time, my bees in a June, 1883. All who are interested are inE. J. Hadley, See.
vigorous, healthy condition at the vited to attend.
;

:

Ile.iring

Isaac

:

DR. W. O. PHELPS.

entomology

or, in

the election of officers a few

new names

were added to tlie roll of membership,
some important questions were discussed,
and the convention then adjourned to
Salamauca, N. Y., on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 1 and 3, 1885.
Late Spring— Cool

Weather.— Dr

or
H. M. Williams, Bowdon,*o Ga., on

May

6,

1880, writes as follows

:

Never since I have been keeping bees
have 1 seen such a late spring. My bees
came through weak, but they are getting
strong now. We generally have the most
of our swarming in April, but this year I
have had only 4 swarms, and 3 of them
came out of the same hive. I am rearing
some tine queens, and I made my nuclei
the easiest this year that

1

ever did.

1

some colonies, but some of the bees
came back, and so I gave them a frame of
sold

brood, and they are doing finely. I sold
one colony, moved it about one mile, and

confident that half the bees canie
of fine brood,
1 gave them a frame
and let them rear a queen, 1 am fearful
that we are going to have a bad honey
year here, for May and .June are the main
honey months, and the weather keeps too
cool for bees to do much.

lam

back.

:

::

:

:

:

:
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Bees Working on Apple Bloom.— W. the first swarm, when I was called to atB. Zinn, Holbiook.-o W. Va., on May tend to another, and I expect that I will
have plenty to do now until the swarniing8, 188-5, reports as follows
fever is over. I did not have my bees
We have had a very cold winter here, packed on the stands, nor in the honeyand a great many bees perished for the house, and I have lost less than some that
want of food and suitable hives to with- packed theirs. One bee-man told me that
stand the severe winter. Bee-culture is he had packed up his bees good, for he
The latter had not one colony now out of three. My
in its infancy in tliis State.
part of last summer was so dry that the loss was 2 out of 23 now 1 have 33 all in
bees did not gather honey enough to win- good condition. Some have an idea that
ter on, and feeding bees sugar is yet a we were overstocking our locality, but 1
great novelty with some people here. Last have found ont that those who say so do
Nov. I had 37 colonies whidi I doubled not have colonies strong enough to prove
back to 22, and fed them 190 pounds of to them what can be done even in this
granulated sugar. I bad 18 colonies in much-believed overstocked place. I like
chaff hives, of which I took out all the to keep my colonies strong. 1 do not beframes in the upper story and put in five lieve in keeping so many colonies — no
inches of wheat chaff; the other 4 colo- more than I can keep strong but last year
nies were In single-walled hives. From was rather adverse to keeping bees strong.
those 4 hives I took out 4 frames and put Our present prospect has never been betin 2 thin division-boards on each side of ter in the past three years, and if the
the brood-nest, and put in chaff between caterpillars and worms keep away, we
them and the sides of the hives, and a will be able to give a good report next fall.
chaff pillow on top of them. They all
wintered well, and all seemed healthy.
Orangre and iMagnolia Honey.— C. F.
One colony starved in the first week in
April, but it was my fault. My bees were Henniiig, Citra,© Fla., on May 4,
wintered on the summer stands. They 1885, says
are working finely now on apple bloom.
I have a lot of pure orange-bloom honey
this year. Bees are working now on the
Shipping Bees.— James B. Mason, magnolias, several varieties of which are
Mechanic Falls, p Me., writes thus in growing here in abundance.
regard to the cost of shipping bees
Extracting Honey.— E. V. Elder,
I wish to ask whether the classification
Lake Village,©^ Ark., on May 1, 1885,
of bee-keeping goods, as published in the
Bee Journal and discussed at the Bee- says
Keepers' Congress held at New Orleans
So far this year my bees are doing splenlast February, applies to freight or ex- didly. I extracted a little honey on April
press, or both". Bees are sent mostly by 39, but I had to quit on account of robbing.
express, and the express companies will 1 intend to commence extracting in earnpot hold themselves responsible for any est on May 4. I have 67 colonies, spring
damage on bees, aiid still persist in mak- count. 1 liad one swarm on April 19. 1
ing outrageous charges. I have just re- think that if Mr. Heddon would extend
the arm on each end of his reversible
ceived two lots of bees from Tennessee
the first lot was 12 five-frame colonies all frame clear down to the bottom-bar, it
packed in 3 boxes, each box weigiiing would be better, for then the bees could
about 7.5 pounds. They were billed at 100 not put propolis below their ends. I
pounds each, and the express company's think it would reverse more easily, and
bill was $27.2.5.
In a few days another lot the end-bars would always be clean.
came, exactly like the first, from the same
partj', and over the same route, as near as
Four-Fifths of the Bees Dead.— A.
lean ascertain, and the bill on this lot
was 817.50. Now, wiiat should cause this Reusch, (23— 30), Chariton,? Iowa, on
difference in charges ? The first lot of May 7, 1885, writes thus
;

;

:

;

:

bees cost, froiu Clifton, Tenn., to Portland, Maine, over.S8 per 100 pounds and
this without any responsibility on the
part of the express company.
;

The

past winter was a terrible one on
bees in all the Northern States, about 75
per cent, of all the bees being dead, and a
good many that are left are weak and diseased. 1 have made quite extensive inquiries of the bee-men, and received the

[The classification as published referred
Probably the
only to freight charges.
same answer from all "dead! dead!"
first charge was a mistake of the billing
We had in this county (Lucas) about 3,000
clerk. An application to the express com- colonies, and about l,fiOO of them have
Extreme cold and poor stores
died.
pany for a P.EHATE wonld be wise.— Ei).]
gathered from cider and cane mills caused
diarrhea among them, and a good many
Report, from M. Bailey, Winterset, did not have the protection they should
9 Iowa, on May 12, 188.5
have had. The most of the bee-keepers
Bees wintered poorly in this section, lost all they had, while a few saved nearly
from 90 to 95 per cent, being dead. Un- all of their bees. I lost 3 out of 33 colowholesome winter stores, improper care nies, one with diarrhea, and I am ashamed
to admit that 2 of them starved after they
and severe cold caused the trouble.
had wintered nicely, and after I had
carried them out of the cellar, and had
Good Prospects in Utah.— Jno. Dunn, the feeders in the hives, and the sugar in
Tooele,*o Utah, on May 7, 1885,reports the house to feed them with. I carried
as follows
my bees ont of the cellar on March 3, and
Our loss in wintering was light, as the they brought in pollen on the last day of
All but 3 colonies are in good
winter was what we call an open one. I March.
wintered my bees mostly on the summer condition, and the 3 are weak, but I can
stands. Four colonies I put into my ex- build them up into strong colonies by the
tracting house, but the mice got at them time the honey harvest comes on.
and done more harm than Jack Frost di<l

—

to those that were outside. As for the
spring, I have never seen such for blo.ssoms as the present one, and the bees are
"working like.beavers," only they make
more noise. On May 5 my first swarm for
the season issued, and upon examination
I found a good many colonies preparing
to swarm. 1 was not quite through with

StiH Snowing.— J. M. Doudna, Alexandria,+o Minn., on May 10, 1885,
writes
We had 2 inches of snow on May 6. On
May 7 the ground froze bard, and we had
a Manitoba zephyr with snow again on
May 8. I shall lose the most of my bees.

Argument
Hutchinson,

vs.
(68

—

W. Z.
Invective.
Rogersville, d
10),

—

Mich., writes thus
I was pleased, Mr. Editor, to see the
stand that you have taken in regard to
offensive personalities. I may have been
among the correspondents whose communications were "dumped" in the waste
basket

they contained offensive per"'tis well" that they were
Let us use strong arguments
vigorous language, but let us be
;

if

sonalities,

"dumped."
and

courteous.

No- Loss in Wintering.— 2— J.
Ball, (27—27), Knowlton, p
bec, on May 11, 1885, writes thus

RayQue-

mond

:

I put out my bees on April 22, after having been confined 173 days, and I found
them all alive and generally in good condition, with brood in nearly every hive.

(Those who would like to know how and
where my bees were wintered, I would
refer to page 43.) As the weather was
warm, I coinmenced with an extra hive,
and cleaned them all out in good shape,
and by the time 1 got through, the first
ones had begun to gather pollen. They
that night until alter sundown,
and the next morning they were at it
sunrise
and that day the
before
again
mercury was at 80' in the shade. It came
on cold'after that, and there has not been
but 3 or 3 parts of day since, when bees
could work. I found that the colonies
which were the nearest to the stove and
the farthest from the wall had wintered

worked

;

One very large colony that
as a swarm on June 17, 1884, and
gathered 50 pounds of surplus comb honey,
was not more than 5 feet from the side of
the stove (the thermometer that hung on
the end of it would often run up to 65° and
70°), wintered perfectly ; and the 3 colonies put together last fall and fed up on
sugar syrup, also wintered all right.
the

best.

came out

Practically No Loss in Wintering.—
Ira Barber, De Kalb Junction, 5N.Y.,
on May 13, writes as follows
:

bees are all on the summer stands,
after the tumbling they have taken in
removing and wintering. My loss is 4 colonies out of 200—3 were so badly broken
up that they failed to winter, one starved
and one was queenless. 1 began to put
them out on April 17, but the weather was
so cold from that time until May, that the
bulk of them were left in the cellar until
May 1 to the 9tli. I have not as even a lot
of bees as I have had for the last 8 years,
but the most of this was caused in locating
so many in a strange yard. They came
out bright and clean, except about 20 colonies that were placed too near the bottom
of the cellar, in so low a temperature that
their hives were quite badly soiled while
those 6 inches higher were bright and
clean. In a cellar as good as mine has
been—4.5° to 48»— bees should be placed one
foot or more above the bottom of the cellar, where the cellar is very damp; and I
consider a warm, damp cellar (and I will
say a very damp one), the only safe place
to winter bees in. In such a cellar bees
winter safely if they have enough of
honey, without regard to the time it was
gathered, or how much pollen they may
as there will be no discharges
have in it
from the bees, as a rule, unless it is in a
dry state. Bees cannot survive in a warm,
dry room for 5 or 6 months, yet they will
come out in splendid condition after remaining in a warm, wet room for that
length of time. Will some of the great
bee-teachers, who never wintered their
bees successfully, please tell us why this
The prospect for a good honey
is so ?
season in Northern New Tork is good.
Clover has wintered well, and as basswood
was a failure last year, we are looking for

My

;

;

I
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K^~Preserve your papers for reference
something from it tliis year. If we liave
good weather, a large crop of honey is If you have not got a Hinder wo will mail you
of
in
this
no
loss
bees
expected, as there is
one for 7.3 cents, or you can have one free
section.
now yearly subscripif you will send us
tions for the Bee Journal.
Local Convention Directory.
To Klve away a copy of " Honey as Food
Time and place of Meeting.
1885.
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
Ind.
May US.— Southern Indiana, at Madison.
package of honey, will sell almost any quanC. Firth. Sec, Madison, Ind.
li

May 28.— N.

tity of

Mich. Picnic, near McBride, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec. McBride, Mich.

May 29.— Haldimand,

Falls, O.

W. Turner, Sec, Newton Falls, O.
June 19.— Willamette Valley, at La Fayette. Oreg.
E.

E. J. Hadley. Sec.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit. Mich.

U. D. Cutting, Sec,

(Clinton,

Sweet Glover
FOR

BEE PASTURAGE.
MAY be sown on all waste places at
IT any
time, and will grow on any soilany climate. Price, 20 cents per pound
per peck f 10.00 per busliel (6(5 lbs.)

in

Ont.. at Nelles' Corners. Ont.
E. C. Campbell, Sec.

June 5.— Mahoning Vallev, at Newton

it.
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two or more copies of
the book, " Dees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

i^~ Our

rates for

i^~ We want one number
Journal of August, 186G— February, 1807.
Any one having them to spare will please
each of the

Mich.

fy

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Bee

send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

S3.7.5

:

;

AIiFRED H. NEWMAN,
92:!

West Madison

Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Apiculturist Experimental Bee-Farm
HENUY ALLEY, Superintendent.
WII..L, be devoted to rearing the BEST Queens
for honey-producing purposes and winterind
qualities that can be produced.
have purchased
from Mr. Alley, among other stock, 25 colonies of
orange- yellow bees for breeding purposes, and they

We

are

BEES THAT HAVE TVIXTEKEU

condition and are building up rapidly, and
cannot be f xcciled in any regard. Until Jane 20
we will send for 3)^1. 50 the
in fine

|^~ The Bee

Association of
Southern Indiana will meet at Madison, Ind.,
on Thursday, May 28, 1883, at 9 a. m., in the
C. Firth, Sec.
M. M. Club kooni.

J^pcciul floticcs.tS~ As some

inquiries

Keepers'

have been made by

the readers of the Bee JonRNAi as to the
result ot the fire on May 4, which consumed
the major part of three upper floors of my
store, burning- some extracted honey, but
not injuring tlie lower or sales floor on which
stood the comb honey, I can say that my loss
was protected by insurance, and that I am
doing business at the old stand and having
the damage done to the upper floors repaired.
R. A. Burnett.
Chicago, Ills., May 11, 1885.

pw~ Supply

-

dealers' Circulars

and Price-

giducrtiscmciits.
ivitb

Combs

25 HIVES CHEAP.
box

A.

J.

FISHER,

;oAit

CASES — A BARGAIN. —
HKDDON
have
Heddon Cases for Comb Honey
:il

comb

each secThese
are genuine Heddon Cases, well-made and
v.'ell-painted with two coats of white paint.
Will fit any 8-frame Langstroth Hive. Will
sell the lot for $15. The best arrangement
out for comb honey. I am changing my
filled

tion

with nice white

commencing with the June number
but few back Nos.) and one of our
choice $I.r)0 Queens, either Italian. Syrian HolyLand, Cyprian or Albino. We guarantee that these
Queens shall be first-class in every respect. No
Queens stopped until the iJrst week in June. Our
enlarged "Bee-Keepers' Companion," (sent free)
contains our Circular anti Priee-List, a likeness of
Mr. Henry Alley, the veteran Queen-breeder, and
much valuable in.'^truction. It also contains a
number of Club ofiers, its good as the above, which
expire Juhc lio.
If you want a Hrat-claas Queen and a good heepaper cheap, send your order at once. Make all
Postal Notes and Money Orders pavable at Salem,
Mass. Address S1L.AS M. r.OC&E <fe CO.,
Successors to Henry Alley.
WENHAM, MASS.
(as

we have

20A2t

in

—28 l-!b. sections in each case.

have been received from T. apiary for e.vtracting.
J. H. Tilley &
Pierce, Gansevoort, N. Y.
E. J. SCOFIELD, HANOVER, ROCK
20A3t
and M. C. Von
Bros., Castle Hill, Maine
Lists for

for Sale

882, E. Liverpool, O.

AMERICAN APICULTURIST

for one year,

All the volumes of
the American Bee
.ToCRN.iL (20 vears)
bound— for $50.00.
C. SOMEN, Canandaigua, N. Y.

FOR SALE
Address

«;.

20Alt

188.")

;

CO.,

EXCELSIOR

WIS.

;

T.^mmM.m.m

Dorn, Omaha, Neb.

HONEY EXTRACTORS

t^~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
and send

it

In answer to frequent inquiries
for E.\tractors carrying 3 and 4
]..angstrnth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The y frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as

by mail, postpaid.

i; frame.
The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon. leaving room unrit'rneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete.
with covers, and in every way

the

E&~ To

create

Honey Markets

in every

town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .">0 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a dem.ind for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

village,

itientical, except in size,
^iti.ui Extractor, 13x20.

which

is

the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movatractors, all

in the Coaib Baskets. The
Extractors have no covers.
American frames, 13x13 inches
"
10x18
Langstroth ""
"
"
10x18
"
"
"
10x18
"
size, 13x20
frames of any
**
"
13x20 '
"
"
"
13x20

ble sides

:

;

with the

intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the ^ham) Ex-

$8.(.t0

and

|in.(M)

;

For 2
For 2
For 3

Kor4

The Best
BEE-HIVE for all

^ Arranged

For 2
For 3
For 4

%S

txi

8

0(t

.

.

.

.

.

ALFRED

H.

.10 0<i
.14 Oil
.12 0<1
.12 ai
.16 0<i

NEWMAN,

purposes in existence. 923 West ITIadison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Sample Hives complete, $'i.5U each in the
in lots of six, $1.75 each. Descriptive
Circular sent free. Address
TO MY FRIENDS AND FORMER CUSTOMERS
HAVE made arrangements with SIIjAS M.
E. AKOTSTKONG, JerseyvUle, Ills.
I LOCKE & CO.. of Wenham, Mass., to rear
19A4t BBIt
;

f3g~ All who Intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Ilegister and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows

flat,

:

For
"
"

colonies (1'20 pages)
100 colonies (^20 pages)
200 colonies (4'JO pages)
.')0

$1 00
12.")

Hives and

Combs

for Sale

1.50

nnsood 10 L. Hi7es. one story fsec. hand)
The larger ones can he used for a few col- J-'_"J ^\JM) each; good, straight empty I'ombs for
Hives,
same, mc each. Heddon Cases fur iu
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, painted two coats white, tor i-lb. sections, 40 cents.
f.

"I

f.

and

keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

Address

still

i'oA-Jt

B- G. WEBSXEK,
BLAINE. Boone Co.

ILL.

Uueens at the Apiculturist Experimental BeeFarm, and to act as Superintendent of the same.
By so doing, my former patrons will have their
orders for Queens tilled promptly, and as I have
sold them,

among other

stock, 25 colonies of the

finest orange-yellow bees that

can be found

honest maner.
'20A2t

Wenliam, MasB

in

the

world, you can depend on getting the BEST Queens
that can be produced. 1 cheerfully recommend
these parties as honorable and fair-deaiing men,
and all will be dealt with in a straight-forward

HENRY ALLEY,

!

.
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Tlie VICTOR HIVE
HIVES
T-VOIJBI.E WAI.I> ED or CHAFF
10, each, *» 40
5^n one lot. each, »^» SO
*3.00-m the D lat.

D
•IS

i

each wa.lSS;

li«i,

each,

M»VE8,
ClKOI-E-WAI.I.E»each,
1S3.40

O

BerryPackages

*l each!

;

J.j,

I,

f l!.oi

I

'^

Pert ectl y accurate no better.

N

;

1.

PIS AMEKIt-'ANA.-OrderstorQueensof
will now
A^hebrautifulSTKlO-AtBINOS.
method, all
be received. Reared hy my new
have
made a
We
perfect.
and
tine
and
a?e farle
A

discovery in Queen- KeannR. and hereby
or
challensethe production (by natural swarmint:
in any
Stherwise) of Queens that will excel ours
other
from
miles
.i
Isolated
Saluabe Quality.
for circulars
bees First come, first served. Send
DK. O. I.. XIIVKEK,
Address,
gflat

will

r

H-^

<1

Ph

can furnish Pure

I

Ptionolfortheoui'oof

PURE PHENOL

FOl'I. BKOOI»,

as

described by Mr. Frank Cheshire, of Londiiii.
England. As it is a liquid, it can be sent
only by express. Price, 25 cents per ounce,
delivered at the express office in Chicago,
Street,

PERFUME

nod

this

P

Dep.iktment for the

One and

T\vo-i>U-cc

^^ All Orders will be

OLU

I

I

_

£ "s

CO

o

^

Q.

a

n
other kinds of

CO
CM
0)

Hlven,

MADE TO ORDER.

S
O
20)
0)

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
sball supply anything you need in the Apiary
Send for Illustrated Price l-iist.
successor to L.C. Koot,
TV. E.
I

ORISKANY, Oneida County.

Colonies of

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Rogei'HTllle,

Co., MIeh.,

tested Italian Qiieiiis ifinm the S(nith) ^L.-jO
each. Tested Queens leaied last year in the
home apiary, $:S.OO each. Ueeswa.\ wanted.
Make money orders payable at Flint. ItiAtf

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

We

\5S^

N. Y.

Genesee

can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, while jiopUir sections as
there iii-c made. Send Inr sample and prices.
A few full colonies of choice Italiaiisin Heddon hives for sale at $s.(i(i j)ct coluny. Un-

,iW,

CL A KK,

7A17t

1885.

12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.
T. S. IIAI.I^, Kliby'H CreeU, Ala.

Quinby Standing-Frame,
all

ITALIAN

l.-)Atf

standard Langstroth,

And

NEWMAN,

FOR

See Advertisement In another column.

n^

H.

W. Madison, CHICAGO ILL,

ITALIAN QUEKNSin their purity, and that
cannot be excelled, (^timb Foun, itllon and
Siippllef!! uene-ally. send ft>r Circular.

M

„

by

THE DOCTOR.

GQ

DAVENPORT, IOWA

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

the abOTe Smokers at

Send for my 32-page Illustrated
Catalogue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

1870.

Dadant's FouiidatioiiFactory, wholesale
retail.

sell

mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvement*,
IncludinK THE CONQUEROR, and

lUIIOi

I.OWEST FIGURES,

and

can

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

ALFRED

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Tlie H. F. MOEliliEK M'fg Co.
lA26t

Perfmucd. Satchet for 12c. Samples,

923

promptly at the

filled

IfiA'Jt

"^c* CLINTOiiiiCO.,NortliHaveii,Cmm.
Il*-'^f^
2/ j^rfni'iiw.w^x(7r^^'e have seen cards from many firms,
hut none as pretty tw those from Clinton d; Co.

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND
Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed CCPTinMC
Also,

Safe arrival guaranteed.

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

added to our L.\nGE B^actduv a

Speci.\i-

reineniber that we make

llAllt

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
We have

Send for price-list. Also

W^%
40 Hidden Name°^l",^,rs
a
1

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

iron-bound

ANDREWS, Farina, Ills.,
BEES BY THE POIJND, with

sell

Queens, if desired.
Send for Circular.

A1.FKED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison

;i'3-quart,

orate, with baskets like
this cut, for 75 cents.

^"^^^
the Sliced Oiie-Piec-e
$e<'tloii»i which took first premium at Michigan State Fair last September. The.v are
smooth inside as well as out— the " best and
NE-VTiiST " Sections made. Address
BERLIN FRUIT BOX CO.,
Berlin Heights, Erie County, O.
19A3t

LP.

New Philadelphia, O.

^J^^f

^L^
,,.^

each,

the Klat.

POPI.AK DOVEXAII.ED
WHITE
SEl'TIOXS, any size under 6x«xl«, per
1 ,01 <

A

Sinonelot,

m,
S3-50; »2.«10-in

each
JSafIs;

;

BEESWAX.
I pay S6Sc. per pound delirered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

have some

ELEGANT

BADGES,

tuiving
for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
11II5I50N
a rosette

BEES

and gold Bee,

Conventions,

etc.

Price

50 "cents each, hy mail, postpaid.

For particulars,

A.

I-.

EDWARDS,

call

upon, or address,
Y.

THOMAS G.

Address.

SKANEATELES.N.

925

West MadlBon

.\ElVMAal,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

14AHt .5Blt
(0

u

1885.

1885.

QUEENS.
ITALIAN
Pure
MAKTIN,

0)

llullitil
breeder of
J. ,J.
Uueeni*, and dealer in Aplurlan 8ii|»|tll«-N.
*:..i«i;
tested
Untested Queen, »l.oo; six untested.
Send for Catalogue,
each, liW; six tl(j.l«i.
J. J. MARTIN.
Address
NORTH M ANCHESTER. IN O.
I8A-It

14Ai)t
in

PQ

ELECTROTYPES^
of Kn^rravtnKS used in the Bee Juurnal fnr sale at
ascents per square Inch— no single cut sold forleB^
O.
than .'c.
OSA West Madison Street Chlouico, III.

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

MY BUILDINa

Dadaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
letail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

3

has been enlarged by adding two stories, in
order to accommodate my increasing business. My facilities are now ample for a large
trade.

and

100

9'2.3

ALFRED

West Madison

Colimies of Choice ITAI^IAN
BICICS I'"OK S.VLE. Send for
Frice-List.

BEES SALE
for

For particulars, address
CHAS, W. BRADISH, Greig, Lewis Co.

N,'

Y.

UlA2t

ITALIAN QUEENS!
Bees ever introduced into
>TO Cyprian or SyrianQueen
in May. »1..^"; six for

WARRANTED

«
this locality. One
$7.5"; after June 15.$l each; six for

our48-puBe CutiiloKue,
II. NEAVITIAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Street,

Addi-ess,

W. J. DAVIS, (Box 91)
Youngsvillc, Warren County, Pa,

|.i.
Send for
describing everythlnu

needed by bee-keepers. Address,
lsAl3t J. B. MASON, Mechanic Falls, Maine.
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marks

OF THE

50 Colonies.— The Flint Ghihc re"W. Z. Hutchinson, of

as follows:

323

The

AVIilte Sulphur Sprtngti, situated
Fredeiick County, Virginia, is a summer
resort conducted by Mr. E. C. Jordan, one of
the most enthusiastic lieckeepers of VirIn

about 50 colonics of choice
during the late winter, leaving him
about 'ir> colonies. He has already ordered ginia, and is open from June 1st to Oct. 15.
eno\igh to increase his stock to about !I0 col- We have received several pamphlets setting
onies. Mr Hutchinson boliovcs the honey forth the value of the use of those mineral
market will be active and prices good, owing waters. If anj- one desires to olitain a copy
to the enoi-mous losses during the past sea- of it, they nuiy be obtained at this office, or
son, and hence he does not iiesitate to re- of Mr. Jordan, at Stephenson's Depot, Va.
invest."
Honey is abundantly supplied on the tables
Koij-crsville, lost

^^-^.^E^S^EO^i^,^^^

.

Iices

for guests.

AplK Dorsata, says the L'Aiiicnltnrp of
Italy, is not so much to be dreaded, after all.

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS
EniTOIl

G.

NEWMAN,

:

:

AND

PHOPltlETOIt,

926 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly, t§'J£ a year Monthly, SO cents.
;

Vol. XXI.

Bees and P<*aohem. — A correspondent in

the Liiiiilnii (Irii-den, from Wales, remarks as
" I know of no better way of sefollows
curing a heavj- crop of poaches and nectarist traveller will publish a description of the
bees of India, which will rectify many errors ines, than by ptitting a colony of bees in the
chiefly concerning the Ai>h dorsata, which house when the trees are in bloom. This has
has certainly been mistaken for some large been iny practice tor several years past in
wasp of that country. The Apis dorsata is the case of a house in which the trees come
not any more aggressive than our Italian into flower in March, and the result is alwaj'S
bee. The specimens which he has sent to satisfactory. When the bees are in the house,
the Museum of the Apicultural Society of we never brush the flowers or shake the trees
in the hope of fertilizing the flowers
this
Milan, especially the males, are very fine
all the body is of a clear yellow, including work is left entirely to the bees, and they do
the antennse
the head and the eyes are it efl'ectually. I have thinned 900 small nectarines from a tree which covers a piece of
white."
trellis 4 yards square, and several hundred
C. H. Dlbbern, in the H'csfcni Phncinan, more will have to be taken off before the
remarksthns: "The foolish story started by crop is a safe and ordinary one. This, I
Prof. Wilej' as a scientific pleasantry,' that think, is proof enough as to theadvantags of

not more aggressive than the Italian
" A learned naturalbee. The editor adds
It is

May 27, 1885.

No. 21.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

;

;

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

;

C.

"Weeks,

Clifton, Tenn., has sent ue his

spring: Price-List of queens, bees, etc.

CIiafT Paekliig.— " Cyula Linswik " has
again wintered her entire apiary (61 colonies)
without loss. They were paclsed on the sum-

mer

An Exoliaii^e remai'ks thus:

"The
move

rules
bees.

Spring is the best time to
If, however, one settles on your necli in midsummer, you need not waituutilne.xt spring
before moving it." You had better not be
too an.vious to remove it; you may wish you
say;

had

away of its own accord.
" leaves a sting behind."

let it tiy
it

Chicago by

employing bees, and those who think such

with glucose and neatly
sealed up by passing a hot iron over it, and
sold for
pure honey,' has long been exploded
but is still being persistently repeated. Those of us who have ever made a
pound of foundation know how utterly impossible it would be to accomplish this feat.
If it could be done it would not resemble
comb honey, and could not be used to deceive
the most unwar.v. Comb honey never can
be successfully imitated by any scientific

work does the bees harm make a great mis-

machinery,

stands.

times

'

honey-comb was now made

Some-

Fine Work.— We have several samples
of "dovetailed sections" from Dr. G. L,
Tinker. They are made of white poplar, and
sawed at the rate of one-hundred per minute, or 00,000 pieces in a day. If such " rapid
sawing " and " fine work " have before been
accomplished, we have not heard of it. They
show su]>erb workmanship and make a fine
appearance.

in

filled

'

;

take, as they thus get a supply of food before
it is plentiful out-of-doors; and I have noted

that

I

have for

swarm and

2

years secured ~my

first

from the
peach-house bees. I may add that I have a
good many colonies of bees, and in ray opinion they are useful in a garden at this season,
and when managed on the movable-frame
system, they are both interesting and profitearliest-filled sections

able."

methods."

Bee-Keepers In Gerinauj'.— From

Septo 15, the annual meeting of the

AVild Bees In Oregon.— The Portland
Xews mentions the following incident
"A
:

tember
short time ago Samuel. Asa, and Joe HolaAustro-German Central Bee-Keepers' Asso- day, of Scappoose, took a trip over to the
ciation, will bring together 400 to 500 mem- Lewiston river, in order to look into the rebers. Mr. Lehzen, of Hanover, enumerates sources of that region. They found it a most
the associations in Germany and the number Ijeautiful country, and one that offers many
of members in each one, as follows: " Cent- inducements to settlers. The part ^'isited
to Propagate and Grow Fruit,
ral of Gumbinen, 488; Circle of Siegen, 500; lies ofl" in the direction of Mount St. Helena,
by Charles A. Green, contains over 50 illusBaiticCentral (in Pomerania), 950; Central of and is composed of l>oth timber land and fine
trations and two colored fruit plates. A
the Province of Hanover, l,.'iOO; Central of open tracts which al)ound in game, large and
ti4-page book,
!)

How

price 50 cents, telling

how

to

propagate and multiply strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, currants, gooseberries,

grapes, quince, peach, apricot, plum, cherry,
pear and apple. It tells how to lay out a
garden or fruit farm— how to plant, cultivate, trim, etc. For sale at this office.

Humble Bees are being exported to New
Zealand, in order to fertilize the red clover
there.
A correspondent in the ScicDtiflc
American remarks
"This is not the first
shipment of bumble bees ; the same experiment was tried with .\ustralia some years
since, and with success. It is a fact that
without the l>uml)le bee, in two years we
would be without clover— one of the best
:

known to agriculture. Few
ble bees live over the winter, and their

bumnum-

not sufficient to fertilize the

first

fertilizers

ber

is

growth of clover, as not more than 5 per
cent, of the first crop has seed
but by the
time the second crop comes on, the bees have
increased, and as a consequence we get seed,
;

with sappling clover.

the Marches, 900; Central of Sehleswig-Hol- small. While encamped on the river, they
stein, 400; Seven United Associations of two disco\ered an olijeet that was as novel and
Hesses, etc., 1,200; Central of the Great interesting as it was beautiful and striking.
Duchy of Saxe- Weimar and neighboring In their rambles through the pine woods,
country, ^80; Central of the Provinces of they suddenly came upon a fallen tree across
Saxony, Thuringe, and States of the Grand the path which, on insiiection, they found to
Duke of Anhalt, 1,'^00; Central of Mechlem- be hollow. Through a knot-hole they could
burg, 000; Central of Bromberg, 500; Baden, see something white, and at once began to
1,700; Cammin, 3,.500; General of Silesia, investigate. They sawed into the log and
2,242; The Gernuin Club of Frankfort upon were surprised to find that the whole interior
Main, 2,242. Total, 16 principal groups, num- of the log was filled solidly with honey.
bering 15,880 members— all readers of pro- They at once brought from their camp some
gressive periodical publications." How do of their vessels to fill with this sweetest of
these figures appear when contrasted witii all nature's productions. Their buckets and
American bee-keepers? We have many more pans were soon filled. Then they sawed off
apiarists than Germany, and yet not a quarter another length of the log, and found it still
of them pursue progressive methods, read solid with the honey. This they repeated
a bee-i)aper, or attend bee-keei)ers' conven- and took from it honej- until they had opened
tions. We have the territory, the flora, and up 10 feet of pure, lovely honey, which
the bees, but the iire-killcrs here outnumber yielded a eiunb that was in many places 4
the practical and progi-essive, and when they inches thick. Of this find they carried away
do not kill the bees by their mismanagement, 180 pounds, which they declared was the
they ruin the honey markets by their ignor- finest they ever tasted, being far richer than
ance and indiscretion.
the tame honey which they produce."

::

::

324
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REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Briefly stated,

what

is

the best method of preventing at ter-swiirms?
—J. L. A.

"

G. W. Demakee remarks thus
Put the hive containing the new

old stand move tlie old
location, and supply the
exhausted colony with a virgin queen
at least one day old. If the young
queen is a lively, smart one, she will
take care to destroy all queen-cells."

swarm on the
hive to a new

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

weather) after this date on the hives,
Convention Notices.
we remove the old colony to a new lo^^The
Bee- Keepers' Association of Cencation. As we do this at such time of tral Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
day as most bees are in the field, this on July 1.3, 188."3, at 10 a. ra.
Wm. B. Lawrence, Sec.
depopulates the old colony, giving the
force to the new, leaving too few bees
8^^
Valley Bee -Keepers'
The
Mahoning
for the young misses to divide, and as Association, will hold its next meeting at
they at once recognize this fact, they Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, June 5,
E. W. Turner, Sec.
fight it out on the'line of the 'survival 188.5.

Prevention of After-Swarms.
Query, No. 67

:

;

of the fittest.' It may be proper, just
tS~ The Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers'
here, to say a few words regarding Association will hold its second meeting at
how we manipulate the surplus de- La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday in
partments of these two hives, as it June, 1885. All who arc interested are inE. J. Hadley, Sec.
may have something to do with the vited to attend.
object in view. Let us suppose that,
at the time of swarming, that the old
Honey and Beeswax Market.
colony was working in three 28 onethe
upSuppose
pound section-cases.
OtBce of the American Bee Journal,
per one to be i?^ completed, the middle
Monday, 10 a. m.. May 'J.j, 1885. f
one about }4, the lower one just startThe following are the latest quotawill put two (which two, only
ed.
the minor circumstances in the case tions for honey and beeswax received
i

We

can decide) on the swarm when first up to this hour
hived, leaving one, and, sometimes,
" Tlie best prevention of after-swarms we get another to put with it, on the
CHICAGO.
HONR Y.~Demand is light and receipts are also
old hive. Perhaps this surplus room
is to prevent swarming."
ligtit.
Prices range from lo@i5c.forbe8tKradesof
on the old colony also has a tendency comb honey, and for extracted. 5@7c.
Trof. a. J. Cook answers thus: to prevent swarming."
BEESWAX.— Best grade weak at 28c.
B. A. BURNITT, 161 South Water Bt.
" Cutting out all queen-cells br.t one
answers well. Mr. Heddon's plan is
BOSTON.
Bees Moving in the Cluster.
also good."
HONEY.— We quote the foIIowlDg prices Fancy

Dadant & Son answer as follows

:

white comb in

W. Z. HuTCnrasON remarks thus
" I prefer the Heddon method."

Query, No. 68.—Do bees ever move from

:

"Wait
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers
8 davs after the prime swarm, has isthe
rule)
sued, at which time (as a
first young queen will be hatched.
Now cut off all queen-cells and you
have a sure thing of it. In linding a
queen-cell open at the end, you have
the assurance that one queen is at
:

liberty."

the outsiilc to the inside of the cluster, and
vice versa, to get food, after they have once
clustered for winter? W. M.

]Messrs.
"

—
Dadant & Son

reply

They do not move, but they give

honey to one another; i.e., the bees
which are near the honey give to
those under them, and they pass
honey this way to the last bees of the
cluster."

" I have
G. W. Demareb says
James Heddon remarks thus: "My never
at any time examined bees withgiven on page 4-58 of the Bee

1-Ib. sections,

16@18c.

:

the

same

in

2-1 b. sections, 15(ajl«c; fancy white California 2-lb8.,
12{Sj]4c. Extracted weak, 6^«c.
Sales very slow.
cts. per lb.

BBBSWA.X.-32

Blaee & RIPLEY,

57

Chatham

Street.

NEW

YORK.
HONE Y-Present sales of comb honey

are very

alow, and owing to the lateness of the season, we
do not anticipate any change in prices until the
quote, at
new crop commences to arrive.
present as follows: Fancy white clover in 1-lb.
sections, 14@15c; fair to good white clover in 1-lb.
sections, l2®13c: fancy white clover in 2 lb. sections, l3@14c: fair to good white clover in 2-lb.
sections, ll@12c; fancy buckwheat in I-lb. sections,
9(gJ]()c: fancy buckwheat in 2-lb. sections, 7(a..Sc.
Ordinary grades, no sale. Extracted white clover,

We

7(§).'^c:

extracted buckwheat. (i(o6Hc.

BEESWAX-t*rime yellow. 32(&33c.
McCAUL & Hildketh Bros., 34 Hudson

:

St.

plan, as

out seeing evidence of change of posiCINCINNATI.
tion of individual bees in the cluster
HONEY—There is no newfeature in themarket.
this is necessary Our regular customers only are buyers at present.
think
that
not
I
do
but
June 14. With a non-erasive crayon to obtain food. The food is evidently There is almost no outside demand, and low tigures are no inducement. We quote extracted
we mark upon the hive, O, June 14, handed around by the bees."
honey from 't%Hc on arrival, and comb at li@12c.
BEESWAX— Good demand and arrivals plentiand on the hive in which we put the
24@2Hc for good yellow on arrival.
diswe
Prof. A. J. Cook answers thus ful. We quote
swarm, S, June 14. Thus,
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
•'
the
from
They are constantly on the move."
tinguish the old colony
8AN FRANCISCO.
swarm at a glance, as we make these
" Some
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies
HONEY— Market very quiet. Choice extracted
marks in large figures. When we hive seem
kind
which buyers at present care to
from
is
the
only
do,
but
they
to suppose
the swarm (always on full sheets ot careful watching I have failed to find purchase in a wholesale way, and there Is little of
this sort otfering. No new crop honey has yet arit
close
place
we
foundation),
wired
for several weeks. While to
anything which would warrant my rived; none e.xpected
on the north side (our hives front the coming to such a conclusion."
extra white comb, 8(5iic; dark to good. 4@7c; extracted, choice to extra white, 4J!(^514c; amber
the
enwith
colony,
old
the
of
east)
colored, 4!4(gJ4?ic.
trance turned northward, away from
James Heddon remarks as follows
BEESWAX— Quotable at 25S62C— wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
the old colony, about 4-5'-. As soon as " 1 am not positive about that, as I
the swarm is well at work, having have never iLvestigated the matter,
ST. LOUIS.
their location well marked (say two but it is claimed that they do, and the
HONEY — Steady; demand and supply both
12®14c
per lb., and strained and exparComb,
days) we turn the hive around
claim is a reasonable one. They must siuall.
tracted 5H@Hc.
Now both either do this or feed one another."
allel with the old colony.
BEESWAX-Flrm at 32®32Kc. for choice.
W. T. ANDERSON & CO., 104 N. 3d Street
hives face east, setting side by side,

Let
for 1884, is as follows
us suppose that colony No. 14 swarms

Journal

:

;

'

'

:

:

close together. Sometimes, however, being governed according to the
size of the swarm, as compared to the
number of bees left in the parent col-

and

ony, we place the newly-hived swarm
on the old stand, putting the old colony through the process above described. In fact, we do this most of
the time. Now, you will remember,
that while each colony recognizes its
individual house, they are, at the same
time as regards all other colonies in
the yard, practically in one location,
or on one stand. Now, the dates on
the back ends of the hives plainly indicate that second swarming will take
place in about 8 days. In about 6 or 7
days (according to the season or

CLEVELAND.
To create Honey Markets In every
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
{3g~

producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .)0 cents per 100), or else the
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"

and scatter them

HONEY-Since our last report there has been a
better demand for honey, and some sales
have been made at 13H<gil4c for best white honey

little

In 1-lb. sections. Second quality is still very dull
at 2(0) 3c. Extracted is not salable at any price in
1

1

our market.

BEESWAX.- Scarce at 2«@30.

A. C. Kendel. 116 Ontario Street,

and the result
of their crops at

iilentifully,

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY— Demand for choice white combing,
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
and 2-lb. sections is good, and prices fairly mainMedicine " are sold at the following prices
tained. Halt pound sections, laMltJC; l-lb, 13(3
Extnicted slow at r»@7c. \\ e
14c;
2-lb.. KKa Ic.
cts.
per
40
Single copy, 5 cts. per do/..,
could sell some 1.^-lb. sections of comb honey and
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent a few more nice white l-lb. sections.
BBE9WAX-2.)I93UC.. according to quality.
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
CLKMONS.CLOON & Cu., cor. 4th & Walnut.
On orders of 100 'ir more, we will print, if
SAN FRANCISCO.
"
by,"
Presented
desired, on the cover-page,
UONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2 lb. sections
etc. (giving the name and address of the bee- t)(9l4c; extracted, fiioc.
.,
.
Geo. w. MEADE 4 CO.. 213 Market.
keeper who scatters them).
will

be a

demand

for

all

1

;

1

;

;

,

;
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tines," is certainly correct, and his
to the cause, is
last, as applying
equally correct while wliat he assigns
as tlie cause cannot be correct, at
least as it seems to me. The "native
clime " gave bees the chance of flying
every few d;iys, thus preventing the
" overloading of the intestines," and
the thing which took this privilege
of flying away from them is the cause
of our Northern wintering trouble.
In the language of Mr. H., I think
that " the stupidity e.xhibited by
some" regarding this conlineinent
part of it "is truly amazing." I say
(using Mr.
words again), "let
some one produce a case of bee diarrhea without the use of "—confinement. It seems to me to be perfectly
plain that liringing bees into our
Northern hititude is the cause of all
our trouble, and that all matters of
food, ventilation, dampness, etc., are
only secondary causes; for Mr. II.
tells us that the reason why " bees in
warm climates are free from diarrhea
;

Explanalor) .— Tliu figures before the
iiuliciitc llie number of years that the

names

person has kejit bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonics the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
This raarl<
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
i north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^^ northwest;
o« southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Beautiful Spring Time.
.1.

C.

STOIJDAKD.

Birthday of the seasons, welcome!

To nie, three score and ten,
Thv hapi»y charms revive us,

With the cheer of the twittering wren.
Vernal heauty reifins supreme,
Fraerance tioats in every breeze,
Wavy zephyrs chant in chime
Their salute to all the trees.

Sunbeams

tjlint

on wavy ferns.

Piercing through the thickest shade,
Warming well the dark, cold pines.
Kissing the wild tlowers of the glade.
Nature's hosts hold high parade—
The trumpeters are on the wing.
The oriole pours forth its joy.
And all the birds proclaim the spring.

Welcome the spring! thy sounding joy!
Welcome time of budding bowers.
Welcome are thy storms and shines
That usher in the reign ot t3owers.
Wild geese pipe their songs o'er head,
Their trombones are all in tune;
Arbutus flings his fragrance up,
A bouquet of sweet perfume.

The honey-bee, God's

gift to

man.

Is out in force each lovely day.
Kissing each sweet and lovely flower
Until the daylight dies away.
Pile it in! four pounds each day.

Dear little busy honey-bee!
So when you've got your house brimful
We'll share with you, and taste and see.

The frogs have held their breath so long,
Down in the mud so deep, poor things,—
A cheerful racket now they make.
They, too, would fly— had they the wings.
in helds and dells;
Children shout with springlike tone.
Decked with flowers and sweet bouquets,
For Spring is queen upon her throne.

Maidens out

The dandelion's Golden eyea
With seeds of downy feather,
Starring hills and pretty lawns
In summer's showery weather.
Little tl.shes in the frolicking brooks.
And sportive grassy glens,
And foaming waterfall— their Minnehaha—
Where aslant the shady elder bonds.
Violets catch the dew-drnps clear,
Daisies proud in silver frills.
Star flowers innocent and bright.
King cups drink the dews of hills.
Spring hath wrought her wedding-veil.
For Summer hath engaged her- certain.
In Flora's beauty she's now decked.
Gracefully she retires behind the curtain.

—Springfield, Alass.

For the American Bee Journal

What

Causes Bee-Diarrhea?

IG— G. M. DOOLITTLE,

(40—80).

On page 246, under tlie above heading Mr.
Z. Hutchinson writes and
closes by saying that " perhaps it is a
mistake in attempting to Iseep bees
out of their native clime." In this
sentence he gives just the cause of

W

.

His first proposition,
" Bee-diarrhea is the result of an
overloaded condition of the intes-

bee-diarrhea.

Hs
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and besmear the liive and combs, had
any pollen in its intestines. Since
thiit colony died, I have also lost
more with diarrheii, which had only
,3

sugar syrup for stores; at least that
was all I could detect by a careful examination hist fall. I'nif. Cook's finding pollen grains under the syrup,
a few in each cell, only sliows that
is sticking to the combs which
would pronounce absolutely clean,

there
all

a little pollen. It also proves to a
certainty that no experiment can be
conducted by wliich no pollen can enter into it, except by shutting up the
bees, after which they are to be given
sheets of foundation and fed sugar
syrup. Hence, I say that I have
proven that bees can have the diarrhea and die with it, where they
procliciilli/ have no pollen, and that
with 4 different colonies 2 wintered
in the cellar and 2 on the summer

—

stands.

A. B. ilason (on page 249),
who have honestly tried to
is because they can
enjoy frequent winter bees with sugar syrup and no
;"
flights
lience the taking away of pollen and have failed, to give the

these frequent
cause.

flights

mitst

be the

On page 244, Mr. G. W. Demaree
says, " The trouble is wholly incident
cold weather ;" while Dr.
Tinker says, on the same page,
" When bee-keepers shall recognize
the fact that cold is the prime cause
of our winter losses, we shall get
down to successful wintering, and not
before."
So, then, as the cause of
diarrhea, we liave first the bringing of
bees from a warmer clime to a cold
one second, cold the cause of confinement; and third, confinement the
cause of bee-diarrhea. Although Mr.
H. says there can be confinement
without diarrhea, I wish to put it on
record as saying that if that confinement is long enough, every colony of
bees thus confined will perish with
diarrhea no matter what their food
may be, providing they have enough
so they do not starve.
to long,

;

To those who claim

that the food
do with it, I wish to quote
still farther from Mr. G. W. Demaree,
" Of course many
where he says

has

all to

:

things may "conspire to shorten or
lengthen tiie struggle for existence.
Bad food, damp, unwholesome quarters,

weak

constitution,

etc.,

make

may

Dr.

wants

all

minutia of the exi)eriraent in this
article and the one on page 197, he
will find one who has failed who, if
I know my own motives, tried honestly, because I certainly would not
have taken all the pains I did to kill
some of my best colonies, say nothing
of my most valued queens.
;

:

Again, Mr. W, N, Howard, on page
reviews my article on page 197,

261,

and after making some wrong conclusions, which could not be deduced
"
the
from my article, says
facts of this case can annihilate the
pollen theory, I cannot see ;" but he
forgot to add that I said it was the
practical part that was annihilated.
The theory is of no value only as it
can be made practical by the yearly
use of it by the bee-keepers of the
United States. The reasons why it
cannot be made practical are these
1. The author of the theory claims
that there can be enough floating
pollen in the honey to cause the bees
to have the diarrhea. This makes it
impractical to the majority of beekeepers, for whatever else" may be
said, the bee-keepers of the United
States are not going to take away all
stores of honey and replace it with
stores of sugar. 2. By the latest reasoning on this theory, it would seem
that if i^^-dozen cells of pollen should
happen to be left in a hive, the bees
would be liable to get the diarrhea
and perish, even from that small
amount, say nothing of bees perishing by tlie disease where the amount
was so small that it took the microscope to discover the few pollen
grains in the cells under the honey.
Hence it is not practical to the masses,
for few of us have the time to look
thus closely for pollen. 3. All of our
most practical bee-keepers tell us that
the montli of September is the time to
prepare our bees for winter, which I
claim to be correct. As bees in most
localities can get pollen for several
weeks later than this, it makes it (the
theory) of no practical use on account
of the bees being liable to get a taste
of pollen after we have carefully ex-

the struggle short, and the reverse of these may make the hanging
long and tedious. But the
life
on to
end will come if there is no return of
the sunshine— no flash of the wing'
in the balmy air." Four years ago
(after our great loss), I placed on record, in the Bee Journal, a prophecy " that after every long, cold winter we should liear of great mortality
of bees," and the reports of to-day but
confirm that prophecy.
Now I wish to notice one other sentence in Mr. li's article, where he
says, " It will be seen that there can
be no diarrhea if there is no pollen."
While Prof, Cook found, by the use of
the microscope, a few grains of pollen
in the bottom of the cells of the piece
of comb which I sent him (as I gave
on page 197), still it will be remembered that not one bee in five, which
had the diarrhea so badly as to foul cluded
'

'

'

:

How

:

every

bit,

even

using the

:

.
.
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Prof. Cook thinks that,
microscope.
perhiiDs, the bees that I sent liim, in
whose intestines he found plenty of
diseased excrement, but no pollen
husks, might have collected meal late
in tlie fall, which would act the same
as pollen regarding brood-rearing and
diarrhea. For these three reasons, if
we would be sure no pollen or meal
was ill the hive, we must wait about
our preparations for winter until it is
so late in the season that the syrup
fed could not be sealed over; in
which case it would be worse than
plenty of pollen.
1 could give other reasons, but the
above are abundantly sufficient to
convince any candid mind that whatever else is said of the pollen theory,
it is annihilated as far as practicability is concerned.

Taking

am

sults as I

esting to

OSCAH

DATE.
February...

March
April

.

1,640
2,419
1.273

943
398
232
32
IIU
115
261
711
308,

1880

1881

18S2

1883

7.37

131

176
ts
430
684
213

2.952
2.808
4.»-3
7.027
3,323
2,160
2,404

202
663
833

1,(I,W

300
287
631
948

2,613

!,lril

295
22
128
44

1.7.58

989
334
771

1,428
1,661

998
901

1884

l»5
3'.6

34

6(i9

3,592,
2.7601
1.0681

3,1

1,183

1

167
144

230
254
69(1

2,047
4,01)9
6„S.'*7

2,446

1I),2()H

l,2.-.:i

5 140

679

4,:ki

8.442 26,783 10,6o8 14.489:13,804 34,265

Receipts in barrels and kegs for the past Ave

—

—

earlier in the spring.

Sly

bees suffered considerably during the
past winter, a number of' nuclei having perished, though no full colony
failed to come out well.
Hetween the sheds described above,
I plant peach trees and strawberry
plants. The peach trees furnisli some
shade, though not enough to impede
the (light of the bees. The strawberries are planted in checks 2 feet
apart and ttie ground is kept perfectly level and free from weeds by
the use of awheel garden-cultivator.
The fruit produced pays me for keeping my grounds in perfect order. I
enjoy looking around my apiary and
beholding at the same time beautiful
Hne Charles
yellow Italian
bees,
Downing or Wilson strawberry-plants

and

August
September
October

years:

experience gained during the
past" winter teaches me the valuable
lesson that bees need shelter both for
winter and summer here in the South
in winter, from the sudden changes
and severe spells; in summer, from
Hence, I have
the extreme lieat.
erected sheds for my hives. They
face south— the hives under them in
two rows, one facing south the other
north. The sheds are tall enougli to
enable me to walk under them are
covered with boards, and are open except that the north side has planks
nailed on for three feet high beginning one foot from the ground.
Each shed holds 2o hives. My bees
thus have all the protection they need
in winter and summer. In summer.as
the sun becomes perpendicular, the
south side hives have perfect protection from its heat, while enjoying its
warmth in early spring. In winter,
the space between the rows of hives
is to be filled with straw or leaves—
thus enabling the bees to economize
food and heat, and come out stronger

—

of California.

many

1879

January

Totals

My

and swarm

capable of doing.

of cases received in this market during
the past six years:

December.

F. BLED.SOE.

encour-

Number

November

Bee-Notes from Mississippi.

am

The following is taken from the last
weekly bulletin of prices by Messrs.
O. B. Smith & Co., of San Francisco,
Calif., which will doubtless be inter-

.luDe

Journjil.

in all, I

Honey Crops

July

Fur the American Roe

all

Grenada, 5 Miss.

May

Borodino,© N. Y.

it

aged in bee-culture here in the South,
and propose to push it to as large re-

—

(.'liinese ("ling or early ]!eatrice,
or Early Hale peach-trees loaded with
fruit.
Is there any oilier inusuit that
can conbine so much of tlie lustlietic
in it as bee-culture, and at the same
time the "utile cum duke"' to an
equal extent?

"

:
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ply, and before reading Mr. Ileddon's
article, I liad made a memorandum in

my note-hook as follows " ]5eesneed
but very little ventilation, if tlie air
they get is pure and uniform."
Before Mr. II. laughs too loud and
long at the audacity and absurdity of
my claim that his conclusions (it in
with the tlieory of hibernation, permit me to boil "tlie whole thing down.
He tells us that if bees are kept in
the right temperature to induce that
state of quietude which we all admit
to be desirable, they will not eat pollen to any excess. Tliey may possibly
use a little for making chyme, but
" they will not take bee-bread into
their intestines." It is when the hive
becomes so cold that they are obliged
to stir around and get up heat by exercise, that there is waste of tissue
which compels " the consumption of
tissue - making
food
(nitrogenous
food), bee-bread." It seems to me
that this harmonizes exactly with my
theory. I have said, over and over
again, let us find out the temperature
necessary to keep bees in that state of
torpor or semi-torpor in which they
will consume the minimum of food,
and they will not contract diarrhea.
I have supposed they might use a
little pollen even in that condition,
:

and Mr. Heddon seems to grant this
in his allusion to chyme, also in the
admission that various colonies had
wintered fairly well, though they had
taken some pollen. I said this in my
essay, at the Rochester convention
'"But whether honey or pollen, if
thev eat more than they can excrete
without fouling the hive, diarrhea is
the sure and fatal result." Mr. Heddou's experiments compel a modifica-

tion of this. That large number of
colonies which he reports as having
died without any evidence of diarrhea, succumbed directly to the cold.
There was no nitrogenous food to repair the tissue wasted by the exercise
compelled to get up heat, so when
their resources in this direction were
exhausted, they were speedily killed
by " cold, too long continued." I
should say that they died from inability to hibernate.
Mr. Heddon
says what amounts to the same thing.
It became so cold in the hives that

they could not keep still they were
unable for any prolonged time to get
up heat by exercise hence, they gave
up the ghost. This boiling-down of
;

;

the main

facts rather detracts from
air of Mr. Heddon's
narrative, but the essence of it is all
there.

the

scientific

and others who do not believe
what is now so widely known as " the
I

pollen theory," have "maintained that
excessive feeding during winter was
the great cause of diarrhea, but we
were unwilling to believe that pollen

alone was in fault. Early in this
controversy I held that if the conditions of safe wintering were right in
other respects, the instinct of bees
would be a safe guide— what food to

whether honey or pollen, and how
of it. Mr. Heddon now virtually takes this ground, and thereby
upsets his theory.
These are his
" If colonies of bees are kept
words
in a room whose temperature never
eat,

much

:
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goes below 4-5-' (in some cases I might
If this pow<lery matter is dry feces,
put it lower), tliey willnot take bee-bread then bees do eat pollen largely in conhitn their intestines, whether they use linement, without necessarily retainit for making chyme or not."
One ing the waste matter in their inteswould naturally reply to this that it is tines till a chance offers for flight, or
only necessary to regulate the tem- else become diseased, and then the
perature, but Mr. Heddon knows very trouble arises from their eating more
well that 4.3° has often been prescribed and oftener than can be voided in a
for the temperature of bee houses and dry state, which is, of course, a slower
cellars;
but notwithstanding this, process than that of voiding in a wet
diarrhea has often broken out in these state.
Accumulation of wet feces,
repositories.
To account for this will soon result in diarrhea.
" If the
fact, Mr. Heddon
If. on the other hand, this powdery
says
honey which the hives contain, is of stuff is not dry feces, but rejected
good wintering quality, that is, very pollen and other impurities found in
free from floating pollen, this will be the honey, it is proof that the instinct
all the precaution necessary to insure of the bees is a sufficient guide, what
safety. If, on the other hand, the and how much to eat, unless they are
oxygen stores contain a goodly quan- forced by extreme cold to devour
tity of nitrogen, via floating pollen in more food than can be retained in
the honey, the bees may have the their intestines during long confinediarrhea, and this is the reason that ment.
disease has been experienced in warm
Mr. Heddon can impale his pollen
cellars.
If the
pollen is diffused theory on either horn of the dilemma
throughout the honey in considerable here presented, but one or the other will
quantity, it will get into the bees' in- certainly be fatal to it. The whole
testines
and accumulate in larger problem resolves itself into a question
quantities than the bees can hold, of ventilation or temperature. Find
and their instincts to do this will the temperature in which bees will be
cause the disease."
so quiet and comfortable that they
Most of the paragraph just quoted will not have to consume food,
is
mere supposition, and I must whether honey or pollen, in excess,
bluntly say that I do not believe it. and you have solved the difliculty
I have more faith in natural instinct without any need of picking pollen
than to think that bees will eat pol- out of the cells with toothpick.?, or
len by accident. Surely they will not preventing its being stored by that
take it unless in some way an appe- readier method which Mr. Heddon
tite is created for it.
Granting for promises to disclose.
Speedside, Ont.
the moment Mr. Heddon's theory,
and that the bees are not rendered
hungry enough to need such strong
ror the Amerrcan Bee Journal.
food as pollen, will they not reject it V
In taking the honey, must they also
Methods of Curing Foul Brood.
consume the pollen that floats in it V
Right here comes in the question
L. C. WHITINI4, il. D.
as to the dry feces, and I do not hesitate to say that if Mr. Ileddon and
I want to say a word about foul
Prof. Cook will take the same pains brood. I would not give one cent for
with them as they have done with all the medicine in the world to be
the wet feces, the " pollen theory
fed to a colony of foul-broody bees
will get its quietus. It is undeniable unless you take away all the combs
that there is a dry, powdery substance and honey and give themaclean hive.
deposited on the bottom-boards of If that is done, experience proves
hives during the winter confinement that it is not necessary. The plan
of bees. Following the lead of Father adopted by Mr. D. A. Jones is sucQuinby. I have maintained that this cessful, economical, and within the
dry powder is excrement. Further, capacity of the average bee-keeper.
I have held that when bees void their
I do not believe that any man can
feces in this dry state, it is one of the rear queens f ronra foul-broody colony
best evidences that they are winter- and make the price of the salt in his
ing well. My experience this winter dinner.
I
should not want to use
has confirmed this view. As long as such queens not from fear of foul
my bees were able to keep in that brood, but for the lack of vitality in
quiet state which I have called hiber- them. I do not believe that there is
nation, this dry deposit fell from be- a bee-keeper in the United States
tween the combs when the " cold mean enough to sell queens from
long-continued " compelled exercise such stock but if they were caged
and feeding in excess, they got the on sugar candy, and free from fouldiarrhea. I agree with most of what broody honey, experience would lead
Mr. Ileddon says about " cold, long me to believe that there would be no
continued."
disease developed from them.
Now I ask ^Ir. Heddon and Prof. Shake your bees into a box or hive,
Cook to tell us what this dry powdery keep them two or three days shut up
deposit is. If it is not feces, it is re- without food, then put them upon
jected grains of pollen and other im- full frames of foundation in a clean
purities which the bees found float- hive, and they will be free from dising in the honey. Let Prof. Cook ex- ease unless they get some of the old
amine this dry powder with a micro- honey or contract the disease from
scope, and he will find that it largely some other colony. If the old hive,
consists of pollen. It is not pollen combs and honey are heated to the
exclusively.
What there is beside boiling point, all the germs will be
pollen, I have supposed to be the ex- destroyed.
cremental remains of honey.
East Saginaw,© Mich.
:

;

;

;
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For the American Bee Journal.

The

hay is baled and sent to the
mountains, and brings, when baled,
$10 a ton. It nets about $7. .50 per
ton. This is something over $50 per
W. A. TKYAL.
acre for hay. In addition to this the
On page 51, reference is made to owner estimates that the land yields
the above plant, and classes it. ac- him $0 per acre for spring and fall
cording to Landretlt's Rural Beytster.

Alfalfa— California Honey-Plant.

occupied in plowing and seeding, and
the fall in harvesting
and after
months of lobor and expense the toilworn farmer finds that the bottom
has fallen out of the wheat market.
jSot so with alfalfa; stock has to be
raised to feed the people of the Pacific
;

Medkago sadva. The illustration
given heretofore was on such a small
scale that but an imperfect idea could
be formed of the flower. The slietch
of this plant herewith shown was
made in California from a natural
flower, and can be relied upon as
beina; a good illustration of the flower
as it blooms in that State, and where
it is a boon to the bees during a '• dry
year."
It is now many, years since alfalfa
was lirst introduced into the Paciflc
States, from Chili, where it has been
as

cultivated for years. Thousand of acres
of it are grown in the valleys of the
Golden State, most of which is irrigated by artiflcial means, thus enabling the owners to cut as much as
four or more good crops a year. The
hay is considered very valuable for
cattle
and sheep.
considerable
qnantity of it is used at the cattle
yards to feed the stock preparatory to
killing.
Swine, horses and sheep are
also fond of it. Where the last crop
is alliiwed to seed, the bees fairly liold
a jubilee in the fields of blue flowers
of this alfalfa. AVe have heard that
in the lower central counties of California, where are to be found large
tracts of it, the bee-keepers who have
their bee-ranches located away up in
the mountains, remove their colonies
to the alfalfa regions.
have a
case in mind where large yields were
reported in the fall months from this
source, but cannot now refer to the
item. We should have been pleased
to have quoted from this particular
report, as it was remarkable, and
would serve as an example of many

A

We

more.

To show tlie readers
Journal, who may be

of the Bee
interested in
this plant as pasturage for stock, we
annex the following items
Major Ketchum, of .Stockton, Calif.,
stated to a representative of the
Pacific Jiural Press, in the fall of
18S.3, that he had about 20 acres of
alfalfa on unirrigaled land in San
Joaquin county. lie had kept on this
:

which was sowed about
from 7-5 to 100 head of
hogs, 40 head of horned stock, and
about 'SO head of horses. The stock
alfalfa,

March,

1S7S,

turned into
alfalfa has got a
are

the

field

after the

good start, and the
field furnishes good feed until the
grain [wheat in adjoining fields.— Kd.]

cut— say the last of July or the first
of August. " 1 find," said the Major,
" no difliculty in getting a good stand,
unless the spring is wet."
The next is that of an alfalfa farm
run for the hay that can be cut for
market purposes, and is the kind that
gives the apiarist who chances to live
nigh, a buoyant heart. It is situated
in Bear River A'alley, Yuba county,
and consists ot ItO acres, which was
seeded five years ago. It is cut four
times a year, and averages a little
over 7 tons ot cured hay to the acre.
IS

pasturage, making the total receipts
of the whole crop, in the neighljorliood of $.56 per acre, or an income of
about $8,000. The land is not irriThis sort of
gated nor fertilized.
farming pays better than wheatgrowing, where the whole winter is

Coast, wlio are multiplying fast the
price of meat is going up rapidly, and
the cattle-raiser is the coming millionaire.
say, " Go W'est young
man " and raise alfalfa, cattle and
;

We

honey, and be happy.
North Temescal.Kj Calif.
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Building up Colonies— Swarming.
W. H. STEWART.
believe that all bee-keepers are
that it is necessary to so
manage each colony that the hive be
well lllled witii bees by the time the
honey-How begins; and, also, tliat the
colony be kept in that strong condition during the honey-gathering season.
I

agreed

would not be a

It

difficult

matter

for a skillful apiarist to work most of
his colonies up to this condition, and
to have them ready to secure the

honey when

it

comes

;

but with most

of us it is a difficult uiatter to maintain that condition, from the fact that
just about that time the swarming-

feversetsin; and although we may
have the supers on, and tlie surplus
well started, young swarms are
very liable to issue, and the parent
colony thus becomes reduced in
strength. It is for this reason that so
many plans have been invented to
prevent natural swarming. If I mistake not, all such plans have failed,
and the bees swarm just about as
often as they would if they were al-

work

lowed to have their own way.
In this locality, the greater portion
of our surplus honey is gathered from
basswood, whicli comes in bloom early
in .Inly that is also the time that the
bees are in the height of their swarming. As an effort to prevent their
swarming by any means yet discovered, is not only a failure, "but attended with much extra labor, and consuming much valuable time just when
one can least spare that time, I have,
for the last two seasons, just allowed
them to swarm, and at the same time
so manage them that the parent colony is kept strong, and the storing of
surplus goes right along as briskly as
;

though no swarming liad occurred.
I have not learned from the beebooks or papers, that any one is managing as I do, but in tile reports of
the

many

bee-conventions

I

read that

Mr. A or B often asks ttie questions,
" How shall we prevent our bees from

" How shall we prevent
after-swarms V"
My plan prevents
after-swarms altogether.

swarming V"

When a colony is sufficiently strong,
I put on the super, and put up one of
the frames of brood from the broodchamber; then place frames of comb
or foundation on both sides of the
comb of brood, and put a frame of
foundation in the brood-chamber in
place of the brood that I have carried
above. The bees will commence work
on the foundation given them below,
and also in the surplus cliamber, if
is coming in.
Thus
management is not unlike
some other bee-keepers.

honey

far

that

my
of

When the bees are well started with
work in the upper story, I return the frame of brood to the brooddepartment, or if the frame of foundation given in its place is well drawn
out, and eggs deposited in it, I give
the frame to some weaker colony,
which is thus rapidly built up to the
required condition.
their

Now comes the swarming, and
av/ay goes most of the bees, taking
the old queen with them, and what
bees are left must care for the great
amount of brood that is found in the
brood- chamber and as a matter of
necessity, the work in the surplus
apartment must be discontinued until
a sufficient number of young bees can
be matured to lill the places of those
that made up the swarm. I5y this
time the most of the honey-flow is
past, and the parent colony is seldom
found able to do more than provide
for the coming winter hence, many
bee keepers remove the surplus department, cut out all (lueen-cells but
one, to
prevent after-swarms, and
after the new colony has been at work
a few days, give it to them, and look
only for surplus from this new colony,
which is not always sure to produce
much, if any, from the fact that the
best of tlie honey-flow may have
passed before this newcolouy is ready
to send a full force above.
;
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posited eggs in one or more combs in
the upper department, and as these
combs of brood are in the way, and
as we do not wish to waste either the
combs or brood, we take them to these
newly made small colonies which we
left on the old stands at the time of
swarming, and thus we soon build up
those weak colonies, which many
times i)roduce surplus fall lioney, and
they are found to be our best colonies
when put into winter quarters.
Orion, ? Wis.

;
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Progressive Convention.

The Progressive Bee-Keepers' Assomet in Bushnell, Ills,, on May

ciation

18S5, with the I'lesident, A. W.
Fisk, in the chair. After calling the
roll, the convention proceeded to the
discussion of questions and receiving
reports from members on wintering.
Twenty-six members reported <588
To avoid this delay and liability of colonies, fall count, and 4(59, spring
a failure to secure the entire hoiiey- count. Taking all together, the loss
flow without the waste of an hour of of the past winter will equal or extime, I allow the swarm to issue, and ceed 80 per cent, in this part of the
when they are clustering, or after State.
they have all clustered, I get them
Methods of wintering bees were
well clustered in my Sheitard's hiving- next discussed. Mr. A. W. Fisk winbox (as per Mr. Shepard's directions), tered his bees in the cellar, with burthen hang the box on the fence, a lap covers over the frames. Mr. H.
limb of a tree, or an empty hive will II. Soul left his bees on the summer
do, and then go to the parent colony, stands, in Quinby hives, with chaff
lift out and examine closely all the over and at the sides of the frames.
combs above and below, and destroy Mr. J. E. Suckle, Dr. J. A. James
all the queen-cells except one or two and E. F. Crane left their bees on the
on a single comb, place that comb summer stands, unprotected. Mr. J.
with the adhering bees, in an empty M. Hume uses a chaff hive, with
hive, and give it also either two or quilts over the frames. Mr. II. W.
three frames of empty combs or foun- Cummings left his bees on the sumdation. Now carry the old hive, with mer stands, with outer case, packed
all the bees and combs, both upper with chaff, and chaff over the frames.
and lower departments, with all Mr. Ed. Ueyer wintered his bees on
combs except the one with the queen- the summer stands packed in leaves.
cell, taken from them just as they Mr. W. C. Cummings left his bees on
were arranged before the swarm left the summer stands, with outer case
it, place it in a new locality, and then
and chaff packing, Jacob Hoover
hive the swarm in it.
uses chaff packing on the summer
The bees have now swarmed and stands. J. G. Norton uses chatt' hives
are hived in a new locality, and in a and chatf packing on the summer
few minutes are at work as earnestly, stands. Mr. N. M, Woodman left his
and apparently as well satisfied, as bees on the summer stands, partly
dwindling and
spring
though they had been hived in an protected
empty box." They have not lost an heavy losses were the result. Mr.
hour of time, and have lost only the Wm. Riley left his bees on the sumfew bees that have been taken with mer stands with upper and side packthe single comb that contained the ing. Mr. J. N. Bricker wintered part
queen cell, and the few bees that of Ills l)ees in the cellar and part on
were in the field at the time of the summer stands ; he prefers a celMiss Cora Castle uses chaff
This colony thus man- lar.
swarming.
aged will continue the surplus work packing on the summer stands.
The subject of queenless colonies
without abatement.
Now place the new hive containing was ne!ft discussed. Mr. J. jSI. Hume
the frame of brood and the queen-cell, gives such a colony a frame of eggs
on the old stand, and the returning and brood, and a queen or queen-cell.
bees from the field will, when united Mr. J. N. Bricker said that it did not
with those already on the frame of pay to bother with such a colony in
lliley gives
Mr.
brood, be able to care for that amount the spring.
them a frame of hatching brood, and
of brood, and rear the young queen
a
and having so few bees, and a full in a few days a queen or queen-cell.
Clipping queens' wings was also
sized hive, the colony will not attempt
after-swarm, although discussed, but it was thought by the
to cast an
there may be more than one queen Associiition that it was unwise and
hatched. The full colony in the new unprofitable.
The subject of comb foundation
locality will not swarm again that
followed. Messrs. J. M. Hume, A.
season.
Having our bees thus arranged, we W. Fisk, J. N. Bricker. and Wm.
proceed with the work of extracting, Riley use full sheets in the sections
and often find that a queen has de- and brood frames. J. G. Norton uses
7,

,

;

Wm.

;
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half sheets in the sections and full
It was
sheets in the brood-frames.
also tlie decision of the Association
eight-frame
hive
was
as
good
tliat an
as a ten-lrame one; also, that the
Italian bees and the Langstroth liive
were the best.
vote of thanks were tendered the
llacomb and Biishnell papers, and
the Amekican Bee Journal, for
kindness in announcing the
their
Adjourned to meet at
meeting.
Macomb, Ills., on the second Thursday in October, 1885.

A

J..G.

Norton,

Sec.

A. W. FisK, Pres.
Read

at tlie Internationjil Congress.

Overstocking a Locality.

JOHN

Y. IjETWILEB.

limit, for a distance of 25 miles, there in this way
The apples that were
are innumerable islands ranging from so mixed came from weak, late blosmany
soms
a few square rods in area to
that lacked in pollen to make
acres in extent, which, in the honey fruit, and which would never have
season, are covered with bloom, and produced fruit in a fruit-bearing seasecrete immense quantities ot honey, son; but all of the early blossoms
sufficient, in my estimation, to supply being chilled, the bees in their workthousands of colonies.
When this ings carried enough pollen from some
fact is established beyond a doubt, I late-blossoming variety to those weak
see no reason why energetic, indus- blossoms, thus giving them stamina
trious Northern apiarists should be enough to produce fruit. The tree
advised to locate on the west coast, being freed from the earlier blossoms
where, in my opinion, neither trans- threw its strength to those hybrids,
portation nor the advantag'-s which and produced fruit, which, in a fruitwe possess are to be found.
bearing year, would have dropped
I am told that the mangrove blooms
from the tree. Thus in some seasons
profusely as far south as Indian River thousands of bushels of fruit are
Narrows, but having had no oppor- furnished us by the bees. It is quite
tunity to know by personal observa- likely that if the facts were known,
tion, I leave the matter as I have been this is of minor importance in cominformed. During spring and fall I parison to tiie real benefit bees are
do not doubt but what this locality aside from gathering honey.
can be overstocked
but while the
I intend to try a colony this season,
mangrove yields honey so bountifully, in a hive with 16 frames, 7x10, standwhat apiarist of experience will ex- ing on their ends. Begin in one cortract so closely, or sell his crop to the ner of the hive and stand up four
detriment of his bees and personal frames if they are Quinby frames
interests.
one end will need be gained in the
I take this opportunity to state to centre for passages. Now stand up
my fellow bee-keepers, aiid those who four more with the sides at the ends
come to Florida to engage in apicul- of the first four, when it is finished.
ture, that they should come with the There will be four frames in each
determination to withstand the dis- corner one-half warm, the other cold
advantages of a humid climate, in- frames. This will bring the broodsect pests, and high rates of trans- chamber outside of
frames 14x14
portation, as well as many other in- inches square, and comb 10 inches
conveniences unthought of in their high. With little trouble this could
Northern homes; on the other hand, be used as a hanging frame hive, by
a salubrious healthful cHmate, a total putting two cross sticks across the
exemption from the rigors of winter, hive, one each way. Each frame will
and the fact that neither winter occupy IJ^ inches space to make all
losses nor "spring dwindling" dis- correspond.
courage the apiarist. I would sugLockwood, 9 N. Y.
gest to all wlio desire to change their
locality, to first come and see before
For the American Bee JournaL
selling, and upon investigation decide
whether the change will be for the New Method of Transferring Bees.
benefit of all concerned.
We should
be pleased to welcome to our locality
:

;

inquiries made by
Northern apiarists, and also by con-

From numerous

with visitors here from
various localities in the North, I lind
the prevailing opinion is, that the
mangrove district of Eastern Florida
is now nearly, or quite, overstocked
with apiaries. This opinion is almost
universal in the North, and has been
the means of keeping (juite a number
of individuals
from engaging in
honey production in this locality.
The readers of several of the beepapers have teen informed from time
to time that their is no further opportunity of engaging in bee-culture at
this place without overstocking the
locality, and they have been advised
to seek the western coast to locate
their apiaries. Having been engaged

-versation

in apiculture in Northwestern Ohio
for nearly
ten
years,
and being
familiar with both the white clover
.and basswood crops during a number
of seasons, I think that I am free to
say that nothing of the kind has ever
come under my observation as the
heavy (low of honey during the mangrove season is boundless. This is
the principal honey crop of the coast,
though there is hoiiey gathered nearly
every day in the year in small
quantities.
Commencing on Jan. 1, the ash,
maple, willow, and other forest trees
yield a fair supply, and other trees
and bushes which neither time nor
space will allow me to enumerate.
The saw-palmetto, previous to the
mangrove, the cabbage afterward,
and also various wild flowers during
the entire winter months yield a
scanty supply of honey, which, in
many instances keeps up the stores of
During April, feeding
a colony.
diluted honey in the open air is frequently resorted to in
order to
strengthen the colonies for the harvest

mangrove, which is due about
June 10, wlien the honey season of
the coast begins in good earnest, and

ot

continues with but little variation
from 4-T to 00 days the season of 1884,
according to my personal observation,
was about 80 days.
The northern limit of the mangrove
district is Port Orange, six miles
.south of iJaytona, Volusia i-ounty,
and about the same distance from
Musquito Inlet. From the nothern
;

;

—

any apiarist, and impart any information in our power to advance their
interests.

New Smyrna,©

For the American Bee JoumaL

.J.

etc.

H. ANDltE.

Much

lias been written in regard to
destructiveness of bees in orchards, vineyards, etc.
Now this
would be well enough in its way, if
could
have
facts
demonstrated
we
by
scientific experiments made by impartial investigation but as such assertions are usually mere guess-work,
it is an easy matter to bury them under an avalanche of opposing facts.
Within the last 25 years there have
been, in this vicinity, four or five seasons wtien we had late frosts which
killed nearly all of the fruit. During
such seasons I observed many ap|)les
tliat were mixed with fruit of an entlie

;

CLUTE.

On page 228, in answer to the quesWhat is the best method of
transferring bees from box-hives ?"
several able bee-keepers reply that it
is a good way to drum out the bees,
put them into a new hive with frames
of wired foundation, and then, 21
days later, drum out from the old
hive all bees that have hatched in the
meantime and unite them with the
tion, "

Fla.

Bees Beneficial to Fruit,

O.

others.

Concerning this method of trans1. If the
I wish to remark:

ferring,

drumming out

of the bees is at all
thorough, there will not be enough of
them left in the old hive to keep the
capped brood warm, and all of it except what is just ready to hatch will
This is sure to be the
chill and die.

case if the transferring is done in the
cool weather of spring, or if there
comes a cool time after the trans-

when it is done in sumThis loss of capped brood is a

ferring, even

mer.

serious objection to this method of
transferring.
tirely
different color, and it was
2. If the drumming (Hit of the bees
easily seen of what particular variety; is thorough, there will not be enough
in
souie instances the spots were of them left to feed and care for tne
small, and again, it would cover half uncapped brood, and hence it will
the apple. Some would even give the chill, and starve, and die. If there
flavor also. It was a mystery to me was a good deal of brood in the old
for some lime, but I finally solved it hive just on the point of hatching.

—
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these newly hatched bees would do
what they could to care for the growing brood but in all ordinary cases
they could not care for it all, and
there would be a serious loss.
3. It may be said that the drumming
is not intended to l)e so thorough,
and that enough old bees are to be
left in the old hive to care for all the
brood, both capped and uncapped.
But the gentlemen in giving directions say nothing about this, and the
natural inference is that they expect
that very few bees are to be left in
the old hive, and yet that all the
brood is to be taken care of until it
comes to maturity. In this last, I am
sure they will be mistaken.
gentleman near Iowa City began
bee-keeping a year ago. Last summer he followed the new method of
transferring, and in a few days after
he had drummed out the bees his old
hives gave out a disgusting stench.
On examination he found that this
stench came from the large quantity
of dead and putrid brood in the
combs— brood that had chilled and
died because there were not enough
bees to warm and feed it. He is not
to-day a very enthusiastic advocate
Will those who
of the new method.
advise this method tell us how many
colonies they themselves have transferred by it, at what season it was
done, and how much brood they lost
Iowa City,o+ Iowa.
;

A

'i
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l/Aplculteur.
the past in the production of lioney,
I repeat that far too little atThe Caucasian Bee.
tention has been given to fostering
and encouraging a demand for honey
These questions were asked at the
which would sustain a permanent and
German Congress of Apiculture held
substantial market.
" Is the race of bees, reErf urt
Now, in the direction of bringing at
cently introduced from the Caucasus,
about a needed reform, let me suggest of
any value whatever, viewed as a
that the one thing at which we should
" What other
io be reared
aim in an unselfish, thoughtfid and race
race would be particularly suitable
energetic way is, a higher standard of
for crossing V"
our products. This, I believe, should
Ililbert, of Mariejewo,said that
be our motto.
And our standard theMr.State
of the Russian
should be liigli
we should not be Counsellor, Reports
Butterow, having
Dr.
satisfied with anything less than the
known
the Caucasian bee, he
made
best.
We should remember, that
through this gentleman,
from the very earliest history of the had procured
two queens direct from the Caucasus.
world, honey has been considered a
Mr. Gunther had also sent three
desirable article of food. We should
more to him, so that he had comalso keep in mind the fact that it is
menced with 5 Caucasian queens.
the oidy entirely natural saccharine
"Three words," he said, will indicate
product that we have given us as
the value of this bee; viz., "gentle,
a food. It is secreted in the blossom,
He believed,
lazy, and unprolific."
gathered by the bees, and stored in
lu)wever, that a cross with the Italian
the combs ready for our use, without
Egyptian bees produced good reundergoing any change or process of and
though a cross with the Cyprian
manufacture by man. When properly sults
but he would not
did still lietter
cured and kept under favorable conhave only Cyprian bees to work for
ditions, it will not granidate.
their
sting
is abominable.
for
him,
To furnish this natural and desirMr. ^'ogel, of Lehmannshcefel, in
able product with its delicious flavor the spring of 1879, had also received,
pure and unchanged, whether in the tlnough Dr. Bntterow, 12 queens,
comb, or freed from it, is the first and which, by mistake, did not come
highest standard which can be placed direct from the Caucasus, but from
before bee-keepers, and in my opin- the lower Don. The colonies, with
ion will do more towards establishing their Caucasian queens, increased in
permanency in a honey market than strength wonderfully in .July the
any other one thing.
hives were crowded with bees, but
It ia very apparent that we have there was no honey. .So gentle were
made great progress during these they that in the warmest days he
years, in neatness and form of pack- could not
get them to sting him.
age and while this is true, it is also a They wintered well. In the summer
fact that we have made many sad of 1880, the product in honey was
mistakes which have resulted harm- again naught ; the hives were crowded
fully.
The honey-box of earlier date again, in June and July, with brood
was glassed before it was filled, and, and bees, but in the fall there was no
as a rule, was left upon the hive until honey— our season for honey-gatherlate in the season. The effect of this ing ending with the harvest. This
was, that the boxes were thoroughly Caucasian bee being of no value for
sealed with propolis. The honey was our country, he ceased to keep them.
perfectly cured, and was covered with They may do very well, however, in
an extra coating over the capping of regions where there is mucli lioney to
the cells, protecting it more entirely gather in the fall. In the summer of
from moisture. If any cells were left 1879, he again received through Dr.
partly filled and uncapped, the honey Butterow, -1 queens direct from Wladwas removed by the bees.
cawkas in the Caucasus of these 4
With such products we should hear queens, 2 did very well in 1880 ; their
no complaints of honey dripping from hives were populous, and very rich in
the boxes, souring in the comb, or honey. The colonies reared by him
presenting a watery appearance. So from these 2 queens, distinguished
long as we find honey ollered for sale, themselves also very advantageously.
produced without Again, in 1881, the Caucasian bee was
partially sealed,
being glassed, remarkable, more than any other race,
separators, without
improperly cured, and in leaky pack- by its wealth of population and of
ages, we need not expect a substantial honey.
Mr. Ilaus, of St. Petersburg, said
market. We must conform in some
degree to the earlier methods. We that in the spring of 1879, Prof. Butmust use separators to secure straight terow had received from Caucasus, 21
combs, be sure it is well sealed and queens, 12 of which were sent to Mr.
firmly secured in the boxes, have it Vogel. They were pure Caucasians.
well cured, nicely glassed, and cased and did not come from the region of
in a neat and substantial manner in a the lower Don, as Mr. Vogel supposed. These bees, though very acstandard package.
One of the oldest and most reliable tive, do not always yield remarkable
honey dealers in Xew York told me results they are inclined to robbing.
recently that much confusion arose Their wintering lasts 218 days, after
from the irregularity in sizes of cases. which tbey lay rapidly.
Mr. Lehzen, of Hanover, thought
The cases should never contain but
one tier of boxes. Those for two- that this Caucasian bee demonstrates
pound sections should hold twelve, tlie correctness of an old assertion of
and for one-pound sections, twenty his, namely, that we must utilize,
something like the lever of our rearboxes to the case.
ing, solely the power of the individual
Mohawk, 5 N. Y.

and yet

:

V

;

A

;

;

;

Uead

at the N. Y. State Convention.

The Honey Market.

;

L. C.

ROOT.

The one great interest which comes
before us most prominently, demanding the attention of all who are in
any way interested in the production
of honey, is, how shall we create a
more general demand for our products
and establish a permanent and well
regulated market for the same ? It
may be well first to notice some of the
causes which have brought about the
present condition of the market, that
we may be better able to work intelligently in placing it upon a better
basis.

Twenty-flve years ago, honey in
boxes weighing from 5 to 10 pounds
each, would wholesale readily at from
30 to 40 cents per pound, and retail in
proportion.
With this advantage,
had the minds of bee-keepers generally been fixed upon the idea of establishing a reliable and permanent

honey market, and had they worked
as faithfully to that end as they liave
in the direction of producing a greater
quantity of honey, we should not
have the unsettled market of today.
Besides, if we had kept this matter
fully in mind in all of its bearings we
should have found that by producing
less surplus honey in better shape, we
should have experienced far
particularly in

wintering.

less loss,

There are

many who have lost in bees during
the winter much more than they have
gained by their elforts to produce a
large

amount

of surplus.

I do not fail to recognize the grand
progress which has been made during

;

;

:

:

:
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of certain colonies, or rather of certain
queens.
He did not consider any
single race as perfect that tlie safety
of apiculture did riot depend upon the
race, but that the value of any race
was only individual. Mr. llilljert
appears somehow to have received
bad Caucasian queens. lie tells us
that Caucasian bees reared in this
country, like to stiug
this lie could
admit, a different climate and some
circumstances attending their gathering, cannot act witli the ranidity of
a thunderbolt upon the (lualilies of
the bee, and instantaneously transform its character. All the pure
Caucasian bees that he had reared,
were as gentle and tractable as the
original ones. Tlie Caucasian queens,
on the contrary, crossed with (ierman
drones, and lience not i.urely fecundated, produce, without exception, only
bees of remarkable wickedness here
comes in Mr. Ililbert's observation.
lie further remarked that the Caucasian bee lias tlius far wintered very
well, being Ibrougli all the winter as
quiet as any other race; tluit it is
singularly suitable for crossing; with
the Italian it produces a bee still
gentle, and of a very pure color. The
most of his Caucasian bees, including
the original ones— li (jueeiis still living—are of the same color as the Italians. The greater part of tlie Caucasian workers have yet the little
yellow crescent of the Cyprian bees.
All the bees of Asia INIinor present
the same exterior peculiarities. If
one considers the geographical dissemination of the honey-bees it must
occur to him, as it did to Mr. Lehzen,
that tliis Caucasian bee, the Cyprian
and that of Asia Minor, all belong to
secondary races, from a cross of our
dark bee with the Egyptiati.
Under all these considerations,
therefore, he would say that no final
judgment can yet be passed correctly
upon the Caucasian bee, it having
been with us only these two years,
and so few in numbers. Every one
knows that the pniduct of a colony
mostly depends ujion the way it is
treated if colonies arf frec|iieiilly disturbed, they slop and sting and eat
up their supply (if honey hence they
are called wicked and lazy. Another

not be long before another crowd will beon hand, and they will want the same
treatment, as well as all subsequent gatherings. This plan is applicable to swarms
which have been hived, and subsequently
start to go off. Swarms should always be
closely watched, after hiving, on that day,

;

;

;

;

;

will tend them carefully, giving them
combs, will get a strong colony and
produce honey; he will, of course,
think very well of tliis race. Let us,
therefore, wait a few more years before declaring our judgment upon
the Caucasian bee.

Local Convention Directory.

lor two or three subsecpient days.
Hum of ISiisy Workers. Ezra and
Have a large sprinkler filled, and a bucket
Cronkleton, I)uiilap,*o Iowa, on or two of water near at hand, and when
May 1.5, 1.SS.5, writes thus:
the bees begin to come out, ]iour the water
directly upon the hive-entrance, and the
I can report kikhI suci'uks in wintering.
bees will be thorouKbly wet, and unable
I put 10 colonies into tlic cfUar on Nov.
to fly, and will cluster upon or under the
17, 1SS4, and took 10 out on April 12,188.5.
Tliey were nice, stron;; and clean, and all hive, when they may be put back into tlie
aie now doing splendidly. The weatlier same, or what is better, another hive. I
here lias been cold, windy and bad in have never had a swarm make the second

—

Jojfnl

J.

every particular until May 10, wlieu it attempt to leave, after being subjected to
turned warm. PIniii and apple bloom is the hydropathic treatment.
n|ieniiig some, and the joylullinmof tlie
busy workers is heard again amidst the
Report, from P. J. England, Fancy
welcome bloom.
Prairie,© Ills., on May 13, 1885
:

Late Season

— Nuclei

—

13—
Colonies.
(45—31), Forest City,K)

L.G.Purvis,
Mo., on May 9,
The fruit trees

1885,

writes thus

:

uotliing more than iinclei, which will require a g<iod deal of nursing to build them
U|) into good oidonies.
1 fared better tlian
the niajoi-ity of tliose having bees in this
part of the country, as I have 31 left ont of
40.

Wau-

apiary has been reduced from 44

colonies to
weak nuclei. They were
wintered out-doors, and unprotected. It

served

are in likioni again, alweeks late, but bees are very
scarce— about 00 per cent, having been
lo.st dnriiij;
the past severe winter and
spring, and two thirds of those left are

tliongh 3

Report, from W. V. Whitney,
coma,(5 Iowa, on May 14, ls,S5

My

me

right.

All Riglit.— W, A.
City,so Pa., on May 10,

Bees Wintered
Farris, Oil
1885, writes

thus

:

put 4 colonies into the cellar on Nov.
20, 1S.S4, and they came thrinigh the winter all riglit.
One died after I put them
out, about April 1
caused principally by
ignorant manipulation.
Many colonies
have died in this locality considering the
number who keep bees, which is not
many at most.
I

;

:

On Nov. IS, ISS4, I put 98 rather lioht
colonies into the cellar, and on April 1,
188,5, I took out 83 colonies, 10 of which 1
have since lost, or doubled np, so that 1
now have 73 colonies in fair condition.
The past has been a hard winter on bees,
the most of the small apiaries having
hibernated for jjood.

Expecting a (iood Season.— J. (i.
Norton, Macomb,*o Ills., on May IS,
1885, writes thus
Bees are "booming" on the fruit-bloom
and getting ready

to

swarm.

splendid year for bees in

1

tliis

look for a

locality.

Uliile-Headed Drones, etc.
Davis, Youiigsville,x) Pa on
1885, says
,

— W.

J.

May

lit,

What Killed the Bees J— J. L. Pinkerton, Lebanon,© Mo., on May 18,,
1S85, writes as follows
:

commenced

the winter with .52 colonies of Italian bees, and all did well until
after the warm days about the first of
February, when the most of them commenced "rearing brood. From that time
they commenced dying, and now 1 have
but 4 colonies left. There was not more
than 4 or 5 colonies that had the diarrhea ;
all had plenty of honey.
In the fall they
had free access to a cider mill near at
hand, but 1 could not detect any fermentation in the honey of the cells of those
What killed them ? I do not
tliat died.
believe that it was the pollen, for they
did not have a very great store of it.
Others in the vicinity have shared a similar fate.
lost none that were in
I

We

double-walled hives.

My bees are in splendid condition and
doins very finely. 1 lost 12 colonies ont
of 200. 1 have a lieantiful ijueen of last
"white-headed"
year
that
produces
drones. I discovered them yesterday and
enjoyed a hearty InuHli at their comical
appearance. Who among our fraternity
has had experience with such oddities ?

—

Moving Bees a Short Distance. Dr.
L. C. Whiting, EastSagiiiaw,©Micb.,
writes as follows on this subject
For moving colonies a short dlstance,^
Mr. Gallup, .some years ago, gave an almost infallible plan. Shake the bees off

the combs and let them cluster in some
Hydro- box for half an hour remove the hive todesireil locality, and shake the bees in
natliic Treatment.— James T. Norton, the
niii them in the same as a
it, and
Winsted.^Cdiiu.. describes his method front of
new swarm. A warm <lay should be
of preventing robbing, as follows
taken to avoid chilling the brood.

Prevention

of

Kolibing

l»y

;

:

In addition to the number of suggesof MeeUna.
tions for the prevention of robliing in the
Hives Fnll of Bees.— L. L. Triem,
May 29.— BaldimuQd. Ont., Bt NellGs' Corners, Ont. apiary, given on paj;e 270, I desire to Rive La Porte City,©Iowa,oii May 21, 1885,
K. c. Campbell, Sec.
one which is vcrv simple, aiid with me
follows
in every
instance. writes as
entirely
successful
June 5.— Mahnninjr Valley, at'Newton Fulls, O.
We are. having a very cold and backr.. W. Turner, Sec, Newton Kails, O.
When robbing lias ooinineiiced, 1 close
assaulted hive so ward spring. To-day finds us in the midst
June 19.— WUlatiielte Valley, at La Fayette, Ore*;. the entrance to the
n arly that only a sinyle bee can pass of plum, dandelion, white willow, and
K..l,IIailley, Sec.
through at the same time, and this will, other blooms, all coming together. Cold,
July 1.5.— Central nilnnls, at liloiimlnutiin, Uls.
of course, make slow work for the rob- cloudy weather has kejit liack the hlocnn
Wra. U. Lawrence, Sec.
bers, which w ill gather in large iinmliers of some of these that would have come
Dec. 8-in.-MlchlKnn State, at Detrnlt, Mich.
about tlie entrance. I then take a dish of before in ordinary s]Miiig weather. With
H. iJ. Cuttlnu. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
the coldest water 1 can (ibt'.iiii, and with all this bad weather I cannot see that the
All hives with good
tST' In order to have this table complete. Secre- my hand s|irinkle the bees heavily and bees liave lost much.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of rapidly, which will send siieb of them as young queens are now crowded full of
can liy, to their lionies in a liurry. It will bees, and drones are very plentiful.
time and place of future meellnKs.— Kl).
1885.

Time and place

:

;
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Jp^cciivl IJjotitcs.
To

away a copy of " Honey as Food

si ve

Mi'ilioine" to every

4111(1

package of honey,
tity of

will well

one who Imys a
almost any rjiuin-

SECTIONS!
FOK

FINE, Braooth and accurate work, our
Hoctiuna are at the heuil. and the exceedinK
whiteness (pf our Poplar la unaurpa'ssed. Send
for samples and prices.

it.

APIS

t^^Preserve j'oiir papers for reference
If you have notH:ot a Binder we will mail you
one for 7o cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us ! now yearly subscriptions for the Bee Jocrnal.

AMERK'ANA.-OrdersforQueensof

thebeuutllul MT BIO-AL.BINUS. will now
be received. Keared by my new method, all
are Iar^j;e and tine and perfect. We have made a
Kreat dis<!overy in Queen- KearinK. and hereby
challouKe tiie production (by natural swarminfi or
otherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated :i mites from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.
L.. TINKER,
New Phlludelphln. O.

DR. O.

Address,
lAtf

1^~ Sample Copies

of the Bee .Iournal
FREE upon application. Anyone
intending: to get up a club can have sample
will be sent

-copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.

The Canadian Bee Journal.
KJ-pagc Wi'i-kly— $1.00 per .venr.
Cheapest Weekly Bee Journal in the World.
American Currency and Stump-s accepted
at par.

^^~ Our

rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

21D:!t

orders until furthernot'ce. GOODS
ever. The following are samples
received:
Fair Haven. Vt., April 5, 18S5.
Dear Sir;— Of those (>1 Fulcon ChafTHIvesI
boujiht of yiiu, 58 had full colonies and ;i nuclei;
all have wintered finely. That speaks well for the
hive and my mode of packing. E. L. Westcott.

alloweil

on

all

BEl'TEK than
many letters

who

intend to he systematic iu

The

prices are as follows

For

.50 colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies CJ'JO pages)
200 colonies (12U pages)

"

"

^^^___^_^___

4BCly

BE SURE

:

$1 00

125 To send a Postal Card for our Illustrated Catalogue
150 of APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchaaing else-

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

;

material.
It is very
easily put together, no ti(»ub!( to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing; it either day or
night, and the protection ag-ainst Mosquitoes,
Flies. Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only Ave
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

Special discount to dealers, on
larger quantities.

ALFRED

H.

ii

dozen or

NEWMAN,

have bought a large stock of <'h-jlc«_* Yelloiw IteeMwiix, and can furnish Dunham
for brood comb for 4 •<•. per lb.
Thin Dunliani for Sei'tions. 50r. per lb. Kxtrathin
Vandervort, 10 to ]-i square feet to the lb., 55c.
per lb. Send Ter price" Tor S5 1I>n. <ir rnure.
Will work up wax into Foundation lor XO» 15
and 20c. per pound.

F. W. HOLITIES,
COOPERSVILLE, Ottawa Co.. MICU.

9Dlit

SOMETHING NEW!
Best-ITlade, handiest and cheapest
THE
combination,

BEE-KEEPERS

I manufacture a full line of
Send for myllluslrated Price
lAHt for 1835— FHEE.
VV. T. FALCONER, Jaiuestowii,N.Y.

SUPPLIES,
All

'

;

of

12,

work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and conunence to use it.

There are five cross
bars united by a rivt
tliroufc'litlieir center al
the top. Tliese Ijars aic
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-liand. The
bars are of best lifjfht
spring steel the neckband of best hard
spri ng brass the cover
is of handsome lijjht

Comb Koumlation

(

1^~

NEW BEE -VEIL.

Sample copies free.
923 West Madison Street,
Chicago, Ills.
D. A. JONES &. CO.,
Beetoii, Out., Canada.
ITNHAITI AIND VANHKKVOICT

^^~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal, (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
ATWATEK. (>.. May IHHn.
Dear Sir;— Received Set tiuns I4,ooo) yesterday.
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary, They
are all O. K.— finer even than last year.
J. Mattoon.
and send it by mail, postpaid.

their

A

D FOUNDATION.
PER CENT
WE
REDUCTION

10

1^~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 18i>(!— February, 1867.

Any one having them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay bO cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.
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where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties i'itendlng to purchase Bees in lots
of HI colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
«J. C. SAYLES,
lDl5t 2B5t
HARTFORD, WIS.

Summer and Winter

Hive

market. Send for Catalogue of general
APIAKIAN SUPPIilKS. The best white
poplar SKC'TIONS and pure j'cUow beeswax. COItIB FOIIINBATIOIS a specialty.
Full Colonics, Nuclei Colonies and
in the

QUEENS

for

SALE.

Be sure to send for 25th Annual Price List,
before making your purchases for 188.5.

Win. W. CARY, Jr.
COLERAINE, MASS.
Wm. W. Cary & Son.

Address
3Dtf

Successor to

DIO LEWIS'

rORSALE!
rPHE

uDdersigned offers for sale

iit

BEE PASTURAGE.

a burgaln.

X about 41) neatly painted imjiruved MOVABLE
COMB UIVES. If ynu want a chance in your lite-

ADIN A. SHII'I'II,
Mohawk, Herkimer Co.. N. V.

time, write immediately.
21 Atf

Sweet Clover
MAY be sown on all waste places at
IT any
time, ami will grow on any soilin

BEE-KEEPERS,
We

are

making- very nice

per pecli

;

Price, 'M cents per pound
10.00 per biisliel (BU lbs.)

.f

ALFRED

ONE-PIECE

HONEY SECTIONS
selling them very cheap. Please send
& CO.,
for Price-List. J. H.
21Alt West Williamsfleld, Ashtabula Co., O.

and are

any climate.

.f3.7.5

WOUDWOKTH

Vaiulervort Foundation Mill.

92:i

makes the

llneat extra thin

B AlIiEY

Sivariii Catelier.— Send stamp
W. BAILEV, Ripon, Wis.

for circular. J.
iTIWt

&'23

West MadlBon

O.

And a general assortment of Bee-Keepers'
Supplies send for circuiar to
r.l'Dtf
J. E. PKYOK, Dc.vter, Iowa.

Street.

QUEENS

NEVTMAN.
-

CHICAGO,

ILL..

10

COMB FOUNDATION!
REDUCTION IN PRICE.

FOR BEE-HIVES

Foundation for

comb honey. For Sale by

ALFREB

A remarkable Maeaziiie, crowded with
Brief Autici^ks on S.vnitauy Sub.jkcts by
that most sensible, terse and humorous
AVortli its
writer — DH. DIO LEWIS.
weittlit 111 Kold ! You can get a sample
copi bv s(ll<lin^' Tkx Cknts to the new DIO
LEVvis ITIll.lSHINt; Cd.MI'ANY, 69 and 71
SlAlt
Biiu. HotsE, Nkw York City.

West Madison Street,

6 lucb, Price, $2.5.00.
It

H. NISWnAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.

IV ugget S

UNTIli

further notice,

COMB FOUNDATION

we

will

furnish

at 3 ceiils

per
than the prices quoted in our
Send Tor Prlcfe-r.l8t of Catalogues. This is caused by the decline in
Italian & Holy-] ^and Queens price of Beeswax.
for 1885.
BEES by the
pciund. nuclei and full colonies. *I.

C MiSHI^ER,

l.lKonler» Noble Couaty. lud.

pound

less

CHAS.

DADANT & SON, Hamilton, III.
H. NEWMAN, Chicago, 111.

ALFRED
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EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying a and 4
Lantistroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new

sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
(liiMM or metal standard for the basket
\,ri.
to revolve upon. le:ivinK room un^%?
i^i...
i
1H
iiinniu^
^
derneath the basket for7r>orHii
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete.
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
$i«.()(i Extractor. I3x2it. which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the ?m.ik) Extractors, all the different styles
havestrainersoverthe canal leading to the honey gate, and movable Bides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.()0 and
tlOSMf Extractors have no covers.
For 2 AMerican frames, 13x13 inches
$8 (mi
"
lOxlH
8 00
For 2 Langstroth "'*
"
"
10x18
.10 oo
For 3
"
"
"
10x18
.14 00
For 4
"
I3x20
.12 00
For 2 frames of aDyslze,
^*
"
13X20
.12 OO
For 3
"
"
"
.IR 00
13x20
For 4
I

I

'2

[

'

I

,

'

I

.

.

.

.

.

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 U'eNt llRdiMOii St., CHICAGO, ILI^.
more money than

at anything else

by

taking an aeency for the best selling book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
Hali.ett Book Co.
tail. Terms free.
Portland, Maine.
SlAly

WIN

1885.

1885.

QUEENS.
ITALIAN
Pure
MARTIK.

breeder of
Italian
J. J.
Queenit, and dealer in Aiilsirluii Huppllt ».
Untested Queen, tl.(V'; tix untested. *'>.(hi; tested
Send for Catalogue.
each, ji'.t>o six tlo.iH_i.
df. J. MARTIN.
Address
NOHTH MANCUKSTER. IND.
18A4t
;

PATENT
JOUNDATION
Mills ^I'^.'f^
W.e.PELHAM
MAYSVILLEsKY:

'
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The Coniiniosloiicrol' Agriculture has
announced that the Convention of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, will
beheld on July 8, 188,'). He adds: "This
will not only not conflict with the commencement exercises of many of the colleges, but

OP THE

^g^SmSOAlf.,,

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editou and PKOPKIETOK,

;

June 3, 1885.

No. 22.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITOKIAL AND SELECTED.
'Wbite Clover is just commencing to
bloom in this latitude, and promises a large
yield of nectar.

In the ear of the sweet white clover,
Low murmurs her lover the bee.

The sunbeam's myriad kisses
Lie warm on the lips of the sea.
And she glows at the touch and sparkle,
In a quiver of ecstasy.

American Exhlbltiou, liOndon, 1886
Botanical Dept.) The London Garden says
" Among the attractions of the American

(

:

exhibition to be held in London next year,
will be a garden comprised solely of American trees, shrubs, and hardy plants in fact,
it i§ intended that the whole of the exhibition
grounds shall contain no plants except those
of North America. The intention is to make
a representative gathering of the United
States flora, taken in latitudinal and longitudinal directions. The former will represent
the characteristic vegetation of each State
taken seriatim from New York to California,
the latter from the Canadian frontier to
;

Texas and Florida. The orange and citron
groves of Florida and other Southern States,
together with rejiresentations of their cotton,
maize and tobacco fields, will be made. As
the North America flora is of peculiar richness, such an exhibition will not only be
novel, but attractive, for no country is so
rich in beautiful hardy trees, shrubs, and
herbaceous plants, and an idea of the resources of the North American flora, will
thus be presented to the visitor at a glance.
From the opening day in May till the close of
the exhibition in October, it is hoped that the
grounds will not only prove interesting and
instructive to \isitors, but attractive also on
account of the peculiar nature of American
plants to flower iu continuous succession.
With the ordinary American flowering
shrubs, such as Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Kalmias, English people are well acquainted,
but it is hoped that this exhibition will comprise large numbers of trees, shrubs, and
plants which are comparatively little known
in this country. The wealth of the herbaceous
plant flora of the States will be a special feature, and it is intended to import direct from
the States representative collections of wild
trees and plants, particularly of the most
attractive kinds."

The ApiculturlHt for April and May has
put in an appearance (in one number). Mr.
Locke promises that it shall be published on
time hereafter. The concluding portion of
the official report of the Northeastern Convention is given therein, and we will present
will also ofl'er to those desiring to attend the it to our readers next week. This will
answer
Convention of the National Educational As- several queries sent to us about the nonsociation at Saratoga on July 14, an oppor- appearance of the "Apt."
tunity to attend both conventions without
Corn has been planted tliree times in some
too much loss of time."
portions of Kansas this Spring, on account
Einbleiii of Napoleon III.— The last of of the eccentricities of the
weather. Beethe French Emperors, adopted, as his em- keepers are not the only sufl'erers
on account
blem, the honey-bee, and adorned all his of the inclemency of the season—
corn Is very
imperial robes with a golden representation unpromising wheat has suffered
consideraof the "little busy bee." It is said that bly, and almost every crop has
been injured
Napoleon adopted the bee as the emblem of in a more or less degree. That
"misery
his imperial power, because the great Charle- loves company " is a trite
but true saying.
magne, the " Emperiorof the West and King
of France," had done so before him, and he
Bee Pasturage.—On page 346 the reader
wished his career to equal if not supersede will find two communications of vital imthat of the mightiest Emperior of the middle portance to the bee-keeping industry. It
ages. The emblem served the Empire, but appears that some fanatic in Wisconsin has
did not save it.
sued Mr. S. I. Freeborn for $500 for damages
to his sheep pasture, alleged to have been
Tlie Acacia, says the San Francisco, Cal., done by Mr. F.'s bees.
This will, of course,
"
Chronk-Je,
is recommended as an excellent
be a "test ease," and should it be decided,
tree for those progressive bee-keepers to either by
ignorance or self-interest, in favor
plant, who are determined to render themof the owner of the sheep pasture, then
selves independent of the vicissitudes of the untold trouble
for bee-keepers may result.
wet and dry seasons, and furnish some Any "jealous" or "meddlesome"
neighbor
honey-producing flowers tor their bees out- may institute proceedings
at law against a
side of the natural growth. This tree is a
keeper of bees, and the costs and annoyances
rapid grower, does well on light, gravelly
of a suit at law will be the result. But we do
soil, is valuable tor its wood as well as its
not believe that any such a thing will hapblossoms, and in every way seems to be just pen. There
certainly ought to be more
the thing for bee-keepers. There are many "
common sense " exercised in such matters,
other trees and plants recommended for this and we hope that
justice will prevail.
purpose, but the acacia seem especially
Bees are of great advantage to the clovei'S
adapted for the locations occupied by most
as well as to other bloom, and without their
;

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly, Sa a year Monthly, SO cents.
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bee-keepers in this State."

The same paper remarks thus concerning
the honey crop: "From present appearances, the bee-raen will have another fairly
prosperous season. The bees are generally
in good condition, and though it is yet a little early to make predictions on the extent
of the honey yield, everything points to a
good year."
inisrepresentatious about

Honey.—

Mr. A. F. Itobson, Italy, N. Y., writes thus
I clip the following from the Yates (N. Y.)
County Chruntclc, and send it to the Bee
Journal as a specimen of lying " The
Albany correspondent of the Tribune says
Some curious facts were revealed by the
packers of canned goods in private conversation.
You would not think the parings
aud cores of apples of any use, would you ?
said one of the packers to a friend. He then
" Well, a fruit-packing estabcontinued
lishment makes use of everything like the
pork-packing factories, which save everything except the pig's grunt. When we are
packing and drying apples, we have tons and
Urns of parings and cores. These we sell to
the makers of Jelly. All kinds of jellies are
made of the material. You cannot buy real
currant Jelly in the groceries. Every bit of
it is apple with some essence in it.
But that
is not the sole use of apple parings.
Occasionally we keep them so long that they cannot'be converted into jelly. Then we sell
them to the makers of strained honey. All
the strained hnney that you see in the market
is made of it— there is nut a hit of honey ahout
What next Does there not seem to be
it."
a demand for this kind of lies
:

:

:

'

:

;

!

':•

aid in fructifying the flowers, many a plant
would cease to bloom— and even to live!
They absolutely require the visits of bees or
other insects to remove their pollen-masses,
and thus to fertilize them. Hence, Darwin
wisely remarks, when speaking of clover
and heart's-ease
"No bees, no seed; no
seed, no increase of the flower. The more
visits from the bees, the more seeds from the
flower; the more seeds from the flower, the
more flowers from the seeds." Darwin mentions the following experiment: "Twenty
heads of white clover, visited by bees, pro:

duced

'2,990 seeds
while twenty heads so
protected that bees could not visit them,
produced not one see<l."
;

would be "theheighth of folly"
war on the bees — the best
friends of the flowers and fruits.
In Australia and New Zealand, not more

Hence

it

to institute a

than five per cent, of the clover crop produces seed, and to remedy this the authorities there have taken the trouble and incurred
the expense of importing bees— not for the
honey they will gather — but to fertilize the
plants and produce the seed, so that it may
" hold its own," and spread over the land.
It would be tlie ureateM mistake of the age
for judges, courts, or laws to interfere with
the pursuit of bee-keeping— entailing disaster
to the farmers and stock-men of the country,
as well as to the fruit interests generally.
We call for a halt iu such a " career of madness," and demand a hearing for the 500,000
citizens of America who are now engaged in
the pursuit of bee-keeping.

What do bee-keepers think

of the plan

proposed by Mr. Heddon on page 347

'i

:::

;
:

:
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REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

through the floor. I have tried two box or barrel, and burn sulphur in the
honey-houses arranged in this way, room. I use a cupboard 3 feet deep, 4
and no rats have ever entered them." feet wide and 6 feet high, tilling it
with combs to within one foot of the
bottom. On the bottom I place a kettle of coals, and on the coals pour "%,
How do Bee-Larvse Eat ?
lb. of sulphur, after which I place an
Query, No. 71 Do bee-larvse eat the arched tin over the kettle so the heat
food that the bees put into the cells, or do will not melt the combs
then the
their bodies absorb it, say from the larva to door is closed, and left 24 hours."
the pupa state, or, in other words, from the
time the egg hatches until the young bee
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus
leaves the cell ? — L. H.
" Place them in close hives or in tight
thus
.1.
remarks
Prof. A.
Cook
boxes. It is easy to fumigate in hives
" The food of the larva is already di- by piling one above the other, in case
gested, and is without doubt absorbed. they have movable bottom-boards.
The alimentary canal, no doubt, serves Place an empty hive on top, and a
as a reservoir tor the larval excretions. smoker containing burning sulphur
Intestinal worms and many maggots in it. Cover all with a buffalo robe or
like bats, procure their food by ab- other close cover. The heavy sulphur
sorption through the germal walls of fumes will go to the bottom."
the body."
James Heddon answers as follows
James Heddon remarks as follows: " I have about 4,600 empty combs, and
" I have never observed, to find out.
all of them that lost their bees early
Reason and reading makes me think enough that they have been exposed
that they take food by absorption, to a temperature as low as 14° above
during the early part of their ex- zero. I shall keep them anywhere
istence, at least.'''
where bee- moths cannot get at them
G. W. Demaree replies thus: "The and those that have not been so exlarva of the honey-bee takes its food posed, I will place in supers (open
by means of its mouth, and not chiefly top and bottom), and pile these crossby absorption. I think you may sat- wise of each otlier, and put them in

—

;

Removing Pollen from Combs.
Query, No. 69.— What
to

remove

old pollen

is the best method
from brood-combs 'I—

G. E. H.

:

:

Pkof. a. J. Cook replies as follows:
"Give them to bees in the spring. If
one has a great surplus, why not melt
up such combs and replace with foundation

?

James Heddon
them

" I insert
says
into the center of the brood:

when spreading the brood will
do no harm. Let the bees cut and
carry out all bee-bread that they do
not care to use. Let us try to call
nest,

;

bee-bread, bee-bread

— not pollen."

W. Demakee remarks thus
When I have combs lull of pollen in
G.

"
the spring of the year, I give them to
bees that are rearing brood, exchanging them for combs that have no poltirst swarm
len. I also give each
one or more combs containing pollen, isfy yourself of the correctness of this
conclusion, by examining hungry larwhen I have them."
vae with a good magnifying glass."
thus:
Dad
ant
Son
reply
JSIessks.
&
G. M. DooLiTTLE remarks: "By
"The best method is to melt the
holding a comb just right in the suncombs."
light, any person can see one end (the
head) of the larval bee constantly
Making a Honey-House Rat-Proof. moving, and I had always supposed
that tliey were eating or drinking the
Query, No. 70. — How should a honey- chyme fed them by the nurse bees.
house be made in order to be rat-proof ? — J. Prof. Cook says they eat ; but Mr. J.
P.M.
Rutherford (page 232) seems to think
Prof. C. and myself know little if
Dadant & Son remark as follows that
" Dissolve one ounce of gum aloes in anything about these things."
a pail of boiling water, and mix it
with the mortar or one pound of aloes
Storing and Fumigating Combs.
in a barrel of water to prepare the
mortar. To prevent mice or rats from
Query, No. 72 I have about 1,000 empty
gnawing the boards, paint both sides combs;
how can I protect them from the
of them with the same solution, but moth ? and what is the best method of fumistronger. Fill the mice holes with gating them — J. R. A.
plaster mixed with aloes water."
G. VV. Demaree answers thus: " I
Prof. A. J. Cook replies thus preserve my combs by hanging them
" Lay brick in walls, a little above so as not to touch one another, in a
the floor ; plaster and grout the cellar. room that is as light as large windows
Tliis is very important. Mice that will make it. I have never had any
were nearly starved got into our cel- trouble with the moth-larvse in my
lar this winter, in March, and de- combs when managed in this way.
stroyed o good, strong colonies. Tlie friend of mine keeps his empty spare
honey was all gone and the combs all combs in empty hives, and fumigates
eaten. An accidental break in the them once a week, using his smoker
to blow the fumes of sulphur into the
plaster caused all the mischief."
" If hives."
G. M. DooLiTTLE remarks
W. Z. Hutchinson replies thus
well ceiled floor, and all with hard
pine or spruce, a honeys-house should " Put the combs into empty hives, or
hang them upon a rack. Do not get
be rat and mouse-proof."
'

'

my deep, cool cellar, placing tlie combs
so they will not touch each other, and
then ventilate the cellar to its fullest
extent. The larvse of the bee-moth
cannot flourish in a draft or cool at-

mosphere. They seemingly flourish
with no air at all— at least no change
of air. I find no need for fumigating
combs."

Local Convention Directory.
1885.

TiTnti

and

place o/ Meeting.

:

;

—

— Mahoninp Valley, at Newton Falls, O.
E. W. Turner, Sec, Newton Palls, O.
June 19.— Willamette Vallev. at La Fayette. Greg.
June

5.

B. J. Uadley, Sec.

July 15.— Central
Dec.

Bloomirgton. Ills.
Wm. B. Lawrence, Sec.

Illinois, at

8— 10.— Michigan
11.

State, at Detroit. Mich.

D. Cutting, Sec, ('linton, Mich.

't

A

:

tW" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

I^~ To

Honey Markets

In every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .iO cents per 100), or else the
pamphletson "Honey asFood andMedicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 '^r more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

village,

create

town and

city,

:

;

;

" Make it them too close together, but have them
.James Heddon says
an incli or two apart two inches is
so that there are no rat holes, or
better. I have never yet found fumiplaces where a rat can make a hole.
gation necessary."
honey-house is rat, mouse, bee,
" Pile
Dadant
Son remark
fly, and ant-proof."
your hive full of comb, if they have
Demauee
remarks
thus
W.
G.
" My honey-bouse is built on cedar loose bottoms, on an empty hive ; fill
IF^* Sample Copies of the Bee Journai.
all the entrances, then burn sulphur
will be sent free upon application. Any one
posts 12 indies above the ground, and
in the empty hive."
intending to get up a club can have sample
everything is so evened up under
the floors, that rats can And no supG. M. DooLiTTLK replies as follows: copies sent to the persons they desire to inport for their feet while they cut " Place the combs in a tight room, terview by sending the names to this office.
:

;

My

&

'

'

:

;:
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bare living, and the old adage
for us as others, that " it is the

makes
man."
The

tlie

business, not

tlie

is

as true
that

man

business the

essential elements of success in
bee-keeping are location and (pialification;

when
Explanatory.— The figures beb'OKE the
indicate the number of years that the

names

Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring- and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
person has

Itept bees.

indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east
west; and this 6 northeast; 'o northwest;
On southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
;

;

O

New Jersey and Eastern Convention.
New Jprdey and Eastern Bee-KeepAssociation met in Clarendon Hall,

Tlie
ers'

New York

City,

March

11, 1885,

at 11 a.

m.

Tlie Secretary's report and minutes of last
meeting were read, accepted, and placed
on file. The Treasurer not being present,
his report was postponed till the after-

noon.

The following is the President's address:
me a pleasure to meet you all as
brother bee-keepers for it is with us as
with our bees, a real pleasure to have a
good old-fashioned swarming-time. But
we can boast of better judgment than
they, in that we do not occupy the busy
season for this pastime, but select the
spring and fall. Very approprite times it
seems to me for us to gather and exchange
congratulations,thoughts, and experiences,
and lay our plans for future action.
The little bees must unite their efforts
and spend themselves for the good of a
common cause so if we would make our
convention a grand success, we must come
together upon a coiiimon footing, and by a
iiitiMciuuse, gain from
free and social
each other that intoniiiition as well as
inspration that will enable us to plan our
spring campaign with more certainty of
success, and pursue it with more energy.
Our occupation is one that calls for our
best efforts, and we know that what is
worth doing at all is wortli doing well.
Where can we find an industry that is
more worthy of our attention ? For it is
nothing less than the gathering of that
choicest of nature's sweets, which poets
have chosen to call the " nectar of the
gods;" and the fact tliat it comes to us
direct from the same hand that has so
gorgeously decked the lilies of the fields,
should prompt us to study well the means
which supreme wisdom has given us that
we may gatlier and appropriate so great a
bounty. It seems to nie to be a wanton
disregard of opportunities for one who
lives among the flowers of the country to
allow their nectar to waste. And more
than this, the study of the bee, its ways
and habits, brings to us snch forcible exIt affords

;

;

amples of industry, wisdom and political
economy, that it would be strange indeed
to find one whose attention is devoted to
this ennobling pursuit ever to become a
disgrace either to society or the State.
But li ere sentimental beekeeping is
like faith without works ; it leads one to
must not forget that it
bankruptcy.
We are too
is " by industry we thrive."
apt to indulge in the sentimental and
theoretical, and neglect the practical. The
important question for us to consider is,
how to make bee-keeping pay for true it
is that only a few have acquired any considerable fortune in this direction. But
this is so in all other occupations. It is
only the few that rise to prominence in
any business or profession. The great
majority trudge along seciu-ing only a

We

;

We

either is lacking, failure is certain.
can select our location. Our country
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Mr. Hutchinson said that his trouble
from using full sheets of foundation in
frames, was that if he put a swarm on full
sheets of foundation, the heat and weight
of the bees would break them down but
Mr. Crane simply runs a wire from one
corner to the other, that is, from top to
bottom, one on each side, running different ways.
" The comparative merits of the different races of bees " was then taken up.
Mr. King said that he had always found
;

broad and honey free, but to be fully
keep bees is no small attainment. It is to know how to direct the
efforts of the little bees, so that they will
be able to gather the greatest amount of the Italians the best bees for all purposes,
honey possible. It requires patient study but considering that different locations
and observation to know and understand were more suited to the strain that did the
the laws that govern their instinctive ac- best in that certain location. He had,
tions. And to this end we meet in con- about one year ago, taken 100 colonies of
vention that we may compare notes and Italians and 10 colonies of .Syrians to
experiences, and thus give to all the benfit Cuba, and from the reports of them he was
of the knowledge of each. Our interests convinced that the Syrians were the best
are in common then let us do all we can bees for that climate. Why ?
Because
to assist each other, and thus raise our the Italians would stop breeding to a cer" sweet" occupation to a higher standard tain extent as fall approached, and that is
of perfection, and to that end let each add just the time they want their bees breedhis mite to promote the interests of tliis ing most, as their principal honey flow is
association.
in the winter. On the other hand the
Syrians bred right along, and very fast,
The subject of wintering bees was then thus being very strong in numbers at the
discussed, each member describing his right time. He thought this proved that
method of preparation and the results, it was necessary to select the strain that is
after which the convention adjourned un- best fitted for the place in which one
wishes to locate.
til 2:1.5 p.m.
Mr. Treadwell had 10 colonies of SyAt2:15 p. m.. Prof. Kroeh.the treasurer,
being now present, rendered his report, rians, and would not give them yard room,
which was accepted and placed on file. as they were not only very savage, but
An essay was read by the Secretary, from were such prolific breeders that they conJohn Aspinwall, on " Bee-Keeping for sumed all the honey in rearing brood.
Up to the present time he Is in favor of
Knowledge or Profit."
The subject of "Spring Management" Italians, but thought he might change his
mind
before another season, as from what
was next taken up and discussed as folhe had seen and heard of the Carniolan
lows
I feed with an entrance race, he thought the chances were in their
Prof. Kroeh
feeder at evening, and robber bees do not favor.
The subject of "Reversible Frames"
trouble but the bees will not remove all
the syrup. I do not know but what I feed was next discussed.
Mr.
King that all he had heard and seen
too late, or else the syrup is too thick.
Mr. King thought, as a general rule, the about the reversible frame was in comsyrup was made too thick, as in breeding, mendation of it, and thought it was yet to
bees need great quantities of water, and be an important factor in bee-culture.
Mr. Cook had tried the reversible frames
he would suggest that the syrup be fed
very thin, and in this way stimulate and on a few hives, and liked them sufficiently
supply the necessary water at the same well to continue their use. He likes Mr.
reversing the best.
time. In stimulative feeding put the en- Heddon's way of
The convention then adjourned until
ameled cloth under the cushion that the
moisture may be retained, which is very 7:4.5, when the question, "Is a standard
frame desirable and practical ?" was disnecessary in breeding.
Mr. Dean said that he had the best suc- cussed.
Mr. Crane said he favored a standard
cess in pouring the feed down between
when
the combs, besides its being a very rapid frame, because it was very handy
is

qualified to

;

:

:

;

method of feeding.
Mr. Dean wished

buying or selling bees, or even nuclei, to

he could have them on frames that would slip into
without trouble.
get early drones so that his queens might your own hives
Mr. Cunkey said that he thought we
fertilize before his neighbor's native bees
well
try
to get the public to adopt
might
as
could mix with his. In reply, Mr. Hutchinson said that he cut out a piece of drone- a standard shoe, as to get old bee-keepers
frame.
standard
adopt
a
to
comb and put it in the centre of a favorite
Mr. Peet said he favored the Langstroth
colony long enough ahead of the queens,
standard frame
that they may be old enough to fly when a frame, and thought if a
queen is hatched in the early spring, or was ever adopted it would be that frame,
all the principal apiarists were using
as
about March 1.
The next subject was, "Foundation- them.
Mr. Treadwell said that some of our
its manufacture and use."
the rut,
Mr. Crane Does it pay to manufacture bee-keepers would not get out of
but would keep one size frame just beyour own foundation ?
that
size,
Not unless one is going to cause their fathers had used
Mr. King
frame was
use large quantities— say 1,500 or 2,000 lbs. but thought that a standard
per year— or unless one is so far from sup- desirable if only to be used by beginners.
It was, however, decided that a standard
ply dealers that he could not secure it on
frame is practical and desirable. After
account of large freight or express rates.
Prof. Kroeh said that one had only to discussing the marketing of honey, the
convention adjourned to meet at 10:15 a.
use .500pounds per year to make it pay.
Mr. Vescelius said that it was a great ni., on tlie next day.
The convention was called to order at
loss of money to fill the brood-nest or
10:15 a. m. on March 12, with President
even sections with foundation.
Mr. Treadwell said he could see the Cook in the chair. The question, " Is feedloss, but not in the same way that Mr. ing bees with meal in early spring to be enVescelius did that it was a loss of time couraged ?" was the first brought forward.
Mr. Treadwell said that he had given
and honey, which the bees consumed
while building comb, and of course that meal to his bees, but they would not
was where the loss came in, but he would toucli it.
Mr. King If they would not take it, I
rather pay 60 cents per pound than althink it shows very conclusively that they
low tlie bees to take $5 from him.
but still 1
Mr. King said that it would pay to use did not want nor require it
think that the feeding of meal should be
foundation at SI per pound.
to

know how

:

:

;

:

;
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practiced, for one colony in ten might
liave enough pollen from last season to
last until new pollen comes in, but the
other nine should require It. I would put
the unbolted rye-flour in shallow pans,
with some cut straw for bees to light on,
for we well know that a bee breathes under the wings, and if they get down in the
they cannot get out, and will
flour

To persons unacquainted with the natural history and habits of the honey-bee,
their scientific management, and also the
flowers— their natural counterpart and the
source of their bountiful supplies of delicious honey— to such persons we say, the
idea of keeping bees in cities is simply

peratures necessary to bring out the nectar from the numerous species and varieties of flowering forage we have referred to. Now, we claim that all the
above conditions logically put together,
sufficiently accounts for the fact, that in
our city there are very few days between
the blooming of the willows and soft
maples in early spring and the appearance of Jack Frost late in the fall, but
that the ever-watchful and industrious
bees gather some honey and at the same
time it disproves the vile slander of their
it
Fiirther,
being street scavengers.
proves beyond successful contradiction
on
asserted
the truth of what we have
other occasions, " That in the country
where the honey-flows are few and tar
between, because the sources are comparatively tew, if they would flU up the
gaps occurring between the honey-yielding periods of those they have, with some
of our city species, that instead of a few
huudred pounds of honey per colony being
deemed almost fabulous. 1,000 pounds per
colony would become a reality not so rare
as it is at the present time.
It is well known to practical apiarists
that bees seldom visit the flowers in the
immediate vicinity of their own home,
preferring apparently to exercise their
wings before loading up with the precious
nectar. Just how far they could be induced to fly, was long an object of speculation till Anally numerous experiments
have proven beyond doubt that where no
forage is nearer they will fly 7 miles for
their stores, and that they will lay up a
surplus at distances from the source or
and
supply varying from 3 to 6 miles
further, they will forsake the best artiflowers
the
flcially-prepared food whenever
are yielding even a moderate supply of
In the light which our subject
honey.
now stands, it is easily seen that where
located on the tops of buildare
colonies

syrupwith
associated
preposterous,
soaked street-garbage, sweepings from
candy-factories, the refuse of sugar-houses
smother.
,
^
Mr. Blauvelt 1 have had hard work to glucose-mixing establishments, etc. But
times
at
to persons scientifically and practically
and
get my bees to take flour,
have sprinkled it on them at the entrance, familiar with this subject, the cleanly
and found that in tliis way they would habits of the bees and their decided prefall
take it from the pan. I have used both erence of the nectar of the flowers, to
to this
rye and wheat flour, and like one as well other sources for their supplies—
inclass "city bee-keeping" presents no
as the other.
Mr. Tucker My bees carry pollen in superable barriers.
canand
When we consider the tireless vigor of
honey,
with
It
store
the fall, and
not see that there is any need of feeding the bee, the wide range of its flight, far
excelling in swiftness the fastest express
meal.
..
..._!.,
.„=,„i„,i ...;4.i. „ i,.,„„,i„.i.,^ of H,u <.^.
"Queen fertilization" was next dis- train, coupled with a knowledge of the ex
tent and variety of the honey-producing
cussed.
„
Mr. King : I believe that Mrs. Tupper flora abounding in the yards, gardens,
was the first who had queeus fertilized in parks, and in all the suburbs of our city,
confinement. She takes a wire-cloth box the subject not only looks possible of acfeasible
6 inches square and about 6 inches deep, complishment, but it is perfectly
then takes about half a dozen drones trom and inviting. It has been repeatedly
no
favorite colonies and places them in the demonstrated by men whose integrity
box, and places the box in the cap of the bee-keeper doubts, that in times ot the
have
colonies
single
honey-flows,
hive, in place of the surplus honey boxes. best
day, and
Tliis, of course, is about the time that stored 10, 20, and 30 pounds per
queens are ready for fertilization, and that the amount stored during the season
shortthe
only
by
leaves them there about 36 hours ; and was apparently limited
flowers
when removing the box she finds one ness of the period of bloom of the
yet in many indrone dead, and then knows that the affording the honey
queen is fertilized. 1 tried this in severa stances these sources have held out until
instance 1,000
in
one
and
dead
.500,
700,
the
300,
cases, and did in one case find
drone, but that is the only time ; then pounds were secured from a single colony.
there is the Kohler process, which is to Thus it is proven beyond a doubt, that
confine the drones of the colony from were it possible to keep up the bloom, the
which you want your queen fertilized, flow would continue and the crop of the
and when, after 4 o'clock, the drones stop season would be limited only by its length
employed.
fljing, then release the queen and the and the number of bees
drones of this colony, and generally you
The honey secreted to-day, if not gathwill receive gratifying results. Again, I ered, is lost by evaporation, and a fresh
can mention parties who have had queens supply is furnished to-morrow. In estifertilized in the cells.
mating the amount of honey which any
Several members took part in this dis- given city would produce, it would be
cussion, but had nothing definite to ad- necessary to multiply the number of
vance on the subject.
flowering trees, shrubs, bushes, vines,
" How does bee-keeping compare with plants and grasses, by the number of
blossoms on each, which one will readily
essential
other pursuits, and what are the
imagine would be a hopeless task, as it
qualities to make a bee-keeper ?"
would doubtless run far into the thouI believe it is just
Mr. Treadwell
sands ot millions, and this would have to
perseverance
energy,
to
have
essential
as
again be multiplied by the average amount
and intelligence in bee-keeping as any of nectar each blossom contained. In the
for profession it is, and
other profession
country where clover and basswood are
the man who has not these qualities has a yielding nectar, there are few localities
very small chance of being successful.
where more than one in ten of the blosLet the bee-keeper have soms are visited by the bees, simply beMr. Tucker
an education in the bee-line, and he is very cause of the disparity of their numbers in
sure of success, and could do as well, if comparison with the number of blooms to
not better, than in other pursuits.
be visited ; while in and around a city
President Cook then called on Mr. J. N. there are probably not more than oneCasanova, of Cuba, for his opinion as to tenth the number of blooms, so that with
1 went into the same number of bees all flowers would
the bee-business. He said
the business to make money, and for no stand a fair chance of being visited.
100
colonies,
with
started
1
other reason.
All the large cities of our seaboard are
and by my superintendent's not being made up ot a population embracing nearly
used to keeping bees in Cuba, we lost a all nationalities on the face of the globe,
great many ; so that they decreased from and each person would be likely to cul540 colonies to 113 that could be counted tivate in his own yard or garden, and give
From these U3 colonies we his influence to have cultivated in our
(in for honey.
of honey, from p„i,lic parks, whatever was familiar and
ned 43,000 pounds or
ohtained
1, the largest amount from
Feb.
_
Dec. 1- to
to him in his native land.
diiightful
one colony being 0.50 pounds. They aver- Hence, the almost numberless species and
I
use
age about 400 pounds per colony.
varieties of the floral kingdom everywhere
the two-story eclectic hive, frame 10x1.5 seen in our visits through the parks and
inch&s. I made $a,000 over all expenses, gardens of our cities. Now, as this diverand now that we have sified flora came from all habitable latior 100 per cent.
had one year's experience, and know how tudes of the world, so each Would natto treat the bees at the proper time, 1 ex- urally require as nearly as possible the
pect, next season, to make SOO per cent. I same atmospheric conditions in order to
sent 20 tierces of honey to New York, bring out its nectar-producing qualities in
and received 6 cents per pound. 1 can the greatest perfection. Any one at all
send honey here, and make money on it familiar with meteorology, knows that we
at r> cents per pound, but 1 will send no are living in a climate noted for its rapid
more to New York, as we can get more variations in temperature and moisture,
money for it in Germany.
embracing in its wide range a difference
to its
The following essay was read by Mr. of more than 100° from one extreme
"
Bee-Keep- opposite ; that between these wide exA. J. King, on the subject of
temvarious
all
the
embraced
:"
are
tremes
ing in Cities
,

:

:

.

;

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

ings, where their flight is unimpeded, they
will store quantities of fine honey in our

largest cities. Happily we are not left to
theory or conjecture on the subject, as it
has long since been put to the test of practical experience, and always, so far as we
know, yielding results surpassing the expectations of the experimenters.

For the last 15 years, Mr. W. J. Petitt
has had an apiary of from .50 to 75 colonies
only a few paces from that busy thoroughfare, Snargate St., Dover, England.
At vast expense he has scaled the high
cliff at the back of his residence, by means
of stone steps, and built on its top one of
the finest apiaries to be found in England.
There are very few inducements in the
immediate vicinity for the bees, as the
place is devoted largely to manufacturing,
but away to the southeast, and northeast,

are the tall white cliffs of Dover, where
the industry of man has not yet penetrated, but innumerable flowers of many
varieties have found a lodgment, and Mr.
Petitt's army of workers have found them,
and the rugged and apparently sterile
few people have ever recliffs which
garded as of any earthly use, except to
frown defiance at the foreigner, now yield
bountiful harvests of nature's purest
sweets. This apiary has all the modern

improvements.

Neighbour & Sons, of London, have for
years carried on an apiary with profit.
The Halls in New Orleans, and Mr. Muth
in the centre of Cincinnati, are examples
of successful bee-keeping.
In 1874 we placed one colony of Italians
in a window on Barclay street, this city,
and were surprised at their storing us 75
pounds ot delicious honey. We repeated
the experiment the next year with an
apiary averaging about 40 colonies on top
of the American Express building, where
we were still more surprised at the
marvelous performance of our little pets.

One swarm hived

in

June

in a

new

Iiive

without foundation or help of any kind,

;
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storing 123 pounds of comb lionoy. Since
that time we liave come to look upon a
city apiary as one of the chief factors in
tlie success of our business, and have
kept from 50 to over 100 colonies at a time.
Tlie honey thus obtained has always
been of fine quality, especially that stored
from Oatalpa, Alahthus, and the Rose of
of Sharon, the latter being the finest
honey, both to the eye and palate that we
have ever seen, and our customers have
usually chosen it in preference to white
clover honey from the country.
Like the measles, "oily bee-keeping"
proved contagious, and soon quite a number of gentlemen and ladies in this city
and Brooklyn have caused small apiaries
to .spring up in places where the thing was
never dreamed of. Mr. Lovejoy of 18th
street, Brooklyn, now deceased, kept for
three years an average of about SO colonies,
and obtained an average of 75 pounds of
lioney per colony. Mr. Mingay, of this
city, kept about 10 colonies with about the
same results otlieas have obtained from
75 to as high as \M pounds from single
colonies, while still others from lack of
knowledge or courage, or both, have failed
to realize so much.
Not only in point of honey-production
does the bee commend itself to the residents of cities, but all lovers of flowers
find that
those cross-fertilized by the
agency of bees, are more fragrant and exquisitely beautiful than when self-fertilized by the wind in the usual way ; also
the fruit from trees, the blossoms of
which have been freely visited by bees, is
found to be greatly improved in both
quantity and quality.
After bees were
introduced into the royal gardens of London, a few years ago, the peach crop at
once increased one-third, and the fruit
;

was improved

in every way.
To the philosopher, the naturalist, the
poet, the theological student, and, in fact,
to all interested in the mysteries of nature, the bee is a source of never-failing

instruction— a kind of epitome of grand
truths scattered tlirough all the sciences.
Types of toil to impart courage to that
great struggling mass of humanity called
the " laboring classes." Models of government never yet surpassed by any nation in the world, possessing a political
economy so perfect that theory and practice are one and tlie same, and whose laws
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in one section and not in
another. 1 know a man in (lermantown,
Pa., wlio sowed several acres of buckwheat, but did not get a pound of honey,
and in (iormany white clover does not
yield honey at all, i)ut their principal
honey harvest is from Indian bean.
Mr. King
I would not sow one thing
only, l)ut several, so that if one failed the
other would yield, and in this way we can
get a perpetual flow of lioney.
Mr. Crane
I am in a section where
there are quantities of chestnuts, and
have heard that in sections where chestnuts grow, that it was a poor honey country.
I find that wild bees go to the chestnut, but not the honey-bee. I think there
is nothing like Alsike clover as a forage
plant for bees. I bought a bushel of seed
p. ni., when the election of officers was last season, and gave it to my neighbors,
held, and resulted as follows
Mr. A. J. and it paid me well for the investment.
The subject of " Natural vs. artificial
King, Jersey City, President ; Mr. J. V.
Hutchinson, of Trenton, N. J., Vice- swarming " was then taken up, on which
President Prof. C. F. Kroeh, Orange, N. opinions were about equally divided.
Mr. Tompkins, of Newark, occupied
J., Treasurer and Mr. Wm. B. Treadwell,
considerable time in speaking of the
Riverdale, N. T., Secretary.
The convention then resumed the dis- merits of hair-felt tor winter packing
cussion of subjects, and "Building up col- after which the convention adjourned to
meet at Trenton, N. J., early in Novemonies in early spring" was taken up.
notice of which will be given.
Rev. Mr. Patton
I fear that I com- ber, due
Wm. B. Tkeadwell, Sec.
menced feeding too early, as the bees will
Jos.
H.
M. Cook, Pres.
not take feed from the entrance, but take
it quickly enough when poured down between the combs.
For tue American Bee JoumalMr. King I would prepare the bees in
August or September, so that it would not
The
Cause of Winter Losses.
be necessary to disturb them so early in
the spring. I also use the common brown
W. H. STEWART.
sugar for stimulative feeding, and find it
very much better than white, and not so
I have tried to read carefully all of
expensive.
The sulijectof "Bee Forage" was then the many wise and otherwise articles
opened by Dr. Patton, who said : I have that have appeared in the Bee Joursowed quite a lot of sweet clover in waste nal in regard to what is termed- "The
places near my apiary, and transplanted
pollen theory," and I must say that I
it as it came up, and as far as my experiment goes, there is nothing like it for a think Mr. Ileddon deserves the thanks
honey-plant. I have seen my bees work of all who are interested in apiculture
on it early and late, in factso late at times for the unyielding energy which he
that I wondered how they could see their has manifested, and for the costly exway home. It will secrete nectar at all periments that he has tried in his
times, be it wet or dry. I also like the efforts to solve
a most important
muslard plant very well as a late plant, problem viz., is the consumption of

by him, one part of absolute
phenol to 500 parts of sweetened water.
Feed it, and also use it to .spray the bees
and combs.
On motion of Mr. King, a vote of thanks
was given to Mr. Cheshire for his discoveries and nmst effectual cure for this
dreaded enemy. The Secretary was ordered to forward this expression of thanks
to Mr. Cheshire, by mail.
Mr. Casanova
Our superintendent has
used Mr. Clieshire's remedy for foul brood
with success.
Prof. Kroeh
I have never seen a case
of foul brood, nor do I want to. I think
it a good plan to be particular from whom
we buy our bees, and thus escape this
dreadful enemy.
The convention then adjourned until 2
as used

will secrete

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

;
for it commenced blooming after buckin winter confinewheat, and continued till long after frost, pollen by the bees
and I saw my bees carry honey from it on ment the prime cause of bee-diarrhea,
Beeat that season of the year V
Dec. 5.
never change, because change would mar
Mr. King
I would not recommend the keepers should feel grateful for the
them. The architecture of their homes mustard plant too strongly, as it spoils many good thoughts that have been
combine in one, the greatest possible the honey, or at least the honey that it
for and against the pollen
strength with the least possible amount of produces tastes so strong of mustard that given
" Investigation is the bematerial and the greatest economy of it really spoils its sale. It was introduced theory.
space. This fact has been demonstrated into California about 100 years ago by the ginning of wisdom." If all were of
with perfect exactness by our most learned Spanish priests at certain seasons of the one mind, there could be no investigeometricians. The workings in the bee- year the honey brought in by the bees is gation.
iveinallits diversified labors bears the so strong of mustard that it is virtually
I have had about 40 years' experiunmistakable marks of intelligent de- spoiled.
I have
I am more in favor of Alsike ence in the handling of bees.
sign, and in the display of its liundreds of clover, and think all farmers should raise
several times lost all, and again nearly
adaptations of " means to ends " puts to it instead of the red, as it is far superior
:

;

my

bees by what is sometimes
"winter killing." 1 had long
ago made up my mind that continued
cold was the true cause of most of
Contemplating these wonders of the
our winter losses and when the polhive, Plato denominated the bee a " ray of
len discussion became well underway,
the Divinity," and Virgil, the most gifted
I decided to wait and see how the
of the Latin poets, called the bee a "magmatter would turn out and now
azine of all the virtues." To name all the
manifestations of this ever abiding in- I learned that some called it the spiral comes the frank and candid article
telligence of the bee under all varying flower. It grows on a busli about 3 feet by Mr. Ileddon, on page 213, which I
circumstances of its life, would require a high. I found it in all places, in sand or have read over and over, and if I am
volume, and we have only alluded to it in clay, wet or dry, and I think that if bee- alale to comprehend the true lesson
order to point out the way in which pleas- keepers will plant one acre of it, it would that Mr. Heddon's costly experiments
urable instruction and pecuniary profit make grand forage. I do not know whether teach, then I am confirmed in my
may be united in one by those residing in it grows from the seed or not.
opinion that continued cold is the
cities, and who on this account have supMr. C. H. Luttgens, of Philadelphia
I prime cause of bee-diarrhea.
posed they were cut off from the pleasure
think that the blossoms Mr. Tucker
Mr. Ileddon tells us that he had,last
and profit of bee-keeping.
speaks of, are what is called Clethra winter, 49 colonies well packed in
New York City.
AInifolia, and is found generally along chaff, and mostly deprived of pollen,
The subject of " Foul Brood " was then the New Jersey coast in swamps 1 have
syrup,
taken up, and an essay on this question, found them between Newark and Orange, and well supplied with sugar
from Prof. Ilasbrouck, was read.
and believe they are up as far as Trenton. and that he expected to winter them
This
exMr. King
Mr. Frank Cheshire has 1 think that bee-forage is a verg impor- but that they are all dead.

shame

the pretensions of the so-called
scientist who seeks to banish the great
Intelligent Designer from his own universe.

all

for fodder.

Mr. Tucker I live at Ocean Grove, N.
J., and I found that my bees kept very
busy last season during the drouth, and
I could not imagine what they were at
work on, but at last found it in the woods.
The plant has a blossom in the shape of a
cone, and about as long as my finger
has
a most beautiful flower, and very fragrant.

called

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

given as the proper mixture for foul brood.

tant factor in

our business, for one plant perience should prove that the chaff
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hive theory is unreliable for successful wintering also that the consumption of pollen is not always what
sweeps whole apiaries out of existence ; and Mr. Heddon frankly acknowledges that it was " cold, too
long continued " that killed them.
I am of the same opinion that it
was " cold, too long continued " that
was the main cause of the loss. 1
wish to ask Mr. Heddon whether he
would not have concluded that it was
the consumption of pollen as the
prime cause that killed this 49 colonies if he had left natural stores and
plenty of pollen for their winter food,
and had given them no sugar syrup V
He claims that if bees are too cold,
tliey will eat pollen, and if they eat
pollen, they will have the diarrhea.
Mr. H. states that it was continued
cold that killed the bees in his "old
cellar," and that none of them had
the diarrhea, and none of them had
pollen. Does not Mr. II. think that
the bees in that cellar would have
eaten pollen if it had been present
when they had began to suffer because of the cold V Does he not think
that if pollen had been eaten for the
purpose of counteracting the cold,
that tlie pollen thus used would have
caused the diarrhea? Does he not
believe that he would have concluded
in that case that it was pollen and not
continued low temperature in the old
cellar that had produced the first discomfort of the bees? Mr. II. asks,
" What degree can bees stand ?" and
then very sensibly answers, " That
depends on the duration." Then, in
the next sentence, how frank and
manly his acknowledgement that
thatpoint " too many of us have overlooked," and still further, "Forty
degrees below can be endured for a
short time, but lO^ to IS-" above will
kill bees if continued, diarrhea or no
diarrhea. In this point I have been
;

subjects Mr. Heddon has revealed The loss in my vicinity has been unthe " giant in the cellar," who can precedented.
I had 56 coloE. R. Gibbs reports
drive him out and give him a death
nies last fall. I thought they were
blow?
well prepared and in good condition
Orion, p Wis.
for winter. They are all dead. I use
:

chaff hives.
I
Samuel Fish, Milan, O., reports
set my bees out of the bee-house

For tne American Bee Journal.

:

Northern Ohio Convention.

about April 20, and thought they were
in very fair condition at that time,
The annual meeting of the North- but they have dwindled very badly
ern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Association since, and are in a very unpromising
was held at Norwalk, O., JSIay 9, 1885, condition at present; many of them
President S. F. Newman in the chair. being so weak that they are about
The Secretary's report of the last worthless. I think they were kept in
meeting was read and approved. The the bee-house too late. My prospects
Treasurer's report showed a balance for honey this season are not very
on hand of $1 .45.
good.
I had
The election of officers resulted in
E. Walker, Berlin, reports
the election of President, Dan White, 35 colonies last fall they are most all
New London Secretary, II. R. Board- dead. I thought I knew how to winman, Townsend Treasurer, E. R. ter my bees, but I think I have learned
Gibbs, Norwalk.
something about it 1 did not know
H. R. Boardman wintered a large before.
1

:

;

;

;

stock of bees in-dooi-s in three different localities, with as good success as
usual. The bees are in good condition now. The stores consisted largely
of dark, noor honey called honey-dew.
He does hot consider this honey-dew
necessarily fatal to the bees when
used as winter food. He wintered
several colonies fed entirely on it,
late in the season ; they wintered as
well as the best. His bees were set
in the bee-house about Nov. 20, where
they remained until April 1, when
thev were carried out upon the summer stands and fed common wheat
flour as a substitute for pollen.
Our (NewS. F. Newman reports
man Bros.) loss has been very heavy.
1 am satisfied that the loss resulted
principally from a failure in having
them properly prepared for winter, or
in proper condition. I divided them
late in the season, leaving them destitute of the necessary stores for win-

The

others

several

of

reports

showed about the same success

in

wintering; each having a theory to
account for the fatal results, but each
disagreeing with the others as to the
cause of the trouble. The reports
show the winter losses to be very
heavy. Tlie discussion turned upon
the reports already received, and most
of the time during the afternoon was
spent endeavoring to solve the wintering problem.
discussion ensued in regard to
the proper time of setting bees out in
the spring that had been wintered indoors, and it was generally concluded
to be a matter of vital importance, at
least in some seasons, whether they
are set out early on the first warm
days, or left in late in the season.
Mr. Fish AVhat shall I do with my

A

:

:

little,

unite

weak colonies V
them now V

Is it policy to

No I would not
them now, but would build
them up by crowding them upon as
How many of us have the degree of
summer stands on little room as the brood can be made
self-control that would enable us to them out upon the
have to occupy, by using division-boards,
carry on a sharp discussion in defence April 10, but think they would
condition now and unite them into strong colonies
of our opinion, and in the end say I been in much better
have been in error, I have overlooked had they been set out on the first at the beginning of the honey season
laying
a most important point that has a warm days in April. I use chaff and thus keeping all the queens
ter,

in error."

and many of them,

I

am

Mr.

satisfied,

Newman

:

;

unite

I carried

perished for lack of food.

;

wintered part inhives
doors and part out. I think those
be " found wanting V" The way I out-of-doors wintered best.
The Association adjourned till
now foot up ilr. Heddon's long, hard
2 p. m.
1. Too long conwork is as follows
At 2 p. m. the Association was
tinued low temperature. 2. Use of
White in
pollen to counteract the continued called to order by President
cold. 3. Diarrliea from long conflne- the chair.
My winPresident White reports
ment after tlie use of pollen. 4.
Death by di.irrhea in continued con- tering has not been successful, although I have not lost as heavily as
finement.
I tiave lost
Any one can read the above list of some of my neighbors.
causes and effects and see at a glance too many, and some of those left are
that prolonged cold stands at the not in as good condition as I would
Now the question comes like to have them. I use the chaff
head.
uppermost how are we to overcome hive wintered them out-of-doors. I
confidence in the
tliat prime cause of our winter losses; have not yet lost
cold V In my chaff hive to winter in.
viz., long continued
first letter for the Bee Journal, I
J. B. Darling, of Hartland, reports
wrote
I lost ahout 20 per cent, of my bees.
wintered out-of-doors. Thpse left
I
Then kindly treat the ciueen of sweet,
are now in fair condition.
the question

direct bearing on

"weighed

in the biilance."

?

would

If

simplicity

;

I

:

:

;

;

:

:

Give her a cozy home.

This we have to do or bee-keeping
will never be made- a success in this

cold climate. Who will now give us
the best essay on this most important

M.

I.

Todd, of Wakeman, reports

I wintered
o^'-doors.

serious,

with

tlie

my Ijees in chaff
My loss has not

:

hives ontbeen very

certainly not as compared
success of my neighbors.

eggs during tliis time, instead of but
one in each of the united colonies.
There is no advantage in uniting now
to have the brood better protected, as
the very small amount of bees now in
the hives would be proportionately
the same in the united colony, unless
one of the colonies to be united is
queenless, in which case it is always
best to unite.
The Secretary

agreed

with Mr.

Newman.

A quite lengthy discussion then ensued upon the use of division-boards
in building up light colonies early in
the season. Several considered them
indispensable, while a few did not
attach much importance to their use.

President White made a few remarks upon the necessity of making
a tliorough preparation of all colonies
in the fall, in order to be able to winter with any certainty,
Mr. Todd also made some suggestions upon the same subject said he
was certain that it paid well to give
the bees every attention they needed.
;

;

;

:
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After tendering a vote of thanks to
the sheriff for the use of the Grand
Jury room, the Association adjourned
to meet at the call of the Secretary.
II. R. BoAEDMAN, Sec.

Dan. Wuite,

Pres.

Now

parts upright.
lift the frames
of comb of the colony you wish to
transport from the old hive and hang
them into the prepared hive, with the
bottom-bar of each frame hanging
down into one of the open angles of
the wire. The wire projecting upon
each side of it, will prevent the frame
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pounds
extracted, 4,.502 pounds
wax, 72 pounds.
The wintering problem and minor
topics were then discussed, and many
good things said which the Secretary
;

failed to note.
their experience

All

present

and opinions

;

stated
those

who removed the late unripe fall and
aphida? honey and replaced it with
early wholesome honey had good reMoying Bees in the Spring.
sults, but the loss is very large.
According
to the notes taken, they reach
KEY. O. CLUTE.
fully 65 per cent. Wintering in-doors
gave the best results. Two new memSpring is usually the best season to
buy and to move bees, for the hives lay this strip across the tops of the bers were received.
The next meeting will be held at
have then less honey and less brood frames, with the nails projecting
the same place on the last Tuesday in
than at most other seasons. In mov- down between the frames, and fasten
the strip at each end to the hive. The August, at 10 a. m.
in<r them three things are essential
John C. Lynch, Sec.
projecting nails between the frames
1. That they have good ventilation.
Now cover
2. That the combs be securely fast- will keep them in place.
Gleanings.
ened so that they cannot shake about. the whole top of the liive with wire
3. That the bees be securely fastened cloth, leaving off honey-board or quilt
Apis Dorsata Once More.
in.
With bees in box-hives all that is or enameled clotli, or whatever you
necessary, as a rule, is to turn the use to cover the tops of the frames,
A. BUNKER.
hive bottom-side up, letting it stand letting the whole top of the hive have
on its top, and then to tack wire-cloth no other cover except the wire cloth.
The colony of Apis dorsata, mensecurely over the bottom or open The wire cloth confines the bees per- tioned on page 310, after staying for
end. In these box-hives the combs fectly, it gives abundant ventilation, twelve days with me, has absconded,
are securely fastened by the bees to even in the hottest weather, and it and I hasten to give the results of my
the top and sides, and cannot shake allows the bees to be seen by every- first experiment with this bee.
about. And if the hive js transported body. This last is an important point
1. Why did the bees abscond?
On
The examination of the comb I found
standing on its top, the open bottom in sending bees by express.
will give ventilation, and the wire average porter has an intense horror about half a pound of brood had been
of stings. Now, if he sees a whole jammed into a fold of the comb made
clotli will confine the bees.
Hives with movable combs must colony of bees with nothing between when putting the comb into the
have the combs so fastened that they himself and them except the wire basket for transportation from the
cannot shake. If such combs have cloth, he will handle those hives with hills. It was smelling very rank, and
of itself was enough to drive them
not been lifted from the hives, nor the most tender care.
their fastenings broken loose, since
Then at evening, when all bees are off, doubtless.
2. I am not sure they had a queen.
the previous year, they can often be in the hives, nail a strip across the
transported some distance without entrance, which will effectually shut Before I got them into shape, about a
any other fastening than what the them in. Of course it is understood quart of old bees swarmed up on a
bees gave the combs the previous that enough honey is in the combs for limb of a tall mango-tree, and after
fall.
The gluing done by the bees, the use of the bees. It is a good two days they left. At first the enand the little supports they often plan, especially in warm weather, as trance to the hive was too small, and
build between the combs, are suffi- you are preparing the hives for ship- 1 think they could not readily find
cient, with careful handling, to hold ment, to lift up one of the empty out- their comb, and so left. The queen
the combs in place. But it is best to side combs, hold it horizontally, and might have been among them.
3. Perhaps this bee cannot be made
be very careful about this.
pour evenly over the surface from a
If there is any doubt about the pint to a quart of water. The water to stay in a hive at all, yet I am not at
combs being secure, better take the will mostly run into the cells, and all satisfied that this is the case, and
trouble to fasten them rather than when the comb is hung back will stay shall not be without much more exhave them strike together and kill in them, and will give the bees needed perience.
have gained some knowledge by
the bees in transit. If most of the water during the journey. I have
combs are secured, and only now and shipped many bees packed in this this experiment. The young bees,
when first hatched, are long and
then a loose one, the loose ones can way, and never lost one.
slender, very graceful in their shape
be fastened by boring the ends of the
Iowa City,+o Iowa.
and movements, of a soft dark yeltop-bar with a brad-awl and setting a
approaching brown,
which
low,
small wire nail through the top-bar
For the American Beo JoumaL
changes as they grow older. The abinto the hive. But when most of the
domen grows fuller, and black bands
frames are loose, or when the bees
Southern Wisconsin Convention.
appear, until the bee appears much
are to be sent some distance with
darker, not only on the abdomen, but
danger of rough handling, it is always
The Southern Wisconsin Bee-Keep- all over. The head, however, at first
best to take special measures to
fasten the frames both at top and ers' Association met at the Court changes to jet black. As there was
bottom. To fasten at bottom I use a House in Jauesville, Wis., on May 12, a very little unsealed brood when I
bent wire. Have screws or nails set 1885. Although it was a very busy fot them, and all hatched out in 12
in a board so that as you wind the season of the year for farmers, there
ays, I judge the time from egg to
wire from one to the other to make a was a large attendance. The heavy bee is about 21 days, as with common
series of angles like the letter W. winter loss did not appear to cool the bees.
The comb of the Apis dorsata left
When this is of the right length to ardor of the bee-keepers in the least.
stretch across the hive cut it off. leav- The meeting was called to order by with me, measures about 2 feet long
feet deep. The honey comb
ing the ends about three-fourths of the President. The minutes of the by
an inch long. Now put this wire in previous session were read, and other and brood comb are quite distinct.
the bottom of an empty hive, putting business attended to. The statistics The honey comb is placed always
it at a right angle with the direction of the season were incomplete, only hiqhest up on the limb of the tree on
in which the frames hang.
Drive the 10 members reporting and were as which the nest is built, and is called
ends of the wire into the sides of the follows
Put into winter quarters in by the natives the " honey-chaitei."
hive, and, if necessary, fasten the the fall of 1883, 41.5 colonies ; took out It does resemble a native chattel not a
From this, which is
wire at two or three points on the 406; winter loss, 9; spring loss, 29
little, in shape.
bottom-Vjoard
by using very small sold, 81 bought, 40. Commenced the on the right in my comb, the broodstaples, like blind staples. The wire season with 400 colonies
increase, comb extends to the left, new comb
will then stand with its projecting 261
comb honey produced, 16,516 being added along the whole edge.
Philadelphia Preaa.

from swinging.
To keep the tops of the frames
from jari'ing together, a thin strip of
wood of the riglit length cau be prepared by driving nails through it so
that they project about an inch. Then

We

m

;

:

;

;

;

——

;
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from the honey comb around to the " Disposal of the honey product," or
limb again. The honey comb is 3 which is best, comb or extracted
inches thick in its thickest part, but honey ? Also some plans were given
built in
a cylindrical form.
The on how best to produce good honey
natives say they have seen this for market. After that the following
honey-chattei 6 inches in diameter. motions were seconded and carried
The cells are 13a inches deep, and less 1. That the Association meet at New
as the slope changes. There are three Vienna, Ohio, June 20. 2. That eacii
honey cells to the inch. This comb member be requested to take his lady
is beautifully white, and the walls of and basket of food to the next meetthe cells are almost transparent. ing. 3. That ladies be admitted to
Honey is also deposited among the full membership of the Society, free
brood, but it seems to be of a differ- of charge.
ent kind from that in the honeyThe following subjects were selected
chattei.
for discussion at the next meeting
The brood-cells are from \4. to % of " Which is best, artificial or natural
an inch deep. The number to the swarming, and why ?" " What kind
inch varies from 4 to 43^, or 23 cells to of a house, if any, to winter bees
.5
square inches.
The brood comb in ?" " What are the best methods
varies a little in thickness, and is of producing marketable honey ?"
about 1% inches, and is a light brown " What is the best system of summer
in color. These bees on the comb management ?"
form one of the most beautiful sights
Wji. M. Nordyke, Sec, New Vienin nature I ever saw. During their na, O. C. B. Davis, Pres., Farmers'
stay they built comb and brought Station, O.
honey and water, but they did not at
any time work as if they were happy.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
:

:

Just before leaving, there was great
running to and fro, and preening of
wings and legs, preparatory to flight.
Not more than half a dozen bees were
left.
I put one, just hatched out, on
the alighting-board of an Ajiis Indica
colony, and it immediately marched
in like a queen, and the bees all made
way for it. I suspect they got over
their surprise and slew it, but I have
not seen any results of such punishment. So much for experiment No. 1
with Apis dorsata.
Wife says I have no eye for color
that, when first hatched, the Ajjis
dorsata

are

light

orange,

Is the

S.

Against Bee-Eeeping?
I.

FKEEBORN.

am

defendant in a case which is
causing me some trouble and annoyance. For the last four years I have
kept a lot of bees some two miles or
more from my home lot. They are
one-half mile back from the main
road, where lives a man who has kept
100 or more of blooded sheep. lie has
sued me in the Circuit Court, laying
I

which

Joiirn*iL

Soathern Ohio Convention.
J. W. West, a man living near
Martinsville, Ohio, got the idea that
if we would form a bee association,
we would learn much in regard to

bees ; accordingly a meeting was held
at Martinsville on April 11.
constitution
was formed, naming the
"
society
The Southern Ohio BeeKeepers' Association," and oflicers
were elected for a year. The report
of 18 members was, that they all
started into winter quarters with 269
colonies, and came through with 236.
Loss, 33 colonies. Not a very big loss
considering the winter in this locality.
The meetings are to be held monthly
at such a place as the association shall
from month to month determine.
The second meeting was held in
the afternoon at Martinsville, May 16.
The following points were discussed

A

:

damages

at $500
alleging, in
complaint, that his pasture is
mostly white clover, and that the bees
came, in countless hordes, and drove
his sheep from the pasture, and that
his
his

changes to darker orange, and then
the black stripes appear. She says
that Americans do not know what a
chattel is, and perhaps she is right.
It
is a cylindrical vessel shaped like a
rather flat onion, only it is open on
top, and the edge of the hole comes a
little above the vessel, and then flares
back somewhat. It is, in fact, a jar.
This shape proves a very curious feature in the Apis dorsata comb, and,
when filled with pure white honey,
is a sight worth seeing.
Toimgoo, Burmah, March 18, 1885.
For tbe AmeiTcan Bee

Law

;

they grew thin, and, in consequence,
he has lost many during the winter.
He asks that he be given $-500 and I
pay the costs of the suit. He has engaged two smart lawyers to prosecute
the case.
This, no doubt, will appear to many
of the readers of the Bee Journal
childish and absurd, but to one that
has a costly suit to defend, coupled
with poor health and plenty of cares
without it, it is no laughing matter.
My excuse for stating the 'matter is,
that it is of general interest. Our
county papers have made mention of
it, and it is already widely copied in
other papers as a novel case, and it
will be a "test case" also. Should
the case go adversely, through ignorance or prejudice, it will open the
door for more suits of the kind, and
soon every bee-keeper would be at
the mercy of any one owning a J^-acre
of clover, though he might ovn acres
of his

own.

My oponents

claim that they have
a precedent in a sheep and bee suit
somewhere in the State. Of course
we do not acknowledge that our bees
have ever injured the sheep in the
least, and we feel that experiment,
science, and common-sense will bear
us out in this assertion, yet this case,
like every other one, has its adherents
pro and con.
The simple fact that there is a case
on trial makes some believe there is

something

in

it.

I would also mention that for years
some have asserted that bees injure
fruit bloom, buckwheat, and other
crops. The fact that the bees might
take something from their land (be it
ever so little), does not suit them
though they may not have the bees'or
skill to get it themselves, they would
rather that the tons of honey that the
basswood yields would be lost, than
that bees should work sometimes on
their clover or
buckwheat fields.
Messrs. Demaree, Ileddon, Miller,
Pond, and others, have expressed
themselves in sympathy with us in
this suit, and I hope, Mr. Editor, that
you will lay the same before the
readers of the Bee Journal, and ask

their co-operation in the matter.

Ithaca, p Wis.
For the American Bee Journal.

Is Bee-Keeping Respectable?

JAJIES

What makes

HEDDON.

a business respected

V

Leaving out the question of morals,
and dealing only with such branches
of business as are honorable, I will
answer by saying, its usefulness to
humanity. What makes a noisy,
dirty rolling-mill respected Y Its usefulness.
What makes horses and
horse-stables respected in large cities?
Their usefulness.
do we respect the constant blowing of steam
whistles in large cities V Their usefulness.
many branches of

Why

How

business are there that do not carry
with them disagreeablenesses, many of
wliich amount to almost a nuisance,
but which are never questioned because of their usefulness ?
Who is a more useful member of
our great pulsating humanity than he
who gathers together a wealth that
would otherwise be lost Y Who accomplishes this in its entirety more
than the honey-producer ? Why is
not our business respected ? Why
does every one who happens to bring
his 1.5-cent business in contact with
ours of a hundred-fold its volume,
cry, " Get out of the way with your
bother ?" I tliink it is because the
general public are not informed of
the fact that honey-producing, with

modern

and methods,

is a
value to the beekeeper and to his country.
fellow-bee-keeper in Wisconsin
a man who has assisted eyery one of
us by his works and writings, is sued
by a jealous farming neighbor for
damages done to his sheep by way of
the bees— bees working on the white
clover blossoms in his pasture. You
laugh. Well, in principle, I laugh
with you but in reality this case is
no laughing-matter, but a very serious
one, not only to our fellow-beekeeper,
but to each and every one of us.
There is not one of us who expects to
keep a colony of bees that can afford
to let this bee-keeper be beaten in
this case, for the want of our assistance. How miserable we would feel'
to have standing on record as a precedent, a case of damages collected for
bees gathering honey from white
clover, or keeping sheep from grazing!

fixtures

business, and of

A

;

—

:

:
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Some may think that no such a case and whatever we conclude is worth
could be decided against the bee- doing, let us do well and at once.
keeper. Without money and exerDowagiac, y Mich.
tion, just such a case of stupidity and
[For editorial remarks on the subchicanery can go to record against
everyone of us. All -know that in- ject-matter in the two preceding artinocent men have been hung, and cles, the reader is referred to page .339
guilty ones cleared by such effort and
of this paper. Ed.]
its equivalent
money.
Already, in the case above referred
to, two able lawyers have been enFor the American Bee JoumaL
gaged to do their best to carry this
stupidity to success. Such a success
Bee-Keeping in Texas.
would be a terrible blow to our business, our interests, and our natural
JOHN A. EMISON.
rights. I have never seen the sued
bee-keeper, and I have no more perFor the past 3 years I have been a
sonal Interest in him than any other close student and a practical
member of the fraternity, but /have, of everything appertaining observer
to the
and all hee-keepers have a radical and management of the apiary. I have
just interest in the turn of this case, from the handling of any apiary,
been
and one that we all should at once virtually living with my bees— formrouse up and attend to.
ing opinions and coming to
Though I never before received a sions at variance with many concluof the
letter from this fellow-bee-keeper, he
formulated facts or conclusions. Howlately wrote me for advice in such a
ever, I presume these variances, as
case ; and this letter aroused me to happily expressed by a
correspondent,
now begin the work of a permanent are the result
of climatic influence.
defense-organization— a scheme that
I find, by reading the Bee JourI had often thought of when I had
nal, that there is not that accord or
noticed how utterly reckless of our
harmony
in the management of the
rights and interests most people are,
apiary that I think there should be.
while at the same time they bow the
I will give another year to observaforehead
of
respect
to
ill-kept
tion and personal management of the
slaughter-houses and malarious millponds. I think that an organization apiary before expressing my conclucan be formed by correspondence, that sions.
I put into winter quarters Dec. 18,
will perfectly insure justice to every
colonies on the summer stands.
member who will join and deposit $1 73
The first pollen brought in was on
to the defense-fund— this fund to be
held by the Treasurer ever in readi- Jan 28. The 73 colonies are all at
ness to defend us against every en- work none were lost. We have had
croachment upon our Just rights. Could an unusually cold and wet spring.
not the Treasurer afford to also act as, Bees have not increased as they
and do the Secretary's work for the should have done. They have by
use of this fund, which must always division of colonies increased to 98.
be on hand V It should be his duty to I have had but 4 natural swarms.
Some three weeks ago my bees began
carefully inquire into every case, and
make sure that every case defended is killing off the drones. I then stopped
a straight forward legitimate attack, dividing.
I adopted the division of colonies to
with the attacking party at fault.
Italianize my apiary, yet I question
I need not waste space with detail, the advisability of
discarding the
for we bee-keepers are, as a class, black bee. I have some colonies that
bright enough to arrange all that as it are as black as night. I find them
should be, are we not y Come, let us good workers. My greatest objection
organize at once, and name our man to the black bees is their disposition
as Secretary-Treasurer and general to rob.
manager. We want a man whom all
The hive that experience has led
can trust, that has the ability, and is me to adopt, is rather a compound
so located as to be able to do the office hive.
I run
for extracted honey
justice, and who has our rights deeply alone. I know that it is contrary
to
at heart. I will lead off by naming advise given in all the
Manuals and
our well-known editor, Mr. Thos. G. bee-papers.
However, the strength
Newman, as one among many who, it of my colonies, and the yield of honey,
seems to me, fills all our requirements. have forced me to the conclusion that
Name your choices, and let us perfect it is the hive for this section.
our organization. As soon as we are
In the brood-chamber I use the
perfectly organized, and it is known, Quinby frame— 7 frames— for the sueach and every member's just rights per or upper story. I have tlie Langswill be respected. "In union there troth cross, the frame for extracting.
is strength,^' and our Treasurer will
1 know there is so inconvenience in
be instructed to see that this aggre- not having frames interchangeable
gated strength is morally, wisely, and however, I find that over-balanced by
justly applied in the needed places.
the strength of my colonies.
He who neglects to defend the right, profit that I run my apiary. It is for
commits a sin the sin of omission.
Sweet clover and motherwort are
I am glad we can start with a work now in full bloom. My bees pay no
before us, and at once prove the effi- attention to them.
They stood a .5
ciency and usefulness of such an or- months' drouth last year. We want
fanization. The case in question is some pasturage to come in after the
) be
heard next October, I believe. mint. We have many flowers none,
Let us have your ideas, fellow-bee- however, seem to give any surplus
keepers, and yours, "Mr. Editor;" honey, except the mint. It is the

—

;

;

—

;
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honey plant for this section.
My
sweet clover bloomed from August to
frost, in

December

second

bloom

of last year. The
fill
the needed

may

want

We

in September.
have the
brazil to give the bees full winter
stores. I have now 80 strong colonies

working on the mint. I am much
pleased with " Queries and Replies ;"
they are short, and to the point.
Mission Valley, JTex.,

May

]8,].S8.5.

^i^j.^^m^
mo-xBees Gathering Honey.—Dr. J. C.

Thom,

May

Ont., writes on
as follows

Streetsville,

26, 1885,

:

Bees are now booming, and have gathered plentifully from everytliing that

Hard maple, wilplum blos.som, cherry, and dandelion
are full of honey. My winter and
spring losses will amount to 30 per cent.
blossoms at this season.

low,

all

Keady for Swarming'.— Otto Kleinow
Detroit, CK Mich., on May 17, 1885,
writes thus
:

The winter seems

to be over now. I
have had drones flying for about ten days.
I have quite a number of colonies that
have from .5 to 7 frames with brood a few
have 8 frames with brood
one has 9
frames with brood. They could not have
so many frames with brood if they v^ere in
;

;

8-frame hives, as some bee-keepers prefer.
My hives are all lO-frame standard Langstroth hives, with frames 9}^xl7%. Some
of my strong celonies have a eood deal of

new honey
from

fruit

in their hives.
1 suppose it is
I expect to nave

new

bloom.

swarms

inside of ten days, as
queen-cells started.

Bee-Cellar.

— J.

Peters,

some have

Eldora,0

Iowa, on May 25, 1885, writes as follows
Last November I put 70 colonies of bees
:

in the cellar ; in April I took out the 70 ;
sold 5 ; the other 65 are ready for the harvest. I did not feed them
and they have
surplus honey yet. My cellar is dry, supplied with air through one window, ventilated by a brick flue from the floor of the
cellar through to the top of the dwelling.
;

Winter Experiments.— E. B. Woodward, M. D., Somerset,© O., on May
22, writes thus
Fully three-fourths of the bees in CenOhio died during tlie winter, eswhere kept in the ordinary way.
Those who use the latest and improved
tral

pecially

generally
successful.
methods were
Blacks seem to suffer more than other
races. We wintered our 11 colonies successfully one springdwindled on account
;

it while experimenting.
wintered experimentally
on 5 different sizes of frames, and 4 or 5
different races of bees, and all on summer

of accident

to

They were

all

stands.

We

were testing different

frames and different hives side by

size of
side.

No Diarrhea or Dwindling.— I. R.
Good, Sparta, Tenn., on May 26, 1885,
writes as follows
My bees came through the winter in
fine condition, without diarrhea or spring
dwindling. They are now booming, working on poplar and white clover.

:

:
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Bees Building up Rapidly. L. G.
Reed, Kent,($ Ohio, on May 21, 1885,
says

My bees are doing nicely, and if tlie
weatlier continues as it has been, and if
honey continues to flow, I shall liave
swarming plentiful by June 10. I have
never seen bees build up so rapidly as
they have during the past 2 weeks. There
is a good showing for white clover now,
but dry weather will injure it, it we do
not get rain soon.

I put into winter quarters 53 colonies ,
30 in the cellar, and 33 on the summer
stands. They have all come out in good
condition with the exception that 3 are
Throughout this locality, as
queenless.
far as 1 can learn, about half of the bees
are dead. The season, so far, has been
poor.

Ready to Swarm. —Rev. J. E. Kearns,
Morning San,K3 Iowa, 5\ rites
:

We

We

^~ The Bee-Keepers' Association

:

My bees all wintered nicely in my safeWintered Safely.—Mrs. Sallie E.
wintering hive, while fully nine-tenths of
Slierman, Salado,OTexas, writes thus: the colonies in this locality are dead.
My bees have all come through the win- They are now full and getting ready to
ter safely, and at this time nio^t of them swarm, notwitlistanding the lateness of
are in good condition. 1 have no fear of
loosing any unless they swarm and escape to the forest. I, however, am going
to let them swarm but little, as we now
have about as many colonies as we want.
prefer honey to increase, and shall
look to that in "the management of our
had 4 swarms issue, but by the
bees.
useTif the drone-trap and queen-cage we
secured 3 of the queens, and had no trouble

Convention Notices.

No Winter Loss.— T. Heaton, Moore's
on May 18, 1885, writes

Hill,o, Ind.,

tral Illinois will

on July

meet

15, 1885, at

10

of Cen-

at Bloomington,
a.

Wm.

Ills.,

m.
B.

Lawrence,

Sec.

J^~ The Mahoning

Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association, will hold its next meeting at
Newton Falls, Ohio, on Thursday, June 5,
1885.

E.

W. Turner,

Sec.

{S^ The

Willamette 'Valley Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its second meeting at
Fa.yette,
Oregon, on the third Tuesday in
La
June, 1885. All who are interested are inE. J.

vited to attend.

Hadley,

See.

Honey and Bees'wax Market.

the season.
Office of the

Apple Bloom.— "W.

ville,-o Pa., writes as follows

:

Spring has come with its beauty and its
bloom, and the bees are booming. My
loss was 12 colonies out of 300
not bad
for so severe a winter. The apple blossoms are opening, and 1 look for some
swarming this month. With such princely
Italians, I have no desire for Apis dorsata.
;

American Bee Journal,

Monday,

Davis,Youngs-

J.

June

10 a. m.,

1,

i

1885.

(

Tlie following are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received

tions for

up

to this hoiu'

CHICAGO.

HONE V. —Demand

light

is

and receipts are also

light. Prices range from locgjiric. forbestgradesof
in hiving them. The otiier colony had no
comb honey, and for extracted. 5(<o7c.
trap at the entrance, consequently we had
BBB3W AX.— Best grade weali at 28c.
R. A. Burnett, 161 South Water St.
considerable trouble in getting them down
Bees Working on tlieLocnsts. C. T.
from near the top of a tall live-oak We
BOSTON.
would have had 4 swarms more on the Biggers, Minerva, rf Ky., writes thus
nONKY.— We quote the following prices Fancy
same day, but for timely attention in cut- on May 28, 1885
white comb in 1-lb. sections, le:(<iil8c. the same In
This spring has
ting out queen-cells.
sections. irj@nic; fancy white California^2-ibs.,
Bees are working faster than I ever saw 2-Ib.
12@l4c. Extracted wealt. 6®8c. Sales very slow.
been very unfavorable on bees,- for the
on black locust, but they are very
BEKSVVAX.-a2 cts. per lb.
weather has either been too cool for the them
Blake & kiplet. 57 Chatham Street,
weak in numbers.
secretion of honey or it has been rainy,
NEW YORK.
and thus washed all the nectar out of the
flowers. The bees have been barely able
HONE Y— Present sales of comb honey are very
slow, and owing to the lateness of the season, we
to gather enough to keep up brood-reardo not anticipate any change in prices until the
ing.
We shall aim to have each colony
new crop commences to arrive. We quote at
very strong in time for horsemint, as that
present as follows: Fancy white clover in 1-lb.
sections, 14(gjl5c: fair to good white clover in 1-ib.
is our main dependence for surplus.
I2(§Jl3c: fancy white clover in 2-lb. sec^^O. H. Totriisencl, Alamo, Mich., has sections.
tions, !3@I4c; fair to good white clover in 2-lb.
sections. ll(Sjl2c: tancy bucfewheatin 1-Ib. sections,
sent US his new Price List of Queens.
tiifiiinc; fancy buckwheat in 2-lb. sections, 7@8c.

—

:

:

:

^^:|JcciaT

Wintering and Modern Transferring.
Dowagiac, f Mich.,

— James Heddon,

desires to make the following replies
to various criticisms that have appeared in the Bee Jouknal

floticcs.

<

t^~ G. H. Knifkerboeker, Pine Plains,
N. Y., has sent us his Price List of bees.
Queens, foundation, ete., for 1885.

irdinary grades,

7(SSc: extracted

CINCINNATI.

:

am

not able to see that Mr. Clarke answers the arguments and facts I put forth
regarding the truthfulness of the pollen
theory neither does he attempt to answer the main facts in the case. If he is
going to call the old well-known quietude
hibernation, that I have believed for 15
I

;

years. If he means what we do, and what
his first article led us to think he then
meant by the word (he called his theory
new), then we repeat " bees never hibernate." Mr. Doolittle is most sadly in
error in supposing that the pollen theory
does not comprehend the practical and
successful wintering of bees. In all candor, I ask all to watch the future results
of all of us who abide by the truths of
that theory. I invite Mr. Clarke or Mr.
Doolittle, or both, to meet me in special
discussion upon this subject at our next

no sale. Extracted white clover,
buckwheat, G(g;6^c.

BEBSWAX-Prime yellow. 29)^@31c.
McCAUL & HiLORETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.

HONEY—There is no

newfeature

in

tbemarket.

buyers at present.
|^~Preserve your papers for reference Our regular customers only are
There is almost no outside demand, and low figIf you have not got a Binder we will mail you ures are no inducement. We quote extracted

from r>(^Hc on arrival, and comb at ;»@12c.
one for 75 ceuts, or you can have one free honey
BEESWAX— Good demand and arrivals plentiif you will send us
new yearly subscrip- ful. We quote 24®28c for good yellow on arrival.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
tions tor the Bee Journal.
.'i

SAN FRANCISCO.
extracted
two or more copies of
HONEY— Market very quiet. Choice
which buyers at present care to
kind
is
only
the
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found purchase in a wholesale way. and there Is little of
on the Book List on the second page of this this sort offering. No new crop huney has yet arrived; none expected for several weeks. W'hite to
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books extra white comb, 8(fl.;tc: dark to good. 4(g*7c: extracted, choice to extra white, 45^(<j5Kc; amber
where they are purchased " to sell ag^ain."
4*4@4;>4c.

JS~ Our

rates for

colored.

^~ We want one number each of the Bee
August, 1860— February, 1867.
Any one having them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will piiy 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

JouRN-.-i-L of

National Convention, where we may meet
and part and settle the argnmentive part
%¥' For two subscribers for the W'eekly
of this great question as friends earnestly
seeking truth.
I will say to Mr. Olute
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
of
with
20
30
instances
iierhaps
or
that,
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
personal "modern transferring," no bad and send it by mail, postpaid;
results have occurred no brood was lost
or chilled. On page 367 of the Bee Jour^?~ All who intend to be Systematic in
nal for 1883, he will see that it is " about
swarming time" that we make the first their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
"drive," that we drive a "majority of the
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
bees," not all of them that we call this a
" forced swarm ;" that it is of the " second The prices are as follows
drive," after the brood is all hatched, that For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
125
we say " drive the bees clean " from the " 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
old box. These directions will not take
more bees from a hive than natural
The larger ones can be used for a few colhive
is
removed.
swarming, when the old
increase of numbers,
Both these performances have been done onies, give room for an
time and again by many, and I call to and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
raind no reports ofbrood dying.
:

;

;

wholesale.
BEESWAX— Quotable at 258620—Front
Street
O. B.

SMITH

cS

Co., 423

ST. LODI8.
HONEY Steady; demand and supply both
small. Comb, 12(ail4c per lb., and strained and ex-

—

tracted

.''^©tic.

^

,
choice.
BEESWAX— Firm at 32@32Xc. for

W. T. ANPER80N & Co.,

.

104 N. 3d Street

CLBVBLAND.

HONEY— Since our last report

there has been a

demand for honey, and some sales
have been made at ViWsUa for best white honey

little

better

in 1-lb. sections.

at 12® 3c.
1

is still very dull
not salable at any price in

Second quality

Elitracted

is

our market.

BBESWAX.-Scarce
A. C.

at -iSSSO.
115 Ontario Street.

Kbndel.

KANSAS CITY.

HONEY— Demand for

choice white

combing,

prices fairly n;iain1 and 2-lb. sections is good, and
tained. Half pound sections. 15®Iiic: 1-lb., 13@
14c: 2-lb., lOfet'llc. Extracted slow at 5@7c.
could sell some i^-lb. sections of comb honey and
a few more nice white l-lb. sections.
25(s:inc.. according to quahty.
CLKJIONS, Cloon & CO., cor. 4th & Walnut.

We

BEESWAX—

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote comb honey in 2
13@14c; extracted, (i^ic.
GEO. W.

lb.

sections

.
Market.
MEAnE & CO., 213 ..
,.
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SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

BeholdjhisTear!
The cause
Is,

BEES

and

of my ffrtef
that DiiulHtlc'g he«t

ITALIAN BEES

HONEY,

compel
hard to

me

to

work bo
for their

<.'are

Hnney, that I
have not attained my
growth, even at this advanced age of life. It is
It terrible warning to all,
not tc> get any of his
UiieeiiH
but perhaps
suriilus

Management

of an Apiary
and Profit by

for Pleasure

;

THOMAS

C.

NEWMAN.

:

others tougher than I,
could'"8tand the racket.'*
If any think they can,
l>oolittle will furnish

Editor 0/ the Weekly Bee JnumtiL

»85 West IHadlioB

Street, Vhlcsiico,

III.

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
Tool

It contains 320 profusely
illustrated
pages, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvouirnts ami inventions in this
rapidly (li'vclippinu' pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witli cverythiug tliat can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most

honey

in

and

best

its

most

attractive

condition.

PRICE— Bound
covers,

7.5

;

in

tlie

Price, coiiiplotc, only

Discount to Dealers, hj

Dozen or Hundred.

The Monthly Bee Journal
and the bound book, " Bees

923

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street.
CHICAGO, ILL.

BEESandQUEENS
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
.June
AFTER
with ^

1."), I will sell 2-frame Nuclei,
Ills, of Bees in each, for $2.25,
without Queen. Tested Queens, $1..^0 each.
Warranted Queens, $1.00 each. Untested
Queens, 7.5 cents each, of either Syrians or

GOOD, Sparta,
White
r

R.

I.

I

I

2L!A2t

Co.,

Tenn.

BEE-KEEPERS*

THE SOUTH

SIJPPI^IES.

Dunham and Root FoHndatlon

a specialty.

Queens and Bees from March to November.
l*"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
.^Ctf PA ur. L. VI AJLI^ON, Bayou Qoula. La.
Italian

I885.-QUEENS-I885.

c
One-lb. (4!4x4H) in lots of 500 to 4.000 $.5.00
Ditto
Ditto
5,000 to 10,000 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000 4.00

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the

We make

J.

same

any

quantities.
width desired.

FORNCROOK &

BCtf

1,

Vandervort

^Btf

CO.,

Watertown. Wis.. Mar.

ALBINO AND ITALIAN ftUEENS,

Jb,

Fdn. Mills,
Redneed Price-List.

VANDERVORT, Laceyville,

J.

Pa.

BEE-KEEPERS' CDIDE;

W.RoKersviUe,
Z. HUTCHINSON,
Genesee

I2.000

Or,

2 kegs holding a trifle over lU) pounds
I each, of extrsicted honey, which
I will sell at 6
cents per lb. on the cars. It is in wine-kegs and the
honey has become flavored so that it cannot be
sold tor taltle use It is In good condition and of
goodquitlity.

ALFRED H NEWMAN.
923

West Madison

CHICAGO,

Street,

oo

i»

3 00
5 00
10 00

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
Borodino, Ouon. Co., N, V.

lOCSt

(E.STABMSHKD

1864.)

DEC-SUPPLIES.

^

KRETCHMER.

Friends,

In

any way interested jn

if

BEES OR HONEY

We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culture«
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Mouthly Gleaninfcs

in Hives, Honey Extractors. Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxes, all books

and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written pfainly^ to
Ctf
A.

COOK,

Author and Publisher,
Agricultural College. Mich.

REVERSIBLE FRAME

MITES,

Bee

ANR

Keversible Frames that will fit any Langstroth
Hive. Sample, by njuil, ir>c.; one set. 8 Frames, by
mail. HOC.; bv express. 4no,: per nm, $4.00.

O.
13C3t

tJ.

ilETHERINOTON

4S1

O.

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the -^ame size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard fur the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
$iH.oo Extractor, 13x20. which la
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $rt.Oo Exli

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and uiova-

ble sides in the t^omb Baskets. The
Extractors have no covers.
For 2 American frames, 13x13 Inches
For 2 Langstroth
10x18
For 3
10X18
For 4
10x18
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
For 3
13x20
For 4
13X20

^Xm

and

llO.iRi

ALFRED

CO..

EAST SAGINAW, MICH.

L ROOT. Medina.

EXCELSIOR

very latest in respect to t>ee-keepinK. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieotitlc work treating of
bees in the World. I'rice.by mall.Jftl S5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

Journal,

COBURG. IOWA.

vou are

work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

sale also at the Oflicr of the
at wholesale or retail.

everything needed

E.

!

A. J.

furnish

Catalogue free.
2Cl2t

13th ThoiiHitnd dust Out
10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months!
3.000 Sold Since May, 1883.
More than 50 pagea. and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in the sth edition. The whole

]^~ For

We

in the Apiary, of practical c.>nstruction. and at the lowest price.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, and we will send you our Illustrated

MANVAL, OF THE APIARX.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

ICly

HONEY FOR FEEDING
HATE

15 00

]^~ If any further information is desired,
send for 6-page Circular. Address,

Comb

Alfred H. Newman, of Chicago, sells
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Co.. Mich.,
can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prices.
ft few full colonies of choice Italians in Heddon hives for sale at $8.00 per colony. Untested Italian Queens, $1.00 each. Tested
Queens reared last year in the home apiary,
$2.00 each. Bceswa.v wanted. Make money
orders payable at Flint.
lOAtf

50

I

ing, perdoz
Tested Queens, each
"
by natural swarming, each.
"
"
l884raising.8entinMay,each
Extra Selected, two years old. each

1885.

^F"

oo

1

lo 20

ments

producing workers to the best for puritv,
docility and industry. Write for Circular.
Also have dollar Queens.
22D4t H. P. DEAHL., BerrjTille, Va.

Send for SamplcH

size or

%

reared by natural swarm"
each
Untested Queens, reared by natural swarming,

^J L
^" ""

IN

For the manufacture of

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE
28, it-si.

his Bent
at the following

:

Untested Queens, each
*'
"
perdoz

""^

HEADQUARTERS

Patented June

prices

Italians.

will be sent for $1.25.

SECTIONS.

Stock

.

for a year

and Honey,"

$18.00.

Queens from

*'

paper

cents, postpaid.

lilberal

1^

in clotli, $1.00

liEVOLVrNO COMB-HANOER,
Box and Recording Desk Combined.

H.

923 West .Hadison

$h

in)

N OO
.10 00
.14 00
.12 no
.12 00
.Ifi

00

NEWMAN,

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ILL.

Bee -Keepers, Look Here!! APIARIAN SUPPLIES -1885.
DEALER

IN

rnESTED ITALIAN QTJEENS.

reared by
natural Swarming. Jf^l.OO each.
Warranted
Queens afterJune ir>ih.7.'> cents each. All Queens
sold by me are warranted second lu none in every
respect. Shriuld any prove otherwii-e, they will be
cheerfully replaced or money refunded. All tested
Queens reared in 1k^4.
Address.

X

Pure Italian Bees and Queens
For further information, send for Circular.
llAl3t
RICHMOND. Fort Bend Co. TEXAS.

lii'Alt

JAMKS WOOD,

North ITescott, Mass.

-IN -ONE -PIECE SECFIOlVS,
ALL
Langstroth Hives, Section Cases, Shippint?

Crates,

Brood

Frames, Foundation,

Smokers, and all other Supplies needed in
the apiary. ITALIAN
A:
In season. Send for Price-List. Address,
8C6t
L. L. TRIEM, La Porte City. Iowa.

BEES

QUEENS

!
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A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
thetop. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bare are of best liy:ht
spring" steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light

Bee Hives
AND

NEW SHOP ANO KEW MACHINERY

H.

NEW
!

factory last year,
we were put behind with onr work so that by
Bprinp, were obliged to return many orders. Now
we have ample stock ahead and can fill all orders
promptly.

LEWIS &

@ T' ik XT D ^ ]Rl

5^m

more money than at anything else by
takinti an aejency for the best seliinu book
BeRinners succeed Krandly. None
out.
IIai.i.ett Book fo.
fail. Terms free.

CASES — A BAKGAUV. —

HEDDON
Heddon
have

Cases for Comb Honey
with nice white comb in each secin each case. These
sections
28
1-lb.
tion—
are genuine Heddon Cases, well-made and
coats
of white paint.
two
well-"painted with
Will fit anv 8-frame Langstroth Hive. Will
arrangement
best
The
sell the lot for $15.
out lor comb honey. I am changing my
apiary for extracting.
E. J. SGOFIELD, HANOVER, ROCK CO., WIS.
2 0A3t
:51

MtTTH,

fllled

CINCINNATI. O.
Central Ave..
IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

BEES, EAfiLYQDEENS,
AND

STTPPLIES

need Early
j'or

FOR

1885.

Queens and Bees

business and beauty, nuclei

or full colonies sections and hives of best
workmanshiiJ Dimliain or Vaudervort
<^'omb Foundation, send for my catalogue
;

;

for 1885.

^

The Best
BEE-HIVX:

Arranged

for

all

purposes in existence.

rif

PRIZE.

to

gooiis

which

help you

will

more money

right

away

than anything else in this
w(»rld. All.ofeilhersex, succeed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
Tkue & Co., Augusta. Maine.
once address

AKMSTKONG,

And

"WIRE NAILS!
prices

on

Wire Nails, owing to a decline

in

AliFHED H. NEWMAN,
923 West Madison Street,

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

.\ND

1885,
White Poplar Dovetailed CCPTinHC 1879.
ITALIAN
Also, One and Two-piece OLU lUllOi
tS~ All Orders will be filled promptly at the
liOWEST FMilJRES,
Foil ITALIAN QUBKNSin their purity.iindthat
I

cannot be excelled. CN>iiib Foiinrtntlun and

Suppllen

(zenc-ally, send lor Circular.

12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.
l5Atf

T.

S.

HAI.I,, Klrby'd Creek, Alu.

Dadaiit'sFoniidat ion Factory, wholesale

V^O
J.1

!

and

retail.

Bee Advertisement

Cyprian or Syrian Bees ever introduced into

this locality.

One Queen

in May.l^l.rjo; six lor
six for f">. Send tor

after June ir>. |i each;
our48-i»uBe C:atitloKue, (iescribing everything

§7.5');

needed by bee-keepers.
IHAlSt

•!.

B<

Address.

MASON,

Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Quinby Smolter a specialty.

W.

ij.j

WARRANTED ITALIATqUEENS

Hlvesi

shall supply anything you need in the Apiary
Send for Illustrated Price List.
E. C'LiAKKiSUCcessor toL. C. Root,

the market.

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
TUe H. F. !ttOEl.l,ER M'fa Co.
DAVENPORT, IOWA.
lA26t

other kinds of

I

I

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,

all

MADE TO ORDER.

DISCOUNT

further notice, can make a disBee-Keepers' Supplies. TNTIL
^^ count of
percent, from my Catalo|?ue

have added to our L.\RGE FAGioiiy a
Special Depaktment for the

Quinby Standing-Frame,

Jer.seyvllle, Ills.

I9A4t 6BIt

5lAly

We

standard Langstroth,

Sample Hives complete, ^2.50 each in the
Hat, in lots of six, $1.75 each. Descriptive
Circular sent free. Address

E.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box

.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

;

Address J. P. H. BROUTV,
AUGUSTA, GEORGI^.
5A21t

ft

Portland, Maine.

51Aly

4

you
IFbred

ITIasazine, crowded with

—

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

jySend

SON, Haeerstown, Md,

]\[ uGGEf ^^
A remarkable

I.aiLgBtroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.

Apply to ('HAS. F.

VALENTINE &

Briei' ArtTicLES on Sanitary Suiuects by
that most sensible, terse and humorous
writer
DR. DIO LEWIS, wrorth its
weight in gold ! You can get a sample
copy by sendiiig Ten Cents to the new DIO
LEWIS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 69 and 71
21A4t
Bible House, New Y'ork City.

Mutli's Honey Extractor,

f-reeman

Priee-List. ^Address,

DIO LEWIS'

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

are

WIS.

Dadant'sFoundationFactory,iTholesale
and

we

13Ctf

[lis.

in presentB given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail yuu will net
free a package of Koods
^m ^u uf large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the |L'(KVH)(.t in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hallett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
51Aly

for 1885!

should be remembered that

lieadqiiarters for the Albinos, and make
a specialty of this variety. We also breed
from select Italians. Send for Circular and

CO.,

WATERTOWN.

with

Parties needing
Supplies would do well to see our Price-List
before buj'iug.

S.

Write for Price-Wst for 1886.
13ABtf

Chicago,

-

OUR

EQUIPPED

very reasonable prices.

It

NOTICE.— In enlrtrRlng our

G. B.

NEWMAN,

street,

OF GOODS DAILY.

dozen or

I2

IS

best and

OAR-IjOAD Queens and Bees

a

is

F.\CTOKV

latest improved Machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods *' up
to the times," and will furnish all kinds at

Mauiifiictory of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., iu the World

Our capacity now

&c.

of 7,000 square feet of
best facilities for
tioor,
furnishin{< Supplies in the southeast.

The Largest

_

Special discount to dealers, on
larger quantities.

ALFRED

FOUNDATION,

tlie

;

West Madison

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS,

WITH awecapacity
claim the

SECTIOXS.

material.
It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

9'2:t

I

!

100
14.\iit

in

another column.

Colonies of Choice ITAI.IAN
ItlCES I.-OK SALE. Send for
.Vddress,

Pi-irr'-I.ist.

W.

J.

HAVIS,

Vounj^sville,

(UoxOl)

Warren County, Pa.

m

7A17t

OKISKANY. Oneida County, N.

Y.

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mall you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in tbe way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought passible at any business, (."apital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, cir all the time. All of
both sexes, of allages, grandly successful. ..ocents
to i'< easily earned every evening. 'Ihat all who
want w<)rk may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well aatlsfled
paralleled offer
us.
we will send »1 to pay for the trouble of writingImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure tor all who start at once.
Address Stinson & Co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
.51Aly
:

Ke-^WrlttenandEnlareed! Third Edition

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK
pagesand nearly lOOHne illustrations. Price
copy.
by mail nicelv bound in cloth. *l.50 per »2.r>ii.
Book and tested y ueen of any race, by mall, mail,
Book and sample Drone and Queen 'I rap, by
$M«i Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
winpurity, mild disposition, honey-gathering and
tering qualities. Sold at wholesale and retail.
Send for Prospectus and Prlce-List.

aoo

2'?Al(it

HENKY ALLEY, Wenham, Maw.
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I*:<;yptlan Bee*Danre. — On June 2, a
Mr. Henry Hootb, a bee-keeper of
Marshall County, W. Va., died of typhoid magnificent ball was given in Paris, France,
fever. His daughter asks us to state the fact in a sj)letididly illuminated and royally decoin the Uek Jouunai., so that his many bee- rated hall. Thecoatumcs of the ladies and
keeping friends may be informed of his gentlemen wore radiant with thousands of
demise. He always said that he should be a diamonds, pearls, rubies, emeralds, etc. The
"During the
life-subscriber to the Bbe Journal, and he telegraphic report ends thus
banquet an orchestra of 120 performers,
was.
concealed behind dense shrubbery, played,
lIope»« Bh&Mtcd should give courage to and splendid corps de hallet,
a
each hatlcfine
battle afresh with the causea of disaster, and being in the costume of
a bee, danced the
rise above it. Experience is an expensive
Egyptian bee-daneo." We know that very
instructor, but some of us will learn of no
often a single bee makes a man dance, but
other. One writer says that " the mere lapse
what kind of a spectacle girls dressed up like
of years is not life. Knowledge, truth, love,
bees would present, we are left to conjecture,
beauty, goodness, faith, alone can give as well as what were the peculiarities of the
vitality to the mechanism of existence."
Egyptian bee-dance.
We must live and Icani, and thus we shall
Jearn to Jive. We learn to climb the hill of
Historical.— A correspondent desires U8
difficulty— not by looking at disasters in the to give a brief historic statement of the rise
past, but by keeping a steady aim on the of modern bee-culture in America, and we
mountains of truth that lie before us.
give the following review

OF THE

^.^-^'^lME3S3^ie^,

:

^«^£

iiijoiiwi
PPBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor and Pkopkietou,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
Weekly, S»S a year

;

Monthly,

June 10, 1885,

Vol. XXI.

ILL.

«0 cents.
No. 23.

:

In 18.53 the Alps bees were introduced into
the
Germany. Madame de Padua, of Mira, Italy,
weather during the past winter and spring
wrote to the Rev. Dr. Dzierzon, who resided
has been very disastrous to many colonies of
in Lower Silesia, for a model of his bee-hives,
bees, still there is a redeeming feature— the
and she sent him a colony of the yellow race
weather in the Northwest for the past month
of bees, which were the first ever seen in that
has been very favorable for honey-producpart of Europe.
tion
the many warm rains and intervening
In 1856, Mr. Samuel Wagner, of York, Pa.,
sunshine have been very good for vegetation,
and promises a large honey crop, if there is attempted to import a few colonies of Italian
no great "set-back." Those who have the bees, but they all perished on the voyage.
colonies "bred up " to full strength will, we In 1860, Messrs. Wagner and Colvin first
think, realize very satisfactory results. At succeeded in importing the yellow-banded
least that seems to be the "indications" now. bees, from Dr. Dzierzon's apiary.
Until then but little thought had been
The A
C of Carp Culture, a neat devoted in this country to bee-keeping as an
pamphlet of about 100 pages, is on our desk. occupation, and still less to it as a science.
It explains the simplest, cheapest and most True, many kept a greater or less number of
effective system of carp culture, and being "gums" or " skeps," and a few, comparer
written by Mr. Milton P. Pierce, of Philadel- tively very few, master minds had conceived
phia, Pa., Secretary of the American Carp rational scientific views regarding many of
Cultural Association, it cannot fail to be of the internal mysteries of the hive; some had
inestimable value to all interested in the to an extent comi)rehended the phj'sio logical
"finny tribes." It is published by Mr. A. I. history of the honey-bee. but they were so
Root, Medina, Ohio. We will mail it to any very few that their wisdom was ahaost
address upon the receipt of the price, which covered with disrepute by the ignorant and
is 50 cents.
siiperstitious ideas of the masses, who

The Honey Prospects.— Although

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
"Wliatever you do in the apiary— always
do it well, thereby saving much valuable
time and endless trouble.

;

Some P^-iople, says a philosopher, "are
always finding fault with Nature for putting
thorns on roses I always thank her for
putting roses on thorns."
;

Avoid B]o\viii<>- your Bi'oatlt among:
the bees while handling- the combs. They
are inclined to resent anything objectionable
in rather a pointed manner.
Doiii":

By

Good

should not be a studied

B

act.

we

can, minute by minute
and hour by hour, we insensibly grow to
goodness, as fruit grows to ripeness.
doing- the best

; that was the reply we made to Query
on page *2ni( but the treacherous type
made us say No," and thus contradict our

If CN

No.

1,

;

*'

owu

writing elsewhere, as well as

ities

on that subject.

all

author-

Hee» as Storm-Warners.— A German,
who has studiously watched every movement
of the honey-bees, asserts that they are
excellent storm-warners. He says that on
the approach of thunder-storms, bees, otherwise gentle and harmless, become very
irritable, and will at once attack any one,
even their usual attendant, approaching their
hives. A succession of instances are given
in which the barometer and hygrometer
foretold a storm, the bees remaining quiet,'
and no storm occurred or the instruments
gave no intimation of a storm, but the bees
for hours before were irritable, and it came.
;

Beauty Everywiiere.—The country
over the North

is

now

all

kept

bees as did their great-grandfathers, and
thanks of the bee-keepers of the United whose comprehension had only kept pace
States are due to Mr. S. C. Boylston, of with their improvements. The master-works
Charleston, S. C, for his efforts in their behalf of Rev. L. L. Langstroth and the late M.
Quinby gave rise to much thoughtand study,
to remedy the unjust discrimination of railroad tariffs. Mr. Boylston was appointed the which in turn led to experiments, and these
chairman of a committee for that purpose, created the necessity for a periodical, in the
columns of which new discoveries could be
at the Bee-Keepers' Congress, held at New
Orleans last February, and how well he has heralded, accepted theories be discussed, old
performed the work assigned to him and his prejudices be corabatted, and apiculture be
elevated to its proper position among the
associates, may be learned by his report,
published on page 302 of this paper. It will progressive sciences.
In 1861, the American Bee Jouknai, was
be remembered that the editor of the Bee
Journal, made an address on the subject, started by the late Sarauel Wagner, and in
and presented the case to the Congress at 1873, it became the property of the present
New Orleans, and the appointment of that editor. That much progress has been made
committee was the result. Now, we will during the 25 years of the American Bee

Bee and Honey Classification,-The

The trees
the wheat and have another interview with the

beautiful.

are loaded with budding fruit;
grasses are waving in the gentle breezes
Nature's rich, green carpet covers the undulated fields of •' the broad prairies " as well
as the thousands of hillsides and valleys
variegated with yellow and white blossoms.
The warbling of the feathered songsters are
wafted upon the gentle breezes, and billions
of fiowers are perfuming the air
The bees
are at work gathering the rich nectar that
"
"wells up
in the white clover which is now
just springing into bloom. It is several
weeks late— but welcome alike to the bees
and the apiarists. ;

I

freight

Journal's existence,

all will

acknowledge.

agents at their next meeting in this city, and
endeavor to have all the railroads centering
in Chicago make the same classification and
rates. Those having influence at the headquarters of railroads in other Cities, are
requested to present the claims of bee-keepers to them, and get a copy of the rates and

Many doubtful problems have been solved,
and new ideas iiromulgated; all the standard

from this oflice for that
purpose. Mr. Boylston's aid in this matter
has been verygreat. as he himself is a railroad official, and we congratulate the beekeepers of America upon having such an
efficient representative apiarist.

knew

classifications

works on apiculture have been revised time
and again, as published experiences have
proven to the several authors thattheir books
inclined to ei'ror, and none but the most
conceited have dared to assume that they
it all.

Now

there are nearly 300,000 beekeepers

United States and Canada, and the
annual product amounts to 100.000,000 of
pounds of honey, valued at about fifteen

in the

millions of dollars.

"

:

i'HE
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James IIeddon replies

:

"1

dislike

enameled cloth about a bee-hive. If
I want upward absorption, I use cheap
Bees
l)\u-lap if not, my board-cover.
use water when breeding rapidly but
that is something I do not wish them
to do during winter."
Prof. A. J. Cook answers thus:
" No, nor a board
I prefer a quilt;
;

;

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Making a Honey-House Rat-Proof.

cially if

drone-foundation

used in

is

ihe sections."
" Unless
Prof. A. J. Cook replies
had spare combs I should hive them
:

I

on foundation

in full sheets."

Dadant & Son

" Use full
say
sheets of foundation. There is no
other way that we know of.
:

;

because in winter they are quiet. The
Query, IVo. 70.— How should a honey- man in the harvest lield drinks quarts,
house be made in order to be rat-proof ?— J. while the loafer at the street-corner
P. M.
may not drink a drop (of water). I
never wish my bees to have tlrops of
Dr. C. C. Millek answers thus water in their hives."
" Make it tlie same as any building—
"EnameledG. W. Demaree says
by having everytiiing hviilt tight. A
rat is not liliel'y to gnaw its way in, cloth for bee-quilts would never liave
but once in, it will gnaw its way out." been thought of had it not been for its
non-sticking character. This is the
only redeeming feature it has. In a
changeable climate like that of the
How do Bee-Larvse Eat?
Middle States, there is more danger of
enough."
No. 71 Do bee-larv3s eat the too much water than not
:

(liiery,

:

—

food that the bees put into the cells, or do
their bodies absorb it, say from the larva to
the pupa state, or, in other words, from the
time the egg hatches until the young bee
leaves the cell ?— L. H.

Dadant & Son

"

No

we reand put otu' straw mat

move

say

:

;

the cloth
on the frames, tilling the
space above wittidry leaves or straw."
directly

Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks "Their
W. Z. Hutchinson replies: "Ihave
bodies absorb it, or al least the greater never used enaineled-cloth over the
supplied.
I
part of the liquid food
bees in summer, nor in winter. Bees
have not been able to find pollen- need water in the summer because
continual
food.
The
giains in the
they are rearing brood."
motion of larval bees may facilitate
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers thus
absorption.''
" No, the best plan is to place strips
of wood between the top-bars of the
frames, as recommended by Rev. M.
Storing and Fumigating Combs.
Mahin, years ago. Bees will get all
the water needed, if it is needed, in
Query, No. 72 I have about 1,000 empty winter, if the upper part of the broodcombs; how can X protect them from the
moth • and what is tlie liest method of fumi- chamber is made as tiglit as propolis
gating: them ?— J. K. A.
can make it. Such conservation of the
heat requires large lower ventilation
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks thus to carry off the moisture, and to pre" Place the combs on racks in a close
too much
vent restlessness from
rooui. Place an iron kettle containing heat,"
live coals, in the center of the room
Dr. C. C. Miller replies thus
sprinkle on sulphur and close up the
room door. Only sufhcient should be " I have used it in winter, and I disused to kill the worni^j, which amount cover no difference as to results beToo much tween enauieled-cloth and sheeting."
w'ill soon be found by test.
will cause a deposit of sulphur on the
:

:

Dr. G. L. Tinker says

With

out wires.

" All

this

management

there will be little drone-comb built,
while the greatest possible results in
comb honey are secured."

Dr. C. C. Miller remarks thus
" Fill up the rest of the frame with
foundation."

James Heddon says: "Increase
the width of those 'starters' till they
in which case they
fill
the frame
should be stayed with No. 30 or 36
wire. If you think there is economy
in using no more foundation than
starters,' use a strip not over ^4 of an
inch wide, and then if you had a mill
specially to make those strips which
would make the 3 upper rows of cells
drone size, and the next 2 or 3 rows
worker size, probably nearly all the
rest of the comb would be built with
;

'

worker cells.
can be had at

When comb foundation

cts. per pound, I will
in full sheets, until I see my
error, which will not be very soon."

use

.jO

it

—

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1885.

June 19.— Willamette

:

;

:

prime swarms should be hived on 6 or
7 frames, and I prefer to have them
just half filled with foundation with-

July 15.— Central
Dec.

Of Meeting.

Vallev, al La Kayette. Oreg.
E. J.Hadley, Sec.

Illinois, at

8— to.- Micliifian

Bloitmington,

Wm.

State, at

Ills.

B. Liiwrerice, Sec.
l)*»^roit.

Mich.

H. D. CuttinK, Sec., <'lintcn,Mich.

:

In order to have this taDIe complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- En.

fW~

combs."

t^~ To create Honey Markets in every
Use of Starters in the Brood Frames.
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
Dr. C. C. :Miller says " One way
"
in which 1 have successfully kept
Query, No. 74 In the production of producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat
comb.s, is to put them under a strong comb honey, where a first or prime swarm is Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
colony of bees, in such a way that the hived on comb-foundation starters, say
pamphlets ou "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
:

—

.'i

bees can only go in or out by passing
over these combs. >ly hives having
tight bottoms, I put the colony in a
super just like the hive, only without
a bottom, tlien fill uj) the hive with
the empty combs and set the colonies
on top. Of course this plan can only
be used where enough colonies are
alive to protect the empty combs."

inches in depth, and with sections ou top
tilled with full sheets of foundation, what is
the best method of preventing the building
of drone-comb in the brood-chamber V—F.
A. G.

Enameled-Cloth Covering.

best way to suppress drone - comb
building, is to keep none but young,
Thedrone-coinb usuproliflc queens.

—

be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and

'Medicine " are sold at the following prices

:

" With
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
says
me, prime swarms are not inclined to hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
if
they were, I postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
build drone-comb
know of no better plan than to use On orders of 100 'u' more, we will print, if
full sheets of foundatiiui."
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
of the beereplies: "The etc, (giving the name and address

W.

Z.

Hutchinson

;

;

:

;

G.

Query, No. 73 Is it a good plan to use
eiuimclcd-cloth as a covering over the brood
frames in winter ? If bees need water in the
summer, whv dn thev not need it in the winter also y and with the emtmelcd-cloth over
the frames, they tiave water in wiTiter as well

and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will

ally

W. Demaree

built

by a prime swarm

will

do

keeper who scatters them).

fW All

who

intend to be systematic in
should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
their

work

in the apiar.v,

but little harm the first season, and
can be removed in the following
spring, melted into wax, or used for
$1 00
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
a.s in summer. — B. J.
extracting combs. I have practiced " 100 colonies (220 pages)
125
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
this method for years, and it pays me
"It looks better than high-priced foundation."
G. M. Dooi.iTTLE says
The larger ones can be used for a few colreasonable as 15. .7. stales it, but I
G. M. DooLiTTLE says: "Under onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
liave generally had poor results when
the circumstances giveii, I have had and still keep the record all together in one
I miicli prefer a good
I have used il.
little if any drone-comb built, espe- book, and are therefore the most desirable.
quilt or woolen blanket."
:

:

;

;
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the colony too much heat of a damp
UEES.
nature arisiig from the earth, vvliich
seems
Rutherford
On page 232, ^Mr.
produces the bad effects realized by
wrong
in
wholly
am
to think that I
many in this vicinity. As my hees
fed
bee
is
larval
the
that
my ideas
are both summer aud winter, kept
anything which may represent pollen, within 4 inches ot the ground, 1 wish
and says there is quite a difference to ask those who are successful in
Explanatory.— Tlie figures before the between my statements found on winteiing liees under the snow, how
names indicate the number of years that the pages .5 and i,S4. I had never supposed far the hives are from the ground.
" raw " to tlie
Those after, show that pollen was fed
person has kept bees.
Borodino,© N. Y.
although, perliaps, page 5
the number of colonies the writer had in the larval bee,
previous sprinjf and fall, or fall and spring, thus expressed it. In this, Prof. Cook
The Northeastern Convention.
fell into the same error of expression

r-OLLEN

as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ cast
*0 west; and this 6 northeast; x> northwest;
o» southeast; and ? southwest of the centre

©

;

;

of the State mentioned.

ror

me

American Bee JoumaL

Sour Honey, larval Bees,

16— Q. M. DOOLITTLE,

etc.

(40—80).

notice on page 291, that Prof. Cook
surprised at my statement on page
260, that " Honey only swells as it becomes damp," and that the swelling
can only be " brought about by either
cool, damp weather, or non-circulation
of air, or both." He then asks, "What
about fermentation V" and answers
the question by saying, " Honey in
the comb, or when extracted, is almost
sure to ferment in a cool, damp atmosphere." Now, I cannot see anything for the Professor to be surprised at, for his statement is almost
exactly the same as mine, as I say
farther on in my article, " that if the
dampness remains, the whole will become a sickening, souring mass,"
whicli implies, or at least I supposed
it did, fermentation.
In any event it
is the cool, damp atmosphere that
causes the trouble, for if this were
not present nothing of the kind would
I

is

AND LAKVAL

Manual, as did also some of ttie
I quoted as supporting
my views in the matter. But these
errors of expression do not alter the
facts which we are trying to get at
when we understand each other. We
now understand that the food of the
larva; is chyme, myself and others
claiming that such chyme is a composition of pollen, etc. (see what Mr.
Heddon says on page 244), while Mr.
R. savs it is an "animal secretion."
Now,'I wish to give Mr. R. a " nut to
crack by asking what the substance
is which "resembles pollen, foimd in
the intestines of the young bee just
emerged from the cell also what was
it I found on the glass spoken of in
my garden (see page byi If the young
bee has "no matter to void," as he
tells us on page 60, why do they thus
void matter V and why do the young
drones hatching out of section honeyboxes (as probably nearly every apiin his

VimtiMUcd fviim pane

others which

'?

Upon assembling on Thursday

at

President Root in the chair,
the first topic presented for discussion
"
The advantages and disadwas
vantages of making colonies queenless to prevent swarming."
Mr. Doolittle said that he liad not
7 p, m..
:

attempted making colonies for any
such purpose, and did not believe in

was concerned.
taken queens from colonies,
aud such queens had worked vigorit

as far as his locality

He had

ously storing lioney, and when the
queen was put back, the colony would

work vigorously in carrying stored
honey into the boxes, and in bringing
in new honey from the field. The remarks of Mr. Doolittle seemed to be
endorsed by Messrs. Elwood aud Betsinger.

Mr. Locke presented a very ingenfor
instrument
iously-constructed
measuring the length of a bee's
tongue.calledthe Bee's Tongue RegisHe hoped to be able thus to dister.
cover the bees having the longest
tongues, and from these it would be
best to rear future stock, and thus
obtain an improved race that would
secure honey from tlie largest range
The instrument was
plants.
of

arist has seen them), after taking the
sections to the honey-room, foul the
nice capped honey with their voidingsV
I am no scientist, but it seems to me
if I were, I would not call the statements of any one " imaginary," and
then give no explanation of what is
seen nearly every day in the apiary.

As

ts:i.

Prof. Cook, on page 299, endorses
article, perhaps he also will

Mr. R's

heartily commended and endorsed by
us what it is that these drones the convention.
and voung bees void. I wish to thank
Mr. King, of New I'ork, presented
Mr. R. for bringing this matter up, a sample of a reversible frame, and
for I trust that thereby all of us will another sample of such reversible
take place.
gain new light, on what Mr. Heddon
was shown by Capt. HetheringThis is identical with the cold in says on page 244, " none of us clearly frame
ton. Mr. H. had tried the experiment
the
our wintering troubles.
Were
understand."
of reversing rrames to induce the
cold not present, there would be no
bees to carry up honey from the botBEES UNDER THE SNOW.
confinement, and pollen, breeding in
tom of the brood-frames into the
confinement and honey-dew would
On page 219, Mr. Mitchell writes of
had not been as successplay no part in this matter. Had having good success in wintering bees boxes, but
as a Michigan bee-keeper.
that barrel of honey, which exploded under the snow, and I see that others ful
Mr. Todd, of Philadelphia, preat the Bee Journal office, been recommend the same thing. Here is
instrument showing that
placed in a warm room with one head something I do not understand. I sented an
liquid spheres of equal size pressing
left out, as I recommended, it would have been obliged to try this plan
other with equal presnever have soured or fermented. nearly every sv inter for the past 12 against each
would produce hexagonal figures
What I was after was that' cold and years with a few colonies, owing to suremathematical
accuracy, the angles
dampness tended toward making our the snow drifting in unexpected of
of which will be identical with those
honey uninviting and unsalable
places, and I have not had a single
comb the instrument
while a warm, dry atmosphere tended colony so covered with snow come out in the honey
was examined with great interest, as
to put a " gilt edge " on our pro- in good condition, while the loss from
it seems to sliow that the bees in the
duct.
this cause will average fully % of all manufacture of comb only follow a
Prof. Cook and others should bear so drifted under. If the snow stays great law of nature.
in mind that I did not have the ad- on for only a week or so, no harm rejNIr. Clark presented a report of the
vantages of a good education, etc., sults from it but if long continued, committee on the constitution and bywhich they did, hence, I am not capa- the bees get uneasy, thereby getting laws, and the following amendments
ble of expressing my views as clearly, too Wiirm, meli ing the snow all around were adopted
and it is only by their being dressed the hive, which results in brood rearThis association shaU be known aa the
Art.
up by our indulgent editor, that they ing to such an extent that the vitality New York StHte Bee-Keepers' Association loundby Mos-s Quinby in IKHK.
are presentable at all. My articles of the colony is impaired, which re- edArt.
Eacli county or district convention herestate, simii be enare only written in the hope that they suUs 111 a weak colony, ana generally, after hem in any part of tins
....^
--„..
-"'to the St ite Societyto three deieKntes
may benefit my fellow-bee-keepers death. Mr. W. A. House, a bee- titled
Art. 4. The offi.-ers of this as^ocintion shall contell

:

;

:

1.

'2.

I

along the line of practical apiculture,
thus helping to lighten their burdens
of life, as" my burdens liave been
lightened by the help I have obtained from the writings of others.

keeper of large experience, living in
this county, thinks that the cause is

owing to the hives setting close to the
ground from which (ground) the snow
soon thaws the frost, tiiereby giving

of a President. Vice-President, Secretary and
Treasurer, who shall constitute the executive
committee, ami whose duties shall be those usually
assigned to such officers, and their term of ofBce
shall be one year, or until their successors shall be

sist

elected.

An honorary

V'^ice-Presiiient shall alao

be appointed from each county of this State.
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Standard, and the Courier, for their extended notices ot this convention, the publication of our
pioceedinns, and other courtesies shown us.
liesolvtd. That the Association do hereby tender
avoteot thanks to i'ur worthy President. Mr. 1...
C. Root, for the diKnified and able manner in
which he has presided over our meetings.
Itesolvid, 'I'hat a vote of thanks are hereby
tendered to the mayor and common council of the
city of Syracuse for the use of the City Hall.
Resolved, That this Association are pleased to
note the pres-nce of a number of ladies durins
the sessions, and trust that they will, at our next
convention, favor us with their presence.
ResoJve't, That tills convention extend a vote of
thanks to Mr. Artliur Todd, Philadelphia, for the
interesting microscopic- and scientific experiments
given tor the benefit of this convention.
ResoWed, That a vote of thanks be extended to
Silas M. Locke. Salem, Mass., for tlie sclentitic
registration of the Ifnuth of bees' tongues as connected with scientitic queen-reariiiK.
Resolved, That a vote of thanks be extended to
our retiring secretary for the cfBcient manner in
which he has performed the arduous duties devolving upon him.
Resolved, That we as a convention do urge upon
our members to attend the meeting of the North
American Bee-Keepers* Society, at Detroit, next
fall, and that all members so attending shall
hereby be vested with the attributes of delei^ates.

The by laws were unchanged with
the exception of the following:
Art. '• The Secretary shjili receive f lo each year
for his •'errices. and he sriili have power to choose
an assistant secretary it he wishes.
Art. R. The regular meetings siiall be held alternately at Rochester, Albany, L'tica and Syracuse,
but shall be held no two years in succession at the
saiue place.

FRIDAY MORNING SESSION.

Secretary Benedict then read an
essay on the "Best management of
tlie apiary for comb honey:"'
ilr. King believed that removing
tlie honey as fast as capped, and replacing the sections with those that are
but partially lilled, is the proper way
to secure the largest amount of surplus honey.
This system did not discourage the
bees, but was in exact accordance
with the nature of the little insect.
Mr. Locke spoke in favor of the
The report of the committee on
system, and said it was that practiced questions was made by Mr. King as
by the ancient Germans who kept at follows
times a thousand colonies.
1. AVhat is the best food for winter?
The committee on circulars and Ans. Granulated sugar.
pamphlets reported through Mr.Locke,
2. How many colonies of bees can
and on motion the committee was be kept in one apiary V Aiis. That
continuecVanother year.
depends on forage from 20 to 2.000,
The Secretary read an article by
3. Which is better for beginners,
Mr. Tefftonthe" Reversible Frame." natural or artificial swarming V Ans.
The article declared the invention a —Natural.
great improvement over the old hang4. How shall we prevent honey from
ing frame, and adopted by the most candying V ^>!.s. Keep it at a temintelligent apiarists. The article also perature of not less than 75-.
referred to the objects to be gained by
•5.
When the bees hang out, is it
the u.se of this style of frame.
best to put on more boxes V Ans.
Me.'isrs.
King. Betsinger, Root, Only when honey is plentiful outside.
Clark, Locke, Benedict, Doolittle and
6. How to prevent swarming when
others, took part in the discussion, producing comb honey ? .^l?is. Keep
and it was generally admitted that at the bees at work.
certain times in the season, and with
7. AVhy are porous cloth covers for
judicious management, the reversible winter use any better than enameled
frame would prove a success. Some cloth V ylris.— Because they permit
of the objections offered were that if the escape of moisture.
care were not tiken. poor honey would
8. Why
not use tine wire-cloth
be carried into tlie surplus boxes, strung across the section frame inthus inji.iing the quality of the honey stead of tin or wooden separators ?
stored there, and that "inexperienced .4?!s.— Wire is too flexible.
bfee-keepers would, unless careful,.re9. Does pollen cause the bee-diarverse the frames too late in the fall.
rhea V yljis,— Yes and no.
Some changes were made in the
10. "What material is best to gum
committees, when the question and labels for glass or tin V Ans. Dexanswer box was opened and answers trine and hot water.
made to the conundrums therein con11. Is dividing preferable to natural
tained.
swarming? Ar^s. Yes, decidedly.
On motion of Mr. Clarke, the expacking better
12. Why is chaff
ecutive committee was given power than dead air-space V Ans. Because
to name delegates and issue creden- it is warmer.
tials to those wishing to attend the
13. Why are deep frames better for
International
Convention at New use in securing comb honey than
Orleans.
On motion, all persons shallow ones V Ans. Because they
wishing to attend the North Ameri- are better adapted to the collateral
can Bee-Keepers' Convention at De- system.
troit, next fall, will receive credentials
U. Why are shallow frames better
from the executive committee.
for use in securing comb honey than
On motion of Mr. Clark, any person deep ones ? Ans. Because brood will
in the State may become a mem- be necessarily closer to the sections.
ber of the Association by signing the
The following resolution was read
constitution and payingoO cents. Any by Mr. Locke and adopted
clause in the constitution which conThis Association having heard with
flicts with this was rescinded.
great sorrow of the death, during the
past month, of Mr. W. W. Gary, of
FRIDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.
Coleraine, Mass., desires to put on
After the convention was opened, record its high appreciation of his
progressive bee-keeper
Mr. Doolittle. on behalf of the com- services.
mittee, composed of Messrs. Doolit- of one-half a century's experience,
tle, Todd and Locke, offered the fol- among the very first to import and
breed the Italian bee, and zealous for
lowing resolutions
its purity
enthusiastic in every adItenolved. 'rhat a vote of thanks be hereby tenvance in the direction, both of econdered to all the essay writers.
Regolved. That the thanks of this Association omy
and manipulation of the honeyare due and are hereby tendered the representatives of the Joumal, EvtnUig Herald, Morning bee, he took a high rank among those

have helped both by practice and
pen to elevate and perpetuate the
Vi'ho

science of apiculture.
With these considerations we do
resolve that as a mark of our appreciation of his services this minute be
entered upon the records of tlie Association, and a copy sent by the Secretary to the family of Mr. Gary.

That we extend our symafliicted family, and com-

Resolved,

pathy to the

mend them

in their grief to the God
consolation, and the very " present help in trouble.'"
The report of the committee on
implements on exhibition was read.
On motion of Mr. Todd, local associations were recommended to purchase the Cheshire chart for beginners. On motion, the convention ad-

of

all

journed sine

die.
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HEDDON.

The above must be a subject of
interest in every respect to many beekeepers. All will recollect how, in

my

on page 213. written about
spoke of the 73 colonies entirely pollenless, that passed the winter ill the new, damp cellar. I put
these bees out for a tiight on April 19,
after a confinement of l."il days, and
though their hives were white, and I
was in my white shirt sleeves, not one
speck of discharge could be found or
seen coming from any bee. though the
air was dark with their flight, as the
day was a very warm one. Their
bodies were as slim as in fall, and
they discharged not even water, unless
they went far out of the apiary to do
I experimented upon one colony
so,
in this cellar, by going to it almost
daily for about "three weeks, and stirring it up into excitement, and every
time we approached it, it was as quiet
as any colony, and when put out they
cast no spot.'
notice that
Mr.
Ira Barber
I
(another successful bee-wiuterer), on
page 316, thinks that a damp room is
best for bees, if it is warm enough.
He undoubtedly speaks from experience, and I think he is, perhaps, correct but I have known bees to winter most perfectly on sugar syrup, in
a very dry sawdust house. I have
article

April

1, I

"

;

known them to have the disease
very badly in a cellar whose temperature never was below 42. This was
in both instances my personal experialso

ence, and I am certain whereof I
speak. Many otliers can. with their
experience, confirm my own, and
these facts one can no more afford to
ignore than I can afford to ignore the
very interesting and important experiences of Messrs. Barber, Train,
Boom bower, and the many others
whose statements help us to get at
the true inwardness of this great

problem.
Mr. Barber
chooses, and

may
if

fix

his cellar as

he

me

his

he will

let

fill

honey with floating pollen, his bees
will rapidly accumulate feces. Pollen
is almost wholly nitrogen, and so is
feces. Nitrogenous food will load the
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When the liquid
tlie bees every time, and good condition.
no conditions euu avoid it as I before stores are free from nitrogen (rtoaiing
have said, we need not fear bee-bread pollen), as was the case last season in
as long as the temperature is kept most localities, it is only a question of
Iiigli enough, for without a waste of temperature
Dr. So'uthard's bees
tissue, bees will not need nitrogen, were much better protected, as he
nor will they touch it but when nitro- writes me, tlian others that died.
gen is in the honey, they consume it When bees sicken with diarrhea in

intestines of

;

;

warm

of necessity.

quarters,

it

is

a questioij

of

Mr. Barber speaks of dry feces as nitrogenous food. This is my idea.
though he thought it might be possi- It also seems to be the idea of Messrs.
ble that if all outside conditions were Hutchinson, Mason, Howard, Willis,
right, accumulations could be con- and others. Cold may kill bees but
tinually voided in a dry state, in the pollen in some form is the prime cause
cluster and in the hive. Prof. Cook of bee-diarrhea, and a careful analysis
tells us that his experiments upon of the excreta will always show the
this point have satisfied him that bees truth of niv statement, I think.
Mr. Doolittle thinks that if the
never normally void at all in their
hives. I think he is correct. A few pollen theory is true, a knowledge of
times I liave seen bees void feces that it is of no practical benefit. We do
was solid enough to hold a round not understand it at all alike. I feel
form, and stretch out from y to M sure that my knowledge of it insures
inch m length. If this discharge were me against any further winter losses.
left in a dry air for a short time, it Last winter I lost at lea8tfl,.500 worth
would become dry feces
but this of bees. I am only hilarious over my
never happens except in the last late experience, because I feel so con;

;

stages of the disease, bee-diarrhea,
after the bees have held tlieir feces
until they are sick. Prof. Cook has
lately microscopically and chemically
analyzed sni)posed dry feces received
from Mr. W. F. Clarke and Mr. S.
Cornell, and found it to be wax and
pollen, wood, paint, and other chewings. When we take into consideration the natural home and surroundings of the honey-bee, we at once suspect the error of the dry-feces theory.
I am wondering how the preferable
damp cellar can aid dry discharges.
According to the pollen theory,

fident of the greater future gain in my
being able to register uiy name among
the ones who always winter bees successfully. But this is not all. How
much can I do for others ?
On page 316, Mr. Barber speaks of
some who write much, but never winter bees successfully.
Now, in all
candor, I ask if they who loose bees
most, are not most apt to find out the
cause of such loss V Does not necessity and superior advantages tend to
stimulate investigation V
Have the
successful ones known w/o/ they were
successful y If so, why did they not
tell us all about how to meet with tlie
same success
If they have told us,
why have we not succeeded V Why
have such intelligent and practical
bee-keepers as Mr. Hutchinson and
Mr. Oatman failed to succeed V Is it
not tri e that there was all the time a

breeding in confinement should tend
promote diarrhea if the temperature is too low, but if not too low, it
would not so tend. This is what we
also find to be the facts. On what
basis, except the pollen theory, can
we account for the superiority of factor in
these losses that the successsugar syrup {long ago admitted) when
used in any system of wintering V ful ones did not understand, because
Who, by any method of wintering, it was not one of their environments V
can show 1.51 days' confinement (five I do not think I am any brighter than
months) and no discharge at all where others, but I am sure that I see clear
sugar syrup is not used V My many enough to not only wander out of the
darkness, but lead out my compancolonies that actually froze, died upon
ions. The future will decide it, and I
their stores, with their proboscides in
am willing to stake my reputation as
their syrup. Had these colonies had
bee-keeper upon the results. I am
a
honey and bee-bread for stores, they
would, no doubt, have had diarrhea not looking back, nor wasting any
time "crying over spilled milk." I
just before they died, and we should
have thought that was the only cause of am starting with about 200 colonies,
and in the near aututnn, I am going
death.
to have as large a honey crop as the
I am sure that starvation is not the
season will admit of, and more colocause of diarrhea. I have seen many
nies than before, and then winter
cases of either entirely absented from
them all.
the other. I think that Mr. (ioos is
DowagiacP Mich.
entirely mistaken. I have wintered
bees successfully on boneset and
other fall honey, and, in fact, on all
Read at the Northeastern Convention.
kinds of honey that we have here in
quantity.
Best Management for Comb Honey.
Dr. Soutlu'.rd, of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
is the only man I know of who winFRANK C. BENEDICT.
tered all of his bees packed out-doors.
To several colonies he fed clear honeyThe question that has been assigned
dew, pud all of his colonies had no me, if I shall speak upon it. in the
upward ventilation or absorbents of full meaning of the topic as it is given
any sort— solid wood above and all in our programme, I shall liave to asaround, if I understand Hon. A. B. sume myself as having a better
Cheney correctly, who visited us both method than any of our honored
about two weeks ago. No, it is neither leaders in bee-culture. And when I
honey-dew nor dampness. His colo- think of such men as the lamented
nies, having honey-dew, came out in Quinby, Rev. L. L. Langstroth, Capt.
'?
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Ilelherington, Messrs. Klwood, DooIleddou, Betsinger, and many
others, it little becomes me to assume
that I can give to beekeepers " the
best management of the apiary for
comb honey !" I hardly think when
the committee gave me the (juestion,
they toofk into consideration the varied climate and the different sources
from which we procure our surplus
honey that the management in one
section of the country would not
bring liUe results in another of a different surplus source. So I shall confine what I have to offer, to a section
in a latitude where clover and basswood are the principal sources of surlittle,

;

plus.

We

shall have to start in early
spring, perhaps, before the first natural pollen is gathered, when we are
letting our bees work upon rye or
Graham Hour, as this should be given
to supply until natural pollen comes.
Now, when natural pollen appears,
or better, before, on some warm pleasant day, look over each colony and
see that they have a good queen and
plenty of honey, and cover them'
with enameled cloth or some material
thatvvill keep in the heat and moisture. In about ten days look them
over again, and you will find colonies

that cannot cover eight frames, or the

good advantage. Conby using the divisionboard until they have no more frames
full

number,

tract

to

these

that they can cover well. Be sure
each time to leave plenty of honey,
uncapping a portion that the bees
may move it about in the combs; this
will have a stimulative effect, and
cause the queen to lay more rapidly.
Some may ask, why contract the
brood-chamber V For the reason that
one of the great requirements of prolific brood-rearing is heat, and if the
store is not large enough to warm the
room, then contract the room to the
size of the store.
Now let tliem rest about ten days
more, and by this time the young bees
in the hive will begin to be quite
numerous, and if you find the queen
is using all the room, add one frame
brood-nest.
But this time
to the
make haste slowly, as you are liable
to sudden changes, and you have
many old bees that have nearly done
their work, whose places will soon be
filled by young bees.
Now begin to
feed and stimulate to brood-rearing
as you have a good quantity of young
bees to care for the larvae and general
work of the hive. This feeding may
be done in the hive from a top feeder,
or from a feeder placed <at the entrance, or anyway that you can easiest
feed them a little every day three or
four tablespoonfuls is a plenty, unless
they are very short of stores.
At this season of the year they use
a large quantity of water in preparing
the food for the brood, and if you will
supply it by feeding one part of sugar
or honey to three of water, it will save
thousands of workers that would go
out on unfavorable days in search of
water, and ne\er return. You are now
not far from the first of May. Push
them as fast as possible, as you only
have about fifty days to white clover
bloom. No one need have any fear of
;
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getting their colonies too popnlous at
this time, and in tliis latitude witli
our short spring-time. During the
fifty days to come, look to each colony
weekly, add com lis by spreading
brood and placing an empty comb in
the centre, keeping a record of every
colony.
Up to this, I have not said anything
about hives. Good residts may be
obtained with nearly all of the movable-frame hives. I think, wlien we
get to the honey season, a rightly arranged top-storing hive is pieferable.
But during spiing management a
hive, in which you can extend the
brood-nest, is of "great advantage.
strong colony will use more than eight
frames and be crowded, before the
honey harvest begins. Now, if yoiu'
hive is such that you can ad<l extra
frames, they will be quickly Idled with
brood. Some would say draw a frame
of brood and give to a weaker colony,
and replace it with an empty frame.
This may be done, but experience has
taught that, as a rule, better results
casi be obtained by letting the brood
remain in the strong colonies until
about the time to put on surplus
storage then draw tlie extra frames,
taking the oldest brood and give to
the lighter colonies, if any still remain. By this time, they are ready
to take care of it, and it comes when

For

My

j

;

;

me

Report of

WM.

;

A

.

strong swarms that issue up to within
one week of the opening of basswood
bloom, remove the old hive to a new
stand pbice the new hive upon the
old stand, tilled with one empty comb,
and seven frames of wired foundation, with the set of partly lilled sections from the old hive placed in
position on the new one. Now liive
the -swarm, and they are ready for
business as you liave all tlie working
force of the old hive, you will seldom
have any trouble with the new colony
swarming again. But now what is
the condition of the old one V You
will tind eight frames of brood in all
stages, and young bees enough to care
for the eggs and Uvrvfe, and hundreds
more hatching every day. Let them
stand six or seven days then open
the hive and cut all -queen-cells, saving the best to be placed in the nuclei
from which you are to take a laying

American Bee JuumaU

Two

Colonies.

CLARKE.

F.

In my article on "Ventilation and
Temperature," which appeared on
page 326, I gave a somewhat premature and erroneous account of my experiment with vertical ventilation,
which I ought to have supplemented
by a fuller statement of the facts before now. But as I thought that article would certainly appear before I

could correct the part of it referring
to my 2 colonies, I kept delaying, and
now 1 am sorry I vvas not more
prompt, because I fear th.it some of
my fellow-contributors may commit
themselves to criticisms not in harmony with the ^acts of the case.

However, I canuot blame any one but
myself.
queen and place in the old hive, and
" One of
Of my 2 colonies, I said
you have a colony that will often till
them succumbed to the last cold spell
one and two sets of sections during
in March, the other is alive, but in a
the basswood flow. After much exbad condition vvith diarrhea, and will,
perimenting, I find this allows the
no doubt, spring dwindle' to nothbees a chance to be true to nature,
ing,"
added that "in my anxiety
and still we practically control the to give Iplenty of ventilatioii, and not
swarming.
counting on so severe a winter, I overNow, we are within a few days of did the air-supply." This was writthe basswood bloom, and we must ten on April 8, before there had been
make everything count. Ilive the any weather here admit ling of openswarm on the old stand as before, but ing out a bee-hive in the open-air.
it will do them much more good than
do not carry the old hive to a new The first genial day we had was April
it would earlier.
If fortunate enough stand, but place it beside the new one
and I confess
to have colonies on full frames, these with entrance at right angles. Let 19, but it was Sunilay,
extra cmbs with a few bees will this stand eight days. Towards night that I just ached to stretch the fourth
little, so as to exmake some line early nuclei, that will of the eighth day, open the old hive commandment a colony.
However, I
build themselves into good colonies and you will find that you have a fair amine my living
managed to wait until Monday, and
if given a yomig queen or a queencolony of bees. Have the comb-box then got a genuine and pleasant surcell.
It is better to have a few young ready, remove the combs, shake the
queens to give them, as you will want bees at the entrance of tlie new hive, prise. My bees, which t expected to
at
tbem when the swarming season place the combs in the box, shake find in a weak, diseased condition
the point of extinction with diarrhea,
comes.
some of the bees from the old hive were in splendid order. I never winNow we come to the honey season.
remove to a new stand, and place tered a colony that came through so
We are all ready with sections filled and
the combs in the hive, cutting out all
with light foundation, not less than queen-cells but one or all, if you satisfactorily. The combs were clean
and bright with not a foul speck on
ten square feet to the pound, placed
have a young queen that you can give
on racks with separators clamped be- them. Now the young liees and what them there was brood in all stages,
tween. Go to the yard, and as you are yet to hatch will take care of the and many young bees were already
pass through, lift up the quilts, and if work in the hive, and will' care will hatched out. I closed the hive and
you find that they are wliitening the be in trim to take tlie last of basswood betook myself to reflection. One of
my first thoughts was to look over the
tops of the combs, they are storing
store dark honey enough to win- hive of the defunct colony, when I
new honey, and shoiddbe given the and
ter upon.
had another surprise. The bees had
sections at once. I think I am safe
From the first swarms you will get died, not of diarrhea, but of starvawhen I say, there is no way in winch
than you would had you tion. That cold spell toward the last
the sections can be given, that lias the more honey
them in one hive' by of March had caught them on the opadvantage of the rack, or clamping tried to keep
returningthem.aud
trying posite side of the hive from their reand
case, worked
upon the tiering-up hiving
to suppress the swarming impiilse. maining stores. Only one frame of
system.
When nicely started raise Second, you get the greater part of honey was left, and that the outside
them up and pl^ce another set under.
they will do one. They were benumbed and paraContinue this until well in basswood the worker bees when
time then be careful not to get more the most good— during the honey-flow. lyzed so that they could not get across
With the above management you to it.
started than the bees will linisli on
Up to the end of March I had
have doubled the number of colonies
white honey.
Now, brother watched my bees with a most perplexSome, of course, are ])rei)ared to that have cast a swarm.
what I have said comes ing result. When I looked into the
take issue with me, who are joined to bee-keepers,
and if any hibernating box-stand, I saw but a
their idol, the wide frame, which, if from practical experience,
new thought, then I very few dead bees, and there were
for no other reason than the saving one has gained a
accomplished all that I hoped the ridges of dry powder which I have
of time, should have been laid aside have
long regarded as winter feces. Judglong since, and any hive that will not for.
I should
Allow me to discard the subject as ing by these indications,
admit of taking the top off to a level
'"
all right;"
to accept this as liave pronounced the bees
given,
and
ask
you
with the tops of tlie brood comlis,
but on the only two occasions that I
should be placed with them and be one of the best 'managements of the saw them fly during the winter, all
honey.
apiary
for
comb
kept as relics.
the bees that came outside seemed
Centre, -kj N. Y.
Now our dish is reiidy to catch the Perry
atBicted with diarrhea. This was the
sliower fif honey.
But just here
case with both colonies. Very few
comes the cry that the bees are
{S~ Ttie Willamette Valley Bee-Keepers' bees, however, took flight not more,
swarming just as they had one set of Association will hold its second meeting- at
perhaps, thad a couple of dozen or so
La Fayette, Oregon, on the third Tuesday iu
these fell on the
sections about ready to raise. What June, 18S5. All who are interested are in- from each hive
shall we do V I would sav. with all vited to attend.
snow, died there, and left in every
E. J. Hadley, Sec.
:

'

;

;

;

;

'

I

j

—

I

!

;

'

;
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So few came out, and about

these invariably diseased, that I naturally came to the concl ision that the
living (;()lony was in a hopeless condition, and would soon be finished by
spring dwindling.
Reflection has led me to some new
views about wintering bees, which I
will proceed to state as briefly and
simply as possible
I have cohie to
the conclusion that it is the aged bees
that get the diarrhea, and when tliey
cannot follow their instinct, and go
outside the hive to die, they necessarily die in-doors. This befouls the
:

hive, and results in an unwholesome
state of things, which cannot but injuriously affect the entire colony. If
this be so, it forms a strong objection
to cellars and bee-houses, which keep
the bees closely contined in darkness,
preventing the old bees going outside
of the hive to die.
I have positive evidence that the
great bulk of my bees never saw the
outside of their hives for five months.
What, then, becomes of the objection
to out-door wintering based on the
danger of bees flying in unsuitable
weather and being" lost V They have
sense enough not to go out in extreme
cold weather, just as they have sense
enough not to eat pollen when it is
not necessary or beneficial for them

to

do

so.

I still

believe

that

I

overdid the

matter of ventilation in the case of
both my hives, although I think even
the defunct colony might have survived if the bees could have gotten at
their stores, liut the colony that did
so well had only half the ventilation
given
the
one that succumbed.
Another winter I shall give less air
than I did to the one that survived.
A.s I stated in my last article, I agree
with Mr. Heddon that bees require

but

still see an
hoi)per-plan,

advantage
In reference to the use of a dronebecause it catchei, Mr. Brown said he puts in
allows deail bees and powdery excri'- comb that has no drone-cells, and thus
tions to tall, and gives an idex to the prevents the reaiing (jf drones.
He
actual condition of the colony, so far had adopted the plan of wintering his
as these signs can do it. If I had a bees by burying them in the ground.
large apiary I would certainly have He had not lost a colony, despite the
some hives with the hopper attach- severity of the past winter.
The question of wintering was disment underneath, so that from the
condition of these I could judge of cussed with animation. Prof. Cook
reported success in cellar wintering;
the rest.
he allowed each colony about 20 lbs.
I have referred to the dry powdery
Mice had caused considridges as one indication of good win- of honey.
tering.
It is yet an open question erable damage the past winter.
what this dry powder is. I have supMr. John Lee put 3:i colonies into
posed it to be the winter excrement winter quarters in the cellar, and
of bees. Prof, Cook denies this, and found 20 alive.
proclaims it completely disproved, beMr. Ash worth had put up 14 colocause, on dissection, no dry feces have nies in large dry-goods boxes, two or
been found in the intestines of bees. three hives in a box, making a bridge
But, has what I would call a hiber- to give them access to the entrance,
nating bee ever been dissected y
and filling the space in the boxes with
hibernating
the sawdust. All came out in good conbee remains in
hive, snugly esconced, until the win- dition.
Tlie election of officers resulted as
ter is over and past; then the hiberPresident, J, Ashworth,
nating condition ceases, and with it follows
the evacuation of dry feces. If, as I Lansing Vice-Presidents, John Lee,
showed in my last, this dry powder is Eaton covmty .Stephen Perry, Ionia
not excrement, it is waste matter county, A. 15. Gregory, Clinton coundropped when the bees are feeding in ty
A. Curtis, Shiawassee county
winter, and as it consists largely of Secretary, E. K. Wood, Lansing;
pollen, it proves that bees instinctively Treasurer,N()rman Goodnoe, Lansing.
The next meeting will be held at
reject that article of diet when it is
not good for them. " Let me put it Lansing on the second Thursday in
on record," as Mr. Heddon is fond of November.
saying, that my bees deposited this
dry powder all the time they were
For the American Bee JourcaL
wintering well, and that there was
not a speck of diarrhea or filth in
Bees in the Cluster, Hibernation, etc.
either hive. The hive of the colony
that came through in such perfect
E. B. SOUTHWICK.
condition, had, perhaps, a tablespoonful of dead bees and several tableQuery, No. (58, involves a statement
spoonfuls of dry powder as their winmade by me a short time since, and
ter debris.
also about two yfars ago. at which
Let me add that my good colony
time I gave my "reasons, and consehas not " spring dwindled " a bit. It
quently did not think it worth while
has gone on from strength to strength,
to repeat them but I will give a few
gives tokens of early swarming, and
find the bees on the outside

case a large foul circle aiouiul their bottom.

dead bodies.

I

my

A

:

;

;

;

;

winter; but I would
is
No. 1 in
it down as most important, that
does not
what they get must be pure, uniform, low
"
little air in

and absolutely unfailing.
air they

I
One swal- now.
of the cluster, when very cold, quite
make a summer," but stupid
for some distance into the
ab uno disco omnes," (From one, cluster, thus showing their inability

A

lay

The

less

have, the quicker they will
smother, if at any time the supply is
exhausted.
Here is revealed, at least to my
mind, the mistake of those who winter bees in chaff hives on the summer
stands, and depend for ventilation on
the summer-passages.
These are
usually more or less contracted, and
easily closed by ice, frozen snow, or
dead bees. Cyula Linswik and her
sister succeed on this plan because
they make a point, one or the other
of them, of going through the apiary
every day and seeing that the passages
are open.
This involves a large
amount of trouble, which can very
easily be avoided. I now believe that
if hives are raised a little from their
stands, and have an inch auger-hole
in each bottom-board, the ventilation
will be all-suflicient ; and I think it is
important to have it vertical instead
of horizontal, because it conforms to
that law in nature by virtue of which
perfect ventilation takes place on the
principle of an endless-cliain air-current. I am further satisfied that vertical ventilation is the true method of
discliarging damp air, which naturally
settles with the heavier gases to the
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all respects.

"

a proverb not to be desto take honey from those inside, and
feed the outside ones and the perfect
Speedside, Ont.
of those outside eating, if

learn

all), is

pised.

;

inability

food were handed to them. But the
bees on the inside are warm and
active, and when they get filled with
Central Michigan Convention.
honey, they will be more than naturally warm, and, of course, seek a
The spring meeting of this Associa- cooler location, and consequently
tion was held at Lansing, on May 12, take their place on the outside. This
with quite light attendance, owing to feeding part of the bees by the other
the unusual lateness of the season, part, would show a continued work of
and the fact that everybody was in some and continued idleness of the
haste to begin spring work.
The rest, which is not natural with the
members present reported 198 colo- bees.
nies wintered, of which 126 were alive
Mr. W. r. Clarke thinks that my
in the spring.
statement, that ''bees do not hiberThe first topic discussed was, "How nate," is no argument. Well, if he
can we prevent robbing?" Mr. Brown had dismoiuited, and carefully read
said if a colony was weak and with- before and after that statement, he
out a queen, he preferred it should be would have seen what every observrobbed, as the bees would go with the ing bee-keeper must see the truth of
robbers and strengthen the colony. the statement. Had I filled a page of
Robbing is most common in autumn. the Bee Jouhnal about it, and hid
bee-tent used at that season of the the idea in a multiplicity of words, it
year will entirely do away with it, would have been considered arguand also prevent stinging. The tent ment.
Another corresi)ondent,ou page 123,
should be feet in length, (i feet high,
and 4 feet wide, with wire gauze on asks " How does he know V" and says
the sides and cloth above and at the that when we are looking for facts we
ends.
want what a man knows, not what he
For ibe American Bee Journal.

—
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The Committee granted all I asked,
suggest that all gained so much of a hold in the minds
what they really of so many scientific apiarists. Give after some hesitation and argument
know about bees, aud not what they me bees that will partake of diluted and here is the classification
honey or sugar syrup, and a temperabelieve or think.
Bees in hives (carrier's risk), twice at class;
Mr. Hutchinson says that bees ture below <.i(P, and I feel confident (owner's risk), 1st class.
Bee-hives, empty (setup), Ist class.
never have the diarrhea without con- that I can produce diarrhetic sympBee -hives, knocked down (crated). A class.
Bee-hives, knocked down (car load). 5c. per 1(X)
finement. I once made a number of new toms in less than three hours at any
less
than class A.
colonies and heedlessly neglected to time of the year. After these sympBee-smokers, bo.xed, 1st class.
Honey in barrels or kegs (carrier's risk), 5th
give all of them honey. In a tew toms have been produced, all that is
owner's risk, Hth class.
days I noticed that some of the hives necessary to create an aggravated class
Honey in izlass or tin, boxed (carrier's risk), Ist
were being spotted around the en- case of the disease, is to confine the class owner's riskTSd class.
Honey in corah, boxed (carrier's risk), Ist class
trances. I e.vamined the colonies and bees a few hours, or at most a few owner's
risk, yd class.
Honey extractors, era ted (carrier's risk), 1st class.
found them entirely out of honey. I days, without a flight.
Honey section-boxes and frames in crates and
"pollen
of
the
the
advocates
went
on
If
and
all
supply,
gave them a
boxes, 3d class owner's risk, 4th class.
thinks.

Now,

bee-keepers

I

will

write

:

1

:

;

;

;

theory" can explain how or why pollen
Wax-extractors, crated or boxed, 1st class.
Wa.x comb-foundation, l!d class.
can cause diarrhea in a few hours, I
shall be glad to have them do so and
Now, I may not have named all
in turn, I will endeavor to tell how that is desired, but I send a copy of
For tbe American Bee Journal.
diarrhea can be produced by the the last classification and rate sheet
handling of the bees.
published, and our products and supIs the Pollen Theory Proven True?
Liverpool,*© Ills.
plies will appear in the next publica-

right again.

No

confinement there.

Sherman,^ Mich.

;

S.

A.

tion of classifications, and these rates
will apply. For instance: Chicago to
Charleston, 1st class is $1.4.5 per 100
Railroad Classification and Rates.
pounds, and 0th class is 59 cents. If
any will intimate wherein I have not
S. C. BOYLSTON.
got the rates low enough to justify
their ideas, or those of our fellowIn compliance with the instructions bee-keepers, I will try farther.

SHUCK.

For the American Bee Journal.

It appears that the opponents of
the " pollen theory " have almost enThe questirely ceased to oppose it.
tion now arises, have the theorists
established their claims, so their
" theory " becomes a fact ? Or, have
received from the late Bee-Keepers'
Let the bee-keepers take these
the opponents been so successfully Congress at New Orleans, i\nd in
them I will
out-generaled in argument that they accordance with promises made by classifications (when I get
Editor
have failed for want of sufflcient me at that time, I went to Atlanta, send .50 for the purpose to the
Journal, from whom
facts, to sustain their position ? In Ga.,and on May 27, 188-5, appeared of the Bee
upon application),
either case the theorists have the before the Rate Committee of the they may be had
and apply to the railroad authorities
victory.
Steamship
AsSouthern Railway and
"nearest Head-Quarters, not
It is doubtless a late and unhopeful sociation, and advocated the cause of at their
to the Station Agent, and do not ask
hour for any one to attempt to oppose the bee-keepers of America.
to have their products put in the
the " pollen tlieory,'' but " never too
The Rate Committee is composed same classes as I have them, but
late to do good." If 1 understand the of the following
show to these gentlemen that the
theory correctly, it stands now upon
Virsil Powers, Gen'l. Commissioner. Atlauta.Ga. Southern Roads have classified honey
1. The fecal
these two principles:
bee-hives as
Sol. Haas. Traffic Manager, Associated Kys. Va. and syrup at equal rates
discharaes of diarrhetic bees always
C.'xrollDas. Richmond, Va.
bee-hives, knocked
empty boxes
contains pollen. 2. Bees fed exclu- & the
E. R. Dorsey. G. F. A.,Ga, R, R. Co., Augu8ta.Ga. down, same as box and barrel matersively on a sugar diet never have
W. H. Slanford, Q. F. A., Old Dominion S. S. Co., ial in shooks section-l)oxes the same
diarrhea.
New Yorli, N. Y.
as wooden butter-plates; and then
I wish to ask why the cause of diarJ. R. Ogden, Q. F. A., B. T. V. & G. R. R., Knoxthey will have it on the same platform
rhea has not been attributed to the ville, Tenn.
as I have proposed and obtained from
watery element, whicli is always presGeo. R. Knox, G. F. A., N. & C. R. R., Nashville,
the railway authorities here.
ent inthe discharge of diarrhetic bees Tenn.
Our tin" cans, glass bottles, and
instead of pollen V Bees do not colH. Collbran, G. F. A., C. N. O. & T. P. R. R. (Cin.
other supplies are already classified.
lect and store water in their combs So.) Cincinnati, O.
I have possibly omitted something,
S. B. Pickens, G. K. A., So. Ca. R. R., Charlesfor winter use, yet this watery nature
but I do not think that I have. If I
of the discharges of diarrhetic bee.s. is ton, S. c.
Jas. L,. Taylor, G. F. A., S. F. & W. R. R., Savan- have not done exactly what I promthe very element that determines
:

;

;

;

whether or not they have the diarrhea.
If bees spot tlieir hives and
combs, they have the diarrhea if
they do not spot their hives or combs
they have no diarrhea, is the universal
;

nah. Ga.
G. A. Whitehead, G. F. A., Central R. R. of Ga.,
Savannah, Ga.
J. M. Culp, G. F. A., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.

The

ised, let me know
failed, and I will try
Charleston, o+ S. C.

freight rates and classifications

prepared by this committee extend
When an apiarist has taken every over the entire section of country
article of honey and jjollen from the south of the Ohio and east of the
E ive. and placed in its stend pure Mississippi rivers, with very few
sugar syrup, can he with any degree trifling exceptions and also, by steamof consistency or good common-sense, ships ihrough all the Southern ports
expect his hives or combs to be dis- to New York and the principal cities
Also from Chicago.
colorecj y If his bees should die with in New England.
the diarrhea, how should he be able Peoria, Fekin and Havana of Illinois,
to determine the fact, when there and St. Louis, East St. Louis, Cincincould be nothing but sugar syrup nati, Jeft'ersonville. Louisville, Evans(thick or thin) upon which he could ville. and the otlier Ohio and MissisTo assume sippi river points, to the principal
base his conclusions V
that the discovery of a preventive of cities of the South from which local
bee-diarrhea (as those who are using rates obtain, but the supplies will
sugar for winter food are wont to do), hereafter be quoted on a uniform
proves the pollen theory, is assuming classification, and the rates may be
too much, as in this case it may be named from all your principal points
seen that the cause may be removed to anywhere in tlie Soutli from the
Potomac and the Ohio to the Gulf.
without ascertaining just what it is.
points
I have produced diarrhetic symp- Texas and trans-Mississippi
toms in bees so often during the sum- are not included. Rates from the Ohio
mer months that I am surprised that to points east, north and west, are
the " pollen theory " shouhl have ever also not included.

wherein I have
once more.

For the American Bee Journal.

verdict.

The Swarming Problem.
n.

W. FUNK.

;

;

notice that the swarming probis again receiving the attention
that it deserves, but among all the
given valuable methods of preventing
or controlling swarming, I find none
that can be depended on to a cerWhere extracted honey is
tainty.
produced with the liberal use of an
extractor, or plenty of comb and foundation, it is comparatively an easy
I

lem

matter to get along but where comb
honey of first quality is desired, it
;

takes considerable judgment to know
what is the best thing to do. Bees
seem to be possessed of but one idea
at a time. Most bee-keepers have observed that those colonies worked for
comb honey, that do not swarm, store
more and of finer quality than those

;

:
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that do swarm, especially if the flow
of honey does not last long-.
few years ago I worked about 50
colonies for comb honey, and most of
them vere very strong. As I did not
desire any increase, I gave room, as I
thought it necessary to prevent
swarming until they had from 30 to 3G
two-pound sections. ]}y the time
they were just ready to cap over the
first ones, the swarming mania struck
them. I worked in various ways to
keep tliem within bounds, but all
(inally I was sucmethods failed
cessful with the following
I would cage the queen and let the
swarm settle on a swarming-box, and
while they were settling, I would open
the old liive and destroy all queenAfter they had clustered, I
cells.
brought them back, sprinkled them a
little with water, so that they would
not fly, and shook them in front of
the old hive and marched them inall except about a pint of bees and
the queen, which I put on a few
frames of comb or foundation and put
in a new location. If the queen was
worthless, I destroyed her and reIn 6 days I
turned all the bees.
opened the hive and destroyed all
queen-cells, and gave them a frame of
eggs from one of the old queens in
In 6 or 7 days this was
tlie nucleus.
repeated, and so on until the swarming season was over, then I would return their queen; or else give them a
young one. I almost always introduced them by tying two or three
thicknesses of" newspaper over the
mouth of a small cage, and sticking it
fast between the end-bars of the
frames. This, by the way, is as nice
a method of introducing as any I ever
tried it saves the trouble of opening
a hive to release a queen or to remove
the cage.
The small nuclei were used either
to rear queens or else united, or built
up to full colonies before the season
was over. I had my doubts about
bees working as well while they were
queenless, but I could see no difference in fact they worked for all they
were worth. I also was afraid that
the brood-chamber would be tilled
full of honey, and capped over, but
such was not the case.

A

;

;

;

Bloomington,©

Ills.
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Assertion

is

Not Argument.

JOSHUA BULL.
Mr. Allen Pringle, on page 266,
seemingly desires to avert the force
of ray arguments on page 166, and
divert the attention of the reader
into another train of thought, by saying that I had " proved myself a careless reader " and ascribed unto him
what he did not say. Every one can
see for himself that I quoted his
phrase verbatim, and judge whether
it was not fair to presume that the
in question knew that their
liees
queen was failing, since Mr. Pringle
himself had already said that she was
somewhat advanced in age, and failing in fertility. But now he says,
" On the contrary, I said that it was

queen-cells were capped remain unaltered; man has only to
after the
over that the old queen was in the improve upon Ills method of developdumps, as we certainly would expect ing Nature by a more careful comher to be under such circumstances." [iliance with what her laws require.
By this does he mean to say that it Nature will not always yield up her
was tlie building of those queen-cells richest treasures until man has perthat caused herto liave " the dumps," formed his part of toil and labor. The
and that slie was all right until then V luscious fruit, the beautiful flowers,
will lind it a some- the splendid horses, the line sheep,
I think that he
what ditliciilt task to convince the etc., which Mr. P. sets forth to be adbee-keeping fraternity that bees are mired as man's improvements all
apt to supersede their queen without liave to be produced by and through
a strict compliance with Nature's
some reason for doing so.
laws and methods. Any innovaHe set out ostensibly to prove that own
tion or violation of these is sure to rebees are very deficient in instinct
sult in failure and I will venture to
that Nature's laws and methods are
and that men say, without fear of successful confull of imperfections
tradiction, that man never has, nor
are continually improving upon her
any other way for
works and methods, and with " su- never will, devise
than that whicli Nathem
producing
her
correcting
"
are
reason
perior
ture, not man's superior reason, has
errors. Now, I want Mr. Pringle to
already provided.
stick to his text, and let his thesis
We might almost conclude from Mr.
stand or fall by the evidence which he
can adduce to maintain it. On page P's writings that he would have us
that the principal reason why
74, he offers certain observations and believe
conclusions of his own, in support of bees die off so badly is because they
enough to keep
" I re- have not instinct
it, and on page i^iiO, he says
Well, that may be the
peat, this was a foolish, short-sighted them alive
suand suicidal piece of business on the case. Man also, with all of his
succumb to the
part of those bees, amply demon- perior reason, has to
want to say in
I
I do same inevitable.
strating imperfect instinct."
not question the correctness of this connection witli this thought, that
statement, so far as relates to the bees cannot make their own environhollow tree or
condition in which he found his bees, ments it is not every
and had he allowed them to proceed crevice in a rock that affords them
unmolested, to consummate their suitable shelter and a safe domicile.
leave
phins, and had seen them violently A dearth of honey-flow may
protracted
provisions
kill their queen when it was not pos- them short of
tliem conHiied
sible for them to get another one fer- cold weather may keep
witli disease ot startilized, tlien he wt)uld have had some until they perish'
evidence on the jioint in default of vation, or, perchance, frost will kill
things can be
this; whilst on the other hand we them. None of these
have cases well attested by good au- charged to their lack of foresight.
surroundthority, that bees do sometimes, if But give them favorable
not always, allow their old queen to ings, with opportunity to act up to
promptings at all times,
live until the young one is capable of their natural
not take care of
ttlling her place and (hat often the then if they will
two live and work in harmony to- themselves, why say they are deficient
gether for a time therefore, I think in instinct.
Mr. Pringle appears quite sensitive
that his conclusions were prematurely
drawn, without waiting to see what about the construction put upon some
be
the actual result would have been by of his language, for fear it might
allowing the bees to follow their in- made to signify more than he intendhesitate to attribstinct to the final achievement^ of ed yet he does not
did not
their purpose ; whereas the case' is ute to me language which I
disrobed of any force or value what- use at all. He says that I wanted to
" what the imperfections of
ever as an argument in support of know
ask for any
his position. So, then, his first asser- Nature are." I did not
latter
tion followed by another assertion, such information. And in the
conneither of which is supported by any part of his article he occupies
demonstration of facts, does not seem siderable space with the enumeration
casualities, all of
to me to be a very logical way of get- of incidents and
which
ting at the truth and I cannot be- which are foreign to the points
tries to
lieve that the readers of the Bee 1 have taken, and thereby
with
myJournal are prepared to accept of make me appear inconsistent
such a method of reasoning. If this self. Now, please allow me to say to
a man of straw
is Mr. P's best and strongest argu- Mr. P., do not set up
ment, I think that his " imperfec- in order to show your dexterity in
demolishing it; and the next time
tion'" creed must fall.
you make up a catalogue of imperfect
I think that Mr. Pringle does not
do not forget to put into it
understand me rightly about those things,
that men are imperfect in knowledge.
"

—

;

;

:

!

;

;

;

;

;

;

improvements upon Nature." He
seems to entertain the idea that as
man acquires a more perfect knowledge of Nature's laws, and is thereby enabled to work more in harmony
therewith, and as a consequence obtains a more perfect development of
natural products, that he has

made

we were perfect in wisdom, and
knew the why and the wherefore for
everything, we might understand
things (piite differently, many times,
and " Look through Nature up to NaIf

God."
Seymour, o Wis.

ture's

•
.

upon Nature's
improvement
an
[This is drifting to personalities,
method, or superseded her laws by a
and
as such are distasteful to our
underwhilst,
as
I
way
perfect
more
stand it, Nature's laws and methods readers, let it stop here.— Ed.]
;

:

:
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New Method
S.

My bees are doing well, eonsiderina the season, ami those that deserted
their hives are at work, and no dissatisfaction seems to e.xist even in tlie colonies
with which the deserters took up quarters.

breail.

of Transferring Bees.
DAXLIiLS.

:

:

Wm.

'

the ground all about the hive. All crawl
out of the hive to die. When they were
short of hoiu'y, I fed them with granulated sngar in abundance tliere is a plenty
of bloom now, an<l has been for a month,
but they do not seem to work any on it.
Do bees have the "spring dwindling"
after they made the start that ours have ?
Will Mr. Heddon ])!ease give his opinion
of the cause of this trouble ?
;

In regard to the new method of
Malone, Oakley,
New Honey.—
transferring, as advised by Mr. James $ Iowa, on May 29, 1885, writes as folHeddon and Prof. A. J. Cook, on page lows
228, which they say can be done at
Bees are boominij. I never saw them
[This case resembles starvation, if it
any time wheii the bees are on the do better at this time of the year. I have
wing, I wisli to say that I endorse had new honey to eat since May S^. I were in this locality. But as tlie bees were
every word of Mr. D. Clute's article have made 4 colonies from one, to prevent fed "granulated sugar in abundance," my
on page 330 I have just had a little them Irom swtrmiiiH. White clover is mind funis tow-ards poisonous iioiiey but
sad experience in following out the now eady for the bees. We feel good at as that is something we never have liere,
method of transferring, as laid down the prospects for 188.5.
the cause is a stranger to our climate and
by those bee-masters. I would like
A Bee-Killer.— (Jeo. Mott, Village location. Here bees die from "spring
to have Mr. Heddon explain all tlie
Mills,o+ Texas, sends us an insect and dwindling" after they make the start
little details of the method, as it is
the following query
which \ours have. Spring dwindling here
referred to as Ins plan.
Please looli at the accompanying insect is imperfect wintering.— James Heddon.]
I find it just as Mr. Clute says. If
the drumming is thorough there will and say if it is not by accident that we
have him. A bee-tree was cut, and the
be no bees left to care for the brood
Best Resnlts with Deep Frames.- 27
cutters were going to hive the bees when
if not thorough, one does not know they found this object, and innnediately -P.
A. Snell, (110-10-5), Milledgebut the queen may still be in the hive, they suspended their labor, because they ville,-o Ills., on June 1, 1885, writes
then all would be lost. But to avert thoui;lit they had found a dead queen
thus
such a possibility, I gave my trial hut Mr. Ford tooU a box and brouyht the
My bees came througli the past winter
colony a frame of brood in all stages bees in and put them Into a box-Kiuii. He and spring in good condition, 1 put 110
of development, from the egg to the does not say he had this object tied in. colonies into winter quarters last NovemHe yot to talkina by wire witli me, about ber, and 1 lost one colony and 4 became
capped brood, also a section of honey hisbees,until
I finally sent him a movable10.5.
The loss
in the top of the liive, and yet in one frame hive.
He made the transfer on queenless, thus leaving me
day they dwindled down till there was Saturday night, after his office was closed. of bees is very heavy thtdughout this secin chaff hives have been no
tion.
Those
scarcely a bee about the hive. Neither He tohl me yesterday forenoon that lie
Colonies in deep frames have
was there any about the parent hive, found lots of efigs and brood, thus proving exception.
fared belter than those in shallow ones,
except a few young bees that came that this thing was not queen of tlie where left on the summer stands where
into the world
without a friend swarm.
wintered in good cellars, the result is
to feed or protect them and most of
[The supposed queen is no bee at all, about the same, i think. My bees are in
them crawled around, unable to fly, but a two-winged fly related to the Mis- good condition now. The winter and
and were lost in the grass. Now, souri and other dipterous bee-killers. In- spring have been hard for bees here. My
colonies were all w'intered on natural
what was the matter, and how shall I
avert the same trouble again ? As sects should be sent in a box, then they stores.
Mr. Clute siid, I found the old hive can be identified. When crushed like
Good Honey. Plant. —Pred. P. Rockfull of dead brood, and would have this one, it is quite impossible. A. J.
well, Leonard, c$ Texas, sends some
had a nice smell around my apiary Cook.]
blossoms of a shrub, and writes as
this summer, it I liad not melted the
follows
Heavy Fruit Bloom.— Henry Alley,
combs up into wax.
I enclose a specimen of a shrub that is
I put them on nearly full sheets of Wenbam,($ Mass., on June 3, 1885,
getting quite common on land allowed to
foundation, and I would never know says
grow up in brush. The Italian bees seem
how to do any better unless some one
The weather is very poor for bees. to work on it with more vigor than the
should come to my relief. I have 14 There was a very heavy bloom on the blacks, though both have now deserted it
colonies left in box-liives, mostly new, fruit trees, but owing to cold and rainy lor the rattan, which is just now bloomgood and painted, and the bees are in weather the bees did not do much in the ing. Kindly give me the name of the
way of honey-aathering. The best thing shrub. Last winter was a severe one ou
the best possible condition. I have
for bee-forage is wliite clover.
bees, and the losses were very heavy,
wintered them two winters successespecially with those in box-hives. The
fully, with the exception of a colony
has been remarkably cool, and
Bees Building Up aiul Swarming.— weather
or two that lost their queen. I am
bees take advantage of each tair day
putting their increase into Lungstroth James B. Mason, Mechanic Falls,? either to come out in a huff and abscond,
Their
hives, which I expect to continue. Maine, on June 2, 18.s5, writes thus
or settle down to hard work.
My last year's new colonies came The bees are now booming, although we pranks seem to be out of the usual line.
unusually
1
hived
a
swarm
17
winter
followed
May
had
such
a
hard
by
On
have
through the past winter all right, and
right alter
are now working in sections, notwith- the worst spring tliat 1 have ever seen, well, and on the next morning,
sweeping off hundreds of colonies after breakfast, I noticed that the bees in that
standing the backward spring.
I
a short
after
excited,
and
of
were
be
out
danger.
hive
they were thought t-)
have been surprised at the reported Those colonies that have survived are search I found that they had balled and
losses amongst some of the big bee- going far beyond my expectations. I killed the queen outside of tlie hive. I
men but when I begin to do as they never saw bees build up as fast as they find, by experimenting on a small scale
do, I expect that it w^ill be my fate have during the last 4 weeks nor have I with clover— Alsike and white— tliat it
seen such a How of honey from fruit- blooms with us just about the time of our
also.
bloom since 1870. Colonies are now cast- most bountiful honey-flow. Catnip and
Pine Grove. 9 Ohio. Mav 28, 188-5.
ing large swarms, and the prospects |or a mustard both bloom at a time wheu the
bees are in need of new pasture.
good season look flattering.
:

;

1

:

;

;

:

;

;

—

:

;

;

[This

Depleting the Hives.— Geo.

Durango,o, Colo., on
:

Bees Doin^ Well.— Henry KnohnaPair Haven, ^ Ills., on May 29,
188.5, w'rites thus

dle.
I

have made an exaniinatinn of the hives

of the liees that deserted mi

.\|pril

'Jfi,

as

mentioned on patre 30(1, and I lonnd that
they had no bee-bread. My (i|iinion is,
that bees cannot rear brood without hee-

W. Mel-

is

Amorpha

fruticosa or false in-

have received this from North
Carolina, Peunsylvauia, and it is common
1.SS.5, writes thus
It is reported everywhere
in Michigan.
Our bees wintered nicely, and combelongs to the
menced to carry in pollen ahout the mid- as a good honey-plant. It
dle of March, and by April 20. there were pulse or clover family.— A. J. CooK.]
plenty of drones and young bees. During
May the weather has been rather cold and
Report, from E. P. Colburn, New
cloudy, with light rains, an<l at this writCassel.o Wis., on June 3, 1885
ing nearly all the liees in soiUhwestern
I wintered 5 colonies without any loss,
Colorado are dead. One party, out of 11
colonies, had but one left. I have 10, aiul which encourages me a little, as some old
bee-keepers have lost nearly all, and some
all are reduced si tliat I shall unite them
to about 4 or .5. We find bees crawling on have lost quite all.
ville,

May

28,

digo.

I

,!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
Monday,

June

10 a. m.,

f

1883.

s,

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

hour

to this

gitlucvtisciucuts.

^DCCl'll ^^OtlCCS

American Bee Journal,

Office of the
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!^~ We have received the Prico-List of
Howitfd U. Ackcrman & Co., North Indianapolis, Ind.— liousehold conveniences, hive-

CHICAGO.

HONKV.— Demand

is liKlit and receipts are also
Prices ransje from loO(il5c.forbestEradeaof
comb honey, anil l\ir extracted. 5fei7e.
BBBSW AX.- Best Ernde weali at 2Kc.
R. A. BlTKNKTT. IHl South Water St.

llKht.

>r

::

I':

I

<:

<

'tc
Address,
'inc Plains, N. Y.
.,

G. H.

hooks, and seeds.

:

Circulars

s
POSTALo.nitKI'OUN-

KNICKERBOCKEH,

_23()tf

Imported queens

^~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
!
Beb Journal (or S for the Monthly) for one
Rend my Circular before oraerlnK any Imported
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary, Queens from Europe. Address.
^:sAtf
HENEY ALLEY, Wenham, Masa.
and send it by mail, postpaid.

BOSTON.

HONKY.— Wequote tiiefolluwinK prices Fancy
:

white corob in

-lb. sections, lK(«jlSc.

I

:

tbesiirae In

fancy white California 2- lbs..
12(ffll4c.
Extracted weak, 6(a8c. Sales very slow.
BEESWAX.— :« CIS. per lb.

2-Ib. sections, l.'jt^lHc;

Blake & Ripley,

NEW

ftl

Chatham

street.

and i)Winn

My 17th Annual Price-List :;:idVi:;r;^La^^d''Bte°s
Queens and Nuclei colonies (a specialtyj; also
Supplies -will be sent t'l all wh<i send their names
H. H. BR<>tVN,

and addresses.

t,ight Street,

l7I>tf

Columbia County, Pa.

not to lose any numbers.

roRK.

of combhoney are very
the lateness of the season, we
do not jmticipate any change in prices until the
new crop commences to arrive. We quote at
present as follows: Fancy white clever in 1-lb.
sections, Hwl.'tc: fair t(j good white cl<wer in I lb.
sections. 12lfl.l.'ic; fancy white clover in -J lb. sections, 13(*14c: fair to good white clover in L2-lb.
sections. 1 Ki(;ll.'c; lancy buck wheat in 1-lb. sections,
iKciiloc; fancy buckwheat in L'-lb. sections, 7(c-Sc.
Ordlnarv grades, no sale. E.vtracted white clover,
7^Hc; extracted buckwheat. 6ia6^c.

HONEY-Present sales

slow,

t3r" If your wrai)per-label reads June S.5,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as

t<j

BEESWA.\-l'rime

yeilow. JOVsisSlc.
McCAI'LJfc HlLDltETH BliOS.. 34 Hudson St.

CINCINNA

ri.

HONEY— There is no new feature in the market.
Our regular customers only are buyers at present.
There is almost no outside demand, and low deWe

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

£;^~Preserve yoii r papers for reference
Or, MANlJAi> OF THE APIAKY.
you have not got a Hinder we will mail you
one for 7."i cents, or you can have one free
1876.
I2.000
new yearly subscripif you will send us
13th 'rhttiiNitiid fliist Out!
tions for the Bee JouRN.tL.
10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
»,000 Sold Since May. 1883.
If

SOLD SINCE

:i

pg~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Journal

be sent FREE upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.
will

More than '.ii panes, and more than r>o fine illusI he whole
trationB were added in the Hth edition.
work has been thorouKhly revised, and contains tb©
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
trmitinc
of
scientitle
work
most
the fullest and
bees in tlie W(.irld. l*rice, by niatl,!)(«l 3-». Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
Author and Publisher.
A. J.
Agricultural Coilege, Mich.
ICIy

€OOK.

quote extracted

^^~ For sale also at the Oftioi
^(y.'^e on arrival, and comb atO(ttlL>c.
!S~ Back Numbers.—We can supply a Journal, at wholesale or retail.
BEESWAX-Uood demand and arrivals plentiWe quote 24(«'2Hc for good yellow on arrival. few more of the back numbers to new subC. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

ures are no iiniu'i-ment.

honey trom

of the

Bee

ful.

scribers.

SAN FRANCISCO.

If

any want them, they must be

sent for soon, before they are

all

QUEENS

HONEY- Market very

quiet. Choice extracted
the only kind wtiich buyers at present care to
purchase in a wholesale way. and there is little of
this sort offering. No new crnp honey has yet arrived none expecti d fftr several weeks. White to
extra white comb. .S(asic; dark to eood. 4(g.7c: extracted, choice to extra white, 4^^5Hc: amber
colored. 4'.i(rtJ4'^4C.
BEESWAX-Quotable at 25(a62c— wholesale.
O. B. S.MITH & Co.. 4:!3 Front Street.
is

;

tS" Onr

rates for

Steady:

small.

Comb,

traded

fi^tooc.

Ili'sJjUc

demand and
per

lb.,

supply

bolL

and strained and ex.

BEESWAX— Firm
W.T.

at 32(g>32)ic. for choice.
ANI»KHSO.N A t:o.. io4 N, 3d Street

demand f<jr honey, and some
at l3Hf*14c for best white honey
Second quality is still very dull
Extracted is not salable at any price in

in 1-lb. sections.

at

2'aj

1

3c.

our market.

(;.

KENiittL.

1

i.s

I3@l4c:
Extracted, 5(S6c, according to qual2-lb., lowj.llc.
Half-pound sections of comb honey are in
ity.
H;-lb. sections, l.'if^ioc: 1-lb.,

demand.
BBESWAX-2.-)®30c.

CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., cor. 4th & Walnut.

SAN FKANCISCO.

HONEY- We quote Cfnib honey
13(<*I4c;

extracted.

in 2 lb.

sections

H^c

GKO. W. .VlRADE &

will

useTEN-TIIOTTSANDofAI-I-EX'S

A

1.1,

('(»..

Street.

ALBINO AND ITALIAN Q.UEEKS,
producing- worlicrs to the bust tor purity,
docility and industry. Write for Circular.

Also have dollar Queens.
22D4t H. P. DEAHIj, Berryville, Va.

Correspoinleiits. — It would save
trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. <). address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name:
many others having no Post-Offlce. County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofHce and get your mail at another, be suie
to give the aililress we have on our list.

To

us

much

BINGHAM SMOKERS.
the above Smokers at
I can sell
by
mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All the latest improvements.
incIudinK THE CONQUKKOH, and

MAiNUFACTUKEKS' PKiCES.

THE DOCTOR.

Send for my 32-paKe Illustrated
Catalopue of Bee-Keepers' 8uppliesof every description

some ELE(JANT

RlhUON IJ A IXiES, having
a rosette mul gold Bee, for
iiee-kcepers' use at Fairs,
Price
'Convemions, etc.
.50 "cents eacli, by mail, postpaid.
THOM AS O. K EW?M AX,
Address.
925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, Il-L.

Hoiv to Propagate and Grow Fruit,
by Charles A. Green, contains over 50 illustrations and two colored fruit plates. A
114-page book, price i'l cents, telling

how

to

Send for Circular °^ ^^^n^^i'X^°°^'
(box 14) B.<;. Staupfeh, BachiuaiivilIe,I*a.
li:Biy

propagate and multiply strawberries, rasp-

ELECTROTYPES

berries, blackberries, currants, gooseberries,

plum, cherry,
how to lay out a

gi-apes, (luince, pe;icli, apricot,

pear and apple. It tells
garden orfruit farm— how to plant, culti vate,
trim, etc. For sale at this olHcc.

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison. CHICAGO, ILI..

ALFRED

213 Market.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
liave

TRAPS.

who have

9-23

We

<|UKE.\

tested Iheni pronounce them
PEKFECT. Mr. Dadant is the only one wh-i ever
found fault with them, and as he never used or
saw one, we can excuse him.
" I would not take -*"> each for the 2 dozen Traps

be held at

Chicago, Sept. 14-10, 1885, at the Driving

Ontario Htreet.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY— Demand is light and prices weak. We
quote choice

Tlio Illinois Stale Fair
Park, West Madison

BEESWAX.-Scarce at 2H@30.
A.

in

DRONE A%D

I885.-QUEENS-I885.

sales

have been made
1

have

t3^ We want one number each of the Bee
HAUVEV. Sibley. Ills."
Journal of August. 186(5— February, 1867, I bouKbt r)f yoii.-El,I
Sajupleof the latest improved, by mail, Oii cts.
Any one having them to spare will please Send or Circular. Address,
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for 2:iA2t
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

there has been a

better

little

Twenty - Five Hundred Bee - Keepers

one copy of each of the two numbers.

il,BVKl,ANU.

HONEY— Since our last report

for

pound, nuclei and tull c'loniee. J. C, MISHI-KK,
Lilsonler, Noble County. Iiid.

two or more copies of

the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

ST. LOU18.

HONEY —

Prloe-i-.I«t of
& Holy-l,and Queens
1885. BEES by the

Send for
Italian

gone.

liinh-'ravinns used in the Bee Journal Inr sale ai
cents per square Inch— no single outsold tor lea
©.
than .oc.
OSA West Madison Street Chlcmco. III.

Of
^.''

THOMAS

NEWMAX.

!
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New and Enlarged

Edition

OF

ee

EXCELSIOR

TTlTTP^Q
-J^ives

Tif^fy^
15

EXTRACTORS

j^gj^^Y

BEES

HONEY,

and

Management

of an Apiary
and Profit by

for Pleasure

SECTIONS.
NEW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

Our capacity now

Street, Chlcugo,

is

CAK-LOAU

a

OF GOODS DAILV.

111.

NOTICE.— In enlarging our

contains '230 j^rofusely illustrated
pages, is "fully up witli tlie times" in all
tlie iiiiproveiiii'nts and inventions in tliis
ra]ii(llv (Icvi'liiiiins pursuit, and presents
till' ap'iarist with cvi'iytliing tliat can aid in
the successful nianagenient of tlie HoneyBee, and at tlie same time produce tlie most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.
It

PRICE— Bound
covers,

in clotli, $1.00

;

in

paper

cents, postpaid.

7.5

F^"A Liberal Dlseoiiiit to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

factory last year,

we were put behind with onr work ho that by
spring, were obliged to return many orders. Now
we have ample stock ahead and can fill all orders
promptly.

^'"^^s^^^

\l'rile for Price-I^Lst lor 1885.

LEWIS &

«. B.

ti

CO.,

WATERTOWN,

13ABtf

Vandervort

Comb

ble sides

WIS,

Fdn. Mills,

Send for Sninples <fe Reduced Prioe-I.lnt.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

FOR SALE.

for sale at a linrenin,
undersigned
THE
about 40 neatly painted improved MOVABLE
offers

Bee Journal

i^° The Monthly

for a year and the bound book, " Bees
and Honey," will be sent for $1.2.5.

COMB HIVES.

If

you want a chance

2iAtf

in

TOur

life-

A. SMITH,
Mohawk, Herkimer Co., N. Y.

time, write immediately.

ADIN

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

FOUNDATION.

WE
low Beeswax,
Comb

buut;lit
lart^e stuck ni' <Miolce Yeland can furnish Dunham
foundation for brood comb for 4:.1c. per ib.
Thin Dunham for Sectiona. SOo. per lb. Extra thin
VanderYort, lU to 12 square feet to the lb., 55c

have

per

:i

Send Ter price* Tor 35

lb.

Ihii.

F. ^V.

HOLITIES,

at par.

21D.3t

Sample copies tree.
D. A. JONES & CO.,
Beeton, Out., i^anada.

BE SURE

To send a Postal Card
of

for our IllustratpdCataUi^'ue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasinK else-

where. It contains Illustrations and. descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties intending to purchase Bees in lota
of 10 colonies or more, are invited to correspond.
•J. €. SAT^I.£S.
HARTFORD. WlS.
lDl5t 2B.-jt

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

e luch, Price, $2.5.00.
It

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by

ALFRED
923

West Madison

H.

for

NEWMAK.
CHICAGO,

Street,

IliL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISES.
published SEMIMONTHLY, at Seven ShtlliriKs per annum, and
contains the best practioal information for the

The

time

BitlTlsu

Bee Jochnai.

showlnK what

belnjr.

\s

to do,

for

to

do

it.

$3.li0:

with our Monthly, fl.On a year.

.12
.12
.16

00
00
(X)

ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
923 We^t.lladisou St., CHICAGO, Ilili.
Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you /rfe, a
sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the lime. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful, sn cents
to $.'> easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled offer
we will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for al who start at once.
Address Stinson & CO.
Don't delay.

H[LP

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY

Portland. Maine.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

CARRUGE,

standard Langstroth.

ItEVOLriXO COHin-BANGER,
Box and Recording Desk Combined,
$1 8.00.
Prlee, toiii|iletc, only
923

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAK,
CHICAGO. ILL.
West Madison Street.

BEES and QUEENS
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
June
AFTEK
with

2-fi-ame Nuclei,
llis. of liees in each, tor $2.25,
without Queen. Tested Queens, ll.oO each.
WaTi-anted Queens, $1.00 each. Untested
Queens, 7."> cents each, of cither Syrians or
l.'j,

I will sell

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO ORDER.
Quinby Smoker a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the Apiary
Send for Illustrated Price List.
successor to L.C. Root,
"W. E.
1

C1.ARK,

ORISKANY. Oneida

7A17t

County, N. Y.

•-

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

DISCOUNT
wVzThutchinson,
Italians.
I.

R.

GOOD, Sparta, White

Co.,

Tenn.

O.N

Koffersville, Gene.ee C",»., Mich.,
can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovetailed, white poplar sections as
there are made. Send for sample and prices.
A few full colonies of choice Italians in Heddon hives for sale at tS.OO per colony. Untested Italian Queens, $1.00 each. Tested
Queens reared last year in the home apiary,
$2.00 each. Beeswa.v wanted. Make money
IBAtf
orders payable at Flint.

WIRE NAILS!

TfTIN'TILi further notice, I can make a dis»» countof 25 percent, from my Catalogue
prices on Wire Nails, owing to a decline in
the market.

ALFRED

DOOLITTIiE: — For prices of his QUEENS 1879.
nage:i4!)of BeeJouh.nal, orsendfor
see
Circular. G. M.
llE15t

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

ITALIAN

1885.

ITALIAN QUEENS in ttielrTiurlty, and that
FORcannot
be excelled. Comb Foiintlatlon and
Supplle.

PEALEll IN

NEWMAN,

QXJEEnSrS!

DOQLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y.

J.A7V". E;oK:ivi:.A.3sr,

H.

naa West Madison Street,

and when and

Kev. H. R. PEEI.. F.dltor.
LONDON, KNOL,AND.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly

bow

%% 00
8 00
.10 00
.14 00

1

IG-pagc Weekl>-— 5*1.00 ]ier year.

Cheapest Weekly Bee Journal in the World.
American Currency and Stamps accepted

and mova*8.(Xt and

The

For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
I0xl8
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
10x18
For 3
**
"
10x18
For 4
13x20
For 2 frames of anysize,
^'
"
13x20
For 3
"
"
13x20
For 4

Tool

The Canadian Bee Jonrnal.

gate,

Baskets.

no covers.

5IAiy

15

COOPERSVILLE, Ottawa Co., MICH.

9D9t

Comb

:

or more.

Will work up wax into .Foundation for lO,
and 20c. per pound.

mt-tothe honey

the

in

Extractor'' have

M

roval. valuable

UNHAM AND VANDKItVORT

D

^

'2

Editor oj the Weekiy Bee Journal.

99S West MadlnQil

1

'^

!

The Largest Manufactory of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in tlie World!

NEWMAN.

C.

f

_

-.^([iy_^"

;

THOMAS

answer to frequent inquiries
r Extractors carrying 3 and 4
angstroth frames, I liave con^^^y|P^;w^ eluded to adopt these two new
HI^^^'nJS^^^ zes- 'I"he :i frame basket is in a
^'
of the same size and style as
r\.
frame. The 4 frame basket
the larger can, with the cone
r metal standard for the basket
revolve upon, leaving room unneath the basket for 75 or 8(1
of honey. It will becomplete.
w th covers, and in every way
Jentical. except in size, with the
flhoo Extractor, laxiio, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Kvcepting with the tH.(K) Extractors, all the different styles
<*"-over the canal leadhavestrainers
'"Z:^
In

Kenc-ally, send for Clrculnr.

12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.

Pure Italian Bees and (Jueens
For further information, send for Circular.
llA13t

RICHMOND.

Fort

Bend

Co.

TEXAS.

15A12t

X.

S.

HAI>I., Klrby". Creek, Ala,

Dadaut'sFoiindalion Factory, wholesale
end

letail.

See Advertisement

in

another columa.

"

THE AMERICAN BEE JOUllNAL.

WEEKLY EDITION

Elleii^ant Bee.— The Bcc-Keepors' Association of the Isle of Wight has presented
the Princess IJeatrice with a silver be<' with

OP TUE

diumond-studded wings. The Koyal family
of England have often shown their interest

i-'^r

In ]M7!i,
the industry of lico-keeping.
when we weie at the Royul Agricultural
Fair, the Prince and Princess of Wales visited
the bee-tent, and asked many r)uestions
concerning "the little busy workers" there
in

i<!tr

on

BE!i;j0iiNii«
EDITOU AND PROPKIETOK,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO,
"Weekly,

a year

fS'^

June

Vol. XXI.

;

Monthly,

17,

1885.

ILL.

SO cents.

No. 24.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

The Value of Honey imported into
Great Britain during the month of .\pril.
lH8."),'amountcd to nearly

may be assured

sympathy of the

llritisli

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

$."1,00(10.

H. Terraberry, a bee-keeper of Ilii.'li
Bridge, N. J., has had the sad misfortune to
lose, by death, his entire family, consisting
of wife and two children— one 7 and the other
12 years of age. His homo was visited on
.May 8, by diphtheria, that fatal malady, and
in three weeks caused the terrible havoc.
Mr.T.

In Cireat Britain.— By
Bee Jiiurniil we learn that the
weather, previous to May !,'», had been most
unfavorable for bees. There was snow in
Scotland— snow on the Cotswold Hills, biting,
bitter winds, with frost and no sunshine, and
no natural swarms. Apples, peaches, plums
and cherries showed an unusual amount of
bloom, but the bees had scarcely been able
to work upon it at all. It was thought that
should the unfavorable condition of things
continue a few days longer, all chance of a
harvest from fruit-bloom would be over.
the

NEWMAN,

G.

much

^•ery

The Weather

PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

appearing to be

e-\hibition,

interested in the eubject.

371

nity.

that he has the earnest
entire bee-keeping frater-

In the East he has long been

known

as

one of the most advanced apiarists of the
State in which he resides.
•

The Belatlon of Bees to Plants is the
subject of an excellent article by Prof. Frank
Cheshire, of London, England, on pages 374
and .'JT.j of this issue. It is quite interesting
and very appropriate just now. Another
article

on page

37(3, translateii from the
giving extracts from Sir John
Lubbock, Dr. Dzierzon, Darwin, Huber, and
other noted apiarists and scientists also
another, on the samejiage, giving the results
of experiments on the fertilization of the
clovers, by Prof. Beal, of the Michigan
Agricultural College, are all timely and

Biencn

Zcitunij.

:

Teai'hlni!; .4ploiiltiire in Seliools.— At
the Bee-Keepers' Congress held in Erfurt in
1881, Mr. Kwiathowski, of Lissa, stated that
Germany annually imports, on an average, interesting now.
about 5,000,000 lbs. of honey, and about
Can Bees C'onunlt Trespass f The
^!, 1.00,000 lbs. of wax.
He then added "But
!Votn'Itlistaiidin<!; the inclemency of the do we export
I think not.
Now, then, can Chicago Times discusses this sul)ject in the
following language
season, our bees have passed tlie winter and we so promote the development of apiculture
" Mr. S. I. Freeborn, of Ithaca, Wis., has
spring in good condition, and are now well that the new system and the old the mobimade defendant in a novel suit. He
supplied with honey and brood. To the wide- lism and the flxism
may both furnish the been
keeps a lot of bees at some distance from his
awake bee-keeper, the prospect for a good I)roducts necessary for the consumption of house, and about a mile from a pifsture
honey yield is very flattering. So remarks the country ? This can be done by the mostly covered with white clover, and occuschool let the primary normal scliool have pied by about a hundred lilo.ided sheep. The
the Kansas Bce-Kccpcr.
owner of the pastuie ami sheep brings suit
its apiary for the instruction of the future
to recover S-'iiiO damages done bv the bees,
IBnrniniX Words. Deep feeling: is con- teacher then let the garden of this teacher which, he ileehii-es.ciaiiein countless
hordes,
Earnest words poured forth from have also its ajiiary to assist him in teaching molest the sheep, and ilrive them from their
tagious
feedingplaces.
He
also
aflirms
that
last
burning hearts arc sure to kindle a fire in the what he has been taught after which comes season his shf
ep became thin in consequence
hearts of others. What magic is there in the the organization of country associations for of the annoyance of the bees, and that many
It is a tiny thing, liut its power the application and trial of the right methods; of them died during last winter. The bringtear drop
ing of this suit has created considerable
If and finally let itinerant professors be apon the hearts of others is incalculable
excitement among bee-keepers in Wisconsin,
the heart palpitates through every printed pointed to go everywhere to explain these an<l the i)n.]ioKition has been made that they
contribute money to help pav the expenses
line, and hums through every word, what methods in full.
of defending the suit. It is ijnderstood that
enthusiasm is enkindled
this is to be a test case.
It the plaintiff
National Bee-Keepers' l^nloii. The succeeds in gaining it, other bee-keepers
will
Norwegian Bee-Book^ containing 80 universal response to the suggestions given be likely to be sued to recover dam ages done
papres, is just received from its author, Mr. on pages 3.39 and 346 of the Bee Journal is: to pastures, vineyards, and gardens bv bees.
"
It is possible that
Ivar S. Young, of Christiana, Norway. It is Oryanizo immediately in defense of oar rights. become the causethe little busy bee'" may
of many vexatious lawnicely gotten up, and althoug-h we cannot
By request, we present, on the ne.xt page, suits. If damages are awarded in this case,
decipher the language in which it is written, a Constitution for approval. Now, sugges- any man owning a few square rods of land,
devoted to almost any ]>urpose, may try to
yet we judge, from the e.vtensiveapicultural tions are in'order- then energetic work!
recover damages from all the owners of bees
experience of the author, it will meet the
The management must devolve upon some in the vicinity. Nearly all the naturalists,
from
Aristotle to Darwin, have given their
wants of our fellow bee-keepers located on one, and
as no one has been suggested as testimony in favor of the good work
accomthe Scandinavian Peninsula.
plished
by bees in fertilizing flowers, and
General Manager but the editor of the Bee
making
it possible to produce large crops of
The Sixth Annual Fairot the Venango Jouun.^l, he will accept the position under clover seed. Recently bees have been introCounty Agricultural Society, will be held at the temporary organization until an election duced into various parts of Australia liy the
can be obtained under the Constitution. He owners of extensive sheep-runs, for the
Franklin, Pa., on Sept. I.VIT, 188.5. In its
seeks nor desires the olHce, but expresspurpose of increasing the production
the department of neither
list of premiums in
of clover in the pastures. Many fruit-raisers
" butter, cheese, honey, etc.," are two cash accepts it as a tii(fy under the circumstances, in this country and Ein-ope have found it
and requests suggestions for the other four to their advantage to keep bees, not for the
premiums for honej' and one for bceswa.x
honey and wa.x they gather, but for the
temporary officers.
also the one who secures the most premiums
benefit they produce in fertilizing flowers.
member's
Receipt Book will be at once Bees have been accused of puncturing
A
one
will
receive
free
in this department,
grapes, and now they are charged with
and
any
one
sending
S.j cents (or
prepared,
Bke
year's subscription to the A>iekiC'-\n
more) will be duly recorded as a member, worrying a flock of sheep!"
Journal.
and receive a receipt, which will entitle the
A few days ago some small fruit gardeners
" mUlionK tor Defense."— We arc glad person therein named to all the lienetits of called at the offlce of the Bee Journal, and
All amounts over the fee of '2o incidentally remarked th.at they did not keep
to see the enthusiasm displayed when our the L'uion.
chosen pursuit is assailed. While we will cents will be credited to the Defense Fund, to bees ft>r their products- honey or wax— but
to fertilize the bloom of their fruit and
not make war upon any legitimate pursuit, be used as occasion may require.
We would suggest that the first meeting be vegetables, and thus enhanfie their busini^ss.
we shall make a defense when attacked, like
the ancient warriors, and the sinews of war held at the same time and place as the annual We give considerable space in this number
will not be wanting. Our "tower of strength" meetings of the North American or North- of the Bee Journal to subjects bearing on
will be in the rightfulness and justice of our western Conventions, at Detroit or Chicago, this topic, believing it to be the most importnext fall.
ant matter now for discussion by liec-keepers.

Ouce

thoug^ht it nice to run
And watch the busy boe so Deet:
But I think nuich nicer fun
The l>ee's nice honey now to eat.
I
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Put my name down on the list of
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers thus
Bees do not like to touch mouldy the Bee-Keepers' Defense Organizacombs, and will not until fenced to do tion tor one dollar, and let me know
so for the want of room. It seems to when it is wanted.— Henry Marden,
uie the better plan would bo to cut Roodhouse, Ills.
out the mouldy parts and replace them
By all means we must stand by Mr.
with clean comb. Mouldy comb is S. I. Freeborn in his suit about the
worthless for wax."
bees and sheep. Let it cost what it
Prof. A. J. Cook remarks thus will, we must do all that is possible
" Give tliem.oneat a time, to a strong to defend the case. Draw on us for
colony, after cleaning them as well as our proportion of the cost at an); time
whether it is $1 or $10, we v^ill do
one can or else melt them up."
our share.— E. France & Son, PlatteG. M. DooLiTTLE replies as follows: ville, "Wis.
" Hang them, one at a time, in a
This Wisconsin case must be destrong colony after the weather gets
warm, when the bees will clean them fended to the last. Enter my name
for $1, and I will make it $-5 if necesup nicely in 24 hours."
sary.— C. H. DiBBERN, Milan, Ills.
"
thus
If
remarks
Heddon
Jajies
My dollar is ready for the " defense
not too mouldy, and good in all other
respects, place them in the center of fund." I hope that the "big guns"
strong colonies, as soon as it is safe to will soon perfect the organization. P.
spread the brood, and let the bees J. England, Fancy Prairie, Ills.
clean them up, which they can do
cheaper than the bee-keeper."
:

"

REPLIES by Prominent

When to

Apiarists.

Transfer Bees.

:

Query, No. 75.— When is the" best time to
transfer liees from old " gums to movableframe hives /—Edgar Co., 111.

W. Z. HuTcniNSOXSiiys " During
a flow of honey in the spring."
:

D^DANT & Son

say

:

"

During

apple blossoms."

—

;

:

G.

W. Deji AUKE answers as follows

:

" I transfer bees just as soon in the
I Hnd them setting enough
honey from the fields to keep down

season as

robbing."

Dr.

:Milleu

C. C.

replie.s

thus

" During fruit-bloom."

"The

Dr. G. L. Tinker says:

easiest, if not the best, time to transfer bees, is just before fruit-bloom, as
there is the least honey in the combs

—

W. Z. Hutchinson advises thus
" Melt them up into wax if they are
very mouldy ; if not, a comb or two
at a time given to a strong colony, will
secure their being cleaned up."

then."

Prof. A.

J.

Cook answers

G. M.

Doo LITTLE replies as

" I prefer to wait

till

21

Youth's Companion.

thus

" In the middle of a warm day during
fruit-bloom, if the old method is used,
as the combs are then light, and the
bees are good-natured."

follows

days after the

prime swarm has issued from the colony, as then the young queen will have
oniv just begun to lay, and all the
worker brood will be hatched out, so
no loss of brood will occur. The next
best time is in apple-bloom, although
it can be done successfully, if care is
exercised, at any time when the bees
can fly."
" By 'mod.James Heddon says
ern transferring,' as described on page
M(i7 of the Bee Joirnal tor 1883, any
time after the hives are well filled
with bees and brood, and the weather
:

Susie's

Swarm

of Bees.

CONSTITtlXION OF

The National Bee-Keepers' Union.
AiiTici.E I.— This organization .shall be
as the "National Bee -Keepers'
Union," and shall meet atuuially, or as
often as necessity may require.
Article H.— Its object shall be to protect tlie interests of bee-keepers, and to

known

defend their
"Oh, grandpa I" said Susie, one morning,
"Your bees have come out of their coop.
And they're all cuddled up on the peach-tree
In the funniest kind of a group."

Our Susie

is

just

from the

city

;

She notices all that she sees,
And her prompt though inaccurate warning
Saved grandpa a fine swarm of bees.

riglits.

Article lU.— The

officers of this Union
shall consist of a Presiilent, three VicePresidents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be tlic .Secretary and Tn-asnrer),
whose duties sliall he those usually performed by such otiiceis. They shall lie
elected by ballot, and hold their se\eral
oltices for one year or until their successcjrs
blank ballots
are elected and installed
tor this purpose to be mailed to every mem;

ber by the General Manager.

Article IV.— The
tute

Defense Fund.

Here are some responses

in addition

to the Correspondence published on

the other pages of this

Bee Journal:

Advisory

an

oflicers shall consti-

Board,

which

shall

determine what action shall be taken by
this Union, upon the application of any of
its members for defense, and cause an
assessment to be made upon all the memi)ers

when

the funds

may become necessary

for defense.

Article V.— Any person may become a
AVe like Mr. Ileddon's plan of a de- member
by paying to the General Manager
bee-keepers,

organization for
cents, for wliich he
ammal fee" of
By the old method of tying and will vote for the Editor of the an
shall receive a printed receipt making him
the
time
of
prefer
many
combs,
in old
Bee Journal to act as secretary and a member of this Union, entitled to all its
and \r> to 20 days after treasurer. You can count on us for rights and benetits. This annual tee shall
apple-bloom
the colony has cast a prime swarm is all the help we can give.— Decker & be due on the lirst day of July in each
days in
year, and must be paid within
a good time, if you have a honey Angell, Boyceville, Wis.
is

fense

'i'5

warm.

;

:-iO

extractor."

I have just read of Mr. Freeborn's
suit it is a great bugaboo. Doubtless it will cost something to defend
;

Mouldy Brood-Combs.
Ctuery, No. 76.— What is the best to do
with mouldy brood-combs /— U. K.

Dadant & Son

reply
Messrs.
• Put them where they will get dry,
and then give them to strong colonies
they will clean them. If old and
thick, melt them up."

it if tried, but I do not think any one
will be foolish enough to let such a
They might as
suit come to trial.

amount.
Ai:ticle VII.— The auiuial fees paid bv

well swear to the identity of a dog that
killed sheep, when the dog was not
seen, as to swear that they were Mr.
F's bees. When they prove the individuality of a honey-bee, they will
be pretty sharp. If Mr. F's bees had
a private mark, then they might
prove that they were his that did
the damage.— J. II. Andre, Lock-

from which

G W. Demaree remarks thus
• I hang them up where they will become thoroughly dry, then brush away
the dust with a stiff brush, and give wood, N. Y.
them to strong colonies (not too many
Enclosed please find two dollars to
at a time) to be cleaned by the bees."
assist in defense of Mr. S. I. Free" Give born, of Ithaca, Wis., in the suit,
Dr. C. C. Miller says
" sheep vs. bees."— Henry W. Stei'Hthem, one or two at a time, to strong
ENSON, Cincinnati. Ohio.
colonies."
:

order to retain membership in this Union.
Article VI.— Donations for the Defense
Fund, in addition to the membership fee,
may be made at any time and of any

the

members

shall

become a general fund,

shall be paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as printing,

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

VIIL—

Meetings of this Union
AiiTicLE
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten

members.

—

This constitution may
Article IX.
be amended by a majority vote of all the

members

at

^^"The

any time.

Bee-Keepers' Association of Cen-

tral Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
on .)uly l.'i, 18S.'). at 10 a. m.
WM. II. I.AWHENCE, Sec.

: ;
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fined as long a period as it will ever
be necessary to confine them, with no
traces of diarrhea
hence, when the
cause of
bee-darrhea is removed,
"
when we
comiily with the changetl
conditions," we can truthfully say,
confinement does not cause bee;

Explanatory

—

The figures before the
imiicate the mimberof yeiirs that the
person has kept bees.
Those aitek, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State immed:
north
of
the
centre
6
9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; VD northwest;
°^ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

uamea

©

;

;
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What
8— W.

JoumaL

Causes Bee-Diarrhea?

HUTCHIN.SON,

Z.

(SO).

diarrhea.
Mr. Doolittle

quotes from Mr.
Demaree's and Mr. Tinker's writings

that. " the trouble is wholly
long, cold weather." If
this is true, then why are some bees
dead and some alive in spots all over
to

show

incident to

'STii

erally attributed to leaving too manv
frames in tlie hive, thus giving the

bees too much space to keep warm.
few colonies starved to death for
want of stores a few perished from
dampness, and a few from diarrhea.
The question, " Whicli is the most
profitable to produce, cimib or extracted honey ?" was discussed, and
the majority seemed to favor extracted honey.
On tlie subject of marketing honey
to the best advantage, the President
thouglit that the first thing to be done
was to put it up in neatly shaped
packages, nicely labeled, but not too
large ones. lie preferred glass cans,
as they could always be sold for what
they cost, while people did not care

A

;

the country ?
Mr. Doolittle wishes to be put on
record that confinement, long enough
continued, will always result in diarrhea, no matter what the food, provided the bees do not starve. This to pay for tfns. Mr. DeCew liad tried
is, of
course, only assertion, and, glass and tin cans, labeled with his
even should it prove true, it would be name, and found that the people preof no practical value, as we have no ferred to buy honey in glass packages.
desire to confine our bees more than Mr. Ilolterman believed glass was the
.5 or G months
and it has been proved, best, as the package could be sold for
time and again, that they can be con- what it cost but for shipping a long
fined that length of time with not a distance, he would recommend tin.
trace of diarrhea.
lie
thought small packages were
" To those who preferable.
Mr. Doolittle says
claim that the food has all to do with
After discussing other important
it," etc.
Will Mr. D. please name questions, it was decided that the
any one who makes this claim V
meetings of the County Bee Keepers'
it seems strange that neither Mr. Association be held at Cayuga, Nelles'
Ileddon, myself, nor many others can Corners, .larvis and Ilag'ersville and
get a case of bee-diarrhea when the that the next meeting be held at
l)ollen is practically all removed, and Jarvis, on Sept. 2o, 1885, at 11 a. m.
Mr. Doolittle succeeds so readily.
£. C. Campbell, iSec.
Mr. Ileddon writes me that the
word pollen should not be confoundTOT the American Bee Journal.
ed with bee-bread that bee-bread is
one form of pollen— a form that he has
Black
Bees, Bee-Pasturage, etc.
demonstrated that the bees will not
touch if the temperature is kept high
BYRON HAMS.
enough that this newly demonstrated
fact, regarding the effect of temperaOn Sept. 16, 1884, 1 received an Italture upon the consumption of beeian queen and placed her in a hive of
bread, settles nine-tenths of the difblack bees, destroying the black
ficulty alone and that when he (Ileddon) discloses bis promised system of queen on the same day. To-day (June
bringing bees out in a starving con- 8) I find a few black bees coming out
dition in the fall, the honey being and going into this sam^ hive, thus
making them about 8 months old. I
sold, bee-keepers will find the feedfind, upon examination of my hives
ing process simply economy and fun.
" If we to-day, that each frame in the brood
Lastly, Mr. Doolittle says
would be sure that no pollen or meal department contains from two to five
pounds of honey, all having been
is in the hive, we must wait about our
preparations for winter until it is so gathered within the past tv\'o weeks.
Black locust yielded a wonderful
late in the season that the syrup fed
could not be sealed over; in which amount of honey for two days. Honey
case it would be worse than plenty of locusts are in bloom now, and are
pollen." In reply to tliis I would'say very rich in nectar. The northeastern
that I know of an instance in which part of this county (Audrain) is covered with white clover which blooms
more than 100 colonies
;

;

On page 325, Mr. Doolittle reviews
my article upon the above subject, by
quoting one-half of my closing sentence.

make

This is like attempting to
comb foundation with only one

Two dies, or both halves of this
sentence, are needed to get more than
a one-sided impression. lu fact, so
far as solving the wintering problem
is concerned, the latter half of the
sentence Is the more important. The
whole sentence reads as follows
"Perhaps this (the mistake) is in
attempting to keep bees out of their
native clime, without recognizing and
complying with the changed conditions."
Keeping bees out of their
native clime does not produce diarrhea it is keeping them there without complying with the changed conditions. During the past cold winter
many bees have wintered perfectly in
tlie far North
if like causes produce
like effects, and keeping bees out of
their native clime produces bee-diarrhea, then all of the bees out of their
native clime should have perished.
" Let some one
Mr. Doolittle says
produce a case of bee-diarrhea without confinement." Something causes
bee-diarrhea.
Frequent fliglits are
an antidote for the disease.
Wlien
bees enjoy frequent flights, the disease cannot develop, because the effects of the cause are removed so
quickly.
ship sinks in the ocean
because it leaks.
If the water be
frequently pumped out, so that it
does not become " overloaded," it will
not sink. Let the pumping cease for
a sufficient length of time, and the
vessel will sink, and why ? Is it because tlie water is not piimpeQ out, or
because it runs in y In bee-keeping
we cannot " pump " when we please
so we propose to " stop the leak." Mr.
Heddon writes me that on April 19,
he took from his cellar more than r;o
colonies that had been confined 151
days. The combs and covers were
damp and moldy, but the liees were in
perfect health his white shirt-sleeves,
the white liives and covers failed to
show a particle of disciiarge of any
kind. The bees were as slim as in
the fall. We have had many, many
such instances where bees were condie.

;

;

:

A

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

were wintered
from

May

20 until frost.

We

have

damp cellar upon thin sugar
syrup, which was fed so late that the also a fine autumn honey-flow from
bees sealed scarcely any of it, and did Spanish-needle, which grows and
not evaporate it to full honey consis- blooms in great abundance all over
I had one colony of
tency, yet the bees came out in the this county.
blacks which gathered 60 pounds of
spring in splendid condition.
surplus Spanish-needle honey in two
Rogersville, d Mich.
weeks. AVe have plenty of wild plum
and crab-apple to start bees booming
in a

For the American Bee JournaL

Haldimand,

The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Assomet at Nelles' Corners, Out.,
on May 29, 1885. The minutes of the
ciation

early.
I believe that

Ont., Convention.

my

bees are preparing

to diet principally on bee-bread, next
winter, as I have never before seen half
as much in the combs. Next winter I
am going to fill two hives chock-full

of combs containing bee-bread, and
previous meeting were read and ap- two others with pure honey and siigar
proved.
syrup, and see for myself what the
Reports from 29 members showed difference will be.
.547 colonies last
fall and 392 this
Bees wintered well in this neighspring. The cause of loss was gen- borhood.
neighbor of mine lost 2

A

—

:
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colonies out of SO

on

tlie

summer

all being wintered
stands without anv
;

protection. I believe tliat the long
continued cold caused nine-tentlis of
the losses in out-door wintering, especially so with hives having shallow

frames.

second Mr. Ileddou's
ready with uiv dollar
to help in what I believe to be a good
1,

for

nii'tiim.

one,

and

am

cause.

Worcester,©

ilo.

London Journal of Horticulture.

Bees in Relation to Flowering Plants
and Fruit Production.

accurately designate her, is capable
of depositing no less than from two
to three thousand eggs daily during
the breeding season. She inserts her
abdomen into a cell, and in two or
three seconds withdraws it, when the
egg is found adherent to the cell-base.
This duty of ovipositing is so onerous
that she is excused all care of her
numerous progeny, which is attended
exclusively by the workers, formerly
but falsely balled neuters, for they
are really females, but with their reproductive organs aborted.
The egg kept warm by heat constantly produced
by oxidation of
honey in the bodies of the workers,

pliances are evolved. Four beautiful
wings are provided, new glands have
made their appearance, eyes of great
complexity are now possessed, and

but not least, a tongue has i)resented itself, so wondrously perfect
and minutely delicate, that some
points in its structure are until now
furnishing the microscopist with unsolved if not insolvable problems. In
a word, the soft-bodied helpless grub
has become a bee. We now see why
honey and pollen are gathered. Let
us now address ourselves to the second, and inquire why the blooms
furnish these substances to their inlast

sect visitors.

develops within it its germ, and in
Blooms are produced by plants in
about three days a very small grub order that ^eeds may follow, and so
Tlie following is a brief* report of a
emerges, with but imperfectly formed the race be continued. Two parts
Lecture delivered at South Kensing- mouth, no distinguishable eyes, and are essential to this reproduction
"It is a the anther and the pistil, the latter
ton, London, by Frank R. Cheshire. no organs of locomotion.
Esq F. K. M. S. After referring necessity that food should be brought very generally occupying the central
to it as it lies at the bottom or back position.
The anther is usually a
incidentally to the greatly increased of the cell. The workers acting as double-celled pouch, the contents of
profits now attainable by bee-culture, nurses now sedulously tend it, pre- which by
segmentation breaks up
in
consequence of our improved paring in their bodies a highly nutri- into a number of perfectly similar
methods of management, Mr. Che- tious food resembling thin arrowroot parts called pollen-grains, which
and elaborated from water, honey, though minute, are complex in strucshire remarked
and pollen. The two latter we have ture. When these are mature the
If we take our stand before a flour- previously traced to their origin, and anther splits or dehisces, and the polishing hive on a line summer day, we it needs only now be said that the len escapes, but it needs in some way
note that the busy workers as they first of these is a true force-former, to be applied to the termination of
When
settle, at their return from their ex- giving to the grub energy for move- the pistil called the stigma.
cursions in the fields, bear in numer- ment, and for the vital processes to this application is effected, the pollenits
interior
grain
absorbs
moisture,
be
continued
within
it,
while
the
polous instances, variously colored pellets on the tibia of their hind legs. len is a true tissue-former, being rich portion swells, and actually throws
The ancients supposed these masses in nitrogen, and containing potash, out a tube which often grows to a
in
making its way
to consist of wax, and even lieaumur phosphorus and sulphur salts. The great length
fell into this error, referring to these food is poured over the body of the towards the unimpregnated nucleus
pellets as " la cire brute.^^
We now grub by the nurse, and so liberally of the ovule which is situated in the
know perfectly well that they are that the bantling literally floats in it; ovary at the base of the pistil. In
composed of multitudes of pollen one side of the body, however, always this nucleus a large cavity filled with
granules which have been gathered remaining dry, so as to be capable of protoplasm has developed, called the
by a process we shall hereafter ex- taking in a due supply of air through mother-cell, within which we find the
amine, and the use of which we shall the eleven spiracles or breathing- embryonal vesicle to which the conpresently see. and that wax is not lioles which may be traced in a line tents of the pollen-grain is transcollected but secreted by glands sit- along its side. The imperfect mouth ferred by the channel of the pollenuated beneath the abdomen. Could has its work supplemented by an tube. This is fertilization, and upon
we follow • these workers into the ability to absorb aliment by osmose, it depends the production of seed, for
darkness of the hive and here observe through any portion of the skin. tlie new individual plant has its betheir movements, we should find that Rapid growth is the result, and soon ginnings from this interfusion.
tbev walk up the sides of their combs a large, fat, "geutle"-like creature fills
An examination of most blooms
seeking lirst a cell into whicli the two-thirds of the cell.
will show that the essential organs
pollen may be appropriately placed,
The ever-watchful workers at this before referred to, are so placed that
and they then turn to another, either point commence to imprison it by an accidental or unaided transfer of
empty or already devoted to honey, placing over the mouth of its cell a pollen to stigma is unlikely, and
and into that they discharge from cover, technically called the sealing, where this arrangementof parts is not
their honey-sac the nectar which they which is composed of pollen-grains found, it frequently occurs that the
have secured from the honey-glands and wax shreds, and which is pervious anthers ripen and dehisce much beof the blooms visited.
to the air, so that the needed amount fore, or not until sometime after, the
Two questions now present them- of oxygen may reach the grub within. stigma lias so matured as to be ready
selves to us
1. ^Vhy do the bees so
The grub also makes preparation for for pollination. In the former case,
industriously gather these substan- the wonderful transformation which as we may observe in the common
ces V
2.
Why do blooms provide awaits it, by building over Itself a garden Nasturtium( T/-opceoi(«)! nwjus),
them ? It is to the second of these silken cocoon. During twelye days the pollen is all carried away by inquestions that we nmst devote our developments and alterations are con- sects by the time the stigma presents
most serious attention, but the first, tiiuied, when changes of a most radi- itself, so that if fertilization be efif we
would really understand the cal nature are effected. The nervous fected it* must be through the bringsecond, must not be overlooked. If system is completely recast. Instead ing of pollen from other blooms still
we w^ere to proceed to examine the of a chain of pretty equal ganglionic shedding it. Insects are the means
combs of the hive just referred to, masses running the length of tlie which accomplish this, and to secure
we should find many hundreds of digestive tube, nerve-centres are es- their visits the blooms spread them a
their cells, containing each a tiny, tablished in the neighborhood of the banquet.
pearl-colored egg about 1-14 of an inch insertion of the wings and legs to give
The apple, he remarked, is called by
long, and 1-70 of an inch in diameter. to these parts the abounding energy the botanist,
a pseudo-syncarpous
These eggs have been deposited by they reqiiire in the perfect insect. fruit, because it may be regarded as
one insect, called, although very in- The mouth and eyes have each now five fruits gathered into a unit by an
appropriately so, the queen, for she in considerable ganglia, and the sting is envelope formed by a development of
reality exercises no authority, and also provided with its source of stim- the calyx. If an apple be cut across
when old and fading, is turned out in ulus. Legs marvellous in form and we see five compartments or dissepifavor of a more vigorous successor. adaptation, and carrying, cleaning, ments in the core, each one of which
This mother-bee, for so we may more gathering, feeling, and modelling ap- should contain pips or seeds. The
,

:

;
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which preceded the fruit liad
stigmas, each one of wliich communicated witli a dissepiment and required an independent fertilization.
Bees seelvins lioney would, by getting
their breasts (furnished as they are

JJEE

hard, while the rest

live

luscious.

and tlie parenchyma of the
apple as a protective envelope gathers
around them. If, therefore, we cut a
defectively fertilized apple across the
middle, we find a hollow, shrunken
side lying over the unfertilized portion cif the core. These facts taken
together show conclusively how completely our apple crop is dependent
upon insect agency, and amongst
these the hive-bee takes the most important place.
In the case of the strawberry, the
parts popularly denominated seeds
which crowd its surface, are really
the fruits technically called achenia,
while the strawberry itself is really a
succulent
development from
the
flower-stalk. The stigma each of the
achenia carries must be fertilized by
insects which are attracted by the
lioney secreted by a ring of glands
situate at the base of the strawberry.
The anthers are wide set, and as the
insect vv'alks around the bloom applying its tongue to the circle of glands,
one side of its body is dusted with
pollen from the anthers, while the
other is applied to the stigmatic
faces.
In passing from bloom to
bloom it frequently reverses the order
of its progression, sometimes going
around by turning to the right and
sometimes to the left as a result, tlie
pollen gathered upon one side of the
body is probably transferred to the
stigmas of the next flower visited. As
in the case of the apple, so liere, ferseeds,

;

determines nutrition. The
placentfe of the fertilized achenia increase enormously, the strawberry
grows and matures, but where any of

tilization

tlie

stigmas

escape

impregnation,
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sweet, soft and customers to carry to their homes.
His honey, hard as are the times, sold
readily, "wliili! that of another producer," scarcely half a block away,
dealt out in "bniken masses and a
clumsy nianncr. hardly sold at all.
hundred indepoiident fertilizations, even though offered at much cheaper
accomplished, it may be, by the busy rates.
Style of package has much to do
hive-bee, whicli, in filling the niche
in whicli the great Creator has placed with" quick sales nowadays, and this
it in unselfishly laboring in providing is no less true in selling honey than
for the wants of its younger sisters, any other jiroduct. With some apiis unconsciously supplying to its mas- arists the idea prevails that there is
as of
ter not honey only, but honey and an overproduction of honey
almost every other production hence,
fruit.
The raspberry, although of another the dejiressed prices. Comb honey
type, somewhat resembles the straw- now sells at from l.'j to 10 cents per
berry in the multiplicity of its stigmas pound, wholesale, where a year or
(60 or 70 to each bloom), the wide set- two since it readily brought IS and 20
ting of its anthers (about 80 or 90 in cents. But everything else is corresnumber), and its circle of honey- pondingly lower, it must be rememglands.
Similarly, too. the insect bered, and sales are slow in almost
It is
department of trade.
visitor in seeking nectar passes be- every
tween the anthers and stigmas, ap- perhaps nearer tlie truth to assert
plying its right side to one and its that the unsystematic methods of
left to the otlier.
Each seed fertilized producing and ottering honey for sale
by these visits is soon surrounded by has much to do with depressing the
the luscious envelope which protects honey market. The aforementioned
the seed from injury, and makes the incident, of methods of honey selling,
manufacture of raspberry jam a pos- will illustrate this point.
sibility.
These rounded red masses
But the main object of this article
with their enclosed seeds, technically is to suggest and impress upon those
called drupels, are never formed un- who produce honey, the importance
less fertilization
has taken place
of creating a honey market for honey.
neither ripening nor growth being Il is no wild assertion to state that
possible in its absence. We see then scarcely half the American people
in an aspect which may be new to make use of honey as an article of
many of us. that this wondrous diet. Its virtues and medicinal qualischeme of Xature has correlations ties are, in fact, but little realized
which we never could have antici- the fault lies at the door of the propated that a large part of the insect ducer.
The introduction of honey
world is complementary to plant-life, into general use as a staple article of
and plants in turn tlie sustainers of use only need be accomplished to
these insects and that man, although create a regular and continual dehe can plant his trees, is in no small mand for it. This has been accommeasure dependent for a crop, upon plished in various ways. Some beethe assistance of those little laborers, keepeis have sent small, free samples
which, by their unconquerable in- to each family, vi'ith statement of price
dustry, supplied liis tal)le with sweets per pound, and in quantities. Others
for long ages before he discovered the have circulated small, neat pamphlets
uses of the sugar-cane.
(gotten up for the purpose), giving
London, England.
the virtues and advantages of honey
versus the glucose and similar products.
Practical Farmer.
Again, enterprising apiarists have
put up their honey in small, pound
Marketing Honey.

blootn

with abundance of long-webbed hairs)
thoroughly dusted with apple pollen,
and Hitting to abloom whose stigmata
had reached the receptive condition,
bring about fertilization. It would,
however, frequently happen that three
or four of the stigmata only would be
In this case an apple,
pollinated.
though an imperfect one, would be
produced.
Trees agitated by the
winds frequently drop a quantity of
tlieir fruits, hence known as windfalls, but the actual cause of this
dropping is in by far the largest number of instances defective fertilization.
In an examination made sometime
since, of a large number of windfalls,
less than 4. per cent, were found to
have fallen through injuries traceable
to insect pests, while the remainder
had received pollination in from one
to four dissepiments only.
Fertilization is followed by a determination of nutrition towards the
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is

Imperfect insect work is
again the explanation, bringing before us the remarkable fact that no
lierfect strawberry can be produced
without, perhaps, from three to four

.

;

:

;

;

jelly-glasses, which,
neatly labeled, generally meet with
quicli sales if placed at the country
groceries. Comb honey, if produced
in small sections, can likewise be
offered in the same way, placed in
20-pound cases with panes of glass
inserted in one side to show the snowy
little pains on the part of
combs.
the store-keeper in calling attention
to the honey will generally result in
disposing of a good quantity of it.
All the methods given above may

and half-pound

W.

'i.

I'HELrS.

With those who make bee-culture a
the marketing of their
honey becomes a matter of much
Even those who produce
concern.
honey in moderate amounts are somespecialty,

times puzzled how to dispose of it to
the best advantage. AVith a surplus
product of from 1,000 to C,000 pounds,
the difference of a half-cent per pound
in price amounts to quite a sum in
the aggregate. Style and neatness
in preparing either comb or extracted
honey for market, has an important
bearing upon the results.* If taken
into market in a soiled state, and
dealt out in a slovenly manner, no
one need expect remunierative prices.
This was well illustrated recently in
an adjoining city, where marketing
from wagons is still in vogue. One
producer offered his one pound sections of honey neatly placed in paper
boxes, with fancy labels, being both

there the strawberry remains without
growth, while the other parts are
rapidly increasing around it. The
examination of a few fruits would be
sure to supply examples where in circumscribed spots no progress has
been made since the first full expansion of the bloom. The achenia are
close set and green, and the flesh of
the strawberry is there crude and attractive to the sight and

A

be combined with siiccPss. A little
energy and push will accomplish much
in creating a home market, even in

small villages. When the miserable
termed
falsely
glucose mixtures,
"golden drip,"" etc., are superseded
by the daily use of pure honey, then
w'ill the many forms of disordered
stomachs and kindred complaints
(suiierinduced by the excess of acid
in these self-same glucose compounds)
cease, and health, wealth and happiness ensue as a consequence.
Galena, c$ Md.
handy for
v
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Blenen Zeitung.

Fertilization of Flowers
(Translated for the

by

Bees, etc.

Bee Joukxai,.)

During tlie past few years zoologists
and botanists liave devotetl much
earnest study to the fertilization of
bo('ik-shelves
plants
are weighed
down with their records on this subject. Nectaries secreting tlieir lieiuid
sugar only to attract insects, invite
them thus to gather it, either to put
their pollen in contact with the stigma
iu the same tiower, or to carry this
pollen to a distance to fecundate
another lluwer
and thus effect a
cross-fertilization.
For
Sprengel,
Darwin, llildebrand, Delpino, Hermann Mulleiand J. Lubbock say that
this is the reciprocal adaptation between flowers and insects.
"Not only," says Lubbock, "the
form and colors, the brilliant shades,
the sweet fragrance, and the honey
of the (lowers have undergone a gradual unfolding through ttie unconscious
selection exercised by the insects;
but the arrangement of the colors
themselves, the circular bands, the
radial lines, the shapes, the size and
the location of the petals, the relative
position of the stamens, and the pistil
are all disposed for the visits of the
insects, and in order to insure the
chief end of these visits."
The following quotation from Darwin shows how much importance the
new school attacliesto the part played
;

;

by insects, and especially hyruenoptera, in the fertilization of flowers
:

" We can suppose that the plant, the
nectar of which we have seen increasing slowly in consequence of a continued selection, is a common plant,
and that certain insects largely depend upon itsnectarfor theirnourishment. I could prove, by numerous
examples, how bees waste as little as
they can of their time. I would point
to their incisions at the basis of certain flowers to reach their nectar,
when, witli a little more pains, thev
couki have got in through the top of
the corolla. If these parts are kept
in remembrance, it becomes easy to
believe that, under certain circumstances, individual differences in the
curve or the length of the trunk, although too insigniflcant for our appreciation, may Ije of use to the bee or
any other insect ; that some individuals would be more able than others
to procure their food, and that the
families to which they belong would
in consequence obtain a quicker development, and produce more swiirnis
inheriting the same peculiarities. Tlie
tubes of the corollas of tlie common
red clover,, and of the incarnate
clover {Tiifolium pratensnnd T. incarnatuin), do not appear at lirst sight to
differ in length and yet the domestic
bee easily reaches the nectar of the
incarnate clover, but not that of the
red, which is only visited by the
drones; so that whole fields of red
clover offer in vain, to the bee, an
abundant harvest of the precious
nectar. Jt is very fond of it, for 1
have often seen, but only in the fall,
many bees suck the llovvers through
holes made by drones at base of tube.
;

" The difference in the length of
the corollas of both species of clover
must be very slight; and yet it is sufHcent to cause the bees to visit one
flower in preference to another. Moreover, it is afl^irmed tliat the flowers of
the red clover of the second crop being
smaller, the bees visit them. Neither
do I know the truth of another assertion recently published, that the
Liguriau bee. which is ordinarily considered simply as a variety of the
domestic bee, and which is often
crossed with it, can reach and suck
the nectar of red clover. Whatever
it may be, it would be a great benelit
for the domestic bee in a country
where this clover abounds, were its
trunk a little longer, differently constructed on the other side, as the fertilization of the plant absolutely depends upon the visit of the bees, it

would be much advantaged, should
drones become rare, were its corolla
shorter or more deeply divided, in order that the beecouldsuck itsllov/ers;
hence, it is easy to understand how it
happens that a "flower and an insect
may slowly, though simultaneously,
one following the other, undergo in
the most perfect manner a nnitual
modification and adaptation by the
continued preservation of all the individuals presenting slight deviations
of structure advantageous for one and
the other.
" Here is another instance which
will illustrate
the complicated relations that bind together plants and
animals so distant from each other in
nature's scale. Insects, in my garden,
never visit the Lobelia falgens, au exotic plant, and that, as a consequence,
on account of its peculiar conformation, this plant never produces seed.
It is absolutely necessary for the fertilization of our orchidse that they be
visited by insects which carry the
pollen from one flower to another.
After numerous experiments, I have
ascertained that the drone is almost
indispensable for the fertilization of
the pansy ( Viola tricolor), because the
other insects of the bee-family do not
visit this flower.

I

and disguises them sometimes as

make

it diflicult

to recognize

to

them.

" I have seen drones
Says Iluber
try in vain to reach the honey contained in bean-flowers; the large size
of their heads and of their waists hindered them from entering far enough
into the long tubes of these flowers
they would then turn straight to the
calyx, and pierce it as well as the
tube, with the scaly part of their
trunk, which, penetrating the centre
of the flower, would reach the nectaries, and bring out the honey with
which they were filled. At the same
time, other drones less in size, or with
trunks longer, would enter the corolla,
penetrate into the tube, and reach the
lioney without any trouble."
Du Petit ThonaVs has also observed
that the drones and the " abeille solitaire " {Xylocopa violacea) thus violently gather the nectar of the " Linaire " (Linaria vulgaris), of the" gueole
delonp" (Avthirnmim majus), of the
:

;

''Belle

de

ivi/et"

(Mirubilis Jalapa).

Kirby has often seen that the long
honey receptacles of the aniolies
Aquilegia vulgaris) were perforated;
Other observations have followed.
;siany other entomologists and botanists have watched the drones at work
{

piercing the calyxes or the corollas of
have often- obmany plants.
served them ourselves and it is indeed a marvellous sight to witness
when they find
their excitement,
themselves confronting, for instance,
a closed flower like the consonde
(Symphytum officimde) it is only after
tliey have assured themselves that
they cannot obtain a direct entrance
to the nectaries that they resort to
the piercing process, and," the opening once made, bees crowd after them
share of the honey— the
for their
crumbs of the table— for which they
insert their tongues into the holes
made for them by the noisy drones."—

We

;

;

KUliCHEL.
Exchange.

have also ascer-

tained that several species of

clover Experimeuts -Bloom Fertilization.

cannot be fertilized without the visits
of bees 20 heads of Holland clover
{Trifoliwn rcpens) for instance, have
produced '2,2'M seeds, while 20 other
heads, whicli bees could not approach,
have not produced one. The drone
alone visits red clover, because the
otiier bees cannot reach the neitar.
It is said that Phalence can feciuidate
red clover; but I must doubt it, because the w'eiglit of their bodies is not
;

gather the fertilizing dust which,
fastening itself to their hair, so covers

-

Prof. Beat, of the Michigan Agricultural College, has been conducting
experiments for six years with humble-bees and red clover. The sixth
experiment during 1SS2, he describes,
Two fine bunches of the
as follows
first clover crop, apparently alike,
:

were both covered

with

mosquito

netting. No insects were seen about
either, except what are mentioned
sufficient to press down the petals. below. On June 29 a bumble-bee was
We can, therefore, consider it as very placed inside of one netting and seen
probable that if drones were to dis- to work on the flowers July 10 two
appear or to become very rare in Kng- more were introduced and seen to
land, both i)ansy and red clover would work; on the 12th more were put in
also become very rare or disappear and observed. On July 31, fifty ripe
entirely."'
lieads were selected from each plant
Summing up the doctrine. Mr. andthe seeds carefully counted. The
"Insects are the un- fifty heads on the plants where bees
Sachs writes
witting and unconscious agents of were excluded yielded 25, seeds. The
poUenization they only visit; flowers fifty heads on the plant where the
for the nectar which is their food, and bumble-bees were inserted under the
which is only distilled for this pur- muslin and seen to work, yielded 92
pose." (iorging themselves with pol- seeds. This is nearly four" times as
were produced by heads
len, they fly from flower to flower, many as
rolling themselves in the corollas to where the bees were excluded. In all
;

:

;
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instances, the heads were seen to be
unopened wlien they were covered
with muslin or paper sacks. In tlie
last experiment as well as in the
others, perhaps the bees did not visit
Insects, even in the
all the flovrers.
most favorable seasons, are not always
to be relied on to transfer pollen
enough to fertilize all the pistils.
Prof. W. W. Tracy has found in
several seasons, where he lias raised
Hubbard squashes on a large scale,
that he increased his crop of fruit
quite largely by artificially transferring pollen with his own hand, every
day or two, during flowering. To see
how the uncovered heads of red clover
from different plants varied in tlie
number of seeds produced, I selected
fifty heads from live plants near each
other, where each had plenty of room.
This was the second crop of clover.
Fifty heads from each plant yielded
as follows: ],2f;0, 1,27-5, 1,460, 1,4S5,
1,820 seeds respectively. In another
place, fifty heads yielded 2,290 seeds,
or nearly twice as many as plant
number one in the lots just above
noticed. It is a fair conclusion that
bumble-bees are of considerable value
in fertilizing the flowers of red clover.

Frnm

t}ie

British

Bee Journu

Visits of Insects to Flowers.
Lecture by

J.

T. Powell, Esq.

it away had often been
described. He explained the modus
operandi of bees in visiting certain
flowers, giving minute information as
to the tri'..nsference of the pollen.
In
some instances, he showed that it
was necessary before fertilization
could take place, that the bee should
literally force itself into the flower.
Tliis was the case witli the snapdragon flower.
In other cases not
only was the strength of the insect a
factor, but the weight also. He then
explained the construction of the
sweet pea, and showed that, but for
the weight of the bee having a mechanical effect in bearing down a portion of the flower, fertilization could
not take place. Hive and humblebees were the usual visitors to the
leguminous family, and without the
intervention of the bees, we should
get no fruit from the kidney beans.

and carrying

It

had been found tbat, by "keeping
away from kidney beans, the

bees

lecturer

own purpose by taking

was

the honey,

also transferring the fertilizing
pollen. To female insects, particularly bees,
which were the chief
means of" conveying the pollen, the
pollen itself was an attraction, and
their instruments for brushing it up

Amcrlcun

IJoe

.loumaU

Defending the Rights of Apiarists.
(;.

W. I3EMAltKK.

The

suit for damages against Mr.
Freeborn, of Ithaca, Wis., having been made piiljlic, I wish to endoise Mr. Ileddon's suggestions as to
the propriety of organizing a mutual
defense society. IJut I see no necessity of creating a " sinking f und " to
aid those whose rights may be assailed.
It will be suffi(;ient t;o have a
general manager who can act as secS.

I.

retary and treasurer.

And when

a

bee-keeper needs support in making
defen.se of rights common to the beekeeping interest, a "call" can be
made on the members for the necessary funds to meet the emergency.
Mr. T. G. Newman is the proper person to hold the important position.
If

]\Ir.

Newman

would

indicate

his paper, his

;

;

it

tlie

of
Referring to the orchids in the dia- readiness to assume the leadership
"
grams, he said there were Is ways in such organization, and would open
" for membership, I am sure
which they could be fertilized but books
Darwin said there were only 6 ways that he would meet with hearty rewill be some
in which they could be fertilized with sponses. Of course it
advantage. "The fertilization of the burden to Mr. Newman, but he has
flowers of the orchid family would already done a great deal of work for
"
always be associated with tlie name the glory of the thing," and doubtIt is
less can stand a little more.
i)arwin.
Night
moths
visited
of
some of the orchids, which could not proper here to say that it is natural
be fertilized except by insects with that a prudent person joining such

;

its

ror

through the columns of

flowers did not set.

showed what an im- very long tongues. The pollen-masses
portant work was carried on by in- stuck to theiu, and were thus consects in the fertilization of flowers. veyed to other flowers. Mr. Darwin
The subject of the mutual relations found a moth with a pollen-mass
of insects and flowers was, he said, a sticking in its eye and an entomolocomijaratively newone,and it wasonly gist caught a moth at Dover and sent
within the last quarter of a century it to him (the lecturer) with over 20
that due attention had been given to pollen-masses sticking to its tongue,
it.
He explained, by means of dia- so that it must have beenpretty much
grams, the structure of flowers, and embarrrassed thereby, as it was not
went on to deal with their fertiliza- able to coil its tongue up in the
Garden sage sometion by means of pollen. Cross-ferti- usual manner.
lization was effected in two ways, times produced flowers, which were
either by the agency of the wind or rather large, bright blue in color, and
insects.
Plants which were cross- thin-lipped. In this family the older
were fertilized from the
fertilized, as a rule, produced better flowers
than those which were self-fertilized. younger ones.
The relative position of the stamen
Mr. Powell then went on to show
and pistil in some flowers rendered that the constancy of insects is of
self-fertilization impossible, and in considerable importance in fertilizathese cases if it were not for cross- tion, that was to say, whether they
fertilization the species would die out. stuck to the same sort of flowers in
Wind-fertilized flowers are usually the same journey. In the hot -July of
deficient in brightness
those ferti- 1881, he watched the insects at
lized by insects are generally brilliant. Cromer, and one result of his investiSome were of the opinion that insects gation was that bees, as a rule, were
had no sense of smell, but, however very constant, and butterflies very
that might be— and it was a subject inconstant.
The hive-bee was the
on which they knew very little— he, most constant of bees. He found
for his part, believed that insects that sometiiues the inconstancy was
were attracted by odors. The great only seeming, as the bee would leave
attraction which flowers had for in- a flower and go to another simply for
sects, was the sweet juice in the nec- the purpose of moistening its throat,
taries known as honey.
and would then return. Some flowers
The lecturer proceeded to show that were entirely fertilized by nocturnal
in passing from flower to flower the moths, among them being the red
insect conveyed pollen on its feet, and valerian. This flower was fertilized
this pollen was rubbed off.
While by a moth with a tongue an inch and
the bee or other insect was suiting a quarter long. Only a few British
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flowers were adapted to fertilization
by wasps, which had short tongues.
All the flowers so fertilized were very
shallow and dull-colored, and the
wasps were left by other insects in
undisturbed possession of those which

they could conveniently

visit.

society would want to
tent of his liability.
I

know

the ex-

would suggest that each person,

when sending in his name, iudicate
what sum he would be willing to pay
at a single " call," say one or two dollars, or any other sum, and when the

taken, let that be the
is
highest amount that any member
liable
for at any one "call."
would be
I believe that it would have been
better to have kept this ridiculous
damage suit in the back grounds. If
it gets into the newspapers it may do
a worse work for the interest of beeculture than the " scientific pleasantry " of Prof. Wiley has inflicted.
The lirst impulse of the bee-keeper
would lie to look with contempt on
such a " plea " as the plaintiff in the
damage suit against Mr. Freeborn

average

must make,

yea,

and swear

to, in

or-

der to satisfy a court that he has a
"cause of action" against the deBut the marvellous ignofendant.
rance and stupidity that is abroad concerning the habits and instincts of
the honey-bee makes the matter more
serious than funny. Think of submitting your rights as a bee-keeper,
to a man whose features become the
of aversion at the
personification
sight of a honey-bee, and who will
strike most wickedly at a tired, inoffensive bee that may chance to
Would it be a
light on his clothes
difficult matter to persuade such a
man that bees will pursue and sting
sheep in a pasture V
The rights of bee-keepers oaght to,
and must be maintained right at the
start.
We cannot afford to yield an
inch of ground. Once admit that
bees are likely to injure stock in the
fields, and that is the end of bee-culture. Let Mr. Freeborn fail to make
I

;
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a successful defense,

aiul that will insure more trouble in the near future.
I have no doubt but every beekeeper will feel it liis duty, yea a
privilege, to cast in his mite, when
necessary to preserve our common

note of them.

rights.

(illed.

White clover

is

now

coming on

nicely, and if it yields nectar as did the flowers preceding it,
we shall expect a bountiful surplus.
If our pitchers are right side up this

summer.

I

believe that they will be
observation is that too

My

many bee-keepers let a part, and
sometimes the best part, of the honey
season go by before they put on the
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
boxes, even when their bees are
Importance of Defense Organizations strong enough to go right into them.
We cannot wait until July aud then
get a remarkable crop.
FRANK M NAY.
AN ADVISORY BOARD SUGGESTED.
I hope that every reader of the Bee
In regard to the suggestions offered
JouuNAL has read the two articles on
page 3t(). I have no more interest in on page 346, by Mr. Ileddon, I would
this case than every bee-keeper should say that in my opinion there ought to
have, aud I had had no acquaintance be an advisory board of ttiree to disfor " in a
with Mr. Freeborn (although we are burse that defense fund
Christiansburg,5 Ky.

;

located only 40 miles apart) until I
heard of his trouble last fall, when I
went to see him. and enjoyed a very
pleasant visit with him.
Mr. Freeborn is one of the pioneer
bee-keepers of Wisconsin. ;uul has
given instructions to many who are
now among our best apiarists and
were it not for poor health, I doubt
not that he would now honor the occupation of bee- keeping by giving
this case such a defense as would
teach all that bees instead of a detriment are of great service to agricul;

ture.
I think the plan i)roposed by Mr.
Heddon is a good one. a)id he deserves
thanks for his able article on this subjec. AVe need some one to take the
management of organiziug at once,

was collected, and they soon
all the law they wanted, and the
whole thing collapsed, thereby saving
thousands of dollars by being organized and showing a bold front.
If all bee-keepers who wish to come
into this mutual protection society,
would contribute, say one dollar, to
the fund and place it in the hands of
one who could be implicitly trusted,
and who had the energy and wisdom
to use it so as to do the fraternity the
most good, I believe it would be an act
of wisdom on the part of bee-keepers to
do so. Each contributor should have
a receipt from the treasurer stating
the purpose for which the money was
contributed, and if tliought best the
surplus, if any remained after this
impending suit is over, could be returned to the contributors by the so-

royalty

got

multitude of counsels there is wis- ciety so voting, or otherwise disposdom."' It would give better satis- ing of it. At any rate let us I'aise the
faction to the subscribers to the fund, fuud, and help defend this fellow-beeand relieve the secretary from some keeper who is in trouble; thereby,
responsibility.
Before aiding any perhaps, preventing future annoyance
bee-keeper, tlie board ought to have a to otiiers of the fraternity.
voice in saying what attorneys should
Decatur, P Mich.
be employed to defend him, as every
one-horse ,cross-road pettifogger is not
For the Amencan Bee JoumaL
capable of managing such cases nor
;

every case tliat'might arise that
ought to be defended— only those
wherein are involved general prinis it

Cause of Bee-Diarrhea,
GEO. B. PETERS.

ciples.

This board should use

its

etc.

discretion

I have noticed from time to time a
our discussion of tlie theory advanced by
Mr. James Heddon, of the cause of
bee diarrhea among bees in winter.
Whilst we know a man's faith by his
works, we cannot know one's faith
nal,
but
we
think
he
would
feel
betaud Mr. Ileddon has named Mr. Newwithout bis works. I only know Mr.
man. I think that the choice will be ter to hiive some good company to Ileddon by his zeal aud devotion to
unanimous, and I hope that he will help bear the responsibility. My dol- the interest of bee-keeping, by his
use his best efforts to organize a bee- lar is ready when wanted.
frank and candid manner in stating
Forest City, 5 Iowa, June 8, 1S85.
keepers'
defense
organization.
I
his convictions, and by his many usewould suggest that Mr. Newman pubful suggestions to advance apiculture.
lish a call for signers, with the underBut I tliink that the ardor of his naFor tbe Amencan Bee Journal.
standing that the managers shall have
ture has led liim into an egregious
the right to assess the members for
Defense Organizations and Funds. error as to the cause of bte-diarrliea.
necessary funds, as soon as the orIt is conceded by everybody that a
ganization is large enough to have
S. H. MALLORY.
thousand negatives v/ill not disprove
the required strength.
There are
one positive fact. I state now, on the
many reasons for forming an organiI think that the suggestion offered honor of an old bee-keeper, to tliat
zation.
I think that if Mr. Newman
by Mr. Ileddon, on page 340, in regard class of men engaged as such, that I
had had 1,000 or more bee-keepers to to organizing and raising a defense have kept bees for over 00 years, and
defend him. he could have taught fund, is a good one. It will do good I have always watched with great
Prof. Wiley the folly of telling " scien- in various ways, not only in helping interest any deviation from a normal
tilic lies."
bee-keepers to defend their rights conilition of my colonies in winter as
:Mauston,0 Wis.
when trespassed upon, without heavy well as in the honey season, and I
individual outlay, but if black-mailers have never yet seen a case of that disand Sliylocks know that we are or- ease among bees. This country is the
For the American Bee Journal.
ganized and able to defend ourselves, one notorious for the pabulum of beeExpecting a Bountiful Harvest, etc. tliey will tight siiy ot us.
life, and many seasons remarkable
We have tested the value of organi- for the honey harvest.
EUGENE SECOR.
zation here in Michigan several times,
In this country there is more pollen
flrst, in what was called " the slide- or bee-bread
gathered than in any
The season has opened propitiously gate svirindle," and next, in the "drive other country imder the sun, I supin northern Iowa.
It is now only well suits.''
In both cases the agents pose
and here no one pretends to
about six weeks since the bees were of so-called patentees were scattered take his colonies from their summer
removed from their prison-house or all over the State collecting royalty stands, and few even provide a shelcellars, aiul
now they are storing from farmers and others with im- ter of boards. I have seen colonies
honey in supers, 'Maying out"' and punity.
Individuals were threatened live through the severest winters with
swarming. From the latter part of with a lawsuit if they refused to pay large crevices in the hives and withApril the honey-flow has been con- on demand, and rather than stand the out any shelter, go through all right
stant and abundant. Beginning with chances of being sued in the United and swarm early in March. I have
the willow and poplarana ending with States court, perliaps a hundred miles taken a single colony, and by subfruit-bloom, there lias been a succes- away, they would pay the royalty
division increased it to 32 by the midsion of honey-flowers that made glad and thousands of dollars were col- dle of August, and in anotiier month
the heartsof enthusiasticbee-keepers. lected in
that way.
Finally, the I could have doubled it but then the
One will be surprised at the number (Irange Organization raised a defense latest would have required feeding.
of honey-producing trees, shrubs and fund and proposed to fight Mr. Pat- This is an evidence of the great
plants here when lie begins to take ent-right-man. After that no more amount of bee-bread collected
and

in those matters,

and

if

some

of

ablest and best-known bee-keepers
were that advisory board, we should
not that we lack confifeel secure
dence in the Editor of the Bee Jour;

:

;

;

,

:
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natural liabitiuies of the bee not depended upon. The important point
interrupted, our colonies go is to have the bees just at the right
tlirough the winter safe and free from time, and to attain this the apiarist
must use a great deal of judgment.
disease.
It is true an adventurer eomes down
.Some sections should be placed on
here once in awhile, buys out an the hives with the appearance of tlie
apiary, extracts all the honey, even up first white clover blossoms. Tho-se
to frost, and relying upoii artilicial hives, so arranged that a few can be
feeding, by his neglect of tlie office, put on at a time, are better than
But to leave where all are put on at once. If too
loses many colonies.
the brood-chamber unmolested with much rooui is given it will greatly reall its stores, ninety-nine in every duce the temperature of the hive, and
hundred will go through the winter bees will be slow to commence in the
sound and in good condition. Tlien supers. Sections should have either
the cause is as clear as the noon-day pieces of nice white comb or thin
sun, of that fatal malady among tiees foundation fastened in them, to start
In the North ; that cause was clearly the bees to build straight combs in
set forth by one of the correspondents the sections.
If large sections are
of the Bee Journal for JSIay 27— to- used, they should also be divided by
wit, long winters and no tlights. separators of tin or wood.
Here with rs we scarcely ever have a
See to it that your hives are level,
cold snap lasting over two vv'eeks at a the way the sections are placed, or
time. Our bees take a flight at least the combs will not be built straight.
once a fortnight, and generally in Place more sections on as fast as the
half that time, and having a plentiful bees commence working in them ; resupply of their natural food, viz., move them as fast as the few cells are
honey, and I think bee-bread as a capped, and if the honey-liow conrelish, they come out strong, without tinues, put on empty sections in their
spring dwnidling, and swarm in April, place. Care should be taken not to
and sometimes in March.
have too many partly-filled sections,
1 do not think that Mr. Ileddon when the honey season is over
better
will surrender, as he is a little obsti- crowd the bees into fewer sections,
nate in his peculiar views, which, by and get nearly all finished.
the way, judging from his vs'orks, is a
This, too, is the swarming mouth,
trait that gives liim his individuality, and will keep the bee-keeper busy,
and, therefore, he will not agree with and give him something to think
us who oppose his views but there is about. Of course hives should be at
one ground, I think, where we will all hand, all ready for tlie bees. If comb
meet, that is, in defense of our Wis- or foundation is not used in the broodconsin bee-keeper, in that outrageous frames, then a sharp edge must be
suit brought against
him through given ttiem for a comb guide. I think
malicious selfishness.
I second the it pays to use full sheets of foundamotion to nominate Mr. T. G. jSTew- tion in the brood-frames, as nice,
man as the secretary and treasurer of straight combs are thus secured, and
a defense association, and I will re- all drone-comb is thus avoided.
mit, when deemed necessary let it
When a swarm issues wait quietly
be one dollar apiece or five, I am
till the bees settle on some branch or
there. We should defend the friend
other convenient place. If any are
of the bee-industry in any part of our
of getting stung, have a beevast country wlierehe is wronged and afraid
opposed without cause and clearly veil and if you have a pair of rubber
gloves use them, too, if you wish.
with •' malice aforethought."
Put your hive at a convenient place,
Peters, o* Ark.
spread a sheet in front of it, see that
the frames are evenly spaced, and
close up the hive and slnike the bees
Western Plowman.
in front, when they will readily enter
Timely Hints for June.
the hive. Should they cluster on the
outside, take a small stick and scrape
C. II. DIDBEUN.
them down. As soon as about all
have gone in, put them to place and
June is the busiest month in the mark the date of the swarm on the
year for the bees and tlie apiarist. hive, and also mark the hive of the
During this montli, and the first half colony that has swarmed. In about 6
of the next, we should reap the to 8 days the old hive is almost cei'golden harvest for which we have tain to send out a second swarm this
waited so patiently during the stormy should be returned after cutting out
months of winter, and for which we all the remaining queen-cells.
bethave worked all the spring. As the ter plan, however, is to place the first
season is very cold and backward, the swarm on the stand occupied by the
main honey season will probably occur old colony at the time the first swarm
between June 1-5 and July 1.5.
issues, removing the surplus arrangeAs only strong colonies can be ment to the new colony, and removing
depended upon, it is very important the colony to a new location. In this
to have every hive full of workers at way the old colony will lose nearly all
the right time. I am well aware that working bees, and will not be so
this is not an easy matter, in this likely to swarm again but if it should,
changeable climate, where the ther- they, ought to be returned as before
mometer is liable to drop 40-' in a sin- described.
gle day. For this reason I am not
Uomb honey, as fast as taken off,
much in favor of spreading the brood, sliould be stored in a dry, warm place,
and placing empty worker comb in where it is not exposed to bees and
the centre, for the queen to till with flies. It will not do to put it into the
eggs, till settled warm weather can be cellar, as it attracts dampness, and its
tliS

being

;

;

—

;

;

A

;
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beautiful appearance

is soon spoiled,
it is liable to sour and spoil.
It
only by having our honey in the
nicest possible shaiie that we can
hope to meet all competition in the

and
is

market.

Milan,^

Ills.

For the Anierlcun

IJee .hjiimal.

Do Bees Really Annoy Sheep?
D.

.MILLARD.

It was with much interest that I
read the articles from Messrs. Freeborn and Ileddon, on jiage ;U0, relative to bees doing damage to sheep
while pasturing. I, as well as nearly
all land-owners in tins vicinity, keep
both bees and sheep, and I have long
known that sheep, by their extremely
close biting, would nearly if not quite
ruin the growth of white clover, for
bee-pasturage ; but that bees should
annoy and drive sheep from their
pasture is news to me. In the first
place, bees never attack anything
while gathering honey and in the
second place, sheep are so well protected by nature, even their very eyes
being imbedded iu wool, as to make
them indifferent to the attack of even
;

Apis dorsala.
sheep
have their
enemies. Mr. Morrell,
in
the American Shepherd, says
" Sheep, during the summer mojiths,
are subjected to extreme annoyance
from flies, principally the gad-fly, and

Nevertheless

much -dreaded

several varieties of worm or maggot
flies.
The insect passing under the
name of fly, though the most troublesome in August, attacks the sheep
from May to September. The gad-fly
deposits its eggs on the margin of the
sheeii's notrils, these are soon hatched,
and the larva', immediately find their
way up the interior of the nose till
they arrive at the frontal siinis, a cavity situated between the layers of the
frontal bone and of considerable size
in the sheep. Here they remain until
the folkiwing spring, when they burrow quite into the earth for a short

season then become winged insects,
and ready to enter upon their career
of torment so ably gone through with
by their predecessors."
The above may seem rather " sheepish " for a bee-argument, but I quote
it to show
the possibility of one's
being mistaken in regard to sheep
being tormented by bees. A little
careful observation will convince any
candid mind that.there is no trouble
between the bees and the sheep for,
who lias not observed, during hot
weather (and this is the time when
the flowers secrete their nectar), as
the sun climbs the eastern horizon
and casts- its lurid glare over the
fields, the sheep leave their pasture,
and with their noses to the earth, seek
shelter frequently under the sides of
logs, in fence-corners, etc., while the
busy bee takes possession of the field
and improves each shining hour and
in turn, as the sun recedes, the bee
repairs to its hum in the hive, while
the sheep again come out and improve
tlie twilight and early evening hours
to supply their natural wants.
;

;

;

:

;

::
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No, fellow-beekeepers, the trouble ce.ssful, but rather expensive. After exnot between the bees and the sheep, perhuenting considerably, 1 finally set the
but between the sheep and their combs upright in water, and let them stay
days, when the pollen beowners, who fail to provide cool, dark in it for 5 or

rally to the front at once.

seems

It

to Tne

that every bee-keeper in the country can
see that it is not only his privilege, but
his duty to at once take hold of this matter, and not only himself, but work hard
to induce others to do the same. This is
a matterthat calls for inunediate action,
and let us arise and say, " United we
stand ;" and our rights must be respected
as well as those in other occupations. Mr.

is

comes very

soft, and then by attaching a
hose to a force pump with a sprinkling
nozzle (an ordinary nozzle would damage
some of the cells), every particle of tlie
pollen that has been in the water will be
washed right out (if it is not covered with
honey and capped over). I have put such Heddon has led off by proposing for mancombs in the centre of the brood-chamber, ager our esteemed and tried friend, Mr. T.
and had tliem filled with eggs in 24 hours, G. Newman, wlio has ever proved himself
and I do not think that any one could tell fearless and ready to stand up for the
tliat they ever had pollen in tliem.
A right against the" wrong, and I heartly
convention was held in Madison, Ind., on second the motion, believing that he will
May 28, and 1 was intending to take over a be " the right man in the right place."
public, by scientiHc investigators of frame with eggs in, that I had washed the My dollar is ready.
the last few years, that forafiy one to pollen out of, but just at that time I had
doubt would be simply to show to attend to the bees. I should have
Law Against Keeping Bees, etc.
stated tliat I extracted the water before
ignorance.
Chas.Follett, Osage.6 Iowa, on June
pidting the combs into the hive.
Mendon. p Mich.
9, 188-5, writes as follows

sheds with water convenient for their
slieep during the heat of the day,
which results in the death of thousands annually during the late winter
and spring montlis, with the disease
known as " grub in the head."
In the above I liave taken middle
ground, as the bees' side of the question—its usefulness as an agent in
fertilizing (lowers, etc., has already
been so plainly shown to the reading

—

:

Protecting Bee-Keepers.— ('has. H
Green, Berlin,
Wis., on June 10
188-5, says
In response to the suggestions made by
Mr. Heddon, on page 346, in regard to a
defense organization for the pm-pose of
protectmg bee-keepers against uij ustice at
law, 1 woidd say that 1 have for some time
tliought a society of this kind would sooner
Good Season Anticipated.— C. H. or later be needed, and the time has now
Dibbeni. Milan. x> Ills., on June 4, come. 1 am glad that Mr. Heddon has
188.5, says
made a start, and 1 would second the nomBees are doing finely now, and I look ination of Mr. T. G. Newman as secretary
and treasurer and I would suggest that
forward to a good season in this section.
Mr. James Heddon and Dr. C. C. Miller
assist him in forming and managing the
Wliite Clover in Abundance. J. W. affair. My fee is reiidy. 1 hope that every
Sanders, Le Grand.© Iowa, on June liee-keeper in the West will respond with
his dollar.
8, 1885, says
The .season has been quite late here, and
Bees Molesting Farm-Stock. John
from the best 1 can learn, a number of
bee-keepers have lost heavily by spring Rey, East Saginaw.© Mich., on June
dwindling. But bee-keepers'" faces begin 5, 188-5, writes as follows
to brighten now, as the white clover is
on page 34(), that Mr. Freeborn,
commencing to bloom, and as we have a ofI notice
Ithaca, Wis., has gotten into some
large quantity of it.
trouble on account of his bees going into
his neighboi's pasture and driving out the
Colonies Strong, bnt So Swarms.- sheep. 1 nave never known or heard that
drive sheep or cattle bnt it
Wm. Anderson. Sherman, o+ Mo., on liees iscould
the case, bees can do more than
this
June 8, 188-5, writes thus
build combs and store honey for man. 1
My bees are doing well, except that tliey do not see what harm the bees in question
do not swaim. The hives are full of bees did to the neighbor's clover field, only to
so full tliat they cannot get in, 1 notice. sip the God-given sweets which would
A shower came up and the bees were un- otherwise have been lost. Mr. James
able to go into the hives, as they were so Heddon has made a good move in the
full.
Although I liave had 5 swarms this direction of the bee-keeper's interest. Mr.
season, the bees liaiig on the sides of the Editor, you can put me down for SI. I
hives in great bunches
some of them think tliiit every bee-keeper can afford at
would make a good colony if they were in least SI toward a good cause, remembera hive and put to work. "There is plenty ing that " in union there is strength." 1
of honey coming, and the prospect seems am sure that every bee-keeper who likes
White clover is in abundance, liis hees, and respects his fellow-bee-keepfood.
warming is the only drawback now.
ers, will not let this case go by unnoticed
and 1 think that everyone will come to
front with his dollar in hand when it
Working Siglit and Day.— Geo. W. the
is needed.
Hiker, Russell,? Iowa, on June 8,

stiSSI^MMM

:

:

;

—

—

have read the articles on page

I

346, in

reference to the suit involving bees. I
have never known bees to molest anything while they were out at work, but as
a rule, they attend strictly to their own
work. If there is any law against keeping bees, I think that it is time that such
law is made manifest. As there are so
many interested in bee-culture, it will cost
but a small amount for each bee-keeper to
assist in defending the suit in question. I
fail to see that there is any case at all
however, I am ready and willing to contribute my part, and then see how we will
come out. We surely can procure just as
good lawyers as the plaintiff has, and soon
settle the matter. The past winter was a
hard one on bees iu this section. 1 lo.st .50
colonies out of 130. I think that the loss in
this county
all.

about

is

My bees

are

%

now

;

some have

lost

good condition,
the honey harvest.
in

and are preparing for
Everything looks favorable.

:

;

;

—

:

;

188-5, w^rites

Tlie Duty of the Hour.— James B.
My bees work day and night for seven
Mechanic Falls,? Maine, on
days in a week, and 1 am unable to find Mason,
any of tlicni idle or resting, hence, 1 con- June 9, 1885, writes as follows
Perhaps
clude that they never sleep.
While looking over the last Bee Jouksome of the more experienced can tell me XAI„ I noticed the article from James
how I may be able to catch a bee asleep.
Heddon, and whilereadingit I was thrilled
with joy, and exclaimed "Just the thing!"
Removing Pollen from Combs. fi— I have "long thought of .some plan that
more closely bind bee-keepers toJohn Crawford, (4-5), Pleasant, <x Ind., would
gether, not crush down any one, as Mrs.
oil June (i, 1885, gives liis method as
Lizzie Cotton says the bee-associations are
follows
a band of men banded together to crush
I notice on page 340 a query on remov- her down just because she is a woman,
ing pollen from combs.
but to protect bee-keepers against the unI have been
thinking and experimenting for sometime just charges that are being heaped upon
on that point, and I have tried giving the them. I believe that the course mapped
combs to colonies, hut the bees would out by Mr. Heddon is a move in the right
very seldom remove enough to amount to direction, and that it will tend to draw
anything. I never tried melting the combs, bee-keepers together, and I think it is the
but I have no doubt that would be snc- duty of every bee-keeper in the land to
:

—

Bees Packed in Chaff. —Dr. J. S. McColumbus,^ Nebr., on June

Allister,
(J,

1885, writes

:

Spring was late here as well as elsewhere. Being short of help last siunmer
and fall, II. y 20 colonies were not packed
with chaff as usual, but left to the mercy
of the cold, and consequently I lost 14 of
the 20, and the other 6 were very weak in
the spring. They were all pure Italians,
and very heavy, with 13 to 16 frames, of
the American size, to the hive, being
crowded with bees. About 40 other colonies in hives of the same style, but not
quite so well packed with chaff (and on
the summer stands, the same as the other
20), wintered nicely, and are doing much
I have been so busy at my probetter.
my bees have been sadly
fession that
neglected.

Method of Transferring; for Ladies
and Beginners.— Mrs. E. J. Baxter,
Nauvoo.K) Ills., on May 27, 1885,
writes as follows

:

have just read what Mr. O. Clute says
about transferring hees, on page 330 and
though 1 am not one of those whom he
addresses, I wi.sli to state that we have
transferred a number of colonies by the
"driving plan," and that we have succeeded pretty well each time. The transferring was done when the weather was
I

;

to allow the brooil to hatch
therefore it did not die and decay.
in the early spring months we
prefer the old-fashioned method, as we
had to siiend more time in feeding our
"driven" colonies than we would have
spent, had we transferred combs and all.
The " driving plan " is a good one for
ladies, as it requires but little handling of
it is a good one for beginners, as it
tools
requires but few directions.

warinenough

well

;

However,

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time

1885.

June

Valley, at La Fayette, Oreg.
E. .1. Had ley. Sec.

July

ir>.— Central Illinois, at

Dec.

H— ID.— Michigan

Bloominjiton.

\Vm.
II.

B.

Ills.

Lawrence, Sec.

D. CuttiDK. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetintfa.— Bd.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
American

Monday,

The

to this hour

(

and beeswax received
:

CHICAGO.

HONEV.— Demand
light.

is light and receipts are also
Prices range from \ix&\bc. for best grades of
honey, and for extracted, 5(3,70.

comb
BEESWAX-JJ@125C.
R. A. Burnett.

South Water

I6I

Bt.

BOSTON.

HONE Y.— We qupte the following prices
comb

12@14c.

this olBce.

Previous to the publication of this book,
was no work on tlie jiroiiagation ot
small and large fruits which could be pui-chased for less than $:t.OO, thei-efore the
1^~ If your wrapper-label reads June «.">, masses have been without a guide in this
please remember that your subscription I'uns important branch of
fruit-growing, and
out with tliis montli. Kenew at once, so as kuow very little about propagating.
The
not to lose any numbers.
price of the book places it within the reach
of all. Further than this, the book gives the
Our rates for two or more copies of latest and most approved methods found in
the book, " Rees and Honey," may be found no other publication.
on the Book List on the second pag'e of this
This book tells How to prop.^oate Stiawpaper. Also wholesale rates on all books berries, black
raspberries, red raspberries,
where they are purchased " to sell again."
blackberries, currants,
it

thei-e

by mail, postpaid.

gooseberries, giapes,

quince, peach, apricot, plum, cherry, pear
Tlie PoNi Oflice Clerk at Caiuijoharie, and apple; also ck.vekai, hi-i.es for
propaN. Y., has been arrested for robbing the gation, with illustratious showing
how to
mails at that |)laee. Those who have been bud, how to graft, how to propagate
from
sending money to A. C. Nellis & Co., for layers, stools, inarching, with full
instrucseeds, and getting no returns therefor, will tions for grafting the grape.
It tells how to
now understand the reason why.
lay out a garden or fruit farm— how to plant,
cultivate, trim, etc.

:

Fancy

in l-lb. sections, ie@l8c.
the same in
:i-lb. sections, 15^ n;c; fancy white California 2-lb8..

white

to Propasalr anil (;roH' Fruit,
by Charles A. (ireen, contains over .'lO illustrations and two colored fruit plates. A
ti-t-page book, price 25 cents. For
sale at

E^

i

followinfT are the latest quota-

tions for honey

up

Journal,
Juno lo, 1885.

I5ee

10 a. m.,

i^r For two subscribers for the Weekly
Uef. Jouunai, (or K for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present ii Pocket Dictionary,
and send

State, at Detroit. Mich.

ty~

Office of the

How

J^pccial Notices.

place 0/ MeetiuQ.

aiift

l!t.— Wtlluniette
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Rev. W. F. Clarke has recently removed

;

Extracted weak,

BEE8WAX.-;Ji;

cts.

per

Blake & Kipley,

NEW
HONEY— Wequote:

Sales very slow.

C(«e8c.
lb.

57

Chatham

Street.

Guelph, Out., to which place his mail
should now lie directed, instead of Speedside,

to

Out., his

rOKK.

Fancy white clover

in 1-lb

sections. I4(5;i5c; fair to good white clover in 1-lb.
sections. li:(a)]3c: fancy white clover in i:-lb. sections, 13f«14c; fair to good white clover in li-lb.
sections, ii^U'c; lancy buch wheat in 1-lb. sections,
it@U)c: fancy buckwheat in 2-lb. aections. 7fe8c.
< trdinary grades, no sale.
Extra cied white clover,

7@8c; extracted buckwheat, iiweVfec.
BEESWAX-Prime yedow. :i6rg.2Sic.
McCaul Sl Hildreth Bros.. 34 Hudson

St.

CINCINNATI.

SS^ Back Numbers.— We can supply

a

honey from ft^gHcon

arrival,

J.v.MES

quote extracted

intend to be systematic in
iu the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
:

Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.

and comb

at ii^rjc.

K^Preserve your pa iters for reference
t^~ Calilbrula Honey Plants.— Mr. W.

BEESWAX— Good demand and arrivals plenti- W.
ful. We quote 24(a>28c for good yellow on arrival.
has
Muth. Freeman &
SAN KHANCiaCO.

C. F.

HONEY— Market very

who

orders for Queens.

Our regular customers only are buyers at present.
There is almost no outside demand, and low fig-

We

All

work

few more of the back numbers to new sub- For .")0 colonies (120 pages)
$100
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
125
scribers. If any want them, they must be
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
..'.
150
sent for soon, before they are all gone.
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of nuinbers,
1^~ I am overivlielmcd with orders for and still keep the record
all together in one
bees, and cannot receive any more, except book, and are
therefore the most desirable.

HONEY— There is no newfeature in the market.

ures are no inducement.

^'~

their

former address.

Central Ave.

Duarte, Los Angeles Co., Calif
sent us a Photograph of seven of the
principal honey plants of California, viz
Wild Hoarhound, Wild Buckwheat, Hybrid
Sage (two siicclmens). White Sage, Black
Sage, and Wild Alfalfa.
The size of the
photograph is 8.\10 inches, and he will supply
it at $1.00 each.
Bliss,

,

you have not got a Binder we will mail you
one tor 75 cents, or you can have oue free
if you will send us .! new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.
If

:

Choice extracted
is the only kind which buyers at present care to
purchase in a wholesale way. and there is little of
this sort offering. No new crop huney has yet arrived; none expected f<>r several weeks. White to
extra white comb, HCaiic; dark to good. 4&7c; extracted, choice tit extra white, 4^(a5><c; amber
quiet.

colored. 4'.i@4?|c.

BEESWAX-yuotabIeat25S6L'c-whoIesale.
O. B. Smith & Co.. 423 Front street.

giducrtiscmcuts.

BEES SALE

To Correspondents. — It

would save
for
would be particular
after July 1st.
Send for terms.
CLEVELAND.
to give their P. O. address and name, when
H. K. BOARDMAN, B.Townsend, Huron Co. Ohio
HONEY— Since our last report there has been a writing to this ollice. We have several letters 24Atf
little better demand for lioney, and some sales
have been made at 13^(3il4c for best white honey (some inclosing money) that have no name;
BEE HIVES, all complete,
in l-Ib. sections. Second quality is still very dull many others ha\'iiig no Post-Office, Countjfor sale at TO cents per hive. Also
at 12® 13c. Extracted is not salable ateny price in
aoo hives that have had bees in
or State. Also, if you live near one postour market.
_ they have combs in. I will sell at
BEESWAX.— Scarce at28(g,30.
office and get your mail at another, be sure
the same price. Having lost my bees, I must
A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.
to give the address we have on our list.
sell the hives. Also 8-f rame Langstroth hives.
KANSAS CITY.
P. HARTL, Beaver Dam, Dodge Co., Wis
24A;Jt
HONEY—Demand is light and prices weak. We
i^~ To create Honey Markets in every
quote choice ^-Ib. sections. i.=i@]fic; l-Ib., I3@l4c;
'J-lb., J0@1 ic.
Extracted, 5@6c, according to qual- village, town and city, wide-awake honey
ity.
Half-pound sections of comb honey are in producers should get the Leaflets "
Why Eat
demand.
us

much

trouble,

if ail

NKW

100

•

CHOICE ITALIAN

BEESWAX-l>r,fts3UC.

Clemons.Cloon &

Co., cor. 4th

^^~ Sample Copies
will be sent

of the

& Walnut.

Bee Journal

free upon application. Any one
g-et uj) a club can have sample

intending- to

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending? the names to this office.

J^" We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, ISfiti— February, 1867.
Any one having them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

Honey"

cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a dem.\nd for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
(only

.lU

Medicine " are sold at the following prices :
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
;

;

BeesiQueens
M

KMSH l FUtL, COLONIES
lidUM' Iialian Bees in 8-frame LangsHues ^lO each. Thev are bred up
totheHHiilEST STANDARD of excel-

I

CAN
pi

troth

(

111

hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
lence lor all the best )ioints. They are gentle
postpaid for §10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00. and UOOD AVORKERS.
(3n orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
Tested ITAL,IAN
«.;V#.'in,^,^'".<' *'V<''>'
QUEENS
for sale at $3 each.
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beeH. NEWMAN,
keeper who scatters them).
923 West Madison street, - CHICAGO. ILL.

ALFRED

!
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New and Enlarged

Edition

Bee Hives SECTIONS.
Job Lot— Ch.©apl
AND

BEES

HONEY,

and

Management

of

and

THOMAS

an Apiary
Profit; by

for Fleasnre

NEWMAN.

C.

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

•85 West MadlnoB

SECTIONS.
m NEW

NEW SHOP

MACHINERY

Street, Chlcuco,

ivliicli

:

!

!

The Largest

Maiinfiictory of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World!

Our capacity now

OF UOODS

III.

a

is

CAK-1.0AD

PRICE—Bound in cloth, Sl.OO

;

in

ALFRED
SI23

West Madison

— In enljirginfi our factory last year,
we were put behind with our worli so that by
spring, were obliged t-) return many orders. Now
we i.ave ami>Ie stocit ahead and can fill ail orders
promptly.

G. B.

Or,

LEWIS &

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

paper

Iiiberal

More tlian fiO paees. and more than 50 fine Illustrations were added in the t<th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most seientitlc work treating of
bees in the Wcirld. I'rice. by mall.Sl 25. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

tlie

A. J.

Author and Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

I^~ For sale also at theOffioiJournal, at wholesale or retail.

Dozen or Hundred.

i^" The Monthly

COOK,

iCly

Discount to Dealers, by

Bee Jouknal

Mill.

for

923

West Matllaon

CHICAGO.

Street.

ILL.

DOOLITTIiE — For prices of his QUEENS

see pag-e lUO of Beh .Jouhnai., or send for
Circu)ar. G. M. DOIJLITTLE, Dorodino, N. Y.
llBist

EXCELSIOR

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
sample box vt goods
that will put you in the way of makng more money in a few days than
you ever thought piissible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time imly. or all the time. All of
both sexes, of aliases, grandly successful. 50 cents
to In easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfled
paralleled otfiT
we will send *i to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once.
Address Stinson & CO.
Don't delay.

m\

royal, valuable

:

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In rinswerto frequent Inquiries
for Extractors c.irryint;
nnd 4

Portland, Maine.

SiAly

other kinds of

Hives,

Quinby Smolier a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the
Send for Illustrated Price List.
I

W,

Apiary

CLARK, successor to L.C. Root.

E.

OKISKANY. Oneida

7Aly

County, N. Y.

Twenty -Five Hiiiulred Bee -Keepers
have in useTEN-TnOTISANB of ALI-EY'S
BKO^~£ AKD (ICTEEni TRAPS.
4 LI* who have tested them pronounce them
Mr. Dadant is the only one who ever
found fault with them, and as he never used or
saw (»ne, we can e.'ccuse him.
" I would not take fo each for the
dozen Traps
I bought of you.— ELI liAHYEV. Sibley, Ills."
Sample of the latest improved, by mail, 65 cts.
Send lor Circular.
Address,

j\ PEKFECT.

'2

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

2;iA2t

'.i

frames, I huve concluded to Hdopt these two new
sizes. The -i frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket forV.'iorHn
lbs. of hr)ney. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in i-ize. with the
fiti.oo Extractor, I3x'jn, which is
intended for any size of frame.
A
Excepting with the fH.iHt Ex— ""tiji^B tractors, all the different styles
I.
tf^**^~Tj^jF have strainers over the canal lead^^^riiiiiiw^^ InR to the honey gate, and movable sides in the ('omb Baskets. The $h.ou and
lio.iKi Extractors have no covers.
$8 00
Kor 2 American frames, 1^x13 tnchea
inxlH
"
8 0()
ForaLangstroth ""
"
10X18
...low
For 3
"
"
"
10x18
...14 00
Kor4
"
...12 00
For 2 frames of any size. i:jx20
^'
"
13x20
...12 00
For a
"
"
13X20
...16 00
For 4

all

MADE TO ORDER,

ijilS.OO.

For sale by ALFRED H. NEWMAN,
West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A1,FREI> H. IHEIV'MAN.
923

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Price, c'uiiiplele, only

makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. ForSiiIeby

Bee

Standard Langstroth,

DATIS' PATENT HONEY C ARRIAGE,
REVoLVtXG COMD-lIAyaER.

C luch, Price, $25.00.
It

of the

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

and the bound book, " Bees
and Honey," will be sent for $1.25.
for a year

Vandervort Fonndation

1876.
!

CO.,
WIS.

THK APIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

13tli 1'li**u«iind *]iist Out
Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
».000 Soil) since May. 1883.

lOtli

WATERTOWN,

MA.MIAI, OF

f2.000

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

^^A

CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

AVrlte lor Price-Mst for 1885.

ISABtf

H. NEWITIAN,

Street,

DAIliV.

NOTICE.

contains 220 profusely illustrated
pases, is "fully up with the times" in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist witn eveii-thing that can aid in
tlie successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.
It

HAVE

recei\-ed a .lob Lot <if -25,000
Oiie-Piece Sections with squai'e g-i'oove,
I will close out at $4.00 ])or 1,000, or
S'J.50 for .jOn. The size is
toji and holtnin,
G inches: sifles.S^i inch; width of section, l^i
inches— narrow tops.

I

Mass.

J^:iniistroth

BINGHAM SMOKERS.

I

the abore Smokers at
by
mail or express, at wholesale or retail. All tlie latest irnpnivements,
I

can

sell

MANUFACTURERS' PRICES,

'2

I

THE CON(JUEROK. and
IJOCTOR.
Send for my :ia-pape Illustrated
('atal(if:ue of Bee-Keepers' Supplies of every description.

I

ALFRED

923 WeKt .HadUon

St.«

CHICAGO, ILIi.

Da(Iant'sFoun<lationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Adverti'*ement

in

9-'3

1879.

Head my Circular betorf nrdering any lujported
Queens from Kuropr. Address.
:i:iAtf
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

ITALIAN

1885.

QXJEEKTS

!

ITAl..IANyrKKNSin their purity, and that
cannot be exi-elled,
Foiinnatlt»ii and
Siipplleit generally, send for Circular.

FOR

Fdn. Mills,

DISCOUNT
"WIRE NAILS!
UNTIIi

liirthcr notice,

I

can inake a

dis-

count of 25 per cent, from my Catalogue
prices on AVlre Nails, owing to a decline in
the market.

ALFRED

Cumh

12 UNTESTED QUEENS FOR $11.00.
l,5A12t T. 8. HAL,I>, Kli-by'a Creek, Ala.

021)

H.

West Madison Street,

NEWMAN,
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadaiit'sPouiidation Factory, wholesale
and

letall.

See Advertisement in another column.

Dadant'sFoiind.ttion Factory, wholesale
and

another column.

IMPORTED QUEENS

H. NEWMAN,
W. Madison, CHICAUO, ILL.

ALFRED

j^

NEWMAN,

Oomb

includini!

THE

'

H.

Vandervort

Send ior .Sample* <t: Re*iuced Prlc«-Llat*
• ABtf J.VANDERVORT.Laceyville, Pa.

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
cents per square Inch— no single cut sold forles
z.'*

than 50c.
91t:i

THOMAS

G. NEYVMAAT.
West Madison Street Chicago. III.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Genesee Co.. Mich.,
can furnish just as neat, white, smooth and
perfect, dovctaileii, white jiophir sections as
there arc niiide. Send for saniideand prices.
Untested Italian (,)ueeiis, .Jl.no each. Tested
Make Money Orders
(Queens, S^'i.OO each.
lliAtf
imyablo at Flint.
Roeei-HT-llle,

:
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Ber-Keepers' Union. — We have had
Foollsli Jealousy.— We
many enthusiastic letters endorsing the plan any controversy with other

OF THE

of organization— and

amendments

some suggestions about

to the Constitution submitted

dislike to

have

bee-papers, but
it seems to be necessary to straighten out
an
entanglement which some of them have
gotten into.
A (luarter of a Century ago, when the

Wo have incorporated the sugand publish it again on the next
page. The chief alterations are, that as a Ameuican Bek Jouh.val wasstarted, it was
fund is needed at once for the Freeborn Hieoiiiy publication devoted to bees and honey
last

week.

gestions,

in America— now there are six others, besides
some 1.5 or 'JO which have ceased to e.xist
once. Now we think the organization is
In 1881 when the Weekly Bee Journal
ready to commence work, and we are ready was started, there was not another bee-paper
to enroll members as soon as they send in published weekly in the World— now there
the meml)ership and entrance fees— $-1.2.5.
are three (one of them being 6 months old,

case,

an entrance fee of one diiUar should be
make the fund available at

paid, so as to

^iijiiiDii«
PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

KniTOK AND PUOPKIETOK,

925 WEST MADISON-STREET, CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly, S2 a year Monthly, 50 cents.
:

June 24, 1885.

Vol.-XXI.

No. 25.

Throtving Dirt. — When the Canadian
bee-paper started into life, each of the editors
of the bee-periodicals in the United States
gave it a g<iod notice, bidding it welcome.
The AMEUit'AN Bee Journal objected to
its name because of the danger of mixing
" We have none but
things up, but added
the kindest feelings toward the new paper
but its name should be changed."
The editor of the Canadian paper then
remarked, on page .50: " We are determined
to work harmoniously with all other beeperiodicals."
With this assurance, and
desiring such a result, we concluded not to
criticise anything in it, so as to cement "the
bonds of peace," all around. But imagine
our surprise, after reading the editor's
" We
further assurance in these words
know, no jealousy, and strive to carry out our
motto, the greatest possible good, to the
greatest possible number,' " to find, in the
same paper, much that was "offensively
personal " by his correspondents, of which
the following is a sample. One says
" If you
run out all other American
bee-papers and occupy the iand, all right.
N'ewnmn. of the A. B. J., and Root, of
Glcanin(fs, have both been in the harness so
long that they are probably looking for a
place to rest."
Does our Canadian neighborcall that living
up to its motto ? It looks more like declaring
" (I U'ar of extei-m inntion "-and if that comes,
there will be " lots of fun " for " the boys,"
as that writer puts it.
But that kind of
" fun " is not what should engage the attention of the bee-pajiers when there are so
many subjects of vital importance before us.
We fully endorse a hind but stinging rebuke
administered by Bro. Root in the last issue
of Oleaningn in these words
"When new bee -papers start up (and
doubtless they will start, as they have started)
will they please to bear in mind that it is
neither " courtesy " nor "policy" to commence " pecking " at old-established papers
Suppose you should attend an evening party,
and comi'iienee right out, before all, abusing
some one who is present what would be
thought of you, if you persisted in dragging
your personal likes and dislikes into the
presence of a well-bred company? You
would probalily be severely let alone, and
you might possibly be shown the door, in
some circles. Well, whatever appears in a
public paper is, in one sense, before the
people, and in a place where everybody is
bound, by all rules of etiquette, to behave
himself as becomes a gentleman. I have
sometinii's thought that the opinion seems to
have olituiiiril a lodging in some hearts, that
a man mii^ht build up himself or his paper,
by saying ancn-inti and insulting things of
those who had acquired at least a tolerably
fair standing, by years of tolerably fair
:

;

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Tlie

Kansas Bee-Keeper

has removed
from Columbus, Kans., to Liberal,
Barton County, Mo.
Xlie R«v. Ij. Ii. Laiigstrotli has so far
recoverefl from the attack of paralysis sustained last February, as to have the comfortlocation

its

able use of his limbs.

His p;eneral health

is

also improving. His many friends will be
glad to hear of this improvement.

Xlie best

honey

iveatlier

warm and moist— when
electricity

and a storm

is

the air

when
is

it is

full of

approachinji:.

We

have had so much of that kind of weather
lately, that

we may

confidently e.xpect a g-ood
is what, not onlj' the
bees but apiarists generally, arelong-ingfor.

honey harvest. That

Let it be a National Union,— Messrs.
Dadant & Son make the following- as suggests
*'
ions
We are willing to put our shoulder
:

the wheel for a National Bee-Keepers'
Union, and to pay our share, whether it may
be Jl.OO or S'i.'j.OO. We suggest that a special
request to unite in this Union, be sent to all
the bee-papers and their subscribers. We
to

must have a National Union or none."
This suggestion is " good and timely," and

we

publicly invite the editors of all beepapers to unite in this noble work, and would
cheerfully vote for the following as the
officers of the temporary organization, if
these editors will co-operate with the Union

President— A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio.
First Vice-President— A. J. King, New York.
Second Vice-President— A. G. Hill, Kendallvrlle,

Ind.

Third Vice-President— Silas M. Locke, Wenham, Mass.
Fourth Vice-President— H. Scovell, Liberal,
Mo.
This would unite all the bee-papers in the
Union, and we sincerely hope that it may
induce all of them to work together for the
general good. As soon as the organization
is

completed,

we

will cheerfully relinquish

our position to any one the Union may
choose, but the Bee Journal will give its
unswerving support to the Union and all its

:

'

:

'

'

:

'^

;

service."

Now, let us have no more of such nonsense,
Canadians, who are governed by other but let the new papers (fet d^twn to work for
laws, find such an organization necessary or the good of the pursuit of bee-keeping, if
desirable, the editor and subscribers of the that is the object of their existence. They
(.'anadian paper are all cordiallj' invited to can never build themselves up by trying to
co-operate with this Union.
run others down
Never

I

and the other
months), and like all little
children, they have their "squabbles" about
.'!

The facts are as follows :
The Kansas paper was a monthly until last

small matters.

September, when it ceased to appear until
the middle of December, when it issued the
three numbers to complete the year, in that
month, so as to begin the year 1885 on time.
and then continued the weekly issue.
Just at that time Mr. Allen Pringle wrote
the article, which we re-publish in this issue

American Bee Journal, from the
Popular Science Monthly, which stated that
the American Bee Journal was the only
weekly devoted to bee-culture in the United
States. This article was in the hands of the
publishers of the Science Monthly -" several
months." When it was "put in [type " a
proof was sent to Mr. Pringle, and he added
the sentence about the Canadianjbee-paper
then about to be published. He knew nothing
about the Kansas weekly and said nothing
about it, for it did not exist when the^article
was written ! Had the matter stopped there,
no trouble would have occurred, in all
probability. But the Canadian bee-paper in
May re-published the article, and failed to
give credit to the Popular Science; Monthly,
as it should have done, leaving its readers
(and particularly its Kansas cotemporary) to
think that the article was just then written
for the Canadian bee-paper. Thereupon the
Kansas weekly administered a rebuke to Mr.
Pringle, for presuming to write about Jthe
apicultural literature of the United States
without knowing that the Kansas paper was
being published weekly.
Mr. Allen Pringle rfeplied in our Canadian
of the

cotemporary that as the American Bee
.Journal has for years claimed to be "the
only Weekly bee-paper in the World," it
also must have been ignorant of the existence
of one in Kansas! We did riylitfully claim
until last December, that it was "theZonly
Weekly bee-paper in the World ;" but we
promptly noted the birth of the Kansas
weekly, in an editoi-ial on Dec. 24, 1884, and
of the Canadian weekly on April 13, 1885.
Could more be reasonably required ?
The cause of the whole " muddle " was the
re-publication of that article without credit
by our Canadian cotemporary.
We have none but the kindest feelings
toward all other bee-papers (both monthly
and weekly), and desire, above all things,
that "without strife or vain-glory," all will
devote their whole energies to the advancement of the pursuit of apiculture, and work
together harmoniously for that end.

offlcei-s.

If

!

I

!

Tlie Preniiiiin List of the Nebraska
State Fair, at Lincoln, Sept. 11-18, 1885, is
received.
The premiums in the Apiarian

Department amount

to $120— $25 each being
offered for the best crate of comb honey and
the best colony of bees. M. L. Trester, of
Lincoln, is the Superintendent of this Dept.

:
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Prof. A. J. Cook answers as fol- divide again. A good plan would be
" There would be a loss. Keep to buy dollar-queens for the swarras."
close, and stimulate tliem by
(J. W. Demarke says:
"My plan
feeding."
would be to use no more of them than
G. M. DooLlTTLE replies as fol- I could employ prolitably, and hang
lows: "There would be a little loss the rest of them up in a light room,
in time of the issuing, of tlu^ swarm, and preserve them for future use."
but a gain in honey which will more
lows

:

them

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

<tiiery, N<». 77.— Wlion is the proper tinio
to put surplus lioxes on the hive of a new

C W.
W. Dkmauee

colony V— li.

G.

my section-cases as
done

" I put on
says
soon in tlie season
:

to the
think it is a mistake to pnl
itotltill the lioney liai'vesl isiipon tlie
bees. They will sonietinies waste lime
looking throMKh the snrpliis depart-

as it can
brood.

lie

witli

sal'ely

I

before going to work."

nieiil

0. JMiLi.EU answers thus:
the queen has commenced

Dn. C.

"As soon as
laying."

I)K. G. L.

lows

"

:

TiNKKR remarks

The proper time

is

Dii.

than overbalauci^ that."

Putting on Sections.

lows

:

Mii,i,EU rei)lies as fol" liuild up the 10 or 12 colonies

C. C.

"There would strong, and keej) them strong. Draw
,1 A MKs II KDDON says:
be a. gain, as a rule, if you c<uint the from them frames of brood with
surplus luuiey wiulh anything; in some adhering bees, say 2 frames at a time
from each colony, to form nuclei,
instances a gain any way."
replacing these
combs.
W. Z. IIuTiiiiNsoN answers thus Then repeat thiswithas empty
often as the
" If the object is a gain of bees, do
strength of the colonies permits, and
not luit on the boxes."
build op nuclei into strong colonies,
(!.
W. l)E.MAi!KE answers as fol- which ill their turn will yield aid for
" As a general rule, 1 have other nuclei,"
lows
found it the best to put on the surplus
boxes at the proper time.
1
have
CONS'I'ITI'TION OF
sustained more loss by trying to foi'ce
swarms, by crowding the bees, than
The National Bee-Keepers' Union.
by giving Ihem too much room."
:

:

AiiTiri.K I.— This organ iziitloii shall be
as the " Nalioiial Hee- Keejiers'
Union," anil shall meet annually, or a,s
ol'teii as neee.ssity may recniire.

as fol-

known

imme-

Utilizing

Empty Brood-Combs.

the
cdlony is hived on a few frames. In
Aitiicl.i'; 11.— Its object shall he to proifciicry. No. 7!*.— ha\ e h^st nearly' all my
l)e
tect the Interests of bee-keepers, ailii to
taken to bees, and
lia\i' nearly .'lOO l.anystroth
such a case care should
lied
lee. si i-aiyhl worker (lerend their rights.
br-iKxl-lranies
willi
n
ventilation
for
two
upward
give free
combs built <tn I'ldl sheets of fonndal ion,
A UTici.K 1 1 1.— The oflieers of this Union
days, lest the bees become too crowded nuisllv wii-eil. With Id nr f; eolonies to start
five Vieeand desert the hive."
nnnulfie to use all <tr thest' shall consist, of a President,
Willi, iiow shall
combs Hull can be used this seasonV-Crcseo, I'resicU'nts, iiiid a (Iciieral Manager (who
diately, using a i|Ueen-excliider

if

1

I

11

1

Pkof. a.

"

As

J.

Cook

replies

tluis

James IIkddon replies as follows
If the swarm is laige, and you have
;

full sheets of fouiKlation in the broodframes, you will often do w<'U to place
(Hie case of sections (and they sliould
also be lilled with foundation) right
on Ihe hive when the swarm is run in;
ollierwise, about in hours afterward,
if you use full sheets of foundation
below, and (i to s days after hiving, if
you hive them on empty brood-frames,
or those with guides only."

"My
VV. Z. Hutchinson says:
advice would be to put on the boxes at
once."

:

:

'

modern

gain or loss

— L. C. W.

transferring.'

duci> only extracted

set of the

Aim

lioney,

to

78.— If an early swarm

Is

de-

purpose.

combs on each hive
2.

amount

iu

for that

ami protect bee keepers

in (heiriinhls, afb'r

If

as many of the combs as they will,
"Giving and gel more (iiieens reared to lay iu
them. MS fast as you can. While thus
surplus room may retard swarming."
jiieparing to use them, keep them in

L. TiNKi'.H answers thus:
one of the elements in forcing
early swarms. I'nttingon the sections
before the hive is crowded with bees
retards swarming, as it does also
Dil.

aiiy

at any time to the Defense
addition to the entranee and
membership fees and the regular asse.ssmeiits made upon the members by the
Adviscu'y Hoard.

Fund,

ynoVII.— The Defense Fiiiui shall
and use a beAktu-i.k
used for no oth<'r]uirposelliiin lo delend

Dii. C. C. Mil. I. Kit says:

"Heat

AnTici.EVI.— noiiatioiis of

may be made

you cannot buy any such cases are a]i]ii'oved by tin' .Advisory
parent colony, would Ihere bo a colonies, divide those you have as fast lioard. and shall only be subjected lo Drafts
fiy pull Inif on surplus lio.ves V
as you can. Make those 12 queens use regularly made in writuig by the Advisory

<|iior}', IVo.

sired troni a

surer),

shiill

"The
1)11. G. \j. Tinker says:
best plan to use so many combs and
increas(^ the few colonies, would be to
lirst get them strong, then tier up the
hives with the empty combs. When lier by tlie (ieueral Maua,i;er.
more or less lilled with honey, purAiiTiii.K IV.— The oflieers shall consti(•hase queens and divide until all the tute ail Advisiuy lioard, which shall
combs are utilized."
(letcnniiic what action shall be taken by
this fluioii, upon the a)iidicalion of any
I'uoF. A. J. Cook remarks thus
" With such combs one can, l)y using bce-kccpeis lor ili'lcnsc, and causes such
cNliii assessnienls to be imule U|ioii all llu^
care, increase very fast, and thus soon members as may bectune necessary liu' their
make the loss good. Add them to the defense.
l)rood-fraines as fast as possible, and
Aia'ioi.K v.— Any person may become a
get all the brood you can,"
member by ]iayiiig to the (Jeiieral Manager
an Kiitiaiice Fee of oxk ixu.i.ai; to the
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers thus: Del'i'use Kiiiid, anil an annual Ice of 'ii
"Form small colonies a.s early in the cents, for which he shall receive a brinteil
season as you can do so without i'eceiiitmakin;;hiiua niembcr of this Union,
materially injuring the 1(1 or ]'2 left, eulitleil bi all its rif;lits ami benelits. The
by Ihe plan I gave on page 277, giving auiuial !('< shall be due on the lirst day of
.Inly in each year, and mist be jiaid within
them the frames of ciunb to care for, liO
("lavs in order to retain membership in
and they will builil n)> to full colonies this llnioii.
by fall."

Messh.s. Dadant & Son advise
" When the liive is nearly full
thus
Jas. IlEnnoNsays: "1. Buy some
w ilh brood ami lioiiey, and the liouey clieap colonies; 'cheap,' because in
season is likely to continue."
wmlhless or box-hives.
Drive the
bees into your combs by the plan of

Getting Early Swarms.

'I'll 'a

he thosi- usually pcrlormcd h\ such ollli-ers. They sliall he
eh'ctcd by ballot, and hold their several
oliices tor (Uie year cu' until their suci'e.ss(U's
arc elected aiid installed; hiaiil; ballots
lor this iiiirpose to be mailed to every iiieiiiwlutse duties

soon as hived on foundation."

G. M. DooLTri'LE answers thus
" At the time of hiving, using so few
combs, or fouiKhitiou below so that
tliey will be compelled to go to work
in the sections at once."
"

shall also he the .Secri'larv ;iml

Iowa.

:

(i.

is

place, and so they do not
touch each other within at least }4 <^t
an inch."
a cool, airy

Hoard.
.\UTU'i.F.

Vlll.— Theannual fees paid by
shiill become a acneial tiind.

the mciubcrs

tr(Un which shall be ii;ii(l tlu' legitimate
cNlieiiscs id' this Uiiion, sn<-h as printing,
postage, clerk-hire, etc.
Aiirici.i-: IX.— Meetings of this tbiion
shall be held lit such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Hoard,

Hutchinson remarks thus
queensand 'make up' colonies." or upon the written requisition of ten
members.
Messhs. Daiiant & Son answer as
AitTKi.K X.— This constitution may he
placing on of the sections would not follows: "Divide the lices and feed amended b\ a majority vote of all the
delay it."
them up till they are strong, and memlK'rs atauy time.
bi-ood-rearing. I/iteron, preparations
for swarniing may be begun, when the

W.

" Hiiy

Z.

:

;
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owned

he would move

it

me

and

off

let

take possession if lie owned it lie
wanted tlie use of it. This is no new
thing as far as theory or threats are
concerned it has been threatened for
years, and more suits of the same
nature arc talked of, if this one goes
;

;

E>X|>liiiia(or>

.

ll^^Mii-rs

'I'Ih'

iti:i'<iKi':

tin;

imincH indicutc I.ho nuiuIicroC yuurH tliat. tin;
pfsrHon huH k(^|)t hc(!H.
Thoso after, rIiow
I.ho nuT;ilicr of colonifH tho writer hud ill tlic
prnviotiH HpriuK hihI I'uli, or full uiid spring,
UH tho tirni! ol' tlio your may rccpliro.
This murk
ImlloiitcH llmt tho apiiiriBt is
located Hour tlio contro of tho Stato named:
6 noi'tli of the centre $ Houtli O* oast

©

;

Owost; and

;

6 northeiiHt; ^Onoiihwost;
o- southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
(his

to please llie phiiiitilf.
1

do not want

readers of the

thi!

I'.KE .loniiNAi. to infer from tlie foregoing that I am poor, friendless or
forlorn, and in a heathen laud for we
have good people here, and a fair
share of intelligence. I have many
friends, and I can give as reference
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like the idea. It is easy to explain
the reason for the great mortality of
bees during the past winter, for our
bees stoie<l no surplus honey after

basswood

and

hlooin.

light in

wei(;

winter was one of extreme
severity, anil was followed by a spring
bees

;

till!

for
cold and
reiiiarkal)le
weather, anil far advanced
weak colonii^s could build up.

windy
before

Ithaca,? Wis.

;

many

of

thi^

best

men

in

<iur

I'upulur Science Monthly.

Apiculture.

county.

any one wishes for conlirmation of
ALLEN PBINOLE.
what I have written, I am not afraid
to have them write to Mr. J'owers,
Among the ireent iniluslries of rapid
himself, asking him whether I am a growlli In tills conntry, Ijee-ciilture stands
pioiiiim^nt. Of coiiise, as a homely art,
man of peaces and truth.
For the American Bee Journal.
In conclusion I will say that I have l)ee-kee|iiiig is no niodeni hiihislry, being
but in its seientitic
olil as
lii-itoiy
supposed that Mr. I'ovvers has had as
The Sheep-Bees Lawsuit, etc.
ilcvelopmeiits, it is of recent growth. In
some instigators, and was encouraged these tiiiie.<, when seieiiee is properly
to comnienci^ this suit.
Ilis lawyers taking its plaee at the behn in all ilepart.S. I.
J-KEEBOKN.
have told him that beesare stock, and inc'iits of hiiinan Inilnstry anil aetivity, it
assuming
Since tlie publication of my article that we would be obliged to restrain is not strange that il is promptlyTiiis is
a
tlie
guidance of bee-culture.
on page 340— relating to the bee and thern as such. They know full well utilitaiiaii as well as scientific age and
sheep suit many want to know the that if we are obliged to do this, it
If

;

—

particulars;

;

will be the deatli-lilow to bee-keeping.
matter to
I liad resolved to light this
the best of my ability, and I told
opponents that they could rest assured

some

.suggest that jierwith my neighmy
not be expected to
expend any greatamoiintof sympatliy
contested
would he well
until tliey are assured that tliey are that it
not wasting it on one who is un- through the courts of the State, if
feel that it is a case
necessary,
I
worthy, (|viarrel.some, or a bad neighthat every beekeeper in Ameriiia is
bor.
Terbaps the readers of the Hep: interested in, and I think it not begJournal will bear with me if I give ging to ask Ihem to assist in the
a little personal history. My practical defen.se, as Mr. lleddon suggests in
experience with bees dates back 80 his plan, which meets my entire approyears. I have lived in this place 28 bation, and would, had I no suit of
years, and brought 20 colonies with the kind on hand.
me when I came. I have never had DISASTROUS REStTLTS OK THE WINTER.
less tlian 20 colonies but once, and
then they decreased from 230 to 19. So
The past winter has proved one of
much for the box-hive period.
great disaster and loss to the beeMy stock for several years past has keepers of this county probably onerun from 200 to 300 colonies. I was half of the bees are dead, and those
tlie pioneer in the business in this that are left make a poor average.
county that is, as a specialist and My stock last fall consisted of three
was always referred to as the bee- lots aggregating 3)0 colonies, 100 at
man, the honey-man, etc. Many my " Home Ajjiary," 1-50 at the " Sexthought that 1 had a good thing in tonville Apiary " (about.'j miles south),
bees, and they have exaggerated as to and !)0 at tlie "Neptune Apiary"
my profits. Mo.st of my neighbors (2 miles north). The colonies of the
have, at one time or atiotlier, tried " Home " and " Sextonville " apiaries
tlieir skill at bee-keeping, but with were chaff -pacrked, and the "Nepfew exceptions they have quit in dis- tune " lot were wintered in a cellar.
gust. A great many think that I am Of the " Home " lot, IK ))oor ones are
in some way to blame for their fail- left; of the "Sextonville," 60 fair
"
ures, and say that I monopolize the ones remain and of the " Neptune
business. They credit me with greater lot, Oti are alive, and I think can be
attainments than 1 credit myself v/ith, made strong for basswood harvest.
for I have not been very successful in
This would tieera to indicate that
wintering bees, and I was asliamed to cellar wintering is preferable to chaffmake so poor a report of wintering as packing it has certainly proved so
I was obliged to give for the past here during the past winter.
In prewinter.
paring those for cellar-wintering, we
In relation to this suit between my removed the honey-boards and placed
neighbor, Mr. A. J. Powers, the plain- burlap covers over the frames. Those
tiff, and myself, the defendant, 1 will to be chaff packed
were covered in
say that I have had no quarrel with the same way, excepting a few which
him, except in this matter, and I have we covered with quilts. I think that
fought shy of this suit, and told him the difference was in favor of tlie
that I did not wish to waste any thicker (piilts.
money on it. I ottered to leave it to
Having but 140 weak colonies left,
refferees, telling him that we might and about •'i.OOO frames of comb, I
get some disinterested parties and let have recently obtained 40 more colothem investigate and decide for us. nies. My force now is 180. I am
But he would not he said that he particular to give the niimljer. as Dr.
wanted it decided whether I or he C. C. Miller and others desire to
owned the farm on which he lives. If know what we are doing, and I, too.

haps

bor.

I

have

They

(jiiarrcled

slioiild

;

—

—

;

;

;

lliis is

why

being so rapidly
extraordinary growth is

liee-eiilliire

is

ilevelopeil, for its
only in the ratio of its utility. Though
known to conuneree for a,.500 years, hitherto It has been followed anil known, in this
i-oiiiitry at least, principally as a local
from the
bee-culture,
lint
industry.
soundest eeiinoniie considerations, ouybt
niidoiibteilly to beeonie a great national
inilnstry lu'stered and proteeted by the
.State.

Aiiieullure

and closely

is

naturally a .part of,

allied with, aijricultiire, inas-

much as the nectar gathered by the one is
immediately derived from the same fields
and forests that yield tlieabiinilant

iimatli-

erings of the other. Indeeil, the bulk of
the lioiiey crop of this eountry (which is,
ill ronnirnuinbers, about lU0,()0(l,0l)O|iounils
annually) comes from the Dec-keeping
whicli is in connection, more or less, witli
tanning.
15iittliis is not the principal reason why
bee-cnlture must take rank as an important national industry. The postulate is
fully warranted by the followiiiL' fact or
facts:
When the agriculliirist takes his
grain to market, be takes with it iiioiv or
when he
less of the, fertility of the soil
takes his stoek anil dairy products to the
market, he does the same thing, only, perISut, wlieii betakes
lia|is, in a less degree,
his honey to market, be does nothing of
of the fertile
none
tliis kinil— lie takes
elements of Ilis soil along with il. When
tlie skilled ajiiarist, guided by science, so
;

controls, direets, and manipulates his bees
that they gather the rich nectar in tons
from a (iiven area, representing hundreds
and even thousands of dollars, lie impoverishes neitlier Ills own land nor that of
nciybbor ; lie simply secures that
his

which, if not gathered, " wastes its sweetness on the desert air." Likewise, when
a country exports its suridus grain or
stock, it also inevitably paits with more
or less of its fundarnental agricultural rebut its exported honey surplus
sources
represents no corresponding impoverishment of .soil. It would therefore seem
clear that, from economic considerations
alone, bee-culture ought to and must take
its iilace among the most successful and
iinjiortant national industries.
There is also an jestlietic and hygienic
;

side to apiculture, though in this praetical
and materialistic age mere sentiment must
be subordinate tf) utility. But the more
advanced scientific bee-kee|)ing of today
may. witiiout assuming much license or
latitude, be called "one of the fine arts."
To the cultured and iesthetic devotee of
art proper in the recesses of his own

;
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who has never practically studied
the nature and habits of the wonderful

studio,

honey-bee, and manipulated it from
our beloved art
may excite a smile. Nevertheless, the
apiarian devotee who has studied,observed,
and handled the marvelous denizens of
little

day

to dav, this claim for

his hives, for twenty years, will affirm his
art, no less than the Havor of the nectar it
produces, to be indeed fine. Ladies of
high culture and refined tastes are engaged (and successfully too) in bee-cul-

the enthusiasm which is
naturally inspired by a congenial and ennobling pursuit and tliis is the best proof
of our contention as to its lesthetio status.
Being withal a healthful occupation, beeculture invitingly offers itselt to those in
delicate health and not strong enough for
hard physical labor. In numerous instances such persons, by engaging in this
pursuit, have not only procured liberal
means of subsistence, but have also reThe
covered lost health and strength.
capital required is comparatively small,
while the average return for skilled
Hardly any other
exertion is large.
legitimate business yields so large a return
for the amount incents
dollars
and
in
vested and the work bestowed. True, beekeeping has its formidable obstacles and
but these, while
serious drawbacks
sometimes troublesome to the scientific
apiarist, are disastrous mostly to the unskillful or negligent, or the mere neophyte.
And, even though the cargo of industry
sink, not much treasure in money or labor
is carried to the bottom, while a very little
capital added to the valuable lesson of
failure soon sets the redoubtable amateur
on his feet again.
The honey-bee— which belongs to the
general branch of the animal kingdom
called Articulates, and to the class Insecta,
and to the subclass Hexapoda, and to tlie
Hymenoptera, and the family
order
Apidse, and genus Apis, and species Apis
mellifica— is one of the most intensely
interesting studies in the whole domain of
When the immortal
natural history.
Darwin had the scientific zeal and patience

nure with

all

;

than any of the other races, and hence are
the most numerous and popular among
advanced apiarists. Their chief distinguishing qualities are superior amiability,
industry, and what may be called patriotism, or indomitable energy in defending
their homes against invaders, such as
robber-bees and the " bee-moth "—against
both of which they are quite invincible.
While different strains of this variety vary
considerably in color, they are in general
distinguished by three beautiful yellow
They also
bands across the abdomen.
have longer tongues than the German
bees, by which they are enabled to sip the
nectar from places inaccessible to their
A. J. Cook,
less favored competitors.
Entomological Professor in the Michigan
Agricultural College, who has done very

pure Germans and Italians, are perhaps
most numerous. These hybrids have
they make superb
excellent qualities
comb are active and energetic and I
have observed that they stand the rigor of
our Canadian winters much better than
but they are much less
the pure Italians
;

;

;

;

amiable.
A properly constituted colony of bees
consists of three different kinds, viz., an

impregnated queen (the fully developed
female) drones (the males) and workers
undeveloped females). The queen (absurdly called the "king-bee" from the
time of Aristotle, and even from Virgil
down to Hnber) is the mother of the
whole colony, and is capable of laying
During the
over 3,000 eggs per day
height of the breeding season in the
honey-flow, she frequently lays from two
to three thousand eggs per day for many
consecutive days together. She remains
prolific from two to four years, and in
some instances queens have been known
to remain prolific upwards of five years.
Before the queen-bee of a colony becomes
quite barren, and while she is still laying,
if not removed by the apiarist, the workers themselves supersede her, by killing
her and rearing a young queen to take her
Sometimes, however, the old,
place.
worn-out mother is permitted to remain
in the hive while the young one is being
reared, and ultimately ilies of neglect and
;

;

!

much to advance scientific bee-culture in
the United States, says on this point:
" The tongue of the black worker, 1 have
found, by repeated dissections and comparisons, made both by myself and by my
pupils, is shorter than that of the Italian
worker, and generally less hairy." In
confirmation of this tact, established by
Prof. Cook's dissections, I have freqnenlly
noticed my Italian bees, during a scarcity
of honey from oilier sources, working
upon the second bloom of the common
red clover (not the Trifolium pratense,
;
which the black bee can readily work
upon), when the Germans were doing,
" shuffle off"
nothing on it, the flower tubes being too depression, or is assisted to
by her own unfilial progeny.
long for their tongues.
The queen is reared front the same egg
The black bees (or rather, German, for
worker, but in a much larger cell,
in point of fact they are not black in as the
perpendicular, and on different
color, but a gray-black) have some desir- nearly
which has the
able qualities, though they are now being food, called "royal jelly,"
the sexual
rapidly superseded by the Italians. They effect of fully develoinng
the egg to the
from
time
The
apparatus.
the
Italproduce nicer comb honey than
emerged from the cell is
ians, or perhaps any other race. The pro- perfect queen
few days after hatchverbial whiteness and finish of their about 16 days. In a
leaves the hive for
queen
young
the
ing,
comb are due mostly to the extra capping.
"
and on
For the Syrian races of bees, leading her bridal flight," during which,or drone
the male bee
apiarists claim .some superior qualities. the wing, she meets
impregnated,
becomes
and
copulation,
in
I am inclined to think that the Syrian
hive to remain
queens (Palestine strain) crossed with the when she returns to the
the first swarm,
Italian drones, will presently prove to be there until she leads out
finds young
she
when
she
does
our very best bees— combining more good which
in tlie hive— one of
to study tlie apparent Insignificant earth- points than any other variety. Doubtless, queens being reared
her place.
worm for forty long years, leaving a field however, the bee of the future will be them being designed to take
is the
untouched for thirty years for the purpose greatly superior to anything we have at single fertile queen in a colony
and
household,
the
of
condition
noimal
of studying and observing the habits of present. For purposes of experimentation
to make room
these despised creatures, how compara- in developing such, we have now in hence the old queen departs
thiid
and
Second
tively easy and pleasant to study the America several of the best varieties in for her successor.
young
honey-bee, which is so much more useful existence under domestication. By judi- swarms are of course led out by the
The fact that the honey- cious crossing, in accordance with tlie queens. With the exception of sometimes
and beautiful
queens,
bee is so much more serviceable to man well-known lawsof variation and heredity, attacking and destroying inchoate deposit
than many others of the lower creatures such a result is quite certain. The vast the sole function of the queen is to
After
whose nature and habits are equally improvement made in this way among our eggs and lead out the first swarm. drone
wonderful, as the ant, for instance, invests donie.stic animals, within less tlian half a her impregnation slie deposits both
pleasure.
kind
at
either
Insects century, fully warrants the eonclnsion and worker eggs—
it with a double interest to us.
v :;in
which are pests, no matter how marvelous that, in the evolution of tilings so palpa- She is capable, however, as a
cannot
study ble everywhere, we may, in the case of queen, of laying fertile drone, bu; not
habit,
we
structure
and
in
anomalous
with that intense pleasure and interest we our bees, subsidize and utilize the same worker, eggs. This apparently
fact (parthenogenesis) is now well estabcan those that yield so much to our physi- ever acting law of progress.
lished, but not only in the case of the
cal as well as mental gratification.
Following the S\rians, and genealogi- virgin queen-bee, but in that of several
Of the species. Apis mellifica there are cally closely allied to them, we have the other insects. Sometimes worker-bees In
many varieties— the principal of which Cyprians, though not yet widely diffused. queeuless colonies lay fertile drone-eggs ;
are the Ligurian or Italian bee; the Ger- They resemble the Italians, of which they but the queen is the only fully developed
man or black bee; the Syrian bee; the are supposed to be the progenitors. The female in the colony.
Cyprian bee ; the yellow, Egyptian bee; Cyprian bees have some good points, and
The worker-bees, though "the bone and
the amiable, Carniolan bee, of Africa
one very bad point. They are famous for
not blessed with
the superbly beautiful Dalmatian bee ; the their fecundity, but equally infamous for sinew "of the hiye, are
longevity. In active work, on
Smyrnian bee, very popular in Austria
their ferocity, being maliciously expert in the queen's
the honey
and the stingless bees of South America. using very "po'uted stings. The variety the wing and in the hive, duringbut
a few
season, thev naturally live
atmoswestern
inspiriting
this
in
(unless
the
Canada
and
country
(i.
e.,
In this
^ypeks— froiii one to two months— while
United States) we have principally the phere it requires more amiability) is not those hatched in the fall will live until
German and Italian bees but within the likely to become popular, notwilbstandspring, sometimes reaching the age of nine
past five years the Syrian and Cyprian ing the marvelous tecnndity of the (lueens.
with some months and upward, which is the maxivarieties have been extensively imported It may be possible, by crossing
mollify tbeir mum longevity of the worker-bee. In
into this i-iiuTitry. As the genus Apis is bee of good disposition, to
bee,
and retain their good passing from the egg to the perfect
not iniiigennus to tliis continent, all now bad tempers
the worker occupies 'il days. The young
existing here have been introduced from qualities.
(from 10 to 1.5)
Of the remaining varieties of the honey- worker spends several days
the Eastern Hemisphere— first the black
hybrids, at home building comb, attending to the
and Ligurian races, and latterly the East- bee, and sub-varieties, including country,
depositing the
and
receiving
brood,
young
little is practically known in this
ern varieties.
and sundry
of one or two strains of loads of the outside workers,
Each of the varieties in this country with the exception
to
"
resulting from other little duties, before it ventures
(vying for "survival" as the "fittest") the latter. The hybrids,"
of the
duties
The
work.
the the fields to
and
queen
Italian
between
the
cross
a
so
characteristics,
has its distinguishing
are to gather
well known in Canada older workers of the colony
far, however, the Italians seem to possess German drone, are
the honey, pollen, and propolis, destroy and
more good points and desirable qualities and the United States, and, next to

A

!

;

;

,

,
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when necessary, and
defend tlie colony from enemies without
or witliin. Tlu'y also, as already noticed,
destroy old, nuprolitic <iueens and rear
young ones to take their places, and somelimes lead out in swarminK, as the queen
doi'S not always take the lead in swarmAnd although very young bees are
inf;.
ordinarily very reluctant to leave the
hive, I have seen sucli rush out under the
swarmin{» impulse so young that tliey
could not fly more than a foot or two, if at
all.
They usually crawl back lionie again
in apparent disgust with
the outside
world, and doubtless with more wisdom
and less conceit.
The third and last rightful denizen of a
perfect colony of the bees is the un.sophisticated, stingless, but much abused drone
—the male bee. He is well named, however, being a very liberal feeder with excellent digestive organs for honey, and
with no duties whatever within the hive
further than the incidental one of contributing by the presence of his cumbrous
corporation to the animal heat of the hive.
As to Ills natural longevity, nobody from
Virgil to Huber, Lang^troth, Quinby,
Newman, Cook, .Jones, et alii, seems to
know much about it. The matter not
being invested with any importance, no
investigator seems to have bothered his
head much with it. So far as I could ever
see, the drone seems to live and thrive
admirably until he is either killed off by
the workers, starved to death, or gallantly
yields up his life in performing his sole
function, which he invariably does in the
performance of this fimctlon in the act of
copulation. The drone, as Dr. Dzierzon
established, comes from an un impregnated

The next stride in advance was the invention of the manufacture of "comb
foundation," which was a gre.it desideratum, as the honey season in the temperate
zone is comparatively short, and a new
cohmy of bees supplied with the "comb
foimdation " will do as iiuich in two or
three days as one alongside of it, without
the foundation, will do in eight or ten
days, as the writer has repeatedly proved.
Foundation comb is made by pressing
sheets of pure beeswax between metal
rollers or plates so constructed as to give
to the wax the exact impressions of the
cells in the basal wall of the natural
comb. This saves the worker bees just
that much labor and time, and they proceed at once to rapidly draw out and develop the incipient cells. The merit of
this invention is ahso somewhat in dispute.
Upward of 20 years ago the late eminent
apiarist, S. Wagner, patented comb foundation in the United States but it soon
transpired that Herr Meliring, in Germany, lia<l previously made fouiulation,
and that the Germans had been using it
for three or four years. As it is the accumulated wit and experience of the age,
rather than the man, that produces the
invention, it is quite likely that Mr. Wagner arrived at the idea without the aid of
the other German (for Mr. Wagner was
himself a German). Montaigne said that
he " had as clear a right to think Plato's
thoughts as Plato himself had;" and the
American German had not only as good
a right as the home Teuton to tliink out
this invention, but he was just as likely to
do so, and more likely, for the inspiriting
and inventive Yankee atmosphere would
soon quicken his blood and sharpen his

egg— the

wits.

cast out the diones

virgin tpieen, and sometimes
even workers, being able to lay eggs
which will produce drones. As a rule,
drones are found in colonies whenever
they are needed, or likely to be needed to
impregnate the young queens, which is
usually during the swarming season and
honey harvest. Tliough they are promptly
ejected from strong colonies when not
needed, and the honey-How fails, they are
tolerated in queenless colonies, and are
sometimes wintered over. The drone is
much larger than the worker, and his cell
is very protuberant, and in it he spends
24 days from the egg before he emerges.

As remarked
made but little

at the outset, bee-culture
progress on scientific principles for thousands of years. It is only
within the last half century or so that it
has, under the magic talisman of science,
fairly leaped forward like every other pur-

The first great achievement was the
application of tlie centrifugal force in the
construction of the honey-extractor, thus
enabling us to get the honey in its purity
out of the comb without injuring the latter, when it can be returned to the bees to
be refilled. A German (Herr Von Hruselika) accomplished this, and thereby gave a
great impetus to bee-cnlture. Indeed, the
invention of the movable frame and the
honey extractor completely revolutionized
the modus operandi of bee-keeping. As
to who is really entitled to the credit of
inventing the movable frame, there is
some uncertainty, and a conflict of claims.
The truth seems to be that some three or
four different persons are fairly entitled
to credit— each, it would appear, having
conceived and developed the idea, more
or less Inde])endentlv of the others.
suit.

Huber and Schmidt in Germany, Munn in
England, M. de Beauvovs in France, and
Langstroth in the United States, are all
fairly, though not equally entitled to
credit, and each has placed progressive
bee-culture under tribute.
Mr. Langstroth, however, seems entitled to muclj
more credit than any of the others, for his
hive had more practical va'ue than the
whole of the others together.

In carrying
out the common principle, Langstroth' was
undoubtedly far ahead.

;
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Since the hitherto great difficulty of successfully wintering bees in these climate.s
has lieeii nearly overcome by the applicati<ni of scii'iice, bee-culture must, in the
near future, become a great and prolitable
national industry in Canada and the United
States.

[The

foregoing article

by Mr. Allen

Pringle, copied from the " Popular Si-ience

Monthly," is quite interesting (as are all of
Mr. P's articles), but the paragraph concerning bee-literature has created something of a breeze among our cotemporaries.
A full explanation of that will be found
on page 387.— Ed.]
Tor tbe American Bee

JoumaL

Bee-Keeping Classes— Wintering.
J.

W. BAYAUI).

Every bee-master in the land is
inclined to select from his own standpoint, the methods that look best
suited for himself and his surroundand whilst many fail, many
ings
more will succeed, clearly demonstrating that we always have some
;

master

spirit

among

us.

After

all,

we

are more or less governed by the
rigors of the climate into which civilization has forced the honey-bee, and
we are compelled to provide for its

comfort and safety, in doing which

we naturally divide into classes, as
Recent bee-culture has been also greatly follows
promoted and extended by the specialty
1. Those who winter bees in reposiof queen-rearing, wliicli has been imnmht
to great perfection on scientific priuciph's. tories or in-doors.
2. Those who winter bees in open
I). A. .lones, in Canada, and Henry Alley
in the United States, liave developed the fields with ample protection.
depai-tment of apiculture to an extent leav3. Those who winter bees on the
ing, one would think, little to be further summer stands without protection.
achieved or desired. As, however, under
4. The slipshod
ones who dump
the i)rogressive laws (rf e\()luti(]n, we
have ceased to set hounds to ini)irovement their colonies into the fence-corners,
ill anything not
fixed mathematically, we among the briers, jimson and burwill not say that any department of practi- dock, invoking the goddess of hick to
them out.
Notwithstanding
cal apiculture is yet fully wrouglit out to help
perfection.
their reprehensible
methods, they
In order to secure absolute purity of will always have a few bees, for the
fertilization in the different varieties and simple reason that nature has certain
sub-varieties in crossing, D. A. Jones, of immutable laws that never perish.
It
Beetoii, Out., has estatlished queen-nuris not entirely clear that those who
series on some islands in the Georgian Bay,
"
clioose the
ragged edge," by winterso tar from shore and from each other so
as to secure entire purity of blood in copu- ing their bees unprotected from year
on
the
summer stands, are in
lation.
Queens and drones bred and mated to year,
under such circumstances, from pure im- the true line of economy, though they
liorted stock, cannot be othenvise than have precedents historically running
pure.
back to the days of Samson, who
Henry Alley also, of Wenham, Mass., obtained his honey from the carcass
has, through a long series of experiments
of a dead lion.
during many \X'ars, successfully applied
Scoffers have always regarded this
science to the modus operandi of queenrcarint;. and lias icceiitly given tlie world simple bit of biblical history as mythiimpractical, when a simple
cal or
tlic fruits
hiliiirs ;iiiil n'scarrlies in a
work entitled " The Bee-Keeper's Handy- illustration should settle the whole
Book or, Twenty-Two Years' Experience question.
Imagine, if you please,
in Queen-Rearing,"
the grand old monarch of all the aniAnother feature of present bee-culture, mals of both field and forest, marchwhich is at (Hire both largrly the cau.se of ing with stately tread in pursuit of
its
]ir<>sent advanced
condition in this mutton; being
very hungry and
country, and the best proof of its wide exthirsty, and finding it not, he takes
tension, is its periodical literature. Devoted wholly, or partially to apiculture, we an overdose of pollen, falls mortally
now have no less than three or four papers sick, and in due time becomes a royal
in Canada, and nearly a dozen in the palace for the honey-bee.
United States. Among the latter is one
Mark Twain, or some other traveler,
weekly devoted exclusively to bee-culture. tells us that in a country with high
Tills is the A.MEKiCAN Bee .Journal,
temperature and arid climate, like
published in Chicago by Thos. G. Newman.
Among the former is the "Canadian Bee that of Palestine, dead animals are
.lournal," a weekly, just commenced un- slow to decompose; whilst certain
der the most favorable and promising enterprising insects speedily excavate
the' hide and
auspices. It is edited and publi-shed by D. the carcass, leaving
A. Jones, of Beeton, Out.
skeleton intact. Now, Mrs. Samson's
:

lit'

;

lii.-.
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bees having swarmed, and finding a
genial home and a safe place in which
to hibernate, in the carc>iss of the
lion that her husband had slain, they
simply did what Cyprians and Syrians
always do pitch in and niakfe themselves at home.

—

OUT-DOOR WINTEKINQ WITH PROTECTION.

One conspicuous advantage
door wintering

in out-

found in the occasional favorable changes of weather
that occur during winter, inviting
is

the bees to a cleansing flight, with
the opportunity of carrying out many
of the dead from the hive.
Every experienced bee-master will
concede the superiority of woolen
blankets or felt cloth as a covering
over the frames. If a cushion is preferred, then All it with woolen bats,
and you will have sometliing that you

exchange for anything
For packing, there is nothing

will never

else.

like

clean, briglit straw ; being a non-conductor of heat it is vastly superior to
leaves, fodder, husks, or anything else

that I have ever tried. I had about
as soon spread a sheetof lead over my
bees, as cloth made from flax, hemp
or jute, as they hold the moisture
instead of passing it off thus causing consequent death rather than
;

protection.

IN-DOOR WINTERING.

As to

in-door or cellar wintering, I
little experience, and can
advise only from facts and theories.
I take great pleasure in referring to
eminent bee-masters, such as Rev. E.
L. Ijriggs, Rev. O. Clute, JMr. George
Grimm, and Mr. H. R. Roardman. If
I had a repository tliat was faulty, or
if I had determined to build a "new
one, the very tirst thing that I would
do would be to draw on the patriotism
of any one or all of the above-named
gentlemen, for an exact model in
detail, of their cellar or repository, as
well as the exact detail of the manner
of manipulation, or condition of ttie
colonies when placed in for winter.
With repositories thus secured that
will winter bees with a loss of ordy 2
per cent., the climax is reached, and
we may not fret any longer about
death in the hive or unsuccessful
wintering.
Athens,©, Ohio.

have had

F'or tlie

American

B^-e Jnurnui.

Wild Gooseberries and Currants
W. A. I'UYAL.
In .lanuary. when the willow is in
bloom, another f.iuiily of (Jalilornia
wild-flowers enjoy willi the willow
many a pleasant and grateful visit

WILLI

(

THKANT OF

C.VLIFOKNIA.

bees. Ooinmeucing in the found in this State, but we have These plants, too, are not very numerlatter part of the lirst month of tlie never
seen manyj growing in one ous, but they, together with the first
described, are entitled to be classed
year, and extending into February, locality.
the wild gooseberries, arrayed in all
The wild currants, which are as Willi our earliest spring (winter, Easttheir thorns and a scanty supply of pretty a flower as one could wish to ern folks will say) bee-flora.
The wild currant here shown is
leaves, commence to open Iheii insig- see, ('oaifs into bloom a little later
nidcant flowers, which, however, to than the gooseberries, and their rose- botanically known as Kibes sanguinthe bees, .seem to have a chann, for red, niany-lliiwered. druoping racemes euni, and is Ht to adorn any garden or
they dive deep and long into eacli one. are eauerlv s(iui,'lit aflerliy tlie bees grace any bouquet.
North Temescal,»oCal.
There are some three varieties to be on favorable California wniter days.

from the

r

;

i
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Bees in sum- from him, no doubt. I believe that
answer
from their continual activity, none who have worked from mv artiPrime Causes of Bee-Diarrhea, etc. all the time wasting tissue and par- cle on page 367 (1883), have failed.
Dowagiac, P Mich.
taking of nitrogen (bee-bread) to reJAMES HEDDON.
place it. Such consumption demands
A few
very frequent discharges.
The Strength of Insects.
I would thank Mr. Stewart for his hours' confinement loads the inteskind word.s on page 343 I must also tines. If the dry-feces theory is true,
mistaken.
Most why do not Mr. Shuck's bees void dry
Mr. Robt. Corbett, of Manhattan,
insist that he is
assuredly 1 have and always shall feces in their hives, and thus avoid Kans., sends us the folio wing. article,
own up to every mistake.
distension V They are warm enough, taken from the New York Sun, which,
I have a hard time to cet my op- and dry enough to suit the demands
ponents clear, upon the pollen theory. of those who believe in the dry-feces doubtless, will be interesting to many:
For the American Bee Jouma*

pollen theory

mer

:

are,

;

My

admission is that cold will kill
bees entirely independentof diarrhea.
This has nothing to do with the pollen theory. That theory has to do
with the cause of bee-diarrhea, not
bee death. Bee-bread is always pollen, but pollen is not always beebread. We get all mixed up. How
are we to account for the following
facts: 1. Bees winter nicely in very
<iamp, moldy places.
2. They sometimes have diarrhea in
a high temperature.
3. All diarrhetic excreta is mainly

theory, are they not 'f
The diluted syrup which Mr. Shuck
proposes to feed, while it distends
the honey-sac, it adds not one particle
to the fecal accumulation. If Mr.
Shuck will remove all pollen (in every
form) from his hive, place the bees in
a cellar of 4-5- temperature, and in 48
hours give them a cleansing flight,
then put them back after getting all
nitrogen out of them and their combs,
he may then place them in a temperature of .5.5^' or 60-', and try his diluted-

syrup-feeding experiment, and he will
fail to produce fecal accumulations.
pollen.
watery discharge, slightly colored
4. They come through the winter A
in nice condition, with almost no air by waste tissue, is not bee-diarrhea,
nor a cause of sickness and death. I
at all.
have examined this phenomenon
5. They die of diarrhea, in dry repositories, with the best of ventila- carefully.
tion.
6.

They can be wintered

success-

fully with only sugar syrup in the
hives in the same repository where
four-fifths die
on natural stores.
They can, on this food (with no pollen in any form), be confined for five

months aud accumulate no
l)le

percepti-

fecal matter.

Even

the dry-feces theory were
still the prime cause of
hee-diarrhea but only in letter, not
in spirit.
Should that theory prove
true, I will admit that bees can be
wintered safely with not only beebread in the combs, but honey replete
with floating pollen and that all this
long discussion upon the pollen
theory, and the costly experiments
made, have amounted to, is, that I can
now winter my bees with certainty,
and so can all who will feed sugar
syrup and keep the temperature up to
a proper degree; and if the confinement is seven months, success is just
as certain.
We have the problem
mastered.
if

true, pollen is
;

;

Mr. S. A. Shuck's fifth paragraph,
page .362, proves that neither cold nor
confinement is the prime cause of
bee-diarrhea. He can produce it, in a
few hours in summer, with the temperature about G0°, by feeding diluted
honey or sugar syrup. I know that
be speaks truly. This shows the error
of Mr. Stewart, and the truth of the
pollen theory. I have seen bees fed

MODERN TRANSFERRING.
On page 364, Mr. S. Daniels

says
that he is in trouble with the " New
method of transferring." How easily
we can err. He errs iii saying, " They
say ;" for Heddon does not. and did
not say, " Any time when the bees
are on the wing;" if he did he erred.
No, I guess Prof. Cook erred this
time.
are all a part of " Nature's
imperfections," so ably and amply
pioven recently by Mr. Pringle, and
we must cultivate charity for each
other's mistakes.
Our objects are
good.
Mr. Daniels says that he agrees
with Mr. Olute, "If the drummnig is
thorough, there will be no bees left to
care for the brood." As. Mr. D. asks
description
for a minute
of my
method, I will refer him to page 367
of the Bee .Journal for 1883. There
I nowhere use the word " thorough ;"
I say, " I drive the old queen and a
majority of the bees." At the very
head of the directions I say, "About

We

swarming time."

"If you want to see muscle," a
"take a glance
said,
through this glass," pointing to a
naturalist

seat before a powerful microscope.
The drop of Croton water was fairly
alive with little round or oval bodies.
There was nothing specially remarkable about them but soon a wonderful creature rolled upon the scene
from a different part of the drop. In
appearance it resembled a crystal
;

The edges were ornamented
with a delicate fringe, and the entire
mass was as transparent as glass. The
bell.

of the bell was evidently the
of the animal, because the
observer saw it rush along like a

mouth
mouth

scoop and, turning down, fasten its
edges to the bottom, as if to secure
some minute animal that n^as resisting, and a second later some object
could be seen passing up into the
body.
"If you had the strength of, that
animal," the naturalist said, " in proportion to you size, you could take
Trinity church by its steeple and toss
There are
it over into New Jersey.
animals in this drop that we cannot
see with this powerful glass. Suppose there was this same difference
in size among the higher animals;
elephants would be as large as the
State of

Rhode

Island.

If this bell

animal was as much larger than man,
as it is than these little creatures it is
eating, we would see a gigantic scoop
of jelly larger than the Forty-second
Street reservoir coming down on us,
whirling in the water and causing
such a suction that a regiment of men
would, if in the water, be hurled and
twisted, and then encompassed by it.
The strength of the creature can be
imagined when it is known tlrat the

smallest section of the finest hair that
could be cut seemed like a mountain
this driven beside it
yet the microscopic crea-

I call

one a " forced swarm." Did Mr.
Daniels and Mr. Clute never make
colonies by division y Did they never
form nuclei
Could they be reckless
enough to drive all the bees from the
brood and set it aside to perish because Heddon or Prof. Cook were un'f

derstood to so direct ?
Sure enough the Professor does
diluted or thin sugar syrup nearly all carry the wrong idea. Mr. Clute and
winter, in a cellar of a temperature of Mr. Daniels must have taken his
about -i(P, and no diarrhea. I know directions, not mine. This shows the
of a bee-keeper who fed nearly 100 difference between writing from actual
colonies thin sugar syrup so late that experience and theory or literary
hardly any of it was capped over. knowledge. It is something like my
He then placed them in a damp cel- writing about foul brood or a native
lar, and they wintered nicely. (If you of the far South, about bee-diarrhea.
wish to get right, you must not ignore Ah, I see that Mr. Clute does not
these facts.)
speak of his personal experience, but
Now, why this fecal accumulation, that of a neighbor novice. Prof. Cook
of which Mr. Shuck speaks, produced did not get my idea, and Mr. Daniels
in a few hours in summer V Let the and Mr. Clute's neighbor took their s
;

;

ture moved the end of an entire hair
In moving
placed over the glass.
about it threw aside bits of algie and
to the
compared
mud. That could be
act of a single man striking down one
of the giant trees of California, or
kicking over a block of honses. I am
devising an instrument to measure
the power of these microscopic giants.
You see, among the lot, there are always a number that seem, from no
special cause, to be in great terror,
rushing about wildly, stopping at
nothing, passing through masses of
weeds and mud in direct lines. Now,
the force with which they bring up
against a barrier is certainly the
maximum of their strength so I
arranged a machine after the plan of
one that I have seen to measure the
velocity of a shot, the latter striking
a frame, and the force of the blow
;

;
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being recorded on a scale. For my
partition I took what was evidently
the egg-shell or cover of some microscopic animal. I attached it by one
end to a larger body, and the whole
thing stood over a delicate scale that

Prairie Farmer.

will be found more populous
than the others others again excel in
honey-gatlicring, and queens should
be reared from those containing the
MRS. L. HARRISON.
best traits. All queenless bees will
immediately construct queen-cells,
I have just been working in the when
furnished eggs, or larvae, not
was cut in the glass slide, and as the
animals rushed along they struck the apiary, and I find that bees are not over three days old, and these should
increasing
in numbers as fast as is be supplied from
partition or hand and pulled it around
the best colonies.
desirable at this time of year. The
Peoria,© Ills.
the scale."
first swarm of the season issued on
" Wtiat was the result ?"
" Well, to tell the truth, tlie first May 21. It is very dry in this locality,
ror She American Bee Journni.
one that came along broke down the and what fruit-bloom there was
yielded but little nectar. Many colopartition, and I have not yet been
"
Half-Pound
Packages of Bees.
nies
were
lost by " spring dwindling
able to adjust it again. I have in
"
hand another instrument, with which during May some labeled good a
MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.
few weeks ago, have all gone visiting
1 intend to measure tlie movements

nies

Suggestions for the Season.

;

'

;

wings and legs of insects per and have forgotten to return.
Tl'e loss of bees during tlie past
minute and second, and I think they
can be photographed as well as the winter was very great. An apiarist
told
me lately that in an adjoining
feet of a trotter while in motion.
This will be tine work, as vvitli a sim- township to the one in wliich he lived,
ple instrument I liave shown that the there were 14") colonies last autumn,
wings of a common house-fly move and now tliere is but one. There is
more tlian 200 times per second, and demand for bees at present, and probthe machine lost more than lialf the ably will be for a year or more. The
vibrations. I luive watclied a fly for larvije of moths are now appearing,
five minutes hanging itlmost in one and all combs from which bees have
These
spot under a chandelier, kept up by died, sliould be examined.
of the

the continuous movements .of its
wings, and estimated tliat the operation required over 100,000 beats of the
wings, or over 400 a second, or 800
simple oscillations and the liouse-fly
is not as lively as some otliers of the
tribe.
I have, in following bees to
find tlieir nest, found tliat tliey are
on the wing 30 miuutes in 4.5, tlie
allowance being for the time in which
they were on flowers, and during ttiat
period they must have beat their
wings 342,000 times.
spider can
bind a fly securely, winding 20 or 30
cables of silk about it, in less than a
second and a lialf. These rapid movements show the wonderful physical
power of small animals. Here are
some contrivances to measure the
strength of beetles and large insects."
One was a long box sanded on the
bottom, with glass sides. At the end
was a small friction wheel, over
whicli ran a silken thread. On one
end was attached a tissue paper receptacle for weights, and the other
was tied in a slip-noose. A large
black ant was taken from a flask, the
noose caught around its body, and on
being released, rushed .-wvay up the
miniature street, hoisting the scales
and three grains of corn with the
greatest ease. A small red ant was
then brouglit out, and, after several
false starts, and showing evidence of
a decidedly mulisli disposition, it ran
oil, hoisting a very iieavy pea.
" An ant can carry a weight about
7.5 times its own." the naturalist said.
" If you had the muscle of one of
these little creatures, in proi)ortion to
your size, you could lift about 11,000
;

A

are great cowards,
and quiet
wlien a comb is removed from a hive,
they are alarmed, stick out their
heads, and may be readily discovered.
It takes warmth to develop these
larviB, and if only half the requisite
number of combs are kept in a hive,
and so doubling the distance between
them, they will not be infested early
in the season ; or if hung in a light,
airy room about three inches apart,

lubberly objects

and revel

in

darkness

that a half-pound of bees
not enough to build up a colony
with, when put on the combs of lioney
where the bees liave died. I want to
say that a lalf-pound of bees is plenty
to start w'ith, as they will keep the
moths out of the combs, and will
soon grow into a colony. How do I
know
I know from experience.
neighbor of mine sent for three
half-pound packages of bees with a
dollar queen in each I clipped the
queens' wings and helped put them
into the hives
ten days later I examined them and they had four
frames full of eggs and young bro"d
':'

A

;

;

enough to fill one whole
frame being capped over. Two of
the hives had each four frames full,
and the other one had three pretty
in all stages

well

;

filled.

bees were put in on May 27,
and the weather was very warm the

The

they can be preserved until another following week. If tliey should be
put in during a cool week, such as we
season.
sometimes have in summer, they
Italian bees often swarm without
would not breed up so fast, but in
having constructed queen-cells. I good summer weather they will do it.
have examined a colony from wliieh I wish now that I had sent for more
the swarm liad issued, for the purhalf-pound packages of bees, instead
pose of saving all the queen-cells. of rendering my old combs into wax.
Tlie colony may intend to swarm
Vermont.+ollls.
several times, but if a long continued
rain occurs, and a queen emerges, she
will make it iier lirst duty to destroy
For the American Bee JournaL

if tlie weather is fine, and
an after-swarm issues, the new queen
will leave with it, the remaining cells
being unharmed.
Bees protect the
their intentions
cells according to
with reference to the issue of afterswarms. I have seen swarms no
larger than an apple, when clustered
such are of no value when left to
themselves, but if strengthened with
emerging brood, the young queen may
prove valuable, and soon make a good,
prosperous colony.
When combs containing brood and
bees are removed from a colony for
llie purpose of forming a nucleus, all
the bees except the very young will
return to their queen. But when a
colony has queen cells and no queen,
pounds."
if a comb is removed with bees and a
queen-cell, more of the bees will
remain. I took frames of brood contS^~ The Cortland Union liee Keepers' taining bees
and ciueen-cells, and
Association will hold a basket picnic at the
AVhen the young
apiary of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton. N. Y., formecl nuclei.
on Tuesday. Aufr. 18, IHS.'j. All bee-keepers, queens become fertile. I will either
with their families, are cordially invited to build them up into strong colonies, or
be present.
W. H. Beach, Sec.
introduce them to queenless colonies.
The prosperity of a colony depends
tS~ The Bee-Keepers' Association of Cen- upon its queen, hence queens should
tral Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
be reared from the very best colonies.
on July 1.5, 188.5, at 10 a. m.
In all apiaries of any size, some coloWm. B. Lawrence, Sec.
-

Some fear

is

all rivals

;

;

Thousands
W. H.

for Defense.

STEWART.

have read with

I

much

interest

and the articles by Messrs. Freeborn and Heddon,
on page 346, and I must say that if I
both

tlie

editorial notes,

w-ere now to hold my peace in regard
to the matter which those articles set
before the bee-keepers of the land, I
would, as Mr. Heddon says, lie guilty
of " tlie sin of omission." I am well

acquainted with Mr. Freeborn, the
defendant in the extraordinary suit
in question.

Both Mr. Freeborn and myself came
county (Richland) in an early
were among the first settlers, and we have been neighbors for
many years. Mr. F. has been engaged ill the nursery business in connection with bee-keeping, and' his
traflic in fruit-trees all over Wisconsin and the adjoining States has made

to

this

day.

We

known

his integrity

and prompt busi-

ness character to thousands of farmers
and other business men, as well as
hundreds of bee-keepers. He attends
strictly and thoroughly to his own

:

;

:
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Queen -Nurseries.
subscriber
lives in peace with all nnen
as far as is in his power and has hnd from Canada writes as follows concerning
queen-nurseries
no trouble with his neighbors, except
from a few ignorant farmers who
At the Toronto Fair 1 saw queen-nurclaim tliat his bees damage their series, i. e., a lot of metallic queen-cages in
a
frame
the same size as a brood-franu;
clover, buckwheat and fruit crops.
Mr. Editor, you say in your note on but I do not understand their use. Will
you please describe them in the Bee Jouucall for a halt in such
page 339, "
NAi,, as I wish to learn all I can about
a 'career of madness.'" Tliat ex- queen-rearing.
presses my mind exactly. If need be
[The queen-nurseries referred to were
let all other subjects oh bee-keeping
give place in the Bee Journal, to those invented by Dr. Jewell Davis, for
this matter, until we know wliether rearing queens for the purpose of Italianizone has a legal right to keep bees in ing an apiary. Put into the cages ot the
the United States. Let every one of nursery, between the tins,
a few cells of
the .500,000 bee-keepers ot America be
sealed honey, in new comb if possible.
heard, if they write no more tlian to
say, " Count" me in as a member of Then cut from the combs of a pure Italian
the Defense Organization ;" and let colony as many queen cells, large and well
the fee be promptly sent with each developed, as you liave jirepared cages with
name. Let us pile up the dollars by the honey, as above. Suspend one of the
the thousands, for mutual defense, cells in each of the cages. Care shovdd be
and give the world to understand
that, if need be, we can employ the
ablest lawyers in America to defend
us in our chosen pursuit.
I second Mr. Heddon's motion, that
Mr. T. G. Newman be chosen as our
secretary-treasurer and general manager. Bee-keepers, one and all, will
send in their names at once! "and
don't you forget it !"
Orion, p Wis.
business

;

;

:

We
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most of my bees next to the fence this fall,
as no such even temperatun^ can be had
outside as we get under the snow. I am
very careful to not even go inside of the
yard during winter, and more so if the
snow is crusted. Mr. Clarke would prefer his bees above the snow-line, tiut with
me it just goes to the snow-line, but down
instead of up. My bees were about equal
on shallow frames and deei) ones, and my
success was 300 per cent, in favor of shallow frames. My bees liave died badly this
spring, the cause of which I lay at the
door of cold and moisture. I think Mr.
Doolittle need not worry about his schooling, as he possesses something few colleges
in America can give on his calling.
I have
been in favor of out-door wintering, but
from the iiast cold winter 1 have concluded
to build a ]iroper house, as out-door packing in such winters does not keep the bees
warm enough to steer clear of bee-diarrhea.
Can it be possible that Mr. D. packs his
bees, or is our snow in Ontario more
porous

?

Defense Fund.— J. C. Wilson, Ridgeland, 9 S. C, on June 13, 188-5, says
I think well of Mr. Heddon's plan sug:

gested on page 340, to raise a "defense
fund," and I also name Thos. G. Newman
as my choice for secretary-treasurer and
general manager of the good work. In my
opinion nothing can elevate our calling
more flian to band ourselves toirether as a
fiiitcniity.
We all realize the force of the
ohi Ullage, " in unitythero is streogth."

Bees Under Snow in Winter.— O. O.
Poppleton, VVilliamstown,c$ Iowa, on

June 12, 188-5, writes as follows
On page 357, Mr. Doolittle asks hoV
:

L£]

sxrx'

Gathering Honey Rapidly.— J. IL
Andre, Lockwood, 9 K. 1'., on .Time
15,

says

Wliite clover, for years the latest in
blossoniiug, is here at last, but the bees are
giving it the go-by for the more tempting
nectar of the red raspberry. In all of my
2.5 years' experience with" bees,
I do not
recollect a season when bees gathered
stores as fast as at the present time. In
some sin-jilus boxes foundation has been
drawn out half an nich on eacli side in .3
days, and they keep it chock-full of honey
a.s fast as it is built.

Large Honej Crop Expected.— B. F.
Baldwin, Marion,© Ind., on June 12,
1885, says
I

:

put 43 colonies of bees

into winter
quarters, and all came tlirouyh the whiter
in good condition, except one that starved,
one that was queenless, and one that bad
a drone-laying queen. I sold one colony,
and now I liave 39 strong ones left, some
of which I am unable to lift. The prospect for a large honey crop in this section
is better than it has been for years.

A Lace-Winged

Insect.— G.

the caged queen to a black colony, liberating her on the next day about sundown ;

necessary, s])ra>"ing the bees with perfumed water with an atomizer.— Ed.]
if

Bees Under the Snow.— Chas. MitchMolesworth, Ont., on June 15, 1885,
writes as follows
Mr. Doolittle's statement and mine must
and whether
:

Cook please tell what it is •
it lives on honey or on bees ?

;

W. Ash-

by, Valley Station, 5 Ky., says
I send an insect which I found in a Ixixhive when I was transfeiTing. Will Prof.

far

hives were from the ground in which bees
have been successfully wintered under
snow. My hives are from '2 to 4 inches
QUEEN NURSERV.
above the grinind, and I cannot think that
taken to have the best cells, and not to Mr. House is correct in his opinion, for
two reasons. Close setting to the ground
allow them to become injured by bruising, has been no detriment to my bees, and I
handling or jarring. Having tlius supplied do not think thatlhe snow does thaw fro<t
each cage of flie nursery with a queen-cell ont of the ground; at least it does not
work that way up here in Northern Iowa.
and food— the food is thus supplied that During the winter of 1880-8I,about.50 of my
the young iiueens may not starve if the colonies were entirely buried under the
bees do not feed them, a thing they often snow for at least two months, and I never
had bees winter better. During the winfail to do when there is a scarcity of honey
ter of 1SS3-83, a part of my bees were
in the flowers— the nursery cages so pre- where the snow was blown almost entirely away from the hives, and this part
pared are adjusted in the nursery -frame
of tlie apiary suffered much more severely
then having removed a centre comb from a
than did those so situated that the snow
strong colony, the queen-nursery may be was piled over and around the hives. I
placed into the vacancy made by the re- cannot account for Mr. Doolittle's nonmoval of the comb, there to remain until success in wintering bees under snow,
unless it may be that his method of packthe queens are hatched, which will be in ing leaves no large air-space around and
3 or 4 days, if the cells were not cut from above the chaff-cushions inside the hive
the combs too early, or before the ninth or packing-case, as my hives do.
day. When the queens have emerged from
Rapid Honey Gathering.— J. W.
the cells, remiive tlie cage and introduce

ell,

:

Eckman, Richmond, o, Tex., on June

says
Bees are just booming. Three weeks
had
ago 1
to work bant to keep young
swarms, andsomeold ones, from starving;
last week 1 had to work harder to give
ttieni room in which to store honey.
I
have never seen hives fill up so fast. My
best colony, on June 3, gathered 34 lbs. of
honey; on .June 4, '3'Ji^ lbs. on June fi,
29 lbs.
on June T, '39 lbs.
and 8 days
previous to June 3, I had to feed it to keep
it from starving.
The spring was wet and
cold, and thus kept back swarming until
March <i. They stopped swarming about
tlie middle of April.
From May 1 until
linden and horse-mint blooms there is
nothing for them to gather, and we have
to wafch them closely as they consume all
gathered in early spring. I am busy now
extracting, and finer honey I never have
12, 1885,

be ntost confusing to beginners. Mr. W. F.
Clarke visited me lately, and I showed
[This is a common laoe-wingof thegenus him the first and only colony tliat I have
Chanliodes. It is too much crushed to be lost ih 6 years. My two rows ot hives next
to the fence are generally under .5 feet of
identified. These insects are common all
snow the stands being 6 inches high and
over the United States. It neither cares large emingh to place on a packing-box
for honey nor bees, and must have entered witliout a bottom, and with a movable lid.
My bees being packed in boxes is why
the hive just for curiosity, which was
they do not smother with full summer endoubtless .satisfied.— A. J. Cook.]
trance open.
1 have concluded to place seen.
;

;

;

;

:

:
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Not Oue Colony Left. Isaac Darling, it, while the bees are under control, and Alsike clover, and the bees work on that
Steuben, 5 Ohio, on June 15, writes you have plenty of help. Take quilt- pretty well. Taking all in all we are havtiius

my

lost all
bees last winter. Thev
were in double-walled hives with an inch
I

air-space all around, and each colony had
plenty of good fall honey. In the future 1
will i3ut my bees in the cellar, or some
suitable place. No more ont-door wintering for me in this locality.

—

Wintering' Bees Under Snow. Jas.
McNeill, Hudsou.o, N. Y., on June
15, 1885,

writes

As Mr. Doolittle wishes those to report
who winter their bees on the sunnner
stands close to the ground, where they are
likely to be covered with snow, 1 woidd
say tliat 1 winter all my bees on the summer stands, the bottoms of the frames
being about 4 inches from the ground. I
allow the snow to lie about the liives, and
prefer to have them partiall\' biu'ied in it.
My experience extends through .5 winters,
and 1 have met with my first" loss during
the past winter. In my home ajiiary of 117
colonies, 10 were lost— all from starvation,
vi-ithout a trace of diarrhea, and 14 liad not
a particle of lioney in any part of the hive.
In my out apiary there was a row of hives
standing along a fence which was completely covered with a snow drift for the
greater part of the winter. I found the
chaff above the cluster almost rotten from
dampness, which had accumidated during
the winter, and which the snow had prevented the sun ami wind from drying out.
As 1 have always laid much stress on having a winter protector open enougii at the
top so that the sun and winil might keep
the chaff dry above the cluster, I was
somewliat concerned about
these bees
which showed such an aceunudation of
moisture in the cliaff, but they came
through in better condition than the rest
of the apiary,.only one being lost OMt of 17.

Wax-Extractors.
Milai^'o

Ills.,

— C.

H.

Dibbern,

writes as follows

A few years ago

1

made a

:

wax-extractor,

1 was at first delighted with it.
After
it a few times and comparing the
quality of the wax produced, witli some
that 1 ha<l previously secured by boiling,
my enthusiasm cooled very perceptibly. I
found that while 1 could get as much wax
with the extractor, the color when melting
old black comb was 3 or 4 shades darker.
lurse in rendering
Of course
renderin
cappings or pieces
of \vhate coudi there would be no particular
difference.
extractor was' so con
Jly
stnicted that the wax in the comb would be
melted Ijy steam and then run off into a
pan to cool but a great deal of black
water would run in with the wax, and to
this 1 attributed the darker color. There
may be wax-extractors not open to this
objection, and if so 1 would like to know
it.
1 have noticed the dark appearance of
a good deal of the wax in the market, and
those that have bought foundation for
brood-frames, have probably noticed that
it is usually not of a golden' hue.
Is not a
good deal of this due to the wax-extractors?

and

using

;

lining or wire cloth, either will do, cut it
the proper size to cover the porticos, and
tack it on with three-ounce tacks, wh ii
Get a twotlie bees are all in their hives.
horse wagon with a long, deep frame,
tramp in straw at leaslone footdeep, place
tlie hives so the combs will run lengthwise of the wagon, and steady iheni by
cramming bunches of straw between them.
When you arrive at the destination, unload, liberate the bees, and place one or
two boanls upright in front of each hive
to cause the bees to mark their new location, and all will be well.
In this way I
have moved 17 cot nies, 6 empty hives and
an extractor, all i>. one load, and a distance of 25 miles. The above method is
for two-story Laiigstroth hives with porticos.
Without porticos the ventilation
would be insufRcient. The prospect now
is that then! will be no surplus lioney in
this county (Mercer) this season on account of too much cold weather last winter, and too much dry weather now, 1
think. 1 have handled bees for 7 years,
and I believe that this is the poorest season for bees and honey in all that time.
So tar I have not heard of a single swarm.

Shade for Bee-Hives, etc. —George
Poindexter, Kenney,© Ills., on June
9, 1885, writes as follows
1 began the past winter with 195 colonies in caves, and up to June 1, 1 lost 20
colonies by diarrhea, rats, and spring
dwindling. The loss in spring has always
:

ing a poor season. 1 commenced to extract on June 8, but I found so little honey
that 1 quit. 1 have a few section-cases
nearly lull. 1 am disheartened at the way
the honey season has gone. 1 have worked
hard to get my bees strong, and now the
white clover is secreting no honey, and
that is our surplus source. Some of my
neighbors' bees are swarming pretty
freely, and going to the woods. I am now
starting a new apiary about five miles
from my home, and near the river, which
The bees
I believe is a better location.
are gathering honey faster there than
those at my home apiary. I visited it on
June 10, and 1 found them ready for the
sections and the extractor. I have only 13
colonies in the new place.

Abundant Bloom, but no Nectar.

W.

—J.

Harrodsburg,(^ Ind.,
1885, says

Sears,

June

11,

on

;

It looks a little discouraging ; white
clover has been in bloom for about three
weeks, and no honey \et, althouah there
Bees are killing oft
is plenty of bloom.
the drones as though it was the fall of tlie
year, and robbers are plentiful. I commenced the season with 92 colonies, and I
have increased them to 100 by natural
swarming, and they are in fair condition
for work, it there was only anything for
them to get. If we do not get any honey
from linden, vpe will be left out this year.

lieen the worst trouble with me. How to
Moving and Wintering Bees.— W. B.
evade spring dwindling, or keep the bees Brown, rerrisburgh,*o Vt., on June
in the hives on cool days also bothers me.
Many bees leave the hives, stimulated by 8, 1885, writes thus:
the warmth of the sun, and when they
I moved my bees late in October, 1884,
strike the shade they go down and never 200 miles by freight. They were shut up
return. I think that 1 will try putting a one week, and arrived here in a snowlarge box made dark and coming down storm. It was three days before the
over the hive and ground about a foot weather was suitable to open the hives,
from the hive all around, and when the and then only for about three hours. They
thermometer in the shade indicates .5.5° or had only two flights before cold weather
60°, then 1 will raise the box in front and set in, and then those were of only short
let the bees out.
Have any bee-keepers duration. 1 had 15 colonies in the Bristol
tried the experiment ? If so, I would like hives, and 10 of them were packed with
to bear their experience. About al! the bees paper stuffed in tightly
5 were packed
in this county were lost during the past with dust or waste from the rag-cutters,
winter.
The white clover is coming out from a paper mill. 1 put them facing the
finely.
The linden promi.ses to be good, north, with a board up in front of each
also a good crop of heart's-ease and catnip. hive. 1 placed sticks crosswise of the
We had a little frost here last night, so it frames, so that there was a 5^-inch space
I
is too cool for nectar secretion today.
over the top-bars for the bees to move
think it will take about two hot summers over the frames. 1 put on felt blankets,
to warm the air after such a winter as the such as they use on paper machines, then
last was.
6 inches of "chaff on top of that, and I lost
only 2 colonies, and those were lost by
One colony got out in the
No Honey from White Clover. G. carelessness. properly
securing a cover to
by my not
W. Ashby, Valley Station, 5 Ky., on car
a hole in the honey-board, and reduced
June 13, 1885, writes thus
Another
by the caremuch.
them very
that moved them
I am located 10 miles below Louisville, lessness of the teamster
some of
Ky. We have had a very hard winter and from the depot, was upset, and
they are doing splenlate spring, and there has been a great the bees mashed;
mortality among the bees. I lost about ^, didly now.
which starved with plenty of honey in
the hive. Some bee-keepers lost all, some
;

—

:

one-half, and some nearly all. There is a
great interest taken in bees in this section
now.
are getting rid of the box-hives
very fast, and almost all are adopting the

Local Convention Directory.

We

1885.

Time and

place of Meeting.

through July 1.5.— Central lUiQOis, nt BIoominGton, Ills.
Moving Bees, etc.— Geo W. Morris, Langstroth hive. My bees came
Wm. B. Lawrence. Sec.
winter very weak, and consequently
Comisliville,© Ky., on June 11, 1885, thethe time I got them in good working
by
10.— Michi(!an State, at Detroit, Mich.
Deo.8—
writes thus
condition the best of the season was past
U. D. CuttinK. Sec, riinton.Mioh.
As 1 have moved my apiary successfully here. 1 have now 87 colonies, nearly all
:

four times, 1 will describe my method of
preparing and hauling bees:" .Secure the
services of two of tliemost efficient beemasters in the neighborhood to assist you;
then with smoker, nails, tacks and hammers proceed to nail tlie frames at both
ends with three-penny nails. Next nail
the top-story and fasten the covers this
had better be done witli sixpenny nails.
By the way, if the hives need any repairing, now is a good time to attend to
;

which are in good working order. We
had a good apple and locust bloom, but

of

tW

In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of

taries are requested to

the colonies were too weak in bees to time and place of future meetings.— BD.
gather more than enough to rear brood.
Now the white clover is in blossom, but
the bees are not working on it, on account
IS" Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
of the dry weather. 1 went through a will be sent free upon application. Any one
large clover field near my apiary, expectintending- to get up a club can have sample
ing to see hundreds of bees on tlie white
persons they desire to inheads, but what was my surprise to find copies sent to the
only 3 or 4 bees. 1 have aliout 4 acres of terview by sending the names to this oflicfe.

!

.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

If
Office of the

American Bek

Monday.

JouitNAii.

June

10 a. m..

ti'J,

IKSo.

i

f

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this hour

CHICAGO.
HONE V. —Demand is linht and

receipts are also
Prices ranjie from in((!Ji5c. forbestRradesof
for extracted, 5(a'7c.

light.

comb honey, and

BEE8WAX-2J(aUr>c.
R. A. BDHNETT.

Ifil

South Water

Ki.

BOSTON.
HONKY.- Wequote the followinR prices Fancy
white comb in 1-lb. seciions, i*-:<gJiHc. the same in
:

•

tions for the

BeesiQueens

Bee Journal.

C'orr<'Npoiidents,

— It

would save

us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this oftice. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post^
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

2-Ib. sections, i5(s;1hc: fitncv wliite('alifornia2-lb8..

12@i4c.

Extracted weak. BtoHc. Sales very slow.
per lb.
Blake & Kii'ley. ^7 Chatham Street

BEESWAX.-32 cts.

NEW
HONEY— Wequote:

YORK.

Fancy white clover

in I-lb

sectionp, Mi&l.'Vc; fair to good white clover in i-lb.
sections. \2<aii;ic; fancy wliite clover in i-lb. sections, I3n(.14c; fair to good white clover in 2-lb.
sections, 1 KajiJc; lancy buch wheat in 1 -lb. sections,
9(snic; fancy buckwhewt in i2-Ib. .sections. 7(«8c.
( )rdinary grades, no sale.
Extracted white clover,
7{*Hc; extiacted buckwheat, <j(«6Hc.
BEESWAX-Prime yeilow. 26(<42yc.
McCadl & HiLDKETH Bkos., 34 Hudson St.

CINCINNATI.
HONEY—There is no new feature

in

the market.

ures are no inducement. We quote extracted
honey from r.rwHc on arrival, and cumb at '.Xa ijc.

BEESWAX-Good deiiianil and arrivals plentiWe quote 2i(n2Se for g'.iod yellow on arrival.

ful.

MUTH, Freeman &
8AN FRANCISCO.

C. F.

HONEY— Market very

Central Ave.

;

i^idti-i'Uc.

BEESWAX- Quotable at 25f^62c— wholesale.
O. B. S.M1TH

&

Co., 423

Front Street.

CLEVELAND.

and September.

(only

and

or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
cents per

1(^0),

remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented I>y,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
:

;

POSITION %VANTED-by S.H.Howard, an

educated deaf mute. He has had 4 years' experience in liee culture and poultry business, and
would be glad to work lor small watres in the
country.
Address for lo days, ySl Polk street,
25Alt
Chicago, His.

FOR

SAI^£.— 4:5

Kbndbl.

I

i.s

Ontario Street.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY— Demand is light and prices weak. We
V^-lb. sections, i.^»(^.1hc; l-lb., l3(Sl4c;

2-lb., luw-i ic.
Extracted, 5@,6c,
Half-pound sections of
ity.

according to qualare in

comb honey

BEESWAX-25(g30c.
Ci-fc;MONS,CLoON

&

Co., cor. 4th

&

Walnut.

West Madison

retail.

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

See Advertisement

HOMES

3-FRAME NUCLEI.

Nuclei, every hive full of bees and every frame
witb capped brood.excei't just honey enough
to last while .-iiipping. fur i$3.00 euch. Each
filled

Nucleus will contain a warranted Italian Queen,
reiired by natural swarming. If tested Queens are
wanted, add 5" tts. each; the tested Queensbeing
one year old. Size of frames, I0^xi4, or Standard
L. frames. Address,

JAMES WOOB,

another column.

IN

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA.

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime.
The tie Ids are florid with unfadinif piiiue:
From the ble»k pole no winds inclement blow,
Muuld the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But irom the breezv deep the bles^*"d inhale,
The frittrrant murmurs uf the western L'ale."

— Homer.

ULL information

concerning the earden spot

of the world, beautiful liOS

F

ANGELES, the

LIVELIEST ANI> MOST PKOSPEKOrS SECTION
OP THE Pacific ('oast, furnished br the
J, OS Anseles lll__l,|„
H' „»„ si mammoth
72 column WPGKhf
rrOfP^^'ER. the
best weekly *'GniJ IIIIIIUI in('aliforna

M

SEND FOK

Single copy, three two-cent stamps;
; one year, !ISS.

IT.

months. IKl
Address
25Ai3t

six

colonies of pure Italian and

a large stock of Bees on hand, and my
HAVING
honey season nearly ended, will soil :i-lrame

in

LOS ANGELES.

THE T1MES-M[RR0R

CO.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

BE SURE

To send a Post
of

ill

Card for our Illustrated Catalogue

APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing else-

where. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties intending to purchase Bees in lota
of 10 coloDies or mure, are invited to correspond.
a. c. 8ati.es.
IDK-it 2B5t
HARTFOP.D. WIS.

DOOJLITTI.E — For prices of his QUEENS

see page M49 of Bee Journal, or send for
Cireular. G. M. DOOLITTLE, Borodino, N. Y.
IIEISt

NOKTH PKESCOTT, MASS.

25Alt

street,

Dadaiit'sFouiKlatioii Factory, wholesale

Hybrid Bees. L. frame. No
honey-eatherers.
Address A. JE. WIL.r.IS,Tow8on, Balto Co. Md.
23Alt

demand.

Purely Tested ITAIiIAN

QUEENS for sale at $3 each.
ALIRED H. NEWMAN,

Honey"

-iO

WOKKEKS.

<:oOD

Also some

92:!

I

BEESWAX.— Scarce at 2>*®30.

quote choice

and

in every
wide-awake honey
**
producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat

I-lb.

A. C.

HIGHEST STANDARD

city,

and although we Imld at

14<a,ir>c per lb. best
sections, it is merely noniinal, as there
are no transactions. As soon as our people have
satistied their craving for acid fruits, they take
very kindly to nice white honey, and we may look
with contldence to a good demand in July, August

white

or Clioicc Ithllan liees In 8-fraine Lanf?stroth Hives at $10 each. They are bred up
to the
of e.vcellence for all the best j.oints. They are gentle

1

HONEY— Is very dull just now during strawberry
time,

Honey Markets

create

FITRIVISH 2 FULL. COLOIVIKS

-*

town and

Choice e.\tracted

quiet.

the only kind whicli buyers »t present e are to
purchase in a wholesale way. and there is little of
this sort offering. No new crop honey has yet arrived none expected for several weeks. White to
extra white comb. H(a9c; dark to good. 4Cg(7c; extriicted, choice to extia white, 4^(s,5)^c; amber
is

colored.

^^~ To

T CAN

village,

;

Our rcfiular customers only are buyers at present.
There is almost no outside demand, and low fig-

CHOICE ITALIAN

one tor 7.'» cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us -i new yearly subscrip-

To

:
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T tor Circulars
of BEE.s,
USX Ali
COMB FOIN-

n/\C!ril »
1:

SEND
DATION,
KNICKERBOCKER,

tHJEElNS,

COLUMBUS BUGGY
J^pccial ijoticcs.

CO.,

Address,
Pine Plains, N. Y.

etc., etc.

G. H.

;3l)tf

COLUMHUS, OHIO,

I885.-QUEENS-I885,
^^~ Our

ALBINO AND ITALIAN QUEENS.

two or more copies of
the book, " Rees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second pag-e of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."
rates for

producing' workers to the hest for purity,
docility and industrj'. Write for Circular.

Also have dollar Queens.
22D4t H. F. DEAHIi, Berrjnpille, Va.

IINH.VIW

^^ For

two subscribers for the Weekly
Bef. Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one

we

year,

and send

will
it

D

present a Pocket Dictionary,

by mail, postpaid.

Manufacturers in the
World of Light Vehicles
of every description.

Largest

1^~ If your wrapper-label reads June 8,5,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as
not to lose any numbers.

Warranted

strictly first- class quality throughout.
reliable. Style

Stand the severest use. Absolutely
and finish unequaled.

AND V.ANDERVORT

FOUNDATION.

WE

have bought a large stock of <'holce Yellow BeeKwux, and can furnish Dunriam
Comb Foundation for brood comb for 4-*e. per lb.
Thin Dunham for Sections, SOf. perlb. Extra thin
Vandervort. ui to ij square feet to the lb., S.'Ve
per lb. Mend fer price* for 45 lbi». or mort*
Will work up wax into Foundation for lO, lH
and 3fiOc. per pound.
F. \%^ HOLITIES,
9D;>t
COOPERSVILLE. Ottawa Co., MICH.

WHITE POK CATALOGUE AND NAME

Back Numbers.—We can supply a OFjy
NEAllEiT DEALER.
My 17th Annual Price-List a";;d'A",!i^"LaSJ'Srs
Queens and Nuclei colonies (a speeintty); also
few more of the back numbers to new subOiir!$iu;ii, "tOI.llMBrs BUGGY CO'S Supplies -Mill be sent to all who se nd t heir names
scribers. If any want them, they must be Bt'GGIKS," In every town. L.ouk out and addrei-ses.
H. H. BKtiWN,

^~

sent for soon, before Ih^y are

all

gone.

(or

it

SoAL't

iTIJtf

Light Street, Columbia County. Pa.

;
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Sweet Glover

SECTIONS!

FOR

FINE, smooth and accurate work, our
FOR
Sections are at the head, and the exceeding
whiteness of our Poplar
for samples and piices.

BEE PASTURAGE.
IT MAY be

sDwn on

unsurpassed.

Send

;

AI.FKED H.
West Madison

NEWi»£AlV,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

UiKlant's PouiidationFactory, wholesale
retail. See Advertisement in another column

an

received. Ueared by my new method, all
are large and tine and perfect. "We have made a
great discovery in Queen- Rearing, and hereby
challenge the production (by natural swarming or
otherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated 3 miles from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.

Address.
lAtf

Atf% New

FLAT BOTTOM
-

COMB FOUNDATION,

L. TINKER,
New Philadelphia. O.

DR. O.

Style,

Embossed Hidden Name and

^'^Tonio VisitingCards, no 2 alike, name on,
lOc. i.'t packs*! warranted best sold. Sampie book. 4c. L. JONES & CO.. Nassau, N. Y.

nil
w^^

:

\]A\j

J.

;

Special discount to dealers, on
larger quantities.

ALFRED

high Bide-wBll9.4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free

VAN DT^USEN &

There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
throug-h their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring- steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material. It is very
_
easily put together, no trouble to jnit on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inciies by one inch deep. There would
be no disuonifort in wearing; it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00,
i

AMERICANA.-OrdersforQueensof
APIS
the beautiful MTRIU-AI^BIKOS. will now

waste places at
will grow on any soil- be
all

any time, anil
In any climate. Price, '2(1 cents per pound
83.75 per peck SIO.OO per bushel (60 lbs.)
92;i

is

A NEW BEE- VEIL.

Sulo M^inufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont,

r-zi^

N.

7.

1200,000

63 Engravings.
KEND ALL, M.

J.

A TREATISE

D.

;

a

Muth's Honey Extractor,

table KtvinK all the principal drutfs used tor the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enuravinw of the
horse'steeth atdifferent a*res, with rules for tfellinp
the a^e of the hnrse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price eS efnt«.— Sent on receiptor price, by

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
Applyto CHA8 F. MCTH,
CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman * Central Ave.,
|^"Send n)c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

;

:

THOMAS
West MadlBon

XEVV3UN,

U.

Htreet.

CHICAGO.

-

IL.1..

BEES,

PATENT
JOUNDATION
''

'

/

or

11

front

KOUNU.VTION

Wired Frum«*«. as weH as foundation for
SECTIONS. Without a dissentini; voii-e. all of
afflrni its superiority.

OIVEN

HOOPESTON,

lABtf

<t CO.,
Vermillion Co.,

wenil for oiirl

for Male.

Price fjUt and

J'liiuloBrue

and

Safe Delivery
A II^I^INSli.1,
Belleville, St.VUiir
IIU.

Be**»», CJiieenn,

';f

Aplurlan Implement*.

FL.AMAGAW

giutranteed.

Lock Box

995,

IKidaiit's

Foundation Factory, wholesale

and

Aee Advertisement

In

WIRE NAILS!
lurthcr notice.

I

can make a

dis-

the market.

923

NEllinAN,
CHICAGO, ILL.
West Madison Street,
II.

-

than anything else

in this

world. All, of eithersex, suc-

En^^land.

As

923 West Madison Street,

of Bee-Hives,
AND
CHICAGO, ILL. Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed OCp.TinM^

-

more money than at anything else by
takiDK an acency for the best selling book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
tail.
Terms free. Hali.ett Book Co.

WIN:
51

Aly

added to our Large Factory a
Special Dep.uitme.nt for the

We have

l)y

AL.FRED H. NEWIHAN,

I

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Manufacturing

Also,

One and Two-piece OLU

i^~ All

Orders will be

filled

1

lUllOi

promptly at the

LOWEST FIGUKES,

Portland, Maine.

Send Stamp for Catalogue and Samples.
Re-Wrltten andEnlarecd! Third Edition
The H. F. MOEE,I/EK M'fg Co.
of the
DAVENPORT. IOWA.
lA26t

BEEKEEPERS' HANDY BOOK

countof 25 per cent, from my Catalog'ue
prices on Wire NailM, owing- to a decline in

ALFRED

Mr. Frank Cheshire, of London.
it is a liquid, it can be sent
only liy c.\pres6. Price, 2a cents per ounce,
delivered at the express office in Chicago.

described

another column.

DISCOUNT
TNTIL
^

Phenol forthe cureot
PURE PHENOL h
FOUL. BROOD, as

Co.,

^^__^^_^^

lABly
retail.

can furnish Pure

Ills.

Bee.orinnn colonlea
Honry sh»uldll|MM nf Bees

All interested in

Six A piaries.

PRIZL

51Aly

Send for Circulars and Samples.
S.

AUGUSTA, GEOHGIa.
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of Eoo'is which will help you
to more money right away

ceed from first hour. The hroad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
TBCE & Co., Augusta. Maine.
once address

In

D.

Dunliam or Vandervort

5A21t

Given'sFoundationPress.
our customers'

;

:

Comb Foundation, send for my catalogue
tor 1883.
Address J. P. H- BROWTM,

MAYSVILLE.KY.

stiimja in tlie
for luanulaiturinL'

full

workmanship

37ABly

'PHE GIVES PKESN

1885.

need Early Queens and Bees
for business and heanty, nuclei
colonies sections and hives of best

you
IFbred

:

,

EARLY QUEENS,

AND SUPPLIES FOR

Mills ig.'n'is
W.e.PELHAM

'l

L rank

Ills.

Kiving «n Index of diseaaeH.

and the symptonjs cause and treatment of each,

925

Chicago,

-

in presents gii^en away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that

will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the $ii(in.(KH.i in
Agents wanted everypresents with each box.
where, of either sex, of all ages, for ail the time,
us »t their own
<^ir spare time only, to work for
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asU. IIallett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly

THE HORSE,
BY B.

dozen or

NEWMAN,

H.

923 West Madison Street.

SONS,

Ji

:SOO pages and nearly lOOtlne illustrations. Price
by mail, nicely bound in cloth. !SI. SO per copy.
Book and tested Queen of any nice, by mail, fL'-Vi.
Book and sample Drone and Queen Trap, uy mail,
^.i.oo. Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition, lioney-gatherlng and win
tering qualities. All my Qu(_'eBs are reared at the
"A pi. bee-farm." ;*end for prospect us and price list.

22AlUt

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

Mass.

WARRANTED

ITALIAN

QUEENS!

Bees ever introduced
No (ypiian or Syrian
One Queen
send
this locality.

I7.50; after

June

l.i.

into
in .May.Jl.ooi six for
for
»! each: six for t:>.

our48-i>i<Be Ciitulnuue. deacrloing everything
needed by bee-keepers. Address,
isAiat J. B. MASON, Mechanic Falls, Maine.

;
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llcl|>K.— Let no one fear because of
Did ever a ship sail to any
haven in a rload calm ? Even a head wind is
Kites rise ayainnt—nut
better than none.
It all

bciii^"-

OF THE

^,V^J<»»5MOASf ,,

opposed

!

A certain amount of oppositherefore healthy, and it all helps
energy and self-determination.
with the wind.

tion

is

The Kditor of the British Bee Jouri!< I>ea<l.-- We learn with regret of the

^m^mmmL

nal

death of the Rev. Herbert R. Peel, on the :M
of June. Mr. Peel has lately suffered greatly
from gout in the head and eyes, and was
found dead in his library. He vyas shot but
just how, is not yet determined— probably by
his own hand.
The London Stamlnrd saj's: "The deceased
having bern missed from luncheon, and the
door of the study being locked, entrance was
effected by the window, when the reverend
gentleman was found lying on the hearthrug, shot in the left breast, with a doublebarrelled gun at his feet, one barrel of which
had been discharged, it is supposed, with the
aid of a poker which was by the side of the
deceased. Death must have been instantaneous. The deceased had suffered greatly
from gout in the head and eyes. The jury
returned a verdict to the effect that death
was caused by a gunshot wound, but there
was no evidence to sliow how it was inflicted.
Mr. Peel was a son of the late Dean of Woi'cester, and a nephew of Sir Robert Peel, the
eminent statesman."
Mr. Peel resided at Thornton Hall, Buck;

THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

G.

July

1,

NEWMAN,
1885.

No. 26.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

A

worlting- bee

but seldom

Turns from his way to stinghe must have a world of room
To g:ive his body swing-.
That which he claims is yielded,
We're apt to think him right
Who works to win, who wins to keep
And can both work and fight.
tJut

Tlios. G. Nexvuiau

& Son

will publish
hereafter. The
editorial department will be conducted, as
heretofore, by Thomas G. Newman, and the

the

American Bee Journal

business department by Alfred H. Newman.
firm will (as before the division, 5 years
ago to-day), carry on the business of publishing the Bke Journal, books and pamphlets,
and keep for sale the usual assortment of
bee-keepers' supplies.

The

Statistlral Crop Reports.— Mr. N. W.
MeLain, the Agent in Charge of the Apicultural Station, of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, Division of Entomolog'y, at
Aurora, Ills., writes us on June Hi, 18S5
**Let me thank you for establishing the
apicultural news page in your paper. I
regard it as a valuable feature, and from it
I shall get many hints valuable to me in my
Avork. I hope, by the beginning of another
year (before then if possible), to have a full
force of correspondents, from whom full
and reliable reports may be had on the tirst
:

of each month, from all parts of the United
States, and I expect then to issue bulletins
giving full information concerning the industry."

Bees and Drouth, —A Melbourne

cor-
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Notify

wanted,"

me when
Is

the Money Im
what many say who fully

endorse the defense of the pursuit of beekeeping, and want to become members of the
" National Bee-Keepers' Union."
That is
very well, as far as it goes, but no one is a

member

until the

membership

fee and first

assessment are paid. When these are received, we will send a copy of the Constitution
to be signed, and a blank vote to be tilled up
for the election of the oificers for the ensuing
year. It would not be reasonable to expect
the Manager to write to each one separately.
Matters must be simplified, and the business
done in a business-like manner. Members
will be kept informed concerning the affairs
of the Union, through the bee-papers. Now,
let the membership fee of 2r> cents, and one
dollar for the first assessment, be sent in
lircly, and let us make a united titand for i>ur
rigJits.

The .\niiual C'atalogue of the Michigan
Agricultural College, located near Lansing,
Mich.,

is

on our desk.

ItcontainsafuU page
and grounds, also

illustration of the college

a map indicating the position of the various
buildings and fields of the farm belonging to
the institution, besides a quantity of useful
matter, describing the different departments
and their managemeijt. This is the oldest
existing college of its kind in the country,
being 28 years old. Those wishing copies of
the catalogue can address Prof. A. J. Cook,
of apicultural fame, who has in charge the
Departments of Zoology and Entomology,
ingham, Eng., and was, until last year. Secre- and who will doubtless deem it a pleasure to
tary of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, forward them to such of his apiarian friends
a body which he has spent much time and as may desire to learn something about ttiis
class of colleges.
means in organizing and supporting.

He was also, since January, 188:i,the editor
and proprietor of the Briti!<h liec Journal,
concerning which the the London Jmitmal of
Horticulture remarks as follows: "Under
Mr. Peel's management, the British Bee
Joiavial for some years has been published
once a fortnight, whereas formerly it was
issued only once a month. Its circulation
has largely increased, and the most advanced
bee-keepers from all parts of the globe
enrich its pages. The compliments paid to
proprietor (Mr. Peel) are only his due, for
he has done more to advance bee-keeping in
England than any Englishman living and
the extraordinary advance of apiculture in
England during the last five years must be
attributed chietiy to Mr. Peel and the band
of friends whom he has attracted to himself

its

;

his ability, energy, earnestness, and philanthropic desire to do good to his fellow
countrymen. Mr. Peel has made a mark for
good, and richly deserves the gratitude and
esteem of all right-minded men."

by

The American Bee Journal extends
sympathy to the atHicted family.

its

respondent of the Dundee yldrcWiser, narrates
what he considers an interesting proof of
Quite a Haul.— The Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
the provident and far-seeinginstinct of bees:
"Turning from men to insects, a singular Courier, of June 7. ISS."), contains the followcircumstance is reported from a hot, dry ing item concerning the "find" of one of the
" Afew weeks ago,
valley in New South Wales. Last year the Bee Journal's family
drouth there was of long duration, and the Mr. E. R. Newcomb. of Pleasant Valley,
denizens of thu apiaries suffered much from N. Y., took from between the clap-boards
it.
This year the bees have made provision and lath of the side of Martin Ruger's house
against a similar emergency. They have at Pleasant Valley, l'-"> pounds of flue honey,
filled a large number of the external cells in
and succeeded in saving the colony of bees,
every hive with pure water instead of honey. which were soon after placed in a hive. Mr.
It is thought that the instinct of the little
Newconib has a large apiary at Pleasant
creatures leads them to anticipate a hot Valley, and has been very successful in the
summer.
culture of bees."
:

Calitornia

Honey Crop.—The followingr

report of the honey season in California,
from a correspondent in that State, dated
June 0, 18So, will doubtless be interesting to
our readers. Does it not furnish a pointer
to the honey-producers of the country, as to
the future of the honey market? A light
crop in California means better prices all
around, now that Foreigners are finding out
what a good thing American honey is— to
"Reports from all quarters of Southtake
ern California agree that while the bees are
in good condition, they have not stored much
if any surplus honey, and in some localities
they have actually reduced their stores very
materially. The cool nights and windy days
of the past month have not been favorable
to the development of honey- producing
fiowers or the secretion of nectar. Both sorts
of the sages are in bloom, but they afford
little honey as yet, atid what is stored is not
in any respeet equal to the honey obtained
in the same sections last year at this date.
The low price of honey quoted in all the
markets is not encouraging, but the value of
other commodities are about on a par with
honey. Sugar competes somewhat with
honey, and the price of that article points
still downward in the principal marts of the
world, and it is not reasonable to suppose
that honey will advance in price very materially, until sugar regains its lost ground to
some considerable extent, not only in the
United States, but in European countries
where a very large quantity of our last year's
crop of honey found customers, who paid
l>etter prices for our product than could be
obtained at home, or on the east of tho
:

mountains."

I'HE
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keepers from every State in the Union usual way. Two days after the swarm
rally.
The Canadian bee-keepers issued, I destroyed all the queen-cells
need a distinct— a different— organization
the parent hive, and again 8 days
We wrote a letter to each editor of the from ours, and yet they could co-operate in
later, I carefully destroyed every cell
bee-papers in tlie United States, aslsing with this. Whatever the past, I see in in the hive. If the work was thorthis new enterprise the promise of great
them If they would accept the oflBces under developments. Would it not be a good oughly done, tlie colony was now
the teniporarj- organization of tlie National plan to appoint some good man from each hopelessly queenless.
I now gave
"
them a frame ot brood containing eggs
Bee-Keepers' Union, to which we nomi- State to act on the Advisory Board ?
and larvfe just hatched, taken from
nated them on page 3S7. Our readers will
Mr. H. Scovell, Editor of the " Kansas
my tested Italian queen. Now as to
be pleased to read the following replies, Bee-Keeper," Liberal, Mo., in the last
I left the old black queen
" We have long the swarm
wliich show how they feel about the work issue of that paper, says
with
the swarm till the IStli day from
thougi.t that some system for co operative
gratiproposed by tlie Union. It is very
etfort on the part of our North American the time the swarm was hived; I then
fying to notice the harmony prevailing, hee-keepers should be inaugurated where- removed her, and two days later I
and we hope it will grow to a permanent by each in eiihancing individual interests gave the bees a queen-cell from the
could work for the good of all. Without parent colony."
bond of union. Mr. Hill has not replied.
some national union or effort,- local effort
Dr. C. C. Millek remarks
"Get
can at best have only a local effect, and no
Mr. A. I. Root, Editor of "Gleanings in lasting or permanent good. We cast our Alley's book, and use eggs or brood
Bee-Culture," Medina, Ohio, on June 22, vote for the " National Bee-Keepers'
the
best
only
from
queen."
"Yours of .lune
ISS.i, writes as lollows:
Union," and will do all that we can, in
Dr. G. L. Tinker says "If work19 is at hand. I most cordially and cheer- our feeble way, to assist in laying a peranything
1 can do to
to
fully consent
manent
and sure foundation upon which ing for great increase, as indicated in
further the interests of the National Bee- to build a slrncture that will be of national Query No. 79, it cannot be done. BetKeepers' Union (tor 1 have read what has and lasting benefit.
ter buy all the queens and supersede
been said in regard to it in the American
The ballots now being sent out will the black queens late in the season."
Bee .loiiRNAi,), with this proviso, that my
health is now so that 1 could not take up determine the election of the permanent
any laborious work in regard to it. If my
Honey and Beeswax Market.
iutluence and my share of the expenses officers. These ballots must be all returned
before Aug. 1, 1885, when they will be
will help, both are at your service."
counted, and the permanent officers will
Office of the American Bee Journal,
Mr. A. J. King, Editor of the "BeeMonday, 10 a. m., June 29, 1885. (
Keepers' Magazine," New York, N. Y., on then be elected under the Constitution.
" The matter
June 24, 188,5, writes thus
Now, let us hear from all who want to
following
The
are the latest quotayou write of has my entire approbation, become members, at once.
tions for honey and beeswax received
and if some one more fit for the place 1
up to this hour
am to work in, does not occur to the minds
of bee-keepers, 1 will accept and do what
CHICAGO.
1 can to help on the good cause. Our inHONBr.— Demand is light and receipts are also
dustry certainly does not receive the
Prices range from H'(5J* 5c. for best grades of
ItKht.
comb honey and for extracted, o@7c.
recognition in any regard to which its
BKEsWAX-2.'®;;5c.
importance entitles it. We have a broad
K. A. BtiKNETT. 161 South Water St.
of
scienfield in which to tight the battles
of
born
suppositions
the
against
tific fact,
BOSTON.
REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.
ignorance and sustained by superstition.
HONEY.— Wequote the following prices Fancy
white comb in 1-lb, seclions. 1R(«ISC. the same in
Truth is ever aggressive, and 1 think it
2- lb. sections, ir)<§,lHc; fancy white t'aliforniali-lbs.,
about time that bee-keejiers recognize the
I2iflsl4c.
Exiracted weali, 6'«Sc. Sales very slow.
Italianizing Colonies,
fact, and cease to always occupy the deBBESW AX.-J2 cts. per lb.
Blaee 4 KIPLEY. 57 Chatham Street.
fensive side of so many questions where
their just rights are invaded. Let all secQuery, No. 80.— With a view of beingNEW TOKK.
tional animosities of whatever nature or least liable to make mistakes or go wrong:,
HONEY— We quote: Fancy white clover in l-lt>
kind cease, and let us stand together, and how should a beg-iuner manage to Italianize sectUmt*, 14@15c: fair ti> good white clover in I- lb.
well
as
as
10 or lt2 colonies of black bees and their in- sections, I2(ajl3c: fancy white chtver in
act in concert with our dollars
It), secfair to good white clover in 2-lb.
our advice, and the outcome will more crease, with two tested queens from two tions. 13(a.l4c:
sections, ll<i<)12c; lancy bucii wheat in -lb. sections,
parties ?— Cresco. Iowa.
than justify our expectations."

Responses from the Editors.

will

:

:

:

:

i

:

:

1

:

•

12

1

fancy buckwhCHt in 2-Ib. sections, 7ia8c.
Tdinarv grades. n<i sale. Extracted white clover,

iHa,ioc;

Locke, Editor of the
"American Apiculturist," Salem, Mass.,
writes: "Your favor
188.5,
22,
on June
came to hand this morning. You did
right in calling upon me, and you can be
assured that 1 shall most cheerfully accept
even the most humble po-^ition, if through
such 1 can benefit my brother bee-keepers
whose interests are my own. Nothing is
Mr.

Silas

M.

Cook answers "Keep
down in black colonies, and

PiiOF. A. J.

:

I

7CoSc: extracted l>uckwheat. (li"HM>c.
BBESWA.V-l'rimeye low. JBiajac.

all tlrones
MCCAClA HlLOKETH BROS.. 34 Hudson 81.
stimulate the Italians. As soon as
CINCINNATI.
they are strong, and have drones, start
HONEY— There is no change whatever in the
nuclei
and, with yonng Italian
market, which has been without life for some
queens, replace the German or black time. We have a good class of regular customers
who use considerable honey, while out-niders can
queens."
hardly be induced to purchase. We quote extrnc" Let teil at 4^*.tsc. and comb honey at H@r_'c, on arrival.
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies
BEKSWAX Demand is good and itbrings23(s2S
more essential to American apiculture the queens be reared from one of the
good vellow.
and American bee-keepers than a well queens, and the drones from the other, on arrival, for
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
Union
whereby
organized and permanent
black drones down."
BAN FRANCISCO.
our interests can and will be protected, keeping all
HONEY— The market is quiet, there being no
and all individual interests should give
IIeddon
remarks
the
James
"By
demand
and not much local trade. 'I'here
shipping
place to the interests of the majority. If
use of allwoiker combs, prevent all are rec»*ipt» of both old and new. One tot of 2(0
rightly organized and conducted, this
extracted
arrived from San Jose.
cases
of
old
your
drones by
other colo- White to extra white comb.
7(«iic; dark to good,
Uiiion will form the nucleus of a National rearing of
bee-keepers' association of which we shall nies, and place plenty of drone comb 4fa;«>c; extracted, choice to extra white, 4l^(a5'4
colored, 4(ljJ4'^.
amber
work
to
great
be
one
the
queens,
a
with
of
and
rear
is
be proud. There
BEESWAX-yuotable at 24«-'5c— wholesale.
done, and much is the good that each one queens from the other queen of the
O. B. S.MlTH & Co., 423 Front Street.
of us can do by entering into this work two you mention."
CLBVBLAND.
of
establishing
with the one grand purpose
W. Z. Hutchinson replies "Rear HONE Y— Is very dull just now during strawberry
asy.stemof associations that will work
although
we hold at 14(aI5c per lb. best
and
time,
tfigetlier in perfect union and harmony. plenty of drones in the Italian colo- white l-lb. sections, it is merely nominal, as there
It is tiue that we as bee-keepers often nies, allowing none to be reared in the are no transactions. As soon as our people have
fruits, thev take
disagree in our opinions regarding the best black colonies. Start nuclei and rear satisfied iheir craving for acid and
we may look
kindly to nice white honey,
means for bringing these things about, queens from Italian brood and give very
with coiifldence to a good demand In July, August
but there is only one end toward which all the Italian queens to the liees in place and S ptemiier.
BBBSW AX.— Scarce at 2«<330.
our efforts should l)e directed. Let me of their black queens."
A. C. Kbni>el. 115 Ontario Street.
say, be sure and liave the honey-producing interests well represented in the Board
KANSAS CITY.
G. W. Demakee says: "When I
We need the expert apiarist did my hist Italianizing, I knew so HONEV-Demand is light and prices weak. We
ot Advisors.
lb. sections, l.-i!5.1i;c: l-lb., I.l®14c;
there, and as matters develop changes little about queen-rearing, that I qni>te choice
Fxtrarled,5frtilc, according to qual2-lb., lOftllc.
will suggest themselves which will prove
it best to resort to tiie followHalf-pound sections of comb honey are in
ity.
It is imperative, thought
materially beneficial.
demand.
I waited for a
BBEaWAX-2r,(a3nc.
however, that a start be made, and a ing long, sure way
. „
Ci.emon8,Cloon 4 Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
nucleus formed around which the bee- swarm to issue and be hived in the
;

:

:

;

:

;

ii:-

:

.

.

;
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should ask of

all

(through the

Bee

Place these four combs of brood in an
hive now, from a fifth colony,
which should be the strongest of the
five, take a frame of brood, bees and
all, being sure not to get the queen;
|)lace it in the liive with the other
four combs, fill the empty space with
a frame of foundation, and remove
tlie old hive to a new location, putting
the new hive ou tlie stand of the old
one. Tlie new hive now contains four
frames of brood, and one frame of
brood and Ijees, and the flying bees
from the old hive. The most proHtable
way now, is to give the new colony a
laying queen, and in one week they
can be classed with tlie ottiers, to
draw from, in making new colonies.
In this way bees can be divided every
four days throughout the entire
honev-flow. and even longer, by feeding regularly every day. Care should
be taken to take the bees from a different colony at eacli time of dividing.
In this way a large increase cau be
had, and it is perfectly safe, as it will
readily be seen that we never cripple
any one colony, but all are kept

Journal) who kept both bees and empty
sheep, to send him a written statement in corroboration of the above
fact, he whould get scores of testimonies to present to the court which
could not be contradicted.
Explanatory The figures before the
The second point is one which will
names indicate the number of years tliat the apply in all cases, wliich is to require
Those after, show the complaining party to prove the
person has Isept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the ownership of
the bees which are
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-, doing the supposed damage. From
aa the time of the j'ear may require.
past experience I have been led to
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is believe that bees go from 3 to 5 miles
located near the centre of the State named: from
their hives, from choice, to

—

6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east gather honey, and allowing this to be
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ~o northwest; correct, who can tell whose bees are
o»southeast; and P southwest of the centre at work upon the white clover, fruit
of the State mentioned.
bloom, or grapes growing on their
land. I do not believe that tlie complainer will even attempt to prove
Cor the American Bee JournaL
that the bees seen on his clover were
all Mr. Freeborn's, and if they were
That Sheep-Bees Lawsuit.
not all Mr. F's, how does he know
that any of them were V If bees from
16— G. M. DOOLITTLE, (80 40).
the forest and other apiaries visited
;

;

—

;

his field, it is not reasonable to require
Mr. F. to stand all the damage ; and
if the whole cannot be placed upon strong.
the law against bee-keeping V" by
him, how can any part of it. I think
If one does not wish to use laying
Mr. S. I. Fieeboin, on page 346, as it that with
the help of a shrewd lawyer queens on account of their cost, then
aroused in me an interest to have the
the
Mr. F. has no grounds to fear that
queen-cells from the flrst made colony
world at large know tlirough this
suit can go against him. The whole should be used as far as possible, l)y
proposed lawsuit, that bee-men were
arises from the idea going abroad giving one on the next day after maknot to be scared by jealous landtliat " bees
work for nothing and ing. If there is but one colony to
owners, who, if they only knew it,
board themselves," and any success- increase upon, the best mettiod is to
are largely benefited by our bees.
jealous take out the frame containing the
This interest has increased day by ful bee-keeper will have many
persons about him, because such per- queen, with bees, and place it in tlie
day, as I saw the way clear how this
try to make themselves believe emptv hive, then shake the bees from
case could be easily carried in the sons
that tlie bee-keeper is doing no hard one more comb into the new hive, lill
negative, thus giving the apiarists a
work, and yet is getting rich off of the vacancy in the old hive with
test case, which could be cited to
any jealous individual. I was also the broad acres, brought into cultiva- another frame, or close up the divislittle ion-boards, fill
the new hive with
disgusted to see how easy it was in tion by their hard labor. Only a
while ago I was told that a rich frames of foundation, and remove
this case, for a man to forget the reaneighbor said that I ought to give the old colony to a new stand, placing
sonable, and let his envy and jealousy
one-half of all I possessed to him, for the new one on the old stand if poscarry hira so far as to try to make an
queen,
innocent and helpful insect bear the my bees had gotten their honey off: of sible, give the old one a laying
his farm.
and they will be ready to divide again
loss of sheep, which could not in the
As to the plan proposed by Mr. in a week or ten days, and again in
least be affected by the honey-bee, as
help carry the same length of time as long as the
long as the sheep were away from Heddon, on page 347, to
on this lawsuit. I will say that I am honey-flow lasts.
the apiary. Aside from the fact that
a bee while foraging is always timid, perfectly agreed but do not let us
If no laying queen is given, the
and will flee away upon the least dis- stop with the defensive only, but let colony should be divided again the
push
the thing until every adulterus
turbance of the plant upon which it
tenth day from the first division,
ator of honey and all those of iginating
is
at work, there are two things
being sure to give each one a frame
which will surely defeat the corn- stories to our damage, like the Wiley containing a queen-cell. The frames
plainer
the flrst of which will "scientific pleasantry," are "driven containing the queen-cells must be
that
especially apply to this case, and the to the wall." On page 3.39, 1 see
bandied carefully ; no bees should be
there are .500,000 persons keeping bees
latter to any and all complainants.
shaken from them. The colony should
in America, which will give us a
Now, all sheep-raisers know, and fund, at one dollar each, of $500,00'). be divided about equally, allowing for
from
will so testify unless they willfully This vi'ill be a mighty lever to move the many bees that will go back
misrepresent," that during warm, sun- things in our favor, either in defense the removed hive. No more increase
should be expected from those coloshiny days (which are the days when or liy prosecution.
nies. In two or three weeks those
bees visit the clover), sheep only feed
Borodino,© N. Y.
containing the young queens should
in early morning and at evening,
be looked over to see if their queens
while from 9 a. m. to .5 p. m. they will
Home Farm.
are successfully mated. If no eggs or
be huddled together in some fencelarva? are found by the twenty-fifth
Managing an Apiary for Profit.
corner, or under the shade of some
It

was with a feeling
and disgust, that

terest

of botii inI read " Is

;

;

;

tree. Many a shepherd has become
incensed in trying to make sheep
follow him, or in trying to change
them from one pasture to another,
during that time of day, and the saying is common, " As stationary as a
sheep in midday." This fact will
prove to any judge or jury that the
statement, " The bees came in countless hordes and drove the sheep from
the pasture," cannot be true, for at
the time of day when the bees work
on white clover, there could be no
sheep feeding, as the two do not feed
at the same time. If Mr. Freeborn

day, the queen has probably been lost
in mating, which is sometimes the
case, and the colony will have to be
There are three ways of managing united with some other one, or given
If one has
2. a laying queen at once.
1. Increase.
bees for profit viz
Extracted honey. 3. Comb honey. time and patience to watch the bees,
If increase is the object, and the and is willing to risk the liability of
apiarist has several colonies to work their going to the woods, or the
with, he should commence by remov- trouble of getting them down from
ing one frame of brood, as near hatch- high trees, he can let them swarm
Some bee-keepers think
ing as possible, from each of 4 colo- naturally.
nies, shaking the bees all off from the this the best way, but the larger numframes in front of their own hives, ber do not.
If surplus honey is the main object,
and replacing the frame of brood with
a frame of foundation or empty comb. and the apiarist decides to use the
.1.

i;.

;

JIASON.
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extractor, the road is clear and even
a novice in the business need not fail
if
there is honey in the flowers.
When the bees begin to lengthen ont^
the cells at the top of the frames with
;

new

as the old one does; and on the evening of the seventh day from the time
they swarmed, move the old hive to a
new stand, and slide the new hive
into the old one's place. Just at night
on the eighth day, the old colony
should be examined to see how many
bees are left. If more than tliree
pints remain, shake or brush all above
that amount in front of the new hive.
This method gives the best results of
any that I have ever tried, as all the
working force is kept together. If no
increase is wanted, then instead of
moving the old hive, let it remain, and
as fast as the brood hatches shake it
in front of the new hive until it is all

white comb, it shows that they
are bringing in honey, and the upper
story should be put on, tilled with
frames of empty comb or foundation,
and as fast as they are filled with
honey they should be extracted, which
in many cases will be as often as
every three days through the best part
honey-flow.
If any great
of the
amount of honey accumulates in the
lower story, it milst be extracted, so
as not to cramp the queen for room
below, otherwise she may be tempted hatched.
" up-stairs."
The honey
to move
Mechanics Palls, ? Maine.
should be put in open vessels to ripen,
with a cloth spread over them and
California Convention and Picnic.
placed in a warm place.
When the honey-flow ceases, the
The bee-keepers' convention was
feeder should be placed on, and the
bees fed a little sugar syrup, just held in the grove at Hanford, Calif.,
enough to keep up breeding until on June 3, 188-5. It was called to
another honey-flow. This method of order by the President, F. J. Otis, of
producing honey is thouglit to be the Selma, and after roll-call all seemed
most protitable, as twice the amount to tell the same story, that bees were
of honey can be secured, and no doing very badly, and barely making
trouble is found by swarming, as the a living in many cases requiring
feeding. Such a state of affairs has
combs are kept empty.
Next is tlie production of comb never been known here before. The
honey, which is more diflicult, and is cause seems to be that the grassliopattended with more liability of fail- pers are taking all the green things
ure.
It
requires more study and before they can bloom, leaving the
thought, as it is managed very differ- bees destitute.
ently. When the new looking comb
The convention then adjourned for
appears at the top of the frames, if a dinner. Cloths were spread and well
ten-frame hive is used, the outside covered, in the abundant shade, and
ones should be removed and laid awKy the bee-keepers, young and old, were
for future use or if there is brood in almost as active as bees around them
them, use them to strengthen other for about half an hour. When the
colonies.
Now put the two chaff meeting was called to order again,
division- boards in, one on each side they had a
much more cheerful
of the hive, reducing it to a seven- appearance.
frame hive, and crowding the bees
Mr. Decker showed some sick and
that were on nine or ten frames, upon dead bees, which had a strange disthe seven and if there are any queen- ease, new to our beemen. The sick
cells started destroy them. Now put bees become shiny and weak, and the
on a case of sections, and the bees strong ones pack them off and throw
being uncommonly crowded for room, them away, having no further use for
if for no otiier reason, will go into the them.
The yelkiw-banded bees are
sections and commence woik there.
affected, but no blacks yet.
comLook occasionally to see how they mittee was appointed to investigate
are progressing in tlie sections, and the matter and re)jort.
Mr. Wlieeler showed his sectionwhen you see that they liave commenced sealing over the honey in the closing machine, which seems to
centre of the sections, all the middle work very well on the one-pound secones will be completely sealed, and tions, and will be an acquisition to
should be removed, and those not bee-keeping.
George Hoblee, Sec.
sealed over moved into the centre,

—

;

temperature was at no time above
45°, and sometimes it dropped to 28°,
and the atmosphere was rather moist,
so much so that frost would sometimes gather on the walls. The bees
remained normallv quiet all winter,
and were put upon'the summer stands
on March 20, 18S5, having been confined 152 days (one day longer than
Mr. Heddon's bees), and had a flight
on the same afternoon.
My hives are painted a very light
color, which would easily show spots,
such as are made by the discharge of
bees generally

at their

first

spring

and though I watched closely,
I could find no spots or other signs of
a discharge, either wet or dry, upon
flight,

the hives or anything else about the
apiary.
few colonies in box-hives,
which were wintered by the side of
the others in the same cellar, delivered a wet discharge upon their

A

first flight, but upon no succeeding
one could any discharge be set-n.
These colonies had stores which were
gathered during the whole season,
and which, perhaps, included some
honey-dew.
I do not claim that these facts disprove the pollen theory, the discussion and development of which I have
followed with considerable interest,
but I give them in answer to Mr.

Heddon's question.
That these bees did not hibernate,
according to the common acceptance
of the term, I am well satisfied, from
the fact of there being a dull, halfsubdued hum constantly audible from
each hive, proving that at no time
was there present that perfect quiet
which is a condition of hibernation,
Ithaca,? N. Y.
ror

ttie
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Report for the Winter of 1884-85.

;

J.

E. I'OND, JR.

do not know as a report from 10
will be considered of any
value by some, but others, perhaps,
may think difterently. My experience during the last winter has
tended to convince me more strongly
than I was convinced before, oi ilie
incorrectness of the " pollen theory."
In preparing 10 colonies in singlewalled hives for wintering on the
summer stands, I left them such
and enough empty ones put in to fill
stores as they had gathered, taking
the case. This should be repeated as
pains to leave in each hive as large
For the American Bee Journal.
often as those in the centre are coman amount of pollen as possible. I
pletely sealed over. If the colony Wintering Bees on Honey & Pollen. unfortunately was taken ill in the
should swarm out, then go to the old
latter part of February, and was uncolony at once, take out one frame, as
W. G. FISH.
able to get out to examine my bees
free from brood and honey as possible,
till about the middle of May, when I
with the bees on it if tliere are any
On page 359, Mr. Heddon asks, found that 2 colonies had eaten all
queen-cells on the comb, be sure lo " Who, by any method of wintering, their stores and perished. These 2
destroy them place it in an empty can show 151 days' confinement and colonies were as well provided with
hive, with six frames of foundation. no discharge, wliere sugar syrup is stores as the others, having at least 25
Take the case off from the old hive not used V"
pounds of sealed honey some of the
and put it on the new one. Now hive
Mv bees were placed in the cellar other colonies did not consume more
tlie bees and set the new one close to on Nov. 19, 1884, with sufticient stores than 12 or 15 pounds of honey during
tlie old one, turning the entrance one- of honey and pollen, just as they the same time.
I think tliat a good
fourth around, thus the working force had gathered it, no pains being taken point in breeding is to perpetuate, if
will be in the sections just as they to remove any of the pollen, and the possible, the trail of small consumpwere before they swarmed.
honey was all fall honey. My cellar tion during the winter.
On the evening of the third day, is a large house-cellar in which are
Had I believed in the pollen theory,
turn the entrance of the new hive stored potatoes, apples, etc., and has I should have expected to find all my
around so that it will stand the same ample means of ventilation. The bees dead from bee-diarrhea, with

A

I

colonies

;

;

;
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hives and combs befouled tcnibly;
instead thereof I found the combs of
the 2 colonies that died, as clean and
dry as they well could be, and the
remaining 8 colonies in as f;t>t"l ''"""
dition as any I have ever seen at that
season. The combs were all dry and
clean, the bees lively, with no signs
whatever of disease, and with a large
quantity of young bees and brood.
In preparing these colonies for winter, 1 left all the frames of comb in
the hives (ten-frame single-walled
Langstroth), putting a woolen blanket
on the frames, and tilling an upper
story with forest leaves pressed
loosely down. I gave all the full entrance, viz Sg of an inch, and the
whole width of the hives.
For 16 years I have wintered my
bees in Langstroth hives, on the summer stands, with no loss whatever
:

have always left
disease.
I
tliem their natural stores, and I have
never taken any pollen from them
During that time I have kept from
to 50 colonies, and I de.sire it " to be
recorded," that the "pollen theory"
is wholly incorrect, so far as my own
apiary is concerned. Its originator
admits that if the " conditions are
right," pollen will not kill bees, or
cause disease among them this, to
me, looks like an admission at any
rate I tind no disease caused by pollen in Diy apiary, and have no feitrs in
regard to the matter, and so long as I
winter my bees without loss, just so
long I shall continue tlie practice of
the last 16 years or more.

from

r-,

;

;

Foxboro,o+ Mass

,

June

13, 1885.

lodges, nor burn in the fire the reddening crabs, nor trust them to a deep
fen, or where there is a noisome
smell of miie. or where the hollow
rocks resound on being struck, and
their i)eculiar the struck image of the voice re-

abundance, nor their splendid appetite for it, of which I wish chiefly to
speak, nor in which you will tind
most to interest you; but rather,
their knowledge anil management of

the bee and some of
ideas concerning it. For these ('onceptions and ideas I am wholly indebted to Virgil, whom I cordially
commend to all who seek for the
poetry and praise of the "Classic
Bee.''

1. Their method of keeping the bee:
They were particularly choice of the
spot where they should place their

colonies of industrious toilers. The
hum of the bee should not be marred
by any rudeness of sound or uncouthness of approach or surroundings.
The perfection of the sweet at least
made a perfect home of the bee an
appropriate
of
care and
object
thought. The poet demands that the
place shall be one where no wind
blows, for wlien the bees, laden with
liquid
sweetness gathered from a
thousand flowers, wearily drops at the
entrance of their treasure-house, no
rude bhist should sweep them aside
and delay their return. Neither shall
their place be where the frisky kids
may tread down the fragrant flower
ami entangle the half-laden toiler,
nor " heifer, straying in the plain,
spurn off the dews, and bruise the
rising herb." The place must be the
resort of no lizard with speckled,
scaly back, nor shall the woodpeckers
and swallows haunt their quiet abode

bounds."
2. Some of their ideas about the
bee: They looked upon a colony of
bees as a government composed of
The leader of
officers and workmen.
the host was called a " king," and
they seem to have had no such conception as that it was a female and
the mother of the whole cohmy.
Virgil says that there are two kinds
of " kings '" in the colony ; the one he
describes corresponds closely to our
queen of to-day, the other, beyond all
question, is the drone, which " is hor-

ribly

deformed with

sloth,

and

in-

gloriously drags a large belly."
Speaking of the roving inclination
of the swarms, he gives a rule by
which they may be content to remain
in their hives— a rule not unknown or
unobserved to-day by some. It is,
" Do you but clip the wings of their
" kings," not one will dare, while
they stay behind, to fly aloft, or pluck
up the standard from the camp."
The subjects of the " king-bee " fall
into three classes of workmen ; viz
those that work in the wax " building the combs downward,'' those that
guard the hive, the stores, the young
in their waxen cells, and those that
gather from flower and fruit the
" clammy honey." Virgil says "The
They lay waste and ravage around elder have the care of their towns,
the hives and catch on the wing tlie and to fortify the combs, and frame
honey-laden bee and bear it as food the artiiicial cells but the younger
for their young. Springs of pure, return fatigued late at night, their
sweet water should be near by, or thighs laden with thyme; they feed
" i)ools edged with green moss, and a at large on arbistes and gray willows,
gentle rivulet swiftly running through on cassia and growing crocus, on the
the meads.''
gummy lime, and deep-colored hyAll have one rest from
There should be close beside their acinths.
home tlie stately palm and the grate- work, all one common labor."
ful wild olive, on which may gather
They thought that the germs from
the circling swarm when forth they which come the young brood, were
leave their old home to seek the new gathered from the' hearts of flowers
under the guidance of their queen. and leaves, borne to the waxen cells
In the silent pools, and rippling rivu- and there nourished until matured.
lets and sweet springs should be scat- " But they themselves," says Virgil,
tered rocks and logs of willow to " cull their progeny with their mouths
serve as places of rest for the wearied from leaves and fragrant barks ; they
bee that pauses in its flight and seeks themselves raise up a new king and
to quench its thirst. " Around these little subjects, and build new palaces
places let green cassia, and far-smell- and waxen realms." Some of them
ing wild thyme, and plenty of strong- also thought that the bee partook of
scented savory, flower; and let beds of the divine nature, and "that a porviolet drink an irrigating fountain."
tion of the divine mind, and a heavenTheir hives are made of hollow ly emanation may be discovered in
bark, stripped, no doubt, from trunk bees."
The instructions to him who would
of tree, or huge limb, and having the
end covered, it is natural to suppose, gather the honev from the hive are,
with bark, or thatch of straw, or " Sprinkled as to you.r .body, gargle
plaited willow. Other hives are made your mouth with a draught of water,
of limber osier woven, no doubt, into and bear in your hand before you the
They thought
shapes pleasing to the eye and gratify- searching smoke."
ing to the taste of the observer as that the life of a bee was seven yeirs,
well as accommodating to the honey- unless cut off by some accident, and
gatherer. The inlets to these hives, that one's fortune was good when a
whatever their form or kind, must colony lived nine or ten years.
When their colonies all perished as
be small. The cold of winter congeals the honey, and the heat of sum- yours and mine have nearly all done
mer melts it, and each result alike is during tlie past winter, they have a
dreaded by the bees. The chinky tradition as to how one may replenish
"
bullock, just bending
chambers of these hives are to be his stock
daubed with smooth mud, and over the horns in his forehead, two years
them thinly are leaves to be scattered; old, is sought out while he struggles
" and suffer not a yew tree near their exceedingly, they close up both his
:

:

;

ror tbe American Bee Journal.

Johnson

Co.,

Ind., Convention.

The annual meeting of the Johnson County Bee-Keepers' Association
was held at Franklin, Ind.. on April
4, 1885, with President C. H. Hall in
the chair. The Secretary's and Treasurer's reports were read and approved.
President Hall then read his annual
address on •' The Classic IJee," as
follows
I bring for your consideration the
"classic
bee"— with which, in all
probability, I am better acquainted
than you— the bee of Homer and
:

Virgil, of

Among

Athens and Rome.

the earlier students of the
habits of the bee are the Greek scienand
logician,
Aristotle; and
Rome's famous poet, Virgil. In this
address I shall simply give some
things which I have gathered mainly
from Virgil, and other sources.
Honey was an article of diet much
esteemed by the ancients, and in
more common use than to-day. Sugar
was scarce, or entirely unknown then
as we know it now, and honey was
the main dependence for their sweet.
The honey of Mt. Ida, in Crete, and
from Hymettus, in Attica, is justly
famous for its line quality and delicious flavor.
There was a great
abundance of honey in those old
classic lands, abounding as thev do

1st

in sunshine and flowers, in cliffs" and
rocks, in hills and valleys, and having
winters so brief and mild. But it is

not the famous honey, nor

its

great

'

:

A

;

'

—
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and the breath of his mouth T. Kelly would fumigate the combs side of the hive to die." I submit,
and when tliej' liave beaten him to and put them in the house until ready respectfully, that this is an error.
nostrils,

;

death, his battered entails are crushed
within the hide that remains entire.
When dead, they leave him pent up,

lay upon his sides fragments of
boughs, tiiyme, and fresli cassia. This
is done wlieu lirst the zepliyis stir the
waves, before the meadows blush
with new colors, before the chattering swallow suspends her nest upon

and

to be used.

The convention adjourned to meet
iu the same place on the first Saturday in October, 1885.

bee-house, which is perfectly
dark, is literally strewn— the sawdust
C. H. Hall, Pres.
floor— with old defunct bees that come
out of the house, fly or jump from the
alighting board to the ground, and
For tbe American Bee Journal.
die decently and quietly as becomes
them. These do not die of disease,
The Season, Hibernation, etc.
for such can. to the experienced eye,
be readily distinguished of old age.
ALLKN PKINGLE.
One word in regard to Mr. Joshua
As an anThe honey season is just opening Buirs article on page 363
Li.

Meanwhile the juices,
in tlie tender veins, ferment
and animals, wonderful to behold,
first short of their feet, and in a little
the rafters.

warmed

swarm

to-

more and more take

to

while buzzing with wings,
gether, and

;

.

;

boughs."

here in this latitude. True, we have
had a honey-yield, more or less, for
the past four or five weeks from the
maple, the willow, the dandelion, etc.;
but we scarcely call it a honey-flow
till the clovers open out.
To-day the
Alsike and white clovers are introducing their rich and fragrant bloom
to our admiring gMze, and in a day or
two our little industrious wards will
doubtless be revelling in tlieir inviting sweets.
I regard
the Alsike
clover lis our staple honey-plant here,

I
trust that these isolated and and I sow it liberally. It also makes
peculiar views on a subject of such good hay— better than the red clover.
fibre, hardly ever
practical interest to you may not be It has a finer
lodges, and is better relished by stock
uninteresting.
than any or the other clovers with
which I am acquainted. It also genProf. D. A. Owen, of Franklin Col- erously produces seed when the red
lege, was elected an honorary mem- produces none in this section the red
ber. Mr. Owen then made a brief has produced very little seed for the
and interesting address on the benefit past few years, while mv Alsike has
;

of the association to the bee-keepers.
The following otRcers were then

elected by acclamation
President,
C. H. Hall, of Franklin Vice-President, J. T. Ragsdale, of Trafalgar;
Secretary, L. K. Jackson, of Urmey:

;

ville

;

and Treasurer, Mrs. Phebe

cellar

R. Jackson, Sec.

:

the tliin air, till ttiey burst away like
a shower poured down from summer
clouds or like an arrow from the
whizzing string, when the swift
Parthians first begin the fight.
Bees through all the belly hum amid
the decomposed bowels of the cattle;
pour forth with the fermenting juices
from the burst sides, and in immense
clouds roll along
then swarm together on the top of a tree, and hang
down in a cluster from the bending
.

Neither the cellar nor the darkness
prevents the old bees from going out
of the hive to die. Everv winter my

J.

Felly, of Franklin.

The President asked what damage
if any the roach does in the liive.
Messrs. A. T. Kelly, John Beard, and
the Secretary thouglit that it does no
damage, but it gets into the hive to
hide, and probably for a warm place
to lay its eggs above the cushion.
The cause of the great mortality of
bees during the past winter was then
discussed. Mr. A. T. Kelly no).iced
bees dying around the hive early in
the fall, and found a line of dead bees
to a lot of boneset. and found dead
bees on and around it. He thinks
that the cause of death. The Secretary noticed bees working on boneset,
and he looked for dead bees around
it, but found
none. lie thinks the
cause is from juices gatliered from
decaying fruit during the droutli iu
the fall, and tlie long confinement of
winter.
From 2.5.5 colonies, last fall, only 78
colonies are left, and many of them
are very weak. It was thought that
90 per cent, of all the bees in the
county are dead.
Some one asked whether tlie honey
the bees died on would be fit for table
use. Mr. Bishop and A. T. Kelly
thought that the sealed honey was
good; Mr. J. Beard advised keeping
It to feed the bees and build up colonies strong as early as possible, and
increase the bees so as to fill up the
old hives as fast as possible. Mr. A.

yielded abundantly.
The seed is
taken from the first crop. When cut
for hay before the seed ripens, it will
bloom a second time, but the afterbloom does not always yield honey.
As about 75 per cent, of tlie bees in
this district died during the winter
and spring, tliere is unfortunately
only a small force comparatively to
take hold of the splendid yield which

the season promises. Some lost all,
while others saved but a fraction. My
own, I am glad to say, were more
fortunate, as I only lost a few colonies
out of :i() wintered outside and (iU in
the cellar.
I see that Mr. Clarke is still laboring over the "hibernation theory;"
and, to use a provincialism, " going

worth"

swer to mine on page

266, it

is. I

should think, a rather curious production. This must be patent to all
critical readers.
And because the
discussion is "drifting to personalities," our indulgent e<iitor asks us to
" let it stop here." Well, it was unnecessary to do even tliat, for I have
no time to waste in that direction.
Selby, Out.,

June

15, 1885.
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The Wintering Problem.
L. C.

JOHNSON.

Again and again and yet again will
come up until we shall

this question

winter our bees as successfully as
farmers winter their calves. Slowly

we

learn.

Prior to the past winter,

Mr. James lledtlon with all his great
experience and keen observation (and
they are great), saw in pollen the only
danger; but after losing $1,.5U0 worth
of bees, he now sees another great
danger in long continued cold, and he
says that he now feels sure that his
knowledge insures him against any
farther loss iu wintering. He also
" I am sure that 1 see clear
says
enough to not only wander out of the
darkness, but lead out my companions." I would suggest that Mr. II.
wait until he has tried his new theories,
and has been successful at least one
winter. For the past three winters I
have been successful in wintering my
bees, having lost but one colony, and
that the mice destroyed winter before
:

last.

On page

"prove

Mr. Ileddon asks,
successful ones known
ichy they were successful V" Now my
experience is too small to say that I
k-nou\ but I think that the following
were the reasons why I succeeded in
wintering well all of my 26 colonies
out-of-doors last winter
laconically wrote "bees do not hiber1. They were so thoroughly packed
nate," be made a terrible mistake
as to keep them warm. They were
for himself. He might have known wintered in one-story Simplicity hives
that he would get just what he lias placed side by side with 8 inches of
got. But, unlike professors generally, sawdust or 1(3 inches of chaff and two
he is a proverbially good-natured soul, walls between the bees and the
and hence owns up and takes it easy. weather.
Mr. Clarke will either prove " hiber2. They had 30 pounds of honey or
nation " or do something else with it sugar syrup in eaeli hive.
before he stops.
3. They had the full summer enBut I allude to this subject in order trance open below, save in extrem6
to correct Mr. Clarke on one little cold weather (10^ to 30" below zero),
point in his last article on page 361. when a shovelful of snow was thrown
He makes "objection to cellars and over it. Above the bees was chaff or
bee-houses" because they " keep the dry sawdust, so they had pure air and
bees closely confined in darkness, pre- could fly whenever the weather would
venting the old bees from going out- permit.
it

for

all

he

is

to

points and establish things."" Well,
as I have said befcire, I do think there
is some truth in the notion, and I
would not discourage laudable investigation by throwing one drop of cold
water on "hiliernalion." When our
good friend Prof. Cook coolly and

"

Have the
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would

like to hear whellier

the readers of the

difficulty can, by careful and
judicious management, be nearly if
not quite overcome, and that by
means of a dry, warm and dark cellor.
I put about 40 colonies into the
cellar last fall, arranged upon shelves
one above another, removed the
covers, leaving the blankets on, and
the entrances to the hives open. The
cellar was ventilated by a small pipe
running out at the window, but not
sutlieiently large as to allow enough
cold to enter as at any time to cause
frost to gatlier on the hives. This, I
believe, to be the only way to winter
bees with reasonably safety in this
climate. The hives were principally
well stocked with honey, none having
been extracted therefrom during the
season.
Scarcely more than 2 per
cent, of the colonies died, not counting 2 very late swarms which perished
for the want of supplies, and not
through the effects of the cold, and

any of former

Bke Jouknal

heavily, wlio gave their
iniKdi protection against

lost

bees this

the cold,
with pure air and abundance of food
given early.
have reports from
I
nearly HllO colonies (fall count) in this
county (Wayne), and of these ]i)0 are
dead. I know of but one man in the
county beside myself, who su|>plied
all of the above conditions, and he
lost no colonies, and I lost none.
Besides the :i(i colonies spoken of
above, I put into tny cellar one strong
colony having an abundance of honey
and pollen. On March 1 they had not
the cZirtj-rAea, but the dysentery*, and
that badly, at least the liive, combs

and bees looked bad- and smelled
worse.
The bees were then taken
out and put into a chaff hive outdoors, and they ultimately recovered,
though they were the weakest colony
I liad.

Of the 26 colonies wintered outdoors, 10 had honey and pollen, 5 had

which might easily have been saved
by proper feeding.
sugar syrup and pollen, and 5 had
The winter previous to the last, I
syrup alone.
The latter reared no kept in the same cellar about 20 colobrood until I fed them pollen in the nies with about the same proportion
spring all wintered well and none of loss. A neighbor with about the
had the diarrhea. Of these 26, the same number of colonies, who de3 hybrid colonies wintered well, the pended on an out-door cellar or " dug12 Italian colonies better, and the 11 out" for
wintering his bees, and
Syrian colonies best.
which at times reached a quite low
Fountain City,o» Ind.
temperature, suffered a loss of about
50 per cent. I notice a correspondent
[Mr. Johnson's use of the word of the Bee Journal says that a
dysentery instead of diarrhea is not strong, healthy colony of bees should
borne out by AVebster's Unabridged not, during the winter, lose by dying
more than about a tea-cupful of bees.
Dictionary. To have dysentery, there
This is hardly in accordance with the
must be " griping pains " and a " dis- experience that I have liad so far in
wintering, a quart of dead bees being
charge of mucus and blood."— Ed.]
not much above the average.
Until about June 1, it was a bad
For tbe American Bee Journal
;

Wintering Bees,
C. L.

etc.

HICE.

Probably there is no one particular
branch of business in which there is
so great a diversity of opinions in
regard to the most feasible method
to pursue to bring about the most
favorable results, as there is in
modern bee keeping. It is presumable that this confusion of ideas and
differences of opinions arises cliietly
from climatic reasons, and if estimates were made and conclusions
drawn from an area constituting the
same latitude, it is probable that the
great difference in the practical ex
perience of apiarists would very
noticeably diminish. But other causes
also exist in different localities of the
same latitude as, for instance, the
moth, quickly changing temperature,
drouth, etc., which vary the standard
of a basis on latitude for bee-management sufficiently to cause a theory
practicable for one point therein not
;

unmistakably so to all others.
In this locality there can really be
said to be but two vital features to
lend discouragement to the beekeeper, viz
the severity of the winter and the shortness of the honeygathering season.
But from what
experience I have had here in beekeeping—which extends over a period
of about three years— I think that the
:

409

recommended, I concluded to let
them alone however, after allowing
them to remain in that condition for
some 3 or 4 weeks, I thought I would
see how they were doing, and accordingly I opened up a trench iii front of
1(1
hives, and found them all alive,
and apparently in good condition.
]5y this lime I was tired of shoveling
snow, and being satisfied that I could
not improve their condition, I quit
work, leaving 34 colonies under the
snow unmolested until about March
;

1, when
it
commenced thawing. I
then opened them up, and found but
living, and all in a miserable

few

condition.
Tliey all had been breeding, some
having 5 or 6 frames of brood. It
took but a glance to see that diarrhea

had done its work effectually. Of
this lot of 34, 6 are living, and of the
16 from which the snow was removed,
10 are living. It would appear from
this that if they are to remain long

under snow, they should have some
ventilation. By the way, has any one
tried keeping bees under a snow-drift
for three months, on sugar syrup
alone V If Mr. Ileddon has not tried
this, I wish he would do so.
One great trouble with the most of
us is, we do not doas well as we know
how. I did not leave 50 colonies out
all winter because I knew no better,
nor as an experiment, but for the

simple reason that my own stiength
was not sufficient to put them in the
cellar^ and aid could not be bad at
the proper time.
The outlook is not very flattering
in this locality.
The weather has
been and continues too cold and wet
for a successful honey harvest. Bees
have only just commenced swarming.
spring here for bees, the wetatlie It will be seen that I lost 49 colonies,
being cold and severe but a ther so I am commencing the season with
present time (June 14) they are work- 138.
ing nicely, and bringing in plenty of
New Boston,^ Ills., June 15, 1885.
supplies, although I have had as yet
but one swarm the present season,
ror tlie American Bee JoumaL
which I allowed to come about naturally, believing that plan to be suBureau of Animal Industry.
perior to dividing colonies, for the
amateur bee keeper.
WM. JIUTII-RASMUSSEN.
Granite Falls, 9 Minn.
The following item on this Bureau,
I have taken from a recent San FranFor the American Bee Journal.
;

cisco Chronicle:

Wintering Bees Under a Snow -Drift.
L. H.

SCUDDER.

Last fall I put 1S7 colonies into
winter quarters— 137 in the cellar, and
50 on the summer stands all being
supplied with natural stores, and no
chaff-packing or other protection. Of
the 137 in the cellar, lo died. All late

—

light colonies were in the cellar.
the 50 left on the summer
stands were in Lang.stroth hives in a
row along the east side of a hedge,

and

All of

" The Bureau of
established by an

Animal Industry,
Act of Congress,
has
been completely
May 29, 1884,
organized during the last year, and is

now

in active

The purpose
lect

and

efficient

operation.

of this bureau is to col-

statistics,

procure

information

and impart instruction upon all matters relating to the animal industry
of this country, and to investigate
the extent and character of all diseases of a communicable nature, and
to devise means for their prevention
and cure. The work of this bureau
has been pushed on vigorously and

and about 4 inches from the ground.
Soon after winter set in, the snow rapidly ever since its establishment.
drifted (mainly from the west) until A great mass of information has alit was level with the top of the hedge, ready been collected in relation to the
thus completely burying the bees prosecution of the live-stock industry
under a snow-drift from 3 to 5 feet in this coiuitry, its needs and development, and the evils which affect it,
deep.
It looked like cold comfort for " the so that owners of animals of all kinds
little busy bees," but as I have fre- may be insured against all preventable
quently heard that plan of wintering losses arising from disease, inexperi-

'

—

;
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improper management, etc.
ence,
that their efforts may be properly and
intelligently detected that the best
promotion, and the most
possible
favorable protection of this industry
may be secured, and that the most
promising results, and the most protitable returns may be insured."
Xow, Mr. Eilitor, do you know anything about this IJureau of Animal
Industry V If it is as here represented,
might it not afford the surest means
of securing reliable statisticts of apiculture, and also, to a great extent, to
check the further spread of foul brood
in the United States? The bureau,
as here represented, seems to have a
wide scope, and to cover apiculture
as completely as any other branch of
animal industry.
;

—

freezing and 1 with
1 by
diarrhea. I v\'ould state right li'^re
that the majority of them had a very
large quantity of pollen, but with my
liive I can give them a tlight when
others cannot, and thus bring them
through all right until spring.
Tins spring I have lost 8 colonies
bv loss of queens, drone-layers, fertile-workers, etc.
I have 100 very
strong colonies and 10 weak ones now.
The weather, this spring, has been
very changeable, still some of the
time we had the best weather I have
ever know-n. During friiit and rock
maple bloom I never saw bees do as
well. They are doing well now on
clover, but as it is very dry here the
yield from it will be small. Basswood

2 c(>lonies

going to bloom very heavy, and if
Calif.
Independence,
the weatiier is good the > ield will be
large. So far bees generally have
[The above article was received swarmed but little.
Addison,*o Vt.
from Mr. Muth-Basmussen sometime
since, and we at once wrote to Washington to try to obtain some informaAmerican Agriculturist.
tion concerning this bureau. All we
Bee-Notes for July,
know of it is that Commissioner LorL. C. BOOT.
ing appointed agents, but, as the
appropriation was exhausted, nothing
One of the most important quesfurther was heard of it. Ed.]
for the present month is, how to

o

is

tions

properly care for surplus honey. Ijoth
comb and extracted honey should be
kept in a cool, dry, well ventilated
Sheep and Bees, etc.
room. In pacjcing away comb honey
in such a room, care should be taken
E. J. SMITH.
to sort out all boxes that contain any
cells with pollen stored in them, as it
I notice that Mr. Freeborn says on is in such combs that the moth-larvse
page 346, that the sheep in question will work and injure them.
Exwere " blooded sheep ;" I take it that tracted honey should be kept in open
Many advocate using a room
they were Merinos.
I live in the vessels.
banner county of the world for those so located that it may be kept very
sheep, and I have never yet heard a warm for curing honey. If the room
word of complaint about bees annoy- is dry, and so arranged as to admit of
ing tliem. Probably the truth of the a free circulation of air, I much prematter is, in JNIr. F's case, that the fer that it should be cool. I find that
plaintiff had overstocked his pasture both comb and' extracted honey cure
and neglected the sheep, thus causing equally well, and retain their flavor
the loss mentioned.
much better.
You can count on me for $1 to help
If it is desired to have comb honey
defend the suit. There are a lot of of the whitest and most attractive
people so bigoted and ignorant about appearance, it should be removed
bees that if this suit is decided in from the hive as soon as all the cells
favor of the plaintiff, there will be no are capped over. Those who produce
end to such troublesome lawsuits; for honey for their own use oidy, and
a certain man told me that the bees care less for the looks and more to
injured buckwheat, as he had not avoid the extra trouble required, will
obtained such large crops as he lind that if the honey is kept on the
formerly did.
hives until later in the season, it will
As to bees injuring fruit, I would be well cured and they will also
say that I have watched them very learn that while it will not be so
closely, and only in the very dullest white, it will receive an extra coating
times, when there is nothing for them of wax over the cappings, which will
to gather,will they do any damage.and render it less liable to be affected by
then only to ovei-ripe fruit, or where moisture when kept for use later in
wasps have first punctured it. I the season. Besides, it is a fact, that
know they are of great benefit to unless it is kept under most unfavorfruit, both large and small, in fertiliz- able circumstances, such honey will
ing the bloom.
retain its llavor much better when
Last fall I prepared 120 colonies for held for some time, than that which is
winter, the most of them being in removed from the hive as soon as
good condition. As the two previous capped over.
winters had been very severe, I anticiI have been asked to give my opinpated a mild one, and so I did not ion as to whether the sting of a honeycrowd up my bees with division- bee can be the direct cause of a perboards as closely as usual, and con- son's death. There is good proof that
sequently those on the outside of the under certain conditions of the human
clusters froze, and in one-half of the system
a single sting may cause
colonies they were greatly reduced in death.
While this is undoubtedly
numbers. My loss for the winter was true, it is also beyond question that
For tbe American Bee

JoumaL

;

vast nuuibers of people may be slung
an iniletinite number of times without receiving serious injury. While
I aiivocate using every precaution to
avoid unnecessary slings, I am convinced that there is much needless
suffering through fear, and the illeffect of the sting is often thereby

much increased.
^Mohawk, 5 N. Y.
For the American Bee

JoumaL

Bees and ftueens Leaving Hives.
S.

H.

JOHNSON.

On May 18 I examined my bees and
found the strongest colony of blacks
preparing to swarm.
Tfiey had 2
young queens in cells, and eggs in
other cells
and the, only colony of
Italians I have, had eggs in queencells.
On the evening of May 19, the
;

colony of blacks was moved 4 miles
on a spring wagon, and as the roads
were good, I do not think that the
moving injured the bees any. On
May 20 they swarmed, and after clustering they were hived in a lower
story of a Simplicity hive made of
double-dressed cypress lumber. The
bees went to work, and on May 22
they came out of their new home. By
theuse of water they were persuaded
to cluster again, and again they were
hived in the same hive, and given a
frame of brood from the parent colony.
There was no empty hive at the place,
or they would have been put into it.
On jlay 23 they came out again, and
by once more applying water, they
clustered,
and were hived. Tlie
swarm being a very large one, and
thinking that they had not suliicient
room, a topstory with frames in it
was put on the hive at this time.
They did not stay, but came out
shortly, but by tbr'owiiig water and
dirt among them, they again clustered
and were put into the hive from the
top; but upon seeing them rising, the
top was shut quickly to keep them in,
as they vt'ere coming out both at the
top and at the entrance. They then
started for the wixuls. The queen
left with a large portion of the bees,
but some of tliem staid in the hive

the brood. On the next day I
gave them a frame of brood containing a queen-cell with a young queen
in it, and they accepted it, sealed it
up, and worked finely. I would ask
whether under the circumstances the
bees could ha^e been saved without
capturing the queen ? Are cypress
witli

hives offensive to bees ?
The Italian bees spoken of above,
cast a swarm on May 23, and it was
hived in the same kind of a hive on
the next day they came out of their
;

new home, but by throwing water
among the bees, they went back into
thehivefrom

had issued
30, 2
more swarms issued, and were hived
They
of
hives.
in the same kind
came out on the next day, but they
were sent back again. They staid,
and are now doing well. Will those
who have had queens and bees leave
whicli they

on the day previous.

On May

the hives, please give the reason for it?

Olmsted,?

Ills.,

June

16, 1885.

:

:

:

:

::

;

:
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Fight it to the Hitter End.— A. W. than any I have purchased. We are having a good time shaving off the heads of
Osliurn, Cuba, W. I., on .Imie 18, 18S.5,
drones in eniDryo, and catching them and
writes
destroying them. We are doing much
I folly agree with the Editor's remarks
"modern translerring," and tlunigh in
on page :i:in, and with the article by James the coldest season on record, we are liavIleiUlon, on page lUli, in tlie interest of iiig perfect success, so far.
Mr. Freeborn anainst the "sliPep-man;"
bee-keepers orgaui/c,
say, let
I
An Of toffPii avian Bee-Keeper's Re- and
Favoring a Defense Organization.—
furnish uio'ney, and light it to the bitter
port.— L. Eastwood, Waterville,^ O., end. 1 am aJMi in favor of Mr. Thos. C. W. R. El wood, Sr., Lindley,5 Mo.,
says
Newman for Secretary-Treasurer and Gen- writes
1 am
I heartily approve of the scheme of the eral Manager of the organization.
I am greatly in favor of a defense oram
Although
I
ready
with my share of tne expenses.
Union.
Bee-Keepers'
ganization, liaving read with much interest
nearly 80 years old, I expect to keep bees
the suggestions made by Mr. James Iledfor some years yet. Uavhig lost 00 coloL. Pray, d(Mi, aiid 1 desire to become a member of
G.
Defense.—
of
World
A
winter,
I
past
nies and saved one the
that organization. True, my means are
boujjht more, and 1 am now bnilding up Elsie,© Mich. writes
very limited, and that is not all, 1 am now,
my stock auain. My bees were mostly I have read and re-read every article and have for 7 years, been having very
blacks and liybrids— except the one 1 have relating to the defense organization, and I poor health. Enter my name for $1, and
heartily endorse Mr. Ileddon's plan of tlie when it is wanted let me know. I am in
left, which is a pnre Italian colony— and
the defense. I think that there is a world of favor of the Editor of the Bee Jouknal
as there is not another live bee
townsliip, it is a good time to Italianize. defense, as every bee-keeper will be in- for Secretary-Treasurer and General ManThe (juestion with me is, not what made terested in such an organization. I send ager.
the bees die, but why did only the one $\.-io for the defense fund and annual fee,
colony live and come out stroiisr, having and twice that amount is awaiting, if
Worst Year in 60.— Richard Rudbeen wintered in the same cellar-room wanted for such a glorious cause.
dock, Orono, Ont., on June 17, 1885,
among all the dead ones— the same room
where they had wintered witliout loss for
" Not One Cent for Tribute."— C. F. says
the past five years ?
The past was a very hard winter on the
Greening, Grand Meadow,? Minn.,
bees here, the most of them having died.
on June 19, 1885, writes
I put 22 into a bee-house, and lost only 3,
Rightfulness of Keeping Bees.— RanI put
I fully endorse James Ileddon's plan of and the otiiers came out strong.
som Allen. Carlaud,© Mich,, on June
defense. Assess me $1 for every trial of them out on April 19, they having been in
22, 188.5, stiys
all
this kind, until farther orders. Let
the bee-house for 1.50 days. Those that I
I wish to announce my approval of Mr. true bee-keepers join in, and I think we wintered on the sununer stands did not do
Ileddon's idea of raising a fund for the can make it about as warm tor the black- so well. I have kept bees for about (50
purpose of defending the rights of bee- mailer in this case as though he had a col- years, but the past has been one of the
keepers against the malicious persecutiim ony of Cyprians or Apis dorsata turned worst years for bees I have ever known.
of ignorance and prejudice. You may over him. "Not one cent for tribute,"
put me down for a dollar, and if that is but 40 colonies for defense.
Usefulness of Defense Organizations.
not enough, say so, and 1 will make it
more. 1 would suggest that the best legal
M. E. Darby, Dexter,©Iowa, writes
L.
N.
Defense.—
of
Corner-stone
A
ability that can be had, be employed, and
thus
on
June
Wis.,
IIillsboro,*o
whether
a
Tongue,
case,
and
see
make it a test
Please enroll my Tiame as a member of
man has a right to keep bees or not.
22, 1885, says
the Bee-Keepers' Union, for which I send
I send you 3.5 cents as required by Arti- the required fee.
I hope the scope of this
Bee-Keepers' Organization. Miss J. cle V in the Constitution of the National new movement will be enlarged so as to
37'2.
on
page
as
given
Union,
Bee-Keepers'
protect bee-products as well as bee-keepM. Ball, Hopeside^D* Va., writes:
1 wish to associate myself with bee-keep- ers, by prosecuting such falsifications as
I most earnestly endorse Mr. Ileddon's
ers in such a nuich needed organization. that of Wiley, and by united action
move for a bee-keepers' organization, and Call on me when funds are needed. 1
against adulteration, enforcing the laws
:

,•

:

m

:

:

—

:

—

I will willingly be
name.
ter

my

among

My

the first to enchoice also is the

ager.

—

Bees and Bncliwlieat, etc. B.
Davenport. xVuroraville,© Wis,,

June

19, 188.3,

writes

:

Heddon

plan.

The

idea set

forth

;

If 1 am not mistaken,
who informed me claimed

the perthat the
stung
by
the
bees.
were
noses
slieep's
The facts are, when a bee is approached
by man or beast, it leaves for other quarters, especially when in pursuit of nectar
in flowers. I think if this sheep-man
would candidly investigate this matter, he
vicinity.

am

sorry to see a fellow-bee-keeper
assailed in the way that Mr. Freeborn is,
and I know how to sympathize with him,
in part at least ; for 1 have justsuch ignorI

indorse the

on page 379, by Mr. D. Millard, is
worthy of consideration. 1 indorse every
word these facts cannot be gainsaj'ed.
Herein lies a corner-stone of defense.
Were 1 living near this sheep pasture, I
close observer to ferret
T. think 1 would be a case. I heard of this
the facts in the
on out
complaint last season from one from that

Editor of the American Bee Joitknal,
for Secretary-Treasurer aiul General Man-

son

which we now have, and getting them
perfected. I think that State associations
could be made very useful in this work of
stopping adulteration, 1 believe that the
leading newspaoers of the LTuited States
would willingly correct the Wiley delusion, if appealeil to by the head of such a
combination as this new one promises
to be.

Protective Organization,— Wm.
derson, Sherman, o+ Mo., says

An-

:

1 have been reading about the lawsuit
brought against Mr. Freeborn. You may
put my name down for SI, to assist in
defending this suit. We as bee-keepers
would withdraw his case.
need some kind of a protective organization, so now let us in times of peace preCold Weather, etc.— James Heddon, pare for war, and keep ourselves in readiDowagiac, ? Mich., on June 22, 1885, ness in case of emergency.
writes
Following the past cold winter, we have
Bees in the Pasture, etc.— Jas. Jarhad one of the coldest springs on record, dine, Ashland,o* Kebr., June 22, 1885,
tlie
same
spirit.
and June has kept up
To-day the wind blows hard from the says
I have read the articles on page 346, in
north, and though the sky is clear, and
the sun shining brightly, the mercury reference to the suit involving bees. I
stands at .54= Fahr. in the shade. Last never have known bees to molest anynight queen-cells were killed in their thing while they were out at work, but, as
budded nicely.
nuclei by lack of heat. We have never a rule, they attend strictly to their own
before lost so many queens between hatch- work. I have a cow and two colts on my
fertilization. Basswood is in the clover, and it is covered witli bees all the
Season Cold and Wet.— J. W. Mar- ing and
bud, and is set full, on both high and low- time, and I do not see that they sting any
grave. Hiawatha, t$ Kans., on June land. Clover is in full bloom, and yield- of them. I do not believe that the farmer
all
16, 188-5, says
ing, when warm enough. Bees hardly ever saw the bees sting his sheep at
What few bees are in this region are leave the hives to-day. Many colonies he merely guessed at it. I hope that every
send
will
States
United
the
in
bee-keeper
doing only fairly well. The season thus that I purchased during the past spring,
man
far has been very cold and wet. There are yet too weak for surplus receptacles. in his dollar and make this selfish
has been very little swarming. We are Notwithstanding my heavy losses, my re- know that bee-keepers will maintain their
my
how
report
promised
to
As
I
hoping for better in the near future.
maining colonies average much stronger rights.

ant and selfish men living near me, who
are occasionally grumbling because my
bees work on their buekvpheat. They
claim that the bees take the virtue out of
the flowers, so the buckwheat does not fill
as well. 1 really hope that Mr. F. will
em))loy the ablest counsel to be had, and
that he will come out victorious. I will
give anywhere from St to $5 willingly,
though i am heavily in debt, to help defend this suit. It is very dry here at present, and clover comes out slowly, and
there is but little honey in it; but if we
have rain right away, we may have a
pretty good yi'ld of clover honey. Basswood is going to bloom .some 1 think
that one-half or more of the trees are
;
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bpps wintered in my cellar, I would say
tliat I put In liii oiilonies on Nov. 18, 1884,
antl on ilaich 19, 18S5, 1 took out 100 colonies in Hue ciindili;in. I kept the beecellar at aimut 40= above zero tlie most of

Local Convention Directory.

OF THE

the time. Those liees that were left outof-doors sutfered very badly the past winter in Nebraska ; a aood many bee keepers
lost all they had.
There are a great many
bees starving to death this month in this
section. 1 am feeding mine for a week,
and I will contiuue to feed them until the
sumac blooms.

Dec.

State, at Detroit. Mich.
H. D. Cultine, Sec, (?linton,Mich.

ty

In order to have this table complete. Secre-

requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetinKs.—Bd.

PIJBT.nHED BV

THOMAS

G.

^^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal

NEWMAN & SON,

will

PltOPlirKTUHS,

iut;.

When my

Bloomington, Ills.
\Vm. B. Lawrence, Sec.

S— 10.— Michigan

taries are

:

to-day.

place of Meeting.

Illinois, at

July 25.— Union, at Stewart. Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

Membership in the Bee-Keepers'
Union, etc.— Henry Miinger, Harvard,
5 Ills., OD June 18, lSS-5, says
This is my second season in bee-keepLast Xovemlier I put 7 colonies into
the cellar, and 1 lost one by starvation. 1
bad one swarm yesterday, and another

Time and

1885.

July 15.— Central

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Weekly.

dollar is required in
I will send it.

93 a year

;

Monthly,

50 cents.

besent FREE upon application.

Anyone

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.

the Freeborn lawsuit,

NEWMAN,

Alil^KI^D H.
[A moment's thought will convince any
BL'SINESS Managkk.
one that business cannot be done in the
way suggested. If any one wishes to become a member of the Union, the dollar
to the Defense Fund must be sent as well
as the 2.5 cents annual membersliip-fee.
There is no use of promises— such will not
^^" If j'our wrapper-label reads Jui-y 85,
conduct a case in court. It takes the cash
please remember that your subscription runs
on the spot.— Ed.]

Convention Notices.

J^" The Union

of Western

on July

Bee-Keepers' Association
Iowa,

Iowa will meet in Stuart,
25, 18S5, at 10 a. m.

J^pccial Iloticcs.

M. E. Darby,

Sec.

i^~ The Cortland Union Bee -Keepers'
Association will hold a basket picnic at the
apiary of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton, N. V.,
on Tuesday. Aug. 18. 1885. All bee-keepers,
with their families, are cordially invited to
be present.
W. H. Beach, Sec.

out with this month. Renew at onue, so as
not to lose any numbe^.
Rightfulness and Justice of BeeKeepinfc.— H. S. "Webster, Cresco,t$
^W° The Bee-Keepers* Association of CenIowa, on June 18, 1885, writes^
]^^ Back Numbers.— We can supply a tra! Illinois will meet at Bloomington, Ills.,
on
July 15, 1885, at 10 a. m.
1 am highly pleased with the feeling few more of the
back numbers to new subWm. B. Lawrence, Sec.
and tone as expre.-sed by many corres- scribers.
If any want them, they must
ponileiits in the Bee Journal of June 17,
in relation to the Bee-Keepers' Union and

their sympathy for Mr. Freeborn
and
also with Mr. lieddon's article on the same
subject, on page 340. Mr. Ueddoii is certainly entitled to thanks from all of us for
his able and humane article in starting
the thing. I do not think much of Mr.
Andre's idea of the plaintiff's inability to
identify the bees, but I would rely wholly
upon, as the Editor s.iys on page 371, "the
rightfulness and justice of our cause."
Mr. Deniaree's article is just to the point
" The marvelous ignorance
as he says
and stupidity that is abroad concerning
the habits and instincts of the honey-bee
makes the matter more serious than

be

sent for soon, before they are

all

gone.

;

:

On page 379, Mr. D. Millard hits
exactly. I do not now expect to ever
tlie aid of this society myself, but it
will be a pleasure to me to" contribute and
be a member of a society that will be
always ready to admonish any man so
stupid and wilfully ignorant as to commence suit for damage done to sheep by

^^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Rees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second pag'e of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased

" to sell ag-ain."

^^

For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bef, Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
and send it by mail, postpaid.

^"Preserve j'oiir papers for reference

it

the honey-bee.

you have not g-ot a Binder we will mail you
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
If

if j'ou

will

send us 3 new yearly subscrip-

tions for the

Bee Journal.
It

would save

—

was necessary.

Bees and bee keepers are
of terrible things.
Here is a
Tiiere have been large quantities of grapes raised in this vicinity in
years past, but for the last two years they
have been so wormy that they were
almost worthless.
The owner of one of
the largest vineyards claims that bees

that have no name;
others having- no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post^
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

many

accu.sed

sample

iW All

who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
:

be wormy. Wonderful For 50 colonies (1*20 pages)
$1 00
sagacity
My motto has ever been, ** 100 colonies i'220 pages)
1 25
"Avoid lawsuits;" but count me In, in " 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
the sheep-bees case. My bees are beginThe larger ones can be used for a few colning to store surplus, but the nights are
too cool for a heavy flow of honey. Clover onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
bloom is abundant. Enclosed find $1 for and still keep the record all together in one
membership fee, and for the defense fund. book, and are therefore the most desirable.
!

to

price of Oranpe Groves and Florida
J. CROSS, Liverpool, Fia.

Dadant's Foiiudat ion Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

"OUR HOME

))

for
FRIEND
8-page, 32-column Semi-Monthly.
IS just the paper ymi need, as it contains an
ITAGrriciiltui'ul.
IIouNehold. T'oiinie FotkN.
Temperance. KelltcBoiis and MlBCeMane«>U8
department. Only *90 cts. a year, and will be sent
3 months OS tktal to the readers of the Bee
Journal for only lO cents. General and local

Send
An

agents wanted.

Addrrsa,

HOME

FRIEXD.*'
Loudonvitle, Ohio.

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are Ave cross
bars united by a rivet
throug-h their center at
the top. These bal-sare
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-baud. The
bars are of best lifrht
spring steel; the necliband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
;

:

cause the grapes

u Year; Sample, lOc, Stiver.

**OUR

us much trouble, if all would be particular
Bees and Grapes,
etc.
Reuben to give their P. O. address and name, when
Havens, Onarga.o Ills., on June 17, wrjtingto this
office. We have several letters
l88o, writes thus
(some inclosing- money)
I have just read the proposed constitution of the "Bee-Keepers' Union,' and I
am well pleased with it. I have for some
time thought an organization of that kind

9f>l

G IVES

26A6t

To Correspondents. —

:

THE SOUTH FLOEIDA ORANGE GROVE,
information.

funny."

need

giducutisjcuxjeuts.

material. It is very
easily put together, no tioiihie to |iut i;n or
take otf, and folds compactlj in .1 p iper box
Hx7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discoiiifort in wearing it either day pr
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
Special discount to dealers, on li dozen or
larger quantities.

THOS.
03:i

(i.

NEWMAN &

& 02.5 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

!

.
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BeholdJhisTear!
The cause
is,

of

my

grief

that DdOlittle's be»t

ITALIAN BEES
compel nie to work so
hard to care for their
^surplus Honey, that I
have not attained my

even at this advanced ane of life. It is
a terrible warninK to all,
not to ]£et any of his
tliieeiiH ! but perhaps
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CHOICE
SECTIONS.
ITALIAN
"BOSS" ONE-PIECE
Patented June

28, 1H81.

QUEENS

urowili,

others touKlier than 1,
couId"8tand therucket."
If any think they can,
U'>olittle will furnish
^Vueens from his Bet«t
Mtock at the followlnj;
prices

:

00

Queens, each
Untested
I l
"
"
10
per doz
*'
"
reared by natural awarm1
inp, each
Untested Vueens, reared by natural swarm15
inK, per doz
2
Tested Queens, each
'*
by natural swarmina. each.. 3
"
"
lH84raisinK,8entinMay,each 5
lo
Extra Selected, two years old, each

^^~

If

any further inforniation

J.

fX)

m

00

desired,

Oiioii. Co., N.

(ICSTABLISHRD

^

Y.

BOARDMAN,

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
f eooi'S which will help yf>u

M.

I

more money

riffht

away

than anything' else in this
wnrld. All.ofeithersex. succeed from tlrst hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
Tkce & Co., Augusta, Maine.

SlAly

FOUNDATION,

&e.

of 7,000 square feet of
best facilities for
furnishing: Supplies in the southeast.

OUR

NEW FACXOKV

IS EQUIPPED with
improved Machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods " up
to the times," and will furnish all kinds at
the

best and

BE SURE

Parties needing'
Supplies would do well to see our Price-List
before buying.

Queens and Bees

We

VALENTINE &

MAIVVAI. OF

THE AFIAKT.

SOLD SINCE

12,000

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckels,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

1876.

13lh 'l'hou8und Just Out
lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
:{,000 Swld Since May. 1883.
More than r,o pages, and more than 50 tine illus-

CHAS.

Apply to

Freeman & Central

^"Send

Ave..

CAIilFOKISIA.

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
The Helds are florid with unfading pniue:
From the blewk pole no wmds inclement blow,
Mould the round hail or flahe the fleecy snow;
But from th*- breezv deep the bless'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western gale."

—Homer.
information concerning the garden

spot
of the w(ulri, beautiful LOS ANGELKS.thk
FULL
LIVELIEST AND MOST PUO.SFELUirS SECTIOK

OF THK Pacific Coast, furnished by the

tTu^ Weekly
"OCniJ

Mirror
IIIIIIUI

-"-"°h'e
incmifoma

f»ik it. Single copy, three twn-cent stamps;
six muntbs, lUil ; 4>ne year, !#2.

Address
25A13t

THE TIMES-MIRHOR

CO.,

Los ADgeles,

Calif.

Uad,aiit'sFoiiii(]atii>n Factory, wholesale
and retail- See Advertisement in another column.

PAPER BOXES.

F.

etc.

are the ".NE-iTEST" and ".most .xttkactive"
packages ever used for marketing HONEY,
bample Bo.\ by mail, 7 cents. Address,

HUTH,

fciEO.

CINCINNATI.

-

O.

T.

HAMiMONU,

Brockport, Monroe Co., N. T.

26A1.3t

mc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Eeepers.

)U ^ U

'

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

IN

TR E SURE and send for my Catalogue and
Extractor, ^^ Price-List of PAPER BOXES. They

Muth's Honey

SON, Hagerstown,
Md.
°

13Ct f

.-)0

Fair Haven, Vt.

liestwpekly

for our Illustrated Catalogue
APIARIAN SUPPLIES before purchasing elsewhere. It contains Illustrations and descriptions
of everything new and valuable needed in an
apiary, at the lowest prices. Italian Queens and
Bees. Parties if'tendlng to purchase Bees in lots
of 10 colonies or more. Jtre invited to correspond.
J. C. 8AXr.E8,
lDl5t 2B5t
HARTFORD, WIS.

for 1885

It should be remembered that we are
lie ad quarters for the Albinos, and make
a specialty of this variety.
also breed
from select Italians. Send for Circular and
Price-List. Address,
S.

JUAlt

i

3 oo
17 00
10 .50
8 00
42

IJecs

W. H. PROCTOR,

'i'-i

of

latest

very reasonable prices.

$
.

Foundation, per pound
Circular sent on application.

Send

To send a Postal Card

floor,

MAII.,

Full Colonies, each

Comb

Send for terms.
E.Townsend, Huron Co. Ohio.

l>4Atf

COBURG, IOWA.

WITH awecapacity
claim the

Ten Pounds of

for

K.KETCHMEK,

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS,

RETURN

ANGELES.
BEES SALE LOS
HOMES SOUTHERN
II

furnish EVKKVTHING needed
in the Apiary, of practical Construction, and at the lowest price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, and we will send you our Illustrated
-E.

$5.00-B\

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

1H64.)

We

CataloBue free.
2Cl2t

1885.

1.

FOR

Tested Queens, each
Selected Tested, each
Si.x .'{-frame Nuclei (without Queens)

CO.,

Watertown. Wis., Mar.

^"Thos. e. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

H. R.

DCC-SUPPLIES.
mM ^_
^B ^^
^B

FORNCROOK &

BCtf

SIX

alter .July 1st.

DOOLITTLE,

Borodino,

lOCot

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long-. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in lengrth,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between '20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantities.
We make any size or width desired.

OO
00

Address,

Bend for 0-page Circular.

a. M.

is

One-U). (4Ji.\4i.i) in lots of .MO to 4,000 $r>.00
Ditto
Ditto
.5,000 to 10,000 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000 4.00

20

50

.

in presents given mvay.
Send us 5 cents pnstaBe.
and by tuail you will pet
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you In work that

will at once bring you in oioney faster than anything else in America. All about the $2iiii.(H_Kt in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
oc spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hali.ett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly

BY MAIL
and take paying

posi-

SHORT-HAND

tions.

.\ND

Instruction thorough
and progress rapid

TELEGRAPHY

tS^Scnd

forCircular.

Brown's School of Shorthand & Telegraphy,
WM. U. BROWN, Principal, New Haven, Conn.
Situntimis secured for pupils
tWatjAat

ivhen cnmpet^nt.

I

trations were added in the nth edltinn.
he whole
work has beenthoroughlyreviaed.andcontaina the
Tery latest in respect to Uee-iieeptnK. It is certainly
the fullest and ojuat scieitlfic work treatinE of
bees In the World. Price, by mall. Igll 25, Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
1

A. J.

COOK.

Author and Publisher,
AKricultural College, Mich.

iCly

IW

For sale also at the Office of the Bee
Journaij. at wholesale or retail.
PrieiidB.

if

Ton are

in

any way interested

In

BEES OR HONEY
We

Re-'Wrltten and£nInrB;«d! Third Edition

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK
UOO

pages and nearly lOOflne illustrations. Price
by mail, nicely bound in cloth. !S1 -fVO per copy.
Book and tested Queen of any race, by mail. t2.^o.
Book and sample Drone and Queen Trap. ity mail,
$2.00. Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition, honey-gathering and win
tering qualities. All my Queess are reared at the
*'Api. bee-farm." Send for prospectus and price list.

2AlGt

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

HEADQUARTERS

IN

SYRIO-ALBINO QUEENS.
AMKKir.ANA.-OrdersforQueensof
API«
thebeautiiul »Y KIO-ALBINOS. will now

be received. Ueared by my new method, all
are large and flue and perfect. AVe have made a
great discovery in Queen- Hearijig, and hereby
challenge the production (by natural swarming or
<itherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated 3 miles from other
bees. First come, first served. Send for circulars.

1>R. e.
lAtf

I>.

TINKER,
New

Philadelphia, Ohio.

MasB.

THE SOUTH

WkJ;..MI5S??H^^'
RogertivSIIe,

G»*iiei!et*

Co., Mich.,

s now making a specialty of rearing- FIXE
KEE-K.EE1»KKS' Siri'mES.
ITALIAN QDEENS. All Queens reared
will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Keml-Monlhly Olemiliitcs in Bfe-1'iilture, Dunham itiid Root Foundulinn a specialty. from the purest and best of mothers, and the
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve- Italian Queens and Bees frr)m March to November. cells built in full colonies. No Queens sent
ments In Hir**», Honey Kxtriictor*, Comb
I3y~t*enu for my Illustrated Catalogue,
out that would not be used in the home yard.
l-'oiindut^on,.Section Honey Bi.xew.all books
FAXJI^
VIAI-I..ON. Bayou Goula. [.a. Siugle Queen. $1.00; si.x for $o.OO; twelve or
'.('tf

and Journals, and everything pertninina to Bee
Culture. XnlhuHi P'ltented. Simply send your addri*«s written
tf
'

pl-nnly.

t'l

A.

I.

ROOT. Medina.

O.

For

tiie

manufacture of

I...

Dadant's Foiini]atii>iiFactor}, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column

more, T-'jc. each- Tested Queens. ^'2.00 each.
We can furnish White Poplar SECTIONS.
Make Money Orders payable at Flint. ItiAtf

!
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DADANT'S FOUNDATION
is

attested

by humlretls of the most prac-

tiral and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest.briglitest, quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to sag. most regular in color,

.svenness and neatness of any that
it is kept for sale by Messrs.

NEWMAN & SON. Chicago,

THOS. G

MUTH, CinclDniiti. O.,
JAMES HEDIXl.N. I)nwa)il;ic.

is

made.

111.,

C. F.

Mich..

KING. ASPI.NWALL CO., 113 Thomas St., N.
UOLTGIIEIiTV & McKEE. Indianupulia, Ind.,
Jit

Y.

CHAS. H. GREEN, Berlin, Wis..
CHAS. HEHTEL. Jr.. Freelmrg. 111.,
E. L. A KMSTKiiNG, Jersey ville. 111.
E. KHETCIIMER. I'ohurg. luwa.
E. F. SMITH. Smyrna. N. Y.
F.

DAl.K. Mortonaville. Ky.
B ABR. Dixon. Lee Co.,

EZRA

BeesiQueens
WE CAN

FURNISH

Flll.1,

HIGHEST

GOOD WORKERS.

CI.ARK JOHNSON, Covineton. Kt.
923 & 02.-) West Madison St.,
C. A. GKAVKS. BirniinEham. Ohio.
M. J. DICK A SON. Hiawatliii. Kans.
NEWCd.MB,
Pleasant
Valley.
N.
Y.
ED. R.
J. W. PORTER. Charlottesville, Va.
And numbersof otherdealers. SVriteforS AMPIjES

FREE

and Price

CHICAGO, ILL.

<

giiurantee
l><84.
Fouadiitlon equal to

o

in
»>ui-

ample

In

We

:

50c.
60c.

"

t^ Write me for special prices on
Foundation to " sell again."

My New

I5« I'OMPl.lMEN'rAKY and UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAI.S from as
many bee-keepers

Retail Prices

.Surplus,

with

«very Inch of

BEST GIVEN
FOUNDATION.
Brood, per lb

accompanied

List of Supplies,

aoi_.xjisd::DT-

Purely Tested ITAIiIAN

Also some

QIIEENS for sale at $3 each.
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SOS,

111.

HEDDON'S

COI,ONIES

of Choice Italian Bees in S-frame Langstroth Hives at $10 each. They are bred up
STAND.4RD of excelto the
lence for all tlie best i)oiuts. They are gentle

and

AKTHUn TODD.Germanlown.Phlladelphik.Pa.

<•.

CHOICE ITALIAN

Reversible

Frames,

every respect.

DADANT Jk SON,
HAMILTON. Uancock Co..

CHAS.
SABly

(0

ILL.

Mi
•a

Page

<See

Made

37ABly

15

Each

!

~

I'he LarjErest Manufactory of Bee Hives
Sections, etc., in the World !

now is a CAR-IjOAI>
OF OOODS DAILY.

H

capacity

enliirplnc our factory last year,
so that by

we were put behind with our work

C8

5C.5

white.

.a

CASH

were obliged to return many orders. Now
we have ample ttock ahead and can All all orders
sprinK.

22c. for yellow

ipromptly.

"Write lor Prlce-Iilst for 1885.

G. B.

LEWIS &

WIS.

Given'sFoundationPress.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
We have

In \Vlre(l

Frames,

as well as foundation for
all of
our customers affirm its superiority.
Send for Circulars and Samples.
U. H.
Ji CO.,

SECTIONS.

Without a dissentins voice,

eiTEN

lABtf

HOOPESTON.

Vermillion Co.,

Ills.

DISCOUNT

added to our Large Factorv a

Special,

•rpHE OIVE.\ PKE8S stands in the front
i rBnU for manufacturini; FOUND.ITION

Department

^^ All Orders will be

for the

promptly at the

filled

LOWEST FIGURES,
Send Stamp for Catalogue
F. IflOEEiLER

arid

to

in

the market.

THOS.

NEWMAN

O.
023 & 925 West Madison St..

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
A:

OB M.IDE
rial at home.
in quantity,

Wtg

tall.

Terms

free.

Aly

MNew
chromo

Write for special prices
and state the number

WHITE-POPLAR
SECTIONS.

Co.

at anythlnj;

else

by

SEND YODR ADDRESS
For

Ham.ett Book

Co.
Portland. Maine.

Style, Embossed Hidden Name and
Visitinc Cards, no '2 alike, name on,
packs $1 warranted hest sold. Samplebook.4c. L.JO,NES&CO..Nassau,N. Y.

loc.

llAly

COMPLETE,

NICEST

I

.il

IIP

wanted.

Samples.

an aaency for the beet selllnK book
TNTIIj further notice, we can make a dis- WIN!taking
out.
BeRinners Bueeeed trrandly. None
Nailft,

Hives in the Flat

DAVENPORT, IOWA.

more money than

^ countot'iS percent,owingfrom ourCatalogue
a decline
prices on Wire

WAX

darker grades a

little less.

I

lA26t

"WIRE NAILS!

;

Either for Comb or Extracted Honey,
cheaper than many can procure mate-

Manufacturing of Bee-Hives,
AND
Wlilte Poplar Dovetailed QCnTlflH?
Also, One and Two-ploce OLU lUllOi

TUe H.

for

o

CO.,

WATERTOWN.

iSABtf

o

s

,18

15.00

The Brood Chamber, or body of our
Hive, will hold 12 of these Frames,
when put in snugly for shipping. Our
Extracting Super will hold the same
number. For this purpose, we will
ship these Frames in them, charging
only 30 cts. for Brood Chamber and 20
cts.'for Extracting Super, both painted

SECTIONS.
NOTIC'E- — In

$

Per 100

AND

Our

1885).

Given Comb Foundation, put on with
the Press, and attached to the top-bar.

Bee Hives
«EW SHOP AND NEW MACHINERY

Bee jotunal for

s.

up, wired, and tilled full of best

l:i

;

my

32-page

CATALOGUE FOR
Address,

1885.

JAMES HEDDOM,
DOWAUIAC,

Cass County. MICH.

!

:
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Bee-keeping fully recommends itself to
women because it is an outdoor employment,

OF THE

says an exchange. It cannot be denied that
our wives and daughters are confined too
much in-doors; this leads to physical enervation—loss of strength, of health, and of
beauty.

piijimw
THOMAS

NEWS

APICULTTJRAL

ITEMS.

EBITORIAL AND SELECTED.
pays to wear a smiling' face
And laug^h our troubles down

It

;

For all our little troubles wait
Our ljiu;;litur or our frown.
Beneath tin- margin of a smile
Our doubts will fade away,

As melts the

frost in early spring

five

of bees woig-hs

from three

to

pounds.

is

now being gathered

lively in

some localities— the bees enjoying the
and the bee-men looking happy

fun,

!

AlAvays Select the best colonies from
^which

is

wanted

daj'.

to rear queens.

difference in bees as in

There is as much
any other stock.

Use Comb Foundation plentifully in
the sections. It helps the bees, strengthens
the comb, and adds to the shipping qualities
of the honey.
Tlie Rev. K.. L. Langstrotli is again
busy with his pen, and our readers may
expect an article from him very soon. To
all our readers this will be welcome news.

Iriah

Now, there are

7,000 grains in a pound, so

follows that

.'i,500,000 clover tubes
but at the must be sucked in order to obtain but one
present writing it promises to be a good pound of honey.
crop, both in quantity and quality. If the
A Queen Hatcher is received from Mr.
fall crop should also be a good one, there
B. Hains, Bedford, O., which he describes
will be nothing discouraging about the year J.
as follows
1S85, even if many bees did die during the
"The cell is to be placed in the screen
previous winter and spring.
cage, and the hatcher placed over a hive
full of bees so that it may receive warmth
^*'ITIany liands make light ^vork," and
from the hive, and the bees can cluster
many bees will gather much honey in a short around it. I made it a little small to send
time, when the honey -tiow comes.
The through the mail. The case can be made
sagacious apiarist endeavors to get full colo- longer, and wider, to accommodate as many
cages as wanted. I make it to take a cage
nies of bees to " bring in " the honey crop, I'i inches in diameter, and 2U inches deep,
which lasts but a short time, and must be to accommodate a cluster of cells, when
desired, but do not know which size is best,
immediately gathered, or it is lost
as I have used it only enough to know that it
hatches queens with safety."

Honey Season

it

is late,

Depopulated Hives, Many inquiries
are received from beginners about the hives
that were depopulated by last winter's losses.
of, and put out of
the reach of the bees. If the frames contain
honey, give such to the bees in exchange for
empty ones. Those containing dead bees
should be given to strong colonies the bees
will clean them up much better and cheaper
than it can be done otherwise.

It consists of a four-sided tin case, flaring at
the bottom in which hangs a wire-cloth cone
covered at the top by mica, and it appears
to be a very safe and convenient arrangement
in which to hatch queens from the cell.

—

Honey in the Bays of \'ore.—A correspondent in the London Lancet remarks as
" Not only the
follows on this subject
Greeks and Romans, but most of the Asiatic
nations, had habitual recourse to honey in
'*If that Itaiv-suit was in Texas,'*
the preparation of food. It figured abundremarks a correspondent, " the owner of the
antly in their rather composite "made"
sheep who complains of trespassing bees,
dishes, and formed the standing adjunct of
would have to swear to brands and
simpler fare. Mixed with wine, milk, or even
'marks' on the bees, or he would be beaten
water, it was also in universal demand for
very quickly." There are many difficulties
beverages and it was for this purpose that
in the way of the plaintiff, but ionorancc or
the Scandinavian and Celtic nations used
'prejudice on the part of the jury may easily
honey while beer was yet unknown, and
overrule many of such, and the pursuit may
wines were mainly confined to the countries
thereby suffer.
that produced them. Mead and metheglin
The Beautiful.— The Western Farmer are sometimes comfounded but the former
remarks as follows concerning the beauty of was obtained from the combs from which
*'
honey
Extracted honey is certainly the the honey had already been taken, while the
perfection of the product, though honey in latter required 11" pounds of honey to prothe comb as yet brings the higher price. duce 24 gallons.
Both were fermented
People say it is because it is more beautiful drinks; but metheglin— the "honey-wine"
to the eye
but this cannot be true. Served of the banquetingtable, was rather viciously
in a stand of crystal, extracted or clear intoxicating, while mead was chiefly used as
honey, golden in color, and transparent as a vehicle for the flavoring of fruits and
crystal itself, what object is more beautiful aromatic herbs. Queen Elizabeth was exupon a well-appointed table ?"
tremely fond of this beverage and a mead
used to be specially prepared for her use,
E^mpty Hives, says the Indiana Farmer,
blended with sweet-brier, thyme, rosemary,
in which swarms are to be put. should be
and bay."
kept in the shade, that they may be cool and
inviting to the new swarm.
Newly-hived
Amusing Incident. — An exchange is
swarms are better if protected from the sun responsible for the following
for the first several days after being hived.
" The other day a bee sank from sight in
Swarms that are hived on frames of the calyx of a groat white lily, when the
cow, who had just dropped in to
neighbor's
empty comb, should be given the section
see how things were getting along, stepped
boxes at once. If no extra room be given up and swallowed the lily. The cow thought
thein, they will soon fill the combs below the lily had been heated in a stove, because
with honey, crowding the queen for room in it got in its work about 80 times a minute.
The cow spoiled that garden in two minutes.
which to lay, and with much honey below, It looked like a circus ring after the trickthey are loth to commence in the sections mules are through, and the cow went out
above. An excess of honey in the brood without taking the time to look for the g&te.
Plunging madly into the first pond, she filled
chamber at this season of the year, is against herself with water and drowned the bee. She
a full supply above.
now leaves flowers alone."
;

'

:

'

;

;

Bees Serve as Active Agents
fertilization of plants,

in the

and are not destruc-

They are profitable because they gather
and store up that which would be entirely

tive.

lost

without their

aid.

Number all your Hives

so that a record
be kept of each colony. The Apiary
Register, with a faithfully-kept record of
each colony, is very desirable, If systematic
work is to be accomplished in the apiary.

may

Foul Brood— Its Management and Cure,
the name of a :i2-page pamphlet published
by D. A. Jones & Co., Beeton, Out. ft details

is

Mr. Jones' method of curing foul brood by
the "starvation plan." We can furnish it
for 15 cents, post-paid.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union
has been formed, for the purpose of defending the rights and protecting the interests of
the bee-keepers of America. Every person
interested in the pursuit shpuld at once
Bend for a copy of the Constitution, voting
blank, etc., and become a member. Address
"National Bee-Keepers' Union," 93.5 West
Madison street, Chicago, 111.

Farmern'

got, the bee must
insert its proboscis into 500 clover tubes.

that

They should be taken care

Wliite Clover is yielding honey well, and
basswood promises a fine honey yield.

Honey

Moral courage

—

Beneath the sunny ray.

A Swarm

the lumber-room.

Tlie

No. 27.

July 8, 1885.

Vol. XXI,

Industry of Bees.— The

Gazette says that few people have any idea
of the labor that bees have to expend In the
gathering of honey. Here is a calcuhition
which will show how industrious the "busy"
bee really is. Let us suppose the insects
confine their attentions to clover flelds.
Each head of clover contains about sixty
separate fiower tubes, in each of which is
a portion of sugar not exceeding the fivehundredth part of a grain. Therefore, before

moral Courage, says an exchange, is of
more worth than physical, not only because
it is a higher virtue, but because the demand
for it is more constant. Physical courage is
one grain of sugar can be
a virtue which is almost always put away in
day by

NEWMAN,

G.

419

:

;

;

:

:

f HE

420
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Colonies Leaving their Hives.

Query, No. 83.-1. What

is

the cause of

bees leaving hives with clean honey, clean combs,
lota of brood ? On April 20, 3 of my colonies
left their hives— two going for parts unknown,
and one I hived in the same hive from which it
came. The next day they swarmed again, and
then they were hived as before. The next day
they seemed to be all riglit,and they are now doing
as well as any of my other colonies. Two colonies
went off for one of my neighbors, and one for another— all :J in the same way as mine. I have never
heard or read of anything like it. I would like to
know the cause of this phenomenon, and also how
to prevent it hereafter.— Indiana.
•2.
\Vh;it ails my bees? They leave the hives and
go to the woods. Some of them were short of
stores, and I had fed them honey; others were in
good condition with plenty of honey and brood
in all stages, and carrying in honey and pollen. I
have lost 6 colonies in that way.— Minnesota.

and

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Queen whose Eprgs do not Hatch.
Qnery,No. 81. — Wehavea queen hatched
September, and not one of heregj?sever
hatch. We have seen 3 or 4 frames laid full
of eg^s, but never have been able to see the
What is the trouble?—
first one hatched.
last

&

D.

K.

"I do not
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
know. I have had several such cases,
kill
the
queens."
always
had
to
and I
Messrs. Dadant & Son answer
" She is a sterile female."
" To
G. W. Demauee remarks
test the matter as to whether the eggs
of your queen are actually barren, you
:

:

:

should try her at a time when the bees
will take care of the eggs. I have seen
young queens lay late in the fall, at a
time when the bees did not want
brood, with the results you mention.
It should not surprise any one if your
queen's eggs should fail to hatch under the most favorable circumstances
there are exceptions to all rules."

my

observation, the bees were badly
reduced, and the number of bees compared with the amount of brood, was
ill-proportioned, considering the outside temperature. Outside of these
conditions, I have no knowledge of
the subject."

Honey and Beesv?ax Market.
Oflice of the

American Bee Journal,

Monday,

10 a. m.,

July

1

1885.

6,

(

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

G.W. Demaree answers: "I have up to this hour
no doubt but that many causes conCHICAGO.
tribute to the swarming-out mania;
HONEy.—Demand is light and receipts are also
but I believe the chief cause is excite- light. Prices range from 10®15c.forbestgrade8of
:

ment on the part of the queen. At a
time when very few young bees are in
the hive to keep company with the
queen when a general tlight takes
becomes greatly excited,
and sometimes takes wing and sallies
out to join the circling bees, and once
in the air, they are as likely to do one
thing as another. Swarming-out is
often caused by mere desperation."
place, she

comb honey, and for extracted, 5@7c.
BBBSWAX-2J(925C.
R. A. Burnett, I6I South Water 8t.

BOSTON.

HONKY.— We quote the following prices Fancy
:

white

comb

in 1-lb. sections, l«;(§jl8c.

:

same

the

in

fancy white California li-lba.,
Sales very slow.
12(!514c. Extracted weak, 6'£[i8c.
BEESW AX.-32 cts. per lb.

2-lb. sections, l.')@iec;

Blake & Uiplkt.

NEW

57

Chatham

Street.

TORK.

HONEY— Wequote: Fancy white clover in I-Ib
" I do
Miller replies
sections, 14@15c; fair to good white clover in 1-lb.
the cause of this, and shall sections, lli@13c: fancy white clover in li-lb. sec13@Hc; fair to good white clover in 2-lb.
look with much interest for the replies tions,
sections, l@12c: tancy buckwheat in -lb. sections,
fancy buckwheat in 2-lb. sections, 7fe8c.
"Such of others. I had never had a case 0@inc:
Dr. C. C. Miller replies
Ordinary grades, ntt sale. Extracted white clover,
cases are of occasional occurrence. I until this spring, and I have now had 7®.Sc; extracted buckwheat, (!(dfj!.sc.
yellow. 26a29c.
had one. The trouble is with the several. I do not know of anything BEESWAX-Prime
McCacl & HiLDKETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
queen. No matter how fine-looking, different this spring, except that enmuch
contracted.
trances have been
take her head off."
CINCINNATI.
Could too small an entrance cause
HONEY— There is no change whatever in the
Dr. G. L. Tinker says " The eggs desertion y"
market, which has been without life for some
are imperfect."
time. We have a good class of regular customers
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks "With- who use considerable honey, while outsiders can
"
She out exception, the colonies deserting hardly be induced to purchase. We quote extracProf. A. J. Cook answers
ted at 4'.^f<tSc, and comb honey at 90i;12c, on arrival,
is infertile (see my Manual.)"
brood and hives in the spring, where
BEESWAX- Demand is good and it brings 23(s 28
good yellow.
there is plenty of honey left, are weak on arrival, for
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
in numbers and weak in vitality, and
Size of Brood-Frames.
have been dwindling. I have known
SAN FRANCISCO.
this to occur several times in years
UONEY— The market is quiet, there being no
Query, No. 82.—What is the best size for past. The only hope of these colonies shipping demand and not much local trade. There
are receipts of both old and new. (.>ne lot of 200
brood-frames ?— Bowmanville, Ont.
is the speedy hatching of the brood. cases of old extracted arrived from San Jose.
White to extra white comb, 7C<4;>c: dark to good,
"
I prefer Those who would save weak colonies 4@6c: extracted, choice to extra white, iX<s^^
Jas. IIeddon answers
in the spring, should carry them into amber colored, 4@4^.
small and shallow brood-frames."
BEESWAX— Quotable at 24a25c— wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
" One a warm room every cool night, and
W. Z. Hutchinson says
keep them in on cool days. Unless
the
Langstroth,
and this is done, they are liable to swarm
not longer than
CLBVBLAND.
certainly no deeper, but shallower, if out or die at any time."
HONEY— Is very dull justnowduringstrawberry
;

Dr.

not

C. C.

:

know

1

1

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

anything."

" Some
Prof. A. J. Cook replies
thing was wrong in the hive. It is
hard even to guess what is was."
"After
G. M. Doolittle answers
"CliG. W. Demaree remarks:
mate, and peculiar tests of bee-keep- having an experience of this kind

Messrs.

Dadant & Son

reply
"With us, it is 113.4x18 inches. The
bees winter the best in such."

:

:

ers, will have to regulate this matter
of size of frames. The long shallow
frame, like the standard Langstroth,

decidedly best for a moderate

is

C. C.

Miller

no one knows.

me

The

(Langstroth),

is

says

:

" Perhaps

size preferred

we hold

at 14@l.sc per

lb.

best

merely nominal, as there
as our people have
satistled their craving for acid fruits, they take
white
honey, and we may look
very kindly to nice
with confidence to a good demand in July, August
and September.
BEESWAX.— Scarce at 28®30.
1-lb. sections, it is

are no transactions.

As soon

A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
several times, I am candid in saying
KANSAS CITY.
that I do not know the cause of such
HONE Y— Small lots of new noney are beginning
swarming-out.' I used to try to ac- to come in, and fancy new comb brings a slight
Choice H-lb.
In tho follt)wing prices
count for It oil the grounds of lack of advance 15®l«c;
Exl-lb., 13ai4c; 2-lb., 10(4)120.
sections.
stores, mouldy combs, etc., but after tracted, new Southern, 5!^Q.6c: California, 7c: new
8c.
having several swarm-out when all white clover.
BKESW AX-Weak at 25@30c,
inside and out of the hive were in perClemon8,Cloon & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
fect order, 1 gave up that idea. It is
something that generally follows a
'

;

cli-

mate."

Dr.

time, and although

white

by

liked by a great

'

'

many."
jW All who intend to be systematic in
hard winter."
should ^et a copy of
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers: "I
"I have their work in the ajjiary,
.James IIeddon says:
prefer a frame U%x9}4, as it is the had, in all my experience, not to ex- the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
most convenient to handle and equally ceed a half dozen cases of spring-de- The prices are as follows
purpose."
:

serviceable for any other

SI 00
So far as I have ever seen, For 50 colonies (120 pages)
"
12.3
100 colonies ('.320 pages)
G. M. Doolittle replies: "The all was caused by imvierfect winter- " 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
It is usually caused by the bees
size I use, of course. This is more a ing.
few
coltor
a
used
be
ones
can
larger
Tho
abandonmatter of preference than anything becoming di.^cnuraged, and
room for an increase of numbers,
else. I prefer the Gallup frame, and ing further effort to keep up the tem- onies, give
together in one
others claim to prefer other styles of perature so as to keep the brood from and still keep the record all
perishing. In all cases coming under book, and are therefore the most desirable.
various sizes and shapes."

sertion.

;

:
;
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the frames, which are well-filled with new
honey with all below full of brood in all
stages, except as some of the combs have
nearly as much yellow pollen in them as
there is brood and honey. This, of course,
indicates prosperity, and gives joy to the
heart of the apiarist. As 1 pass on from
hive to hive, this joy disappears, for soon
I come to hives from which no bees are
seen to issue, while others are so weak
that perhaps a minute will elapse when
but a single bee will go forth to the fields
or return with her load of pollen. Perhaps tlie.se hives contained my most populous colonies la.st fall, but now they are
no more, or are so depopulated as to be of
little value during the season of 1S85.
But it is of no use feeling gloomy or
sad, for this condition of things arouses
to action, and a feeling steals over me to
see how great an amount of cash and fun
can be gotten out of what bees 1 have left,
by dint of hard work, and an untiring energy bestowed upon them. But before
setting out for this purpose, I must glance
at the little blocks put on each hive,
which tells the condition of each colony
last fall, and the kind of stores it contained, so that it possible I may have
some guide in the future, by which to
shun, if possible, a like disaster in comThis glance reveals that of
ing years.
those having natural stores, one-third are
dead, one-sixth are weak, and one-half
are the strongest colonies I liave some
of the hives being full even to the outside
of the outside combs. Of those having
only sugar syrup for stores, one-halt are
dead, one-third are weak, and one-sixth
fair, with none as good as the first named.
;

Explanatory.— The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the

names

Those after, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous sprinj^: and fall, or fall and spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named
east
centre
north
of
the
5
9 south
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest;
o» southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;

Work

Bees at

O

on the Linden.

[The folluwing, saya the BecKeevfrs' Magazine,
was read at a National Convention at Cleveland,
Ohio, about 12 years ago. The wonderful yields of
honey from basswood (linden) taken for three
successive years by J. W. Hosmer, of Minnesota,

made

his fame proverbial, and tbe recital of the
facts by Mr. Hosmer himself, so worked upon the

poetic feelings of Mr. Whitford, that he at once
transformed a sublime poem, recounting the results of the conflict of mighty armies at war, into

that of a more numerous host busily engaged in
pursuing the arts of peace.l

On Linden, when

the sun was low,
were the combs of snow)

(All ready

The bees began

These latter had very little if any pollen.
Of those liaving stores of both honey and

a feat to show.
rapidly.

Of honey-gathering

sugar syrup, a la Hill, one-fourth are
dead, one-half are weak, and one-fourth

'Twas noon— and yet the July sun

Was half

;

bee-clouded by ihe run.

Thai streamed to show what can be done
From Mr. Hosmer's apiary.

from fair to good
by which it will be
seen that of tne three, those wintered on

With tiny trumpets fast arrayed,
Each stinger" sheathed ber battle-blade.

their natural stores of honey and pollen
have really the most value in them.

;

•'

Nor laggard natives long delayed.
But joined the merry revelry.
Then shook old heads with wonder riven.
As past the bees their teams were driven,
light of heaven.
Fair tlasbed the bright higurians.

And wider yet their fame shall grow.
On Jjinden's sweets in combs of snow.
And greater yet sliull be tbe show
Of honey gathered rapidly.
Well,

As

Hosmer saw a splendid

forth he

went

to

sight.

weigh that night.

Commanding John, his man, to light
The darkness of his apiary.
The gain that day, per single hive

Was two pounds less than fllty-flve;
No wonder, then, bee-keepers thrive

Who understand their

The

bees-ness.

interest deepens. On, ye brave.
glory 'tis to save
friends, the bees, from cruel grave

Whose work and

shall fail,

and many meet

Success like this authentic feat.
every tlower beneath our feet
Shall feed some dainty epicure.

When

For the Amencan Bee Journal.
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the Bees in Spring.

M. DOOLITTLE, (80—50).

warmth

The next proves

;

be hardly

a fair

lots of

are treated similarly to the first, except that
a frame of honey is placed on either side
of the brood, for such colonies are often
apt to get short of stores, as they have
few bees to gather from the flowers ; yet
they will rear brood quite rapidly.

In this way I go over the whole yard,
putting each colony in the best possible
condition, when they are left undisturbed
until the time willow and hard maole
bloom. This part of the work is done' at
the time pollen first becomes plentiful,
and not during the time willow and hard
maple is in bloom, as perhaps Ihe forepart
of this article might lead one to believe.
But now the willow and maple are in
bloom, and again 1 go over the yard as before, so I will again commence with colony No. 1. After opening the hive, the
first thing I do is to look for the queen to
see if her wing is clipped, for you know
Doolittle is one of those believing in having all queens' wings clipped. If I find
her wing not clipped, I take out my jackknife, the little blade of which I generally
keep sharp, and holding the frame upon
whicli I find the queen, in my right hand,
I carefully pick the queen off by taking
hold of her wings with the thumb and
forefinger of my left hand. 1 now lay the
frame fiat down .so the corners rest on top
of the hive, thus keeping it from catching
any bees below it, and between it and the
top of the hive, when I place the sharpedge of the knife-blade on the queen's
wings held between my thumb and forefinger.
Both hands are now lowered within an inch of the flat surface of the comb,
when the knife is carefully drawn a little
and the queen falls wingless on the comb,
and walks about as if nothing had happened. Do not say that they are clipijed
too short, for I can find two queens with
wings thus clipped, to where I could find
one if only a little of the wings were cut
of.
There is no danger of cutting my
fingers it I stop drawing tlie knife as soon
as the queen falls.
Having clipped the queen's wing, I observe the brood, and if I find it near one
end of the frames (there were but two
having brood in them in this hive, you
know), I change ends with one of the

ft

spring has at last
reached us here in Central New York,
and the bees are enjoying it from morning
till night, at work or play (tliey act more
as it playing than anything else), in the
millions of yellow tassels which hang
from the hard maple, from whicli but little
else save pollen seems to be obtained
also upon the long, cone-like blossoms of
the golden willow from which they are
getting honey more abundantly than they
have done for several years past. A peep
inside of the hives of some of the strongest
colonies, shows that the cells are being
lengthened along and near the top-bars or
of

to

dead bees on the bottom-hoard, which are carefully removed,
or a clean bottom-hoard substituted. As
they have brood in only three combs, they
colony, with

;

Our
Beneath a sulphurous canopy.

Ah! few

ting up or anything of the kind, except to
carefully tuck the quilt down at the tt)p,
and give them about two iinthes in length
of entrance, when the little stone telling
the condition is placed on top.

Regarding cellars and out-door winterhave tlie most colonies in number
left from those wintered in the cellar
but if the bees and brood are to tell the
story, those wintered out-doors in chaffpacked hives will count nearly two to one
of the others, by all of which will be seen
that this time 1 have gained but little light
on how to winter bees. But the winter is
past, and we have now to do with the
present, and the first thing I am to do is
to get each hive in as good shape as possible, for the comfort and prosperity of
its occupants.
So I now begin on one side
of the yard and open tbe first hive. This
1 find has brood in only two frames, and frames which causes tlie bees to fill tlie
only small patches at that while the little other ends with brood. If there is still
honey there is, is scattered throughout the plenty of honey the hive is closed, and
hive. I take the two frames having the the little stone moved to another part of
brood ill them and set them close to one the cover, so as to tell me what was done
side of the hive, and then take all the last. I now mark the hive as having a
other combs (after brushing off the few queen with her wing clipped, and I prostraggling bees there are on them) to the ceed to the next, clipping the queen's
shop. Alter getting a comb well filled wing, if not already clipped, after which
with honey, from the shop, which was left I change the brood right around, i. e., I
by some of the dead colonies, I upturn and place the outside frames of the brood-nest
Vdaee it close beside the other two combs in the centre, and tbe centre frames on
having the brood, after which a division- the outside. Do not understand by broodboard is nicely adjusted to suit the re- nest, brood-chamber, for often this brood
quirements of the little colony, when the will be in only
or O frames, and if 1 put
quilts are carefully tucked about them on the centre of these on the outside of the
top and down the side of the division- brood-chamber, so that frames having no
board, and the cover put on.
brood in them came in tbe middle of the
The entrance to the hive is now regu- hive, I should spoil the whole thing. The
lated so but one or two bees can pass at a idea is this
The combs on the outside
time, and i-; so fixed that it comes beyond of the broiid-nest are from one-third to
the division-board, thus sluittii>g off the one-half full of eggs and larval bees,
air from coming directly while those in the centre are full of sealed
pool outside
upon the bees. 1 now place a small stone brood. Now this sealed brood can stand
in-such a position on the cover that it tells a greater degree of cold than can the eggs
me in the future at a glance how this col- and larvse, yet it is in the place where it
ony is fixed, and I pass to the next. This gets the most heat, so by changing it
1 find to be stnmg, having brood in several around I get the brood in right shape as
frames, while the sealed honey along the regards heat and cold, and also coax the
top-bars of the frames tells that no stores queen to fill the partly broodless fi-ames
are needed. This colony needs no shut- in short order, even clear down to the
ing, 1

For swiftly through the
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bottom-bars and out at the corners, which
gives me a hive oliock-full of Ijees in the
right time for the lioney-harvest. The
getting of bees in the right time for the
honey-harvest counts more toward cash
and fun in the apiary, than all else, unless
I have made a great mistake during tlie
past 10 years of my bee-keeping. In this
way I go over the whole yard, looking
after both the strong and weak colonies,
after which it is again left undisturbed
until about the middle of the apple-bloom.
At this date I lind that I have left, after

my

sales

and

losses,

2.5

good

to fair,

1.5

rather weak, and 10 very weak colonies,
making .50 in all, left out of SO last fall.

Borodino, N. Y.,

Read

:it

May 20,

1885.

the Western Maine Convention.

The Bee
L. F.

at its Best.

ABBOTT.

Taking tlie bee as we look at it
from flower to flower, it has
special significance beyond a hundred insects Ate could name, either in
flittiug

no

Here

another point which came of a positive

is

the increase of

young bees no more than balances
the loss of the old ones which come
A
to an untimely end by the exercise of
an unwise ambition.
ber last, he superseded a black queen
Hence, I believe the bee is best let
in a good colony, giving it an Italian alone, to keep it at its best through
queen of his own rearing in exchange. the critical period of our changeable

At

the time of her introduction there
in the hive. He placed
the colony in the cellar with others.
His cellar was kept at a temperature
ranging from 31° to 31^, the average
being about 3-5'^. This spring, on putting out the bees upon the summer
stands, this
hive with the Italian
queen introduced to black bees in

was no brood

November was found

to

have fully

one-third of its bees pure Italians,
and the colony in good condition and
strong. The question well may be
asked, are bees wintered in the cellar
at so low a temperature as 35^, at
their best V
There is one point which I am fully
convinced is conducive to putting the
bee at its best, and that is, to put
each colony to be wintered in proper
condition for wintering, at latest by
the middle of October, or at any rate
when the weather is warm enough so
the bees will cap in the syrup which
is best to feed them for winter stores.
I am so well satisfied on the point of
wintering bees on sugar syrup, that I
do not hesitate to proclaim that the
bee is only at its best when it sits

beauty, size, or general appearance.
In fact, the bee is rather an ordinary
looking insect, and stripped of its
glorious record it has made for itself
as a producer of an article of commerce which ranks as among the
delectable and choicest productions
drawn from nature's laboratory— if
we let it alone and do not presume to
trifle with its free agency very essentially—it would pass for rather an
down to its table in winter to an exordinary, sober kind of an animal,
clusive diet of pure gramulated-sugar
rather stirring in its habits, to be
syrup.
sure, but possessing no very marked
Another essential point is, that the
peculiarities.
But the bee needs to be seen at colony be fed sufficient to insure a
supply of stores to carry it
home to see it at Its best. When we full
view a few quarts of our shiny black through all contingencies till May I,
at least
because I do not consider
ones or the golden-banded Italians,
the bee at its best unless it can
busily caring for their thousands of
young larvce, preparatory to laying in calmly, with smiling countenance,
feel beyond the reach of possible cona store of the choicest nectar ere the
of lack of stores to foster its
May flowers turn brown and the apple tingency
young during the coquetting of April
blossoms unfold their petals, then we
with winter enablinjj it to keep at
see the bee in one of its most inspirhome and " snap its lingers " at the
ing aspects.
weather till May wakes the willows
Ilence, the question introduces itand maples.
self, when is the bee at its best V And
I do not believe it best to disturb
in answer to that question we must
say, that depends to what period of the bees by feeding them for stimuits existence the question relates.
If lation, as it is termed, very much beI induce my bees to breed up late in fore frogs peep and the swallows fly
autumn and then put them into win- nor then, if there are cold rain-storms
ter quarters where they keep quiet and the wind is tempered from snowCover the bees up warm
till March
heralds the approach of clad hills.
opening spring, and not much brood- in the fall— in chaff hives, if possible
and give them a thick covering of
rearing has been carried on during
the interim from going into winter dry material above the bars, and do
quarters, many of us would say that not disturb them, only when absothe bee was at its best under such lutely necessary, till the swallows
conditions.
That would liave been come. Thus, for the time of year, I
the judgment of the writer a few believe the bee will be at its best.
months ago, but some things of late
Bees fed at any season means accelpoint to that condition of things as a erated activity."
little honey clanlittle mooiishiny.
destinely obtained sets the whole
Our bees, we know, did not breed colony in an uproar. When bees are
after Sept. 25, 1884, unless in one fed in the evening, if the air is frosty,
colony the queen commenced lo lay numbers will sally out of the entrance
again in November, which we strongly to make believe they are bringing in
suspect she did do, and unless this stores from the fields. Kor do they
were the case, the main part of the forget the good luck when the mornbees (vhich braved the rigors of our ing comes. Numbers fly out, and in
past cold winter were mainly bees unpropitious weather become chilled,
hatched in August arid before but and on the whole. I am of the opinthey came through tlie winter bright, ion, as a rule, feeding in April to
and apparently as strong as in the stimulate to brood-rearing does not
fall.
result in gain, but often is the means
;

;

;

—

A

;

loss, as

my

notice a few days ago, which
shows that bees may and do breed in
winter.
few days ago a friend of
mine informed me that late in Novemto

spring weather but when May opens
with warm nights as well as days,
give them all the feed they need, even
if a little accumulates in the combs.
It is a bad sign to see immature
brood carried out in the night and
lying about the hive entrances. That
is a pretty sure sign the stores are
short. This condition of things should
not be allowed to occur, but be sure
and feed so that the contingency of
long storms may be provided for in
giving an abundance of feed at once,
Lewiston, p Maine.
;
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Successful Wintering of Bees.

IRA BAKBER.

On page

3.58,

Mr. James Heddon

says that I can fix my cellar as I
choose, and if I will let him fill the
honey that the bees are to winter on,
with floating pollen, my bees will
rapidly accumulate feces. I will say
in reply that I have wintered a g:reat
many colonies on combs taken from
colonies in the fall that had been
queenless since June, with nearly
every cell of which contained pollen
and honey, and there was no signs of
any discharges from the bees. The
bees mixed it to suit themselves, and
came out in good condition. I should
have no fear of any honey containing
enough floating pollen, as the bees
gather it from the flowers, to injure
them in the least but what effect a
mush made of honey and pollen would
have, I leave to the readers of the
;

Bee Journal

to decide.

Again, Mr. Heddon asks if any one
can show by any method of wintering
iaees 1.51 days in confinement, and no
discharge where not fed on sugar
syrup.

My

answer

is

that the most

of my bees were confined from 160 to
169 days, and not a speck was to be
seen in any of the hives, except abouc

20 colonies that were placed near the
bottom of the cellar, and there was
not a speck to be seen on their hives
when the cellar was first opened
(April 17). If there was any discharges from Nov. 20 up to that date,
it was in a dry state.
I put 200 colonies into winter quarters, and took out 196, and to-day

every colony is alive and in a flourishing condition, except 2 whose queens
failed, and will require help to bring
tliem up. All can see that they must
have w^intered well to be able to withstand this severe spring. Swarming

commenced on June

13,

and

to all

appearances there will be plenty of it.
Mr. Heddon asks, " If they who lose
bees most are not most apt to find out
the cause of such loss." My answer
Long before Mr. Heddon
is, yes.
knew a bee from a beetle, I was losing hundreds of colonies in trying to
find out where I could keep them

:

THE

:
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through our long, cold winters with too), that it was liecause there was so
safety I found it out more tlian 20 much artiticial comb honey on the
years ago, and I liave told tlie readers market, that tlie people were susof the Bee Journal the place to picious of any kind of honey.
keep them at least twice if not more.
Port Wasliington,o Ohio.
Why you have not succeeded is be[The following paragraph on the
cause you have never put your bees
in a warm cellar, as was described same subject, taken from the Ameriyears ago.
can Cultivator, VI as sent us by Clarence
I do not consider 42° warm enough.
;

Cold

the cause of the largest share
our losses in winter. J5ees can
pile in all the pollen they see tit to, in
the winter they can eat all they care
for, and what" is left over after the
long, cold winter, they can throw out
of the hives, and it will do no man's
bees any harm if they are properly
cared for in winter. I have no time
now to tell Mr. Heddon how he can
winter his bees on honey and pollen,
and save all the labor and expense of
feeding sugar but next fall I will be
at the National Convention, at Deof

is

all

;

if I am alive and well, and I
hope to meet Mr. Ileddon and hosts
of other Western bee-keepers that I
have long known by reputation.
De Kalb Junction, 5 N. Y.

troit,

For the American Bee JouraaL

Honey and Comb
A. A.

to Order.

FRADENBURfi.

At about the close of theOliio State
Convention, last winter, we were discussing the article on page S3, when a
middle-aged gentleman remarked that
we would have to tight the manufactured comb honey pretty lively, for
the country was full of it. We asked
him what he knew about it, and he
said that he had seen lots of it. Upon
being asked when and where, he said
that for 2-5 years he had been a commercial traveler, and had for 7 years
traveled for one lirm in Columbus,
where he lives, and he had often seen
the stuff in Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,
and Kansas, and that he knew it to
be manufactured, by its having a
smooth and almost polished surface,
while the genuine article always presented a rougher appearance.
He
said that it was found in little, square
boxes holding about one pound each.
He is not a bee-keeper, but he thought
of getting bees in the spring, so he
came in to hear and learn.
Of course we had a lively time for
awhile, asking questions. He tinally
said that on seeing us all so earnest in
our belief that it could not be true,
that he almost doubted it himself,
and that he must in some way have
been deceived.

The conclusion which

I

then came

and still liold. was, that the gentleman was mistaken and if he does
to,

;

again come across the article, it will
turn out to be a line specimen of pure
honey in sections. He said that he
had talked with the dealers about it,
and they said that they did not care,
as scarcely any of their customers
could tell it from pure honey, and
they could sell lots of it just the same.
A year ago last fall I was talking to
a commercial man about the difficulty
in selling extracted honey, and he
said (and I believe in all sineeiity

M. Weed,

of Chicago, Ills. It is a
digest of several articles taken from
the Philadelphia
Times and other
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At the conclusion of his address, the
President, noting the Secretary's absence,
on niolidn appointed Jolui S. Kerr, Secretary |iro tem. At the jiroper time, McKinney, Tex., was selected as the place, and
the first Wednesday in May, IS8(;, as the
time for our eighth' annual meeting. Mr.
W. K. (iraham, of (Jreenvllle, was elected
President, and (i. A. Wilson, of McKinney, \'ici'-l'ivsident ; 11. F. Carroll, of
Dresden, Secretary, and M. 11. Davis, of
Howe, Treasurer and W. H. Andrews
was appointed to represent Texas in the
next meeting of the North American Bee;

Keepers' Society.

After the President announced that the
newspapers, which were forwarded
meeting was open for discussion, quesby Mr. Marion Miller, of Le Clair, tions were presented In an infonnal way,
Iowa, and others. Having repeatedly and discussed with inneli energy and good
and resulted in one of the most
exposed these and similar fabrications, feeling,
protitatile meetings ever held by the Assowe deem it unwise to reiterate such ciation. The following is a part of the
discussion

foolish stories

:

"Should bee-keeping as a specialty, in
Texas, be encouraged ?" was discussed,
of the fine comb honey exhibited in all taking the attlrniative, or sjilitting the
glass boxes in New York City merely question, except Judge Andrews who took
the negative squarely, unon the ground
represents Yankee skill; the comb
that the affirmative tended to make beeand the honey never saw bees. They keeping less general— putting it in the
were manufactured by human hands, hands of a few— whereas he wished to see
the comb of parafifine or beeswax, and it as general as the cultivation of corn and
the honey, which is also false, blown cabbage; lie wanted to see all the little
in by machinery. Another kind of prattling tongues sipping home-produced
honey which is put up in glass cups, honey as freely as liraneh water. Honey
if produced at home, but dear if it
with a small piece of comb in the is cheap
is " bought truck."
He wanted all to be
centre, is made from cane sugar, glu- encouraged to keep bees to the extent of
cose or syrup."
their necessities and let the honey mar[Mr.
Robson, of Rolla, Mo., ket take eare of itself.
W. K. Graham said that he thought
who has also sent one of these articles theMr.
seasons, of late, had rendered the purfrom the St. Louis Qlobe-Democrat, suit a little too uncertain to be relied upon
exclusively for a liveliliood, but still he
adds the following
thought that those
possessing proper
"The writer has carefully withheld iiualiticatious should be encouraged to
make
bee-keeping
a specialty for he did
his name of course, a genuine and
not think that implied making it the chief
deceiving liar does not want the employment.
world to know his habitation. Every
Judge Goodlier, Mr. Davis and Mr. Horn
bee-keeper who may chance to read spoke upon this question, taking modified
the description of the spurious honey artirmatives. Dr. Marshall said that he
knows full well of the truthfulness of held tlie affirmative in its strictest sense
such statements
but the ignorant that he thought that qualified persons
are being deceived and led to believe should be encouraged to make it an exclusive business that there was work for
that man's ingenuity has almost superevery day in the year, and that profitable
seded that of our natural mechanics
work and that it is the specialists who
the honey-bees.
bring light upon our pathway.
"I would like to see some of the fine
Let the light
Judge Andrews reulied
samples alluded too, and examine tlie of the specialists shine brigher than the
cells, cappings, and the line finishing very sun, but those specialists would not
touches given to keep the honey in 'put good liome-produced honey into the
mouths of his nelglibor's children, but
place, etc. I imagine it a leaky job,
rather deprive them of this, the best of
and like the truthfulness of such a sweets.
report, w'ill " leak " out to be known
" What are tlie essential points in a locaas a genuine falsehood."
tion for an apiary ?" Mr. Carroll, Judge
Goodlier, Mr. Wilson, Dr. Marshall, Sir.
Graham and others took part in the disFor the American Bee Journal.
cussion, but there were no material differences
but Mr. Graham made some
The Texas State Convention.
remarks relating to the subject, which,

"The

Sun says that much

Neto York

—

Wm.

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

The Texas State Bee-Keepers' Associamet at the aiiiary of Judge W. H. Andrews, McKinney, Texas, on May 7, 188.5.
The meeting was called to order at 10 a.
tion

by the President, Dr. Marshall, and
opening address was most cheerful,
and seemed to Innsli away the clouds from
111.

his

the faces of those present whose stores, as
lioney-producers, had not been blessed
during the last two years; and he asked
for the sympathy of those whose hives
had been filled to overflowing, as in the
case of those in the Vice-President's
county, and of a few other sections of the

btate.
He looked forward with much
solicitude, to the development of the next
8 weeks he thought that the life of our
association was lianging upon those developments, but that our prospects now
were quite flattering.
;

thonuli a little off the point, are worthy of
It was said by
special notice. He said
an enthusiastic Texan in the North American Bee-Keepers' Society at Cincinnati, in
1883, that horse-mint always yielded honey
in great abundance ; tliat the weather was
never too hot or too cold, too wet or too
dry for tliat wonderful honey-plant of
Texas. This, said Mr. Graham, is a great
mistake ; only last year we had the mintbloom in great profusion, but my bees ran
over them like a chicken over a bed of
hot ashes, and looked disgusted when they
hopped off. It requires certain climatic
conditions to cause the mint-bloom to
secrete its rich and aromatic nectar which
makes the Texas bee-keeper so joyous.
:

"How

shall

we

dispose of

laying

workers ?"
Mr. Carroll said that he thought it was
best to build tlieiii up with brood which

;

;
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would soon res\ilt in a normal condition. with a few puffs. In case of a very valThis idfa was concurred in.
uable queen to be introduced, he cages
"Is tliere bee-iiiarrliea in Texas ?"
her, puts her among the bees, and lets her
Mr. Carroll said that lie had had cases of remain so for three days, and then liberreal diarrhea in his apiary, and that it ates her. Much depends upon the queen
could be produced at any tiiue by feeding, as to her acceptance.
andyivingthe bees no chance to take a
Judge Andrews said that he always

that he had reared as good queens in
September as in May
and if a choice
queen leads a swarm, and in a few days
afterwards she be removed, the workers
will rear just as good queen-cells as were
reared by them in the old home under the
" swarming impulse," as it is called. He

caged his queens (except in cases of experiment), for he never introduces o:ie
that he can afford to lose. He keeps her
confined for two days, near the middle of
the cluster, then removes the reig;ning
queen and liberates the new one. Some
queens he liberates sooner than at the end
of two (lays, tor he can invariably tell by
looking at the bees upon the cage whether
it is safe to liberate her
or not. Other
queens need to be kept confined longer
than two days the further the colony is
from the normal condition the less inclined all queens are to be reconciled to
them. He never feared that the bees
would not feed the caged queen. The
presence of a reigning queen did not
affect them in the least. If the queen,
when let upon the comb, tucks her nead,
humps her back, and hoists her wings, he

does not believe that small, halt-starved
nuclei can produce or develop a first-class
queen.
Mr. Carroll said that he concurred in
the main as to the statements made on
this question, and added that he could
rear dark queens from bright mothers by
placing their brood in small, illy-provided
nuclei, when the temperature would be
below normal in a prosperous colony, and
that well-reared queens placed as soon as
hatched in such nuclei, would be seriously
affected in their devehqiment.
"Can drones for tall breeding be provided at will ?" Mr. Carroll said that he
always succeeded in so doing, by simply
selecting queens from which to breed
them, and putting a nice empty dronecomb in the centre of the hive, then feed
them moderately on sugar syrup for a few
days, and drone eggs would be the result
then remove the queen and keep the colony
without a laying queen as long as one
wants the drones preserved.
Judge Andrews said that he concurred
as to the preservation of the drones, but
that he had never had success worth naming, in the production of drones out of
swarming time they were to be found in
his apiary from March to November, but
not of his choice colonies always, but as
liable to be of the poorest as of the best
blood.
Jno. S, Kerr, Sec. pro tem.

flight.

Dr. Marshall said that the bee-diarrhea
of the Xorth is very dififerent from anything we have.
Judge Andrews said tliat he was quite
certain that voiding accumulated feces
after a Texas "norther " is very distinct
from the results of that highly intiamatory
disease known in the Xorth as diarrhea,
which does not abate even with a change
in the weather and an opportunity for a
flight.

;

" Is there 'springdwindling' in Texas ?"
Judge Andrews said that there was not
—and there was no further remarks upon
the question.
" How do we

know

that the queen lays

drone eggs ?"
Dr. Slarshall said that though he had
never seen a queen lay drone eggs, yet
there are circumstances that demonstrated
that she does. He then stated many nice

recages her at once. These actions are
unmistakable, and indicates great dissatisfaction on her part, and a "balling"
He did not
is sure, if she is not recaged.
position.
Judge Andrews said that the proper use wish to be understood as holding that the
of the microscope had demonstrated, over retention of the old queen was a point
and over again, that the queen lays drone in the safe introduction of the new one,
but only to save her two days work in the
eggs.
Mr. Carroll said that Mr. Langstroth colony, for he did not rigidly observe this
rule except in April and May, these being
ad seen queens lay drone eggs.
"Is there any practical way of prevent- the months in whicli the workers are bred
?"
to gather from horse-mint, and numbers
ing after-swarms
Mr. Carroll said that in nine cases out are then essential. It also prevents the
of every ten, by cutting out all queen-eells loss of work by the workers, from the
on the Hfth day after the issuing of the great commotion that follows the missing
prime swarm, will prevent an after-swarin. of the reigning queen, and prevents the

points

showing

the correctness of

his

I

of queen-cells.
Judge Andrews said that he thought it starting
" What markings indicate impurity of
after-swarm and
in
Italian queens (so-called) ?"
blood
build it up from the parent hive, taking
Judge Andrews said that this is an imabout one-third of its combs, brood and
adhering bees, placing the after-swarm's portant question, as thousands of queens
hive upon the stand of the parent hive, are sent out every year that show marks
and using the remainder to build up other of impurity in their blood that no man
need mistake. It young, she must be
weak colonies.
" What is the test of purity in Italian bright if one, two or three years old she
may reach the very dark leather color we
bees, as distinguished from blacks ?"
Mr. Carroll said that the test is three hear so much about, for all queens grow
distinct yellow bands on the workers, and darker as they grow older. There are
Judge Andrews con- many shades of bright yellow that do not
a good disposilion.
tell against the blond of a young queen,
curred in what Mr. Carroll said.
and how should it but stripes across the back of the abdomen
brood,
"What is foul
be treated ?"
was discussed at great are certain marks of black blood small
dark brown specks are allowable, but
length.
The stripes are on
Dr. Marshall described it very minutely, black stripes never
and gave his experience with it both in the outer edges of the second, third and
the North and in this State, and gave the fourth segments, counting from the point
result of his observations last spring in of the abdomen, and they are somewhat
while the spots or
the apiary of Dr. West, in Tarrant county, crescent in shape
having gone home with that gentleman specks are on the inner edge (the edge
from our last convention, tor that purpose. joining the next forward segment). A
He thought that it never could come from queen, the back of whose abdomen is
chilled brood, and tliat after all that had very bright orange in color with a dark
been said and done, the best remedy was a brown point, will breed much more beautiful workers than a queen with any other
big, hot tire well and tlioroughly applied.
black upon her. She will
Judge Andrews agreed with Dr. Mar- or no dark oralways
duplicating herself in
come nearer
shall in his description of the disease, and
her queen progeny than those that have
the utter futility of all efforts to save the

;

;

Dr. W. K. Marshall, Pres.
For the American Boe JoumaL

less trouble to hive the

;

;

!

;

bees, but he thought that the honey,
combs, hives and frames might be renovated by boiling but thought that this
was risky, except in the most careful
hands.
Mr. Carroll said that bee-keepers could
not be too careful in this matter, and 'hat
it was his opinion that it might be produced in the process of decomposition of
chilled brood that there were too many
"ifs" and "amis" in all the remedies
;

;

now offered, excejit lire.
" What is the best method
duction of queens

for the intro-

?

Mr. Carroll said that he introduced from
.50U queens every year, and that he
never caged them if there was then a good
lioney-flow he turned them in at the entrance at dark, preceding them with a
liberal smoking, an<l folhivvin.:^ them up

oWJ to

;

the least dark in the general yellow, or
so,
those that have spots or specks
those
lie
does
not condemn
while
with specks, yet he does not like them,
and does not breed (jneens from them
even though they may be daughters of
the finest breeding queens known for so
sure as he is capable of observing such
matters, there is more than mere blood
entering into the production of first-class
qneen<i, but it is not easy to determine
what it is— in other words, all pure blooded
Italian (jueens are not the same in color,
nor are they all suitable for ([ueen or
drone mothers, even though they may
breed as good worker-bees as any.
Andrews was asked,
."Vt tills lime Mr.
:

;

;

"What about the swarming impulse?"
He replied that he regarded that as a
humbug
queen-breeder's
patent-right

Wintering Bees,
TV.

In this
apiarist

H.

etc.

STEWAET.

Northern climate a

skillful

may succeed in wintering
ou the summer stands for several

bees
winters in succession, without senous
loss but as often as ome in t3 or 8
years it so happens that the bees^are
nearly or quite all dead in the sprfng.
At least tliis has been my experience;
and after I had three titnes thus lost
all the bees that I was able to get on
hand by 6 or 8 years' hard work and
close attention, I decided that I must
winter them in a cellar, or get out of
the business. 1 then prepared an outcellar in a sand-bank, and put the bees
and in handling
in, in the day-time
the hives in dayliglit, I found that
many bees would fly out, and others
run out and crawl around in the cold
;

;

and become chilled and lost.
Again, I took the advice of some
bee-masters and carried the bees out
on a nice, warm spring morning, and
I found that in handling and carrying
some of them 10 or 1.5 rods, and placing them properly on the stands, the
bees would get considerably aroused,
and as they seemed to be overjoyed at
the first appearance of the bright sunlight, after their long confinement in
a "dungeon, they rushed out en masse,and by the time I had GO or 70 coloair

nies out, the air was literally full of
bees, in tlie greatest excitement and
on their attempt to return to their
hives, it was apparent that few, if
any. of them had marked well the
locality of their own stand, and consequently confusion prevailed, and
the excitement became intense.
;

—

;
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For about three hours I was fearful
that I would lose most of my bees,
but they settled the muddle as well as
they could aud as I looked them over
I found that many bees had been
and wei'e on the bottom-board half
dead and dying, and many colonies
that appeared strong when carried
;

were much reduced in numbers,
while others had been replenished.

out,

To avoid the recurrence of the same
state of things, I decided to carry
them into and out of the cellar after
dark and as they are not inclined to
;

leave the hive

few bees are

when it is dark, very
when placing theni

lost

in the cellar.
When they are carried
out in the forepart of the night, if

get somewhat aroused by handthey will have ample time to
quiet down before morning
if the
next day be cool, they will not leave
the hive and if it be very warm and
pleasant, they will not be so excited
at the first appearance of the sunlight
that comes by slow degrees, and as
they then leave the hive, they will
mark its locality, and no great confusion is manifest.
In this, aud all other portions of our
work, we do well to see that everything is done at the proper time,
and during cold weather we may be
in a warm shop making the hives and
frames for the next season when it
gets a little warmer, we may make up
tliey
ling,

;

the welfare of bee keef)ers, to set
forth such facts and to offer sucli suggestions as may be tliought toaidiu
farthering tlie solution of the problem of successful wintering
My own experience is, that winter
loss other than accidental is needless
and that every bee-keeper should be
able to winter bees with proper care.
First of all, I wish to remark, if it
shall ever be established (which I am
firmly convinced it will not be) that
bees cannot be wintered here at the
North upon their natural stores, it
will be a sad day for the devotees of
apiculture. Be sure that in casting
up the balance of profit and loss, if
bee-keepers shall be obliged to substitute sugar syrup for the natural
stores, in order to winter their bees,
their accounts will not fall to the side
of profit. And although sugar syrup
;

appears (?) to be safer than honey for
wintering bees, I think that its use,
except in cases of necessity, as where
the bees are short of stores, should be
discouraged. I coincide fully with
Mr. Doolittle, that it is impracticable
in preventing the occurrence of beediarrhea. Not only Mr. D., but a
number of others have reported fatal
cases of diarrhea where nothing but
sugar syrup was allowed. We say
" nothing," for the few grains of pollen that may be discovered in empty
brood combs with a microscope
our wax into foundation and when it amounts to nothing conceivable unis yet
warmer we may fasten the less we are prepared to accept the
foundation into the frames, and have infinitesimal doctrine.
Microscopic
all ready when the hurrying time pollen in brood-combs is
much like
comes.
" floating pollen " in honey— neither
Apiculture is a peculiar business. exists in quantities sufficient to bloat
If one would make it pay, he must do up the body of one bee though
it
most of the work with his own head should eat all the pollen in a dozen
;

;

;

and hands for
" He that by the plow would
;

thrive,

Himself must either hold or
If

we

let

work go

driv^e."

that should be

done in winter,

until the busy season
comes, we must then hire help, which
reduces our net gain, which is small
enough at best. Procrastination is

death to bee-keeping.
None but
wide-awake, perpetual, everlasting
workers will prosper in this business.
Not slothful waste, nor reckless
Can e'er secure the g^oal,

Would we succeed

haste,

;

With discreet mind and ready hand,
And with undaunted will,

We may

proceed.

Orion,? Wis.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Wintering Bees on Sugar Syrup.
G. L.

The

TINKER, M.

D.

subject of wintering bees has

become the all-engrossing one. Indeed, here at the North it is becoming a serious matter. If we are to
every three or four years, onehalf or three-fourths of our bees in
wintering, it cannot fail to depress
the bee-keeping industry. At no previous time have there been such
sweeping losses as to wipe out almost
entirely the native stock of bees, as in
this instance. It becomes the duty,
therefore, of every one interested in
lose,
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If sugar syrup was in any way
essential to successful wintering, I
should feel differently in this matter,

but under the circumstances I feel
like urging with all the influence I
possess, that bee-keepers cease to
feed sugar except in cases of necessity where comb honey or extracted
honey is not readily obtainable. W'e
are unjustly cjiarged already with
many things, but this contemplated
wholesale feeding of sugar, on the
strength of an improved theory, will
lay us open to serious and damaging
charges that we m;iy never cease to
deny and explain away without ever
fully convincing any body, that some
of the great amount of sugar fed does
not get into our comb honey.
Another fact that should be thoughtfully noted is this
If honey-dew,
under proper conditions, is safe to
winter bees upon, as Mr. Boardman,
Dr. Southard and myself have found
upon careful tests, we do not need to
trouble ourselves much about the
superiority of sugar syrup over good
clover or basswood honey. No doubt
it furnishes the most heat, as first
pointed out by myself, but it is
equally true that honey-dew furnishes
less tieat
than clover honey. But
there is a way of conserving the heat
of a colony of bees in winter indicated
clearly in my answer to Query, No.
:

73,

that I have practiced for several

years, until

I

have become fully

satis-

involves one of the greatest
secrets of successful wintering. The
above gentlemen have practiced with
most signal success the same method.
With these facts before us, it does
not seem to be essential to use an
agent solely because an equal quantity
empty combs, or all that might exist of it is capable of furnishing a little
more heat when consumed by bees.
in a hive full of honey.
Mr. Doolittle has made an effective
Feeding sugar syrup is not only
practical
impracticable in preventing beediar- and sensible defense of the
methods in wintering bees. It is my
rhea, but in the matter of the expense and labor necessary to effect a turn now to review the methods that
change of the stores every fall. It promise only disaster and ruin to the
industry of bee-keeping, if followed
also has a dark side in another direction.
few days since an old farmer up. In a future article I will present
who had kept many " scaps " from my views on the cause of bee-diarboyhood up, called to see my bees. rhea, and indicate the conditions
which must be observed to secure
He had lost all of his the past winter success.
for the first time, and wished to get
New Philadelphia, Ohio.
more. He exclaimed over the docility
and great beauty of the bees, but said:
" Doctor, I have heard that you fed
For tbe American Bee Joumai.
sugar to your bees, is that so ?" I
replied that I did sometimes. " But
That Lawsuit, Transferring, etc.
how do you get such white honey
A. J. COOK.
[with a scrutinizing look], don't you
feed sugar to get that
I saitl " No
not a bit of it." But I found great
Every day since I saw Mr. Heddifficulty in persuading him that I don's proposition to organize a naonly made use of it to supply colonies tional defense association, I have
deficient in stores for winter.
But meant to write giving my approval,
this man is only one among many and promise of support. Each beewhom I have met having similar keeper is interested in this matter,
views. It is plain if we must feed and none of us can afford to let this
sugar by the barrel to winter our bees case be decided adverse to right,
upon, we shall be at least open to which means the bee-keeper's intergrave suspicions that if we do not est. I hope that the best counsel
actually feed it to get comb honey, it will be secured, so that the matter
will somehow or another get into the may be thoroughly tested, and, if
section-boxes.
The impression also necessary, the case should be carried
goes abroad, if we feed so much to the highest courts of the State.
sugar, that either the bees cost more Not only is this question being agito keep them than their surplus honey tated in Wisconsin, but also in Westis worth, or else we must make use of ern Michigan— along the fruit belt
it in producing comb honey.
aud in California. An unjust verdict
fied that it

A

o

V
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in Wisconsin means constant irritation, vexation,
and litigation the
country over.
Let us all liasten to
the rescue.

NEW

JIBTHOD OF TKANSFERKING.
that the brief answers in
the Query Department are apt to lead
to misunderstanding.
That I ever
meant to leave brood to chill, in using
the Heddon method of transferring,
is not true.
Of course if such transferring is done early, great care is
required. As I stated in my Manual,
the bees must be carried to a warm
room. I have tried this method, and
with the best of success and very
I notice

labor.

little

mend

it.

I

can

heartily recom-

Mr. Clute, who

Iknow

is

very cautious, full of tact, and one of
our most intelligent bee-keepers, has
certainly not given this method a
fair trial, or I am sure he would not
condemii it. I never, on my own
authority, praise such a thing till I
have thoVoughly tried it then I know
;

whereof

I affirm.
fully practiced is

This method care-

just as safe as the
old way. and much quicker, and much
less laborious.
IS

BEE -BREAD ALWAYS POLLEN ?

For tUe American Bee

JoumaL

ence as a bee-keeper, and makes it
pay well for the time he devotes to it.
Wm. Falkner has 60 colonies. He
has given many years to the study of
L. R. JACKSON.
the bee, and he is very successful.
Having lost all my bees {94 colo- He has had some experience with foul
brood— and thinks fire the safest
nies), during the winter and spring, I
treatment.
started on a visit among bee-keepers
Thomas Tait, of Sugan, has 30 colto learn what I could of the cause of
onies. He is also a beginner, and ia
our heavy losses. Through Johnson,
Bartholomew and Jennings counties intelligent and enthusiastic.
John Anderson has 100 colonies,
I found almost total losses in the
and has had moderately good success.
apiaries. In many places the bees
At Brooksburg I found several beeare all dead, and what are left are
keepers on a small scale, but none
nearly all weak and in poor condition
that are giving it the attention necto do much toward building up this
essary to success. It is a good locaseason. A few have wintered nearly
tion for some good bee-keeper, as
all their bees, having given them just
there are but few bees in the neighthe same treatment as those that lost
borhood.
all did theirs.
After a ten days' trip I returned
In Jefferson county I found but
home well paid for my time and the
little loss, and bees are generally in
money spent. I have made several
good condition. At Dupont I called
to beekeepers, and, in fact,
upon Mr. S. E. O'Neal, who has 52 visits
hardly a year passes that I do not
colonies in first-class condition, and
devote a few days to visiting beedoing well. Mr. O'Neal is a close
keepers
and in every case I have
reader of the Bee Journal, and is
been well paid. I believe that if
well posted, but having a store and a
farm to look after, he is not able to more of the bee-keepers would visit
their neighboring bee-keepers, and
give bee-keeping much attention.
a day with them, they would
At Wirt, Dr. C. C. Firth has 66 col- spend
find it both pleasant and profitable.
onies in several styles of
Visiting Indiana Bee-Keepers.

;

hives,

What

does Mr. Ileddon mean, on
" Bee-bread
page 393, when he says
is always pollen V"
I do not think
this is correct, and I do not think that
Mr. Heddon does. I should say that
:

the

log-gum

Langstroth.

and

from

box-hive to the

The Doctor

is

Urmeyville,© Ind.

experi-

menting considerably, but I think
For tlie American Bee Journal.
that he will finally decide in favor of
Bee-Diarrhea and Sugar Syrup.
the Langstroth hive with the Heddon
bee-bread is the nitrogenous food of case. He has a good location, and
bees that it is usually pollen that it could do well if he gave it the time it
R. F. HOLTERMANN.
may be flour or meal ; and that some- requires, but by what I could learn he
times, perhaps rai'ely, perhaps not, it has a very large practice, and keeps
For some time I have noticed with
is made up of spores of fungi.
One bees more for pleasure and recreation interest the animated discussion upon
of my last year's students, Mr. O. L. than for profit.
the above subject, and I must confess
Hersheser, now in charge of a large
At Madison I first visited Mr. H. C. that I do not believe in the pollen
apiary at Water Valley, X. Y.. writes White, who has 60 colonies, and is theory.
I have known of bee-diarme that his bees have carried im- the inventor of a hive and several rhea being produced in a colony with
mense stores of bee-bread from the improvements in the bee-keepers' sugar syrup as follows
destructive blackberry or raspberry supplies.
Mr. W. has done much
When I was first keeping bees, in
orange rust, which has been so com- good in building up the bee-business spring, if on a windy, cold day the
mon and so injurious in several States in that part of the State. Andrew sun was likely to shine brightly at
for a few years. Dr. Beal and I have Augustin has 3.5 colonies of very fine times, I confined bees in their hives,
thought that we had discovered spores bee's, but he is so busy with other as one of the most extensive apiarists
several times in examining feces. business that he can keep but a few in
Canada recommends, and also
Surely Mr. Ileddon did not mean colonies.
others, this confinement produced in
what he is reported to have said
I next stopped at Mr. John Craw- a few hours, diarrhea, and I found on
While I am writing, let me say that ford's near Pleasant, Switzerland the following day that the bees were
had not Mr. Doolittle said so often to county. Mr. C. has 4.5 colonies of debilitated, and 1 imagined that more
us that he was not educated, we bees. He is very enthusiastic, well injury resulted to the colony than if
should hardly believe it. AVith hosts posted, and quite a scientific bee- the entrance had been left open one
of bee-keepers all over the land, I keeper. It is hardly necessary to say bee-width. I decided that the diaralways turn with pleasure and pecu- that he is successful, for such a per- rhea resulted from the excitement
liar interest to his articles, feeling son does not know the meaning of the through confinement, and their digessure I shall gain some valuable hints. word " failure." He makes bee-keep- tion was impaired— a result often
I feel very much indebted to Mr. Doo- ing his business, and usually keeps found amongst animals, and even the
little not only for his public articles, 100 colonies.
Mrs. C. helps in the highest type of the animal kingdom,
but for many valuable private hints apiary, and makes a good hand, too, particularly if the nervous system is
which I have ever found him ready and is fond of the w'ork.
deranged, ilight the pollen grain in
to give upon inquiry. If wliat I wrote
T. A. Spencer has 3.5 colonies, but the watery fecal discharge not be the
seemed harsh, I most heartily with- he has too much other business to result of impaired digestion caused
draw it and beg pardon, for I could give the bees the attention necessary by unfavorable surroundings, fernever wish to pain any one, and cer- to make it very profitable.
mented stores, and aggravated by a
tainly not one whom I count as a
Robert Scott has 200 colonies at predisposition to debility in the bee,
warm personal friend.
Moorefield, and is said to be very suc- and not the discharge owing to the
Agricultural College.? Mich.
cessful.
pollen V
John Farrell has .53 colonies, and
I am well aware that bees will winThe I'nion Bce-Kocpcrs' Association has plenty of enthusiasm to make it a ter generally better upon first-class
of Western Iowa will meet in Stuart, Iowa, success, but he does not read bee- sugar syrup, but I attribute this, first,
on July 25, 188.5, at 10 a. m.
literature.
to the fact that natural stores are
M. E. Dakby, Sec.
gathered from questionable
J. C. Smith, who has 20 colonies, is often
a beginner, but he is a very enthusi- sources; and second, natural stores
^^The Bee-Keepers' Association of Cen- astic bee-keeper.
often consist of clover, basswood,
tral Illinois will meet at lilooniini^ton, Ills.,
Charles Norris at Vevey, has 80 col- thistle, buckwheat, and many other
ou July 15, 188.5, at 10 a. m.
Wm. U. L.\wrence, Sec.
onies. He has had 20 years' experi- honeys,
all in
one colony ; these
;

;

:

I

^^
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shaken over to one side, and not one
tliem could be removed without
The frames
regular transferring.
should he covered with muslin, enundue
exciteameled
cloth,
or
board,
so that no
a
a certain amount of
These things
ment, lowering tlie physical powers bees can crawl up.
We should be attended to before the hive
of the animal to resist disease.
should be very cautious to pronounce is ready for a swarm.
When a colony has clustered, if it
either one way or another; no doubt
there is much to be learned, and in is on a limb of a tree of little value,
order to progress we must be willing cut it off and carry to tlie hive shake
to learn, and not imagine that we the branch gently at llrst, and when a
few bees have entered tbe hive, more
know it all.
can be jarred off. If they are sliaken
Brantford, Canada.
honeys are of difEerent quiilities. and
one has greater powers of lieating,
etc., than another, and as bees change
from one honey to another, it causes

of

;

Prrtirie

Farmer.

Hints to Beginners— Swarming.
MRS.

L.

HARRISON.

Whether the owners

of

few or many

they may take
not desirable
to cut off a branch, the bees can be
shaken into a hiving basket or large
dish-pan and carried to the hive.
When a swarm is very large and rich
off violently

at

wing again.

When

first,

it is

in wax, sometimes large clusters fall
to the ground, in which case, it is
better to caiTy the hive to them as

all apiarists need good, clean,
movable-frame hives in readiness for soon as the bees are in, replace upon
the reception of
swarms.
Many its stand, lest when the scouts return,

bees,

;

valuable colonies yearly " emigrate,"
while their owners are getting ready
to hive them. Some bee-keepers, on
the spur of the moment, put them
into nail kegs, or salt barrels, where
they are of little or no value. If
placed in old hives, with combs infested with larvte of the bee-moth,
and foul from diarrhea, the bees may
seek more agreeable quarters, and
when they leave, may not cluster
again, in which case no amount of
bell-ringing will stop them, for scouts
that have been sent out to Hnd a
home have returned, and will conduct
them directly to it. Sometimes a
swarm will remain in a hive over
night, and if the morning sun shines
very hot upon it, leave for other
quarters without clustering. Hives
must be free from bad odors, and have
plenty of ventilation.
Where swarms are expected, the
location of the future 'colonies must
be chosen, and the stands arranged
for them tliis is very important. It
the hive leans to one side, or is lower
at the back than at the front, all sorts
of mishaps may be expected,-such as
the building of brood and surplus
combs cross-wise, so that they can be
lifted out. Some bee-keepers make a
hard place for the hive to stand on, or
spread on quantities of sawdust to
keep down weeds and grass. If the
foundation is built of brick, with two
bricks high at the back of the hive,
and only one at the front, moisture
will run off, and the dead bees and
debris can be readily carried out. Let
everything be firm, so that there will
be no rocking in a storm. Have an
alighting-board, resting on the front
edge of the brick, so as to join on to
the bottom of the hive, thus forming
an easy entrance, This is quite imEortant, for time means honey to the
ees, so that if one heavily-laden falls
exhausted, it is not obliged to again
take wing, but can crawl up the
alighting-board into the hive. When
the hive is placed upon the stand,
have the frames arranged at regular
distances. I have been requested to
examine colonies, and when the
frames were uncovered, found that in
hiving the bees, and carrying them to
their stand, the frames had all been
;

they lead them to a home of their
own choosing. Some let the hive
stand until evening before replacing
this is poor policy, as bees sometimes
go to the fields as soon as hived, and
take their bearings to the new place,
and the next day will return there,
and not finding their hive, vent their
spite on any one coming within reach.
In very hot weather, take care that
the hive is cool when bees are put into
it, and that the sun does not shine
directly upon it until the colony is
firmly established in its new quarters.
;

Peoria,©
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over this I spread sheets of newspaper, and packed large, coarse bags
of leaves and pine-needles so as to
nearly lill the hive. As I expected to
go to the South in .January, I decided
to iiack the hives in a warm stable.
I set them in the nortliwest part on .S
inches of hay. I then paekedfi inches
of hay back of the first row of hives,
and placed slanting boards over the
entrances, and put one row of hives
in front of the first.
I put slanting
boards over the entrances of all and
packed 4 feet of hay over the hives,
and the same amount in front. I
darkened all tie windows, so that it
was perfectly dark.
This was done about Jan. -5, and
they were taken out on April 20 in the
the very best condition, except the
one that was dead with 2-j pounds of
feed. I think that they would have
been all right if they had been left
there for two weeks longer, but as I
was in Florida where I could not tell

how

cold it was liere, I had them removed, and now they are extra strong,
as I have kept them from swarming.
I have found that every time I use

considerable covering inside the hive,
the bees do the best. I know that
some differ, but I find in my case a

way

of

my

own.

I

want my

hives,

if

wintering out-doors, to be where snow
will drift over them, then I slant a
board in front, and over this tack a
coarse bag and draw it around the
upper sides of the hive and tack it to
the same
then the longer the snow
remains over the hives the better. I
do not want any shovelling of snow
there, but let it come naturally and
slowly.
Even walking about hives
on the snow is an injury to bees. Give
them feed enough, and let them entirely alone. The entrances to my
hives were left open S inches by %,
;

Ills.

For the American Bee Joiu-DaL

Preparing Bees for Winter,
E. p.

CHURCHILL.

etc.

Who ever thought of bees driving and this was their ventilator. As to
any kind of stock from their pasture? moisture collecting over the bees, I
My bees are within 5 feet of the gate believe that the heat retained by the
to the pasture, and I have no fears. heavy packing dries out and drives
In the first place, sheep would feed so the moisture above for tlie cloths
close that there would be nothing for and paper always comes out dry, and
the bees, and sheep also have the very the leaves or chaff is always damp on
best protection from bees. It is sheer the top but dry next to the frames
ugliness to say that bees trouble stock and does not Nature teach bees that
or why do
or man while away from the hive. I, warmth is for their safety
too, do approve fully of Mr. Heddon's they close every crack and place where
;

;

'i'

plan.

air or cold could creep in y

I could not live, it seems to me,
As to frames How can we get one
without bees, if for no other use than so well suited to uniform wintering
to fertilize my fruits, as I grow them as the sandard Langstrotli ? for on it
quite largely,' and I well know that the bees can travel or move on one
the bees are a great benefit to them. line, right where the feed is. and not
I never had so good a set of straw- break the cluster by being obliged to
berries as now; and the bees just get their feed all around it, as they
swarmed on the blossoms, as the are apt to do in a deep frame and,
weather was such this spring that also, how easy it is "to handle in
they could. Bees never did so well every way. While many are mournhere as they are doing this season. If ing the loss of bees, they may learn a
I had .500 colonies I think there would lesson, thougli expensive, as I did
be enough for them to do, as they once by winter feeding, when I lost
cannot work fast enough.
30 colonies. But our motto is " OnI had 9 colonies packed in chaff- ward," and let us fight it out at all
hives, with mostly sugar syrup stores events.
in n and 7 frames, according to the
North Auburn. ? Maine.
strength of the colony, whicli were all
strong except one which died, being
the only one of the 9. I spread a
tW The Cortland Union Bee -Keepers'
thick woolen cloth on the frames, or Association will hold a basket picnic at the
apiiiry
of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton, N. Y.,
on the rack, ^.j of an inch above the
:

;

on Tuesday, Aug.

All bee-keepers,

18,
frames. The cloth was well gummed with their families, are cordially invited to
by the bees through the summer, and be present.
W. H. Beach, Sec
ISS.-*.

—

:

:

:

;
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here to
mention also that no one rare occurrence ? My brother and I have
should trifle with other people's prop- 13:3 colonies of bees, in Langstrotli hives,
erty neither at the post-office nor in the and hi good condition, but they are not
express office, for what miglit appear to gathering much honey this season. This
them harmless sport, as the shaking of a is the "off" year in this section. There
box with bees to hear the bees buzzing, is a good crop of horse-mint (the main
might prove great injury to tlie owner. honey-plant here), but it does not seem to
Some other person had cut a piece of the secrete much Iioney this year. ExperiGood Season.— 20— James McCon- cover off the box nearly large enough for ence and observation has taught me that
nell, {123—100). Clay Village,^ Ky., the bees to escape. That person perhaps bees only do well every other year in the
never dreamed of it, that if the queen-bee same locality in Texas, no matter liow
ou June 27, 1885, writes
escaped, twelve dollars with expenses favorable things may seem during the
During the season of 1884, I increased had
be lost nor that if all the workers "off" year. Will some experienced l>i>emy colonies, by natural swarming, to 123. would
escaped and the <|ueen-bee had been keeper explain this, and state whetlh.r
What I lost during winter and by spring had
left by herself, 'li'' would have had to die his bees have ever done real well for two
dwindling, besides uniting some, reduced for
of foo.i, as she is not able to un- years in succession in tlie same locality ?
my number to an even hundred colonies, cap want
sealed honey. The post-office officials Mr. J. W. Eckman, of Kichniond, Texas,
with which 1 began the season of 188.5,
express office agents cannot be care- writes me that liis bees are doing splenSome were weak, but nearly all were in and
ful enough in the selection of their em- didly, but they did not do much last year,
good condition. They are all now storing ployes,
and they should first instruct while Mr. Tadlock's bees, at Luliiig, a
surplus, but casting very few swarms. 1
not to let their youthful and playful distance of 150 miles farther west, did
have had only 9 from 100 colonies, and 3 them
In 1883 Mr. Eekman's bees did
curiosity trifle with other people's prop- well.
of those were second swarms, though 1
well, while Mr. Tadlock's had to be fed.
erty.
follow Mr. Heddon's plan of hiving. We
have had a good season so far, and it is
Late and Cold Spring.- T. S. Hall,
showering to-day, which will continue the
White Clover Bloom.— B. G. Hogue,
Kirby's Creek, (^ Ala., on June 25, Loydsville,o* Ohio, on June 25, 1885,
season some longer.

stkBSIif^Ml^M

:

;

1885, writes

Report,— B.

Stokesberry, Clinton,
9 Ind., on July 1, 1885, writes
During the last winter 1 lost 4(5 colonies
out of .58 those that are left are doing
unusually well.
The mortality among
bees in this section was about nine-tenths.
i;.

:

;

Basswood Promises Well.— Harvey
Feathers, lloyalton,© Wis., writes:

writes

:

The honey-flow has been
this season,

light so far

on account of too mucli rainy

Will white clover bloom this year, from
seed ? Our dry weather, last fall,
clover. It has
the question is,
will it bloom this season ? Bees are not
doing any good now, as there is nothing
for them to work on.
1 think that damage
suit in Wisconsin is a "little far-fetched."
If that man would sue Nature for producing those pesky flies that bother the sheep
by tickling their, noses, and cause them to
die six months after with "grub in the
head," he would be getting nearer the
right thing but that would not be hurting his neighbor.
the

The poplar failed to bloom. killed most of the white
Bees have swarmed but little, aud late. come up very thickly, and
weather.

We

have had the

for

years.

The

latest

and coldest spring

linden

is

just

now

in

bloom, and it is two weeks late. The
death rate here among bees was heavy,
fully one-third of them being dead in this
county.

We are having a very cold season here Bees in Good Condition.— A. J. & E.
thus far, and the prospects are not very
good for a large yield of honey. On June Hatfield, South Bend, 5 lod., on June
21 we liad a fiost, also on the '28th, whicli 1, 1885, says
injured the honey secretions very much.
Our bees are working finely on the red
[As white clover is an annual, ot course
The winter here was very disastrous to and white clover, and where both kinds
bees fully .50 per cent, of them died. I are growing together there are more bees it should bloom every year.— Ei>.]
lost 40 per cent, of mine. 1 liave 125 colo- on the red than ou the white. Our bees
nies left. They have only just commenced were never in finer condition for the
Cold Winter, etc.— A. C. Sanborn,
to swarm. I have hived 14 swarms. They honey-harvest than at present. The linare working splendidly on Alsike clover, den will commence blooming in a few Ono,K) Wis., on June 15, 1885, writes
which proves to be the best honey-pro- days. It is very promising now, and if
In the fall of 1884 I had 101 colonies, but
ducing plant we can raise here.
15a.ssthe weather only will be favorable, we
now 1 have only 41; many of these are
wood promises an abundant yield of shall expect an abundant yield.
weak, and, in fact, all are backward. The
bloom. Tlie trees are very full of buds,
early part of the spring was unfavorable,
which probably will not bloom In this
ont of the Hives to till about May 10, but since that time there
Bees
Crawling
locality Defore July 25. So I am expectGeo. W. Melville, Durango,? has been a good chance for the bees. The
ing, if the weather is favorable, a large Die.—
past winter was very severe here, the
Colo., writes
yield of iioney from that source.
mercury having frozen many times. I
Since my letter v^-as written on page 340,
wintered most of my bees in an out-door
I have discovered that around Canon City,
Cyprians, Syrians, etc. Geo. W. Colo., the bee-men have had tlie same cellar built for that purpose. Twenty
Thompson, Grand Junction,© Iowa, trouble, off and on, for some years. Their colonies were put into a neighbor's cellar,
of these perished. Tliis celon June 27, 1885, says
method of treating this trouble is some- but about % was
a little too cold, and the
following: Upon dis- lar, 1 think,
I commenced the season of 1884 with 4 thing after the
disturbance of a house-cellar has a bad
weak colonies in 8-frame Langstroth covering that bees are dying they close tetrdency. White clover is now in bloom,
hives, 1 increased to 8 colonies, and ob- them in the hivi^s and feed syrup tor a
but the basswood is the most reliable here.
tained 240 pounds of comb honey. Last week or t n days, allowing the bees to
fall I bought
colonies in bo.\-hives, take a fliglit after sundown cacli day
making 14 colonies, which 1 wintered after this period has expired the bees
Bees Doing Well.— J. 11. Andre,
safely. X sold one colony in the spring, seem to be safe, and go forward as if Lockwood,9 X. Y., on June 26, 1885,
Our
them.
theory
and my present number is 17. Will some notliing had troubled
says
one please say whether 8-Langstroth here is that during April (or the last week
I think that my bees are doing well
frames are enougli for a Cyprian colony V in April), the bees gathered this poisonous
stored from 15 tb 35
About a year ago I'rof. Cook seemed to honey, and then the month of May being some colonies have honey,
and cast a good
think very favorably of the Syrian bees I cold and rainy, they were confined nearly pounds of surplus
Some make a mistake in
would like to know whether hestill thinks the whole iiiouth, consequently they fed swarm besides. surplus
early, as the
boxes
putting
on
not
on this honey and died on account ot it
as highly of them.
will cast one swarm nearly as
We think that if the weather in May bad colony
been so that the bees could have worked early, and a larger one, and it also has a
(jiieen-Bee from Alt. Lebanon. Gust. right along, tliey would have escaped this tendency to stop after-swarms, if they are
Murbard, I'ortland,^ Oreg., on June poison. What do the readers of the Bee put on early.
JounxAL think of our theory ? Will it
13, iaS-5, writes thus
trouble conujs again ?
It cainiot be but a matter of great pub- work if the same
Bees iind their AUeged Depredations.
lic interest in queen-shipping to know
John Dunn, Tooele,*o Utah, on
that 1 have to-day received a Mt. Lebanon
June 20, 1885, writes as follows
Variations in tlie Honey-Seasons.
queen-bee safely, with one-third of her T. M. Anderson, Waxaliachie.c^ Te.x.,
I have taken great interest in reading
workers alive, direct from Asia, via Alexon June 25, 1885, writes thus
the articles on the defense-fund <irganizaandria, Trieste, Bremen and New York,
tion.
I think that it is just the thing in
without any recruiting on the way. The
While in the creek bottom, a few days
bee-keeper
enterprising
every
queen came as far as New York by mail, ago, 1 found a colony of bees which had which
and thence by express. She arrived one located on some vines about 7 feet from should be interested, especially if they are
for some
this
place
are
in
we
day behind the mail, by some delay in the tlie ground
they had built comb, gath- situated as
express offices, reaching her destination ered honey, and were rearing brood, thus say that the bees have brought the codling
just as lively as if just put up. I liave suspended in "mid-air." Js not this a moth, and that they also injure the fruit
;

:

;

:

—

:

;

;

—

:

—

:

:

;

;
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blossoms. One lady told me that there
had not been any uiapes on some of her
vines for the past four years, because the
bees had eaten the blossoms all off of the
vines. 1 asked her if she knew anything
about bees.
She replied that her father
had kept them, and that she could attend
to them now, only they were so destruc" Now, madam," I said, "did your
father or did you ever know bees to bite
anything?" She had to answer "tio !" I
also had a narrow escape from a suit last
fall.
The owners of the horse tliat my
bees stung to death wanted to enter suit,
but one of them knew tliat I had warned
him not to tie any of his horses too near
my hives, or 1 could not vouch for any
accident that iiiiglit happen with them
and the bees. I am in for fair play in all
things, and the bees should have protection as long as they attend to their legitimate duties. They do not try to enter
suit for the bees they kill. I know that I
lost a good colony with that horse affair,
and I know that if Mr. Freeborn's bees did
drive the sheep out of the pasture there
were many ot tliem killed at the rout,
and they were as dear to him as the other's
sheep. But tlien, we are all apt to put the
blame on some one if we lose anything. I
tive.

Article VIII.— The animal fees paid by
members shall become a general fund,

shall be paid the legitimate
exiMMises of this Union, such as prhiting,
postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten
niemlx'rs.
Article X. — This constitution may be
amended by a majority vote ot all the
members at any time.

WEEKLY EDITION

THOMAS

The National Bee- Keepers' Union.

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

;i

y.:ar

:

AI^FRED H. NEWMAN,

CONSTITUTION.

BUSINESS Manager.

organization shall be
known as the "National Bee- Keepers'
Union," and shall meet annually, or as
often as necessity may require.

J^^jccial gloticcs.
Tlios. G. Neivnian

Aktici.e III.— The officers of this Union
shall consist of a President, five ViceI'residents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be the Secretary and Treasurer),
whose duties .shall be those usually per-

the

formeil by sucli officers. Thcv ^l]illl he
elected by ballot, and hold their several
offices for one year or until their successors'
are elected and installed ; blank ballots
for this pui-pose to be mailed to every member by the General Manager.

The

& Son

American Bee Journal

will publish

hereafter.

The

department will be conducted, as
heretofore, by Thomas G. Newman, and the
business department by Alfred H. Newman.
editorial

firm will (as before the division, 5 years
ago to-day), carry on the business of publishing the Bee Journal, books and pamphlets,

and keep for sale the usual assortment of
bee-keepers' supplies.

officers shall consti-

tute

I^~ If your wrapper-label reads July 85,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as
not to lose any numbers.

defense.

Article V.—Any person mav become a
1^~ Back Numbers.— We can supply a
member by paying to the General Manager
an Entrance Fee of one dollar to the few more of the back numbers to new subscribers.

Advisory Board.

If

any want them, they must be

sent for soon, before they are

all

gone.

^~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,

Article VI.— Donations of any amount and
may be m.ide at any time to the Defense
the entrance and
membership fees and the regular assessments made upon the members by the

send

To

it

by mail, postpaid.

1W~ In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinKS.— Ed.

Ik ii;ood I'ood

use will ward

and good medicine.
off doctors' bills.

CorrrspoiideiitK.

— It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

us

We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 186(5— February, 1867.
Any one having them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

^P~Preserve your paperstor reference
you have not got a Binder we will mail you

If

one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us .3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

1^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."
(^~ To

create

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 ets. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine" to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quanvillage,

town and

city,

:

;

tity of

;

it.

COMB FOUNDATION!

Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall writing to this office. We have several letters
be used for no other purpose than to defend (some
iuclosinf? money) that have no name;
and protect bee keepers m theirrights, after
such cases are api)roved by the Ailvisory many others having no Post-OiBce, County
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts or State. Also, if you live near one postregnlarlymade in writing by the Advisory offlce and get your mail at another, be sure
Board.
to give the address we have on our list.
.

State, at Detroit, Mich.
H. U. Cuttinu, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

Muruhly, ;>0 cents.

Article I.— This

to

8— 10.— Mlchiuan

—

PITBLISHED BY

Weekly. 1f2

addition

DexleMowa.

Dec.

of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office.

I*|{(H'HIETI'HS,

in

Sander.", Sec.

Honey

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Fund,

W.

J.

tS~ Sample Copies

We

Defense Finid, and an annual fee of 3.5
cents, tor which he shall receive a printed
receipt makinghim a member of this Union,
entitled to all its rights and bcnelits. 'The
aiuiual fee shall be clue on the first day of
.Inly in each year, ami Mfsx be paid within
30 days in order to retain mendiershiji in
this Union.

BloomlnKton, Ills.
Woi. B. Lawrence, Sec.

will

home.

an Advisory Board, which shall
determine what action shall be taken by
Union, upon the application of any
bee-keepers for defense, and cause such
extra assessments to be made upon all the
members as may become necessary for their

of Meeting.

Illinois, at

July 25.— Union, at Stewart. Iowa.
M. K. Uarby, Sec.

Its regular

have not yetobtained much surplus honey,

this

1.'),— Central

July IS.— Marshall Co., at Marshalltown, Iowa

OF THE

I have increased my apiary to 33 colonies by natiual swarming, and swarming
is not yet over.
have had some cold,
wet storms that have kept the bees at

Article IV.— The

Time and place

1885.

July

taries are requested to

but

Akticle II.— Its object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to
defend their rights.

Local Convention Directory.

the

from which
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REDUCTION IN PRICE,
Until fiirthernotice,we\viIl furnish Comb
Foundation at 5 rents i>er pound less
than the prices quoted in our Catalogues.

This is caused by the declme in the price of
beeswax.
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.
THOS. G. NEWiMAN & SON, Chicago, HI.

!

;
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New and Enlarged

Edition

LOS ANGELES.
n \J lYI CO
&0
LJ ^^ liil

BEES

HONEY,

and

Management

an Apiary
and Profit by
ef

11^

SOUTHEBN

CALIFORNIA.

for Fleasnre

NEWMAN.

C.

It contains 230
pafjes, is "fully up

profusely illustrated
with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everything that can aid in
the successful management of the HoneyBee, and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

FULL
LIVELIEST AND

M

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

will be sent for $1.25.

NEWMAN &

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

and take paying

And

all

other kinds of

HlveSf

THOS.

MADE TO ORDER,

923

Quinby Smolter a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the
Send for Illustrated Price List.
I

W.

E.

7Aly

Apiary

tions.

AND

Instruction thorough
and progress rapid.

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
See Advertisement

in

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

another column

hand^boorTfIealth,
Hints and Ready Recipes,
la the title of a very valuable boob that gives a
great amount of infurmation, of the UtmoBt Im-

Eoitance to Everybody, concerning their daily
ablta of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeprndt
Bathing, Working, etc.
It Costs only
CEWTTS
and contains 28 pages, and Itt sent by mall,
post-paid, on receipt oT price. This Is JuSt
the Book that every fanoily should bave.

T^VENTY-FIVE
TELLS ABOUT

IT

Parasites of the Skin,

to Eat,
to Eat it,
Things to l>o.
Things to Avijid,

How

Perils of

How

to

Breathe.

Ventilation.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,
PestOTing the Drowned,
Preventing Near-sightedness.

TELLS

Lung

H')w

Avoid them,

Diseases,

f'lothinK— what to Wear,

Overheating Houses,

IT

Ijungs &
to

How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Exercise,

Care of Teeth.
Aftcr-Dinner Naps.
Headache, cause & cure.
Malarial AfTections,

Croup— to Prevent.

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes. Boils, Burns. Ch.lblalns. Cold Feet,
Corns, Ojughs.Cholera.Diarrhoei, Diphtheria, Dysentery. J>andrufr, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache, Hiccough. Hives
Hoarseness, Itching, Intlamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Kinpworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes.Hore Mouth, Sore
Nlpples,Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts.
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

It will

25 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid,
TXI08. O. NEWAIABr 4k SOAT,

& 925 West

Madison

Street.

in cloth, !Sl.

SENDf^
A'^IO^,
_

Price
per copy.

SO

etc., etc.

Address.
.

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVING COMB-BANGER,
Tool Box and Recording Besk Combined.

$18.00.

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
in presents given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the |2<;ii.(H.hj in
presents with each box.
Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H, Hallett & Co.
SlAly
Portland, Maine.

)y y ^

CHICAGO,

Cheap Sale of 2-frame Nuclei
Nuclei with Queen
Simplicity
2 FRAME
frames for
2-frame Nuclei with-

ILL.

I885.-QUEENS-I885.
ALBINO AND ITALIAN ftUEENS,
produeing workers to the best for purity,
and industry. Write for Circular.
Also have dollar Queens.
•22D4t H. P. DEAHL., Berryrille, Va.
docility

'''"!''"

^'J.OO

;

out Queen, $1.75. These are Hybrids, Italians
and Blacks I will let the Blacks go at $1.7.5
with Queen included. Every purchaser is
entitled to one dozen of Peter Henderson's
choice selected B[IliBS of Hyacinths and
Tulips, all to be shipped in light boxes. Send
money in registered letter. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

<

Send
An

for

HOLTKE & CO., Carlstadt, Bergen Co. N. J.

27Dtf

THE BRITISH HKE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
The British Hek Journal

MONTHLY,

lit

is

published

how

to

The

do

agents wanted.

for $:S.rM:

Address,

"OCR HOME FRIEND,"
Loudonville, Ohio.

2GA6t

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

RoBrersvlIIe, Genesee Co.. Mich..
Is now malting a specialty of rearing FIINE
1TA1.IAN Qt'EENS. All Queens reared
from the purest and best of mothers, and the
cellsbuilt in full colonies. No Queens sent
out that would not be used in the home yard.
Single Queen, $1.00; six for $5.00; twelve or
more, 7.)C. each. Tested Queens, $'J.OO etxib.
We can furnish White Poplar SECTIONS.
Make Money Orders payable at Flint. ICAti;

SEMI-

Seven ShillinKS per annum, and

it.

Bee Journal and our Weekly
with our Monthly, S2.00 a year.

British

"OUR HOME FRIEND,"

8-page, 32-column Semi-Monthly.
IS just the paper you need, as it contains an
ITAerlcultural.
Household, Xounte Folks.
Temperance. Kellfflousand Miscellaneous
department. Only SO cts. a year, and will be sent
a months on trial to the readers of the Bee
JoURNAi, for only lO cents. General and local

;

F.

^^'^"'°

Price-list ?*
HllllUai niUC-Liai
My illll
17th Annual
andHoly-LandBees
Queens and Nuclei colonies (a specialty): also
Supplies— will be sent to all who send their names
BRO'WN,
H.
H.
and addresses.
Light Street, Columbia County, Pa.
17Dtf

in

contains the best practical Information for the
time beinK, showing what to do, and when and

Save Doctor Bills

Price only

923

lOO fine illustrations.

Book and tested Queen of any race, by mail, $2.50.
Book and sample Drone and Queen Trap, by mail,
$J.(.Hi.
Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition, lioney-gathering and wintering qualities. All my Queens are reared at the
"Api. bee-farm." Send fur prospectus and price list.
2*2Alin
HENRY ALLEY, "Wenliam, Mase.

G. H. KNICKEHBOCKEK, Pine Plains, N. Y.
23Dtf

BathiBg— Best way,

Summer,

pngesand nearly

by mail, nicely bound

Circulars
T)/\0^ A T foi" BEES,
irUOliillot
UKENS, COMB FOUIV-

Price, complete, only

What

Re-lVrltten and Enlarcred! Third Edition
or the

competent.

a6A3t

retail.

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

300

Y.

Brown's School of Shorthand & Telegraphy,
WM. II. BROWN, Principal. New Haven, Conn.

and

NEWMAN &

ORISKANY. Oneida County, N.

forCircular.

|y Situations secured for pupils when

G.

& 925 West Madison Street.

CLARK., successortoL.C. Root,

posi-

SHORT- HAND

tS^Send

Is

.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

BY MAIL

TELEGRAPHY

Extractor, I3x20, which

intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the |H.(.)0 Extractors, ail the different styles
have strainers over the canalleading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
tio.ixi Extractors have no covers.
For -J American frames, 13x13 inches
$8 00
"
8 00
10x18
For 2 Langstroth "*'
"
"
.10 00
10x18
For 3
"
'*
"
.14 00
10x18
For 4
.12 00
"
size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
^'
"
.12 00
13x20
For 3
"
"
"
.16 00
13x20
For 4
.

Standard Langstroth,

paper

The Monthly Bee Journal
a year and the bound book, " Bees

St.,

$16.()0

.

in

;

^

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

LOS ANGELES, the

Loa Angeles lil., -|,|.. li:„_... n mammoth
7S column WPpk V
rrflfi'APER, the
best weekly "ww"*IJ "HIIUI tnCaliforna
Send for it. Single copy, three two-cent stamps
six months, !S1 ; one year, )SS.
Address THE TIMES-MIRROR CO.,
25Al3t
LoB Angeles, Calif,

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozen or Hundred.

THOS.

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basfeet is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the

information concerning the garden spot

of the world, beautiful

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

and Honey,''

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

MOST PROSPEROUS SECTION
OF THE Pacific Coast, furnished br the

Editor of tht Weekly Bee Journal.

PRICE—Boimd in cloth, $1.00

HONEY EXTRACTORS

—Homer.

;

THOMAS

EXCELSIOR

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
The fields are florid with unfading prime;
From the bleak pole no winds Inclement blow.
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow
But from the breezy deep the bless'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western Eale."

OR THE

for

;

ITALIAN QUEENS,

tested, warranted, and
fertihzed, for sale at usual prices. Also Nuclei
colonies, i: frames eacli. Send for Circular. Dollar
Queens ready to ship on one week's notice.

27Dfit

E.

I-.BKIGGS.

Wilton Junction. low

.

;

;

;

!
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Rendering Beesivax. — In answer to
many inquiries for the best method of
rendering beeswax, we give the following
from a correspondent. He uses a wax extracand the wax coming from it is allowed
to drip into a large pan, and is again warmed
over and then set aside to cool. Just as soon
as it has cooled sufficiently to form a crust
over the top, break a hole in this crust and
pour out the warm wax into dishes or pans,
greased a little with lard to keep from sticking.
Pour gently, and if any pollen or
colored matter makes its appearance, it is
not sufficiently cool. All sediment or foreign
tor,

TC~~-

BiEjimN'^
THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 28.

July 15, 1885.

substance

will rise to the top or settle to the
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Organize for DcfenMe.- Mr.

A. G. Hill,

editor of the Bee-Keepers' Guide, remarks as
follows about the necessity of bee-keepers

organizing in defense of their rights
"

Necessity

:

the Mother of Invention.'
Whether our liees have a right to free pasturage, or whether from a different standpoint bee-keepers ought to be compelled to
keep their bees entirely on their own premises, and should they not do so, be liable to
damages, real or imagiiuiry, for trespass, is
a matter which sooner or later will require
settlement by law.
A stitch in time saves
nine,' is a very plain adage and will apply,
perhaps, in a way, to this matter. We cannot
afford to have a decision in court brought
against us— that is positive. When it comes
to legal proceedings, bee-keepers will all be
on one side— the side of right and truth as
demonstrated by the very nature of bees to
'

is

'

bottom of the wax. In cooling, this is held
in the crust, and the clear, pure wax is
go and come whithersoever they will. Conpoured off. A good wax-extractor is indis- siderable money is being used up by beepensable, and pays for itself very soon, by keepers to carry on petty suits against
them, whereas even a decision in our favor
the additional quantity of wax secured.
in a common court amounts to no decisive
victory to us as a body, for a verdict rendered
in favor of bees might elsewhere be
given against them. If bee-keepers would
unite on some plan of action in this matter,
and carry it out, much Individual expense
wotild be saved, and good to all would be
achieved. It has been suggested that a good
plan would be for each bee-keeper in the
United States to put in one dollar toward
making a defense, which would require the
value of .jO farms like the one in question,
to oppose. The importance of the decision
would justify a very extensive defense or
investigation.
This method would make
necessary an organization made up by a
prompt enlistment of members."

FIgbt betiveen Bees and Hornets.- here

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

A correspondent in the Baltimore Herald
gives the following particulars of such a
fight, which he says be witnessed ;
"The most remarkable and e.xciting scene
witnessed, was a fight between a

I ever
lille is a

burden— bear
duty— dare it

swarm

it

Life
Life

is
is

a

Tlioug-h

it

brcali youi' lieart in twain,

a thorn-crown — wear

it

Thoug-h tlie burden crush you down,
Close your lips and hide the pain.
First the cross, and then— the crown.

A Good Honey Crop

is

generally re-

ported, so far. We have received a few
corapliunts, but the preponderance is in
favor of a large yield.

Do not forget the

National Bee-Keepers'

Send the tees ($1 .2r>), and a printed
blank will be sent to you by return mail, to
fill up with your vote for permanent officers.
TJuion.

of bees and a colony of hornets. Hornets build their nests out of a material not
unlike paper, which is molded into concentric
layers. 'The nests often attain the size of a
man's head, and are occupied by about 200
hornets.
One day a swarm of bees took
flia-ht from a bee-hive of my father's, and
made its way through a peach orchard, for a
piece of underbrush about 200 yards from
the hive. They alighted on an apparently
deserted nest of hornets. It took about two
seconds for the 200 hornets to come out of
their den and attack the invaders. The battle was hot and furious. The air was filled
with a prolonged buzz as the combatants
Hew at each other and tried to use their
stings.
A great many on each side were
killed, but the hornets carried the day."

More Ijying about Bee-Keepers.— The
Xlie Calll'ornla Bee-Keepers are again Chicago Daily News of last Thursday repeats
another of those bare - faced lies about a
attacked. An exchange states the case in
Michigan bee-keeper, who, it says, feeds
this manner
glucose to his bees in order to have them fill
"The Fresno fruit-growers are going the combs with it, and sell it for honey. The
directly to work to crush bee-culture. A
complaint has been filed in the Superior falsity of the article is at once shown by the
Court of San Diego County, charging a per- fact that honey can now be bought as cheaply
son living :!0 miles distant, with keeping as glucose,
and people are not liable to
hundreds of colonies of bees, willfully and
maliciously to eat up and destroy the fruits adulterate unless they can malse something
of the labor of citizens living in that vicinity. by such dishonest practices. The daily press
The prayer of the iilaintiff is that he may of the Country
are now, more than ever
have judgment and decree of the Court
that the keeping of said bees is a nuisance before, cravingfor sensational matter. They
and that it be abated, and that he -nay recover pay largely for such, no matter whether
from defendant, as damages for injury done,
there is a grain of truth to build on or not
the sum of Jl.OOO,"
Anything tor a sensation
ft seems as if the bee-interests are being
The Neu's is clever at arguing and chuckles
attacked from all quiifters. Where is the
over the following
sane man who says we have no need of an
"The Michigan apiarist has opened a field
organization to protect our rights
so broad that it seems almost boundless.
The possibilities suggested by his successful
We shall publish the names of members experiment are bewildering. If by straining
of the National Bee-Keepers' Association glucose through bees a man can get honey,
ue.xt week.
Let every one who has the why may he not strain chalk and water
through them and get choice milk or cream,
interest of the pursuit at heart, become a or banquet them on soap-grease and get
member at (mce. Before laying this paper prime Orange count.\- butter Why may he
away, let us hear from you. The only way not feed them on logwood and cheap alcohol
and obtain a first-class brand of port wine ?
to meet ignorant and selfish attacks is by or, by substituting some other ingredient for
facing the enemy— meeting force by superior the logwood, get a superior article' of any
'^"
/iircc- trusting in the right, but " keeping our other convirial beverage
powder dry." We want no half-hearted lagThe National Bee-Keepers' Union
gards in the army, but the vigorous, stouts has been formed, for the purpose of defendhearted, patriotic, undaunted and daring ing the rights and protecting the interests of
are welcome
If we can raise a column of the bee-keepers of America. Every person
patriots sufficiently strong to present a good interested in the pursuit should at onee
front, we shall dare the envious ones to send for a copy of the Constitution, voting
" bring on their law-suits," and by " an im- blank, etc., and become a member.
Address
posing array" and " unbroken front," gain "National Bee-Keepers' Union," 93,'j West
a lasting and permanent victory
Madison street, Chicago, 111.
:

.'

:

'/

'/

'

'.

!

Relative to the Article on page 387,
concerning the correspondence by Mr. Allen
Pringle in our Canadian cotemporary, we
notice in the last issue of that paper the
following from Mr. Pringle
:

"After reading Mr. Newman's explanation,
I feel that I ought in justice to him, as well
as myself, to add a few more words on the
subject. The editorial note in the American
Bek Journal of Dec. '24, 1884, to which Mr.
Newman refers, and in which he says he
noted the birth of the Kansas weekly, must
have escaped my attention, as I had no
knowledge of the Kansas weekly when I
corrected the pi-ocif of my article in February
or March and it had no existence at all when
the aiticle was uritttn."
;

Immediately following this the editor
remarks "that the article on 'Apiculture'
was duly ci-edited to the Popular Science
Montlily on page m," and then adds: "We
were not at fault as the American Bee
JouBNAi, has, through error, we believe,
decided."

To this we will briefly say that the article
was published in the Canadian paper in two
numbers, neither one of which was credited
either at the beginning or end, as
suili

is

usual in

The item on page 9:i, being endisconnected from the article in ques-

cases:

tirely

tion.does not really givi' credit forit, because
it may so easily be overlooked by any one
seeing the article itself, and hence wrong

conclusions be arri%'ed at, as was the case by
the Ka}isas Bee-Kecper, the editor of which

remarks

in

substance as follows,

last

week

:

"

Taking it for granted that the article in
question was oriuinal with the Canadian
paper, we saw no reason why Mr. P. should
omit to mention the Kansas Bee-Keeper in
connection with the American weeklies, finits advertisement as a weekly was then in the
very paper in which the article appeared as
original."

With these explanations the subject is
dismissed from our columns. The Canadian
paper is young and inexperienced, and evidently intended to credit the article. All
should be magnanimous, and " take the will
for the deed.
Now, " let us have peace !"
"
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G. M. Dooi.ittle answers "After
lays eggs in droneshe cannot find such in trying faithfully all the plans ever
the brood-chamber, she will go into given, only to fail, I feel that I am
the sections. In my own experience, excusable for saying that I doubt any
I have never found any worker brood one ever having a queen fertilized in
in sections, save in one or two in- confinement. Tliey may think so, but
stances, where the queen had been for all that the chances are that thj
crowded out of the brood-chamber, queen was fertilized as all queens are
owing to the sections not being placed when not known by the experimenter."
on the hives as early as they sliould
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies: "I
have been."
think it unadvisable to fertilize queens
nature,
cells

WITH

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Brood in the Sections.
Query, No. 84.— What is the cause of bees
the sections with brood, and drone
brood at that, and what is the remedy for it?
on
one case of sections some time ago,
I put

;

when she

and

:

if

"Queens
Dr. G. L. Tinker says
go by freaks sometimes (at least some
Italian queens are prone to), and lay
thinking- that the bees were crowded for
room, and perhaps would be forced to swarm eggs everywhere in the hive, in the
when there was no bloom to sustain swarms, drone-comb of the sections as well as
and I tind the above result. Would you de- in the worker-cells of the brood-combs.
stroy the drone-comb, or cut off the beads of
the drones in the cells ? Please answer in The remedy for queens laying In the
sections is a queen-excluder. A beethe Query Department.— S. D.
space above the brood-frames is no
" There hindrance to the queen entering the
W. Z. Hutchinson says
are different causes for bees putting sections. I have often found queens
brood in sections. I cut the trouble in supers when no eggs were laid. If
short by using queen-excluding honey there are but few drone (we seldom
boards."
find any worker), larvie found in the
"They sections pick tliem out if many, exProf. A. J. Cook answers
are over-crowded, I should say. If tract the honey and melt up the comb."
" The
the comb is white and nice, cut off
G. M. DooLiTTLE remarks
otherwise, querist seems the more surprised that
the heads of the drones
melt up the comb for wax."
the brood in his sections was dronewhile if I should find any but
Dr. C. C. Milleu replies: "Cause: brood,
in sections, I should be as
Too free communication with surplus drone-brood
for I have yet to see
Ileddon's skeleton surprised as he
room. Remedy
honey-board, or zinc or wooden per- worker-brood in sections, unless the
colony was a new swarm and comIf droneforated queen - excluder.
menced house-keeping up-stairs. The
brood is sliced off, it will be more
cause of drone-brood in sections is,
economical, but the comb will be a
filling:

:

:

in confinement, and hence have given
The ultithis matter no attention.
mate result of such practice, if it
could be accomplished, would be to
injure the wing-power of the workers."

W. Demakee

" There
says
plan, because no reliable
plan to mate queens in confinement

G.

is

no

:

best

has been discovered. Since we can
control the drones by excluding drone
combs, and by using the perforated
zinc, the 'confinement plan
has lost
most of its desirability."
'

;

:

Drones and Drone-Comb.

:

;

;

:

little

G.

dark."

W. Desiaree

put on the

says

:

" If

the restriction of drone-comb below,
together with a light flow of honey
and the remedy is, filling the sections
with comb foundation of the worker
size.
If the brood is found before it
is sealed over, the sections can be
taken from the hive and left in a cool
place for 3 or 4 days, until the brood
dies, when, if placed on the hive
again, the bees will fix all as good as
ever if sealed over, destroy it, as the
comb will lie so colored by the brood,
that the honey would have to be sold
for second or third quality."
;

you

section-cases at a time

when

the brood department is crowded, and but little surplus honey is
being gathered, the queen is most
likely to deposit eggs in the sections.
I would shave off the heads of the
drones, and extract the honey from
the sections after being tilled. Combs
after having brood reared in them, are
unfit for table use."

;

" PerJames IIeddon answers
haps you did not get on your sections
till the bees had crowded the queen
Fertilizing dueens.
below, with honey. If your bees are
pure Italians, they are more apt to
Query, No. 85.— Which is the best plan of
crowd the queen below, after the sec- fertilizing queens in confinement?— J. C.
If the combs below
tions are put on.
Prof. A. J. Cook says
"Sofaras
were all worker, and you gave your
bees a chance to dictate the size of the I know, there is no practical method."
cells above, of course they would build
Dr. C. C. Miller replies: "I do
drone -comb there, and the queen not l)elieve that any successful plan
to
deposit
eggs has yet been discovered."
would make haste
therein, as the only place to rear any
James Heddon says "I give it
unreasoning
that
something
drones,
nature impels them to do but reason- up."
Dadant & Son answer: "There
ing man knows that it is not for the
best. As it is likely the comb is al- is no such thing as fertilization in
Those who claim to
ready soiled, I would advise taking confinement.
away the comb, and replacing it with have succeeded are either deceiving
a full-sized piece of worker founda- others or have deceived themselves
by careless experiments."
tion."
:

:

:

;

"The
E. Pond, Jr., replies:
cause is very simple. The heat naturally rises to the sections, and the
queen in her desire to rear drones,
goes into the sections for that purpose.
The remedy is to use worker foundation only in sections, and allow a small

" There
is no best plan of fertilization in confinement in fact, there is no plan for
such fertilization that is worthy of the
name. Nature for various reasons
has provided that the queen should
meet the drone in the air outside of
amount of drone-comb to remain in the hive, and there is no practical
The queen is method yet devised to improve on
the brood-chamber.
simply fulfilling one of the laws of her nature."
J.

J. E.

Pond, Jr., remarks
;

Query, No. 86. —Will bcesswarm if drones
and drone-comb are kept out of the hive?
-VV.H. H.

James Heddon answers: "Yes."
W. Z. Hutchinson says " Yes."
" I
Dr. C. C. Miller replies
:

:

think that they will but absence of
drones and drone-comb is, to some
extent, preventive."
;

Prof. A.

J.

Cook remarks
they

:

"Most

pressed for
room. The mere fact of such absence
has little or no restraining effect."

assuredly,

G.

if

M.DooLiTTLE

are

replies

"I have

:

yet to see the hive containing a populous colony during June and July,
that had not a few cells of dronecomb in it and I do not believe that
it can be kept out, for worker-comb
;

will be changed to drone-comb
cannot be gotten otherwise."

if

it

"In
G. W. Demaree answers:
view of my experience, I answer yes.
Every year I have a few colonies of
hybrids, and these are deprived of all
drone-cells, and are not allowed to
they swarm as
rear any drones
promptly as other bees."
;

"Yes
Dr. G. L. Tinker replies
because the absence of all drone-comb
in a hive does not prevent the rearing
of drones in worker-cells, and vast
quantities of them, too, when the bees
want them. It would be interesting
to see a bee-keeper keep the drones
out of a few dozen colonies when they
take a notion to rear them."
:

;

Convention Notices.

:

S^~ The Cortland Union Bee- Keepers'

Association will hold a basket picnic at tbe
apiary of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton, N. Y.,
on Tuesday, Aug. 18, 188.5. All bee-keepers,
with their families, are cordially invited to
W. H. Beach, Sec
be present.

tW

The Union Bee-Keepers' Association
of Western Iowa will meet in Stuart, Iowa,
on July

'~'o,

188."j.

at 10 a. m.

M. E. D.4RUY, Sec.

;
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bee-keepers are aware of the fact
that Italians are more prone to load
the brood-chamber, regardless of the
surplus department, both early and
late in the season, than are the Ger-

man

bees.

While the system is so nearly perExplanatory.—The flgfurea before the fected tliat with any bees I bring
names indicate the number of years that the nearly all of the colonies out at the
bees.
Those after, show
of colonies the writer had in the
previous sprinj? and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
north
of
the
centre
6
9 south O* east
+0 west; and this 6 northeast: ~ci northwest;
o% southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

person has

the

liejit

number

O

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

The Contraction Method.
JAMES HEDDON.
During the past three years I have
been carefully testing a hive-contraction system, and I have found it of
great value, as regards both summer
and winter success. It has become a

permanent system in my apiaries when
running for comb honey, and now,

close of the season so as to take onehalf or more of their winter and spring
stores tlirough the feeder, I have it
complete as far as Germans and most
hybrid colonies are concerned. I am
now at work with assurance of perfecting the system, so as to bring out all
brood-chambers, with any bees, in a
perfect
starvation condition,
our
honey all gone into the market, and
our colonies all ready to receive the

winter food prepared by the bee-masters, as their whole winter and spring
stores. I believe that sugar syrup is
better than honey as spring stores, till
the weather is quite warm, and till
the bees can fly daily.
I keep the bees on these .5 combs,
after placing them on the summer
stands, until the spreading of the
queen and the advance of the sun
north of the equator calls for more
room, when I remove the contractors,
replacing 3 combs which are put in

after testing it for three seasons, I feel
prepared to speak of what I know.
I hive all swarms, whetlier first or

second swarms, upon five Langstroth
frames of foundation, filling up the
rest of the space in an 8-frame hive,
with 2 contractors or " dummies," A,
A, as shown in the illustration. I
find that the queen uses these five

and just the

size of the standard
brood-frame.
It is no
division-board, as it has all the same
bee-spaces as has the brood -frames,
and thus manipulates very easily.
When the frame is made, I nail a %inch board upon each side, and in the
middle I place a little cubic block, a
little smaller than the width of tlie
frame by nailing each side to this
block, they will be just a little concave.
" Through all the summer days,"
the contractors are kept at the same
distance from the sides of the hive
and adjacent combs, as the combs are
kept from each other but in winter I
move them back close to the sides of
the hive, thus aiding as non-conductors, and giving a little more wintering room ; these two points are nonessentials however.
Some of the contractors I fill with
chail, some with sawdust, and I also
have 300 made of solid wood, but these
are only Js of an inch thick, and each
pair replaces but 2 combs, leaving 6
instead of o. When 6 are used the
spaces of the honey-board exactly
break joints with the spaces below, as
with 8 combs but with 5 combs I
move the honey-board side-wise as
much as it will go and still rest solid
on the hive, and then I leave the
break-joint feature of the honey-board
perfect as before. It was by the use
of this .5-comb system that 1" first got
my best test of the great valu.e of the
break-joint feature of the honey-board.
I never knew how much more queens

Langstroth

;

;

;

and combs would work up through
when they ought not to, till I placed
a lot of honey-boards on some contracted hives, and in such a manner

combs

to that extent that I get as
in any 7 combs
where the whole 8 are used. The 5
combs become nearly 5 solid sheets of
brood, and where they are reversible,
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that the slots corresponded vertically
instead of breaking joints with each

much brood in them as

A A shows

two Contractors

— one

nenrly in
posiMoii, and the other just ready
Ui go down into the hive.
the

quite all brood. Certain it is that
these contractors in no way tend to
increase the amount of honey stored,
but to a great extent they tend to in- the positions occupied by the concrease the amount stored as surplus, tractors, or among the combs of brood,
and decrease the quantity stored as spreading them, according to the
winter stores.
weather and force of the colony.
This contraction also keeps much When this colony swarms, I hive its
bee-bread out of the hive, leaving it swarm on .5 combs, as above described,
in the field, which is by "far the best and then on the twentieth day after
and most economical reservoir for it, swarming, I go to the old hive and
in this locality. With this treatment, find, as a rule, a young fertile queen,
a prime swarm commences work in eggs in the centre combs, and tliree or
the cases at once I usually place one more combs with considerable honey
case on the hive when hiving a swarm. and no brood, which I remove, resecond swarm usually commences placing tliem with the contractors.
in the surplus cases in 2 or 3 days This old colony is soon in the supers,
after being hived.
having a 5-comb brood-chamber filled
In autumn, when the honey harvest solid with brood.
is over, the little brood-chamber conI have had colonies, after casting 3
tains but little honey and pollen swarms, at work in the supers within
(almost none at all if the bees are 5 days after contracting. I think that
Germans).
I
now have the honey the advantages of this contracting
in the supers that, with the 8-frame system will be seen
or it may be
system, would have been in the hive, called an enlarging system ; that is,
and perhaps in the market, and I am enlarging the brood-chamber for
now ready to feed the colony sugar about 6 weeks during the time that
syrup for winter. When fed, the bees the queen is notonly the most prolific,
are in a condition where all their but when such prolificness gives us
stores are accessible, and to winter bees to become field-workers, just
with absolute certainty if they are when we most need them. I think
kept warm enough.
Whether the that it will also be seen. too. with
brood-chambers are almost honeyless, what advantage reversible frames
or partially stored, depends upon the may be added to this system. I make
nature and duration of the honey- the contractors by making a wide
flow, and the blood of the bees. Most frame just the same width all around.
;

A

;

other.

My first thought was to have these
contractors, broad-frames filled with
sections, but experience taught me,
first, that we did not need any more
surplus room with a Langstroth hive
and complete " tiering-up " system ;
second, it adds complication to have
storing in sections "going on in the
brood-chamber and third, the honey
stored there is not fit for market, at
least none that I have ever seen comes
up to my standard. If it was only
started there, and finished in a better
place, it might do, but as such a system complicates labor still more, why
should we use the place when we
;

have all the room we want without it,
and in a far better and handier position ? I have not been troubled with
the queen entering the sections, when
honey-board in proper
I used the
position, though it is not queen-excluding, the slots being % of an inch
or double bee-passage.
I notice that others have been cotemporary with me in working out the
advantages of contracting, but so far
as I have read, I have not as yet seen
it systematized as a summer and winI have here enter management.
deavored to so place it before my fel-

low-bee-keepers, and I do it with the
full conviction tliat we can and will
lessen the detail labor of manipulations, and keep all the advantages of
this valuable system.

Dowagiac, ? Mich.

;
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Indiana Farmer.

Prevention of After-Swarms.
F. L.

Preparatory

DOUGHERTY.
to

casting the

first

swarm, a colony will build from 5 to
20 queen-cells. With 2 or 3 of these
finished and capped over, they are
ready to go, and if the weather be
favorable, out they come. Almost
every bee at home, when they start,
leaves with the swarm, even to the
very youngest not quite able to fly

The latter plan is a good one where
bees are in box-hives, or in such condition that they cannot readily be
examined. After-swarms in general
are of little account as honey-gatherers, they being so few in numbers.
When they exist it is better to put 2
or 3 into one hive the bees will soon
settle the question, or the queens
themselves, as to which is to be
which.
Indianapolis,© Ind.
;

;

these latter, of course, return to the
hive in a few moments. Bees returning from the fields soon discover the
loss of bees and queen, but make no

attempt to follow. At this time tlie
combs are very full of young hatching
bees, and it sometimes is surprising to
notice how many will come out in the
space of a few hours.
Queen-cells started and left unfinished at the leaving of the swarm,
are continued and finished, and others
also may be started after the leaving
of the swarm. Under ordinary circumstances, the first young queen
that hatches out, if left to " her own
sweet will," would visit all other
queen-cells in the hive, tear open each
cell
and sting its occupant but
should the weather continue favorable, the colony having grown quite
strong again, they are not satisfied, so
they protect these cells, from her
royal highness. Being a " her," one
may easily judge her humor at a disputed authority in her own home
she leaves with many followers, and
her sisters may do likewise, from the
same cause, until 5 or 6 after-swarms
may be cast by the one colony.
Now we may take advantage of
;

and prevent all afterswarms by removing these queen-cells
on the same day, or the day before
this first young queen makes her
this instinct

appearance.

If queen-cells be rethe same or a few days
after the first swarm leaves, there
being plenty of eggs and young larvfe,
the bees will build more cells at once,
thereby defeating the object for
which we remove the cells. The
coming of after-swarms can always
be foretold by the "piping" of the
young queen, which once heard will
never be forgotten. It is rather an
angry, discordant " squawk," and is
easily heard by placing the ear close
to the side of the brood-chamber of a

moved on

hive.
If at

the time of swarming the
swarm's hive be placed on the old
stand, and the old hive moved to a
new location, all of the working bees

drawn

to the new colony, thus
depleting the old hive to such an extent that it is hardly likely to cast a

will be

second swarm.

Where honey

is

tlie

main

object, and increase not desirable, the old hive may be moved only
a few inches, and a little to the rear,
then after 8 or 9 days, removed to a
new location. The bees which have
hatched out and taken location from
the old hive, will enter the new hive
when the old one is taken away, and
being of the same colony, with honey
coming in, they will take up their

new

;

:

quarters without

molestation.

Read

at the

Maine Convention.

Mistakes About Bee-Keeping.
MRS.

L. M.

CROCKETT.

If all bee-keepers realized what a
privilege it is to meet with others of
the same avocation, we should have a

general assembling together when the
Maine State Association holds its
yearly meeting. But all have not become enthusiastic in bee-culture, and
it takes time to work a reform among
bee-keepers as well as any other class
of individuals, yet we are glad that
there are enough interested in the
work to make it profitable to be here,
and to welcome all as friends and
helpers who are friendly to the cause
of apiculture. That we make mistakes in our occupation as well as in

vigilance " is the price of success in
bee-keeping as in any other industry,
and it is a bad mistake when a person
thinks that his bees will take care of
themselves, and him too. It is a mistake for bee-keepers not to attend
bee-associations when
they come
within limits to stay at home thinking that they will not get pay for their
time, or that they will get it all in the
papers when the fact is, there are
;

;

many

useful ideas expressed, many
suggestions made and experiences
related, that never find their way into
print.
It is a mistake

when we think that
we know it all. Both ancient and
profane history give us accounts of
the honey-bee, but not until within
the last century has it received the
attention which it so richly deserves
and see what progress has been made.
Do you think we shall stop here ? No
doubt at the close of the next century posterity will look back from a
stand-point as far in advance of us as
we are in advance of the last century.
Let us all try and aid the cause that
we love so well, remembering that
whatever we do is worthy of our best
endeavor.
For

tlie
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Getting Bees into the Boxes.

anything else, no one will deny and
it is one object of this meeting to de;

22—J. B. MASON, (80).
means to rectify those mistakes,
Having kept bees for the past 22
some of which I will mention. It is a
mistake to take the bees' good sum- years, commencing with the box-hive,
mer honey and leave them to get new then changing to the American movor go without. Our bees should be able-frame hive, then to the National,
vise

looked after as closely as any of our
farm stock, and when the profit
comes, remember the honey-flow is
substantially at an end, take away
what may prove injurious, and supply
what we know to be good.
It is a mistake not to give our bees
crust
good ventilation in winter.
over the snow either from sun or rain,
may prove fatal if left but a few days.
It is a mistake when we think that
success year after year is not the best
proof of ability. It is a mistake for
any one to keep to themselves useful
knowledge about bees, when by letting it De known it would benefit
others in the same occupation. It is
a mistake when we think that our
own State does not afford just as good
authority as any we can get, when we
liave scores of bee-keepers with practical knowledge far superior to any
we can glean from those who have
not experienced our cold winters, or
varying honey seasons who can tell
us what to do better than those who
have lived and taken care of bees for
years in our midst ? We can all read
the same books on apiculture, the
same bee-papers filled with useful
knowledge from the pens of people
who have spent the best parts of their
lives among the bees but what we
want and need is the experience of
people in our own State, with like
surroundings as ourselves.
It is a mistake to think that it is
nothing but recreation to keep bees
at a profit. We shall never accom-

A

;

Kidder, Adair, and lastly to the
Langstroth, where I halted and having found considerable trouble many
times in getting the bees to go into
;

the boxes, and that, too, when there
was plenty of honey coming in, and
the hive full of bees, some 6 years ago
I accidentally found a plan that entirely obviated this trouble. Having
never seen it, as I remember of, in
any of the bee-papers, I will here give
the manner in which I discovered the
plan, and which will also fully explain the method
In the year 1879 a man came to my
apiary and wanted to purchase a col-

ony of bees. I showed him around,
and out of 40 colonies only one suited
him, and that one was then working
the boxes. I named a price for it,
but he thought that it was too high.
I then named another price with the
understanding that I was to remove
the case, which was then % or more
At this
filled this offer he accepted.
time I had 20 or more colonies that
ought to have been in the boxes, but
were holding back. I then decided to
use the sections containing new honey
to get the other colonies to work by
putting 2 or 3 of them upon each
in

;

On two of the sections I found
say a cupful of bees, so I took these
two sections and put them into a case
over a colony that I thought strong
enough to go into the boxes. Before
niglit I found the case crowded with
bees, and well at work drawing out
the starters.
I thought to myself, "now I have
plish much in any direction without
hard work. It is as true that " eternal it;" so I at once distributed the re;

hive.
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niainder of the sections in cases over for them are built up higher, and are
strong colonies, but wliile tliey liad also much more scattered than worker
plenty of new honey, they had no bees brood. If the comb of sucli a colony
in them. Upon examining them the is exchanged for that of a vigorous
next day, I found no bees in the cases, one, removing brood and bees, but
and the honey was removed below. being careful not to take the queen
This was a hard one on my new plan ; along, the introduced young bees will
but linally this thought occurred to not be satisfied with these laying
me, " Is it not these young wax-work- workers, and will destroy them "and
ers that are secreting wax that do the rear a queen of their own. Sometimes
business V" I at once went to the hive these laying workers will allow the
of the bees that I had got to work in rearing of a young queen, and destroy
sections, and removed some of the her on her return from her " wedding
sections with the clusters attached to tour." I have found that the best
them, and put these into the other way to manage these pests, is to virhives, and
the bees went into the tually make a new colony as decases at once, and I have never seen scribed. The addition of one or two
it fail where there were sufficient bees frames of brood will not do ; better
to work in the boxes.
make a complete exchange of combs.
Mechanic Falls, ? Maine.
queen that does not mate because
of imperfect wings, or other deformity, will lay, and her eggs produce
Prairie Farmer.
drones only. Such a queen can be
Swarming, Introducing ftueens, etc. readily discovered and destroyed, a
fertile one being introduced.
MRS. L. HARRISON.
Some persons fail in introducing
queens, from not bearing in mind
White clover is not as abundant as that the first requisite to success is
it often is, there being not more than that there is no other queen, or cell
one-third of a crop, in comparison from which one is expected, in the
with former years, in this locality. hives.
queen not more than an
It yields little nectar, as cool, wet hour or so old, may be allowed quietly
weather has prevailed since it began to run into the top of a hive where
blooming, and hot nights are requisite there are sealed cells, and be received,
for its secretion in this important the bees not knowing but she came
plant. When the forenoon is hot, in from their own cells; but when the
the afternoon bees are Inisy, but the queens are older, or have been in the
flow is not continuous. With a con- hands of the operator, acquiring the
stant yield of honey, the comb is very scent of the person, they will be dewhite, and
almost imperceptible stroyed. If there are "no eggs or
when eaten.
young larvre in a hive, it is positive
Bees are now swarming, the very that there is no laying queen (there
best colonies issuing first.
Italians might be a young one); if eggs and
come forth generally without prepara- larvie are given to such a colony, if
tion. To-day, on opening a hive from queenless, cells will be started within
which a very large swarm issued yes- 48 hours. If a queen is to be introterday, no trace of queen-cells could duced, the comb containing the cells
be discerned. I always run my apiary might be removed, and the bees, findon the plan of pulling down and build- ing all sources for a queen gone, will
ing up, i. e., take frames of brood to accept the one offered. Cages which
build up colonies, from tliose where can be pressed into the comb, coverincrease would be undesirable, and ing brood and honey, are much used
thus prevent their swarming. I save for introducing queens.
They are
all the queen-cells I can from the best covered
with wire gauze, through
colonies. If nuclei have been foi-med which the bees can feed the
queen,
long enough for them to build cells of cross their attennai, and make her
their own, they will accept those given acquaintance.
She can be liberated
them. If these cells are older they by cutting a hole through the comb
will hatch out first, and destroy all back of the cage, or letting
the bees
others. When the young queens are gnaw her
out.
Mailing-cages are
laying, the swarms can be built up furnished with tin points for
fastenstrong. Some apiarists introduce fer- ing them upon the comb. Small
cages
tile queens to old colonies, as soon as the size of an
old-fashioned tin pepperthey have swarmed, claiming that it box cover, are made of a rim
of tin
prevents after-swarms, and keeps with a wire gauze top, and can
be
them strong.
pressed into the comb, to cover a
When liees are storing honey rap- queen, or to protect a queen- cell
ready
idly, it Is best not to disturb them. to hatch.
Tlie young queens can be kept in
Many persons having black bees are
nuclei, and when honey fails, and the desirous of Italianizing
them. It is
time of the colony is not valuable, the often difficult to find a black queen,
new queens may supplant inidesirable as these bees do not cling to the comb
ones.
When a colony has been queen- like the Italians, but gather in clusless for some time, it is apt to abound ters on the bottom
of it falling off
in laying workers, improperly called they creep up under
the operator's
" fertile workers."
These will in- clothing, and are a pest generally. I
variably
destroy
all
introduced have taken out the frames of a black
queens. It is difficult to kill them, as colony several times, and careful obthey look like other workers. The servation failed to find the
queen.
eggs of these laying workers produce Once I brushed all the bees off
the
drones only, and may be discovered at comb, and placed them in
a clean
a glance, the worker-cells being too hive then removed the hive from its
small for their large bodies, the cells former stand the length of a sheet

A

A

;

;
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spread upon the ground, placing the
hive with the comb upon its place,
then drove the bees back to it with
smoke
when the bees weie apparently all back, I had not found the
queen. On stretching out the sheet,
a few bees were seen clustered to;

gether, and poking among them I
discovered her.
When I wish to remove a black
queen, I brush off all the bees from
the combs, place them in an empty
hive, and put in front of it a bee entrance-guard. Tills is a piece of zinc
having perforations large enough for
worker-bees, but not for drones and
queens. 1 remove the old hive and

put this prepaied one in its place.
The queen to be introduced should be
caged on one of the combs. The bees
in the old hive are then poured down
in front of it, and may be allowed to
enter it at leisure. If they refuse to
do this, because their queen is with
them, drive them with smoke, and
when the workers are in, the drones
and queen will be found on the outside, and may be destroyed.
In most
cases,

placed

had the Italian queen been
upon the comb, she would

have been accepted, after this driving
operation, yet it is safer to cage her.
At the end of 48 hours, if the bees
have not released her, let her out if
kept in longer, they may build queen;

cells and refuse to accept her.
Some
apiarists let a queen run into the top
of a colony after dark, claiming it to
be a safe plan if an Italian queen is
accepted all right; in 90 days the
;

blacks will all have disappeared, and
the hive will be full of golden-banded
Italians.

When honey

is

coming

in freely,

bees are on their good behavior, and
accept strange queens more readily

than when it is scarce. Once during
an abundance of apple bloom, I
brushed the bees from the combs,
putting them into an empty hive, and,
seeing the black queen, destroyed
her. I then sprinkled the bees, together with the Italian queen, with
sweetened water the wet bees all
entered the hive together, and pros;

pered.
The driving and sprinkling
gave the bees something else to think
about, than disputing over the acceptance of a strange queen.

Peoria,©

Ills.

For the American Bee Journal

Honey-Bees as
G. L.

Fertilizers.

TINKER, M.

D.

matter of surprise that so
prevails in regard to
the usefulness of the honey-bee to
the farmer and other land-owners, in
fertilizing the flowers of the white
clover, and increasing the seed produced, rendering possible our thicklyIt is a

much ignorance

set white-clover pastures which afford
the richest and most relislied forage
for all kinds of stock. Take from the
country the honey-bee, and in a few
years our fine white clover pastures

would be no more.
During the fall

of 1884, a great
prevailed throughout Ohio,
and nearly all the white clover was

drouth
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and during the past spring
there was scarcely a leaf or stem of it
But the ground was
to be seen.
covered with seed, thanks to the diliof
the
honey-bee (which is
gence
about the only insect that visits the
flowers of the clover), and the spring
being favorable for the growtli of the
grasses, there has been an extraordinary setting of the young plants of
the white clover, and now sheep and
cattle and horses are relishing in the
great abundance of it. But it will
not bloom till another year, when the
bees will again be on hand to fertilize
the flowers that the seed may be developed against a possible and similar
killed,

emergency. There is nothing more
certain than that the stock-raiser who
strikes at tlie lioney-bee, strikes at
his best friend.
Philadelphia,©* Oliio.

New

Connecticut Farmer.

ftueenless Colonies in the Spring.
U. L. .JEFFREY.

The

weather should be suitable

for broodrearing; then success is the consequence instead of utter failure.
Although the above are very common causes, there are others that are
not under tlie control of the apiarist,
and from which many die, but the
above are always the result of smart,
self-contident ignorance. Bees in boxhives never are troubled that way;
but those in frame-hives are.
You
connot over-haul the box-hive, as you
can the frame-hive.

Washington Depot,^ Conn.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

A

Standing-Frame Hive.
J.

H.

ANDRE.

On page 330 I mentioned a new hive
which I intended to give a trial. I
find that the description was incorrect, and now I wish to rectify the
mistake.

The cases may be made for 4 rows
of sections, 4x4}^ inches, outside, by
using thin lumber, with the exception
of two of the side pieces. Sections
that are a little longer than wide,
look very much better than square
ones.
I have made four of these hives,
and I like them for the following
reasons: 1. The brood-chamber is in
good shape. 2. The bees can get to
any part of the liive from the centre ;
1 believe they vvill winter better in
them for that reason. 3. The frames
are small, easy to handle, and in
building up weak colonies a frame
may be gotten nearly all brood or all
honey, as required. 4. The frames
need no wiring, and a weak colony
may be confined on 4 of the frames,
and be in a neat, compact shape instead of being strung out in a bad
shape, as they are when confined on
2 or 3 Langstroth frames. *

Some might want more

frames, and

it would be as well to put in
5 in opposite corners of the hive. I
would like to have some one try this
hive this season, and then report.

perhaps

To make

the hive, mitre togther a
box 16x16, inside measure, by ll)^
inches deep, cut a rabbet on the inside, all around,
of an inch down,
and ^2 "1 an inch wide for frame-rests;
if tins are put in the rabbet needs to
be deeper. Groove the hive in the
centre at the top on all the sides
of
an inch wide by J^-inch in the side of
the hive, and 2 inches down the hive,
for a cross to rest in, which should be
made of good, stiff timber lialved together in the centre. From the lower
part of the groove for the cross-rest,
run the groove
by I4' of an inch to
the bottom of the hive on all sides for
division-boards this will leave four
spaces to hang in frames 7 13-16x7 13-16
inches square. As the frames are an
odd size, they are not kept in stock,

active cause of queenlessness
is a continued opening of the hive and
over-hauling the combs to find out the
condition of the bees. The over-hauling of the combs at any time between
October and the latter part of May,
unless it is warm working weather,
puts the bees into a kind of panic,
and a natural instinct of the worker
bees to protect their queen, makes
them cluster around her. The frightening of the rest will frighten her,
and the more the workers are frightened, the closer they cluster on the
queen and hug her, the greater is the
danger of her being smothered, and
if not smothered, she is so greatly
frightened and over-heated as to but can be easily made from strips
hi
make her barren in the future.
of an inch wide, running a part of
The same over-hauling causes the them over asaw.tocutagroove for the
bees to fill themselves with honey foundation guide. Cut the top-piece
more than is needed for subsistence, of the frames S^ inches in length,
resulting in an uimatural formation the side-pieces ]i)% inches, and lower
of excrement, and as a bee cannot pieces 7, and nail them so the frame
discharge it unless it can fly, the over- will be 7x10 inches, inside measure.
loading of the intestines produces a
Hang in 4 frames in one space, the
weakness, and diarrhea is the result. inside one middling close to the cross,
At each opening of the hive, quite and shove the inner ends close up,
a number of bees fly out never to re- with the side of the frame against the
turn, and at each opening the popula- side of the cross tliis gives a beetion is continually becoming less, till passage between the outer ends of
only a mere handful is left from the the frames and the hive, and also
once populous colony. And as each avoids too much space under the
opening causes an unnecessary gorg- cross-pieces. Now hang in 4 frames
ing of the bees with stores, be it in another space with the sides of the
syrup or honey, instead of only one framtstothe ends of the others, and
pound a month being consumed from just far enough from the ends of the
October till April, they will be forced other frames to leave a passage for
to use from 2 to 4 pounds in the same tlie bees when the frame is well filled
time, f'areful experiments show that witli honey tliis will leave one-half
a fair-sized colony, if left alone from warm and one-liaU cold frames. Nail
Nov. lo until May. will only consume on strips 2 inches wide and
<i'i inch
about oj^ to 6 pounds of stores in that tliick, 1 inch from the top of .the hive,
time, while, if disturbed, they use for a cover-rest. They may be from
from 12 to 20 pounds, besides in other 6 to 8 inches high, and" the top made of
ways suffering harm. If the hives matched lumber, the grooves being
are where continual passing jars well tilled with paint when put tothem, it will be likely to do harm, gether.
The bottom is made of
especially if the weather is such as to matched boards 2 feet long, the ends
keep the bees from flying.
of the centre pieces being cut down
The disturbing of the bees also pro- to the tongue of matching before putvokes breeding, which, if carried on ting them together, H or 9 inches in
to any extent, is almost sure to be the length and one foot wide, for an encause of
destruction,
uidess the trance to the hive.

%

%

y
;
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Lockwood,9 N. Y.
British

The Mental

Bee

.Journal.

Life of the Bee.

DR. DONHOFF.

There are actions of animals wliich
depend upon acquired ideas. Ideas
are retained as with men of collective
impressions. The retained ideas ap-

pear sliarper, and more like mental
impressions, than the ideas which are
retained by men from mental impressions. If a hive stands among many
of similar appearance, the bee returning from the field finds her own
hive again. The bees that swarm
retain the scent of the queen, that
runs about freely in the hive and collect around her.
I gave to a magpie,
within half an hour, 12 coins and
pieces of bread, which she hid in the
most different places of the garden
and field, and concealed with earth,
or with a leaf and earth. Some places
I marked by sticking in a bit of wood.
On the next following days coins, as
well as pieces of bread, were gone.
The swallows, which migrate to
Egypt, and sometimes lo the neighborhood of the equator, come back
again to the place where they were
farmer at Dinslaken, not far
born.
from Orsoy, has accustomed a nightingale to come into his room and eat
at the table where he sits. Last year
it returned again for the third time.
The animals could not come back
again if there was not still, after half
a year, present to their minds the
picture of the country, which impressed itself upon them on the home
journey. The ideas of animals are
associated according to the same law
of similarity as the ideas of men.
The bee, which returns from the field
and sees the hives, associates with
one of them the picture and position
of the hive which was impressed upon
it recogit at its first outward flight
nizes the identity between its idea and
one of the hives which it sees, and

A

;

—

—

;
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;
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thus

is

enabled again to find

it

its

hive.

On

the hive I stuck

the front of

14 days after I
stuck yellow paper upon it. The bees
returning from the held hesitated
long before they settled, and at last
they (lew not to the entrance, but
mostly to places of the hive distant
from it. The mental idea of the yellow hive, the idea of the blue hive
presenting itself again to the consciousness, and the difference of these
pictures, were causes of the hesitation.
If a hive is changed to another
stand, the bee makes hovering flights

some blue paper

;

of finding its bearings. The
difference of the picture necessitates
these flights for the purpose of noting
its bearings. If a colony has swarmed,
every bee makes at its flrst outward

by way

flight these bearing-noting hoverings,
even if the swarm has been put in the

draw a piece of meat, which hung by
a thread under the cage. But to form
conclusions from the analysis of conceptions, to deduce actions that would
be useful to it, of this it was just as
incapable as any other animal. But
there do occur acts of animals which
do not depend on experience.
In these acts of instinct the bee
stands higher than any other animal
It is the proper representative of instinct.
Its
remarkable household,
with its labor, its comb construction
wonderful on account of the skill
manifested, more wonderful because
of the mathematical problem that is
solved in it liave been from of old
the admiration of men. I have been
close
to swallows, and seen them
build. I have seen the more remarkable web woven by spiders, but the
thing that has charmed me most is
the legerdermain-like skill with which
a bee takes out a scale of wax from
between the abdominal rings, and
with which it attaches the particle
when duly kneaded. Who has not
been touched by the marvelous na-

—
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aginative wrongs of ages, and establish a criterion that discrimination
and jealousy, as sharp as that of
cultivation, failed to make a
point of aggressive contention V
111 the height of their civilizations,
the ancient Egyptians, the Phoenicians,
the Greeks, the Romans, and their
less progressive neighbors, gave more
or less attention to the apiculture of
their times, which was regulated, to a
certain degree, by customs and laws.
But [ feel safe in stating that the exudation of the flowers " the honey of
the air" was held to be as free, to

modern

—

—

all

who might keep bees

to

gather

it,

as the rain'from the clouds; in fact,
if I rightly construe the teachings of
history, the pursuit of bee-keeping
was fostered by the ruling dynasties
of the times, by allowing the tillers
of the soil certain minor privileges
consistent with conflicting interests
alhjwed to keep bees
i. e., no one was
;

place of the mother-hive. There must
where they would endanger public
•consequently have been an idea of
travel,
or places of resort
or in
the act of swarming retained, whicli
quantities that would give one huspresented itself to the bee's consciousbandman a monopoly of the pasturness at its outward flight. Hut there
must be with the higher animals ture-rule which impels a worker-bee age. Those simple regulations of the
more complicated associations of to make way for her queen when she dark ages seem to embody about all
ideas, which the bees do not possess. walks over the comb to lay her eggs V that is necessary for a more advanced
age.
If a servant has been accustomed to
That bees will prevent herds of any
feed the pigs, they get up when they
Tor tue American Bee JoumaL
kind from grazing, when the grazing
hear that servaint's footsteps, and
ground is but a moderate distance
hasten to the feeding trough. This
The Sheep-and-Bees-Suit.
even, from their hives, my experience
kind of association appears to me to
does not verify. I have worked at
occur in (ill mammals and birds.
J. F. LATHAM.
mowing on a piece of ground 'intercolony of bees may be fed every
evening, but the bees will never
On page 372, a correspondent styles vening the hives of my 20 colonies
hasten to the feeding-trough when the " sheep-and-bees-suit " a " buga- and a piece of buckwheat, when the
they see their owner coming. If a boo." Why not use the suit more bloom of the wheat and the air over
dog has had a beating, he runs away literally in dressing the thing up, and my head was alive with bees, and no
when lie sees the stick taken up. I call it "ba-aeibug." It does not notice was taken of myself or horse
let bees fly in my room, caught them, appear
feasible
that
bee-keepers by the busy insects during their foragand pressed them repeatedly, which should display any " sheepishness " in ing hours. I have mowed so near the
is unpleasant to them for if they are " taking up the glove " in a contest so same piece, when it was " roaring
let loose, they run or fly away from absurdly ridiculous
as the one in with bees," as to cut some of the
it.
But I could never notice that a question, when, like the bubble stalks of grain near the edge, without
tee flew away when I made with my swelling from the bowl of the juve- evidence of danger from angry bees.
finger as though I would catch it.
only support must The piece of grain alluded to was
nile's pipe, its
But the thing in which animals are emanate from blowing, to culminate about 40 rods from my apiary. When
a stinging
deficient is, as Joliann Muller re- in— nothing. If a Quiotic display is foraging, aggression of
marks, the faculty of forming con- actually needed to enliven the spirit character is not one of the honeyceptions. The bee is incapable of of the times, why not gratify the bee's characteristics. The mind-itsforming the idea of several ideas, of thirst for legendic notoriety by don- own-business traits, aside the foraging hours of the bee, and those of
forming generalizations
it cannot ning the basin and target, shoulderform the conception of honey, it can- ing the lance, and, mounting Vozin- grazing animals, neutralize their
as
not, therefore, form a general idea
ante, go out in true representative cause for a confliction of interests
proper facilities
it cannot form the idea that honey is attitude V
It is quite certain that the to pasturage. Where
sweet
it
does not apprehend the laurels won would be quite as melliflu- are provided for protection from the
of stock,
connection
whicli
exists between ous as those which graced the brow heat of the sun, most kinds
and especially sheep, will graze only
honey and sweet. Because the essen- of the famous hero of La Mancha.
tial "connection between things esReflection is a sterling educator. during the cool hours of the day
capes animals, because their mind Perhaps, if the complainant in this while the honey-subsisting bee revels
may harbor a world of individual "suit" should "stand back" and in the sunshine during the hours
ideas, but they cannot Hud the sta- think awhile, he might become con- when the chalice of the flower is retionary pole in the series of phe- scious of what may, eventually, be plete with nectar— her chosen food
nomena, on that account are they so the effects of results that portend his which such conditions are the most
limited. If one of the higher animals action against the defendant. If I favorable in producing.
;

A

;

;

;

has

accidentally
done something
whereby advantage has been gained,
it repeats this. My magpie continually
threw about some yellow, blue, and
red papers, which I had laid at the
bottom of its cage. I several times
concealed a bit of meat under the
blue paper when it threw about the
blue paper again, it found the meat
and ate it up eagerly. After it had
found meat under the blue paper
several times, and I again laid papers

mistake not, the so-called heathen
civilizations countenanced no private
claims to the mellifluent productions
accepting them as the
of nature
spontaneous effusions of the elements,
in the popular mode of thinking— the
"gift of the gods" the elemental
guartlians. Were they, in their teachings right, those students of the open
book of nature y Is the veriUcation
of such teachings by modern science
;

—

But why dilate on bottom facts,
when, if I am not in error, the agitaculminating in a suit of this
kind bears an aspect evincing phases
of a different signification than a call
tion

for

judgment between

apistical

and

Gregorian privileges? It isnot simply
a matter of mutton and wool vs. honey
and wax, although bee-keepers are
challenged to contest it on that line
neither is it, in a definite sense, a
defective V Or is it a duty, consonant local question to be adjudicated by
in the cage, it only attended to the to methods of reasoning on a baseless courts possessing State jurisdiction
blue. Similarly I accustomed it to system, to attempt to right the im- only but it is a National question,
;

;

—

;
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involving tlie rights of every indi- should act as an exciting cause ¥ Natvidual bee-keeper in the land, whether ural genuine glucose is not charged
possessing one or a thousand colonies. with such injurious consequences;
Cumberland, p Maine.
this aldne proves that the two are not
tlie same, though chemistry fails to
point out any difference. 1 think the
Dixie Farmer.
objection I named might be compared
Natural and Commercial Glucose.
to a loaded repeating gun ; whilst the
charge of the others that the traces
ARNOLD DELFFS.
of sulphuric acid or sulphate of lime
possibly detected in the artificial prohold
that organic products, duct, could produce any perceptible
I
changed into other by the agency of effect whatever— win the noise made
man, are not what they appear to be, by pop-guns. Such allies are weak
j. e.,
what they are usually called. ones at best.
They are, though greatly resembling
But let us suppose for mere argucertain natural compounds, neverthe- ment's sake that artificial glucose is
strictly
speaking sui generis. not injurious, would that justify us to
less,
Allow me to illustrate. Mix nitric palm off adulterated honey as the
acid with sugar (or various other genuine article
If you say " yes,"
organic compounds), and the result you must necessarily contend also
will be a crystallized acid, consid- that it is right to counterfeit coins,
ered identical with that found in provided it l3e done so skillfully as to
con- defy detection.
oxalis acetosella
principally
The mere saying,
sequently termed oxalis acid. Both " that it is altogether a different
are considered identical ; science at thing," amounts to nothing, if you
least says so. But still, there are a are unable to point out any difference.
few of their respective combinations And who would countenance for a
where the parallel fails, being not the moment such as selling spurious
same under any and all circum- grapes and other relics as genuine
stances I hold they are two differ- articles V Fraud and deception are
ent substances. Pure natural glucose nothing more nor less than a direct
is the sweet found in fruits, especially
violation
of
the commandments,
grapes (raisins) and dgs it is alto- " thou shalt not bear false testimony
gether harmless.
But for commer- against thy neighbor," and " thou
cial purposes, it is prepared by mixshalt not steal."
ing starch with water and a little sulShelbyville,© Tenn.
phuric acid (oil of vitriol) and boiling
it for hours in large earthenwarelined vessels ; then neutralizing the
For the American Bee JoumaL
still free acid by lime, tillering and
The
Season
in Kentucky, etc.
evaporating to dryness. As regards
chemical test, no injurious matter
JNO. T. CONNLEY.
can be found.
Barely— I doubt if
any traces of acid remain, and the
We are experiencing the hardest
resulting salt (sulphate of lime ; plaster of Paris) is inert; being insoluble. season on bees that has been known
years. The clover bloom
Here let me point out two weak for many
was light, and contained but little
arguments— the one made by the ad- nectar,
besides for more than three
vocates of glucose, and other similar
weeks of day-time that it was in
artificial compounds;
the other by
bloom, the weather was too unfavormany of its antagonists. As for the able
for the bees to do anything
former, they do not know, do not
the time there was a strong
want to know, that chemical tests in most of
north and east wind, with cold nights;
nine cases out of ten, utterly and comon
the morning of July 1, the merpletely fail, when applied to injurious
cury stood at 48-, making it too cold
organic matter; i.e., analysis is unfor bees
able to detect its hurtful qualities.
I think that Mr. Doolittle's suggesDr. Gall, whilst recommending his
"gallized" (sugared and watered) tions are good that those who keep
grape juice, applied to chemists to both sheep and bees give their evifind anything hurtful in his wines; dence to Mr. Freeborn as to whether
knowing full well that he was talking bees are an injury to sheep, or
balderdash.
But to the multitude whether or not they interfere with
such chat was logical and convincing. sheep grazing on white clover.
On the other hand, you sometimes
For eight years I have kept both
meet with allies overzealous and con- bees and sheep, and every summer I
sequently inconsiderate.
They fire have an average of 140 sheep and
away with pop-guns, whilst repeat- lambs, and I often go to the pastures
ing rifles are at hand ; so, too, in this to observe the state of the clover

—

have enough honey to run the bees
but I will get no surplus this year. I
have taken only one barrel of extracted honey, and I will take no more
this season. I send $1.2-5, as I want
to be a member of the National BeeKeepers' Union. I favor anything
that will honorably further the interests of our favorite industry.
Napoleon, 5 Ky., July 8, 188-5.
;

For tbe American Bee

Father M. ftuinby.

—

—

i*

;

;

;

—

I

—

bloom, but I have never known a
Before going any further, another sheep to get a bee-sting ; for by the
fact must be mentioned. There is a time the bees are on the clover the
certain dire disease termed diabetes
sheep are full, and take to the shade.
it consists in this, that the system
In Kentucky, sheej) do their eating at
changes all the starch contained in nights and mornings, while the dew is
the patient's food into glucose, or on the grass especially during June
something like it, in lieu of carbolic and July, the time of clover bloom.
acid, as it
does in normal cases.
There has been but little swarming
Medical men affirm that the use of in this county (Gallatin); I have not
artificial,
so-called
glucose,
often heard of as" many as 2.5, all told. I
brings on that disease. What could have had but .5 from 90 colonies.
sound more plausible, but that it My apiary is in good condition, and I

instance.

;

;

JoumaL

R. D.

.J.

What

does

the

"M"

stand for?

None of

his so-called biographers have
yet told us. Capt. J. E. Hetherington.
Cherry Valley, N. Y., in a
memorial published in a work entitled
" Quinby's
Bee-Keeping," fails
to show when or where this famous

New

untutored naturalist was born. All
we are told is that he was sixty-five
years old at his death, and that he
was a Quaker.
In the " Introduction " (page 17) of
the above work, the remark is made
" Fifty years ago, Mr. Quinby, then a
:

lad of iinietoii," etc.

As

the work

is

dated 1884, this would leave the date
of the period in 1834, when Mr. Quinby
began bee-keeping. Taking the nineteen from 1834 would leave the year
1815 as the one in which was born the
" father of practical bee-culture " in
America.
Then again, by the use of subtraction and addition we find that Mr.
Quinby should have been 69 instead
of 65 years of age at his death. Capt.
Hetherington, on page 16 of the work
" Thus, at the age
alluded to, says
of sixty-five, ended the life-work of our
counsellor, friend, and public bene:

Mr. L. C. Root, ISIohawk, N. Y., in
his preface, to the edition before me,
dated May, 1879, although claiming a
close intimacy with Mr. Quinby, fails
to furnish anything that is clear on
this point.

Can you, Mr. Editor, or any of your
able contributors, inform me where I
can obtain an instructive and clear
biography of one of America's greatest of naturalists y

[We invite Mr. L. C. Root, who is a
son-in-law of the late Moses Quinby,
to prepare a biography for the Bee
Journal, for the satisfaction of the
many who delight to honor the
memory of that distinguished pioneer
of apiculture. We regret to say that
we can add nothing to what is contained

excellent book
Bee-Keeping."— Ed.]

that

in

"Quinby's

New

To Correspondents. — It would save
us nuich troiil.)le, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this oftice. We have several letters
{some

many

inclosing-

money)

thfitt

have no name;

others having no Post-Office. County
or State. Also, if you live near one postollice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

:

:

:

:

:

:
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Good Crop of White Clover.— J.

W,

Grand,© Iowa, on July

Sanders, Le
1885, writes

3,

Our bees in Central Iowa are just abooming now, and they are just wliere
they ousht to have been about June 1.
Swarming and all are about one month
late.
I never have seen a belter show of
white clover than now. I rode over several miles of country yesterday, and it
looks to me as if there are 500 heads of
clover to every bee In the country. Many
bees were lost by the hard winter and
sprini; dwindlinfr. From the best I can
learn, about one-half of them died.

Moving Bees
II.

June

the Hot

in

Downs,

Sun.— W.

Stoueville,K3 Miss.,

29, 188.5,

says

A few days since

greatest expectations.
Mr. W. G. Fish
(on page 40(1) has given about all the argument or proof against the "pollen theory "
that I have seen lately. I never saw a
case, nor before heard of one, where bees
wintered on natural stores voided nothing
after a long confinement, or short one
either, for that matter. Is Mr. F. mistaken, or is it possible that some honey is
entirely free from nitrogen ? His hives
must have been so arranged as to well
protect their inmates from the 28° temperature when it lowered to that point. It
still remains that diarrhetic excreta is
nitrogen— pollen.
Alsilie Clover.— A. C. Goff,
Syracuse,© N. Y., asks the following
I send a clover blossom taken from
clover that grows about two-thirds as
high as red clover, and very fragrant. I
find patches of it in a field of red clover.
What is the name of it 1

[The clover

on mon

is

Alsike.

for patches to

It is

come up

not uncom-

in red clover

a little of this seed is sprinkled
the red clover seed in many cases.

fields, as

:

moved 10 colonies of
bees, having transferred them successfully,
and loaded them on a wagon. I moved
them 25 miles and lost 9 colonies out of
the 10. The sun was too hot.
I

Sowing B ncl£ wheat.— G. L. Rankin,
Weston ,+o Ky., asks ttie following

among

Yesterday I saw a 10-acre field of this
Alsike clover in full bloom, and roaring
with bees. It was a good sight, and the
man who has it is getting an immense
crop of honey.— A. J. Cook.]

—

Basswood Loolcs Promising. Wm.
E. Harris, Bay City,o+ Mich., on .July
for fall
3, 1885, says
the fall ?
The winter and spring losses in this
Bees
[It should be sown during this month, locality have been fully 75 per cent.
are now building up lively on white
and the earlier the better, in order to serve clover.
Basswood bids fair to be a very
the bees for fall use. Sow broadcast on large yield.
question

When

:

the best time to sow buckwheat
honey, or for bees to work on in

rich soil

is

;
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I transferred bees from box-hives to
hives last OcUjber, and prepared
them for winter ; they are now in good
condition. Again, I transferred 14 colonies in February and April. I favor Mr.
Heddon's plan," at any time." Some beekeepers have the idea that it is better to
transfer l)ees from old to new hives during
apjiic liliioni.
I cannot agree with them.
IuMiteil2or 3 swarms, and they seemed
to welcome each other. They did not
fight nor quarrel.
I extracted the honey
from some old colonies, but I got only a
united some of
little.
1
them, and
then
gave the empty combs to new
colonies, thus saving "them the time to
build new combs. I do not think it a
good plan to prevent swarming, nor to
divide colonies. I have 30 strong colonies
in splendid condition.
1 will be glad to
help any fellow-bee-keeper out of trouble.
I feel sorry for Mr. Freeborn, of Wisconsin.
Let us all try to help him out of his
trouble. I hope that we can do it.

fall.

new

Abundance of Bloom, but no Nectar.

— Robert Corbett,Manhattan,<5 Kans.,
on July

Up

6, 1885,

says

the seasons of 1883 and
1884 were very poor, but the present season has been the most discouraging of the
three, owing to the long continued cold
and wet dnring the months of May and
June, so much so that the bees killed
their drones till late in June, and the
wet still continues, with an abundance of
bloom and a starvation of bees. Basswood has been in bloom for a week, but
there is not much nectar in it. White
motherwort,
clover,
catnip,
mustard,
blue-vervain and sweet clover, all are in
bloom, and are fine to look upon, but there
is too much wet.
So our prospects are not
very promising at present but our motto
is, " Try, try again."
to this date

;

three pecks to the acre.— Ed.]

—

Plenty of Swarms and Honey. B.
Expecting a Large Yield.-Fayette T. Baldwin, Marion,© Ind., on July
Sheep and Gad-Flies.— Dwight Ful- Lee, Cokato,© Minn., on July 5, 1885,
7, 1885, writes

ness, rurnessville,~o lud., writes
We have owned a large tinck of sheep
for years, and witli large numbers of bees
in this vicinity I can testify that they do.
not molest the sheep wliile foraging. "The
plaintiff in this suit no doubt mistook the
troublesome gad-fly, for the bees. (See an
account of the same in " Randall's Sheep
:

Husbandry.")

Bees are Busy.- 11—K. C. Aikin,
(11-21), Shambaugh,p Iowa, on July
4, 188.5, writes
Everybody seems taken with the BeeKeepers' Union
I am, too, but more so
with the increase in bees and honey. I
am now getting my first crop of clover
honey. Never before has white clover
been abundant enough here to yield a surplus.
I have already increased my stock
from 11 colonies to 21, and I will easily
treble if not quadruple it by Sept. 1. One
new colony on scales has averaged IK
pounds per day since June 13. Basswood
will begin to open to-day, while clover is
yet good. Bees gathered as much to-day
as on any day.
:

;

The Honey Harvest, etc.— James
Heddon, Dowagiac, p Mich., on July
6, 1885,

The

says

:

clover harvest

and basswood

is

a good one here,

and

open in 4 or
" modern
transferring" with over 50 colonies, and
with perfect and uniform success, notwithstanding the cool nights. I would
never think of the old method again.
Reversible frames are a great blessing,
and I could not be induced to use any
other. Their advantages are beyond my
5 days.

is full,

will

We are now practicing

:

says
I have 24 new colonies, and

The basswood is in ftdl bloom, and is
the most abundant bloom that I have ever
honey seen but it is not yielding as much necto-morrow, for the boxes and upper stories tar as it has done in other years. The
are full. I have taken off some finished bees have taken the swarming fever the
sections, and now have 1,200 on the hives, worst that I have ever known, and if all
and 800 more to put on. The basswood my queens' wings were not clipped, I
will be in bloom in one week, and then I would have lost nearly every one that
will be kept busy. I believe that I have swarmed.
Five swarms came out a week
one of the best apiaries in the State, and ago last Suiulay. They swarmed 2 or S
can show as good a record as any in win- times a day for 4 days, when I broke it up
tering, tor I lost only
out of 80 during and divided the bees among other good
the past winter and spring. My bees working colonies, and they went to work
were in the cellar 150 days. I am getting at once. Six of my colonies have already
ready for 5,000 pounds of honey this year, produced over 100 pounds of extracted
as the basswood is full of buds. I have honey per colony.
some colonies that have 18 frames to
work on, and besides there is a half-pail
Robber Bees Transferring, G. W.
ful of bees lying out.
Ashby, Valley Station, 5 Ky., writes
thus
Transferring Bees, etc.
N. L.
Can any of the readers of the Bee JoxirMinor, a deaf-mute bee-keeper of
NAL enlighten me on the following new
Clarksville,(^ Mo., on July 5, 1885,
A swarm of bees came out
(to me) case
writes
in due order, clustered, and was hived and
The Bee Joitknai. has taught me many put some 25 or 30 feet froui the parent
new methods in bee-culture. There are hive. All seemed to be working finely
a great many basswood trees and nuich late in the evening, in fact too nmch for
clover along the hill about 400 to 500 so short a time after swarming, and when
yards south and about a mile west, north traced up to see where such a constant
and east of my apiary. My apiary is stream of bees went and came in such
nearly surrounded by the hill witli bass- quick succession, it was ascertained that
wood and red-bud trees. The bees are the swarm was robbing the parent colony,
busy gathering honey from basswood and it being near night when it was discovclover. 1 have read the discussion about ered, I closed the entrance to a single
transferring bees from box-hives to new bee-space, hoping that they would forget
hives, by Rev. O. Clute and Mr. James it by the next morning but the next day
Heddon. Mr. Clute really has the wrong they went at it with renewed vigor nor
idea. There is something wrong in his would they cease till the parent colony
plan of transferring bees. I could easily was carried some distance away and hid
transfer bees from box-hives to new hives. in the weeds. I have been keeping bees
I will wager five dollars that I can trans- for nearly .30 years, and I have never had
fer bees at any time from February until such an occurrence. Again, I must say

now numbers

114.

I shall

my

apiary

extract

;

—

—

—

:

:

;

;

—
5

;
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in favor of tlie modern way of
transferrins bees, l)rouglit abont by Mr.
Heddon, and seeniiiiyly berated by Sir. O.
Clute and others. I liave practiced it
ever since I saw it in the Bee Journal.
I transferred some 47 colonies this season,
and last season abont as many, and 1
never liad suoli a case as mentioned by
Mr. Clute ami others. I would transfer no
other way. It may be that as Mr. Clute
is nearer the Arctic regions than this latitude, it may have something to do with it
though there is not such a great difference.

one word

hives was not essential, thus the loss. To
Local Convention Directory.
those who get stings, I would say, squeeze
the skin and get out a drop of blood and 1885.
Time andvUiceof MeeU/ng.
water this will lessen the swelling very
of the July IS.— Marshall Co., at MarBhalltown, Iowa.
much, as 1 thus take out about
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
poison. I resort to this method every time
that I get stung, and I have done .so for 3 July 25.— Union, at Stewart. Iowa.
M. E. Darby, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
or 4 years, and never fail when 1 get a
drop of blood or water from the pujicture. Dec. 8-10.— Mlchifran State, at Detroit. Mich.
;

%

H. D. Cutting, Sec, (Clinton, Mich.

Bees and White Clover.— Elias Fox,
]lillsboiough,*o Wis., on July 8, 1885,
says:
I have read the statements in the Bee
Journal about the litigation now pending
to procure damage done to a flock of sheep
by bees, while the latter were harmlessly

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetinffs.- El).

t^^

Bees Doing Well.— Geo. E. Hilton,
T'remont,*© Mich., on July 7, lSS-5,
Honey and Beeswax Market.
writes
Bees are doing remarkably well consid- gathering nature's i)roduct from the bloom
Oflace of the American Bee Journal,
ering the cool weatlier. On Slonday. June of white clover, and at the same time fertilizing the flowers.
I have also read the
Monday, 10 a. m., July i:i, 1885. f
29. from 4 colonies I extracted 03," .5ti, .57
suggestions
organization
in
regard
the
to
and 4(j pounds respectively, and .50, .58, 43
The following are the latest quotaand 4(i pounds yesterday, one week later. of a protective association, which 1 eerhave one colony that has stored 100 taiuly favor. My opinion is, that by the tions for honey and beeswax received
1
pounds of comb honey. I attribute their time this man proves that Mr. Freeborn's
strength to tlie good double-walled hive or any other man's bees did his sheep up to this hour
which I use, and which protects them damage, he will be far short of what he
calls tor, and he surely ought to be. Malice
CHICAGO.
from the cold changes in spring.
:

i

:

a great ruler.
HONEY.—Demand is light and receipts are also
light.
Prices rantre from ]<i(_'^l5c.for bestpradesoif
comb honey, and for e.vtracted, 5{fj)7c.
Insurance.- Chas. Follett, Osage,
BBESWAX-2;;®25c
respondent asks the following ques- Iowa, makes this motion
R. A. BORNKTT. 161 South Water St.
tion
As we are now forming a Protective
BOSTON.
Will Mr. Heddon please tell how to Union, 1 would move to make it also an
make a dipping-board for making wax "Insurance Mutual Bee-Keepers' AssoHONEY.— We quote the followinK prices Fancy
that white comb in l-lb. sections, Ib'(jjjl8c. the same in
sheets for comb foundation? Also the best ciation," on the assessment plan
sections, ITiCJlfic; fancy white California 2-lb8.,
way to dip them so as to have the sheets each member be assessed on the number 2-Ib.
12@14c. Extracted wealt, 6<(jisc. Sales very slow.
of colonies on hand on the first of June of
all of one thickness ?
BEESWAX. -a2 cts. per lb.
is

Making Comb Foiuulation.— A

cor-

:

:

:

:

;

each year that each one reports his honey
crop in September, in orilerto take advantage of that knowledge for marketing our
crops. I want to hear from all on this
suggestion. It can just as well be added
to the defense organization, and be all

Blaee a Kiplet,

;

use the Given press, and make sheets
I made a dipping-boiler as long as
my h. sheets, i. e., IdH, with handy room
to spare, say 20 inches long. Tlie tank is
about 15 inches deep, and 8 inches wide,
with a strainer-division, on one side of
which the wax runs in, and the other we
dip. My dipping-board is made of "clear
stuff," carefully smoothed, about
thick,
16J^ wide, and 30 inches long— pine preferred. I bring both edges, and one end
of the board to an edge. Be careful to
keep it reasonably sharp, and not strike it
against anything.
I soak the board in
water over night before using. 1 dip it
into the wax, sharp end down, holding the
other end.
I dip down about 3 inches
fm-ther than I wish the width of the sheet;
and, if dii)iiing for brood foundation, I
make a double motion, giving the upper
part a double <lip. Before these sheets go
to the Given press, 3 inches of the thinner
edge is cut off, and returned to the boiler.
The edges on the board causes the sheets to
separate, and without leaving any surjilus
strip.
I have tried revolving boards and
other devices, but the one above described
works quickly and cleanly, and my sheets
are so even that none can tell which is upside or downside of them.— J as. Heddon.]
[I

L.

size.

%

under one management.
[This is a wide field. We were appointed a committee (by the North American Bee-Keepers' Society), .5 years ago, to
report on the advisability of forming an
Insurance .Society for bee-kee])ers. We
formulated a code of by-laws, but fearing
it might be too much of an organization,
we never dared to report on it. However,
as we are now at the society-making work
it might be well to discuss it.
Then, if
it should be deemed desirable to add such
a Department to the Bee-Keepers' Union,
the Advisory Board can act on the suggestion advisedly.— Ed.]

NEW

57

Chatham

Street.

YORK.

HONEY^— Wequote: Fancy

white clover

in 1-lh

sections, 14@15c: fair to good white clover in l-lb.
sections. 12@iac; fancy white clover in 2-lb. sections, 13(g;14c: fair to good white clover in 2-lb.
sections, II® 12c; fancy buckwheat in 1-Ib. sections,
y@IOc; fancy bucliwheat in 2-lb. sections. 7®8c.
Ordinary grades, no sale. Extracted white clover,
7(§(8c:

extracted buckwheat,

tJ(A(.!^sc.

BEESWAX — l*rime yellow. 26fe2Stc.

MCCAITL & HiLDltETH BKOS., 34 HudSOD

St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—There is no change whatever in the
market, which has been without life for some
time. We have a good class of regular customers
who use considerable honey, while outsiders can
hardly be induced to purchase. We quote extracted at 4^0iHc.and comb honey at i)®H'c. on arrival.
BEES WAX- Demand

on

is

good and

arrival, for good yellow.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman

&

it

brings 23@28

Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY— The

market is quiet, there being no
shipping demand and not much local trade. There
are receipts of both old and new. One lot of 20o
cases of old extracted arrived from San Jose.
White to extra white comb, 7(S(tic: dark to good,
4@6c: extracted, choice to extra white, 43i®5Ji

Best Honey Season for 12 Years.
amber colored, 4(r;.44;.
Alley, Wenham, 6 Mass., on
BEESWA,X-yu<.tKble at 24(a25c— wholesale.
O. B. S.-mTH & Co., 423 Front Street.
July 9, 1880, writes
Our bees usually cease work about July
Cl.BIVEl.AND.
it is now July !)th, and they continue
1st
HONEY— Is very dull just now during strawberry
to gather honey from white clover, which
although
we hold at I4®ir,c per lb. beat
and
time,
is kejjt in bloom by frequent showers.
white l-lb. sections, it Is merely nominal, as there
This is the best honey season that we are no transactions. As soon as our people have
satistled their craving for acid fruits, they take
have had for over 13 years.
kindly
nice wtiite honey, and we may look
;

Henry

:

;

very
to
with contldencc to a good demand

September.
Bees Benefit Farmers.- 0. M. Hol- and
BKBSWAX.-Scarce at 28@30.
lingsworth, Winnebago, 5 His., on
A. C. KBNDEL. 115
July 8, 1885, writes

in July,

August

Ontario Street.

:

KANSAS

CITY.
new honey are beginning

Donble-Walled Hives, Bee-Stings,
Let bee-keepers not make the mistake
HONE Y— Small lots of
E. M. Coombs, iSIemphis,9Ind., of condemning those who complain of
new comb brings a slight
bees
as trespassers, on the ground of to come in. and fancy
on July 9, 18.S5, writes
('hoice JiJ-lb.
advance in tlio following prices
selfishness. If bees really do more harm sections. ir)(ii(U>c: l-lb.. 13((014c: 2-lb.. lof.tirjc. ExThe Bee Joirnal is much improved than good to the orchards, pasture fields, tracted, new Southern, 5H&6C: California, 7c: new
by the addition of the"(iuery Depart- etc., that they visit, such per-sons are in white clover, 8C.
BEBSWAX-Weak at 25@30c.
ment," as the answers by Messrs. Heddon, the right. But there is abundant evidence
CLKMON8.CLOON & CO., cor. 4th & Walnut.
Doolittle, Miller, Tinker and others are so that the benefits which bees confer in
etc.

—

:

nearly alike that a novice

:

in

bee-keeping
This

can safely rely on their decisions.

the poorest for the past four years for
surplus honey. Last winter I lost 14 colonies out of 32, by starvation with plenty
of honey in the liives. I came to the conclusion that packing in double-walled
is

fertilizing and cross-fertilizing plants far
out-weighs any damage they ordinarily
IS^ The Marshall Tounty Bee-Keepers'
do. And it is on this ground that the law
Association will meet at the Court House in
ought to sustain, and, I think, will sustain Marshalltown, Iowa, on July 18, 188,j, at
the apiari.st
except where bees are so 10.:!(i a. in. Subjects
" Care of Honey."
kept as to make them a nuisance in other '• Fall Management." All are invited.
ways.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
;

:
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The National Bee- Keepers' Union.

OF THE

OOIVSTITUTION.
AiM'ici.E I.— Tliis orffiniziitkin shall be
known as the "National Bee- Ket'iicrs'
Union," iiiKl sliall iiieet annually, or as
often as necessity may rciiuirc.
Aitrici.E II.— Us oliject sliall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to
(lefeiiil

their riglits.

Ahtici.e III.— Till'

oflicer.sof this

PITBLISnED BY
G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PKOI'UIKTOHS.

923&.925 WEST MADISON
Weekly. »SS a year

ST.,

Monthly,

;

CHICAGO, ILL.

5« <;ents.

an

Advisory

TIiOK.
the

(i,

members

Notices.

Netviiian

&•

Son

Ameiucan Bee Jouhnal

as

made u])oii all the
may become necessary for their

defense.
AtiTici.E

The

department will be conducted, as
heretofore, by Thomas G. New[nan, and the
business department by Alfred H. Newman.
The firm will (as before the division, .3 years
ago to-day), carry on the business of publishing: the Bee Journ.\l, books and pamphlets,
and keep for sale the usual assortment of
editorial

bee-keepers' supplies.

I^~ If your wrapper-label reads July 8.5,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as
not to lose any numbers.
S^~ Bark Numbers.— We can supply a
few moi'e of the back numbers to new subscribers. If any want them, they must be
sent for soon, before they are all gone.

Honey Is good rood
regular use will ward

and send

J^~

it

by

and good medicine.
off doctors' bills.

Akticle VIII.— The annual fees paid by
members shall become a general fund,
from which shall be paid the legitimate
expen.ses of this Union, such as printing,
the

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
sliall he designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten

who

:

For
"
"

.50 colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (i20 pages)

fl 00

125
1

50

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and arc therefore the most desirable.

EF"PregeiTe your papers for reference
you have not got a Binder we will mail you

If

one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
you will send us new yearly subscrip-

if

tions for the

may
all

be
the

'i

Bee Joubnal.

Do

yoii

ARE you

expect to go South?

any way interested in the Farming,
Stock-raisinii, Lumbering, or Mining Interests
of the SOUTH ? Or are you eoiag South for your
health ? If you are, why don't you subscribe for a
in

good Southern paper? The

Blue Ridge Enterprise
gives reliable information about the Blue Kidge
country of Western North Carolina the finest
section on the American Continent.
Published Weekly— only it>1.50 per vear. Fifty
cents in stamps will pay for the paper 3 months.

—

Address,

*'

28A4t

SW To

mail, postpaid.

Mo.

City,

NEWMAN

a Pocket Dictionary,

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
All

the highest market price

IKHfU EXTK.iCXlil* AND
IIOEV.
Address,

4

Langstroth Hives

Article X.— This constitution
two subscribers for the Weekly amended by a majority vote of
members
at any time.
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
will present

for

DOUBLE -WALLED

^~ For
we

WILL FAY

Defense Fund, and an annnal fee of 2.5
cents, for which he shall receive a printed
receipt making him a ineinlier of this Union,
entitled to all its rights and benefits. The
annnal fee shall be due on the first day of
July in each year, and mi'st be paid within
30 da^s in order to retain menibershi)) in
this Union.
Article VI.— Donations ot any amount
may be made at any time to the Defense FOR WINTERING BEES ON SUMMER STANDS.
Fund, in addition to the entrance and ''PHEY are made identical and interchangeable
L with our Standard Lanpatroth Ilivea.as advermembership lees and the regular assess- tised
and descrihed in our Catalogue. All upper
ments niatle upon the members by the Btorie- ;ind surplus arran^'ementB made by us will
tit this double- walled brood chamber.
Prices:
Advisory Board.
SOc; in the flat. 35c. per hive, in addition
Aktkle VH.— The Defense Fund shall Nailed,
to our prices of the Standard hariKstroth. Wealso
be used for no otherpurjiose than to dclenil make our 7!-s-inch Caps with a sloping or Cottape
and protect bee-keepers m theinights, after Koof. which is worth 30c. nailed and l5o. flat, in
to the prices of the Standard Langstroth
such cases are approved by the Advisory addition
hive, which has a flat tnp,
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
THOS.
O.
<fc SON,
regularly made in writing by the Advisory
923 & 92r. West Madison Street.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Board.

members.

year,

HioiiEYllfiNTEDr
I

CO.TIB

Article IX.— Meetings

Its

^(lucvtiscMtcuts.

v.— Any person may become a
member by paying to the General Manager A. W. PRESTON, Kansas
an Entrance ?ee of one dollar to the

will publish

hereafter.

Association.

Board,

extra as.sessments to be

J»:p^cx;ial

Lizzie Cotton.— I would request all who
have been defrauded during the past 10 years
by Mrs. Lizzie Cotton, to send to me a plain
statement of the case.— James B. Mason,
President of the Maine Bee-Keepers' State

otticers shall consti-

which shall
determine what action shall be taken b>'
this Union, uiiou the aiiplicatioii of any
bee-keepers for defense, and cause such
tute

Business Manager.

5^" Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Hees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

;

AnTiCLE IV.— The

AliFRED H. NEWMAN,

I3y~ .Sample Copie* of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persfins they desire to interview by sending the names to this ofUce.
will

Union

consist of a President, five VicePresidents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be the Secretary antl Treasurer),
whose duties sliall be those u-siially pertonned by such oflicers. They shall he
elected by ballot, and liold their several
oHiees for one year or until their successors
are elected and installed
blank ballots
for this iinrpose to be mailed to every member by tlie General Manager.
sliall

THOMAS

445

create

Honey Markets

in

JENTERl»ltISE,'»

WEBSTER, Jackson

Co., N, C.

every

village, town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"

COMB FOUNDATION

!

REDUCTION IN PRICE.

Until fnrthernoticcwe will furnish Comb
and scatter them plentifully, and the result Foundation at 5 cents per pound less
will be a demand for all of their crops at than the price.s quoted in our Catalogues.
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and This is caused by the decline in the price of
beeswax.
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON, Chicago, HI.
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $1.5,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
Pails for
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beecan furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails —
well
painted
on the outside, and with
iron
keeper who scatters them).
hoops and a tight-fitting wood cover, at S>2.a*»
To alve away a copy of " Honey as Food per dozen. Thev will hold as lbs. of honey, and
when
empty,
can
be
utilized
for
use
as
an
ordinary
and Medicine " to every one who buys a household pail.
package of honey, will sell almost any quanTUOS. G. NE\^&IAN
SON.
tity of it.
923 & 925 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL,
:

;

;

Wooden

WE

Honey!
:i

^

!
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New and Enlarged

BEES

EXCELSIOR

Edition

Sweet Clover

OF

HONEY,

and

OH THE

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

BEE PASTURAGE.

Management

of an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by

HONEY EXTRACTORS

FOR

IT MAT be

so^^^l

on

all

waste places

Langstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
IB in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard tor the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the

at

any time, and will grow on any soilin any climate. Price, 30 cents per pound
$3.75 per peck 810.00 per bushel (60 lbs.)
:

Editor of the Weekly Bee Journal.

;

THOS.
It contains 320 profusely
illustrated
pages, is " fully up with the times " in all
the improvements and inventions in this
rapidly developing pursuit, and presents
the apiarist with everjthing that can aiil in
the successful management of tlie HoneyBee, and at the same time produce tliemost
honey in its best and most attractive
condition.

PRICE— Boimd

in cloth, SI. 00

;

in

paper

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

923

«.

NEWMAN

& 923 West Madison

St.,

A: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

$ifK<H.i

tractors, all

LOS ANGELES.
HOMES

'

N SO rx HERN
CALIFORNIA.

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime.
The fields are florid with unfading prime;
From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow,
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But from the breezy deep the bles.s'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western gale."

1^" The Monthly

and Honey,''

THOS.
923

information concerning the garden spot
Bee Journal FULL
of the world, beautiful LOS ANGELES, the
LIVELIEST ANT> MOST PKOSPEU(»US SECTION

and the bound book, " Bees

OP THE Pacific Cuast, furnished by the
>•
Los Angeles 111
a m.immoth
•7 3 column
Week V Mirror >''''':«• "'"

will be sent for $1.2-5.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

BY MAIL
and take paying:

"HIIUI inCaliforna
best weekly
SENn FOR IT. Sinele copy, three two-cent stamps;
six months. !S1 ; one yeal-, !#2.
Address
25A13t

THE TIMES-MIRUOR

tions.

A>D

Instruction thorougfh
and progress rapid.

Standard Langstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

competent.

26A3t

all

Hives,

other kinds of

MADE TO ORDER.

&

925

G.
West Madison Street.

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK
300

pages and nearly lOOflne illustrations. Price
by mail, nicely bnund in cloth, Jftl. SO per copy.
Book and tested Queen of any race, by mail, J2.50.
Book and sample Drone and Queen Trap, by mail,
$2.tH>. Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition, hnney-gatherlng and win tering qualities. All my QueeRS are reared at the
"Api. bee-farm." Send for prospectus and price list.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

Send
An

the

of a very valuable book that gives a
Kreat amount nf informatiun, of the Utoiust ImIs

"OUR HOME FRIEND,"

for

Address,

ablts of Eatin»i.

I>nnkinK. Dressiiiii,

Sleeping

Bathing. Working, etc.
It Costn only
and contains !£8 pages, and In sent by mull,
post-puld, on receipt. oT price. This ts just
the Book that every family should have.

T^VENTY-FIVE CENTS
TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to

Parasites of the Skin,

Eat.

Uow to Kat it,
Things to D'j.
Things to Avoid,
P«rll8 of

BatbiBg— Best way,
J.ungs JtLung Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,

Summer.

to Breathe,

Overheating Houses,

((jntagious Diseases,

Ventilation,

How

Influence of Plants,

Exercise,

to

Avoid them.

W.

E.

CLAKK., successor to L.C. Root,
ORISKANY. Oneida County, N.

7Aly

Y.

in presents gwen away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the |i:oo,imhi in
presents with eacii box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, t>f all ages, for all the time,
or spare tmie only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.

!^ ^ ^

51Aly

Portland, Maine.

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

DAYIS'PATEST HONEY ( AKULVliE,
REVOLVryO COiin-H.iNGER,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined,

It will

Saye Doctor Bills

&

9:'.'i

Price, complete, only

A

G. NE^VHAN
SON.
Weal Madison Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.
02a

Sent by Mail, post-paid.

W.

HUTCHINSON,
Genesee
Mich.,

Z.

Co..
of rearing FINE
ITALIAN aUEENS. All Queens reared
from the purest and best of mothers, and the
cells liiiilt in full colonies. No Queens sent
out that would not be used in the home yard.
Single Queen, ?1.00; six for $5.00; twelve or
more, ?5c. each. Tested Queens, $2.00 each.
We can furnish White Poplar SECTIONS.

RogrersTllle.

uow making a specialty

Make Money Orders payable

at Flint.

16Atf

A NEW BEE-YEIL.
There are five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
thetop. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The

;

<

Price only 2f> Cents.

Loudonville. Ohio.

bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light

Malarial Aff'ections,

Croup— to Prevent.

Black Eyes. Bolls. Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corn8,('ough8. 'holera. Dlarrhoe i. Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dy.-ipepsia, Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet. Freckles. Headache. Hiccough. Elives
Hoarseness, Itching. Inflamed Breiista. Ivv I'oiaoning.MoleR. Pimples. Piles. Kheumatism. liingwijrm.
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes. Sore Mouth. Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcere, Warta.
Whooping Cough, Woi-ms in Children.

FRIEXD/*

26A0t

Is

Occupation for invalids. Care of Teeth.
Superfluous Hair.
After-Dinner Napa.
Reatoi-ing the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure.
i'reventing Near-Bightedness,

HOM£

1

title

Enrtance to Everybody, concerninK their daily

How

shall supply anything you need in the Apiary
Send for Illustrated Price List.

MasB.

8-page, 32-column Semi-Monthly.
IS just the paper you need, as it contains an
ITAifi-lciiltiifitl.
HoiiHehoIdi ^'ounv FolkH,
Tempt* I'auee. Kell^^lous and Mlscellanenus
department. Only *iO cts. a year, and will be sent
3 months on tkial to the readers of the Bee
Journal for only lO cents. General and local

**OUR

Hints anb Ready Recipes,

SON,

CHICAGO, H.L.

R«-^Vritteu and Enlar&red! Third Edition
of the

agents wanted.

Quinby Smolter a specialty.

HAND BOOR OF HEALTH,

is

the different styles

NEWMAN &

THOS.
023

•22Air,t

J^-Scnd foi Circular.
Brown's School of Shorthand & Telegraphy,
WM. U. BBO WN, Principal. New Haven. Conn.

|y Situations secured for pupils when

Calif.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

LLcbnAPHY

I

CO.,

Los Angeles,

posi-

SHORT- HAND

which

i

"Mun'J

NEWMAN &

ti.

i

i.'ix^o,

have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
filo.iXi Extractors have no covers.
For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
$8 00
10xl8
For 2 Langstroth "
8 00
"
"
10x18
.10 00
For 3
'•
"
.14 00
For 4
10x18
13x20
.12 00
For 2 frames of anysize,
"
"
13x20
.12 00
For 3
"
"
13x20
.16 00
For 4

—Homer.
for a year

Extractor,

Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the fM.oii Ex-

!)2:i

&

$18.00.

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
West Madisim St., HICAGO, ILL.

9'J.'i

(

material.
It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
talvc off, and folds compactly in a paper box
i\7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be nil discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.

Special discount to dealei*s, on
larger quantities.

THOS.
92.3

&

ivib

<i.

M

dozen or

NEWM.IN

West Madison

St..

&. SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

I

;
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Iianientatlon without effort to overcome
only exhibits our weakness. We
are here to " work out " our deliverance
from surrounding obstacles— to ride above
the storms — to defeat the machinations of
our enemies — to cause fnith and riuht to
triumph. The National Bee-Keepers' Union
needs strong hearts, willing hands, and many
shekels. Reader, are you willing to help ?
Is your name enrolled among the " National
Guards " listed on page 400 ? If not, lo-se no
time— but act at once
Send in your fees
and become a member of the "National Bee
Keepers' Union," and thus help to fight the
battles of our pursuit in defense of its rights!
diflicultios,

OP THE

^^^^^E^^^ICAlMr^.^.

*v.

!

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

the right, but " keeping our
no half-hearted laggards in the army, but the vigorous, stouthearted, patriotic, undaunted and daring
are welcome
If we can raise a column of
patriots sufficiently strong to present a good
front, we shall dare the envious ones to
" bring on their law-suits," and by " an imposing array" and " unbroken front," gain
a lasting and permanent victory
!

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Toiliiii^ at noon like the busy bee,
Teaching the little ones A, B, C,
Sowiug jfood seed iu their path along.

!

Systematic

and basswood honey

is
Is

best for table
best for medici-

nal purposes.

Do not loraet the National Bee-Keepers'
Union. Send the tees (^l.^.")), and a printed
blank will be sent to you by return mail, to
fill up with your votefor permanent otBcers.
To sive an-ay a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quantity of

it.

Tlie Fair at Rockford,

III., held by
Co. Agricultural Society,"

the

"Winnebago

will

open on

Mr.

C. C. Jones, the Secretary at

will send

Sept.

7,

premium

and continue

lists to all

a letter weighing one ounce or
in the United States or to

five days.

Rockford,

applicants.

Two Cents will now pay the

postage for

less,

Canada

Canada

;

Work

in the Apiary.— Mr.
C. H. Dibliern in the Western Plowman, says:
" The bee-keeper should lay out the work

;

Bee-Stiiis:** act as a curative agent in
certain rheumatic affections.

WUite Clover honey

We want

powder dry."

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

use,

IJndonbtrdly many shiftless bee-keepers
drop the business; others having lost
throw away their old
appliances, and beginning anew, will adopt
a better class of hives and management;
while others, having gained knowledge from
the success of their neighbors in wintering,
will
all

their bees will

will learn

how

to

manage

effectually their

bees in winters to come. Like philosophers,
we must profit by experience, hope for the
best, and prepare for the worst.

Opinions differ among

the greatest and

best of men.

/o?'('e— trusting in

Sowing by action, by word and by song
Never once pausing to count the cost.
Knowing that much that is sown is lost
Bearing a prayer in her heart away.
Such is a mother's life, day by day.

Iietters weighing one ounce can now be
sent through the U. S. mail for two cents.

This fact should never cause
National Bee-Keepers' Union.— The
hatred or malice. Our thoughts are but the
way to meet ignorant and selfish attacks is by "
clothing " of the mind, and we might as
facing the enemy — meeting force by superior

No. 29.
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anywhere
but from

to the United States the postage is
cents for each half-ounce or fraction thereof.

.'3

Use no Motli-traps or complicated hives.
If j-ou use a good frame hive, and keep your
colonies strong, you need not fear the moth.
Ignorant and negligent bee-keepers, with
poor hives, are the ones who lose bees by

moths.

Tlie Inter-State Fair at St. Joseph, Mo.,
begins on Monday, Aug. .31, 18Sr), and continues
days. Mr. E. T. Abbott, Superintendent of the Apiarian department, will
furnish Premium Lists to bee-keepers sending for them. The premiums in this depart-

well hate a person for being clothed in white
or blue, because our choice is for green or

black— as to be angry at the opinions of
others, which do not agree with our own.
Diverse opinions lead to wisdom, improvement, progress and knowledge — aye, our
"liberties " of which we so often boast, are
guaranteed by the diverse thoughts of our
fellow men.

Mr. Henry Alley's new edition of his
"Bee-Keepers' Handy-Book" is on our desk.
It is re-written

and greatly enlarged, and

now covers the whole ground of bee-keeping.

It contains '270 pages, and the price is $1.50.
for himself, as far as possible, to avoid
It has nearly 100 illustrations, and it is nicely
working in the hot sun. A great deal can be
printed and bound.
As Mr. Alley has had
done in the mornings and evenings when it
an experience in queen-rearing and the
is cool, to have everything ready that will
management of an apiary for nearly a
likely be required for the day's operations.
quarter of a Century, his book will be read
If the bees swarm, when it is IOOp in the
with interest by all apiarists, and should
shade, do not get e.xcited and work yourself
have a large sale. It can he obtained at this
up to fever heat, but just let them swarra.
When they have got nicely settled, shake office at the publisher's price.
them in front of the hive they are intended
Hard Wood Barrels, as usually made
to occupy, and go about other business. If, and kept in damp places, will not hold honey
after an hour or two, they have not occupied without waxing; but kegs holding from 50
it, scrape them to the entrance, and soon all
to '200 lbs., if properly made with special

will

be well."

Introdiielns Queens. — In answer to
many inquiries for a good plan for introducing queens, we give the following from
\he American Agriculturist
"In introducing
a queen, a weak or small colony is preferable
to a large one. Have no accompanying bees
in the cage— the queen should be alone.
Young bees will accept a queen more readily
:

than will old ones. No mailing cage that
transmits queens safely is suitable for an
introducing cage in fact, a, cage in which
bees have been shipped is certain to have an
objectionable odor. A new, clean cage made
of fine wire-cloth should be used. It should
not be less than six inches long, and 1*2
inch across, so as to give the queen plenty
of freedom, and it should be placed between
combs of brood. If no honey presses against
the side of the cage where the queen can
feed herself, food should be placed in the
cage. Noon is the best time of the day in
which to release the queen. When bees are
storing honey rapidly, they will accept a
,

;

readily. A young queen
readily accepted than an old one.

queen more

is

more
Black

reference to their being used for honey, will
not need any waxing. They are more salable,
more easily handled and more desirable than
any other package for holding 50 pounds or
more of honey.

Care of'Comb Honey.— C. H.Dibbernin
the Western Plfiwman, gives the following
advice concerning the care of comb honey
:

"All comb honey should be removed as
soon as the last tevr cells are capped over,
otherwise the bees, constantly passing over
it, soon soil the beautiful white combs.
Pile
the honey in a dry, warm place do not put
it into a cellar where it will attract dampness
and sour. Where large quantities of honey
are to be stored, a honey house' is an absolute necessity. Set the sections about an
inch apart, so the air can circulate through
them, and do not pile It so high that the
lower ones will be crushed. To obviate this,
I use a rack reaching to the ceiling, supported
in such a way that not more than four tiers
of sections rest on any one tier. I said a
warm, dry place of course, the omnipresent
moth-miller will appear in due time. Well,
about two weeks after your honey has been
stored, fumigate it with sulphur.
This is
best accomplished by tilling an iron pot with
live hard-wood coals. Set it in the middle of
your honey-room- place some brick under
it, and place the sulphur on the fire.
Shut
every opening tight, and leave it closed from
15 to ;{0 minutes, or until the last tly or bee
drops dead. This treatment should be repeated at intervals of two or three weeks
during hot weather."
;

'

bees accept a strange queen the most readily
of any variety of bees. When the bees are
walking about unconcernedly upon the cage,
diplonias.
caressing the queen with their antenna*, and
i^~ Back Numbers.— We can supply a offering her food, it is usually safe to release
Sample Copies of the Bee Journai,
few more of the back numbers to new sub- her if they are clinging to the cage like so will be sent free upon application. Any one
intending
to get up a club can have sample
scribers. If any want them, they must be many burrs, wait until they are better
copies sent to the persons they desire to insent for soon, before they are all gone.
natured."
terview by sending the names to this office.

ment amount

to

about

$'2.50.00,

besides nine

^~

;

"

:
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more pollen than the

Cause of Bee-Diarrhea.

tell at this

Query, No. 88. — Two
side,

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

colonies side by
as near as two peas can
pollen, age of queens, man-

exactly alike

be — as to stores,

—

ner of preparation, etc., were prepared last
for winter, and left on the summer
stands. One died in the latter part of March
with bee-diarrhea, while the other is the best
colony in the apiary, never having shown
fall

any signs of that disease. Why did one die
and the other live ? and what caused the

Bearing Queens.

distance,

A

other, I cannot
could were 1

if I

microscope and chemspot.
icals will show the diarrhetic excreta

on the

to be pollen."

" Before
G. W. Demaree says
answering your query, allow me to
state some facts. I live in a Middle
State, where the climate is neither
Southern nor Northern, but partakes
of the extremes of both. This state
of things furnishes me with the best
:

diarrhea with the one, when the other did
Query, No. 87.— I have deckled that every nothaveit?-G.M.
Is intended to be run for comb
Prof. A. J. Cook says " Why does of facilities to study the cause of beehoney next year muBt contain a queen of
In my experience of 40
I desire good one child have scarlet fever, diphthe- diarrhea.
the present year's rearini?.
queens so that my stock may not deteriorate. ria, etc., and others not ?"
years, I have never seen a case of
In view of the foregoing, what plan can I
diarrhea in its last stage, which means
follow in order to produce the best results
"

colony that

:

for a series of years

y— F.

G. M.

P. S.

it

G.M. DoOLiTTLE says: " I cannot
conceive what line of argument could
bave been used to bave brought F. P.
S. to such a decision, for a queen two
or more years old is as good as any, as
a rule, in my apiary."
Prof. A.

J.

Cook remarks

as fol-

" Rear, by the nucleus method,
lows
queens from the best colonies suffering drones to be reared only from
:

;

superior colonies."

replies

I give

:

the soiling of the

combs and the bees

but every excessivelyW. Z. Hutchinson says " There long, cold winter has showed the
certainly was a difference somewhere, trouble in its incipiency. Twice the
otherwise results would have been past winter some of my colonies, at
the close of a severe winter spell,
similar."
" The were distressed with dropsy of the
Dadant & Son remark
abdomen, which was relieved by an
care of bees is composed of minute
open-air flight. Mr. Geo. B. Peters,
details.
There are a thousand causes
of Arkansas, a gentleman of learning
for all that happens, but sometimes
and close observation, says that with
the differences are so slight, that it is
an experience of 60 years, he has
very hard to detect the causes. Pernever seen a case of bee-diarrhea.
haps one of the colonies was better
Kow mark this, Mr. Peters lives in
situated than the other had more
therefore has never
sunshine or a few more bees, or more the South, and
seen a case of bee-diarrhea I live in
honey above the cluster, and lost less
a Middle State— have seen the disease
in consequence."
in its incipiency often, and at times
J. E. Pond, Jr., replies: "It is have seen the bees distressed with it
utterly impossible for a physician to for a short time, but I never saw a
make a correct diagnosis, without fatal case. Less than 100 miles north
knowing all the facts in the case. So of my location, the disease sometimes
with this question in order to give an proves fatal, and from thence north,
intelligent answer, it is required to its ravages become common. These
know just how the bees were prepared facts prove beyond question that exfor winter, etc., and even then it posure, incident to long, cold winters,
would be hard to give more than a is the first cause of the trouble. Now
theoretical answer, As the question for your query Exposure to opposing
now stands, ho answer of value can conditions is the first cause bees are
be given, as there are so many factors not exceptions to the general rule we
that might form a part of the conun- see exemplified everywhere one perdrum, that any answer would be per- ishes and the other survives."
themselves

;

:

:

—

Hutchinson advises thus
" Allow tlie bees to swarm naturally.
The old queens can be destroyed, and

W.

DooLiTTLE

up, for I cannot tell."

Z.

young ones introduced in their places.
These young queens can be secured
by taking queen-cells from some colony that has sent out a swarm, and
giving them to nuclei."

James Heddon remarks

:

"There

are several methods ; a choice depending upon your environments, etc., and
a detailed description (the only one of
value) would require an essay."

;

;

:

;

"To anJ. E. Pond, Jr., says
swer this question would require more
:

—

allowable. Consult any
good text book preferable. Alley's fect guess-work.'
Bee- Keepers' Handy Book,' where
" This is
Dr. C. C. Miller says
the whole process is given in plain, a very old conundrum I give it up."
simple language, that can easily be
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers "One
understood by any one."
colony suffered more from the cold
Dr. G.L.TiNKERremarks: "Where than the other did. This may have
there is no choice of stock, kill the old been because it had fewer bees, or bequeen, and let the colony rear one. In cause the one that survived had a
5 days look through the colony and better quality of honey furnishing
shake the bees from every comb, so more heat or, the one that died may
that the cells can be discovered, and have been the strongest, but owing to
destroy those that are capped, as they the manner of the preparation, it got
will contain the larvse that are too old too warm, and so became restless.
from which to rear good queens. Bees There is only one method of ventilado not cap over a cell containing a ting bees in winter confinement so as to
good queen larva, as a rule, in less secure uniformity of result that is,
than 6 days from the time the mother free lower ventilation."
queen is removed. Of course the col" This
James Heddon remarks
ony is to be well fed, if no honey is
coming in, until the cells are all enigma is just as difficult to account
for upon one theory as another. One
capped."
was as damp as the other; one was as
" I think cold as the other one should have
G. W. Demaree says
that when your experience accumu- hibernated as soon as the other one
lates, you will tind that your decision was confined as long as the other.
Queens at two The one that had the diarrhea, disis not well founded.
years old produce the most steady, charged more pollen than the other;
smooth-working colonies but, in view consequently it must have eaten more
of your position, the cheapest way to than the other, or have been less able
supersede your queens annually, is to to contain it without voiding, as it is
remove the present incumbent just now quite clear that bees do not norbefore the close of the white clover mally void dry feces in the hive. Just
harvest, and leave the colony to rear what the difference between these
colonies was, that caused one to eat
a successor."

space than

is

'

;

Superseding ftueens.

:

;

:

;

—
:

;

:

;

;

'

'

Query, No. 89.— Are bees prone to supersede a queen having a clipped wing, before
she attempts to lead a swarm ? The first 3
swarms that I have had this year, have been
from colonies having (jueens whose wings
were clipped, which reared young queens
before they attemjited to swarm, then killed
the old queens and were led by one of the
\-irgin

queens.— J. M.

"The
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers
only instance of this kind I have had,
become
had
was where the queen
:

old."

" I do not
Dr. C. C. Miller says
believe that clipping wings has any
thing to do with it."
" I do
Prof. A. J. Cook replies
:

:

not think so. Does J. M. know that
the old queens were not lost in a
previous attempt to swarm ? I think
that was most probably the case."
Dadant & Son say " This happens very often when bees wish to
swarm, if from any cause the queen
cannot or will not follow the swarm."
:

" I have
J. E. Pond, Jr., remarks
not found that clipping queens' wings
had anything to do with superseding,
and I do not believe that it does have
any such effect."
:

;
:
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vided that combs may be added by
tiering up the hives, or otherwise, as
fast as the bees will till them."
James IIeddon replies " I prefer
the 8-frame, because I have no need
to go down into the lower story for
honey. I much prefer it for all the
Jamks Heddon replies
"I have other manipulations necessary during
bad many queens whose wings were the year."

"After
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers
an experience of over 12 years with
queens having clipped wings, I cannot
see as they are any more liable to
supersedure than those not having
clipped wings. Probably the queens
spoken of were superannuated.''
:

:

:

clipped attempt to lead off, or I might
more properly say, go off with a
swarm. I have also noticed that bees
are more apt to supersede queens, and
also

swarm,

if

such

from Mr. Wheeler's narrative, and is confirmed by tlie following i)assaKe in the
account lately published of the slieep in
Spain:
If slieep loved aromatic plants,
it would he one of the greatest misfortunes
which could befall the farmer in Spain.
'

The number

of bee-liives there

is

Incredi-

1 am almost ashamed to give under
hand, that 1 knew a parish priest who
had .5,000 colonies. The bees suck all
their honey and gather all their wax from
the aromatic flowers which enamel and
perfume two-thirds of the sheep-walks.' "

ble.

my

to me that the above setmatter in regard to bees interfering with slieep while pasturing.
Oxford, p Ohio, July 10, 1885.
It

seems

tles the

have

queens
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clipped wings."
" In my
G. W. Dejiarre answers
apiary, queens whose wings are clipped
have been superseded before and after
;

for tbe American Bee Journal.

Explanatory.— The figures before the
queens' wings could
not be clipped for two-thirds of their names indicate the number of years that the
value in cash. The practice should person has kept bees. Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
be discouraged."
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-,
swarming.

My

as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named

©

Producing Extracted Honey.

6

north of the centre
9 south O* east
Query, No. 90.— Which is the better for
producing extracted honey, an 8-frame or a +0 west; and this 6 northeast; V3 northwest;
10-(rame Langstroth hive?— T. J.
t>« southeast
and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
W. Z. Hutchinson says "
8;

;

;

An

:

frame hive,"
E. Pond, Jk., answers
"This
a matter of opinion. I prefer, however, the 10-frame
others I believe
prefer 8- frames but good results will
follow with either."
J.

For tue

:

is

Amencaa Bee

The Peaceful Habits

Journal.

of the Bee.

;

;

Prof. A.

J.

not think that

Cook
it

replies:
"I do
essential

makes any

difference."

Dr.

C. C.

Miller remarks:

"I

should prefer the larger hive, but I
have had little experience of late
years."

" Neither
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
alone are adapted to producing extracted honey, but of course the 10frame is the best. For extracted
honey not less than 1.5 Langstroth
frames should be used, and 20 would
be better."
:

Dadant & Son answer: "A 10frame Langstroth is better for all
purposes, and in fact hardly large
enough. We wish it understood that
we do not at all agree with some

REV.

L. L.

LANGSTROTH.

Friend Newman
as a member
:

my name

Please enter
of the National

Bee-Keepers' Union, and charge the
my account. Its formation is
a great step in the progress of American bee-culture.
A few words about that lawsuit
That bees will drive sheep or any
other animal from a pasture, will
never be credited by any one who is
well acquainted with their habits.
The following extract from my work
on the " Hive and IIoney-Bee,'' is important in this connection
fees to

:

We

We

:

:

16— G.

M. DOOLITTLE, (SO— .50.)

As

the best time in the whole year for
supplanting superannuated queens, is just
before the close of the honey harvest, and
as I hear so many complaints of the loss
of queens iu intioduciug, I thought that
an article on introducing queens would not
come amiss just at this time. In introducing queens, it should always be borne
in mind that a queen taken from one hive
in^he apiary, and introduced into another
in the same apiary, does not require onehalf the care that must be given a queen
coming from a distance by mail or express. The reason for this seems to be
that a queen taken from a hive in the

same yard is still heavy with eggs, and
will not run around provoking the bees to
chase her, as will a queen after having
had a long journey.
In introducing all ordinary queenscoming from my own apiary, I generally adopt
one of the two following plans
The first
of which is to go to a nucleus, or the hive
wish
to
from which I
get the queen to
supersede the one that 1 do not want, and
when she is found I take the frame she is
on, bees and all, together witli another
frame from the same hive, carrying them
near the hive from which I am to take the
superannuated queen. I next hunt out
the poor queen, and after killing her, take
out two frames from this hive, and place
the two frames brought from the nucleus,
in their places, then closing the hive.
Now shake the bees off the two frames in
front of the hive, and carry them to the
nucleus, or carry bees and all, if you
:

" Tliose wlio are alarmed if a bee enters
the house, or approaches them in tlie garden or fields, are ignorant of the important fact, that a bee at a distance from its prefer.
hive, never volunteers an attack. Even if
The object hi taking two frames with
assaulted, they seek only to escape, and the queen is so that while waiting outside
never stiug unless they are hurt.
of the hive, she and most of the bees may
"If bees were as easily provoked away get between them, so becoming quiet, and
from home, as when called to defend those when placed in the hive, both are put in
sacred precincts, a titlie of the merry gam- together, thus leaving the queen quiet
bols iu which our domestic animals in- among her own bees. In this way t do
dulge, would speedily brnig about them a not lose one queen out of 50, and as the
swarm of infuriated enemies ; we should operation is so simple, and the queeu so
no longer be safe in our quiet rambles quickly installed, the advantages more
amout; the ereen fields ; and no jocund than over-balance so small a loss.
mower could whet or swing his peaceful
The next plan is to go to my nucleus
scythe, unless clad in a dress impervious and get my young queen in a cage before
to stings. The bee, instead of being the looking for the queen to be superseded. I
friend of man, would, like savage wild next look for her and kill her, when the
beasts, provoke his utmost efforts for its hive is closed. I now blow in at the en-

apiarists in preferring a small hive.
believe that the more bees we
rear, the more honey we get. Twothirds of the queens that are reared
are crowded for laying-room in an 8frame Langstroth hive, and the result
is too much natural swarming.
speak not from theory, but from experience, after comparing the 10-frame
Langstroth with a larger hive, in lots
of 100 or more together in one apiary,
under the same treatment, for 8 or 10
years.
have them side by side extermination."
yet, and we can prove it every season."
I would just as soon expect the
" Each slieep in a white clover field to fly up
G. W. Demaree remarks
into the air against all the laws of
apiarist will have to test his own
gravity, as to have them molested by
locality if he would have the best rethe bees. Instead of arguing further
sults. In this climate the 10-frame
on t^ie point, let me give a short exLangstroth hive gives the best re- tract from a work published
by John
turns, as a general rule."
Mills, London, in 1776, page 70:
" The
Dr. G. L. Tinker says
" That the number of our colonies might
form and size of a hive iii producing be greatly increased wherever there is
extracted honey does not matter, pro- proper pasture for bees, appears evidently

We

Introducing Queens.

trance enough smoke to alarm the whole
colony, pounding with my fist on the top
of the hive until I hear a loud roaring
inside, which shows that the bees are
honey.
filling themselves with
1 now
turn in the queen to be introduced, at the
smoking
her
in,
while
1 still
entrance,
keep pounding on the hive. In doing this
nothing but wood smoke should be used,
for if tobacco smoke were used, many of
the bees would be suffocated. If done
when there is danger of robbing, wait till
just at night. The idea is fo cause tlie
bees to fill themselves with honey, at the

;;
;
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same time smoking

and putting on the wire-cloth before many access, the moths may
be found
seldom can get out, using this hive for your cage. sometimes
under a division- board, if
In reading any article do not think that
you must have every thing exactly as the there is not sufficient room for a bee
writer says, but take the principle of the to crawl. In the evening I see the
not handy to adopt tlie first however, it thing,puUing it into practice in a common- moths around, and I kill them in
is equally as successful as the other.
sense sort of a way. Another thing, take hives of empty comb in the day-time.
In introducing queens that come from it cool, do not get excited and off your They are the color of old wood, and
abroad, I have heretofore used the caged- balance if you wish success to crown your do not fly very fast. Where there is
fraine-of-brood plan, as I gave a year or efforts.
a nucleus in a hive with a divisionBorodino, N. Y.
two ago in the Bek Jouknal. By this
board, the empty space can be filled
plan a frame of hatching brood is placed
with comb, and the bees will protect
in a wire-cloth cage, and the queen and
Prairie Farmer.
it from the ravages of the larvse of
her few attendants let out on this caged
the moth. I noticed this spring that
The Season, Bee-Moth, etc.
frame, when the whole is hung in a hive
in hives containing honey where the
and left for 5 or 6 days, at which time I
bees had died, that robber bees dehave the cage full of bees, while the
MKS. L. HARRISON.
queen has filled the vacated cells with
stroyed the larvfe of moths. Italian
eggs. The cage is now taken to a hive
To-day it is quite cool, and last bees war with them continually
where I wish a colony to stand, and the
black bees let them revel in their
bees turned lose by taking the frame out night it was cooler, which prevents
very little choice comb.
of the cage. The little colony is now the secretion of nectar
Peoria,© Ills., July 2, 1885.
built up by adding frames of hatching white clover honey will be secured in
brood from time to time. This plan is this locality. If the weather is favorabsolutely safe, and it all who have lost able, a small amount may yet be
For tbe American Bee JounuU.
valuable queens will try it, we shall hear stored, as bees are in fine condition,
no more of so many losses in introducing. there having been just enough honey
Defending the Assailed.
All there is against it is, that it talfes
some time to build up the colony in this to keep up brood-rearing. When there
WM. 31. BARNES.
way, and if such a queen should come in is a great flow, the queen is crowded
September or October the bees could not out, as the bees will encroach upon
the brood-nest, in their eagerness to
be gotten in good condition for winter.
I must admit that I am greatly surSince using my plan of caging bees in save as much as possible. I have, at prised to read of the accusations
forming nuclei, as given on page 277, I such times, inserted an empty comb Drought against the honey-bee, such
have struck on another plan which is in the centre of the brood-nest, think- as the puncturing of grapes, reducing
always safe, and by which a full col(»y ing to give the queen some room, but the yield of buckwheat, and driving
can be made at once. I take my funnel I found on investigating, a day or sheep from the pasture. I have been
and cage, as described in a previous artitwo later, that every cell was tilled keeping bees for 10 or 12 years, and
cle, and go to any hive that can spare a
" make last season I had Gs colonies within 20
colony, or one that is large enough to be with honey. Their motto is,
rods of a neighbor's pasture of white
divided, and after hunting out the queen, hay while the sun shines."
The basswood or linden
Tilia clover, and there has been no comI put the frame of brood she is on, outside
of the hive. I then smoke and jar the Americana) is now in the bud, and plaint from him, of bees interfering
hive and bees till they are well filled with promises well. The honey from this with his stock
in these pastures
honey, when 1 shake as many bees as I source is splendid and abundant. I neither have the bees impaired my
wish down through the funnel into the
which grow as
sorry
that
this
tree
on
the
vines
am
to say
has "off grapes
box, when the box is placed in a cool
tiling of
place (I u.se a cellar), and left for 3 or 4 years," but I hope that this is not one shades for the hives. This
colony has stored more, Mr. Powers trying to collect damage
hours; never less than 3, and 4 is better. of them.
After putting the bees away, of course however, from linden in one day, than from JSIr. Freeborn is too absurd.
the frame having the queen upon it is put from any other source. In this locality
I am well acquainted with the deback in the hive, and the hive rearranged. the bloom lasts but a few days, it fendant in this case, and know him to
When the 4 hours are up, X take the val- appearing to open all at once in hilly be just such a man as we all would
uable queen in a round wire-cloth cage
and mountainous countries, it lasts select as a neighbor he is making a
and go to where the bees are, dumping
Vermont bee-keeper little money out of his bees, and atthem all to the bottom of the box by put- for weeks.
ting it down suddenly, when the queen is told me that in the valley where he tending strictly to his own affairs.
basswood opened much Knowing this of him, let us come to
at once put into the box by letting her in lived, the
tlirough a hole previously made for that earlier than on the mountain side, the rescue.
purpose. They are now left for- 5 or 6 and that his bees followed up the
I wish to say a word here to the
hours, or until nearly sunset, when a hive bloom as it gradually opened, accord- soldier bee-keeper who was in the
is prepared tor them, having in it one frame
ing to elevation, for weeks.
deadly strife during the civil war— it
of brood if possible.
Now is a good time to notice the matters not which side he may have
I now bring them from the cellar and
him if he canhive them the same as any swarm is value of queens, and mark those not espoused. I would ask
Her not recall the battles wherein he was
hived.
Towards fall the bees may be keeping up to the standard.
taken from several colonies, so that a good throne should be given to another as engaged, and after fighting all day,
colony is formed without injuring any soon as an opportunity occurs. When and just at evening when he was all
others. If either of the last two plans a colony having a choice queen has worn out with the fatigue of battle,
are followed, a queen can be safely in- swarmed, after eight days it may be and the uncertainty of victory just
troduced immediately after receiving her, examined, and a frame containing a at this critical moment word comes
no matter how far she has come, or at
what time of the year. I have never re- queen-cell, brood and bees, be re- along the line that re-inforcements
Have you not cast
ceived so many enthusiastic reports over moved to an empty hive, and confined were coming.
let your eye to the left, right, and rear,
any article I have written, as over this to one side by a division-board
two
not
there
l)e
frames,
one
of
and
did
you
see your friends in
honey.
new caging-plan of forming nuclei. I am
written to for funnels, cages, etc., and I The queen will emerge, become fer- hosts, with music filling the air, and
wish to say here, so as to save both them tile, and can be introduced to another banners flying in the breeze V Brother
and myself trouble, that 1 do not make hive, supplanting a poor one, or be soldier, did you not feel that victory
supplies of any kind, practical bee-keepbuilt up into a strong colony. Rearing was on your side ? Have you been
ing being my only business.
Because I said, get a funnel, box, etc., it (jueens in this way saves the time of a there V If you have, this is all plain
does not follow that there is no other way tull colony. The queen to be sup- to you if not, you cannot realize the
But we do see one of our
of accomplishing the same object, al- planted can be laying up to the mo- situation.
though, perhaps, these are more handy. ment of her removal, and another calling assailed now let us rush to
yiiu
If
do not nave a fuimel, etc., take a laying one introduced.
the rescue, and let us shout that rehive and make it tight except at the top,
The bee-moth is quite abundant at inforcements are at hand, and back
which is to be covered with wire-cloth. It present, and tries to introduce its up the statement with our little $1.2.'5,
is also to have a hole somewhere through
each other feel that we are
which you can introduce the queen when eggs wherever it can. I am daily and make
you wish to. Now hang in the hive, or handling the comb of Italian bees, not alone in the evening of our lives,
place near by, frames covered with bees but I fail to find the larvie of the after fighting the reverses of a lifeIf there is a crevice time.
to the amount yon want, and quickly moth in them.
shake them on the bottom of the hive, into which the bees are unable to gain
Boaz, p Wis.
bees smell alike.

tliem so the queen

By

this plan I

lose a queen, but it is not quite as simple
as the first. I adopt it only where a
nucleus has but few bees, or where it is
;

;

(

A

;

;

A

—

;

;

;
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species, and, as is the case
the wasp, ordinarily only the
queen survives the winter.
The partial domestication of the
To the Editor of the Hcie^ttific Ameri- bumble-bee, even to the extent of
can:— I notice a conespoiulent of furnishing warm winter quarters, and
your paper says that lioiiey-bees do the stimulation of early breeding,
not fertilize red clover blossoms. They would be attended with suchditiiculty
are often very busy working on red that economy would suggest that the
clover, especially the Cyprians and matter be left entirely to nature.]
Italians, and why do they not fertilize
it y
Tliey may get honey too far from
For the American Bee Journal.
the base of the tube, while the bumblebee's tongue reaches to ihe base. If
Eating Poisonous Honey.
the scarcity of bumble-bees accounts
for the lack of seed on the first crop
A. I'RYAL.
not cultivate and
of clover, why
domesticate the bumble-bee, and winbee-keepers
have probably seen
All
ter them so as to have enough of
at some time or another, workIt bees
them to fertilize the first crop
would certainly be advantageous to ing on plants that are known to be
of the
most poisonous character.
the hay, also seed the ground by
Thus we see an occasional bee on the
shattering.
flowers of
Solanum nigrum (black
We need not cultivate bumble-bees night-shade),
one of the most poisonif we could find some other insect
we read
that would answer the purpose, and ous of plants. In Europe
one that would combine some other that bees gather honey from the
points of usefulness would be pref- flowers of the rhododendron, the eating of which honey is said to be aterable, but clover seed in first crop is
a price worth some labor to secure, is tended with fatal results. In this
State there are one or two native
it not y
B.
rhododendrons, and up to the present
[A valued correspondent, who is an time we have not heard that the
Scientitlc

Fertilization of

Red Clover by

Bees.

solitary

with

i*

experienced agriculturist, to whom
the foregoing was submitted, gives
the following reply
Italian bees and
some other varieties of honey-bees
gather some honey from red clover
blossoms, when the secretion of
honey is profuse, but no race of bees
has yet been introduced or produced
having a tongue of sufficient length to
exhaust the honey secretion from red
clover blossoms.
The honey gathered from red clover is of superior
quality, and very flue color.
The fact that not more than oneflfth of the first crop of red clover
blossoms contains seed, seems to
prove that honey-bees do not fertilize
that variety of flora. This failure
probably results from the insufficient
length of the ligula in honey-bees to
properly deposit the fecundating pollen. May it not, in a measure, be due
to some singularity of the form of the
pistils, which may only be entered by
the longer and stronger ligula of the
:

honey gathered from them,

if

any

is

collected by the bees, is poisonous.
Not many months since our news-

dispatches from
giving the fatal
poisoning of a family that had partaken of wild boney. The telegram
gave the name of the supposed plant
from which it was obtained by the
bees, but as I did not make any note
name has slipped my
of it, the

papers

published

New York

State,

memory.

Many cases of supposed poisoning
from dangerous honey-plants I think
can be traced to where the bees have
had access so some other poisonous
substance. I remember of reading in
one of the bee-papers, 7 or 8 years
ago, where some person, a scientist I
believe,
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who was

dealing out death to the
ground-pests slioiild lay his bucket of
poison down in order to drive out a
cow from his garden, and that he
should forget to return to the bucket
for some hours; that during his absence one of those far-smelling bees
should make a raid on the bucket,
and in due time invite his brethren to
feast on the spoils; in those few hours
how many droi)s ot fatal poison might
those bees store up in the waxen
cells, which, in course of time, would
find its

way

to

market

(Though we

!

write of this, let us hope that it will
never happen). Thus a whole family
might be poisoned through the
tlioughtlessness of this man. But,
according to our supposed case, our
readers know the reason, still the dispatches and newspaper reports would
not be likely to state it in the same
light instead it would be flashed over
the wires that the family was poisoned by eating " wild honey,"' thereby
giving the impression to the reading
public that it is dangerous to eat
honey at any time, as in it may lurk
"grim death."
Cases of poisoning are apt to occur
in "the best regulated families," and
honey— admitting that " wild honey "
is sometimes poisonous— may cause
some unpleasantness in the household. But hoiiv much more often do
we hear of the fatal results of eating
canned meats, fruits and vegetables,
the " taking of the wrong medicine,"
and others ad infinitum. Cases of honey
poisoning are " like angels visits few
and far between," and hardly one
case is reported in ten years, and
then when the bottom facts are known
it might turn
out that it was not
poisoning at all.
North Temescal,*o Calif.
;

—

Farmers' Advocate.

Extracted Honey, and Extracting.
G. B. .JONES.

recommended fruit-growers

who were bothered by bees, to place
cobalt within their reach. At once
the cry from every one in the land
wbo had heard of this advice, was
raised against it, for reasons that are
bumble-bees V It would also appear apparent to the reader.
that the fertilization of red clover
In this State ground-squirrels are a
blossoms is chiefly, if not wholly, per- great nuisance, and they keep the
formed by bumble-bees.
farmer at his "wit's end'' devising
Darwin, in his " Origin of Species," means to exterminate them. Poison" We may ing them is the usual way, and for
alluding to this fact, says
infer as highly probable that were the this purpose strychnine and phoswhole genus of humble-bees to be- phorous is used in different ways.
come extinct or very rare in England, One method is to boil wheat till soft,
the heart's-ease and red clover— which then add strychnine and sugar the
they fertilize by carrying pollen from sugar forming a coating on the wheat
flower to flower— would become very which holds the poison. Some dry
rare, or wholly disappear."
this mixture ere it is placed at the
The cultivation of red clover was squirrel's burrow, while others throw
not successful in Australia until after a spoonful of the moist compound at
the importation of bumble-bees to the holes of the burrows for the
that country.
pestiferous little animals to regale
In suggesting the cultivation and their appetites at their leisure. Just
domestication of the bumble-bee, in imagine that a bee should chance to
order that a sufficient number may be pass and smelling some sweetness
present in time to fertilize the first wasting itself on the desert air, and
crop of red clover, the correspondent should improve the shinins hour by
introduces a subject full of interest going in quest of it and finding it,
and stings, particularly stings. He suppose the bee should store up some
also apparently
overlooks the fact loads of it in its own sweet home and
that the bumble-bee belongs to the let us suppose further that the man
:

—

;

;

Extracted

honey

is

obtained by

means of a honey extractor. The
combs from which it is to be taken
are uncapped and placed into this
machine, which, when operated, separates the honey from the comb by
centrifural force. The honey is then
drawn oSf through a faucet, and the
comb returned to the bees, or not, as
considered best.
Extracting should begin as soon
as the brood-chamber becomes clogged with honey sufficiently to prevent the queen laying to her full
capacity, and repeated as often, but
no oftener, as is necessary to keep
the brood-chamber open to the queen.
The one-story hive has less room
than a two-story one for the accumuhoney, and so must be
lation of
oftener treated (which is a serious
objection to it), and for its manipulation for extracted honey no better
rule than the above can be given here.
But if we use the two-story hive, then
we can regulate our time for extracting so as to procure the best results,
Until the clover has
as follows:
begun to yield plentifully the bees
should be confined to the lower story,
and this should be kept freed from

:;
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honey ,except a little (say an inch) a comb bucket or spare story, and
along the top box of each frame. As give the bees an empty one as directed

soon, however, as theclover harvest is
well in, the upper story should be put
on. It should contain two or three cards
of hatching brood from below, whose
places should be filled by nice clean
combs, or full sheets of" comb foundation.

A division-board
each side of

tiiese

When all are ready carry
to the extracting room, and uncap each as carefully as you can on
both sides, and place it into the comb
basket opposite another of as nearly
above.

them

as possible the
the machine.

same weight, and work

When

all

are done take

must be placed on them with you to the next hive and
combs, and a quilt put them in place of its full ones, and

upon them;

also a quilt over each set so on.
The care of extracted honey is of
of uncovered combs of the broodchamber. The bees will follow the the greatest importance, and if negbrood, and as fast as it hatches out, lected the flavor of honey is spoiled
will till its place with honey, while or destroyed. As soon as extracted,
the queen will fill the new combs be- the honey should be strained through
low with eggs. By the time these a piece of green baize into a can which
upper-story combs are nearly full of will hold at least twenty gallons, and
honey, some empty ones (or full sheets having a faucet at the bottom. Here
of foundation) should be interspaced it should stand for a week or more,
with tliem, and every drop of honey in a warm room, with a light cotton
extracted from the brood-chamber. cover. After this it may be drawn
When these last combs are nearly off into the vessel in which it is to be
filled, take another card of hatching sold, and left standing uncovered till
brood from below, and in its place put all the bubbles have disappeared,
en empty comb or full sheet of foun- when it should be sealed up tight, and
dation. Put the card of brood into kept in a warm, dry and dark place
the upper story, and as many combs till disposed of. The last quarter of
or full sheets oif foundation as are re- the honey drawn off will be poorer
quired to make up its full comple- than the rest, and should be used for
ment. By this system of manipula- feeding, cooking, etc., or sold as section the bees have not only been given ond quality at a lower price.
storage room as they needed it, but
Brantford, Ont.
have been gently coaxed to use it,
and, at the same time, the queen has
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
been supplied with empty

brood
combs, the best way to stimulate her
to lay to her very utmost. By the
time the last combs given them are
filled, the first ones will be sealed over
and ready to extract. This system
also allows the honey time to ripen
without in any way cramping the surplus department. When extracting,
remove only the full combs which are
at least half sealed over spread the
others towards the sides of the upper
story, and in the centre put empty
combs. The partly filled ones will be
ready to extract next, and so on. The
combs taken from one hive, when
empty, will do to replace the full ones

A

Lesson in Apiculture.

13—W. HARMER,

My

(56—9),

report for the past winter is
almost a complete reversal of that of
the winter before (when I wintered 19
colonies without loss), as I lost 47 colonies out of 56. I am ashamed to say
that I believe this was in great part
my own fault for I left quite a number of colonies to be fed in winter, as
I had done so before with good results. This is very poor cellar-wintering (if it can be called a cellar).
They were wintered in a " dug-out "
of the next.
under my bee-house, preparatory to
Have a good extractor in first-class making a good brick-walled cellar as
order the Ijest honey-knife you can soon as possible. All the weather
get, and sharpened to a razor edge
prophets here predicted an open winsome efficient substitute for a capping ter, and nobody seemed prepared for
can a large pickle crock or headless such severe weather. The oldest inten-gallon keg will do, if a wire cloth habitants say that they never knew
bag about a foot deep and the full such a severe winter in this part of
size of the mouth of the vessel be hung Michigan.
over it; across the opening of this bag
My loss is quite a disappointment,
secure a wooden strip an inch square for there is a good honey-flow now
to rub the knife upon when clogged from white clover— our main honey
with cappings. Have all these im- source and what bees are left are
Elements placed conveniently in a not in a condition to make the most
ee-tight room near the apiary. Now of it. It was May 10 before my bees
light a good smoker and proceed to were out of their winter quarters. I
the hive do not blow smoke in at the have every convenience for working
entrance, but remove the cover, raise 100 colonies, and I have been keeping
one corner of the quilt, puff in a little bees long enough, one would think, to
smoke, and raise the whole quilt have made a better winter report. My
gradually from the corner, at the same bees died with the diarrhea while
time deliver a continual cloud of breeding— diarrhea without brood or
smoke, but it must not be hot or honey, or in other words, by starvastrong. As soon as the bees have tion. But I am not discouraged. I
quieted down, remove the combs to shall build up my apiary again, hopbe extracted one by one, carefully ing that the past loss will teach me
sliaking as many bees as possible from liow to do it on a surer footing. I
them, or brushing the rest with a shall try and make this costly lesson
goose wing, in front of the entrance. pay me back with interest in the
As each comb is cleaned, place it into future.
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

In regard to the Powers-Freeborn
think that Mr. P. has made a
great mistake somewhere, and that
Mr. Millard's able article on page 379,
will solve the problem. I am glad to
see so many bee-keepers with their
dollars ready for the defense fund, for
dollars mean defense ; mine is not
ready, but I hope it will be soon, at
any rate in time to help bring up the
rear of this case if needs be.
Manistee,^ Mich.
suit, I

Read

at the

Maine Convention.

Dividing Colonies for Increase.
W. H. NORTON.
This is a subject of great importance, for I consider that when the
bee-keeper can divide his colonies and
can make them up just as he likes, he
has found one of the secrets of suc-

By this method he can have his
''dish right side up," or rather his
bees in the right condition at the
commencement of the honey season.
I wish to ask, for what do we keep
I, for one, am obliged to say
bees
that it is mostly for profit, or, rather,
honey and the increase of bees. This
being our object, how shall we procure the best result
By natural
swarming, or dividing To illustrate,
we will take 2 colonies— one we will
allow to swarm, the other we will precess.

'i'

'i
'i

vent from swarming and divide it.
We will now try to trace them through
the season.
First, take the one we are to divide.
first object in the spring is to

Our

build up our colonies good and strong
numbers for the honey season, as it
requires bees to get iiny honey. In
this Northern climate it is all that we
can possibly do to get them in good
forces at the time of the honey-flow,
then we propose to put on the sections, or use the extractors, and give
them room to work if rightly managed, and if they have sufficient room
in the brood-chamber, and plenty of
surplus room, you will soon have a
large colony with plenty of honey
and when the honey season is nearly
over, you can take off the sections,
divide the colony, introduce the laying queen, and then they are in the
best of condition to be prepared for
winter that is, they have a chance
to rear a colony of young bees, and
in

;

;

can supply them with wholesome
stores to winter on.
Now, let us see how the other colony
is doing— the one which is to swarm
naturally. To give it a fair chance,
will allow it to be equally as strong
at the beginning of the honey season.
In order to have them swarm naturally, we must let them get crowded
for room— that is, get the brood-cham-

we

ber packed

full,

and perhaps what

As they get this
done, it being in the height of the
honey-flow, they find that tlieir house
is too small for them, and they begin
to prepare to
swarm, as follows
Finding the queen has no room in
which to deposit her eggs, and being
crowded with bees which have no
room to work, they hang out on the
exterior of the hive. Usually a heavy
few sections are on.

;
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force puts in their time in tliis way ;
recollect that this is right in the
midst of the honey-flow.
At this
point they begin to build queen-cells
after a few days the queen, if not
having any vacant room, deposits
eggs in them, which require three
days to hatch. Then they remain for
live days in the larval state before
they are capped over, and usually on
the second day after the first queencell is capped, if it is a fine day, the

and

;

first

swarm

issues.

according to the rules of nature,

do not hatch for several days. After
the next queen is about three days
old (making about nine days from the
time the

first

comes out

swarm

to mate.
the colony has built

with a queen that is not mated, and wishes to be protected by its strong
when she conies out to mate, she is wing, should not only send in his
just as liable to join the swarm as sentiment, but his $1.25. I hope that
not if she does you lose your queen, each person who favors this Union,
leaving yuur colony queenless and and means to join it, will send $1.2-5
with no brood from which to rear with his approval, receive the blank
another.
If you do not notice the and forward his vote for permanent
loss, and do not give them another otticers, to Mr. Newman, before Aug.
queen, the colony will soon dwindle 1. We should have at least 5,000
and be useless. Some may say, how members by that date. I understand
can we keep them from swarming
that voting for ofllcers closes on Aug.l.
It is simply by understanding thorAll know that success in nearly
oughly the nature of the colony that every branch of apiculture depends
is, give them tlie room they require,
upon promptitude of action, even
and when they require it.
more than method of action. In the
I would say, that if you have a matter of this Union, we have
nothcolony that you are afraid you do not ing to do with methods, as our Board
understand well enough to keep them of Directors will take care of that
at work,
and prevent them from our part is to act unanimously and at
swarminff, it perhaps would be well once. So true is it in our case, that
when they show signs of swarming, " in union there is strength," that the
to divide in this way
Take out a cost and trouble to us is not a tithe of
two or three frame nuclei and the old the advantages which we will gain.
queen, and replace her by introducing That is the way I see it.
a young laying queen. I think that
As far as I am personally conthis will
prevent further trouble.
cerned, all is running smoothly. I am
Right here we get the benefit of dividat " peace and good-will " with all
ing in fact I do not see how we are
my neighbors around both of my
going to get along without dividing.
apiaries. I have taken pains, and
I do not say that it is best for all to
have gone to the expense to so
divide their colonies, further than
locate them as to leave little chance
they rightly understand it, for if it is
for even imagined annoyance from
not done rightly, it is better to let
bees. Jealousy can have little to take
them alone.
hold of,
Dividing colonies has something willing in my own case yet I am
more to it than merely to make a sep- keepers to be one of .50 or 100 beeto be drawn upon to any exaration. One must thoroughly learn
tent necessary, whenever one of our
the nature of this wonderful insect so
number is unjustly
;

'i

;

There has been, so far, ten days
and the colony is left in such
condition that they cannot do actual
work, and this, too, just when they
should be doing their best. Of course
all are aware that the first swarm
which issues is the force of working
bees and the old queen, comprising
nearly all that can fly, except a few
which are left in the field. The old
colony is now composed of the brood,
several queen-cells, the young bees,
and a small number that have returned from the field. The queenlost,

cells,
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issued), she

During this time
up from hatching

brood, and, owing to the prevailing
excitement, follows the queen out
which makes the second swarm. The
colony is now so reduced that when
another queen comes out to mate,
there is not enough bees left to follow
her out, and she is allowed to go back,
and in six days commences to lay— an
operation at that time very much
needed, as there have been no eggs
deposited in this hive for about 21
days.
Let us now compare and see which
is preferable, natural swarming or
division.
First,
the
colony
has
swarmed, has gone through with all
this process and loss of time during
the best of the season, besides being
all cut up, requiring
more' housekeepers, and leaving less bees for the
field ; on the other hand the colony
that you are to divide at the close of
the season, contains nearly or quite as
many bees as all of the 3 swarms together ; there is no laying out if properly managed
no loss of swarms by
their going away to the woods; no
loss of queens ; not so many hives to
care for aiid guard; not so many
house-keepers
required,
allowing
more bees for the field in fact, this
colony is doing the right kind of
work, and that, too, at the right time,
as we cannot get a very large amount
of honey out of season.
There are several reasons why I
object to natural swarming; one is,
where a bee-keeper is rearing queens
that are out, or that are enticed to
come out by the excitement, then join
the swarm, and he suffers the loss of
several queens. He may say that he
does not care for that, as he does not
rear any queens, and lets his bees
swarm naturally. JSTow I say that he is
rearing queens just the same, to a certain extent.
After the swarm has issued you are
in the same fix— you have what is left
;

:

;

;

attacked;

as to help nature, for when you divide
a colony you have got everything in

The

successful, wide-awake apiarist will
see the wisdom in the adage, " in
your own hands.
times of peace prepare for war," as
I wish to call attention to more
bearing upon the objects of our
trouble than would be experienced in
Union, so nobly begun and heartily
natural swarming if you had 200 coloendorsed. Step outside of apicultural
nies or more, in one yard, as 1 have
literature, and it will be found that as
had the pleasure of witnessing, and business
men we are considered
this, too, being a small garden-spot.
nearly the " fag-end " of business
How do you think that your courage classes
however, is not the
would be in such a yard as this, on a case, and such,
will be looked at differently
good swarming day V I think that when
progressive apiculture becomes
things would be a little mixed, and as
a little older.
a large number of swarms would be
Mr. Doolittle and Mr. Follett have
mingling together in the air at once,
mentioned the matter of pinning other
all that could be done would be to
matters to our organization, thus
stand and gaze on them and wonder
dividing our
attention, and inwhat to do next. I, for one, say that terest. Whileforce,
1 do not for a moment
it is better for all practical bee-keepimpugn their motives, I feel quite
ers to depend on swarming by division.
sure that they thus make a mistake.
Do not let us get our "missile" so
cumbersome that we cannot wield it
ror tne American Bee JoumaL
;

effectively.

Our Union

for Defense.

Now

that we are all nicely agreed
this Union, let us
"
not upset the dish " by impractical,
side-issue attachments. We do not
agree upon insurance or adulteration
many of us do not wish to insure at
all, many others are already insured
in one or more companies both stock
and mutual. Many of us believe that
the best way to oppose adulteration is

upon the object of

JAMES HEDDON.

;

I have been highly pleased to see
the 15ee-Keepers' Union progressing
so finely. It is gratifying to witness
that the sentiment of bee keepers regarding our rights and duties are

;

—

unanimous. This sentiment and sympathy is grand, but it does not cover to keep still in voice, but to act by
the whole ground. It must be backed way of producing a nice article of
up by dollars and cents.
well-ripened honey, and placing it on
Money is the equivalent of human the market under our names, with
exertion. It is the medium of ex- directions for keeping and ungraining
change of the results of our efforts; it, etc. Let us do one thing at a time,
strong efforts are being made against and do it well, and wken this organius, and we must meet them with zation is formed, and stands a giant
stronger ones.
Collectively we can- for the protection of justice, then will
not make such efforts we must meet be the proper time to discuss and rethem by hired effort and every per- discuss these other projects about
son who favors this organization and which we are so divided.
;

;

—
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Let us

and

let

;;

Union at once, for it. The amount of honey obtained the bees not being delayed as they are
remember that the $l.i5 is by the bees from the blossom of the when they are compelled to make

rally to the

us

important part of our rally. orange tree is, however, quite small, comb, the farmer, with an extractor,
have our report, about Aug. the fact being that by far the princi- can produce and ship to market
], it will andean only include those pal portion of the choice honey which double the amount of extracted that
who have joined and paid. Let us enters this market is stored by the he can of comb honey, and conseshow the world a rousing defense for bees from the juice of the white sage, quently he can afford to sell it much
mingled, of course, though in much cheaper.
the right.
After the bees has filled a cell with
smaller proportion, with those of
Dowagiac, P Mich.
other plants while honey gathered in honey, it does not at once proceed to
districts in which the white sage, or close the cell tight. It blocks the
San Francisco Morning Call.
some equally delicate flower, does not orifice so that none of the contents
The Production of Honey.
abound, is apt to be coarser in flavor, can escape, but leaves a hole for the
purpose, it is supposed, of admitting
and much darker in color.
STEARNS & SMITH.
Comb honey is preferred by those the air and permitting some necessary
who are able to expend some money chemical change to take place. When
Marli the bee
upon their tables, because it seems this has occurred, the bee closes the
She. too, an artist is--a cunning artist—
who at the roof begins her golden worlt.
honey when the comb is hole, and the contents are ready to
And builds without foundation. How she tolls. more like
be removed and such honey can be
And still from bed to bed, from flower to flower. present than it does when it is not
Travels the liTelong day
but for the poorer classes, and for kept for an indefinite period without
its candying, while if it is extracted
Saxe thus refers to a little insect, purposes of export, extracted honey is
before this final act on the part of the
whose labors in the Commonwealth of required.
manufacturer announces that it is
A close observer would naturally perfect,
California result yearly in a product,
granulation is almost certain
the sales of which, at home and in inquire why comb honey is always
to ensue. Solidified honey can be reforeign lands, aggregate hundreds of worth in the market from 4 to 6 cents
immersthousands of dollars. In the work of per pound more than the extracted. stored to the liquid state by
ing the can which contains it, in a
this "cunning artist" lie the means There is little or no labor necessary
kettle of boiling water but after it is
of support of thousands of people who in preparing the former for market.
so transformed, it is of a darker color
are building up what may be termed There it is in the hive, and all that is
than before, and it will not be long
one of the great industries of the necessary is to take it out, box it, and
send it away while with the latter before it will again resolve itself into
State.
granulated form.
The honey-bee gives us a sweet- there must "be a large amount of labor the
Nearly all the candied honey is
meat which all the iirt of the modern in separating the honey from the
bought
in this market by exporters,
The answer is simple it is
confectioner cannot equal.
Unlike comb.
to France
anything else of the nature of candy all owing to the extractor. When the principally for shipment
comb honey is removed from the hive, and Germany, where it is generally
—not even excepting sugar or syrup
worth fully double what it is here.
it is a food article in itself, the others there is nothing left for the bees to
The solid honey is preferred for exbeing merely necessary adjuncts to work upon. In order to produce more
for the reason that it can be
some other article of diet. From time honey, they must prepare the comb port,
or 4 cents per
immemorial, back into the remotest and cells to receive it, and this re- bought for from 2 to 3
pound less, and also that on the other
ages of scripture, honey has held its quires a very considerable amount of
the consumer
position as an article of food
and lime. Therefore, quite an interval side of the Atlantic
seems to feel that because it is canwhile, perhaps, in this country it must elapse before there is enough
died it is not adulterated, at the same
partakes mure of the nature of a des- honey to warrant another shipment
time looking with suspicion upon the
sert dish— a sort of dainty to be eaten and besides, the hives must not be
imported liquid honey, even though
as one eats sauce or cake— still among entirely stripped— a little must be
it be of the finest the State can prothe older nations of Europe and Asia left for the tenants to feed upon.
duce. Whether it is because Califorit usurps, to a considerable extent, The result of all this is to keep the
nia flowers have a sweeter perfume
the place held by butter on our tables, crop down, although there are frethan those which grow beyond its
and, it is safe to say, is more gen- quently seasons when comb honey is
borders, and yield juices which proerally seen and used than butter, par- a drug in the market, almost invariaduce finer honey than is found elseticularly on the continent among the bly during years when the bees have
had a long series of flowers, dis- where, or whether it is owing to a
peasantry and the poorer classes.
thorough understanding of the
Honey is the saccharine juices of tributed through many weeks, upon more
industrious little insect and its work,
plants which the bee finds in the which to feed.
and how to handle its product, is left
flowers. This is the base of lioney
Unquestionably, there is very much
for wiser heads to discover but cerfor while in the honey-sac of the bee more labor necessary in preparing the
tain it is that our honey has already
it undoubtedly undergoes some modi- extracted honey, but when the operaestablished a reputation abroad which
reason
for
fication, and its chemical character tion is explained, the
its
is growing better annually, and on
manifest.
considerably
still
it,
to
A
changes
but
being cheaper will be
account of which the demand for it is
great
extent,
retains
the
flavor,
from
the
hive
and
a
very
taken
a
comb is
increasing every year.
and to some extent the peculiar prop- keen, thin-bladed knife passes over steadily
San Francisco,+o Calif.
erties, of the plant from the flower of the surface and shaves off a slice of
which it was taken. That this is so the smallest conceivable thickness.
is proven, that by a microscopical ex- This opens every cell, however, and
amination different varieties of pollen the honey is extracted, after which
are found; and the lens thus determ- the other side is treated in the same
ining the plant, it is easy to guess manner, and there you have the comb
pretty accurately from what vicinity with not so much as a cell destroyed,
came" the honey. The color of the and yet all of the honey removed
flower, and its being coarse or deli- from them.
cate, has much to do with the color
This comb is returned to the hive
Bees Destroying their Drones. Wm.
of the honey. If the flower is one of from which it is taken. The bees are
delicate perfume, the honey will be of not obliged to devote any time to H. Graves, Duncan.© Ills., on July
a much finer flavor, while if the bee making comb, for they have it before 1-5, 188.5, writes
From 41 colonies, spring count, I have
sips from the flowers of the coarser them. Tliere is nothing for them to
species of plants, the honey will be do but to, perhaps, repair the mouths liad only 17 swaims— less than one-half;
they are now busy destroying their
and
noticeably poorer.
of the cells a little, and then fly away
drones. Basswood is the fullest of bloom
It is the fashion aniong dealers, over field and through orchard and
that it ha."! becMi for years, and white
when they receive a shipment of very garden after honey, or, rather, what clciver lias been plenty. It has been pretty
white honey of line flavor and delicate will be honey after the little artisans dry fur the past three weeks, and the bees
The have been aole to work only in the mornaroma, to label it " Orange blossom and chemists finish with it.
honey," and thus get a fancy price for same comb can be thus treated, and ing and evening.

the
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Dry Weather.— Chas.

II.

Green

Berlin,© Wis., on July

—16(1),

writes
Bees are very strong

(2.50

11, 188.'5,

:

they are not storins

numbers, but
surplus yet, the

in

much

but we
been too dry
liave just liail a glorious rain, and I think
yet.
crop
that we will get a good average

weather liaving

;

problem. He does not, however, seem to
understand me. I do not wish to mix
honey and pollen in the combs, hut in the

same

believe that if the liciuid
food of bees, during winter, be replete
with nitrogen, a fecal aecunuilation will
result, no matter how warm the repository
may be kept. Again, 1 did not have reference to speckitig the hives in confinement, but luy bees did not discharge at
cells.

1

all, when put out for their first fliglit.
I
That Bee-Keeper's Staff, etc.— II. L. shall be pleased to meet Mr. Barber, as
Minn.,
Prairie,?
Blooming
Zwiener,
well as many others of the fraternity, at
our Detroit Convention, and discuss this
on July 10, 188-5, says
:

am

a beginner in practical bee-keepI am willing to help defend the
bee-keeper's rights in every respect, or at
least so far as I am able. I heartily enI

ing,

and

dorse Mr. Daiby's proposition on page
411, and I think that such a move would
prove verv beneficial to tlie entire beeThe bee-keeper's
keeping fraternity.
staff, as described by Mr. Andre, on page

and many other questions

a place and
manner that will hold us right to the
point, and a clear understanding of each
others views. I trust that we will part
wiser and better acquainted.
in

Bees Doing Better.— G. M. Doolittle,
Borodino,© N. Y., on July 11,188.5,

459

them over, and found three queen-cells,
two of them were capped over, and the
third had a larva in it nearly ready for
Now, can some experienced
capping.
bee-keeper tell me where they procured
and
brood with which to fill those
the eggs
queen-cells ?
There was not another
sign of brood about the hive, and but very
little honey.
On the next day I obtained
a queen-cell from a neighbor, that was
nearly ready to hatch, and inserted it in a
frame of comb, and destroyed the queenand to day
cell that was not capped over
—the ninth day— I examined them and
;

found that the queen-cell which
in

I inserted,

failed to find the queen
they are still making
having four large ones all

was hatched, but

I

the hive, and

(|ueencells,

capped, and the fifth one commenced, and
but very little honey in the hive. lama
novice in bee-keepnig, and any Information that I can gain from the experience
of others, will be thankfully received.

says;

I have had 17
Bees are doing some better now, and a
summer, and have not few
Mr. Wm. MuthBnmble-Bees.
colonies have commenced work in
failed once in getting tlieni to cluster
the sections. Basswood blossoms are the Rasmussen,
Independence,o+ Calif.,
nicely on the staff. Mr. Andre deserves
very
earliest
to
3
weeks
open, and the next
writes thus
thanks from everyone who keeps bees,for
making his discovery public. Those who will tell the story tor 1885 in this section.
On page 370, throughout the article on
have not yet tried it would do well in
"Fertilization of Flowers by Bees, etc."
doing so for it certainly saves a great
is a curious error, no doubt committed by
Sweet Clover.
N. H. Rowland, the translator, in that the words "drone"
deal of labor and inconvenience. 1 wish
to thank Mr. Andre. I put S colonies of Keene,© Ky., writes
and "drones" are used a number of times
bees into my cellar last fall, and they
where, I suppose, the original writer
I send you a plant to be named, as I
came through the winter safely, and were have
meant " humble-bees." Am I not correct
anything
like
never
before
noticed
quite strong in the spring. 1 bought 13
about it ?
During
tlie middle of
ttie day the
it.
more colonies in the spring, which were numerous bees, files, and other insects,
[You are evidently correct. The misweak, but I built tliem up as fast as cir- which visit
a little patch of it, 30 or 40
cumstances would permit, and they are feet square, almost present the appearance take was made by the translator, and
all in a fair condition now, and honey is
of a swarm. The seed was sown by an overlooked by the proof-reader.— Ed.]
coming in fast. I have so far increased Italian,
my apiary to 33 colonies by natural the plant.who does not know the name of
swarming.
Sheep Driving Bees.— Dr. H. Basse,
[It is Melilotus alba— sweet clover— and
Delaware,© Ohio., on July 11, 1885,
Hiving Swarms.— Dr. D. C. Spencer, an excellent honey-plant.— Ed.]
writes
Augusta, ND Wis., on July 10, 1885,
I think that the Bee-Keepers' Union is
295, is

an entire success.

swarms

—

issue this

;

—

;

writes
allow each of

my

colonies of bees to
swarm naturally, at least once. I have
tall trees near the apiary, and hitherto the
swarms have given me much trouble by
clustering very high on inaccessible limbs,
and on the bodies of the trees but now
1

;

having made myself a "bee-keeper's
staff," such as described on page 29.5, by
Mr. J. H. Andre, I no longer have any
that line. It was a perfect
success on its first trial, and I have no
failures with it. I most heartily recommend the " staff " to all the bee-keeping
difficulty in

fraternity.

just the thing we need. I am well pleased
Bees Destroyed by a Cyclone.— Mrs. with the Constitution, and the officers
Utica.5 Mo., on July 13, nominated. We all know that there is

S. C. Tyler,
1885, writes

have not a good report to make, 1 am
son'y to say. We had a cyclone here a
short time ago which destroyed all the
bees I had left; but not discouraged, I
determined to try again, so a good neighbor made me a present of one of the
largest swarms 1 ever saw, and I have
begun at the bottom again. I would as
soon do without my regular rations as to
do without bees, I love them so. Every
colony I lost seemed as sad to me as a
I

funeral.

Bees Ready for the Harvest.— S.
Freeborn, Ithaca, p Wis., on July
1885, writes

I.

15,

:

condition of my apiary to-day is,
that KiO of the 180 weak colonies have
grown strong enough so that the upper
stories for extracting, have been added.
They have also furnished bees for 1.30
nuclei colonies, most of whose queens
will be laying this week. Basswood is
just opening, and if we can have good
weather while it lasts, the misfortune of
the winter of 1884-8.5 will be retrieved.

The

Poor Honey Season.— Wm. Bitzer,
Wheeling, 5 ^V. Va., on July 9, 1885,
says

We are having a poor honey season
white clover is a total failure, caused by
the drouth of last summer, and the intense
cold of the past winter. Basswood— what
few trees we have in this section— yielded
immensely, and we will probably get a
very small surplus.
;

strength in u.nion, and that "doubtful
things are highly uncertain." Who would
have " thunk " it that a sheep could drive
a fiock of hees, and so worry itself that it
would die six months after tlie adventure?
Verily, verily, " truth is stranger than
Action." When I first read about the lawsuit, I felt like laughing, but since thinking over the subject, I am led to feel more
serious over the matter ; for who knows
what day some ferocious sheep may come
along and drive my entire apiary (of 126
colonies) into some other man's yard, just
for pure " meanness ;" for this is just as
likely to happen any day
or on any
bright moonligiit night
as the adventure
with the sheep and bees for which our
fello-.v-bee-keeper, Mr. Freeborn, is sued.
I know whereof I speak, for I have kept
bees and sheep for the past 45 years, and
!

!

I

know

their Iiabits.

Bee-Lawsuits, etc.—T. Frank King,
Newville,? Pa,, on July 9, 1885,
writes
defense organiza-

I aiD in favor of the
Building Queen-Cells.- Maria Hawtion It is a move in the right direction.
kins, CedarlJapids,otIowa, on July 9, 1 know something about this kind of
1885, writes
malicious prosecution, as I was a witness
On July 1 1 put a swarm of bees into a in our county court a few yfears ago in a
hive in which the bees had died during bee-suit. After examining five witnesses
the last winter, and the frames were filled on the side of the plaintiff, the case was
with combs all ready for them to go to withdrawn, the defendant going to the
work. In some way their queen was lost, expense and trouble of moving his apiary
as they were brought a short distance of about 30 colonies. It will be to the
They were very un- interest of all bee-keepers to enroll their
froni a neighbor's.
easy, and did not want to stay, but I names as members of the Bee-Keepers'
closed the entrance to the hive, and the Union. I have .52 colonies of bees I lost
next morning I saw that they had con- 15 the past spring, with bee-diarrhea.
cluded to remain, as they were very busy The weather here has been very dry, and
carrying out dead bees, and getting ready I do not look for more than half a crop of
to keep house. On the fifth day 1 looked honey this season.
;

Bee-Bread, Wintering Bees, etc.
Dowagiac, P Mich.,
says
I wish to say to Prof. Cook that of
course I knew that my bees had consumed
a 3&-pound sack of Hour in five hours, and
that they put it in the cells in the form of
bee-bread but that is only an exception.

James Heddon,

;

I did not

know

that

it

"the spores of fungi."

was ever made of
I

think

1

spoke

practically correct, when I said that it was
"always pollen." Mr. Ira Barber has my
thanks for the plain out-and-out way in
which he tries to help us in the wintering

;

:

:

:
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Uasswood a Failure.— B. H. StanFeeding Honer Troni Depopulated
Hives, etc.— W. "K. Fulton, Aledo,^ dish, (80—125), Evansville, 9 Wis., on
July 15, 1885, says
Ills., on July 9, 1SS5, writes thus
I wish to ask a few questions in regard
The white honey harvest is practically
of tliem during over here. 1 do not think that the surto my bees. I lost over
the past w inter and spring— most of them plus will exceed .5 pounds per colony,
alter they were taken from tlie cellar on spring count. But little clover survived
April 1— and they left lots of clean wliite the winter, and basswood has not one
clover honey they starved to death with blossom to 100 trees the weather is cold
their store-houses full. Why it is, is some- and unfavorable.
thmg I cannot understand. The most of
1 liave
tliose that died had the diarrhea.
Hope for a Good Fall Crop.— Jacob
never fed any, always depending on their
natural stores, and "I have always been Emmons, St. George, d Kans., on July
successful in wintering bees in the cellar, 15, 1885, says
until tlie past winter. My cellar Is dry,
My bees wintered well, but a dry spell
and well ventilated by a flue in the chim- following apple-bloom caused, them to
ney. The bee-room is separated from the dwindle considerably, and I had to feed
rest of the cellar by a brick wall, so that some. They appear to he doing fairly
the bees were not often disturbed, except well now, but 1 have taken no surplus yet;
when 1 went purposely to see them. I I hope for a fall crop.
extracted the honey left, and I do not
know what to do with it, for 1 cannot sell
Morit for table use. as there was enough of
No Honey to (iather, —Smith
old comb to make it dark colored.
fran, Columbus,© Wis., on July 13,
1. Will it do to feed it to the bees, when
1885, write thus
it is necessary to feed them ?
We have 300 strong colonies of bees, but
2. Where is the best place to keep the
.speak of, and
extracted honey so that it will not get we are getting no honey to
prospects are that we shall not be able
thin and sour ? Would a dry cellar be a the
to supply our local demand. Last year,
good place to keep it hi ?
bees at this time, we had 4 tons of comb houey,
3. Why is it necessary to feed
this
when they have plenty of stores of tlieir against two boxes of 12 pounds each,
year. We have spread our bees out in 7
own ?
different
yards,
in the best localities that
4. When bees rob, do the robbers store
we could find, but there seems to be no
the honey, or is it wasted ?
honey to- be had.
5. I have never had an v except the black
bees, but I have been thinking of introducing Italian queens if I make a success
Prospects Not Encouraffiug.— C. H.
of it, can I keep my stock pure when Dibbern, (215), Milan,^ Ills., on July
of a mile of
there are bees kept within
15, 1885, says
my apiary?
The white honey harvest is about over,
I think that Mr. Heddon's plan to organize a national defense association and the result is that the yield is only
should be taken hold of by all bee-keep- about equal to that of last year. Early in
and my plan June the weather was too cold, and coloers, whether large or small
is to send in the cash— promises do not nies were too weak to store much surplus;
pay attorneys' fees, and the best counsel July came with dry, hot days and cool
should be "had to defend the Freeborn nights, and prospects are not very encase. The honey season in this locality couraging. With less than one half the
was three weeks later than usual. The bees in the country, and considering the
bees are doing well now. There have very moderate yield, honey ought to bring
been but few swarms last year we had a fair price this fall. Bees have swarmed
only moderately, and about two-thirds of
too many swarms.
my colonies have not swarmed at all.
[1. Tes.
Unless we get rain soon the fall bloom
2. Yes
a dry cellar is a good place for will not amount to much.
:

^

;

;

Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 25
cents, for which he shall receive a printed
receipt
him a member of this Union,
entitled to all its rights and benefits. The
annual fee shall be due on the first day of
,lulv in each year, and must he paid within
30 clays in order to retain membership in
this Union.
Aktici.e VI.— Donations of any amount
may be made at any time to the Defense
Fund, in addition to the entrance and
meiubership fees and the regular assess-

i

:

&

;

%

:

;

;

;

It should be allowed to ripen, by
leaving the bungs out, and covering tlie
hole with wire cloth.
3. It is not necessary, unless you want
to feed them sugar syrup for winter stores.
4. The robbers store it in tlieir own
it.

The National Bee- Keepers' Union.
OOSNSTITUXION.
Article I.— This organization shall be
known as the "National Bee -Keepers'

hives.

makmg

ments made upon the members by the
Advisory Board.
Akticle VII.— The Defense Fund shall
be used for no other pur)iose than to defend
and jirutcct bee kccjiers ui tlieir riglits, after
such cases are ;i|iiir(ivi'il by tlic Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
regularly made in writmg h*" the Advisory
Board.
Aetici.e VIII.— Theannualfeespaid by
the members shall become a general fund,
from which shall be paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as prmting,
postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten
members.

Article X.— This constitution may be
amended by a majority vote of all the
members atany time.
LIST OF .ME>rBERS
Angell, C. S..
Baldwin, B. T.,
Barnes, Wm. M.,
Baxter, B. J..
Besse, H,.M. D.,
Bitzer,

J.

W, &

Mallory,

Chapman, J..
Cheney, H. II.,
Clarke. Rev. W.F..
Connley, John T..

consist of a President,

five

McNeill. James,

Minnich, F.,
Minor, N. L.,

Muth-Rasmussen, Wm.,
Nelson, James A.,

Newman. Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.,

Dibbern, C. H & Son,
Dickason, T. B..
Dittmer. Gus,
Doolittle, G. M.,

Nipe. James,

Pennoyer,

I

L. A.,

Dunn, John.

Powell. B. W.,
Pray, G. L.,

Featliers,

Eastwood, L.,
Harvey,
Flanasan. E. T.,

Rey, John,
Reynolds. M. G.,
Shapley. D. L..

Follett, Charles,

Shearman.

P.,

W.

J. O.,

France, E. & Son,
Freeborn. S. I.,
Fulton. W. K.,
Funk, H. W.,
Furness. Dwight,
Green, Charles H.,
Grimm, Christopher,
Hatch. C. A.,

Shirley,

Havens, Reuben,

Tinker, Dr.

(i. L.,

Tongue, L.

N.,

II..

Smith. George,
Stearns, J. K..

Stephenson, H. W.,
Stewart,
Stolley,

W. H„
Wm.,

Theilmann, C.
'I'hompson, Geo. M.,

llayhurst, E. M..

Travis, F. VV..
Trim be rgnr. John,
Vanhoulen, C. W.,

Walton. Col. R..
Webster, U.S..
Wilbins. Miss Lucy A.,
Wright. W. D.,
Zwlener, H. L.

Vice-

Presidents, and a General Manager (who
Severe Drouth.— S. Valentine & Son, shall also be the Secretary and Treasurer),
Hagerstown,-o Md., on July II, 1885, whose duties shall he those usually perwrite
formed by such othcers. They shall be
several
The honey crop must be a failure elected by ballot, and hold their
throughout this country, as there is noth- ottices for' one year or until their successors
lilaiik hallnts
iiistallcMl;
ami
ai'e
elected
ing for the bees to work on except some
dried-up blue'thistle. We have had cold, for this purpose to he uiailrd to e\ cry memweather the whole season ber by the General Manager.
dry, windy
Article IV. The oflicers shall constithrough, and the fields are almost destitute
Never, to onr tute an Advisory Board, which shall
of any green vegetation.
recollection, have we had such a drouth, determine what action shall he taken by
and unless it rains soon, the farmers will this Union, upon the apiilicaliou of any
be compelled to use the little feed they bee-keepers for defense, and cause such
have gathered, before winter comes. We extra assessments to be made upon all the
liave not heard of any honey being ob- members as may become necessary for their
tained. We have aliout 20 or 2.5 colonies defense.
Article V.— Any person may become a
that are working in the sections, but what
tlie result will be we are not able to say member by paving to the General Manager
an Entrance Fee of one dollar to the
now.

—

H..

Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller, Henry,

J.,

J.N.,
Union," and shall meet annually, or as Ileaton,
Heddon, James,
5. If you purchase fertilized queens you
often as necessity may require.
llensley. J. P.,
may lose, unless your neighbors' drones
M..
Article II.— Its object shall be to pro- Hettel.
Hills. Mrs. H.,
l)revent it, by visiting your apiary, which tect the interests of bee-keepers, and to Hilton, George E.,
rights.
Howard.
J. B.,
defend
their
they will do, if not more than a mile
Hoyle, George H..
Article III.— The officers of this Union
away.— Ed.]

shall

S.

McNay, Frank,

Dadant, Cbas.,
Dadant. C. P.,
Darby. M. E..
Decker, A. A.,
Demaree, G. W..

Dunham,

L.,

Marden, Henry,
Mason. Jas. B..
McConnell, James.

Bro,

L.,

Cook, Prof. A.

:

LudUey, Charles,

Brickey, Peter,

Buchanan,

THIS D.4TE

King, T. Frank,
Langslroth. Rev. L.
Le Roy, J. W.,

Wm.,

Burton,

-iT

Huse. Wm. H.,
Hyne, James M..
Junes, George \V.,

Anderson, Wm.,

Convention Notices.

^F" The Cortland Union Bee -Keepers'
Association will hold a basket picnic at the
apiary of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton, N. Y.,
on Tuesday, Aug. IS, 188.5. All bee-keepers,
with their' families, are cordially invited to
W. H. Beach, See
be present.

tW The

Union Bee-Keepers' Association
Iowa will meet in Stuart, Io\ya,

o( Western

on July

•-;.'),

isar,, at

10

a. in.

M. E. D.VRBY, Sec.

^r"Thene.\t meeting-of the Northwestern
and Soiitliu-csterii Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will be held at Rock
Illinois

Citv,

Ills.,

on Aus'.

'-:.'>,

18S.5.

J.

Stewart,

See.

"

!
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Wooden

OP THE

Office of the

American Bee Journal,

Monday.

The following
i-S-

CHICAGO.

HONEV— This week

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

I,

W2

a year

FRED

CHICAGO,

ILL.

HONE Y.— We quote the following prices

lii@l4c.

Extracted weak.

HONEY WANTED.
IWIl.Ii PAY'
tor

HONEY— Wequote:

^p^ecxal gl0tix;es.
Son

A.

Sales very alow.-

will publish

hereafter.

The

department will be conducted, as
heretofore, by Thomas G. Newman, and the
business department by Alfred H. Newman.
The firm will (as before the division, 5 years

on the business of pulilishing: the Bee Journal, books and pamphlets,
and keep for sale the usual assortment of
to-day), carry

bee-keepers' supplies.

I^~

hig-liest nittrliet

price

EXTKACTEO AND
Address,

W. PRESTON, Kansas

City,

Mo.

Do you expecUo^o South?

Street.

you
any way interested
the Farming,
ABE
Stock-raising, Lumbering, or Mining

YORK.

Fancy white clover

in l-lb

sections, I4@l5c; fair to good white clover in i-lb.
sections, I2@l3c; fancy white clover in 2-lb. sections, I3@l4c; fair to good white clover in li-lb.
sections, I KgirJc; fancy buckwheat in 1 -lb. sections,
y®l(ic; fancy buckwheat in i!-lb. Bections, 7(98c.
Ordinary grades, no sale. Extracted white clover,

7®8c: extracted buckwheat,

good Southern paper

your wrapper-label reads July 85,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as
not to lose any numbers.

comb hooey at JicroU'c. on
is

arrival.

good and itbrings23@28

arrival, for good yellow.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman

WEBSTEK. Jackson Co.,

&

Cheap Sale of

N. C.

2-frameMei

2 FRAME

Nuclei with Queen in Simplicity
frames for $2.00 2-frame Nuclei without Queen, fl.To. These are Hybrids, Italians
and Blacks I will let the Blacks g-o-at $1.73
with Queen included. Every purchaser is
entitled to one dozen of Peter Henderson's
choice selected BULBS of Hyacinths and
Tulips, all to be shipped in light boxes. Send
money in registered letter. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
;

;

Central Ave.

BAN FRANCISCO.

If

"ENTEKPBISE."

28A4t

CINCINNATI.

BEESWAX-Demand

The

gives reliable information about the Blue Kidge
country of Western North Carolina — the finest
section on the American Continent.
Published Weekly— only 981.
per year. Fifty
cents in stamps will pay for the paper 3 months.

Address,

HONEY— There ia no chance whatever in the
market, which has been without life for some
time. We have a good class of regular customers
who use considerable honey, while outsiders can
hardly be induced to purchase. We quote extracted at4?^{g.Hc.and

?

Blue Ridge Enterprise
oO

f3(S6!^c.

BEESWAX-Prime yellow. 26@29c.
MCCAUL& Uildreth Bros.. 34 Hudaon St.

on

in

interests
of the SOUTH ? Or are you going South for your
health ? If you are, why don't you subscribe for a

editorial

ago

the

I'lIOK^K

COJIB HOXKV.

in

NEW

Sc

tJfeiSc.

BEESWAX.-y2 CIS. per lb.
Blake & Hiplet. 57 Chatham

.

American Bee Journal

Fancy

another column.

i-lb. sections, \6<gj\sc. ; the same in
J-lb. sectiona, i5{giiHc; fancy white California 2-Ibs.,

H NEWMAN,

Xlios. G. Ne^vnian

:

In

white comb In

cents.

Business Manager.

the

and retalL See Advertisement

BOSTON.

ST.,

Monthly, SO

;

can furnish regular Wnoden Water-Pailn—
well painted on the outside, and with ;j iron
hoops and a tight-tltting wood cover, at SS.2S
per dozen,
'i'hev will hold ZH lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household pail.
TflOS. G. IHE'WMA.N A, SON,
923 & 925 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO. U^L.

Dadant'sFoundationFactory,wl]o]esale

has brouKhtonthe market

sonie of the new crop, which is being held at ir»c.
per lb. for white comb. There ia not any comb
honey of the crop of ikk4 worth mentioning here
now. Extracted offerings are rather free; prices
are unchanged— 5tg37c per lb.
BEEsiWAX-2:ic. for yellow.
R. A. Burnett, jei South Water Bt.

PltoPUIETORS.

923 & 925 WEST MADISON

A

are the latest quota-

:

~T^

Weekly.

f

honey and beeswax received
this hour

to

Honey!

Pails for

WE

i

10 a. m., July ^0, 1885.

tions for

up

PtTBLISHED BY
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HONEY—

The market is quiet, there being no
shipping demand and not much local trade. There
are receipts of both old and new. One lot of 2iki
cases of old extracted arrived from San Jose.
White to extra white comb, 7«4&c; dark to good,
4@6c; extracted, choice to extra white, 4JI(;^5K
amber colored. 4(^4^.

F.

HOLTKE & CO., Carlstadt, Bergen Co. N. J.

27D2t

;

Tlie National Bee-Keepers'

Union

has been formed, for the purpose of defending the rights and protecting the interests of
the bee-keepers of America. Every person
interested in the pursuit should at once
send for a copy of the Constitution, voting
blank, etc., and become a member. Address
"National Bee-Keepers' Union," 925 West
Madison street, Chicago, 111.

BEESWAX-Quotable at 24®25c~whoIe8ale.
O. B. SMITH & Co., 423 Front Street.

COMB FOUNDATION
REDUCTION IN PRICE.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— Is very dull just now during strawberry

we hold at I4@i5c per lb. best
I-lb. sections, it is merely nominal, aa there
are no transactions. As soon as our people have
satistled their craving for acid fruits, they take
very kindly to nice white honey, and we may look
with confldence to a good demand in July, August
time, and although

white

and September.

BEESWAX.- Scarce at 28@30.

Until further notice, we will furnish Comb
Foundation at 5 cents per pound less
than the prices quoted in our Catalogues.
This is caused by the decline in the price of

beeswax.

CHAS. DADANT & SON, Hamilton, 111.
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON, Chicago, HI.

A. C. Kendel. 115 Ontario Street.
Circulars
would save
A T t"i'
of BEES,
KANSAS CITY.
would be particular
UK
ENS, COMB FOUN
Q
to give their P. O. address and name, when
HONEY— Small lots of new honey are beginning
DATION, etc., etc. Address,
come in, and fancy new comb brings a slight G. H. KNICKERBOCKER, Pine Plains, N. Y
writing to this office. We have several letters to
Choice J^-'b.
advance in the following prices
{some inclosing money) that have no name; sections, I5@liic; i-lb., I3(fl)14c; 2-Ib.. 10@12c. Exnew Southern. 5^@6c; California, 7c; new
many others having no Post-OflBce, County tracted,
white clover. f<c.
BEESWAX-Weak at 2.5@30c.
or State. Also, if you live near one postClemons.Cloon &Co.,cor. 4th & Walnut,
ALBINO AND ITALIAN ftUEENS,
office and get your mail at another, be sure
producing workers to the best for purity,
to give the address we have on our list.
docility and industry. Write for Circular.
have dollar Queens.
ITALIAN BEES Also
22D4t H. P. DEAHl,, BerrjTille, Va.
For two subscribers for the Weekly
in Shipping Box,
with 7 lyangstroth
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one I
Frames ot Brood for S5.00. Address,
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
PIIEI.PS, Sonora, Ky.
29Alt
and send it by mail, postpaid.

To Correspondents. — It

us

much

trouble,

if all

SEND

BI^CP
JrUpXAij

:

I885.-QUEENS-I885.

^~

WILL SELL':

Bees and Queens

TOM

HATINO purchased

all

the black bees within a

radius of 6 miles, 1 now claim the LARGEST
STRAIN OF ITALIANS
ITALIAN APIARY and best location for rearing
^^Preserve your papers for reference MOORE'S
will continue to
:—" never had as handsome bees and FINE QUEE\8 in the Slate.
A
D
RE
!

If you have not got a Binder we will mail you
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip-

tions for the

Bee Journal.

arrival by mall guaranteed.

a. p.

Address,

MOOBE, MOR<iAN. Pendleton

Co..

KY.

warranted Queens at the low price of 75 cents
each. Extra selected tested (18^5 rearing; 9$l.oO
each. Three L-frame Nuclei, every frame filled
with brood, with selected tested Queen. a^S each.
sell

Address JAS.

WOOD,

North Prescott, Mass.

2aA9t

i^i^ize: Gi, u JiL:E:isrs
tested, warranted, and My
ITALIAN QUEEXS,
sale at usual prices. Also Nuclei
'*

^^" Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased "to sell again."

1

I

good box-honey workers as I have from you."
V Caldwell.— Cambridge, Ills.. Feb. lu, I8w5.
Warranted QtJEENS. »! each. 6 for S5. Safe

—J.

!

17th Annual Price-list SLVf<!i?°Lai>'J'SL''e"s
fertilized, for
Queens and Nuclei colonies (a specialty.); also
frames each. Send for Circular. Dollar Supplies— will be sent to all who send their names
Queens ready to ship on one week's notice.
and addresses.
H. U. BROfVAT,
l7Dtf
Lleht Street, Columbia County, Pa.
27Dnt E. L. BRIOOS, Wilton Junction, Iowa.
colonies, 2

!

!
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New and Enlarged

EXCELSIOR

Edition

Sweet Clover
BEES

HONEY,

and

Management

of

and

THOMAS
Editor of

an Apiary
Profit

;

by

Bee Jou nial.

the VTfekly

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

BEE PASTURAGE.

for Pleasure

NEWMAN.

C.

in any "climate. Price, 20 cents per "pound
S3.75 per peck ; SIO.OO per bushel (60 lbs.)

THOS.
contains iiO profusely illusti'atcd pages
923
is
fully up with the times " in all the fmprovenients and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that ean aid in the
successful niauageinent <if the liouey-bee,
and at the same time jiniduce tlie most
honey in its best and most attractive con'•

G.

NE^VMAN &

;

SON,

& 923 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

LOS ANGELES.
LJ ^\
CrO
n
\J lYI CIO

11^

IVil

PKICE—Bound in cloth, $1.00

;

in

paper

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

Liberal Discount to Dealers^ by
the Dozen or Hiiudred.

SOIFTHEKN

CALIFORNIA.

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime.
The liekls are Horid with unf;idini; prime;
From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow.
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But from the breezy deep the bless'd inhale,
The fragrant murmurs of the western gale."

—Homer.

®"

The Monthly Bee Journal

for a year

and the bound book, " Bees

and Houey,''

be sent for $1.25.

\vill

THOS.
&

WARRANTED
"V'

li

O

St.,

A: SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

QUEENS!

ITALIAN

THE TIMES-MIRROR

Address
25Ai3t

CO.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

anythine else by

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

Book Co.
Portland. Maine.

IIai.i.ett

free.

MNew
Cbromo

Style,

all

otber kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO ORDER,

Embossed Hidden Name and

"OUR HOME

FRIEND,"
for
8-page, 32-column Semi-Monthly.
IS just the paper you need, as it contains an
ITAicricultural,
Household, Voiiiik Folks,
Temperance. Kellfflousand Miscellaneous
department. Onlv SO cts. a vear. and will be sent
3 months o.v trial to the readers of the Bee
Journal for only lO cents. General and local
agents wanted.

Visiting Cards, no 2 alike, name on,
IOC. 13 packs $1 warranted best sold. SampIebook,4c. L. JONES&CO.,Na3sau,N. Y.
;

lIAly

pagesand nearly IOO tine illustrations. Price
bv mail, nicely bound in cloth. SS l.*>0 per copy.
Book and tested Oneen of any race, by mail, f 2.50.
Book and sample Drone and Queen Trap, by mail,
$2.(m. Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition, honey-gathering and wintering qualities. AH my Queess are reared at the
"Api. bee-farm." Send for prospectus and price list.
*2-2Al6t
ALLEY, "Wenham, Magfe.

300

Send
An

standard Langstroth.

I

Terms

of the

HENRY

an acency for the best selling book
WIN:taking
Beginners succeed prandly. None
out.
fail.

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

our 48-pagre ('utuloKue* describing everytbing
needed by bee-keepers. Address.
l-^Al3t
J. B. MASON. MechanicFaDs. Maine.

olAly

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison Street.

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK

this locality. One Queen in May. !j 1.30; six for
17.50; after June i^. ?i each: six for ?.'>. Send for

at

THOS. G.
923

OF THE Pacific Coast, furnished by the
Los Angeles 111
a mammoth
\i»
Si column
M rmr r'^^''^ «• ^he
best weekly '*'w"»J llflMIUI inCaliforna
Send for it. Single copy, three two-cent stamps:
six months. !S1 ; one year. SS.

rvprian or Syriun Bees ever introduced into

more money than

-2

Re-Wrltten and Enlarged! Third Edition

WDDky

G. XEW.1I.1N

925 West .Madison

il

information concerning the garden spot

of the world, beautiful LOS ANGELES, the
FULL
LIVELIEST AND MOST PROSPEKOrS SECTION
i

023

angstroth frames, I have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The :i frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lb« of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
$it '¥1 Extractor, iiixio. which is
intended for any size of frame.
bvcepting with the fS.OO Extractors, ail the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadinj. to the honey gate, and movable SI let in the (_omb Baskets. The $8.00 and
|l(i (K) Extractors have no covers.
$8 00
P or _ American frames, 13x13 inches
8 00
10x18
For Langstroth "
ltixl8
.10 00
"
For 3
"
"
.14 00
10X18
For 4
.12
00
size,
1
3x20
For 2 frames of any"
"
.12 00
13x20
For 3
"
*'
.16 00
13x20
For 4
J

MAY be sown on all waste jjlaces at
IT any
time, and will grow on any soil-

It

dition.

HONEY EXTRACTORS

FOR

I

shall

Quinby Smolier a specialty.
supply anything you need in the Apiarv

nd for Illustrated Price List.
W. E. Cr.AKK,suecessor toL.C. Root,
Aly
OKISKANr. Oneida County. N. Y.

**OlTR

Address,

HOMi: FRI£XIK**
Loudonville, Ohio.

26A6t

e

MND-BOOR

OF

HEALTH,

Hints and Ready Recipes,
is the title of a yery valuable book that gives a
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEf^itance to Kverybody, concerning their dally
abits of Eatint;, Drinking. Dressing, Sleepins
BaibiDg, Working, etc.

IT TELL.8

What to

Uow

to

it.

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Perils of

How

ABOUT

Parasites of the Skin,
BathiBg— Best way.
Lun^.'s j£ Lunt: Diseases.

Eat.

Eat

How t(.. Avind them,
Clntbing— what to Wear,
How much to Wear,
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Summer.

Vi Breathe.

Overhenting Houses,
Ventihition.
Influence of Plants,

Exercise,

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair.
Ke8t«3ring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure.
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial AfTecttons,
ednesB,
Cn.>up— to Prevent.

HOW

IT TELLS
TO CURE
Black Eyes. Boils, Bams. Chilblains. Cold Feet,
Corns.<'oughs,ChoIera,Diarrhoei. Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons
Fetid Feet, Freckles, lieadache. Hiccough. Hives
Hoarseness, Itching. Intlamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles. Kheumatism. Ringworm.
Snoring. Stammennn. -^ore Eyes, Siire Mouth. Sore

Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet,

Whooping Cough,
It will
Price only
9:'5

Sare Doctor Bills

So Cents.

1200,000

(jUEENSl!iM!!!iM!
AT THE FOLLOWISU LOW KATES:
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
and Albinos
Untested Queens
"
"

each
'a doz

Wanaatcd

each
Hdoz....

Sent by Mall, post-paid.

1

"
'•

Tested

'•

"

1

"

each

Selected Tested Queens

$

100
.3

....

" ....

50

1000
110
(iOO
11 00

S 00

"

Descriptive Prioe-List free,

2

.\ddress

.")0

all

(irders to

WM.

"W.

GARY,

(Successors to

G. BTEirUAN H; SON,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO, UX.

THOS.
234

I'oolhache, Ulcers, Warts.
in Children.

Worms

in presenU oilmen away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America, All about the fjoo.ooo in
presents with each bo
Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, o f all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett &Co.
5iAiy
Portland, Maine.

N.

-

Coleraine, Mass.,

Wm. W. Cary Jk Son.)

B.— On a sinjrle order for ."lO Queens, we
10 per eent. diseoiiiit from the

Z. HUTCHINSON,
W.RogerSTllle.
Mich..
Is

UOW making

list.

29Atf

FINE

No Queens sent
out that would not be used in the home yard.
si.x
for
fo.OO; twelve or
Sinjfle Queen, Jl.OO;
more. 7.')C. each. Tested Queens. ?','.00 each.
White
Poplar SECTIONS.
\Vc can furnish
Make Money Orders payable at Flint. 16.\tf
cells liuilt in full colonies.

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are live cross
bars united by a rivet
rough thei r center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best light
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light
material. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take off, and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
The
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
t li

'

;

Special discount to dealers, on
larger quantities.

THOS.

will dive

above

tSeiiesee Co.,
a siieciulty of reiirinjr

1T.%1.IAN tlliEElNS. All Queeus reared
from the purest and best of mothers, and the

OS!

&

iij.')

(i.

Ij

dozen or

NEWMAN

West Madison

St.,

Sc SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

;

:

'!
:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Bear the queens
introduce them to 8-frame
nuclei
when 3 or i days old, take
them to a locality where there are no
bees W'ithiii 2 or 3 miles, or even a
mile will answ^er take along a strong
nucleus containing a lot of selected
drones and a quantity of unsealed
brood; place strips of wood between
the top-bars of the frames, and tlien
wedge up with a thin wedge on one
side, which will let iti enough air at
the top. The entrance, which is simply a one-inch auger-hole, is covered
with wire-cloth. So prepared, I place
20 or 30 in a lumber wagon containing
a little hay in the bottom
they may
be transferred thus with safety, -5
miles or so, in the evening. Afte'r 10
days, they may be hauled back with
the certainty that 9 out of 10 are mated
as desired."
ble,aiKlis as follows

469

Quinby or Grimm, he could only hope an empty box -hive laid on its side
to build up his apiary again, if favored upon the ground, with its cavity fac-

:

now and

by a succession of favored seasons.
We have had some very calamitous
seasons since movable frames began
to be extensively u.sed, but by those
who know their business, how quickly
are such losses repaired. Although
not very often referred to. this power
of speedy recuperation is one of the
greatest benefits which come from the
control of the combs. Nearly every
empty comb can be utilized 'for the
bees, especially since the era of sending queens by mail and purchasing
bees by the pound and even if he
has lost all his colonies, no one need
call himself a bankrupt bee-keeper,
but in a single favorable season may
hear again the cheerful hum of industry in hives no longer desolate and

;

;

ing the north, to protect its contents
from the sun. In this cavity I put
quite a number of frames with choice
combs to be given from time to time
to the nucleus, when frames of brood
for queen-rearing were taken from it,
I expected that some at least of these
combs would be visited by the beemoth, but examining each comb as I
took it from the old box. I found no
signs that they had injured them.
box, a

;

;

me much, until 1 saw,
to the further end of the
spider's web with its occupant

This surjirised

when

I

came

and many proofs of the kind of work
that had been done— (all unknown to
me)— in the shape of skeletons of beemoth and other insects suspended in

that web.
It was not until the next year that I
reaped any great benefit from seeing
the handiwork of this spider. Dec.
But it takes time, even with the .30, 1S63, the weather at Oxford, Ohio,
best management, to secure such re- was quite mild for a winter day,
the
sults, and just here comes a new ele- mercury ranging
at about 42-, the
ment which must be taken into day being misty and threatening rain.
account. Nothing is so acceptable to At .^^SO
p. m. my thermometer was
the bee-moth as combs with no bees 42-. The wind began to rise, and
at
to protect them the older the combs, fi:.SO p. m., the record was 327:30 p.
and the better in all respects for the m.. 22' ]0:.30 p. m., 8'J. Jan. 1, 18&4,
bees, the better too for the moth, and 7 a. m., Ifi^ below zero, with a gale of
the great question is, how with the wind. What soldier who camped
out
least trouble can these empty combs that day will ever
forget it V In our
be saved V Hang them up in some apiary were many weak colonies, winlight and dry place, carefully sepa- tered only
because we could then sell
rated so that they nowhere touch each every tested queen we
could spare in
other, and sulphur them from time to the spring, for from SIO to
S20. Nearly
time.
Most of you know by heart every one of these weak colonies
was
this old, old story, and many of you dead when I examined
them after
only to neglect what requires so miich nearly two weeks of unusually
cold
care and never waits upon any pro- weather. The hives with
their empty
crastinator.
You need not be told combs were piled up against the
that eternal vigilance is the price north side of the barn, and shut
up
which miist be paid if we would save only enough to exclude mice. It waa
empty combs for the bees.
quite late in the spring before my
Columella said nearly two thou- health allowed me to give them any
" This business
sand years ago
attention, and my son was absent in
[bee-keeping] demands maxiniam fidel- the array. But I was able
to use
itatem [the greatest tidelity], which every comb in my various
operations.
since it is the rarest of qualities," The spiders had taken
possession of
etc.
It is just as hard to find it now them, and
the bee-moth had no
as then, but we never needed it more, chance. Had I closed the hives
so
and I proceed to tell those who are tightly that the moth could not have
conscious that they are weak in this got in them, I should in all probabilitymatter, how " without money and have lost most of the empty
combs.
without price " they may secure it. The odor of such hives .attracts the
The facts which I shall now give are moth, and if she cannot enter them,
recorded in my private journal, and she will lay her eggs in the most conhave been often told to bee-keepers, venient cracks and crevices for her
some of whom will, no doubt, remem- progeny to get access to their proper
ber them as given by me many years food. It is much easier for
a spider
ago. AVithin a year or two my to entrap the moth, then it is for
her
methods have been given in part to to catch her larvae when once they
bee-keepers by some German apiarist have burrowed into the combs?
and how much do we owe to our Ger- prefer, therefore, to give the moth theI
man friends, among whom Dzierzon freest possible admission,
consistent
stands first.
with excluding mice, to all hives with
I extract now word for word from
my .Journal, Vol. I, under date of empty combs.
" The spider taketh
Solomon says
July 8, 1864
hold with her hands, and is in king's
" Spiders 1 coxint as friends. Last season palaces." And she
is very fond of
I put away small frames of comb under a
making her hunting grounds in the
box, and the spiders kept them free from
moths this year I had a number of hives combs of our queen's palaces when no
with combs, but no bees, and they have longer under the protection of the
gruariled them well ! Where a spider has her bees
But we need trust nothing,
web. there it \vill be safe to keep empty
even to her alacrity to

The change

so speedily effected seems almo.?t like a resurrection of the dead
silent.

!

Explanatory.—The flgures before the
indicate the number of years that the

:

;

names

;

person has Itept bees.
Those .4pter, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and tall, or fall and spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest;
o^ southeast; and ? southwest of the
centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;
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SPIDEKS AND EMPTY COMBS.
Spiders are one of the Bee-Keapers' best
friends to preserve empty combs from
the Eavages of the Bee-Moth.

REV.

L. L.

:

LANGSTKOTH.

Kever since the introduction of
movable frames has there been, in

I

our country, a greater mortalitv among
bees, than during the last winter and
spring.
Before the use of these
frames, to most bee-keepers such

were irreparable. How often
by natural swarming did the oldfashioned bee-keeper, when a few
good seasons came in succession,

'

I

1

losses

make such

a success in the business,
as convinced him that a given sum of
money invested in bees, paid better
than anything else V But sooner or
later comes the bad year— when most,
and perhaps all of his colonies are
lost— his golden dreams vanish, and
in most cases he abandons the pursuit
in disgust, having nothing to show
for his investment but some empty
hives, extra nice indeed for kindling
wood, and some combs of value only
for their wax. Was he one of the

kind who have little use in their
vocabulary for the word failure"^
Being able to make but little if any
use of his old combs, he painfullv
waited upon the seasons, and unless
he had in him the making of another

I

I

—
I

,

:

;

I

volunteer in

combs."

came

now

explain more fully how I
to find the spider's value to the

A nucleus with a choice
imported Italian queen, was placed on
bee-keeper.

our

In our bams and woodsheds
can always be found in autumn and
early spring a supply of those white
bags in which the pro\ident mother
so nicely tucks up, as in the softest
service.

I will

—
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he should be prosecuted for it, which line drawn prescribing the diarrhetic
probably the only way to stop its condition as it approaches a normal
circulation in the newsp"apers, and at or healthful discharge, thus leaving
the same time enlighten the public the impression that all excreta conand the editors who copy such ignor- taining pollen is of a diarrhetic charance. It is altogether impossible to acter. In fact, Mr. Ileddon's third
seal a honey-comb with a hot iron to statement, " all diarrhetic excreta is
make it look anything like the sealing mainly pollen," tends to show that

silken cradles. her eggs to be developed
in due time by the increasing warmth
of the season. Put a single one of
these so-called "spider bags" into

is

each hive with empty combs, and be
no more anxious about them you
have got "• without money and without price " that vigilant tidelitv so
indispensable in this matter. "The of the bees. I would like to see the
spider is now your very good friend. person or machine that can make the
She mounts guard over vour combs, comb.
and will proiect tliem from the moth
We have had very fine weather for
initil the last one has found its proper bees since May 12, and for the past
place with your bees.
two weeks white clover has yielded
I rearet that tliis information was well.
The basswood trees are just
not given long ago to the bee-keeping beginning to open their buds, which
world. It was intended to appear look healthy, and are heavily laden.
years ago in the revision which I Swarming has been lively for the past
hoped to make of my work on the ten days, nearly all of my colonies
" Hive and IIoney-Bee." I specially having swarmed once, and that is all
regret that I eoiild not give it last I want to have them swarm. Most of
spring when it would have been of so the new colonies are working in the
much greater service. But it is only boxes on the old stands,
within a very short time that I have
Theilmanton,o, Minn., July 7, 1885.
recovered sufficiently from my old
stupid lie alter[ They locate this
head trouble to take any interest in
bees, or to write on any thing con- nately in Chicago, New York, and
nected with them. With gratitude to Boston— anywhere to give it a new
our Heavenly Father, "who forgiveth start
at rolling.— Ed.]
all our iniquities, and healeth all our
diseases," and with hearty good-will
For ttie American Bee Journal.
to all bee-keepers at home and abroad,
I sign myself their friend.
Theory Proven True?
the
Pollen
Is
L. L. Langstroth.
Oxford, Ohio, July 1, 1885.

—

S.

N. B.— July 7, 1885.
taken from a loft over

some
moth

I

SHUCK.

have just

my woodshed
combs of the kind that the
loves, and that have lain there

old

an open nucleus box since 1874!
They have not been molested, and the
spider webs adhering to them tell in
short the whole of this long story. L.
in

[The foregoing article was put " in
type " on July 8th, but it was " withheld " till now by agreement with Mr.
Langstroth, and proofs were sent to
him, so that it might appear simultaneously in several bee-papers. Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Making Honey— Good Honey Season.
f.

A.

THEILMANN.

Evei-y bee-keeper in the land should
help to create light to disperse the
darkness which prevails in a large
majority of people who are not
acquainted with the honey-bee and
its work.
I have just read the following in Ihe Acker (indGarien-buu Zeiturifj,
of Milwaukee. Wis., for June 15, 188-5
"
mercantile liouse in Boston
makes artificial honey, also the comb,
and brings it into market for prime
American honey. The combs are
made of paraffine wax, and the honey
is a mixture of very thick glucose and
a little good lioney. The mixture is
filled in the cells and sealed up by
passing ;i hot iron over the cells.
large quantity of this product has
already been sliipped to Europe."'
Such a statement as the above is
more serious than funny to the honeyproducers, as it will do their business
great injury. This has undoubtedly
resulted from Prof. Wiley's lie, and
:

A

A

The arguments presented in favor
of the " pollen theory " are too iudetinite.
Mr. Ileddon's experiments
are the only features in this discussion that appear as facts in favor of
this theory yet, to the careful reader,
these apparent facts are only circumstantial firoofs of the pollen theory,
and simply demonstrate a self-evident
fact— that bees cannot discharge pollen when they eat none.
It has been claimed that pollen is
the cause of bee-diarrliea, because it
contains nitrogen. Mr. Ileddon, on
page 898, evidently refers to this,
where he defines nitrogen as " beeViread ;" and where he requests me to
get all the nitrogen (pollen) out of my
bees and combs before trying my
" diluted-syrup-feeding experiment."
But when we take into consideration
Mr. II's third statement—" all diarrhetic excreta is mainly pollen"— we
have nitrogen represented as being
pollen or bee-bread, which is too gross
an article to be represented as
nitrogen.
If
the advocates of the pollen
theory wish to have it understood
that the nitrogenous element of pollen is tlie basis of their tlieory, well
;

and good

;

if

they wish

it

understood

that i)ollen. from its coarseness as an
element of food, is the cause of beediarrhea, all right; or, if they wish to
cond)ine these two features, there
will be no objections, but let us not

have this
longer.

matter "mixed up" any

It has never been shown that nitrogen is in any way deleterious to bees,
and until it is so proven, this nitrogenous plea will appear to be a sort of
not argument.
hallucination
and
While Mr. Ileddon has thought it
expedient to deline bee-diarrhea in
certain directions, there has been no

the more pollen the more positive the
case of diarrhea.
One of the most formidable features
in opposition to the pollen theory, and
especially opposed to the supposed
deleterious effects of the nitrogenous
element found in pollen, is that many
colonies wintering on natural food,
and in as fine condition as the very
best, show a larger per cent, of pollen
in their excreta than those suffering
most severely from diarrhea. The
excreta of bees wintering in such tine
condition, is nicely illustrated by
Prof. Cook, on page 391 of Gleanings.
The indetinite situation of the " pollen theory," thus shown, leaves it too
much like the scriptural illustration
of the " house built upon the sand."
I see no features in Mr. Heddon's
argument, in reply to my article on
page 362, that cannot be met fairly
but such contention is
and easily
only a battle of words, and requires
too much time and space to accom;

plish the desired end. As it is my
intention to present sufficient facts
and arguments in this article to crush
the pollen theory as it now stands, I
will omit any further consideration of
Mr. Ileddon's reply to me, more than
is necessary to make this article clear
to the reader.
For myself, or any one, to argue

that because bees have been wintered
in any and all kinds of receptacles,
situations and weather, proves or disproves the pollen theory, is simply
begging the question. But if I can
show that large apiaries are being
wintered on natural stores, one year
after another, and that, too, in communities where from 50 to 75 per cent,
of the bees of other apiaries are lost,
during severe winters, I vsfish to ask,
what more is necessary V
The pollen theory is represented as
being substantiated by the various

arguments and experiments

of

its

advocates who claim that pollen is the
prime cause of bee-diarrhea, while
other features are represented as
being secondary causes, hastening the
deleterious effects of pollen thus virtually holding the position that the
escape from bee-diarrhea where bees
are retained on natural stores, is
;

purely accidental, and that bee-diarrhea i's the inevitable result sooner or
later.
Such a position is substantiated when there cannot be a single
instance of successful wintering on
natural stores found on record and
cannot be substantiated sooner
it
than this, from the fact that a single
instance of successful wintering from
year to year, divests all opposing arguments and experiments of their intended virtue, by holding all the
truths within its own grasp. This
single instance of successful wintering, simply shows that all the requirements ot success are met ; and the
successful wintering of one thousand
or ten thousand apiaries would not
;
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add a single trutli, more than to show " pollen theory," and severs the last as firm a market for our various prodthat ill had met the same conditions. thread of truth in its support; thus uces as do producers in other branches
of agriculture.
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, on paRe 309 crusliing at a single blow, a theory
Mohawk, 5 N. Y.
that has cost ttie bee-keepers of
of Gleanings^siiys " Well, my friends,
packing or somelhing, has again en- America hundreds of dollars, occupied
prominent
abled Cyula Linsvvik and her sister space enough in our most
:

'

'

successfully winter their entire apicultural periodicals to coTistitute a
apiary of 61 colonies. Please do not volume larger than any work extant
for the
say it is locality, because nearly all on apicultural science, and
men in the
the other bees in that vicinity are glory of which eminent
dead." On page 373 of Oleanings. Mr. science and art of apiculture have
Bee keepers, I am sorry,
A. H. K. Blood, of Massachusetts, clamored.
"
says: "Our home apiary has win- but truth munt and will prevail."
Liverpool, Jills.
tered as usual, without loss.

For tbe

Amencan Bee

Journal.

to

.

.

.

In the past ten years we have lost
bees twice. One winter they had a
American Agriculturist.
short supply of honey, and as we were
away from home, about one-fourth of Management of Bees During August.
them starved at another time we
tried to winter several small colonies
L. C. ROOT.
which should have been united. These
two experiments are all we need."
Bee-keepers are liable to make a
On the same page of Gleanings, Mr. mistake at this season, either in supH. 11. Boardman, of Ohio, says " My plying their colonies with surplus
bees are in a prosperous condition. boxes, or extracting honey too late.
1 liave three large apiaries We should keep in mind the condito care for and look after, with at tions of successful wintering. I am
this I am fully convinced that the cause of the
present but one assistant
sure will be a sulHcient apology for heavy losses in bees during the winnot trying to add one more to the ter, may be found in the conditions
voluminous list of articles on winter- produced by securing too large a yield
ing.
Yes, I wintered my bees in of surplus honey, and too little attenspite of honey-dew. Not only had I tion to proper preparation for wintertliousands of pounds of it in the win- ing. The gain in quantity of honey
ter stores, but I fed up several colo- secured is much less than "the resultnies upon it after taking away every ing loss sustained in bees. If the
thing and giving them only empty colonies store late in the season, more
frames or foundation, and these with- honey than is required for wintering,
out exception wintered in perfect con- the combs containing it can easily be
dition as well as the very best."
removed, and preserved for use when
I mention the above three instances needed in the spring. This late-gathof successful wintering because they ered honey, which is usually of poor
are convenient and to the point, and quality, if properly used, will be
are widely separated from each other, found, as a rule, to be worth more to
embracing both out-door and in-door the bee-keeper than will be realized
wintering; (many more could be men- for it when sold. Much might be
tioned). Some apiarists have boasted written upon the great need of obof their success with only sugar taining less honey than usual, and the
syrup; in the face of the foregoing importance of making every effort to
statements, the instances of winter- produce only that which is fine in
ing on sugar stores only show that quality, and in the best marketable
such apiarists have met the conditions shape.
necessary to successful wintering,
The honey market has become
and their success does not add one much unsettled this is largely the
whit in favor of the " pollen theory." result of a great effort on the part of
Instances like those mentioned above, bee-keepers to secure large yields of
cannot in the least be considered ac- poorly cured honey, both in the ex;

:

.

.

;

;

embracing a period of years
which includes at least two- (1880-1
and 18S4-5) of the most disastrous
winters on bees on record.
Heddon's
Notwithstanding
Mr.

cidental,

statements in reply to my article,
"tliey come through the winter in
nice condition, with almost no air at
all," and "they die of diarrliea, in
dry repositoi'ies, with the best of ventilation," we find that those who win-

ter bees with a success vniprecedented
by any of the advocates of the " pollen theory," do so by securing to their
bees an abundance of ventilation. Mr.
Boardman puts his bees into winter
quarters, without bottom-boards to
the hives, about Nov. 1.5, and takes
1.5.
The success
well-known apiarist,duringtlie
past winter of unparalleled severity
on bees, with the poorest of all stores,
(if we except glucose), and his liundreds of prosperous colonies set at
naught the last vestige of experiment and argument in favor of the

them out about April
of this

Wind-Breaks

for Apiaries.

W. n. STKWABT.

On the evening of July 8, a terrific
wind-stinin passed through a portion
of our county, doing much damage to
buildings, fences, orchards, etc., and
among other damages done, we are
informed that " Mr. J. 0. Hatch had
all Ills bee-hives turned over, and
fences and orchard entirely blown
down."
have kept bees several years
I
where I now live, on quite a high
knoll, and exposed to the northwest
winds that sometimes come very
heavy

;

I

have always been fearful

that iny hives would be blown over,
and luy bees ruined, and for this reason I have kept several hea^y stones
on the hives, which I must liftoff and
on again, every time that there is
anything done with the bees. This
makes much hard work, especially for
an old man who is somewhat crippled

with rlieumatism and many times it
has made my poor, old, lame back
;

amost

cry.

whether Mr.
1 am not informed
Hatch saved any of his bees or not,
but it does seem to me that a wind
that would turn over a hive would
keep it rolling until all the combs
would be mashed, and the colony
completely ruined. Because of this
danger, I have tried to devise some
plan to hold the hives firmly, without
the use of those heavy rocks but I
failed to hit on anything as yet, that
appears like much of an improvement. Cannot some one give in the
Bke Journal a cheap, practical and
;

plan? I have sometimes
thought of building a tight boardfence on the vv-est side of the hives,
but my yard is only 132 feet wide, and
it would" be necessary to build several
of these wind-breaks running parallel
with each other, to accommodate or
protect all the hives, which make
several rows across the yard.
I work my hives on the " tieriug-up
plan." as I like to have the honey remain in the hive initil it is all capped
over and well cured I get a much
better quality of honey in that way.
It is sometimes necessary to tier up
the hives three, and even four deep,
in order to keep plenty of empty
combs in some sections, while the
older honey is being capped in other
parts. I find that during the basswood flow (which is now in its height)
the bees store honey very rapidly if
we give them plenty "of empty combs,
but if we give them no new combs
until all they have are completely
capped, the work of storing goes on
slowly during the completion of the
work on the one set of combs. The
capping and curing can be done for
many combs after the honey-fiow
effectual

tracted form and in the comb, partly
sealed in scantily tilled boxes. What
the honey market of the future is to
greatly upon the
be, will depend
action of the bee-keepers.
must
;
first perform our own part well in
producing a standard article, after
W'hich we may make reasonable demands of the trade. Having brought
our products up to a proper standard,
let us make suitable elfort to bring
them into notice. Well arranged ext'.ibits
at our county Fairs will do
much towards establishing a profitable
home trade, which is of great importance to every bee-keeper.
have
injured ourselves by neglecting to
create such a home market.
The
custom of sending our honey from all
quarters to the New York market,
has done more to injure our industry
than any other one thing. If every
bee-keeper would realize the truth of
this statement, and do his part in slacks up a little. I work all for exestablishing a home trade for a higher tracted honey. I think that working
grade of honey, we should soon liave for comb honey is wasting much time

We

We
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and

and the course the combs had been given poor the conditions are perfect, the honey
care, but I supposed that they would will noi ooze from the cells, but be
be cleaned out before the queens dry and free from drip. Others again
would lay eggs in the cells containing claim success in keeping honey in a
them. If that is the way empty combs cool, airy place. Localities no doubt
turn out, I want no more of them, differ in this respect, owing to the
we get a high wind, although"! have but will prefer foundation. I notice humidity of the atmosphere, and
100 pounds of stone on them, and the a mistake in my article on page 440. other causes not explained.
labor, of both ourselves

bees.

My

same depth as the
Langstroth hive, and I now have
some of them four stories high, and
it makes me
tremble every time
hives are the

hives full of honey. If thev were The side-pieces of the frames should
blown over and rolled down the hill, be IOJ4 inches, and the hive is a hangit would ruin me, sure
I hope to ing-frame hive
that is why the cross
read of some good plitns in future is put in.
numbers of the Bee Journal, for
SQUEEZING BEE-STINGS.
protection of
apiaries against the
I

high winds.
Orion,? Wis., July

;

Mr. E. M. Coombs, page 444, is quite
right about squeezing out the poison
when stung by bees. I have practiced the plan for 20 years. If one
For tlie American Bee Journal.
gets out blood or water, no bad effects
"Driving Bees,' Empty Combs, etc. will follow if the blood will not start,
prick it at once and start it in that
J. H. ANDRE.
way. If it is on the back of the hand
where it may be reached by the lips,
I have read in the Bee .Journal suck it hard, and the poison will be
of several experiments in driving nearly all drawn out. If this is pracbees some have succeeded well and ticed on some persons when stung on
and some have not. Now, let us take the face or neck, shutting the teeth
it for granted that the colony to be on a small fold of skin will save much
operated on is in a box-hive (if it was suffering, and perhaps in some cases
not, 1 suppose it would be divided), it may save life.
well filled with bees and honey such
Lockwood,? N. Y.
being the case, if boxes are put on in
two or three days they will be hlled
Prairie I'^armer.
with bees. Take off the boxes and
set them aside, holes down, so the
Sweet Clover, Storing Honey, etc.
bees cannot get out smoke tlie hive,
turn it over, place the new hive on
3IRS. L. HARRISON.
top of it, and drum out the bees put
the new hive in the place of the old
The linden is now in full bloom,
one, and move the old one away, put- and to-day the bees are holding high
ting back the boxes containing the carnival. The dry, hot wind ot yesbees.
In doing it that way, the terday was followed by gentle showers
drumming may be thorough to make in the evening, during the night, and
sure of the queen, and there will be this morning. All nature is refreshed
enough bees in the boxes to take care and adorned in holiday attire. The
of the brood, if they do not desert it. bloom of white clover will be proIt is an easy matter, with a little longed by tlie recent rain, and sweet
practice, to put foundation in a box- clover will stool out abundantly the
hive. Cut it the Simplicitv or Lang- latter is greatly on the increase in
stroth size, half or three-quarters of this locality, and wherever it once
an inch longer than the hive is wide, gains a foothold, it is sure to be found
turn it up at both ends and one side, blooming, year after year, when other
wax the hiye well, place the tirst flowers are scarce.
piece one inch from the side of the
Bees now need very careful attenhive, pressing the turned part down tion, and every effort ought to be
solid, and place the next sheet l^^ or made to have them secure as much
IM inches from it.
wide, tliin while honey as possible. As fast as
board held down straight and solid sections are sealed, remove them, lest
will
help get the foinidation in their delicate whiteness be impaired
straight, and a thin narrow one well by tlie travel of the bees. Every unwetted will press the last pieces in.
sealed cell will leak, cause stickiness,
Driven swarms usually have a lay- and be an abomination to all who may
ing queen, and a colony prepared for handle the honey. Where one-poiuid
in this way will do well if driven late sections are used, remove the sealed
in the season. Cut two sticks that ones and put those nearly completed
will just reach across the hive, press in their place.
If the honey-flow
them down until they just touch the slackens, do not enlarge the surplus
foundation crosswise, stick them fast space, but as fast as sealed sections
and nail them through the outside of are removed, and those partly fllled put
the hive.
In their place, conline the bees to
them and thus, if possible, have
USING EMPTY COMBS.
17, 188.5.

;

;

;

;

If bees having a queen are shut in
a box, and put into a dark place for 48
hours, they will remain. In forming
nuclei where frames of bees and brood
are taken, the old bee.) return home,
not leaving enough for the nuclei.
poor queen could be used in bMming
many nuclei, for as soon as the bees
are located, she may be removed, and
a queen-cell given them. The other
day some bees were clustered on the
outside of a hive, and wishing to
form a nucleus, I took two diminutive frames of comb belonging to a
hive, in which a queen had been imported, and dipped up a quantity of
bees. I put these frames into the
little hive with a sealed queen-cell,
and shut them up in the dark in the

A

cellar

;

after

fvo days

I set

them

out-

doors where I wished them to stand,
and the bees remained. When the
queen is fertile and laying, she can be
introduced into any hive where a
queen is needed, giving them a queencell.
Bees accept other queen-cells,
even when they have queen-cells of
their own.

Peoria,©

Ills.,

July

6, 1885.

;

;

A

;

used frames of brood to build up a
weak, queenless colonv, from a sti-ong
one that had been' hived on full
combs, and about the time the brood
began to liatch, I examined it, and
found it full of channels made bv
worms; it looked clean and neat with
sealed brood on both sides when given
to the weak colonv. The eggs of the
moth must have been in the comb
when the queen laid the eggs. Of
I

them

finished, for
of little value.

When honey
hive, put

comb partly

is

where

tilled is

removed from a

cure if it is
moist cellars, it will get watery,
ooze from the cells, and be a nuisance.
After tryi'ig different rooms and cellars, I meet with best success in a hot,
airy room. Some bee-keepers construct a room or house with the
southern exposure of glass, to insure
heat, and have it well ventilated
If
in

it

it will

;

For tbe American Bee JourcaL

Direct Introduction of Queens.
S.

SIMMINS, 175—100).

In all large apiaries, conducted
solely as a means of profit, the point
to be aimed at is, " IIow to perform
operations with the greatest econof time, labor, and material;"
hence in regard to one item in particular, which I have under consideration at present, the subject of queenintroduction, has been made a special
study by myself for a number of
years. The caging process retards
egg-laying, and occupies too much
time, especially where queens are
sliifted in the same yard.
Feeling
the need of some alteration, I experiall

omy

mented
was not

in several directions, but it
until 1880 that I succeeded in

establishing a system which enabled
me to inseirt queens into any hive at
the same operation the original one
was removed, and no notice was
taken of the change. The new queen
was inserted on a'comb of honey and
brood, surrounded by a number of
her own attendants, and the plan was
suggested to my mind by the fact that
two or more colonies could be safely
united by intermixing their respective
combs, while the bees remained clustering on them, when the -one queen
left by the operator, would be accepted
as sovereign of all.
For two whole seasons I continued
to experiment in the same direction,
and out of a large number of introductions during that time, not one
One queen was
failure occurred.
actually removed during 1881 to more
lhnn six different hives, so each turn

;
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she was accompanied by fresh bees.
In other instances queens were exclianged by this " comb method," and
no accident resulted. I tlierefore concluded to make the matter public,
and described the method in the
British Bee Journal for September,
1882, and on receiving the American

Bee Journal,

for

Dec

13,

lss2,

I

found that its editor hail honored me
by copying the article entire, and
later (July 16, 188-1) he gave an extract, probably from my pamphlet,
which has been the means of inducing my one opponent here, to again
assail my position, after he had already
been allowed to have the last word.
This gentleman has made a miserable
failure in each of his attempts, and
quoted from two correspondents of
the

American Bee Journal who

had

failed at their lirst trial, hoping
thereby to strengthen his position
but his statements were such that in
the following numbers of the BHtish
Bee Journal, several correspondents
expressed astonishment at liis failure,
and each described how he had succeeded in following my practice.
Mr. A. Gresh, on page 521 of the
Bee Journal for 1884, was needlessly impatient because he failed

once, and that at his first and only
trial with a fertile worker colony.
I
assure him that so far I have cured
every case of fertile workers, with no
farther trouble than inserting a comb
of brood and bees, with the queen

parading unconcernedly among them.
Mr. Gresh should not give up because
of one failure; but "try again !" He
will yet succeed, and then can tell us
the plan is at least as certain as caging, while the time and labor saved is
considerable.
Permit me to make
the same remark to Mr. E. A. Morgan, who, on page 588 of the Bee
Journal for 18S4, stated thai he was
certain the process would fail. In
three instances he failed, and is " satisHed that no queen was ever accepted
in that way by a colony in a normal
condition."" He thus ignores the fact
that I have succeeded with colonies
under all conditions. Let him read
the following statements by beekeepers whose names are well known
to

him

:

When
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For the Amnricun Bl-o Jf^umal.
was not by any means new, as he had
used the same means of introduction.
Beating
Tin-Pails
and Brass-Kettles.
Again, it seems probable that the
statement by Mr. Doolittle, on page
A. U. WALLISRIDOE, .JH.
775 of the Bee Journal for 1882,

(tliough three montlis after my article
in the British Bee Journal], was made
while he was unaware of my own
experiments, as it was not until the
following issue that the letter, copied
from the British Bee Journal of September, 1882, appeared.
When I tirst recorded my experience (September. 1882), I had seen no
statements relating to this method of
introduction, and,
therefore, con-

Every one at

all accustomed to bees,
utter absurdity of beating
tin-pans and brass-kettles when bees
are swarming. This, wise bee-keepers know is useless, and if any pur-

knows the

pose be served by it, it would ratlier
be to cause their departure by fright,
than to cause them to alight and
cluster, as is generally supposed. But
a custom so long prevalent that its

sidered that I was the originator of origin is lost in antiquity, entitles it
the same, and so I called it "The at least to a hearing. For want of a
-lupiter
Simmins' Method of Direct Introduc- better, I take the following
" the fatlier of gods and men "— the
tion." However, as Mr. Root thinks
mentioned in Acts,
differently, perhaps he, Mr. Doolittle, great Jupiter
the Lycaoniaus
or some others will satisfactorily prove 14:11-14, of whom
"
the gods are come down to us
that the process had previously been said,
made public as a system. Then I shall in ttie likeness of men," is reported
be willing to withdraw my own name, in heathen mythology to be the son of
and call it, say, " The comb method," Saturn, by his wife Ops, or Cybele, of
whom Jupiter was born. Saturn had
or as otherwise may be corrected.
a penchant for devouring all his sons
Though some few have failed, and as soon as born. His good wife Ops
these at tirst attempts, I am con- is related to have secreted this
son
vinced from my own experience, and Jupiter in
a cave on Mount Ida in
the evidence of prominent bee-keepCrete, where he was fed on honey and
ers given above, that so far no better
goat's milk. His care-takers, howplan of introduction has been offered, ever, and the Corybantees, upon his
considering that not a moment of father Saturn's ajjproach, frightened
time is lost, while frequently the him off with the noise of cymbals and
queen is so little disturbed that she drums. Thus the worship of Jupiter
continues her duties throughout the
came to be accompanied with this
operation.
the bees joining in this worship
As it is my wish that all who desire noise
by feeding the object of it.
to try shall succeed as well as I have
Subsequently it was supposed that
done, I append the following
In in their hilarious flight (swarming),
manipulating, use smoke as under
they were performing their part in
ordinary conditions not on any ac- the worship of the god Jupiter, whom
count to excess. Kever handle the they had nourished. The racket of
queen, or cause her to become restless tin-pails and brass-kettles was the
by any carelessness on your part.
accompaniment of the CoryThe comb to be inserted with queen agreeable
bantees and other worshippers thus
and bees, should not be taken from a joint worship by men and bees was
one part of the apiary to another paid to the god. This is an origin of
openly in tlie hand nevertheless let
the nonsensical battering of tin-pans
it be carried in a nucleus hive, or
and brass-kettles, usually gotten up
comb-box having no lid, so tlie bees on the occasion of swarming. Those
may be exposed to the light and air. who make this needless clamor hardly
The colony to receive the queen know that in so doing ttiey are paying
should tirst have its combs parted to
an act of worship to Jupiter, god of
give ample room to insert the queenthe heathen. Bee-keepers who know
comb witliout crushing, or the bees how useless this clatter is, call them
" brushing " each other let the whole
"heathens," and they seem entitled
surface of the frames be exposed to
to be so-called with some show of reathe light while obtaining the nucleus,
son and history.
then insert the same and close the
Belleville, Ont.
hive at once. When no honey has
been coming in, feed over night the
Read at the Maine Convention.
colonies to be operated upon.

—

:

—

:

;

;

;

;

reviewing

my pamphlet

in

Gleanings for March, 1883, Mr. A. I.
Boot said that with one exception he
had met with continued success by
the same process.
Again in that

same

periodical for 1884, page 805, Mr.
O. O. Poppleton shows how he succeeded " 24 times out of 26."
Mr.
Doolittle, on page 775 of the Bee
Journal for 1882, stated that he
" did not lose one in twenty " by this
plan. In the British Bee Journal for
1884, page 417, Mr. Joseph E. Fond,
Jr., writes thus
"Others this side
the water complain of failures in
using the metliod some of them being
:

;

successful bee-keepers. It mav be,
however, that they made the attempt
with no desire to succeed. However
that may be, I have succeeeded with
it beyond my expectations, and for
the life of me, I cannot see why any
one can make a failure of it."
At the time Mr. Root received my
pamphlet, he stated that the process

Bee-Keeping for Women.

With regard

to a queen, with atfrom a distance,
let therh stand for a day or two near

tendants

received

the full colony before being united to
it
and in tlie case of a queen with
few attendants and no combs, place
such on a comb of hatching brood in a
warm room, at lirst confined, and
later, stood out as before.
The comb
of the brood to be taken, by preference, from the hive the queen is to
preside over
the original queen is
not to be removed until the introduction takes place. No time is lost by
waiting a few days, as the queen,
after her .iourney, would lay no sooner
if placed at once in a very povi'ertul
colony.
Brighton, England.
;

;

3IRS. L. M.

CROCKETT.

AVhoever keeps bees must have a
real love for the business, and employ
all of his leisure, and some of his time
when he should be asleep.
all
.

know

We

we

are particularly interested
in any one thing, we will think and
study upon it until we get it settled
in our minds, and we should be as
much interested in bees but it is not
so easy settling all the points in beekeeping. Some think it is just the
business for ladies to engage in. It
may be if they have no families.
have read accounts wliere ladies have
been successful in agriculture as a
if

;

We
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business, but it is not every lady tliHt
can bold a plow to break tbe ground,
or follow the team all day to harrow
it, and unless we can do a man's work
in tbe field, I think agriculture had
better be left for the stronger sex. So
in bee-keeping we can help in many
ways, but w^hen the woman with
household duties, and a family of
small children to assist in bringing
up, undertakes the management of 40
or 50 colonies of bees, she must neglect her family or her bees.
I think Dr. J. G. Holland was right
when he said the woman that left the
care of her family for some other
:

employment, stepped

down— for what

higher, holier calling can a woman
follow than in caring for her family
I would say to the laxlies, if your husbands are interested in bee-keeping,
interest yourselves in it, and help
them all you can, not only in the care
of the bees, but by talking over liow
it is best to prepare for the honey
'i

harvest when it comes. We want all
things in readiness so there may be
no delay. We know we get good
ideas from them about our work by
talking with them, and sometimes
the children can give useful hints. I
think we should talk with them. I
have great hopes for the coming generation in regard to bee-cultnre, for I
have no idea we shall learn it all in
our day.
By industry and perseverance we
can overcome great difficulties. We
cannot remain idle if we think to
keep bees on the improved plans, for
there is much to be done if we have
only a few colonies, and it not only
takes time but money to carry on the
business.
We must not think anything will do for a hive, or that it is
good enough for us. We want the
best, put together in tiie best possible shape, so there will Ije no danger
from leaky hives, and when the bees
need attention, be prompt in giving
it.
If we would have them profitable,
we must look after their needs just as
much as we would any of our other
stock. Sometimes a little care will
save a good colony, and how could we
employ that time to better advantage
or at more profit. Let us try and do
our best in the management of our
bees, as in everything else, and I believe we shall be successful.

Dexter,© Maine.
Kor the American Bee Journal.

Spider-Plant and Virginia Creeper.

JOHN

A good

A.

BALMEIi.

deal has been written about

this plant, but I do not think that it
will ever take a place in tlip front

rank amongst honey-plants. There
is no doubt but what it is a great
plant to secrete nectar, but the nectar
is available to the bees for so short a
time each day, that it will not pay to
give much space to it on our lands.
During the day it presents a vvoe-begone appearance, and looks as if all
about 4 or ') p. m. it l)egins
dried up
to freshen up, and the flowers assume
a deeper color about this time, too,
tiny drops of nectar are to be seen
:

;

collecting on the

younger flowers.

but the main body of them upon the
cloth which covered her upper garments. No sooner had I taken the
hive out of her hands, but, in a terrible fright and surprise, she cried
out. The bees were got .under the
covering, crowding up towards her

It

generally about 6 p. m. before the
bees find it, thus giving them only an
hour or two to work on it at evening.
Sometimes there is a plentiful yield
of nectar for an hour or two in the
morning, but this is not always
is

breast and face. When I perceived
best about the veil was of no further use, she at
7 or 8 p. m., or just as darkness is last gave me leave to remove it. This
closing in it then affords a bountiful done, a most affecting spectacle pre" humming-bird sented itself to the view of all the
harvest
for
the
moths," and numerous other noctur- company, filling me with the deepest
distress and concern, as I thought
nal winged insects.
Another reason why it will never myself the unhappy instrument of
start
drawing her into so great and imbecome popular is the trouble to
it every spring.
Seed sown here the minent hazard of her life, which now
last week in April, once transplanted, so manifestly lay at stake.
and finally planted out in the 1st week
" It is not in my power to tell the
in June, bloomed the first week in confusion and distress of mind I was
.July, or about four weeks after being in from the awful apprehension it
put out. It blooms until frost— and is raised and her dread and terror in
a beautiful plant after sundown.
such circumstances may reasonably
There is an excellent honey-plant be supposed to be much more. Every
which I do not think has ever been moment she was at the point of rebrought to the notice of bee-keepers- tiring with all the bees about her.
This plant is Vain thought to escape by flight.
it is Ampelopsis Veitchi.
a hard-wood timber, and a near rela- She might have left the place, indeed,
tive of the Virginia creeper {Ampelop- but could not the company V and the
sis hcdetM-ea).
It is a beautiful rapid- remedy would have been much worse
growing climber, provided with short- than the disease. Had she enraged
branched, tendril-like hold-fasts, each them, all resistance had been in vain,
branch of which is provided witb a and nothing less than her life would
sucker or disc, by means of which it have atoned for the offense. And now
holds fast to the surface with which to have had that life (in so much jeopit comes in contact, whether stone, ardy) insured, what would I not have
brick or tree-bark. The color of this given y
"To prevent, therefore, a flight
plant is a light, tender green, flushed
with red in summer, and changing to which must have been attended by so
The fatal a consequence, I spared not to
brilliant crimson in autumn.
flowers are very abundant, yet incon- urge all the arguments I could think
spicuous. It will grow in almost any of, and used the most affectionate enher with all the
soil, and is perfectly hardy south of treaties, begging
the Arctic Circle. The bloom lasts earnestness in my power to stand her
1.5 or 20 days, and is roaring with bees
ground and keep her present posture
all the while.
For covering dwelling- in order to which I gave her encourhouses, barns, or out-buildings, I can agement to hope in a little space for a
conceive of no finer ornament.
full discharge from her disagreeable
companions on the other hand assurParis,
Tils.
ing her she had no other chance for
her life. I was, through necessity,
Exchange.
constantly reasoning with her, or else
Hiving Bees -An Old Incident.
beseeching and encouraging her.
" I now began to search among
" Never resolutely defend thyself them, now got in a great body upon
when they seem to threaten thee," her breast, about lier neck, and up to
writes old Mr. Butler and the better her chin, for the queen. I presently
to impress that excellent maxim on the saw her, and immediately seized her,
mind of the amateur bee-keeper, and taking her from among the crowd
convince him how such a course may with some of the workers in company
help him
in the direst strait his with her, and put them together in
bungling may bring him to, I will re- the hive. Here I watched her for
late to iiim a marvelous little story some time, and as I did not observe
told by Thorley. the bee-master, and that she came out, I conceived an exfurnished by him in his " Female pectation of quickly seeing the whole
Monarchy :""
body quickly abandon their settle" One of my swarms settling among ment; but, instead of that, I soon obthe close twisted branches of some served them, to my great sorrow and
coddling trees, and not to be got into surprise, gathering closer together,
a hive without more help, my maid- without the least signal for departing.
servant, hired into the family the Upon this I immediately reflected
Michaelmas before, being in the gar- that either there must be another
den, very officiously offered her assist- queen, or that the same was returned.
ance so far as to hold the hive while 1 directly commenced asecond search,
short time, with a most
I dislodged the bees, she being little and, in a
apprehensive of what followed.
agreeable surprise, found a second or
'•
Having never been acquainted the same she strove, by entering
with bees, and likewise afraid, she further into the crowd, to escape me,
put a linen cloth over her head and which I was fully determined against,
shoulders, concluding that would be and apprehending her without any
a sufficient guard, and secure her from further ceremony or the least apology,
their stings.
few of the bees fell I reconducted her with a great numinto the hive, some upon the ground
ber of the populace into the hive.
certain.

This plant

is

seen at

its

;

;

!

;

o

;

;

;

A

;

:

:

:

:

:

:
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melancholy scene began could be thought of, but as one or two have ceptacle 13x1.5 Inches, for old combs, above
and gave way to one in- said in the Bkk .Ioi'uxal, it will be hard the screen. This I keep in my extracting
and as often as it hecoiiies full, I
more agreeable and pleasant. to jirovi^ the identity iif the bees. Bees room,
lilaee it on the kitelien stove and ]ioiir

And now

tlie

to cliange,
finitely

" The bees presently missing their
queen, began to dislodge, and repair
to the hive, crowding into it in multitudes, and in the greatest hurry imaginable; and in the space of two or
three minutes the maid had not a single bee about her, neither had she so
much as one sting, a small number of
which would have quickly stopped
her breath."

have stored hut littli'surplus honey so far:
there has liccn only a very few days that
Basstliey conid work on white clover.
wood is just beginning to blossom a very
little, and in about ten days the bees will
have an abundance of it to work on, if the
weather is such that they can get it. 1
never saw it budded as fuU as it is now.

hoiling water tliroujjh the combs until it
coiiimences to run out of the spout, and
then I stop up the spout, put on the cover,
and the steam is forced up througli the
combs, and the wax droiis through the
screen, and the refuse settles to the bottom
of thecal!, except what remains above the

.screen.
When (Iciiie. tliewax can be drawn
off into a receptacle containing some hot
Bees Harmless as Flies. A. L. V. water, and allowed to cool, and it is ready
Loomis, Roseiulale,o+ Wis., on July for use without a second melting. Mr.
20, 1885, writes
James lleddou says wax put through his

—

:

Any one who

acijuainted with bees
that they are
as harmless as flies
they never sting
unless driven to it by injury. If sheep
were feeding, the bees would simply fly
away.
neighbor a few days since,
driving through a white clover pasture,
stopped his horses twice to discover the
cause of the buzzing before he noticed the
is

when gathering honey, know
;

\^^0fp£^^^m

A

Splendid Yield of Honey.— Mayer &
Didier. Marksville,© La., on July 16,
188-5, write
The yield of honey this season, in our
section of the country, has been very
good. We liave extracted three times, up
to tills date, and have measured 300 tjalloiis, or about S.OOO pounds in vs-eialit. The
average number of hives extracted from
was from 20 to '£A. This is our first extracting season, and we are yet new in the
business.

doublerelining jiroccss shrinks about 10
sent liinx mine, made in this
per cent.
way last winter, and he said it was so clean
that it would not shrink over 4 per cent.,
and he sent me 4s pounds of thin foimdation made from .50 pounds of m\' wax.
:

That

1

Insurance.- L. N. Tongue,

Hillsboro,to Wis., on July 18, ISSo,
writes
As Mr. Chas. Follett wishes to hear
Defense Association.— T. E. Turner, from all in reference to his jilaii of an Insurance Mutual Bee-Keepcis' Association
Sussex,? Wis., on July, 20, 18S5, (see iiage444), 1 say no, most emphatically;
writes
such an associatioii would kill the BeeWho would wish to pay
I am heartily in favor of the defense Keeuers' Union.
association, for, as I live in Wisconsin, 1 B's loss in wintering (or from any other
might need help some day, and tlieu if I cause) when we combine to defend the
do not, the general interest of bee-keepers common right of all against those who
may require such an association. The would crusli a man because he saw fit to
The See Keepers'
bee and honey business is slow here tliis engage in ajiicullure
spruig. If bees gather enough honey to Union is the right thing in itself. If beewinter upon, they will do more than Is keepers wish to form a Mutual Insurance,
let tliem do so, but to connect it with the
anticipated in this section.
Union— never. The Union has enough on
its
hands, from present iutlications. 1
bees they simply gave room, and disturbed neither horse nor driver.
;

;'

Basswood at its Best.— D. Millard,
Mendon, 9 Mich., on July 16, 188.5,
writes

Almost Unlimited Honej-Resources.
Eugene Secor, Forest City, 5 Iowa,
and spring, and what were left were on Jidy 20, 1885, says
weak, and did not eet in good working
The honey prospect is very good. We
condition in time for the white clover
bloom. Fruit bloom was light, and the have had a very good bloom of white
clover,
and now the bees are rollicking in
early white clover secreted little or no
honey.
Basswood bloomed abundantly, basswood blossoms. I feel quite confident
and is now at its best, and if the weather of a reasonable harvest, and prices are
continues good for a few days, we shall going to be remunerative, from the fact
that so many lose all, or nearly all, their
get a good yield.
Fully 7.5 per cent, of the bees throughout this section died during the past winter

—

:

bees every hard winter.

The business

is

—

not likely to be overdone. There are fewer
Bees Not Doing
Well.
Jar vis bees kept in this locality than there were
Kainey, Forestville, P X. !if ., on July ten years ago, owing to losses from bad
20, 1885, writes
manaHemeut, and want of success through
Bees have n«f done very well in this ignorance but the honey resources are
locality, up to tliis date. I wintered 63 out almost unlimited. It would seem almost
:

1

would

call the attentifin of bee-keepers to
the article in the Bee J iukx.-^l or July
1-5, on page 43.5.
Tlie Union is not formed
any too soon, and every bee-keeper should
rally to its support. '' In imion there is
strength.
house divided against itself
cannot stand."
c

A

[We certainly should not favor an insurance business connected with the BeeKeepers' Union. The time has hardly
come yet, we imagine, for an Insurance
separate from the Insurance companies
now existing.— Ed.]

;

winter, on natural stores. I do
not believe in Heddon's pollen theory. I
believe that I have wintered bees better
for the last ten years than Mr. H. has
I
pay no attention to pollen.
of

6.5

last

;

impossible to overstock this section.

—

Bee-Keei)ing in W. Virginia. J. C.
liuntington,+o W. Va., on
July 15, 1885, writes

Tanner,

—

Stock Undisturbed by Bees. Chas.
Osage, 5 Iowa, on July 16,
1885, writes

Follett,

:

West Virginia

often called the Switzerland of America, and I believe that it is
One of my apiaries is located in a calf well named, as 1 cannot imagine how
"Enlist ror the War."— C. F. Green- and pig pasture, and they are undisturbed
there could beany grander or finer scenery
ing, Grand Meadow,<x Minn., on July by the'bees, tliougli they eat the grass all anywhere than in the mountains of both
20, 1885, says
around the hives and kee]i it down. the Virginias, especially along the Kanawha and New rivers, a distance of nearly
I hope that all true hee-keepers will Another apiary is located between a house
feet
"enlist for the war," on the question of and liaru in the city of Osage, which has 100 miles, where the hills are 2,000
high,
and upwards, and filled with the
defending their rights, whether it is for 3 3.000 inhabitants, aild the members of the
family pass these hives without inter- best of coal, and clad with the finest
years or more.
well was drilled 79 feet deep timber— the kinds which please the beeruption.
in that bee yard, and none of the workmen keepers—such as poplar (or tulip as it is
also chestmit, linden and
Jly bees work on white often called)
Slieep and Bees— Tlie Season.—D. were stung.
last three
L. Sliapley, Kandallsville,© jV. Y., on clover from 3 to 6 p. m. This season white sour-wood in abundance the vales
are
now
in
bloom
in all the
and
clover does not secrete honey until about
July 14, 188-5, says:
along the ba.se of the mountains, the
Ha. m.
1 fully endorse all that has been written
bloom coming out later and later the
in regard to that Wisconsin bee-suit. Mv
higher
on the mountain-sides it is,
Rendering Wax.— Geo. E. Hilton, thereby up
father kept from 80 to 100 colonies of bee's
making the honey season double
Fremout.Kj
Mich.,
writes
as
follows
until about 1S.5K, when he lost all, and
the usual length when on level ground.
there have not been any bees kept on the
The following is a description of a wax Besides the above-named trees, there is a
farm until 1 got them three years ago but extractor that have made and am using host of other trees, shrubs and flowers too
slieep have always been kept on the farm to my satisfaction
Make a can of heavy numerous to mention. This is a good,
in numbers from .5 to 1.50or more, and until tin, ai inches tleep and 13 in diameter, with healthy country, with the purest of waters
this suit came up we never heard or tight bottom, 'i'wo and one-half inches of various kinds, such as sulphur, iron,
thought of such a thing as bees driving from the bottom 1 put in a tin spout, .5 etc., many of which are noteil all over the
sheep from white clover, but alwavs inches from the bottom 1 solder on several country. Here a person can sleep in- comnoticed that the bees left the flowers when lugs, upon which rests a wire screen fort nearly if not every night all summer,
animals of any kind were grazing near it. securely fastened into a tin rim that can be and where there are no mosquitoes, nor
1 think it the most absurd charge that taken out at jjleasure. This leaves a re- malaria, as both go together. The best of
is

A

;

;

:

;

I

:

:

:

:

:
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land can be bonaht for from SI to $100 per
Wonderful Honey-Yield and Inacre. West Virginia lias not rnn its in- crease.— 6—
Malone,(.5— 2.5), Oakfancy yet, as regards development, and it ley,
9 Iowa, on July 18, 188.5, says
Northern people and bee-men knew more
One can judge of the hoi\ey season here
about this State and its resources, they
would soon take advantage of it. I hope in Iowa when I say that I have increased
to end uiy davs in the mountains of Vir- my apiary from 5 to 35 colonies, and have
ginia or W. Virginia, surrounded with a taken 285 pounds of honey, and yet there
is 800 pounds more ready to be taken off.
fine apiary.
I have not bought a bee nor queen tliis
Robert year, but sold one frame of brood on June
Good Yield of Honey.
1.
Linden has just fairly come into
Downs, Naugatuck,? Conn., ou July bloom.
This exceeds my expectations. I
20, ISS-D, says
will give a full report in due season.
I am keeping only from 20 to 30 colonies
of bees, farming being my principal busiHoney Season is Good.— Jno. A.
ness but I am i;lad to conlribute my mite
towards defending the bee-keeping inter- Balmer, Paris, o+ Ills., on July 18, 188.5,
ests of our country, for it appears that we says
certainly do need a Bee-Keepers' Union.
are having a good honey season.
The yield of honey thus far this spring My colonies are in good condition, and
has been the best that 1 ever knew. colonies will average .50 pounds of comb
Sumac is just now beginning to bloom, honey each, in this locality. I lost 7 durand if the weather is good, I expect a big ing the past winter, and had 5 left these
yield of honey from it. The honey is I have increased to 14,
of which are
very white and nice.
working in supers. White clover is about
past for this year.

Wm.

—

;

We

;

Bees and Sheep,

etc.

— David

Rowe,

Wis., on July 22, 1885,
Results of Envy and lll-Will.— Jas.
says
McNeill, Hudson, o, X. Y., writes
I have kept from 50 to 150 sheep, and
I am heartily in sympathy with the Beefrom 50 to 2U0 colonies of bees for the past
Keepers' Union.
Persistent ignorance,
15 years. My pastures are well dotted
whicli through envy and ill-will refuses to
with white clover, and I do not think that
enlinlitened, must be combatted at all
be
my sheep were ever driven a rod, or even lengths necessary to overthrow it. Every
molested by my bees when feeding. As I
successful bee-keeper is the object of the
live 12 miles from Mr. Freel]orn, I have
of one or more of his neighbors,
been acquainted with both parties for the ill-will
who regard him as a sort of usurper of
last 25 years. Mr. F. is known as " the
model bee-man," and isalways willing to their rights, reaping where he has not
give good advise to beginners. All know sown, and gathering where he has not
strewn, and in proportion to their success
that jealousy has something to do in lawthey are envied, and only a slight provosuits.
I think that it is to the interest of
every man that is handling bees or honey, cation is sometimes necessary to make
this
ill-feeling take the forin of open
to put a shoulder to the wheel of defense
hostility.
in this suit. Bees have done well on white
:

Basswood bids

— Mr.

good, and basswood is full and just opening. It is swarm-ity-swarra.

Sept.

—

Good Swarming Season, etc. W. D.
Wright, (24.3—410). Knowersville,o+N.
Y., on July 17, 188.5, writes
:

certainly the duty of every beekeeper to help defend the bee and honey
interests of the country, by joining the
is

National Bee-Keepers' Union. We must
" hold the fort." We have had a good
swarming season, and bees are now storing honey moderately.

Time and place

1885.

III.

J.

Dec.

oy Meeting.

W. Wis. at Kock City. ni.
Stewart. Sec Hock City, Ula.

and

S.

I,2-W.

N. Y. and N. Pa., at Salamanca. N.Y.
A. D. Jacobs, Sec, Jamestown, N. Y.

8— 10.— Micliifan

State, at Detroit. Micli.

H. D. CuttinK. Sec, ('linton,Mich.
In order to have this table complete. Secreforward tull particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

I»~

taries are requested to

18, 188-5,

think that

says

Article VIII.— The annual feespaid by
members shall become a general fund,

from which

shall be paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as prhiting,

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten
members.

Article X.— This constitution may he
amended by a majority vote of all the
members at any time.
LIST OP MEMBERS AT THIS DATE
:

Allen.

Jones. George W.,
Kins, T. Franh,
Lannstroth. Rev. L.
Le Roy, J. W.,

Ransom,

Anderson. Wm.,
Anaell. C. S.,
Baldwin. B. T.,
Barnes, Wm. M-,
Baxter. E. J..
Bernschein. Ernst,
Besse. II., M. D.,

Ludkey,
Maddo.\,
Mallory,

Wm..

my

(INSTITUTION.

often as necessity

may

require.

Article II.— Its

object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to

defend their rights.
Article 111.— The officers of this Union
during April and May, by spring dwindfive Viceling, and sold 3 colonies, thus leaving me shall consist of a President,
S3, one-third of which were good, one-tliird Presidents, and a General Manager (who
shall
also
be
the
Secretar\
and
Treasurer),
weak, and one-third very weak, but by the
aid of the stronger they "were built np before the basswood (iow. 1 hived 17 swarms,
and 5 or went to i)arts unknown. I have
extracted about 1,000 ])Oiuids of basswood
honej', and we are now Justin the middle
of the bloom ; but since yesterday tlie
secretion of nectar Inis ceased on account
of a cool, dry atmosphere, and I think
there will be no more honey gathered
froni it
but we are thankful for what we
already have, as the hives are all full of
honey and lirood, making them as heavy
as chunks of lead.

Buchanan,

J.

W. &

Bro.

L..

whose

duties shall be tliose usually iieilorined by such officers. They shall lie
elected by ballot, and hold their several
offices for one year or until tlieir successors
are elected and installed ; blank ballots
for this purpose to be mailed to every member by the General Manager.

Article IV.— The

W.

T.,

H.,

S.

Marden, Henry,
Mason, Jits. B.,
Mattoon, Jas.,
McConnetl, James,

McNay, Frank.

Chapman.

McNeill, James,

Cheney,

Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller. Henry,
Mills. L. U.,

J..
H. II.,

Clarke. Rev. W. F..
Connlev, Jf)hn T..
Cook, Prof. A. J.,
Dadant. Chas,,

Dadant, C. P
Darby, M. E..
Dayton, C. W„
Decker, A. A..
Demaree. G. W..
,

Dlbbern. C. H. H Son,
Dickason, T. B.,
Dittmer, Gus.
Doolittle, G. M.,
Downs, Robert,
Drane. K.,
P.,

EaElesfleld, E.

C.

Eastwood, L.,
Feathers, Harvey.
Flanagan, E. T,,
England, P. J..
Follett, Charles,

W.

Minnich. F.,
Minor. N. L..

Muth Kasmussen, Wm.,
James A.,
Newman, Alfred H..
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas Q.
Net.'^on,

Nipe. James,

Pennoyer, L. A,,
Peters, Gen. B.,
Powell. E. W.,
Pray, (i. L.,
Rainey. Jarvis,
Rey, Jolin,

Reynolds, M. G.,
Koot. A. 1.,
Rowe, David,
Secor, Euaene,

Shapley.D. L.,
Shearman. J. O.,
Shirley,

W.

H.,

France, E. & Son,
Freeborn. S. I.,

Smith, George.
Spady, Jno.,
Spencer, M. L.,

Fulton. W. K.,
Funk, H. W..
Furness, Dwijzht,

Stewart,

Forbes,

E..

Gander. A. M..
Green. Charles IT.,
Greening. C. F.,
Gresh, Abel,

Grimm, Christopher,
Hatch, C. A.,
Havens, Reuben,
Hayhurst, E. M.,
Heaton, J. N„
Heddon. James,

Stearns, J. H.,

Stephenson, H. W.,

W. H.,
Stolley, Wm.,
Storer, K. M.,
Talbert, M..
Theilmann, C,
'I'hompson, Geo. M.,
Tinker. Dr.

Tongue.

li.

L.,

L. N.,

W

Travis, F.
Trim bers^r, John,
Turner, T. E.,

Vanhouten,

llensley. J. P.,
llettel, M.,
ilUI, A.G.,
Hills. Mrs. H.,

L.,

(Charles,

Ludloff, K.,

Dunn, John,

Union," and shall meet annually, or as

:

money put

into the defense
fund is well invested. Last fall I i)Ut into
cellar 110 colonies, and I took out 105
of them in the spring. I lost 30 colonies

;

Board.

Dunham,

The National Bee -Keepers' Union.

Article I.— This organization shall be
Basswood Honey Harvest.— A. Wicheits, (110— 8.5), Matteson,d Ills., on known as the "National Bee-Keei)ers'
I

ments made upon the meiubers by the
Advisory Board.
Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall
be used for no other pur jiose than to defend
and protect bee-keepers in their rights, after
such cases are apjiroved by the Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
regularly made in writmg by the Advisoiy

Burton,

Aug. 25.— N. W.

:

July

Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 25
cents, for whieli he shall receive a printed
receiiituiakintrliinia nii'iiilier of this Union,
entith-d id all it- rights and lii-iietits. The
.annual lee shall be due on the lirst day of
.Inly in each year, and mcst be paid within
30 days in order to retain membersliiii in
this Union.
Ajrticle VI.— Donations of any amount
may be made at any time to the Defense
Fund, in addition" to the entrance and
inembership fees and the regular assess-

Bray. Moses,
Brickey. Peter,

Local Convention Directory.

J. O.

Shearman, New Richmond,? Mich.,
on July 18, 1,8.85, writes
The bees are " rushing " me. Clover is

It

Article V.— Any person may become a
member by paving to the General Manager
an Entrance I'''ee of one dollar to the

Bitzer.

fair.

" Swarm-ity-Swarm."

tiefense.

the

Lime Ridge,©

clover.

members as may become necessary for their

,

C.

W,,

Viallon, P. L..
Walton, Col. E.,
Webster, U.S.,

Hilton, George E..

Whitney. W.

Howard, J. B..
Hoyle, Georee

Wicbert.". A.,

H.,

Huse, Wm.H..
Hyne. James M.,

V.,

Wilkins. Miss Lucy A.,
WriKht. W. D.,
Zwiener, H. L.

officers shall consti-

an Advisory Boanl, which shall
To eive away a copy of " Honey as Food
determine what action shall l>e taken by
who buys a
Union, upon the apidication of any and Medicine " to evei-y one
bee-keepers for defense, ;iiid cause such packafre of honey, will sell almost any quanextra assessments to be made upon all the tity of it.
tute
this

;

:
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The Southern Exposition for 188.5 will

Bee-Keepers' National Union.— The

be hold at Louisville, Ky., from Aug. 15 to

voting for officers under the Constitution,
for the coming year, was closed on Aug. Ist,
and resulted in the election of the following
persons

Oct.

j^.^-^smiaj\.

483

'24.

The foreign exhibits are from I'l
and the Anierlcan exhib-

different countries,
its

are from every State and Territory.

President— James Heddon.
can easily be exterminated by putting
Five Vice-Presidents— G. M. Doolittle,
about two ounces of lard-oil in a small tin
G. W. Demaree,
A. I. Root,
can withouf a toj), and burying the can about
Prof. A. J. Cook,
Dr. C. C. Miller,
half way in the earth near the ants' nest
Manager, Sec'y & Treas.— T. G. Newman.
leave it until the next day, and, if any ants
are seen outside of the can, pour a little
The details were as follows on the vote for
more oil into it—stir it with a stick and let it President James Heddon 60, A. I. Root 38,
stand a little longer, when the last ant within Prof. A. J. Cook 8, Thomas G. Newman 6,
travelling distance will be drowned in the G. M. Doolittle '2, Dr. C. C. Miller 2, J. E.
oil.
Pond, Jr. 2, Alfred H. Newman 1, Rev. W.
P. Clarke 1.
When
.\ Ills

<^^

;

illJOlBMilL
THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

'EZlDXTOTi..

:

marketing Extracted Honey,

For Vice-Presidents
G. M. Doolittle 77,
a sad hhaidey to use barrels holding from
.500 to 500 pounds— they are too large to be G. W. Demaree 6.'), Prof. A. J. Cook 61, Dr.
desirable for the trade, too bulky to be hand- C. C. Miller 62, A. I. Root 59, S. M. Locke 45,
Vol. XXI.
August 5, 1885.
No. 31.
led with care in transportation, and too dear A. J. King 44, H. Scovell 38, A. G. Hill 33,
to be lucrative to the producer, for honey James Heddon 33, Chas. Dadant 16, W. Z.
put up in such large barrels is subject to a Hutchinson 7, A. H. Newman 5, C. F. Muth 5,
ITEMS. discount of one cent per pound, because of Dr. G. L. Tinker 5, S. I. Freeborn 4, E. M.
the difficulty in disposing of it without Hayhurst 3, C. P. Dadant 3, Wm. Muth-RasEDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
mussen 2, Rev. L. L. Langstroth 2, Paul L.
repacking and dividing into smaller lots.
Viallon 2, O. O. Poppleton 2, T. G. Newman
Paste
tor
Labels
on
Palls,
Jars,
etc.
Drones are tolerated in queenless colo2, Geo. Grimm 2, W. H. Stewart 2, Rev. W. F.
correspondent
A
asks
for
good
a
recipe
for
nies
hence, if you have a colony with
Clarke 2, J. E. Pond, Jr. 2, Judge W. H. Anpaste
to
hold
honey-labels
on
tin
earthenor
superior drones and want to have them ferdrews 2, Dr. H. Besse 1, Mrs. L. Harrison 1,
"
ware.
Here
is
one
Make
thin
flour
paste
tilize your young queens, make that colony
C. Theilmann 1, E. France 1, Rev. O. Clute 1,
in
the
usual
way.
When
nearly
cooked,
add
queenless.
Arthur Todd 1, Dr. E. B. Southwick 1, Allen
about one-eighth as much of cheap Porto Pringle 1, Dr. J. P. H. Browu 1, Christopher
Folding Paper Boxes for marketing- Rico molasses, and cook for 10 minutes
comb honey, are excellent contrivances. We longer, stirring continually to prevent burn- Grimm 1, A. A. Baldwin 1, E. A. Gastman 1,
H. Alley 1, Barton Forsgard 1, D.A.Jones 1,
have just received a circular concerning ing. If too thick
to work well, it may be Chas. H. Green 1, W.H. Shirley 1, L.E.Rootl,
them, from Mr. Georg-e T. Hammond, Brockdiluted with warm water, thoroughly mixed J. B. Mason 1.
port, N. Y. They can be obtained so cheaply
before^using."
For Manager, Secretary and Treasurer
(about I'i cents each) that they should come
into g-eneral use.
Mignonette.— A California correspond- Thomas G. Newman 115. Blank 5.
There are about 30 voting blanks that have
Young; Bees do not gather honey from ent, living not far from San Francisco, writes not been returned, and so these
votes are lost
the flowers until they are 14 days old. Their that he has been unable to find any flower
—not being here on the 1st day of August.
duties are to nurse the larva;, clean the cells, that bees work on in greater numbers than
There were no candidates nominated, and
build and care for queen-cells, etc. They they do on a variety of mignonette, which
hence no one is defeated. The voting was
are not idlers— they are workers, and as soon he thinks is Parson's New White. It is a
as free as it was possible to be, as is shown
as they become of ripe age, they will take tall-growing kind, and grows in his climate
from year to year, and where given space it by the scattering vote.
their places in the fields.
All those who are elected have been
spreads rapidly, as it propagates itself from
Oleomargarine must be so "labeled " in seed very readily. He has measured spikes notified, and the first business (that of selectMissouri. The late Legislature passed a law of bloom over two feet long, and as there are ing proper counsel) has been laid before
making it a misdemeanor for any hotel, inn, numbers of them, it may be easily seen how them for action. Now we are ready to work,
or boarding-house keeper to set before his profuse a bloomer this plant must be. He and every bee-keeper should at once join
the Union and help to supply the funds
guests, at any meal, any compound resem- writes that it will take hold anywhere.
necessary for defense.
bling butter, manufactured from cattle fat
Flowers,
gay
tints
of
and exquisite attire,
or beef suet, or any article known as oleomargarine, unless the name shall be clearly are made to attract the bees by their lovli1^" The Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Assoand indelibly marked on the dish or plate ness, for the purpose of getting the bees to ciation will hold its annual meeting at the
office
of Jerry Moser, on Fourth street, east
containing it, with its true name. Why not fertilize them. The Fanciers' Friend adds its
side, Waterloo, Iowa, on Aug. 12, 13 and 14,
testimony on this point, in this language
serve "glucose" in the same way?
1885. All interested in bee-keeping are cor" How easy it might have been to have dially
invited.
A. D. Bennett, Sec.
(ilurose from Bags.— The Revue Indus- ordained that flawers should fertilize themOwing
iS~
to
a
very
heavy rain-storm
trielle states that a German manufactory is
selves, as many do, without any extraneous
during the forenoon of July 18, the meeting
turning out over a ton a day of glucose made intervention but, by this wise and benevo- of the Marshall County Bee-Keepers' Assofrom old linen rags. "These rags, which lent ordination, a tribe of sensitive creatures ciation was deferred until Saturday, .\ug. 29,
1S85, at 10.30 a. m., in the Court House at
are composed of hard vegetable fibers, are is introduced, to be perpetuated, by the
Marshalltowh, Iowa. Subjects: "Fall Mantreated with sulphuric acid, which converts perpetuation they supply to that which sup- agement of Bees" and "Care and Sale of
them into dextrine. The latter product thus ports them, and in this circle of reciprocal Honey." All bee-keepers are invited. It
obtained, undergoes a washing with milk of goo(\ offices, lend an additional charm to the will be a time of rest from other labor, and
we hope to have a good meeting.
lime, and is then treated with a fresh supply genial seasons, by the animation which they
J. W. S.iNDEKS, Sec.
of acid stronger than the former, when the give to the face of nature, in embellishing
t:^~The
third
Annual
of the Eastern
mass is at once transformed and crystallizes the plants they visit with their vivacity and Iowa and We.'*tern Illinois Picnic
Bee-Keepera' Association, wilt be held at Black Uawh's Watch Tower, 4
into glucose, of which confections, honey music."
miles south ot Rock Island, on Thursday.
13,
and jelly may be made. The process is said
Surely creative wisdom is ever glorified 1HK.5. Cars leave Terry I^anding, in KuckAuff.
Island,
to be a very cheap one, and the glucose by, her oflspring. She spreads a "table of for the Krounds every half hour. A pleasant time
is anticipated.
Bee-keepers and their friends are
chemically identical with grape-sugar. A plenty" before the bees, enticing them to it cordially invited to attend. We are glad to anstrong out-cry, however, has arisen against by billions of resplendent l^lossoms, exquis- nounce that Mr. I. V. McCagg. President and
founder of the Association, is improv inp, and will
the manufacture of grape-sugar from rags, itely perfumed by the balm of thousands of shortly again be able to be with us, after an illness
some 60 days, the greater part of the time being
and the enterprise is understood to be in sweet-scented flowers, while they in turn, of
confined to his bed with intense suffering from
danger of being interfered with by the Ger- present their thank-offering in the " merry inflammatory rheumatism. He expects to be sp
much improved as to be able to attend the picnic.
man government."
hum " of their supernal " matin-song."
WjM. Goos, Sec.
it is

:

APICULTURAL NEWS

—

;

:

:

;
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swarm with wax scales, and the lost honey (wax) to it, and your
these are sometimes used to build the foundation, in fact, costs
you $1.00
tops of the combs beyond the breed- per lb.''
ing depth. Such scales are not com" The
J. E. Pond., Jr., remarks
monly found on many bees that are
siipplied with proper room before above question is one that can only be
know that
swarming, especially if run for ex- answered theoretically.
grass grows, and we know also that it
tracted honey."
assimilates food in so doing the why
Chas. Dadant & Son reply
"We and how we know not. I have seen
suppose that bees can draw out the quite a quantity of comb, or wax, at
foundation while they are full of least, left on the limb of a tree where
honey. The proof of it lies in the fact a sw»rra had remained only an hour
that foundation will be already partly or two after clustering, before being
drawn out in less than 2 hours after hived. It is fair to suppose that little
hiving an ordinary swarm."
excess of wax will be found unutilW. Z. HuTCniNsoN says: "It is ized."
not apparent to me that the honey in
" Some of
Dk. C. C. Miller says
formed into wax before the bees are the honey may be deposited in the
put upon a new stand. Can it not be cells. It may all be needed to finisli
possible that the honey is retained in the combs, foundation only making
a
the tiouey-sac until the foundation is part."
sufiiciently drawn out to allow the
honey to be deposited V I am, this
season, hiving a part of my swarms
Eight or Ten Frame Hives?
upon foundation, and a part upon
empty frames, hoping thereby to deQuery, No. 96 1. Messrs. Hutchinson
and Heddon, on page 3c«, say that a queen costs
cide which course is advisable."
almost nothing, but
ing, often

:

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

We

Flat-Bottom Foundation.

;

:

Query, No.

9-J.

— Will

bees chang-e the

base of tlat-bottonj foundation before dniwitlK it
out? or after drawing it out will they fill up the
corners with wax, or let it remain with a flat base ?
—Burlington Co.. N. J.

" My expeG. M. DooLiTTLB says
rience says that they change the base
in using it, so they must of necessity
thin it. This is why I prefer the flat:

:

bottom foundation for sections, for
with the natural base, bees often
simply add their wax to the foundation, leaving that untouched as far as
thinning it is concerned; hence the
complaint of fish-bone' center."
W. Z. Hutchinson answers " After the flat-bottom foundation isdrawn
out, the base of the cells will be found
'

—

:

stiaped like the base of natural comb
this change is effected, I do not

G. M. DooLiTTLE remarks
"That
exactly what I believe. If foundation is used in the brood-chamber, use
only starters in the sections, and they
combs?
will use their wax there
or if founMr, Heddon, on the same page, says
" What
dation is used in the sections, let them Is the price or worth of th.at l<ind of eggs ?" Does
he mean that eggs are worthless, or that a hive is
build comb below, a la Hutchinson. just as well off for lioney with only 5n,(nio
worlters
as with isii.ixn) ? I believe that the stronger a colThis item is worth looking after."
ony is, the more honey we get. provided we give

;

:

how

is

know."
" I have
G. W. Demakee replies
never used any foundation with flatbottom,' except some thin foundation
:

'

;

in section-boxes. With the thin foundation, but little or no alteration was
made at the bottom of the cells, so far
as I could discover."

inrj usu
nonDajo. '. They
says
whai
ally change the base, but l)y what
'"^
experimented
never
have
process I
carefully enough to know."
:

•

all vital

take away all combs, and soon
nearly every bee will show the wax
scales. Wax is secreted only when
needed, as a usual thing, though conclass

-I.

"

:

"This them room

:

functions. The strength it gives goes
to wax only when wax is needed. If
we supply to our bees either foundation or combs, I can hardly find examples to show the wax scales to my

:

.UUKJiM
James Heddon

:2.

Pkof. a. J, Cook answers
honey is to feed vitality and

"I have
J. E. Pond, Jr., remarks
never used flat-bottom foundation, for
the reason that I do not think it is in
accordance with the laws governing
Undoubtedly a tliincomb-building.
ner base can be formed flat than
natural by machinery."
„..,

combs and hives do; hence
they prefer crowdmi; their queens for room and
not get their full laying capacity developel, and
save two combs in each hiye. I believe that it
should be just the other way. Which had these
two gentlemen ralliar take out of a hive at any
time in the breedinj'-season, the queen or two dry

;

for it.— Critic.

James Heddon answers

:

"This

is

a very important subject, and needs
considerable space to clearly show the
reason why Adam Grimm, and many
other successful honey - producers,

changed from
hives,

I will

Langstroth frame
herewith send an article
10 to 8

on the subject for the Bee Journal."

W.

Z.

Hutchinson

replies:

"I

finement and disturbance will also can only repeat what I said before—
queens cost practically nothing, combs
induce its secretion."

and hives do. I prefer to have my
" AcDk. G. L. Tinkeu replies
hives of such capacity that an ordiPnoF. A. J. Cook answers: "I cording to my observation, bees are nary queen
will keep the brood-nest
have used but little of this kind of unable to make a comb from the ordi- full. I
do not wish to run the risk of
foundation, and liave not observed nary heavy foundation, with full
having a frame or two of dead capital
anything relating to the matter."
depth of ceils, witliout the addition of in each of the hives.
I do not undermoie
wax.
AVithout
using
more wax stand what is meant by the last sen" We
Ghas. Dadant & Son say
they
may
draw
it
out
so
as
to
be
onetence in the first paragraph.
have never used flat-bottom foundalialf an inch thick.
They go right on
" One hundred and fifty thousand
tion, so we will let others speak."
secreting wax just the same whether
bees will store as much honey when
Dk. G. L. Tinkeu replies: "In hived on foundation or not."
divided into 3 colonies of 50,000 each,
drawing out both the iieavy and the
" Jiees, as as when united into one colony occuG. W. Demakee says
light foundation, the bees manage to
a general rule, do HU their sacs with pying a hive 3 stories high. I give my
get the cells properly shaped at the
lioney when they swarm, but there strong colonies plenty of room in
bottom. It is never left with a flat
:

:

:

base."

Drawing out Foundation.

are exceptions to the rule, as I have which to store their honey, but
several times in my experience seen, the brood-nest."
yea 'felt.' For when tliey do forget
lo Mill up,' you will hear "from Ihem
Convention Notices.
and feel tliem, too, wlien you set

7iot

in

hiving
them.
When 'out
t^~ The Western N. Y. and Northern Pa.
empty,' they will sting anybody or
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Salaanythina;. Bees not only fill their sacs manca, N. Y., in Odd Fellows' Hall, on Sept.
A. D, Jacobs, Sec.
this wax iBKli lust by hiving theui up.pn lull sheets full of lioney wlien they swarm, but 1 and 2, 1885.
of Inundation; if not, what do the tees do wun tliey make
preparation for combthis honey wulie drawiuK out tlie loundatiou 1-U.
The
Cortland Union Bee- Keepers'
t^~
building several days in advance of Association wilt hold a basket picnic at tlie
James Heddon answers " All the the issuing of tlie swarm. When foun- ajjiary of Mr. Miles Morton, at Groton, N. Y.,
Tuesday, Auff. 18, 188.j. All bee-keepers,
honey that bees contain when swarm- dation is used in tlie brood-depart- on
with their families, are cordially invited to
ing would make but little wax. Some ment, if you want to compute the be present.
W. H. Beach, Sec.
honey is needed to support tliem while loss and gain,' you should cliarge tlie
iST' The ne.xt meeting of the Northwestern
drawing out the foundation, and any expense side of your account with lost
and Southwestern Wisconsin Beeexcess can be stored as fast as the linney equal to the cost of the founda- Illinois
Keepers' Assooiatiou will be held at Hock
foundation is diawn out. Bees, if tion. "Thus if your foundation costs .jO City, Ills., on Aug. 2.3, 188.').
crowded for room previous to swarm- cts. per lb., in jfish, add the price of
J. Stewart, Sec.
!).">.— It being conceded that
themselves with honey bef«ire th -y swarm,
fi>rmed
it must be apparent tnatillhis honey is
intij wax belure tfey are put upon a new stiind.

Query, No.

bee»

HI

about

I

:

•

;
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been stung at all. AVhen visiting that
great man, Dr. Gared P. Kirtland, of
Cleveland, Ohio, he wished me to examine with him a colony of bastard
(hybrid) bees. The Doctor was armed
with bee-hat and gloves— both of
Explanatory The figures before the which I declined to use. We quieted
names indicate the number of years that the them pretty well with smoke, when
person has Ijept bees.
Those after, show he began to discuss some point in beethe number of eolonies the writer had in the culture with his usual animation.
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring, Soon his gesticulating hand was doing
quite a business, the bees became
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is furious, and paid all their respects to
located near the centre of the State named: me and how many stings were pulled
out of my face and head I cannot
5 north of the centre ? south
east
As soon as this extracting work
west; and this 6 northeast; ND northwest; tell.
" Doctor Kirtland,
o» southeast; and ? southwest of the centre was over, I said
I
protest
against all eloquence in the
of the State meutioned.
vicinity of bee-hives— especially when
you are clad in proof armor, and I
have none!" Although ever so well
For the American Bee

—

©

;

O

;

;

O

:

Journal.

My

Experience with Bee-Poison.
REV.

L. L.

LANGSTROTH.

my

In 1838 1 put 2 colonies of bees in an
attic closet, but I made no experiments of any kind with them they
were simply looked at and admired.
In 18.59 I fairly began my apiarian
career, and I soon found that to experiment much with bees, meant to
;

get

stung, the pain was soon over, and in
a short time no visible proof remained
that a bee had stung me.
In 1874, after the death of my son,

many

stings; at first these were
painful, but caused
swellings.
I dreaded to be
stung the latter part of the week, for
often one eye would close and the
other nearly so, and to preach in such
a condition was by no means a pleasure. If stung on the hand, my whole
arm would swell so rapidly that if my
coat was not seasonably taken off, it
had to be ripped off. In short, I was a
regular martyr to tlie bee-poison.
My second year's experience was
much more favorable, and in the
course of a few years, I became almost bee-proof. In the pressure of
business, and my zeal for studying
the habits of the bee, I generally preferred to be stung occasionally, than
to lose time by wearing a bee-hat.
The pain of a sting was seldom very
severe, and not often caused much
swelling.
My experience was the
same with that of most bee-keepers
who have persevered in spite of
stmgs, until at last their systems became accustomed to the poison.*
few facts out of many that might
be given
I once agreed to help a
farmer to move a hive to a new location. He assured me that the bottomboard was securely fastened. It fell
off before we had got more than a few
steps with our load— covered with
bees, some of which were crushed—
and the air at once was filled with tlie
enraged insects. Tlie farmer dropped
his side of the hive and ran away it
fell against me, but I held on until I
lowered it to the ground and then
made the best of my way into tlie
house. Perhaps a hundred or more
stings were pulled out of my face and
head and yet in a few hours one

not only quite
severe

A

:

;

;

healtli

became

much impaired

so

that I sold all my bees. The next
spring an entire change seemed to
have come over me with respect to
the bee-poison. I first noticed it in
extracting some stings with the poison
sac attached, for a friend who wished
to procure the bee-poison in a perfectly pure state. I had noticed at
the beginning of each year's work
among my bees, that the poison affected me in various ways, and my
wife would often have to awaken me
when she heard me unconsciously

moaning
after

in

pulling

my

sleep.

bees all day, and was well charged of
course with the bee-poison. Almost
as soon as he had shaken hands with
me, my eyes began to smart, my eyelids to feel heavy, and my face to itch.
My spirits sank at once, and the
thought of preaching and seeing my
old friends caused me only anxiety ;
in short, ttie very bottom of all hopefulness seemed to drop out, as it were,
in a few moments.
Explaining my
reasons, I sought other quarters, but
the pleasure of my visit was essentially spoiled.
Imagination
I hear
some one saying. Does imagination
cause burning eruptions on the body,
constant roaring in the ears as though
near a waterfall to say nothing of
!

!

moaning

this
moaning became so pronounced as to
awaken the friends with whom I was

staying, and alarmed them with the
fear that I was dying. Intense dryness of the tongue and fauces accompanied sometimes by what seemed to
be an aggravated form of heart-burn,
smarting of the eyes, a heavy drooping sensation in tlie eyelids, breaking
out fiery spots over various parts of
my body, a disposition to almost tear
the flesh of my cheeks, dreaming of
the most excited kind, full of violent
motion these and many otlier symptoms were of frequent recurrence at
the beginning of each bee-campaign.

in sleep, etc. ?

From 187.5 to 1881 I dreaded the return of each bee-season. My letters
were all read by some member of my
family, that I mighthandle none from
bee-keepers. I felt that, let my general health be what it might, I could
do nothing more with bees. While I
could easily trace much of my suffering to the bee-poison, I could not believe that it was the cause of the
head trouble from which I have suffered so much, for I was a frequent
martyr to this many years before I
kept bees. Now had I given my experience with the bee-poison from
1875 to 1881, I should have left the
matter in such a shape as to prejudice
many against having anything to do
with bees. I should only have given
the actual facts in my case, but for

The night want

out these stings
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of

other facts not then duly

weighed by me, my facts would have
seemed to warrant inferences just the
opposite from the truth.

In the spring of 1881 my health
being more fully restored than for
some years, it seemed to me almost
an impossibility to keep longer away
from the bees.
new thought suddenly occurred to me. Suppose a person after long use of tobacco or opium
should give them up for some timelong enough for the effect they produce to pass away— and should then
attempt to take the old, big dose
would he not be naturally alarmed at
the result V May I not be mistaken
then in supposing that any great
After getting the medicinal bee- change has taken place in my system,

A

—

poison, as before recited, the effect
upon me was so severe that I became
really alarmed, and earnestly sought
to protect myself against any recurrence of such unpleasant symptoms.
I soon found that this was next to
impossible. To converse with those
fresh from handling bees nay, even
to receive letters or postal cards from
them, was to be poisoned again.*
Ten years ago, being at my old
home in Greenfield, Mass.. I engaged
to visit my friend Wm. W. Cary, of
Coleraine, one Saturday afternoon,

!

as respects

poison upon

the
it ?

effects of

and may not

the beepain-

my

ful experiences of the last six years
be accounted for in another way
So
long as I kept bees and dealt so
largely in queens, I was compelled
i*

each year to inoculate my system so
fully with their poison, that however
severe the ordeal at first. I soon became indifferent to it. Now being
under no such necessity, I stop short
every time of full and repeated doses.
Suppose that I take such doses again.
AV'ith fear and trembling on the part
intending to preach to a congregation of my family, but with scarcely any
where for some years I had served as on my part, I determined to test the
their pastor. The day was a charm- matter, for as even the presence of

—

I was quite happy at the freshly extracted honey in the house,
thought of meeting so many old was enough to bring on another atcould hardly liave noticed that I had friends. Mr. Cary had been handling tack, I felt that I must get out of the
world before I- could escape from this
•The Austrian who came over with Mr. S. B.
The susceptibility of some persons to the bee- dreaded poison. I determined, thereParBons' Italian bees, when stunp, would leisurely poison, seems to be PS greHt as that of
others to

ing one, and

!

take nut of his DOcl<et a vial to anoint the atina
with his favorite remedy
Seeine how indifferent
Mr. Cary, myself and others were to stings, he
soon ceased to produce his vial.
!

poipon-ivy. 1 can handle this with impunity,
while I have triends who cannot eet near enough
to it to see It. without being poisoned by it, if the
tlie

wind blows to them from

It

!

.

fore, to
theory.

make

helped

my

full

Without

proof of

any

friends to

my new

bee-hat. I
extract their

'
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honey, all the time s<aying to the bees,
" Sting me as often as you please;"
and as they were gentle Italians, I
did not scruple by somewhat rough
treatment, to malje them do much
more than they naturally wished to
in the way of stinging. From the
very first I did not suffer nearly as
much as I had done every year since
I ceased to work with bees and little
if any more than I had done every
year when first handling them. In
about a week I was again bee-proof,
and launched out at once into a course
of experiments (all in vain) to control
if possible the impregnation of queens.
However, I describe the delight I
felt in handling again the movable
frames
In the apiary of a neighbor,
Rev. McGregor, I fully proved that
with small strips of foundation for
guides, I could use my comb-guides,
or guide-frames, and secure from
Italian bees the same perfect workercombs that I used to get with these
guides from the black bees, thus realizing a favorite idea of one of our
greatest bee-keepers, Doolittle, viz.,
getting perfect worker-combs with
the least use of foundation.
While handling frame after frame
of such corabs, and feeling as much
enthusiasm as I did in 1853, when I
first saw that the bees would follow
the triangular comb guide I exclaimed
to the Rev. McGregor (apologizing for
the seeming play upon his name), I
must make those words of Rob Roy

I do not understand. sults from different colonies in difhave increased my apiary by 7 ferent sized hives, that the colonies

bee-keeping that
I

colonies, and returned quite a number
of swarms, my increase being made
by division. All my colonies (44) are
crowded with bees, and by feeding I
am getting lots of eggs and brood for

in the small hives paid them the
largest dividend upon the capital and
labor invested.
I discovered this
about 10 or 12 years ago, and changed
from the 10 to the 8-frame Langstroth
hives.
I have never regretted it, but
have always been glad of the change.

our Spanish-needle crop which begins
here about Aug. 20 this never fails
us, and I think the bloom will be
The one great point of success in
abundant from the outlook now, but the production of comb honey, is to
what if it turns out as did the white keep the combs of the brood-chamber
clover V If it does, I will have more all as nearly full of brood and clear of
bees this fall than I will know what honey as is practically possible. Not
to do with.
only that, but to have the tops of the
Effingham, ? Ills., July 24, 1885.
brood-combs filled with brood. It is
of vast importance that such a condition of the hive can be reached and
ror Ibe American Bee JoumaL
maintained without constant attenEight or Ten Frame Hives?
tion and manipulation. Argue and
theorize all we may, and yet the hive
JAMES HEDDON.
that will bring about the required
Under Query No. 96, " Critic '' en- conditions at the right time, with the
tertains the same opinions that were least attention and manipulation, will
almost universal 15 years ago. I will be the hive of the future for all
endeavor to make my ideas upon this classes of honey-producers. Nothing
very important subject a little clearer. can stop its adoption. The broodIf John Smith orders me to rear a chamber that holds but 8 Langstroth
queen for him. I have to go through a combs will much better accomplish
series of manipulations to get her these requirements than one with a
hatched at will, and then when greater capacity. It is better for winhatched, to be sold, I must supply tering, as it holds the winter stores in
her a hive and colony to remain in a more compact form (5 combs are
some days before and after fertiliza- better still). It is much easier to
tion before she is ready to be caged manipulate bodily.
" Critic " asks which we would
and mailed to Mr. Smith. All this,
together with the labor of caging, rather take out of the hive at any
" two dry
" My fool stamping, mailing, advertising, etc., time in the breeding season,
in Scott's novel, my own
costs time and money but when Na- combs or the queen." I unhesitais upon my native heath— and my
ture induces a colony to rear a new tingly answer,the two dry combs and
name is McGregor I"
queen, when the owner is asleep, as above stated, I did about 10 years
Oxford, P Ohio.
then prompts the old queen to take ago take them out to stay and on
most of the bees and go to a new page 437 I have told how and why I
hive, leaving behind a queenless col- remove 3 more at a certain time in
For the American Bee JoumaL
ony or nucleus in which to perfect the the breeding-season. " Critic '' says
new queen, how much does this new that he believes that the stronger a
Bee-Keepers' Insurance, etc.
queen cost the owner V How much colony is, the more honey we get. I
6— W3I. DYKE, (44).
does a queen cost a man that never suppose, of course, that he means the
;

!

!

;

,

:

;

;

;

saw one ¥ A man that says there is
page 444, Mr. Chas. Follett says no such bee ¥ A man who belives in
that we ought to make the Bee-Keep- " kings V" And yet just such men
ers' Union an insurance company, too. have been tlie recipients of more than
"With over eight years experience in 100 young, fertile queens per year. Is
fire and life insurance business, a por- it not clear that the value of the protion of which was in examination of duct of this queen depends upon how

On

business at a general office, I must
enter an objection to tliis " rider."
We can organize for defense successfully, but if we undertake too much,
I fear we will fail. Insurance of bees
is not profitable to the company that
insures it, and nearly all companies
decline them entirely, how then can
we as bee-keepers with no insurance
experience, hope to make a success of
it V
No let us confine ourselves to
the emergency before us, and if we
wish to organize a Bee-Keepers' Mutual Insurance Company, let it be a
separate organization with separate
1

management.

We are having a very peculiar season here this year; my bees have done
finely,

at the

and were

in excellent condition

commencement of

clover bloom,

and a few colonies began storing in
sections but on June 1.5 the honey
;

flow ceased, with 20 colonies in 32 sections each, and one in C4 (two tiers),

and I got no more honey, though
white clover has been in abundant
bloom ever since, and we had frequent
showers. This is a feature in modern

much

more honey we get from that colony.
I agree with him, as a rule, other
things being equal. But that is not
the
proposition.
The proposition
with the specialist is tliis
Here is
an unoccupied honey-area. I have
some capital, physical strength, and
:

has used since the knowledge of apiculture. Now, how,
When one has (by with what hive and system of manaccidental loss of colonies) on hand a agement can I, with the least capital
lot of idle capital in the way of empty and labor, get the most surplus honey
combs, eggs are of great value, not in the best marketable condition from
per se, but for the reason that they this field V
With the beekeeper operating in a
cause the idle, costly and valuable
combs and hives to become active field not fully stocked, the question
of
property.
is, with wliat hive and system
I use "the S-frame Langstroth hive. management can I realize the greatthe
dividend
on
capital
and
labor
Last spring one-half of the colonies est
It seems
of my home apiary were dead. I invested and bestowed ?
ma<ie my living queens do double quite evident, that "Critic" is not
service till I could rear new ones. looking at apiculture in its broadest
When I was ready to divide a colony, sense the kind of bee-keeping that
I had brood in abundance for both is going to supply the future markets.
colonies. Thus you see another point Considering durability and the kind
of advantage in having a reserve of lumber needed, the cost of five 8power in your queens. But this is fiame Langstroth hives, is not more
not the greatest gain in the use of than that of four 10-frame hives. The
small hives.
frames and combs number the same.
I do not think that I have yet men- I much prefer placing five, rathei than
tioned the principle connected with four queens, with this capital. So
them, that caused Adam Grimm, T. placed, this extra queen will pay 10,000
F. Bingham, G. M. Doolittle, and per cent, on her cost in labor saved
many others to adopt small and and comfort enjoyed.
smaller brood-chambers. I think that
For producing extracted honey, I
they found by carefully observing re- much prefer the 8-frame hive for reacapital

queen evolved

it

it ?

—
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sons too numerous to add to this already lengthy article. The tO-frame
Langstroth hive was once a standard
many have been the changes to both
larger and smaller hives. Those that
have enlarged their hives have returned ; those that have contracted
them have been pleased with their
;

new

position, and remained in it.
This has been the rule, with but few

exceptions.

Dowagiac, p Mich.
roT

tlie
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Grizzly Honey-Eater of California.

after gold cared not to come face to prowling about the apiary in quest of
face. Not far from San Francisco bee-hives.
Having a " sweet tooth "
there is a spot where a rancher thirty in his massive head which delights
years ago was killed by one of these in smashing the waxen cells of the
beasts. The place is not three miles honey-comb and letting the luscious
from where I write, and is known as liquid trickle down his expansive
Grizzly Peak, and overlooks the State throat, which, by the way, though it
University building at Berkeley.
delights in quafllng nectar, still is
This reminds me of a young, tame about equally favorable to allowing
grizzly bear that had such an attach- some of the dainty morsels of the
ment for its owner, who lived in one human body to descend the same
of the mining counties, that it would route.
follow him wnere he went, and would
Some years ago I gave in these
moan in disappointment and distress pages an account of the depredations
whenever he took his rifle down for a of these monsters in some Los Ange-

hunting

trip,

of leaving
•W. A.

PETAL.

Oft in our childhood days have we
beard bear stories innumerable which
made our slumbers of those days unpleasant ones. Though these animals

487

it

and showed any signs
behind.

On one

occa-

when engaged in hunting, he
shot at and wounded a large grizzly,
and being unable to escape from his
vengeance, was about falling a victim
—his dog and the young bear set upon
the enraged grizzly from behind.
sion,

county bee-ranches, and how the
owners laid in wait and treated the
les

trespassers to a dose of cold lead.
Some apiarists and stock-raisers, too,
set poison for them, but when they
can they i)refer to practice with a rifle
on them, and thus obtain a nice cut
of bear steak. On this page is presented to the readers of the ISee
Journal a good illustration of one of
these California grizzlies.

North Temescal,*o

Calif.

For the American Bee Jouraal.

Discoveries in Cross-Fertilization.

CLARENCE

Few

subjects

M.

are

WEED.
of

more

vital

importance to bee-keepers just now,
than that of the mutual relations of
bees and flowers. Hence, somQ notes
concerning the early history of the
subject

may

be of interest, for

if

bee-

keeping is to remain on a Arm basis
and not suffer from continual flings
of fruit and flower growers, the public must be educated to a realization
of the fact that bees do far more
good than harm to the blossoms they
that to the flowers it is "a giving which is receiving," and that
without such visitations many fruitfarms would be a failure.
Nearly one hundred years ago, a
European naturalist. Christian Conrad Sprengel, while examining the
visit

::>^^
are becoming scarce, and bear stories
are not told now as frequently as they
were in the past, still the animals are
to be found in some parts of the
United States, and occasionally we
read in the daily papers accounts of
their depredations among the farmer's
flocks and the bee-keeper's bees ; and
sometimes of causing the death of
some persons who were suddenly surprised by coming upon them unprepared.
To the sturdy pioneers of the West
these monarchs of the mountain
fastness were a source of annoyance.
Many are the ugly encounters, severe
wounds, hair-breadth escapes, and
often fatal results of those who penetrated the unknown fastness of the
mountain regions of our new country.
In California the grizzly bear was a
thing with which the early seekers

when he immediately turned

to give
the meantime the
hunter had regained his feet, got possession of his rifle, and from a shelter
behind a tree, kept firing until the
bear was killed, but not before his
devoted
animals
were
severely

them

battle

;

in

wounded.

To

the farmer the grizzly has been,
some localities is still, a depredator on his sheep and stock, and in a
short while his flock is decimated
greatly and to the California apiarist
his visits are not unknown. In the
stilly hours of the night, when every
thing is quiet, save now and anon the
screech of an owl is heard about the
trees by the brook, or the loud-voiced
watch-dog down at the nearest neighbor barks at the moon, or at the

and

in

;

approach of some unwelcome visitor,
then his lordship comes stealthily

;

blossoms of tlie wood crane's-bill
{Oeranium sylvaticum), a species nearly
related to our common spotted crane'sbill (G. niaculatum), discoveied drops
of honey hid below the inconspicuous
hairs covering the lower portion of
the
petals.
little
observation
showed that this nectar could be
easily reached by insects, but was so
protected that rains could not wash
it away.
This led him to examine
other flowers, and he discovered many
similar instances, all of which he
thought pointed to the conclusion
that " the nectar of these flowers ia
secreted for the sake of insects, and
is protected from rain in order that
it pure
insects may get
and unspoiled."
For two years, from 1787 to 1789,
Sprengel believed th.at the honey was
secreted only for the benefit of insects but in the latter years while
studying the flower-structure of an
iris, he found that there was iio possible way in which the pollen of the
stamens could reach and fertilize the
pistils, unless some insect entered the
blossom and brushed the pollen from
the one to the other.

A

;
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This was a "red-letter day" for
Sprengel. Like a flood of liglit there
burst upon him the idea that after all,
the honey was secreted, not as a
gratuitous gift for the special benefit
of the insect world, but to attract
insect visitors that the seeds of the
flower might be fertilized, or, as some
in these later days would say, pollenized a term well worth using, as

—

its

meaning

is

clear and unmistakable.

This discovery ^ave a new impetus
to Sprengel's studies,andlie formed in
it a plausible explanation of the forms
of many flowers. For several years
he continued his investigations, and
in 1793 published his splendid work
on " The Secret of Nature in the Form
and Fertilization of Flowers Dis-

covered."

But though

much
forms

Sprengel

had

done

to solve the question of the
of flowers, tlie key-note re-

mained unstruck.

He saw

only that

insects aided in s6?/-ferlilization,

and

the great fundamental idea that unconsciously they carried the pollen
from one flower to another, thus effecting cross-fertilization, and carrying out a great principle in Nature's
economy, remained to be discovered.

A few years later Andrew Knight,
another European botanist, after experimenting, stated that " in no plant
does self-fertilization occur for an
unlimited number of generations ;"
but not until the noted Chas. Darwin
published his " Origin of Species," in
1S59, did the great principle of crossfertilization become fully understood.
Thus the idea of the mutual beneficial
relcttions of bees and flowers is of
very recent origin— a fact which
accounts in part, at least, for the vast
amount of prejudice and ignorance
now existing on the subject.
Chicago, c$ Ills.
For

tlie

American Bee Journal

Apicultural Discussions,

etc.

ABEL GKESH.
would

a few words as
to controversies carried on between
noted bee-keepers. I dislike to see
an advocate of the pollen " theory "
stating premises that, if not utterly
1

like to say

had at least reasonable
doubt thrown upon them by an authoritative pen. Mr. (i. M. Doolittle's
experiments during the last severe
winter were, no doubt, entered into
lionestly, and with a sincere desire to
give a valued queen the best winter
protection possible. After the bees
died, Mr. Doolitlle sent an honest
sample of them to Prof. A. J. Cook,
for critical examination, openly, and
by the best authority known to our
fraternity, who pronounced a portion
of the bees as havnig died of diarrhea
and showing no signs of pollen-grains
disproved,

in their intestines. In the face of all
this I find that Mr. Heddon asserts,
• No genuine bee-diarrhea can take

place in a hive containing no pollen ;"
as if Mr. Doolittle and Prof. Cook
were not on record to the contrary.
True, the microscope of the Professor
found small particles of pollen in the

bottoms of some

cells,

and some dead

bees with pollen in their intestines,
how came those bees to have the
disease, in
which no pollen was
round V I hope that Mr. Heddon will
not gravely inform us that after the
disease is once generated, it becomes
contagious.

but

his expectations of

them were

reallike to know
whether he used sections in his hives
3}^x.5}4, and if so, how does he like
ized.

Also,

would

I

them, and what doeshe think of them
in general V

Weedville,© Pa., July

21, 1885.

CONTRACTING niVES.
Again,

I

find

on page

437, in

For tbe American Bee Journal.

refer-

" the contraction method,"
Mr. Heddon, at the close of his arti" I notice that others have
cle, says

ring to

:

Bees Beneficial to Crops,

4—E.

C.

etc.

EAGLESFIELD, (100—119).

been cotemporary with me in working
out the advantages of contracting,
After reading all that has been
but so far as I have read, I have not written about the sheep- and-bee suit,
as yet seen it systematized, as a sum- I think it would be doing an injustice
mer and winter management." The to Mr. Freeborn, and the fraternity
very first article read by me, in the in general, if I did not at once send
Bee Journal, .some years ago, by my $1.2-5 as a token of my appreciaMr. G. M. Doolittle, treated of his tion of the situation in which Mr. F.
method of contracting his hive in is placed, and in which I or any other
winter and expanding it in summer, of the fraternity may be placed in
which interested me so much that I the future. I hope every bee-keeper
at once became a subscriber to the will consider
this matter as they
Bee Journal.
would were they in Mr. F's position,
Now, while Mr. Heddon's system, and act accordingly. Do not wait
as described by him, as a method of until you have sold your crop of
contracting his hive, is very interest- honey, but borrow the money if necesing and instructive, and the advan- sary, and let us see in the next issue
tages to be derived from such a of the Bee Journal a whole page of
method are at once apparent, still names of those who are willing to
the closing sentence seems unjust. I sustain the right.
am not a believer in the pollen theory,
I keep sheep, and bees, too, and can
nor do I use the Heddon hive, yet I corroborate the statements made,
am very fond of following the discus- that bees never molest them in the
sions of the former, and the latter I pasture if no more than five rods from
believe to be a decided improvement the apiary. The only damage
that I
on the 10-frame hives my only criti- know of my bees doing, is that done
cism consists in a failure to "give to my orchard they have caused so
honor to whom honor is due."
much fruit to stick to the trees that
they are breaking down. They look
too many swarms.
more like weeping-willows than apple
I wintered 23 colonies on the sum- trees.
mer stands last winter, and they
People here who raise buckwheat
came through all right, and I have in- are always complaining of bees injurcreased them to 47. Prime swarms ing their crop, but they fail to give
in June are swarming again now. I any evidence that it is so. I had a
allow no second-swarms, and yet I do pieceof buckwheat lOrodsfrom my 100
not see where this swarming will end. colonies, last fall, with 100 colonies
I do not want so many, yet what can more within ^ of a mile, and if buckI do about it V
The weather is very wheat was ever injured that ought to
warm, and if I put them back, they have been but on the contrary it was
will lie on tlie alighting-board and an astonishing crop. A neighbor who
sulk. Honey is coming in but mod- helped me harvest it, counted upwards
erately.
sometimes think that of 400 kernels from one stalk. I now
I
swarming could be bred out of them. have before me three stems which I
My few hybrids seem the most in- saved last fall, and two of the stems are
clined to swarm. I hived one swarm about an inch long, and one is 2}^
last week on full frames of founda- inches long. I will now shell the
tion, and to-day they were out twice. longest and see how many kernels it
I found that they had only partially contains.
Well, it has 67, and probdrawn out the foundation, formed ably some had rattled off before. Now
cavities for cells, had an egg in each if any one doubts this I will mail them
cavity, and then were ready to go. I the two short branches as proof, as I
destroyed the eggs and cavities, but always prove my assertions.
they still want to go. They were the
People who know nothing about
first swarm in the spring, having bees have an idea that bee-keeping is
come out on June -5, and ratlier a a lazy but profitable business, and all
medium swarm. My best Italian the bee-man has to do is to put the
colony did not swarm until yesterday
boxes on and take them off in the
tliey had partly filled two crates be- meantime to sit in the shade and see
sides 12 sections below. The swarm the bees do all the work. Yes, how
was large, and I gave them a third they would like to keep bees if it
crate of 27 one-pound sections.
were not for the stings
A few words in regard to adulteraSYRIAN liEES, ETC.
Last fall, after selling
ting honey
Prof. Cook, in the ninth edition of 2,300 pounds of honey (mostly bass" The Bee-Keepers' Guide," thought wood), and having bought and fed for
well of Syrian bees, so far as tested
winter stores two barrels of coffee A
no doubt many of the readers of the sugar, I heard that it was being reBee Journal would like to know ported that I had fed my bees to
his opinion of them now, and whether make honey in sections, which costs
I

;

;

;

;

;

!

:

;

:
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me

about 2 cents per pound, and I
but that
selling it at a shilling
report was soon dropped when 1 offered $1,000 reward to any who would
produce one ounce of such honey that
I had sold, and I would give them
the names of every person to whom I
had sold honey, there being plenty of

was

;

the lioney yet unconsumed.

Poy Sippi,0 Wis.
For the American Bee JoumaL

The Prime Cause

of Bee-Diarrhea.

W. H. .STEWART.

On page 393, Mr. Heddon says that
he must insist that I am mistaken in
my conclusions as written on page
343, that long continued cold is the
first cause of bee diarrhea; and as
proof that I am mistaken, he quotes
Mr. Shuck's statement, that beediarrhea can be produced " in a few
hours in summer, with the temperature about eo'^, by feeding diluted
honey or sugar syrup." Mr. H. says
that he " knows that he (Mr. Shuck)
speaks truly ;" and further, " that this
shows the error of Mr. Stewart, and
the truth of the pollen theory."
Now Mr. Ileddon will please understand that I was not writing anything about a disease that bees are
subject to, or may be forced upon
them in warm weather. I understand
that all this long discussion on the
" pollen theory " has had reference to
the diarrhea that is so destructive to
our bees in winter. I am aware that

we may

by artificial means, freeze
our bees as solid as ice, even in mid-

summer

;

also that

we may

give them

a temperature equal to midsummer,
when the mercury stands at 40° below
zero in the open air but all such
statements and mechanical experiments do not help us out of our winter
troubles
with bee-diarrhea. I
would not mix up the discussion of a
detached or isolated point by bringing
;

in far-fetched side-issues. I hold that
it is better to confine ourselves closely
to the subject if we would solve a

problem.
How can Mr. Ileddon jthink that I
am mistaken in concluding that cold
long continued is the first cause of
bee-diarrhea in winter? He teaches
the same on page 214, for he there
" My opinion is, that when the
says
temperature falls below a given point,
in the hive, the bees add to the heatproducing method of consumption of
oxygenized food, that of producing
heat by exercise, and this exercise
necessitates waste of tissue, and this
the consumption of tissue-making
food bee-bread."
Now, if Mr. Ileddon is correct in
:

—

his theory, that the consumption of
pollen or bee-bread is the cause of
bee-diarrhea in winter confinement,
any sane man must see that he teaches
us that cold caused the bees to make
extra exertion, extra exertion caused
the consumption of tissue, the consumption of tissue caused the demand
for pollen or bee-bread and according to his theory, the use of pollen as
food caused bee-diarrhea, and diarrhea was the cause of bee-death. In
;

this chain of causes, is not cold the
first link V
Then, wherein am I mis-

taken

y

But Mr. Heddon says on page

393,

that " the pollen theory has to do with
bee-diarrhea not with bee-death." I
have all the while understood that
;

Mr.

II., and his opponents, had been
searching after the first link in this
chain of causes, one link of which is
bee-diarrhea, and the last link of
which is bee-death, while in winter
confinement. I think that Mr. Doolittle
understands the matter the
same. Now, Mr, H. cuts off the last
link, bee-death, and it seems necessary, in order to keep the " pollen
theory " good, to cut off all preceding links until he comes to the eating
of pollen or bee-bread. If he would
do thus, then why all this long discussion about first causes, prime
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wrestling with the winter problem,
our great ("anadian apiarist seems to
find it no problem at <all. To him.
wintering bees is " as easy as rolling
oft a log."
The report in question abounds in
"glittering generalities," and is a
grand exhibition of apicultural pyrotechnics.

One

fairly

is

dazed with

wonderment, and dazzled well nigh
to blindness with the brilliant results
of a skill or luck in bee-management,
never before attained in the annals of

apiculture.
Let us quit our discussions about the pollen, hibernation,
and other theories. Mr. Jones has
often told us that he has no bee-keeping secrets. He is ready and willing
to tell every thing he knows. In the
name of all the fraternity of bee-keepers who are trying their best to solve
the winter difficulty, I call upon Mr.
causes, etc. ? And again, why talk Jones to " rise and explain " how he
"
about low temperature in the liive," lias managed to winter his myriads of
waste of tissue, and extra exertion to bees witti a loss so trifling as hardly
produce more heat
These links to be worth mentioning.
have not to do with the " pollen
Mr. Jones does not tell us in exact
theory," if bee-death has not.
figures how many colonies he put into
I will admit that bee-diarrhea may winter quarters, nor precisely how
be produced in summer by improper many he lost, but " putting that and
treatment, and also diarrhea in other that together," the following are the
animals the same. The same disease conclusions at which I have arrived
may be produced in the animal by First, as to the number of colonies
various causes, and in many ways, wintered over:
home apiary of
and be the same disease every time about 400 colonies is mentioned ; " one
but that is not what we have been of our bee-farms where we had about
discussing. What we want to know 250 colonies " is referred to several
is, what is the first cause, not what is clamps are spoken of, some of them
an intermediate factor.
holding from 80 to 90 colonies, and
On page 214 Mr. Ileddon says " If one smaller one, .50 besides an indefipollen had not been a main factor in nite number of colonies in doublethe cause of fecal accumulations in walled or chall-packed hives. Adding
bees, the whole problem would long the.se together without exaggerating,
ago have been settled." Why did not we reach the following sum total
Mr. H. say, if pollen had not been the
400
apiary
main, or first, cause? I think that Home
250
"One of our bee-farms"
200
most ot us are ready to admit that an This implies at least anotlier bee-farm, say
clamps would mean at least 3, say
over-eating of pollen or bee-bread Several
HO
250
one
90
and
of
two of
50
may be an important factor in the A smaller clamp of
sint^le hives, double-walled or
cause or causes of bee-diarrhea in Miscellaneous
20
chaff-packed, say
winter confinement but that it is the
1,170
Total number of colonies
cause, or first cause, is altogether
another question.
At the home
Now
as to the losses
I would thank Mr. Heddon and all apiary, consisting of about 400 coloothers for what they can do to point nies, there appear to have been no
out my real mistakes truth is the losses whatever, only some queenless
only important lesson in all the ways colonies, but even these were " strong
of life. I am anxiously looking for in bees." One of the clamps conMr. Ileddon's promised article on taining about 50 colonies "was
changing the winter stores of bees.
stronger apparently than when put
Orion, p Wis.
out in the fall"— "bees in extra fine
condition." Again, " those wintered
in-doors varied at the different apiFor the American Bee JourcaL
aries, some slightly better than others,
Mr. D. A. Jones' Winter Report.
hnt all in fine condition." There were
"some colonies, placed in winter
WM. F. CLARKE.
quarters," which are described as
having been " t«o weak in bees to
What with moving and other hin- keep up the temperature necessary to
drances, I have been able to write successful wintering, either in-doors
feiB of these succumbed."
very little for the press of late, but I or out.
have read the bee-periodicals pretty How many is a " few " of " some V"
Next we have a rather longer stateclosely, and have been surprised that
" At one of our bee-farms
Mr. D. A. Jones' winter report has, ment
apparently, provoked no criticism. It where we had about 250 colonies, part
is to me a very astounding report, and were packed in clamps, and part in" I want to know, you know," a little doors one of those packed in the beemore about it. The success recorded house died from starvation, the rest
in wintering bees during a winter of ex- we put out in much finer condition
treme severity is unparalleled. AV'hile than it has been our pleasure to have
such men as A. I. Root, Ileddon, them for a long time. Those packed
Hutchinson, Doolittle, and a host in clamps were in about equally as
more that might be named, are still fine condition, but several were found
i*

:

A

;

;

:

;

—

;

:

;

A

:

;

;
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to be queenless, and 2 colonies at one
end of the clamp, where the rain had
wet the packing, died from that
cause, we suppose, as the packing
dewas frozen solid to the hives."
gree of carelessness is confessed here,
and it is added, " we paid the penalty
terrible
in the loss of two colonies.^''
" penalty " indeed !" The clamp contained "part" of 250 colonies— perhaps half the number, or say 100,
which would be a loss of 2 per cent.
Summing up, ^"'e arrive at the follow" few " of
ing " leetle " total
" some," call " some " 20, and a "few"
5 colonies ; from " starvation " in
bee-house, 1 frozen rain in clamp, 2

A

A

have the longer proboscis and gentleness of the Italians, we would, no
doubt, to-day, have " the coming bee."
These desirable qualities can only be
produced by crossing.
Prof. Cook, our greatest apicultural
authority, says that there is no ob-

jection to cross-breeding bees, as is
frequently done in cross-breeding
cattle, sheep and horses ; and that
"by judicious crossing and careful
selection we shall surely reach such
results that shall be to the bee of the
day, what the sleek short-horn is to
the lean Texan kine of the Western
plains." Some, however, claim that
hybrids deteriorate, and that they are
total, 8.
iiiferior to either race in their purity.
The queenless colonies that were As well might we say that the pointer
" strong in bees " cannot be counted dog, the race-horse, the game and
few queens ordered Plymouth Rock fowls, and also the
in with losses.
from the South would make them all English and American people, which
right. Out of 1,170 colonies, I am are emphatically crosses, have deteriorated.
There are, no doubt,
only able to make out S lost— about
per cent. This is marvellous mag- " catch hybrids " bred by carelessness
What better and accident having those inferior
nificent
glorious
can we desire than this ? Truly the qualities.
millenium of bee-keeping has been
The clarion note by Mr. Heddon,
reached in Beeton, Ont. Old Boreas summoning bee-keepers to the deAgain 1 fense of Mr. Freeborn, should at once
is conquered, slain outright.
say, what is the use of pestering our- te answered favorably from all quarselves about pollen, hibernation, or ters. The age of chivalry is not yet
any other theories, in view of such a ^one, nor will the glory of bee-keepresult as this V
have only to take ing be extinguished. Self-interest is
our places as meek disciples at Mr. the lever that moves the world, and
Jones' feet, and let him teach us how bee-keepers seem to be imbued with
something of the spirit of their little
to do it.
Guelph, Ont.
pets peaceable if not disturbed, but
capable of defense when attacked.

A

:

;

A

%

!

!

:

!

!

!

We

—

P. S. Having read and pondered
Ocqueoc,5 Mich.
Mr. Jones' report once more since the
foregoing was written, I am inclined
to think I have underestimated the
number of colonies he put into winter The National Bee -Keepers' Union.
quarters,
and over-estimated his

What

losses.

CONSTITUTION.

he says, in plain ligures,

and equally plain statements, would
imply, it seems to me, fully 1,500 colonies when winter set in. Pive is a
rather large figure for a " few " of
" some." Three or four would probably be nearer the mark. Thus the
winter loss would barely reach a half
'"
But,
per cent.
Mirabilediclu
observe, I do not say, " Incredibile
dictur
W. F. C.

V

For the American Boo Journal.

Apis Americana,
G. J.

etc.

MOLONEY.

Prof. Fowler, the noted phrenologist, advises a union of opposite temperaments and blood for the benefit
of the physical constitution of posterity
tliose with large perception
with those deficient in reflective organs, and vice versa, are advised to
select partners for life among those
who are well developed where they
are weak, in the above named men" Apis Americana " may,
taliiies.
perhaps, be developed exactly in the
same manner as advised by the phrenologist in producing a superior race
of bipeds.
For instance, did the Italian bees
possess the quickness of the (Jerman
bees in ascending to the surplus
boxes, and their comb-honey-producing properties and did the Germans
;

;

Board.

Article VIII.— The annual fees paid by
members shall become a general fund,

the

from which
expenses of

organization sliall be
the "National Bee -Keepers'
Union," and shall meet annually, or as
often as necessity may require.
Aktici.e II.— Its object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to
as

defend their rights.
Article III.— The

officers of this Union
consist of a President, five VicePresidents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be tlie Secretary and Treasm-er),
whose duties shall he those usually per-

shall

shall be paid the legitimate
this Union, such as printing,

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the wiitten requisition of ten
members.

Article X.— This constitution may be
amended by a majority vote of all the
members at" any time.
LIST of memhers at this date
:

Addenbrooke, W.,
Allen. Hansom,
Anderson. J. Lee.
Anderson, Wm.,

King, T. Frank,
Langstroth. Rev. L.
Le Roy, J. W..

Angell. C. S..
Baldwin, B, T..
Barnes, Wm. M.,
Baxter, E. J..

Ludloff, K.,

Bernschein. ISrnst,
Besse, II., M. D..

Mariirave, J. W.,

Ludkey,
Mallory,

Mason. Jus. B.,
Mattoon, J as.,
McConnell, James,

McCormick. Emery,

McNay, Frank,

Brickey, Peter.
Burrell,

W. &
D„

J,

11,

Bro,

Burton, L.,
Carder. A,,

Chapman.

Cook,

Article IV.— The

mem-

officers shall consti-

F.,

,Iohn T.,
A. J.,

I'rof.

Cripe, Henry,
Dadant. Chaa.,

Dadant, C. P.,
Darby, M. B..
Dayton. O. W.,
Decker. A. A..
Demaree, G. W..
Dibbern, C. H. & Son,

may become necessary tor tlieir

AiJTKLE v.— Any person may become a
member by paving to tlie General Manager
an Entrance t'ee o( one dollar to the
Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 2.5
cents, for which he shall receive a printed
receipt making; him a member of this Union,
entitled to all its ritrlits ami benefits. The
annual fee shall he due on the liist day of
.luly in each year, and mist he jiaid within
30 days in order to retain membership in
this Union.
Article VI.— Donations of any aiiioiiiit
may be made at any time to tlie Dcleiise
Fund, in addition to the entraiici^ and

membership

fees

and the

i-egular assess-

Pennuyer, L. A.,
Peters, Geo. B.,
Phelps, N. T..

Pond.

Powell, E. W,.
Pray, G. L.,

Do.li>e.U. E.,
Doolittle, G. M..
E.,

Dunham.

Koot, A. L,

P.,

Dunn. ,lohn,
BaKlesfleld. E,

Howe, David,
C.

Krtstwood. L..

Klwood.

Sr.,

Jr., J. E.,

Rainey. Jarvis,
Rey, John,
Reynolds, M. G.,

J)own9, Robert,

W.

R.,

Feathers. Harvey.
Flanajlan. E. T.,
Knuland, P. J.,

Roye. Burr,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheuring, I'aul,
Secor. Eusene,
Shapley. D. L..

Shearman,

J. O.,

W.

Follett, ''harles,
Forbes, W. E..

Shirley,

Fulton. W. K.,
Funk, H. W.,
Furness, Dwight,

Stearns, J. R..

Gander, A. M.,
Green, Charles U.,

Stewart,

France. E. & Son,
Freeborn. S. 1..

II.,

Smith, George,
Spady. Jno.,
Spencer. M. L.,

Stephenson, H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,

W. H.,
Stolley, Wm.,
Storer. B. M.,

Talbert, M..

Thatcher,

Will.,

Thellmann, C„
Thompson, Geo. M.,
Tinker, Dr. G,

Hayhurst, E. M.,

Tongue. L.

Ileaton, J. N.,

Travis. F. W.,
Travis, I. A.,

Heddon, James,
Hensley.

J. P.,

Hoyle, Georce H.,
Iluse.

defense.

Muth-Rasmussen, Wm.,
Nelson, James A.,
Newman. Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.
Nipe, James,

Dittmer. Gus,

an Advisory Board, which shall Hettel, M.,
A. G.,
determine what action shall be taken by Hill,
Hills, Mrs. H.,
this Union, upon the application of any Hilton. George E.,
bee-keepers for defense, and cause such Hoke, Abe,
C. M.,
extra assessments to be made upon all the Uollinysworth,
Howard. J. B..
as

Minnich. F.,
Minor, N. L.,

Dickasoti, T. B..

tute

members

Millard, D..
Miller. B. J. &Co.,
Miller, Dr. C.
Miller, Henry,
Mills. L.l).,

C. F.,
formed by such officers. They sliall lie Greeninir.
Gresh. Abel,
elected by ballot, and hold their several Grimm, Christopher,
Harlens,
J. G.,
offices for one year or until their successors
Hatch,
A.,
are elected and installed; blank ballots Havens,C.Reuben,

for this purpose to be mailed to every
ber by the General Manager.

McNeill, James,

C

J.,

Cheney, H. II.,
Clarke. Rev. W.

Conn ley.

T..
S. H.,

Murden. Henry,

Bohn, Gustav,
Bray, Moses,

Buchanan,

Wm. H.,

Hutchinson,

VV. Z.,

Hyne. James M..
George W.,

J<ines.

L.,

(^iharles,

Maddox, W.

Wm.,

Bitzer.

Drane,

Article I.— Tliis

known

ments made upon the members by the
Advisory Board.
Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall
be used for no other purjiosc than to defend
and protect bee-kei'iiers ui llieir rights, after
such cases are ai)]iidved liy the Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
regularly made in writing by the Advisory

L.,

N.,

Trimberger, John,
Turner. T. E„
Tyner, Alonzo,
Vanhouten. C. W.,
Viallon. P. L..
Walton. Col. R.,

Webster, H. S.,
Whitney, W. v.,
Wicherts. A..
Wilbins, Miss Lucy A.,
Wolcott, Wm. C,
Wright. W. D.,
Zwiener, H. li.

King, D. N.,

ipg" All who intend to be systematic in
work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Reg-istcr and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
f 1 00
For .'JO colonics (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
123
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
The larger ones can be used for a few colnumbers,
onies, give room for an increase of
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
their

:

:

:

:
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Very Satisfactory Season.—H. R. perceive them. There was a dust on the
Boardman, East 'rownsend,5 Ohio, bottoms of the hives which I supposed to
be the pieces of old comb which had been
on July 27, 1885, says
cut away for breeding purposes. ConThe honey season, which closed about trary to the conunon tlieories I have al:

has been very satisfactory here.
yield of honey has been very good
and of most excellent quality. Bees have
swarmed more than usual. Basswood has
been the principal source of surplus ; it
has been the best 1 ever knew. I have
practiced the plan, in part, advocated by
July

20,

The
Excessive

Thom,

Swarming. — Dr.

1885, says

J.

Ont„ on July

Streetsville,

C.
24,

:

My

bees have swarmed excessively.
Hoiiey-Ratherina has been only medium
so far, and basswood is just out. Tiie
weather is liot, and perhaps we will yet
obtain some surplus honey here.

Mr. Hutchinson- hiving swarms upon
empty frames on the old stand, and it has
been quite satisfactory. I have also used
natural comb starters in the sections witli

good

results.

" All's

Well that Ends Well."— J.
"Driving Bees," etc.—J. II. Andre,
"W. Margrave, Hiawatha,c5 Kans., on Lockwood,? N. Y., writes:
"
July 27, 1885, writes
I think that in a good season "driven
bees will store enough honey to winter on
1 have had only a tritle of honey so far.
if "driven" late in July, and if foundaI saved only one queen and about a teathat is, in some localities
cupful of bees out of my .53 colonies that tion is used
buckwheat is sown. I notice that
where
I put away last fall.
1 obtained 14 oneframe nuclei and one pound of bees, and a some think my theory in regard to the
:

;

tested queen, and I now have 30 colonies
in pretty good condition for the August
honey-flow (if we get it), and I hope for
the best. One gain we can boast of in
losing our bees all around us is, we have
gotten prelty much clear of black bees,
which we were trying to do.

—

Basswood Almost a Failure. I. A.
Travis, Lyons. o^ Wis., on July27, 1885,
says
1 have taken a deep interest in the National Bee-Keepers' Union ever since it
tirst started, and I send Sl.2.5, the amount
due from me, and what I consider due
from every bee-keeper in the United
States. Fellow bee-keepers, let us rally
at once and make up a large list, bearing
in mind that it is only the strongest colonies that gather the greatest amount. The
honey season is nearly closed, with but a
small yield of honey. White clover did
not seem to have much nectar in it, and
basswood is almost a failure.

Valne of Sweet Clover for Bees.—
Ills., on
Juiy 21, 1885, says

Reuben Havens, Onarga,ot
:

I

have just looked over the

list

of

names

members of the Bee-Keepers' Union
—less tlian 100 names when there should
be 1,000, Come, fellow-bee-keepers, let us
" be up and doing ;" say but little, but be
ready for action. The white clover harvest
is nearly closed, with but a moderate supply of surplus. Bees are in fine condition,
and are now working finely on sweet
clover, of which I have but one acre. O,
for ten acres of it
It would put S200
of the

!

sheep-and-bees suit is a fallacy, while
others corroborate my opinion. What is
wanted is old, reliable bee-hunters— not
bee-keepers— to show up the fallacious
idea of proving that they were Mr. Freeborn's bees. How would it look to compel a

man

pay damage

to

for his

tame crow

cause.

Fertilizing Queens, etc.— J. L. Pinkerton, Lebanon,© Mo., on July 23,
1885, says

The honey season has been one of the
poorest on record in this section. Bees
have done nothing in the section-boxes
They are now beginning to come in
yet.
laden, being at work on the white sumac,
and as there is considerable white clover
yet, we hope to get some honey. A friend
of mine had a colony that became queenless in the spring he obtained a frame of
brood and eggs from a neighbor, and gave
them, when they immediately unit to
capped the brooii and stuck their heads
foremost into cells in theadjoiningcombs.
What was the cause of this ? I never
knew of such a case. Another friend has
heard of the plan of fertilizing queens
while in the larval state, by means of
drone-larvie, and has been asking me
about it.
Will any correspondent enlighten us through the columns of the
;

A

We

— AVm. C.

:

—

and Wool.
Rev. W. F.
Wintering Bees on Natural Stores.
Clarke, Guelph, Ont,, writes
R. A. Morgan, Columbus,© Wis., on
1 am in entire sympathy with the Bee"
July 23, 188.5, writes
Keepers' Union. Tennyson said in his
" We are
ode in honor of Mrs. Wales
In regard to Mr. Heddon's letter, on page
all Dane in our welcome of thee !"
So we 443, in reference to wintering bees on natare all American in our sympathy with ural stores without excrement after long

—

:

:

:

;

own

New

!

the persecuted Wisconsin bee-keeper. It
is a most insane suit, and must ultimately
end in failure, hut a bold, united front
must be presented to the enemy. It is, as
all doubtless know, a popular saying in
England, that " where there is the best
honey, there is the best wool." Is this
going to be reversed in the United States ?
1 trow not not if we know ourselves, and
we think we do. The proverb is a true
one.

;

pulling corn one mile away, over a piece
of woods (when there might be a dozen
nests of wild ones in the woods), because Bee Jotienai. ?
his crow went that way. 1 send a clipping taken from the "Rural Home,"
Poisoning Bees.— Moses Bray,
Kochester, N. Y., and it is a part of an article that I sent to the Bee Jouknai, a few Almaden,*o Calif., on July 17, 1885,
weeks ago. It seems to me they ought to writes
give credit to the paper in which it apAlthough I will not have a pound of
peared originally, if not to the writer.
honey to handle from the 188.5 crop, yet I
cannot afford to ignore the Bee-Keepers'
[It is getting to be a very common thing Union, as
I do not know how soon 1 may
for agricultural papers to copy articles be in jeopardy. I would suggest that the
idea
of
making
a party prove by marks on
credit—
hardly
without giving
a day passes
the bees, etc., be dropped. If a party
without giving some evidence of this. poison my bees, I would not like to
be
We lately noticed a whole column article asked to prove by marks that they were
lady but a few miles from
written by ns and published last Decem- my bees.
my apiary was guilty of poisoning bees
ber in the Bee Jouknal, copied into an
last season near my place. They were
agricultural paper without credit.
trespassing on her grapes. She said that
are always glad to have articles copied, it was a decided success, and one could
but due credit should always be given.— see the bees lying dead on the ground. An
act of this kind should be considered a
Ed.]
misdemeanor, without stopping to find out
whose bees had been poisoned, and
That Foolish and Malicious Lawsnit. punished accordingly.

Wolcott, Eldorado Mills,o+
Wis., writes
I send 3.5 cents as my fee to join the
National Bee-Keepers' Union, and $1 for
the purpose of defending the interest of
bee-keepers against such foolish and
malicious lawsuits as the one brought
into my purse. Sweet clover and catnip against Mr. Freeborn for his bees attackwould pay a big profit for the expense of ing his neighbor's sheep. If that is a fact,
cultivation. There are large quantities of he must have a different race of bees than
catnip along the hedges here, and the bees any other bee-keeper that I ever heard of.
If more is needed to defend such suits, I
are working freely on it.
am willing to pay my share.

Honey

ways found that the colonies wliich bred
most, wintered the best and that a low
degree of temperature is the cause of all
wintering troubles. The most of the beemen in fighting against cold, defeat their

confinement,
of 1881 1 put

I

would say that

2.59

in the fall
colonies of bees into three

cellars, and took them out on April .5,
1882, after a confinement of 141 days, and

they flew as freely and as easily as they
did on the day they were put in and
there was no excrement that was visible
even on newly-painted boards.
Their
stores were strictly white clover honey,
gathered in a prairie country. This is a
statement of the facts as nearly as I could
;

—

Methods of Managing Bees, etc. D.
L. Sbapley, Randallsville,© N. Y., on
July IS, 1885, says
If each one who writes for the Bee
JotriiNAL would give a carefully prepared
statement as to how they manage with
their bees both during summer and in
winter, 1 think it would be a great help
to any one just starting in the business;
also to old bee-keepers, for the way one
does in one locality might prove destruc1 think this would give
information so that one cmdd tell what
would be best in that locality in which he
might wish to start an apiary. I have lost
only 3 colonies since I commenced, three
years ago—one through carelessness and
ignorance, one by queenlessness, and one
was robbed. 1 do not know whether it is
my good luck or what, but it seems strange
to me that so many lose heavily, and I, a
beginner, not having lost any to speak of.
I had 20 colonies to commence with last
spring, and all have swarmed except one
they are just beginning to get honey from
basswood. The white clover harvest was
very light, as there was only three or toxn
but
days that bees could work on it
everything previous to that yielded bountifully, and we are expecting a heavy crop
from basswood, if the weather is favorable.

tive in another.

;

;

:

—

:

:
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Replacing Worn-Oiit Oneens. L. L.
Good Fall Crop Expected.— J. W.
Consumers Instead of Prodneers.
Triem, Laporte City,© Iowa, on July Clark, Clarksburg,© Mo., on July 18, A. S. Goodrich, Worthington,© Ohio,
says
1885, says
on July 28, 1885. says
I form 3-fr<ime nuclei by placing the
Basswood and clover have given only a
The honey season is a failure here, there

21, 1885,

:

:

hive containing these close beside the
colony containing tlie worn-out queen,
the entrances of botli hives facing in the

same direction. Ininiertiately after the
close of the white honey season, 1 take

away

all the combs from the hive containing the old queen, and give them to
the nuclei the old bees may be used up
by giving them one comb of honey and
filling the balance of the hive with wired
;

small crop of honey, on account of there being no surplus. My bees were very
being too much rain. The pastures were weak last spring, but 1 had them built up
white with clover, and the bees are still just in time to be consumers instead of
working on them some, but tliey get very producers.
little honey, as shown by a colony on
scales. Bees are driving out the drones
The "Busy Bee."
David Rice,
and robbers. They are also working on Lebanon,^) Oreg., on July 22, 1882,
catnip, mustard, and
horse-mint now. says
Carpenter's-square and buck-bushes are
This season is like the last, there being
beginning to open prospects are good for
a poor honey yield. Quite an interest has
the fall or yellow flowers.
sprung up, in this vicinity, in the interest
of the " busy bee."

—

;

frames of foiuulatlon. The combs should
be stored away for the next season's use.
By this plan no good young queen need be
Button-Ball Bush.— G. W. Ashby,
lost, which is of importance.
This plan
has its faults, however, as have other Valley Station, 5 Ky., sends specimens of a tlower and writes thus
plans.
I send some blossoms that grew on a
Bees Have Done Well.— Wilson Sher- small bush that the bees seem to be very
fond
of.
I have seen nothing said about
man, Chester Center,© Iowa, on July
it in any of the books enumerating the
24, 1885, writes
honey-plants— at least no description by
My bees have done well so far this sea- which I can identify it. It seems to be a
son. Over half of them have produced bush filling a vacancy or dearth of honeyover 100 pounds per colony. White clover secreting plants in July. I send a ripe
has been a good crop in this section it is flower, or one commencing to wilt, one in
about done blossoming for this season. full bloom, and one not yet open, with its
The bees are working lively on buckwheat honey-secreting tubes. It grows along
at present. I think there will be a good the margin of ponds and places that dry
honey-yield here this fall, for there have up in summer. Please give its name and
been large rains every 24 hours for about value as a honey-plant.
a week. 1 have increased 8 colonies to
[This is the button-ball bush (Cephalan22; one colony swarmed 5 times, and they
were large swarms, too. I have used the thus occidentalis). The flowers have a
:

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Offlce of the

American Bee Jocbnai,,

Monday,

plan of preventing after-swarms,
on half of my colonies, and it has been a
perfect success. 1 am intending to take
all the natural stores awav from my bees
this fall, and feed them siigar syrup, as I
think that pollen is the cause of our winter losses.

considerable quantity of nectar, but the
noted family to which the species belongs
(Madder family) Is not celebrated in this

The

particular.

same order.— T.

cofTee-tree belongs to the

J.

Bureill.]

Bees and Buckwheat, etc.
Queen Going to Another Hive.—
Robert Corbett, Manhattan, <5 Kans., Duffy, Austin,©, Minn., writes

— Geo.

Aug.

3,

i

1885.

f

The

following are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

;

Heddon

10 a. m.,

:

CHICAGO.

HONE V— This week has broueht on the market
some of the new crop, which is being held at 15c.
ger lb. for white comb. There is not any comb
oney of the crop of iss-l worth mentioning here
now.
are

Extracted offerings are rather free; prices

unchanged— r>H 7c per

BBESW AX-22C.
K. A.

lb.

for yellow.

BOKNETT.

South Water

161

Bt.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— We quote the following prices Fancy
:

white comb

in l-lb. sections, lt-:(§il8c.
the same In
2-Ib. sections. Htojisc; fancy whiteCalifornia'J-lbs.,

12@14c.

;

Extracted weak, 6^8c.

BEBSWAX.-30 CIS. per lb.
Blake & hiplet. 57

NEW
HONBY-The honey

Sales very slow.

ChattaBm Street.

YORK.

market

is very quiet, and
continue so until fall trade opens up. Some
is on the market yet, with small shipnew comb honey arriving. Southern
extracted honey is coming in very freely. Quotations are as fol lows for comb honey
Fancy white
in 1-lb. sections, I4^15c: fair to good in l-lb. sections, i2(*i:ic: fancy white in 2-lb. sections, I3(uii4:
fair to good in I'-Ib. sections, ll(ml2c: fancy buckwheat in l-lb. sections, y@lOc: fancy buckwbeatin
2-lb. sections, 7@.sc. Extracted white clover, 6@7:
buckwheat, 5's6e; Southern, per gallon, 55@65c,

will
:

I have read some in regard to the suit
writes
about bees doing damage to sheep. This
I had taken a black or hybrid queen
seems even more absurd than the idea
and started a nucleus for the sake of pre- that bees damage buckwheat or fruit of
serving her lor a little while.
The any kind while in blossom, and this, I
weather being cool, I was obliged to feed think, is the most unreasonable of all unher a little. In the meantime 1 had taken reasonableness. My experience in raising
an Italian queen from a strong colony that crops of buckwheat is, that I have harwas about20 feet away from the nucleus vested and threshed just as great a
(1 think for two days! had neglected feed- quantity, and just
as good a quality (all
:

ing or supplying her with the necessary
food; be that as it may, I do not know),
and when the time arrived that I expected
queen-cells to be well developed, 1 proceeded to open the hive, and to my astonishment I found the black queen in the
Italian colony, working with a will. But
then, how did she know the colony was
queenless? That is where the instinct

old stock
ments ot

:

BEBSWAX-Prime yellow. 25(8)28c,
McCaul & HiLDRETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
CINCINNATI.

other things being equal), in proportion to
HONEY—The market is quiet with fair demand
the amount of ground sown, from crops for extracted, and an abundance of offerings from
that they have worked on, and that was commission houses and producers. Prices range
literally alive with them while in blossom, between 4^Hc nn arrival. There is but little new
comb honey in the market, with an occasional deas I have from crops on which I never mand. Prices nominal.
BEESWAX— Is in fair demand with liberal offersaw a honey-bee. The same is true in
2n@24c on arrival.
my experience with small fruit, plums, ings, and brings
C. r. MPTH, Freeman & Central Ave.
opinion
such
apples, etc. My
is that
a
case as the Powers-Freeborn, will never
SAN FRANCISCO.
comes in.
be tried in any court of equity in this free
HONEY—
The market Is quiet, there being no
country if it is not withdrawn, it surely shipping deman d and not much local trade. 'I'here
receipts of both old and new. One lot of 20<;)
Good
Season for Increase and will be dismissed. There can be no cause are
of
action
for as Mr. G. M. Doolittle cases of old extracted arrived from San Jose.
Honey.— Abe Iloke, Union City,o+
White to extra white comb, 7(s.9e; dark to good,
truthfully says on page 40.5, to furnish the 4@6c: extracted, choice to extra white, iX<3i^H
Ind., on July 27, lS8o, says
required proof of whose bees did the amber colored, 4(r44M>.
BEESWAX-CJuotable at 24<»25c— wholesale.
I put into winter quarters 2o colonies in damage foolishly claimed to have been
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
good condititm, and well protected as fol- done, seems utterly impossible. However,
lows
Fourteen in doublfd-wallcil hiick if such a case is carried on (as they say
CLBVBLAND.
hives with to 8 inches of dry sawdust on wonders will never cease), I woulil not
HONEY- Is very dull just now during strawberry
tf)p of this, and of those I lost 8.
like to be counted out as one not willing time, and although we hold at 14(nj].'jc per lb. best
1 had 5
colonies in
wooden hives packed all to contribute the .f 1.25 to such a cause.
white l-lb. sections, it Is merely nominal, as there
are no transiictions. As soon as our people have
around with dry sawdust, and of these 1
satisfied their craving for acid fruits, they take
lost 3. 1 had
in straw hives, and of these
kindly to nice white honey, and we may look
Basswood and Whitewood. K. O, very
I lost none, and they were packed as
with confidence to a good demand in July, August
and September.
above. Tlie season up to this time has asks for information as follows
BEESWAX.— Scarce at 2.S@30.
been pretty good for increase, and also for
For a number of years I have tried to
A. c. EBNi>EL. IS Ontario Street.
honey— the best for years— but to-day the raise basswood trees from the seed, but I
bees are looking up honey without going signally failed each time. I once sent
KANSAS CITY.
to the fields— not a good sign for much away for some whitewood seed, and inHONE
Y— No Changs In prices to note. Shippers
more honey. I liave taken about 400 structions came, but no seed at all. It and buyers both holding off, with some concessions
pounds of honey in two-pound sections. may be cheaper to buy the trees, but there In favor of buyers. Nothwithstanding the short
reported in California, sales are stUl being
There is no sale here for extracted honey. is great satisfaction to plant the seed one's crop
made there at about the same prices as In the
More than one- half of the bees in this sec- self. Will some one who has had experi- spring, and some new honey is quoted there at 4c.,
tion went to sleep last winter and forgot ence in raising these trees, please inform for extracted. We quote choice white 2-lb. sec13(ai4. Extracted, 5@7c.
to wake up. My loss was 11 out of 3.5. 1 me how to save and grow the seed from tions comb at I2c; l-lb., 2IK925C.
BEKSWAX-Weak at
now have 29, having sold 6.
Clkmons.Cloon & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
these two varieties of trees ?
;

;

:

:

:

—

:

1

—
;
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WEEKLY EDITION A NEW BEE-VEIL.
OP THE

There are

bars united by a rivet
their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs
on the neck-band. The
bars are of best li^^ht
spring- steel; the neckband of best hard
spring- brass the cover
is of
handsome li^^-ht
material.
It is very
_
_
easilj' put together, no trouble to put on or
take otf, and folds compactly in a paper box
Gx7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
nig-ht, and the protection ag-ainst Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being- only five
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1.00.
;

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

rK<>FRIETOU.S,

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO,ILL.
Weekly,

9S

a year

Monthly.

;

50 cents.

Special discount to dealers, on
larger quantities.

AI.FRED H. NEIVMAN,

'j

«.
923 & 92n West Madison

OR THK

Management

and Profit

Editor 0/

Or,

inaUe all Money Orders and Postal
Notes payable at Cliieago, Ills. — Some
country postmasters insist on malsing such
payable at some sub-station of Cliicago, but

we want tliem drawn on

1^" Acopyof

"Col.

Triumphal March,"

the main

office.

Grand

J. B. Clark's

on our desk. It is
arrang-ed for the piano by J. T. Warnelink,
and is published by H. T. Knake, Pittsburgh.

ILL.

in its best

covers,

To

Correspondents.

— It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
<some inclosing money) that have no name;

many others having no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postolHce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
Students' Songs

is

the title of a book

on

our desk. It is edited a^d compiled by Wra.
H. Hills, a young Harvard graduate, and is
published by Moses King, at Harvard Square,
in Cambridge, Mass. Price, 50 cents.

^~ For

two subscribers for the Weekly
Bef Journal (or S for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
and send it by mail, postpaid.

Local Conventioii Directory.
Time and place

1S85.

Aug.

of Meeting.
Valley, at Waterloo. Iowa.
A. D. Bennett, Sec.

I'.!-14.— Cedar

Aug. 25.— N. W.

S. W. Wis. at Rock 'Ity. III.
Stewart, Sec, Kock City, Ilia.

and

III.

J.

i

Sept. 1,2- W.N. Y.

A.
Dec.

I).

ICiy

^"

Author and Publisher.

Agricultural College, Mich.

|^~ For
Frlendti,

sale also at the OflRcr of the
at wholesale or retail.

If

vou are

in

any way interested

with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In ISee-Ciilture*
with a descriptive price-list uf the latest improve-

and N. Pa., at Salamanca, N.Y.
Jacobs. Sec, Jamestown, N. Y.

ments in HiveN, Ilotiey Exti'uctorM, Comb
Poundiitlon, Section Hiiney I£uxe8,a1l books
and journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Xothino Patented. Simply send your adI.

HEADQUARTERS

IN

For

ROOT, Medina,

O.

THE SOUTH

iiKtnufacture of

Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

^"

The Monthly Bee Journal
-A year and the bound book, " Bees
and lioney," will be sent for $1.25.

R.

NEWMAN &

THOS.
&

«.
West Madison

92."i

HYDE,

Alderly,

PAUL

1«64.)

;-SUPPLIES.

furnish evervthixg needed
^_ in"We
^M
^* ^*
the Apiary, of practical construction, and at the loweHi' price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, and we will send you our Illustrated
K.
Catalogue free.
COBURG, IOWA.
2Cl2t

K.UEXCHMEK.

ACKERMAN'S

BOTTOM-BOARD HOOK
desirable contrivance for securing- loose bottom-boards to the hives. It can
be oi)erated instantly. One
sample set, by mail, 20 cents. One or more,
by express, 15 cents each. For sale by

&

92r>

NEWMAN &

«.
West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant's Foundation Factory , wliolesale
aad

retail.

See Adrertl.iement

in

Satis3lAi.'t

in

another column

Sweet Clover
FOR

BEE PASTURAGE.
MAY be sown on all waste places at
IT any
time, and will grow on any soil
in any climate. I'rice, !J0 cents per 'pound
S3.75 per peck ; 810 00 per bushel (60 lbs.)

another column.

NEWMAN &

THOS.
&

G.
West Madison

02,")

BRITIISH

St..

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE JOURNAL

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.

The UKITISH BEE JoUKNAL Is published SEMIHi Seven Shillings per itnnum.and
contains the best pnictlcrtl infoimation for the
time beintr, showing what to do, and when and

MONTHLY,
to do

The
tor

it.

British

?:i..")0

:

Bee Journal and our Weekly

with our Monthly, $2.00 a year.

'Di^QI^ A T

for Circulars

JTUSJ-Aliot BEES,

tlllEENS, ro.lIB FOUNl>ATION, etc., etc. Address,
KNICKERBOCKER, Pjne Plains, N. Y.

SEND

G. H.
sjint

IXAI-IAN

UIJ'EEXS. tested, warranted, and
fertilized, f<)r sale at usual prices. Also Nuclei
colonies, J frames eaeii. Send for t'ircular. Dollar
to ship on one week's notice.

Queens ready
27Dfit

A cheap and

XHOJnAS

each.

Order early.

See Advertisement

retail.

how

92:3

Dodge Co., Wis.,

Dadant'sFoundationFactory,TrlioIesale

a specialty.

^

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

ITALIAN BEES

faction guaranteed.

923

Queens and Heesfrom March to November.
isysend for my Illustrated Catalogue.
5Ctf
L. VIAKI^ON. Bayou Goula, La.

MM

St.,

will send you full colnniesof
in S-frame Lanastroth hives for f.'J.OO

Italian

(ESTAHI.ISHFD

paper

lilberal

Bee-Keepers Supplies THE
Dunhitni nnd R<»ol FoHndallon

State, at Detroit, Mich.
D. CuttlnK. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlnifs.— Ed.

tiie

in

in

will

dress written v'ftinly, to
<'tf
A.

;

for

Bee and

BEES OR HONEY
We

8— 10.— Mlchli.'an
11.

COOK,

attractive con-

in cloth, .$1.00

cents, postpaid.

7.5

Seml-Moiiihly OleanlnKs

not to lose any numbers.

us

!

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most seieniiUc work treatinK of
bees in the World, i'rice. by mail, SI 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A. J.

and most

PRICE— Bound

lOth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
»,000 Sold Since May, 18S3.
More than fio paEes. and more than 50 fine illus- 023
trations were added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

Journal,

B^~ If your wrapper-label reads Aug. 8.5,
please rememberthat your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as

1876.

Out

Weekly Bee Journal.

dition.

THE APIAKX.

SOLD SINCE

i:itli 'riioiiHiind tJust

Is

Price, 40 cents.

Pa.

MANITAI, OF

i2,000

the

by

;

NEWMAN.

C.

It contains 230 profusely illnstrated pages
is " tully lip witli tlie times " in all the improveint'iits anil inventions in this rapidly

BEE-KEEPERS' 6DIDE;

polices.

of an Apiary for Pleasure

THOMAS

honey

SON,
CHICAGO,

St..

BEES and HONEY,

^T'A

^§p^ecial

Edition

developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the
successful management of the lioney-bee,
dozen or and at the same time produce the most

NEWMAN &

THOS.

Business manageb.

New aod Enlarged

five cross

throiij^-li

illJOlIiill^

493

i:.

I...BRIOGS. Wilton

Junction, Iowa.

'-*-'"'^*°-'

^^^'^'^'^

?'
Price-List undHoly-Lana'Bees
ITth Anneal niUC-LId!
My lllllHIIIIUai
Queens and Nuclei colonies (a specialty): also
Supplies— will be sent to all whi) send their names
f

and addresses.

H. H.

BROWX,

Light Street, Columbia County

i7Dtf

ELECTROTYPES
Of Enm-avint's used in the Bee Journal for sale at
:i6 cents per square Inch— nostnule cut sold for less
than

lOc.

923

THOS.

G. 9iEWJAA.Pi .V SOX.
Street, Chlcavo. 111.

& 92-2 West Madison

::

!

:
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188S.

DADANT'SronNDATION niIF.F.WS t»yMiirnMail!
of the most pracby
luindreils

is attesteil

and disinterested bee-keepers to be
the cleanest, brit;htest,Quickest accepted by
bees, least apt to saj;, most regular in color,
aveniiess and neatness of any that is made.
It is kept for sale by Messrs.
THOS. G NEWMAN & SON. Chlcafto. 111.,
tical

MUTH, Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HEDDO.N. Dciwaslac, Mich.,
KING, ASPINWAIJ, &C0.. 16 Thomas St., N.
DOUGHERTY & McKEK, Indianapolis, Ind.,
CUAS. H.(iREKN. Berlin, Wis.,
CH AS. IIEKTKl., Jr., FreeburK, HI.,

AT THE FOLLOWINW LOW RATES:
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
and Albinos
Untested Queens
"

Warranted

"
"

Tested

"
"
"

$ 100
5 50

each
H doz

"

C. F.

Y.

HEDDON'S

1

"

1000
110
600
1100

....

each
Hdoz....
1

"

....

each

2 00

^QUEENS=-

AKMSTKIING, Jerseyville, 111.
"
3 50
ARTHUR TODD, Geriiiantown,Phlladelphiii,Pa. Selected Tested Queens
B. KRETCIIMER, I'ohurs, Iowa.
I am now prepared to SUPPLY
Descriptive
Price-List
all
free.
Address
B. F. SMITH. Siiivrna. N. Y.
orders to
PROMPTLY. Queens, reared from
C. F. DALE. Mortnnsville, Ky.
EZRA BAKU, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.
ITALIAN mothers, with good
W. GARY, - Coleraine, Mass.,
CLARK JOH.N'SDN.CovinBton, Kt.
chance of pure fertilization. Also,
C. A. GKAVKS, Biriuincham, Ohio.
(Succeasors to Wm. W. Cary & Son.)
M.J. DICKASON. Hiawatha, Kans.
those of our own popular strain, viz :
N. B.— On a single order for .50 Queens, we
ED. R. NEWCOMB. Pleasant Valley, N. Y.
our leather-colored
J. W. PORTER, Charlottesville, Va.
will give 10 per cent, discount from the Crosses between
Italians and large brown German bees,
and numbers of other dealers. WriteforSAMPL-KS above list.
29Atf
accompanied
FREE and Price-l,ist of Supplies,
which possess, in an eminent degree,
with 15« t'OMI'I.IMS^NTAKY and TJNthe desirable traits of the two races.
8UI.ICITED TESTIM01VI.VI.8 from as Dadant'sFoiiiidatioiiFactorr,>Tliole$ale
many bee-keepers in 1sh4. "We Biiamntee and retail. See AdvertiBement in another column.
every ineh of t>ur Foiindutlon equul to
sample In every respect.
CHAS. DADAKT <& SON,
1 Selected Tested Queen
S 200
SABly
HAMILTON. Hancock Co.. ILL.
"
"
Queens
10 00
6
"
"
"
18 00
12
" IV
IOO
Queen
1 Untested
CALIFORNIA.
"
Queens
5 00
6
E. L.

PURE

WM.

PRICES

LOS ANGELES.

SOUTHERN

Bees and Glueens HOMES
purchased
the black bees within a
HAVINO
radius of 6 mites, now claim the LARGEST
all

1

ITALIAN APIARY and best location for rearing
FIAiE
in the State. 1 will continue to
sell warranted Queens at the low price of 7*» cents
each. Extra selected tested <l8rtr> rearinj;) iftl.SO
each. Three L-franie Nuclei, every frame tilled
with brood, with selected tested (^ueen, %ii each.

QUEENS

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
The fields are florid with unfadina prime;
From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow,
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But from the breezy deep the bieau'd inhale.
The fraErant murmurs of the western sale."

Address JAS.

WOOD,

North Prescott, Mass.

a»A9t

more money than

at anything else

by

taking an aeency for the best selling book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
Uai.i.ktt Book Co.
fail. Terms free.
Portland. Maine.
SlAly

WIN

RED CLOVER QUEENS
by

rofiirik

of the world, beautiful J.OS ANGKLES. the
FULL
LIVELIEST AND MOST PUUSPEKOUS SECTION

OP THE Pacific Coast, furnished by the
Jioa Angeles ii/.-l,|„ l|* _-- » mammoth
7Z column WP.PK V
Tmr ^^pek, the

M
bestweeKlv "ww^'J ""><"> in Californa
Send fou it. Single copy, three two-cent stamps;
sU months. !$1 one year, J§i£,
;

Address
25Al3t

mail,— 1 am now up with m.v ord-

THE TIMES-MIRROR

My Queens are

standard LanKstrotb,

until the present time.

J. T.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

WIl,SON, Nicholasville, Ky.

And

SECTIONS.
2.8,

1881.

c

all

other kinds of

Hives,

I

shall

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
supply Hnything you need in the Apiary.

Send for Illustrated Price hist.
"W. E. CL.AKR, successor to L.C. Root,
7Aly
ORlSIiANY. Oneida County, N. Y.

Dadant'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale

One-lb. (4J4x4!-.i) in lots of .'iOO to 4,000 $5.00
4..-)0
."1,000 to 10,000
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 2.5,000 4.00
Ditto
Ditto

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long-. For
any sizes between 17 and '20 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centaj^e to the price of one-lb.
Sections in

We make

the same

J.

any

quantities.
size or width desired.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Mar.

BCtf

I,

1885.

and

letail.

See Advertisement

.
5

^m ^m ^m
** **

^

in

another column.

in presents Qiven axvaySend ua 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
uf large value, that will
start you in work that

once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the fJiio,(KH) in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex. of all ages, fnr all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hallett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
5lAly
will at

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son. of Chicago, sell Re-'Wntten and Enlurffed! Third Edition
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Pails for

WE

Honey!

can furnish reyular Wonden Water-Pails—
iron
well painted on the (juteide, and with
It

h'Kips and a tight-tilting wnod cover, at **i.a5
per dozen. They will hold 25 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use us an ordinary

huusebold

pail.

THOS.
923

O.

NEWMAN

& 925 West MadlBon Street,

LOW PRICES
Nucleus, with best tested Queen ... $ 400
•'
"
"
Queens.. 2100
6 Nuclei,
••
"
..
"
"
..
40 00
12
3 00
1 Nucleus, with untested Queen
"
"
Queens
16 00
8 Nuclei,
1

12

"

"

..

"

....

liOOO

A. SON.
CHICAGO,

BEST GIVEN
FOUNDATION.
Retail Piices

Brood, per lb
Surplus,

't5c.

"

55c.

1^ Write me for special prices on
Foundation to " sell again."

CASHfoiWAX
20c. for yellow

;

darker grades a

little less.

BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY BOOK
by mail, nicely bound

in cloth. sftl.iiO

Price
per copy.

Book and tested Queen of any race, by mall, Jii-'Mi.
IJook and sample Drone and Queen 'I'rap, by mail.
$L'.*m.
Our Queens cannot be excelled for beauty,
purity, mild disposition. h(»ney-^athering and wintering qualities. All my Qucews are reared at the
"Api. bee-farm." Send for prospectus and price list.
2-JAl(Jt
HENRY ALLEY, Wenliain, MasB.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
ILL.

Take your choice between Pure Italians
and my own strain of bees.

or the

»00 pages and nearly lOOHne illustrations.

Wooden

colonies are in a complete
nucleus hive with 4 frames, so
constructed that by removing their
outer top-bars, two of them perfectly
tit a standard L. frame on the inside.
They are in first-class condition, well
stocked with Brood and Bees, and
will be sent promptly at the following

MADE TO ORDER,

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE
Patented June

Calif.

My nuclei

little

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

and can send (,)ueen8 by return mail.
almost without an e.xception
purely mated. My bees have worked just
thick on red clover, from the time it bloomed
ers,

30ABtf

CO.,

Los Angelea,

10 00

NUCLEI.

—Homer.
information conccrninK the earden spot

"

"

10

and

retail.

See Advertisement

In

another column.

SEND YOUR ADDRESS
For

my

32-page

CATALOGUE FOR
Address,

1885.

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC,

Cass County. MICH.

!

;
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Tl^lilte Clover, says Mr. G. W. Domarce,
"only secretes nectar after the dews have
evaporated— a/f(;r sheep and other stock have
habitually retired to the shady places, etc."
How very stupid, therefore, it is to charge
the bees with annoying sheep while feeding.

liayln;;; Workers are often developed in
queenless colonies, if such colonies are not
supplied with eggs or brood from which to
rear a (jueen. Look out for such a state of
affairs, and see that these pests— laying
workers- are not allowed to ruin queenless

Equally foolish is it to say that bees destroy
the pasture lor the sheep— without the aid of
the bees in fructifying the flowers, the sheep
would very soon have no pastui-e from the
This subject must be elaborated by
clover
the laAvyers for the Bee-Keepers' National
Union, at the trial.

colonies.

G.

NEWMAN,

Bees and Poultry.— But few out-door

go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
^^ITIaintain our Ki<^lits in the highest
PoultryJournal (price $1.2.5) and the Monthly
courts of the land, if necessary," says one of
Bee Journal (price oO cents) both for $1.00
our correspondents. These are our sentia year. The Weekly Bee Journal and the
ments but that can be done only by having Poultry
Journal, both for $2.50 a year. This
suflficlent money to defray the expenses, and
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
such are usually very high. To be sure it
papers for about the price of one.
!

THOMAS

499

pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

;

August 12,1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 32.

will

be a small matter,

if all

who

are to be

benefitted, will bear their part of the burden.

One thousand

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

dollars of ej:pense

when

divi-

ded between 1,000 persons is only a dollar
for each, and can easily be borne; but when
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
one has to pay it all, it becomes a heavy
burden, and, to many, one that would be imTrutli and justice are eternal.
possible to bear. This shows the value of
Ucaming. forth with heavenly lig-ht
co-operation and united effort. If this
"
"
Selfish
sheep men must not plunder,
"suit" is to be maintained and carried to
What oelong-s to bees— by rigrht
the higher courts, there must be a united
effort— a *' Union "—to bear the expense.
Tlie Golden Rods are blooming— the One thing is very astonishing, and that is
bees are gathering- honey from them now.
that there are so few who feel it a duty to

Florida Honey.—The bee-keepers of the
East Coast of Florida have published the
following, which they call a "Protest":
apiarists of New
the Eastern Coast of Florida,
honey product of
the Florida Coast country is on the increase
yearly, and that our beautiful grades of
finely - flavored mangrove and
palmetto
honey are classed in the markets of the

We, the undersigned,

Smyrna and

realize the fact that the

North as " light and dark Southern honey,"
which reduces it to the level of the strained
products of Georgia and other Southern
States.

We

would, therefore, call attention to the
the publishers of the various

fact, that as

papers and honey dealers of the
The Honey Crop has been very good In become members of such a Union. Unless apicultural
North seek a portion of their patronage from
some localities— in others it has been very the bee-keepers arise in a body, and assert our locality, we demand in return for favors
Vieir Tights, who will respect those rights ? shown them, that they in their market repoor.
and who will defend them, if they neglect to ports of honey, as published in the weekly
and monthly bee-papers, quote the product
Sweet Clover stands
do their duty ?

because

its

the heat so well,
roots go to a great depth to get

Comb Honey
dry room, for

it

should be kept in
gathers dampness if such

is

in the air.

Honey Dew
last year, for

of our Coast country separate, as Florida

Mangrove and Florida Palmrtto honey, and
Apieultural Experiments. — As men- thereby give our product an equal chance to
compete with the other well-known grades
tioned on page 403, an Experimental Agriof clover, baeswood and buckwheat honey.
a warm, cultural Station has been established at
Realizing the fact that, when once known to

moisture.

it

there

seems played itself out
is none of it reported

this season.

Aurora, Ills., in connection with the Entomological Division of the Department of
Agriculture. Mr. Nelson W. McLain has
been appointed to take charge of the Station,
and Prof. Riley has instructed him to pay
particular attention to these subjects

Baroness Burdette Coiitts-Bartlett,
!n order to encourage bee-keeping among the
working

classes, has presented bee-hives to
the holders of the gardens on the allotments
at Highgate, London. The Baroness is the
President of the British Bee-Keepers' Asso-

:

To secure

the introduction and domestical
tion of such races of bees as are reported to
possess desirable traits and characteristics.
To test the claims of such races of bees as
to excellence, and to prove by experiments
their value to the apiculturists of the United
States, and "their adaption to this climate

and honey-producing flora.
To make experiments in the crossing and
minfflingof
races, and. by proper application
It is said that a larger crop of apples may
of the laws of breeding, endeavor to secure
be gi'own when a hive of bees is stationed in the ty]>e or types best adapted by habit and
the orchard. The pollen is rubbed from constitution to the uses of practical beekeepers in the United States.
their bodies against the pistils of thousands
To make experiments in the methods of
of flowers, which thus become fertilized. artificial fertilization, also to test the various
methods
of preparing bees for winter.
Many of the strange freaks of hybridizing
To gather statistics concerning the beevarieties, are due to the agency of bees.
keeping industry in the United States.
To make experiments with and observaStings,— An exchange remarks that old tions concerning varieties of honey-producbee-keepers rarely trouble themselves with ing plants for bee-forage.
To study the true cause or causes of
the bee-sting
but amateurs,
ciation.

remedies,
and
those in whom the flesh swells when stung
near the eyes, often wish for something that
will reduce the swelling and pain. The best
remedy known to the writer is a tincture of
plantain, made by pouring alcohol over the
freshly-gathered leaves, and allowing it to
remain until it turns black, when it is poured
off and bottled. If this remedy is applied
immediately after the wound is given, the
swelling and pain will be scarcely perceptible. If the person is severely stung, a few
drops of the tincture can be taken internally.

its true name and flavor,
compare favorably with the bestgrades, and thereby create a demand
for the same to our advantage as producers.
We. therefore, for the above reasons, demand a recognition of our grades of honey
under their respective names.

the public under
it

will

known

signed by 28 apiarists of
that the honey merchants will quote the excellent Florida honey
as requested.

The above

Florida, and

is

we hope

Bee Mot lis. —Many persons 6peak of bees
being "runout" by the moths
Why not
say that the weeds " run out " the corn ?
When a colony becomes weak (often from
queenlessuess), the hive will be taken possession of by moths, and then some persona
run away with the idea that the bees were
destroyed by the moths. In one of our
exchanges we notice the following concernI

moth
The moth is the color of old wood, and the
wings cross one another, turning up like the
ing the

:

of a fowl. It may be seen lurking
in the evening, trying to gain
admittance. Where fowls have the run of
an apiary, they catch many of these moth
gent experiments unon scientific methods on the wing. Combs in frames can be kept
as to the capacity of bees, under exceptional over the summer free from the depredations
circumstances, to injure fruit— i. e., to set at of the larvae of the bee moth, if they are
rest the ever-discussed question of bees vs. suspended in the light and air, and are 3 or 4
inches apart. Moths love darkness and unfruit.
cleanliness. and deposit their eggs in cracks
Mr. McLain is well-qualified for this work, and crevices about hives, where bees cannot
and we are very glad to learn that arrange- gain access to them. Do not permit refuse
comb to lie around the apiary or bee house.
ments are now being made for thorough I have put frames of comb containing their
experiments, as directed by Prof. Riley. We larvj^ into a hive of Italian bees, and in half
look for very interesting results, and shall an hour could see the bees bringing them
out. There is no need of any other moth
keep our readers well-posted concerning trap, for they are always baited and set. A
handful of Italians will defend a hive.
them.
diseases yet imperfectly understood.
To obtain incontestible results by intelli-

tail

around hives

:

:
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The Honey Markets.

silver drips,

and other syrups

of high-

sounding names.

The

following

article

strain

copied

In reference to their quotations in
Home Market," Messrs. McCaul
August
& Hildreth Bros, write us the followThe flooding of the markets with ing explanation
California honey caused the piling up
We have, at the solicitation of pubof Eastern honey, especially comb lishers of numerous magazines, given
honey, to such an extent that there is quotations the year round, as we have
not a honey merchant in the city of a market for honey every day in the
New York but what has some still on year (Sundays and holidays excepted),
hand. We desire to say to producers, and when the author of the above
do not send in your honey yet, for it asserts that tliere has been absolutely
cannot and will not be sold at any no demand for lioney since May 1, he
price at all satisfactory to you. When- gives it as his opinion, without proof.
ever the market rallies, so that even There has not been a week nor a day
12 to 14 cents can be obtained for the since May 1 up to present date that
best white clover honey, we will give we have not sold more or less honey.
due notice of the same in the Maga- We sold out our white comb honey
zine, but it is entirely useless to quote about April 1, and since that time
prices which cannot be obtained. have had to go on the market here
During the prevalence of the season and purchase of other dealers to supof hot weather there is never much ply our trade, a fact which some
demand for honey.
dealers in this city will testify to.
We see by the American Bee We had a lot of 38 barrels of honey
Journal of Chicago, that the firm of turned over to us .Tune 12, which had
McCaul & Hildreth, of this city, are lain on this market over six months,
quoting white clover honey in sec- which we disposed of and sent the
tions at 14 and lo cents per pound. owner a check on June 29. Since
Now, with all due defference to the May 1 we have had a better trade in
feelings of these gentlemen, we tell California and Southern lioney than
them plainly that they are doing we ever had at this season of the year.
We have received a few small lots
wrong in thus misrepresenting tlie
New York honey market. They of this year"s crop of comb honey,
wrong the producer by inducing him which has sold readily at our quotato send in his honey at a time wiien tions, and returns have been made to
AVe have recently received
it is utterly impossible to realize any shippers.
such prices, even if it can be sold at numerous letters from producers, inall.
rurther, those who have yet fine quiring as to the state of the honey
honey of last year's crop in the hands market, prices, etc., to which we have
of merchants, and are willing to take replied iu nearly every instance, that
much less than the above quotations, it is too early in the season to give
for they may naturally expect some- quotations on the coming crop, and
thing is wrong, when toldit cannot too early to comuience shipping comb
be sold, and this in the face and eyes honey. We mention these items to
prove to the author of the above
of said quotations.
that he has done us an injusWe are willing to allow that M. & article,
tice, and should make due reparation.
II. gave these quotations inadvertWe have always endeavored to hold
ently, with probably the motive of
being ahead of other cities in prices prices up rather than to depress them,
as our experience teaches us it is
l)aid for this produce, but we should
remember that "patriotism,"' which easier to lower prices than to raise
cannot be accounted for by facts, is them while it seems to us that the
worse than none at all. Let us dis- above article seeks to keep them down
pose, at some price, of the honey yet rather ttian to elevate them.
McCaul & Hildreth Bros.
on hand before inviting more, lest we
New York, July 31, 1885.
^produce a " glut " in the market, for
which there can be no excuse this
Of course we have nothing to do
year, as California will not produce
enough for home consumption, and with the controversy between the
parties, as given above, but our readtheir usual foreign demand.
We consulted with the leading ers will be glad to learn anything conbuyers, including tiuinby and the cerning the out-look for the sale of
"Ward Brothers in reference to the the honey crop of the present year,
matter of depression, and all expressed themselves in harmony vv ith and in both of the articles there are
the sentiment of this article. The facts enough worth taking into acoutlook of prices for fall and winter count while making up our minds on
is good, ami so we advise [iroducers
the present prospect for the honey
to hold their honey and then use discretion in its disposition, selling only market.
The advise, in the former article,
to those who know how to handle it
to advantage, viz., when sending to to " cultivate with energy " the "home
and
foremost
is
the
but
first
tills city,
home market. (Cultivate that with markets," cannot be too highly comenergy, for there is not yet one person mended— that is the key-note tor sucin ten, even iu the country, who uses cess in the pursuit of bee-keeping.
honey as he ought to, and that it is Thousands should eat honey regufar superior for daily and family use
larly where now only tens do so
lo any other sweet, and especially the
In the latter article the admonition
miiversally adulterated— golden drips.
is

—

worthy the attention of all to abfrom ricshing honey to the large
and central marts of trade, least it
cause a " glut " and depress the
figures obtainable in fact, to do all
in our power to keep the prices up to
a fair and living rate, rather than to
endanger their fall by unwise rushing
large crops to market.
is

from the Bee-Keepers^ Magazine for our "

;

!

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Oflace of the

American Bee Journal,

Monday,

The following

r

10, 1885.

f

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received

tions for

up

Aug.

10 a. m.,

to this

hour

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY—This week has brouKhtonthe market
some of the new crop, which is being held at 15c.
per lb. for white comb. There is not any comb
noney of the crop of 1884 worth mentioning here
now. Extracted offeririRs are rather tree; prices
arc

unchanged— ;:.ta*7c per

BEESW4X-22C.
R. A.

lb.

for yellow.

Burnett.

161

South Water Bt.

BOSTON.
HONEY.— Wequote the following prices Fancy
white comb in 1-lb. sections, l(;(y)l8c. the same in
:

•

2-lb. sections, M^l.'jc; fancy white California2-lbs.,
12(a»l4c. Extracted weak, &0.8C.
Sales very slow.
30 cts. per lb.

BEESWAX.—

Blake & Riplkt.

NEW

57

Chatham

street.

YORK.

HONEY— The honey

market is very quiet, and
continue so until fall trade opens up. Some
old stock is on the market yet. with small shipments of new comb honey arriving. Southern
extracted honey is coming in very freely. QuotaFancy white
tions are as follows for comb honey
in 1-lb. sections, 14t*15c: fair to good in 1- lb. sections, IJtoiyc: fancy white in J. lb. sections, 13(^14;
fair'iOgot)d in li-lb. sections, IK.'li'c; fancy buckwheat in 1-lb. sections, yig,lnc: fancy buckwheatin
2-lb. sections, 7('t8c. Extracted white clover, 6(a7;
buckwheat, 5'.«fic: Southern, per gallon, 55ia.t)5c.
will

:

BEES W AX-Prime yeilow. 2.5lgi-'8c.
MCCAUL & Uildrkth Bros.. 34 Hudson St.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY— The market is quiet with

fair

demand

abundance of offerings from
commission houses and producers. Prices range
tietwcen 4(!j8c <.n arrival. There is but little new
comb honey in the market, with an occasional demand. Prices nominal.
for extracted, and an

BEESWAX— Is in

ings,

and brings
C. F.

fair demand with liberal offer20(,j24c on arrival.

MUTH. Freeman &

Central Ave.

BAN FRANCISCO.

HONKY— The

market

is

quiet, there beln;;

no

demand and not much local trade. There
are receipts of both old and new. One lot of 20i.i
cases of old extracted arrived from San Jose.
White to extra white comb, 7(i9c: dark to good.
4<§,Hc; extracted, choice to extta white, 43^ia5Ji ;
amber colored, 4@4^.
BEES WAX-guotable at 24gl25c-wholesale.
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street,
shipping

CLEVELAND.

HONEY— la very dull just now during strawberry

time, and although we hold at 14tiiil5c per Ih. best
white 1-lb. sections, it is merely nominal, as there
are no transactions. As soon as our people have
satisfied their craving ft.ir acid fruits, thev take
very kindly to nice while honey, and we may look
with^confldence to a good demand in July, August

and September.

BEESWAX.— Scarce at 28(a30.
A, C.

KENDEL,

KANSAS

115 Ontario Street.

CITY.

HONEY— Trade in this article

is very quiet jU!-t
time of year except extracted honey, in bulk and small glasses and tins
of honey. Some large sales of extracted this week
at Sialic for soutliern, andil'<i.7c forck^vcra^d^ate.
Comb honey nominal, at 12(1^130 for choii-e while

now.

2

lb.

Nothing

H'H'tions.

sells at this

and

l:i(yn4c for 1-lb.

BEKSWAX-Weak at 20l»2.5c.
Cl&mons,Cloon &

Co., cor. 4lh

& Wa'nut.

;

;
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" This
J. Cook replies
practiced by some of our best beekeepers, to prevent increase, and is,
perliaps, the only sure way, if we are
to produce comb honey. Such queens
put in a nucleus above, or close beside
the old hive, may be kept laying, and
in 7 or H days, if we destroy or remove
all queeu-cells and return the queen,
we may get bees at once into the sections and have no further swarming."

Prof. A.

:

is

REPLIES

by Prominent Apiarists.

Keeping ftueens Outside of Hives.
Query, No. 97.—What

the best method
of keeping young Jaying queens outside of a hive
for from 5 to 10 days ? la it adviaable to Iteep
queens in this way ?— W.
is

501

up to a fair average. I have a
queen now years old that is as prolific as ever she was, and I see no reason why her age injures her, in any
degree whatever,"
lay

-5

Are Drones Commoners?
Query, No. 90.— Will
in

the drones reared
one colony be admitted into any othercolony In

the

same apiary 1—J.

II.

" Yes.
G. M. DooLiTTLE replies
Superseding ftueens.
At any time drones are not being
killed off. After this, they are only
G.M. DOOLITTLE says: "I cannot Query, No. 9S.— Is it advisable to let a tolerated in such colonies as have not
see why we should wish to keep them queen become more than 2 years old before super- slaughtered their drones."
thns, for of what use is a laying queen seding her with a young queen ?— J.
Dr. G. L. Tinker says: "No;
outside of a hive, except in transit
" Not
Dr. C. C. Miller replies
from one apiary to another."
unless she is an unusually - good not unless it is without a laying
queen.
Drones are not commoners,
Dr. C. C. Miller answers " Keep queen."
as has been taught by some, by any
" l'"es, means."
them in shipping-cages. I doubt the
Prof. A. J. Cook answers
advi.sability."
if she retains her fecundity.
ProlificJames Heddon says " Yes they
" I must ness, not age, should be the test."
J. E. Pond, Jr., replies
are free-commoners. Of course there
confess I do not fully understand
" Yes. I comes a time when all drones are reVV. Z. Hutchinson says
this question. I cannot see that it is believe that, as a general thing,
the fused admittance to all hives, not
advisable to keep queens outside of bees supersede a queen when she be- queenless."
the hive. In the case of a queen- gins to fail."
" During
Dr. C. C. Miller says
breeder who has a large supply on
Chas. Dadant & Son reply "Yes, a flow of honey, drones or workers
hand, they can be kept in cages in the
hive or on top of the frames. 1 have for she is very good in her third year, may enter any colony, except workers
that go as robbers. Probably a queenkept queens for 4 or 5 weeks in this usually."
less colony would accept drones at any
manner, but I think it an injury, as a
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks: "I time."
rule, to do so."
believe it advisable to supersede all
" Not as
G. W. Demaree replies
CiiAs. Dadant & Son remark: queens over 2 years old, except those
a general rule. I have given this
" It would be foolish to keep queens most valued for breeding purposes
out of hives without reason, but if it since it often happens that a 3-year- matter considerable attention, and I
has to be done, they can be very well old queen fails, at a time when the have found, when transferring drones
kept with a few bees In an ordinary work of storing surplus is interfered from one colony to another, that I
must use much the same caution
with."
mailing-cage, for a week or more."
which I would observe when trans"
"
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
I never ferring worker bees from one colony
W. Z. Hutchinson says
Cage
supersede
a
queen
until she becomes to another.
them with a sufficient number of
As with worker bees,
workers to keep them from being unprolific, as many of my queens are young drones are more likely to be
as
good
as
ever
at
4
years
old.
In
fact,
chilled see that they have plenty of
tolerated, and drone-larvse will be
food, and keep them where ants will the Italians rarely let a queen get un- cared for just as if reared in the hive.
not get at them. It is advisable to so prolific, as they do their own super- But old drones mark their location
keep them, if there is any reason for seding before she becomes so."
like worker bees do, and will return
so doing."
G. W. Demaree answers
"After home just as do the latter."
" "We experimenting in this direction for
Dr. G. L. Tinker answers
Chas. Dadant & Son say: "Yes
know of no better way to keep laying several years, I now decidedly prefer in good honey weather, but not
queens outside of a hive, that to place to leave it to the bees to decide when usually. Queenless colonies will acsome Good candy with a few bees. their queens are worn-out. As a gen- cept them any time."
It is advisable to keep them thus only eral thing, the bees will make fewer
W. Z. Hutchinson replies " Durwhen it becomes necessary to remove mistakes in directing this delicate
them to make way for virgin queens." matter, than the wisest apiarist is ing a flow of honey, I have never seen
bees killing drones hence I conclude
.James Heddon replies
"1. Keep likely to make. I have had several that stray drones are not killed."
that
could
queens
not
have
been
them in a commodious cage, with -50
" Yes ; alJ. E. Pond, Jr., says
or 100 workers, in a dark place and bought at $2-5.00 when 3 years old, and
even temperature of about 80° to 90'^, one queen that $.'30.00 would not have ways and invariably."
Fahr., and supplied with a non-nitro- caused her to change hands at 4 years
Prof. A. J. Cook answers " That
genious food (sugar syrup), applied in old."
depends sometimes they will— some" Queens times not. I have often found that
such a way as not to daub them. 2. It
.James Heddon replies
is better to keep queens caged in a 3 and 4 years old {ire good to breed
drones caught and placed at the enqueenless hive (better for the queens), from, though they are not as prolific, trance of a strange colony, would
and better still if they have full liberty as a rule, as are young queens. For enter unmolested. At other times
there."
comb honey production, we need they would be seized at once."
" The either prolific "queens, or smaller or
G. W. Demarbe remarks
best way to keep them is to put them contracted hives. It is more profitaAll who intend to be systematic in
in a nursing-cage with a few young ble to adjust yotir hive system to your
bees, and hang the cages in a nursing average queens, than to practice su- their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
colony. I keep several nursing colo- perseding."
nies to preserve unemployed queens,
J. E. Pond, Jr., says:
"I never The prices are as follows
virgin queens, queen-cells, etc. My supersede a nice queen, no matter For 50 colonies (120 pages)
'.$1 00
nursing colonies are made up of frames how old, until she shows signs of fail- " 100 colonies (220 pag-es)
125
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
of brood, five orsix in number, and are ing powers. We want queens for the
kept well-stocked with young bees. eggs they lay, and for that reason
The larger ones can be used for a few colThey are not permitted to have a lay- power of production, and not age, is L)nies, give room for an increase of numbers,
ing queen while used as a nursing the rule to follow. I would not keep and still keep the record all together in one
colony."
a young queen a moment if she did not book, and are therefore the most desirable.
:
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generally give surplus room amounting to
from 20 to 25 pounds at the start, and as
the bees take possession of it give as much
more room, and finally the lull capacity
of the hive ((50 pounds), when the force of
bees increase so as to warrant it. However, as a rule, the swarming season
arrives before all the sections are put on,
Explanatory.—The figures before the when no more sections are added until
names indicate the number of years that the the old colony gets a laying queen.
Those after, show
person has kept bees.
Always in managing bees the apiarist
the number of colonies the writer had in the should have an eye on the future as respring
and
fall,
or
fall
and
spring,
previous
gards his honey haivest, until the harvest
arrives, and when it arrives, then bend his
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is every energy for the time wliich is presThis mark
For instance, my honey harvest
located near the centre of the State named; ent.
from basswood, or during the last
6 north of the centre ? south O* east comes
half of July, so all my operations previous
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest; to this time, must be in reference to this
o* southeast and 9 southwest of the centre
harvest, or all my efforts will result only
of the State mentioned.
in failure.
Now the time the bees swarm has a very
important bearing on what I get as cash
out of the apiary. If they swarm too
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
early, they defeat my plans, and if too
late it is nearly as bad. The thing is to
Thousands Wanted for Defense.
get them all to swarm at the right time,
whicli is bi'ought about as nearly as it may
J. W. MARGRAVE.
be, by keeping back the strongest and
building up the weakest. This is done
I am surprised to see that only by drawing bees and brood from tiie
about 1.50 bee-keepers have placed strong and giving to those which are
themselves on record for the defense weak, until all are brought to a uniform
fund
Surely they will soon come to strength at the desired time for swarming.
says one, when is the proper time for
cannot afford to wait But
the rescue.
increase, to which 1 reply about 15 to 20
until each of us are attacked (for at- days before the main honey harvest.
taclsed we will be if this Freeborn Why ? Because this gives time for the
case is decided for the plaintiff). If a young queen in the old colony to hatch
respectable number of bee-keepers and become fertilized, and not enough
respond promptly and raise a fund time to the swarm to get so strong as to
commensurate with our numbers, we desire to swarm again.
Remember I am talking exclusively of
wilf be far less liable to be annoyed
by ignorance and stupidity than ."we raising comb honey, for the raising of exshould be if this case was vigorously tracted honey require? a very different
of procedure, in my opiuiou, and I
defended and gained, as it assuredly mode
have extracted as high as 565 pounds from
will be if Mr. F. can get a fair and a single colony in one season. Nothing
impartial trial.
Let two or three can detract more from our crop of comb
thousand bee-keepers hasten to enroll honey than to have our bees get the
their names in this army, and let the swarming fever during the honey harvest,
benighted sons of ignorance be in- unless it is, the having them so weak at
formed that we have the means and that time, that they are of little or no
forepart of June I was acthe will to defend our chosen pursuit, value. In theneighbor, by saying,
"Have
costed by a
and they will be slow to prosecute us your bees swarmed yet?" No, said I,
for keeping bees to fertilize their nor do I expect them to generally for the
fruits, flowers, and clovers.
next tliree weeks. "Well," says he, "1
We, here in northeastern Kansas, guess you won't get much from them, for
have a very poor honey season thus Sir. S. is having lots of swarms." All
far, this year. August is our princi- right, says I, I shall be glad to have Mr.
pal lioney month, and we hope for S. get a good crop of honey. Well, the
result is, that now, July 2.3, with the bassthe best, but begin to fear another wood in full bloom, Mr. S. is having lots
off year.
of swarms, which he is putting back, cutHiawatha, d Kansas, July 31, 1885. ting out queen-cells, etc., in tlie vain hope
to get them to go to work, while I have
only now and then a swarm with the secFor the American Bee Journal.
tions on nearly every hive, being filled as
if by magic.
Among the Bees in Summer.
On page 422, in closing my article on
spring management, I said " the getting of
16— G. M. DOOLITTLE, (80—50).
bees in the right time for the honey harvest counts more toward cash and fun in
On page 421 of tlieBEE JornxAL I pave the aiiiary tliaii all else," wliich is true,
a brief di-scription of how I managed my and next'to ihis is the managing of those
bees in tlie spring, and left the reader at a bees, so that they *ill be only bent on
time when the hives were full of bees storing honey during the lioney harvest
wliicli we had obtained by our spring for the lack of either gives the apiarist
management. As soon as a colony has only small returns for his labor among
After doing all in my power to
all the frames full of brood, spring has the bees.
given |)lace to summer, so in this arliele get all swarms out between June 25 and
July 4, I frequently get some as early as
J will give a brief sketch of how I manage
my bees in the summer. Tlie first thing i June 20, and as late as July 12 to 15. Those
do when 1 find a colony as above, is to issuing before July 4 are hived on anew
put on the boxes or lioney sections, or stand, and a part of the sections are put
rather a part of them, for I contend that it on in 2 or Z days after hiving, while the
N.
is poor policy to give any colony (unless
date of swarming is put on each hive
it IS in the case of two prime
swarms S. <j 22 being put on the swarm, and Sw'd.
22 on the old hive, if that is the date.
bi lug hived together,) all of the surplus
room on the start, as such tends to dis- On the evening of the eiglith day I listen
courage them, as they do not as yet have a a moment at the side of the old hive, and
sufficient amount of bees to take posses- if swarming has been done " according to
sion of so large an amount of room. I rule," 1 hear the young queen piping,

O

;

;

;

!

We

:

I know a queen has hatched, and an
after-swarm will be the result if it is not

when

stopped.
If no piping is heard, I do not listen
again until the evening of the 13th day,
for the next
rule is that the colony
swarmed upon an egg or small larva being
placed in the queen-cell, which allows the
queen to hatch trom the 12th to the 16th
day after swarming. If no piping is
heard by the evening of the 17th day, no
swarm ueed be expected. When it is
heard, which will be in 19 eases out of
20, on the Sth day, 1 go early the next
morning and take every frame out of the
hive, sliaking the bees off of each (in
front) as I take them out and return them
again, so I shall be sure and not miss a
queen-cell, but cut all otf, for we know
there is a queen hatched. This is a sure
plan, while I have found by experience
that none of the other plans given are sure
of the prevention of after-swarms. This
colony is now boxed to its fully capacity,
and if the queen gets to laying all right, it
will
have double the amount of comb
honey that any swarm will. In21da.\s
from the time the swarm is hived, young
bees will begin to hatch so as to reinforce
that colony, so on the 2.3d to 25th day after
hiving, I give the full capacity of surplus
room to that also, which tends to keep
them from having a desire to swarm.
Well, this article is long enough, and I
will stop, although I have not said one-

half

1

desired to say.

Borodino, N. Y.

For tbe American Bee JoumoL

Marketing Extracted Honey,
J.

E.

etc.

POND, JR.

In considering the question of the
honey market at the present time, I

am

inclined to the idea that the invention of the honey-extractor has
been a positive injury to bee-keepers.
Not that I for one instant admit that
this is the fault of the extractor, for I
consider it one of the greatest blessings that has been presented to us
but that many bee-keepers in their
desire to produce a " big crop," have
extracted too often, and too closely,
the result being, that not only have
the bees suffered during the winter
from insufficient stores, both in
quantity and quality, but that the
market "has been glutted with unripe
honey, thus causing a distrust of this
honey as an article of consumption.
I believe that this matter of offering unripe honey for sale has done
more injury than all the lies that have
been invented in regard to glucose;
"
and the ingenuity of the " I'ankees
exhibited in putting it into marketable
shape. I presume there are as few
dishonest persons among bee-keepers
as can be found in any business of
the same magnitude, but unfortunately tliere are some, and their acts
have caused the whole fraternity to
be looked upon with suspicion. The
remedy is sure, but it will require
persistent and long continued use to
perform a cure. Kvery producer of
honey must take it upon himself to
offer for sale nothing but the very
choicest of his production, and that,
too, in the vicinity of his own home,
where he is best known. By this
means a reputation will become establislied, and when it is found that
extracted honey is equally as pure,
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and equally as palatable as comb would stop a tornado, and other
honey, then its sale will be found to things besides wind are to be thought
be equally as easy and fully as proQt- of, the shutting off of all circulation
of air bv liigli fences, and tlie reflected
able.
them would
It is not over-production that has heat of" the sun from
caused a glut in the market, but make the heat unbearable in summer.
rather the circulation of stories detri- Tornadoes are so infrequent that it is
mental to the character and quality hatdly worth while to attempt to proof tiie goods (and in many cases I fear tect against them, as what would
there is too mucli truth in these make us at all safe against them,
The remedy lies with us. would make it very burdensome at
stories).
Let us tlien see to it tbat we apply it, otlier times while at work with the
and offer nothing save what is tirst- bees.
I use a shade board 30 inches by 24
class in everv respect.
If I understand the pollen theory it inches, similar to Mr. Ileddon's style,
Pollen is tlie prime cause of on my hives, and no weights, and
is tliis
bee-diarrhea, and diarrhea the cause very seldom have one misplaced. The
of a very large percentage of winter ground occupied by my hives (about
losses. Is tliis correct V In my own 7-5) slopes sliglitly to the north, and is
apiary, consisiing of from 5 to 50 col- some protected ijy shrubbery on the
wintered on the summer west, consisting of raspberry bushes,
onies,
stands, on natural stores, with no care and my dwelling on the southwest.
whatever in the matter of keeping My shade-boards are made of 1-inch
pollen out of the hives, I have never pine, nailed to 1 J^x2J^ inch white elm
lost a colony from disease, and I have cleats. I have some made of %-inch
kept bees for 19 years. Were the pine, but they are too light, and need
pollen-theory correct, I should have a weiglit. Tlie cleats are nailed on at
of this tliere can such a distance apart that when one
lost many colonies
be no doubt, for it is the only logical con- rests on tlie hive the other just conies
clusion that can be arrived at from a off at the other end. If the shadeI have this board is put on sloping to the west,
pollen-theory premise.
very season produced bee-diarrhea in and tlie down cleat snug against the
a colony that had nothing whatever to hive, it gives it something of a " bite"
feed upon but granulated sugar syrup. on the hive, which helns to hold it.
Of one thing I am certain if care is This protects it against the direction
taken to properly prepare bees for of most of our high winds.
Itaca, P Wis.
winter, their God-given natural stores
will be found as safe as any that man
:

;

:

For the American Bee Journal.

ciin invent.

Foxboro,ot Mass.

The Pollen Theory.

For tne American Bee

Wind-Breaks, Covers,
A.

C.

On page

etc.

HATCH.

471 of the

W. H. Stewart

JonmaL

Bee Journal,

says that

.J.

C.

Hatch

has lost all of his bees, blown over by
a tornado. This is entirely wrong. I
have no fault to find with Mr. S. he
is perfectly innocent in the matter,
for it was so reported in our local
paper at the time. It is only another
instance of an over-zealous reporter's
anxiety to report something sensational. I own one-half of the bees
mentioned, and my brother (.J. C.
Hatch) does the management of
them, and owns the other half and
to the best ot my knowledge there
was not over four hives upset by tlie
wind, but sliade boards and eyery
scrap of covering down to the enamel
cloths, were taken off from nearly
every one and sent in every direction,
exposing the combs to the direct
;

;

mercy

of the

wind and

rain.

Serious

have followed had not
brother and father hastened to the
rescue and restored the covers as good
as it was possible in a drenching rain.
No serious results followed either the
upsetting or wetting that the bees got.
So mucli in exp.anation. How much
easier it is to set a falsehood going
than it is to overtake it with the
results miglit

truth.
As to

Mr. Stewart's fence break, I
have no doubt it would protect the
hives if it were made strong enough,
but nothing short of a stone wall

healthful colonies show a
larger per cent, of pollen in their excreta than tliose suffering most
severely from diarrhea. I deny this,

many

and demand

proof before

tlie

it

passes

one way or the other.
This strong and convenient statement
must be based upon reports of supposed dry feces.

in as evidence

the strongest argument
" If I can show
as Mr. S. says
that large apiaries are being wintered
successfully on natural stores, one
year after another, and that, too, in
communities where from -50 to 75 per
cent, of the bees of other apiaries are
lost during severe winters, I wish to

But

of

liere is

all,

:

ask what more

him

to explain
ent causes to

necessary

is

V

I

ask

what were the
the

differdifferent effects.

Why

has not he, or some one entertaining his ideas, given us some light
by which we, too, could succeed ? It
is true that at all times just such exceptional cases of sate wintering have
occurred in the midst of death and disaster. The " pollen theory " was born
among just such facts being born in
the midst of such conditions, it lives
and grows among them. Did Mr. S.
imagine that I did not know of these
facts long before I published my conceptions of the cause of our winter
scourge ?
He says that my position is not tenable as long as there is a single instance of successful wintering with
natural stores on record. Does he
;

know
gen

'?

that all honey
and that there

contains^ nitro-

is no honey that
nitrogen that bees

contains so little
cannot survive upon it, and come
forth alive in the spring, and succeed
building up to good colonies, which
If Mr. Shuck's article, on page 470, in
''successful'!"' Has he ever
did not call into question else besides he calls
wintered sucthe wintering problem (so much hav- seen a colony of bees
highest sense of the
ing already been written upon that cessfully in the
terra V
topic), I should not reply to it.
We are all dealing with bee-diarHe first says that " Mr. Heddon's rhea—fecal
accumulations. I kept 73
experiments are the only features in
in a damp, cold cellar for 151
this discussion that appear as facts in colonies
least perceptible
favor of this theory," ignoring the days without the
feces and I feel sure
fact that Mr. Fradenburg, Prof. Cook, accumulation of
that
and others have given similar reports. that I can do it at will. I believe
on any natural
He then says that I define nitrogen it can never be done
in my honey area.
as bee-bread. I define bee-bread as stores secreted
question of bee-diarreplete with nitrogen. I claim that This settled the
the whole
nitrogenous food, if taken, will cause rhea with me. That settles
bees, for we
a fecal accumulation. I also claim question of wintering
them by any other
that exertion— activity calls for and need not lose
and experiments
causes the bees to partake of the cause— casualties
What I
nitrogenous food bee-bread.
This excepted— in this locality.
here, I believe
accounts for the well-known fact that have mentioned as true
in most locations.
fecal accumulations form so rapidly to be true
According to ilr. Shuck's reasoning,
during summer, or just after a spring
flight; and the reason why the short I can disprove all other supposed
cold snaps that come after our bees causes of winter losses, and even
farmer living, east of here
have been working a few days, so cold.
quickly develop diarrhetic symptoms. saved his entire apiary, all exposed
Kalamazoo bee-keeper
I hope 1 liave now made the pollen- out-doors.
lost none that were packed— all outnitrogen matter clear.
Mr. S. would like to know where a doors. Mr. Boardmaii, Dr. Southard
normal condition of the bees' intes- and others winter bees " successfully"
tines ceases, and disease begins. I on honey-dew. Mr. Boomhower alIntestinal ways succeeds, and uses no ventilawill try to inform him.
" All ventilators to
disease begins when tlie fecal accu- tors, and says
mnlations reach beyond the point that bee-cellars are a damage, and amount
causes the bees to desire to void such to nothing." The same gentleman
accumulations. All who are familiar succeeds in wintering bees in damp
with the cleansing flights of bees, will cellars so does Prof. Cook and many
According to Mr. Shuck's
others.
recognize the point referred to.
Mr. Shuck says that a blow to the method of reasoning, we have an
pollen theory is found in the fact that effect without any cause.
.JA3IES

HEDDON.

;

—

—

A

A

:

;

:
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Mr. Shuck deplores the amount of
space in the bee-papers devoted to
the wintering problem or the pollen
theory, which is the choice of myself
and others in our work to solve this
great apicultural enigma. Bee-papers
are published to give apiarists an
opportunity to exchange ideas and
thus
foster
apicultural
progress,
through honest controversy, giving
experience, etc. we have a right to
make mistakes and report them. If
our knowledge was infinite, we would
be right upon all subjects, progress
would be impossible, and no beepaper would be needed. Such, however, is not the case, and every intelligent reader demands only honesty of
purpose.
There is now no perceptible road
around the pollen theory, except in
the "dry feces" theory. Even that
leaves our labors not in vain. With
that, pollen is the cause of bee-diarrhea ; without, it no diarrhea will
develop. It only remains that it is
;

easier

and more practical

to

remove

conditions that cause pollen consumption to destroy our bees, than toremove the pollen itself. I feel perfectly confident that I shall be able to
successfully winter my bees hereafter. I am also confident that others

do likewise.
Dowagiac, 9 Mich.

will

For the American Bee Journal.

Was

it

Pollen or Moisture?

C.

On Nov.

W. DAYTON.

placed in a cellar
cubic feet of space
(whicli was built for the purpose of
wintering bees), CO colonies of bees
23, 1884, 1

containing

-SoO

which were suspended

in mid-air, and
40 colonies in hives that were without
bottom-boards,
and having solid
boards as covers to the brood-chambers. The colonies were tiered up .5
high, facing an isle 3% feet wide, and
the differently prepared colonies were

alternated with

each other as they
stores consisted of
pure white-clover honey, and as much

were put

in.

The

pollen as it was possible to give them
and that was contained by the required number of combs.
During all the winter the mercury
varied scarcely a degree from 44"^ at
the bottom of the cellar, and 47^ at
the top and with the exception of a
.3J^-incli pipe extending from the bottom of the cellar and joined to the
chimney, all chances for ventilation
were cut off.
For the first six weeks after the
bees were put in, the prospects appeared to be favorable for successful
wintering. On Jan. 6, 188.5, 1 noticed,
while peering in at the bottom of the
hives, a slight restlessness of the colonies in the hives having tiglit covers.
Jan. 13 found them very uneasy, the
cellar smelled strongly of bee-diarrhea, and many of the hives were
soiled with excrement. An examination at this time revealed condensed
moisture on tlie outside of the covers
or on the inside of the hives in some
part of the luood-chambers, the position of which moisture varied in ac;

cordance to the numerical strength of cessive moisture
but give me a
the colony. After re-piling the hives warm and dry cellar, and I will sucand removing the cover-boards, the cessfully winter the smallest colony.
moisture escaped and the bees became To maintain a steady and even temquiet and tightly clustered, and the perature in cellar-wintering, is to
diarrhetic odor entirely disappeared maintain that condition which is the
from the cellar. This case I believe most favorable for the accumulation
to be an instance in which bee-diar- of moisture.
rhea was caused through the sipping
Bradford, (5 Iowa.
of condensed moisture by the bees,
in which case, had there been no polRead at the Maine ConTentlon.
len in the hive, the moisture would
Bee-Culture in Maine.
have remained untouched as it does
when the bees hang out of the hive
F. O. ADDITION.
during a shower in the summer season and the reason for it is obvious.
The
following are extracts from the
Although the colonies remained
very quiet, affected bees continued to President's annual address
go to the cellar-bottom until about
It is not to be expected that all
Feb. 1, when the loss of bees nearly who are engaged in bee-keeping will
stopped, and all went smoothly until make it a success, nor would I recomthe effects of the warmer weather mend for every one to keep bees.
(which came about March 4) began There are persons who do not seem to
the retarding tlie escape of moisture every get time for thought, wlio are
from the cellar. At this time I ob- ever at work digging and delving
served that the colonies which were from morn till night, often doing
made weak by the loss of bees, were things that it were better not to have
unable to protect their combs from been done, when a little time spent in
the increasing dampness of the cellar careful study would have brought
which gradually covered them with better results with less physical labor.
mold and moisture, and which, in a We need^a certain amount of labor,
condensed form, extended on all sides but we want a better understanding
of the clusters, and sometimes under of our business whatever it may be.
the feet of the. bees in the weaker
In some States where the climate is
colonies. In case of the foregoing more
adapted to honey-producing
conditions, it was not long until the than ours, and where a greater numbees were forced to partake of sour ber make bee-keeping a specialty,
honey, in consequence of wuich 17 of their crop will surpass
ours in
the "smallest colonies died between quantity but we have the satisfacMarch 9 and 16. Supposing the cause tion of this, that they cannot surpass
of the death of these colonies, I im- ours in quality, for no better honey is
mediately supplied the rest of the 40 produced than that which comes from
colonies with good honey, and caused the hills and valleys of our own State.
a draft of hot air to circulate through Still we are far behind some of our
the cellar, which removed the mois- sister States in the science of apiculture, and I lost no more before they ture
rapid progress we
after the
were put out on April 4.
have made for the past few years, we
As soon as they were taken from are still only in our infancy comparathe cellar, 12 colonies swarmed out, tively few are engaged in bee-keeping,
and alighting in one cluster, I made and still less understand the princibut 3 small colonies of them. On May ples necessary for a successful prose;

;

;

;

;

cution of the business.
1, 11 weak and diseased colonies remained of the 40 whose hives had
Many may say that they only keep
tight covers to the brood-chambers
a few bees to get what honey they
and of the 00 colonies which were in want at home, and cannot afford to
the hives that had neither covers nor go to the expense of keeping them on
bottom-boards, 58 were healthy and the improved plan. Let me say to
strong, one had starved and one was those, " what is worth doing at all is
worth doing well." What would you
queenless.
One thing of which I took particu- think of a man that would say it did
lar notice was, that the diseased colo- not make any difference how many
nies were nearly, or entirely, desti- potatoes or now much grain he got
tute of brood, while the healthy colo- per acre, as he was only raising it for
nies nearly always had brood in from his own use V There are, doubtless,
;

blossoms that secrete
one to four combs.
millions of
It should be remembered that in honey each year that are not visited
this experiment the preparation and by the honey-bee. Then again, our
condition of all the colonies was the honey season is so short, and our
same, except the coverings to the honey-flows at such stated periods,
brood-chambers, and that the results and each so short that there is but
were exactly the opposite, so much so, little danger of overstocking the shortin fact, that my premeditations which ness of our honey season, is another
was to produce the disorder, give ven- reason why we should understand
tilation, and
thereby preserve the the requirements of our bees, to have
colonies alive, though in a somewhat them ready when the season comes.
There are many things for us to
weakened condition, as I had done in
other winters) came near being de- learn before we can claim anything
feated. Had I been aware of the like perfection in bee-keeping. I do
humidity of the cellar in time, I have not mean by this that there are none
no doubt but that my anticipations who understand the business, for we
might have been fully realized.
have many such, and it is through
With me, strong colonies only are the efforts of these that we may look
able to withstand the effects of ex- for the greatest improvements, for
(

.
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although we have bee-papers ami
works on apiculture from other States,
and while the general principles may
be the same, we must still look to our
own apiarists for methods that apply
to our own particular climate.
The success of our apiarists is due

marked improvement

as much to their persistent research
as to our favoi'able and natural honeyflows
still our honey-resource is of
great importance, and should claim
a large share of our attention. Al-

resemble the Albinos, and they are
with very mild
from another
strain are very smart and active, the
queens small and more apt to be
striped— in fact, none are yellow, but
the light color is almost a saffron.
Any of the races in my apiary are
easily
handled with the bellows
smoker.
Now, one word about the Carniolans
Five years ago I imported two
fine queens of this race.
They were
large, very dark, and resembled our
black bees. The worker bees, when
quite young, are of a grayish color,
but when a few weeks old they cannot be distinguished (in most cases
except by experts) from black bees.
The bees have a mild disposition, are
good workers, but their great propensity to swarni will condemn them
in every case they will not suit the
average American bee-keeper.
If
there is anything that will discourage
a bee-keeper and ruin his prospects
for a large
crop of honey, it is
" swarming." The Carniolans are the
most unreasonable in this respect
of any race 1 have. Many of those
who purchase these bees are not
aware of this fact, and neither do they
understand that the Carniolans are
not yellow bees.
Let me advise tho reader (if he
really wants a tine race of bees, and
the best queens produced in the
world), to purchase home-bred queens
in every case.
Wenham,<^ Mass.

;

though we, in our State, do not have
as long a season as some do, for a
rapid (low of honey of the finest
quality, we cannot be surpassed by
any section of our country. With our
raspherry, our clover, our linden and
our goUienrod and in our newer sections the lireweed— with all of our
other honey-plants, we have an
abundant llow of honey.
To be sure we have seasons when
our lioney crop is cut off in some sec;

tions of the State. It was so the past
year, and in a great many cases bees
did not gather honey enough to carry
them through the winter but sugar
being fed for winter stores learns us a
lesson that we may profit by. There
are questions of vital importance to
us as apiarists that are yet to be
proven, and that are our greatest
benefactors who do the most to advance the cause of apiculture. Let
us see who they will be.
;

Dexter,© Maine.
ror tbe American Bee Journal.

Imported

vs.

Home-Bred

ftueens.

HENRY ALLEY.

A

few of the many thousand beekeepers of this country have an idea
that a queen sent from another country must be superior to those reared
at home. I have tested this matter
pretty thoroughly during the past 20
years, and so far as my experience
it is tar from satisfactory, as I
have found that imported queens,
from any source, are inferior in all

in size, color,
also liave several
strains of Syrian bees, and there is a
great difference in the markings,
color and disposition of these latter
strains.
The (jueens of one strain
are large and handsome, the workers

and disposition.

I

fair honey-gatherers,
dispositions.
Those

:

;

Paciac Rural Press.

Comb

or Extracted Honey.

goes,

respects to those reared in this country by our most careful breeders.
Why should queens of the same
strain reared in Europe be any better
than those reared in America V The
fact is as I have stated, that they are
inferior to those reared here.
Why
send to Europe and pay $10 for a
queen, when a much better one can

be had at home for about one-fourth
the price V
Can any one who has

"WM. SrUTH-BASMUSSEN.

To the common bee-keeper the
question resolves itself into whether
he shall produce comb or extracted
honey, If he is situated near a good
city market, or has superior shipping
facilities, comb honey, no doubt, pays
the best. There is less labor to the
bee-keeper in the production of this
article, and much of the work can be
done during the winter. One man
can care for a far greater number of
colonies run for comb honey, than
where extracted honey is the object.
As a rule, comb honey also linds a
readier sale, in fact, as a recent writer

purchased imported queens produce
any that will compare with homebred queens ? Not one person will,
in my opinion, respond to these questions in
the affirmative.
I have said, " A good article of comb honey
?ueens of several races that are per- will sell itself." The drawbacks are,
ect in points of size, color and mark- that comb honey requires extra careings, and their qualities for honey- ful handling, i's difficult to keep in
gathering and mild dispositions, can- good order, and still more difficult to
not be excelled.
All these points transport, for which reason a very
were brought out by careful breeding high rate of freight is demanded.
and .selection.
Neither is it as certain a crop as exI have a strain of the latest im- tracted honey.
While the producer
ported from I'alestine. The queens of the latter article can supply his
are dark colored, the workers the bees with a set of empty combs, and
same, and their dispositions anything thus, even in a season of comparabut pleasant.
We have bred one tive scarcity, secure every drop of
generation from them, and there is a honey, which the bees do not need for

5U5

own sustenance,
comb honey must be a
their

comb for
fresh produc-

the

either from the natural wax
secretion of the bees, or from extra
thin comb foundation manufactured
When honey is
for that purpose.
scarce, bees will not build any comb,
even when furnished with cornb foundation, and the would-be producer of
comb honey, therefore, linds himself
minus his expected crop, while his
neighbor, who works for extracted
honey, may at least get something.
The production of extracted honey
entails more labor, requires more help
with the same number of colonies,
and calls for greater expense in the
way of cans, labels, apparatus, etc.
Extracted honey does not sell as
readily as comb honey, is not as highly
esteemed, brings a far lower price,
and the price is often further depressed by the objection to its tendency to granulate, although this objection will probably wear away, as
consumers become more familiar
with the principles of this property
and learn that granulation is the best
test of the purity of extracted honey.
tion,

Honey which has been
when fully ripened by the

extracted
bees,

and

should never be extracted earlier
(several writers to the contrary, notwithstanding), and hermetically sealed
in suitable packages, will keep indefi-

it

and requires no further care,
except to keep the packages outWith ordinary' care
wardly clean.
it can'be transported any distance ; in
the candied state it will bear even the
roughest kind of handling and the
freight charges should not be more
than for syrup or molasses. With a
good supply of extra combs for the
supers, the bee-keeper can often
secure two or three times as much exnitely,

;

tracted honey as he would of

comb

Extracting has a tendency
honey.
swarming, and he who
to reduce
works for extracted honey, and already has as many colonies as he desires or can care for, will find this a
decided relief.
Independence,©* Calif,
For the American Bee JournaL

My

Wintering Experiments.

WM. MORSE.

On

Oct. ]5, 1 packed in chaff, on the
stands, 27 colonies of bees.
Unpacked them the middle of April
and cleaned their hives. Two colonies were queenless. The others were
in good condition with from 2 to 4
frames of brood, and plenty of stores.
I sold 6 colonies. The rest all swarmed
once, June 11 to 27th. I put the
queenless colonies with the others.
1 also put back all after-swarms. I
have now from them 38 good, strong
colonies and 10 three-frame nuclei.
On Nov. 5, 1 put 25 colonies of bees
in the cellar. They were confined 141
days. April 2, I put them on summer stands. One colony was dead
and 2 were queenless. The rest had
2 or 3 frames partly filled with brood,
and showed signs of disease. They
dwindled about one-third in a month ;
and on May 4. 4 more were queenless.

summer

;
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Thirteen of them swarmed once, June
23 to July 9. 1 have now from them
31 colonies. July 15, 1 cut the queencells from the 5 colonies that had not

swarmed.
This experiment shows more favorable results from wintering, packed on

summer

;

stands.

Eocktord,^D

Ills.,

July

2-5,

1885.

Plowman.

Marketing Honey— A Caution.
C.

H. DIBBERN.

In most localities August is rather
a quiet one for the bees. The first or
white honey harvest is past, and if
for any reason the bee-keeper has
failed to secure a fair crop, the opporThe season
tunity has now past.
was so late and cold that it has been
very difficult to get the bees in the
best condition to gather the honey
when it came. Only strong colonies
will store any surplus honey, and to
get these at the right time has been
the important problem to solve.
Swarming commenced late, and only
strong colonies with us have swarmed
at all. In the amount of honey produced the case is much the same
only strong colonies have produced
any surplus. The crop, from present
indications, will be a very moderate
one. In the first place, only about
one-fourth of the bees all over the
Northern States survived the winter
and early spring. The most colonies
were so weak that the honey flow was
well advanced before the bees could
store it rapidly, and the prospect now
Reis that the flow is nearly ended.
ports from California are very gloomy,
and the prospect there is that there
will be little or none to ship. In
looking the country over and considing the great loss in wintering, and
the peculiar season, I do not think
that much more than one-half the
amount of honey will be produced
that there was last year, when only a
poor crop was gathered.
Now, what about the honey market V
If you have been fortunate
enough to secure a fair crop, do not
be in a hurry to sell it at the nearest
store for a small price. There is an
increasing demand for the nicest
houey, and such will bring a fair price
properly marketed.
The worst
if
trouble is with those that have but
little to sell, and will bring it to town
as soon as taken off, and sell for whatever is offered. These lots are usually
in poor shape, and do not greatly
affect honey in nice packages. Occasionally a very nice lot will be brought
to town and sold for a song. That
usually spoils the market for the season, and the larger bee-keeper Hnds it
necessary to ship his honey to some
distant market. While everything is
so cheap we cannot expect to get a
high price for our honey, but in view
of the limited amount secured, we
ought to insist on a fair price.
The bees still require some atten-

while others are working, look them
over and see that they have a laying
queen. If no queen is present, one
should be given if none is at hand, a
frame with a queen-cell if that cannot be found, then a comb with brood
and eggs should be given. All colonies sliould still be kept strong.
There is yet a prospect for a good
crop of fall honey, and we must have
our bees in good condition if we hope
to secure it. This fall honey is yellow,
or dark, and will not bring as good a
price as the white. In some sections
this late crop is abundant, and is a
great help to the bees, as it causes
them to rear brood late, which are the
bees to winter over. Keep a sharp
look to your honey, and if any signs
of the moth, give it more sulphur. If
;

;

one of the old combs,
belonging to the hive,

traveled to
originally

where the old bees attacked
began to ball her. I rescued
after caging 12 hours, she
cepted. I have never lost a

and
and
was acqueen by
her,
her,

on Frank
Benton's
method, though I had to re-cage one
five times, but as a rule 24 hours caging is sufficient and I need no quicker
method, especially since it is such a
introducing

;

safe one.
I have no doubt Mr. Simmins succeeds in the manner he describes
and where it succeeds, the practice is
desirable. But as for myself, I judge
that many conditions "must change
before I can hope to succeed by it.
In this connection it will pay any one
to turn to page 4-53 of the Bee Journal for 1884, and read " What do we
Know," by G. M. Doolittle, which
treats of a point similar to the one
under consideration here. It will be
found that his success is not always

have empty comb, it had betwax if any signs of
the moth appear if not, store such in
a cool, dry cellar, and hang them an
inch apart. If not closely watched,
the moths will surely destroy them.
assured when working on plans different from the old stand-by ways. An
Milan, ^3 Ills.

you

still

ter be melted into
;

For tbe American Bee
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only queen he has ou hand, and she
may be quite valuable, I would say,

Direct Introduction of Queens.

ABEL GRESH,

old hand is not likely to suffer much
in trying srch experiments, but to a
beginher who, perhaps, is risking the

"don't do

(23—51).

it."

AVeedville,

<i

Pa.

In answer to S. Simmins article on
this subject, on page 472 of the Bee

Journal for 1S85, 1 would say that I
am fully convinced that the method My Experience
there described is not a safe one, and
I doubt if I could succeed with it in a
single instance, unless it might happen under peculiar circuinstances.
After giving my experience on page
521 for 18S4, 1 found I was too confident of my success, even after the
heroic treatment I gave the bees to
compel them to accept a queen I
found, when looking her up, that she
had been roughly handled, as she had
one of her limbs totally disabled, and
I superseded her at the close of the
season. Again, this season, I had a
queen fail in the midst of the swarming season, and I found the colony in
such a condition as to be wholly unable to remedy the failure by rearing a
young queen to supersede the old one.
I waited until I had a laying queen
in a 3-fraine nucleus, then hoped to
be able to introduce her direct by
transferring the three frames in a
body, and exchanging others of the
hive with a colony that had recently
swarmed, to reform my nucleus, and
so mix the bees as to take the " fight''
out of them. I carried out the programme by removing the old queen,
carried my nucleus, in its hive, to the
stand, and carried the hive for mixing
with to the same place. I flist removed three combs, setting them outside, set in the comb containing the
queen, and placed the other two from
the nucleus, one on each side, and
then alternated the balance of the
;

combs with combs and brood from

the second hive, then closed it, and
alternated the balance of the combs
in the second hive and the nucleus,
tion this month. Keep watch of colo- and set each on its proper stand.
nies that have swarmed. If after IP
I then opened the hive in which I
days after swarming they are found had placed the queen, to see if she
gathering idly about the entrance was molested, and found she had

Spirit of the

in

Farm.

Hiving Swarms.

ARNOLD DELFFS.
Though the swarming season is
mainly over, and the very few swarms
that may still be expected hardly ever
amount to much, unless assisted by
brood, empty combs, comb foundation, or (night) feeding, 1, nevertheless, deem it of importance to make a

few remarks on that subject the
more so, as under circumstances exceptional, it is true— hiving may be a
very dangerous undertaking.
Most people know that bees, when
;

—

filled

with honey, are disinclined to

sting

;

also,

that they, ere starting,

themselves with that substance,
carrying enough to last them about;
three or four days. They also go
" fattened up," so to say, for comb
building, having prepared themselves
beforehand by rest and liberal feeding. But all armies have their stragglers.
A few bees almost invariably
fail to provide themselves with rathese are exceedingly ill-nations
tured, and almost sure to sting; besides, the most peaceful bee will sting
when becoming entangled in your
hair or beard. Ordinarily speaking,
incredible liberties may be taken
witli a swarm of bees but, as I shaU
proceed to show, it is at times unsafe
to put too much confidence in an
"untested" swarm- i. e., one you
have not tested as to their tempers.
About two weeks ago one of my
neighbors, whilst plowing one mile
from here, came to inform me that a
remarkably strong swarm was hanging about 16 feet above the ground,
on a small ash tree, which could be
ascended by means of a cedar close
by. The evening was hot, and both
fill

;

;

;
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of us, having been hard at work, perspired freely. As most persons know,
there has been barely any surplus
honey this season, but I was so much
used to good-natured swarms, ihat I
failed to take my bee-hat with me.
rope to let down the limb, also a bandsaw and pruning-shears were taken,
We soon arrived at the
however.
spot. The tirst thing I did was to
saw down a small walnut tree and
make a very strong fork. I next ascended the cedar (slow and disagreeable work) after cutting a free passage for the loaded limb, 1 told my
partner to prop one end with the
fork. Then I took the rope, let it
slide along a branch above the one I
intended taking off, and carefully
began sawing. I was stung several

A

;

not worked any that day, owing to
the rain, and had on a fresh shirt,
they were just about as ill-tempered
as their colleagues. Of course they
had not consumed their honey, having barely started. This made it reasonable that there was not a sufficiency of lioney in the hive to go all
around, consequently a great many
were mad and sliowed their disposition whenever and wherever a chance
offered.
]5ut clean, empty combs,
also two slieets of unsealed brood,
exerted a beneficial effect. They are
well at work now, and though late,
owing to the moist atmosphere pre-,
vailing,
the white clover lasting
longer than usual, the assistance de-
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Feeding Bees and Honey Crop.- J.
Andre, Lockwood,? N. Y., on

II.

Aug.

3, 1885,

writes

:

July was a poor month for honey.

I
100 poiiii<ls of surplus in .June,
from .5 colonies (mostly from 3 colonies).
1 had 13 swarms
doubled some 1 have
13 yood ones in all now. Mine is the only
honey in market yet, for miles around ;

.secured

;

;

40 pounds of syrup fed early in the spring,
tells its own story.
In regard to hives

being upset by the wind, 1 have had
empty box-hives here stand through the
worst wind we liave ever had, without
1 believe a frame hive, set
will stand against a wind,when

upsetting.

down,
full

honey (and

of

It

usually

is

such a time), that would blow

low
it is

full at

down a

brick building.

rived from the brood, and last, but
Swarming and Robbing. J. P. Mcnot least, that of the other combs, I
times while doing so, and might and think will do well, and, in case of an Millan, IIealy,<^ Ills., on July 30, 1885,
ought to have taken the hint but ordinarily-favorable fall, give me a writes
I have 35 colonies of bees.
They have
still I proceeded, being deceived by fair surplus of extracted honey.
commenced swarming agaui. I extracted
mistaking the offending parties to be
Shelbyville,© Tenn.
honey
on
the
June
17, as the queens had
a squad of improvident stragglers. I
no room to lay. 1 have two-story hives
even now fairly shudder, thinking of
with two-pound sections on, and when I
what a remarkably narrow escape I
open a hive to talie off any honey tliat is
had and under hardly any circumfinished, or cut out the queen-cells, the
stances would I incur such danger
bees from the other hives rob as though
they
were starved. (Bees work but an
again.
hour or two in the day, and cluster on the
holding
fork
The man
the
became
outside of the hive). 1 want to know how
restless, for, though there had been
to prevent swarming and robbing.
no serious jars, the bees directed
Good
Crop
of Basswood Honey.—
their attention to him, too, treating
[I think you would have done much to
Frank McNav, Mauston,© Wis., on
him liberally to stings. But, foriu- Aug.
prevent this re-swarm iug if you had kept
3, 188.5, writes
uately for me, he stood to his post;
Basswood has yielded a good crop of on emptying the combs of honey. It is
had he let loose my life would probhoney in tliis locality, but on account of likely that they needed emptying every
ably have been the forfeit. Very the hard winter and spring,
there are but
slowly and carefully the limb was few bees to gather it. I have run two of few days, until the queen got full posseslowered as soon as it fairly touched my apiaries for comb honey, and have sion of them. Now you must either clip
the ground my assistant took to his about 6,000 sections nearly filled. I also the queen-cells or give plenty of room and
heels. I descended as quickly as I rnn one apiary for extracted honey they shade, and trust to a natural turn of afcould ere reaching terra finna a large have averaged 100 pounds per colony, and fairs to check swarming. To prevent
number of bees assailed me, but run- I will have to extract once more from robbing, do not let your bees get a taste of
ning through some bushes, I was basswood.
ill-gotten sweets. Do not open the hives
safe.
After some minutes I apSpeak a Word.— 18— S. McLees.May, when and where robbers are flying. When
proached the limb, but, if anything, *o Mich., on Aug.
6, 1885, writes
you must open them, let it be during that
the bees were fiercer than before, and
My bees wintered well they were put hour or two when the bees are at work, or
remained so till sundown.
into the cellar on Nov. 1.5, and I placed
We then carried the limb home.
them on the summer stands again on carry the hives into some protected place.
Langstroth hive filled with clean, April Ifi, which was ten days too early —James Heddon.]
empty combs had been prepared for (they were in the cellar nearly l.'JS days).
their reception, during my absence. The brood became chilled, so I have to
Working on Red Clover.— B. J.
All attempts to coax them into their make the above figures. I have at the
Miller & Co.. Nappanee,6 Ind., on
future home were unavailing that present 35 fair colonies, and intend to increase them to 40 I am working them for July 30, 18S5, write
night. Next morning I took from a increase.
extracted' nearly 300
I liave
We liave had a splendid season for bees
strong colony two frames with un- pounds of honey. The season, so tar, has
and for a large yield ot honey.
sealed brood and replaced them with been tlie best for many years for honey, to increase,
had an abundance of wiiite clover and
empty combs the brood was then in- and yet has the appearance of continuing. We
basswood. Bees are doing well now on
serted into the hive. The brood I
red clover.
Speak a word, now, for the workers,
gave had a pacifying influence, for
While buildinp their snowy-white combs
To
hold all the golden nectar,
the bees went in, and have done well
For ' stores " in their marvelous homes.
Wonderful Honey-Yiehl and Increase.
ever since.
Speak a word, too, for the mother.
—Smith & Smith, Kenton,*o O., on
The question arises, what caused
Who gently the esgs deposit
July 28, 188.5, write
Without her there soon would be none
the bees to act so fiercely V
ily
To till up the honey closet.
Although the past winter was a very
theory then was, and to a certain exWithout me no home is complete.
iiard one on bees, and the loss in this part
tent still is, that our perspiring had
Declares the loud hum " of the male
ofOliiowas
about 90 per cent., still we
Defenseless, despised, rejected.
something to do with ii also that
have again quite a number of coloniesiu
And harmless— no need of a Tell.
perhaps the bees had left their precondition
in this (Hardin) and adjoinfine
Now speak a word, too, for their rights.
vious habitation long enough to have
Which cheerfully, all should defend
ing counties. The season since May 10
toss
in
While
bee-keepers
their
mites,"
consumed the rations they loaded
has been tlie best tliat we liave had for a
And a bluff to the " sheep " man send.
longtime.- Both the clover and the bassthemselves with. But a few days
Behold " in union there is strength,"
wood bloomed bountifully, the weather
afterward I saw that these concluShown by mother, worker, and male
was just right, and the bees put in full
So, freely, now loss in your mites.
sions were mainly, perhaps entirely,
That justice and right may prevail."
time. It is wonderful how they rolled in
wrong after all.
the honey. Although colonies were weak
About one week ago, shortly after
May 1, swarming began very early, and
Yet Hoping.— P. P. Nelson, Man- on
a rain, a colony that never had given
has been kept up all through the season.
teno,(£ Ills., on Aug. 1, 1885, writes
The increase also has been wonderful.
me a drop of honey this year (I had
I am yet in the bee-business
but they Mr. H. Hastings started in May with 3
examined it but a few days before),
34 from them.
cast a swarm. They fortunately set- went back to 13 colonies, last winter. I colonies, and he now has
have now 30, and several hundred pounds Mr. Martin started-with 17 colonies, and
tled rather low at any rate, at a far of nice
honey; the "survival of the fittest." he now has 51 in good condition, and 1,000
more convenient place than the one Most of the bees in these parts died last pounds ot comb honey. Who, in Ohio,
first spoken of.
But, though I had winter.
can beat this?
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if desired.
I find on these hot days that as, and the last one on July 14. The folthe bees seem to enjoy a little sprinkle lowing is my way of managing afterand a general wetting of the srounds and swarnis
I mark on the hive of every
I put into the cellar 43 colonies of bees hives.
Is it not a good plan ? Our first colony the day and date when it swarmed,
last fall, and I lo>t Hi.
I commenced tlie
honey-season for surplus closed several then 1 know when to look for a second
season witli '^7 colonies, and increased days ago. The bees were busy when it swarm. When I hear the queens piping,
them to TO, and have extracted 4,000 lbs. was not too hot, and they are in pretty I go through the colony and cut out all the
of honey from clover and basswood. Tlie good condition for the late harvest. If we queen-cells (there is always one queen
season has been good, but not as jjood as have one. I have just obtained a large- out), and I drop the cells into a glass can
that of 1SS3.
if 1 want to save a good
size Excelsior wax-extractor, and I find it with a loose top
a grand success. It is a sight to behold one, I take a card of brood and bees, put
Fifty Pounds per Colony .—J. G. Nor- the amount of filfli there is in old combs. them in a 3-frame nucleus, place them in
ton. (33—83), Macomb.K) Ills., on Aug. I do not find any difficulty about the black the cellar for 24 hours after giving them
water spoken of by one correspondent. I the queen, and then they are all riaht. I
8, 1SS5, writes
keep water in the pan the wax drips into, rear all iiiv queens for my own use in that
The honey-flow in this section has wasli this black water all ouf,and put more way, and I have several nice queens that
again come to a close, and although as in water in the pan with the wax, and melt are laying now, that I have reared this
many seasons tlie prospects for a big crop again, which makes it nice. I shall use season. I am glad to see the bee-keepers
were flatlerinL'. tlie results are far from no more old black combs after this.
organizing for the jiurpuse of defense. I
being so. The white chiver bloomed full,
will send in my S1.25 as soon as possible.
but rain and cold weather up to June 35,
7—
Henry
Good
Fall
CropExpected.—
honey.
destroyed the flow of
Bees
Short Crop.- C. A. Hatch, Ithaca, P
swarmed profusely (wlien there were any Cripe, (18), N. Manchester,^ Ind., on
Wis., on Aug. 2, 1885, writes as folto swarm), but the reports all around here July 30, 1885, says:
seem to be, plenty of swarms but no surWe have had the best season, so far, lows
plus. The weatlier is very dry here now,
The white honey harvest has ended
that we have had since I have kept bees.
and every flower is dried up, so that our I am looking for a good fall crop. Mr. G. with us, and we have to report a short
fall flow is only guess work.
My bees M. Doollttle hits the nail squarely on the one, as there was only two whole days
have enough now to winter on, if they do head in the last few lines of his article on during basswood bloom that bees could
not eat it before winter comes. I received
page 453, as well as in all of his other fly. We had rain all the time clover gave
51 swarms from 33- colonies, and have
a good crop, but bees had too much buildarticles.
taken .50 pounds of surplus honey per coling up to do, to get the moat out of it.
ony, spring count.
Bee-Keepers' Union.- W. C. Nutt,
Newton,© Iowa, on Aug. 1, 1885,
Bees are Timid when away from
Large Wasps.— In answer to an in- writes
their Hives.— 1\ A. Snell, Milledgequiry. Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural
The Union, I think, is what bee-keepers
College, Mich., on Aug. 8, 1885, re- want every where. There is so much ville,x3 Ills., writes thus
plies as follows
The formation of the National Eeeignorance and superstition among people,
Union is a move in the right
The insects sent by Mr. A. T. Kelly, in regard to bees, that something similar, Keeepers'
if not "a sheep and bees
lawsuit,"
is direction, and I hope bee-keepers will all
Franklin, Ind., are two of our largest,
join in the work. There is great ignorfinest wasps. One is Stiziis Speciasus likely to spring up almost any time.
ance and prejudice in regard to bees, and
Dru the other is Stizus Grandis Say. As
In union there ia strenKth,
if it is not the duty of all intelligent beeIn union's cbiiin.
Mr. K. says, they are powerful stingers.
keepers to work to enlighten the ignorant,
Beneath its ^pell,
They sting insects as large as the cicada,
Freedom, peiice and safety dweU.
I am at a loss to know what our duty is.
falsely called seventeen-year locust, and
Bees
I stand ready to pay more if needed.
bury them in holes which they dig in the
I am well pleased with the Constitution are very timid when away from their
earth. It is said they do not always kill and the officers elected. I have changed
hives, and fly upon the approach of any
such insects, but only paralyze them, so my address from Otiey to Newton, Jasper object, while gathering in the fields.
that they may remain fresh, and so prove county, Iowa, I think I have located in a
toothsome food for the young of the neighborhood where my rights will be rewasps. When the wasps catch insects, spected. But I am ready to help in what
Profuse Honey Yield.— Prof. A. J.
they lay eggs on them, and bury their I deem right. I think all bee-men should Cook, Agricultural College,© Mich.,
victims with the eggs attached. Thus be enrolled as members of the Union at says
when the eggs hatch the young wasps once.
I never saw such a yield of basswood
have plenty of tender steak at liand. I
lioney as we have just had.
have never received these wasps before
Lying
C. H. Dibbern,
Out.—
Bees
from so far North. I have received them
from Kentucky and other more southern Milau,~o ills., on July 29, 1885, says
States, and have heard that they someWe are having very hot weather here
Convention Notices.
times attack and kill bees. Were it not now, and plenty of room and all the venfor this habit, they would be counted as tilation I can think of will not keep the
tS^TheLiuwoorl licc-Keepers' Association
friends in that they destroy many nox- bees in their hives. I have now about 100
bushels of bees lying out on the shady will be held at Kock Ehn Centre, Wis., on
ious insects.
Sept. 1st, at 1 o'clock p. in., in ConTuesday,
sides of the hives enjoying the cool
dit's Hall. All interested are cordially inviRobber Bees, etc. J, W. Sanders, breezes. My apiary is well shaded by ted to attend, and make the meeting a
and if there i.s" any way to keep bees profitable one.
B. J. Tho.mpson. Sec.
Le Grand,© Iowa, on July 30, 1885, trees,
at work inside tlieir hives when the mersays:
90"
and
I
would
like
Western
N.
Y. and Northern Pa.
cury gets up to
above,
The
are having very hot weather 100' to know it.
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at SalaFellows'
Hall, on Sept.
Odd
manca, N. Y., in
to-day in the shade. It has been hot for
A. D. Jacobs, Sec.
1 and 'J, 1885.
several days. I had a general war with
Best Season for 10 Years.— L. Reed,
one very strong colony on July 28, caused
Mich., on July 27, 1885,
The Cortland Union Bee -Keepers'
by a breaking loose of some comb, which Orono,©
Association will hold a basket jjicnic at the
set the honey to running. 1 gave them a writes
apiarv of Mr. Miles Morton, at Uroton, N. Y.,
good sprinkling with a rubber hose, and
We are having the best season for on Tiiesday, Aug. 18, 1885. All tiee-lceepers,
covered the hive, it being about 5 p. m. I honey that we have had in 10 years. Bees with their families, are cordially invited to
W. H. Beach, Sec.
were 3 weeks later in swarnnng this sea- be present.
uncovered it after dark, but before
o'clock the next morning there was a gen- son, but we have had a large yield from
the Northwestern
meeting
of
The next
eral raid on the colony.
I had tipped the
red raspberry and white clover. Bassthe hive to the back and closed the en- wood has been in bloom for 5 days, and Illinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Beewill
he hold at Rock
Association
that
high
up- Keepers'
trance the previous evening, but

Good Season.— B. D. Scott, Ovid
Centre.© >'^. Y., on July 30. 1885, says:
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to

make but

is 10 feet
and
City, Ills., on Aug. "-5, 188.5.
Bees have gained from 5
J. Stewart, Sec.
to 8 pounds per day since it has been in
bloom, and it will last 3 or 4 days longer.
t^~ Owing to a very heavy rain-storm
Prospects are good for a full crop, as we during the forenoon of Jidy is, the meeting
have had just rain enough. I extracted .50 of the Marshall County Bec-Kee]iers' Asso.Vug. '29,
pounds from one colony to-day, that had ciation was deferred until Satuiiln.v.House
at
been extracted from 2 weeks ago, and I 188.'i, at 10.:!0 a. m., in the Court"Fall ManMarshalltown, Iowa. Subjects:
lefts frames untouched. 1 will get about
Sale
of
and
agement of Bees" and "Care
75 pounds of surplus per colony, being Honey."
All hee-keepers are invited. It
mostly comb honey in one-pound sections. will be a time of rest from other labor, and
I have 45 colonies, and I let them swarm
we hope to have a good aioeting.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
just once. My first swarm issued on June

seemed every

tree

The broken wards,

little difference.
all taken
up, but

honey was
rob they
would so I then gave them a good smoking and drencliina with flour when I soon
;

cleared the hive of part of the robber
bees. I then made a change of hives
robbers for the robbed— and in a short
time all was again qifiet. I have near my
apiary some water works used for liotbed work, wilb a 40-foot rubber hose, and
this 1 turned so as to work in my apiary.
It is arranged so as to throw a Hne spray

is full.
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OP THE
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TiTHt

1885.

i4.

and

2.'*.—

Southern Wisconsin, at Janesvllle. Wis.
.John C. Lynch, Sec.

Aui-'. L'5.— Des

Moines Co Iowa, at Burlington, loa.
John Nau, Sec.

Aug. 25.-N. W.

III.

J.

PUni.lSHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PKOI'KIETOKS.

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Weekly,

SS a year

ALFRED

Monthly,

;

H.

SO cents.

S. W. Wis. at Rock city. III.
Stewart, Sec, Rock City, Ills.

and

Sept. l.-Llnwoocl. at Knck Elm Certre, Wis.
B. J. 'rhouipson. Sec, Waverly. Wis.
Sept.

Dec.

1 ,

2

- W. N. y. and N. Pa., nt Salamanca, N.Y.
A. I). Jacobs. Sec, Jamestown, N. V.

8— 10.— Michipnn
U.

I),

State, at Detroit. Mich.

(.'utting.

Sec, Clinton, Micb.

tW

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Bd.
taries are requested to

NEWMAN,
Convention Notices.

BosiNKss Manager.

IJoticcs.

Wisconsin Bee-Reepers'
Association will meet at the Court House in
Janesville, Tuesday, Aug. 25, 188.5, at 10 a. m.

John

C.

Lynch,

fW

country postmasters insist on maliiug: such
payable at some sub-station of Cliicago, but
we want them drawn on the main office.

All persons interested in bee-culture are invited to attend.
25, 18.S5, at 10 a.

m.

John Nau,

Fund, in addition to the entrance and
membership fees and the regular a.ssessments made upon the members by the
Advisory Board.
Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall
be used for no other piirjjose than to defend
and protect beekeepers in their rights, after
such cases are a|i|irovcd by the Advisory
Boaril, anil shall only be subjected fo Drafts

regularly

made

in wrifiug

Article VIII.— Tlie annual fees paid by
become a general fund,

from which

shall be paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as prmtiiig,

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten

Article X.— This constitution may be
amended by a majority vote of all tbe
members at any time.

Sec.

LIST OF MEMBERS AT THIS DATE
Ludkey, Charles,

Angell, C.

Marden, Henry,
Margrave, J. W.,
Masun, Jas. B.,
Mattoon, Jas.,
Met "onnell, Jamea,

Ludloir, K.,

Maddox, W.
Mallory,

S..

Baldwin, B. T..
Barnes, Wm. M.,
Baxter, E. J..
Bernscliein. Ernst.
Besse, II., M. D.,

Bitzer, Wm.,
your wrapper-label reads Aug. 85, Iowa and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Associa- Bohn, CJustav,
t^'
Bray, Moses,
tion, will be held at Black Uawh's Watch Tower, 4
please remember that your subscription runs miles south ol liock Island, on Thursday, Aus. 13, Brickey. Peter.
out with this month. Renew at once, so as 188.J. Cars leave Terry Landing, in liock Island, Buchanan. J. W. &
for the grounds every half hour. A pleasant time Barren, 11. D.,
not to lose any numbers.
Bee-iieepers and their friends are Burton, L,.
is antitipated.

We

much

are glad to ancordially invited to attend.
nounce that Mr. I. V. McCagg, President and

Bro,

Mills, L. D.,

MInnich, F.,
Minor, N. L.,
Morse. William,

J..

F.,

if all

,

subscribers for the Weekly
Bef. Jouunai, (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
and send it by mail, postpaid.
)

Doriae.D.

tW~ Sample Copies

often as necessity

may

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

^0~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 1860— February, 186T.
Any one having them to sp<ire will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay .">0 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

DoolittlP. G. M.,

require.

AuTiCLE II.— Its object sliall be to protect tlie interests of bee-lteepers, anu to

Journal detend their rights.
will be sent FREE upon
Anyone
Article III.— The officers of
intending to get up a club can have sample
shall consist of a President,
of the Bee
application.

this

Union

five

Vice-

Presidents, and a (General JIanager (who
sliall also be the yecretary and Treasurer),
whose duties sliall be tliose usually performed by such officers. They shall be
elected by ballot, and liold their several
ottices for one year or until their successors
are elected and Installed; blank ballots
tor this purpose to be mailed to every mem-

ber by the General Manager.

Article IV. —

Tlie officers shall consti-

an Advisory Board, which shall
determine what action sliall be taken by
this Union, upon the application of any

tute
1

tS^Preserrc yonr papers tor reference
you have not got a Binder we will mail you
bee-keepers

f

one lor 7.5 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

for defense, and cause sncli
extra assessments to be made upon all the
members as may become necessary for their
tielv'nse.

Article V.— Any person may become a
t^~ Our rates for two or more copies of member by paying to the General Manager
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found an Entrance Fee of one pollak to the
Fund, and an annual tee ot 2.5

on the Book List on the second page of this
imiior. Also wholesale rates on all books
« here they are purchased " to sell again."

E.,

Defense

cents, for which he shall receive a printed
receipt making liiiii a meinherof this Union,
entitled to all its rights and benefits. The

Muth-Rasmussen, Wm.,
Nelson, James A.,

Newman. Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.
Nipe. .lames,
Nutt. W. O.,

Pennoyer, L. A.,
Peters, Geo. B.,
Phelps, N. T..

Pond,

Jr., J. E.,

Powell, K.W.,
Pray, G. L.,
Rainey, Jarvis,

Downs, Robert,

Reed, L.,
Rey, John,
Reynolds, M. G..

Dunn,

Roberts, Jesse H.,
Root, A. L,
Rowe, David,
Roye, Burr,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheuring, Paul,
Secor. Eugene,
Shapley. D. L..

Article I.— This organization shall be Drane, E..
P.,
known as the "National Bee- Keepers' Dunham.
John,
Union," and shall meet annually, or as

Millard, D.,
Miller, B. J. ,SCo.,
Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller, Henry,

Chapman,

to give their P. O. address

t^~ For two

T.,

H.,

Carrier. A.,

TL II..
would save founder of tlie Association, is improving, aud will Cheney,
shortly again be able to be with us, after an illness Cl.rke.Rev. W.

CONSTITIITION.

S.

McCormick, Emery,
McLees. S..
McNay. Frank,
McNeill, James,

would be particular ot some (io days, the greater part of the time being Oonnley. John T.,
to bis bed with intense suffering from Cook. Prof. A. J.,
and name, when confined
inflammatory rheumatism. He expects to he so Cripe, Henry,
writing to this olhce. We have several letters much improved as to be able to attend the picnic. Dadant. Chas.,
Dadant.c. p
W.H. Goos, Sec.
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
Darby, M. E..
Dayton, C. W.,
many others having no Post-Office, County
Decker. A. A..
or State. Also, if you live near one postDemaree, G. W..
olhce and get your mail at another, be sure The National Bee- Keepers' Union. Dibbern.C. H & Son,
Dickasftn, T. B..
Dittmer. (ins,
to give the address we have on our list.
trouble,

:

Addenbrooke, W.,
Allen, Ransom,
Anders(m. J. Lee,
Anderson, Wm.,

If

us

Advisory

tlie

the meinbers shall

j:g-The third Annual Picnic of the Eastern

To Correspondents. — It

by

Board.

Sec.

The Des Moines County, Iowa, Beemake all money Orders and Postal Keepers'
Association, will hold its fall meetNotes payable at Cliloago, Ills.— Some ing at the Court House in Burlington, on
Aug.

Article VI.— Donations of any amount
may be made at any time to the Defense

members.

t^~ The Southern

i':pccial
<^

annual fee shall be due on the first day of
ill each year, and .Mi'sr be paiil within
30 days in order to retain ineuibership in
.Inly

this Union.

Aug. 12-14.— Cedar Valley, at Waterloo, Iowa.
A. U. Bennett, Sec.
Aug.

iiii;Jtoiiiii«

place of MeeUrtg.
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C

Kaglesfleld. B.

Eastwood, L.,
Elwood, Sr., W. R.,
Feathers, Harvey,
Flanagan, E. T..
Kngland, P. J.,
Follett,

'

Forbes,

W.

harles,

Shearman,

F..

France. E. & Son,
Freeborn. S. I.,
Fulton,

W.

Shirley,

Spencer, M.

L.,

Stearns, J. K.,

Stephenson, H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,

W. H.,
Stolley, Wm.,
Storer. E. M.,
Talbert. M..
Stewart.

,

Grimm, Christopher,
Ilarlens. J G.,

Haskin, A. »., M.D.,
Hatch, C. A.,
Havens, Reuben,
Hayhurst. V:. M.,
Heaton, J. N.,
Heddon, James,
Hensley, J. P.,

Taylor, George,
'l'hatch,»r. Will.,
Thpilmann, C.,

Thompson, Geo. M.,
Tinker, Dr. G. L.,
Tongue. L.

N.,

Travis, F. W.,
Travis, I. A..

Hettel, M.,
Hill, A.G.,
Hills, Mrs. H.,

Hilton, George E.,

Hoke. Abe.
Holllngsworth, C. M.,

Howard, J. B..
Hoyle. George H.,

L..

Walton, Col. R.,
Webster, H. S.,
Weeks, C.
Wendt, Henrv,
Whitney, W. V.,

7..,

Hvne. James M..
J"nes. George W.,
King, D. N.,
King. T. Frank,
Langstroth. Rev. L.
Lanning, John,
Le Roy, J. W..

TrimbergiT. John,
Turner, T. E.,
Tyner, Alonzo,
Vanhouten, C. W.,
Viallon, P.

Wm.IL,

Hutchinson, W.

IL,

Snell, F. A.,
Spady. Jno.,

K..

Funk, H. W.,
Furnesa. Dwight,
Gander. A. M.,
Green, Charles H.,
G-eenIng, C. F.,
Gresh. Abel,

Iluse,

J. O,,

W.

Smith, George,

L.,

Wicherts. A.,
WiUins, Miss Lucy A.,
Wolcott. Wm.C,
Wright, W. D.,
Zwiener, H. L.

!

;
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EXCELSIOR
In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carryinK 3 and 4

l^anastroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as

I

I

2 frame. The 4 frame basket
'" ^^® larger can, with the cone

[the
iiiiiM '^

III

,.

'

rVU^

(."^^'

metal standard for the basket
revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75or80
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
jj,i,(Ki Extractor. I3x20, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Bxceptinp with the $rt.oo Ex-

iiUJIIIm

ti>

iiiiiiflB^

...'I'iiJM
W^lt"^fcii-^ .v:mmm

the different styles
havestrainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable Bides in the Comb Baskets. The $s.tn) and
f 10.00 Extractors have no covers.
|8 00
For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
I0xl8
8 00
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
"
10 00
10x18
For3
*•
"
"
14 00
10x18
For4
"
12 00
size. !3x20
For 2 frames of any
^*
"
12 00
13x20
For3
"
"
Ifi (X)
3x20
For 4
tractors, all

"1

THOS.
923

&

925

AT THE FOLLOWINO LOW RATES:
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
and Albinos
Untested Queens
"

"

NEWMAN &

G.

West Madison

SON,

CHICAGO,

Street,

ILL.

Bees anddueens
the block beeawithin a
purchased
HAVING
radius of miles, now claim the LARtiEST
all

I

ti

ITALIAN APIAIIT and

best location for rearing
in the State. 1 will continue to
sell warranted Queens at the low price of 7^ cents
each. Extra selected tested 1K85 reariny) SI .*>0
each. Three L-frame Nuclei, every trnnie tilled
with brood, with selected tested Queen. r$ti each.

FINE QUEEIMS

(

WOOD,

Address JAS.

North Prescott, Mass.

2!'A9t

11/111 niore money than at anything else by
taking an aeency for the beat selling book
If III out. Beginners succeed gr:indly. None

WIN

fail.

Terms

Uai.i.ett

free.

slAly

Book

I'ortland,

Co.

Maine.

Pails for

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
tioops and a tight-tittint,' wood cover, at S3.2»
per dozen. Thev will hold 85 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household pail.
923

G.

NEIVMAN

& 925 West Madison Street,

"

each
Ys doz

"

....

1000

"

....

6 00
11 00

each

....

1

Tested

"
Selected Tested Queens

WM. W. GARY,

-

1

SON.
CHICAGO,

an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit by

Address

all

of

;

10

THOMAS
Editor of

2 00
2 50

"

Descriptive Price-List free.
orders to

OR THB

Management

5 50

NEWMAN.

C.

the ^Veekly

Bee Journal.

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up witli the times " in all the improvements and inventions iit this rapidly
is

Coleraine, Mass.,
W. Cary & Son.)

developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything tliat can aid in the
N. B.—On a single order for 50 Queens, we successful management of tlie honey-bee,
cent,
will g-ive 10 per
discount from the and at the same time produce tlie most
above list.
29Atf
honey in its best and most attractive con(Successors to \Vm.

dition.

Dadanl'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

See AdvertiBement in another column.

retail.

LOS ANGELES.
LJ^^HilCO
n \J IVI HO

IN

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime.
The fields are fiorid with unfudintf prime;
From the blenk pole no winds inclement blow.
Mould the round hail or fluke the fleecy snow;
But from the breezy deep the bleswd inhale,
The f rattrant murmurs of the western gale."

PRICE— Bound

in clotli, Sl.OO

;

in

LIVELIEST AND MOST PHOSPEROUS SECTION
OF THE Pacific Coast, furnislied bv the
J<08 Anceles ill. _|,i„ l|:„--„ a mammoth
TS column WOOk
rrOr lAiEU. the
V
best weekly '*ww'»ij imilUI in<'jiiiforna
SEND FOR IT. Sinnle copy, three two-cent stamps
six months, ])f>l ; one year, 3K>2.

M

THE TIMES-MIRROR

^F~A Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

^'

The Monthly Bee Journal
and the bound book, " Beea
and Honey," will be sent for $1.25.
THOS. G. NEWTMAN <k SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
for a year

NEW

can introduce a Queen successfully by our
INTKODUCIi^G CAGE. A Ciige with

full

directions for uaint; sent to each purchaser of a
Queen. During the baliince of the season, we will
have only Syrians and tine Italian Queens for sale.
Warranted, *i. 2."). Select, *i.5o. Tested, fiii.oo. A
Tested Queen of either race and one copy of
the HrtI edition nf the lfiee-K«-eperfi* Huudy
Kook, sent by mail for SS.35. Circulars and
Prospectus tree

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

;i*2Atf

CO.,

Lo8 Angeles,

paper

covers, 75 cents, postpaid.

—Homer.

information concerninpr the erarden spot
of the world, beautiful ]A>S ANGKLES.the
FULlj

Mass.

Calif.

Honey!

WE

THOS.

1

"
*'

Address
25Al3t

Wooden

tloz

"

Va

Edition

BEES and HONEY,

100

$

eiich

"

Wavranted

.''mam or
'iJllH t*^

ijlM

ti'llirv

New and Enlarged

flTIF.F.K[S '>yMiiniMail!

HONEY EXTRACTORS

p.b*i;i^.^,,

;

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

POULTRY AND BEES
TWO PAPEES for the PRICE of ONE.
THE POlTLXnY JOITRNAL. is a beau-

tifully printed and illustrated 3'2-pagre
Monthlj% devoted to the breeding and manajjemeut of Poultry, Fifteens, Kabbets and
Doss, at $1.25 a year. C J. Ward, editor

<fe

ILL.

and proprietor.
R.

HYDE,

Alderly,

Dodge Co., Wis^

We will send the " Poultry Journal " and
the " Monthly Bee Journal " for one year,
DOL.L.AK.
both for

ITALIAN KEE$»

will send you full colonlesof
in M-frame Lanastroth hives for f 3.U0 each.

faction guaranteed.

Satis-

ONE

3lA2t

Order early.

G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

THOS.

Sweet Glover

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLViyO COMB-nAXGBIt,
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, coiiiplcle, only

FOR

iiilS.OO.

92.3

ILL.

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There are Ave cross
bars united by a rivet

throiiffh their center at
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
the top. These bars are
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL. buttoned on to studs
MAY
be sown on all waste jilaces at
the neck-band. The
IT any time, ami will grow on any soil- I>adant'sFoiindatioii Factory, wholesale on
bars are of best liji:ht
and letail. See Advertisement in another column. spring steel the neckIn any climate. Price, ao cents per pound
band of best hard
S2.75 per peck SIO 00 per bushel (60 lbs.)
spring brass the cover
THOS. G. NEWMAN Sc SON,
is of handsome Hght
92."? & !)25 West Aladison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
material. It is very

BEE PASTURAGE.

'

;

;

Imported Italians!!
FROj^I

Dadaiit'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
ftrnt retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

nn' iniportatifpus fil' M;iv 12tli aiul
JillvOth'. Selected CHI )I('K liliKHDI
flnely iniirlie.l. iCNeiicli. Daughters
of same. SI each; ti toi' ;<.">: 1".' lor t'.'.

A. G. ItlOREY, La Grange Queen-Iicaring:
Apiary, Coolt Connty,

We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES,

liSAlt

Ills.

COLONIES OF BKKS for SA1,E

having

a rosette itiid gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 "cents each, by mail, postpaid.
THOMAS O. NE'WMAN,
Address.
925 West Madison St., CUICAOO, I1.,L.

NG

QUEENS,

at

each, in Jlaldwin Hives
lO.xKi in.)
are nice

fti.'i.OO

They
(frames
100
Also a few hybrids
Jonathan George, Independence, Mo.

for

Italians.

;

put together, no trciubi.' tn ]iut on intake off. and folds compactly in a paper box
Ux7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes.
The
Flies. Bees. Gnats, etc., is perfect.
weight of the entire Veil being only five
Express,
$1.00.
ounces. Price, by Mail or
Special discount to dealers, on !« dozen or
larger quantities.

easilv

THOS.

sale.

.S2A2t

923

eXRMANS.-A limited number of
BKO-WN
cts. each.
Hne Queena of this race for sale at
:i.3

32A2t

W. O. FISH, ITHACA. N.

Y.

«.

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

St.,

A: SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Dadant's Foil ndation Factory, wholesa le
and

retHil.

See AdvertiBement

In

another column.

.
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Tlie Native Bees in C'liba are tlie
ThOR. W. Con'aii, Ksq., has become the
successor of the Kev. Herl)ert K. Peel, as common black, iin|iorted from Spain nipre
editor of UiK liiitish Uec Jimrnal. Mr. Cowan than a century ago. They work \'igorously
all the time, and, under favorable circumis an educated gentleman (speaking several
languages), a genial companion, and an stances, gather lots of honey, refuting that
enthusiastic and successful apiarist. Ho will old whim, that bees will only work in warm
"
climates enough to supply their own demand
not find the editorial chair " a bed of roses
by any means, but wo wish our Britist nameThe Island of Corsica produced so
sake and its editor much success. A photomuch honey in ancient times, that the Rograph of Mr. Cowan ornaments the wall just
matis imposed on it an annual tribute of
over our desk.
1,000 pounds. After the revolt of the Island
Shade lorHives.— W. A. Pryal, of North against the Roman Empire, the inhabitants
Temescal, Cal., states that he saw an inquiry were punished by the doubling of that
tribute to Rome. This tribute, which was
in some of the bee-papers some time since,
for a vine that would grow quickly, form supplied, shows that the honey crop of that
shade for hives, and, at the same time, be of Island must have been at least (5,000,000
some merit as a honey-producer. In his pounds. And to-day that Island supplies
climate, in the vicinity of the Bay of San
Francisco, the weather is never so hot (so
our correspondent states), that shade for
hives is necessary
but from his experience
with lanes for trellises and growing in different situations in gardens, he knows of
nothing better than that rapid-gi'owing vine
called Cuhoea scandcns. It grows to a large
;

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

size

Who bides his time— he tastes the sweet
Of honey in the siiltest tear
And though he g-oes with slowest feet,
Joy runs to meet liim, drawing near

Who bides

his time.

reg:ret to learn that Mr. Silas M.
Locke, editor of the Apicultitrist, has been
<;onfined to his residence for three weeks by

sickness.

The

Trl-State Fair will be held at
from Sept. 7 to 12, 188.5. Dr. A.
B. Mason, of Wagon Works, O., is superintendent of the apiarian department, where
$2V2 are offered as Premiums. Send to Dr.
Mason tor Premium List.

Toledo,

Ill

O.,

fine,

dark-green

and large, bellshaped flowers, generally
two inches broad and as

many

;

"We

— has

foliage,

;

The birds are heralds of his cause,
And like a never-ending rhyme,
The roadsides bloom in his applause,

long.

Vick's Floral

Guide remarks

:

" Strong

plants set out early in the
spring, and in good soil,
often grow 20 or 30 feet long, branching
freely, and covering a large surface. Plants
commence to flower when quite young, and
continue in bloom until removed or killed by
frost. Flowers are at first green, changing
to a deep violet-blue. Put the seeds in moist
earth, edge down, and do not water until the
young plants appear, unless in a warm place
and the earth is very dry. Care is necessary
in planting seed, as it is liable to rot in the
ground if too moist."

In California this vine grows much larger
it does here in the East, and, as there
are no frosts to do it any great injury, it

Spain, more than a century ago, a than

traveller speaks of an apiary he saw, which
contained .=),000 colonies of bees. As there keeps on growing from year to year, and
Is an abundance of pasturage in that " flowthus attains a large size.
ery kingdom," the statement is quite probaWhen intended to be trained over hives, a
ble. Some 300 years ago the Spaniards took rude trellis or arbor may be made of rough
bees to Mexico and the West Indian Islands, sticks— sapplings having a few straggling
and laid the foundation for the immense branches will do. Insert in the ground in
trade, which has for about. 200 years been rows, 8 or more feet apart. At a convenient
carried on in honey and wa.\ in the West height from the ground, fasten poles or
Indies.
scantling. The rows should be from 8 to 10
^ee - Keepers' National Union. — It feet apart, and parallel. Brush, or old
would be well for all who think of any boards split into strips, should be laid from
one row to those of
pointers " for the forth-coming sheep-bees one scantling of
the young vines up the uplawsuit, to send them to us for use on the the other. Train
" In the multitude of counsel there is right poles, and in a shorttime they will have
trial.
out in
wisdom." All the elected officers have sig- reached the top, where they will start
directions over the arbor and completely
nified their wUlingness to accept the positions all
and some of the branches will here
to which they have been assigned, and the cover it,
over the sides in festoons.
President-elect sends the following for pub- and there hang
Try an arbor like this, and see how pretty
lication
-*'

:

To

the Bee-Kccpers'

Union:— While

I

appre-

ciate the honor of being elected your President for the coming year, I should have
preferred some one lietter fitted for the work
to be performed. To the best of my ability
I shall do my part to make the Unioti a grand
success. No matter what may be our diBFerences of opinion, we must now all work
unitedly, without shirking or jealousy, for
the lasting good of the pursuit for the
defense of the right.
James Heddon.

—

it is.

The flowers, we are also told by our correspondent, are rich in nectar, and a bee will
have only to visit one or two of these honey
chalices to obtain as much as it can conveniently carry to its sweet home. A feature
abput the vine is, that it is always in bloom,
and sometimes it is thick with flowers.

The engraving we obtained from the seed
hope that every bee-keeper will now catalogue of Mr. J. C. Vaughan, 42 La Salle
take hold of the matter, and become a mem- street, Chicago, from whom the seed may be
ber of the Union.
obtained.

We
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immense

quantities of

houey and wa.x to

Fi'ance.

Dew

Honey
in England.— Last year
the bee-keepers of America were troubled
with the so-called " honey dew." This year
we are comparatively free from it, but
English apiarists have a profusion of it.
correspondent in the British Bee Journal
remarks as follows, calling it " black abomination "
In my neighborhood the oaks are completely covered with honey dew nearly all
clover houey has been spoiled with this
abominable stuff my bees collect it to the
exclusion of almost every other source. It
is very annoying to see large trees of lime
hardly visited at all by the honey bee, while
their more sensible cousins, the various
species of humble bees, are collecting the
pure nectar. I never remember the honey
dews so heavy and abundant as this j'ear
the liquid, in some instances, I have noticed
trickles off the leaves, and literally saturates
the ground beneath. I should fancy the
"dew" deposited by the oak aphidic is darker
in color than that deposited by any other
aphidfe. Certainly I can produce a beautiful
sample of the blackest of black aphidiean
honey, which is almost the color of ink. My
hives are full of it.
This should be a glorious season for those
ancient bee-keepers who aver that nothing
beats a summer prolific in honey dews for a
surplus of hooey. Is there any commercial,
domestic, or anj' other use for this black

A

:

;

;

:

abomination

?

Cleanliness of Bees.— A correspondent
in Longman's Magazine gives the following
incident showing the dislike which bees have
to bad perfumery. He says some years ago
there was in my father's garden, a plot of
early potatoes, some distance in front of a
spot where stood several hives. Early in
the season the " rooks " commenced to help
themselves to the potatoes, grubbing the
young tubers out of the ground, and doing
so much mischief that some had to be shot,
and the dead body of one was impaled in the
middle of the plot, as a warning and example
to the rest. Soon after this, a most unaccountable fury took possession of the bees.
No one dared to approach them, for they
attacked and instantly put to flight every
person or animal which vetitured into the
garden. This went on for some days with
most unpleasant results, and the bees were
fast becoming a nuisance in the neighborhood, when the mystery was accidentally
explained. Some one happening to pass by
the impaled "rook" in the evening, discovered
cause of all the mischief. Every
exposed part f the poor bird's bod^v, especially about the mouth and OSes, was
literally bristling with the stings of hundreds
of bees, which had sacraflced themselves in
a vain and senseless revenge upon its offensive presence.

•

;

:
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Do Queens Eat Pollen?

Flavor of Extracted Honey.
Query, No. 101.— What
to preserve the

comb flavor of

is

the best plan

extracted honey

?

—

A. A.

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Query, No. 102.— Do bees

feed pollen to

the queen ? If they do, why does she not have th©
diarrhea, seeing that she does not leave the hive
for a cleansing flight like the other beea ^— R. A.

"Any
Dr. C. C. Miller replies
G. M. DOOLITTLE replies " I think
way that will keep it thick."
not. She feeds herself at all times
"
Let
the
James Heddon says
when brood is not being reared."
honey be thoroughly ripened before
J. E. Pond, Jr., says:
"All anit is removed from the hives, and
:

:

:

Waxing Kegs and Barrels.

Query, No. 1 00.— What is the best method after such removal, keep
of waxing hooey kegs and barrels ?— F. A.

it in airtight cans, in the coldest place you
can find."

swers to the above will be entirely
theoretical. For myself, I believe the

bees feed the queen nothing but honey,
and only so feed her when she is en" Let gaged in depositing
G. M. DooLiTTLE answers
eggs in the cells."
the bees thoroughly ripen it before it
Dr.
L.
Tinker
G.
answers "The
is extracted."
queen is fed, during the time of ovi"Leave the positing, a large amount of introgeG. W. Demaree says
honey in the hive till it is thoroughly nous food, but I am unable to say
evaporated and sealed. But some of whether it is in the form of bee-bread
it will be thicker than the rest. Keep or the milky-food fed to larval bees.
each grade separate. Let it stand in The queen suffers with the bees in an
loosely-covered vessels, in a warm affected colony, and frequently dies
store-room, till all the air globules have long before all the bees are gone."
disappeared then it is ready to put
Dr. C. C. Miller remarks " The
up for the market or for future use. I
have samples of extracted honey run- few times I have happened to actually
ning back to 1876 that 1 think has lost see the queen in the act of voiding,
the evacuation could not be distin" Do but little of its original aroma."
•
Chas. Dadant & Son say
guished from water."
not wax them. Buy the very best
Chas. Dadant & Son answer
barrels or kegs, and keep them dry
G.W. Demaree says: "That bees
" Have it thoroughly ripe, and keep it
until you are ready to put the honey
feed anything to the queen but pure
in them. Then, if they are good and in closed vessels, air-tight."
honey, is mere conjecture. That she
the hoops are tight, they should not
J, E. Pond, Jr., replies: "Allow will lay eggs when there is no pollen
leak.
We have had as many as 7-5 it to thoroughly ripen before extract- in the hive, I know to be true. That
barrels of honey at one time, and ing; then keep it in a warm and thor- bees will exhibit every phase of nornever had any leakage, worth men- oughly-dry repository, where there is mality when deprived of pollen or its
tioning, except from barrels that were no chance of its being affected of any substitute, except that they cannot
damp before the honey was put in, other flavor."
rear brood, is pursuasive evidence
and allowed to dry afterwards."
that the sole use of pollen by the
W. Z. Hutchinson says: "I am honey-bee is to prepare food for the
" Warm not certain what is meant by 'comb
J. E. Pond, Jr., replies
young while in the larval state. So
the barrel in the sun. Have the par- flavor.'
To give extracted honey a far as I have been able to see, not a
pour a small tine flavor, it must be thoroughly single ray of light has been thrown on
afflne or wax melted
quantity of the same into the barrel
ripened. In my opinion, this can be the use or influence of pollen in the
turn it over and over, and twirl it best done in the hive. When ex- bee-hive since the days of Aristotle."
around till all the cracks are filled, tracted, it should be stored in tin or
Prof. A. J. Cook replies " I think
then pour out the surplus and melt it earthen vessels, and kept in a dry atover again."
mosphere that is free from odors. it very likely that the queen is fed
The scum that arises should be digested pollen. We all know that
" Why
G. W. Demaree answers
skimmed off, when the honey can be she lives longer than all the bees. She
not use cooperage made of soft wood put into glass or tin vessels, ready for certainly must have pollen, as that
which needs no waxing V Leaky kegs sale."
alone furnishes nitrogen, and all her
and barrels can never be made entirely
tissues contain this element. If her
"
Dr.
Tinker
replies
Seal
G.
L.
safe by waxing them. The shrinking
food is digested for her, that shows
it
up
as
soon
as
extracted,
and
be
and swelling of the wood will break
why she may live longer."
the wax. and sometimes a heavy jar, careful not to heat it to the boiling
Heddon says " According
when moving the barrels, will start point of water when liquefying it. toJames
the basic principle of the pollen
them to leaking. Besides, it ia expen- What is termed 'the water- bath' theory,
the queen must consume large
sive to wax barrels, etc. Good work- plan is the best, taking care that the
of nitrogen, which I have
men can make tight vessels, and they water does not boil. The cans should quantities
no doubt, comes from the pollen of
cost no more than leaky ones. I have be kept in the water until the honey
flowers, but I think the workers have
used kegs for 4 years made of linden becomes quite hot. A wash-boiler much to do with the residue of the
timber, without any loss from leakage. may be used for the purpose, or any
from which it comes, before
Any of the standard works on bee- suitable vessel. If glass jars are used, pollen
the nitrogen is given to the queen. I
culture tell how to wax barrels, but I they should be placed in the water
have no absolute proof to offer, but
think they should advise the use of when cool, and then slowly heated.
a belief is reasonable when we
good tight vessels that need no wax- Use wood shavings in the bottom of such
consider the great amount of animal
the vessel to set the cans on."
ing."
tissue thrown off by the queen, which
Prof. A. J. Cook says "We cure, we are told, is '3 times her bulk and
Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural
It is hardly
College, Mich., says "Use soft wood, or ripen, and seal tightly,, and we weight, in 24 hours.'
think our extracted honey is equal to plausible that one bee takes care of
and not wax at all."
any comb honey. People will always all the residue from the great quantity
James IIeddon replies: "Have prefer comb honey, as the comb of nitrogen necessarily consumed.
the barrels and kegs dry and warm, dilutes it.
A spoonful of rich ex- Neither is it necessary that the queen
and hoops well-driven. Pour hot wax tracted honey soon cloys. When eat- takes the nitrogenous substance into
into the bung-hole, and roll the barrel ing comb honey, we get less honey at her intestines. Worker bees h;;.ve a
around until the wax touches all each mouthful and so on nice, warm fortunate instinct not to void in the
parts, and then pour it out. A barrel biscuit it rentiains appetizing forever. hive. The queen (one bee) could be
or keg properly made of the right I have noticed that hearty laboring- an exception to this rule and not perkind of wood, needs no waxing; the men eat extracted honey with a relish, ceptibly interfere with the economy of
the hive."
as do hearty children."
waxing is quite expensive."
" Have
G. M. DooLiTTLE says
the kegs as warm as possible, by
leaving them for a few hours in tlie
sun, when from 5 to 10 lbs. of melted
wax may be poured in at the bung
hole. Now drive in the bung part
way, and twirl the barrel so that the
wax may touch all parts of the inside.
Then remove the bung and let the wax
out. If the wax is hot, but little will
be taken by each barrel. See that the
bung does not strike you when taking
it out, as it will often fly with great
force, if the wax is hot."
:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

!
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Explanatory

—The

figures before the
names indicate tbo number of years tliat the
Those abter, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the

previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-,
fls the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named;
centre
north
of
the
6
9 south 0+ east
;

;

Owest; and

this

6 northeast; ^northwest;

Ovsoutheast; and 5^ southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

for the American Bee

JoumaL

Cause and Prevention of Diarrhea.
DR. G. L. TINKER.

As

a disorder

among

bees, diarrliea

has several causes, whicli, operating
in unison, produce the effect diarrliea.
In some caseg one cause predominates, and in others, another.
Usually cold is the primary cau.se,
and the other causes are developed
consecutively.
It does not appear
that any one of the causes may by
itself develop the affection
for instance, thin honey and conlinement in
a moderately cool atmosphere may
produce the mischief, in a colony,
very early in the winter. Again, the
stores being good, the hive small,

—

;

thin-walled and insufficiently ventiof
continued
lated, the approach
severe cold develops the phenomena
Dampness in
in order as follows
the hive, condensation of vapor, followed by unabated chilliness of the
bees, excessive consumption of food,
and the ultimate causation of diarrhea from slowing up the respirations and checking the pulmonary
exhalation of water.
Cold as a radical cause, however,
often produces as great havoc as beediarrhea. It has been held that the
latter is the source of more loss than
all other causes of loss put together.
This is a mistake, or at least it is in
some winters. If the cases of spring
dwindling be added to those dying of
diarrhea, they will still not equal the
number lost during the past winter
from the direct effects of cold.
will simply observe here that the result was forced starvation the bees
being unable to reach ample stores
nearby. In a very large number of
cases the bees starved while protecting, with a true mother's instinct,
their brood. They chose to die rather
than abandon it. If on the middle of
last March the bees could have had
one or two warm days, so that they
could have brought honey into the
cluster, we would not have had so
great and unprecedented a mortality
to record.
Seeing that great loss would occur
from the continued severity of the
cold (the ground was frozen nearly 4
feet deep) last March, we took occasion to note carefully the condition of
over 100 colonies that died here at
:

We

;

that time and subsequently, from
spring dwiiulling. We found insufficient protection ;ind badly managed
ventilation in all cases. We noted
especially tliat tlie bees w'ere not conlined to their hives over four weeks
at a time. Up to .Ian. 10, they had
llights every few days, then again on
Feb. 3 and 28 they had free (lights,
especially at the latter date when all
the bees were out, and very few colonies liad died. Then again March 26
all flew that were alive, but there
were then hundreds of colonies in
this country wrapt in the mysteries
of death, and great numbers followed
after, from spring dwindling that did
not cease till late in May. Of course
there were plenty of cases of beediarrhea, but I wish here to remark
that it is unlikely that since the bees
had a free flight as often as every 4
weeks, that the bee-bread they consumed should have been the cause of
their death. Those who hold to the
pollen theory have told us all along
that where
there were frequent
flights there coidd be no diarrhea.
Surely no accumulations of bee-bread
could take place in four weeks sufThe
Hcient to irritate the intestines
advancing a
pollen
theorists are
highly unreasonable hypothesis
We examined minutely the discharges of the bees on every occasion
of their flight. They canie out of
many of the hives greatly distended,
but the discharges' were nearly all
water, while the quantity of pollen
was insignificant. If the consuming
of much bee-bread is a cause of beediarrhea, then it would be'reasonable
to suppose that whenever considerable accumulations of pollen husks
and '• nitrogenous matter " had taken
place, diarrhea would invariably follow as the effect of " the cause." But
I have just shown that we had the
most inveterate cases here during the
past winter, and yet there was not
enough pollen grains in the discharges
to make the matter of note. Now I
can bring abundant proof that bees
have been constipated with pollen
husks, etc., and so burdened as to be
unable to fly before evacuating, and
still there was not a sign of diarrliea.
IIow is this V Will theorists
say that there are exceptions, that
bees may be sometime.'! over-loaded
with fecal matter without there being
If so, the theory should
diarrhea V
point out the cause of the exceptions.
Bee-diarrhea and bee constipation
areas unlike as two distinct conditions can be that the two have no
relation to each other, by way of
cause and effect, I am well convinced.
From what has been said by some
writers, one would think that the
diarrhea of bees was little else than a
discharge of bee-bread. But it is not
In all the
so, in many cases at least.
cases I have ever seen of true beediarrhea, the large proportion of
water was the most marked feature.
Often in a few days after a good flight
and exposure to severe cold, solitary
bees would run out of the hive and
discharge nothing but a dirty yellowcolored water. I have often witnessed
simple constipation and copious semisolid evacuations after a long period
!

;
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of confinement, but in these cases
there was not the remarkable loss of
vitality nor the spring dwindling that
is sure to follow (if the colony lives
till spring), as is the case where the

bees

become

bloated

with

water,

whicli fact 1 now look upon, occuri'ing
late in winter, as the tell tale evidence of a fearful struggle with cold.

Bees affected with diarrhea soon

become weak and sluggish,

tliey

come

out of the hives slowly, often trembling, and many are unable to fly.

Impaired vitality is one of the most
striking features of the malady.
With every cold snap many fall dead
from tlie combs. If the colony survives till spring, a single cold night
will cause many to fall, but a week of
moderate cold and confinement will
cause handfulls tofall from the combs.
Often their
tailing, or

wings and legs drop

off in

soon afterwards, so that
they appear to be almost decayed
before they die. If the colony lives
on into May, they are soon unable to
care for their brood, they continue to
fall dead on the bottom-board or fly
out to return no more. About this
time, or shortly before, the queen dies
when none are left but a few handfuls of young bees that appear every
day on the alighting-board en masse
to enjoy the gorgeous sunsliiue This
is spring dwindling.
The cause of bee-diarrhea rests on
far different grounds than that set
forth by the pollen theorists. In fact
we do not now regard pollen or beebread to be even a factor in the causa!

tion, unless it shall be established that

consumption by the bees affords a
development of
putrefactive germs. We can understand how the germs may be developed, how that the bees having
suffered a great loss of vitality from
its

special nidus for the

long struggling with cold, extensive

germ development becomes

possible.

In this case cold is still the primary
cause, as I have so long contended.
Germ development in man or animal
is invariably restrained by a vigorous
If bees can be provital organism.
tected so as to sustain their vitality,
there need be no fears from this
source. But even here the successful
prevention of diarrhea must turn on
other measures than the taking of
their natural stores and substituting
sugar syrup. So long as there are
instances of the most perfect and satisfactory wintering on the natural
stores in the very midst of those
localities where many have fed sugar
syrup and lost all or a part, we may
feel sure that when we understand
the matter fully, we shall be glad if
we can always have sufficient of the
natural stores to winter upon. Again,
the results of the past winter have
finally set at rest that specious and
alluring argument that the pollen of

one locality is any more hurtful,
either from quantity or quality than
that of any other.
We account for the watery accumulations on the humidity theory, and
as many may not fully understand it,
we will' give our version of it. The
animal heat of bees is developed almost wholly in the process of the
oxygenation of the hydro-carbons
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(honey and sugar) in the blood. It is
increased by exercise as in other animals.
In winter confinement bees
raise tlie temperature of the cluster
when necessary by accelerating the
respiration, and in some instances it
seems probable that they flit their
wings and restlessly move over and
about each other. :^ow, the natural
respirations of the honey-bee at rest
on a warm day are about 200 per minute. On the approach of cold they
begin to respire more slowly, and
necessarily develop less heat. Those
on the outside of tlie cluster in winter
do not breathe over 40 times a minute, and many of them not over 20.
Inside of the cluster I have not been
able, of course, to count the respirations, but they are certainly slower
than in summer time.
In this connection I have a few
words to say about hibernation. To
this extent and to the extent so ably
set forth by the Rev. Wm. F. Clarke
bees hibernate, and the slow respirations and lessened development of
heat are the evidences of it that are
indisputable. Say what we may, bees
do hibernate under good conditions.
The following incident will illustrate a case of hibernation
On
March 26, 1885, about noon, all my
colonies were flying but 4 nuclei and
one flne Syrio-Albino colony in a
double-walled hive.
With a steel
hook I raked the debris from the
bottom-board, and felt satisfled they
:

were alive.
As none came out, I
hooked on to the frames and shook
them, but there was no stir. I then
pounded upon the hive, but all was

Some friends standing near,
flnally said, "Doctor, it is no use;
that colony has gone up." I had began to think so mvself, but kept
pounding away and shaking the
frames with the hook, but it was fully
ten minutes before a bee appeared
It proved to be a very large and wellwintered colony.
They had not a
still

upward ventilation (as was
the case with most of my hives), but a
particle of

very large entrance, into which the
cold winds had blown so hard at
times, that I had felt very anxious

about them.
Tlie accumulations of water in the
.

intestines of bees takes place when
they are required to consume a large
amount of food in order to sustain a
life-heat.
When it becomes very cold
they are unable to maintain, in the
presence of counteracting agencies
tlie forced, prolonged and high
rate
ot the respirations necessary
to exIiell or rather exhale the
largeamount
ot water produced in the oxygenation
ot so much food. Under the severe

physical strain their vitality is early
unpaired, and they become less and
less able to keep up a proper temperature of the cluster.
They respire
slower and slower, and there is less
and less exhalation of water. :Meantime they are eating largely, they
have no kidneys, and accumulations
ot water must take place in the intestines. If about this time we see a
bee come out of the hive to die we
l)erceive that it breathes only 3 or 4
times a minute, drags itself along and
tells only too plainly the story of
ex-

hausted

vitality. It has grown old in
-. Hibernating
undue physical exertion, and can do trequent flights bees winter the best;
are unnecessary.

no more.

A very damp atmosphere and thin
honey are causes that favor the accumulations the first by the prevention
of free evaporation of water from the
pulmonary surfaces, and the second
from the taking of water in the food
which must be carried off in the respirations at a time and under conditions when
such exhalations are
greatly impeded.
If we place an affected colony in
warm quarters, so that it can dry out,
it is immediately benefited, and with;

p- Bee-diarrhea in a properly-ventilated hive, having good natural stores,
does not occur unless the temperature
in the hive falls so low as to
condense
the vapor.
4. Upward ventilation
is not only
against the instinct of the bees, but
mismanaged (as it usually is) in
allowing the ready escape of the heat
trom the cluster, has been a cause of

incalculable loss.
5. Lower
ventilation

either

out-

doors or in-doors is the natural and
proper method of ventilating bees in
out a flight the bloated condition of winter
confinement but it must be
the bees is greatly relieved. On the free.
contrary, if bee-bread were the cause,
^^ wintered here at
there would no benefit whatever ii-'^'^^^^^^'^^o*
the North on the summer stands with
arise from the application of heat, safety l)y
any
system
of ventilation on
since " the cause " could not be re- a full set
of combs in single-walled
moved without a flight. On no other hives.
hypothesis than the above can we
7.
large, well packed donblesatisfactorily account
for
all
the walled hive is perfectly safe, it its
phenomena.
brood-chamber be contracted to 5 or
If the normal temperature of the
6 combs. It is safe in this locality on
cluster can be readily maintained 10 to
12 combs. It gives the best reabove that of the surrounding me- sults, but is
dium, free evaporation and the ex- cellar wintering-.more expensive than
pulsion of the vapor from the immeNew Philadelphia,©* Ohio.
diate vicinity of the bees is accomplished, and they will be kept dry and
healthy so long as a favorable temFor tbe American Bee Journal*
perature can be easily maintained. If
A Year of Disasters.
now the bees are so ventilated that
they will not get over-heated, they
S. I. FREEBORN.
will hibernate.
The principle involved here is the same as in drying
The season of 188.5 has been one of
out a damp, cool room. We place a
fire in it, warm it up, and the damp- extremes, the equilibrium seems to
have
been destroyed by our excepness is expelled. In the same manner if we so prepare the bees for win- tionally hard winter, and it has been
ter that they can maintain a tempera- impossible to tell by to-day what toture of 50^ just over the cluster, the morrow would be— hail, rain, thunder,
bees and combs and hive will keep lightning and embryo cyclones have
dry, and no diarrhea will result. Take been of unusual frequency.
More
a colony on the summer stand with damage has been done by wind and
the brood-chamber tight on top as hail in this county this season than
propolis can make it, and with the in any season for 30 years.
Basswood, which' is usually our
cap filled with chaff thrust the hand
down on to the frames over the clus- corner-stone and the crowning glory
ter if it feels sensibly warm the tem- of bee-keeping, has come and gone.
perature is 50-', and the colony is win- In the war of elements onlv two days
tering all right. But if cold, and it were our bees allowed to work uninterruptedly during its two weeks of
remains so long, there is danger.
bloom, though they wcu'ked some
We consider heat to be the only portions
of the other twelve days.
true remedy for bee-diarrhea, as it is
the very unfavorable
the only reliable preventive. In my Considering
weather, we are very thankful for
first paper on wintering (see page 7
what honey we have obtained. Our
Vol. XVIII of the Bee Journal,)
report up to date is as follows
From
occurs the following passage
"Heat ISO colonies we have an increase
of
is life, or one of the essential condi150 colonies, and obtained
;

A

;

;

:

:

tions of life,

9,500 pounds
which the instinct of the of
extracted honey, with a fair pros-

bees has taught them to carefully
conserve."
In making this statement I had reference both to the
protection and the system of ventilation that should be given. I have
nothing to add to this now, but believe more firmly than ever that on
the conservation of the heatot a colony of bees will depend much of the
success in the wintering of the future.
I submit the following conclusions
1. The use of pollen or bee-bread by
bees in winter confinement is not
detrimental to bees when they need
it, and like most of the other animate

pect of getting a fall crop should the
rain cease, but at present it rains
every day. If this country is a fair
type of the rest of the world, honey
ought not to be "a drug in the market " this year.
I see Mr. Stewart is somewhat fearful of cyclones, and speaks of a tight
board fence as being a protection. I
built one once on the west side of my
Sextonville bees. Last fall they were
chaff-i)acked. It answered we'll for a
protection, but proved to be too much
of an air-excluder in hot weather,
when the mercury was up among the
beings, tliey need it, or its equivalent, nineties. As for proving a
protection
pretty often. We consider its pres- in the event of a cyclone,
should a
ence in the hive indispensable to the genuine one strike us, it would be
most successful wintering.
about as good as chaff, and even Mr.
:
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Stewart's bis stones that lie freights
his hives down vitli, might take a
ride and lieep company witli liis hives
in mid-air, but we hope for better
luclc for him and all other bee-men.
expressing my sincere
I feel like
thanks to my many friends in the
bee-fraternity for the good things
they have written of me, and for the
counsel, sympathy, and assistance
protlered me. I feel that I am in good
company, and that bee-keeping has
its joys as well as its sorrows.
Ithaca, P Wis.
For the American Bee Journal

Bee-Poison, Diarrhea, Pollen, etc.

JAMES HEDDOK.
With much

interest I

have

just

Cold (so to speak) cannot
produce fecal accumulations alone,
as 1 proved last winter by freezing to
death nearly 100 colonies that had no
fecal accumulations. If Mr. Stewart
will come to the North Western Convention next October, we can each
perature.

hold the other to the point, and discuss the matter without misunderstanding.

BEE-DIARRHEA AND POLLEN.
If

Mr. Gresh

Prof.

of the opinion that
is

any genuine

bee-diarrhea common to our bees,
that does not come from pollen, I feel
certain that Mr. Gresh thinks wrongly.
Mr. Gresh thinks it is unjust for me
not to have read a certain old article
of Mr. Doolittle's. However, according to Mr. G's statement, Mr. D's old
article gives no systematized summer
and winter management. I mean a
system of contraction that at the
same time works to both summer and
winter advantage. If I am in error,
the records will show it ; and Mr.
Gresh's last few years' practice should

read Father Langstroth's article on
bee-poison. So far as I know I am
the most sensitive to that poison of
any of our bee-keepers. Many of the
symptoms he there delineates are just
the ones I suffer with when I come
also show
within the odor of the hives, especially
in the after-part of the season. Droopof the eye-lids, itching and burning
about the eyes and throat, a dull,
gloomy feeling, are all common symptoms \vith me. I may also add an intense itching far into the ears, extending through to the glands of the

is

Cook thinks there

it.

Mr. Doolittle has also systematized the same management cotemporary with or prior to me, all well
and good. That only adds proof to
If

the value of the system. All I said
that, "so far as I have read, I
have not seen it systematized as a

was

symptoms simi- summer and winter management;"
Sometimes the and that is true.
For three seasons I have successitching sensations reach down the
the
contracting
practiced
air-channels as low as the lungs, and fully
it is a queer sensation to itch in- method for the combined purposes of

mouth.

Some

lar

hay fever.

to

nasal
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study, and he is firmly convinced that
bees will destroy grapes every time,
and to prevent their depredations, he
advises the trapping of them.
As the editor, Prof. Mecham, is a
recognized authority on the topics
whici) he treats upon in his magazine,
the above is pretty strong evidence
against the " busy bee," who, the
Professor thinks, is so much of a
"busy body" that he breaks feloniously, so to speak, into his neighbors'
grapes.
All the apicultiiral editors
and writers and bee-keepers have held
otherwi.se, while the fruit growers
and many of the horticulturalwriters
and editors haye taken the same side
as the Professor, though perhaps not
so emphatically.
It does really seem that the evidence against the bees is accumulating, and that in a short time the tight
against bee-keepers will be commenced "all along the line," and it
will be in order for apiarists to " tight
it out," if it takes all— not summer
but all the defense fund, and more
too, if bee-keepers do not join the
defense promptly.
We, too, have studied this question
that is, the bee and fruit controversy,
but have had no experience with
grapes, as they do not grow here near
the Golden Gate, as the nights are
a little too damp and cold. But with
all kinds of small fruits and apples,
cherries,
pears,
plums,
apricots,
peaches, nectarines, etc., we have
had as much experience as any one in
the State, and our place is run as a
fruit farm, and we, and many of the
folks in the vicinity, have bees— there
being, perhaps, over a hundred colonies within a radius of a mile of us.
We have never known a bee of its
own accord to damage any of the
;

—

—

crowding the bees above with their
All these are produced without surplus to such an extent as to leave
stinging.
I
believe that constant the brood-chambers in a condition to
stinging is productive of feelings that feed syrup for winter, and in a commay be termed neuralgic-rheuma- pact form tor the bees and for other large fruit. Our great annoyance is
tism. When, for a time, I keep away wintering purposes; and during all
caused by linnets, these birds and the
from the liives, I recover from these this time I have seen nothing more
will often, in a few days, destroy
symptoms, but upon a return, they than fragments of the method dis- jays
hundreds of dollars' worth of cherries
always recur. My experience is dif- cribed and hinted at by any one. I and apricots, to say nothing of other
ferent from Mr. L's, for I always would like to please Mr. Gresh, but
fruits. When the birds commence on
have the most trouble when near the while I would be satisfying him, I
"
the apricots, the bees just" sail into
bees. For the past two months I might dissatisfy many others.
too, and hastily suck up the
tliem,
Dowagiac,
Mich.
9
have worked with the bees most of
rich juice of this most very excellent
the time, and I am again suffering
fruit.
much from the old tioulile. I have
The only fruit that we can accuse
For the Americun Bee Journal.
little faith that I shall ever wear out
the bees of playing havoc with, is the
the effects of this venom. I know of
raspberries. This fruit is grown by
Horticulturists vs. Apiculturists.
others who are troubled somewhat as
the acre on our place, and the J. Lusk
I am, but not to quite the same degree.
W. A. PUYAL.
Canning Co., of this place, has nearly
a hundred acres of them close by.
FIRST CAUSE OF DIAKEHEA.
In casually reading the July num- During the last two weeks there has
Oardner''s
Magazine, I been a scarcity of flowers, which is
I wish to correct Mr. Stewart's ber of the
statement that I claim that anything chanced to notice where a lady cor- unusual in this section, and the bees
acts the part of " first cause " in the respondent of that journal seemed to who are proverbially known to be inproduction of bee-diarrhea. " Prime be in great distress about her grapes, dustrious, have to "improve each
cause " is not first cause. I will once of which she has many fine varieties, shining hour" or die so finding
more, and I ho^ie for tlie last time, try and complains that although she has plenty of ripe raspberries overflowing
to describe what I mean by " prime tried her best, she is unable to get with juice, they make haste to gather
any fruit for table use. She attributes it, which is an easy matter when the
causes " and " adjunct causes."'
ternally.

—

A

prime cause will produce the effect
alone an adjunct cause will fail to so
produce the effect that is only becoming a cause when in company with
the prime cause.
Cold is a great adjunct-cause of
;

fecal

accumulation.

It

is

not the

prime cause, because such accumulations take place independent of cold.
Pollen is the prime cause, because
fecal accumulations take place with
it alone without the aid of a low tem-

her loss to her neighbor's bees he
having some 12 colonies of them. She
has been enclosing the bunches in
paper bags, and, though the experiment is a success, still she considers
it too laborious and costly to warrant
She enits use to any great extent.
(juires of the editor if he knows of
any way to prevent bees from doing
her grapes further damage. To this
the editor replies that he has made
the bee and grape subject a special
;

over ripe. Always
be in this condition
unless they are picked daily. Firm,
ripe berries the bees do not harm.
We have seen the bees swarming on
the berries when they were allowed
to go a day over time, or when they
would ripen a little sooner than was
expected, and were left for awhile
unpicked. All the juice would be
sucked out and nothing but the pulp
would remain on the stems.
a

fruit

is

many

Ijerries will

little
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CHINAMEN AND BEES.

The illustration shows tlie arrange- may be placed near the
top-bar. and
ment. The cage is represented at- apertures made
in the bar to correstached to a section of the top-bar of a pond with
.those in the cage.
covered with bees. Tliey are terribly brood-frame. I use these cages for
Formerly in introducing qeeens we
afraid of bees, and of course the bees hatchmg cells or for introducing placed the cage in one of the bottom
queens.
I
call
them the "combina- corners of the frame. The work of
are not in a stinging mood wlien in
quest of food. Chinamen do all the tion nursery and introducing cage." introducing a queen requires but a
A
represents
the
aperttne in which a few moments. Of the hundreds of
berry-picking hereabiiuts, and though
tliey are always on the lookout for queen-cell is placed.
The food (sugar queens we introduce every month, of
bees, still they get hold of an occa- and honey) is placed in apei ture B, both fertile and virgins (many of
the
sional one vvhich resents the pressure to prevent the bees from injuring a later are two weeks old wheii introof their fingers by giving the celestial cell when placed in the cage, or from duced), none are lost where the cola gentle touch with their " business eatmg out the food, a tin slide C or ony is left queenless three days. If
end," which makes .John fairly howl cap IS provided. When a queen is to introduced within 48 hours, about 2-5
be introduced, the slide is removed per cent, will
with pain.
be lost, whether fertile
We did at one time expect the Can- from the sug,ir, and in the course of a or virgin queens are used.
tew
hours
the
bees clean out the food,
ning Company would institute proceedings against us for damage caused and the queen is easily, quickly and HOW TO FIND A QUEEN IN A FULL
successfully
introduced.
by our bees in damaging its crop, but
The hive
COLONY.
it would no doubt have a hard time should not be opened again for a
Another thing deters many beeto prove the ownership of the bees, week at least after the queen is inkeepers from procuring queens. It is
as so many other iiersons also keep troduced. When it is opened, remove
very dilficult for an inexperienced
them in tliis vicinity. We are told only the centre comb, and if eggs are hand
to find a queen in a large colony.
that at the cannery above named, found in that one, you may be sure
will give one or two methods that
which is tlie largest in the State, mill- that tlie queen is all right, even Imay
please the novice. First, blow
ions of bees congregate about the should the queen not be seen.
One point in this connection 1 wish smoke in at the entrance, and drum
fruit when it is being pared and
lightly on the sides of the hive this
JSlr. L. C. Root is
placed in the cans, preparatory to to speak about
will alarm the bees when they will
cooking; also, that the bees gather credited with the statement that a
around and under the tables, boxes, shipping cage should not be used for fill with honey. In the course of 8 or
10 minutes raise the honey-board or
barrels, etc. They are no doubt an- an introducing cage. I was much
mat and examine it to see if the
noying to the help, many of whom
queen is there. I can usually find
are girls and women. To get rid of
them in that way. If not found, rethem, the employes turn on a Jet of
move the comb that can be drawn out
steam which soon kills them but
the easiest, and examine that, and if
the dead bees sting all the same, and
the queen is not found, place the
many get " put up " with the fruit.
comb in an empty hive, and do so
This subject is an important one to
until all have been examined or the
bee-keepers, and we shall be likely to
queen found. If not found on the
study it up and report later in the
combs, examine the bees in the hive.
season.
One thing is certain, and
If not found there, look the combs
that is, bees do not trouble fruit when
over again, and replace them in the
they can gather nectar from tlowers.
original hive. If after all that trouble
In this State other insects are far
the queen is not found, place one of
more damaging to the fruit crop than
Jones' bee-guards or a drone-trap at
bees are.
the entrance of an empty hive, and
North Temescal,*o Calif.
shake the bees from all the combs in
It is interesting to see Chinamen
picking berries vvlien they are thus

;

:

;

front of
For the American Boo Journal.

Introducing, Finding ftueens.

.surprised

when

I

read the statement

it.

The

bees will

all

pass

through the perforations in the zinc
while the queen and drones will be
left outside, when the queen may be
easily found and caged.
The above is intended for the novice
and inexperienced bee-keeper. The
expert is not obliged to resort to such
methods to find a queen.
In case the colony has a virgin
queen (and by tlie way when this is
the case, the expert has considerable
trouble to find a queen, and the novice

in the
Ammcan AffHculturist, and
could not believe that it was made by
HENRY ALLEY.
Mr. Root. In theory that statement
is important, but in practice it is of
There are hundreds of inexperi- no value. JNIany
of
enced bee-keepers who would pur- shipping hundreds our breeders are
of queens in the
chase queens were thev sure of in- cages intended
to be used to introduce
troducing them without loss. The the queen
in— in which she is shipped.
very nature of my queen-rearing busi- Very few
queens are lost in this way,
ness has led me to experiment largely if the
statements are correct that
in order to- discover some absolutely
come to us. Queens are lost in in- would experience more trouble and
safe method for introducing both fer- troducing
because the proper time is vexation than he would to find a
tile and unfertile queens without
loss
not allowed colony to remain queen- dozen fertile queens), the best way
to
At last I have a plan by which I am less before a introducing
a strange find her would be to go to some hive
successful in every case. The condi- queen.
Three days is about right. I having a fertile queen and get about
tions are
First, the colony to be re- see that Mr. James
lleddon is of the a pint of bees, and place them in the
queened should be queenless three same opinion. It
has been my prac- hive having the virgin queen.
days, then have at hand a small tice
for 20 years to introduce no
In the course of an hour the virgin
wooden cage 2"^ inches long, lU queens except as
above. As to the queen will be found (balled) with
inches wide, and >,; of an inch thick. scent, it will
require but a moment to about 100 bees trying to sting her
\V ith an inch bit make a iiole through
scent the new cage, queen, and the She may then be removed, and the
the cage so that the outer edge will whole colony.
fertile queen introduced immediately.
be
of an inch from the end of the
It will be seen that the cage de- While 41 fertile queen may
be introblock. By so doing one end of the scribed
will, according to Mr. Root, duced at once to a colony from whicli
latter will be left solid. Now, with a be just
the thing, and the difficulty he a virgin queen was just removed, a,
inch bit make two other apertures speaks of
in introducing (pieenswill virgin or a fertile queen cannot be
ill the edge of the block
one throuo-h be obviated entirely, as these cages introduced
to a colony from which a
into the large hole, so that a queen- remain
permanently in the hive, and fertile queen was just taken, except
cell can be inserted or a queen jilaced
while the strange queen is confined in by tlie method above given.
in the cage, the other aperture should the
cage, she would become thoroughly
If one will follow the directions and
be made nearly through the block scented with the
and connected (by cutting out a small permeates the colony.same odor that method given for introducing queens,
If this cage is less queens will be lost, and the cry,
piece) with the large opening.
to be used to hatch queen-cells in, it "My queen was introduced, but
has
:

%

%

;

etc.

;
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not laid an egg," will not be heard
again. I have thorouglily tested the

above method, and

I

can pronounce

it

For tho Amerlcim Beo Journal.

Important Subjects at Conventions.

perfection in every sense that word
implies.

\V.

Wenham,d Mass.
I

Exchange.

Swarms and Swarming.
KEY.
Inexperienced
liail

O.

CLUTK.
bee-keepers

swarms with

the

have an impression

deligtit.

that

the

often

They
more

swarms

tliey get the more prosperous
they are, but the old bee-keeper looks
upon this process with much less
favor. If he could prevent his colonies from swarming at all, he would
usually do it. If a colony swarms
often it will store little surplus, and
generally swarms will be only able to
If the colony
till the brood-charaber.
did not swarm at all, and kept ils
many workers storing surplus honey,
the yield in a good season would be
very proHtable. As many bee-keepers
still allow their bees to swarm, they
should be prepared to take care of
the swarms when they come.
Have hives and frames ready. If
you have empty combs use all tlie
good, straight worker combs for the
brood-chambers of the new colonies.
Watch the bees to prevent the escape

of swarms, and to know from which
colonies they issue. When the swarm
clusters, get it into the hive in some
way. The way of doing this depends
on where the cluster is. If it is low
down, on a tree or bush, you can often
shake it into the hive,' or you can
shake it into a large tin pan or into a
basket and pour it into the hive, or
you can cut off the branch and lay it
down in front of the hive or on top of
the frames. If the cluster is high up,
you need a ladder and a rope, etc., to
get up and saw the branch off and let

down. Sometimes a long bag made
of cheese-cloth, the mouth kept open
by a wire hoop, fastened to the end
of a long pole, can be used to advanit

tage.

It

can be put up under and
cluster, the bees shaken

around the
into

it,

then brought and poured into

the hive.

When the bees are once fairly
started into the hive, put the top on
loosely so as to be sure of plenty of
ventilation. As soon as all, or nearly
all, are in the hive, carry it to tlie
place where they are to be left, and
set it carefully in position.
Any
stragglers not yet in will go back to
the hive from which tliey issued.
Sometimes, after a swarm is hived,
and everything seems all right, it will
issue again and leave for parts unknown. To prevent tliis is easy. As
soon as the swarm is in its new
qnarteis, go to another colony and
take from ic a frame containing eggs
and unsealed brood and give it to tlie
swarm. The bees at once begin to
take care of the brood, and, getting
thus the home feeling, they do not
desert the hive. I have never had a
swarm desert, if it had thus been
given a frame of unsealed brood.
Iowa Cily.o Iowa.

II.

STEWART.
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man for himself,"
vival of the litlest."

" every

and a " sur-

It is true that the 15ee Journal
reports the price of honey in many of
the cities, but not all and then we
are left to take our chances and send
our products to a stranger who sells
it as he thinks best, and rejjorts also
as he thinks best, and at the same
;

have carefully read the many

re-

ports of the bee-keepers' conventions,
as published in the JJke Journal,
and although many good thoughts are time we have no means of ever knowthere expressed. L must say that some ing positively where our honey went
most important items have been over- or what price it brought. Why not
looked or neglected— items that i)er- have in each city a commission man
tain to our common interest. Every chosen by the National Convention,
year the important question comes up, to take charge of what honey is
" Where and how can we best dispose shipped to that market V AVould it
of our honey ?" Many recommend not be well for these commission men
that each bee-keeper siiould create a to have an understanding with each
home market. This would answer other, and so manage that honey
the question in some localities where could be shipped from one point to
there is a dense population, and another to make the best sales V
where but few bees are kept but
Orion, p Wis.
where there is but a sparse population,
and many bees are kept, it is imposFor the American Bee JournaL
sible to Hnd a home market.
Many
;

members

of those conventions have a
Method of Hiving Swarms.
reputation of being astute business
men and it seems to me that such
EOnEKT CORBETT.
men, when met in counsel, should be
able to devise ways and means for the
Having read the Bee Journal for
proper disposal of the surplus honey years, and noticed several methods of
crop.
hiving swarms, I desire to give mine.
Another important item is the rates
Mr. Hutchinson (on page 4,37 of last
freight
on
honey,
and
it
to
of
seems
year) says that his apiary is located in
me that the united effort of those bee- a young orchard of low trees, in
masters, if turned in that direction, which there are no limbs but what
would accomplisli much more for the can be reached by means of a ladder.
fraternity than by the discussion of
He speaks of his hiving implements,
less important questions, such as the
clothes-basket lined with cotton and
use of honey-boards, introduction of covered with burlap sewed fast at
queens, prevention of after-swarms, one side. I also have a step ladder, a
reversible frames, chaff-hives, etc.
pair of heavy pruning shears to cut
for these are matters that are treated
olf branches, a fine-tooth saw for cutof in all the bee- books and bee-papers,
ting large limbs, a quart dipper, a
and can be determined by practical ex- fountain pump, and two large tinperience by all bee-keepers. There pails. When the swarm begins to
are many bee-keepers in the land who cluster, Mr. II. has to see that they
are able to solve these minor problocate in a convenient place for basketlems, and produce many tons of suring them. If they do not so locate,
plus honey, and yet when they have he must use his shears, and this takes
it put up in good marketable shape,
After he has the trimming
time.
the same most important questions done, he brings the basket, lays the
come up—" What can I do with it ?" cover over on one side, places the
"How and where can I sell it for its basket close to the cluster, shakes
full and true value V"
them off the branch, drops the basket
The bee-keepers of the United a little, throws over the cover, and
States should be posted as to the de- secures them for the present from
mand and the prices of honey in all escape. Bees will not live in their
the markets of the civilized World. house, if it is open, neither will they
They should be as familiar with the stay in his basket without being commarkets of London, Paris, St. Peters- pelled to do so. Mr. II. deserves
burg and Rome as they are with that much credit for the way in which he
of New York, Cincinnati or Chicago
handles the bees after getting them to
and also should be able to get the the hives.
possible rates of through
lowest
In the Bee Journal of July 30,
freight on cars and boats.
1884, and on page 487, is an article on
But what is or has been the modus this subject by G. M. Doolittle, who
operandi at those conventions in re- practices the clipping of queens'
gard to the sale of honey V We notice wings. I have not done much hiving
that on several occasions certain in- with the queens' wings clipped, and
dividuals had on exhibition large neither would it suit me, as I have
quantities of honey, and were doing but one hand to work with, and so I
their best to sell the same, and yet cannot hold the queen and clip her
during the whole session very little wing at the same time. The plan
was said or done in regard to the may be a good one, but it does not
sales or market for bee-keepers in suit me. If the bees are under concommon. Again, these men had trol, there will be no trouble, even in
most likely secured low rates of letting the queen have her flight with

My

;

moving their honey to and
from those conventions, but they had
done Uttle or nothing for others in
freight in

tlie

bees.

The following

is a description of
I take a fruit
basket and pole
that line. The idea in regard to these skit or basket (the basket is bellwith fruit
occu4)ied
matters has, therefore, seemed to be shaped, and while

my

:

—
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the wide end is up, but wlien used for
bees the wide end is down), and as it
is made of very liglit material, and to
strengthen it, 1 tal<e a J^-inch board
and cut it to tit in the smaller end of
the basket, and drive some fine nails
from the outside into the edge of the
board to secure it in place. Then I
bore a ?3-inch hole in the centre
through the board, and thiough it I
insert a bolt with a loop in the top,
and a burr beneath to secure it. I
secure a liarness strap with a doublekeeper and buckle, this is run through
the loop of the bolt, and through loop
on snap connecting it with the basket.
AVlien double, 6 or 7 inches long, the
sides of the basket having •^-iuch
spaces, I take my knife and cut a

nutuber of diamond-shaped holes for
the bees to go through. The size of
the box, when done, is 10 inches deep,
lOinclies wide at the mouth, and 6
inches at the top.

My pole for manipulating thebasket
is sawed
or ripped from a 2-inch
plank, dressed down to a 2-inch pole,
and put a band or ferrule on either
end. In the top end I bore a I4 inch
hole in which I insert a rod that will
fill it tightly, the
point driven and
lapped back, enclosing an inch ring
ill tlie lap.
Itshould extend 12 inches
beyond the pole, with a curve to
throw the basket to swing outside, or
clear off the pole. In the lower end I
bore a half-incli hole, and insert a
rod tliat will till it, drawn a little to
make it sharp, so you can stick it or
force it down into the ground. This
pole should be from 10 to 14 feet long,
to suit the trees from where you expect to capture bees, or you can liave
two (a shorter and a longer one), tlien
they can be inserted to the height of
the pitching place of the bees.
^ly way of manipulating the pole
When a
and basket is as follows
swarm commences to issue, I take
hold of the pole, snap the basket into
the ring in the end of the curved rod
on the pole, and plunge tlie basket
into a tub of water. It the swarm is
:

rot beginning to cluster, push your
beeskit among the thickest part of
the leaves they will often go right to
but if not, notice
it and pitch on it
when they begin to pitch and get a
small cluster, then apply the basket
;

;

The hearing

of
the hollow sound
warns them of a home, and then the
race commences. Now detach a portion more, and by the time these get
fairly

started,

give

basket a
all on the

the

sudden shake, putting them

canvass in front of the hive.
For 15 years I have captured

my

swarms

ill
this wav, and in that
length of time I have never failed to
take the swarm on my basket and
carry it wherever I wished to. In
catching swarms, during lo years, I
have never used a ladder, shears,
saw, q\nirt dipper, fountain pump, or
large tin pail. It is all right to have
tools, but with my way of hiving bees I
have no need of them. I think it
would take six men and two women
to carry them after me, and then not
always be in the right place when
wanted. In my own yard I have not
cut a branch for bees in 15 years, so
you see I do not despoil either fruit
or shade trees.
Mr. R. Graden, on page 821 of the
Bee Journal for 1884, describes his
plan of catching swarms similar to
mine, but not so convenient or handy,
in my opinion. I would say to all
view the different points of convenience laid down in the different articles set forth in the Bee Journal,
and then decide which is the lightest,
easiest, quickest and safest for fruit
trees, of the different plans set forth.
If I have in this put an idea into any
one's mind that will save labor in the
business, I have gained my point.
]Manhattan,(^ Kans.

F(ir

My

the American Ceo

JuumaL

Bee-Keeping Experience.
S.

H.

HARRISON.

I believe I promised a report of my
successes and failures during the past

year, in a former letter, but failures
have been so frequent, and successes
so few, I have delayed, hoping for

something

belter.

the hives was spared. The workers,
nearly all perished, and witli them
every shrub and flower from wliich.
honey could have been gathered, and
as there was no honey to gather, it
was better for those left in the hives,
for all they could do was to consume
stores previously gathered.
From
that time bees did not gather enough
stores to live on, and as winter approached, I fed them sugar syrup;
but I did not do that as I ought 1
fed them outside, and those which
needed the most, got the least.
On Nov. 29 I placed them all in the
cellar, some in fair condition, others
in poor. There was very little breeding in any of the colonies after the
storm, hence bees were old and comparatively few in numbers. As winter advanced, it liecanie necessary to
feed some.
Soon, one died, than
another, and when spring opened, I
had 19 weak colonies to place on the
summer stands. I moved them about
one mile from their former stand. I
immediately commenced feeding them
tostimrlate breeding, using rye Hour
and sugar syrup. They soon gave
indications of rapid improvement, and
seemed to be doing so well that I began to look for drones, but wliile I
was watching their improvement,
;

with such eagerness and satismorning of May 6 I
went out and found water frozen, and

etc.,

faction, oil the
ice

nearly

J.^

inch

thick.

On

the

morning of the 7th ice a little thicker,
and on the 8th about as on the 6th.
Early spring flowers and fruit was
jnst coming into bloom. Wild plums,
choke-cherries, etc., were in full
bloom, and apples, peaches, pears,
plums, cherries, etc., were jnst beginning to bloom. The hard frost
killed almost every bud and flower,
and my poor bees had nothing to do
but to wait for bloom, and consume
the stores on hand. But in a few
days after that frost, the young drones
looked for so anxiously, began to
emerge, but as soon as one crowded
out of his cell, he was invited outside, and not permitted to return, and
many colonies killed the drone larvas
and dragged it all out, so that in less
than a week not a drone could be

In the spring of 1884, I took my 10
colonies from the cellar and placed
them on the summer stands, all in
excellent condition, strong in bees
and stores. May 31 the lirst swarm seen.

Of course I must feed again,
issued {I let them swarm naturally, and I continued to feed until in June,
for
right against the cluster, and often in divide the brood and save queen- before there was enough forage
three minutes you will liave one-half cells), and swarm after swarm fol- them to live upon.
colonies
more
the
mean
time
2
In
of the swarm on your catclier. Then lowed until July 20, I had 30 colonies.
died, leaving 17. During the latter
I gently move mv basket from a foot The divided colonies being built up
of June and the month of July,
part
to ).') inches and take hold of the punch- from the brood, etc., of the later
to
ing or jarring stick that has a piece swarms. I then started for JSIinne- they barely gathered enough stores
keep up brood-rearing.
of thick cloth or soft piece of leather apolis, Minn., to attend the National live upon and
appeared,
nailed over the end. to save the branch re-union of ex-soldiers, expecting my About Aug. 1, drones again
from being barked by the jarring of bees to gather in a good sup|)ly.of and on the 6th the lirst swarm of the
the bees; those jarred off, in rising, honey during my absence but abJut season came out, and on the 7tli
today watching and
will make for the cluster on thebasket. July2S, I received a letter from/my another, and I am
the excepNow having them from the branch, I wife, telling me that on the^-^h a waiting for others.oneWith
queenless and
stick the iron spear into the ground, terrible wind
and hail si^TOV'h'ad tion of 2 colonies,
well
be, all are
thiit is, the lower end of the pole, till visited our locality.
The hair%roke the other might as
excellent condition, and are
all Is settled, while I do something 22 window lights from the north side now in
boxes nicely, get;
else.
When all is ready, I lift the of our dwelling, and some six days working in surplus from
buckwheat,
mostly
pole, lower it, unsnap the basket after the children gathered hail from ting luiney
from the ring, carry it along as I where it had piled up, for the purpose sown expressly for them.
;

would a basket of cherries to the of making ice cream. You see it
THE SHEEP-BEES CONTROVERSY.
location of the hive, which sits on a made things lively.
Before I close I wish to say a few
canvass, and there shake off or lift off
But the poor bees, where were
a small portion of the liees the bees they V Myriads of them were in the words about that famous lawsuit,
In the first place, the
will spread around as they fall; give 2 or lields, and the storm coming sud- sheep vs. bees.
3 raps on the hive with your lingers. denly and severe, hardly a bee outside idea seems ridiculous, as has been
;

;

:

:
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mativ times illustrated in the columns

JouitNAL. Hut wliat 1
most want to do now is, to give a few
facts coining under my personal ob-

Boiled Honey for Winter Stores.—
Win. Lossing, lIokah,<x Minn., on
Aug. 8, 188.5, writes

of the 15ee

~<'-v^-'^**;^(^t^ "^t?

'^'*''
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:

-,

-

-

-

know

any bee- keepers
have ever boiled fall honey and then fed
it for winter stores;
if so, with what re1

within the last 48 liours.
Early in the spring I sowed a piece of
servation

wish to

if

buckwheat for my bees. It liad just
sults.
I put into winter quarters 302 coloWonderful Season for Rees.— Miss nies and nuclei, and succeeded in losing
begun to come up nicely when the
nearly
all of them.
May 10 foiiiiil ine
frost on ]\Iay 6, 7 and S came on and Anna .Saunders, Woodville, ? Miss.,
with only <i7 old ijueens \i'.ft, most of them
killed all that was up. That coming on Aug. 5, 188-5, writes:
only
with
two
frames
of
bees and brood.
up after, left it very thin on the
This has been a wonderful .season for I bought 14, and 1 now
have about '200
ground, but enough I thouglit to liouey. Up to July 1.5, there lias been no good ones and 7:3 small ones on 3 to H
cessation
ui
honey-gatherinu
broodand
awhile
at
least.
justify leaving it for
frames. I will try to put '250 in this fall.
to July 30 ] exIt came on, bloomed nicely, and the rearing. From May
They have gatliered abinit 1,000 pounds
other day I examined and found con- tracted seven times, and the combs were of fine white clover and basswood Honey.
filled in 3 or 4 days after, each time.
siderable matured wheat, and desir2'.l

ing to get rid of the weeds, 1 decided
to plow it under. Althougli it was
full of bloom and bees, on the 6th I
started the boy with the team and
harrow and gave it a good harrowing,
and at a time when the bees were on
it the thickest.
After a time he came
" Why, the bees are
in and said
just as thick as they can be on that
buckwheat." I asked him if they
stung him or the horses.
He replied,
:

"no."

Xow, Mr. Editor, every man that
knows anything about bees, knows
that if there is anything in the world
that bees will attack, it is a sweating
horse,
i^et my horses harrowed and
plowed that piece of buckwheat with
bees on it very thick, without one
offering to sting the horse or the boy.

The

National Bee-Keepers' Union
meets with my hearty approval, and
I herewith send in my membership
fee and first assessment.

Maukato,5 Kans., Aug.

8, 1885.

Convention Notices.

tW" The Southern Wisconsin Bee-Reepers'
Association will meet at the Court House in
Janes ville, Tuesday, Aug-.

25, 1885, at 10 a. m.
C. Lynch, Sec.

John

I^" The Des Moines County, Iowa, BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its fall meeting at the Court House in Burlington, on
Aug. •;."), 188.^, at 10 a. m. All persons interested in bee-culture are invited to attend.
John Nau,

Sec.

Bees Not HarmfLil.— A. E. Manum,
on Aug. 8, 18S.5, writes:
Some time since 1 noticed in the Bee
JouRN.VL a proposition from Mr. James
Heddon for tlie formation of a Bee-Keepers' Union, and 1 was at once favoraljly
Bristol,+o Vt.,

will he held at Rook Elm Centre, Wis., on
Tuesday. Sept. 1st. at 1 o'clock p. m., in Condit's Hall.

ted

All intei-ested are cordially inviand make the meeting a
B. J. Thomi'Son, Sec.

to attend,
profitable one.

{^~ The Western N. Y. and Northern Pa.
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Salamanca. N. Y.,
1 and '3, 188.3.

in

Odd

Fellows' Hall, on Sept.
A. D. Jacobs, Sec.

—

!

,

Button-Ball, etc.— S. McLees, May,
lo Mich., on Aug. 5, 1885, writes
I send a stem and flower (the only one
I ever saw of the kind).
It grows on low
land about 3 feet high, and blossoms
about Aug. 1. The flowers last nearly 3
weeks, and it is Utterly covered with bees,
flies and
wasps
the humble-bees in
scores remain on it over night. At a distance it resembles a bank of snow; upon
going to it, at the first sight and sound,
one would think he had found a swarm of
Please name it. Is it a good honey
bees.
;

plant

?

What

is

I atso enclose a piece of mineral.
it? I also send a piece taken

fioin a rock, that I take tor

tS~ The ne.vt meeting of the Northwestern
and Southwestern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will be lield at Rock
Illinois

City,

Ills.,

on Aug.

-25,

lS8.i.

J.

Stew.\rt, Sec.

suggestions
1. I do not like

to dictate in regard to
the organization of the Bee-Keepers' National Union, but it seems to me it would
impressed with the idea. The move is a be proper to make tlie assessments in progrand one, and .should be supported by portion to the number of colonies owned,
each
every bee-lveeper in the United States, or the amount of capital invested by
member, and xo-r so much per capita.
wlietlier be has one or more colonies. 1
2. It also seems to me that the General
am well pleased with the officers elected, Manager slionld
pay at least 7 per cent,
and 1 hope that not a leaf will be left unturned tliat will assist in showing to the interest on all moneys held by him, and
have
it credilvd to each member proporworld that bees are not as harmful as
tionately.
This is merely my suggesmany suppose.
tions. 1 should also like to hear from
[Mr., Manum sent two other membership others in regard to this matter.
fees with his own. Let others emulate
[The question is, have we a KiiaiT to
his wise example.— Ed.]
keep bee.s not whether we should invest
SIO or .5100 in the business. It attacks the
Syrian or Holy-Land Bees.— F. J.
INDIVIDUAL rights of bee-keepeis— lience
Ahlers, Cincinnati, p Ohio, makes the
individual bee-men should unite in the
following request
Will some competent person please give DEFENSE of their pursuit
2. As to the General Manager being rea minute description of the physical characteristics of the Syrian or lloly Laud quired to pay interest for the money, it
bees, and their crosses with the Italians
seems that our correspondent fails to comand blacks.
Also their action on the
combs when removed from the hive, and prehend the nature of tlie case. Tlie Asalso when opening the hive. By physical sessments are not called for until the
cliaracteristics I mean the markings of
money is needed— and the money is subthe queens, drones and workers, in clear,
specific language, not in generalizations, ject to call, at a day's notice, to pay the
as like Italians only
1 have pur- expenses of such defense. It cannot be
chased reputed pure queens cross-mated invested to earn interest, for it can oxl-v'
with Italian drones. One of the queens I
am sure is impure and cross-mated with be used for the purpose for -n-liich the
at least an Italian-black hybrid drone.
fund is created. All the money received

:

^^The Linwood Bee-Keepers' Association

—

Siigestions.
Elias
Fox, Ilillsboroiigh,-KD Wis., makes the following

Please

mineral.

name

some kind

of

it.

by the Manager is in the Bank, and can be
checked out at a moment's notice. As the
Bank pays no interest on such deposits,
would it be keasonable to require the
Manager to pay interest for funds he cannot use ?
The annual fees of 25 cents for each
member, creates a "general fund" to
(See Article
cover current expenses.

VIII of
terest"

printing, postage, etc.)

If " in-

be expected in addition to
time and manual labor, we

is to

"brains,"
fancy the

will

office

"go-a-begging" for

some one to take it. Business men do not
usually throw away their time, energies
and money in that manner.

{CephalanthMS oecidentalis), and an excellent honey-plant
Gad-Fiies and Sheep. A. S.
althougli it is in bloom at the same time
Worthington,© Ohio, on
as the linden, it keeps in bloom much rich,
6, 1885, writes
[This

is

button-ball

{S~ Owing to a very heavy rain-storm longer. Another thing in its favor is the
during the forenoon of July 18, the meeting fact of its growing in bogs and fens, and
of the Marshall County Bee-Keepers' AssO;
ciation was deferred until Saturday, Aug. ^;9, so yields nectar abundantly even in times
1885, at 10.30 a. m., in the Court" House at of severe drouth. It is figured in my
Marshalltown, Iowa. Subjects: "Fall Management of Bees" and " Care and Sale of Manual on page '28.5. The mineral is sulHoney." All bee-keepers are invited. It phite of iron or iron pyrites, sometimes
will be a time of rest from other labor, and
called appropriately, "fool's gold."— A. J.
we hope to have a good meeting.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
Cook.]

—

GoodAug.

:

enclose the fees for the Bee-Keepers'
I gave the subject at first very
little attention, believing there was nothing to defend, but 1 liaN-e reconsidered the
matter, and send in my mite. I have kept
bees and sheep on the same farm for more
than half a century, and my sheep liave
always driven the bees, not the bees the
sheep. Every man of any observaiioii
I

Union.

:

:

.
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knows

that while bees are foraging they
from the ajiproach of man or beast,
never mal<e an attack away from
lionie.
It is very evident that the plaintiff in the Freeborn case is not much more
of a sheepman than he is of a bee-man,
and cannot distinanish between a honeybee and a gad-liy the latter are very
annoying to sheep. I do not believe
there is an intelligent judge or jury in the
United States that will render a verdict
against Mr. Freeborn
1 have had no
surplus honey. Bees are consuming what
stores they have, and will soon have to be
flee

an'l

;

!

fed or starve.

Good Honey Crop.— Win. Anderson,
Sberman,ot Mo., on Aug. 10, 1885,
writes
I have extracted 500 pounds of honey
from 8 colonies. My bees are not all iii
movable frame hives. They have done
•well, and will have plenty of honey to go
thniugh the winter with. Even the third
swarm that came out from the same hive,
has stored nearly enough for winter. As
we are having plenty of rain now, they
will get plenty I think.
I shall have no
cause to do any fall feeding, as buckwheat
is in full bloom
now. My honey yield
will be exceedingly good this year, lam
very sorry to seethat^ so few of the beekeepers have joined the Union. " He that
will not invest a penny wdl never have
man.v."
Secure yourselves and save
.

dollars.

Insurance.— A. W. Osburn, Cuba,
I., on July 25, 1885, writes

W.

:

change

in quarters. I have lost a very
Article VI.— Donations of any amount
valuable ipieen by trying Mr. Simmins' may be made at any time to the Defense
plan of introducing, on page 472. I may Fund, in addition to the entrance and
try it again sometime, but with a queen of membership fees and the regular assessless value. The lioney-tiow from white ments made upon the members by the
clover and basswooil has been abundant Advisory Board.
this season. .Some of my colonies stored
Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall
28 pounds each in the supers in eight days be used for
no other purpose than to defend
besides making new combs. A neighlior and protect
bee-keepers in their rights, after
of mine (}4 of a mile distant) hived two such
cases are approved by the Advisory
swarms in one box, that had clusten^d to- Board, and shall only be subjected
to Drafts
gether, where they remained at work for regularly
made in writing by the Advisory
five diiys, when a part of them swarmed
Board.
out again, and were hiveil in another box.
Article VIII.— The annual tees paid by
Upon examination each had a queen, and the members
shall become a general fund,
lia<l worked together
five days without from which shall be
paid the legitimate
either being destroyed. Can any of the expenses
of this Union, such as prmting,
readers of the Bee JouiiNAi. account for postage, clerk-hire,
etc.
this strange frealv ?
Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
Bichloride of Mercnry.
J. M. shall be designated by the Advisory Board,
Shuck, Des Moines.
Iowa, on Aug. or upon the written requisition of ten
11, 1885, writes us as follows concern- members.
Article X.— This constitution may be
ing this as a remedy for the cure of
amended by a majority vote of al^' the
foul brood

—

:

Dr. Agnew, of Haverford College, Pa.,
(a surgeon of national celebrity), writes
me that bichloride of mercury is one of
the very best germicidal agents, and has
been in use soujetime. The strength generally employed is one part of the salt to
one and two thousand parts of water. He
further says there is no such preparation
as l)icbromate of mercury. Mr. Arthur
Todd, of Germantown, is also helping me
run tills thing down, and he will write Mr.
Cheshire about it. I hope to get at something tangible before long.

members

any time.

at

LIST OP MEJIBEnS AT THIS DATE
Addenbrooke, W.,

Ludkey, Charles,

Allen, Ransura,
Ander.son. J. Lee,
Andersiui, VVm.,
AnKell. v.. S..

Ludlotr, K.,

BnUlwin, B. T..
Barnes. Wm. M.,

Marden, Henry,
Margrave, J W.,

E.

Ba.\-ter.

Maddox, W. T.,
Mahory, S. IL,

Manum,

11..

M.

MeCormick. Emery.
McGee. Charles.
McLees. S..

Bray, Moaes,
Brickey, Peter.
J;

McNay. Frank.

W. &

Bro.

is one of the new
Burton. L..
agree with you, Mr. Editor, when mercurial preparations,
and is said to have Carder, A.,
you say, " This is a wide field," in your
Chapman. J..
Cheney, 11. IT..
comments upon the letter of Chas. Follett, been used in Europe for the cure of foul Cl.rke.Rev.
W. F..
of Osage, Iowa, where he proposes to brood. We are glad Mr. Shuck is endeav- Connley, John
T.,
attach to the National Bee-Beepers' Union oring to get the facts
Prof. A. J.,
concerning this Cook,
Cripe, Henry,
an "Insurance Mutual Bee-Keepers' AsDadant.
Chas.,
matter.—
Ed.1
sociation." I have no doubt that some
Dadant. <'. P
sort of a bee-keepers' insurance company
Darby, M. E..
Dayton, C. W.,
may be found advisable or necessary at
Decker, A. A..
some future time, but at this time 1 think
Demaree, G. W.,
it iiremature.
The bee-keepers are not The National Bee- Keepers' Union. Dibbein, C. H Son,
Dickason.T. B.,
educated up to the necessity of such an
Dittnjer. Gus,
organization.
CONSTITUTION.
Dodee, U. E.,

I fully

,

St.

often as necessity

:

We are having

the poorest honey season

this year that 1 have known since I commenced liee-keeping. White clover was
nearly all winter-killed ; this was al*o an
off year for basswood.
1 had 70 strong
colonies in the spring, which were all
fixed for comb honey, but there is hardly
anytliing done in the section, only 4 have
swarmed. Last year I had over 3,000

pounds of comb honey in the honey room;
there is not 100 pounds in there this year.
II I get throui;h with a barrel of sugar
this fall, in feeding mv bees for winter, I
will call it well, yet 1 hope to make it all
up another year.

—

Notions of Itees.
L. J.
Keyes, Nora Springs, 5 Iowa, on Aug.
10, 1885, writes
Stranfre

I neighbor came to my apiary a few days
since for a hive and instructions for securing a colony of bees that had commenced
building comb and storing honey under
the eaves of his lionse. The colony was a
good sized one, with about 10 pounds of

honey

stored,

and brood

in alnmdance.
in reality, oidv

They were ont-ot-doors
being protected from the rain by the projection of the cornice. To smoke tliem
away from the comb, fasten it into the
frames of the hive and put the bees in,
was an easy task ; they are now at work,
and apparently well pleased with the

may

require.

Article II.— Its object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to
defend their rights.

Article III.— The officers of this Union
shall consist of a President, five ViceI'residents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be the Secretary and Treasurer),
whose duties shall be those usually performed by such officers. They shall be
elected by ballot, and hold their several
otiices for one year or until their successors
are elected and installed
blank ballots
for this iiur|K)sc to In- mailed to every mem;

ber by the General .Mamiger.

Akticle IV.— The officers shall constian Advisory Board, which shall
ilctcrinine what action shall be taken by
this Union, iqion the application of any
l.H'c-keej'.ers for defense, and cause such
extra assessments to be made upon all the
iiiend>ers as may become necessary for their
tute

defense.

EaKleslleld, B.

Kastwood.

B. J.

JcCc.

Miller. Dr. C. C,
Miller. Henry,
Mills.).. D.,
.Minnich. F.,

Minor, N. L.,
Morse. Wiliiam,

Aluth-Rasmussen, Wm.,
Nelson, Janies A.,
Newman, Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas GNipe, James,
Nutt, W. C,
Parker. D. G..

Pennoyer. L. A..
Peters. Geo. B.,
Phelps, N. T..
Jr.. J. K..

Keed, L.,
Hey, John,
Reynolds. M. G.,
Roberts, Jesse H..

C

Elwo.Hl. Sr., W. R.,
Feathers. Harvey,

Root. A. L.

Rowe. David.

T.,

Roye, Burr,
Schaper, E. F..
Scheuring, Paul,

KnRlai.d, P. .1.,
Follett, harles,
Forbes, W. K.,
France, K. & Son,
<

Freeborn, s. I.,
Fulton. W. K.,
Funk, H. W.,
Furness, Dwight,

Seabright, L. C,
Secor. Eugene,
Shapley. D. L..
Slieariuan, J. O.,
Shirley, W. IL,

Gander. A. M.,
Goodrich, A. S.,
Green, Charles H.,
Greening, C. F.,

Spady, Jno.,
Spencer, M. L.,

Gresh, Abel,

Stearns, J. R..

Smith, George,
Snell, F. A.,

Grimm,

Chrlstoplier,
Ilarlens, J G.,
Harrison, S. H..
Haskin. A. S., M. D.,
Hatch. C. A.,

Havens, Reuben,
Hayhurst. E. M.,
Heaton, J. N.,
Heddon, James,
Henslev, J. P.,

Stephenson, IL W.,
Stephens. VV. B.,
Stewart, W. IL,
Stocker, Wm. S.
Stolley,

Wm.,

Storer, B. M.,
Talbert. M.,
Taylor, George,

Thatcher,

Will.,

Theilmann, C,

Hettel,M.,

Thompson,

Hill, A.i;.,
Hills. Mr.s. IL.

Tinker, Dr. G.

Hilton, George E.,

Travis, F. VV.,
Travis. I. A.,

T.mgue. L.

Hoke. Abe,

C. M.,
Article V.— Any person may become a Kollinasworth,
Howard. J. B..
member by paying to the General Manager Hoyle, Georce
H..
Hu.^e.
Wni.
II.
an Entrance Fee of one dollar to the

Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 3.5
cents, for which he .shall receive a printed
receiptmaking him a member of this Union,
entitled to all its rights and benefits. The
annual fee shall be due on the first day of
.Inly in each year, and must be paid within
30 days in order to retain membershij) in
this Union.

MUler.

Powell, p. W..
Pray, G. L.,
Rainey, Jarvis,

L.,

Klanauan, E.

McNeill. .lames,
Millard. D.,

Pond.

Doolittlc. G. M.,

Akticle I.— This organization shall be Downs, Robert,
Poor Honey Season.— 11. T. Hart- known as the "National Bee -Keepers' Drane. E.,
Dunham, P.,
man. Freeport,x> Ills., on Aug. 8, Union," and shall meet aiunially, or as Dunn,
.I,)hn.
1885, writes

.lames.

.Mc< "onnpll,

D.,

Kitzer, Wm..
Bolin, (Ju(*tav,

Buchanan,

J,.s. B.,
.las.,

Mattuon,

Burrell. H. D.,

[The remedy named

A. E.,
.

M;ison,

J.,

Bernschein, Ernst.
Besae.

Hutchinson, W.

Z.,

Hvne. James M.,
Isham. IL B.,
Jones. George W..
King. D. N..
KinR, T. Frank,
antrstroth. Rev. L.
Lannini;. John,

Lawton, B. W.
Le Roy, J. W.,
Lindsly, L.

:

<Jeo. M.,
.

L.,

N.,

Trim berg. T, John,
'I'urner, T. E.,

Tyner, Ali^nzo,

Vanhouten, C. W.,
Viallon, P. L..
Walton, Col. R.,
Webster, H. S.,
Weeks, C,
Wendt, Henry,
Whitney. W. v.,

L..

^Vicherts, A..

WMlkins, Miss

Lucy

Wolcott, Wm.C,
Wright, W. I).,
,H. L.

Zwiener

A.,

;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Local Convention Directory.

OF THE

^*.YAS^®^^®A^^,,,

American Bee Journal,

Office of the

Monday,

The

Aug.

10 a. m.,

f

hour

to this

more

freely,

J.

G.

Yet ir>c per pound is all that can be obtained.
Extracted honey ranyes I rom 5{a,8c for the different erades and styles ot packages.
R. A.

NEWMAN & SON,

BURNETT.

923&,925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, III.
Weekly, ms a year Monthly, SO cents.
;

:

comb

S.

W.

Sec.

Wis. at Rock nty.

Stewart, Sec. Kock City.

Ill,
Ills.

I,

2-W.

N. Y. and N. Pa., at Salamanca. N.Y,
Sec Jamestown, N. V.

A. D. Jacobs,

Sept. 3.— Eastern Indiana, at

Richmond.
M. G. Keynolds. Sec.

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

^T" In order to have

HONKY.— We quote the foIlowlDg prices Fancy
white

Sept.

Dec.

SoQth Water St.

161

BOSTON.

Phoprietors,

and

Sept. l.-Llnwood. at Kock Elm Centre, Wis.
B. J. Thompson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

comb honey are coming
tmd the demand la about equal to It.
of

PUBLISHED BV

THOMAS

John Nau,
III.

;

CHICAGO.

Bujpjinii^

25.— Des Moines Co, Iowa, at Burlington, loo,

Aug. 25.—N. W.

honey— Receipts

place of Meetirtg.

Aug. 25.— Southern Wisconsin, at Janesvllle. WIh,
.John (;. Lynch. Sec.

following are the latest quota- Aug.
honey and beeswax received

tions for

up

Time and

1885.

t

17, 1885.

In l-lb. seciions, lfi®18c.

the

same

In
California 2-lb8.,
:

Mi^loc; fancy while
Extracted weak, 6(q^Sc. Sales very slow.
BEESWAX.-yo cts. per lb.

2-lb. sections,

taries are requested to

this table complete. Secre-

forward

full particulars

of

time and place of future meetings.— Kd.

i2*fol4c.

ALiFRED H. NEWMAN,
Business Manager.

Jip^cciixl

Blake & Kiplet.

Cbatham

Street.

To give away a copy of " Honey as Foot!
and Medicine " to every one who buys a.
HONEY-The honey market Is very quiet, and package of honey, will sell almost any quanwill continue so until fall trade opens up. Some
tity of it.
NEW

Notices.

57

old stock
ments of

is

YORK.

on the m:irket

new comb Imney

yet,

with small ship-

arriving.

Southern

extracted honey is cumins in very freely. (QuotaFancy white
tions are as follows for comb honey
in ]-lb. sections, I4wl5c; fair to good in 1- lb. sections, I2^l3c: fancy white in 2-lb. sections, i;i(ajl4;
fair to good in i2-lb. sections, l i@I2c; fancy buckwheat in l-Ib. sections, scfoioc; fancy buckwheatin
2-ib. sections. 7'«hc. Extracted white clover, 6(^.7;
buckwheat. S'u.iic: Southern, per gallon, 55(s.65c.
:

make all Money Orders and Postal
Notes payable at Cliieago, Ills.— Some
country postmasters insist on making- such
payable at some sub-station of Chicago, but
we want them drawn on the main office.

BEESWAX-Prime yeilow. 25^:J8c.
McCAUL & HILDRETH BROS., 34 HudsOJl St,

^^

not to lose any numbers.

To Correspondents. — It

HONEY— The market is quiet with fair
abundance of offerings from
commission houses and producers. Prices range
between 4(<(Sc nn arrival. There is but little new
in
market,
comb honey
the
with an occasional demand. Prices nominal.
BEESWAX— Is in

ings,

much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters

and brings
C. F.

us

(pome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post^
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

fair

'2\na,'2ic

demand with liberal offer-

on

SAL.X:

CHEAP.

onl.v cue year. Make me an otter. Also
160 ]>bund!« ot Dadants Brood rOmB

use

FOCNDATIOIV, in orifiinal packages.
UEOi B. ENGLU, Jr.,
cor. Clinton

&

Quinc.v Sts.,

arrival.

MUTH. Freeman &

Fruit-Farm

Central Ave.

Chicago,

Ills.

& Apiary

SAN FRANCISCO.

FOR SALE CHEAP!

HONEY.— New comb honey sells slowly because
now quoteof last year's crop now on hand.
Extracted, old dark 4Hc.; new white, dH't'^c.
dark. A%iu.5c. No extra white coming forward.
BEESWAX-Quotable at 2ac.— wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.

C\f* ACRES, hill-land, "-^well-stocked with apples,
tJ\J peiiche?, pears, plums, quinces, grapes, ami
small fruit, in tine bearing condiiion. The remainder in i)astnre. grass, tiraln, Ptc. Apiary contains

We

CLEVELAND.

HONEY- Is very dull just now duiingstrawberry
time, and although

white

^^ For

FOR

for extracted, and an

would save

100 Hives and Supers

The Frames are filled with combs — all are
demand complete and in good order, haviiig been in

CINCINNATI.
If your wrapper-label reads Aug. 85,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as

gitlucvtiscmeuts.

we

bold at

i-ib. sectional, it is

I4((iiric

per

lb.

best

merely nominal, as there

140 ITAL.IAM COLONIES

in 1-angstroth
hives. Bee-houi^e and all modern appliances for
apiculture, in as good location for beef and honey
10-room
house,
beautifully
as can be found. Good
located, cnimanding a view of the city, river and
surrounding country. New barn and out-buildings,
Ileason for
cistern, never-failing springs, etc.

selling—age and ill-health.

two subscribers for the Weekly are no transactions. As soon as our people have 33A0t
S. A. STILLMAN, LOUISIANA, MO.
iheir craving for acid fruits, they take
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one satistied
very kindly to nice white honey, and we may look
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary, with confidence to a good demand in July, August
ITAL,IASr UUEEXS, tested, warranted, and
and September.
and send it by mail, postpaid.
fertilized, for aale at usual prices. Also Nuclei
BEESWAX.— Scarce at 28@30.
A. C.

5^~ Sample Copies
will be sent

of the

Bee Journal

FREE upon application. Anyone

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

^^ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 1866— February, 1867.
Any one having them to spare will please
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for
one copy of each of the two numbers.

If

^^"Preserve your papers tor reference
you have not got a Binder we will mail you

one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

if

^^ Our rates

KENDKL.

KANSAS

colonies, 2 frames each.
Queens ready to ship on

115 Ontario Street.

27Df!t

CITY.

HONEY— Trade in this article

is very quiet just
Nothing sells atlhis time of year except extracted honey, in bulk and small glasses and tins
of honey. Some large sales of extracted this week
at 5unc for southern, andfiwTc for clover and sage.
Comb honey nominal, at I2@i;ic for choice while
2 lb. sections, and 13®i4c for i-lb.
BEESWAX-Weak at 2U{^-J6c.
CLEMON8.CLOON A. CO., cor. 4th & Walnut.

now.

E.

I..

8end for Circular. Dollar
one week's notice.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

BKIG08,

THE HORSE,
By

B. J.

A TREATISE

KENDALL, M.

D.

eiving an index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price S5 ceote— in English or German.
;

;

;

i^^~ To create

Honey Markets

In every

town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. *' Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
village,

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will he sent

Single copy, 5 cts.

;

;

THOS.
923

O.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL,

30 COLONIES of BEES
for one-hundred dollars, in American hives;
or $3.50 each, singly. They are strong- in
bees and honey. Syrians and Italians. Safe
arrival g-uaranteed.
LEE, Cokato, I?liuu.
.'WA4t

FAYEXTE

two or more copies of hundred, $2.50.
Bees and Honey," may be found postpaid for$10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00. My I7tti Annual Price-List ^^im^iJu^"^
or more, we will print, if (Queens and Nuclei colonies (a specialty): alsa
on the Book List on the second page of this On orders of 100
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by," Supplies— will be sent to all who send their names
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books etc. (giving the name and address of the bee- and addresses.
U. H. BROTTN,
Light Street, Columbia County
l7Dtf
keeper who scatters them).
where they are purchased " to sell again.'*
the book, "

for

;

"
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EXCELSIOR

nTfflP.M

HONEY EXTRACTORS
^" answer to frequent inquiries
for Exlnictora carrying 3 and 4
LanRstroth frame8, we have con-

ifsii

>^Vik^

_(KL^*^
-il("~"^ eluded to adopt these two new
"—^*^ sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basltet
in the larger can, with the cone
'^r metal standard for the basket
KiPPCn
ti) revolve upon, leaving ro'im un*iiig|
P''''^^
'

Mini Hail!

l>y

f

i,>*

the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete.
'iflffl
with covers, and in every way
'^'ijfj
By'
except in size, with the
r^A(T^^
jH identical,
,KBM
jifi,(Mi Extractor. I3x2n, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the fs.iMt Exthe difTerent styles
l^wSsal tractors, all
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable Bides in the Comb Baskets. The P^xm and
|in.(»o Extractors have no covers.
For 2 American frames, 13x13 inches
$8 00
"
10x18
8 00
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
"
10x18
10 00
For 3
"
"
"
14 00
10x18
For4
"
12 oo
size, I3x20
For 2 frames of any
^*
*'
1 3x20
1 2 <XJ
For 3
'*
"
"
13x20
16 00
For 4
(i^i'D^'ith

'

''^'

III.

THOS.
-623

G.

NEWMAN &

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

& 925 West Madison Street.

Warranted

1

each

"

'/,

"

Tested

all

I

best location for rearing
in the State. I wilt continue to
Bell warranted Queens at the low price of 7S cents
each. Extra selected tested (ihh:* rearing !#1.«0
each. Three li-frame Nuclei, every frnnie tilled
with broiid, with selected tested Queen. W-'<i each.

FIWE QUEENS

i

Address JAS.

Selected Tested Queens

WM. W. GARY,
(Successors to

WIN
fllli

WOOD,

North Prescott, Mass.

more money than

at anything else by
^^^ing an aeency for the best selling book
out.
Beginners succeed grandly. None
Hali-ett Book Co.
fail. Terms free.

slAly

Portland. Maine.

Wooden

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 irr)n
tight-tltting wood cover, at !$3.35t>
per dozen. Thev will hold 8.S lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can he utilized for use as an ordinary

2 00

"

2 50

Address

all

29Atf

list.

LOS ANGELES.
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

I^

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
The fields are tlorid with unfadint; prime;
From the ijleak pole no winds inclement blow.
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But from the breezy deep the bless'd inhale,
The fragrant murmurs of the western trale."
— Ilomer.

information conecrninE the carden spot

OS ANGICLES.the
LIVELIEST AND MOST PHOSPEKOl'S SECTION
OF THK Pacific (.'oast, furnished by the
of the world, beautiful
JjOS

7Z

Angeles III

column

i

i

WgOky
"OOmj

J.

XEWMAN

& 925 West Madison Street.

^23

A. SON.
CHICAGO,

the
Mjrrnr
IIMIIUI 'AeEK,
best weekly
incaliforna
Send foh it. Single copy, three two-cent stamps;
six months, SSI ; one year, 3|t>3.

THE TIMBS-MIRROR

CO.,

Los Angeles,

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

PiilCE— Bound

^P~A

&

SON,

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

ii-r.i

G.

$18,00.

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

St.,

& SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

We have some ELEGANT
^qSy' RIBBON BADGES, having
/vpB^ a rosette and gold Bee, for
,1/^ y

in

paper

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred.

^°

The Monthly Bee Journal
<a year and the bound book, " Bees
and Honey," will be sent for $1.25.
for

NEWMAN

XHOS.
923

&

02.1

G.
West Madison

St..

4; SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Queens by Return Mail
AXYnODT
can introduce a Oneen successfully by our NEW
IMTKOIUJCING CAQE. A Cage with

full

directions for using sent to each purchaser of a
Queen. During the balance of the season, we will
have only Syrians and tine Italian Queens for sale.

PRICES:
WARRANTED,

SELECT,

TESTED,

*1.00.

11.25.

»1.50.

Tested Queen and third edition of Bee-Keepers*
Handy Book, t2.0(i. This offerholds good only til]
Oct. 1st. isa'i. Handy Booli without Queen, |;i.50.

HENRY ALLEY, Weuham,

Mass.

POULTRY AND BEES
TWO PAPERS for the PRICE of ONE.
THE POIILTUY JOITRNAI. is a beaupi'oprietor.

G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

XHOS.

923

letaii.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

COLONIES OF BEKS
at

$5.00 each,

for S.4L.E
in Baldwin Hives

100
Also a few hybrids
.To.NATHAN George, Independence,Mo.
(fi-araes

10.\i:i in.)

Italians.

The.v are nice
for

:i2A2t

BK<»1¥NGEKM[AK8.-A limited
fine

:i2A2t

Queens of

this race for sale at

number of

W. O. FISH, ITHACA,cts.N.each.
V.
:i't

THE BlUTISH HKE .JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

ILL.

A NEW BEE-VEIL.
There arc five cross
bars united by a rivet
through their center at
the top. These bars are
buttoned on to studs

Dadaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale on the neck-band. The

Hnd

sale.

Dadaiit'sFoiiiidationFaetorf, wholesale
retail. See Advertisement in another column

»nd

I.iberal

;

ONE

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
EEVOLVrSO COMB-BANGBR,

in any climate. Price, 30 cents per ponnd
S2.75 per peck ; $10.00 per bnshel ((» lbs.)

C. NEAVITIAN

in cloth, Jil.OO
cents, postpaid.

will send the " Poultry Journal " and
the "Monthly Bee Journal" for one year,
DOL.IiAR.
both for

THOS.

THOS.

honey-bee,

We

Fill!

& 02.") West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

7.5

tlie

and

BEES

623

tlie

tifully ]>rinted and illustrated 32-page
Monthly, devoted to the breeding and manamineiit of Poultry, Pigeons, Kabbets and
linus, at $1.2.5 a year.
C. J. Ward, editor

will send ynu full coloniesof ITAI.,IAN
in H- frame Lannstroth hives for t3.U0 each. Satis31A2t
faction guaranteed. Order early.

BEE PASTURAGE.

of

dition.

covers,

32Atf

RTHYDE.AIderly, Dodge Co., Wls^

MAY be sown on all waste places at
IT any
time, aiul v.\\\ grow on any soil-

management

and at tlie same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive con-

Calif.

ILL.

Sweet Glover

Weekly Bee Journal.

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up witli the times " in all the improvements anil inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, anilj)resents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

mammoth

a

mg*

pail.

THOS. O.

the

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

FULL

NEWMAN.

C.

is

Dadant'sFoiiiidation Factory, wholesale
and

hoops and a
bousebold

Editor of

successful

Coleraine, Mass.,
Wm. W. Gary & Son.)
-

Honey!

WE

6 00

1100

B.— On a single order for 50 Queens, we
will give 10 per cent, diseoiiut from the

Address
25A13t

Pails for

....

N.

above

;

THOMAS

1000
110

doz....

Descriptive Price-List free.
orders to

„______^

I'HAiJt

4|flftl

....

"
1
each

"

CO
Bees and Glueens n \J IVI QO
purchased
the black beeswitliin a
HATIXG
radius of 6 miles, now claim the LARGEST

"

'•

**

Ul ^> IVil

ITALIAN APIARY and

of an Apiary for Pleasnre
and Profit by

each
$ 100
Hdoz....
5 50

Untested Queens

I

'"'aH

OR THE

Management

Bred from my Best Strains of Italiaus
and Albinos

'"''I'l

,

'^

BEES and HONEY,

AT THE FOLLOWING LOW RATES:

'

Lif^
fiCNEV

!

!

bars are of best liy:ht
spring steel; the neckband of best hard
spring brass the cover
is of handsome light

^

;

material. It is very
easily put together, no trouble to put on or
take oIT. and folds compactly in a paper box
6x7 inches by one inch deep. There would
be no discomfort in wearing it either day or
night, and the protection against Mosquitoes,
Flies, Bees, Gnats, etc., is perfect.
The
weight of the entire Veil being only tive,
ounces. Price, by Mail or Express, $1..00.
Special discount to dealers, on ij dozen or
larger quantities.

The British Bee .loeBNAL Is published SEMIuse at Fairs, MONTHLY, at Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
THOS. «. NEWMAN A: SON,
Price time being, showinK what to do, and when and
/ X^ \^('onvenlions, etc.
923 & 0*25 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
how to do it.
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly Dudant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
TnOMAS e. NEW^MAK,
Address.
tor $3.50: with our Monthly, $2.00 a year.
92.'j West Madison St., CHICAGO. U.L.
and retail. See Advertisement In another column.

^^^3Jj-\ Ijee-keepers'

—

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

WEEKLY EDITION
OP THE

^^-,.^5M£3e3RlEOAS*5^^.,..^^

Detecting (jllucome.- The Rev. J. G.
Teter, in the Bec-Kcrpcrs' Magazine, gives
the following test

A cheap and easy way to test the presence
of the poorer grades of glucose in honey is
to put some of it into a cup of tea made
strong. If it is heavily adulterated with the
poisonous compound found in glucose, it
will turn black almost like ink. Another
test is to

pour

aicolKjl

compound

and

this

poisonous

together. Pure honey and pure
alcohol will unite, but pure alcohol and this

poisonous compound

injpraiiii

will

separate like

oil

and water.
Tlie St. liouls Fair opens Monday, Oct.
and continues forsi.x days. The premium
list contains 24 departments, and ST.I.OOO is
offered in premiums, A rate of one fare for
the round trii) has been made by all railroads running within .500 miles of St. Louis.
5,

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

August 26, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 34.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

$130 are ottered as iiremiiims in the Apiarian Department. Any of our subscribers
desiring a copy of the premium list will receive one free, by addressing Festus J. Wade,
See., 718 Chestnut,St., St. Louis, Mo.

Honey

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Don't bring- " strife " into the JouRNAi,,
Lay " anger " and " spite " aside
But at this temple's gate to drop
The " strife " of the world outside.
Don't " vent" any personal quarrels,
Or bring: their discordant gloom
You may argue with words of *' honey,"
But for " stings " there is no room.
;

known to commerce
years. The Jews were engaged
in trading it at Tyre, that old and honored
mart of trade in Phcenicia, some 600 years
before the Christian era, as we are informed
in the Bible (Ezekiel 27: 17). Sirach, who
also lived about that time, mentions it with
flour, milk, etc., among the necessaries of
about

has been

'2, .500

Yet the scientific management of bees
has not been practiced for 50 years. And
instead of its being now enumerated among
It is at the quilting-" bee " where you the necessaries of life, it is too often thought
to be a lu.\ury. Why are people so slow to
hear the "stinging" remark.
realize its value as a sweet, as well as its
The value of the honey imported into health-giving qualities? Does the "sting"
Great Britain during the month of June, frighten its thousands yet ?
188.5, was £6,848, or about S.'52,rjOO.OO.
Selling Iloney at
The MinneTUe Indiana Stale Fair and Exposi- sota Herald remarks as follows about a suction, "^Fill be held in Indianapolis, during the cessful honej'-producer of that State,
and
week commencing Sept. '28, 188.').
one of our correspondents
;

life.

Home
:

Good-nature,

a bee, collects honey
from every herb. Ill-nature, like a spider,
sucks poison from the sweetest flower.

Mr. Fayette Lee, of Cokato, Minn., has
about i:)0 colonies of bees, and has extracted
.3,000 lbs. of honey.
We doubt very much if
any man in the State has made bee-keeping
such a study, or has carried on the business
Tlie lillnoU State Fair will be held in so industriously and to such satisfactory reChicago during the week commencing Mon- sults. Mr. Lee obtains the very best Italian
day, Sept. 14, 1885, and promises many queen-bees, thus bringing the amount of
work performed by a colony to its maximum
attractions.
quantity. He is selling extracted honey at
10 cents a
or if in sections, 15 cents
Wlien a Bee alights on a person as it per pound.pound,
We believe that a steady sale
would on a tree or fence, let it alone and can he found for lir.st-class honey, such as
his, in all the neighboring villages.
We are
it will in a moment fly away.
It is very selpleased to learn that Mr. Lee will exhibit
dom that they will sting, except when comb honey at our State
Fair, and we shall
e.xpect to see samples at our County Fair.
defending their homes.
like

In England the temperature has been
low since July 1, with a profusion of showers accompanied with strong withering
winds, the average night temperature being
40°, and the day 60°, giving a mean of .50°—
too low for honey secretion or gathering.
White clover gave a good yield of honey
during June, but since that there has been
no honey gathered.

Wlien an energetic organization,
such as the Bee-Keepers' National Union
should be, enters actively and with determination into anything— its influence is felt
far beyond its numerical strength. Men
often fight more upon the courage of others
than upon their own. Those who have not
yet "joined the Union army," are invited to
read the article on page .53:), entitled, " Is
the Union of Value or Not '/" and thea act
as becometh a generation upon which rests
the defense of " our chosen pursuit."
'

'
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ilakotu Territorial Fair will be held
Huron, on Sept. '20 and :iO and Oct. 1 and
2, and the prospects for a grand success are
at

very flattering.

Every progressive bee-keeper has
learned that appearance has much to do
with the sale of the products of the apiary.
Honey put up neatly and in a convenient
manner for both dealer and consumer to
handle, is what the markets of the present
time demand.
Manufacturers of all classes, who desire
to succeed in business, strive to create a demand for their brand of goods hence
upon every individual package of superior
goods they cause their private business card
to be placed— giviug name and address. Why
need bee-keepers be an exception to this
rule? They need not, and should not be.
When once in this manner your reputation
has been established with the consumer, a
demand for your brand of honey is created,
and they call for that every time. The
avenue reaching this result in its fullest extent, has in the past been almost wholly
closed.
The crating of c.nmh honey gives
you a standing with the dealer, but j-ou
have been wholly unknown to the consumer. At last the way is opened, and the
f(jldin(i paper hu.v comes forward, promising
the result so long desired, and how admirably it meets the demand may be seen by
the following description
;

:

The box

made

of maiH7(a board, with a
dinilile lap and tueh at each end, forming a
very strong and tight box, allowing no
"drip." On one edge is a nice tape handle,
by which it is carried, making it in all a very
pretty and convenient package. It takes
the place of glass, both on the section and
crate. It saves wrapping by the dealer. Its
use is economy for producer and consumer.
Being a folding box, it can be shipped in the
flat, making transportation light.
is

We have received one of these e.xcellent
contrivances, and we are more than pleased
with it. As they are cheap, only about ly
cents each, they ought to be used universally.

The

local markets, built

upon

local

reputations, are the methods leading to
success. Get these boxes with youi' name
and address printed on them, and thus build

up your own markets.
Tlie Production of Wax.— A correspondent of the New Enoland Farmer writes
as follows on this subject
:

Before the habits of bees had been studied,
it was supposed
that wax was collected
It Is a well-settled fact that bumble- from flowers, but later investigation shows
that wax is a natural secretion of the bee.
bees contribute their share toward the fer- It exudes from the
body, between the rings,
tilization of red clover, while visiting the in miiuite .scales. This the bee takes in its
blossoms for the nectar they contain. Ital- " hands." works it like a piece of dough, and
places it where it is needed. If comt>buildian "honey-bees also perform the same office
ing is in process, it deposits the piece of
for the clover, and many other flowers wax on the edge of a partly built cell
whose nectaries were too deep for the ** old- another bee then attacks it, gives it a twist
or a pincli. and smooths it with its mandifashioned " black honey-bee. There Is no bles. Sonictiiiies
tlu-ee or four bees will find
way of keeping colonies of bumble-bees something to do with that particular crumb
alive through the winter. All but the queen- of wax.
The workers are so many, and work with
bee die late in autumn, because they have
such rapidity, and do individually apparlived out their life. The following spring ently
so little, that the eye hardly perceives,
more bees hatch out from eggs laid by the in a short interval of time, that the structure, the comb, increases in size but close
queen, live out their summer life, and die.
the hive and examine the same cell in an
prairie Farmer.
hour, and its greater length is seen at once.
A dog in the neighborhood of Los Ange- Evidently wax is present when it is
wanted, and absent when there is no use for
les, Calif., is passionately fond of honey,
it.
This may not be the case, but appearand to gratify his taste, he robs hives when- ances favor it. If there be no more room in
a
hive
for comb, no wax, or very little, is
ever an opportunity offers. He h
grown
needed but if an empty frame be placed in
quite expert in the business, an
an ex- this hive, the bees begin at once to fill it
tract the sweet stuff with great dexterity.
with comb.
;

;

;

y

:

^
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THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
cerned to have the temperature enHoney and Beeswax Market.
tirely in my control. Give me a cellar
that will not vary from 45^, and good
Office of the American Bee Journal,
Monday, 10 a. m., Aug. 24, 1885. f
stores, and I have no fear. This is
my opinion after many years of sucThe following are the latest quotacessful wintering, and after watching
others who have wintered bees well." tions for honey and beeswax received
" No."
up to this hour
G. M. DOOLITTLE says
>

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

:

:

Rearing Late Drones.

CHICAQO.
E. Pond, Jr., remarks " I know
HONEY— Receipts of comb honey are coming
nothing of wintering bees in special
Query, No. 103.— How do queen-breeders repositories. I have always kept mine more freely, and the demand is about equal to it.
Yet 15c per pound is all that can be t)btained.
beep dr<.»nes late in the >ummer? Do they rear
them when wanted, or do they teep spring drones? on the summer stands, and I have Extracted honey ranges from 5(ft8c for the differgrades and styles of packages.
It the latter, how ?-H. J.
never yet lost a colony either from ent
BEES"WAX-22®23C
climatic
changes
or
do
disease.
I
not
R. A. BtiRNKTT. 161 South Water 8t.
answers
"After
G. M. DooLiTTLB
drones are being killed, I take what believe that cold, of itself, ever
BOSTON.
the
drone-brood I can find in ray best causes the death of a colony
HONEY.— There is no change in the market, to
blooded colonies and place it in a evidence of many shows that damp- speak
of. We have had some new Vermont white
queenless colony, which will preserve ness also does not have an unfavor- clover honey in I-lb. sections, which Is very tine.
able effect."
There is a large crop in that State. Prices remain
tne drones."
as follows
Kur 1-lb. seclions, 16@I8C. for2-lbs.,
" We I4(«.]6c. There is little or no sale for extracted.
Chas. Dadant & Son say
" The
G. W. Demakee says
BEESWAX.-30 CIS. per lb.
are
inclined
to
think
that
it
will
querist speaks of 'spring drones.'
Blake & Riplet, 57 Chatham Street.
Bees rear drones more or less until hardly be warm enough if you live in
the
North.
will
It
dry
enough,
be
NEW YORK.
the early honey- season is over. I keep
nONEY— The honey market is very quiet, and
drones all summer and fall by trans- unless it is not well drained."
will continue so until fall trade opens up. Some
ferring drone-brood to nursing coloDr. G. L. Tinicer answers
"No old stock is on the market yet. with small shipnies that have no laying queens."
but it may get too cold.
damp cel- ments t»t new comb lioney arriving. Soutliern
J.

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

;

A

Heddon

"

Most

lar is, no doubt, the best to winter
bees in.
moist air is promotive of
health in our houses why not in beehives y Dampness in hives is one of

.James
A
queen-breeders deem it best to cease
i|ueen-rearing when drones disappear.
During emergencies they can be kept
the agencies in causing bee-diarrhea
in queenless colonies."
only when the temperature is so low
Dr. G. L. Tinker remarks "They as to condense the vapor, or where
are kept in queenless colonies or there is insufficient ventilation— one
nuclei. The life of a drone is seldom or both.
Those who have been so
more tlian three months, so that fond of noting that since bees may
spring drones cannot be kept until winter well in damp cellars, the
fall.
I have kept .50 to 100 as late as humidity theory
is thereby disproved,
Nov. 1, and had queens mated, but would do well to consider the differthey were hatched in August."
ence in effect on animal life between
" I do not a warm damp atmosphere and a cool
.J. E. Pond, Jr., says
know tlie methods used by others, damp one."
but I believe that the surer way is
.Tames Heddon says: "I should
to keep 1 or 2 colonies queenless, have no fears of dampness whatever
stocking them up occasionally with with a wall so much out of ground.
flames of capped brood. Of course I should fear the running down of the
the drones should be from the best mercury during our severest weather,
queens in the yard."
unless some special means for keep"Full, ing up the temperature was provided^
Prof. A. J. Cook answers
strong colonies will not destroy their I siiould like to have that part of the
drones till it is too late to breed. At wall double."
least they never do in our apiary."
replies

:

—

extracted honey is coming in very freely. (Quotations are as follows for comb honey
Fancy white
:

in 1-lb. sections, 14(3.15c: fair to good in 1-lb. sections. I2Cgjl3c: fancy white in 2-lb. sections, 13^14;
fair to good in 2-lb. sections, 1 l@;12c; fancy buckwheat in 1-lb. sections. 9@10c: fancy buckwheatin

Extracted white clover. 6Cs)7;
Southern, per gallon, 55(g,65c.

2-lb. secti-ms. 7(a,Hc.

buckwheat,

.">'a6c:

BEESWAX— Prime yellow, 2.5(928c

MCCAUL & HlLDRETH BROS.. 34 Hudson St.

:

CINCINNATI.

HONBY—The market is quiet with

fair

demand

abundance of offerings from
commission houses and producers. Prices range
between 4(smc on arrival. There ia but little new
comb honey in the market, with an occasional demand. Prices nominal.
for extracted, and an

BEES W AX— Is

ings,

and brings

C. F.

in fair demand with liberal offer2(Hai24c on arrival.

MUTH. Freeman &

Central Ave.

:

:

CnAs.
"

Dadant & Son

reply

SAN rRANCISCO.

HONEY.— New comb lioney sells slowly because
We now quoteof last year's crop now on hand.
Extracted, old dark 41t>c: new white, 5!.b<<('» c
dark. 4?iS5c No extra white coming forward.
(Quotable at 23c.— wholesale.
BEES
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
;

WAX—

CLEVELAND.
HONEY. -The new crop is beginning

to arrive
and is selling at Uidl.", cts. per lb. for choice 1-lb.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling although freely otfered at I0(*12cts. Extracted, as
usual is not in demand in our market,

BEESWA-X.— 20(3.22 cts.

per lb.
A. c. KBNDBL. 115 Ontario Street.

They always have enough queenkeep all the drones
they need. Besides, very few queens 1885.
Aug.
are reared late in the season."
" I Aug.
W. Z. IlUTCiiiNSON remarks
usually keep a few old queens, and
by feeding their colonies, drones will Aug.
be reared quite late in the season."

Local Convention Directory.

KANSAS

less colonies to

Time and
2.^.— Southern

place oj Meeting.

Wisconsin, at Janesville, Wis.
John C. Lynch, Sec.

25.— Des Moines Co Iowa, at Bnrlinnton, loa.

:

John Nau,
25.-N. W.

III.

J.

CITY.

HONEY— Trade in this article

Sec.

S. W. Wis. at Uock City. 111.
Stewart, Sec, Kock City. Ills.

and

is very quiet just
Nothing sells at this time of year except extracted honey, in bulk and small glasses and tin.**
of honev. Some large sales of extracted this week
at .'I'wiicfor southern, an dO(a 7c for clover and sage.
Comb honey nominal, at 12(yjI3c for choice white
2- lb. sections, and 13(«)I4C for 1-lb,

now.

BBBSWAX-Weak at 2o@2.'ic.
Clkmons.Cloon

Ik

Co., cor. 4th

& Walnut.

Sept. 1.— Linwood, at Itock Elm Centre, Wis.
B. J. Thompson, Sec, Waverly, Wis.

Winter Repository
Qtierj-,

No. 104.— I want

for Bees.

Sept.

I,

Richmond.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec.

to build a winter

8— 12.— Iowa State,

Sept.

Wm.

;

.")

winter ?-K.

in

Miller replies " iSTo."
Hutchinson replies " I

Dr.

C. C.

W.

Z.

:

Cook answers

We

:

"Surely
do not

well drained.
know that dampness is injurious to
bees. 1 should be much more con-

not.

if

Oct. 10.— Wabash County, at N. Manchester, Ind.
J. J. Martin, Sec, N. Manchester, ind.

Dec.
Dec.

J.

at DesMoines, Iowa.
(iocs. Sec, Davenport, Iowa.

Sept. 10.— Patsalaga, at Ramer, Alabama.
M. G. KuBbton, Sec, Itaif Branch, Ala.

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit, Mich.
U. D. Cutting, Sec, (;iinton,Mich.

:

think not."

Prof. A.

N. Y. and N. Pa., at Salamanca, N.Y.
A. I). Jacobs. Sec. Jamestown, N. Y.

Sept. 3.— Eastern Indiana, at

repository for my bees. 'I'here is a clay bank or
bilinear my bee-yurd
if 1 build a bouse walled
with stone in that bank, IH «jr ijo feet lonK. 7 feet
feet underKround and '1 feet above t:round.
hlKb,
with the front end all out, will it be too damp for

bees

2-W.

8— 10.- North American,

at Detroit, Mich.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Kogei sville, Mich.
I

1^"

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ku.

il2^~

To create Honey Markets In every
town and city, wide-awake honey

viilagc,

producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .">0 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food arid
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundi-ed will be sent

Single copy, 5 cts.

hundred, $4.50.

;

;

postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for §15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

1

;
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of $1.25 each.

Explanatory.— The figures befoue the
indicate the number of years that the

names

person has Itept bees.
Those aftek, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring: and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may requii-e.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre ? south O* east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ^3 northwest;
o^ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;
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Is the "

Union

" of

If a large majority of
the bee-keepers in the country respond to the call, it will show the
public that we are alive to our interests, and intend to defend them to
the bitter end, and tlie result will be
that by presenting a bold and determined front, we shall assure any
possible antagonists that we are not
to be assailed with impunity by any
one who fancies he is aggrieved. On
the other hand, if only a few of us
respond in this matter, it will tend to
show that either we take little interest
in the matter
of
protecting our
rights, or else that we believe ourselves in the wrong, and consequently
prefer to save our dollars rather than
invest them where we shall lose.
Let me urge one and all to enlist in
this cause
do not delay a moment,
but at once send in your names and
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pression, " straight as a bee-line," is
quite untrue in many instances.
Bees, when working on the llowers,
are very timid, and this is more
marked when they are working on
white clover, for the reason of its
bein^ close down to the ground, and
the field being so free from" weeds,etc.,
where it is natural for clover to grow,
thus giving the bees an unobstructed
view of stock feeding upon it, when
they leave immediately for other parts
of the field. Bee-hunters have to use
extra caution in catching bees that are

working on white clover.

Buckwheat is in blossom, but it
does not seem to yield its usual
amount of honey.
Lockwood,? if. Y., Aug. 10, 188-5.
For the American Bee Journal.

;

;

Value or Not ?

POND,

what

more consequence still,
your money, and thus show the pubof

is

Wintering Bees— Good Report.

that you do not propose to be inFAYETTE LEE.
timidated or to allow any one to drive
I do not understand the apathy you from the field without first makTo winter bees in the cellar there
that seems to exist among our bee- ing a strong and bitter fight to accom- should be enough bees to cover most
keepers in regard to our Union for plish it.
of the combs of a hive, and 15 pounds
defense nor can I understand why
I might amplify on this subject to a of good honey, sealed over if possible.
every bee-keeper in the country does much larger extent, but
1 do think Put the bees into the cellar before the
not respond at once to the call, and that there is no need of doing
so frost gets inside the hive, place them
enroll himself on the list of members further, and I trust
that the list of 2 feet from the cellar bottom, and
thereof.
There is no question but members published in the Bee Jour- leave the entrances wide open. Put
that the " Union " is of importance to nal, will,
by the first of September a wedge ^ of an inch thick at the
the fraternity as a whole, although, next,have increased
from less than 200 back end of each hive between the
perhaps, there may be cases (like my to at least 2,000.
bottom-board and the hive, to allow
own for instance) where no particular
ventilation, and keep the cellar at iS^
Foxboro,©* Mass., Aug. 13, 1885.
individual benefit will result from it.
until Jan. 20, then 40° until March 1,
We, however, as a class should drop
and then 38'^ until the bees are taken
selfishness, and instead of saying cici
For the American Bee JoumaU
out.
Keep them in the cellar five
bono as to ourselves, should ask
months, unless it is very warm in
Identifying Bees,
simply, will the ' Union" be of any
March.
winter flight does more
advantage to the fraternity as a
harm than good.
.T. H. ANDRE.
whole V To tills question there can
I have had some inquiries as to how
be but one answer. We, as a class, are
I wintered my bees the past winter,
Several weeks ago I gave as my when nearly ;ill the bees in the North
assailed in a " tender spot" through
one of our fraternity (Mr. Freeboin). opinion that it would be a hard point perished. The above way is how I
This suit against him, while purely to prove the identity of the bees in the did it. Does any one think that I
an individual matter in one sense, is infamous lawsuit. Now, I do not would go to the trouble of taking
a blow at the occupation of bee-keep- wish to be misunderstood
for the away the pollen V
No, no, that is not
ing, and as such should be at once absurdity of
the thing that bees the way it is dampness and low
temresented by us all. Suppose for in- would go that distance and drive perature that kills the bees. I lost
stance that the suit should result un- sheep from the pasture— is only ex- only 6 out of 80 the last winter and
favorably to Mr. F., in what position ceeded by the absurdity of thinking spring, and in the winter of 1883-84,
of saddling it on Mr. Freeborn, when,
then are we all placed V
lost only 5 out of 65.
The principle extends further than perhaps, his bees were not one-fourth
This season I have already taken
" sheep," and may be carried to all of the number of those that visited
honey, and 1,000
4,000 pounds of
classes of stock, and further than that the field
and in order to prove that pounds are in one-pound sections. It
even as was the result in Greenfield, they went there at all, it would re- is mostly basswood honey. The best
in my own State a few years ago, quire an expert bee-hunter to set the
day's gathering from one colony, on
when a bee-keeper was driven from bees at work and line them across Mr. the scales, was 21 pounds. That colthat town with his apiary, because Freeborn's premises, and see them go ony has gathered
175 pounds, having
the ignorance of the community directly into the hives. Even after
stored 84 pounds in seven days. I exclaimed that the fruit trees were in- this was done, there would be tech- tracted three times from the basswood
jured by his bees sucking the nectar nicalities.
One might set bees at flow in 15 days, and I think that is
from the blossoms that was needed to work that went in the direction of often enough in order to get No. 1
perfect the fruit.
Mr. F's apiary, and not go there at honey. I have the straightest, nicest,
The same kind of ignorance is the all and Mr. F's bees might work in and whitest and best capped sections
basis of this " sheep " suit, and unless with the rest, after his own premises
of honey that I have ever seen.
the case is well and fully defended, a were reached.
Whosoever would be a successful
verdict may be recovered against the
It is 30 years since I took my first bee-keeper must stick to it and keep
bees. This suit then being one that lessons in bee-hunting, and I would his
eyes open, and his mouth full of
affects us as a whole, should not be not think of testifying even circumhoney. To those who lost their bees
allowed to rest unaided upon the stantially, where bees went to, by last winter,
I would ask, can you not
shoulders of Mr. F., but each of us seeing them leave the flowers in the discover the cause
If I have given
V
should join the Union, and thus aid field, for they might turn after going any light in this
my experience for
him in its defense. The amount re- ten rods. Old bee-hunters say that bees nine years, you are welcome to it. Fill
quired from each individual is small, will turn in their course sometimes up the old hives, and let the
joyful
and will not become a burden upon after they have been " lined " half hum of the honey-bee make your
any of us.
a mile, especially if it be on a hillside, hearts glad. I have bought 28 coloThere is more to this question, or where anything obstr icts their nies more, so I now have 129.
however, than the simple contribution course. The old and oft-repeated exCokato,© Minn., Aug. 19, 1885.
J.

E.

.JR.

lic

;

A

—

;

;

;

;

—
;
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For the American Bee Journal.

W.

A. I'RYAL.

" In the nice bee,

rom P"i3nn

lus

what sense so snbtly true,
herbs extracts tbe he:i!inK dew

growing near the liabitations of white themselves

to pieces." It is a pitiable
sight to see a person thus afflicted.
recent discovery of ours is that
those who are subject to this kind of
itself, at other times forming an un- malady, are also affected by the sting
derbrush, or promiscuously mixed up, of a bee and when a bee stings them
as it were, with other plants; and their skin becomes coyered with a
rash as if they were afflicted with oak
poisoning.
As the Eastern readers of the Bee
Journal may not be interested to
any extent in this subject, I will drop
it, stating, however, that every one
new
has a remedy for its cure.
one is like that for a rattlesnake bite
"
"
—a good liorn of whisky, though I
do not place much confidence in it
however, I have seen the efficacy of
this cure for a severe bee-sting. The
person was in a short time completely
poisoned from head to foot, covered
with a rash, swelling rapidly, and
looked as if poisoned by both the
sting and the oak it was only the
former, though subject, on the least
contact with a dreadful affection of
tlie latter poisoning.
good drink of

It is the poison oak,
civilization.
Wius diversiloba. This plant is sometimes found growing in clumps by

The Poison Oak.

A

;

?"

A

;

A

whisky soon drove the bee-poison
from the system, and the swelling in
due time subsided. Now, let no one
think that I am recommending every
bee-keeper who receives a sting, to
make for the bottle, and with it drive
the sting from him, though it takes
one poison to kill another.
I have studied this plant, of which
there are two varieties in our vicinity
one poisonous and the other not
and I have found it to be a valuable
honey-plant. In this I am borne out
by the testimony of others in this
State, who have watched bees working upon it during its season of
blooming, which is in March and
April— the two varieties keeping up a
large supply of blossoms for almost
two months. The honej; is quite

—

delicious, and is in fact for
and flavor equal to any
gathered in the vicinity of San Francisco.
The illustration gives a pretty fair
representation of the manner of
blooming, and the shape of the leaves.
I trust that Eastern folks visiting this
State will impress this picture on
tlieir memory, and thereby be able to
distinguish this plant ere they, too,
come in contact with it, for we are
anxious that our friends will not be

clear

and

clearness

poisoned.

Korth Temescal,+o

Calif.

For the American Bee Journal.

Introducing Virgin ftueens.
J.

M. HICKS.

I have kept bees for over 40 years,
and have so often had some very line
queens hatched from such colonies as

possessed desirable traits, as to warrant me in the effort to have all my
colonies composed of the same if it

beginning of this then, again, I have seen it clinging to
article are from Vape, and we have a a considerable height, as ivy does, to
plant here in California that these large trees. Some persons wlio come
lines are applicable to— a plant that in contact with this plant are so badly
is common, and is also one of our poisoned with it that their person bepoisonous " herbs ;" it is, in fact, the comes swollen and inflamed their
most dreaded of aU our wild plants only desire seems to be to "scratch

The

lines at the

;

were possible; after having many
queens hatched from the eggs of
a chosen colony.
I also have made special efforts to
have some of the young queens proptine

erly introduced into other queenless
colonies made so for the purpose ; but
in nearly every case the queens were

—

;
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It was about noon, and this was
always found that
I have
queens which are hatched in strong, continued through the afternoon. I
then and there concluded that I, as
vigorous colonies, are much the best
hence it will be readily seen that all well as other folks, had bees that
the colonies into which I attempted would work on red clover.
Kingston,© Wis., Aug. 17, 1885.
to introduce the virgin queens, were
strong and vigorous, having been robbed of their queen only a short time
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
and in some instances they were alfrom
one
queenless
lowed to remain
Have Bees the Sense of Hearing?
to three days before the young queens
were given them. Those virgin queens
C. TnEILMANN.
were reared in strong colonies, and
then the cells cut out and properly
I have seen this question discussed
placed in a queen-nursery in strong in the bee-papers, nearly drawing the
colonies, for hatching.
conclusion that bees cannot hear but
To my certain knowledge I have my experiments this summer have
never had but one virgin queen ac- convinced me that bees can hear.
Last June I received a queen from
cepted and fertilized when introduced
as above described and this one case a breeder in Massachusetts, which, on
was accomplished in one of my apiar- arrival, I put into a wire-cage and inIn this instance troduced her into a full colony after
ies in Ohio, in 18S3.
the queen was not long lived, the bees 24 hours I let her loose, but the bees
having superseded her before she was " balled " her. After re-caging her
another 24 hours, I let her loose again
60 days old.
Can any one explain why it is that and shut the hive quietly five hours
virgin queens cannot be safely and after I lifted off the section-case, one
surely introduced into other than the end of which I placed on the cap, and
colonies in which they are hatched, the other end rested on the rim of the
and become fertilized V For those hive 2 inches lower than the tops of
who may try it, I predict a failure at the frames, the cap resting on the
ground back of the hive. I then proleast 85 times out of 100.
ceeded to look for the queen. I exBattle Ground, ND Ind.
amined all the frames, but could not
killed.

;

;

;

;
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found one of the queens " balled " under the entrance. I caged her, and
looked for the other, and found her
on the first frame. I lifted her from
the hive, all surrounded or imprisoned
by a lot of bees. Having the frame
in my hands about 3 feet from the
tops of the frames in the hive, the
bees that held her lirst let her have
liberty to crawl about, and at that
moment the bees in the hive came
running up through the frames in
every direction, looking upward, and
formed in a cluster in the centre of
the hive 6 inches high, endeavoring to
reach the frame in my hand. I am
sure that the bees in the hive could
not see the queen in the position I
held lier on tlie frame, and any scent
from her could not reach the colony
so soon. I leave this case to the readers, to judge by what way this queen
called the bees to come to her.

have one more thought to advance
After
favor of this question
swarming, when the first young queen
is hatclied and crawls about the hive,
we do not hear any piping until the
next queen hatches and is trying to
emerge then the first one hunts up
dry, empty cells, grabs them with her
mouth and feet, violently moves her
head and wings, whereby she produces that piping sound which is immediately answered by the one yet
held in the cell by the bees. Is this
not good evidence that bees can hearV
Or can any of our bee-authorities explain it otherwise ¥ Notwithstanding
that bees can hear, I have for the past
I

in

:

;

it again, and
out the last frame, I
noticed a rapid movement of the bees
Bees Working on Red Clover.
running over the frames and back
wall of the hive under the case. ImW. M. CHAPEL, (2.5—52).
mediately the thought struck me that
queen was about the case, and I five years laid aside pans, bells, and
My bees are partly black and partly the
told my little student, who stood by, triangles, winch I had in use for 12
hybrid-Italians. I began the season
she was not under the case. years at swarming time.
with 25 colonies in box-hives, and in- to see if
Theilmanton,o, Minn.
said he, "she is there, and
creased them to 52. I have secured "Yes,"
the bees are running to her." By this
only ]00 pounds of surplus comb
time there was quite a little cluster
Tot tbe American Bee Journalhoney. The season has been very
around her, hanging down
poor in tliis vicinity, and bees have of bees
3 inches, with the queen on the
about
Eight or Ten Frame Hives 1
not done much. It will be difficult
lower end. The sight of this caused
for some of them to gather enough
me
to fear that I might lose my $3
C. p. DADANT.
honey to winter on.
queen, and I wanted to catch her, but
I have heard a great deal said about at that moment she flew away.
On page 486 Mr. Ileddon says that
bees working on red clover, but I
The next day I looked for her in the " Critic is not looking at apiculture
thought it to be mostly advertising hive, but could not find her. I immaterial.
The other day I was cross- mediately gave the colony a frame in its broadest sense." I think that
ing a tield of red clover (second crop) with ripe queen-cells, and three days when Mr. Heddon is informed that
" Critic " and the writer of this artiin full bloom, and to my surprise I afterward a swarm issued from that
found my bees working on it by the hive, which my student hived in the cle are one and the same person, he
thousands. I examined more closely usual way but when I came to the will withdraw this opinion.
and found about three-fourths of apiary towards evening, I found only
I do not at all agree with Mr. Hedthem gathering honey, and the balance a handful of bees in the new hive, and don on the ten-frame hive; I quit
pollen. The honey gatherers would some of them still going back to their making it 10 or 12 years ago, for a
run their heads into the petal and old home. The next day I was going larger one, although I have about 100
crowd it down until they split the to put another swarm with the little ten-frame Langstroth hives in use
blossom and secured the nectar.
If Mr. Heddon were here I
cluster, but.I first looked to see what yet.
I went to my apiary and found my kind of a queen they had, and to my would have him ask the opinion of a
host of laborers, farmers, and beebees falling like snow-flakes in front surprise I found that $3 queen.
of every hive, while underneath this
Now, if bees cannot hear, by what keepers around us. Who for years
falling mass there shot out from every way did these bees find the queen un- have used, or have seen in use, both
hive a stream at lightning speed. der the case V They surely could not the ten-frame Langstroth and a larger
More than two-thirds of these return- see her from any part of the hive, and hive ; and every man would tell him
ing laden with the sweets of the field, if it was the scent, as some authori- that the larger hive always gives the
would fall on the alighting-board and ties claim it to be, it surely would most honey on the average, and the
on the ground. I watched the bees have kept the swarm with her, after least trouble.
in their fliglit, and found them com- being tliree more days with her in the
Mr. Heddon seems to think that it
ing and going like an oceanic tide, to old hive, from the time they found is preferable to have 5 eight-frame
and from the southeast, which is in h'er under the case. In this instance hives to 4 ten frame ones. I think
the direction of the red clover.
it is evident that this queen called the nay I know that the profit is much
I immediately repaired to the buck- bees by voice.
the manipulations more.
less, and
wheat lot (about three acres), to the
About two weeks after this occur- The bees will swarm more in an eightnortheast 'M) or 40 rods, and found rence, 2 swarms united, and my stu- frame hive, because three-fourths of
only a few scattering bees lurking on dent hived them as they were. In the the queens have too little room for
the blossoms.
evening I came to the apiary and breeding ; hence more labor, more

tind
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I repeated

her.

when

I lifted

'

;

'
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outlay of hives and fixtures, and less

honey.
He says that queens cost nothing
during 'the swarming season. Yes,
they cost the colony 80 days without
breeding; and in practical bee-keeping it is cheaper to buy dollar-queens
than to rear them. Our hives, containing the equivalent of 12 Langstroth frames, cost but little more
than an eight-frame liive, and can be
reduced to suit the size of the colony,
or rather tlie laying-capacity of the
queen, if necessary ; but as a general
thing a queen that cannot lill ten
Langstroth frames during the breeding season, at the times wiien eggs
are most valuable, is not flt to keep.
Mr. H. wishes to have it understood
that he reduces the breeding-room to
five frames.
This would give the
queen room for only a little more than
1,G00 eggs daily, indeed, it looks as
if he tliought that the less bees we
have, the better.
He speaks of Mr. Adam Grimm, in
support of his views. Mr. Grimm
lived in a time when bees were high,
and he found that it paid better to
rear bees for sale, than to produce
honey.
The eight-frame hive will
give plenty of swarms, as I said before, for the queen is soon crowded
for room. I can bring as high authority in support of my views as can
Mr. Heddon.
About a week ago I
visited Mr. Langstroth, and in discussing this subject, he told me that

he had noticed that colonies whose
hives contained 1." Langstroth frames,
produced more honey, on the average,
than those whose hives contained only
ten frames. Mr. C. F. Muth was of exactly tie same opinion.
To the beginners, who read our discussions, I would say
Do not rely
altogether on any one bee-keeper's
advice.
\'ou may try an eight-frame
hive, and even a (ive-frame one, but
please try a twelve-frame hive also,
on a sufficiently large scale to make a
test.
You will tiud it better for wintering, better for the prevention of
swarming, and better for the production of both
comb and extracted
honey. Perhaps the queens will not
last quite so long, but the returns will
:

be greater.

These are facts, not theories, long
and thoroughly tried on hundreds of
colonies, and the test is still going on
with me.
Hamilton,*©

Ills.

For the American Bee JournaL

That Contraction Method.
W.

II.

STEWAUT.

would dare

to put into practice. I
that Mr. Heddon's bees
must work very differently from the
way bees do in this locality. Mr. H.
" I find that the queen uses
says
these five combs [in his contracted
hive] to that extent that I get as
much brood in them as in any seven
combs where the whole eight are
used." I am now working my bees
in hives 17x17 inches, and fiij inches
deep, ten frames to the hive, and I
find that the bees store the two outside combs with bee-bread and honey,
which they use and must have to feed
tlieir brood. That leaves eight frames
of brood, and now In the height of
the breeding season I have the hives
from two to four stories high and in
many of the second stories there are
six combs of brood besides the eight
frames below.
When these frames of brood in the
second story are sufficiently advanced,
I give them to nuclei, and thus, in a
short time, those small colonies are
built up to full strength, and ready for
a surplus story.
Any one must see
that a colony on tive, or even eight
frames, in the brood-chamber, and
the queen kept there by a honeyboard, and only sections above that
board, there cannot be more than }4.
or ?3 the brood in the hive that the
queen is able to produce.
I have tried the same sized hive
that I now use, with one side of the
hive so arranged that it could be
moved inward so as to contract the
brood-chamber to any size all the way
from ten to three combs, and I have
found that the queens do not deposit
eggs in the two outside combs next to
the hive. It is true that we may so
change the frames as to place full
frames of brood next to the board,
but in this locality the bees will allow
the brood in those outside combs to
hatch out, and then they fill them
with honey and bee-bread as at first.
They did this every time when I was
using the adjustable hive, whether I
had in few or many combs. Thus it
is, that if I were to adopt ]Mr. Heddon's "contracting" plan, and have
only five frames in the brood chamber', there would be but three frames
of brood, which I think undesirable.
In the fourth paragraph on page
4.S7, Mr. Heddon evidently gives us to
understand that his system works
best with (ierman bees. Thus, if we
would get ttie full benefit of his system, we must stop Italianizing and go

also think

:

;

at once to (iernianizhig. •
known by every wellIt is well
posted bee- keeper, that when the
stores run short in the latter part of
the season, the rearing of brood is

discontinued in proportion, and when
Since reading Mr. Heddon "s article once stopped will not be resumed
on pages 213 and 214, I have been and Mr. H's plan would give us nothanxiously looking tor his promised ing but old bees to put into winter
expliination of bis new method of quarters; and if he jiuts up none but
changing sugar syrup for natural old bees next winter, he may give
winter stores, '" without cost, danger, them what food he thinks best, and
or even the trouble of opening the keep tliem as warm as he will, still he
hives ;" and on page 487 he gives will have to report a loss again next
sometliing of his promised article, spring.
which I eagerly read over and over
lie says that what little floating
again.
pollen isnecessarily in honey, renders
I must say that I am somewhat dis- it less fit for winter stores than is
appointed, for I there liiid little that I sugar syrup. Every observing bee-

keeper, located where the bees have
access to the orange-colored asters
that are found in great abundance
along the streams late in the fall,
knows that they gather a large
amount of pollen from that plant,
and if the brood and honey are kept
out of the combs, they will be filled
with this pollen and if the combs
that contain it are not taken away
(and the hive opened for that purpose), there will be much more pollen
in the brood-chamber where he has
reduced them to " a perfect starvation
;

condition,'' than would be found in a
hive full of ordinary honey.

But Mr. H. says that bee-bread will
not be eaten by the old bees, if they
are warm enough. Perhaps that may
be true and perhaps this aster pollen
(or bee-bread made from it) will prove
to be harmless.
In November, before it is late
enough to put the bees into the cellar,
they are at times subjected to quite
cold weather, and sometimes we look
anxiously for several days, for a day
warm enough for the bees to have a
flight before we put them into winter
confinement. But that day does not
come, and we have to put them up
and take our chances. Mr. Heddon's
" contracting method " does not take
all the bee-bread out of the hive, for
he says that his "little brood-chamber contains but little honey and
pollen, " and his theory indicates that
when cold, they will eat that pollen
(or bee bread, which ever happens to
be present) and now that they have
been cold, have warmed up by exercise, wasted tissue, and finally eaten
;

;

bee-bread, how are we to get that beebread out of their intestines in steady
cold weather, without a warm day for
the bees to fly
When Mr. H. says that he is absolutely certain that he will lose no bees
next winter, he, according to his
theory, virtually affirms that he is
absolutely certain that when he gets
ready to put up his bees next fall, the
last day that he leaves them out will
be warm and pleasant, and not turn
cold enough to reduce the temperature in the hive so low as to prompt
the bees to make extra exertion to
warm up the hive. And furthermore,
does not the exercise of a day's flight
create an appetite in the bee for
another meal of nitrogenous food ?
Again, how are we to know that all
bees that have made an effort to
warm up a cold hive, fly out the same
day V If not, would they not spot the
inside of the hive soon after put into
the cellar.
If we reduce our colonies in the fall,
to a " perfect starvation condition,"
would we not have a busy time in
trying to keep one colony from plundering another V "Would not those in
a starving condition be found swarming out and forcing their way in with
other colonies
I admire the energy and the investigating disposition of ^Nlr. Heddon I
'i

'i

;

wish to thank him for many good
thoughts I wish that he may successfully winter all his bees and that he
may be able to make ns all understand how to "go and do likewise."
Orion, p Wis.
;

;

:
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Visit to a Large Apiary.

DWIGHT FUKNESS.

rearing was going briskly forward, and neat, and one is impressed with
and hives being constantly opened, the fact tliat here honey is produced
with little or no trouble from robber at present miuimuni cost.
bees, t^ueens are reared in full coloUpon Mr. Heddon's return we ennies,

Knowing from experience that such
a visit is profitable in many ways, the

having

The date

all

other brood removed.

;

A

high and close board-fence surmounted by two strands of barbed
wire shuts out the outside world, and
a notice on the gate reads, " No admittance except on business;" but
the " latch string is always out" for
the visiting bee-keeper.
The yard
embraces about \}i acres of sandy
soil, with a slight southern slope, and
entirely free from obstructions,
with the exception of several apple
trees oh the north side.
The hives, about 3U0 in number,
face the east, and are spaced from 6
to 8 feet apart. Shade is secured by
means of wide boards, which extend
over the south sides of the hives, each
one held in place by the weight of a
stone. There is an air-space of % of
an inch between this board and the
hive-cover.
This readily-movable
and controllable shade seems to be
generally favored by large honey-prois

ducers.

Only 120 of Mr. Heddon's colonies
survived the rigors of the past arctic
winter. To re-stock his apiaries he
invested some S700 in bees, and by
skillful management has increased,
in the two apiaries, to over 450 colonies, all in

The

Hue condition.

chased bees' being in

all

pur-

shapes and

of hives, and rapid increase
being desired, his apiaries were run
almost exclusively for
extracted
honey.
All are now on standard
styles

Langstroth frames.
Drones
have been kept down
(chiefly by the use of the knife), colonies

Here the fact is recognized,
that labor is the chief cost of honeyproduction, and every possible means
of lessening labor and meeting the
present and future demand for cheap
honey, adopted.
Near the centre of the yard is a
screen-house
into which colonies
manipulated during a honey-dearth,
are carried. Comb honey supers are
also placed here until free of bees.
large portable tent is sometimes used,
but it is thought to be a poor substitute for the screen-house.
In the
southwest corner of the yard is the
old honey-house, now used for a shop
and the storage of articles and fixtures
not in use.
little house for smoker
fuel and swarming implements, on
the north side an underground cellar
in the soutliern, and the new honeyhouse in the eastern part of the yard,
complete the buildings.
The lioney-house is a very complete,
painted, two-story building, 18x.30 feet,
with a stone cellar full size, 9 feet
deep, cement floor, no ventilators, and
ceiled overhead with matched flooring. The first floor is laid with narrow oak flooring, the walls and ceiling covered with matched pine-flooring, and the walls and floor filled in
with sawdust. Four large revolving
windows, two on each side, pivoted at
the top and bottom, give an abundance of light' and ventilation.
The
door-ways in opposite ends of the
building are provided with wirescreen doors and a projecting semicircle of wire-cloth covers each window. In one corner of the room is a
driven well and pump, in another is a
large cook stove,'and in a third is the
honey-extractor, with
comb-basket
large enough to take the Langstroth
frame in a horizontal position. At
either side of the room is a long worktable. The upper story is reached by
an outside stairway, and is used for
storing suriilus receptacles, combs,
etc.
The honey is stored in kegs holding from .50 to iOO pounds each. While
formed.

steps.

transferred, the

new

stock

re-

queened, queens reared for market,

and from 18,000 to 20,000 pounds of
white honey secured.
To perform
this immense amount of work, two
men and a boy have been constantly
employed at the home apiary throughout the honey harvest. The two men
removed and carried into the honeyhouse 1,500 pounds of honey in one

joyed those long talks so dear to the

marked on the frame con- bee-man, and many new ideas were
taining the eggs or freshly hatched met with. All possible means were
larva?, and just before the time for taken to make the visit pleasant, and
queen-cells to hatch, the entire comb I returned liome feeling amply repaid
is removed to the lamp-nursery.
The for the time and money expended.
young queens are run into the enFurnessville,^ Ind.
is

basswood honej harvest
found me en route for Dowagiac,
Mich. As I journeyed on, I, of course,
watched closely from the car windows trances of hives containing queenless
for signs of our favorite pursuit, but colonies or nuclei, using some smoke,
never a bee or a hive presented itself with no appreciable loss. All records
to view.
are kept on the backs of the hives
Dowagiac is an enterprising town with non-erasable crayon— a convenof some 3.000 inhabitants. The hard, ient method, but not
so neat as might
graveled streets, shaded by rows of be desirable. Surplus honey registers
maples, elms, basswoods and other are used on all supers, and are contrees, and the many beautiful lawns sidered
necessary in so large an
immarred by fences, attract and apiary. Reversible frames are very
charm the eye of the visitor.
used
and thoroughly
A quarter-mile walk brought me to extensively
tested with them perfect sheets of
Mr. Heddon's house, only to (ind that comb and brood are secured, and thev
that " spanking team," about which will remain
we have been told, had taken Mr. and these apiaries.a permanent Hxture of
Mrs. H. seven miles across the counOne noticeable feature, and a very
try to visit their Glenwood apiary.
Workmen were at the home apiary, important one, too, is the rapidity
however, and thither we turned our with which all manipulations are perclose of the
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Do Bees
C. G.

Steal

Eggs?

BEITEL.

On page 4.59, Maria Hawkins, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, states a case in
which I feel some interest.
On July 1, she says she put a swarm
of bees into a hive in which the bees
had died during the winter, and the
frames were filled with combs, all
ready for tliem to go to work and
that in some way the queen was lost
before they were put in. On the fifth
day thereafter she says that she found
three queen-cells, and nine days after,
she found they were still making
queen-cells, and she asks, where did
the bees get the eggs or larvie from
which to rear queen-cells ?
A neighboring bee-keeper informs
me that having a queenless nucleus
for several weeks, he purchased an
Italian queen an introduced her. A
week after, he examined the nucleus
and found no trace of queen, eggs or
larvre. Two weeks later he introduced
another queen, which the bees killed
at once. He again waited two weeks,
when he proposed to introduce a third
queen, when, lo and behold, he, too,
found three queen-cells Now, where
did these eggs come from V
These two cases I give as I heard
and read them, but the following is
my own experience, and I can vouch
;

!

!

for the facts

On .July 4, last, having a colony of
blacks,
which was only medium
strong, having failed to cast a swarm,
and stored but S pounds of honey, I
concluded to supersede the queen.
To accomplish this, I carried the colony to a new stand, took out 4 frames
of brood and honey, and after brushing off all the bees, I put them into a
new hive and placed it on the old
stand.
The consequence was, the
flying bees all came back to the hive
oil the old stand, while the queen and
young bees with 4 frames of brood and
honey remained in the old hive on the
new stand. After they had quieted
down, I cauglit tlie queen and destroyed her. On July 9, 1 again examined both hives, and found seven
queen-cells in one and three in the
other. So far everything was according to their nature. I cut all these
cells out, and the next day introduced
a queen to each of these half colonies.
One was accepted, and the other
destroyed.

On July 22, 1 again examined the
queenless hive, and again found three
day.
queen-cells.
Now, where did they
Although but little honey was being
get these eggs V It was too late to
gathered at the time of the visit, the practicality is not sacrified to esthet- attribute them to the old black queen,
bees were quiet and gentle, queen- ical notions, everything is kept clean and the only possible solution is, that
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reproducing her own kind, she
heeds not the busy scenes that are
taking place around her. The workers, laden with honey and pollen, run
pell-mell over her back, and without
the least disturbance to her matronly
equilibrium, slie goes on attending to
her own business, and at the same
time allows all other members of the
hive to do the same.
Occasionally, however, she is called
to a halt by some one or more workers,
laden with honey, whose instincts
have constituted them a self-appointed committee to feed the queen,
and from their hands (as it were) she

worn out and no longer able to keep
up the colony, but would remain mistress of the" premises and keep her
subjects at work as long as a single

into different departments of labor,
supposed by many persons, that the work of the hive may proceed
among whom there are some well in- in perfect harmony, we find some
informed upon every branch of natural gathering honey from the fields,
history, that the queen-bee is an ab- others feeding and capping over brood,
solute sovereign, and that she rules others again carrying honey from its
her subjects— the worker bees— by her scattered condition in the hive and
royal edicts, from which there can be placing it in a compact manner above
no appeal; that she plans the swarm- the brood-nest, or in surplus boxes;
ing movement, and in her jealous rage some mixing the bee-bread with
slaughters her royal offspring rather honey and placing it in a position
than bear the presence of a rival where it will be most easily reached
under the same roof with herself; and when wanted, either for the younger
that she will even secretly assassinate bees or food for the laborers, where it
her own tender princesses, while in is also capped over by others than
an undeveloped state, and before they those that place it in the cells. All
have emerged from the dark chambers these different departments of labor
of embryonic life; that she is ter- are being attended to at the same
ribly lierce and unrelenting in battle, time, and doubtless without the conwhen at war with a sister queen, into sent, knowledge or orders of the
whose vitals she will plunge her pois- queen.
We also notice bees stationed at
oned lance with the most deliberate
and deadly aim. And so the war is the entrance of the hive acting as
prosecuted until the last rival lays guards, which zealously keep out all
dead at her feet, or until some more robber bees, wasps, bumblebees,ants,
powerful princess of her own blood roaches, etc,, etc., that are always on
has thrust her dagger into the heart the lookout, watching for a chance to
of the royal mother, and reigns her- stick their noses into the sweet stores
self supreme
thus carrying out the treasured up on the inside of the hive.
theory of the late Mr. Darwin,of " the
There is still another lot of bees in
survival of the fittest." Outside of and about the hive, from whose
the hive, however, the queen has the actions we might readily conclude
name of being exceedingly timid, were dead-heads, did we not know to
never trying to defend herself, though tlie contrary. These we see hanging
she may be roughly handled and have ing in festoons to the end of combs

returned to the old hive.
is the cause of such behavior?
Simply this
When the workers have
made due preparations for swarming,
they raise the alarm, which every
bee, through the gift of its inborn
instincts, understands, and they rush
out pell-mell,and in a large majority of
eases the queen catching the excitement, rushes out witli the workers.
But at other times she is not quite so
easily excited, or is too busy to pay
any attention to the uproar, and remains in the hive attending to her
business, and after the bees have
circled in the air for several minutes,
or perhaps settled, they make the discovery that their maternal ancestor
has been left behind and, knowing
from their instincts that a colony
without a queen or mother-bee would
soon perish, they return to the old

the last queen introduced laid a feweggs before they killed her. I regret
exceedingly thiit I destroyed these
latter cells preparatory to introducing
another queen, as the one killed was
a bright Italian, and if she laid the
eggs for these latter cells, the young
queens would have told the tale, and
thrown light upon the matter.
While I am unwilling to accord that

in

bee remained in the hive to obey her

commands.
That the queen has nothing to do
with the swarming movement I have
had abundant proof, while watching
the bees when swarming. Upon one
occasion I saw the workers push the
almost human intelligence to bees,
queen off the alighting-board a number
which some men do, yet may not their
of times before she would take to the
self-preservation lead
instincts of
air.
Every time that she was pushed
them to steal eggs as well as honey
off she would return, until finally she
I would much like to hear the experigave it up and took to the air with
ence of others on this subject.
accepts the proffered food, receives the workers. Every one who keeps
Easton.o* Pa.
and returns the caresses of those who bees knows how common it is for
have treated her so kindly, and then them to swarm, and after being in the
E.YChanee.
with dignified deportment returns to air for a few minutes, to return to the
hive. I have upon several occasions
her labor.
Does the Queen Rale the Colony?
DDuring all this time, the workers, hived swarms that after remaining in
divided by their natural instincts their new quarter's for half an hour or
J. A. WARD.
'i

It

is

;

every opportunity to use her sting if
she choose to do so. This I know to
be true, but as for the royal government, lierce hatred for her young
queens, and bloody butchery of the
same, I believe to be a grand fabrication, having an existence only in the
fertile brain of
some pugnacious
queen-fancier.
But without further comment let us
examine the domestic affairs of the
hive household, and learn, if we can,
what is going on therein, and who
plans the work and hisses iliejob. The
queen, the mother of the hive, we
will (ind busy at her daily work, if in
the honey-producing season, moving
from cell to cell and inserting her
long body into each, depositing an
egg at the bottom, and in this steady

way

will

(ill

many

sheets of

comb

during the lit liours. And while thus
engaged in lilling the position in the
hive that nature intended that she
should lill, wearing out her own life

royal

so,

What

:

;

home. I have known swarms to come
out and return in this manner three

or four times before they could induce
the queen to follow,
I was taught to believe by writers
on bee-culture, that if two queens were
put in the same hive, that the bees
would clear a space, form a ring in
the centre into which the queens
would enter, and without much preliminary sparring would pitch in for
"the survival of the fittest;" continuing the bout until one of them is
empty
many
them
witli
placed hors de combat.
This is cerand
frames,
of
their heels up and heads down, or tainly a mistake in a inajority of cases,
piled up, if the weather is very warm, so far as my observation extends, and
on the outside of the hive, looking I have united a great many bees,
queens in with the
full, fat and sleepy, and apparently as turning the
happy and contented as if they pos- workers, and upon examination in a
sessed honey enough to last them the few hours afterwards have rarely
balance of their days.
These are failed to lind one of the queens in the
doubtless wax-secreters, whose whole centre of a ball of worker bees, where
keep her
would
generally
duty appears to be to eat honey and they
secrete wax, while others gather it until she was dead, smothered and
from their bodies and manufacture it squeezed to death. Hence we find
into beautiful combs.
These comb that the workers kill the surplus
builders we can see with feet, teeth queens, and that the queens tliemand feeders busily engaged plying selves have nothing to do vi'ith it.
their ingenious vocation." All these
I also find stated in books written
different departments of labor and upon the bee-subject,that the workers
apparent skill are doubtless performed have to guard all the queen-cells after
through or by the instincts of the they are built and the eggs placed in
workers, and not at all l)y the orders them, to keep the old queen from
and supervision of the queen.
destroying them before they are
Jjut to return to the queen:
If she matured. This may and may 7iot be
ruled the hive wiUi sovereign power, true; my own opinion being in the
she would not be supplanted by the negative. As the workers destroy all
workers when she becomes old and the extra queens that are matured.
'

3
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Regularity.- O. Fitzalwyn Wilkins,
doubtless they destroy all extra and
useless cells as soon as their instincts International Bridge, 9 Ont., on Aug.
tell them that the swarming season is 17, 1885, writes
There can be no coilsistent
over.
I receive the AMERICAN Bee Journal
argument brought forward to show every Wednesday at 8:3.5 p. m., which is
more
than 1 can say for the regularity of
prompt
that the instincts of the queen
her to do anytliing that would prevent other apicultural periodicals.
the propagation of her kind, and as
she cannot be moved to such acts by
Shallow Reversible Frames.— Dr. J.
a rational feeling of jealousy, as all C, Thorn, Streetsville, Out., asks the
feelings for the opposite sex are sup- following question
posed to be lost as soon as she has
The frame I use now being 10Kxl3%,
mated with a drone, and become fer- inside measure, 1 would like to ask Mr.
tile, the whole matter must be a mis- Ileddon, through the Bee Jouknal, if by
adopting the reversible method I cannot
take.
make it as successful toward the production of section lioney, as if I adopted a
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Crop Almost a Failure.
Joshua
Seymour, o+ Wis., on Aug. 13,

Bull,

1H85, writes

:

:

:

shallower frame, say 9 inches, the hive
holding 9 frames.

much depends upon

[As

the operator

which he operates, I could
not say positively just how any of your
could
I
experiments would turn out.
hardly advise one as extensively in the
and location

in

The

lioney crop

almost a failure in

is

Bees did fairly well through
and white clover yielded
nectar quite plentifully from June 1.5 to
July G, hut on July 7 it seemed suddenly
to cease.
Basswood bloomed profusely
from July
to the a.'Jth, but the most of
this time was very rainy
yet we had two
or three fine days, and 1 visited some trees

this vicinity.
Iruit-blooiu,

l.'j

;

several times that stand within 100 rods of
my apiary. The bloom was abundant,
but not a bee could I see or hear, except

one bumble-bee which was buzzing inonriifully around, solitary and alone. At this
date there are several acres of buckwheat
in full bloom within one mile, and although the bees make considerable stir,
yet they do not seem to get much honey.
Goldi^nrod was making a fair show for
fall bloom, but alas
the grasshoppers are
eating all tlie buds and blossoms off from
that.
From the present prospects it appears as though we npght have a good
opportunity to try the vutue of sugar for
wintering our bees next winter.
!

Good Honey Season.—D. K. Knoll,
Salamonia,ot Ind., on Aug. 13, 1885, business as yourself, to change, if only so
slight a change is contemplated. In my
writes
Some Queries.— A. J. Duncan, HartLangstroth
I had 19 colonies of bees in the spring experience I find even the
ford, 9 Iowa, on Aug. 11, 1885, writes:
of 1SS5 for work, in good condition, and I hive too deep. Surely the reversing prin1 lost all my bees (38 colonies) last winhave 3.000 pounds of honey (half comb ciple is of most value to the deepest
ter.
I packed them out-of-doors in the
and lialf extracted). They increased to
shallow
so
of
no
frame
frames,
yet
know
I
most approved way I know of that was,
38 colonies
I sold 2, leaving me 36 coloreverse
it
at
by setting theiii in rows, side by side, facnies for tliis season's work.
They in- but that I should desire to
creased by natural swarming.
The deeper your frames the ing south, boarding up tiglitly behind and
times.
in front, tramping in straw, 18 inches
greater the necessity for constant revers- thick behind and 10 inches in front putGood Lot of Honey,— T. F. Bing- ing. For myself I should abandon a hive ting sticks across the frames and cloths
ham, Abronia, P Mich., on Aug. 19, of the dimensions of yours, but your e.x- over the sticks, filling the upper story
with dry forest leaves, covering all over
1885, writes
perience may teach you differently and
straw, and a wide board in front, to
We have a lot of good extracted honey were 1 only going to alter the hive, I with
keep out tlie cold winds and snow. Bees
for this region, but it is not yet sold.
should not change the size of the frame, in cellars fared but little better. Not
overs per cent, (and perhaps not over
but simply make all new ones reversible.
per cent.) of the bees wintered in this
No Basswood.
O. B. Barrows, —James Heddon.]
There has been the usual
township.
Marshalltown,© Iowa, on Aug. 14,
amount of absconding swarms (some say
1885, writes
took
possession of two of my
L.
Moore,
more)
two
Packing.
R.
Winter
Bees did well while white clover lasted, Boonville,OMo., on Aug. 13, 1885, empty hives, three of one neighbor's, and
but tlie basswood secreted ne honey. I writes
one of another neighbor's. Where did
did not see a bee at work on the linden
they come from ? There has been some
I send a sample of a plant which lately discussion in the Bee Jourmal whether
blossoms, and as that is one of our prinappearance
here,
and
has
its
has
made
cipal sources, the crop of surplus in this
bees will winter better in trees than in
spread rapidly. The bees swarm on it modern hives. This is a timbered secsection will be light.
early in the morning and late in the even- tion, having one of the largest groves in
ing. It blooms from the middle of July the State, being about 30 miles long and
The Syrio-Albino Bees.— Dr. G. L. until September. I am of the opinion it from 3 to 6 miles wide. Is not this cirTinker, New Philadelphia,o+ O., on is the spider plant. 1 enjoy every moment cumstantial evidence that bees do winter
1 get to work with them, unless it is when best in trees ?
Aug. 14, 1885, writes
I will take the hint and act
one stabs me. I succeeded finely last differently hereafter.
I mail you to-day a box containing some
winter, wliile many of my neighbors came
worker bees of the new strain of Syriolosing all. I prepare them thus: I
Albinos. I have a few queens producing near
feet wide by 40 feet long
Bee-Keeping in Alabama.— W. E.
workers ah like these. I consider them have a house 7front
so that I can take all Freeman, Olustee Creek,o, Ala., on
set in
doors
the most absolutely beautiful bees that it
out. The house faces south. 1 first get a
Aug. 17, 1885, says
is possible for man to produce by the most
dry goods box and fit it down over the
careful selection.
Apiculture seems to be growing imhive so there is 3 inches or more space all
[The bees are very tine, well developed, around. Then 1 take out 3 or 3 of the mensely in Alabama at this time. Beesocieties and clubs are springing
keepers'
cut
hole
about
and
a
one
lightest frames
and beautiful in appearance.— Ed.]
inch in diameter one-third from the top of up; movable frames are slowly coming
one and two-story hives are
every frame left in the hive draw up the into use
being discussed, and many other subjects
Poor Honey Season.— G. W. Morris, divi.sioii-board and fill behind it with of
Bees have been doing
importance.
Cornish ville,© Ky., on Aug. 13, 1885, chaff also fill between the box and hive well since April 1. Many colonies perwith chaff. 1 then separated the frames
writes
February
and March, leaving the
in
ished
so that they are all from M to J^ of an
:

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

been the poorest season for inch apart at the top with slats in, so the
have kept bees there being air can pass up freely. Then 1 take a
only about 400 pounds of honey in my 18 gunny-sack and make a chaff cushion 6 or
two-story Langstroth hives, which could inches thick and put over the frames. 1
be extracted and called surplus. 1 have put the cover on the box and let them
had but one swarm this season. Some take care of themselves, which they did
who have kept bees a long time in this well last winter. It is considerable
county (Mercer), say they expect to lose trouble, but in the bee-business 1 find, as
more than halt tlieir bees during the well as any other kind of work, that
coming winter.
The Langstroth hives "there is no excellence without great
filled with Italian bees, so far as tested labor."
Bees have not done much here
here, prove to be tlie best for extracted this summer, but are galhering honey
honey.
Old boxes, log-gums, and black now. 1 think we shall have a big fall
bees are almost a failure. Bees are getting yield, from present prospects.
about as much as they consume daily
[It is cleome, called by some the Rocky
from the buck-bush. I think well of the
Mountain bee-plant.— Ed.]
Bee-Keepers' National Union.
Tills has

honey since

1

;

iu the hive full of sealed brood,
anticipate a heavy crop
larvw, etc.
from the fall bloom, .should the weather
bee-keepers of Alaprove propitious.
bama think that we liave one of the best
bee-countries upon the face of the globe ;
all that our people lack is to be fully
aroused to the importance of so small an
insect as the honey-bee— and we are wakhave organized an
ing up at last.
association for bee-keepers, known as the
It
"Patsalaga Bee-Keepers' Society."

frames

We

We

We

meets iiKinthly

at

We

Mime member's apiary

have hekl two ineetiugs
or residence.
since tlie organization was iierfected, and
meetings
to grow more and
our
we expect

more

in interest.

:

:

,
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My uneasiGood Season for Increase.— J. J. law aeainst us bee-keepers.
from having heard that our
Martin, North Manchester, 5 Ind., on ness arises be
killed by the wholesale, by
bees are to
Aug. 19, 1885, says
setting baker's yeast for them. It is said

Convention Notices.

:

A good season

reported from all bee- that yeast is sure death to bees
how is
keepers in this immediate neighliorhood. it? It seems hard to be at the mercy of
workfor
those
good
especially
we
are
been
What
It has
belligerent horticulturists.
ing their bees for increase, and that has to do?"
been the principal object here, as nearly
all bees were destroyed by the extreme
Bees Lying Ont.— 2— F. S, Elder
cold of tlie past winter. No honey of any Bro., (67—80), Lake Village,<x Ark.,
acconnt has been gathered during the past on Aug. 16, 1885, write
three weeks, but all look for a good fall
On page .508, Mr. C. H. Dibbern rehoney-flow from goldenrod, buckwheat,
marked that his bees laid out so much
etc.
while the mercury was up to 90% and asks
Tlie
Northern Michigan Honey.— L.Reed, how to prevent them from doing so.
is what we did to keep our bees
ofOronn.5 Mich., has sent us a sam- following
in when the mercury was up to 9t°
ple of his honey, and on Aug. 19, 1885, Nearly all of our bees are in Blanton-Simwrote as follows
plicity hives, and the fronts of them were
We just took
I have sent you a sample of our North- covered all over with bees.
ern Michigan honey. How does it com- the covers off and laid the mat back
pare with the honey of Illinois and other about 4 inches, and put the cover back,
The honey season letting the cleet on the back end of the
States farther South ?
cover rest on the top of the hive, and we
is over, and we have had a splendid yield.
Bees are gathering .some honey from buck- have not seen any more bees lying out
coloflowers.
Some
fall
since. Bees are doing well in this locality
wheat and other
nies are killing their drones. 1 have lost this season.
only one young queen this season, and
then 1 gave the colony a laying queen in
Second-Swarms, etc.— Chas. Mitchtime.
on Aug. J7,
ell, Molesworth, Ont.,
is

;

t^~ The Southern Wisconsin Bee-Reepers'
Association will meet at the Court House in
Janesrille, Tuesday, Aug. 2.5, ISsn, at 10 a. m.

&

:

:

very fine, and will compare favorably, both in color and flavor,
with that produced in the best honeyproducing locations of the Continent.
Northern Michigan is, we believe, almost
honey-producing
its
for
unequalled

[The honey

is

flowers.— Ed.]

1885, says

John

C.

Lynch,

Sec.

t^^ The Des Moines County, Iowa, BeeKeepers' Association, will hold its full meetat the Court House in Burling:t.on, on
Aug. 2.5, 188.5, at 10 a. m. All persons interested in bee-culture are invited to attend.
ing-

John Nau,

Sec.

I3'~The Llnwood Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at Kocls Elm Centre, Wis., on
Tuesday. Sept. Ist, at 1 o'clock p. m., in ConAll interested are cordially invited to attend, and make tlie meeting a
B. J. Thompson, Sec.
profitable one.

dit's Hall.

t^" The Western N. Y. and Northern Pa.
Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at Salamanca, N. y., in Odd Fellows' Hall, on Sept.
A. D. Jacobs, Sec.
1 and 3, 1885.
^F" The next meeting of the Northwestern
and Southwestern Wisconsin BeeKeepers' Association will be held at Rock
Hlinois

City, Ills.,

on Aug.

25, 188.5.

:

J.

Stewart,

Sec.

Every fifth colony hived on t|je lleddonplan has cast a second-swarm this year.
But much the greatest proportion was
tW~ Owing to a very heavy rain-storm
from colonies on deep frames, as 1 had diiriiiK' llie lorencmn nt July Is, the meeting
on
those
from
secoud-swarm
oulv one
uf the .Marshall County I!rc-Kec|ii'is' Assoshallow frames. Can any one account for ciation was deferred until Saturday, Aug. 29,
House at
this, as thev all had plenty of room ? Also 188:), at 10.:50 a. m., in the Court
Subjects: "Fall Man2 colonies that 1 sold last fall were win- Marshalltown, Iowa.
Sale of
and
"Care
and
agement of Bees"
tered in a snow-bank, and have increased
Honey." All hee-keepers are invited. It
each of the old colonies having will be a time of rest from other labor, and
to 6
swarmed twice. Tliis has been a poor we hope to have a good meeting.
honey season. Basswood was a failure,
J. W. Sanders, Sec.

A (Jreat Countr? for Bees.— B. W.
Lawton, Viola,? Wis., writes
1 am one of a thousand bee-keepers in though
;

:

it

bloomed

well.

the Kickapoo woods that are liable to hear
complaints similar to the one made against
lady
(Jueen-Cells, Feeding, etc.—
Mr. Freeborn. This is a great country for
bees we have both wild and tame bees, apiarist asks the following questions
and an abundance of hasswood timber,
colonies, with plenty of
1. Do strong
white clover, soft and hard maples, and sections, rear queen-cells and swarm durall kinds of wild tiowers and wild fruit ing the month of August ?
This year 1 can stand on a bluff
trees.
3. Does feeding bees make them lazy ?
and count hundreds of acres of buckwheat 1 have been feeding three of my colonies
sown where our little honey-gatherers are for four weeks, and they seem to depend
We all should upon this. They bring in plenty of pollen,
securing their harvest.
join in heart and hand and have our wel- but do not have a great deal of brood, yet
fare protected and if Sl.S.i is not enough, they seem unable to store any honey.
I will double that amount.
3. I have a colony of bees that on each
afternoon mass themselves upon the outhad two frames of
Cone-Flower.— Chas. Ilarrold, Ham- side of the hive. They thinking
to induce
and fill
burg, p Iowa, on Aug. 15, 1885, writes: comb to finish
them to go inside, 1 put on a tier of secnot
mass
do
flower
I
They
of
the
starters.
tions with
Please give ne the name
send you. It is a good bee-plant with us, quite so badly as they did at first, but
the bees getting both honey and pollen more than they should. They are in the
from it. it grows on the low lands and same location 'that they were in last year,
on creek-bottoms in the timl)er land. It and where they worked the best of any
usually grows about feet high, and some- colony 1 had. Can you give a reason why
what resembles the sun-flower. Bees are they do this ?
doing well here this season.
[1. Mucli depends upon the weather and
[It is called the " cone-flower"— blooms secretion of nectar.
There are other conIn August, and yields considerable honey. ditions, some of which are not wholly unEd.1
derstood, that induce the swarming fever

A

:

;

;

{^~ The

4th semi-annual meeting of the
Association
will be held at North Manchester, Ind., on
Oct. 10, 188.5, in the G. A. K. Hall, Union
Block. First session at 10 a. m. All beekeepers are cordially invited to be present.

Wabash Countv Bee-Keepers'

J. J.

Martin,

Sec.

IW~ The next meeting of the " Patsalaga
Bee-Keepers' Society "will be held at the
residence of the President, Mr. J. K. McLcndon, at liamer, Ala., on Sept. 10, 188.5. It is
hoped that the membership will be largely
increased at this meeting, and that all who
M. G. RusnTON, Sec.
can will attend.

;

'

in

August.

Poisoning Bees.— W. A. Pryal.North
2. No.
Temescal,*o Calif., on Aug. 14, 1885,
3. As you describe it, doubtless you are
says
passing through a honey-dearth, one
now
interest
in
some
Of late I have taken
the bee-poisoning "business," and I have
just read Mr. Bray's letter on page 491. 1
have heard of several such cases this year.
Here is one from a letter by a Ventura
county apiarist: "1 have an apiary in
the foot hills, and not far off are some
One fruit-raiser says that
orchardists.
the bees destroy his fruit, and they must
go. 1 felt easy until lately, as there are
more bee-keepers about here than there
are fruit men, and this particular fruitgrower 1 complain of would fare poorly at

iag~ The .3rd annual convention of the
Iowa State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held on the Fair Grounds at DesMoiues,
Iowa, during the Fair week. The first meeting will held at the bee-keepers' tent, on

Tuesday, Sept. 8, at 2 p. m. also there will
be a meetiug held on each succeeding night,
or as often as the convention may desire.
Those who wish to do so may bring blankets
and make the tent their head-(iuarters, as
meals can be procured on the Grounds at
reasonable rates. The State Agricultural
Society offers liberal premiums on honey,
beeswax, etc. Many prominent apiarists are
expected to be present. All interested in
the production and sale of honey should not
"'•
*'""
Goos, Sec.
Wji. '-"""
fail to attend.
;

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

that did not occur (at least as complete)
With plenty of room and
last season.

AVe have some ELEGANT
BAUtiiES, having

shade, your bees would never "mass"
upon the outside of the hive, if there was
nectar in the flowers.— James Heddon.]

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quantity of

it.

RIBBON
ii

rosette

and gold Bee, for

use at Fairs,
Trice
Conventions, etc.

liei'-kecpfrs'

50 'cents each, by mail, postpaid.

THOMAS
923

&

G.

NEWMAN &

925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

,

,
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be designated by the Advisorj' Board,
upon the written requisition of ten
members.
We supply the Ainerlean Bee Journal
Article X. This constitution may be
one 3'ear, and any of the following publicaamended by a majority vote of all tlie
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column members at any time.
of figures. The first column gives the reguLIST OP MEMBERS AT THIS DATE
lar
both. All postage prepaid.
shall

or

—

:

price of

The
and

iiijiiMii^
I'UISLlSnED

THOMAS

G.

BV

The

NEWMAN & SON,

VS a year

;

Monthly,

50 cents.

m

who

intend to be systematic
should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
their

All

work

in the apiary,

:

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

BrsiNsss Manager.

Special Notices.

Addenbrooke, W.,
Allen, Hansom,
Anderson, J. Lee.
Anderson, Wm.,
Angell,

('.

Lindsly. L.

Ludkey.

Bean.C,

Maddox, W.

M.& W.

"
"

McCurmick. Kmery,
McGee. Charles,
McLees, S..

McNay, Frank,

Brickey, Peter.

W. &

McNeill, James,

Bro.

Burrell, H. D.,

Millard. D..
Miller. B. J. &Co.,
Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller, Henry,

Burton, h..
Carder, A.,
J..

Mills, L. U.,

Minnich. F.,
Minor, N. L.,
Morse. William,
Muth-Rasniussen, Wm.,
Nelson, James A.,
Newman. Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.

,

Nipe. James,
Nutt, W. C,
Parker, D. G.,

Pennoyer, L. A.,
Peters, Geo. B.,

inake all Itloney Orders and Postal
Notes payable at (Iilcago, Ills.— Some The National Bee- Keepers' Union.
country postmasters insist on making such
payable at some sub-station of Chicago, but
CONSTITUTION.
we want them drawn on the main office.
Article I.— This organization sliall be Dunham, P.,
John,
known as the "National Bee -Keepers' Dunn,
Eaglesfleld. E. C,
Union," and shall meet annually, or as Eastwood, L.,

Phelps, N. T..

Pond,

Keetl, L..

Rey, John.
Reynolds. M. G..
Roberts, Jesse H.,

your wrapper-label reads Aug. 85, often as necessity may require.
KIwood, Sr., W. E.,
please remember that your subscription runs
AnTicLE II.— Us ol)ject shall be to pro- Feathers, Harvey,
E. T.,
out with this month. Renew at once, so as tect the interests of bee-keepers, and to Flanagan,
England, P. J.,
defend their rights.
Follett, rharles,
not to lose any numbers.
Article 111.— The officers of this Union Forbes. W. E.,
shall

consist of a President,

five

Vice-

would save Presidents, and a General Manager (who
us much trouble, if all would be particular shall also be the Secretary and Treasurer),
to give their P. O. address and name, when whose duties shall be those usually perwriting to this oflice. We have several letters formed by such officers. They sliall be
elected by ballot, and hold their several
(some inclosing money) that have no name; offices for one year or until their
successors
many others having no Post-OfBce, County are elected and installed blank ballots
or State. Also, if you live near one post^ for this puTOOse to be mailed to every mem(ilBce and get your mail at another, be sure ber by the General Manager.
Article IV.— The officers shall constito give the address we have on our list.
tute an Advisory Board, which shall
determine what action shall be taken by
For two subscribers for the Weekly this Union, upon the application of any
Bee Journal (or 8 for the Monthly) for one bee-keepers for defense, and cause such
extra assessments to be made upon all the
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary, members as may become necessary tor
their
and send it by mail, postpaid.
defense.
AiiTicLE v.—Any person may become a
by paying to the General Manager
1^^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal member
an Entrance I<'ce of one dollar to the
will be sent free upon application. Any one Defense Fimd, and an annual fee of 25
intending to get up a club can have sample cents, for which he shall receive a printed
copies sent to the persons they desire to in- receipt making him a member of this Union,
terview by sending the names to this oflice, entitled to all its rights and benefits. The
annual tee shall be due on the first day of
or we will send them all to the agent.
.hdy in each year, and .mi'st I)c |iuiii within
30 days in order to retain membcrshi]) in
We want one number each of the Bee this Union.
Article VI.— Donations of any amount
Journal of August, 1866— February, 18ST.
be made at any time to the Defense
Any one having them to spare will please may
Fund, in addition to the entrance and
send a Postal Card. We will pay 50 cents for membership fees and the regular assessone copy of each of the two numbers.
ments made upon the members by the
Advisory Board.
Article VII.—The Defense Fund shall
^T" Preserve your papers for reference be used for no other purjiose than to defend
If you have not got a Binder we will mail you and protect bee-keepers in their rights, after
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free such cases are approved by the Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscripregularly made in writing by the Advisory
tions for the Bee Journal.
;

^~

•

^~

Board.

tS~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IS.— Meetings
shall be held at such times

of this Union
and places as

Koot, A. 1..
Rowe. David,
Uove. Burr.
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheurinp, Paul,
Seabright, L. C,
Secor. Eutrene,
Shiipley. D. L..

France, E. & Son,
Freeborn, S. I.,
Fulton. W. K.,
Funk, H. W..
Furness. Dwight,
Gander, A. M..
Goodrich. A. S..
Green. Charles H.,
Greening, C. F.,
Gresh. Abel.
Grimm, Christopher,

Shearman.

J.

W.

Shirley,

<!>.,

IL,

Hmith. George,
Snell, F. A.,

Spady, Jno.,
Spencer, M. L.,
Stearns, J. K..

Stephenson. H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,

W.

Ilarlens. J G.,
Harrison, S. H.,

Stewart,
Stocker,

Haskin. A. s., M. D..
Hatch. C. A.,
Havens, Reuben,
Hayhurst. E. M.,
Heaton, J. N.,
Heddon, James,
Hensley, J. P.,

Stolley, Wm.,
Stoier. E. M.,
Talbert. M.,

Hettel, M.,

Tinker, Dr.

(i.

Tongue, L.

N.,

Theilmann, C,
Thompson. Geo. M.,

Hoke, Abe,

Trimberg'T, John,
Turner, T. E.,
Tyner, Alonzo,
Vanliouten, C. W.,

J. B.,

Hoyle, (ieorge H.,

Hvne,

Viallon, P.

L.,

Walton, Col. R.,
Webster. H. S.,
Weeks, C,
Wendt. Henry.
Whitney. W. V.,

Z.,

J.Tnies M.,

Isham, H.B.,
Jones. George W.,
King, D. N..
King. T. Frank,

Wicherls. A..
Wilkins. Miss Lucy A.,
Wolcott. Wm.C,
Wright. W. D.,
Zwiener H. L.

Koeppen, August
Langstroth. Rev. L.
Lanning, John,

L.,

Travis, F. W..
Travis. I. A.,

Hollingsworth, C. M.,

Huse, Wm. IL,
Hutchinson, W.

S.

'I'hatcher. Will.,

Hilton, (ieorge E.,

H.mard,

H.,

Wm.

Taylor, Georee,

Hill, A.G.,
Hills, Mrs. H.,

L.,

Lawton, B. W.
Le Roy, J. W.,

OR EXCHANGE.
Improved Stock

FOR SALE

Farm

;to

miles from Chicago.

Will sell cheap for cash
___,or exchange for stock of
poods— or western land. Address,

30A6t

T. J.

CAIRNS <Sc CO., Janesville.Wis.

MNew
Chromo

Style. Embossed Hidden Name and
VisitinnCards, no 2 alike, name on,
lOc. 13 packs*! warranted best sold. Samplebook,4c.
L. JONES & CO.. Nassau. N. r.
IlAiy
:

Article Vlll.— The annual fees paid by
the members shall become a general fund,
from which shall be paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as printing,

Jr.. J. B.,

Powell. E. W.,
Pray, G. Ij.,
Rainey, Jarvis,

If

To Correspondents. — It

A. E.,

Mcl'onnell, .lames,

Wm..

Decker, A. A..
Demaree, G. W.,
Dibbern, C. H. & Son,
Dickason, T. B.,
Dittmer. Gus,
Dodge, U.B.,
DoolitUe, G. M.,
Downs, Robert,
Drane, E.,

i^W

Manum,

IL,

Mason, .JaB. B.,
Mattoon, J as..

L.

Bohn. (iustav.
Bray, Moses,

Chapman,

.50 colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

8.

Margriive, J. W.,

$100 Cheney, H. II.
125 Christian, P.J.
150 Clarke. Rev. W.F.,
Connlev. J<,hn T.,
The larger ones can be used for a few col- Cook. Prof, A. J.,
(,'ripe, Henry.
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, Dadant, Chiis.,
and still keep the record all together in one Dadant. C. P
Darby, M. B..
book, aud are therefore the most desirable.
]>ayton, C. W.,
For

Mallory,

Marden, Henry,

Bernschein. Ernst,
Besne, H., M. D.,

J.

T..

Mahin, Rev. M.

S..

Buchanan,

(Charles,

Ludlotf, K.,

Baldwin, B. T..
Ball, Miss J. M.
Barnes, Wm. M.,
Baxter, E.J.

Bitzer.

t^~

Pltni'HIETOKS,

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly,

Price 0/ both. Club
Weekly Bee Journal
2 00..
Gleanings in Itcc-Culture
.3 00..
2 75
Bcc-K'cepiT.-i'.Maf-'ii/,ine
3 00.. 2 75
Bcc-Kcrpcrs' Cnlde
2.50.. 2.35
Kansas l!ci--Keeper
300.. 2 75
The .Apicillturist
3 00.. 2 90
Canadian Hee-Paper
3 00.. 2 75
7 above-named papers
7 50.. 6 75

BEESWAX.
^Ve pay »Oc. per lb., delirered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each packaKe.

THOS.

923

Q.

NE^VMAN A

& 920 West Madison

Street.

SON,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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RED CLOVER QUEENS HUTCHINSON s
by
retnrn mail.— I am now up witlimj'ord
'>;"'!™™"";7i';-r,"™"l'..".".',sers, and can send Queens by return inai'

My

Queens are almost without an exception
purely mated. My bees have worked just
thick on red clover, from the time it bloomed
until the present time.
SOABtf J. T. WIIiSON, Nicholasville, Ky.

ADVERTISEMENT

WE

^^^

JOUNDATION
Mills i^^'Tjl
W.e.PELHAM

.-

^

maysvilLe,ky.
a7ABly

SYRIO-ALBINO QUEENS.
^MERirAXA.-OrdersforQueena of
APIS
thebesiutiful MYRIU-ALBI^t'OS, will now

from the apiary of "CyulaLinswik;" besides
this, we have our own original stock, which
was built up from Dadant imported stock,
and fi-om Queens obtained from several of
our best breeders. We are not trying to see
how cheaply we can rear Queens', but what
CiiOOD ones we can furnish. No Queens
will be sent out that would not be used in
the
for

home

Single Queen, $1.00 si.x
^."j.OO; twelve or more, 7.'»c. each. Tested
Queens, S2.00each. Full colonies, 5:5.00 each.
Make money orders payable at Flint. Address
apiary.

W.

Z.

;

HUTCHINSON,

come,

BR.

first

served.

New

lAtf

Send for

"

Tested

"
"
"

"

5 50
10 00

Hdoz....
"

1

....

110

each
H doz
"

1

Queens

"

Address

Descriptive Price-List free.
orders to

WM, W. GARY,
(Successors to

-

Wm.

6
11
2
2

....
....

each

Selected Tested

00
00
00
50
all

Coleraine, Mass.,
AV.

Cary

&

Son.)

—

N. B. C>n a single order for .'>0 Queens, we
will give 10 per cent. dl!>icouut from the

above

II

L'OAtf

list.

PRIZE.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goons which will help you
to more money right away
than anything else

in this

world. All.of either sex. suc-

ceed from tlrst hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
TiirE & Co., Augusta, Maine.

circulars.

TINKER,

€t. I..

Warranted

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

.30Atf

'.i

First

•
"

imported Queens; also quite a

number of very superior home-bred Queens

be received. Ileareii by ray new metliod. nil
are large and fine and perfect. We have made a
great discovery in Queen- Kearine, and hereby
challenge the produetinn (by natural swarminK "r
otherwise) of Queens tliat will e.xcel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated
miles fr<im other
bees.

II

ARIi: now making a specialty of
rcariiiK tine ITALI.IN QliEENS. All
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
Queens are lired from the purest and best of
and Albinos!
motliers, and the cells built in full colonies.
We have one of A. I. Root's ver.v best, se- Untested Queens
each
$ 100
lected, tested,

^^ PATENT

Mail!

OlIEENSl'yM!!:
'iw*'*l«i»-s
AT THE FOLLOWIXti LOW RITES:

SlAly

Philadelphia, Ohio.

___^^

Wadant'sFouiulation Factory, wholesale
and

presents given away.
Send us cents pnataae,
and by mail you will uet
/ree a paebane of goods
ill

letail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

r>

!u y ^

Bee-Hives, Sections

j

of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the f:2cio.(MH) in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, <jf either sex. of all ages, for all the lime,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hali-ett & Co.
SlAiy
Portland. Maine.

OREAT
it

Mwmmi

will find
to their interest to write us for special

stocking-up prices— either for present or
future deli\'erv.

G. B.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

liEWIS &

(HAS.

F.

arrival guaranteed.

:WA4t

FAYETTE I-EE, Cokato, lUiiin.
FLAT-ISOTTOM

Bees and Glueens

COMB FOUNDATION,

purchased
the black bees within a
HAVING
radius of « mites, now claim the JjARGEST
all

high side-wElls.4 to IR square feet tc
Hf.v,v- •^iT^^'P'^^^'^* *^'ircularaDd samples frea
J.
& SONS,
«^v^^l^J

I

ITALIAN APIARY and

best location for rearing
I will continue to
)jrice of To cents
each. F-xtra selected tested ish,', rearintr) !Sil..'»0
each. Three li-frarae Nuclei, every frame dlled
with brood, with selected tested Vueen, llfiJ each.

UUEEXS

FII^'E
in the Siate.
sell warranted Queens at the low

VAN DKUSKN

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook. Mont. Ca^ N. 7.

L-.v*;--ji'.'^',v.v.*lf

(

WOOD,

North Prescott, Mass.

:^itAtJt

more money than
fail.

be sold for ;io cents or less. Many
in order to give the children

THOS.

G.

Terms

free.

Co.
Portland. Maine.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

NEWMAN
St.,

by

Ham.ett Book

5lAly

consumers will buy it
a handsome toy pail.

& 925 West Madison

at anything else

an agency for the best selling book
WIN:taking
out.
Beginners succeed grandly. None

i?*

923

Standard Langstroth.

A: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

Dadanl'sFiMinilatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

And

another column.

all

other kinds of

HlTes,

MADE TO ORDER,

Given's Foundation Press

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
rpiIE OIVE.\ PKE!48 stands in the rront
I shall supply anythlnK you need in the Apiary.
i rank fcir manufuctunnii FOUNHATION Send for Illustrated Price List.
111 Weired Frum,'.. as well .is foundation for
SEfTIONN. VVithnut adlasentinu voice, all of
W. E. ClvARK.successortoL. C. Root,
ourcu^totuPrs sifflrin Its superiority. Send for Cir- 7Aly
OKISKANY. Oneida County, N. y.
culars and Sttiuples.

D.
lABtf

8.

QIVEN A

nOOPESTON.

CO.,

Vermillion Co., ILL.

for working people. Send in cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of gooda
that will put ynu in the way of making more money in a few days than
ynu ever thought possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare lime only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. ,=io cents
to $'» easily earned every evening. That all who
want work m:iy test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satistled
paralleled (.ifTer
we will send ^\ to pav for the trouble of writing us.
ImKull particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
mense pay absolutely sTire for all who start at once
Address Stinson & co.
Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
siAly

HELP

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
rnis ne
new Hize of our Tapering
I Honey
ney Pails isof uniform design
Vviththe other sizes, having the top
frige turned over, and has a bail or
liaiidle, — making it very convenient
'Carry. It
well-made and, when
lied with h<niey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

WIS.

for one-hundred dollars, in American hives;
or $3.50 each, singly. They are strong- in
liees and honey. Syrians and Italians. Safe

MUTH,

Freeman d: Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
|^"Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Address JAS.

CO.,

WATEKTOWN,

30 COLONIES Of BEES

Square Gliiss Honey .lars. Tin Buckets.
Langstrotli Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections, etc.
to

Honey-Boxes

DIi;.4I,X;RS and large consumers

:MABtf

Apply

&

:

Fruit-Farm
FOIt SAIu.E

& Apiary
CHEAP!

ACRES, hill-land,'.) well -stocked with apples.
Q^
?yO peaches, pears, plums, quinces, grapes, and
small fruit, in tine bearing condition. The remainder in pasture, grass. gr:iln, etc. Apiary contains
in I>angatroth
140 ITAI..IAI^
Uee-houpe and all modern appliances for
liives.
apiculture, in as good locaiion for bees and honey
as can be found. Good in-room house, beautifully
located, ci<mmanding a view of the city, river and
surrounding country. New barn and out-bull dings,
Reason for
cistern, never-failing springs, etc.
selling— age and ill-health.

COLONIES

:i:3A0t

S. A.

STILLMAN, LOUISIANA, MO.

Uadant'sFoiindationFactorj, wholesale

Dadant'sFouiid.ationFactory, wholesale

and

and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another coluoiD.

retail.

See Advertlaement

in

another column

—

—
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Tlie outlook, although not as bright
Coiiib honey, soon after removal from
it
miglit be, owing to the light crop the hives, should be carefullj' examined
if
honey produced this year, has fair promi- any moth-worms arc discovered, pile the
ses for the future.
honey
Colonies generally are
up in a closed room, and fumigate it
strong, and ne.\t spring will probably find with sulphur. This should be repeated as
them in good condition for a profitable sum- oft(!n as any worms are discovered.
as
of

;

mer's work.

When

Tlie Slielby County Fair is to be held
at Harlan, Iowa, from Sept. 22 to 25, 1885,

Bujmnu

As

it

offers the astonishingly large

Vol. XXI.

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 35.

Sept. 2, 1885.

sum of

one dollar as a premium in the Apiarian
Department, the display will, no doubt, be
proportionate to the liberality of the Fair

managers

THOMAS
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1

!

PMtlniatliig

the

quantity

of

honey in a hive, says an exchange, it is best
to examine each comb separately.
Ascertain by actual weight the amount of honey
which a comb of an average thickness will
contain, and from that estimate the amount
in each hive. Allow for the weight of the
combs, especially if old, and also the amount
of pollen they

may

A

contain.

little

prac-

Tlie Falr8 are now being held all over
tice will soon enable one to judge quite corthe country, and any one attending such
rectly, by simply lifting one comb after
and wishing to get up a club for the Bee
another from the hive, as to how much
Journal wdl be furnished with sample
honey they ccuitain. For out-door wintercopies free. Send for them a week or ten
ing each hive should contain at least 25
days before they are needed, so as to be sure
pounds for in-door wintering, or where the
of having them in time. We will also send
;

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

a colored Poster of the Bee JounN.tL,
requested, to put up over the exhibits.

And

;

to future conflicts carry,

Va.,

is

desk by its illustrated 24-page catalogue. It
is kept by Mr. E. C. Jordan, one of the principal bee-keepers of Virginia, and we notice

faith and common trust."
that honey is among the attractions of the
siveet liiini— That of the honey- dining-room.

bee.

When Marketing; Fxtraeted Honey,

Grief counts the seconds

;

happiness for-

gets the hours.

If a

boy

wishes to ascertain whether bees
his finger into the
entrance of the hive.
see or

not— let him put

He

"
is not worthy of the honey-comb,
that shuns the hive because the bees have
stung."— Sftafccspcare.

Fxtracted honey,

if

lbs. will do.

not already sealed

in Fred-

Mutual

Hum,

hives are well protected, 20

by the bees when extracted, should be
placed in open vessels and allowed to ripen,
represented on our
before it is put into cans, jars, etc., for the

The White Sulphur Springs
erick Coutity,

**Let us then uniting bury
All our idle feuds in dust

when

a sad blunder to use barrels holding from
pounds— they are too large to he
desirable tor the trade, too bulky to be handled with care in transportation, and too dear
to be lucrative to the producer, for honey
put up in such large barrels is subject to a
discount of one cent per pound, because of
the difficulty in disposing of it without
repacking and dividing into smaller lots.
it is

.300 to .500

be sold in barrels or kegs,
bung, but cover the hole
with fine wire-cloth to keep out insects. We
have just examined a lot of honey put up In
cans before it was ripe, and as it has fermented, it presents a very, disagreeable
sight about one-fourth of it is covering the
retail trade.

do not put

If to

in the

—

looks frothy atid tastes sour. All
result of the honey not
being properly ripened. We have so often
called attention to the necessity of ripening
extracted honey, that we are surprised that
so a Important matter should be neglected.
floor

:

it

this waste is the

Correspondents will please take a hint.
Do not write any more on subjects that are
so stale and "worn out" as are "pollen,"

As winter approaches, mice are alIVIiat is the difference between a bee and
most sure to infest the hives if openings " diarrhea," and the like. We are sick of
donkey ? One gets all the honey, the other sufficient are left for their entrance. Wax them, and believe our readers are also. Give
gets all the whacks (wax).
us a rest now, for at least a year.
is a non-conductor of heat, and besides enAnother thing do not think it your duty
Bee-keepers should take good care of joying the heat generated by the bees,
to " pitch into " every thing that you cannot
their basswood trees, as well as set out which answers the purpose to them of a
endorse.
If
you have some valuable
more for the bees. They are valuable for base-burner, the honey and bee-bread
furnishes food, and the comb fine bedding. thoughts on such a subject, write them out,
honey, as well as good for shade.
Care should be taken that no entrance is leaving others to decide which of the two
In tlie slieep-bees lansuit we fancy left large enough for the mice to enter, else you or the other writer— are the nearest to
Mr. Powers will find it difficult to identifn much of the comb and honey may be de- the correct theory. In other words, please
do not want so badly to stinu somebody
Mr. Freeliorn's bees, or to pro\'e by eye- stroyed. Indiana Farmer.
Write out your views, and leave the concluwitnesses that the bees made an aggressive
A lady bee-keeper has gone. We re- sions or theories of others alone. Give your
attack on the sheep and injured them.
gret to learn from Mr. L. R. Jackson, Urmey- own thoughts in an independent way.
TUe intrlilgian State Fair will be held ville, Ind., that he has lost his devoted wife.
We learn that Mr. M. L. Trester, superin" My wife
at Kalamazoo on Sept. li-18, 188,'>. The pre- On Aug, 27, he wrote as follows
miums in the Apiarian Department amount died on Aug. 25, after a few hours of pain. tendent of bees and honey at the Nebraska
to $:!00.
The premium list (containing 112 She had kept .30 colonies of bees of her own, State Fair, to be held at Lincoln, Nebr., on
Sept. 11 to 18, has succeeded in having "a
pages) will be sent upon application to the and managed them well and profitably. She
was a close reader of the Bee Journai., and bee-yard" enclosed, on the Fair ground.
Secretary, J. C. Sterling, Monroe, Mich.
argued points well. She and myself lost all The fence is made partly of boards and
Tlie TrI-State Fair will be held at of our bees last winter, but we were getting partly of screen wire — the wire being just
Toledo, O., from Sept. 7 to 12, 188.5. Dr. A. a good start again now I am alone, and the right for visitors to look throng* to see the
bees handled. A premium of $40 is ofl'ered
B. Mason, of Wagon Works, O., is superin- loss is severe."
for the colonies that will gather the most
tendent of the ai^iarian department, wliere
A bee-keepers' picnic was held at pounds of honey in 20 days and on Aug. '26
§212 arc offered as Premiums. Send to Dr.
George's Hill, Philadelphia, Pa., on Friday, quite a number of colonies were weighed in
Mason for l^remiura List.
Aug. 21. At 11 a. m. they were called to or- the yard and then sealed after locking the
Mr. A. .1. Kiii^ has severed his connec- dei' by President H. Townsend, and talked gate they are to be left undisturbed until
tion with the lire-Keepers' Maaazine. It will on several interesting topics.
Sec. Hahraan the end of the trial
then they are -to be
he published hereafter by Messrs. John read some extracts from the Bee Journal, weighed again. On account of the probaAspinwall and W. R. Treadwell. Both Mr. Mr. Stout exhibited some finely marked bility of the Lincoln hotels being crowded,
King and the new publishers have our best Italian bees, and Mr. Arthur Todd, taking a we are informed that Mrs. Trester has, at
wishes. Mr. King has been in "the editorial young bee between his finger and thumb, the request of many friends, consented to
harness" for 12 years, and now with failing exhibited its golden bands.
The picnic keep " open house," for " bee-keepers' headhealth seeks rest, for recuperation.
ended about p. m.
quarters," during the Fair.
a

:

!

:

;

;

;

;
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WITE

REPLIES by Praminent

Apiarists.

Building Brace-Combs.
Query, No. 105.— Suppose a strip fi-inch
thick and the widiri of Ihe top-bar be put across
the frame. leavlnK a suitable space between the
stilp and the top bar: would the bees satisfy their
propensitT to build brace-coiubs by putiing It in
such space, and build none between the lop of the
frame vnd the bottom ot the one above it? ll they
would, then why not use such an arrangement
insttad of a slatnoney-board ? Whattblcknesaof
strip and width of space Is best?— Maine.
I think it would answer the purpose, but not so well as if there was a
break-joint arrangement.— Dr. C. C.

Miller.
do not know. I see no
they might not, yet they
propolize where tbe frames
will
touch. From two years' experience,
I am satisfied that I must have double
bee-space between the brood -chamber
and sections, and some between the
brood-chamber and second-story for
extracting. 1 also want nothing but
reversible frames. Peof. A. J.Cook.

am

sure

reason

why

I

—

I

comb-bar, which is just bee-space below the top-bar, you will get all the
advantages that the recess honeyboard can give. I have a few frames
in use made as I have described them,
and I will give them a fair trial. I
make the broad top-bars 5-16 of an
inch thick, and i% inches wide. The

gives no honey-flow, which caused the
bees to destroy drones. The phrase,
" working well on white clover," does
not correspond well with "only two
swarms that are killing drones " and
" cold with terrible rains and winds."
G. M. DOOLITTLE.

—

Although appearing to work busily,
they are probably not storing suffibut is only % of an inch wide. The ciently to afford the presence of these
opening in the centre of the top-bar "gentlemen of leisure." Dr. C. C.
is >4-inch.
I regard >4inch sufficient Miller.
bee-space for any and all purposes,
G. W. Demaree.
comb-bar

is

the

same as

to thickness,

A

Killing off Drones.

.

They are niaking a business of killlnii drones, as
much so as If it were in September. The weather
is

very bad for them, as

it

is

Query, No. 107.— What

my Italian
slHKs while

Query No. 106.— What could ray drones
have done that the bees are killlnK them all off?
What is the cause and what will be the result ? I
have III coumies that wintered well in the cellar
without the loss of a colony, and which are now
atroDK in bees and brood, and are working well on
white clover. They have cast only two swarms.
cold with terrible

rams and winds, and variations of 30 degrees

in

the temperature.— E. J. C.

The question answers itself. The
very fact that " the weather is bad
for them," is reason sufficient for
them to kill otf the drones. The time

"Singing" &aeen.

still,

is the cause of
queen sinRtng like a layinK hen ? She
movtnK among tbe beesaswell aswhen

and CO loudly that she can be heard

5 feet

The day before 1 heard
had cut out all of the queencells, and after doing so. 1 thought tnat 1 had
overdone It, as I could not find the queen— having
gone through the hive twice, the second time with
help to look for her. The ne-xt day 1 resumed my
search for her, but before doing so, I stopped to
look alter a lioly- Lund queen that I had introduced
Into an adjoining hive, when 1 heard a nolst* as if
a bee was in distress in my supposed queenless
cloiiy. Upon opening the hive to see the cause
and lotik for my lost queen, I very s<pon found her
passing among the bees and singing as happily as
a lark. It was not a piping noise, but a regular
singing like a laying hen. There was not a queencell in the hive at this time, 1 am sure.- W. U. R,
away with the hive

this strange noise,

closed.
I

Queens often make this singing
of itself makes no difference to bees, noise, called " piping," when alarmed.
weather
them
greatly.
but the
affects
W. Z. Hutchinson.
No practical bee-men use a slat I have had a general slaughter of I have never heard of such a case.
white
drones
right
in
the
midst
of
the
cloth,
use
a
honey-board now tliey all
Dr. C. C. Miller.
and only leave enough space between clover harvest, owing to 3 or 4 days of
rainy
weather.—
J.
E.
Pond,
Jr.
cold,
between
to
pass
bee
allow
a
I could not tell, never having seen
tiers to
Son.
or heard of such a case. I have heard
the comb.— Dadant
I think that your bees are passing
caged queens make a noise similar to
I doubt the utility of such a device. througli a short honey-dearth, added
the one described, but what made
If "Maine" thinks it would be use- to the fact that they have already inthis queen " sing " in the hive, I canful, he can easily settle the matter by creased, they are contemplating no
not tell.— James IIeddon.
experimenting on a few hives, using further use for the drones. Unless
"Piping" queens are not so very
different thicknesses of strips and you are extensively engaged in queenwidth of spaces until the right dimen- rearing, I think the "result" will be rare, that they attiact more than passG. M. Doo- favorable.— Jajies IIeddon.
ing attention of the experienced apisions are secured.
a nucleus hive the
LITTLE.
The very bad weather is the prob- arist. I opened
queen's
Tlie only way to ascertain is to able explanation.— VV. Z. Hutchin- otlier day to see if the young
begun
to hatch, and the
progeny had
I apprehend, however,
a test.
;

&

—

make

son.

no satisfactory test could be
The bees are killing off their drones
made, as no 2 colonies would work because of the cold weattier and rains
My experience is tliat braces which you mention. It is quite evialike.
are only put where needed to strength- dent that tlieir reason for doing this
en and support the combs and I is " short crop."— Dadant & Son.
think the strip mentioned above
Your drones are not" sinners above
would have no effect whatever.— J.
that

;

E. I'oND, Jr.

have had the same thought, and
it is no doubt correct that such an
arrangement would tend to keep the
brace-combs away from tlie upper receptacles or cover. It would serve
I

'

much

the

same

piiipose that the slat

honey-board would, if each slat came
directly over the top-bars of the broodframes but you would in either case
be annoyed with many times more
brace-combs than with the honeyboard as it is— with its slats exactly
breaking joints with the brood-frames
below.— James IIeddon.
Just as you state it, I am unable to
see any advantage to be gained by
such an arrangement. To make the
two top-bars of tlie same width will
cover the usual openings between the
frames. If the top bars of the frames
are made not less than \% inches
wide, so as to fill the whole space between the frames, and are slitted in
;

other " drones, in tliat, that they are
You give tlie true
being killed off.
cause of their persecution in your
concluding remarks. Continued bad
weather discourages the bees, and
makes increase out of the question
with them, and they proceed to drive
out the drones as useless consumers.
Nevertheless, nature will not make
the mistake of destroying the whole
of them. The season has been an unfavorable one here, and hardly a day
has passed that the diones were not
persecuted, and yet I still have drones.
The season has been so bad that even
nuclei with virgin queens were cross
with their drones.— G. W. Demaree.

queen was " piping" loud and clear.
She does not "sing, "in my estimaIn my experience such queens
tion.
are hard to "introduce" on account
of liability of being " balled " by the
bees. This piping trait in individual
queens indicates a cross, impatient
disposition.— G.

W. Demaree.

I suppose that queens, like people,

may

sing or whistle

when

they are

This one was overjoyed at
the disappearance of her rivals.— Dr.
G. L. Tinker.
I give it up. as I have never heard
or seen anything of the kind. G. M.
hai>py.

—

Doolittle.

The IlllnoiK State Fair will be held in
Chicaffo during the week commoncins: Monand promises many
da.v, Sept. 14, 1885
attractions.

Tile St. Louis Fair opens Monday, Oct.
and continues for si.\ days. The premium
weather list contains ^4 departments, and S":!,000 is
secretion and unfavorable
often cause colonies to kill their ottered in premiums, A rate of one faro for
drones as early as May and June, as the round trip lias been made by all railAt such limes, if roads running within 500 miles ot St. Louis.
well as later on.
drones are just hatching, they are SlliO are oft'ercd as premiums in the Apiadragged out at once.
Dr. G. L. rian Department. Any of our subscribers
desiring a copy of the premium list will rethe centre the full length of the in- Tinker.
The last half of the question an- ceive one frce.by addressing Festus J. Wado,
side of the frame, so as to bring the
opening right over the centre of the swers the first part. Cold and wet Sec., 718 Chestnut St., St. Louis. Mo.

The

failure

of

flowers, or

—

nectar

r,,

:

;

.
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and removing it to a new loca- frame hives, I find not the least difwere allowed to es- ference in the number of swarms cast
cape, and the brood restored, to the from them.
great delight of the bees.
I hardly know what Mr. D. means
Fresh honey was now given them, by colonies going "without queens
all
for
as the robbers had stolen nearly
30 days." Tiiere exists no such
that tliey had. Finding that they de- queenlessness in my system of manRxphiiiatury The figures before the fended their stores, they were re- agement.
Neither does the system
names indiciite llie number of years that the stored to their old stand. Royal cells necessitate the buying of aqufenat
person has kept bees.
Those after, show were found well under way, next day, all
nor special efforts in rearing
the number of eolonies the writer had in the but no signs of the queen.
Six days them, and I keep my combs, as a
previous sprinj^ and fall, or fall and spring-, later the queen was found destroying whole, better occupied with brood, and
as the time of the j'ear may require.
the cells of rival queens.
She had get more surplus by so doing than I
This marli O indicates that the apiarist is not
laid a single egg
but 12 hours ever could, or believe any one can get
located near the centre of the State named:
after having lier own way, she laid with any 10-frameJiive, in any place.
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east freely. If the colony had been a large
Mr. Dadant conveys the idea that 1
*Owest: and this 6 northeast; X) northwest;
one, she might not have been allowed should use hives holding combs equal
sheet,

tion, the robbers

—

;

!

;

;

"^southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State meutioned.

to the capacity of

to destroy these queen-cells.

When

the introduced queen is lost
way, the one that supplants
her may be black or hybrid, and its
owner, ignorant of the real facts, may
lay all the blame upon the innocent
queen-dealer
It is not always the
in this

For the American Bee JournaL

Introducing Valuable ftueens.

1

KEY.

L. L.

case that a queen, when well received,
will refuse to lay, because the bees
are bent on building royal cells ; often
they will lav quite freely.
Every years experience only impresses liie more forcibly with the
truth of what I said at some length
to the Cincinnati Convention in 1871,
that it was not safe to assert of bees,
any more than of human beings, that
under what seems to us to be precisely
similar circumstances, they will invariably do the same thing.
Oxford,? Ohio, Aug. 15, 1885.

LANGSTKOTH.

The following facts will show what
great caution is needed in introducing
valuable queens
On July 22 a queen was removed
from a strong colony, and the next
day a caged queen was given them.
Tlie third day, judging from ttieir
quiet motions on the cage, that they
were ready to receive lier, I arranged
to have them liberate her.
Upon examining tliem on July 27, the queen
was well circled, butliHd not begun to
lay. The bees were building a number of queen-cells, which I destroyed.
For the American Bee Journal.
On July 2S, I destroyed many queencells.
Eight or Ten Frame Hives?
The queen was well attended,
but there were no eggs. On the 29th I
JAMES HEDDON.
destroyed a drone-lar'^ato which they
were giving the royal treatment;
there were only three eggs. On the
I have read Mr. C. P. Dadant's artiSOth I found many eggs laid, but no cle on page 535, and I am considerably
queen cells.
surprised that so practical a producer
Now suppose that I had neglected of honey should entertain views so
to examine this colony and destroy widely differing from so many of our
these queen-cells
the bees would best and most experienced honeyhave gone on with them, and in due producers. Looking at the matter in
time the queen I had given them the light of my own experience, I can
would have led off a swarm, or would account for these wide differences of
have been compelled to tight a rival, opinion in the following three ways
or would, for a time at least, have
1
Location and climate may have
shared her rights with another. Such nauch to do with it.
occurrences are by no means rare.
brood - chambers con2. Smaller
When largely engaged in queen-rear- tracted to even less capacity, during
ing, they were witnessed many times that period when the production of
in my apiary.
honey rather than brood, is desirable,
Another experience will show more have their special advantages in the
fully how unsafe it is to infer that all production of comb honey and as Mr.
will go on right, if only the new queen Dadant is a producer of extracted
has been accepted by the bees.
honey almost exclusively, 1 presume
queen caged 2-1 hours was prepared lie has never given the smaller broodfor liberation, and the only comb chainbers a fair trial.
from wliich they could rear queens,
H. It is not impossible that he is
removed. They acted just as though mistaken, lie favors the production
they were black bees made hopelessly of extracted as more profitable than
queenless— some running in a dis- that of comb honey, which, in my
tracted manner over the front of the location, and I believe in my latitude,
hive, and others taking wing.*
is a decide 1 mistake, and I feel conSupposing that the presence of a fident that the future will sustain me
queen, tliough caged, would soon rec- in this opinion.
oncile them to the loss of their brood,
In my former article I tried to show
1 left tliem for a short time.
Upon why there was little or no more capimy return the air was filled with rob- tal invested in five 8-frame than
in
ber bees, against wliich the nucleus four 10-frame Langstroth hives. As
made no defense. Covering it with a Mr. D. only asserts to the contrary. I
need say nothing further regarding
* I have of ton noticed that bees will care more
In my personal experience with
for lnrvte from which they can rear queens, than it.

—

:

;

A

for a ca^ed strange queen.

many hundred

colonies in 8

and

10-

my

queens.

If I

should do so. I should have to place
about 20 to 30 Langstroth combs with

most of my queens, at certain seasons of the year. lie says tliat Mr.
Adam Grimm aimed to sell bees, so
His son,
adopted a smaller hive.
when here, said that he changed
to S-frame hives because he liked
them much better for the production
of comb honey.
I do not know that Mr. Langstroth
is now a producer of honey of any
kind ; or if lie is, it may be extracted
honey, the same as Mr. Muth ; and as
to 8 or 10-franie

brood-chambers for

extracted honey, the question may be
said to hinge upon how much one is
inclined toward the horizontal vs. tlie
" tiering-up " system.
I have twice
tried both extensively, and I dhoose
the latter decidedly." For the last
two years my colonies in brood -chamframes 12x12
bers containing
19

have swarmed fully as much
as those in 8-Langstroth-frame hives.
Mr. Dadant says that my contraction plan limits the queen to a capacity of 1,600 eggs per day, and it looks
as though I tluuight that tlie less bees
Certainly ttiere are
I had, the better.
times when the less bees we have
hatching, the better and during the
period that I contract the hive I do
not care to furnish combs, food, and
nurse bees to lu'oduce nnn-e than a
good swarm of bees every 21 days,
which the 5 reversible combs will do.
incites,

;

There are yet left such comb honey
producers as Mr. Doolittle and Mr.
Bingham, using hives whose broodchambers contain considerably less
capacity than the 8 Langstroth combs.
There are also nisiny others besides
Mr. Iliitchinson and myself whose
works argue in favor of the superiority of small brood chambers for
comb honey production. I need not
say anything of the comfort of handling

these

less

cumbersome

hives.

Mr. D. says that he states facts, not
theories— facts long and thoroughly
tested, and the tests still going on.
The same may be said of those who
adhere to tlie smaller brood-chambers,
except that their tests have shown
them that they cannot afford to go on
testing any farttier in this direction.
I heartly agree with Mr. Dadant,
that beginners should not blindly imitate any one's favorite methods, but
adopt such as look reasonable, and test

them

as far as they are able, holding
all that they find valualile.
philosophy of the superiority of

fast to

The

small brood-chambers

may

be found

:
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in my article on page 486, and, as I which he was to receive 20 cents per
pound.
believe, is unanswerable.
Mr. C. described his method of conDowagiac, 9 Mich.
trolling swarming in strong colonies
during the honey-flow, which I will
ror the American Bee JoornaL
briefly repeat
Suppose that the desired strength of a colony consists of
Visit Among Ohio Apiarists.
30.000 workers and that the life of a
worker in the busiest part of the seaGEO. W. YORK.
son is only 42 days consequentlv oneAfter spending nearly a year and a half of the 30,000 (or 15,000) workers
halt of incessant clerical labor in Chi- will have perished at the end of every
cago, on Aug. 3 I started for a two 21 days— the time required for a
weeks' vacation at ray old country worker to hatch from the egg. Now,
home, in Randolph, Portage Co., O., to replace these 15,000 workers will
for the purpose of visiting relatives require 300 square inches of brood,
and friends, and to recreate amid the which amount the queen is allowed to
produce during every 21 days, and no
quiet scenes incident to a rural life.
more. Thus the colony will be kept
During my vacation I had the pleas- at the desired strength, and as it does
ure of visiting several bee-keepers, not become crowded for room, it has
prominent among whom were two at no inclination to swarm.
whose apiaries I spent considerable
He also gave me a queen-cage, retime in witnessing their various
methods of managing bees in the pro- questing me to have it placed in the
:

A

;

;

duction of that most delicious of all
sweets honey.
:My first visit wps made on Aug. 11
to the apiary of Mr. Henry Crist, of
Lake, Stark Co., which county is adjoining that of Portage. Mr. Crist,
is one of the pioneers in bee-keeping,
having been engaged in keeping bees
for 34 years and for 20 years he has
been a constant reader of the Bee
.Journal. His age is 72; but judging from the vivacity which he manifests in regard to tlie culture of bees
and the production of honey, one
would think that he was only in the
noonday of life. He is a pleasant
old gentleman, and one who seems to
delight in imparting that valuable
knowledge which can beobtained only
by years of experience. It was really

—

;

an inspiration

to his interesting description of his methods of
manipulation in the apiary.
to listen

For the past eight years his success
in wintering bees has been exceedingly good, as lie has not lost a single
colony during that time. He wintered 11 colonies through the past
severe winter. They were in hives
that were placed inside of boxes 5
inches larger than the hives ; the

bushes, com, etc. Nearly all of his
bees are pure Italians, and usually
very mild and gentle. It was astonishing to see with what expertness
Mr. H. handled the frames, quilts,
etc., of hive after hive.
But if it was
not more astonishing, it was im-

mensely more interesting (to me, at
with what ease and
gracefulness one of the apparently
tired workers reposed on the back of
my bare hand. Fearing that it might
become rested too soon, and perhaps
least) to notice

leave a rather " pointed " impression,
in a manner not desirable to myself,
I

H. to blow some
and thus perhaps

requested Mr.

smoke upon

it,

cause

it to forsake its favorable position.
But instead of flying away, as
I had anticipated it would, to
sur-

my

it merely moved up my arm
seemingly on an exploring expedition
in quest of honey. Foolish bee it
was not aware that however much
Bee Journal Museum, which is one might read, write, talk or think
done, and will, no doubt, there be ex- about honey, these would not tend to
amined by many visitors. It is in- make that person one whit sweeter.
tended to be used for keeping queens
All at once, judging from the pecufor a day or two outside of the hive. liar sensations passing through my
It was invented by Mr. C. some 15 arm, I imagined that that little, tired
years ago, and has been in constant worker had certainly discovered some
Although he had new field in which to work, and was
use ever since.
heard of and experimented with a forthwith
upon it the
planting
number of cages constructed for a " colors " of its " colony," and " taksimilar purpose, yet none of them ing " the new territory in the name of
equalled this one in point of conven- the Queen of— the hive. A few hours

ience and the accomplishment of the
object desired.
The following is a
description of it
It is made of iqinch stuff, 3i2x3}4
inches, and fig inches wide, in the
similitude of a nailed section. One
side is entirely covered with fine wirecloth tacked on firmly the other side
is covered with a piece of glass made
movable by its sliding under small
wire pins which are driven into the
edges of two sides of the cage, and
then bent over the glass. The cage is
divided into two compartments, by a
wooden partition nearly as wide as
the cage, which revolves by means of
a pivot at each of its ends. At one
end the pivot projects about half an
inch, and is then bent so as to form a
handle with which to turn the partition from the outside. Each compartment is entered by means of a
half-inch hole at its end, which holes
are covered with movable pieces of
tin.
In one compartment, and opposite the partition, is fastened a piece
of honey-comb, into which the food is
placed and with this food are placed
worker bees. Into the other compartment the queen is put, and by
turning the partition slightly, the
workers can feed her or tjy turning
it far enough she may be allowed to
join the otlier bees.
The other apiary which I visited,
was that of Mr. Benj. Harding, of
Mr. 11. is
Kent, Portage county.
comparatively a young apiarist, having recently begun keeping bees as an
adjunct to his regular occupation—
that of a butcher. He started with
14 colonies last spring, and now has
32 and 4 of the original number gave
no swarms. His object has been that
of increase rather than honey.
;

space around each one being packed
with chaff, and a G-inch chaff-cushion
placed over the hive, just filling the
box. Over this box was a cottageroof arranged so as to allow a quarterinch space for ventilation under what
might be termed the eaves.
The
liive-entrances were ^4 of an inch
high, and were left open tlie whole
width of the hive, slanting boards
being placed over them to prevent the
accumulation of snow and ice at the
entrances. Mr. C, is a firm believer
in the pollen and hibernation theories,
and says that he makes his bees hibernate, and thus winters them safely.
The main honey source in his section is white clover, and the quality
of his present crop is very fine. Mr.
Crist believes in tlie bee-keeper having a home market for his honey. He
produces an excellent article, and
then finds no difficulty in disposing of
it all at a good price.
On the very
day that I called, he liad sent a crate
pounds
of 27
to one of his many reguHe keeps them in his garden, and
lar customers at a neigboringtown,for the hives are partly shaded by berry
;

;

;

prise

!

after this little episode occurred, my
the appearance of a
portion of land upon which the Mound
builders had erected one of their
famous mounds.
However, at the
time, notwithstanding the hearty
laugh of the jolly fat butcher (at my
expense), we continued to investigate
the workings of the hive, until we
had examined nearly every colony of
the apiary.
Mr. H. had 4 acres of Alsike clover,
this season, on which the bees fairly

arm presented

swarmed. He cut it with a mowingmachine while it was still in bloom a
little, and while the bees' were working upon it, and they never offered to
sting either the horses or the men.
Surely, I thought, if bees would not
attack anything under such circumstances, they certainly would not
molest sheep, while the latter were
quietly pasturing, as is claimed by
that Wisconsin shepherd
Since reflecting upon the valuable
ideas which I gained while visiting
these two bee-keepers, I have been
!

impressed with the thought that if
bee-men (and all farmers as well)
would be more neighborly, and frequently compare their methods of
operation, much greater advancement
could be made and perhaps the benebees to fruit and
ficial relations of
flowering crops in general, would be
;

more commonly understood, and thus
cause each one to respect the natural
rights of another.

amply repaid for the effort
in visiting the above-mentioned
apiaries also for making the trip to
my native State and I now feel sufficiently recuperated as to again resume my work in the Garden City of
I feel

made

;

;

the West— Chicago.
Chicago, d Ills., Aug. 20, 1885.

;

;

;
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Foundation in the Brood-Nest.

8— w.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

(70—100).

It will be remembered, perhaps,
that last year I experimented with a
view to ascertaining if it was advisable to hive swanns upon sheets of
foundation, when they were at the
same time admitted to the surplus
apartment that was furnished with
ei her foundation or drawn combs.
The result of my experience seemed
to indicate that the foundation was
used at a loss. I was not satisfied,
however, and so 1 experimented asiain
this year in much the same manner.
Fifty colonies were worked for comb
honey. Nearly every colony swarmed.

Twenty swarms were hived upon

full

sheets of wired foundation and the
the swarms upon frames
rest of
furnished with " starters " of foundation aliout )4. of 'in '"ch in width.
;

The swarms were hived

alternately,

nearly so, upon foundation and
upon empty frames. They were given
only five frames, and contractors used
a \a Ileddon. By the way, I have
used this contraction system three
years, and 1 feel very grateful indeed
I had no afterto its originator.
swarming, thanks to the Ileddonmethod of prevention.
Now for the results The swarms
hived upon empty frames stored in
the sections, on an average, 16 per
cent, more honey than those furnished
wiih foundation in the brood-nest.
Last year, when I reported similar requite a number remarked,
sults,
" Tliat may all be true, but did you
weigh the brood-nests V Those swarms
that were furnished with foundation
may have stored the most honey, but
stored it in the brood nest." Unfortunately,! had not weighed the broodnests, and thus there was an unThis
certainty about the results.
year I weighed the brood-nests, and
was not surprised to find that those
furnished witli foundation weighed,
on an average, 7 per cent, more than
the others but I was a little surprised
to find that, including both the sections and the brood-nest, the swarms
hived upon empty frames had stoi'ed
5 per cent, the most honey.
The 100 sheets of wired foundation
wliich I have used this season in the
brood-nest, have been, apparently,
worse than wasted. 1 reason upon
this matter as follows:
When foundation is used it is soon drawn out
into comb sooner than the queen
can occupy it with eggs— and the
himey that would have been stored
in the sections, if foundation had not
been used, is stored in the brood nest.
If no foundation is used in the broodnest, except for starters, no honey can
be stored there until comb is built
and as the sections are furnished with
foundation, or drawn-out foundation,
the honey is stored there, and the
queen is able to and does lay in the
comb as fast as it is finished in the
brnod-nest thus all the honey goes
into the sections, and the brood-nest
becomes filled with solid sheets of
brood.
or

:

;

—

;
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Why the swarms hived upon empty also earthen water-jars, into both
frames stored the most honey in the sorts of which the bees are put after
aggregate, i. e., including the surplus the receptacle is laid on its side.
Among other topics which were
am) that in the brood -nest, I cannot
explain. It may have only "-happened discussed at our meetings, migratory
so."

It

is

possible

that reversible

frames might have a bearing upon
this topic.
After the combs are
finished (when foundation is used)
and filled witli brood and honey, reversing then will induce the bees to
carry up the honey that is stored
above the brood, but it will not effect

bee-keeping (already largely practiced
here) and hives adapted to it, received
much attention also in connection
with this the various bee-ranges of
the country were discussed. Orangeblossoms furnish the chief spring
;

harvest, though almond, apricot, and
other fruit-blossoms are of imporsupplement
Cactus plants
that stored at the side of the brood- tance.
nest, if there is any stored there. If these in fact, in many localities they
only five frames are used, however, form the chief early honey-yield. The
there will not be very much "side" late harvest comes in midsummer
from wild thyme, which is abundant
to the brood-nest.
I shall continue these experiments in most of the hilly and mountainous
at least another year, and possibly portions of the country. Of course,
there are also many minor sourceslonger.
It was agreed
wild flowers, etc.
Rogersville, 6 Mich.
that where orange, cactus and thyme
blossoms were abundant, with the
Exchange.
usual minor yields, nothing would be
A Bee-Convention in Syria.
gained by transporting bees to other
pastures.
FRANK BENTON.
The wintering problem did not get
much attention, since there is no difhad a bee-convention in Syria ficulty on that score here nor did we
or. rather, we have been having a
devote very much time to a discusseries of them here recently. This
sion ot the relative merits of the
may seem rather surprising news to different races of bees, as none but
people of the Western World, who Syrians are kept in Syria. The writer,
suppose Syria is beyond the pale of however, and a member formerly in
civilization. But though the country
his employ iii Cyprus, testified to the
is in many respects behind Europe
superiorty of tlie Cyprians over the
and America, modern methods in bee- Syrians. No other members had had
culture have now taken permanent
experience with Cyprians.
root here.
The gatherings have been any
Altogether, a bee-convention in
quite informal in their nature, as close
application of i)arliamentary rules in Syria may be considered an interestthe conduct of such meetings is not ing and important event interesting
the
the way of the country moreover, of to the outside world as showing
made, and that
the seven or eight different languages progress already
represented by the members of the America has been taken as the model;
convention, four had to be employed important to the country itself, both
spread greater
in the talks on bees namely, English, because it is likely to
French. German and Arabic. Perhaps interest in an industry which can be
some of the friends in other countries, made to contribute miich more than
who find with but one official lan- heretofore to the welfare of Syria,
guage in their conventions, it is still and because the proceedings are
more systematic
difficult to get on harmoniously, will likely to induce a
wonder what we could do with such a development of the industry in the
Nevertheless we East.
Babel of tongues.
Our eves are turned toward America
got on quite well, and the interchange
matters ; and
of ideas will, no doubt, prove of great for light in bee-keeping
value to many of the participants. if the world hears of large reports
At one of the meetings a President from these shores of the Mediterwas unanimously elected, but he has ranean, the credit of them will, it is
not yet called anybody to order. to be hoped, go where it belongs.
Beyrout, Syria, May, 1885.
Probably the most important work
;

We

;

—

;

;

the convention was the
adoption of a standard frame for
Syria, to be known as the "Syrian
All
Standard Reversible Frame."
bee-keepers in countries where several sizes of frames have come into
use, will comprehend at once the
wisdom of such a step while movablecomb bee-keeping is yet in its infancy
The frame adopted
in these parts.
measures MSg inches (=365 mm.) in
length, and S;'^ inches (= 223 mm.) in
depth. All members of the convention, which include two Americans,
ope Frenchman, one German, one
Italian, and a number of Syrians, follow American methods altogether in
their apiaries, if we except one, a
Syrian peasant who has but one framehive as yet, and for the present rehives long cylinders
tains native
made of clay or of wicker-work, and

done by

—
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Bee Diarrhea— Contraction Method.

ABEL GRESH,

(23

—

50).

Mr. Ileddon's article on page
he uses the word " prime " in an
unwarranted sense. Webster, in his
In

519,

Unabridged Dictionary, gives the definition as, " First in order of time
primary," etc.
original primitive
and tills is the sense in which I. as
well as Mr. Stewart and others, supposed was the sense when used in
;

;

connection with the word " cause

"prime

cause"

"—

meaning

"first
cause," as generally accepted in our

language.

may be a poweradjunct-cause, but from all the

Pollen, no doubt,
ful

a
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discussions of tlie " tlieory," during
the last two seasons, 1 can give it no
higlier seat. AV^e Ijnow that in case of
the human family, the adjunct-causes
of diarrhea, include very nearly all of
our substantial foods and wliat would
be thought of the practitioner, who,
in looking at the excreta, to (ind the
cause of the disease, would banisli
meat, potatoes and vegetables from
all our tables
Because he happened
to notice these in the excreta, and he
concludes they are tlie prime cause of
the disease, no liealtliy person is safe
unless he conlines himself to bread
;

'i
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ray hive, a trial next season, as ray
present plain crate seems capable of
being improved upon.
Mv desire is to give bee-keeping a
fair trial, and if I succeed in wintering my bees as I have done, and they
increase as rapidly as they have for
the last three seasons, I will be
obliged to drop all else in order to
give them proper attention.

Weedville.O

No, this cause of bee-diarrhea must
be looked for in some other quarter,
than this theory that does not develop.
I have for some time wondered if Mr.
Heddon would adopt a deep frame
hive, whether he would not Hnd a
road leading toward one of tlie prime
causes of bee-diarrhea, in comparing
them with his long, shallow frames
Mr. D. A. Jones uses the deepest
frame that I have learned of, and his
apiaries seem nearly exempt from the
dreaded disease.
In regard to Prof. Cook's opinion as
to the cause of bee-diarrhea. I can
only say
If the Professor does not
:

say, on page 197, that some of Mr.
Doolittle's bees that had the odor of
the disease present, yet seemed to be
without pollen, then I am unable to
read correctly or understand what I
read.
I did not think it unjust that Mr.
Heddon did not read a certain old
article of Mr. Doolittle's. I referred
to an article by Mr. Doolittle entitled

"Those Six-Frames," found on page
69 of the

Bee .Iuuknal

for 1884.

If

contraction and expansion is not there
systematized as summer and winter
management, then I do not understand its meaning.
If it is so systematized, did Mr. Heddon never see
it before V
If Mr. Heddon did read it
before, then I say lie is unjust to Mr.
Doolittle, in not giving him the lionor
of priority in using the system, and
claiming for himself the honor of
only adapting the system to his style
of hive.
I

do not

means that

know what Mr. Heddon
my last few years' prac-

show. If he means that I
should be practicing expansion and
contraction of the brood-comtis in my
hives, I can assure him such is the
case, as I use Gallup hives 18 inches
long with 7 brood-combs, at present,
to each hive, and wide-frames at the
ends, according to Mr. Doolittle's plan
or system as quoted.
I would also state in tliis connection, that I am using 10 slotted honeyboards on my hives for trial, and I am
so well pleased with their use. in connection with crates, that I shall adopt
them generally next season. I was so
disgusted with bees sticking crates to
the tons of the frames last season,
that I had almost determined to use
wide-frames in full upper .stories in
preference but now the crate suits
me best, when used with a Heddon
Blotted honey-board. I also intend to
give the Heddon crates, adapted to
tice should

;

^ —
»

.

Country Gentleman.

destroyed chifl-ches by the half-dozen,
score, and barns and
stables by the hundred, has proved
the great importance and necessity of
groves, and particularly willow windbreaks, for protecting houses and all
sorts of buildings.
Where well protected, no serious damage to buildings resulted from the hurricane.
Tiiree rows of willow wind-break
saved a large stable and three cribs
full of com for me.
Two rows of
willows, the cuttings being one foot
apart in the row, and the rows at
least eight feet apart, make an effective wind-break after four years'

Wind-Breaks in tlie Open Northwest. houses by the

and water! I doubt if intelligent
persons would call for his services
again.

I'a,

numbers of cases. In fact, some
thirty or forty rods of this willow has
in

been twice burned off on one of my
farms, but has thrown a fine, thrifty
growth since. So the total destruction of the willow by lire, if burnt
before the leaves are formed in the
spring, need not be feared.
Willow
wind-breaks are so uniform in height
and shape of growth as to make a
very neat and pleasing appearance.
The late powerful hurricane, which

.T.

W. CLAKKE.

Substantially in all the open Northwest, much of wliich is prairie, windbreaks have been very generally advocated and practically patronized;
and wide experience has shown that
the grey or white willow makes the
effective
wind-break, when
properly set out and cultivated afterward, of the four kinds of trees that
have been used to resist high winds.
Tills white willow— the name probably
having been suggested by the whitish
color of the twigs and branches when
the green bark is stripped oft— was
called the Huntingdon willow until
about .SO years ago. It is the most
valuable "tree that we have in the
great Northwest.
The Cottonwood is our best grovetree, being large, tall and handsome,
when six to ten years grown. It
grows too tall, and does not sucker or
throw up from the gnuind half as
many branches as the willow.
The box-alder is a more picturesque

most

growth.

When the wind violently strikes a
bank, or rising ground, it must rise to
pass over. When it strikes a building, the structure must go down, or
the wind must rise and pass over it.
If a two or three row wind-break of
thickly growing willows intervenes,
so that it intercepts the head of wind
before it reaches the building, it will
be saved.
The willows bend somewhat as the wind-force increases, hut
still raise the current of air, so that
its direction is mainly over the top.
form of tree, growing always crooked Three-fourths of the damage by the
late terrific
hurricane would have
in stein and branch but even if it
grew as straight and smooth, the been prevented by efficient windbreaks.
alder does not grow more than half as
Having had considerable experience
fast as the willow.
with it in Wisconsin, I will say a
Soft maple is considerably patronword about the basket willow, which,
ized as a erove-tree, but its suckering
habit makes a great deal more labor if a third row were added outside two
rows of white willow, would make a
to kee]) the suckers down, and so
very complete and effective resisting
allows heads to form.
When quite barrier.
Ills a smaller growing sort,
young, majile groves are handsome,
and
all its twigs and branches are fine
but a good looking maple grove that
has been growing ten years, is hard and tough, making a thicker growth,
that woulil prevent wind, sleet and
to hnd, as the trees vary so much in
snow alike fioiu driving through and
height and form, and vvant of simi;

larity.

The

maple

is

at present,

moreover, badly affected with leafrust, from
cell rupture,
in
many
groves set out within two or three
years. On account of comparatively
slow and uneven growth, the maple
does not approach the willow as a
wind break in the Northwest.
"wind break," a thick-set
By

growth at the ground is meantgrowth of nearly uniform thickness
formed and made effective according

remaining too late inside the shelter
before thawing in the spring.
Two
rows of white willow, and a third of
the smaller basket wiWow—tialis purp((j'eo— the latter set either inside or
outside, and not nearer than eight
feet, would make a most durable barrier against both wind and snow,
while still admitting a full and free
ciic Illation of pure air.

Plymouth County ,-o Iowa.

Philadelphia Press.
to the hlling out, or the number of
shoots growing directly from near the Lamentable Ignorance about Bees.
ground surface, in which feature the
willow leads and excels all the variePKOF. A. J. COOK.
ties of Cottonwood, maple, box-alder
novel lawsuit is now pending in
and ash the only sorts generally
Mr. Potvera
grown with success in this part of the State of Wisconsin.
is a large land-owner, and keeps a
the Northwest.
Then, as to hardiness and power to large number of sheep. Ilisneiglibor,
recuperate after severe injury, the Mr. Freeborn, is a very successful and
Mr. P. has
white willow will grow up again and extensive bee-keeper.
again from the roots, even alter the noticed that his acres of white clover,
top growth has all been killed by where his sheep are pastured, are
presumably,
burning— a fate which happens to it swarming with bees

—

A

A

—
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tliough it would be hard to prove, Mr.
Freeborn's. Mr. P. also notices that
Among
the fiees in Summer.
liis sheep run from the clover to the
fence corners. Who lias not noticed
17— G. II. DOOLITTLE, (-50—100).
the same thing in the summer when
that dreaded enemy, the sheep bot-fly
Continuing the subject of my last
{(E-slriis ovis) attempts to attach its
article on page ")02, 1 wish to say a
ejigs to the nose of the sheep V Ignor- little more regarding swarming.
ant of the trne cause, this Wisconsin
As the season advances to the comshepherd blames the bees, and thus
brings suit against Mr. F. for heavy mencement of the basswood honeyharvest, I operate differently with all
damages.
Perhaps no point in science is more swarms which issue at this time, and
fully proven than that bees are of later, adopting the following plan
great value in fertilizing such flowers As soon as a swanu is seen issuing,
as they visit tor pollen and nectar. Jf 1 take six frames of comb and two
Mr. Powers understood the case wide frames of sections, putting the
aright, he would feel very kindly same into a box or hive which is contowards Jilr. F. and his bees, and venient to carry, and when I arrive
would, instead of prosecuting, kill the at the hive from which the swarm is
fattest and
plumpest lamb in the coming out, 1 take the frames from
flock and send it as a just reward to the box and place them down by the
hive.
The hive is now opened, and
Mr. Freeborn.
The bee keepers of the country have all the frames of brood and honey,
become thoroughly aroused because with the adhering bees, taken out and
of this unrighteous procedure, and put into the box, after which the two
have organized and raised hundreds wide frames are placed one at each
of dollars to insure a just verdict in side of the hive, and the six frames of
this case, in which they all feel a deep comb put between them. The hive is
:

colony in the spring. As all will note,
this is only carrying out the same
principle I spoke of in the other article, which is, to have the bees as free

from the swarming-fever as possible
during the honey harvest.
As I am now taking off honey in
sections, perhaps I cannot do better
in concluding this article than to tell
just how I do it.
The larger part of
my hives are boxed at tlie sides and
top. the top boxes being putonlirst,
so as to have them filled first. Again,
the top sections were filled with foiindaticm while only starters were used
in those at the side, so that as a rule
the top sections are all completed
while those at the sides are only filled
with comb which is two-thirds full of
honey, the bees just commencing to
I
seal it at the top of each section.
explain this so the reader can readily
see the shape the honey is in, also the
plan of working.
Being ready, I lift off the cover to
the hive, and then take off one of the
side boards covering the first wide
frame at the top (I use wide-frames,
not cases), when I bh)w a little smoke
on the bees. This causes the'n to run
down into the hive, and over into the

That bees may sometimes now re-arranged and closed.
It the weather is warm, and there
become a nuisance about cider-mills,
are many bees on the frames of brood
vineyards, etc., there is no question
that they are ever anything but a in the box, about one-third of them next wide frame
interest.

;

signal advantage to plants in visiting
the (lowers, is also beyond question.
Of course tliere can be no doubt as to
the results of this suit.
verdict
against the bees would be a sad com-

A

ment on our nineteenth-century

civi-

lization.

Agricultural College,? Mich.

For tbo American Bee JournaL

are shook off in front of the hive,
when the box is placed in the shade a
rod or two away, so none of the bees
from the swarm will (indit while they
are being hived, which is the next
thing I do— hiving them in the rearranged hive on the old stand. If
the weather is cool, or but tew bees
are on the combs of brood, omit the
shaking off, for it will want all of
them to keep the brood in good condition.

Sheep

vs.

Bees in Germany.

Now
combs

C. J.

I

cles

n.

GRAVENHORST.

have read with interest the
ill

the

arti-

Ameuican Bee Journal,

on the sheep-bees lawsuit. The article entitled, " Can 13ees Commit Trespass i"' I have translated for the September issue of my lllustrierte KienenZeitung.

Some years ago we had a similar
suit in Germany.
There were two
landlords, brothers, in one province
of Prussia, who had a sheep-pasture
that was covered with Erica vulgaris,
or common heath.
(If I do not err,
in America it is called sourwood).
The bee-keepers of the surrounding
country would take their bees (many
hundreds of colonies) to this place,
in a neighboring wood, from which
they could reach the heath.
The landlords would not endure
this, claiming that the bees drove the
sheep from their feeding-place.
In
order to stop it, the landlords ordered
one of their servants to make some
wooden-boxes, and besmear them on
the inside with honev
as soon as
thousands of the bees lilled the boxes
he killed the bees with sulphur. In a
short time all the bees were dead.
The bee keepers then made the
landlords defendants in a suit, the result of which was that the landlords
had to pay all the damages and the
;

costs of the suit— about $1,500.
Glowen, Prussia, Aug. 5, 1885.

and place the
an empty hive, placing the
it to stand, and

take the box
in

hive where you wish
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of sections.

I

now

through the holes which
the bees always leave in the upper
corners of tlieir combs, next the seclilow sniok*'

tions, puffing it quite hard, which
causes the smoke to go nearl.^ across
the whole number of wide-frames,
filling each space between the sections with smoke, which causes the
bees to leave them and run below.
After giving them a half moment of
time to get below, I commence taking
off the wide-frames, one after the
other, until past the centre, when
1 again blow a little more smoke in
at the holes, so as to send it through
to the opposite outside wide-frame
from where I commenced, when the
In this way the
rest are taken off.
whole top is taken off with scarcely a
bee left on the wide-frames of honey.

after all is nicely fixed, leave them
until the next morning. At any time
during the forenoon give them a virgin queen or a queen cell just ready
to hatch, and you will have no trouble
with after-swarms, for the bees feel
I now raise the nearly filled wideso poor at this time that they are glad frames, from the sides of the hive to
of anything in the shape of a queen.
the lop, putting in wide-frames of
However, if the delay is longer than sections having starters in them, at
18 hours, they often get so strength- the sides.
In a week or so the same
ened by the rapidly liatctiing brood, operation is repealed, in the meanthat they will destroy the queen cell, time having emptied the filled wideor kill the virgin queen, and after- frames, putting the
honey in the
swarming will result. Do not give honey-room, and filling the frames
them a laying queen, unless you wish with sections again, ready to take the
a prime swarm from the colony in place of those raised from the sides.
two weeks or so. By this plan I get
Many seem to think this widea powerful colony on the old stand,
which will do as much, if not more, frame system a laborious plan, but
with other
in the sections than they would if after carefully testing it
they had not swarmed, for a swarm plans given, I cannot see that they
will work with a vigor not known to have as much labor-saving to recommend them over this, as some would
bees under any other circumstances.
In ten days, if the honey-harvest have us think; while I firmly believe
here given,
continues, sections are given to the that the principle 1 have
colony which has rapidly increased to regarding the using of wide-frames,
such, from the combs of brood carried will secure a belter yield of honey
in the box, and as the young queen than any other known.

Borodino,© N. Y.
to lay, the bees
once go into the sections, often
giving a good yield of honey.
iW The ne.vt meeting of ttie " Patsalaga
From such a colony I have just IJee-Kecpers" Society" will l>e held at the
taken off 42 pouixls of honey, in sec- residence of the President. Mr. J. H. McLen188.').
It ia
tions, while the swarm hived on the don, at Ramer, Ala., on Sept. 10.
hoped that tbe membership will be largelyold stand has given 71 pounds, nuk- increased at this meeting, and that all who
ing 113 pounds from what was a weak can will attend.
M. G. RusuTON, Sec.
has

now commenced

will at
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tlie

Extracted Honey.

rolls, it makes a One appearance, and
is relished by every one ; and nothing
is better for breakfast than hot cakes

strange food, got a taste of it, and an
appetite was acquired, creating a de-

mand for it in tliat market. Paper
superiority of boxes or buckets with handles are
extracted honey, and its special just the thing in which to carry a onesuperiority over strained, will be pound section.
With the aid of
Honey, as an article of food, has recognized.
these, many pounds of honey might
been known since very ancient times.
Ithaca, 9 N. Y.
be sold at Fairs.
(ind it mentioned many times in
In getting up an exhibit, beeswax
Holy writ, and to reside in "a land
Prairie Farmer.
is not to be forgotten
arrange it in
flowing with milk and honey " (two
attractive form.
collection
of
Bee-Keepers at the Fairs.
of the most strengthening and nutrihoney-plants, mounted and arranged
tious of food-siibiances) was the descientifically, would add to the value
MKS. L. HARKISON.
sire of the ancient Jews. Honey is
of the exhibit.
Dealers in apiarian
the only pure natural sweet found,
supplies should exhibit tlieir goods so
All bee-keepers ought to be interand as such it commands a high place
that the people may have an opporin the products of the world and e,x- ested in looking after and preparing
tunity of knowing what modern beetracted lioney is rapidly taking its an apiarian exhibit for State, county
keeping is, and of judging intellirightful place in the front rank of and district Fairs this autumn. At
gently.
honey-products.
no other time or place, as at these
Peoria,© Ills.
The only liquid honey with which great popular schools, can people see
people were formerly familiar,was the the importance of
industry.
this
" strained
old - fashioned
honey " Honey has generally been regarded
Mistakes in Bee-Eeeping.
which was taken by mashing combs, as a luxury, or a medicine, and not as
bee bread, dead bees and larvte, in a a food for every man's table. People
It is a mistake to invest very largely
sticky mess, and lieating,when a dark, must be taught that it is an excellent
in any business that you are not acrank, turbid honey would be ob- article of diet, far more healthful quainted with
better post yourself
tained, which contained a consider- than the syrups in the market ; bethoroughly before commencing.
able quantity of bee- bread, legs and sides, for several years, it has been
It is a mistake not to feed bees bewings of bees, etc. It was lioney sold cheaper than butter.
fore blossoms appear in the spring, to
coarse in flavor and most repulsive in
For these reasons, quantities of the encourage breeding.
its associations.
Extracted honey is honey of each State should be on exIt is a mistake not to have your
honey in its purest condition exactly hibition at tlieir respective State colonies strong at all seasons
of the
as gathered by the bees— without any Fairs samples of all the different
year.
foreign admixture whatever. It can kinds produced, from the earliest
It is a mistake to neglect to put on
only be produced through the modern spring honey to the latest gathered in
supers darly enough in the spring, if
methods of scientitic bee-culture by autumn.
Some bee-keepers think comb honey is required for breeding
the use of movable-comb hives and they have done their whole duty when purposes.
the honey-extractor in the following they put on exhibition a few pounds
It is a mistake not to use comb
way
of white clover or basswood honey,
for by its use we can alThe apiarist goes to the hive from and many persons are led to tliink foundation
ways depend upon straight combs and
which he wishes to extract, removes that all the honey the exhibitors pro- greater conveniences for handling.
the cover and carefully raises the duce is of that kind. The public must
It is a mistake to neglect to remove
quilt that covers the frames, at the be taught that neither the bees nor
all full boxes or sections as soon as
same time directing a stream of their owners make honey, but that properly sealed. Bees sometimes soil
smoke from his smoker upon the bees, bees gather it from flowers.
them by traveling over them with
which alarms them and before which
Apple honey is dark, but fine- their dirty feet.
they retreat. He then lifts out the flavored, resembling the aroma of
It is a mistake not to supply an
surplus combs, gives them a shake to roses ; that from the raspberry is
abundance of room for them to store
dislodge the bees, brushes off all that light and of a delicate flavor. The
their surplus, when honey is plentiful.
remain, and carries the combs to the justly celebrated white clover is light,
often remain idle for want of
extracting-room.
The caps of the and the comb is very delicate. The Bees
space to store their treasure.
cells, if they are capped, are shaved linden or basswood produces light
It is a mistake to extract or take
off with a sharp knife, and the combs brown honey, very rich in vegetable
honey from the bees too late in the
then put into the extractor. If water oil.
Goldenrod gives it rich and season without supplying them with
is poured upon a rapidly revolving thick, and of a golden color.
The more. It is cruel to rob them and
grindstone it flies off because of the autumn honeys, in many seasons,
then leave them to starve.
force of the motion imparted to it. appear to be niixed, different flowers
It is a mistake to visit the bees too
This force is called centrifugal force, such as asters, polygonum, and many
often during the winter better have
and the honey-extractor applies this others blooming at the same time. their winter quarters so constructed
force in such a way that it throw^s the Honey-dew, bark-lice or "bug-juice,"
their condition can be ascertained
honey from the combs which are left is generally very dark, and of a sick- that
Fireside
without disturbing them.
entire, to be returned to the bees to ening flavor, and the comb has no
Friend.
be again filled and extracted, and so strength sometimes the honey looks
on till the end of the honey-flow.
as If sooty water from a coal chimney
The honey, when drawn from the was mixed with it.
Convention Notices.
extractor, has a bright, sparkling
It would be well for the bee-keepers
clearness never seen in strained to fill cases of comb and extracted
t;S~ The Kentucky State liec-Keepers' Sohoney, and retains all the flavor and honey of all kinds produced by them, ciety will meet in Walker Hail, at Covington,
Ky.;
Sept. 2:i and -24. 188.5. The Reverend
perfume of the particular flowers and label them as, apple, raspberry, L. L. on
Lang'stroth is expected to be present,
from which it was gathered. Hy this white clover, etc., in large lettei-s. and all bee-keepers are invited to attend.
means it will be seen that we can Persons haye said to the writer that
J. T. CONNLEY, Sec.
preserve the identity of the clover, they thought bees made honey, and
Z^T The Progressive Bee-Keepers' Assobasswood and buckwheat honey.
that it vas all alike.
ciation, of Western Illinois, will meet at MaThis honey will granulate or candy
In order to facilitate the introduc- comb, Ills., on Thiii'sday, Oct. 15, ISK."). Let
in cool weather as will, in fact, any tion of honey, let exhibitors have everybody come and have an enjoyable time.
expected.
pure honey, unless heated and sealed small iiackages of honey for sale, in Good speakers are
J. G. Norton, Sec.
while hot. This granulation is a test such shape as to be readily carried.
J^W The :)rd annual convention of the
of its purity, and while in tlial state, At a Fair in Toronto, Canada, one Iowa
State Bee-Keeiiers' Association will be
it will keei) for any length of time, autumn, a prominent bee-keeper sold held on the Fair Grounds at DesMoines,
and may easily be liquilied by placing hundrec's of tiny tin-buckets contain- Iowa, during the Fair week. The first meetthe vessel containing it in warm ing a few ounces of fine extracted ing will held be at the bee-keepers' tent, on
also their will
Sept. 8, at 2 p. m.
water. When served upon the tea- honey, at aiiickleapiece. ]5ysodoing Tuesday.
be !i MMM'tiii^.- held on each succeeding'- niyiit,
table as a sauce to biscuits or hot- many persons to whom honey was a or as often as the convention may desii-e.
W.

and honey.

G. IISH.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1885.

place of Meeting.

Sept. 3.— Enstern Indiana, at Richmond.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec.

8ept.8-I2.— lowaStat**, ol DesMoinef, Iowa.
Wm. Goos, Sec, Davenport, Iowa.
Sept. lO.-Pataalafirn. at Itamer, Alabama.
M. <i. Rualiton, Sec Raif Branch, Ala.
Sept.

'23.

24.

-Kentucky State
.1.

at CovinRton. Ky.
T. Counley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.

Oct. 10,— Wabnsh Countv. at N. Manchester, Ind.
J. J. Martin, Sec. N. Manchester, ind.

Oct. 15.— Progressive, at
J.

Dec.

Macomb,

Ills.

G, Norton, Sec,

8— 10.— Michipan

H. D. Cutting, Sec,
Dec.

8— 10.— North American,
W.

Z.

Macomb,

Ills.

State, at Detroit, Mich.

Hutchinson, Sec,

Mich.

(Clinton,

nt Detroit. Mich.
Ro{;;e:BViiIe,

Alnio>it a Frosf.— G. M. Doolittle,
Borodino,© N. Y., on Aug. 27, 1885,

says
It is cold and wet here. It was
nearly cold enough for a frost on the
night of Aug. 25.

Slimmer

Month.

— James

Ileddon, Dow<tgiac,p Mich., says
August, with us, was the coldest
summer month on record, fori? years.
October would be ashamed of such a
temperature. Myriads of flowers are
'open, and only waiting for warmth to
till with nectar.
If this weather con:

tinues, our colonies will have nothing
to winter upon, or to exchange for
sugar syrup. 1 will soon endeavor to
make myself clearer to Mr. Stewart,
upon the contraction system, as
adapted to wintering.

Bees and Ducks.— II. Eaisch, Vineland,? N. J., on Aug. 2-5, 188.5, says
I hope and wish that the case of
sheep vs. bees will get the deserved
victory in favor of the bees.
few
of my very young ducks amused
themselves by catching bees that also
came to the pump for water. Some
:

A

of the ducks died, others I happened
to find in time, and extracted the beestings out of the roof of their beaks,

and saved them by milking a

the hive, extending to the top of the he made knocked a couple of globes
brood-chamber, and driving a staple off the gas fixture, and the l)ee rein one stake, to which was to be fast- taliated by stinging him on the lip.
ened a strong wire which was then This excited llans, wl)o charged
carried over the hive and fastened to around the shop after the bee, and
the other stake by a ring being on worked his towel so vigorously that
that end of the wire, which was to he succeeded in whacking every cushang on a heavy spike driven into tomer that occupied a chair, and
that stake. If I <iesired it very secure, caused an irate Frenchman to ex" Sacre
what for you beet
claim
I could place a wedge on top of the
hive and under the wire. I never me when you knock at ze leetle bug.
used it unless the weather indications Aha by gar, don't do zat some more."
About this time tlie bee flew along
were of a threatening nature.
the line of chairs, and coming to a
bald-headed man tried to graze around
Defending onr Pursuit, etc.— G. C.
on his pate, but the attending barber
Greiner, Naples,*o N. Y., on Aug. 27,
struck at him with a hair-brush,
1885, writes
whereupon the bee hit him under the
It seems strange, and I am sorry to left ear, and then charged the whole
see it, that bee-keepers do not make a shop. It buzzed in a way that inbetter showing in taking the effect- dicated it meant business, and after
ual step for the defense of their oc- tapping the Frenchman on the nose,
cupation, when so unjustly attacked. tlie (ierman proprietor over the eye,
Can it be possible that the claimant and the fat man on the chin, it manin the sheep-and-bee lawsuit is sincere aged to array the
wounded men
in the belief of his claim V and if so, against it. The Frenchman, Vho was
can it also be possible that an other- wild with rage, clutched a dustingwise probably enlightened mind, in brush, the fat man a broom, and the
these days of progress and advance- German barber an umbrella. Each
ment in all branches, can be so ter- man kept his eye tixed on the bee, and
ribly in the dark about matters that noticed nothing else, and struck at it
are daily before our eyes, and which with all their strength.
The first
the sliglitest observation would prove volley of blows aimed at the agile
false or correct, as the case might beV honey-maker resulted in the FrenchOn page 243 occurred a slight mistake, man being knocked down by the fat
which I wish to correct.
Tuisco man's broom, while the barber peeled
Greiner was represented as one of the all the skin off his nose with the umhrm of Greiner Bros., engaged in bee- brella. The excitement was so great
keeping this is not the case, as he and the fight was so hot that neither
has been in the seed-business for years, the barber nor the fat man noticed
and is now engaged in horticultural that the Frenchman had received
literature. The firm of Greiner Bros, tlieir blows, hit with their eyes still
consists of Friedemann Greiner, who fixed on the bee, and mistaking the
is, this season, on an exploring ex- yells of the prostrate Frenchman for
cursion in the northern part of Vir- encouraging shouts, they continued
ginia, for the purpose of investigating to strike at the bee with all their
the honey-resources of that locality, strength, which invarialjly missed the
and myself, at Naples, N. Y., engaged, bee and hit the unfortunate man on
as heretofore, in keeping bees. The the floor, and had not a policeman,
present season's honey-crop will be attracted by howls and the sound of
quite satisfactory. Bassvvood yielded breaking glass, entered the shop, he
heavily, and bees are now at work on would have been beaten to a pulp. It
the buckwheat. It is yet too early to is not necessary to say that the bee, as
give a specified report of the crop, soon as it grew tired of punching the
but I will do so at the proper time, heads of the whole crowd, escaped
and will also add a report of last win- without a bruise, and left the German
ter's loss.
barber and the fat man to explain
matters with the unfortunate French:

little

milk in tlieir beaks.
Now, if the
bees would have been another man's,
would it have been sensible for me to
ask him for damage V Decidedly no.
Fastening Hives Down.— Geo. M.
Bishop, Indianapolis,© Ind., writes
:

Being away from home about three
years ago, my wife sent me word that
the bees needed attention. AVhen I
reached home I found the hives scattered over the yard, and the air full of

!

;

A Bee

in a Shaving-Saloon.

The New. Orleans Times-Democrat
tells this

amusing story

While the German proprietor of the
barber shop was shaving a fat man,
and saying, " It vas a varm day, and
if it don't get cooler ve melts," a bee
came and buzzed around the ear of
the fat man, who became nervous and
slapped at it viciously. Then the bee
soared around in a short circle, and
endeavored to make a landing and
rest

on

the

German

^S~ To

barber's nose,

who

in turn wiped the air with both
hands in a foolish attempt to kill the
ajinoying insect, but the bee darted

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake lioney
producers should get the Leaflets '* Why Eat
Honey " (only .iO cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
villagre,

:

at him, and he dodged behind the
chair and yelled to the shop boy
I suppose except those that " Hans, come here right avay und
were killed. 1 began to think of some make de bee go avay." Hans obeyed
plan by which I could prevent a sim- instructions, and seeing the bee humilar catastrophe, and the idea came to ming lazily around, he opened on it
me of placing a stake on each side of with a wet towel, and the first swash

bees— all

!

:

Mich.

I^r- In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Coldest
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will

create

town and

be a

demand

city,

for

all

of their crops at

remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will be sent

Single copy, 5 cts.

hundred, Sa.50.

;

;

postpaid for SIO.OO; or 1,000 for $15,00.
of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-pafre. " Presented by,"
etc. {giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

On orders

t;^" The 4th semi-annual meeting of the
Wabash Countv Bee-Keepers' Association

be held at North Manchester, lud., on
188.'), in the G. A. K. Hall, Union
Block. First session at 10 a. m. AH beebeepers are cordially invited to be present.
will

Oct. 10,

J. J.

Martin,

Sec.

;
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WEEKLY EDITION

CLUBBISG LIST.
The National Bee-Keepers' Union.

OF TUB

We supply

the Aiiieriean Bee Journal
one year, and any of the foUosviug publications, at the prices quoted in the lust column
of fig-ures. The tirst column ^nves the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

PHceofboth. Cluh

The Weekly Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

2 00..
3 00. 2 7.i
3 00.. 2 7o
250.. 2 3.i
00. 2 75
3 00.. 2 90
3 00.. 2 75
7 50.. 6 75
.

Bee-Keepers'iMa8;azine

^ijmiNiEi
PUULTSIIED BY

THOMAS

G.

Bee-Keepers' Guide
Kansas Hee-Keeper
The Apiculturist
Canadian Bee-Paper
The 7 above-named papers

.'i

.

NEWMAN & SON,

PlUtnUETOKS,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

923&925WESTMADIS0NST.,GHtCAG0,ILL.
Weekly, 9S a year Monthly, SO cents.
;

Bt'.sixEss

NEWMAN,

a.

i

m., Aug. 31, 1SS5.

(

to this

hour

CHICAGO.
comb honey are coming

of

treely. iind the demand is about eqtiHl to it.
Yet 15c per pound ia all that can be obtained.
Extracted honey ranj^ea from .''x^sc for the different uradps and styles ot packages.

for

would save

much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this ottice.
ha\'e several letters

BEE5WAX--Jj(*2;ic.

BURNETT.

R. A.

HONEY.— There is no chanfire

(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Office. County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoUice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

8t.

market, to

in the

We

have had some new Vermont white
elovtr honey in 1-lb. secitons. which is very tine.
There is a lartre crop in that State. Prices remain
For i-lb. seclions, Hi@ikc. for'J-lba.,
as follows
14(?<.16c.
There is Httle or no sale for extracted.
speak

of.

;

:

BEES WAX.-3n CIS. per lb.
Bl^ke & UiPLET. S7 Cbatbam

lis

We

South Water

161

BOSTON.

NEW
HONEY-The honey

Street.

Manum,

continue so uiit.l fall trade opens up. Some
old stuck ia on the market yet. with small shipments ot new comb honey arrivinjr. Southern
extracted honey is coniinji in very treely. <ju(.itations are as follows for comb honey
Fancy white
in I -lb. sections, Hai.'n-; fair to good in lib. secwill

:

tions. t2Ca:i;jc; fancy wliite in :2-Ib. sections, i;j(3i]4;
fairtoeuod in li-lb. sections, i ifn-iJc; fancy buckwheat in -lb. sections. Hdiiioc; fancy buckwheat in
J- lb. sections, 7<'<Hc.
Extracted white clover. 6^*7;
I

t^" If your wr.'ipper-laliel reads Sept. 8."),
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as

buckwheat.

.'V'xiJc.

Southern, per pallon, 55'^65c.

BEESWAX-l'rime yelow. 2.V<£,28c.
McCATL & UiLoitKTH BRUM., 34 Hudson

not to lose any numbers.

St.

CIN<;iNNATI.

HONEY— The market is quiet with

VS~ For two subscribers for the Weekly
Bee JonnxAL (or 8 for the Monthly) for one
year, we will present a Pocket Dictionary,
by mail, postpaid.

fair demand
for extracted, and an abundance of off^riims from
commission houses and producers, i'rices ranjie
between 4(flKc '-n arrival. There is but little new
comb honey in the niarktt, with an occasional de-

mand.

Prices nominal.

BKP:SWaA — Is

ings,

and brings

demand with liberal offer-

in fair

^txh-^iC

on

Freeman

C. F. ML'TE.

Sample Copies

of the Bee JonRNAL
upon application. Anyone
up a club can have sample

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending filenames to this ollice,
or we will send them all to the agent.

Bees and Poultry.— But few

out-door

go 80 well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poult ryJournaU price ?1. 2.5) and the Monthly
Bee JouRNAr. (price ."lO cents) both for $1.00
a year. The Weekly Bee .Iourxal and the
Poultry Journal, both for $2..50 a year. This
is a rai"e opportunity to get two standard
papers for about the price of one.

arrival.
Jk

Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.- New comb honey sells slowly because
of last year's crop now on hand.
We now quote —
Extracted, old dark -i^-tc.; new white, Ti'/^r.^d
dark. 'i;v|{ur>c. No extra white ojmlng hirward.

c.

(;. N.,
Bolin, (lU'^tav,

McGee,

Bray. Mo-^es,

McNay, Frank,

Bric'key, Peter,

Burrell, H. D.,

McNeill, -lames,
Millard, D..
Mdler, H. J. & Co..
Miller, Dr. (\C.,

Burton. L.,
Carder, A.,

Miller, Henry,
Mills. L. D.,

J. W.
J. A„

J(phn

&

Bro,

Nelson, .lames A..
Newman, Alfred H.,
Newman. S M.,
Newman. Thomas G.
Nipe. Jamws,

*

,

Niitt.

Owens,

Decker. A. A
Demaree, G. W.,
Dibbern.C. H & Son,
Dickason, T. B.,
Dittmer. Gus,
Dodtre.U. E..
Do(tlittle. G. M..
Downs, Kobert,
Drane. E.,

Parker. D. G.,

.

Dunham.

P.,

Dunn.

.lohn.
Eaglestleld. B.C..

Eastwood. L..
Klwood. Sr.. W. R.,
Feathers, Harvey,
F.tllett,' harles,
Forbes.
E.,

W.

France, E. & Son,
Freebor". S. I.,
Fuit'm.

W.

K.,

Extracted, as
our market.
BEESWAX.— ai(ji._'J
per lb.
A. C. KUNUki,. 115 Ontario Street.

not (n

lU'a-i'J cts.

demand

in
cts.

KANSAS

J. J..

Pennoyer, L. A.,
Peteis. Geo. B.,
Peters, Jno..
Phelps, N.T..

Pond,

Jr.. J. B..

Powell. E. W.,
Pray. G. L..
Rainey,.! irvls,
Ralsch. H.,
Keel, L.,
Kev, John,
Reynolds. M. Q.,
Roberts, Jesse H.*
Koot. A. 1..
Rose, ('. H..
Rowe, David,
Rove. Uurr,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scieunng, Paul,
Seabright, L. C,
Secor. Eiiyene,

Funk. H. W..

Sbapley.D.

Furness, Dwight,
Gander. A. M.,
Goodiirh. A. S.,
Green, Charles H.,
G eening. C. F.,
Greiner. G. ("..
Greiner. Frledemann,
Gresh. Al>el.
Grimm, Christopher,

Sliearnian, J. O.,
Shirley. W.H.,

llarlens. J G..

Stewart.
Stocker,

Harrison, S. H..
Haskln. A. >., M. D.,

Hitch.

L.,

Stearns. J. K..

Stephenson. H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,
Sioiley.

W.

H..

Wm.

S.

Wm.,

George,
Thatch.T, Will.,
'I'ayfor,

Th

-llniMnn,

('.,

honipson, (Jeo. M.,
Tinker, Dr. G. L.,
Tonifue. L. N.,
Travis, F. W-,
'1

Travis,

Ilollini-'sworth. C. M.,
Howard. J. B..

1.

A.,

Trimberg r,Jobn.
Turner, T. E.,
Tyner, Alonzo.

Vanhouten.

C.

W.,

Viallon. P. L.
Walton. Col. R.,

Hvne. .Dimes M.,

Isham.H.

«neli. F. A.,

Spady. Jno..
Spencer. M.

('. H,,
Stoier. K. M.,
Trtlbert. M.,

Hayhurst. K. M..
Heyter. Mrs. J. N.,
Ileddon, .lamea,
Henslev. J.P.,
Hettel.M.,
Hill. A. G..
Hills. Mrs. IT.,
Hilton, (JeoigeE..
Hoke. Abe,

Iilinski. Dr.

L..

Smith. George,

Snirdock.

C. A..

Haven>*, Iteutien,

Jardine, Jas,,

ic

W. C,

l);)Yton.C. \V.,

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.-The new crop is beBlnnlnp

usuiil

Muth Rasmussen, Wm.,

F..

'!'.,

Hoyle, (ieorye H.,
Huse. Wm. H..
Hutchinson, W. Z.,

though freely offerci at

S..

Mlnnith.F..
Minor, N. L.,
Morse. William,

Cook, Prof. A. J.,
Cripe, Henry,
Dadant. Ch'ts.,
Dadant.
P
Darby. M. E..
'.

Ciiarles,

McLees.

BEESWAX-Vuotableat :i;ic.— wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 4-23 Front Street.

to arrive
and is selling at 14 < ir» cts. per lb. for choice l-lb.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling al-

Vi.,

Blount,

Kngland, P.. I.,
very quiet, and

is

A.

Blanchard.O. C.

Best-e, H.. M. D..
Kitzer, Wm..

Klanagiin, E. T.,

YORK.

market

T.,

Mahin, Rev. M.
Malory, S. H.,

Marden, Henry,
Margrave, J. W.,
Mason. J.. s. B.,
Mattoon, Jas..
Mct'onnell, James,
McCorujick. Kraery,

Omnley.

:

HONEY— Receipts

baking- bread, cake, puddings, pot-pie, fish,
etc., and for roasting- meats, poultry, game,
oysters, etc., are e.Ycellent. We have two in
use. and like tiiem very mucli.
They are
made by the patentees, Richey & Williams,
Sing- Sing, N. Y.

pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

Lvnch, Jno. C.

S..

.(.

The Baking and Roasting Fans,

}SS~

Lindsly, L.
Ludloff, K.,

Bai.iwm. B T..
Ball. Miss J. M.
Barnes. Wni. M.,
Baxter. E. J..
Bean, C M. ct W. L.
Bernsehein. Ernst,

Bucklew,

American Bee Journal,

more

will be sent FREE
intending to get

Maddox. W.

:

W.,

J.

Ludkev. Charles,

(

J>pxcii\l Uoticcs.

it

Angell, C.

J..
following are the latest quota- Chapman.
heney, H. II.,
P.
tions tor honey and beeswax received Christian.
Cl.rke. Rev. W.

up

and send

LeRoy,

The

Manager.

To Correspondents. — It

MEMBERS AT THIS DATE

BiichanHn,
Office of the

Moudai'. 10

AIiFRISn H.

LIST OF

Addenbronke, W.,
Allen. Ransom,
Alley. Henry.
Anderson. J. Lee,
Anderson. Wm.,

Webster. H.

A. X.,

Wee -8.

B.,

S.,

C.,

Wendt, Henry,
Whitney. W. V.,

George W.,
King. D. N..
King, T. Frank,

,I"nes.

Koeppen. August
Lang>troth, Kev. L.
Lanning, .lohn,

L.,

Wicherts. A..
Wilkins. Mi-s Lucy A.,
Wolcott, Wm.C,
Writht. W. O..
Zwiener H. L.

Lawton, B. W.

CITY.

HONEY— Trade in

very quiet just
yeare.\rept extracted honey, hi bulk and small classes and tins
of honey. Some large sales of extracted this week
at ."nJiic for southern, and (!<'rt7c for clover and sane.
Comb honey nominal, at rJ(^(Jl3c for choice whiLC
•*
lb. Bpctions. anri i:!<"ii4c for 1-lb.

now.

Nothing

this article is
sells at this time of

All

who

intend to be systematic

m

work in the apiary, should i^et a copy of
the Apiary Reg-ister and commence to use it.
BEESWAX -Weak at
The prices are as follows
Clkmuns.Cluun &, Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
$100
For .50 colonies (120 papres)
*'
125
100 colonies (220 pa«-cs)
"
150
200 colonies (420 pa^es)
CB^'Prescrve your papers for reference
Our rates for two or more copiea of
3'ou have not got a Hinder we will mail j'ou the hook, " Bees and Honey," may he found
The larger ones can he used for a few colone tor 7.5 cents, or you can have one free on the Book List on the second page of this onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
you will send us :i new yearly subscrip- paper. Also wholesale rates on all books and still keep the record all together in one
ons for the Bee Journal.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
where they are purchased " to sell again."
their

I'ora.-.'.'iC.

:

^^

—

!

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Bee-Hives, Sections

AT THE FOLLOWING LOW RATES:

& Honey-Boxes

(iREAT REDUCTION.

DKALRKS

and large consumers will find
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
it to their interest to write us for special
aad Albinos
stocking--up prices— either for present or
each ....$ 100 future delivery.
Untested Queens
G. B. LKWIS A: CO.,
"
"
5 50
Yi doz
.'HABtf
WATEKTOWN, WIS.
"
" .... 1000
"
1
110
each
Warranted "
"
"
eoo Dadaiit'sFoiiiuIationFactory, wholesale
doz....

LOS ANGELES.
HOMES

"

1

"
Selected Tested

....

each

Tested

Queens

"

Bescriptivo Fricc-List free.
orders to

WM. W. GARY,
(Successors to

11 00
2 00
2 50

Address

all

Coleraine, Mass.,
Wm. W. Cary & Son.)

1^^

Ann
UU
I

29Atf

list.

II

I I
I

Send Mx cents for postage.
and receive free, H costly box
of sioo< a which will help you
^" ™<*''® ninney right awuy

fl
f

|b

»^a

I
I

r
ILLi

I I I

f

tbai) anything else in this
II
world. All.ofeithersex. succeed from first hour. Tne broad road to ftjrtune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
Tuue & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

SlAly

SYRIO-ALBINO QUEENS.
AM KKK'ANA.-Orders for Queens of
APIS
thebeitutitut hT KIU-Ar,BINOS. will now
be recei/ed. Ueared by my new method, all
are large and tine and perfect. We have made a
great discovery in Queen- Hearing, and hereby

challenge the producti-m (by natural swarming ur
otherwise) uf Queens that will excel ours in any
miles from other
valuable quality. Isolatt-d
'.i

bees.

First

come,

first

I>R. G.

served.

circulars.

TIXK.CR,

JL.

New

lAtf

Send for

Philadelphia, Ohio.

Bees anddueens
purchased
black bees within a
HAVINO
radiut oi H miles, now claim the LaKWEST

See Advertisement

retail.

MASITTAL OF

best lucatiun fur rearing

WOOD,

2aAm

1876.

added in the nth edition,
he whole
work has been thoroughlyrevised.and contains the
trationa were

very latent

—Homer.

respect to bee-keeping.

l^~ For
JouiiNAL,
FrleDds,

sale also at the Office of the

lit

wholesale or

you are

if

in

will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Oleitiiliiga In Kee-Ciiltui-e,
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Monthly
ments

lIlveR, lloiiev KxtriietorM,

in

Comb

FoiiiKliition, Section IJf»ney IfoxeN.all books
and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Niithing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A, I. ROOT, Medina. O.

van dkuskn &

sons,

Sole Manufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Mont, ^-a^ n, y.

for working people. Send in cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
box of goods
^^"^ "'"' ^^^ y*'" '" ^^® ^"y ^^ niakIng more money in a few days than
I I
I
you ever thouKht possible at any business. Capital nut required. Y<m can live at home
and work in spare time "nly. or all the time. AH <»1
both sexes, of aliases. grandly successful, .^ocents
to '» easily earned every evening. That all who
want work ni^iy test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled offer
we will send $i lopay for the tnmbleof writing us.
Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Don't delay.
Address Stikson & co.
royal. vnlunbie8nniple

;

51Aly

Portland, Maine.

BEES forSALE
MKS.

J. N.

HEATER,

COliUilIBUS, IVEBR.

.SSA-^t

THE SOUTH

IN

FOLDING

PAPER^XEST^

who

desire to put their honey
on the market in the most attractive manner, shiiukl ute the Koldin^j; Paper Box.
Head what the Editor of this paper says con-

cerning this ho.v, on pas:e .i:!:. Samp"le bo.\,
by mail, 5cts. Send for circular and prices.

«iEO. T. HAn.tlOIND,

35Att

BUOCKPOKT, Monroe

Catftl'ijiie

Co., N. Y.

ami Pri.e Liat Fr^e,
,

i<jy

Kuby

.

It

U

do

all

win do

alt

W.

Adtlrv-s

street, Rockford,

with this

yoQ eay

P.

By

KENDALL, M.

B, J.

D.

TREAXISE

A
giving an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, efTectsand antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of tbe
horse's teeth at difi^erent ages, with rules for tel ling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price JB5 cents— in English or Uerman.
;

THOS.
923

& 925

Wfist

G. NE^VMAN & SON,
Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Oiinham und Root FoundutlfMi a specialty.
Italian Queens and Bees from March to November,
|3f~ Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
PAXJl.

I,.

VI ALISON,

Bayou Goula, La.

lrt64.)

OK EXCHANGE.
Iiiilirf)veil

FOR SALE
p,)od8— or western land.

MNew
Chromo

Style,

EVERYTHTNG needed

In the Apidry, of practical c
tion. and at the IowchV

mstruc-

price.

^or

JO.

K.1£ETCHM£R.

COBURG, IOWA.

acrit

Embossed Hidden Name and

Visitintr Cards, no 2 uDke, niimeon,
13packs$l warranted hestsold. SamllAly pie book, 4c. L. JONES & CO., Nassau. N. V.
inc..

:

Fruit-Farm
FOR

<|UEE^8, tested, warranted, and
ITALIAN
fertilized, for sale at usual prices.

Also Nuclei
colf>nies, :^ irames each. Send for ('ircular. Dollar
Queens ready to ship cjn one week's notice.
i;7D<;t

E.

I...

BRIOGS.

Wilton Junction, Iowa.
'^'"^^''"

My I7th Annual Price-list iWii"o,^,?Llana Bees
and Nuclei colonies (a specialty): also
Supplies -will be sent to all who send their names
If. II.
and addresses.
Qti'eens

KRoWN.

Hint

Light Street, Columbia County

140 ITAI.I.IN ('01.UKIES

S. A.

for

$:i..50;

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used In the Bee Journal for sale at
2& cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
tbanfKic.
91:3

&

TH08.
9-22

NEWMAN

O.
West Madison

Sureet,

<«:

SON.

ChlcaKO.

111.

STILLMAN, LOUISIANA, MO.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.

published SEMIMON'rilLY. at Seven Shillincs per Hnnum.and
cnntiiin!< the best praeticnl informatiuri fur the

Beo Journal and our Weekly
with our Monthly, $2.00 a year.

l.anfstriplh

selling— age aud ill-health.

Ib

BritiBh

in

hrves. Bee-house and all modern appliances f<»r
apiculture, in as j:nnd location for bees and honey
as can Lie found. Good in- room house. beautiluUy
located, c .mmandinK a view of the city, river and
surrounding country. New barn and out-buildings,
cistern, never-failinc springs, etc.
IteasoD for
.33A(>t

shuwlDg wbut to du, and when and

& Apiary
CHEAP!

t/\J peuche.,*. pearp, plums, quinces, prapes. and
small fruit, in tine l>earinK cnndilion. The remainder in naiitiire, Kras.,'. t:r;iln, etc. Apiarv contains

AND BEE-EEEFER'S ADVISEB.
iiiue beintr,
how to do it.

SAL.E

Qf\ ACRES, hill-land. S^ well-stocked with apples.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
The Bhitish Bee Joi-hnai.

exeiiange f oretock of

& CO., Janesvllle,Wi8.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, und we will send you our IlluHtrated
Ci'taloiJue tree.

Stock Kiirm

miles from CiiicMt-'o.
Will sell clieiip f..rca8h

Hii

Afldress,

T. a. C'AIKNS

We have some ELEGAST
RIBBON BADGES, having
a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 cents eacli, by mail, postpaid.

XHOM.VS
92.3

G.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison
Send
(box

St.,

it

&JOHN

III.

THE HORSE,

For tne uianufacture of

Bee-Keepers Supplies

The
Bee-keepers

make and we

Livci, eir.. t'
.'in.ci In

3UAtlt

I

I

ofother work. This wloter we
tuive double tbe amouDt of bee

;

HEADQUARTERS

North Prescott, Mass.

htghside-wclla. 4 to IB square feet t<:
the pound. Circular and samples free

^ n
H k III
fJ
III II
^^
I I I

We

with ODe of your Cuiubined
MiicbiDes last wiDt«r 60 cbafT
hivcH with 7 in. cap, 100 faouey
racks. &00 broad framen, 2.000
hoQev boxes and a great deal

will.

BEES OR HONEY

^Ve turnlah

I I

Head what J. 1. P*ri.it. of
CiiiaLTO."*. N, Y., sava— '

B.\.BNKS, No,

We

Calif.

i;ui

Shw.
in

CO..

Los Angeles,

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.

retail.

any way interested

Hiiforna

THE TIMKS-MIRHOR

Address
25Al3t

Bee

FLAT- BOTTOM

J.

M

Seni> Foil IT. Single copy, three two-cent stamps;
six months, aSl ; one year, ItlS.

It Is certainly

;-SUPPLIES.
COMB FOUNDATION, RFF
mm
^_ ^B
^_
^ ^B
S\v:c-:^;-v;'^l
'•™'^""'''''''''-*

MUST PUOSPEIK U'S SECTION
OP THE Pacikic Coast, furnished by the
Los Angeles 111. _l,i„ l|' ,^_ >i mammoth
column
73
WPOkhf
rrOF ''^'l^"- ^^^
best weekly ''wOniJ ITHIIUI („(

and most scientitlc work treating of
bees In the World. Price, by mail, !B1 85, Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A. J. COOK, Author and Publisher,
ICly
Agricultural College, Mich.

(K.-^TAltl-ISHFl)

f

FULL
LIVELIEST AND

l

in

SOUTHERN

€vlLIFOKMA.

Informntion concerning the garden spot
of the world, beautiful 1>(>S AN<;kLKS.tub

fullest

tlie

-SCtf

Address JAS.

XHE APIART.

SOLD SINCE

f2,000

1

^mte. 1 will continue to
sell warriiNied Queenaatthe h'w price of 'J.'i cents
each. Kxtra selected tested (IHn.-, reuriny) !tm.i>0
each. 'I'hree L-frame Nuclei, every trame tilled
with brood, with selected tested yueen, !tS:J each.

another column

ISth I'hoiiHund •Just Out!
10th ThouQand Sold in Jnst Foar Months
a.OOO Snltl since May, 1S83.
More than 'so pages, and more than 50 tine illus-

all tlie

ITALIAN APIAUY and
FIMK <tUER\9l in the

in

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

-

N. B. On a sinj,'le order for 50 Queens, we
will give 10 per cent. diHCouut from the

above

and

IN

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
'I'he delds are Horid with unfiidlm^ prime;
From the ble»k pole no winds Inclement blow,
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But from th*» breezy deep the bless'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western gale."

1/2

"

'•

557

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

for Circular "^ "ifA^stl^h^""""'
B.G. Stauffeu, Bachuianvilte.Pa

14}

i::Biy

:
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HUTCHINSON'S

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS. WEADVERTISEMENT HEDDON'S
ARE

Patented June

-28,

lected, tested,

One-lb. (4>4x4V4) in lots of .'lOO to 4,000
.-j.OOO to 10,000
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to a.1,000
Ditto
Ditto

S.'j.OO
4..-)0

4.00

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
any sizes between 17 and -0 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.

same quantities.
make any size or width desired.

J.FORNCROOK &

imported Queens; also quite a

superiftr home-bred Queens
from the apiary of *'Cyulii Linswik;" besides
this, we have our own oriyrinal stock, which
was built up from Dadant importcil stock,
and from Queens obtained from scleral of
our best breeders. We are not tryin.ir to see
how cheaply we can rear Queens, but what
fiOOD ones we can furnish. No Queens
will be sent out that wculd not he used in

home

Single Queen, SI. 00 si.\
$.5.00; twelve or more, 7.")C. each. Tested
Queens, $2.00 each. Full colonies, $.5. OOeach.
Make money orders payable at Flint. Address

CO.,

Watertown. Wis., Mar.

BCtf

a specialty of

number of very

the
for

Sections in the

We

now makinff

rearing fine ITALIAN QIIEEINS. All
Queens are bred from the purest and best of
mothers, and the cells built in full colonies.
We have one of A. I. Root's very best, se-

1881.

1,

1885.

^T'ThoB. G. Newman & Son, ot Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by

apiary.

\V.

TL.

HUTCHINSON,

us.

<

RED CLOVER QUEENS
my

by return mall.— I amnow iipwith

O

O

ord-

and can send Queens by retiirii mall.
Queens are almost without an exception
purely mated. My bees have worked just
thick on red clover, from the time it bloomed

o

ers,

My

!K
*4)

until the present time.

J. T.

30ABtf

PAIL.

CI.

NEWMAN

923 & 925 West Madison

St..

"S

fM

w

Since the recent great losses of bees,

many bee-keepers have not enough
Honey to supply their Local Demand,
the

appreciating

and,

IMMENSE

IMPORTANCE

of keeping such demand supplied, I offer such a fine
article of White Clover or Basswood
Extracted Honey, at tlie following
price, for CASH with the order :

100 Pound Kegs
50

(net) each.

.$8
.

00

4 00

-2

D

o
I am now prepared to SUPPLY
PROMPTLY, Queens, reared from
PURE ITALIAN mothers, with good

H
H

dozen, or S5.0U per lOO.

THOS.

^

S g?|
© a w

new size of our Tapering
TnrS
Honey I'ails is of uniform design
hwith the <tther f Izes, having the t()p
ledKe turned over, itnd has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
It \» wpll-made and, when
t'l carry.
tilled with honey, njitkea a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 'Jii cents or less. Many
__,_^^_^
consumers win buy it in order t'l give the children
a handsome toy pail. PKIi;E, 75 cents per

FOR SALE!

1^ Free on board the cars, and no
charge for kegs. Order in large kegs
when you can.

a
S
« s
S

+*

-sir®
f^

WII.SON, Nicholasville, Ky.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

HONEY

;

Bogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

30Atf

ooXj"cr:]VE3sr.

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
A:

PATENT
JOUNDATIQN

* §"0

W

=

cS

a

cj

"5

t> .2

®

f^'

.

chance of pure fertilization. Also,
those of our own popular strain, viz
Crosses between our leather-colored
Italians and large brown German bees,
which possess, in an eminent degree,
the desirable traits of the two races.
:

PRICES
en's,

1 Selected

"
"

"

6
12

"

% 2 00
10 00
18 00
1 00
S 00
10 00

Queens
"

Untested Queen

1

H»

MAYSVILLE.KY.

Tested Queen

Queens
^

"

6
lo

"

"

.2H
in present* given away.
8end us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that \*ill
start you In work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America, All about the ?i2oo,(«H) in
Agents wanted everypresents with each bo
where, of eith.*r sex. o f all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for atl workers absctluiely aseured. Don't delay.
H. Uai-I.ktt&Co.
Portland. Maine.
5!Aiy

1200,000

NUCLEI.

a

My nuclei

colonies are in a complete
nucleus hive witli 4 frames, so
tlllll more moner than at anything else by
constructed that by removing their
tft^^inp ^n agency lor the best selllnK book
WIN
11 1 II out. Beginners succeed grandly. None outer top-bars, two of them perfectly
Book
Co.
Hali-ett
fall. Terms free.
lit a standard L. frame on the inside.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly
little

They

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square

(llaes

Tloney

.lars.

Apply

to

Standard LanKstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

etc.

MWTH,

And

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman & Central Ave.,
|7~Send 10c, for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

TIIOS. e.
925

AIEWMAK

West Madison

Street.

Jte

Hives,

Nucleus, with best tested Queen... $ 4 00
•'
"
Queens.. 2100
"
Nuclei,
40 00
"
•
"
12
I! 00
Queen...
untested
with
1 Nucleus,
"
10 00
Queens..
"
(i Nuclei,
:!0 00
1

li

shall supply anythlnfi you need In the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price Ijlst.

W.
7Aly

E. CL.AUK., successor to L.C.Uoot,
ORISKANY, Oneida County, N. y.

Take your choice between Pure Italians
and my own strain of bees.
Address,

SON,

CHICAGO,

other kinds of

MADE TO OUDEK,

1

We pay 20c. per lb., deliTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always be on each paekatfe.
&

all

Quinby Smolter a specialty.

BEESWAX.
923

LOW PRICES

Tin Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
«-IiA8. F.

are in first-class condition, well

stocked with Brood and Bees, and
will be sent promptly at the following

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
ILL.

and

retail.

See Adyertlsement

In

another columa.

JAMES HEDBON,

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

MICH.
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Are Workcrw Abortions?— The

WEEKLY EDITION

"Great men, as well as common folks,
Huber
sometimes make great mistakes.
asserted that the neuter or working-bee, wi\s

nothing more nor less than

an imperfect
That is mere conjecture, and will
not. answer in this mutter-of-fact age. God
never made whole races of his creatures
mere abortions. He permits monstrosities
occasionally, but never made so gross a mistake in the organism of an entire class."
*

female.'

The author of this paragraph ascribes to
Huber sentiments which he never expressed
or entertained. In his work entitled "Observation on Bees," he says

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

G.

"The discovery of

Sept. 9, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 36.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL ANB SELECTED.
Clive

iiM

alien

!

A

time like this demands
and ready hands.

Stronfr niimls, great hearts,

TlieNortliwewtern Bee-Keepers' Society
Ills.,

its annual convention in Chicagfo,
on Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 14

and

15,

will

hold

1885

at 10 a. in.

—the

first

meeting^ being- held

The place of meeting-

will

be

announced next week.

Mr. «• W. Deinaree remarks thus about
" If bee-keepers
the sheep-bees lawsuit :
will take care of their rights now, they need
not fear but indifference may place them
in like position to the fleet-footed hare that
was beaten by the creeping- tortoise. Let us
profit by that old fable !"
;

:

fertile

by Kiem and confirmed by

workers, made

my own

investi-

gations, led me to conjecture that the entire
class of workers pertained to the female
sex. Nature makes no sudden leaps. The
fertile workers lay drone-eggs only, like

1886, for $1.25,

Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of next year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
In the mail-list type will be made by Oct. 1.

;

together— so interwoven in action, so fitted
for each other, so dependent on each other,
and so complementary to each other, that
neither could permanently exist without the
tlic ivoihrrif as(ihi>rtions ttr iraperfeci creatures.
They are endowed with too many noble co-existence— at certain seasons at least— of
faculties, too much unwearied industry and both the others."
activity, and from their instincts spring too
many marvels to permit me to consider
Wlien beeswax is chewed, says an exthem as abnormities of their kind, or as im- change,
it should have no disagreeable taste
perfect beings in comparison with the
queens. I believe that a rational philosophy and must not stick to the teeth. In the
will yet be able to reconcile all these difti- adulterated wax, the nature of the foreign
culties.'*
material can generally be detected by the
This is widely different from the views taste the addition of fat can generally be
ascribed to him, and is fully sustained by readily detected. If it sticks to the teeth.
subsequent discoveries. To him, the work- the presence of resin may be assuided. A
ers appeared to be just what subsequent simple method of detecting the presence of
microscopic examination proved them to be fat in wax consists in melting it, and placing
—merely undeveloped females. Another a drop on a piece of woolen cloth. After it
critical writer remarks that it is *' doubtless is perfectly cold and solidified, pour on a
true that, if regard be had only to mere few drops of 90 per cent, of alcohol and
animal qualities, the queen is, in that direc- rub the cloth between the hands. The wax
tion more fully developed than the worker, will be converted into dust, and will easily
and thereby becomes qualified to discharge separate from the cloth if it contains no fat,
properly her peculiar functions— (/le p^rpcf- and will leave no stain
when it contains
uat ion of the race. This, however, does not fat it will leave grease-spots,
;

;

constitute her a more perfect insect, absolutely, than the worker.
The latter is quite
as admirably adapted for her appropriate
kegon Journal contains one-third of a col- duties, and is, therefore, as regards the purumn concerning his apiary and honey, and pose and end of her being, as perfectly
advises all its readers to get honey with Mr, organized and as fully developed as the
Hilton's label on it, and thus obtain the former.
Both certainly proceed from the
finest, purest and best in the world. That is same kind of eg^.
Development proceeds
one of the many very excellent methods of in each in like manner, and in the same
building up a home market, and probably direction, from the hatching of the egg up
only costs two or three nice boxes of honey to a certain point. Thence, owing to the
(which was given to the reporter). He com- circumstances in which each is placed and
menced the season with 45 colonies.increased the influences to which it is subjected, dethem to 88, and has obtained from them velopment diverges and tends to different
about 6,000 pounds of honey.
issues.
In the queen it culminates corporeally^ in the maturation of animal funcSPECIAL NOTICE.— On January 1,1886, tions and procreative power. In the worker,
the price of the Weekly Ber Journal will it is made to take a different direction ; the
be reduced to One Dollar a Year. This we growth of physical organism is repressed
have contemplated for some years, and only indeed, but instead thereof, her physical
awaited the proper time to warrant us in qualities, or what may be termed her mental
issuing the Weekly Bee Journal at the very faculties, are extraordinarily unfolded and
low price of one dollar a year. That time intensified.
Hence, if manifestation of

!

It is precisely this

ity

those queens whose fecundation has been
unduly delayed. One step farther and they
might be altogether sterile, without being
the k'ss feminine essentially. I do not I'egard

Mr. Geo. E. Hiltou, of Fremont. Mich.,
knows how to use printer's ink. The Mus-

has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year

undeveloped femininof the workers, and the bringing out.
instead, of other and higher faculties,
which qualifies them for the functions devolved on them by the Creator— that of foster-mothers, protectors of the brood, and
providers for the subsistence and pre8en''ation of the family.
Whereas the sexually
more fully developed inmates of the hive—
the queen and the drones— physically less
endowed, are designed and serve for the
perpetuation iif the race.
Each kind has its
proper sphere, each its appropriate duties
assigned to it and, l;)y its organization and
instincts, each is specially and fully qualified
to discharge these duties. The proclivities,
qualifications and habits of each are. in the
main, as distinct and characteristically different from those of the othei-s. as if each
belonged to an entirely different class of
insects. ' Yet the three kinds are so yoked
*'

follow-

ing occurs in an essay on " Physiography in
its application to grape culture :"

OF THE
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mind, however

subordinate

in

grade or

qualified in character, be entitled to higher

consideration and regard than mere corporeal qualities or physical organization,
the worker might claim a more elevated
i-ank in the sphere of development than the
queen, whose physical endowments are certainly of a lower order, and limited to a
narrower range. Each, however, is perfect,
as regards herself, her assigned relations,
and the purpose and design of her existence.

Tlie Rural IVew Vorker of this week
a treasury of fertilizing knowledge. It is
a special number devoted to the whole story
of how plants grow
what elements the
plant Hiust find in the soil to produce good
crops, and showing from what source can,
in the best and cheapest manner,be obtained
such of them as are missing, or nearly exhausted, in the soil. Our readers cannot
afford to neglect so important a subject
and, to post themselves, should send for a
copy, which will be mailed them fi-ee. Address, 34 Park Kow, New York.
is

;

;

have received from Messrs. CupUpham & Co., publishers, Boston, Mass.,

Ti'e
pies,

a poultry pamphlet, price 50 cents, which is
made up of a phonographic report of the
addresses and discussions at a meeting of
the best and most widely known poultry experts in the country, held in the interest of
this important industry, at Boston, on two
successive Saturdays, March 7 and 14, 188.5.
Its fresh and peculiar value will be found
in the fact that the observations are those
of
experienced
and practical poultry
raisers, in place of mere poultry fanciers—
of actual farmers, rather than of amateurs.
It will prove to be encyclopaedic in its suggestions respecting the choice, the breeding,
and the care of poultry, and will readily
show that it abounds in the very kind of advice of which all poultry raisers are in constant pursuit.

—

—

—

—
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nearer the average than one every
I have never found this true. Old
week. If a queen 4 or 5 days old were bees are often so. The hair becomes
introduced at the time of shipping Eulled out
or in age they become
the laying queen, it would be possible
aid.
Why not V— Prof. A. J. Cook.
to ship a queen every week
but I
I
have often seen old bees with
have had poor success introducing
queens more than 2 days old.—W. Z. black and shining abdomens, but
never "young bees."
Dr. G. L.
Hutchinson.
;

;

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

—

Tinker.

Fertilizing Queens.

Query, No. 108. — 1. How many queens
can be fertilized in one nucleus colony in one
month? 2. Can one queen be fertilized, and shipped
from a nucleus colony every week ?— S. H.

Consumption of Honey by Bees.

Bees that are partly crushed between the combs of honey in manipu-

lating the hive, look thus when liberQuery, No. 109.— 1. How much honey will ated, and are treated by the other bees
G. M. Doolittle.
one pound of bees eat In 24 hours ? 2. How tone as described.

—

a pound of bees live on the honey with which
they mi themselves when caged ?— T. 8.
will

We

think if you rear 2 queens in a
montli, you will be doing well. Introducing virgin queens from an in-

best answer I

know

of to this

found in " Dzierzon's
Theory." It would require a larger
1. I have had no experience with
amount of space than can be given
this.
2. If placed in a dark, cool
place, they will live about 4 days.— G. here to give a comprehensive answer.
question

is
an unsafe raetliod, although many claim to succeed.
M. DOOLITTLE.
Dadant & Son.

cubator

The

J."E.

is

Pond, Jr.

We think

that you are mistaken in
1. I could not tell exactly.
I alqueen every 14 days is about
supposing these to be young bees.
average. Some nuclei do better, ways put up too much, and then feel
The bees whose heads and abdomens
others not as well. 2. Xo not by any safe. 2. I think that they will live
are shining are some of the very oldest
process that I know of.— G. M. Doo- about 36 hours.— James Heddon.
They are usually somewhat
bees.
LITTLE.
knocked about in a cage smaller than the healthy bee, and
1. Bees
No definite time can be given, so will eat more than when quiet in their wings often show that they
much depends upon the weather, their hives. If the cage were well have worn themselves out. The cause
number of drones, and quick mating. agitated, a pound of bees might con- of their t)eing so shiny is, that they
sume an ounce of honey in 24 hours. have lost their hair by much travel.
Pkof. a. J. Cook.
Robber bees are the worst looking in
2. Thirty or forty hours.— Dr. G. L.
this respect.— Dadant & Son.
1. That depends upon the flow of Tinker.
nectar and the strength of the nuI believe such specimens of bees as
Any answer is, in a measure, theoAgain, some queens do not
cleus.
test, of course, would de- you describe is the out-cropping of
take their bridal trip for 7 or 8 days, retical.
and never before 5 days after hatch- cide it, but it will be almost an im- impure blood in the parent bees. I
of these outing. I should say about 3 queens in a possibility to make such test thorough have seen specimens
month at the best. 2. No ; not if al- and complete ; and when made it cropping bees that were as black and
and I have
polished
boot
shiny
as
a
lowed to lay before introducing an- would prove so expensive that the
ascertained results would not pay for seen them as green as a green bottle.
Dk. G. L. Tinker.
other.
the time and trouble. J. E. Pond, -Jr. The only cure for it is to change the
few such bees
blood of the bees.
very much upon
1. That depends
1. The question
is indefinite.
In in a colony have never hurt the workcircumstances. Queens are sometimes
" wedding the absence of brood less than one ing quality of the colony, so far as 1
lost when taking their
flight," and sometimes "balled" to ounce of honey will sustain a pound have seen. G. W. Demaree.
pound of
death by the bees. In view of all the of bees 24 hours. 2.
accidents that may befall the young empty bees, when thoroughly filled
queen, I should say one, two or three with honey, will weigh two pounds.
Local Convention Directory.
at the most. That may look indefl- According to this, they ought to carry
enough
honey
one
aggregated
load
at
nite, but it is just that way. QueenIR85.
Time and place of Netting.
rearing is not the lucrative business to sustain life over 16 days, if they Sept. 8— 12.~Iowa StatP, at DesMolnes. Iowa.
could
utilize
the
honey
in
the
absence
Wm. Goos, Sec, Ddvenport, Iowa.
that many imagine it is. 2. No.—
of some place besides their honey- Sept. 10.— Patsalaga. at Uamer, Alabama,
G. \V. Demakee.
sacs to store it.
I have found that
M. G. Uusbton, Sec Ralf Branch, Ala.
wholly and en- the ordinary package of bees— called Sept. 23, 24.— Kentucky State at Covington. Ky.
1. It will depend
J. T. Counley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.
tirely upon the condition of tlie nu- a " pound '—can be shipped to any
cleus, the state of the weather, and point in the United Slates or Canada Oct. 10.— Wabash Conntv, at N Manchester, Ind,
J.
Martin, Sec, N. Manchester, ind,
J.
the chances of loss while on the mat- on less than a half-pound of properly
Oct. 10, II.- Western, at Independence, Mo.
ing trip. 2. Yes, if the conditions are made soft candy. G. W. Demaree.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence, Mo.
all right, and good luck attends the
1. I do not know, only it will vary Oct, 14, 15,— Northwestern, at Chicago, Ills,
In some seasons more
operation.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec,
than half the queens are lost on their greatly. 2. This will also vary ; of ten
at Macomb. Ills.
wedding tour ; in others the loss is more than one hundred. Prof. A. J. Oct. 15.— Progressive,
J. G. Norton, Sec, Macomb, Ills,
(;ook.
very slight indeed.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
Nov, 5, e.— N. J. & Eastern, at Trenton, N.J,
Wm. B, Treadwell, Sec. 16 Thomas St., N, Y.
I should not expect to average over
8— 10,— Michigan State, at Detroit, Mich.
Dec,
Sometimes queens are quite
two.
Black, Shiny Bees.
U. U. CuttinK, Sec, <:iinton, Mich.
slow in becoming fecundated. Again,
Dec. 8— 10.— North American, at Detmit. Mich.
tliem
in
the
combs
have
lay
I like to
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogei sviile, Mich.
Query, No. 110.— What is the cause of
5 or 6 days before shipping. If the the heads and abdomens of younK bees beine
|y In order to have this table complete. Secrequeen is taken out when the combs black and shininK as thouffh havinf^ been hit,
contain only her eggs (as it sometimes dragged out and killed by perfect bees; what Is taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- ED,
happens), the bees are liable to devour thecureforlt7-W. G.
them ; when, if a part have hatched
James
Possibly worms had been at work
Willi larvse, all are preserved,
The Illinois State Fair will be hold in
in the combs, and injured the young
Heddon.
Chicago (luring the week commencing Monbees,— Dr. C. C. Miller,
day, Sept, 14, 188,5, and promises many
Queens usually lay wlien 10 days
I have never had a case of this attractions.
old. I usually allow a queen to lay a
day or two before shipping her. Tak- kind, I suppose it might be caused
1^~ We want one number each of the Bee
ing the whole season through, I Hud by worms or chilling of the brood,
that a queen ever two weeks would be James Heddon.
Jouu.NAi, of August, 18G0— February, 1867.
1.

my

A

;

—

A

;

—

—

A

A

—

I

—
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;
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time to travel several miles, if n^ed
be, and her frequent short flights
seem designed to enable her to take
a longer tliglit, if necessary, without
getting

Now

lost.

I venture the opinion that,
other things being equal, a queen is
Explanatory The figures before the quite as likely to mate with a drone
names indicate the number of years that the belonging to a colony half a mile or
Those after, show more away as with one from a colony
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the in the same apiary. The.instinct that
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring, prompts the queen and drone to fly
abroad, prompts them to leave the
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is vicinity of their homes, and thus preThis mark
located near the centre of the State named: vents in-and-in breeding.
east
6 north of the centre 9 south
dispute that
I think it beyond
KJwest; and this 6 northeast; N3 northwest; drones have places of rendezvous,
0»southeast; and P southwest of the centre where, from I know not how far, they
of the State meutioned.
congregate. In my early bee-keeping
days, from 12 to \h years ago, the place
of meeting was in the edge of a
For the American Bee Joomai.
woods a quarter of a mile east of my
house.
In 1883 and 1884 the playFertilization of Queens.
ground seemed to be partly over my
own premises, and this year over a
REV. M. JIAHIN, D. D.
woods pasture just south of my place.
Mr. Henry Alley, in his very valua- Now, it is a question of some imporlocality
ble " Ilandy-Book of the Apiary," tance whether in a given
expresses tlie opinion that if one has there may not be more than one place
a considerable number of colonies of of congregating, and also whether the
not be
Italian or Syrian bees, and half a mile resort of my drones may
away there are numerous colonies of farther away than that of some other
drones. In that case my queens would
blacl< bees, not one queen in 25 will
From this opinion I be more likely to meet drones from a
be mismated.
must respectfully dissent. If one has neighbor's apiary than from my own.
The above facts and surmises have
a small number of one race of bees,
and from one to two miles away there a bearing upon what I am about to
are a considerable number of another relate. I had in the spring ,"0 colonies
race, it is not uncommon, as I know of bees, all except a very few were
by observation, for one-half the young Syrians, the rest being Italians.
queens to mate with drones of the There were but 2 colonies showing
When I had the only any black blood, and I presume that
other race.
Italian bees in this vicinity, a black in an area of two miles in diameter
queen five miles away produced there are not as many colonies of bees
banded bees ; and it is almost an ab- belonging to other persons as I have,
solute certainty that she had mated and I am confident that there is not a
colony of blacks within half a mile. I
with one of my drones.
It is impossible to tell with any cer- have purposely allowed my bees to
tainty how far drones and queens will have a liberal supply of drone-comb,
It is probable that the former fly and the number of drones has been
fly.
and yet, out of 31 queens
several miles, and queens may fly large
further than is generally supposed. It reared, 23 have mated with black
is my opinion that a young queen is drones, and of the 8 remaining 2 or 3
never fertilized on her first flight, no are doubtful.
matter how many drones there may
I have never before had such an exbe in the air in the vicinity of her perience, and I am at a loss to account
hive. I have watched a great many for it. Have black drones come from
for the purpose of finding out all that a mile or so away and established a
may be known concerning their resort into which my queens have
habits, and my observations are to the gone? Or have my queens passed by
following effect
the resort of their male neighbors,
young queen, before she comes and gone to that of the drones of
out in earnest, familiarizes herself some other locality ?
Or is there
with the locality of her hive. She somewhere in this vicinity a colony of
comes out and flies around in the blacks having drones that are more
vicinity of tlie hive for not more than amorous and enterprising than my
five minutes at a time, and then en- Italians and Syrians ? One of these
ters the hive and remains for about hypotheses must be true, but which
five minutes.
During the time she is one I have vainly tried to ascertain.
on the wing, she may be observed to Can any of our apiarian savants throw
approach her hive, in some cases any light upon it V There is no doubt
several times, without entering, and at all that these queens mated with
she is probably not out of sight of it black drones, and not with mixed ones,
at any time. I have observed five of because they produce many bees that
these five minute excursions in less are entirely black ; and the queens
than an hour
but I have never themselves are pure Syrians and
known a queen to return, having Italians.
It is commonly recommended to
mated with a drone in less than 17
minutes from the time she left the rear queens early in order to have
hive. I do not say that they never do them purely mated. In this I have
mate and return in less time than generally failed. My early queens
that, but none that I have observed would not mate with my early drones
Lave done so. This gives a queen until the weather became warm— al-
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most hot— and by that time black
drones were plentiful. More of my
queens are purely mated in the late
summer and early autumn than in
the earlier months. The reason may
be that at that time drones and queens
do not venture so far from home. I
hope to supplant my mongrels by
purely-mated queens before the season closes.

New

Castle,ot Ind.,

;

A

;

JoumaL

Excellent Season so Far.

O

;

22, 188.5.

For the American Bee

©

;

Aug.

B. T.

BALDWIN.

commenced the season

39 colonies, sold one,

of 1885 with
and bought one

4frame nucleus.

divided 3 other

I

I

colonies for queen-rearing, so I did

not obtain any honey from them. I
have sold $102 worth of bees, have
taken 5,400 pounds of extracted honey,
and have increased my apiary to 75

good colonies.

My

bees

made some

of the largest daily gains that I ever
heard of, from English clover.

Basswood bloomed here on June 29,
and ceased blooming on July 8. It
did not seem to secrete mtich honey
in proportion to the

amount

of bloom;

did my bees failed to pay the
necessary attention to it. I got only
two barrels of honey with basswood.
flavor, and could scarcely tell, by the
bees, when it ceased to secrete honey.
On July 10 I put a fair colony of
hybrid bees on the scales, and it
gained 2A}4 lbs. that day ; on July 11,
it gained 28 lbs, ; on the !2th, 31 lbs.
on the 13th, 27 lbs. ; on the 14th, 23
lbs. ; on the 1.5th, 11 lbs. ; on the 16th,
4 lbs. ; and on the 17th they lost IJ^
or

if

it

pounds.
All of this was from English clover,
making 148J^ pounds in seven days.
I had more than a dozen men to time
them, and they all say that the colony
did not gain less than 2 pounds in any
hour of any day that they were timed;
and the colony was not nearly my
very best. I ^had nine combs in the
upper story, and exchanged empty
combs at night for full ones and I
believe if I had taken as good care of
all the rest, some of them would have
done better than this particular
;

colony.

Last

fall,

when

I

packed

my

bees

for winter, there was one little colony
of hybrids that I intended to tinite
to some other colony ; but when I
opened the hive they had 12 pounds of
honey in four combs, and about 2
quarts of young bees, so I thought
that I would try and winter them. To
my surprise this spring they were as
healthy as any colony in my apiary,
and began to breed lively when clover
commenced to bloom. I put them in
a Ileddon hive with a crate of 28 onepound sections, and when they had
the foundation drawn out, I raised up
the crate and put on another and
they had them both finished in a short
time, excepting 8 sections, when I
took the crates off and put on an extracting super, and I extracted 175
pounds after that.
;

The grass-hoppers have ruined the
clover-seed crop in this locality this
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year. I do not think that there will disease. The red spider is a species
be a bushel of seed in this county. of mite, which is often very injurious
They cut off the blossoms, so the black to house-plants when kept in very dry
rooms, and to evergreens, and other
bees worked on the red clover.
plants and trees in very dry seasons.
Marion,© Ind., Aug. 26, 188.5.
Frequent and copious drenchings
with pure water will usually destroy
GteaninKS.

warfare had not long continued when
the idea struck this enemy of the
bees, that poison would be a much
quicker and more effective method
forgetting rid of them, so poisoned
honey was set in several places but
not understanding how to prepare
these red spiders.
food for feeding bees, it was not
Gall-Mites on Plum-Trees,
The remedies for the Phytopti are, much of a success still our friends
sprinkling with sulphur, and picking did not give up the idea of poison
PKOF. A. J. COOK.
and burning affected leaves, or burn- until I inquired of some of them
whether or not the same poison used
few days since 1 received some
for destroying the bees would not be
plum leaves covered with galls on the
equally as effectual in killing dogs,
under surface. They came from F.
cattle, horses, etc.
They soon disA. Snell, of Milledgeville, Ills., who
covered that the game of " poison "
they
are
very
writes that
abundant
could as well be played by two peron some wild plum-trees in his yard.
sons as one.
He asks whether there is any danger
Then another idea struck him
of their attacking the leaves of his
" Let's call a town meeting, muster
tame plum-trees. I at once recogour forces, and vote to have the bees
nized these galls as the excrescences
removed from the town." This was
formed by the gall-mite, a species of
a partial success.
The meeting was
FiG. 2.
Phytopius. These are injurious to the
called, and a vote was passed to have
trees which they infest and as the
the bees removed from town. Who
wild and cultivated plum are so ing the entire plants and tree. Pickwas to remove them, where they were
closely related, there must be danger ing the leaves is the best plan, if comto be taken, etc., were questions that
that an insect which attacks one will menced as soon as the galls are seen.
caused considerable trouble to the
Agricultural College,? Mich.
also attack the other if in the vicinity.
howlers. Finally, -nothing was done
The galls are on the upper side of
about it, as each one was afraid to
the leaves, and are hairy, teat-like
undertake the job to remove the bees,
For the American Bee JoumaL
processes, often so crowded as to be
and each one stood back waiting for
in clusters of five or six in a place.
Human Enemies of Bees.
some one to commence operations.
They are yellowish or brown in color,
We were hoping some one would
though the color may have changed
HENRY ALLEY.
Wouldn't there
have attempted it.
somewhat, as the leaves were conhave been " a circus V" I think there
siderably dried up. The leaves apIn adding my name to the list of would, for I certainly should have
pear as seen in Fig. 1. These galls those who have joined the " National offered my services, and I am quite
Bee Keepers' Union," I would like to sure that I could have put the bees in
say a few words concerning an ex- proper condition, so that none of the
perience which Mr. John Gould and performers would have lacked suffimyself had, here in Weuham, some 19 cient energy in any of the antics they
years ago.
would have undertaken to make the
Mr. Gould, at that time, kept the thing a complete success.
largest number of colonies for the
The argument used by the howlers
production of comb honey in Essex against the bees, was about as folcounty. His success for awhile was lows
They claimed that the bees
rather better than the average bee- were a nuisance anyway that there
keeper
in
New
England.
One season was great danger of people and horses
Fig.].
he succeeded in getting an extra large being stung while passing Mr. Gould's
are often on the under side of the crop of comb honey, and increased his apiary, though no person or animal
leaves, so that the mites can leave the apiary to about double what it was in liad been stung
they also claimed
galls and pass out to a new place on the spring. This was more than his that tlie bees destroyed the fruit by
the leaf, where by irritation a new neighbors could stand. They said that taking the honey from the blossoms
gall is formed. The mites which, for as Mr. Gould had but one acre of also that they ruined the ripe fruit.
these galls, are so minute that they land, the larger part of his crop of Every thing that could be brought
are hardly visible to the unaided honey was stolen from the flowers against the bees was hunted up and
vision (they are oblong, Fig. 2), have grown on other peoples' land, and so made the most of, though nothing at
four feet and four pairs of hairs on they commenced the meanest kind of all was proven by a particle of evithe body. These mites lay eggs in a warfare upon the bees and their dence.
the galls, which produce other uiites, owner.
One of Mr. Gould's neighSo far as destroying fruit by taking
and thus the gallsbecome very numer- bors, quite early in the spring, opened honey from the (lowers, that is nonous during the season.
wide a chamber window and placed sense in proof of which I will invite
It is of more interest to bee-keepers some honey in the room, to entice any one (who entertains the above
to know ttiat our maples and bass- the bees to enter it. As there was no opinion) into my garden to look at my
woodn suffer from species of Phytop- forage in the fields, the bees entered fruit trees with" their heavy loads of
Phytoptus a6non)iis, Garman, at- the window for the coveted sweets, fruit. Although tlie fruit is but about
tus.
tacks the basswood.
P. quadripes, and when they were entering the half-grown, the trees are breaking
Shinier, the soft maple, and P. aceri- room, by thousands, the window-sash down from the heavy weight upon
sugar
fota, Garman, the
maple.
A was lowered to witliin half an inch, them.
soft maple in our College apiary is thus leaving ample room for the bees
When I state the fact that I had in
badly attacked by these mites.
to enter, while they could not readily my apiary, this year, more than double
These mites, as will be seen above, (ind their way out.
As the bees the number of colonies that Mr.
have only four legs, while all other gathered on the window, our " chris- Gould ever had, certainly any one
mites (mites are the lowest order of tian " neighbor inside killed them would say (as sucli is a fact) that the
the subclass Arachnoids) have eight by threshing them with towels. This bees are a great benefit to all growers
legs. There are many mites of in- kind (V) neighbor claimed that he of fruit, in fertilizing the blossoms.
terest to us. The sugar and cheese killed the bees by the bushel
Al- One old farmer, who had kept bees
mites work on the articles of food though the bees were being slaugh- for forty years, made the remark in
which gave the names. The itch mite tered before the owner's eyes, Mr. our town meeting, that " lie had seen
causes the pustules on tiie hands, Gould was powerUss to prevent it, the bees on his barn-yard manure
usually between the fingers of per- and not being a " fighting man," had sucking the honey from it, and he did
sons suffering from that disgusting to " grin and bear it." This sort of not believe the manure was as good on
;

;

A

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

!
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account of it." Consumers of honey
should understand that bees do not
Occagather honey from manure.
sionally, in a very dry time, they may
be seen about manure in search of
water, but not honey.
Mr. tiould and myself fought out
this battle the best we could we had
no one to help us, as a well established
bee- paper was not in existence at that
time. (The Ameuican Bee Journal
;

and struggling to
present state of prosperity),
lilany of its oldest readers will c-tll to
mind the articles relating to the Wenham bee-controversy. The "fools"
the " laughingof Wenham were
stock " of the whole world, as every
paper, far and near, were poking
" fun " at the town-meeting, and their
attempt to move the bees, and at the
idea that bees injured fruit
The result of this controversy was
that Mr. Gould, when he got ready,
removed his family and bees to a
neighboring town, and has not since
been molested by troublesome neighbors
and I have continued to do
My disbusiness here for 28 years.
position is such that 1 cannot be
I am more of a
driven from town.
" fighting man " than my friend Gould,
and if a town-meeting were held every
day, I could not be driven from my
place of business.

was

in its infancy,

reach

its

1

;

do us no the section just where you want the
good, save that we are informed of bees to begin work. If you have nice
the good honeyllow of a particular white comb, you can cut this in small
pieces and fasten a piece in the centre
locality.
of the top-bar of each section. To
I cannot make as good a report as
these comb-starters, you can
the one mentioned above, as I have fasten
use a cement made of one-fourth
not only not increased, but I had to
resin and three-fourths beeswax. Melt
unite some colonies in order to get
these together, dip the edge of the
forces together so that they might
starter
in the cement, and set it
gather enough honey to winter on. I
The
where you want it.
had 128 colonies in one apiary last quickly
cement cools rapidly, and holds the
spring, and now there are only 120 ;
firmly.
and I took only 200 one-pound sections starter
Of later years nearly all producers
full of honey.
using starters of
Another apiary of 28 colonies (2 of comb honey are
foundation in the sections. For
miles from the other), I managed with comb
this purpose very thin foundation is
better results. The average yield was
very small piece of the founused.
21 pounds per colony ; and no increase
ilo, but if it nearly fills
whatever.
The bees of this last dation will so
much the better. Thia
the section,
with
a
hives,
in
smaller
apiary were
foundation starter can be fastened in
capacitv of an eight-frame Langcentre of each section by carethe other 128 colones the
stroth "hive
edge of it down on
were in ten-frame Langstroth hives. fully pressing the
centre of the top-piece with a
The result proved the superiority of the
knife. Where many bees are kept,
the smaller hive for this location, at
this process is rather slow, and a
least in such a poor season.
small foundation fastener is used that
White Post, 5 Va., Aug. 19, 1885.
does the work quickly and well.
As fast as sections in the centre are

ports, without specifications,

A

;

Pbiladelpbia Press.

Bees

Working
REV.

in the Sections.

O.

CLUTE.

The one-pound sections for comb
Herewith I send my membership honey have become very popular.
appearance,
fees. I hope that one million dollars They are attractive in
may be raised to defend the bee- and hence sell well. They hold about

the quantity an ordinary family desires for one meal. In some quarters
the two-pound sections are used extensively, but the tendency is to the
For the American Bee Journal.
smaller section. In buying sections,
be sure that they are clean, and that
Bee-Keeping in Virginia, etc.
they are accurately made, so as to fit
Nearly
together neatly and firmly.
KIIIEDEMANN GREINER.
air the sections are now dovetailed.
If I am not mistaken, it is generally White poplar is much used in making
accepted as a rule, that bees, when them, because it is easily worked,
gathering honey and pollen, do not and makes a smooth, clean, sweet
extend their visits over more than one section.
class of plants (at one trip) ; however,
The hives made in the last few
1 had occasion to notice, this summer, years are mostly intended to take on
their changing from blue-thistle (the a section-case for holding these secmain honey-plant in this part of Vir- tions. This case fits down close on
ginia) to the blossom of
plantain top of the brood- chamber, and then
{plantayo lanceolata), then back again the top of the hive fits on the case and
to blue-thistle, etc., establishing the becomes its top. These cases hold
fact that they will not always strictly the sections and bring them close
adhere to the rule.
down to the tops of the brood-frames,
About the " Union :" It is really leaving a passage of about threewonderful how few of the fraternity eights of an inch between.
take an interest in this just cause.
Sometimes bees are a little slow
Arise, fellow-bee-keepers, and take about going to work in sections. They
hold of this matter.
Do not be as will fill the brood-chamber with honey
unjust as to be willing to reap where and then swarm, refusing to store in
This can usually be
you do not sow. I will not get S50 for the sections.
my summer's work, but I feel it my overcome by having one or two of the
duty to stand my share of the defense. centre sections already full or partly
On page r>07 is a letter with the full of honey. If you saved carefully
heading, " Wonderful Honey-Yield the partly filled sections last fall, you
and Increase." I would like to say a can now use them very profitably liy
few words about this increase. No putting one or two of them in the
mistake, it looks big, " wonderful I" centre of the sections on each hive.
this increase of 24 from 2 but if all The bees are at once attracted into
the particulars were known, perhaps the sections, and almost always will
it would appear far less wonderful. go' to storing in them immediately
in the
I believe that all of the bee-keepers, provided there is any honey
that have had a tew years of experi- fields for them to store.
ence, could, with the necessary combs
It is always best to use starters in
and a good honey-flow, or by feeding, the sections.
starter is a piece of
reaccomplish the same feat. Such
comb, or of comb foundation, put in

filled with honey and sealed, it is a
good plan to remove them, moving

the partly filled ones to the centre,
and putting empty sections with
starters, at the outside.

Iowa

City,*o lovpa.
For tue American Bee JoumaL

Wintering Bees.

keepers in their rights.
Wenham, (5 Mass.

I

A

MOUCH

AJIIEL.

The time has arrived, at the North,
to begin to prepare for wintering our
First, is it certain that all
bees.
are devoid of
varieties of honey
poison ? If not, why not extract the
honey and give the bees food known
to have no poison, namely, pure canesugar syrup.

If it is

suspected that

pollen is the cause of disease, why not
remove the frames that contain it and
return them in the spring, as it is
known that bees do not need it in the
winter or substitute for it meal in
the spring.
If it is cold that causes bee-diarrhea, why not keep the bees warm ?
If the bees are in a cold cellar or
cave, why not warm it with an oilstove ? Do you ask how warm ? Well,
so warm that a single bee may at any
moment traverse any part of the hive.
;

How warm may

the loom be and the
To the
bees not become uneasy ?
point that they begin to fan and hang
out. But suppose they do hang out,
what of it V If the frames were hung
on two sticks in such a room or cellar
without a hive, would they not winter
well, the feed being healthful ?
If the repository is too damp, why
not place some uiislaked or fresh lime
in it, to gather the moisture? What
good does tlie moisture in the cellar
do? JSIay it not be injurious ? Now,
if we liave our bees put up for winter,
thus conditioned, why will they not
survive for KJO or 170 days or more ?
To catch a queen, brush her with
the finger into a basin of water.
Fargo, <5 Dakota.
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Syrian Bees TJninanageable.

A LANARKSHIRE BEE-KEEPER.
During the month of September,
1884. 1 arranged my colonies to stand
the winter and spring, marking tliose
hives whi)se colonies I wished to
swarm and those not. Not only have
I had my wishes fulMlled, but notwithstanding the very untoward and cold
season they have done well— far beyond my " expectations.
The only
honey-storing days the bees have had
this year, since April, were the days
of the last week of June, and froQi
July L'Oth to the 29th, with two wet
days during that time. At present
my colonies have stored about 70
pounds of surplus honey ; with a continuance of this tine weather for
another week, each should yield 100
pounds.
My little apiary giving so much satisfaction, is not only cheering to me,
but will, I hope, be encouraging to
There are many bees near
•others.
me, and if the bee-keeping readers
reverse the foregoing picture, they
will have an idea what they are like.
Good management has this year given
abundance of honey, but where the
management has been different, with
the variable .season, the result is the
same.

The introduction

of foregn variebees and their crosses has
necessitated changes in their manTheir tempers, too, are
agement.
§reatly changed from the aboriginal
lack bee, and so much so with some
varieties and crosses that bee-keeping
to many is an annoyance instead of a
pleasure.
In consequence of many imported
Ligurian bees showing both temper
and markings of the Cyprian bees,
ties of

.

togetlier with an impaired constitu-

consequent on rearing queens
from weak colonies, they fail to give
the satisfaction which they did when
tion

The Carhiolan bees
imported.
are not only good honey-gatherers and
good breeders, but are very mildtempered and hardy, requiring neither
smoke, carbolic acid, nor a bee-veil
when manipulating them. Their only
fault is the long time tliey tly when
swarming, and tlieir strong incliinition to return to the place upon which
they alighted. if at all roughly handled.
Second or after-swarms, by having a
great many queens, are troublesome,
clustering sometimes
in
a dozen
places, and will send off a swarm from
two or three combs with full scope of
a colony. The Cyprians and Syrians
are liable to do the same, but are no
exception to the old race, and but
prove that giving room while young
•queens have been neglected, will not
first

prevent swarming.

made them very charming.
iJuring the low temperature 1 had no
difficulty with them, but a change of
the weather brought a cliange over
them.
They swarmed, and while
wing,

so, lost their

queen and became

Think- released from their hive, they attacked
me again, for which I would not have
cared, but they caused a lot of men in

ing the queen might still be in the
hive, I divided the colony into live,
but failed to find her.
The ones occupying the old site, and which had
the most bees, and the one likely to
have the queen, I excised all royal
cells, as they were building worker
and no drone comb. I expected to
find her all right the next day. but
judge of my surprise when I found
that the newly-made worker-comb
contained upwards of a hundred
empty queen-cells— a proof that the
queen was not there, and a still better
proof that bees do not shift eggs from
one cell to another and bees never
had a better opportunity than in this
case. The other four were examined
with the same result building worker
comb a case without parallel in our
native bees.
During these manipulations, which
were all performed in a cautious manner, tlie bees stung my hands dreadfully, entering ray pockets and shoes,
and stinging my feet through my
stockings. They also went over the
hedge, and stung one who had been
stung well every year for sixty years,
thus negativing by ocular demonstration the inoculation theory. Thanks
to a bee- veil, my face was' not stung,
but my hands were, and swelled very
much— quite a new thing for me besides, there was much pain. If the
operator could keep perfectly steady
and calm, he would escape many
stings, but the slightest shake of the
hand irritates them to the attack.
Had they confined their stinging to
those in or about the apiary, 1 would
have been more hopeful" and less
sorry
but they attacked people on
the public road a long way froui their
hive, and entered dwelling houses
and stimg people there. Simultaneous with this stinging, and the
thermometer standing at from 70^ to
84" in the shade, and the height of
the honey season, they attacked my
strongest Carniolan colony, carrying

a hay-tield to make a hasty retreat, as
I did myself, to escape a reprimand
and be a witness to seeing the whole
of them being toppled into the rivulet
from its brink on which they stand.
Many of these Syrians were left behindwhich have entered other hives,
and I am sorry to say these refugees
are in no way altered, stinging and
robbing as they did when in their own
hives. The Cyprians I could manage,
but the Syrians are unmanageable.

;

—

—

;

;

its honey away as fast as
the latter colony carried it in.
The stinging and robbing had to be
stopped, and I acted as judge and
jury, sentencing tliem to be imprisoned without either bread or water
Their incarceration
for five days.
during so high a temperature would
have proved fatal, had not excellent
ventilation kept them comfortable,
Every one
but evidently not quiet.
of them set to work and proved themselves as good
prison-breakers as

unmolested

The whole of
a very short time had reduced the slide of their doorway an
eighth of an inch, while one of them
actually pushed aside a board on the
top of the frames 18 inches long by 5
broad and
of an inch thick, and
made their escape while another
pushed a half-inch slide mouth-piece
aside and commenced their robbing
and stinging with renewed vigor.
JSeing sorry to see honest bees robbed
by the brigands, I passed a new sentence and carried it into effect, and
had them banished several miles from
any hives, amidst clover fields, profuse in flower and aroma, and a paradise for both man and bees. On being
they

them

were thieves.
in

%

;

Syrians, the only fault
Of
noticeable, like the Cyprians, is their
tenderness during winter.
Their
high, bugle-like buzz when on the

the

doing

vicious, entering other hives.

For the American Bee Journal.

The "Contraction Method."

DWIGHT FUKNESS.
In an article on page 536, Mr. W.
H. Stewart objects to the " contraction method," as described on page
'"
I there find little
437, and says
that I would dare to put into prac:

tice."

As

I

have dared to use

this

method with 12 or 15 colonies in 1884,
and some 60 colonies the present season, permit me to answer the objections offered by Mr. S., and tell why I
intend to continue the practice.
Mr. Stewart seems to forget that
this method applies to comb honey
production only, and argues from the
stand-point of the extracted honey
producer. All can readily see that
these 5-frame colonies are in the best
possible shape for winter and spring
stores
are within reach and heat
Now, by inserting one
economized.
empty comb at a lime in the centre of
tlie brood-nest, when we want bees
reared for the coming honey harvest,
and reversing the combs also when
necessary, we get the full complement
of 8 Langatroth frames solidly filled
with brood. This secures the development of 2,000 bees per day, satisfies
the needs of the average queen, and
gives bees enougli for comb honey
production. Swarmiu" usually takes
place in the month of June. The new
swarm is hived on 5 Langstrotli
frames (sometimes only 4) of foundation, and by the Ileddon plan of preventing after-swarms, the entire fieldworking force of the colony is transThe secferred to the new swarm.
tions are also removed to the new
swarm at the time of hiving. In this
new colony we have imusually favorable conditions for rapid honey storing—a large force of workers, but
little brood to care for for some days,
partly finished sections above, and no
room for honey below. After seeing
colonies so treated, literally piling up
the honey, and outstripping all others,
does any one wonder that I favor this
;

management V
Hut says one, " The queen's proliflcness will soon be checked for want of
room to deposit eggs." Well, that, is
intended.
Of what
is
ji:st what
earthly use are a great lot of bees that
hatch after the honey-flow' is overV
These five reversible frames are first
to be filled out, clear to the wood,
with brood. We get five full combs
of brood instead of three, as Mr. S.
seems to expect, becau.se the " dum-
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mies," covered on both sides with
place of tlie outside
poUenized and honey-lilled combs of
the eight and ten frame hives. Not
one-third the usual amount of pollen,
or bee-bread, is stored in the combs,
The
for there is no room for it.
honey, for the same reason, is carried
The Held is the
into the sections.
best and cheapest store-house for
pollen, in this locality, and the bees
can get it there as fast as needed.
bees, take the

Remember that it is comb honey
that we are after in this article, not
bees and we must not use lioney in
rearing bees that when hatched will
not be more than able to supply their
own wants. Our field is supposed to
be already fully stocked, and we get
all the increase desired by natural
Why then should we
swarming.
burden our surplus-producing colonies
by causing them to consume honey in
I
rearing brood for nuclei colonies
take '• solid comfort "' in handling
these honeyless brood-chambers with
no braced, bulging combs or dripping
honey, but five perfect reversible
sheets of lirood.
This system works better with German and hybrid bees, because such
bees are less prone to crowd the
queen or clog the brood frames with
honey.
Large producers of honey
now quite generally admit that some
black blood is essential to the best results in producing comb honey. Over
;

'?

my

half of

colonies

worked on

this

plan are pure light Italians, and but
little honey is left in the brood-chamber. In the latter part of the season,
locality, bees
usually get
in this
enough honey to keep them breeding
rapidly but if they did not, I should
leave them a super containing suffiAlcient honey for present wants.
though at present many of my colonies are destitute of lioney and dependent upon nature for their supply,
yet I have no trouble from robbing
or swarming out.
The " wintering problem" has already been so thoroughly elucidated
that time is all that is now necessary
to set us right on that question.
Furnessville,^ Ind.
;

Pacific Rural Press.

Concerted Action Necessary.

Put the Britifih
I shall not here go into a discussion Newman's library.
about the benefit of insects, and prin- Bee Journal in the hands of the lawcipally of honey-bees, in fertilizing yers. Let some such course as this
the Howers, without wliicli fertiliza- be adopted, and our side will be able
tion no fruit or seed would be pro- to produce case after case decided in
duced, nor of the alleged injury that favor of the bee- men.
bees do to ripe fruit; these subjects
Take the sole point of "identity."
have been gone over often before, and Can this owner of the sheep produce
The
would require a separate article.
any one of the bees trespassing ?
question here is, whether it can be Suppose he can
Can he swear to
proved or not, tliat bees, when forag- identity ? Perhaps he will be advispd
ing for their food, molest grazing ani- to say that he cannot. The moment
mals, and whether a bee-keeper can he does that, the bee-man's lawyer
be compelled to discontinue his occu- should demand a non-suit, saying
pation ijecause a neighbor, from ignor- that he can produce cases decided in
ance, envy or malice, chooses to make favor of the bee-man on that very
him trouble through the courts.
point.
The bee-lawyer has but to
The bee-keepers, as a class, are search the pages of L'Apiculteur for
poor, and have not individually the the case of " Ilamet tt al." tried in
means for expensive litigation but Paris some 15 years ago, and he can
!

;

most of them are intelligent and address the court thus
"Permit me
honest, and have no intention of to read you a report of a case tried in
their
troubling or interfering with
Paris, and the verdict entered for deneighbors, iind many of them take fendant, where the whole case turned
extraordinary precautions for this on identity." The Judge would listen,
very purpose, which people in other and probably be influenced. Similar
business would never dream about. cases might be found, tried in other
It is, therefore, only by concerted ac- countries
let them be hunted up.
tion that we can hope to defend our- Mr. Newman can turn to page 360,
;

;

If it is once known that we •'Cours Practique lyApiculteur," by
have a powerful organization, ready H. Hamet. Pans, of which I am sure
and able to defend each of its mem- he has a copy, and therein he will find
bers against any unjustifiable wrong it stated as follows
"The proprieor annoyance from outsiders, many tors of apiaries are responsible by the
will be slow to
throw down the terms. Article 13S5, Code Napoleon,
gauntlet.
for the injuries done to others by
Now let every bee-keeper come to their bees." Under the actual adsendjoin
the
ranks
by
the front and
ministration of the law, the bee-keeper
ing $1.25 to Thos. G. Newman, 925 almost always escapes, for no one can
West Madison Street, Chicago, Ills. recognize his bees and alone, out of
Do not lag behind. It is to your own the hive, a bee has no owner, etc. On
personal interest, for you do not that very page are given references
know when the time will come that to decisions of judges in France on
you may be placed in the same pre- bee-matters. I say, " Hunt them all
dicament as ourbrotherin Wisconsin. up ;" do it at once to be forewarned
Independence, Of Calif.
is to be twice armed.
Take the question of killing bees by
yeast or other poison.— because ignoFor tbe American Bee JoumaL
rant persons think they spoil fruit,
Making the National Union useful. etc.— should we stand this? I say,
no, sir most emphatically. Mr. W.
A. Pryal, of California, should quietly
ARTHUK TODD.
proceed to get absolute proof that
As a rule, where lawyers are de- certain parties did on certain days
fending a case in court, they cite set a poison to kill certain animals or
are all
cases previously decided in favor of insects, and when the proofs
their argument or analogous to the ready, then the National Bee-Keepsame. In my opinion the best hits ers' Union should "go for" those
in court
are the parties, and force the case into court.
lawyers make
" points " given them by their clients.
We bee-keepers can prove that
Bee-keepers are the clients can we civilized nations, such as France, disnot strengthen our own cause by giv- tinctly (See article 454 of the penal
ing the lawyers the dates of cases de- code, French) infiicts the penalty of
"Custom" six days to six months imprisonment
cided on bee-matters V
makes law. Let us turn to the old upon every individual convicted of
countries of Europe, and carefully having killed, without necessity, an
The
search out the customs and laws in animal belonging to another.
vogue there ;liunt up cases decided Court of Cassation has ruled that '' ungeneral denomination of
in England, France, Germany, Switz- der the
erland, Italy, Poland, Spain, Austria, domestic animals. Article 4-54 of the
and even little Greece, upcm bee-mat- penal code, comprises the living
ters.
Let the President write (a cir- beings which live, are raised, are
cular letter in the various languages nourished, and which are reproduced
would answer) to each prominent bee- under the sheltering protection of
man in the countries named, for date man, and by his care." Now, as bees
of trial, point involved, and decision, are lodged by man, and receive his
that came under his notice, and if the care, they must be considered as
report is printed in any bee-periodical, domestic animals. Case decided March

selves.

:

;

;

!

;

WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.
The

object

of

the "Bee-Keepers'

Union " is to protect its
members from all unlawful and un-

National

reasonable

interference

in

their

chosen pursuit, and, when necessary,
to assist them in defending their interests. For this purpose each member will be charged an annual fee of
25 cents, besides an entrance fee of
one dollar, which will be the first assessment, intended to be used for the
defense of our brother bee-keeper in
Wisconsin. As his will be a test case
it is of vital importance to the whole
bee-keeping fraternity that he gain
this suit. If he loses, tliere will be no
end of trouble to other bee-keepers,
for many stand ready to attack us if
they can only see the least chance of
victory.
We cannot afford this.

and the name of the 14. 1861.
I find I have a copy of the French
Further, appoint a translator,
and let him go through the files of the journal Le Rudier. for October, 1884,
German, French, and other foreign which contains abstracts of French
bee-papers, probably now in Mr. bee-law, and I mail it herewith to
to give the date

paper.

)

—

— —

—

—
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As the result of this custom, in cerMr. Xewtnan, as a contribution to the picked up a dead bee, and said
I
fund of knowledge, which I hold to filed a demand that they produce in tain counties they follow up the
be "power.'"* The progrHmme of the court the bees that did the robbing, swarms with a great noise to prove
National Bee- Keepers' Union, as set etc., and they brought a bushel of that they have not ceased to pursue
forth in the Constitution, is not broad dead bees.
Picking out one very them.
It is desired that the law
enough for me. It should include the carefully, I demanded of the plaintiff, should be modified, and that there
" Amend the Jaws relating will you swear that bee is one of my siiould be a return to the customs of
words
to bees," in Article No. 2.
beesV No answer. I won the case St. Louis, which maintain the rights
As far as I can learn, bees are out- each time, and moreover the Judge of the owner even after the bees had
side the law in this country, being admonished the refineries to cover disappeared from his view, provided
classed as ferce naturae, which, being every door and window with wire always that he can prove their identranslated, I think means, " beings ganze, and use every reasonable pre- tity inasmuch as there exists a sure
in a state of nature." If this be so, caution to keep the bees out, or Mr. w^ay to recognize them, at least during
then the United States is behind the Hamet miglit have just cause to go the first 36 hours after tlie issuing of
Voir le Cours d' Apicultimes, and should be made to amend against them for killing his bees a swarm.
ture de Hamet. ith Ed.. 1874, page 9o.
the law and take the sensible course without necessity.
To
the
best
of
my
recollection
I
French practice has done, viz., when
The usufructuary, the farmer, the
under care of man, then a domestic have given the facts. I am of the tenant and all otlier possessors of an
opinion
that
the
of
the
full
report
animal. Tiie duty and object of the
uncertain title, have the right to
National Bee-Keepers' Union will case will be found in VApicuUeur. claim the swarms which settle upon
Suppose
that
this
were
in
coiuitry
it
later on be found to be compilation,
their lands; {Fotirnel, du Voisinaqe);
and passing into recognized law of once established law, that to kill a but the said swarms belong to the
the United States of America, a bee bee needlessly, or by carelessness be land, and the tenant can only use
code, at once simple, sensible, and a party to the same, was a crime, their products.
Vaudore. tome II,No.
based upon modern knowledge and punishable. Cannot my bee-brethren
:

:

;

—

(

—

modern trade requirements. The suggestions I now have made I deem to
be botli practical and practicable. If
the National Bee-Keepers' Union follow some such plan, my sympathies
will be with them, and my subscription, too.

Dropping law, I will now tell you a
Some years ago I had occasion
tale
to
consult the great bee-man of
France, Mr. Hamet, and I was in a
hurry. He was not at his sanctum,
:

(

210.)

see that the owner of the deadly cider
The bees are naturally personal
press would quickly have to go behind
the screen, or down on himwould be property, but they revert to the estate by intent, when the hives have
the National Bee-Keepers' Union.
Amend, define, and print the laws, been placed there by the proprietor
and let each bee-keeper have a copy, for the cultivation of the land. (C.
and in case of need turn to the >.a- civ., art. 524.)
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, but first
According to the Rural Code, bees
of all, take the common-sense method caimot be seized, nor sold for taxes or
to gain the day in the test case.
debts
except by the person from
Philadelphia. o. Pa.
whom they were bought, or the one
granting a title by lease or otherwise.
*[0f the apicultural jurisprudence —(Titre I, Sec. 3. art. -2.)

—

;

where Mr. Newman and I interviewed
him some years ago, but Madame vol- mentioned
unteered to send the servant with me
to guide me to the •' Garden." Tliree
or four blocks away I found Mr.
Hamet in a Garden measuring some
40x30 feet, and to my astonishment,
into this space was crowded some .30
bee-hives, so close that, as the bees
rushed in and out, they pinged most
unpleasantly every now and then on
nose, eye or" cheek. ""Why so many
hives here
was a natural question.
" Because of
Mr. Hamet replied
the sugar refineries." ]\Iore bewildered still, I begged him to explain.
In the spring Mr. Hamet takes his
bees to the country
as long as the
honey-ilow lasts, tliey stay there. The
flow over, supers are taken off (strawhives,
remember), and bacli they
come to this garden. Within a radius
of half a mile are the largest sugar
refineries in Paris. To these go the
bees, and bring in crop No. 2, and not
only a store of sugar honey is secured,
but a steady, constant breeding is
kept up during all July and August,
and the hives are full of bees, to take
away to the heather to gather crop
':*

:

;

No. 3.
But do not the bees get killed in the
rehneries, I asked V "Mon Dieu. nui
but what signifies a few bees liilled.
to the effect on the breeding produced
by the inflow from those bees that

—

escape V" was the answer.

Mr. Hamet went on to

tell

me how

the sugar refineries brought suit
against him for interrupting them in
their business, stealing their sugar,
etc., and liow the refineries lost the
day. not once, but twice, and I think
a third time.
On what point did you beat them, I
asked V Stooping to the ground, he

by Mr. Todd, we have
It must not be permitted, for any
translated from the French periodi- cause, to disturb the bees in their
cal, ie Ziw/ter; and even if the items flight, [Code penal, art. 479), and even
in case of lawful seizure they must not
are of no value to Americans, they
Ije moved during the months of Dewill be read with interest.
Our trans- cember, January or February, (lb.,
lation of some of the items is as fol- art. 3.) These prohibitions ("V^III and
IX) are not always enumerated by the
lows :-— Ed]
Civil Code.
Among the many unAl'ICULTURAL JURISPRUDENCE.
seizable articles, bees are not there
The bees which inhabit the woods, mentioned. (Art. 592 et suiv. et 1041.)
living in trees, hedges or thickets in
Article 4.54 of the Penal Code inthe groves, without having been col- flicts a punishment by imprisonment
lected by
any one, are numbered of from 6 days to 6 months, upon any
among the public things which Ijelong one convicted of having unnecessarily killed any domestic animal beto those who first find them.
The honey and the wax belonging longing to another. The Cour de Casto bees in ttie wild state, belong solely sation states it as a principle that
" under the general name of domestic
to those who find them. Founul. Tr.
animals, art. 4-54 of tlw Penal Code is
du VoiMnage, Abeille.
When the bees have been captured included the other higher animals
and placed in the hives, they are the which live, are fed, or reproduce themlegitimate property of those who hive selves, under the protection of man."
them, and they ought not to be per- As the bees are housed by man, and
receive his attention, they are conmitted to suffer by fraud or neglect.
sidered domestic animals. (Arret de
Vaudore, Droit Rural No. 20.5.
Cassation du 14 mars 1861.)
In order for the swarm to belong to
According to Vaudore, the partthe owner of the laud on whii-li it is
placed, the bees must not be enticed owner of a colony of bees cannot comby fraud or trickery.— C. civil, art. 5G4. pel his co-partner to divide it; they
must litigate their riglits. (No. 211.)
According to the Rural Code, the
opinion cannot IJut appear to be
owner of the fugitive swarm may de- This
inasmucli as the division
mand and recover it; and the one reasonable,
would be impossible, without damage
who has seized it must give it up to to
both parties.
him, [TfiuUier.tome A. No oO), accordIn certain countries they have esing to the condition expressed, that
the said owner has not ceased to fol- tablished a sort of lease for bees the
low his swarm (Loi du .Sept. 28 to Oct. proprietor yields his hive to a person
time fixed
6, 1791, r. /, .S'ec. 3, art. .5) ; otiierwise to take of it; after the
according to the Roman law. tlie upon, they divide the proceeds. (Dicswarm should be the property of the tion de Frost de Royer, Abeilles.)
owner of the land whereon it settles.—
The owners of the hives of bees are
(Dig.. Lib. 41, Tit. I. de acq. rer dom.. responsible, according to article 1385
page 5, Hec. 4.
of the Civil Code, for injury which the
;

:
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bees have done to others. Under the
V
iictuHl legislation of the Empire
ci-dexsus). the apiarist frequently escapes the penalty of this article, because no one knows who owns the bees
when they are away from their hives,
lie is not responsible for his swarms
when they abscond, for then they are
only his property by law.
In principle (after the law of 1791),
the culture of bees, like all other animals, is not under any restriction
any one has the right to keep as many
colonies of bees as he wishes on his
own lands, or to transport them from
one place to another.—! Vaudore, 20;!.)
(

;

Kor

tlie

American Bee Journal.

Preparing Bees for Winter,

etc.

JAMES HEDDON.
In response to many solicitations, I
following advice, based
npon my experience in feeding bees
for winter.
We need not fear winter losses
from .any cause except bee-diarrhea.
will give the

I do not know positively, but I am of
the opinion that the consumption of
pollen in confinement is the prime
I am also
cause of bee-diarrhea.
further quite positive that bees never
partake of bee-bread in confinement,
if the temperature surrounding them
does not sink below a certain point.
I am fearful that honey often contains

enough

floating pollen to cause fecal
accumulations during contiuement,
because pollen in this form cannot be
rejected by the bees under any circumstances iH which the consumption of
such honey is going on. I do not believe that bees can void fecal accumulations in a dry state, and thus avoid
diarrhea. Many years' experience by
many beekeepers with sugar syrup,
has demonstrated that it is better as
a winter food than honey.

WIIKN TO FICKD THE SYRUP.
The best time to feed the syrup is at
once— iis soon as you are satisfied that
all

gathering of natural stores

is

past.
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case or super filled with chaff, shavings or other absorbent.

Now,

hear ^lessrs. Boomand others say,
" Why, bees will always winter well
in that way upon their natural stores!"
I

fancy

I

hovver, II. V. Train

There are two ways of preparing The reports from these gentlemen
the hives to receive this rood. No have given us evidence that such is
notice need be taken of the bee-bread true of their locations, but I fear it is
which the combs may contain, pro- not true in my own, as well as in
viding a low temperature is properly many others. I wish it was, for I do
guarded against. One w,iy is to wait not like to run in debt for sugar while
I have on hand tons of the choicest
till the brood is all hatched out in the
hive, then exchange with them honey- white extracted honey, for which, in
less combs for theirs containing their bulk. I can find no purchaser.
honey. I should prefer to feed into
only five Eangstroth combs, and in
some way fill up the rest of the space
contained in the hive made for eight
or ten frames.
The hive is now ready to put on the
feeder, and it is perhaps better to feed
them about 2-5 pounds of this syrup.
It is true that large colonies often
consume not more than 2, 3, or 5
pounds when wintering well, from
the time they cease to fly until they
again fly in the spring yet all must
need several times more than this to
carry them from the time of feeding
of gathering new
until the time
honey the following year, and I see
no reason for giving them only sufficient stores to sustain life during the
period of confinement, unless one has
some old honey or other inferior feed
that he may wish to convert into
brood and bees in the spring, before
the bees will gather new honey. I
am speaking for latitudes similar to
;

After the temperature is properly
cared for, how much then depends
upon the quality of the food, remains
for experiment, and I shall be one to
try to solve the problem.
The amount of water, acid and
sugar mentioned in the above way of
preparing the syrup, is given merely
as a proportion. I boil half a barrel
of sugar at one time, on a common
cook-stove, in a flat copper-boiler
made for the purpose, and which
covers the entire top of the stove. It
would be better to have the large
tea-spoon a little rounding with the
tartaric acid than any scant of level
full and one had better feed his bees
twice what they need than any scant
They will not
of their necesssties.
w.aste any.
REPLIES TO VARIOUS CRITICISMS.
I wish to say to Mr. Gresh (page
551 ) and others, that I have us^d the
word " prime " correctly. It has many
;

definitions, in which case I, of course,
have a choice. It is defined by WebFor brood-rearing, when bees can ster, and used in common conversafly almost daily, I would rather feed
tion, as " first in rank, degree, dighoney than sugar syrup, especially if nity or importance, first in excellence;

my own.

bee-bread was

not plentiful in the
of the highest quality."
hives, or pollen in the field, owing to
I also wish to say that I know Mr.
nitrogen—
containing
its
of
the fact
Gresh is mistaken in supposing that
the great tissue-making element.
deep frames may have any advanAnother and more simple way of tages over shallow ones for wintering.
preparing the hives, and one which I True theory and practical experience,
believe to be practically safe, is to both, deny it.
UOW TO I'REI'ARE THE SYRUP.
work them through the summer in
Prof. Cook only said that Mr. DooEnquirers ask for the results of my such a manner as to bring them out little's bees had the odor of diarexperience in preparing and feeding at the end of the honey-flow partially rhea, and seemed to be without polsugar syrup for bees in winter, which or almost entirely destitute of honey, len, as Mr. (4resh now states it, which
(see my article on page 437), and feed is quite different from his former
is as follows
Into a boiling-pan put three pounds the syrup on top of the stores which statement.
of water, heat it until it boils, and the hive contains, without moving a
I did not read Mr. Doolittle's article
with a wooden-paddle stir this boiling single comb.
on page 69 (1884), until my attention
the
above
plans
both
of
shall
try
I
water as you sift into it ten pounds of
was called to it by a friend two weeks
granulated sugar. When it is all dis- the present season. The latter plan ago. That article is prior to my artithat,
first,no
advantages
the
embraces
solved, and the syrup is boiling, pour
cle, but not to my work which is
into it one-half of a tea-cupfuU of preparatory manipulation is required, three years old, so I cannot "give
not
bee-keeper
does
the
and
second,
water, in which has previously been
him priority in using the system."
dissolved a large tea-spoon level full have to wait for the last of the brood Besides, I find that it is not a syshive.
believe
it
the
I
from
hatch
to
of tartaric acid.
Stir it a moment
tematized summer and winter manlonger, and then remove it from the to be almost certain of success. The agement, as meant by me in my
fire.
Feed the syrup while warm (not sugar-syrup stores will be placed former article. According to Mr.
hot), if convenient. I use and prefer where its consumption will take place Doolittle's statement, he has in Sepa large feeder covering the entire top mainly during the period of confine18to 22 pounds of honey
of the hive, which holds 18 pounds at ment.

one filling.
This syrup will not crystallize if
the acid is used in the proportion
mentioned, and is of full strength,
and the syrup boiled as directed.
Such syrup is at once, when cool, of
the consistency of well-ripened honey,
and as the bees receive, store and seal
it readily, I know of no reason why it

THE PROPER TEMPERATURE.

am persuaded that 45- Fahr.
(ranging .above that point rather than
below) is the proper degree for the repository. Of course this would be a
deadly temperature for the interior of
the hive, and I should prepare the
hives with only lower ventilation. If
a cellar is very damp, such dampness
is best to feed it to them thinner, and will not tend to produce bee-diarrhea,
depend upon them to evaporate a por- but it will injure the hive, and may
tion of the water in it.
be avoided by placing on its top a
I

tember "from

in the fr.ames, with a very small colony of bees for wintering." Now,
this is not systematized iis a necessary
summer and winter management, for
it leaves the hives much in the same

condition as
contriiction,

when managed without
while my own method

brings them out quite short of stores,
in a good condition for the introduction of sugar syrup. This is the
way it looks to me, yet it is of no importance, for I only stated what I believed and in keeping with the facts,

and

:
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am

pleased to liave Mr. Dootestimony (whether prior or
not) in favor of so valuable a method.
I deem it unnecessary to occupy
any more space in replyins to criticisms on my hive-contraction method,
as I think that all will fully and
clearly understand it as given in ray
article on that subject, on page 437.
Dowagiac,? Mich.

and

I

little's

were soon filled with brood in all
stages, but alas, all the young brood
proved to be black bees. The matter
had been a problem to me until 1 read
Mr. Beitel's article which, to me,
looks quite feasible. In my case my
theory is, that as the queen remained
inactive so long, the workers determined to supersede her, and having
no eggs nor larva; they stole them
from a black colony. This I do know,
that once they were an Italian colony,
and now tbey are black, and the
change took place without the aid of
hands.

Frosty Sights.— Prof. A. J. Cook,
Agricultural College, 9 Mich., on Sept.
2, 188-5, says
had a frost last night. I fear
that it has killed the corn. It will be
very hard on the farmers.
:

We

Introducing Virgin

(Jneens.

—W

Harmer, Manistee, x3 Mich., says
I would like to say in answer to a
question on page 534, by Mr. Hicks,
:

Varieties of

Mount Salem,

—

Bees. W. H. Smith,
Ont., on Sept. 1, 18S5,

says

have sent you a sample of some
Please tell, through the Bee
it
is that such a
variety of bees can be produced from
one mother, viz., black and one-andtwo band workers. The mother has
the appearance of being a good ItalI

bees.

Journal, why

ian queen.

[Simply this— the mother
with an impure drone. Ed.]

mated

Canadian Members.— W. F. Smith,
Finishing Partly-Filled Sections.—
Walsingham, Ont., on Aug. 29, 1885,
asks the following questions
writes as follows
1. Will unsealed honey in sections
Can Canadian bee-keepers become
crystallize or candy during winter V
2. If it does, when put back on the members of the Bee-Keepers' Union V
hives the following season will the Please answer in the Bee Journal.
granulated honey be carried out by
[Certainly they can ; an adverse dethe bees, or will the heat from them
in regard to bee-keeping in any
cision
return the honey to its liquid state,
and the sections be completed in good of the States would be detrimental to
shape y
Canadian apiarists, and hence they
lively interest in the
so will sealed honey in should take a
[1. I'es;
many cases. The sealing tends to work of the Union.— Ed.]

S. C.

:

he means direct introduc- prevent graining, but there is such a
dilference in the nature and amount of
acid of different kinds of honey, that
while some will go all through a cold
winter unsealed without graining,
per cent, success instead of that
samples will grain sealed over
amount loss. I think that as soon as other
the bees miss their queen, is a good in the comb, within a few weeks after
time to introduce another.
being removed from the hives.
2. Sometimes the granulated honey
Preparing and Feeding Sngar Syrnp. will be carried out by the bees, but I
H. H. Stratton, Grassy Cove,Of have known a case where new honey
Tenn., asks the following
was placed on top of it, and all was
Will Mr. Ileddon give, through the
heat of the
Bee Journal, his method of pre- then sealed over. The
paring and feeding sugar syrup to hive is not suflicient to liquify grained
bees for winter stores V Also, the honey ; a degree of heat is required
best kind of sugar, cost, etc.. con- that the comb could not bear.— James

(that

—

:

is, if

tion), that his queens may have been
Has he ever tried letting
too old.
them run in at the entrance when
they are only a minute oldV IE he
will try that, I think he will report 85

—

:

sidered

?

Heddon.]

Convention Notices.

CS^ The Kentucky State Bee-Kpcpers' Society will meet in Walker Hall, at Coving-ton,
Ky., on Sept. 2:) and 24, 188.'). The Reverend
L. L. Langstroth is expected to be present,
and all bee-keepers are invited to attend.
J. T. CONNLEY, Sec.
t^g"

The Progressive Bee-Keepers' AssoWestern Illinois, will meet at Ma-

ciation, of

comb,

Ills.,

on Thursday, Oct.

1.5. 1S8.-).

Let

everybodycome and havean enjoyable time.
Good speakers are expected.
J. G. Norton, Sec.

{^~ The 4th semi-annual meeting of the
Wabash County Bee-Keepers' Association
will

be held at North Manchester, Ind., on
188."). in the G. A. K. Hall, Union

Oct. 10,

Block.

First session at 10 a. m.

All bee-

keepers are cordially inNnted to be present.
J. J. M.IHTIN, Sec.

[Use the purest granulated sugar.
to the other queries may be
l^~ The Western Bee-Kecpcrs' AssociaCool Nights, but no Frost.— II. R.
tion will hold its fourth annual meeting in
found on page 571.— Ed.]
Dorr, Worden, pills., on Sept. 2, 1885, Independence. Mo., on Thursday and Friday,

Answers

says

Do Bees Steal Eggs 2— ISIrs. W. H.
Smith, Mount Salem, Ont., on Aug.
31

,

1885, says

:

On

page -537, Mr. C. G. Beitel writes
under the heading, "Do Bees Steal
Eggs V" and closes by saying that he
would like to hear the experience of
others on this subject. Here is mine:
On May 15, I removed an Italianhybrid queen from a strong colony,
and on May 29 I gave them an Italian
queen.
She proved to be a good
layer, and in a short time every frame
nearly
HUed with brood, and she
was
continued" to keep them full for some
she ceased to
weeks she remained idle. On one occasion I made
a search for her, fearing that she had
been lost or destroyed, but I found
I
her there apparently all right.
closed the hiye, feeling satisfied that
she would soon commence laying
again. In the course of a few weeks
I discovered young larva;, and all
went on nicely— the empty combs

time, wlien suddeTily
lay, and for several

Oct. 10

:

and

The Association

11, 188.).

will

to taake this the most interesting
Bees have done well for the past endeavor
meeting yet held, and will spare no pains
three or four days working on heart's- within its means to make it valuable to all.

ease.

They

came nearly starving

.Several of

our most prominent bee-keepers

to be present.
during July and August and the latter have signified their intention
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
We are having very
part of June.
cool nights in this part of the State.
The New .lersey and Eastern BeeThis morning, at sunrise, the mercury Keepers'
Association having accepted an
was down to 45'^, but there has been invitation to meet with the Mercer County

IW

no frost

yet.

Feeding Bees for Winter.— Thos. J.
Corcoran. Cincinnati,? O., asks the
following questions:

Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
will hold their semi-annual convention in
the Grand Jury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J.. on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. a and 6, 1885, at 10 a. m. A full attendance of the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our vocation, we extend a cordial welcome. The ccmimittee of

How many pounds of sugar does arrangements have secured hotel accommorequire to winter a colony of bees dations at reduced rates.
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec.
where it takes 25 pounds of honey V
2. Can a colony be wintered on 7
Langstroth frames V How are they
prepared
The National Bee -Keepers' Union.
3. What month is the best time to
feed them their winter stores V
ME.MBERS RECEIVED SINCE LAST ISSUE.
[Mr. Corcoran will probably find
EcJson, A. S.
the answers to these questions in Mr. Babb, Enoch.
Taylor, R. L.
BlIllnBS, L. P.
Dorr. Dr. H R-Ileddon's article on page -571.— Ed.]
1.

it

'{

I

;
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Tlie larKeHt rabbasico grower* In

Honey and Beeswax Market.
American Bee Journal,

Monday,

10 a. m.. Sept.

7,

t

1885.

f

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey

and beeswax received

up

to this hour

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY— RecciptB of comb honey ure coming
Ireely, and the demand Is about equal to it.
Yet Ific per pound is all that can he obtained.
Extracted honey ran^'fs from r.(«,sc for the different grades and stylCB ot packages.
BEEdWAX-li2t*J:ic.
H. A. BCKNETT. 161 Sooth Water St.
more

PUBLlSnED BV

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PltOPKIETOKS.

g23&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Weekly,

SS a year

;

BOSTON.

HONEY.— There is no change

Monthly,

SO cents.

of.

:

ALFRED

H.

;

BEESWAX.— 30CIB.

NEWmAN,

market, to

in the

We

have had 8"me new Vermont white
clover honey in l-Ib. sections, which is very fine.
There la a larye crop in that State. Prices remain
For l-ib. eecltons, I6(s»>hc. for:i-lb8..
as follows
I4(eslfic.
There is little or no sale for extracted.
Bpeah

per

lb.

Blake & Uiplxt,

BUSINESS Manager.

NEW

Chatham

57

Street.

YOKK.

HONEY— The honey

market Is very qatet, and
continue 8Q until fall trade opens up. Some
is on the market yet. with small shipnew comb honey arriving. Southern
extracted honey Is coming in very freely. QuotaFancy white
tions are as follows for comb honey
in
-lb. sections, t4wl5c; fair to good in i-lb. sections. 12^130; fancy white In 2-lb. sections, 13® 14;
fair tO good In -J-Ib. sections, ll^V2c; fancy buckwheat in I-Ib. sections, iiiojioc; fancy buckwheatin
2-ib. sections, 7(aHc. Extracted white clover. t><»7;
buckwheat, S'tttic: Southern, per gallon, 55i3><j5c.
will

old stock
ments of

^p^cciat Notices.

:

I

The Baking aud Roasting Pans,

for

baking bread, cake, puddings, pot-pie, fish,
etc., and for roasting meats, poultry, game,
oysters, etc., are excellent. We have two in
They are
use. and like them very much.
made by the patentees, Richey & Williams,
Sing Sing, N. Y.

would save
would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOffice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at auotber, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

much

trouble,

CINCINNATI.
fair

demand

abundance of offerings from
commission houses and producers. Prices range
between 4@rte MH arrival. There la but little new
comb honey in the market, with an occasional demand. Prices nominal.
for extracted, and an

To Correspondents, — It

us

BBESWAX-Prime yeilow. ^5<*28c.
MCCAOL & HlLDHSTH BROS., 34 HudSOD St.

HONEY— The market is quiet with

if all

BEESWAX— Is Id fair demand with liberal offer-

ings,

and brings 2't@24c on
C. F.

arrival.

MUTH. Freeman &

Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONKY.— New comb honey sells slowly

tlie

world (W.M.

OF THE

OflBce of the

573

because

of last year's crop now on hand. We now quote—
Extracted^ old dark 4!>^c.; new white, 5H<a^ c.
dark. 4H(a 5c. No extra white coming forward.
BKESWAX-yuotable at 23c.— wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co.. 423 Front Street

.Johnson & Co., of Chicago),
use upwards of 5,000 acres of land for growing cabbages. Last season they manufactured l!t,*iO0 barrels of sourkrout, besides
shipping 407 carloads of cabbages to Ea8t>
ern cities. They use and recommend Tillinghast's Pugot Sound Cabbage Seeds. The disseminator of this renowned brand of seeds,
Isaac F. Tillinghast, of La Plume, Pa., in
order to introduce them into every county
in the Union, has organized a Seed and Plant
Growers" Association. One reliable party in
each town in the Union is being enrolled as
special agent, and is supplied with seeds in
trade-marked packages, and also instruction
books which will enable any one to grow
cabbage plants successfully anywhere.
Parties desiring seeds of plants, will, upon
application to Mr. Tillinghast, be furnished
with the addresses of agents nearest them,
from whom they may be obtained. Purchasers are thus saved unnecessary express
charges, and assured of obtaining the best
strain <jf cabbage seeds or plants which can
be procured.
This association thus furnishes one man
in each town— the appointed agent— a good
cash-paying business in selling seeds and
growing and supplying plants. There are
still many excellent localities unoccupied,
and any one so situated as to act as agent
for this association should address Mr. Tillinghast as above, for particulars in regard
to it.
Mr. Tillinghast has also just put upon the
market a '* Cabbage Pest Powder," which is
entirely harmless to the plant at any stage
of its growth, and also harmless to persons
eating them, yet the most effective destroyer
of lice, fleas and worms which has ever been
compounded. It retails at 24 cents per

pound.

CLBVKLAND.
^^** If your wrapper-label reads Sept. 85,
please remember that j'our subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once, so as

HONEY.- The new

crop is beginning to arrive
sellina at 14-1 iTi cts. per lb. for choice i-Ib.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling although freely offered at in((^i2 cts. Extracted, as

and

usuiil

if n<»t

in

demand

in

BEESWAX.— 20to22 cts.

not to lose any numbers.

A. C.

^~

Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, '* Rees and Hone3%" may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased ** to sell again."

Bees and Poultry.— But few

our market.
per lb.
lib Ontario Street.

KENDbL,

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.- Considerable new honey la

coming

in

readily taken at the following prices 14<a)i5
H'"ti:(c. for choice
cents for choice )-lb. secLiuns
ii'i-y '"I ic. for choice ('alif^'rnia 2-lb8.
and
2-lbs.
8(§!tc. for o'ff lots. Extracted is moving freely at
56.6c. for
4(fJi6c. for Miss., J^a., and Tex. honey
kinds
similar
fi'aTc.
good buckwheat and other
for choice white clover and basswood, and for
choice California white sage.

and

^(Ixjtrtisjemjciits.

is

is

:

;

:

;

;

;

BEESWAX.

Slow

at2ixaj2.5.

WE

are now in the market, and will be
dunug: liie entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, chargrinjf 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford.
will handle beeswa.v the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or reMr. Jerome
fined, at lowest market prices
Twichell, our junior member in this department, has full charge, which insuers prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of combhoney must be afull case,

We

out-door
CLKMUNS.CLooN & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
bees such of the time between as will be sent free upon application. Anyone representing a fair average of the lot. On
becomes necessary. We have made arrange- intending- to get up a club can have sample such sample we will make prompt returns,
we buy or not.
ments by which we can supply the American copies sent to the persons they desire to in- whether
C1.EMONS, CL.OON Sc CO.,
Poultry Journal {price $1.25) and the Weekly
KANSAS CITY, MO.
.-SeAlVt
terview by sending the names to this office,
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This or we will send them all to the agent.
Dadaiit's FoiindationFactory, wholesale
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
and retail. See Advertisement in another column
papers for about the price of one.
in
be
systematic
intend
to
All
who
1885.
BEST.
i^^
1885.
THE LATKST EDITION OF
Preserve your papers for reference. their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
If you have not got a Binder we will mail you the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

P^

OET THE

one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free The prices are as follows
you will send us .1 new yearly subscrip- For 50 colonies (120 pages)

THE BEE-KEEPcRS' HANDY-BOOK

:

if

tions for the

"

Bee Journal.

**

To give away a copy of Honey as Food

100 colonies
200 colonies

(t3'20

{-120

pages)
pages)

$1 00

1-5
1

50

The larger ones can be used for a few coland Medicine" to every one who buys a onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
package of honey, will sell almost any quan- and still keep the record all together in one
tity of it.
book, and are therefore the most desirable
'*

Contains

:}<W)

panes and

I<x>

illustrations.

One

hundrcfl payefl arc devotetl to qiieen-rearinti, and
HH the Handv-Bdok is cupy-ritlUed our nieilmds
for rearing tirst-clasa queens c»nn<>t be found in
any other publication. 'I'he Ilandy-Book also contains tine likenetise?* of Uev. Ij. L. li»n«8tr.itii and
the lite Mr, Muses Quinby— the two mnt~t noted
aptnrists of the aye. Tlie book and tested Italian
or Syrian queen, hy mall, fii i>o.

36Atf

HENEY ALLEY, Wenham,

Mass.

!
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LOS ANGELES.
HOMES

IN

s o i; X H IS R N
CALIFORNIA.

"Stern winter emiles on ttiat auspicious clime.
The Hetds are tlurid with unfiidint; prime:
>Yoni the ble^k pcie no winds inclement blow.
Mould the round hail or flake the fleecy snow;
But irom the breezy deep the bless'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western pale."

HUTCHINSON'S

ADVERTISEMENT

WE ARE

now making' a specialty of
rearing fine ITALIAN QUEENS. All
Queens are bred Irom the purest and best of
mothers, and the cells built in full colonies.
We have one of A. I. Root's ver.v best, selected, tested, imported Queens; also quite a
number of very superior home-bred Queens
from the apiary of "CyulaLinswik;" besides

niII!F.NS by Return

Mail!

AT THE FOLLOWIStf LOW RATES:
Bred from my Best Strains of Italians
and Albinos
each
Untested Queens
$ 100
"

!4

••

1

doz.
••

5 r)0
10 00

...

....

110
i/jdoz....
600
we have our own orig:inal stock, which
1
.... 1100
was
built
up
from
Dadant
imported
stock,
FULL
'•
2 00
each ....
LIVELIEST AND MOST PUOSPEItOUS SECTION and from Queens obtained from several of Tested
"
2 50
OF TiiK Pacipic Coast, furnished bT the our best breeders. We are not trj'ing* to see Selected Tested Queens
Los Ant^eles III
|«
a ma in moth how cheaply we can
Descriptive Prlce-List free. Address all
rear Queens, but what
7S column WOpkU
">«
M
rfOr''^""'
COOD
"w""';
"IIIIUI
ones
orders
to
we
can
furnish. No Queens
in Ciilforna
best weekly
Send Folt it. Single copy, three two-cent stumps; will he sent out that would not be used in
GARY, - Coleraine, Mass.,
—Homer.

information concerning the garden spot
of the world, beautiful l-oS ANiiKLKS.THK
i

six

montbs,

afil ;

this,

the home apiary. Sinjrle Queen, $1.00 si.\
for S-LOO; twelve or more, 7oc. each. Tested
Queens, $2.00 each. Full colonies, $5.00 each.
Make money orders payable at Flint. Address

one year, SS3.

;

CO.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

W.

RED CLOVER QUEENS

30Atf

Z,

GREAT
it

stocking-up prices— either for present or
future delivery.

WILSON, Nicholasville, Ky.

O. B.

)^ ^ ^J

of

lark'e

I
I 1 1 I I

value, that will

-

etc.

O.

T. J.

New

A CO., Janesville.Wis.

best locatinn for rearing
in the ::^iate. i will continue to
sell warranted (jueensatthe low price of '7.'! cents
each. Kxtra selected tested (i88o rearinyj Vl.AO
each. Three h-frarae Nuclei, every frame filled
with brood, with selected tested Queen. »:* each.

FIWE QUEEN'S

Address JAS.

& Apiary

apiculture. In as good location for l»ee» and honey
Good |o-room house, beautifully
located, c-mmandingaview of the citv. river and
surrounding country. New barn and out-buildines,
cistern, never-failing springs, etc.
Reason for
selling— age and ill-health.
:<3Aiit

s. A.

for

:s,->A:it

WIN

more money than at anything else by
taking an agency for the best selling book
out.
Beginners succeed grandly. None
tall. Terms free.
Hallett Book Co.

5lAly

I'ortland. Maine.

standard Langstroth,

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL

Quinby Standing-Frame,

THOS.
& r)2.->

Wes^t

<;.

NEWMAN

Madison

St..

Sc

SON,

('HICAGO, ILL

FOLDING

And

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO ORDER,
Quinby Smolter a specialty.
I

shall supply anything

Send for Illustraied

W,

you need

E. CI..AKK, successor

7Aly

in

the Apiary.

I'rice hist.

to L.C. Root,

OKISKANV.Oneida County, N.Y.

Dadant'sFoiindatioii Factory, whnlt^sale
and

letflil.

Hee Advertisement

in

another column.

PAPER-BOXESr^

desire to put their honey
in the most attractive man-

who

Bee-keepers

on the market

Folding Paper Box.

Kead what the Editor of

this

paper

sa.vs

con-

ceruinff this bo.\, on page -Wl. Sample box,
by mail, 5 cts. Send for circular and prices.

GEO. T. HAM!»IOND,
BROCKPOKT, Monroe Co., N.

.loAtf

r
III

T.

for working people. Send 10 cent*
postaKe, and we will mall you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of B<)0(la
I I I
I
that will put you in the way of makI
I
inK more money in a few days than
I I I
I
y(m ever thouKht possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
spare time only, or all the time. Allot
and work
both sexos, of aliases, Krandly successful. 50 cents
who
to »'. easily earned every evenine. That al
want work may test the business, we make this unTo all who are not well salwtled
paralleled offer
wewlllsend tl to pay for the troublof writlnB us.
ImKull particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Sti.nson * co.
Don'tdelay.
1^1

h

Hie;j

MRS. J.N. HEATEK,
COLUMBUS, nebr.

ner, should use the

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

STILLMAN, LOUISIANA, MO.

I'^HIS new wize f»f <}ur Tapering
Honey I'ails isof uniform design
wiih the other sizes, having the top
/((lye turned over, and has a bail or
tiaiulle. -making it very convenient
t" Ciiiry.
It iw wc-ll-ma(to and, when
filled with h'lncv.niiikes a novel and
attractive small packiige. that can
be sold lor :2n cents or less. Many
conf*um»?rB will buy it in order to give the children
a handsome tov pait. PKI(;£, 7o cents per
dozen, or 8;.>.00 per liiO.

North Prescott, Mass.

BEES SALE

4 well-stocked with apples,

hill-land,.

as can be found.

WOOD,

jyAtJt

FOR SALE <11EAP!
plum», quinces, grapes, and
small fruit, in Hne bearing ccmdilion. The remainder in pasture, grass, grain, eti'. Apiary contains
140 ITAL.IAN COI^ONIES in Langstroth
hives. Bee-house and all modern appliances for

Philadelphia, Ohio.

blacli beeswithlna
llie J^AItGEST

all

1

(>

;

ACKES.
QA
fJ\J peaches, pears,

away

the
purchased
HAVINO
miles,
now claim
radiuM ot

Style. Bmbossed Hidden Name and
Visiting Cards, no 2 alike, name on,
lOc. 1 3 packs $1 warranted best sold. Samplebook,4c. L. JONES & CO., Nassau. N.Y.

Frnit-Farm

right

ITALIAN APIARY and

MNew
Chromo
IlAly

money

Bees and Queens

:"t

Address,
i

iiiore

DR. Q. I>. TINKEB.
lAtf

Improved Stock Karm
miles from <'hicaKO.
Will sell cheap for cash
__,or exchange for stock of

OAIKN!

''"

be received. Reared by my oew method, ail
are large and fine and perfect. We have made a
great discovery in Queen-Kearing, and hereby
challenge the production (by natural swarming or
otherwise) of Queens that will excel ours in any
valuable quality. Isolated 3 miles from other
bees. S'irsl come, first served. Send for circulars,

OR EXCHANGE.

western land.

I
ll|f_l_a

SYRIO-ALBINO QUEENS.

^^Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

FOR SALE

f

AMERirAXA.-OrdersforQueensof
APIS
the beautiful sYKIO-ALBINOS. will now

MUTH.
CINCINNATI,

I I I

WIS.

Send six cents for postage,
^"^ receive free, a costly box
of goons which will help you

51Aly

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Ave.,

I
I

CO.,

WATERTOWN,

than anything else In this
„^r!d. All.ofeithersex.succeed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

A~~

Muth's Honey Extractor,
P.

I

I

start you In work that
once bring you in money faster than anythinK else in America. All about the $:i(«),(MMi in
presents with each box. Aeents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all apes, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us ht thcr own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
II. Hallett&co.
5IAly
Portland. Maine.

CHA8.

«

n n ^^
U W ff L

will at

LangstToth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

LEWIS &

.34ABtf

Send us cents postace,
and by mail you will pet
free a padtage of Koods
.')

(E<)ods— or

REDll(]TIOi\.

and large consumers will find
DEALERS
to their interest to write us for special

in presents given awny.

:juA(;t

& Honey-Boxes

Bee-Hives, Sections

until the present time.

Freeman 4 Central

2!tAtf

list.

Hogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.

and can send Queens by return mail.
My Queens are almost without an exception
purely mated. My bees have worked just
thick on red clover, from the time it bloomed

Apply to

•'

10 per cent, discount from the

will Kive

ers,

J. T.

each

WM. W.
(Successors to Wm. W. Cary & Son.)
N. B. —On a single order for 50 Queens, we
above

HUTCHINSON,

by return mall.— I am now up with my ord-

aOABtf

"
"
"

•

i

THE TIMKS-MIRROR

Address
2SA13t

Warranted

UL

I
I
I

wy
II

U

"•

m

:

-ilfi^iy

Portland, Maine.

—

—
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"Oreat ery but

little

wool,"

press the present condition

OF THE

will ex-

of the sheep

The sheep farmers are, like beekeepers, having " a hard time of it," and instead of the former making it'aron the latter,
interests.

thoy should sympathize with one another in
their afflictions
That this is true of the
sheep interests is shown by the following
items from one of our exchange farm papers
trying to cheer up the sheep-men in their
distress. It says
1

o*?;*.-*-

^^M

iiijtour^

579
The harvest

Is past; the summer endthe bee-keepers generally say that
it was the poorest season for honey that
they have known for many years. This year
has been disastrous not only to bee-keepers
but also to supply dealers and publishers of
bee-papers.
But all must bo brave, and
while looking for " the good time coming,"
should hold on to the pursuit and be happy
This reminds us of an anecdote

ed

;

l)ut

I

:

A little boy went to his mother with a
This is by no means the worst time sheep- broken arrow, and begged her to mend it
growers ever saw. We have seen much for him. It was a very beautiful arrow, and
worse. We have seen sheep slaughtered by the delight of his heart so his mother was
the thousands, the pelts and tallow only not surprised when she saw his quivering
" I'll try to
lip and the tears in his eyes.
being saved, the rest being fed to swine.
it,
darling," she said; "but I am
We have seen people cursing sheep, and mend
afraid
it
will be impossible."
He watched
selling their tlocks for from 50 to 75 cents
per head, aqd have seen the same people her anxiously for a few moments, and then
within two years, paying from $2 to $.3 for said cheerfully, "Never mind, mamma, if
:

;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 37.

Sept. 16, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

flocks to re-stock their farms.
Are not the sheep, even at the low prices,
paying as well as almost anything else on
the farms
And will it not pay to hold on
to the flocks a year or two longer, meantime
weeding out and improving as much as
't

possible

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

be quite useless for Mr. Powers to
his losses on sheep, by suing
his neighbor (Mr. Freeborn) for an imaginary

try to

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

Keep

*'

ptisliiiis:

— 'lis wiser

bees while visiting his
clover pasture
Had the bees not visited
those clover fields and fertilized the sheep
pasture, the poor sheep might have been
poorer still
The "poiccrs that be" must have a more
powerful argument than any yet produced by
Mr. Powers, or it will be entirely powerless !
!

And dreaming and sighing^
And waiting- the tide.

I

earnest battle
They only prevail.
life's

Who daily march onward,
And never
Instead of
make

too often

say

fail I"

figlitliig luist'ortune,
a prisoner.

we

it

Mr. Ijangstrotii has written another
article, and we shall present it to our

good

readers shortly.

Any person

not a subscriber, receiving: a

copy of this paper, will please consider
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

it

Tlie world l!< a looktng-glass: frown
it, and it will frown back at you
smile
at it, and it will g-ive you smiles in return.

at

;

The time to buy is when everybody is
anxious to sell, and the time to stick to beekeeping is when the
class is trying- to
get out of it.

ABC

Xlie Ontario Bee-Convention at Toronto, on Sept. 10 and 11, 188."), will be reported by our special correspondent and a
full report may be expected next week.
;

'Fbe masses deal iritli the efTeet, but
the sages deal with the cause.

Bad causes

always produce bad effects. Remove
the cause, and the effect will cease.
will

Bees ivlntering .In cellars should be
When disturbed, they begin to

kept quiet.

consume

A

sudden jar or
knock drives the bees to their honey and
keeps them in confusion for some time.

*

their stores.

Any one who begins bee-keeping with
the idea that he has a good, lazy job of it,
and that bees " work for nothing and board
themselves," will " get left," and will blame
somebody for misrepresenting the business.
"There Is a world of information,"
says the Planter's Journal, " iu that complete
book, Bees and Honey, by Thos. G. Newman,
which is invaluable to all those who make
bees a study for amusement, or business for
profit."

make up

damage done by

Tiian sitting? aside.

In

?

It will

you can't
out

fix

be just as happy with-

it, I'll

it."

As it is now impossible to obtain a good,
or even an a\'erage honey crop this season,
let all agree to " be just as happy without
it."
With friends, food and raiment let us
be content— aye, happy !
Let us give a hint
A good way to help
one another in these trying times, is for
each one to pay, as fast as possible, any
little debt thjit may owing.
It is surprising
:

how many debts a dollar or two will pay in
a month
Just try it, and make hundreds
!

happy

1

The North ivestern Convention.—In
an editorial note last week, we stated that
the annual Convention would be held in
Mr. J. W. Tefft, of Syracuse, N. T., has
Chicago, on Oct. 14, 1885. Wo wrote to the
sent one of his reversible-frame hives to the
President and Secretary concerning the
Michigan State Fair. Speaking of his sysmeeting, but the President being away from
tem of management and hives, he says
home, " by a sick-bed," we did not receive
"The system adopted is as far superior to his reply in time for last week's Journal.
the old method of getting honey.as the mowing and threshing machines are to the scythe We announced the meeting according to
and flail. Still there are bee-keepers who adjournment last fall, because some had
cling to the antiqu.ited and superseded pro- inquired about it.
We now find that the
cesses just as there are farmers who cannot
be persuaded to adopt modern agricultural otBcers, having the deciding vote, have
machinery. By reversing the frames at the agreed to meet in Detroit, at the same time
right time, the bees elevate the honey to the and place as the "North American" and
sections above, which also prevents swarm" Michigan State " Conventions, on Dec. 8 to
ing, and keeps the entire working-force at
home."
10, 1885— as was
suggested in the Bee
Journal last January and February (see
The Kansas Bee-Keeper, which has pages 115 and ]7'2)— the vote having decided
struggled hard for a few months as a it in favor of Detroit. One large and
in" weekly " bee-paper, has *' succumbed to
fluential meeting will be much better than
the inevitable."
The last issue was dated three smaller ones so let there be a grand
July 25, and we are informed that the Te.xas rally on Dec. 8 at Detroit, Mich.
bee-paper is to fill out its unexpired subscriptions. Mr. Scovell has struggled heroPreparations for IVinterlng Bees
ically to keep it up. but it was unavailing
— "should comit died for want of patronage.
These are says the Indiana Farmer
" hard times " for new bee-papers, and we mence at once. In localities where there is
may have to record the death of another a fair yield of fall honey, the bees will need
but little help so early, but one should know
very soon.
that they are in the best condition to help
Weak colonies or nuclei
This stupid Item is going the rounds of themselves.
we captured it from Sunday's should be assisted with frames of brood
the pi-ess
from stronger colonies. Queens should not
Inter-Ocean :
A gentleman of Jackson county has a be cramped for room in which to lay, as is
swarm of bees that gave him some trouble very frequently the case at this season of
about staying in the hive. He concluded the year. Honey coming in slowly is apt to
that the queen was outof pocket or dead, so
he caught a wasp, extracted its sting, and be stored in the brood-chamber, even
tied it witii a string. He then bored a gimlet though there be plenty of room above. We
hole thi-duirh the head of the gum, drew the give much more concern to the
age of the
strijig through the same, and confined the
wasp inside with same. Since that time the bees which are to form the winter pluster
bees have t)een doing very well. Savannah than to the size of it. Bees hatched out
(Ga.) News.
during the latter part of July, or in the
The idea that a toasp could be snbstitiited month of Auguat, go into winter quarters
for a queen honey-bee, and cause the bees to with their life about half spent, they do
be " doing very well," is supremely ridicu- nicely and forma strong cluster until DeWhat an ignoramus the writer of cember or January, when they have worked
lous
out their allotted time and die."
that item must be II
:

;

—

;

!

—

—

—

——
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REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

tumbler to the top, and then falling
back until she was exhausted. Doubtless slie died from exhaustion. Two
years ago, I removed a queen for one
of my neighbors, to introduce another
in her place, and his little boy put the
removed queen into a glass bottle,
and she struggled herself to death in
a short time.
Moral
Do not put
queens into glass or tin cages. G. W.

by, if any nor how many bees that so
greatly differ from each other.
I
think it is possible for one queen to
produce workers that do so greatly
differ from each other, but it is very
;

uncommon.

Age

:

Losing Qneens by Death.

—

Demaree.
of
from Michigan. The queen's

When they swarmed I picked
np the queen from thealighiing-board.and placed
her in a clean, common tumbler. The hives were
changed, and upon the return of the swarm, the
queen was let loose at the entrance, and ran into
the new hive. After the bees were all in. the hive
was removed to its stand, and the old one replaced. The next morning the bees came out of
the new hive, and a part of them returned to the
old one, while the remainder came b.icb. 1 found
the queen dead at the entrance of the hive. I
afterwards caught another queen and placed her
in the tumbler. She also died while contlned.
which was about 20 minutes. A wire-screen was
placed over the tumbler to prevent the escape of
the queens. What was the cause of their death ?
They had not been harmed in any way by hand-

of

James Heddon.

Qneen before Laying.

1 3.—One of my colonies cast
in 2,s days from the time the first Bwarm
found
no eggs in the hive of the old colI
ony, and thought them queenless; but two days
afterward I opened the hive to give them brood,
and i found eggs; this would make the queen over
12 days old before laying. Is It a common occarrence ?— J. A.

Query, No.

Query, No. 111.— I bought a colony
Italian bees shipped
wings were clipped.

—

1

six

swarms

issued.

Italian and Black Bees.

Query, No. 112.— Why do
marked ItaMan bees
or nearly blacks,

same queen

)n

when

I find wellthe same hive with blacks,
the brood is all from the

K.

7—1.. J.

I think

very common with hybrid
bees. Most persons without experience expect to see hybrid bees show
intermediate markings
altogether.
Siicli is not the case.
In all direct
crosses between the Italian and German bees some of the workers will
look like pure Italians, and some like
pure Germans and then, you will see
ling.— Nora Springs.
bees of intermediate markings also.
The queen must have been ready to G. W. Dejiaree.
die. It is difficult to exphiin all such
If I am not mistaken, this is always
cases. Of course every queen must
the case when a pure Italian queen
die sometiaie.— Pkof. A. J. Cook.
meets a black drone in other words,
No one can tell the cause of death, the first cross. Dr. C. C. Miller.
from the information given above.
Well marked workers (all Italians
There are many causes that might be
surmised, none of which might prove and blacks) often result from mating
guess, however, a hybrid Italian queen with an Italian
1 should
correct.
that this queen was injured while drone. Hybrid queens may produce
being handled, in putting her into the some well marked workers of both
tumbler, or in removing her there- the parent races. In the case of a
pure Italian queen mated with a black
from.— J. E. Pond, Ju.

That

is

;

;

stated some years since my
It is not safe to confine a queen long belief that the workers were markecl
The more or less black, according to the
without accompanying bees.
first did not likely die from the ef- number of spermatozoa entering the
fects of the continement.— Dii. G. L. ovum in passing the spermatheca.—
Dr. G. L. Tinker.
TUJKER.

drone,

I

so.— Dr. C. C. Miller.

It frequently occurs.

— W. Z. Hutch-

inson.
I have known queens
commence to lay until

that did not

24 days old,
but as a rule I expect to find them
laying at 10 days old.— G. M. Doolittle.

In my locality queens begin to lay
(when speaking of the average) on the
tenth day but some few queens lay a
few eggs on the ninth day, and a
;

greater number
delay
until
the
eleventh, twelfth, and even to the
sixteenth day. I would say that the
case you mention is not a " common
occurrence," but it does frequently
occur.— G. W. Demaree.

There

mon
days

certainly nothing

is

uncom-

in a queen not laying until 12
old, or even older.
They usually

mate about the fifth day after emerging from the cell, and deposit eggs in
about two days thereafter. I have
had queens that did not mate, owing
to stormy weather and scarcity of
drones, till the 2.5th day after emerging from the cells. J.E. Pond, Jr.

—

This is not very uncommon, I think,
nor very exceptional. The old colony
must have had a very great amount
It is very unusual for a
of brood.
colony to be swarming 28 days after
the first swarm leaves. Prof. A. J.
Cook.

Hybrid bees will quite frequently
have often known queens to die
confined in any kind of a glass show this peculiarity of bright and
dish. The lieat becomes nnbearahle dark bees in the same hive from the
in such a place. Always use a wire- same queen.— Dadant & Son.
cloth cage.— G. M. Doolittle.
Either the queen has mated with an
If the tumbler was placed in the Italian drone, or el.se Italians from
sun, that would cause the queen's other hives mix in with the bees in
There is reason to believe that bees
death.— Dr. C. C. Miller.
the hive above mentioned.
Hybrid may protract the time of sealing up a
(so-called) bees are variously marked
Why your old queen was killed is some are wholly black, some have one queen-cell several days. Again, some
hard to tell. Perhaps strange bees and some two bands while some will queens are tardy about mating. Some
mixed with the swarm, and they have the full three bands and cannot years since I had a queen that mated
They would be more be distinguished from pure Italians. on Oct. 29 she was hatched on Sept.
stung her.
30.
She flew out a great many times,
likely to do so, because her wing was
and often several times in a day, but
You say, " Afterward I —J. E. Pond, Jr.
clipped.
caught another queen." How long
A hybrid queen often produces refused to mate with a drone from the
"afterward V" Wheredoyou "catch" black, hybrid, and three-banded bees. same hive from which she came, till
after the expiration of 30 days. She was
Is not all this very indefiqueens
W. Z. Hutciiin.son.
large and fine, but proved to be below
nite V Perhaps this "caught " queen
stung
the
tumbler
was
Because
they are hybrids. This is the average in prolificness. Dr. G.
that died in
before you placed her there. I sup- very common. Often nearly all will L. Tinker.
The be marked as pure Italians, while a
pose she was a virgin queen.
This description is also very indefidescription is too indefinite— James few with less than three tiands, and
some all black, will show the admix- nite, and nothing is said at about
IIeddon.
" 28 days "
ture of German blood.— Prof. A. J. what times during these
the swarms issued. Yes, it is quite
If the tumbler was exposed to the Cook.
common for queens to live over "12
sun's heat while the queen was conDuring the busy working season, days" before laying. They have been
fined in it, the retlection of the heat
through the glass may have been the bees often, when returning loaded, known to remain unfecundated nearly
But the most enter other hives and remain there; twice that length of time, and then
cause of her death.
probable cause was hei* efforts to but you do not say whether you have become good, fertile queens. James
climb the smooth surface of the other colonies or not nor how close Heddon.
I

when

;

;

;

'{

—

;

—

"

;
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cuts off the capping to
the same as does the drone,
except, as a rule, a little piece on one
side is left which acts like tlie hinge
to a door, the door often closing after
the queen has gone out. If it thus
closes, the bees often make it fast, so
the bee-keeper is often deceived into
thinking that the queen has not
hatched. It often happens as soon as
the queen has emerged from her cell,
that a worker goes into the cell to
partake of the royal jelly left in the
cell, after which the cell-cover flies
back, and the worker is a prisoner,
which has caused many to think that
the inmate of the cell was not a
queen, but a worker ; hence they call
their colony queenless, and send off
for a queen, or write to one or more
of the bee-papers about the strange

her

Explanatory

—

The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.

names

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre ; 9 south ; 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; *o northwest;
o* southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

For the Amencau Bee JoorDal.

A

Drone's Flea for his Sisters.

bee-men. won't you please listen

am troinR to say,
HegardinK my ill-fated sisters
Who toil for you day after day ?
To what

A selfish

[

I

This shepherd has fields of white clover.
And claims he could easily see.
When grazing, his sheep were molested

By many and many

a bee,

to the clover for

honey

;

(The charge he well knows is untrue),
for sheep he lost the next winter.

And

The bee-man

he's going to sue.

Now, bee-keepers, what

I

am

after.

ask you just to come out
And stand by the poor, harmless workers.
And show sbeep-man what he's about.
Is to

speak in behalf of my sisters,
Who always are tolling for you,—
That you may bestow the attention
I

Which now

Is

so justly their due.

The Journal has already announced
That a

"

Union's " well under way.

To aid them in defending their rights.
On the great " Powers-Freeborn day."
Now, bee-keepers, please

join this Union,

And thus help your " pets of the hive,
By sending to Thomas U. Newman
The small sum of one-twenty-flve.
Chicago,

Ills.,

Sept. 9, i88o.

For the American Bee Journal.

Cell-Cappings," Balling "ftueens.

etc.

17— G. M. DOOLITTLE, (50—100).

A

" What
correspondent writes
the significance of finding in the
morning, say from 20 to -50 little round
caps of wax near the hive-entrance y"
As far as my observation goes, the finding of such caps signifies that drones
are hatching out; for if any one will
take the time to examine, he will
find that the drone, in liatchiug from
the cell, bites the cover to the cell
entirely off by a smooth cut, while the
worlcers leave only fragments of the
cappings of their cell-coverings in
hatching.
is

:

hardly

worth knowing."

Well,

if

this is so, I should really like to see
that man. Some 12 or 14 years ago I
felt a good deal
feel as if I was

that way, but now I
only just commenc-

ing to learn about our busy pets. In
fact, I think I 'have learned more of
bee-keeping thus far in the year 188-5,
than I ever learned during the same
length of time in my life. The one
item which I have lately given the
readers of the Bee Jouknal, relative
to having all swarming done up just
at the proper time, has been worth
several hundred pounds of honey to
me tliis year for I could not have
succeeded anything near as well by
the old plans.
;

Let none of us get

into our heads
let us bend
every energy to the advancement of
our pursuit, giving our knowledge to
ttiat

we know

others

till

it all,

the time

it

but

when our

business

shall grow from where it now is, until
it shall be acknowledged by all to be
one of the foremost industries of the

age.

BEES BALLING THEIR QUEEN.

A correspondent
came out on July

1,

says

:

"

A swarm

clustered,

and was

evening they swarmed
out and went back into the old hive,
BEES VISITING ONLY ONE KIND OF leaving a small bunch of bees in the
FLOWERS.
hive these remained six days, when
Another correspondent writes " In they swarmed out. I found the queen
gathering honey bees do not visit dif- with them. AVhat made the most of
ferent kinds of flowers in one trip, the bees leave their queen and go
but gather honey from one kind of back y"
flowers only."
Now, if the corresThe above is one of the most perpondent had said that bees only plexing things which occasionally
gather pollen of one color, I should happens in the swarming season in a
have agreed with him, for I never large apiary. The general cause is,
saw a bee with mixed colors of pollen that a few strange bees from another
in the pollen-baskets, although differ- swarm, or elsewhere, get in with the
ent colored pollen is put into the same swarm, and for this reason the queen
cell.
But when we came to honey, I is balled for safe keeping, or for some
have repeatedly seen bees fly froin a other purpose, just what I never
gooseberry bush to a currant, and knew.
from clover to raspberry bloom, and
Where the queen of a newly hived
vice versa.
have also seen bees swarm is thus balled, the bees seem
I
gather pollen from white, red, and to think that they have lost their
Alsike clover at the same time, but queen, and so return to the old hive,
those clovers give the same colored all except a few which are near the
pollen.
I have also seen them go ball of bees. If they are stooped from
from the red variety of raspberry to going home, they will try to go into
the black, where the different kinds of other hives.
I used to get a large
bushes were planted side by side.
proportion of them killed in this way,
I used to think that if I planted for by they trying to go into other hives,
bee-forage, I must not mix the dif- or else I had to let them go back until
ferent kinds of plants, but after a I learned how to keep them from
close observation, I can see no cause going back.
for not doing so where it is more conAt first I hunted out the queen by
venient to have the rows of plants smoking the ball of bees until they
mixed.
When planting raspberries released her, when she was caged and
(one of our best honey-plants, and of placed between the combs, or hung
great profit for its berries), it is better down from the top-bars of the frames
to alternate the rows of the red and when no combs were used. In about
black varieties, especially if it is one-half of these cases this satisfied
wished to keep pure plants for if the them, while at other times they would
different kinds of red are planted side ball the cage, so it did no good. I
by side, the young plants will come now get the queen as before, but inup indiscriminately between the rows, stead of using a common cage, I make
unjess a greater distance is used than a large flat one to reach clear across
is the usual custom.
Nothing so dis- the frames. Into this I put thequeen,
gusts a customer as to buy mixed and lay it on top of the frames, when
plants.
the bees can get at her through the
wire-cloth between every frame in the
KNOWING IT ALL.
hive, which satisfies them. The next
Not many years ago this expression morning I let her loose and remove
was used about a certain bee-keeper, the cage, when all goes well.
" What he doesn't knOw about it, is
Borodino,© N. Y.
of.

see.

Has accused them very unjustly—
And swears vengeance on ev'ry bee.

That came

Some suppose that the round caps
spoken of by the correspondent, inthe uncapping of cells of
honey preparatory to the carrying of
honey from the outside to the centre
of the hive but I think this is a mistake, as the cappings to honey-cells
are gnawed off in little fragments,
and not in the round form as spoken
;

and hard-hearted shepherd.

In Wisconsin's fair land.

phenomenon.

dicate

GEORGE W. YORK.
O,

cell
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hived.

;

:

;

In

tlie

"
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portion of the hives were " upset by
the wind."
This shows the imporCorrectness in Reporting, etc.
tance of protecting the hives against
the higli winds. This is what promptW. H. STEWART.
ed me to write the article that appeared on page 471, and the many
concUide
from
I fear that some may
private letters that I have received
Hatch,
Mr.
on
C. A.
the article by
from different bee-keepers, since they
was
not
very
careful
that
I
page 503,
read my article, show that many
to get at the facts, ilr. Hatch quotes have been discussing ways and means
me thus " W. H. Stewart says that to secure safety against wind-storms.
For the American Bee .loumal.

:

Hatch has lost; all of his bees, Some have given me very good ideas,
blown over by a tornado." If my and I think tliat they would do well

J. C.

article on
it will be

pase 471 is read carefully, to make their plans public.
found that I did not state
I am happy to learn that Mr. J. C.
that Mr. J. C. H. had lost any of his Hatch and his father saved their
bees. It will be seen also, that the bees
but if tliey had been absent
words " lost " and " tornado " are not from home at the time of the storm,
in my article at all, and that I stated what would have been the result ?
in my third paragraph, that '"I am Perhaps it would have been much
not informed whether Mr, Hatch better to have lifted the rocks, as I do
saved any of his bees or not."
many times.
Mr. Ilatch is very kind to state that
Orion,? Wis., Aug. 17, 1885.
"
he has no fault to find with Mr. S.,"
"
from the fact that it was so reported
Pbthidelphia Times.
in our local paper at the time." All
what
I
wrote
in
my
first
near
Philadelphia,
Pa.
will see that
A Bee-Farm
paragraph, on page 471, about those
bee-hives being turned over, and
A REPORTEU\S DESCRIPTION.
fences and orchards blown down, is
quoted, showing that the statement
A tortuous path, overhung with
was not original with me.
crooked old trees, leads from GermanNow I do not write this for the pur- town lane to the Wissahickon beepose of criticizing Mr. Ilatch, but farm, one of the largest in this State.
rather as a plea for those who write It is in a picturesque and historical
articles for the press. It cannot be locality. Near by is the burial-place
expected that a reporter is to have of several monks, who long ago tenabsolute knowledge that all he reports anted an adjoining monastery, since
is true.
Xo reporter can be omni- merged into a farm house. The Wispresent to see and hear every item sahickoy bee-farm has 120 hives, with
that he wishes to report but he is about 25,000 bees in each hive, placed
dependent, in a great measure, upon on terraces and watched over by
the statements of others, and must hundreds of sunfiowers.
"You are in luck's way," said Argive the facts as nearly correct as he
" One of
IS able to do under Ibecircumstances; thur Todd, the proprietor.
my colonies is swarming. It is unand all editors desire such reports.
Many beekeepers have, this season, usual and undersirable at this season.
reported that 2.5, 50, and some as high The weather has been so mild that
it for spring."
as 75 per cent, of the bees in their the bees have mistaken
A cloud of bees was rising in the
locality were lost last winter and the
Editor of the Bee .Journal has re- air. It hovered about a hickory tree
quested bee-keepers to report in re- and disappeared among its topmost
gard to these things; but no editor or branches. Forty thousand bees acintelligent reader expects that such companied by their qieen had alightreporters have visited every apiary ed, and the apiarist proceeded to capand learned by personal observation ture them, which he did by using a
He
just ho w many bees each bee-man in his " smoker " and a wooden box.
vicinity had in the fall, and how many climbed the tree without any face
were left in the following spring. covering, and took the insects by
Each reporter has had to base his re- handf uls without being stung.
" Now these fellows want to start
port upon " Hying reports " and statements of others and when he has house-keeping on their own account,"
;

;

;

;

given the facts as correctly as possible under the circumstances, then
he has done liis duty, and is justifiable; but when we, in writing for any
paper, quote the statements of other
writers, we should be careful to use
quotation marks, and thus save much
space that is of ten necessarily occupied
in correcting misrepresentations.
I
often re-write my articles several times
for the purpose of correcting every
error, and I wish to have it understood that I am careful to give them
the best that I have, and as nearly
correct as possible.
Mr. Hatch says
.

:

" Serious results

might have followed had not brother
and father hastened to the rescue,
and restored the covers as good as it
was possible in a drenching rain."

He

;

also gives us to understand that a

he said, "and

I

must furnish them a

Scienfly away.
has rendered this
The hives
easy of accomplishment.
are all of one size, so that frames can
be put together with dispatch."
A hive was rapidly constructed, and
the master of the bees scooped them
up with both hands, placed them on
the tops of the frames filled with
comb foundation, and the bees at once
went in and tlie cover was put on.
" Now just listen to their hum,"
"It's a different
said Mr. Todd.
hum to their ordinary one. They are
starting a fresh colony, and the hum
By-and-by the
is a song of rejoicing.
hum will be siibdued— that will be a
Yes, bees express
contented hum.
Those with vicious
their feelings.
like a buzzabout
tempers will hum

home, or they
tific

will

l>ee-keeping

saw.

The Cyprian

class.

It is

is one of that
a good worker, but it is
such a stinger that bee-keepers will
not have much to do with it.
The
Italian bee has a low, sweet hum, indicating docility. It won't attack you
unless it is provoked. Then it dashes

about like a moth after a

light,

and

says plainly, 1 am mad.'
Bees are instinctively industrious,
which accounts for their hatred of
thieves.
Their laws are unwritten,
but severe. Illustrative of this Several robber bees had entered a hive
and began stealing honey. Sounds of
wrath were immediately heard within.
Soon afterwards a crowd of bees came
outside, whei'e they ferociously assaulted each other. The war lasted
two hours. At dusk over a hundred
dead bees were lying in front of the
hive and the bees were bringing out
their slain foes and throwing them
its

hum

'

:

about irreverently.
A pretty specimen of a stately
Syrian queen-bee was pointed out.
Its mother was born in the Holy
Land. It is two months old, and may
live three years.
It has a golden
shield on the thorax, and a small
mark like a black half moon. It is
swift on tlie wing, flies a longdistance
search of flower petals, and is
The race is
strong and active.
Monks
numerous near Jerusalem.
residing there believe that Syrian bees
have descended from the first bees
given to man.
The introduction of the queen-bee
into a colony is an important item in
bee-fai'ming. She is put in a separate
The bees eat
cell, with provisions.
their way into her cell and escort her
thence to their combs, where she
wanders about, always with innumerable courtiers in her train. If she enin

tered a cell without this introduction,

she probably would be killed.
The baby-bee is hardy from the
time it leaves its cell and is strong
enough to fly. It is not allowed that
liberty, however, until it is domestiThe big bees teach it how
cated.
baby-bees ought to behave when at
nurses the grubs, and
It
home.
serves the young queens with food.
When it is perfect, it goes out with
its elders in quest of honey, and soon
develops into an elder itself.
The principal sources of food are
the maple, poplar, and " jolly smoker"
trees, w-hich abound in the neighborhood of the farm. There are clover
fields not far away, whose crops are
fertilized bv the bumble and honey
bees that visit them. Mr. Todd has
seven or eight acres of buckwheat,
representing the winter supplies for

"There is one matter connected
with bee-farming," said Mr. Todd,
" that has not been ventilated much
as yet. The bee-laws are imperfect
indeed, they are in a chaotic state.
They are not sufficiently defined to
protect bee-farmers against people
who are so ignorant as to suppose
bees will molest cattle and destr9y
case is now in the courts in
crops.
which a bee keeper named Freeborn
is being sued by a farmer for $500
damages done by bees on the clover
fields of the plaintiff, and preventing

A
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A Bee-Keep- me that the honey would not have hung-hole is in the bilge. Now bring
outcome of this been better if the barrels had been the wax bubbling hot, and pour it all
well waxed before being fllled.
in
put the funnel on the floor, drive

his sheep from grazing.
ers'

Union

is

the

action.

" The stings of bees are used by
Many people have an idea that they
homoeopatliic doctors in the form of a do not like honey others only want a
"
medicine called apis," as a remedy little at a time, as they soon tire of it.
for rheumatism, diarrhea and several Is this because honey will not "wearV"
other ailments."
Is it a fact that honey is a sweet that
to be relished must be taken in small
quantities, and at long intervals V
For the American Bee Journal.
No it is because people have formed
their ideas of it from " strained," and
Waxing Kegs and Barrels.
poor grades of strong flavored extracted, or good grades of extracted
W. S. IIAKT, (117—148).
honey that have been spoiled after
being taken from the comb.
My
On page 51 G, in reply to Query No. neighbors
who can buy the unex100, it seems to me lliat none of the
celled Florida syrup for a less price,
replies even hint at the true reason
come to me month after month and
for which, in my opinion, all honey
kegs and barrels should be waxed in- year after year for my black mangrove and palmetto honeys, and do
side. Mr. Doolittle gives plain directions for doing the job, without refer- not get tired of it. We cannot be too
careful about keeping our goods up
ence to the cause of its being done
to the highest standard, and knowing
all the others infer that it is to prevent leakage. Surely these bee-keep- this, although cypress is one of the
very
best of woods for honey barrels,
ers of wide experience have heard of
I wax them
every time, and believe
its being done to prevent the wood
from imparting a disagreeable flavor that it has much to do with the uniWhy do they ignore versal praise that my customers in
to the honey
this cause V My barrels are tirst-class the North bestow upon my honey.
As to the cost of waxing barrels,
in every respect, and I fear loss by
leakage as little as by tire, and I wa.x let me say it it is properly done the
expense
is not
as great as would
all of the barrels before tilling them
appear from tlie replies made on page
with honey.
In this country where timber is 51G. Faraffine of a suitable quality
plentiful and rock and clay scarce, can be obtained from 14 to IG cents
almost all of the wells (except the per pound by the quantity, and is
Artesian ones, which are cheaply ob- much cheaper than beeswax, not only
tained and quite abundant) are curbed on account of its lower price, but also
with wood. The water from these because it takes much less of it. The
wells for the tirst few years, has so replies to the question of " the best
marked, and to most people disagree- method of waxing honey kegs and
able, a flavor that many new-comers barrels," were all right as far as they
will go thirsty for a long time before went, but perhaps I can give a few
drinking water even from a well in points that will help to save the waste
this
neigborhood,
that has been of wax and thereby reduce the excurbed with cypress for the past 15 pense to the lowest iigure.
years.
First, put the barrels out where the
All woods impart more or less flavor sun will shine full upon them, tighten
to the water. There are large quanti- up the hoops and " blow off " the barties of lumber cast upon our ocean rels to see that they are tight.
This
beach, and it consists of almost every " blowing off " is done by blowing
kind of wood, but of all these and of with the mouth into the barrel
our own varieties, cypress is one of through a small hole until all the air
the least objectionable on this ac- is in that you can force in, then hold
count. It is true that a person very the thumb over the hole for a couple
soon becomes accustomed to this of minutes. If the barrel leaks, the
water, and then does not notice it
hole can easily be found by listening
but only a very few would care to get for the sound of air passing out. If
used to hosiey that was flavored with they are tight, all the air will come
;

I

.

;

;

the plug quickly

in place with the
twirl the barrel first on
its heads, then back and forth on the
side as it is being rolled over. Stand
on one side as you knock the plug
loose, and when that flies out, turn
the wax into a pan and heat it for the
next barrel.

hammer, and

By having the barrel hot, and
enough wax to keep hot and to coat
the inside of the barrel quickly without missing any spots, very little wax
will be used to the barrel, and yet the
job will be thoroughly done.
By
thoroughly wetting the floor very little
care need be taken to prevent spilling
the wax, as it will not adhere to the
floor, and can be easily swept up and
saved.
Almost always a little is
spilled, and except for the wet paper,
some would fall upon and adhere to

the outside of the barrel, which would
not only be lost, but greatly injure
the barrel's appearance.
New Smyrna, o* Fla.

!

it.

Notice the taste of water from a
new wooden Inicket. Now, if water
that stands for a short time only in a
curb that has been soaking for 15
years, becomes
unpleasant to the
taste, surely there is reason to fear
the effect of new barrels on a liquid
like honey that is so ready to absorb
flavor from almost any source. Nor
is this all theory.
I have often tasted
honey that, after standing in a barrel
for some time, had a flavor entirely
different

from what

it

was before

being put into the barrel.
I have
tasted extracted honey in the North
that, although I was assured it was
" pure white clover," and I knew it
ought to be very good, still had something about its flavor that for me
made it less desirable than good
molasses.
I may be wrong, but it
would take considerable to convince

out where it went in, upon removing
the thumb from the blow-hole.
Now while a couple of gallons of
wax is heating, get everything in
readiness. It is better to use a large
plug six or eight inches long, and
with a true taper from one end to the
other, instead of a bung for this can
be put in place in a moment, and
some part of it will be a tit for the
hole, and if made large enough plenty
of it will stick out to allow of quickly
loosening it wluen ready to do so.
Have a hammer and everything that
is necessary right where you can put
your hand upon it at once.
When
nearlv ready to commence waxing,
wet the floor thoroughly, and also wet
a newspaper bring in the barrel and
lay the wet paper over it poke the
funnel down through the middle of it
and into the bung-hole fix the barrel
so that it will not roll over, if the
;

;

;

;
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Bees and Calves.
C.

W. DAYTON,

(-58—116).

My bee-yard occupies about half an
acre of ground, and the hives-average
about 6 feet apart, from centre to
centre. For the last two months it
has been used as a pasture for three
calves, and though the air has often
been filled with flying bees, the calves
have always grazed as freely and unconcernedly as could be. Only once
have I known a calf to receive a single sting, and that was when two of
them had been fighting, and having
turned bottom upwards a hive having
a loose bottom- board, exposing the
cluster of bees, a calf came up to
smell of them. The presence of the
hives with bees is no more of a detriment to their feeding than so many

empty boxes would be.
"When the calves were

first

turned

into the yard, I expected the bees to
take care of themselves, but since
four or five hives have been turned
over, and about live covers a day
having been knocked off, the calves
liave been turned out of the bee-yard
for the safety of the bees.

Some who had supposed bees to be
a terror to anything showing signs of
life, have been made to wonder at so
little attention as bees really do pay
to stock and have often been heard
to exclaim that it was strange that
The fact is
the bees did not sting.
that the bees have not been treated in
;

any way to make them cross, which is
usually done by rough manipulation,
robbing, etc.
My bees are mostly
"Whether bees will molest
hybrids.
sheep sooner than calves, I cannot say. but I should hardly suppose
that they would.
With us the white honey harvest
was very short, and a fall crop is not
expected, as we are having frosts
every morning.
Bradford, cj Iowa.

:
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for the American Bee Journal.

Ohio Bee and Honey Show.

EAKLE CLICKENGER.

end open. Smoke the box-hive thor- wire around it. Use as many sticks
oughly, and carry it some .50 feet from as necessary, but no more. As each
its pfpsent stand.
Turn it bottom comb is transferred set it into the
up. but without the bottom-board, new body to drain.
When all are
and place the box you have made over ready, fit a bottom to the body interit, open side down, and wrap a cloth
space as many frames of foundation
about the joint and exit to make all between the combs as are necessary
bee-tight.
This done, take a heavy for the colony put on a quilt and
stick and beat the side of the box-hive
till the queen and nearly all the bees
liave clustered in your rough box,
which will be in about 1.5 to 20
;

As

had the honor of being the
Superintendent of the Apiarian Department at the Ohio State Fair,
which began on Aug. 31, 1 would say
I

that our sliow of bee-products was not
as large as usual, on account of al-

most an entire
central Ohio.

honey

failure of

in

The main premiums

were awarded as follows
For the finest case of comb honey.
Brigham & Chiyburgh. of New London, O. display of comb honey, A. S.
Goodrich, of Worlhington; display
;

of extracted honey. Dr. II. IJesse, of
Delaware display of comb and extracted honey, A.S.Goodrich ; manipulation of a full colony of bees, C. A.
Jones, of Delaware ; best nucleus of
Italian bees, the Superintendent of
the Apiarian Department display of
<}ueeii-bees, A;'.ion Benedict, of Ben;

;

nington; sample of beeswax, Mrs.
Jennie Culp. of Ililliard; beeswax extractor, J.

W. Newlove. of Columbus.

The bee-keepers held tlieir meet
ings in the Apiarian Hall, the con
vention being culled to order by the
President, Mr. A. I. Boot. As iheie
was no important business to be
transacted, the time was occupied in
discussing topics that were of in
terest to bee-keepers.
Columbus,©

;

minutes.
Place the box, bees and all, in the
exact place from which you removed
the box-hive, open side down, but
with its front edge raised a little to
make an entrance. Carry the boxhive to your shady place, and set it
upon the ground at one end of the

Transferring Sticks.
cover, and place the new hive upon
the stand previously occupied by the
box-hive. Now shake all the bees
from the rough box down upon a
sheet spread in front of the new hive
in such a position that they will easily

run

in.

To transfer from a movable-frame
hive, the rough box and drumming
will be unnecessary— just shake them
oft the combs to the sheet, and put in
the combs and foundation when
ready.
In two or three days the
combs will be secure, and the sticks
may be removed. If the bees are not

gathering sufficient honey for themthem by laying some
selves, feed
pieces from the milk-pan upon the
quilt; make a passage-way by folding
back one corner of the quilt.
Brantford, Ont.
For tbe American See JoomaL

O., Sept. 9, 1885.

Bee-Houses and Foul Brood.
Farmer's Advocate

Method of Transferring

FRANK CONNER.
Bees.

JONES.

G. B.

My method of transferring bees
from a box-hive
('hoose a warm
sunny day, when the bees are very
busy on apple bloom.
In the shade
of a tree or building some 200 feet
from the bees, prepare a table or box
:

to work on. Have a milk pan, tv\o
large meat-dishes, a dish-pan lialf full
of water, and a pail of water iieai
also two or three dish-towels, a lioney
knife, a large rough knife, and a
pruning or pocket knife. You will
need, too, an old chisel and a hatchet

I am thinking of building a beehouse the coming winter, about 80
lods from my apiary, in the centre of
1 piece of timber land. There is a
good spring of water there, and I
thought that I would build over the
spring a double wall, each wall one

toot thick, and fill in with earth, leaving a dead-air chamber of 6 inches;

ind

fill

Last winter

I

Now make a

rougli box to fit upon
bottom of your box-hive and
about a foot deep leave the fitted

the

;

I

packed

all

of

my col-

table, and have the body of the new I had 16 colonies.
hive in a meat-dish at the otlier end.
It is reported tliat foul brood exists
With a rough knife cut the comb in some parts of this county (Ionia),
loose from one side. (^The side of the but not in this neighborhood.
The
hive is that piece which is opposite following item is taken from the
chisel
Witli
the face of the combs).
Ionia National
"
and hammer remove this side. One
petition signed by 16 bee-keepat a time, cut away the combs and ers in this county, representing 531
lay each upon the transferring board, colonies, was presented to Judge Balwhich have on a slant so that the com on Aug. 3, praying for the aploose honey will drain into a meat- pointment of a commissioner to preCut away all the comb vent the spread and to eradicate the
dish below it.
containing honey only, and put it into disease known as foul brood among
the milk-pan.
bees. The petition recites that this
When you have sufllcient brood- disease exists in several apiaries in
comb upon the transferring board to this county, and the owners refuse
and neglect to destroy the same. This
fill one frame, place a frame over it
and fit the comb into a frame as you is the first petition of the kind ever
would patch a floor or lay a pavement; filed in the Probate Court in this
when done, slide the unwired end of a county. Judge Balcom, in response
transferring stick down one of the to this petition, has appointed Mr. J.
grooves of the board as far as it will H. Robertson, of Pewamo, a commisgo, and fasten the end with the free sioner to prevent the spread of foul
wire to it securely by twisting the brood among bees."

A

or hammer, a transferring board, and
a good supply of transferring sticks.
Without the board you cannot do
good work, and the sticks will pay
their cost several times to each colony. You will need ten to twenty
pairs of sticks yier
ive.
Tliey may
be used over and over again for years.

overhead with sawdust 18

onies in chaff, and lost every bee that

—

Transferring Botird.

in

niches deep. I would like to have the
opinion of some of our experienced
bee-keepers on the subject, through
the Bee Journal.

—

:
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As we have had so much on the
cause of losses of bees in winter, let
us now have a little on bee-houses
<and foul brood, as " an ounce of prevention is better than a pound of
cure."
Muir,0 Mich.
For the American Beo JoumaL

Hives with

8.

C. p.

10 or more Frames.

be carried through, as I have no doubt
Mr. H. will do it, since we tried it
ourselves on a small scale
but it
will never be a practical method, and
all
our large honey-producers will
prefer wintering tlieir bees on good
clover honey harvested by the bees
without the use of the reversible
frame. Remember that we (Mr. H.,
myself and others) are here writing
for farmers who are willing to follow
the best methods of producing the
;

most honey from the

DADANT.

least

number

of

to
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me

number was more

that that

than could ever be used to advantage,
so I made false frames for each end
of the hive, leaving room for only
nine frames; these were tilled with
brood in due time, and the four best
colonies were ready for business when
the white clover flow arrived. It did
not take long before tliey were ready
for the sections and I was ready for
the bees with plenty of upper stories.
The weak ones were not ready for the
;

sections until the basswood

was well

provided these methods are along.
From all that I have read, there
Mr. Heddon is surprised that I dif- safe, expedient and prompt.
fer so widely from liiui in regard to
To recapitulate: With a large has been no sure method found to
prevent
swarming, and my experience
the capacity of liives. lie says, lirst, hive we need not feed so often in the
that location and climate may have spring, as there is more room in the in years past was that swarms issumuch to do with it. Our manage- brood-cliainber, and we can leave ing in tlie midst of honey-flows greatly
ment with large hives has been tesied more honey, or return more combs. decrease the surplus honey crop. I
in
the north, south and west of We need not reverse the trames, as attempted a plan to prevent swarmFrance, in Switzerland, and Italy, as we are willing and anxious that bees ing, and it has been a complete sucwell as in the United States, and has should put a part of their clover crop cess but what has been true in one
given the same results, i. e., a larger ill the breeding apartment to winter season in manipulating bees, may not
hold good in other years, hence my
per cent, of honey and a largely de- on.
creased percentage of swarms.
We d(i not have so many swarms, method may not do to adopt neverDo not think that these large hives as the queen is not cramped for room; theless I am so well satisfied with it
were adopted without contest. My hence, do not have to keep so many that I shall repeat it until it fails, or
VVe produce something better is discovered. It is
father, Chas. Dadant, had to contend empty hives on hand.
for years with men who, like Mr. more bees from the same number of as follows
During the white clover season, and
Heddon, thought that tlie small hives colonies, and have less handling for
were best, but would not stop to rea the same amount of production. After about the time I thought the bees
the
clover
over,
crop is
we do not might be making arrangements to
son on tlie laying capacity of the
queens and the room required to keep have to watch or feed our bees for swarm, the upper stories were refear
of
starvation
between
this and moved and a frame of sealed brood
them busy.
These same parties
argued that our better success was due the fall crop, since we have plenty of taken from each hive, shaking off the
to our better location
that Europe honey in the breeding apartment of bees, and a frame of foundation incould never produce such crops as the the hive.
serted in its place.
This gave the
United States, etc.
In spite of all
When winter comes we do not have queen a chance to work in a large
this, the
large improved Dadant- to buy sugar and feed, and give a number of new cells, and by the time
Quinby hive, as large as a 12 or 13- chance to the malicious part of the she had filled it with eggs, cells in
frame Langstroth hive, has won the community to say that we are buying other frames were made vacant by
day wherever it was tried and this sugar to make honey. When winter young bees hatching out, and she
success is due nearly altogether to comes we can reduce the hive with a ifound all the work she wanted at
the greater room it gives to the devel- division-board or contractor, leaving home.
opment of the colony.
Whether that was so or not,
the best frames of honey for the bees
Mr. Heddon agrees that most queens to winter on, filling the empty space there was no inclination to swarm,
can lay 3,0(J0 eggs a day, and even with chaff or leaves, or some other and the bees were all kept together
more. If we suppose tiiat we have, nonconductor. At all times our hive and filled the sections with a vencan better stand geance. Then again, when the bassin tlie same apiary, an S-trame hive is stronger, and
besides a 12-frame hive, we will see through the " ups and downs " of the wood came on in full flow the same
treatment was given the four best
that, about April 20, sooner or later, business.
colonies.
The weak ones I knew
Hamilton,*© Ills.
according to the season, in a properly
would not swarm, and they were only
conducted apiary, the two hives will
given top stories.
The frames of
be about tilled witli brood and pollen
For the American Bee Journal.
brood taken from the hives were
with sufficient honey to carry them
placed in empty hives, two and three
until the June crop
From this date,
Prevention of Swarming, etc.
in a place, to form nuclei. I had some
or. In an ordinary season, the queens
doubts about the brood hatching, as
will lay to their utmost capacity till the
W. A.' SHEWMAN.
it is said by those "old advisers,"
crop begins, say June 10. Thus about
that it requires bees to take care of
June 10 the hive which gives its queen
Believing that I have been success- the hatching brood. But I never saw
the most room, will have some 50.000 ful in the management
of a few colomore bees, hatched or hatching, tlian nies of bees, in the production of brood hatch better they all got along
the other or in other words, tlie honey, and prevention of swarming as well as could be asked, and soon
made nice, young colonies. When
larger hives will have a popula- during
the honey-flow, this summer, they had all hatched, I procured fertion one-half larger than the smaller it may
be of interest to some if 1 de- tile queens, and found no trouble in
one. If the crop of the smaller hive scribe
my methods, although not en- introducing them into their new
is -50 poundsduring the clover harvest,
tirely new, yet a different practice
homes.
the crop of the larger will be 75 from anything
I have noticed in the
Now what was the result of nonpounds, of which 25 pounds may be Bee Journal.
swarming y If some of the bee-keepplaced in those lower combs, to which
I began in the spring with 7 coloing fraternity could take a peep into
Mr. H. objects so much.
nies in Simplicity hives, only 4 of my honey-room, I do not think they
Mr. Heddon wants all the honey in them being average colonies, and the
would be long in deciding. But as I
the upper story, and says that he will others weak and did not bid fair to
cannot show all, a few figures will
feed sugar syrup for winter.
How amount to anything. They were all present the result to
many who cannot
long does he intend to follow that up? fed liberally in the spring, on sugar
and how many of our practical bee- syrup, one as much as the other, and come in and see. It might be proper
here to say that the weather durmg
men does he think will follow that in due time they were bred up from the white clover season was cold, and
method V
seven-frame colonies to full ones.
the larger amount of surplus honey
This matter of taking all the honey
Heretofore I have given all the was secured from basswood, which,
for sale, and feeding back sugar syrup, frames that a hive would hold, being in this vicinity, lasted for eleven days.
is indeed very nice in theory, and can an average of twelve, but it seemed The following numbers will represent
bees,

;

;

;

;

;

;
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taken and put them into a new hive and run that I get ventilation through another
the bees through a queen-excluder, I cellar into the bee-cellar.
may have the whole colony about my
The bee-cellar has two windows,
113 lbs. 9 oz.
No. 1, hybrids
ears yet that queen must be removed one in the south side, and one in the
71 lbs. 10 oz.
No. 2, Italians
at
all hazards.
east end, all above ground. The win'
62 lbs. 12 oz.
No.S,
Those desiring to Italianize their dows have sash with double lights,
"
-51 lbs.
7 oz.
No. 4,
bees, or remove undesirable queens, and are hung on hinges, and can be
"
28 lbs. 1.5 oz.
No. 5,
can do so cheaply now, as untested raised, when no bees are in the cellar.
"
19 lbs. 10 oz.
No. 6,
queens are so low by the dozen, and On the outside of the window-frames
"
10 lbs. 14 oz.
No. 7,
no time will be lost; the only draw- I have wire-screen to exclude mice or
back will be the uncertainty of win- other vermin that might infest the
Total, 7 colonies
358 lbs. 13 oz.
tering. A very successfuly bee-keeper cellar in summer. I darken the winThe above was all stored in two- in this State removes in the fall all dows with straw on the outside, and
pound sections, and each section the queens that are three years old, between the screen and window sash,
accurately weighed. Had it not been and claims that he makes money by so not a ray of light can penetrate the
that No. 2 swarmed out on account o( so doing, as old queens, like old hens, cellar, except as I wish to examine
the temperature of the cellar when I
my absence for a few days, there is lav but few eggs.
Peoria,© Ills.
use a lantern.
no" reason to believe that it would not
The bee-cellar is 6J^ feet in depth,
have done as well as No. 1. The
swarm came out on the next morning
and has a gravel bottom, and is perFor the American Kee JoumaL
fectly dry. It is not ceiled above. In
after my return, and I removed the
The Honey Crop, Bee-Cellars, etc.
the kitchen above, 8 feet from the
old hive, put a new one filled with
east wall of my bee-cellar, I have a
combs drawn out, on the old stand,
7— DANIEL WHITSIER, (7.5—180).
My
brick rtue for the cook-stove.
put the bees into it, and gave them
bee-cellar is 14x24 feet. Behind the
the upper story. Thus I got the Held
When at the Northwestern Conven- flue, and from the bee-cellar below, I
bees that wereout, in vk'ith the swarm.
They had to till a new set of frames tion held at Chicago last fall, I re- liave a pipe 4 inches in diameter, inby the operation. The old colony was ported that my last year's crop was tersecting the chimney with an elbow
Just what 3,500 pounds but I now correct it just above, and opposite the entrance
used to make new ones.
the ditference was cannot be given, and wish to say that it was 4,000 in the chimney for the stove-pipe.
I get "all of
my surplus On the lower end of the pipe in the
but I do not think it over-estimating pounds.
to say that it would have made the honey with small V-shaped starters cellar, 18 inches below the floor, I
total a round 100 pounds. Eight new in the sections, as I think it too ex- have a funnel-shaped ventilator to
colonies have been made from the 7, pensive to use full sheets of founda- draw out the impure air of the cellar,
tion at the present price of honey. In and it is a success. By placing the
and so I have lo ready for winter.
funnel, a
I aim to keep all Italians, but the this locality the market was injured hand in the mouth of the
queen in No. 1 was from a good Ital- by some injudicious bee-keepers who draft of air can plainly be felt. The
with honey funnel is 12 inches wide at the botian strain, mated with a dark drone. came to South Bend
Her bees are about two-thirds well from Michigan, and sold it at 10 tom, and 10 inches high. I keep a
marked Italians, the rest being as cents per pound, thereby not doing thermometer in the centre and 4 feet
black as any bees could be. I cannot justice to their fellow-bee-keepers. I from the bottom of the cellar, and an
account for it, but the black bees in am very sorry that some honey-pro- even temperature of 45'^ Fahr. was
obtained during the past winter for
that hive are much more active while ducers should pursue such a course.
Last fall I prepared 1.57 colonies of about live months.
at work thnn tlie others. They go out
and in like a " black streak " of bees for winter— 67 were put into a
I leave the full size of the hive enlightning.
cellar repository, and 90 were left on trance open, which is Hx\\}4 inches.
In writing the above, I do not seek the summer stands. I succeeded in I use the Ileddon-Langstroth hive,
I place the hives
to set an example in this pursuit. I wintering S3 colonies, butonly 7G were and want no other.
keep bees because it is a very pleas- in fair condition, the other 7 being one upon the other, next to the wall,
ant recreation, and for what little merely nuclei. I now have ISO colo- with the honey-boards inverted on
time I can devote to it aside from of- nies in good condition, and will give top of the hives, leaving a J|-incb
fice duties, I receive much benefit.
If the report of my honey crop when space between each honey-board and
others approve of the method herein the season is over. I will say, how- tlie brood-frames, with an absorbent
given, and any one is benefited. I ever, that I have taken nearly 5,000 on the honey-board. On the absorbent I place two strips of wood between
shall feel repaid for having tried to pounds of white honey.
explain it.
Of the colonies wintered in the cel- the hives, leaving spaces between
Randolph, p N. Y., Aug. 29, 1885.
lar last winter, I lost none.
I favor each tier, as they are piled on top of
cellar-wintering, and my bees had one another. I open and shut the
natural stores— plenty of honey and doors of the bee-repository and the
Prairie Farmer.
adjoining cellars as may be required
pollen.
Irascible Bees— Italianizing.
My bee-cellar is situated on the east for the comfort of the bees. The colside of the main two-story part of my onies on the summer stands had the
MRS. L. HARKISON.
I have hive-entrances wide open, and honeyhouse, imder the kitchen.
three cellars, one for produce, which boards inverted, with absorbent, and
Several times this summer, mem- is under the main part of the house, the caps fllled with planer shavings.
bers of the family have politely re- the long way of the building, north But cellar-wintering is best for this
quested me to brimstone a certain and south, and is 18x24 feet. It has locality.
My apiary is located on sandy and
They declared the three windows, two on the west side
colony of bees.
bees an intolerable nuisance, though and one on the east, all above ground. gravelly soil, and has, on the south
one of the best in the apiary in It has one outside door at the north side, a large orchard, and west of the
strength and honey gathering. As I end, and one entering the bee-cellar orchard, apiary, buildings, etc., there
have never brimstoned a colony, I do at the west end. The bee-cellar has is a dense forest of young, vigorous
not intend to begin on this one. As another door at the north side (the oak, hickory, etc., from 20 to 50 feet
soon as the honey season closes, I pro- long way of the bee- cellar being east high, which makes quite a valuable
pose to introduce a new queen, and by and west), entering the third cellar protection against wind-storms and
another season the fighting bees will (the long way of which is north and severe cold.
south).
Another door entering the
I will say that cotemporary with
all be gone.
I shall feed the colony
for two or three days, before I try to third cellar from the outside at the Mr. Ileddon, I have practiced the
"
contraction system," both for sumremove the queen, so if possible to north end, is the aperture through
which I take my bees in and out, and mer and for winter, for four years,
mollify their temper.
If I can dis
cover the queen by removing the through which I get perfect ventila- more or less, contracting the hives to
combs, they may not get greatly ex- tion to raise and lower the tempera- five frames, and I like it very much
cited, but if I have to brush them off ture in the bee-cellar. It will be seen for the production of comb honey and

the

colonies

from each

and

the honey

:

;

;
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not use the This explains to the honey-consumer
why pure extracted honey is cheaper
than comb honey. With the wax-extractor the waste scraps of combs are
extracted by means of steam, and by
the use of the comb foundation press,
this wax is again made into combs,
tluis saving the bees tlie greatest portion of their time for honey-gatherExchanKe
ing; and making one colony of bees
Improvements in Bee-Culture.
worth to the owner about seven times
wintering.

I

did

method to exclude
want them to have

pollen, for that I
aa " bread " upon
honey, and
their
which to spread
make it palatable for themselves and
" babies."
South Bend,v3 Ind., Sept. 4, 1885.

much as under
man practicing

as
J.

A.

MOYER.

Much has been said and written
about the honey-bee. Perhaps in all
ages it was known, and to go back as
far as the first King Saul, while in his
hasty pursuit of the Philistines, when
they came to a wood where there was
much honey so much that it dropped—Jonathan, the son of Saul,
dipped his staff in a honev-comb and
put it to his mouth ; and back again
to the promise to Moses, to possess
" a land flowing with
milk and
honey." And so on dow n as far as
we have any history of man, to the
earliest settlers of the country, we see
the " sweet companions " toman even
in their wild state.
Take our grandfathers' days, when
they saw the need of domesticating
the bee. See the culture they then
received— hived iu salt-barrels, hollow-logs, or whatever they could be
sheltered in it was the beginning of
bee-culture here.
There they toiled
busily from day to day, gathering
honey from the wild-flowers, for their

—

—

sustenance and comfort during win^leanwhile the early settler was
busy with his axe clearing away the
dense forests preparatory to cultivating the soil and reaping the benefits
therefrom, so as to enjoy life. But iu
this early culture, what was the condition of the bee when the honey was
required
It was cast over fire and
brimstone long enough to extinguish
the life of the helpless creature then
robbed of the store it toiled all the
ter,

'i

;

summer

to gather.

When we come

on down to this cenchange from the man
gathering the harvest with the old
tury,

we

see the

style hand-sickle, to that of the present times, with the farmer in his
broad acres of golden grain with selfbinding reaper, doing the work of
many men under the old style, and
saving much hard labor and doing
all other branches
of
mechanical
work by rapid machinery, and the
beholder is led to exclaim, " What an
age of improvements !"
But turn one glimpse to the apiary
and we readily see the minds of the
bee-keepers have not been dormant
during this age of improvements.
Instead of the old log-gums about the
fence-corners, we see the large lawns
filled with beautiful, painted, movable-comb hives of various styles;
the need of first taking the life of
the bee before the honey is secured,
is done away with.
Again, we notice the extractor, by
which the honey is taken out of the
combs by centrifugal force, and the
empty combs may be returned, and
the bees can refill them several times
while they could build new combs.
;

for the apiary are too

numerous

to

mention. Still, with all the vast improvements, I believe that bee-culture
yet only in

its

infancy.

Wapakoneta,*o Ohio.
Translated from the German Bien^n-Zeitung, by
Alfred Neighbour.

Winter Temperature

for Bees.

DR. DZIERZON.
In winter all nature is in a state of
complete repose. In a beehive also
almost everything is perfectly quiet
then. In a state of torpor our favorites await the time when the sun will
again rise higher in the sky and returning spring awakens them to new
activity.

But every colony does not awaken
from its slumber; many communities
never return to life again. It all depends whether the bee-keeper has
done his duty in making judicious
and careful arrangements for wintering his colonies safely. Although bee-

keepers are pretty well agreed as to
the requirements and conditions of
wintering bees, the greatest ignorance
still exists as to what should be the
temperature in the hive while the
bees are at rest in winter. One beekeeper, for example, says that the
hive should be constructed in such a
way as not to allow the temperature
in its interior at any time to fall to
the freezing-point or below. Another
bee-master expresses his admiration
at bees being able to withstand the
cold when the temperature inside the
hive is at the freezing-point or even
lower, whilst a temperature of .52^
Falir. is sufficient to chill or

them outside the

hives were constructed to retain the
heat, not only was the inner surface
of the doors and sides of the hives
covered with hoar frost, but the combs
also; whilst the bees, even at the edge
of the cluster, enjoyed a temperature
of at least •5-1-', as otherwise they
would have passed into a state of tor-

por and died.
Bees, in

whose economv the most

profound wisdom

is marjifest in order
the old regime. One to preserve their strength and to save
the old system of honey, do not, of course, maintain a

keeping bees would have to keep
about 7,000 colonies to equal the
modern man with 1,000. Otherequally
important improvements in supplies

is
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hive.

benumb

Both appear

to be of the erroneous opinion that all
the parts of a bee-hive are heated by
bees in a similar way as a room is
heated by a stove.

higher degree of temperature than is
absolutely necessary for their existence, but a mucli higher degree of
temperature, whether natural or artificial, does not affect their well-being,
as is shown by their thriving in
Brazil, where they enjoy during the
time of repose, a temperature not of
.54", but of lOO'J and above.
Just as
with us, so rest in the bee-hive is entirely dependent of the height of the
mercury.
Their rest is conditional.
It makes no difference whether the
cessation of vegetation be caused by
severe cold or excessive heat.
Tlie view, therefore, which Pastor
Schonfeld defended at the time when
the dispute was going on as to
whether bees should be kept warm or
cool in winter, and according to which
view a certain degree of cold is necessary in order that bees may be kept
in undisturbed repose and survive the
winter in good condition, is altogether
fallacious.
It is their instinct, a custom which has become a second nature to them, because there are no
flowers to be deprived of their honey
or to be fertilized, which keeps the
bees from making fruitless excursions,
occasional flights to cleanse themselves always excepted, and induces
them to keep perfectly quiet even
during the most inviting days in
autumn and winter. In 1S33-34 there
was really no winter at all. On the
coldest dav, Jan. 0, the mercury stood
at 13J^" Fahr. below the freezingThe hazel flowered in Janpoint.
uary, and the gooseberry in February.
Winter, as it were, was succeeded by
spring, and the bees wintered admirably. Last year the winter was likewise tolerably endurable, and consequently the bees wintered satisfactorily. I wonder whether a bee-keeper
ever complained of a winter being
too mild, and wished for colder
weather for the sake of his bees.
Every one who is concerned about his
colonies wishes the frost a thousand
miles away.

Convention Notices.

When

a colony is dispersed over the
whole of the interior, the temperature no doubt is pretty well equalized;
but when the temperature is falling
and the bees crowd together to form
a thick, round cluster, they impart
just as little heat to the empty or unoccupied space of their hive as a person wrapped up in his bed warms the
room, because in both cases the radiation of heat from the warm body is
so insignificant as to be altogether incapable of restoring the external loss
of heat. After the thermometer had
shown IS-* Fahr. of frost for some
days, I found that, however well the

{S~ The

4th semi-annual meeting- of the

Wabash County Bee-Keepers" Association

heM

at North Manchester, lud., oa
iss."), in the G. A. K. Hall. Union
Block. First session at 10 a. m. All beekeepers are cordially invited to be present.
J. J. M.iRTiN, Sec.

will

be

Oct. 10,

iPW The Western Bee- Keepers' Associaits fourth annual meeting: in
Independence, Mo., on Thursday and Friday,
tion will hold

and 11, 188.'). The Association will
endeavor to make this the most interesting:
meeting yet held, and will spare no pains
Oct. 10

within its means to make it valuable to all.
Several of our most prominent bee-keepers
have signified their intention to be present.
C.

M. Cbasdall, Sec.

—

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

of Meeting.

Sept. 23, 24.— Kentucky State at Covington. Ky.
J. T. Counley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.
*ct.

1.— Southern Iltlnois, at Duquoin.

Ilia.

n. Kennedy, Sec, Duquoin,

F.

Ills.

Oct. 2.— Union, at Dexter. Iowa.
M. E. Darby. Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
Oct. 10.— Wabash County, at N. Manchester, Ind.
J. J. Martin. Sec. N. Manchester, ind.

Oct.

10,

11.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec. Independence. Mo.

Oct. 15.— Progressive, at
J.

Macomb,

Ills.

G. Norton. Sec,

Macomb, Ills.

e.— N. J. & Eastern, at Trenton, N. J.
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec. 16 Thomas St., N. Y.

Nov.

5.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit, Mich.
U. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton. Mich.

Dec 8— 10.— North American,
W.

at Detmit. Mich.
Z. Hutchinson. Sec, Rogei sville, Mich.

Dec. 8-in.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Hogersviiie, Micb,

season was fair up to about July 15,
when a cold wave from the North
stopped the secretion of nectar right
in the midst of a heavy basswood
bloom. There is plenty of forage
now, and there has been for about 3
weeks, but the weather is too cold. I
will get no fall honey if it does not
turn warmer.
I have taken about
1,800 pounds of extracted honey, and
there is perhaps 1,000 pounds more on
the hives.but it perhaps will have to be
used for winter stores if the weather
does not get better.
I increased my
apiary to 87 colonies.
I will unite
some of them. I am selling extracted
honey at 12 cents per pound. I would
like to see bee-men looking more to
their interest. All should enroll their
names in the " Union."
Poisonous Wild Honey.— W. G.Fish,
Ithaca,© N. Y., writes as follows
:

tW~ In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

forward full partlculara of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

Buckwheat Honey-Crop a failure.—
G. C.Greiner, Naples,+oN.Y.,on Sept.
2, 1885,

:
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1885.

:

says

:

The past two weeks have decided
the buckwheat hoiiey-crop of this season to be a failure. It has been rainy
most of tlie time, with cold, north
winds prevailing. It was the time
buckwheat passed its most honeyproducing period, and bees had hardly
a chance to fly in this time. As we
have no later honey source of any
consequence,

the honey-season is
ended for this year; the "result is expressed in the following sentence
full basswood crop, but very little
dark honey. The season's experience
has strengthened the belief.which I
expressed a few years ago in the Bee
Journal, that if all our three honeysources while clover, basswood and
buckwheat— should yield full crops
in one season, the product of a single
colony would undoubtedly reach a
thousand pounds.
:

A

The following item, from the New
Yoik Times needs some explanations
"Mrs. .T. Dukefl, of Branchville. S. C, cave a
negro servant 91 mie wild himey on which her four
sons dined. Airimst as soon as they had eaten it
they complained of blindness and dizziness. In
ten minutes one was dead, and within half an
hour two more had died. By this time the report
of the affair had reached Mrs. Dultes. Her entire
Lamily were just experiencing the first symptoms
of the trouble from wliich tlie netjroes iiad died.
Dr. Ott was sent for. and by applvina antidotes
the family was saved, after great suffering. Kxaraination of the lioney showed tliat it was impregnated witli gelsemium, from yellow jessamine, which has been the cause of many deaths
heretofore of persons eating wild honey."

oughly dissolved,

I

will

fill

the jar

bottom upwards over a
IJ^-inch hole in the honey-board, and

and turn

it

if a strong colony, will remove it in about twelve hours. I will
feed about 20 pounds to each colony.
I do not believe in late feeding, for
bees that are fed late will die before
spring, imless the winter is very
favorable.

the bees,

Gathering Honey Fast.— F. H. Kennedy, Duquoin,? Ills., on Sept. 9,
1885, says
There are only a very few in this
locality who take an interest in beeThis season had been a
keeping.
verv bad one until the rain we had on
Aug. 22.
The bees are gathering
:

honey fast now.
Cellars for Bees.— Franklin P. Stiles,
Haverhill, (^ Mass., on Sept. 9,1885,
writes
cellar, which is very large and
quite wet, contains a furnace which
is usually run from the last of October to the first of May. As I am
thinking of testing this cellar for wintering bees, I would like to have,
through the Bee Jouunal, the suggestions of any one having experience
in that direction.

My

Convention Notices.

Do bees

gather honey that is poisonous y or is this honey not poisonous
i^~ The Southern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
to bees, but will poison persons ? The Association will hold a meeting- in Duquoin,
Ills.,
on Thursday, Oct. 1, WHr,, at 10 a. m.
article states
that the honey was
F. H. Kennedy, Sec.
gathered by wild bees. Do not domes- All are invited.
ticated bees gather honey from the
The Union Bee-Keepers' Association
same blossoms ? If so, is it not danof Western Iowa will meet on Friday. Oct. 2,
gerous to keep bees in localities where 188."). at De.xter. Iowa. All tiee-keepers are
poisonous honey- plants grow
cordially invited to be present.

^~

'f

M. E. D.VRBY, Sec.

LYes domesticated bees will sometimes, when hard pressed for pasturage, gather honey which, if eaten, is
;

poisonous to human beings. History
tells us that Xenophon's army of
10.000, when
near Trebizond, obtained some poisonous honey, and
were attacked with vomiting and
purging, and the ground was covered
with their bodies, like a field after a
battle. They were unconscious for 24
hours, but then recovered. Mountain
Cold Weather, tlie Season, etc.— W. laurel, and its allies, are the usual
C. Nutt, Newton,© Iowa, on Aug. 29, sources from which poisonous honey
188.5, writes
Where these laurels are
is gathered.
Last fall I put my bees into winter found, bees should not be kept. Ed.]
quarters from Nov. 20 to a few days
before Christmas, and of the 2.5 coloFeeding Bees for Winter.— Henry
nies put into the cellar just before
Christmas, almost all were lost, and Alley, Wenham,(5 Mass., on Sept. 7,
the combs were very moldy. The cel- 1885, writes
lar was dry, with the temperature
Bees have gathered no honey here
from oS^ to 45° above zero. I found since July 10, though we have four
that about 90 colonies were alive acres of buckwheat in the same held
upon taking them out of the cellar that our bees are kept. We must feed
about April 1. I moved them as I in order to carry the bees through the
got time, about 18 miles.
I do not winter.
I shall commence feeding toknow that moving hurt them any, but day, using for a feeder a two-quart

—

:

tS~ The Kentucky State

Bee-Keepers' Society will meet in Walker Hall, at Coving-ton,
Ky., on Sept. 23 and 24, 188."). The Reverend
L. L. Langstroth is e.vpeeted to be present,
and all bee-keepers are invited to attend.
J. T. CONNLEY, Sec.

tS~ The

Progressive Bee-Keepers' Asso-

Western Illinois, will meet at Macomb, Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 1.5. 1S8.">. Let
everybody come and have an enjoyable time.
ciation, of

Good speakers are expected.
G. Norton, Sec.

.1.

New Jersey and Eastern BeeIW TheAssociation
having accepted an

Keepers'

meet with the Mercer County
Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
hold their semi-annual convention in
the Grand Jury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Frida.v,
Nov. 5 and 6, 1885, at 10 a. m. A full attendance of the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our vocation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arrangements have secured hotel accommodations at reduced rates.
invitation to
will

Wm.

B.

Treadwell,

Sec.

:

some

them were quite weak in Mason fruit-jar, removing the glass
bees, and the season being cold and cap and putting in its place a tin one
backward, they became reduced to with about 20 small holes made in it;
of

who

intend to be systematic in
should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
i^9~ All

their

work

in the apiary,

:

For
"

"

colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)
.'iO

$1 00
12.")

1

M

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
about .5.5 colonies, with which to be- the food will be granulated sugar and still keep the record all together in one
gin the season about June 1.
The syrup, and when the sugar is thor- book, and are therefore the most desirable

;
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Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat

Honey and Beeswax Market.

OF THE
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town and

villaife,
t

city,

Honey" (only
cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a dkmand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
.'>()

(

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey
up to this hour

and beeswax received

:

:

CHICAGO.

Sing-le copy, 6 cts.
per doz., 40 cts. per
comb honey are coratnd
more freely, und the demand 1b iioout equal to It. hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will he sent
Yet 10c per pound is all that c»n be obtutnud. postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
Extracted )niney rariKes ironi CK<iiic for the differ- On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
ent urades and styles ot packages.
desired, on the cover-pagre, "Presented by,"
BEESWAX-2.:w)i';ic.
etc. (giving- the name and address of the beeH. A. Bdhnett. 161 South Water 8t.
keeper who scatters them).

HONEY— Kecelpta

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, lU.
Weekly,

»3

a year

ALFRED

;

H.

Monthly.

SO cents.

NEWMAN,

no chanfre in the market, to
had 8"me new Vermont white
clover honey In l-lb. sections, which is very fine.
'i'here is a laree crop in thai State. Prices remain
Knr l-tb. seolions, i6(c!)'Kc.; f«>r2-lbs.,
as fdllows
I4(«i(ic. There is little or no sale for extracted.
speak

:

BEESWAX.—30 CIS. per lb.
Blake & HiPLicr, 57 Chatham

Street.

Preserve your papers

for reference.

you have no BI>1>EK we will mail you
one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.
If

NEW
HONEY.— There
market.

^prccial Notices.
SPEOIAIi NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,
the price of the Weekly Bee Journal will
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we
have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing- the Weekly Bee Journal, at the very
low price of one dollar a yeai*. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading- beepaper of the World •
New subsei'ibers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1886, for $1.25.
Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of next year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
in the mail-list type will be made by Oct. 1.
!

To Correspondents. — It

;

is

We have

ut.

Business Manager.

UB

;

BOSTON.

HONEY.— There

Pkopuietors,

of

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

writing to this othce. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOlfice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to g-ive the address we have on our list.

^^~ If your wrapper-label reads Sept. 85,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once.
Bees and Poultry— But few out-door
pursuits go so well tog-ether as bees and
poultry. Give the poultry the necessary
attention in the morning- and evening, and
give the bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poultry Journal (price $1.^5) and the Weekly
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
papers for about the price of one.

is

YORK.
not much change

The nnw crup

is

in the
corainir in quite freely,

and 18 sellinK readily at the following prices:
Fancy white clover, in i-lb. secti'tns, I4"tl5 cents
;

the same in 2-lb. sections. ]2(,itl3c fair to gnnd,
inland2li). sections, i(w*I Ic; tancy buckwheat,
in l-lb. sections. iKViiL'c.; the same In 2-lb. secExtracted, white clover, ti'aTc.
tions, sifK n 'c.
buckwheat, r>(96c.
;

I^" Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

BEESWAA-Prime yellow. 25(^28C.
McCAUL & HlLDKETH BKOS., 84 HadSOD St.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— No change has taken

placein the genthe market. Demand is shtw for
extracted honey with an abundiinceon the market. Depression in other branches of busine'^B,
and low prices have their bearing upon honey.
Better prices will, in my et-t mation. nut be obtained until a general revival of business takes
placH
our most ardent desires to the conlraiy
notwithstanding. Custom has lo be made, even at
the short crifp of this season, -^njall loteonlyof
new comb honey make their appearance, and are
sold readily. Vet demand i^ slow in proportion.
eral feature

;

Extracted

honey

comb htmey

brings 4(«8c on arrival, and

Ihc in a jobbiny way.
la in fair demand, itnd arrivals are
good.
pay 2(i.a24c forgood yellow.
P. S. The tollowing explanatnm in regard to
markets seems to be
order to post some bee-

choice

The National Bee -Keepers' Union.

<»f

li*'"-

MEMTtERS RECEIVED SINCE LAST ISSUE.
AspinwaM, Jno..
Brown, A. .1.,
Camp. G. W.,
Chapman, B.,
Cliik»nger. bJarlle.

Decker.

('.

K.,

Knke, Wm..
FalHoner.
H;irt. K.

,1.,

M

.

Jackson, Andrew,
Kinough,.I.M.,

Muth.C.

F.,

Osburn, A. W..
Perkin.", Nelson,
Smith, Mrs. Martha,
Treadwell. W. B.,
Twining. M. J.,
Wurlh, Dan.,
-

Hobler, Geo.,

BEKiSWAX—

We

m

keepers and fave them irom disappointments.
When quoting prices "on arrival," 1 mean to say
that honey will bring about the price quoted, or
that a figure within the range given, will appear
reasonable or acceptnbie to a purchaser. 1 quote
as nearly as possible the price at which I am Duying and selling. I do not mean to say that purchasers are waitint; f(.ir the arrival oth(meyMnd
are anxious to buy at those prices quoted, nor
that am willing u> pay th^se pri» es on arrival lor
all the honey that may be shipped here. This
latter would require a larger capital than I and
two more of t le largest dealers in America possess. It IS unpleiisitnt for u** to be (tver-run with
honey for which i will not pay on arrival, unless
agreement has been umde previous to shipment.
C. F. MCTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
I

SAN FKANCI8C0.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite Hsht, with

a probaof BO continuing thrtmeh the balance of (he
season. There is some inquiry for bet-t qualities,
with a firm mnrkel for the same. Quotations are
as follows: Wi ite to extra white ci-mb. H-lic;
dark to good. 5f"Mc. Extracted, white liquid,.'^)®-'.'^
cts.; linht amber colored, 4)^{i^&c.; amberand canbility

died. 4!4c.

BEEbWAX.-Quotable at 23@25c.. wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & Co.. 42a Front Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY. -The new crop is beginning

to arrive
is setlinT) at 14
lo cts. per lb. f'-r choice l-lb.
sections. Old hont-y is very dull-none selling although freely t)ffere(i at lU" I2 cts. Extracted, as
usual i^ not in demand in our tMarket.

and

BEESWAX.-2Uca,22

cts.

per

lb.

KKAUku lio Ontario Street.
KANSAS CITY.

A. C.

HONEY.— Considerable new honey Is coming In
is readily taken at the following prices
14(§1!0
I2'.i i:ic. for choice
cents for choice l-lb. sections
2-1 bs.
H'l^'^ii ic. for choice ('alifornia 2-ibs.
and
H^iic. for off Itfts. Extracted is moving freely at
4(«.6c. fcjr Miss., La., una Tex. honey; 5Cat>c. for
good buckwheat and oiher similar kinds; «m7c.
for chi'ice white clover HUd basswood, and lor
choice California white sage.
and

gidxjcrtiscmcuts.

WE

are now in the market, and will bo
during the entire seaBou, tor all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, it a siunple is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford. We
will handle beeswa.\ the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this depart-

ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of combhoney must be a full case,
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
whether we buy or not.
CLEMOINS, CLOON A: CO.,
36A17t
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Z. HUTCHINSOBT,
W.RogersTllle,
Genesee
Co., Uloli.,

CANstill

furnish Italian queens, bred from
the best of mothers, and reared in full
colonies. Single queen, $1.00 si.\ for $3.00;
twelve, or more, 7.5 cts. each. Tested queens
$:2.00 each. Make money orders payable at
;

Flint.

.'JTAtf

:

;

;

:

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
To 2:ive anray a copy of " Honey as Food
Conventions, etc.
Price
and Medicine" to every one who buys a
50 cents eacti, by mail, postpaid.
package of honey, will sell almost any quanWe want one number each of the Bee
THOmAS G.
& SON,
tity of it.
Journal of August, 1866^February, 1867, 923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL

BEESWAX.

Slowat2iKu.2.=i.

Clemun8,Cloon & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.

^^

NEWMAN
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LOS ANGELES.
HOMES

IN

SO UT H K K
CALIFOKNIA.

IV

"Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime,
The fields are florid with unfadinii prime;
From the ble:ik pole no winds Inclement blow,
Mould the round hiiil or flake the fleecy snow;
But from the breezv deep the bless'd inhale.
The fragrant murmurs of the western nale."

Bee-Hives, Sections

& Honey-Boxes

flEAT REDUCTION
iind large consvimers will find
DEALERS
to their interest to write us for special
it

stockinor-up prices— either for
future delivery.

LEWIS

O. R.

<fc

present or

CO.,

WATERTOWN,

34ABtf

WIS.

—Homer.

information concerning the carden spot

of the world, beautiful 1A)S ANGKLKS. the
FULL*
LIVELIEST ANr> MOST PKOSPEKOUS SECTION

OP THE Pacific coast, fumiehed br the

Angeles \l(--l,l,, IIS^p-ai. " ^"^"'"I'^th
column WP.RKV
rrOT 1*^^*^"- ^^^
best weeKly »»»'»''»'J "»">"» in Caiiforna
Bend for it. Single copy, three two-cent stamps;
six months. !S1 ; one year, !#3.
J,os

M

73

THE TIMES-MIRROR

Address
25AI3t

CO..

Los Angeles.

Calif.

FOLDING

PAPER-BOXES.

Bee-keepers who desire to put their honey

on the marki't
ner, should

iii^r

the most attractive
the Foldiii<r Paper

in

QUEENS
AT REDUCED PRICES.

will
to the scarcity of mouoy,
OWING
SELL AVarrantedQueeiis at S8.00
I

per dozen. Tivo dozen lor $15.00.
SOABtf J. T. WILSON, Nicholasville, Ky.

BEES SALE
for

HEATER,
COLUM RUS, NERR.

inRS. J. N.
35A3t

in presents given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in wurk that
will at once brinK you in mone? faster than anythinK else in America, All about the fjm.iKMt in
Agents wanted everypresents with each bo X.
where, of either sex, o f all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hallett & Co.
Bured. Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
SlAIy

Tl

PS

J'S^

t>

3

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars. Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Apply

IHAS.

to

Freeman 4 Central

^"Send

Ave..

F.
-

lOc. for Practical

etc.

MUTH,
CINCINNATI.

O.

Uinta to Bee-Keepera.

MNew
Chromo

Style, Embossed Hidden Name and
Visiting Cards, no 2 alike, name on.
packs * 1 warranted beat sold. Samp)ebook.4c. L. J0NES&CO..Naa8au,N. Y.
10c. . 13

llAly

;

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

PAIL.

new

size of our Tapering
Honey I'ails isof uniform design
with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle, -making it very convenient
tn carry. It is well-made and, when
tilled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, tliat can

'HIS

r

Ije

cun-uiiii-Ts will

sold

buy

a handsume toy

cents or less. Many
order tn give the children

f<tr L'n

It

pail.

in

PBIC£i

"73

dozen, or iS5.00 per lOO.

cent* per

XHOS. G. NEWJTIAN 6c SON,
fle3&925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Fruit-Farm

& Apiary

FOR SALE CHEAP!
ACRES, hill-land, M well-stocked with apples.
Qf*
«y\J peaches, pears, plumw, quinces, grapes, and
email fruit, in tine bearing condition. The remainder In pasture, grasc. grain, etc. Apiary contains

COLONIES

140 ITAI^IAN
in l.nngstroth
liives.
Bee-house and all modern appliances for
apiculture. In as good location frtr bee." and honey
as can be found, (iood in-roum ht^iuse, beautifully
located, C"iTinj»nding a view of the city, river and
surrounding country. New barn andout-bulldings,
cistern, never-falling springs, etc.
lieason for

celling— age and ill-health.
3.3AGt
s. A. STILLMAN,

LOUISIANA, MO.

man-

Rox.

Head what the Editor of this paper says conceruing- this box, on page 5:u. Sample box,
by mail, 5 cts. Send for circular and prices.
GEO. T. HAMMOND,
35Atf BROCKPORT, Monroe Co., N. Y.

®

s
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An Accident is reported by the Advocate,

WEEKLY EDITION

Piper City,

OF THE

Ills.

It

says

:

A calf belonginff to J. C. More, turned over
a hive of bees.
The infuriated bees, after
people rij^lit and left, crossed
the road and attacked in a body the gray
mare of E. H. Brooks, used by him in running- the horse-power at the creamery, and
within a short time they had her down
writhiufr in the agonies of death. She was
blimi, ;nni instead of fleeing from her pursuers, she only ran round and round till the
bees liud linished their vindictive work.
sting-ing

595

ing all the time.
Had there been a great
flow of honey, the brood-nest would have
been filled with honey to its exclusion.

Lamentable I^rnoranee, says Prof.
Cook, causeil Mr. Powers to sue Mr. Freeborn for trespass, because he avers that the
bees are detrimental t(j his sheep. The Professor, in the Philadelphia Press, adds
:

Mr. P. notices that his sheep run from the
clover to the fence corners. Who has not
noticeil the same thing in the summer when
The bees very naturally resented the that ilri';iiled enemy, the sheep bot-fly (Estriw
turning over of their house but vigorous ovisi attempts to attach its eggs to the nose
measures should have been instituted at of the sheep ? Ignorant of the true cause,
this Wisconsin shepherd blames the bees,
once to prevent such a disaster. Smoke or and thus brings suit against Mr.F. for heavywater could have been used to great advan- damages.
Perhaps no point in science is more fully
tage—but perhaps the apiarist was an " old
proven than that bees are of great value in
fogy," or absent.
fertilizing such flowers as they visit tor pollen and nectai-. If Mr. Powers understood
Tlie
Pliaeelia presents
modest the case aright, he would feel very kindly
a
looking spike of flowers. Most of the varie- towards Mr. F. and his bees, and would,
instead of prosecuting, kill the fattest and
ties are blue, though there are some white,
plumpest lamb in the flock and send it as a
and all are hardj' annuals. Still, we believe just reward to Mr. Freeborn.
there is a species in California that lives for
\VIiat a
oan do, is illustrated
several years ere it dies.
For a garden
by the following from a local paper in Sheboygan County, Wis. Mrs. Hills is a student
of the Bee Joub.val, and one of the most
progressive apiarists
;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Sept. 23, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 38.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

Woman

:

Tlie Convention at Independence, Mo.,
will be held on Oct. 15 and 16, instead of the

Mrs.

'.

For $1.25 we

will send the Weekly Bee
new subscribers from now until
the end of 1885— over 15 months. Now is
the time to subscribe. The sooner it is done
the more iieiv subscribers will get for the
money.

Journal

A

to

party of gentlemen, while

fishing in

the waters of the Oconee, Georgia, one day
during the past week, found a big tree in
the form of a large cypress. After cutting
it down, it was ascertained that the hollow
near the top contained something like a
hundred pounds of honey.

Belore frettlna Ions; about what market to take your honey to, try the home
market. Put your product up in an attractive shape, offer it at the neighboring
stores for a reasonably paying price, and

you

will

And

warrant.— Ex.

customers

enough,

we'll

her genteel and cozy
the hill, overlooking a considerable
portion of the village, although much given
to botanical and kindred studies, combines
with her sesthetic occupations and housekeeping, a utilitarian pursuit which deserves
more than passing notice. Just how she
became on friendly terms with the " little
busy bee," we are not advised, but she has
evidently formed a pleasant and profitable
compact with the little workers, both parties
seeming to relish the arrangement. Mrs.
Hills, with but slight aid from her husband
(whose business demands his full time), has
established and perfected an apiary that is a
credit to her genius, taste and patience. She
now has a steady demand for both extracted
and comb honey, and the genteel packages
used, as well as the quality of the contents,
has much to do with the popularity of the
goods. The extracted honey is placed for
sale in neat, covered tin-pails, small and
large, as needed ; and the comb honey is
prepared by the bees in one-pound square
frames, and these sections are placed by
Mrs. H. in packages of heavy paper with
tape-bail, the same as used by first-class
confectioners for their candies. 'These latter
packages are simply " too sweet for anything."
We advise our readers with a
"sweet tooth" to give Mrs. Hill's apiary a
Hills, at

home on

date heretofore given. The Secretary made
a mistake when " consulting the calendar."

Anollier Suit is commenced against the
bees for damages said to be done by them to
grapes. The Bee-Keepers' Union will help
but its limited number of members is very
discouraging. But few realize the danger

Henry

plant it possesses little to recommend it to a
place among our other flowers. Atditferent
times it has been highly spoken of in the
bee-periodicals as a plant for bee-pasturage,
and from California, where several varieties
grow in great profusion, we learn that It is
of value to the bees, as it blooms in early
spring. The engraving is from Vick's Floral
Guide, Kochester, N. Y.

Honey is used in
is

making gold

Here

ink.

a receipt given by the Toledo Blade

:

Genuine gold leaf is rubbed with honey on
a plate of agate or ground glass by means of
a flat pestle, until the whole presents a uniform mass, in which no distinct particles of
gold can be recognized. This mass is carefully removed into a vessel with water,
which will dissolve the honey and leave the
gold in an extremely disintegrated state
behind. The water has, accordingto the size
of the vessel, to be removed twice or three
times, when all the saccharine matter will

trial.

Dr. Talmadge lately preached a sermon
" And they gave him a
from this text
The remaining piece of a ^loiicy-com'/. "—Luke '24:42. The
gold is then mi.xed with a sufficient quantity
of a solution of gumarabic, shaken well, and following are a few of his salient points
is ready for use. The writing is to be rubbed,
We are told, in the last chapter of Luke,
:

have been washed away.

:

after drying, with a Hat piece of ivory, when
it will present the lustre of pure gold. Silver
ink is prepared in the same way, from silver

inontlily subscribers will, no doubt, be leaf.
delighted at the prospect of getting the
Tliere lias been a partial failure of
Weekly for a dollar a year. Believing that
lioiiey (says Mrs. L. Harrison in the Prairie
they will prefer a Weekly at that price, we
Farmei-) in the North and West, this season.
shall discontinue the Monthly edition at the
In some parts of Michigan and Wisconsin
end of the present year, and those who have
large quantities of honey were obtained
paid for any portion of next year will have
from basswood, but in other parts no honey
credit on the Weekly pro 7-ataforall amounts
was gathered. White clover honey has been
duo them on the Monthly.
almost an entire failure, owing to cool
Double up weak colonies for winter. weather,during its blooming. In this locality
Two of such when united will consume but (Peoria Co., Ills.), during the month of
little more honey than one would if win- August, there have been abundant showers,
tered alone. Weak colonies will consume and vegetation is green and flourishing, but
much more honey than strong ones, to en- the weather has resembled October in cooldeavor to keei> up the necessary heat. When ness. Bees, in all localities heard from, have
doubled \ip the enlarged population sup- been able to make a living, and a little more,
plies much of the necessary warmth. There and are strong in numbers— hives are uniis no economy in trying to winter weak
versally running over with bees. There has
colonies.
been honey enough to keep up brood-rear-

that they brought a Jumey-eomb to Jesus. He
ate it. It must have been refreshing to Him
after the abstinence of the grave.
Jesus says in the Canticles to the Church :
" Thy lips drop as with the hiniey-comb.**
Jesus will accept that which we bring to
Him. There is as much honey now for Christ
as there was in the time of the disciples.
A glorious banquet has been spread. He
tells you and me to go out and invite the
people to come to it. Oh, that now we might
bring the honey-comb of a grateful service
When they shall come from the East and
from the West, from the North and from the
South, a great multitude that no man can
number, standing around about the throne,
there will be a circle of martyrs and apostles,
a circle of all the redeemed, a circle of the
loved ones who have died in Jesus
Oh,
that will be the anthem of redeemed ! That
will be the Sabbath of the ages, and the
trees of the heavenly wood, like the forests
of Ephraim, shall drop with /i07jey, and
Jesus, like Jonathan of old, may dip his
sceptre into it.
I

!

Heavy Rains
great

damage

in

England,

last

week, did

to outstanding crops.

——

—

—

——
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fertile queens, and both queens were
killed. I never knew bees to destroy
the cells and then swarm ; though
they sometimes swarm before cells

are started.— G.

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

W. Demaree.

of the bees, though the cells do look
small. The impression is abroad that
bees do not grow any after they cut
out of the cells, but I think a little
observation will satisfy anybody that

the young bee "plumps out"" conwithout being siderably after it hatches. I have
examinaspot, and making an
seen "wee bits" of bees that were
tion (and ofttimes they cannot then)
unnaturally small, but the fault was
of the condition and surroundings,
not with the combs. G.W.Demaree.
why our bees do these curious things.
I have known one instance of a
In the above no positive answer can
be given. 2. The answer to No. 1 colony of bees living in a hive for 30
years
witliout re-queening or other
will apply here. It is easy to guess,
but the conundrum is a hard one. J. attention, and did well until the hard
winter of 1880-81. The bees were as
E. Pond, Jr.
large as any, and the combs were still
1. Either strange bees mixed with
serviceable, but very black and heavy.
the swarm and stung her, or she was I should
say that nice, straight combs
very old or maimed, and the bees might be used for 20 years to advanwished to get rid of her, or both. tage.— Dr. G. L. Tinker.
The latter is one pvolilic cause of
I cannot answer this question to a
swarms from swarms, 2. You say
that in all these hives the bees de- certainty, but I have combs now in
stroyed the queen-cells before leav- use that were built in 1870, and I do
ing." Likely, then, your swarms all not see but that they are as good now
contained
young,
unfecundated as ever. It is true that the broodqueens such queens are not as toler- cells grow smaller each year, owing
Your to the slight cocoon lining left by the
able as fecundated queens.
swarms were thoroughly mixed. emerging bees, but I have not found
Either new hive contained bees fiom any bad results therefrom. I should
both old colonies. No matter whether use combs as long as they were in
both queens were in one hive or not, good condition and no longer within any case every unfertile queen out regaid to age. Bees will winter
would be among strange bees, and better on old, than on new combs. J.
"hailing" and killing might be ex- E. Pond, Jr.
pected. There might have been sevYour
eral queens with each swarm.
Using Combs Containing Pollen.
swarms were likely second-swarms, or
first swarms with young queens.
Query, No. 116.— Is it policy to give to
1.

No

one can

tell,

on the

" Balling " Queens.

Query, No. 114.— 1.

I

bad a swarm issue

in lialf an hour after being
hived, tile l>ees " balled " and killed their queen.

from n first swarm, and

Why did

they do so

?

had two cases where two swarms issued, one
after another, and settled together. In one case I
laid a cloth down, and on each side of it 1 put a
brood-chauiber of a LauKstroth hive. 1 shook the
bees on the cloth, between the hives, letting them
go into which ever hive they chose, foon after
they had occupied the two hives, 1 saw those in
one of them " balling " a queen. 1 concluded that
the two queens had gone into one hive, and took
her out and put her into the other hive: but there
she was "balled" again and killed. In alt these
hives tlie bees had destroyed the queen-cells
2. I

before leaving.

Why did

the bees act so strangely?

—A. Johnston.

;

from one swarm may
have " balled " the queen of the other

The bees

swarm.— W.

—

Z.

Hutchinson.

think they must have had more
than one queen. I have known five
queens to go out with a swarm. PosI

—

two swarms united, and so one
A plurality of
queen was killed.
queens may also account for the second case.— Pkof. A. J. Cook.
Bees do not act according to any James IIeddon,
custom or rule, but different circumstances cause them to act quite difsibly

ferently. Were all the facts known
in each case, their actions would not
appear strange. Du. G. L. Tinker.

—

very difficult to decide on such
cases, but the cause in each instance
there were some
is probably that
Somestrange bees with the swariu.
times two swanus unite without the
apiarist's knowledge, and the bees of
the one kill the queen of the other.—
Dadant & Son.
1. Sometimes they seem to do this
as a mere freak. 2. It would be nothing remarkable for a queen to be
" balled " by bees of the other colony,
and afterward, if freed, she might be
" balled " even by her own bees. Both
kinds of bees were of course in each
It is

hive.— Dr. C. C. Miller.
1. As
a rule, queens are only
" balled " under such circumstances
when a few strange bees get in with
The bees "balled"
2.
the swarm.
the queen for the cause given above,
and the killing of her was owing to
her being put into the hive which had
the other queen. As to the destroying of the queen-cells before leaving,
1 should want farther knowledge of
the subject to answer correctly.-G.

M. DOOLITTLE.
1. The swarm was caused by a

de-

on the part of the bees to supersede the old queen, and failing in tills,
they murdered her and went back
home. I have seen something that
looked like this on several occasions.
2. The bees were mixed in both liives,
and both queens were likely to be
" balled."
I knew one case where
two swarms were united, both having
sire

—

—

Age

of Brood

and Extracting Combs.

bees to clean, combs that have much dry, bard
pollen In them ? I liave noticed that they are
obliged to tear the comb completely away and
build new, thus causing much labor.— Hillsdale.

No; soak them in water and then
extract.— Dr. G. L. Tinker.
have some that have been used for three or four
If the bees are obliged to tear the
years, yet the cells seem very small.— W. B. D.
comb down, it would be better to
melt the combs into wax. Usually
I have combs in my apiary that
bees can remove the bee-bread withhave been in use for the past twelve out destroying the combs. ^\. Z.
years, and as far as I can see they are Hutchinson.
as good as new.— G. M. Doolittle.
I should prefer to melt up the combs
I have heard of combs that have
and give the bees foundation to be
been in use for 40 years. In the 8 drawn out into new combs. Prof. A.
years that I have kept bees, I have J. Cook.
not noticed that the cells in any of
If such combs are soaked in tepid
the combs have become smaller.— W.
water until the pollen is soft, and
Query, No. 115. — For how many years

are combs

lit

for use, for brood

and for extracting?

I

Z.

Hutchinson.
after shaking out the water they are
have good combs that have been saturated with sweetened water, the

I

—

1-5 years.
Prof. A. J. Cook. bees
will
clean them.
G. W.
Ordinarily they are good for 10 years Dejiaree.
Tliey do, when the pollen is spoiled or
or more.— Dadant & Son.
but if it is well preserved they
I do not know, yet I suppose I must soured
have some not far from 20 years old, do not destroy it.— Dadant & Son.
but I have never noticed that they
So far as my experience goes, it
were the worse for it. I do not see pays to let the bees clean the combs.
how they could ever be too old for —James IIeddon.
extracting.— Dr. C. C. Miller.
Pollen only gets in this condition
I should not try
I have used combs for extracting after getting moldy.
with good success for lo years, and to use it if many cells were filled with
perhaps some for 15 years, that would it.— G. M. Doolittle.
contain brood some of the time. I
I have seen combs filled with poldo not know how old brood-combs len in such condition that the bees
must be to become worthless. I have had to tear down the whole of the
some 7 or 8 years old that appear to be cell walls, leaving nothing but the
septa.— Dr. C. C. JIiller.
as good as ever. James IIeddon.
Combs used for extracting will last
If the pollen is so hard tlint the bees
for ages, so far as I know. I have cannot clear it out without destroying
combs that have been in use in the the combs, soak them a short time in
brood-department for 12 or b") years, warm water before using. J. E.
and I can see no difference in the size Pond, Jr.

in use for

;

—

—

;
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Bxplaiiatory The ngures beb'Oke the
names indiciite the number of years that the
Those after, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous sprins and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.

©

indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
east
5 north of the centre 9 south
Owest; and this 6 northeast; ~o northwest;
O^ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
;

;

For

tile

O

American Bee JoumaL

The Ontario Convention.

BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.
The annual meeting

of the Ontario
Bee-Beepers' Association assembled
in the City Hall at Toronto, at 7:30 p.

The President,
10, 1885.
Dr. J. C. Thom, of Streetsville, occupied the chair. After the reading
of the minutes,the Secretary, Mr. Jacob
Spence, read the annual report of the
m. on Sept.

Executive Committee, which detailed

made to secure statistics of
bee-keeping, referred to the severe
losses of the past winter, and urged

efforts

some scheme

of affiliation by which
local societies should be represented
in this organization. Mr. Spence also
read the Treasurer's report, which

acknowledged a balance from last
year of $2.83 membership subscrip;

tions,

$12(>— in

all,

$12.S.83;

outlay,

amount on hand, $12.38. A
scheme of affiliation was submitted
which was received and laid on the

$116.4.5;

table for consideration at a later stage
of the meeting.
The President's address was the
next order of business.
It called
attention to the great progress made
of late years in the art of bee-keeping, and vividly described a flrst-class
modern apiary.
Referring to the
severity of the weather during the
past winter, the President said that

with due preparation and precaution
bees could be and had been carried
through even such a season without
loss.
He recommended as the
result of his own experience, a sufficiency of honey, young queens, noninterference after the first of October, and placing the hives in a dry,
frost-proof repository with a temperature of about 42'-^ above zero, and free
ventilation.
He mentioned the re-

much

cent discovery
quality of

that

the

keeping-

honey depended upon a

well-known constituent of bee-poison,
viz formic acid. The honey of stingless bees in Smith America contains
no formic acid, and, therefore, will
not keep; hence they only lay up
enough for daily use. He advocated
the establishment of an experimental
bee-farm, in which races of bees from
foreign countries could be thoroughly
" After having the Asiatic
tested.
races inflicted upon us," he said, " we
are now threatened with the Carnio:

lan." He expressed the opinion that
the Italian race should be cultivated
as the best bee America has yet obtained, lie advocated the formation
of a union among Ontario bee-keepers, for the purpose of establishing a
foreign market for the surplus honeyproduct. He mentioned the Colonial
and Indian exhihition to be lield at
Kensington, England, next year, as
affording an excellent opportunity for
the display of Canadian honey.

But he wished

to say

that for the

Southern Stales, and further south
(or Cuba and such regions— tlu^ flyprians and Holy Lands were the Ijest.

He had

tested

the

Carniolans, and

thought very highly of them, so highly
that he would recommend all who kept
bees on a large scale, to have a dash
of this strain.

The

great objection to

them was that they were so like black
bees that it was almost impossible to
Even the queens
tell them apart.

like black queens, so that
discussion arose on the were very
there
Rev. W. F. in breeding and selling tliem
address.
was no test of purity.
Clarke led off by remarking that the
Mr. J. B. Hall replied that there
condemnation of foreign races of bees
difference between
was far too sweeping. He thought, was as much
Carniolans and black bees as between
too, that it was geographically incormen and negroes— especially
rect.
He was under the impression white
when they were " babies." An experithat it was the Cyprians which the
bee-keeper would never conDoctor wished to condemn, and if so, enced
found them. Especially was this true
it was European and not Asiatic bees
of the queens which had dark, zebrathat were referred to, for Cyprus was
a species of down or
Personally, he thought like stripes, and
in Europe.
fur totally unlike black bees. But he
tlie introduction of Cyprians had been
concurred with Mr. Jones in thinking
an injury. He had seen such a man
them worthy of attention if only for
as D. A. Jones, who boasted of his
their gentle and peaceable qualities.
ability to handle all sorts of bees withMr. Cornell was of the opinion that
out veil and gloves, run into the
bushes on opening a Cyprian hive, the Syrians had some very valuable
and smoke even from a Bingham qualities which we ought to secure in
"Conqueror" had no effect upon the bee of the future. He had alHe was of the opinion tliat ready introduced four Syrio-Albino
them.
the Asiatic bees had been of great queens, and was so well pleased with
benefit, and that a dash of Syrian or them that he had sent for another lot.
Holy Land blood was a decided imOn the subject of establishing a
provement to the best Italians. He government bee-farm for experimentwas sorry the Doctor deprecated the ing with the various races of v bees,
If Mr.
introduction of the Carniolans.
Jones remarked that after a
correctly reported, they were gentler pretty extensive experience, he was of
than the gentlest Italians, and equally the opinion that the scheme was imHe had re- practicable for various reasons. One
good honey-gatherers.
cently obtained a queen of this breed, was that the government would not
and intended giving the Carniolans a put money enough into it to make it
fair trial, as he had done with every a success.
Another reason was the
other race of bees that had come be- extreme difficulty of finding an isopublic.
bee-keeping
fore the
lated locality, except somewhere unOn the
Mr. J. B. Hall had never tried the suitable for bees to live.
Italians, Cyprians or Syrians, he was Georgian Bay islands this year it had
liappy to say, as he kiiew of a better been so cold 'that his queen-breeding
bee than any or all of them— what it operations there had proved impracwas, or how it could be obtained, the ticable altogether.
The recommendation of the Presispeaker did not disclose, though
Only vague hints dent in regard to the exhibition of
queried closely.
were all he would give as to that par- Canadian honey at the Kensington
ticular bee. He had tried the Carnio- (England) Show next year was dislans had about fifteen queens of this cussed at some length, and a resolustrain in his apiary. He could not yet tion passed appointing a committee
speak of their honey-gathering quali- to wait upon the Ontario Government
and enties, but they were the quietest bees to secure their co-operation,
You might deavor to make a creditable showing
he had ever handled.
kick the hive once, twice, three of Canadian honey on that occasion.
temporary committee on order of
times the first time they manifested
a little surprise, liut did not get ex- business was appointed, comprising
Clarke, Spence,
Cornell,
the second time Messrs.
cited or rush out
they would not notice the kick so Campbell and Morison.
vote of thanks was passed to
much, and the third time they had
become used to it, and hardly noticed Pres.Thom for his able and appropriate
address, which was referred to the
it.
On being called upon, Mr. D. A. committee on order of business to
Jones was rather reluctant to speak bring up the remaining topics from
on the races of bees, lest it should the address for future discussion.
question drawer was established,
seem like an attempt to injure a
noted breeder of queens who was now and, as a little time yet remained, the
He would tell, first question handed in was taken up,
at work in the East.
however, what he was doing in his viz: "Is there any advantage in reowh apiary, and people might form versible frames ?"
Mr. Cornell had been using what
their own conclusions. He was weeding out all trace of the Cyprian race, was really a reversible frame, for
and breeding from the best Italians years. It was the Quinby frame, and
with perhaps a third of Syrian or Pal- sometimes in transferring he had
He found that the found it advantageous to turn the
estine crossing.
Mr. Clarke
best " business bee " for this country. frame bottom side up.

A spirited

President's

;

A

;

;

A

A

"
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remarked that the Quinby frame had
neither bottom nor top. Mr. Hall
saw no ii.se in a reversible frame.
What he wanted was a reversible bee,
and that he had a bee that would
build comb and store honey whenever
there was a chance, whether at the
;

top or the bottom of tlie frame.
W. P. Clarke remarked that in the
early days of Methodism, a preacher
took for his text. " The men tliat have
turned the world upside down have
come hither also." His heads of discourse were
I. The world is wrong
side up II. It needs turning upside
down and III. We are the people to
do it. For his part, he should not
turn his frames upside down until he
had some evidence that they were
wrong side up. He still believed that
for some wise purpose there was an
upward inclination of the outer edge
of the cell— it was " tip-tilted," as
Tennysun politely said of the lady's
pug nose. Nature )iad some reason
for this, and he went against all unnecessary interference with nature.
The strongest arguments he had
heard for reversing frames was that
the bees sometimes failed to continue
comb building to the bottom of the
frame, but this could be cured without reversing. Mr. Hall had some of
the most perfect frames of comb lie
had ever seen at the exhibition
ground, and would sliow them to any
one who wished, at the same time explaining how they were built.
leading supply dealer had told him
(Mr. Clarke) to-day, that no bee-keeper
was up with the times who did not
use reversible frames. Well, he first
wanted to know if the times were
right before he cared about being up
:

;

;

A

with them.

A member asked if Mr. Hall could
not explain to the convention liow he
got his combs built out to the bottom.
Mr. Hall replied, " Cheerfully :" if he
had a donkey that wouldn't go without whipping him, of course he would
whip him, but if he did not need
whipping, "dy'e think I'dwalhip him';"
O! no! no!" The bees will build
combs right down if the comb foundation is heavy enough, and brought
within half an inch of the bottombar.
People said that was costly.
Well, if he was only going to use
comb one year it would not pay to use
foundation, but he calculated his
combs to last a life-time, and so was
willing to be at some cost and trouble
to get them good. He used foundation only four feet to the pound. He
was obliged

to

make

his

own comb

foundation because he could not get a

manufacturer to
make it heavy
enough for him. and this was all the
secret of obtaining such combs as he
had at the exhibition which had been
in use for several years, and were
only average specimens of what his

bees built.
A second question was taken out of
the drawer, viz
"Is chilled brood
the same as foul brood V If not, will
chilled brood produce foul brood V"
Both questions were unanimously
answered in the negative in the discussion that followed.
:

A

piece of comb was exhibited, and
the qu,estion asked whether it was a

case of foul brood. The answer was
Mr. D. A. Jones detailed the
deferred so that the comb might be methods of others in the use of which
'
examined by daylight.
they had been more or less successful,
The Association then adjourned but did not particularize in regard to
because he had so often
till the next day, an informal meet- his own,
ing being appointed on the Fair described it that all knew what it
was.
He would not advise those who
Ground, at 2 p. m., and the second
regular meeting at 7:30 p. m. in the kept only a few colonies of bees to
build
costly
double-walled bee-houses,
City Hall.

The informal meeting held on the
exhibition grounds was truly informal,
no organization being attempted.
There were animated discussions by
groups of enthusiastic bee-keepers
who gathered around the several objects displayed in which they felt
special interest. Here was a knot encircling a portable bee-house, accommodating four
for

hives, and arranged
summering and wintering, sides

and roof to be taken off during the
working season, and being put together for chaff packing on the approach of cold weather.
bee-feeders,

bee-tents,

own, but thought they should
use some form of chaff or sawdust
packing on the summer stands. He
was not prepared to say that bees
hibernate, but he felt sure that the
qiiieter they were kept the better.
Whatever method was adopted, he
would strongly urge upon bee-keepers
to make their winter preparations
early.
Bees ought not to be disturbed in the brood-nest later than
the first or beginning of October. He
spoke of wintering under snow, and
said that bees buried under four or
five feet of " the beautiful " always
did well. It was a porous protection
allowing air, but not admitting cold,
or allowing the escape of heat.
Mr. Clarke's plan of providing a
riddance of dead bees by means of a
hopper under the hive, met with conlike his

SECOND DAY.

Extractors,
reversible

frames, Caruiolan bees, and, as the
auctioneer's are wont to say, " other
articles too numerous to mention
attracted the attention of bee-men siderable favor, several testifying to
experienced and inexperienced es- the loss of fine colonies resulting from
pecially the latter. Apiarian veter- putrid heaps of dead bees, causing
ans drew off aside to discuss bee- the whole colony to become diseased
literature, the pollen and other win- with plenty of stores in the hive.
Mr. Cornell described a new packtering theories, election of officers,
and the general interests of bee- ing in the shape of " mineral wool,"
keeping.
The meeting, though like of which he had a specimen, and
the primeval earth, " without form," which he said was the best non-conwas by no means " void," and it may ducting material known. It could be
be questioned whether any duly or- had in New York for $3.50 per hunganized meeting of the Association dred weight, and an inch in thickness
This would
was more useful and profitable than was ample packing.
this
"go-as-you-please" assembly. make the cost .50 or 00 cents per hive.
Novices came into close contact with
Several cases of supposed hibernathe older heads, and those uninter- tion were given, in which the bees
ested
in
supplies, ventilated the became so torpid that it took somegraver questions now before the bee- time to arouse them.
member menworld, to their hearts' content.
tioned the surprised experience of a
President Thom occupied the chair lady who had 2 colonies, both winat the evening meeting, which, after tered alike, one of which upon being
the transaction of a little routine put out in the spring was active and
business, was wholly devoted to the lively, while the other was motionless
She
all-important subject of wintering. and to all appearance, dead.
The early part of the meeting was a emptied them out upon the ground
glum affair, being taken up by several and left them. The day was warm
members with a melancholy detail of and sunny, and before long they
"the losses of bees that they had awoke to find themselves out of
known," during the past severe win- house and home.
The discussion was kept up until
ter, all of whom wound up with the
stereotyped " I want to know, you a late hour, and closed unfinished.
remarkable feature about it was
know," how to do it without fail next
time. Then came the more cheerful that wintering on sugar stores found
experiences of those who by various no advocate, and none expressed
methods had wintered their bees with themselves in favor of it except as a
Cellars, supplement to an insufticient supply
a fair measure of success.
clamps, bee-houses, chaff hives and of honey. Strong things were said as
straw-packing had each their advo- to the wisdom of wintering bees on
cates, but nothing new was elicited. the best honey, gathered early in the
It was found, however, that those season, and thoroughly evaporated.
The Toronto Industrial Exhibition
who had prepared their bees for winter early, and used proper care, had lasts two weeks, and during the first
done comparatively well. One or two week the Provincial P'air was going
members were enthusiastic about cork on in London, which kept away the
dust packing, while another aflirined bee-keepers of Western Ontario. This
that it drew moisture, and congealed fact, and the desire for fuller discusinto a solid mass. W. P. Clarke ex- sion of many topics, led to a resolupounded at some length his theory of tion of adjournment until the next
hibernation, and as it was the first week, to which time, the election of
time he had found an opportunity of officers and some other business was
going into it fully before a Canadian postponed.
The Directors of this enterprising
audience, much interest was awakenExhibition have this year offered as
ed, and many questions asked.

—

A

A
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Various apiarian supplies were exin the Apiarian Department, the liberal sum of $230, besides hibited, besides samples of honey
from various kinds of honey-plants,
silver ami bronze medals.
The exliibition of honey and sup- and some honey-vinegar.
The meeting then adjourned until
plies, already very tine, will, it is expected, be largely supplemented next April, 188G.
M. G. Eeynolds, Sec.
week by new arrivals, and a detail of
the more important features of this
department can be better given at a
For the American Bee Journal.
This report may therelater date.
announcewith
the
fore be litly closed
Controversies, Swarming, etc.
ment, " more anon."
a. C. UKEINElt.

premiums

For the American Bee .loumal.

Eastern Indiana Convention.

" hint " to correspondents,^on
my
is the expression of
mind exactly. Lately a good share of
the contributions to the Bee Journal have seemed too much like an
effort to see who could strike the
most vital blow at the opponent's
This is not right; let us
feelings.
converse in a friendly, good-natured
manner, but leave the stinging for the

The

page

547,

The Eastern Indiana Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Bichmond, lud.,
on Sept. 3, 1885, President Johnson
occupying the chair.
Mr. Jonas Scholl, President of the
State Bee-Keepers' Association, being
present, was called for, and favored
the members with some very interest- bees.
On page 540, Mr. Chas. Mitchell has
ing remarks as to the objects of the
Bee-Keepers' Association, and cor- undoubtedly made a little mistake in
"Every
dially invited tlie members to visit stating his case. He says:
fifth colony, hived on the Heddon
the Slate meeting in January, 1886.
The following officers were chosen plan, has cast a second swarm this
President, Dr. year." Are we to understand that
for the ensuing year
Vice- his first swarms have swarmed twice V
C. N. ISlount, Ilagerstown
I'resident, Dr. L. C. Johnson, Foun- I speak of this because I have worked
tain City ; Treasurer, E. Parker ; and part of my bees on that plan this seaSecretary, M. G. Reynolds, Will- son, and intended to give the results
later on besides, my experience is so
iamsburg.
Among the numerous questions different from Mr. M's that I wished
discussed was, " Does it pay to use to have the matter understood aright.
comb foundation in the brood-chamI cannot endorse Mr. Fox's sugMr. gestions on page 523 the reply made
ber V"
All favored its use.
Johnson had tried comb foundation by the Editor is also my view of the
eight square feet to the pound, in matter.
If our investment in the
wired frames, and had as nice combs shape of fees and assessments gives
from such as he ever saw.
us the benefit of honestly securing
The wintering question was dis- our daily bread, in the way we choose
cussed at length. "How much and unmolested, I shall feel amply paid
what kind of food is best for winter- for the outlay.
ing bees y" was asked, and answered
Cold and rainy weather has made
as follows
Mr. Reynolds gives his the taking off of the last surplus albees 25 pounds of honey per colony, if most impossible ; for weeks I have
he has it, if not, syrup made of coffee been patiently waiting for a warm
sugar he does iiot remove the pol- spell to make the handling of bees
len. Mr. Scholl gives at least 25 practicable.
pounds, and wants them to have
Naples,K5 N. Y., Sept. 8, 1885.
plenty of pollen. He stated that he
wintered his bees, 50 to 100 colonies,
Country Gentleman.
successfully for the past ten years on
Honey.
Poisonous
the summer stands, in double-walled
hives, on natural stores— honey and
M. D.
polhin.
Messrs. Johnson, Parker,
Replogle and Steddom, all favored
natural stores for bees in winter.
recent case which happened in
It was decided
that during the South Carolina of the poisoning of
month of September was the best several persons by honey supposed to
time to feed bees for winter, but not have been gathered from the yellow
to feed in too large quantities. Seven jasmine {Oelsemium sempervirens), is
frames in the brood-chamber in win- well worthy of note by bee-keepers,
ter was considered best.
The ma- and others who may be concerned.
quantity
jority favored the
continuance of The facts are as follows
brood-rearing until the end of Sep- of honey was procured in May last by
tember.
a family living in Branchville, S. C.
Those present represented 408 coloboy eleven years old was the first
nies, spring count, and 726 at present; in the family to eat some of this
average number of pounds of honey honey.
In an hour afterward the
per colony, so far, 26.
child became giddy and staggered as
The members from Union and Fay- he .walked, and could not see. He
ette counties, of Ind., and Preble was affected with general lassitude
county, of Ohio, reported no honey and slight nausea. In two hours he
this year in their localities.
The was seized with convulsions and died.
given to a negro
largest yield from a single colony re- The honey was
ported by those present, was 1-50 woman, who gave it to her children.
pounds of comb honey, and another, In one hour two of these children
190 pounds of extracted honey.
died, after an attack of dizziness.
:

;

;

;

:

A

;

A

:

A
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Several other
blindness and nausea.
persons who ate of the honey were
made sick in a similar manner, but

vomited, and so escaped fatal results.
This circumstance has given rise to
some discussion among bee-keepers
as to the cause of the poisoning. The
locality of Branchville is one in which
the yellow jasmine grows abundantly,
and flowered the present year in
March, which was later than usual.
The question is, was the poison which
caused the death of these children
derived from the plant in question V
Gelsemium sempervirens, or the yellow jessamine, or jasmine, is a plant
of a highly poisonous character. It
is a vine which bears a pretty, yellow,
trumpet-shaped flower which has a
fragrant odor, but it is not related to
the true jasmine. It is a member of
the natural order, Loganiece. It is a
popular vermifuge in the South, and
is a most active medicine, used in a
variety of cases, and when taken in
large doses is virulently poisonous.
well-known physician in Virginia was
accidentally poisoned by taking an exIts efcessive dose of the extract.
fects are to depress the nervous system and the action of the heart,
greatly reducing the arterial circulation, and causing paralysis of the
muscles of the eyelids, of the optic

A

nerve, and general loss of muscular
power, with nausea resulting from
the depression of the circulation, and
The ne~i'vous
general prostration.
debility ends in convulsive contractions of the muscles, and this imThe pamediately precedes death.
tient is insensible from the nervous
paralysis during the later symptoms.
The medicine acts very rapidly, and
in half an hour its full effects begin
to be felt. Two to three grains of
the powdered root, or two to three
drops of the extract or tincture, is a

dose, and forty drops is fatal to an
adult. One of its effects when given
in proper doses is to remove rigidity
of the OS uteri, and it might therefore
be given to cows in cases of retention
of the tcBtal envelopes with good efTwenty grains of the powdered
fect.

two hours, would no
doubt have a useful effect in such
cases. But this is a digression from
root, given every

the point in view.
The question is, was this honey
made poisonous by the gelsemium ? I
think there is no doubt of it. The
active poisonous principle resides in
the flowers equally with the root.
Indeed, the scent even of these
flowers will produce nausea,headache,
dizziness of vision, and trembling, in
The nectar of the
some persons.
flowers is a concentrated extract of
the plant, and undoubtedly contains
the poisonous principle. The symptoms exhibited by the children who
died, are precisely those produced by
an over-dose of the powdered root, or
the extract, and are different from
those of any other drug, or any minThe abundance of the
eral poison'.
plant in the locality is strong circumstantial evidence, and so is the season
in which the honey was stored. No
other poisonous plant of this character blooms so early in the year, and
there is no evidence whatever that
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the bees could procure any substance premium. The Superintendent of the
Now is the time to get honey ready
which could possibly produce this department had a large photograph for market. This requires a great
of Mr. Langstroth framed and set up deal of care and work.
effect.
The honey
What, then, is the duty of bee-keep- in a conspicuous place, accompanied should all be assorted into at least
ers in such cases V Poisonous honey by a slip of paper on which was writ- two grades, white and yellow ; someI have ten, "llev. L. L. Langstroth, inven- times it is also necessary to make a
is not infrequently met with.
myself been made sick by honey sev- tor of the movable-frame hive." third, or dark grade. The white is
eral times durinct the past 20 or 25 Many stopped to look at his genial usually classed as white clover, the
years.
Once the cause was clearly face, and, we trust, went away with yellow as goldenrod, and the dark as
traced to the
so-called mountain the impression that in a certain sense buckwheat, as a majority is, perhaps,
laurel (likododendronmaxiiniim) which he might be called a benefactor of his gathered from those sources.
The
blooms in July and August. Another race.
price of the diifereut grades varies
time it was honey-dew, and many
We hope that next year the readers somewhat, but a fair difference would
complaints have been made the past of the Bke Journal will remember be about two cents thus, if white
If there the St. Joseph Exposition, and cgme honey is worlh IS cents, yellow should
winter of the same result.
are all these risks and dangers, must with their bees, honey, etc., and help be worth 16 cents, and dark 14 cents.
not honey-producers take pains to to swell our display. We are confident Extracted honey sliould sell for about
avoid them, for the safety of the pub- that thev will not regret it if they do. two-thirds as much as the same grade
of comb honey.
lic ? If a person sells poisonous honey,
St. Joseph, X5 Mo., Sept. 8, 1885.
and death ensues, clearly a mtn-al and
Having assorted the honey, every
a legal liability attaches to him. This
particle of propolis should be scraped
is a very serious consideration.
It
from the sections. Care must be used
Fall 'Work— Marketing Honey.
has long seemed to me that a new denot to injure the sealed honey, or it
parture must soon be taken by beewill surely leak out, daub up the
C. H. DIBBERN.
keepers, and tliat is to own their own
crates, and disgust the groceryman.
farms, and cultivate the best honeyThese sections should now be crated
Now is the time for the bee-keepers in crates
producing plants for the forage of
having glass on two sides,
to
see
that
all
is
right
with
the bees. and holding 20 to 24 pounds.
their bees. xVnother duty, clearly, is
The
Examine
every
colony
poisonthat
does
not crates should be of new wood, neat
to avoid the use of all known
work like neighboring colonies see and light, and branded with the proous plants by the bees.
that they have queens and brood in
[This matter was briefly mentioned compact form ; also that they have ducer's name and address. It is rulable to put the finest combs next to
in last week's Bee Journal, on page sufficient honey for the coming winthe glass, but the inside must be of
588.
We there remarked that bee- ter. Colonies that are now found the same grade, and the bee-keeper's
queenless
should
be
given
laying
name on the crate should be a guarkeepers should exercise due care, and
queens, as it is now too late to try to
that where poisonous plants are found, have the bees rear queens from eggs antee that such is the case. The beekeeper should ever aim to create a
given them. If no queens are at hand demand for his honey by its superior
bees should not be kept.— Ed.]
it will be better to unite these queenquality, and by his honesty and fair
less ones with some other having a dealing.
For the American Kee Journal.
queen, but somewhat deficient in bees.
Now, having our honey ready for
St. Joseph.Mo., Bee and Honey Show.
This is easily done by thoroughly the market, the question arises, what
smoking both colonies, and then shak- shall we do with it V I say, do not be
E. T. ABBOTT.
ing the bees off the frames from both in a hurry to take it to the nearest
colonies, on a sheet, mixing them as railroad station and ship it to New
The St. Joseph Exposition for ISSo much as possible. Hive them as you Fork, or some other large city. Those
was a grand success. We had the would a swarm, using all the combs cities are nearly always well supplied,
largest and finest display in the bee- containing brood, also giving them as and prices are not always satisfacdepartment that we have ever had. much honey as will winter them. tory, and returns are often a long
The Hoard gave us all the space we Place the colony thus united, on the time delayed. There are but few
wanted, and every one had a chance stand occupied by the one having the localities in the West where all the
to display his goods to the best ad- queen, and set up a broad board over honey that can be produced cannot be
vantage. Too much cannot be said the entrance to cause the bees be- sold in the nearest town or city. Take
in praise of the othcers of the Exposi- longing to the other hive to mark a sample crate or two of honey and
tion, for the liberal treatment which their new location. Remove the old call at every desirable grocery and
bee-men have received at their hands. stand of the old colony, and destroy take orders. Do not take a large
About ?800 in premiums was offered all the land- marks about the old loca- load, as you will thus create the imin this department, and the list was tion.
All such work as handling pression that there is a heavy crop,
well represented.
frames, opening hives, and taking off and grocerymen will want to buy at a
honey,
should be done during the small price. Do not be anxious to
Mr. Armstrong, of Jerseyville, Ills.,
took the first premiums oh the best September honey-flow, when bees are sell to every store-keeper a lar^e
amount; it is better to sell him a
colony of Italian bees, comb honey, peaceabfe and less inclined to rob.
beeswax, his bee-hive, and a nuniber
Give them only as much surplus crate or two, so he will want more
of other things.
The " St. Joseph room as they will occupy readily. when you call again.
Apiary " carried off ttie first premium Take the sections from such colonies
Many grocerymen will say that they
on extracted honey, case for display as are not at work in them, and give caimot handle honey till cold weather
of honey on sale, Syrian, Cyprian and them to those that require them, so as comes, on account of the flies. Show
Carnlolan bees, and several small to get all filled.
We cannot expect them how easily they can keep the
premiums.
bees to giilher honey much later in flies and dust out of your nice crates,
Mr. Alfred II. Newman's Excelsior this latitude than Sept. 20. Usually and they will readily take hold of it
honey-extractor took the first pre- we have a frost about this time, but and become regular customers, even
mium. The ' Berlin Fruit-Box Co." if not, the last of the flowel'S are going during the hottest weather. In makgot the first premium on honey-sec- out of bloom, and there is nothing to ing sales, cash should be insisted
tions. a!id Mr. Mutli took the hrst gather from.
upon, even if you spend part of the
premium on his •'Perfection" beeThe season has not been a very money for groceries afterwafds.
The
smoker.
"glass front " bee-veil favorable one; yet thebee-keeper who Every storekeeper with whom it is
had no trouble in winning tlie first has made tlie most of everything will desirable to deal, ought to be able to
premium, and Mr. ^Vlley's drone-trap have some honey to sell. We have pay the cash for a few crates of honey.
was honored with a diploma.
the consolation of knowing that what When it is once understood that
Tliere were two large dis|)lays of honey has been secured is very nice, honey is " cash," there will be little
apicultural literature on wlii<:h" Mr. as we have not been troubled with trouljle in settling on that basis to the
Parker was awarded the first, and the honey-dew nuisance in this advantage of all concerned.
the '• St. Joseph Apiary '' the .second locality.
Milan,~o Ills.
;

;

1
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Cellar vs. Out-Door Wintering.
N. L. MINOIl.
I

air of a cellar betlius kills tlie
read the discussions in

think that

tlie

comes poisonous and
bees.

I

have

the Bee Journal about the cause of
neighbor lost some
bee-diarrhea.
bees by diarrhea caused by eating
poor honey, or from vitiated air. JJad
honey has" the same effect on bees as
raw or green vegetables has on certain persons when the latter eat them.
There has never been any bee-diarrhea in my apiary. I have often removed old combs from the hives and
melted them into wax, and replaced
them by frames of foundation. Those
of my bees that had clover or fall

A

honey in their hives, wintered all
Some bee-keepers in this
right.
vicinity, who extracted all the good
honey and fed sugar syrup, lost all
their bees.

the honey season is very short,
from 60 to 90 days. If the flow of
honey ceases for 30 days, nearly half
the bees in the hive will have died
from old age. Those unacquainted
with the short life of the worker-bee
in

think some disease has killed them.
Bee-keepers feel after such a winter
as the last that they have about
enough to contend with without
being advertised as selling glucose
for honey. We sometime will have
a law tliat will compel persons to sell
things for what they are or forfeit
their goods, and the .sooner the better.
East Saginaw, ot Mich.
For the American Bee Journal*

Systems of Bee-Management,
TV.

H.

etc.

STEWART.

On page 491, Mr. D. L. Shapley
•'
If each one who writes for
says
the Bee Journal would give a carefully prepared statement as to how
:

I think that some kinds of honey he manages bees, both during sumcontain medicine which the bees re- mer and winter, I think it would help
quire in winter. I noticed a sick dog any one just starting in the business,
searching for " dog-grass," which he and also old bee-keepers, for the
ate, and it cured him. I believe bees methods used in one locality might
need some medicine in winter, and prove destructive in another. I think
that it is found in their natural stores. this would give information so that
My bees are now in splendid condi- one could tell what would be best in
tion, and are ready for work, but the that locality in which he might wish
weather is too dry. Many correspond- to start au apiary."
ents of the Bee Jouunal who winI think that Mr. S. expresses a good
tered their bees in the cellar last win- idea in the above. It is a leader in
ter, sustained heavy losses, and I do the right direction.
We all have
not believe that bees should be kept been giving, as best we could, what
in cellars where they can be safely we have learned during the many
wintered on the summer stands.
years of bee-keeping, but it has been
Clarksville,d Mo., Aug. 21, 1885.
given disconnectedly, as the occasion

Sometimes one
to require.
correspondent would write an article
on wintering in one number of the
Bee Journal-, and perhaps his next
article would be on the marketing of
honey or introduction of queens, and
in thus skipping from one subject to
another it is almost impossible tor the
reader to glean from those scattered
items, a full and correct understanding of the system which the correspondent has adopted.
I have tried to read carefully what
prominent apiarists have written, but
I must say that I am not able to tell
how either of thein manage through
seemed

For the American Bee Journal.

Sees and Olucose.
L. C.

WHITING.

Seeing an extract in the East Sagicopied from the Chicago
Daily News, and originally written
for the Detroit Free I'ress, I sent the
following explanation and had it pub-

naw News,

lished as

an

offset to that story, which
in the style of Peck's

was written

bad boy, and was evidently a burlesque or something worse, on the part

of the author.
the whole year. It is true that none
For instance, the Avriter said the may be able to give a complete and
bees were being fed glucose, and to correct statement of a whole year's
prove it pointed out a barrel labeled work, as many items may be forgotNow grape sugar, if ten, and an item thus overlooked
grape sugar.
dissolved, would turn-Jback into sugar might be of importance to one that
again before he had time to sell it, would adopt that particular manageand would not be the color of honey, ment. Again, circumstances are ever
and of course be unsalable. To a changing hence what we have occabee-keeper the case (if there was any sion to do to-day, we may never have
Furthermore,
truth in it at all) stands like this: occasion to repeat.
Bees, as a rule, only rear brood when progressive bee-keepers are constantly
honey is coming in. There is a time learning new and better ways of perin the summer, after white clover has forming the same operations. Thus
gone to seed, that there are no flowers it is that after each has given his
to yield honey for several weeks. modus operandi as carefully as he is
Bee-keepers have learned that it able to do. the reader will be under
pays to teed back poor honey during the necessity of asking many questhis dearth of blossoms to keep the tions, and also many revisional chapqueen laying to rear workers to gather ters will have to be written for the
the honey that comes later. This is purpose of giving new thoughts, new
probably what the Detroit bee-keeper discoveries, and the results of experiwas doing. The life of a worker bee ments. What we learn to-day is not
;

the end of knowledge it is only a
torch that is to shed a light on lifclds
yet unexplored.
If each writer should give a full
;

statement of his management, no one
would kniivv more than all the others;
and it would be wisdom to .study carefully each statement, gh^aning from
them all the best points, and then
frame a new system but this means
No beginner can reasonably
work.
expect to be carried into successful
bee-keeping '• on flowery beds of ease."
;

It

MY OWN MANAGESIENT.
may appear a little queer

that I

should begin at so unusual a date to
give my method of managing my bees
through the year but I have considered the matter very carefully, and
have concluded that to begin at any
other date would disarrange the whole
work. I will commence at about the
middle of the basswood honey-flow.
If I have nuclei or other colonies
that are just starting a plenty of
queen-cells, then I am all right; but
if not, then I unqueen a few strong
prepare part of the
colonies, and
brood-combs as per Mr. Alley's plan,
for the building of plenty of queen1 give brood-combs to the old
cells.
queens, that have been removed, and
a few bees, place them on a new
stand, and thus form a nuclei with
each queen.
Now to proceed with the work of
extracting, as I work my apiary for
extracted honey altogether, I have my
hives placed in regular rows across
the yard, and when I begin extracting, I examine the first colony in the
first row, and take each one in regular
order in that row, treating the next
row in the same manner until every
colony in the apiary has been attended to.
When I commence on hive No. 1,
have with me a smoker, a small basket
of fuel for the smoker, and a tool
made of about 10 inches of the pointed
end of an old buggy-spring, having
the point ground round and about as
sharp as a common table-knife, both
edges being hammered or ground to
the same sort of an edge for about 5
By bendmg
inches from the point.
this " knife " something like a honeyknife, it can be used to clean wax or
propolis from any part of the hive,
and prevents the hand from striking
against it. I can push the wide point
;

of this " hive-knife," as I call

it,

be-

tween the hive and the cover, and pry
the cover loose without marring the
edge of the hive, as I would be liable
to do with a sharp, narrow tool.
AVhen the cover is loose, I raise it a
little, but not enough to allow bees to
run out, then blow in a little smoke,
for when bees are busy on basswood
they can be quieted with very little
smoke. Hold the cover quiet with
the hive-knife for a few moments,
then remove it, and as you hold it in
both hands by its opposite edges,
bring it down over the hive with a
quick jerk, which will throw all adhering bees down upon the combs.

With the hive-knife scrape
brace-combs that

otf all

may have been

the

built

bee-space between the hive
cover and the top-bars of the frames,
in the

:

:
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and carefully save all the wax thus
obtained.
I have with me also a
wheelbarrow prepared expressly for
carrying combs and tools that I use
among the bees. This wheelbarrow
is indispensable, and yet it is cheaply
and simply made.
This honey- carriage stands by me as
I open the hive, and as I scrape the
wax from the hive-cover, I sometimes
find with

wax a

that

little

honey,

which should be kept from the bees,
so I open the comb-box on the carriage, and with a quick motion throw
the wax into it and as there is a fourinch open space below the hanging
combs in the comb-box, the wax goes
;

out of the way until it can be
cared for
In a future article I will continue
the description of ray management,
and also tell how and why the combs
in the super that I have thus opened
are well spread apart and how, as I
examine them from the top-bars, or
look down between them, I can judge
very correctly whether part or all are
ready to be taken away. I have a boy
to handle the smoker and to assist me
by running short errands, while I do
the most of the more particular work.
Orion, ? Wis.

down

;

Read

at the

Maine Conventton.

Successful Wintering of Bees.
R.

S.

TORKEY.

One point in which scientific beekeepers widely differ, is in the winSome recommend one
method and some another. I differ
from the most of them, and having

tering of bees.

been successful for the
I will describe
ing bees.

last ten years,

my manner

of winter-

chance to store their winter supplies der various conditions, and at differAll were acover them, but are obliged to store it ent times of the day.
at their sides, where they are unable cepted but 4 that came from a distance,
and
I
had
no
proof
that they
to reach it in cold weather.
I winter my bees on the summer were in good laying condition.
stands, and in the fall, on approach of
In the case of valuable queens it is
cold weather, I take all their honey best, as Mr. Simmins directs, to confrom their sides and place it imme- fine them on a frame for three days,
diately over them in the top of the thus enabling the queen to recover
hive, putting all the empty combs in from her journey and confinement,
the lower part of tlie hive for the bees and to start them in a nucleus, though
to cluster upon. 1 then make a whole I have not foiuid them to fail when
box without top or bottom, and set it put in full colonies.
Last month I
over the hive, the box being large received somevakiable Syrian queens,
inches
of
enough to leave three or four
and these I confined on a frame for
space between the outside of the hive three days in full colonies, in one case
and the inside of the box. I then till removing, the queen of the hive in
the space with some non-conductor of which the Syrian was confined, and
I consider sawdust releasing the Syrian queen.
heat and cold.
In the
the best, but for the want of sawdust other I took out a queen of a full colI have used leaves, boughs, meadow- ony, and introduced the foreigner at
hay and straw. Some 15 years ago I the same time, to be accepted as
used chaff for packing, but after using usual.
it for three or four years I abandoned
If such articles as Mr. Gresh's are
use tor the following reasons
Chaff is liable to contain more or
less seed, which is very inviting to
mice, and mice are very fond of obtaining access to the inside of a beehive, and often destroy whole colonies, eating bees, honey and the comb.
2. If the chalf is not kept perfectly
dry it will mold and become very
3. It is exoffensive to the bees.

its

1.

unchallenged, they are liable to
mislead and discourage bee-keeping
by making it troublesome, and occuTime is
pying unnecessary time.
left

Speaking for others and mygladly recognize our debt of
gratitude to Mr. Simmins for giving
us a successful, easy, and quick
method of queen introduction ; as
well as for his system of dry-sugar
feeding, enabling those of us who
pensive.
After filling in the space between have little time to spend from busithe hive and box, I cover the top of ness, to keep profitably 50 colonies
the hive with a thick straw-cushion, with less fatigue and time than we
and over the whole a tight cover is could formerly keep 20.
I take this opportunity to send my
placed to keep it dry and after I have
them thus prepared, I no more ex- membership fee and first assessment
pect to lose my bees in winter than I for the National Bee-Keepers' Union.
do my sheep, hogs, or any other farm Our bee-keepers are necessarily interested in the result of your pending
stock.
My advice is, keep your bees in win- trial, and in such a grand year as this
ter, cool, dry, quiet and dark, with has proven to us, every one should
moderate veiitilatiou according to the thankfully contribute his mite.
Cheltenham, Eng., Sept. 2, 1885.
population of the colony, and protected from the sudden changes of
temperature, with plenty of good,
For tlie American Bee Journal.
well-capped honey directly over them
to winter on.
Nursery and ftueen-Cage.

money.

self,

we

;

It is well understood by scientific
bee-keepers that the queen deposits
her eggs and the young bees are
reared in or near the centre of the
combs, and the honev is stored in the
combs outside of the brood-nest, the
extreme outer combs usually being
For tlie Amerlcaa Bee JoumaL
occupied by the bees -for storing
honey. When it becomes cold in the Direct Introduction of Queens, etc.
fall, the bees huddle together in a
WILLIAM DAVID SLADE.
cluster in the
empty brood-comb
where the young bees have hatched
out, and as they are obliged to reMr. Abel Gresh. on page 506, says
main in this cluster during cold that he is fully convinced that the
weather, there is but one direction in Simmins' method of direct introducwhich the cluster can move to obtain tion of queens, is "not a safe one,"
their food, and that is directly up- and doubts if he could " succeed with
ward.
it in a single instance, unless under
Heated air always rises, and the peculiar circumstances." It is to be
animal heat of the cluster of bees hoped that he speaks thus only for
will warm the honey al)ove them so himself, and not even for those with
that they can move in that direction but little knowledge of queen introto secure their food until all the honey duction.
above the cluster is consumed then
As an amateur, last year, I introif the weather continues cold, so that duced 3 Italian queens on the same
they are not able to leave their clus- day of their arrival by mail, by simply
ter, they will starve to death with letting 2 of them walk between the
plenty of honey at their sides and be- top of the frames, and the other on
All were equally
low them, lam of the opinion that the old cage-plan.
75 out of every 100 colonies that die accepted and did well. This year I
in this State, die of starvation during have
introduced, as Mr. Simmins
the winter months, with plenty of directs, 20 or .30 queens, .some after a
honey at their sides and below them. long journey, and others out of my
In low, flat hives bees will occupy own apiary some on their own combs
nearly the whole depth of the hive at the top of the frames, and others
for their
brood-comb, leaving no at the entrance of the hive, etc., un;

;

W.

n.

THORNE.

Mr. Alley's combination nursery
and queen-cage, as described on pa^e
.520, is certainly very ingenious, and
be appreciated by a great many ;
but I am of the opinion that the same
results can be secured with a Peet
queen-cage, without the necessity of
removing a frame from the hive that
The ordiit is to be operated upon.
of an inch
nary Peet cage is about
in thickness, and consequently little
displacement of the frames are necessary. The way to transform a Peet
cage into one like Mr. Alley's, is as
will

H

follows

Make a %-inch hole in the edge of
the. cage, into the candy, and for a
cover take a piece of tin >^xl inch,
and with a wire nail on one end of the
tin, it will revolve over the hole,' or
can be turned half way around, and
be out of the way when the candy is
to be exposed for the release of the
queen.
For the nursery or queen-cells, drive
a pin through the edge of the cage
into the large hole, in a manner that
when the cage is suspended by one

:
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Have a tight box covered with a
end the pin will form a hook, and
hang the cell on the pin to complete cloth tacked to the box at one side,
it only requires a piece ot wire fast- in which to )ilace the combs and carry
Always
ened to the cage and bent over the them to the honey-house.
bring an empty set of combs, with
brood-frame.
out,
that
There are many that have neither whicli to replace those taken
you may not have to open the hive
tlie time nor the talent to make tlie
in the
Alley cage, who can transform a Peet twice. If any brood is found
extract
cage in tlie above manner and derive combs, it will not injure it to
the honey, provided it is not revolved
all tlie benefits, without removing a
brood-frame.which, if possible, should too fast. Such combs may, however,
;

Cjlenn,o+

preferred, be left until the brood is
hatched, or it may be given to weaker
colonies before or after the honey has
been extracted. If any of this brood
is sealed over, the capping should, of
course, not be touched with the honeyknife. At the last extracting in the
fall the upper stories should be taken
Before extractoft and stored away.
ing the honey, examine the lower
combs or lift the hive to ascertain if
the bees have stores enough to carry
them through the winter if not, then
give them full, well sealed combs. Be
very careful not to get the bees started
to robbing at tills time, as it may
cause the loss of several colonies, besides making it very unpleasant, if
not dangerous to every living being
if

be avoided.

Kans.
Pacific Rural Press.

Producing Extracted Honey.

WM. MUTH-KASMUSSBN.

As soon as the coloaies are strong
enough, fllling tlie brood-chamber
with iioney and brood, and the bees
are building little lins of new white
wax on top of the frames and in other
parts of the hive, then it is time to
put on the surplus story. This may
be furnished with a full set of empty
combs, or with combs and frames of
comb foundation, alternating witheach other, or even with foundation
alone, if no combs are to be bad. If
foundation alone is used, it must be
watclied, that it does not break down
by the heat of the hive, and under the
weight of the bees hanging on it. If
half the frames contain empty combs,
these will give the bees a firm support, so that only one-half of the
weight comes on the foundation,
which is suspended between the
combs.
I therefore prefer this arrangement, unless I have a full set of
combs to give them.

;
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[Here

is

the item from the EegisUr,

of Wheeling,

W. Va.

Perliaps no single exhibitor throughout the entire Fair captured so many
lirst premiums in their various departments as has Mr. Seabright, of
Belmont county, (Jhio. Tins gentleman makes a specialty of bee-culture,
and his full colony of Italian bees,
one-frame nucleus, and his glass observatories were olijects of great interest to many thousands that visited
His section comour State Fair.
prised the northeast corner of the
Horticultural Hall, and it seemed to
be the leading attraction in this building. Mr. Seabright carred off 16 first

premiums.
This exhibit will, no doubt, sell all
the honey Mr. Seabright can produce,
and make his brand of honey popular,
thereby insuring him a large sale and
permanent home market.— Ed.]

Convention Notices.

13?" Thp Maryland, Vii-Kitiia and West Virapiary. I would also ad- g-inia Bee-Keepers' Assficintion wiU meet in
the
Court House at Hag-eistown, Md., on
vise tlie keeping of a number of full
10 a. m.
combs on hand, as some of the colo- Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1885.D.at A.
Pike, Pres.
nies may run short of honey in the
early spring, and giving them these
The Southern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
combs is the safest and quickest way Association will hold a meeting in Duquoin,
of feeding them.
If the combs are Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 1, 188.j, at 10 a. m.
F. H. Kennedy, Sec.
not needed for this purpose, they may All are invited.
be given to swarms, after being un)pg~ The Union Bee-Keepers' Association
capped, and the honey will be used
o( Western Iowa will meet on Friday, Oct. 2,
for comb-building or brood-rearing; 1885, at Dexter, Iowa. All bee-keepers are
or they may be used in making colo- cordially invited to be present.
M. E. Darby, Sec.
weather becomes
nies, before the
warm and settled enough to insure a
Bee-Keepers' AssoProgressive
The
J^^
daily supply from the outside.
ciation, ot Western Illinois, will meet at MaCH Calif.
Independence,
Thursday,
Oct. 15, 1885. Let
on
Ills.,
comb,
New swarms should be compelled
everybody come and have an enjoyable time.
to All the lower hive before the surGood speakers are expected.
plus story is put on, otherwise they
J. G. Norton, Sec.
For the American Bee Journai
will either leave unoccupied space in

the brood-chamber, or not enter the
surplus story at all and as long as
they are not strong enough to do so,
they are better oft without it. Presuming that the lower combs are
built on foundation, it will be necessary to (ill the frames in the upper
story with full sheets of the same, to
prevent the bees from building drone
comb there, which they would do
without it, and the queen would occupy them with drone eggs, having at
this time of the year a natural desire
for drones, and being prevented rearing them in the brood-chamber. Before putting on the upper story it will
be well to uncap or mash the capping
of such honey as may be in tlie central
brood-combs. The bees will remove
this honey and store it above, thereby
giving the queen more room below.
It is also well to take out a comb of
unsealed brood from the lower story,
and place it in the centre of the upper,
which often will make the bees commence work there sooner than they
;

would without

it.

The vacancy

in

the lower story should be filled with
an empty worker comb or a frame of
foundation, but never with an empty
frame.
Examine the upper set of
combs occasionally, and when they
are nearly full and sealed over, take
them out and extract the honey.

around

tlie

tW

W.

Virginia Bee and
L. C.

Honey Show.

.SEAKRIGHT.

I send an item from a newspaper
giving an account of my exhibit at
the State Fair at Wheeling. W. Va.
Out of 17 entries I took 16 first premiums and one second premium.
Until the present year this Fair never
gave premiums of any consequence,
only offering $1 as a first and .50 cents
as a second premium for samples of
comb honey.
So last year I thought I would take
a sample of comb honey and also a
sample of extracted (although there
was no premium offered for extracted),
and talk to the Fair Managers about
giving better premiums for bees and
honey. I also took some copies of the
American Bee Journal with me

and showed them what premiums
were offered at other Fairs, for bees,
honey and apiarian supplies; they

J^~ The New .Tersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association having- accepted an
invitation to meet with the Mercer County
Board of Ag-ricuUure, of Trenton, N. J.,
will hold their semi-annual convention in
the Grand .lury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Friday,
full attendNov. 5 and 6, 1885, at 10 a. m.

A

ance ot the members is requested. To aU
persons interested in our vocation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arrangements have secured hotel accommodations at reduced rates.
WM. B. TllEADWELL, SCC.

fW~ The Western Bee- Keepers' Associaits fourth annual meeting in
Independence, Mo., on Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 15 and 16, 1885. The Association will
endeavor to make this the most interesting
meeting- yet held, and will spare no pains
tion will hold

within its means to make it valuable tf> all.
Several of our most prominent bee-keepers
have signified their intention to be present.
0. M. Crandai,!,, Sec.

who

intend to be systematic in
should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows

J^"

their

All

work

in the apiary,

I then
aptieared to be astonished.
$1 00
told them that if they would offer For .50 colonies (120 pages)
125
100 colonies (220 pages)
premiums of any account, I would "" 200
150
colonies (420 pages)
try and make a display. So this year
The larger ones can be used for a few col$(in in premiums was offered, and
ttiey have promised to do better next onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
year.
Blaine,Of O., Sept. 16, 1885.
book, and are therefore the most desirable
:

:

out the cap, but having a tight honey- claims that the oil-cloth in front
board, 25 pounds, bees 3 pounds, pol- makes it warmer for the bees to cluslen 2 pounds— total
30 pounds— is ter under, and then its being turned
deducted, and each is then fed sugar up from the back part of the hive,
syrup a la Doolittle, until it weighs .55 gives the moisture a chance to pass
pounds. Another plan we have fol- up into the cushion.
He began the
lowed for two years, is to register winter with 18 colonies, and succeeded
in
wintering
all
of
them.
every colony. The hives are all numIs not carbered, a page in the register being pet a poor covering for bees in winallowed for each colony. Each queen ter y Does it not hinder the moisture
if reared artilicially or naturally Is so too much in escaping V
I also would
marked. My queens reared by the like to know the best way to put the
oil-cloth on the hives.
natural process are far ahead.

Local ConTention Directory.
Time and place of Meeting.

Sept. 23, 24.— Kentucky State at Covington. Ky.
J. T. Counley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.

Oct. I.— Southern Illinois, at Duquoin,
F.

Ills.

H. Kennedy, Sec, Duquoin,

Ills.

Oct. 2.— Union, at Dexter. Iowa.
M. E. Darby. Sec Dexter, Iowa.
Oct. 10.— \raba8h County, at N. Manchester. Int1.
J. J. Martin, Sec, N. Manchester, Ind.

Oct.

15,

:
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1885.

—

:

16.— Western, at Independence. Mo.
C. M. Crandali. Sec. Independence. Mo.

Oct. 15.— Progressive, at
J.

Macomb,

Ills.

G. Norton, Sec,

Macomb,

Ills.

A Bee-Sting in the Eye.— Thos.
Willow Bark-Lice.- L. G. Sartorius,
Gorsuch, Gorsuch,© Pa., on Sept. 15,
Conrad Grove,© Iowa, writes thus

Oct. 21.— Md., Va. Sl W. Va., at Hagerstown, Md
D. A. Pike. Pres., Smitbshurg, Md.

:

Nov.

e.— N. J. & Eastern, at Trenton, N. J.
B. Treadwell, Sec. 16 Thomas St., N. T.

5,

1.88-5,

Wm.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

8— in.— North American,

State, at Detroit, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

at Detroit, Mich.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogei sville, Mich.
Dec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec, Uogersvitle, Mich.

^f~

says

on some of my white
This lias been a poor season for
willow the color of wood-ashes. The honey in this locality.
There was
full grown ones are half as large as a
plenty of bloom, but it did not yield
house- lly.
They are on the trunks much honey. On Sept. 9, while showand limbs of the willows, and the ing a friend through the bee-yard, a
space which they occupy is totally bee lit on my left eye, and as one is
covered with them from one inch to apt to close the eye on the approach
one foot in length, generally on one of danger, I did so, having both hands
side of the tree or limbs.
My bees occupied at the time. The result was
are working on tlie leaves and limbs that the bee left
its stinger in my eyeof these trees.
What is it V Is it ball, but it did not strike the sight.
injurious to the bees V
I had the stinger removed, and then
[This is the willow bark-louse {Lack- applied baking-soda in cold water for
one hour I then applied slippery elm
nus dentalus), a not very uncommon in cold water for 24 hours, which kept
insect. The bees are after the sweet down the inflamation, and at present
fluid (honey-dew) exuded by the lice. my eye has no pain, but it is very
weak. I give the treatment so if any
Tastes may possibly differ upon the
of my fellow- bee-keepers should meet
desirability of honey supply from with a similar mishap, they can try it.
such a source, but certainly most of I did not know what else to do on
us prefer the nectar of flowers. To account of the pain, and not knowing
what the result would be. will Dr.
say the least, this " honey " is of exTinker and others give their opinion
ceedingly poor quality. I do not know regarding the use of soda, and the
that it is actually injurious to bees.
like, when applied to the eye V Will
it prove injurious to the eye ?
T. J. BURRILL.]
I find insects

In order to have this table complete, Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Kl>.

;

Good Time with the Bees.— E. Stahl,
Kenner.cx La., on Aug. 6, 188.5, says
:

We

are having a good time here
with bees this season.
I have over
five hundred of as strong colonies of
bees as can be found anywhere in the
United States, and they are loaded

with honey. One fault I tind here in
the JTew Orleans marliet is that
honey is worth nothing at present. I
The Early Honey Crop.— Abe Hoke,
have been engaged in bee-culture for
about 20 years in this locality. I have Union City,ot Ind., on Sept. 14, 1885,
a large amount of honey on hand, and says
a quantity of beeswax.
In this locality we had a pretty good
crop of early honey, but for the past
Makine: Hoiiey-Cases. George M. two months the bees have not made
Thomson, Grand Junction,© Iowa, more than a living, and the last three
says
weeks of that time has been too cold
To-day it is
I would like to ask of' those who for honey secretion.
have used the Ueddon case, whether warmer, and the bees are at work. I
started
with
in the spring
14 colonies,
J^-inch lumber is as good for making
and I now have 30, having sold colits sides as lumber that is heavier.
onies and secured at least fiOO pounds
of comb honey in 2-pound sections. I
Introducing Qneens, etc.
L. L. am glad to see that thellEE Journal
Triem, Laporte City,© Iowa, on Sept. will hereafter be published for one
12, 188.5, writes
dollar a year. I think I can get up a
On page .520 I find Mr. Henry Alley's club of subscribers for it.
article on introducing queens, and 1
have carefully read his instructions.
Oil-Clotli Covering.— J. S. II. asks
but I lind no place where he says any
thing of the length of time theqiieen for information as follows concerning
the use of oil-cloth covers on hives
is to be caged before the tin slide is
to be taken away so the bees can reOn page .S.56 is a query concerning
move the candy. I have introduced the use of enameled-cloth covers on
six queens as per his plan, viz
bees top of the frames in winter, and those
are to be queenless three days, the who answered it were not in favor of
new queen is then caged 48 hours, the its use. 1 am somewhat acquainted
tin covering over the candy removed, with a bee-man who uses chaff-hives
and the queen is accepted every time. witli oil-cloth covers on top of the
Will Mr. Alley please tell us whether flames, but not all over them, lie
he allows the bees to eat out this bee- puts them on in tlie front part of the
food at o»iC€, or is the queen to be hive, letting them extend about threecaged any time y Our work at pres- fourths of the way back, then turns
ent in the apiary is to weigh each the oil-cloth back toward the front of
colony intended to be wintered, hav- the hive, and then places a chaffing an 8 frame Langstroth hive with- cushion on top of the oil-cloth. He

—

:

—

:

:

—

Three Seasons of Bee-Keeping.
Charles Brown, Drumquin, Ont., on
Sept. 7, 188-5, writes
In the spring of 1883 I bought one
colony of black bees in a box-hive,
and it increased to 10. I doubled 4
back to 2, and wintered 8 of the 10,
being packed in chafl. I transferred
them at the time of apple bloom, into
frame hives. In 1884 they increased
to 28 colonies, of which 3 starved during the winter, 2 I sold, and 22 came
Last
out all right in the spring.
spring I bought 2 colonies more, and
to
65.
I
sold
increased
my
apiary
haye
5, and they are all strong, except one
that had a drone-laying queen, which
I caught, and then introduced an
Italian queen, and now I will have to
feed the colony.
I commenced extracting 'on July 6, and finished on
July 23, obtaining 2,000 pounds of extracted honey and 100 pounds of comb
:

lionej;

in

colonies,
hybrids.

sections.

I

Italianized 12

and nearly
I

all the rest are
think that there is no
wintering bees, if they

trouble in
have plenty of honey and are in chafl
hives with a 4-inch space filled with
chafl, and are on the summer stands.
f<f~ The 4th semi-annual meeting of the
Association
be held at North Manchester, Ind., on
Oct. 10, 188.5, in the G. A. H. Hall, Union
Block. First session at 10 a. m. All beekeepers are cordially inv-ited to be present.
J. J. M.\RTIN, Sec.

Wnhash County Bee-Keepers'
will
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the

producers should

American Beb Journal,

Monday.

Honey"

f

The following

are the latest quota-

tions for honey
up to this hour

and beeswax received

Extracted honey

THOMAS

G.

brintis

O&sc, with a steady

feel-

prevailinu.

BEESWAX.— J3@i;4c. on
R.

arrival.
A. Burnett. 161 South

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors,

;

Water

speak

of.

is

no change

We have had

market, to

in the

some new Vermont white

clover honey in l-lh. sections, which is very fine.
is a larye crop in that State.
Prices remain
as follows
For 1-lb. seclions, i()@iHc. for 2-IbB.,
14^1 fie. There is little or no sale for extracted.

There

:

;

AI.FREn H. NEWMAN,

BEE8WAX.-30 CIS. per lb.
Blaek &, KiFL£T. 57 Chatham

Business manager.

NEW

Street.

YORK.
HONEY.— There is not much change
market. The new cmp is coming in quite

^:|jeciaX gloticcs.
SPECIAL NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,

St.

copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. ; per
hundred, $2, 50, Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, If
desired, on the eover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (driving- the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
Sing-le

;

BOSTON.

HONEY.— There

923&925WESTMADIS0NST.,GHIGAG0,IU.
Weekly. 1S2 a year Monthly. 50 cents.

.50

;

HONEY.— The market la steady at 15 eta. per lb.
for white comb honey in 1-lb. sections. Receipts
and sales are keepint; pace with each other. Some
welt dlled ^2-Ib. aeeti'm?, this week, brought Hi cts.
intj

i^ot

cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
{only

remunerative prices. *' Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the followin(f prices

:

CHICAGO.

PUBLISHED BY

in every
wide-awake honey
*'
the Leaflets Why Eat

city,

i

10 a. m., Sept. 21, 1885.

''-v\..

TE-^

Honey Markets

create

town and

viUagre,

OP THE

6.^

605

in the
freely,

and 18 selling readily at the following prices:
Fancy white clover, in i-lb. sections, I4fa]5 cents
;

same in 2-lb. sections, ii:(sii3c.; fair to good,
in 1 and 2 lb. sections. ii_t@lic.; fancy buckwheat,
in l-Ib. sections. iK^jiiic; the same in 2-lb. sections, 9@jl0c.
Extracted, white clover, Q'&lc.;
the

Preserve your jiapers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 73 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new j'carly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.
If

^^

Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased ** to sell again."

buckwheat, 6@Gc.

BBESWAX-Prime yellow. 25@'28c.

1i^^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
McCaul & UiLnKETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
will besent free upon application. Anyone
be reduced to One Dollar a Year. This we
CINCINNATI.
intending to g-et up a club can have sample
have contemplated for some years, and only
HONEY.— No cbanjje has taken place in the genfeature of the market. Demand is slow for copies sent to the persons they desire to inawaited the proper time to warrant us in eral
extracted honey with an abundance on the mar- terview by sending the names to this office,
issuing- the Weekly Bee Journal at the very ket. Depression in other branches of business,
low prices have their bearing upon honey. or we will send them all to the agent.
low price of one dollar a year. That time and
Better prices will, in my estimation, not be obhas now come. We shall continue to im- tained until a general revival of business takes
place
our most ardent desires to the contrary
prove the Bke Journal, and it will main- notwithstanding. Custom has to be made, even at
The National Bee- Keepers' Union.
tain its proud position as the leading- bee- the short crop of this season. Small lots only of
new comb honey make their appearance, and are
paper of the World
sold readily. Yet demand is slow in proportion.
members received since last issue.
Extracted honey brings 4^8c on arrival, and
New subscribers will be supplied with the choice
Camp, C. A.,
comb honey ir>(ai6c in a jobbing way.
IOchsner, J. J.,
Weekly from now until the end of the year
BEESWAX— Is in fair demand, and arrivals are Griswold, Fred,
Payn, W. N..
Jjanning, Jno.,
Sears, J. W.,
good. We pay l'<k*24c for good yellow.
1886, for $1.25.
P. S. The following explanation in regard to Lyman, W. C.
Slade, W. D.,
Those who have already subscribed for markets seems to be m order to post some beekeepers and save them from disappointments.
any portion of next year will have the time When quoting prices "on arrival." I mean to say
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes that honey will bring about the price quoted, or
that a ligure within the range given, will appear
in the mail-list type are already made.
reasonable or acceptable to a purciiaser. I quote

the price of the

Weekly Bee Journal

will

;

!

gtdtievtisetwcuts.

To Correspondents. — It

would save
would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post^Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
us

much

trouble,

if all

^~

If your wrapper-label reads Sept. 85,
please remember that your subscription runs
out with this month. Renew at once.

Bees and Poultry.— But few out-door
go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poultry Journal (price $l.'^rj)and the Weekly
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
papers for less than the price of one.
pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

as nearly as possible the price at which I am buying and selling. I do iiot mean to say that purchasers are waitini: for the arrival of honey and
are anxious to buy at those prices quoted, nor
that I am willing to pay those prices on arrival for
all the honey that may be shipped here. This
latter would require a larger capital than I and
two more of the largest dealers in America possess. It is unpleasant for us to be over-run with
h(iney for wliich 1 will not pay on arrival, unless
agreement has been made previous to shipment.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with

a probaof 80 continuing through the balance of the
season. There is some inquiry for best qualities,
with a firm market for the same. Quotations are
as follows: White to extra white comb, y(eillc.;
dark to good, 5(«mc. Extracted, white liquid, 5@5>2
cts.; light amber colored, 4i^fe5c.; amberand canbility

died,

4!'4C.

BEESWAX.-Quotable at 23®25c., wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & Co.. 423 Front Street.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.-The new crop is beginning

to arrive
is selling at 14u.l.'> cts. per lb. for choice 1-lb.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling although freely offered at 10'*12 cts. Extracted, as

and

usual

is

not in demand in our market.
per lb.
A. C. KKNDEL. 115 Ontario Street.

tity of

it.

handle beeswax the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this departs
ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
whether we buy or not.
will

CI.EMONS, CI^OON

:

2-1 bs.

8@9c.

Read what J. 1. Parkst, o(
Charlton, N. Y., sava '
cut with one of your Combined
M^icbinea last wiuter 50 chaff
^ Mves with 7 in. cap, 100 honey
^ racks.
500 broad frames, 2,000
hiiney boxes and a great deal
iifother work. This winter we

— We

i.''.

1-lb. sections
I2toi:ic. for choice
10)^<«jilc. for choice California 2-lbs. ; and
for off lots. Extracted is moving freely at
;

have double the amount of bee

;

4f»6c. for Miss.. La.,

and Tex. honey

5(g(6c. for
kinds ; 6(a,7c.

CLKMONS.CLOON &

CO., cor. 4lh

liivea, ot.-.,

expect lo

;

good buckwheat and other similar
for chtiice white clover and basswood, and for

&

Walnut.

^^~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 1866;-Febrnary, 1867,

CO.,
CITY, MO.

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.

CITY.
HONEY.— Considerable new honey is coming in
and is readily taken at the following prices 14®
cents for choice

Sc

KANSAS

.3GA17t

KANSAS

'*

and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quan-

are now in the market, and will be
during- the entire season, for all honey
ottered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or. if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford. We

BEESWAX.— 2U<a22 cts.

choice California wliite sage.
BEESWAX.-Slow at 2U®25.

To give away a copy of Honey as Food

WE

Saw.
will.

BABN ES,

No.

i^tj

..

t'l

(in

ll will

it

do

muke and we
all
all

with thia

you say

List Free. Address W. P.
Hub>- street. Rockford. 111.

CataVeue and Pri^e

STRAW FRAME-HIVES.-

want beeI
keepers tc try these hives, and will deliver the
straw part at Express OflBce here for ."#1.50 each;
or, with top. bottom and frames, com pieie.iS'i. SO.
These are now improved by havint two- bands inABE HOKE, Union City Ind.
stead of one
38Alt

it

& JOHN
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QUEENS

Bee-Hives, Sections

OWING

DEALERS and larg:e consumers will find

money,

I will

it to their interest to write us for special
SELL Warranted Queens at $8.00
stockinj^-up prices— either for present or
per dozen. Two dozen for $15.00.
future deli\'ery.
SOABtf J, T. AVILSON, Nicholasville, Ky.
G. B. LEWIS &: CO.,

WATERTOWN,

34ABtf
presents Qiven away.
Semi ua 5 cents poetage,
and by mail you will net
free a pacbace of Kooda
of larpe value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anythiDK else in America. All about the |-j(in.(MK) in
presents with each box. At^ents wanted everywhere, of either »ex. of all ajjes, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.

Wooden

Pails for

WE

fiREAT REDUCTION.

AT REDUCED PRICES.
to the scarcity of

& Honey-Boxes

WIS.

Honey!

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails—
well painted on the <iut3lde, and with :j iron
hoops and a tight-Htting wood cover, at S3. 25
per dozen.
Thev will hold 3.» lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

household

pail.

NEWMAN

THOS.
923

&

9-25

G.
West Madison

Street.

<fe SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

iJi

§^ ^ ^

SlAiy

Portland. Maine.

Bee-keepers

PAPER-BOXES.

who

desire to put their honeyon the market in the most attractive manner, should use the Folding Paper Box.
Kead what the Editor of this paper says concerning- this box, on page 5.'J1. Sample box,
by mail. Sets. Send for circular and prices.

CiEO. X.
35Atf

Co.,

N. Y.

CHAS.

to

Freeman & Central

lySend

lOc. for

Ave..

F.
-

n

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
and

BEESWAX.

We pay JBOc. per lb., delirered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
should always he on each package.
THOS. e.
<b SON,
923 & 925 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

OET THi: BEST.
THE LATEST EDITION OF

1885.

etc.

CINCINNATI.

1885.

THE BEE-KEEPERS' HANDY-BOOK

O.

practical Hints to Bee- Keepers.

Contains

:t(in

pages and UK) illustrations.

One

hundred pages are devoted to queen-rearing, and
as the llandy-Book is copy-righted our methods
for rearing tirst-ctass queens cannot be found in
any other publication. The Handy-Book also contains tine likenesses (if Kev. L. L. l^angstroth and
the iiite Mr. Moses (Quinby— tiie two most noted
upiarists of the age. The book and tested Italian
or Syrian queen, by mail. }i2.(_)0.

MNew

;

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

See Advertisement in another column

retail.

MUTH,

Style, Embossed Hidden Name and
Chrome Visitinp Cards, no 2 alike, name on,
IOC, 13 packs*! warranted beat sold. Samplebook,4c. L. JONES&CO.,Na88au.N. Y.

llAly

I

NEWMAN

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Huckets.

Apply

W
II

HAMinOND,

BROCKPORT, Monroe

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

more money than at anything else by
^^^1°S ^^ agency for the best selling book
III out. Beginners succeed grandly. None
fail. Terms free.
Hali.ett Book Co.
51 Aly
Portland. Maine.

Il/lftl

FOLDING

PAIL.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham,

36Atf

Mass.

'PHIS new size of our Taperins
Honey I'atls iaof uniform desijin
[ I
I

ijwith the other sizes,

Vandervort Foundation

having the top
turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, tbat can

Vedt-'e

6

A

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. 50 cents
to ^r» easily earned every evening. That all who
want work mny tent the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisded
paralleled offer
we will send $\ to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Stinsux & CO.
Don't delay.
Portland. Maine
5lAly

THOS. G. NEIVITIAN A: SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Fruit-Farm
FOU
Q/:>

SAL,B

royal, valuable

HELPi

& Apiary
(HEAP!

ACRES, hill-land,v.-i well-stocked

with apples,
peaches, pears, plums, quinces, grapes, and
small fruit, in tine bearing condition. The remainder in pasture, grass, grain, etc. Apiary contains
140
in Langstroth
hives. Bee-house and all modern appliances for
apiculture, in as good location f«ir bees and hnnev
as can be found. Good l"-room house, beautifully
located, ci inimanding a view of the city, river and
surrounding country. New barn and out-buildings,
cistern, never-failing springs, etc.
lieason for
selling— age and ill-health.

U\J

:

ITALIAN COLONIES

33A6t

s. A.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.
is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical infot-mation for the

The British Bee Jouknal

STIUMAN, LOUISIANA, MO.

MONTHLY,

time being, showing what to do, and when and

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
25 cents per square Inch— no single cut sold for less
than

50c.

9123

W.

&

O. N£1VMAN <«£ SON,
WestMadiBOD Street, Chlcairo. III.

THOS.
922

Z.

HUTCHINSON,
Oenesee
Mich.,

]Coffer«vllle,

Co.,

ft

PRE

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of eooiis which will help you
more money right away
than anything else

in this

world. All,of either sex, suc-

ceed from flrat hour. The broad road to fortune
open8 before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
TRUE & Co., Augusta, Maine.

5lAly

Bee-I(eepers' Supplies,

37Atf

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
\\'e liave

some ELEGANT

RIBBON BAUGES,

having

for

$t3..-.0.

THE HOBSE,
By

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

D.

giving an index of diseases,
A TKKATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

and the
table giving ail the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price «5 cent*— in English or Uerman.
;

Standard Langstroth,

;

;

Flint.

how to do it.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly

;

CANstill

furnish Italian (jviecns. I>roil fi-om
the best of mothers, and reared In full
colonies. Sinple queen, $1.00 si.\ for?."). 00;
twelve, or more, 73 ctB. each. Tested queens
$2.00 each. Make money orders payable at

Mill.

Price, $25.00.

It makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
comb honey. For Sale by
XSOS. Q. N£\^>IAN
SON,
923 & 925 West Madison Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

be sold for 2<) cents or less. Many
consumers wilt buy it in order to ^'ive the children
a hands'-ime tov pail. PKICE, 75 cents per
dozen, or i6>5.00 per lOO.

^____

Ses

Iiicli,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADK TO ORDKE,
Quinby Smoker a specialty.

923

&

THOS.
02.5

NEWMAN

G.
West Madison

BON D

6t

St.,

A; SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

PE ARCH.

(ESTABLISHED 18f!n.)
163 South Water St. CHICAGO,
,

I shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
a rosette and gold Bee, for Send
for Illustrated I'rice List.
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
"W. E. C'r.AKIt,successor toL.C. Root,
Conventions, etc.
Price
7Aly
OKISKANY, Oneida County. N. Y.
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
Make a Specialty in HONEY.
Consignments solicited. "Will make liberal adTHOMAS G.
A: SON,
Dadaiit'8Foun<iatioiiFactory,wholesale vances on shipments. Refer to Hide and Leather
923 & 923 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL and letail. See Advertisement in another column. National Bank.
VBlf

COMMISSION

NEWMAN

MERCHANTS!
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Another Suit — Beex and Urapes
one must fiustav Uohn, of San Bernardino, Calif., on
be in its native home, ("alirornia, during Sept. 14, 18K.">, sent the following to the
April and May.
There it may bo seen in Manager of the Bee-Keepers' Union
CalU'oriila

Poppy.—To

seo

this plant

^Eschslh(l^tzia) in " all its glory,"

OF THE

:

THOMAS

G.

patches of many acres, radiant with ils
brilliancy of fe'Olden-hued Howers.
Though
a.s common
as the commonest weed, it is
hig-hly cherished by the people of the Golden
State. Its fragrance is not such as to make
it attractive, still its rich color and its keeping fresh for many hours after being picked
makes it a favorite with the many as a
bouquet flower. The plant is of low growth
the tallest varieties not growing over 15
inches high. We have not heard of more
than two varieties being found in its native
land but Eastern and European cultivators

NEWMAN,

;

:hijdxtoti.

A suit has been commenced

against me in
the Justice Court of this city for $'iiiO, for
damages alleged to have been done by my
bees to my neighbor's grapes during 1884
and 1885. I am a member of the National
Bee-Keepers' Union, and desire the aid and
assistance of this National organization. I
have engaged good counsel, and hope to win
the case. Please inform me what assistance
I may expect from the Bee-Keepers' Union ?

That question is a poser
We have just
completed arrangements for " a vigorous
fight" over the Wisconsin suit, and have
expended nearly all the money in the
treasury, a little over $2:W. But we will do
all we can— all that our finances will permit
The great bulk of bee-keepers seem to be
asUep, and the pursuit is left to care for
itself.
By this time the membership should
have been thousands instead of hundreds
Then we could show to the enemies of the
pursuit that ours were not idle words— but
that they were to be " backed up " by dollars
and cents as well as unbounded enthusiasm.
I

1

No. 39.

Sept. 30, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

I

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

The Dew hangs jewels in the heath.
Buds bloom for which the bee has pined

A Honey Pyramld,at the Fair at Ithaca,
N. Y., was what the Ithaca Journal called
the exhibit of Messrs. W. G. Fish and E. W.

;

haste along, I quicker breathe,
The night is still, the moon looks kind.
I

Honey

in

one-pound sections

much

sells

faster than that in larger packages. It is a
neat package, and small enough for any
family, and can readily be sold for 23 cents
the popular retail price.

—

"How

many kinds of the honey-bees
are there in North America ?" asks a correspondent. We now think of but seven
The
natives (brown or black), Italian, Cyprian,
Syrian, Hung.irian, Egyptian and Carniolan.

I

Califarnia

Puppy- p(nii( and flowers.

a

full list of apiarian supplies.

The Present Condition

of the bees

is

very encouraging. The losses of bees last
winter are mainly overcome now— and the
colonies generally will go into winter quarters in excellent condition. Let us hope for
successful wintering and a large crop of
honey next year.

The Honey Show at the Michigan State
Fair was not quite as magnificent as it was
last year— but it was good. Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson was awarded $150 in premiums in the
various departments. This must be very
gratifying to him, and speaks well of his
various exhibits.
The Prenituni liist of the Shenandoah
Valley, Va., Agricultural Society is on our
desk. The Fair is to be held at Winchester,
Va., Oct. 13— ) 6, 1885.
There is but one

have, by constant care and attention while
experimenting with the plant, succeeded in
producing several distinct varieties, but it
is doubtful if any of them rival the original
variety in beauty. To bee-keepers this plant
is only a benefit for the abundance of pollen
Though it is in its glory in April
it yields.
and May, it blooms every month of the year.
Pollen obtained from it is of a dark orange
color. The engraving, which is from Vick's
Floral Guide, Rochester, N. Y., gives a correct representation of the flowers, but it is
rather too much reduced in size it should
be more spreading and have from 30 to 40
flowers. Those who plant flowers for pollen
should have the California Poppy. It is easy
to cultivate. The seed may be obtained
of James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.
;

A Drone-Trap was sent to us by Mr. E.
Nutting, of Kent, O., filled with drones,
caught in a short time from one of his Holy
Land colonies. The drones were very fine.
The trap has several new features. Not a

drone can get out of the hive without getting
caught in the trap, where they are imprispremium for honey, and that is .50 cents, so oned until liberated, and are completely
there will be no display. Mr. E. C. Jordan under the control of the apiarist.
should try a little missionary work on the
" Don't Stop "—that is what many write
directors of that benighted society.
to us about their papers, when their time is

The Query Department has become
very much crowded, and so we have given a
double dose this week. We have from .30 to
40 queries waiting their turn.
This will
explain to some of the querists why their
questions are not answered earlier. It takes
time to get them printed, sent out, answered,
returned, and then placed in the Bee JocrBAL in the order that they were received.

:

In their exhibit scientific bee-culture

:

Mr. D. A. Joiies, Beeton, Ont., has sent
us a copy of his new Catalogue for the fall
Fairs. It contains 16 pages, and enumerates

Landon, two enterprising bee-men of the
county of Tompkins, N. Y. Besides an exhibit of comb foundation and machines,
making it on the grounds, smokers and
other implements for bee-keepers,, they had
honey extractors at work "turning out"
honey, pure and enticing before the eyes o
the multitude. The Journal adds

" This
nearly out. One subscriber says
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month hut don't stop sendina it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present wo have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.
:

;

is

practically shown and illustrated in detail.
Live bees are exhibited in small glass hives,
and one may admire the beauty of the Italians, study the economy of the hive, reflect
upon the constant industry of the "busy
bee." or engage in the fascination of hunting
for the queen, all without the least danger
of being stung.
Three inventions, namely, the movablecomb hive, the honey extractor and the
comb foundation have raised bee-culture
out of the well-worn ruts of the past, placed
it upon the scientific basis where it now

and changed it from uncertain management and guess-work to a certainty,

rests,

giving complete control of the hive. No
one who visits the Fair this year should fail
to inspect the bee and honey exhibits.

That is the way to do it. That exhibit has,
no doubt, done more good and built up a
larger local trade and reputation than they
could have acquired in several years.

Unite Weal« Colonies, says Mrs. L.
She states
Harrison in the Prairie Farmer.
her method thus
:

more colonies are to be
united, choose the best queen, and remove
all the others. The frames containing honey
should be put together into one hive, and
the bees put together and driven in, the sur" If two. three, or

plus

queens having been

first

removed.

They will not quarrel, as they have now no
home of their own, but accept the condition
Some daj's before uniting, the
gratefully.
hives should be brought together, and a
board or grass put in front of their entrance,
A few
so they would mark the location.
days after the bees have been iHiited, if any
remaining
comb
contains,
honey,
it
of the
should be uncapped and placed in the uppei
opening
given
and
a
little
in
the
story,
honey-board or muslin, so the bees can come
up and carry the honey below. When the
combs are emptied of honey, the frames
should be stored away carefully for another
season, when they will be worth more to
their owner than lioney in the bank."

—
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into the hive containing those

first

moved.—J. E. Pond, Jr.
as soon after the first hard
weather will permit. By
moving them a few feet each day, I
get the nuclei, close side by side. I
REPLIES by Prominent Apiarists.
then smoke both thoroughly, mix the
frames, and shake the bees in front.
necesUniting Nuclei and After-Swarms. I do not think this last is often kindly
sary. They will usually unite
the frames in the
Query, No. 117.— What is the best way by simply placing
the
for doubling up, or uDitinR, two or more ouclet, or hive alternately without removing
wmterto
after-swurnjs, in the tall, preparatory
bees at all.— Prof. A. J. Cook.
best time to do it?— C. G. B.
I

do

it

frost as the

ing

?

When Is the

By

—

J

using ibe cage-plan which

I

gave

Have

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

I unite a large number of nuclei
every fall. Let the nuclei be queenless (all but one) three or four days,
then just before sunset unite them—
They never
combs, bees, and all.
If you
fight one time in twenty.
want to reduce the brood-nest it can
be done afterwards. I usually unite
them as soon as I have no use for tlie
nuclei, and never later than the first
killing frost.— G. W. Demakee.
It is best to unite them just as soon
as surplus storing is over, if not before I have united bees satisfactorily
by taking the queen from one hive a
day or so before the union, and then
putting the frames together in one

hive.— Dr. C. C. Miller.
the work as early as convenient.
your bees will not unite peaceably
by mixing up the bees and combs as
you place them in tlieir permanent
hive, spray them with water scented
James
with peppermint essence.

Do

If

—

Heddon.
In doubling up nuclei or swarms, I
wait until near evening and then
unite them, without smoking or perfuming, alternating the combs. But
the queen to be given them should
always be caged 24 hours, or until the
If
bees cease to "ball" the cage.
they start queen-cells, destroy them,
and they will soon cease to " ball " the
cage. There is always less disturbance to the bees to unite towards
evening, when during the night they
will get settled and go right to work
in the morning.— Dk. G. L. Tinker.

Miller.
Yes,

new

colonies quite frequently

swarm, especially if their queens are
old or have their wings' clipped. To
prevent it, use the same measures
you would to prevent swarms from
any colonies.— .'^mes Heddon.

In my locality early swarms are
very likely to swarm again if the season continues good for some time
after they are hived.
You can cut
out the queen cells and return the
bees with a better show of success
than you can with the early swarms,
Replacing Aged Queens.
because there is not so much of the
Query, No. 118.— How should I proceed honey season before you.— G. W.

for forming nuclei, on page 277 of the
Bee Jouunal for this year, and as
described by me on page 344 of the
replace queens that are past their useful age ?
Bee Journal for lsS4, when I was to
-L. L. T.
uniting nuclei. The best time is the
last of this month (Sept.), or the hrst
Let the bees do it themselves, as
of next.— G. M. DooLrrTLE.
they always will if there is Italian
blood in them.— G. M. Doolittle.
all the nuclei that are to be

put into one hive, queenless,excepting
one. Carry the combs with the adhering bees and hang them in the
The best
hive that has the queen.
time is after a few days of cool
weather, just as it begins to warm up.

prevent ordinary swarming can be
used to prevent this. Dr. C. C.

Demaree.

This is quite common with rae, with
very early swarms, and not easily
prevented. The best way is to prevent
early swarming by taking bees and
brood from the strongest colonies the
Remove them from the hive, and last of May.— G. M. Doolittle.
introduce others.- James Heddon.
This is not very common. It can
Kill them, and introduce young, be prevented, but that may cost more
laying queens.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
than it is worth.— Prof. A. J. Cook.
Kill the queens and introduce newIt is not very uncommon forprime
ones according to the methods well swarms to swarm again, with some
known, and described in all the bee- systems of management. Give plenty
books.— Prof. A. J. Cook.
of surplus room, shade and ventilaI would not replace them unless I tion.— VV. Z. Hutchinson.
wanted to change the breed of bees.
To both questions I answer no.
The bees will make fewer mistakes if Colonies of bees are liable to swaim at
queens
is
tlie matter of superseding
any time when they get strong in
left to them, than the smartest bee- number, and the flowers are full of
keeper in the land. If I had a queen nectar.— Dr. G. L. Tinker.
that failed to fill her combs at the
It is not common for new colonies
right time with eggs, I would remove
to swarm, but swarms will issue when
her and introduce another in her
the " fit " seizes them. I do not know
place.— G. W. Demareb.
of any sure plan to prevent swarming.
destroy
the
old
queen
One way is to
Giving plenty of room is the surest,
harvest,
and
of
the
honey
in the midst
The
but that will fail sometimes.
frame
brood,
hive
a
of
the
put into
" Heddon " plan (so-called) is perhaps
bees, laving queen, and all, from a as good as any to prevent new colonucleus.' If your experience is limited nies from swarming. J. E. Pond, Jr.
you can let the bees do their own
superseding.— Dr. C. C. Miller.
Late in the season the best plan,
Fertilization of Q,aeens.
and a very safe one, too, is to take
nine
days
and
in
old
queen,
the
out
Query, No. 120.— Do queens of second
cut out the queen-cells, shaking the Bwarms "mate' before or utter they lead out the
bees from the combs, so that none swarm ?— T.
are overlooked, and introducing a
After.— James Heddon.
queen by caging her, taking care beAfter, never before ; sometimes
fore liberating her that the bees do
Another pre- when out with a swarm.— G. M. Doonot "ball" the cage.
caution is to always let the cage little.
Usually after, butthey possibly may
down among the bees. Dr. G. L.

—

before, under cei tain peculiar condithe old queen in the fore- tions.— Prof. A. J. Cook.
After.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
noon of a pleasant day, and at night,
after the bees have all returned home,
Perhaps before, but generally after.
give them a little smoke, and when When they swarm before mating, the
they are filled with honey allow the swarm often leaves when tlie queen
new queen to run in at the entrance, takes her "wedding trip," and such
I do not open the hive for 3 or 4 days, swarms are usually ditlicult to stop.
and have never yet made a miss of it. In fact it does not pay to try to de—J. E. Pond, Jr.
tain them unless you kill the queen
Bring the hives gi-adually together
and return them to the mother hive.
if not,
if practicable in the first place,
Dadant & Son.
I then reunite without so doing.
Swarming.
Prevention of
They mate after they are established
move the least valuable queen, and
in their new home.— G. W. Demaree.
one-half the frames from one liive ; I
Query, No. 119 To-day (July 19) I have
take one-half the frames from the had two new colonies that have swarmed, both
second swarm
After, in all cases.
in the boxes: one
other, and place them in a new hive imviny C(jmraenced to worli other
on June 18. Is issues before the young queen has had
hived on .lune H, and the
This mixes the was
interchangeably.
itC'imnion tor new colonies to swarm ? Can it be a chance to
make her " wedding
bees up to such an extent that they prevented ?-MadlBOn Co., N. Y.
swarm from a
second
the
If
tour."
have no disposition to quarrel. The
issue till after
I have never had but one or two parent colony does not
bees remaining in both hives I mix
"
Any means tending to the young queen mates," it will be a
cases.
together, and then allow them to run such

Tinker.

Remove

—

—

A

•
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prime swarm, although not the first it, but it is as impossible to make a
one issuing in point of numbers.— J. drone out of a worker-egg as it is to
make a rooster out of a hen. The
E. Pond, Jr.
drone eggs are unfertilized. The sex
I have never known queens to mate
queen at will,
until after they had led out a swarm. may be made by the
caused by
In 3 or 4 days the bees, on some pleas- but it is more likely to be
placed
ant afternoon, will fly out in great the position in wliich she is
Whether the queen
laying.
numbers, wlien the queen may be when
"
"
seen to leave the hive to "
Db. G. L. Tinker.

mate."—

Drones and Worker Eggs.
Query, No. 121.— 1. Can bees form or
rear drunes from eSKs in worker-cells? Or can
If they
7U(ifce a drone out of aworker-epK?
cannot, how do they know that u worker-egg will
not produce a drone?
'2. Are
all drone eKK8 unfertilized ? Is this accomplished by the "will " of the queen, or by the
size of the cell ?-T. ('.

they

Drone eggs

in worker cells produce
Worker eggs
dwarf drones.
never produce drones, as far as my
knowledge goes, even when laid in
drone cells.— G. M. Doolittle.
Bees can rear drones in worker cells,
and workers in drone cells hence,
the size of the cell has nothing to do
with the fertilization of drone eggs.—

only

;

W.

find it a difficult matter to keep
the bees out of the surplus depart-

would

ment

— G.

if

you wanted to exclude them.

W. Demarice.

That is what we are told by some
apiarists wlio manage in such a way
as to need some indticement to bring

With good average
the bees above.
or not, is a theory which is queens, a good strain of bees, proper
either way.— size and shape of brood-chamber,
is
not yet proved
Dadant & Son.
right communications to the surplus
receptacles, bees will, without any
1. No, not unless the eggs should
happen to be drone eggs. Bees can- artificial inducement, begin in the
not " make " a drone from a worker surplus department just as soon as
egg, and I do not think they know the secretion of nectar will yield any
one egg from another, except as it is surplus.— James Heddon.
found in a drone or worker-cell, but
they know a drone larva from a
worker larva always, as indicated by
the way the cells are sealed up. 2. I
am fully satisfied that the continued
presence of the male elements in the
wills

it

queen's spermatheca does have an Influence on the unfertilized eggs of the
queen, as well as upon her whole
fully developed unfecuncareer.
The Maryland, Virginia and West Virdated queen never acts any differ- ginia Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in
ently from a laying worker. The fer- the Court House at Hagerstown, Md., on
tilizing of the eggs is done by the Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1885, at 10 a. m.
D. A. Pike, Pres.
will of the queen.— Dr. G. L. Tinker.

A

tW

Hutchinson.

Z.

Bees can rear drones from eggs in
Bees Working in Upper Stories.
worker cells, but the eggs will be
what are called drone eggs. They
Query, No. 122.— Woultl banging' a frame
cannot make a drone out of a worker
brood and honey "up-stalrs" in u Simplicity
egg. No one can answer the second of
hive, taken from the lower story, get the bees up
part of the query, but it is a fact that and to work more quickly ? I use full wired frames
drones when produced in worker cells of foundation.-T. F. K.
are always drone capped or sealed.
Yes.—Dr. C. C. Miller.
AH drone eggs are unfertilized, and Yes but do not do it until the
this is accomplished by the will of the
queen if she Is fecundated. If not, strength of the colony will admit of
she has no choice in the matter. If it.— G. M. Doolittle.
Dadant &
undoubtedly.
Yes,
T. F. will carefully read the " Dzierzon Theory," this whole matter will Son.
I think it does often aid materially.
be made plain to him.— J.E.Pond,Jr.
Bees can, and sometimes do, rear —Prof. A. J. Cook.
The bees will follow their brood
drones in worker cells, but such
drones are quite small, comparatively " up-stairs " every time, but it does
speaking.
No they cannot make not appear to get them to work more
nor can they rear a quickly as to start comb-bjiilding in
a drone at all
drone from a worker egg. They have sections more readily, than by some
no need of knowing anything. They other methods.— Dr. G. L. Tinker.
are guided by innate force which serves
Yes, it will as a rule, unless the
them every purpose.
Eggs from weather is too cold. This plan is
which drones hatch are not fertilized often adopted for this purpose, but it

t^~ The Southern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold a meeting in Duquoin,
Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 1, 188.5, at 10 a. m.
F. H. Kennedy, Sec.
All are invited.
t^~ The Union Bee-Keepers' Association
of Western Iowa will meet on Friday, Oct. 2,
1885, at Dexter, Iowa. All bee-keepers are
cordially invited to be present.
M. E. Darby, Sec.

;

—

;

;

same sense, nor in the same is advisable to use a perforated-zinc
that worker eggs are though lioney-board or a queen-excluder of
soriie of us believe that the male- some kind, else she will go "up-stairs"
producing eggs of the mother honey- and deposit her eggs there, and thus
bee are fertilized by some process in injure the surplus honey.
J. E.
nature not yet discovered. G. W. Pond, .Jr.
in the

way

;

—

Demaree.

they often do. 2. They
1. Yes,
never make a drone from a worker
egg. I do not suppose that they do
know. They probably expect a worker
from every worker-cell, and usually
Occasionally
are not disappointed.
they are fooled. Young queens often
lay unimpregnated eggs— a few— in
worker-cells. They have not learned
their work tlioroughly as yet. 2. Yes,
by the will of the queen.— Prof. A.
J. Cook.

dwarf drones.

I do not
they could remove the
fecundating matter from an egg or
not. 2. I think the queen governs it
by her will.— .James Heddon.
Drones can be reared in workercells provided the drone-egg is laid in
1.

Yes,

know whether

—

fW

The Progressive Bee-Keepers' AssoWestern Illinois, will meet at Macomb, Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 1.5, 1885. Let
everybody come and have an enjoyable time.
ciation, of

Good speakers

are expected.
J. G.

Norton,

Sec.

|fW~ The New .Jersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association having accepted an
invitation to meet with the Mercer County
Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
will hold their serai-annual convention in
the Grand .lury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 5 and 0, 1885, at 10 a. m. A full attendance otj^the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our vocation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arrangements have secured hotel accommodations at reduced rates.

Wm.

pw The

B.

Treadwell,

See.

Western Bee-Keepers' Associaits fourth annual meeting in
Independence, Mo., on Thursday and Friday,
Oct. 15 and 16, 1885. The Association will
consider it too
to make this the most interesting
the advantage gained, if it is an ad- endeavor yet
held, and will spare no pains
meetingvantage. Usually, when the bees are within its means to make it valuable to all.
strong in numbers, and honey is com- Several of our most prominent bee-keepers
ing in, they will store it in the surplus have signified their intention to be present.
C. M. Cranball, Sec.
apartment without any coaxing, unless there is room to store it in the
brood- nest.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
t^~ The -Ith semi-annual meeting of the
Bee-Keepers' Association
Bees instinctively adhere to the Wabash CountyNorth
Manchester, Ind., on
will be held at
brood, hence the theory that the pres- Oct. 10, 1885, in the G. A. H. Hall, Union
ence of brood will set the bees at Block. First session at 10 a. m. All beework in the surplus department. If keepers are cordially invited to be present.
J. J. Martin, Sec.
there was any difficulty in getting
bees to work in the surplus department when there is anything for them
The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
to do, it would be worth while to talk Association will meet in the Pioneers' Rooms
in the State Capitol, at Lansing, Mich., at 9
honey
about a remedy but if there is
All who have beea
a. m., on Nov. 12, 18S5.
in the flowers, and the brood-nest is or are interested in bee-culture, are invited
E. N. Wood, See.
full of brood, or brood and honey, you to attend.

Yes,

it

many cases but I
much manipulation for

would

in

tion will hold

;

^~

;

;
;
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It is quite interesting to watch the
actions of just hatched

different

name and

begins to
crawl over the combs as if to feel her
legs, stops occasionally to clean herself up, and before long helps herself
ollice,

Explanatory.— The figures before the
to honey from an open. cell.
The
indicate the number of years that the
drone, on the contrary, is a born deperson has Isept bees.
Those after, show
pendent. The first act is to touch the
the number of colonies the writer had in the
nearest worker he can reach with his
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
flexible antenna;, and, begging to be
as the time of the year may require.
fed, he is at once supplied with honey
This mark © indicates that the apiarist is
disgorged from the proboscis of his
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east attentive nurse. And so he goes on
Owest; and this 6 northeast; Xi northwest; all his life, seeming to prefer to be
•^southeast; and P southwest of the centre fed, although perfectly able, if needs
names

;

;

of the State mentioned.

For the American Bee JoumaL

L. L.

their

ever,

drouth following the wet spell.
I have extracted some 1,600 pounds
of honey, and have taken 200 pounds
of comb honey.' I work my apiary
for extracted honey alone.
I will
have more to extract soon.
I have
increased

103— all

my number

of colonies to

in fine condition.

Tlie position assumed by one of the
correspondents of the Bee Journal,
be, to help himself.
in one of the May numbers, although
very bad name has always been running contrary to the seemingly
given the drone. Virgil has his fling universal theory as taught in all iny
at him, stigmatizing him as having bee-books, I accept it as most plausino proper office in the economy of the ble.
The position assumed was,.
hive— seeking only to devour the that the queen was not fertilized for
stores which he had no share in col- life, but subject to re-mating. This
lecting.
I wonder what the poet is not the exact language, but the subthought he was made for
or as he stance of that used by the correspondsays tliat the bees collected their ent. I have witnessed time and again
young from the flowers, being too the flight of mature queens. I was
chaste to breed them, what motive he rather astonished, for I had been
could have thought they had to gather taught that the queen never leaves
in such useless consumers
And yet the hive except for fertilization and
without any special pleading how swarming, and here were fully demuch can be said in his defense. It veloped queens leaving the hive.
is only too evident that his proboscis WhyV
I now have colonies deeply
is too short to suck honey from the Italianized that were in the spring as
flowers ; that his legs have no pollen black as night.
Were these queens
baskets and that he can secrete no re-mating or superseding V
wax. Great as his bulk is, he has no
I am much interested in the dissting, and can do nothing for the de- cussion of deep and shallow frames.
fense of the commonwealth
but From my short experience I am inthen, without him that commonwealth clined to the deep frames, especially
could have no existence.
The sole in the brood-chamber. Why Because
object of his life seems to be, at the I find that my colonies in hives framed
proper time, to fertilize the young with the Quinby frame are much
queen— and this he is always ready stronger than those with the Langto do. Xow why should we blame stroth, and the yield of honey is much
any creature which fulfills the special greater. With me that is the test of

A

Observations upon Drones.

EEV.

stores consumed.
Howwhen the warm, spring-like
weather came again they went to
work with a will. Their time of work
on the mint was shortened by a

The worker, with

workers and drones.
true to her

my apiary were much weaker the last
May than thev wei'e the first, and

of

LANG.STROTH.

!

Bevan

that the drone hatches
on the 24th or '25th day after the egg
say.s

I knew of nothing
nite on this point.
is laid.

more

defi-

To get more precisely the facts, on
the Kith day of last July, a dronecomb was put, at 7 a. m., centrally in
a strong colony, which had been fed
for several days, as the drones were
being expelled from many hives. At
9 a. m. the queen was found on that
comb, having laid three eggs.
She
had just begun laying. At 9 a. m., on
July 17, it was removed to a strong
colony, without queen, eggs or larvaj.
On July 27, many cells were capped,
and on July 28, at 2 p. m., some 200
were capped, many eggs having, for
some cause, disappeared. On Aug. 9,
none had hatched. On Aug. 10 examinations were made every hour.

!

;

;

'i'

At5:30p. m. none had crawled out object of
at 6:30 two had hatched, and a third fear that

was hatching.

If these drones

came

from the tirst eggs laid, they took
about 2.5 days and H^ hours to develop.

At

(i

a.

m., on

Aug.

11,

many more

had hatched, and at 6 a. m., on Aug.
12, all but 17 had hatched.
At 6:.S0
p. m. all but 2 had hatched, and at
6:.30 a. m. of Aug. 13, the last one was
found with the cap off, trying to crawl
out it was strong and jjerfect. Now
if the egg producing this drone was
laid just before the comb was removed, then it took nearly 27 days to
mature.
During the whole time of these observations, tlie weather was of the
most favorable kind— the thermometer ranging nearly every day above
80" Fahr., and beiiig only once as low
as 62^. The colony was kept in good
heart by daily feeding, and I can think
of nothing which could have retarded
in the least the development of these

its

creation

?

And

yet I

in spite of all that can so
justly be said in his favor, our poor
drone will always be cited as an incorrigibly idle reprobate, wiio meets
with only his just deserts when after
a life of pleasure he is killed without

mercy by the industrious workers.

He

will

always be known as Shakes-

peare's " lazy, yawning drone."
O.xford,? Ohio.
For the American Bee Journal.

" Hint," the Season, etc.
.JNO. A.

EMISON.

The most timely

editorial hint to
correspondents, on page .547, needs to
be republished. It is as follows "Do
not write any more on subjects so
stale and 'worn out' as are 'pollen,'
'diarrhea,' and the like.", "So be
it," saith one of the attentive and indrones, unless possibly the fact that terested readers of the Bee Jouunal.
from so many of the eggs having disAt the date of my last report, on
appeared, they were not as compact page 347, we had a most flattering
in the comb as they otherwise would prospect for a very heavy yield of
have been. In this observation, al- honey. Though two weeks later than
though there could not possibly have usual, the bloom of the horse-mint
been more than 24 hours difference was most profuse, and thousands of
between the laying of the first and acres of it surrounded my apiary, but
the last egg, there was about two days alas just as my bees began their
and a half between the hatching of busy work, we had a cold, wet spell of
the first and the .as arone.
two weeks duration. The colonies in
:

!

Mission Valley, ? Texas.
For the American Bee JoumaL

An

Electric Entrance-Regulator.

FRED

C.

SMITH.

During the time that I have been
I have often thought
that if I could keep them during the
winter on the summer stands, below a
certain temperature, I would not need
to fear loss of bees from starvation
with plenty of honey in the hive, or
from bee-diarrhea. In the summer
keeping bees,

;

That

superiority.

of 18S4, 1 completed my instrument,
and fixed it to a hive having eight

frames, not making any choice whatever, for it was the experiment I was
after, and it does me good to think
how well this colony came through
the last terrible winter, while the rest
on all sides suffered. I lost 3 colonies
by starvation with plenty of honey in
their hives.

This instrument is nothing more
than a thermometer with an iron wire
blown into the bulb, reaching through
the glass so that it will come in contact with the mercury ; and a longer
iron wire is to be used to reach
through an air- tight stopper in the
top of the tube. The thermometer is
to be mounted upon a slat of wood
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painted white, and the scale of tlie
thermometer copied on the slat of
wood so that it can be read from the
outside of the hive without disturbing
the bees. The wire reaching through
the top of the tube should be long
enough so that when moved up or
down both ends will have to point to
the same degree. If the lower end is
even with, say 60, the upper end of
the wire will have to be even with 50
on the slat on the outside of the hive.
This instrument can be used for
linding out tlie correct temperature
inside of the hive, or for a ventilator
both for out-door or cellar wintering,
by connecting a battery of two cells of
Le Clanche batteries with the wires
The wire from
of the thermometer.
the positive pole should be connected
with a binding post of an electric
bell, and a second wire connected
with the other post from there to the
The
long wire of the thermometer.
lower wire is connected with the negative pole of the battery, and the
upper wire is to be drawn up and set
even with any degree one wishes.
Whenever the mercury reaches that
degree at which the wire is set it connects with the wire in the tube, and
the circuit is closed, and the bell will
ring. ]}y this means the correct temperature in the hive is secured by
drawing the wire up or down this
can be done without disturbing the
;

bees.

,
"

to spread over the their bees V In 1880 Mr. Doolittle had
think, was what kept 112 colonies, and last spring he bad
them so quiet, and accounts for the only 50 colonies left, having sold
some.
The other advocate of consmall loss of bees.
The cause of so many dead bees traction, is said to have expended
being found on the bottom-board $700 for bees with which to " re-stock
was mainly brought about by the his apiary," last spring.
cluster spreading during a rise of
Deep and shallow frames must altemperature in the hive, and if the ways be talked about.
Who are
temperature should drop very sud- among the successful apiarists of the
denly, as is frequently the case, then world V Capt. E. J. Iletherington of
there will be plenty of chilled and New York, is one of them. In one
dead bees on the bottom-board. Some year he is said to have sold $2.5,000
say they are old bees, and their time worth of honey.
Bee-keepers, Mr.
of life is up. I find this all wrong, to Iletherington's frames are deep ones,
some extent, for I have often scraped being 10>< inches in depth. Mr. Chaa.
bees from the bottom-boards which Dadant says that bees winter better
showed no sign of life but upon tak- on deep frames than on shallow ones.
ing them into a warm room they
should follow those who are sucwould revive. This proves that they cessful, if we follow any at all.
chill and drop to the bottom-board
Another point is to prove the Gerand die while there but the 49 dead
man bees the best. Among the adbees I found in this hive were actually
vertisements in the back volumes of
old bees. AVhy did I not tind young
the Bee Journal, Mr. Johnson
bees among lliem y and why so few
dead ones V They must have clustered charged $1.50 and upward for Italian
queens, and Mr. J. sold many bees;
well, and when they mflved they all
but finally he changed his base and
moved in a body and kept within the began
Germanizing his bees, and he
cluster, and could not have spread
present time over 150 colomuch, or I would have found more on has at thegood
lioney-gatherers, and
nies of
the bottom-board.
says that producing honey is more
I will again try this experiment the
coming winter, and report the result profitable than queen-rearing. Still
Mr. J. keeps a colony or two of the
in due time.
Holy Lands and Cyprians to test them
Aurora,<x Ind.
by the side of the German bees. He
also has a $5 queen from a well-known
For tbe American Bee JouroaL
apiarist to see how her colony- would
perform, and the end of the season
Discussions, Black Bees, etc.
" Black bees are a
gives this report
prominent beelong ways ahead."
15— C. A. CAMP, (31—46).
keeper says
"It seems tome that
the black bees winter the best."
It is perhaps unfortunate that most
Painesville,!^ Ohio.
apiarian discussions assume personal
mention, as " his " hive, book, feeder,
frame, and last, and worst of all,
The Ohio State Convention.
"his" theory.

enough
combs.

for

them

This,

I

;

We

;

To keep the inside of the hive below a certain degree, I used an electromagnet instead of the bell, the armature of this magnet being placed so that
it would regulate the size of the entrance, their being a sheet-iron shutter 7 inches long and % of an inch
wide hinged to the hive and connecting with the armature of the magnet,
so as to work freelj^. The entrance to
this hive was 12 inches by %, and 1
One of the last subjects for discusset the wire at 7i» on the slat, and left sion is the "contraction system "as
it that way all winter until March 1, practiced by Messrs. Doolittle and
when I raised it to 95, and removed it Heddon. It is, no doubt, detrimental
from the hive on April 9. Now, at 70 to any colony so treated, because the
above, this shutter would open two bees are not allowed to go as Nature
or three times per day, and every time taught them. A colony confined on 4
it opened
the entrance would be to a frames, and forced to put their
%xl2 inches, which would remain honey above or at the sides, and not
open from 10 to 15 minutes, when the allowed
sufficient
breeding-space,
mercury would leave the iron wire, comes out at the end of the honey
the magnet would become demagnet- season a small colony, not fit for the
ized, and
the armature with the winter— and is like cramped Chinese
shutter would drop back again, leav- feet all out of shape. Two or three
ing an entrance %x5 inches and so such colonies must be united to make
on every time the mercury would one of good size, as regards numbers
reach 70.
and I venture to assert that each inI do not call this upward ventila- dividual bee is cramped in its vitality
tion, for above the frames I had good, to withstand a severe winter.
warm packing, and there could have
Also, these colonies must be fed,
been no draft through the hive. This and they are set to work near winter,
colony was very quiet during the win- or late in the fall, to store for themter, and had it not been for seeing the selves, and some of these sugar-fed
iron shutter moving, I would have colonies have much of their stores unbeen very uneasy about them.
I capped.
After the honey harvest, bees
would often look into the entrance to should rest, and save their strength
see if dead bees would get clogged for the preparations of the winter.
behind the shutter, but I found none, Mr. A. I. Root tried to compel one
and in fact I found only 49 dead bees colony to do the storing for a whole
on the bottom- board by March 1. My apiary, the frames being removed

—

;

;

opinion

is, if

this entrance-regulator

had not been attached to this hive
the bees would have suffered with the
rest of the bees in the apiary. This
colony surely clustered better than
did the others, for it never got warm
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when

filled, and their places supplied
with others, but the project failed.

The reader

is

left

to

draw

his

own

conclusions.

Now, how
Doolittle

successful

and lleddon

,

are Messrs.
in

:

A

:

The bee-keepers of Ohio met at
the State -Fair Grounds, and assembled at 9:30 a. m. on Thursday, Sept.
1885, in the room over the Apiarian Hall. Mr. A. I. Root, President,
called the meeting to order.
Dr. Besse introduced the subject of

3,

''

Bees Trespassing."

He cited the case of a Wisconsin
farmer who had brought suit against
a bee-keeper whose bees, he claimed,
trespassed on his clover fields. The
" I do not think that
Doctor said
I think it prebees ever trespass.
posterous for a man to sue for bees'
are
an advantage
trespassing. Bees
to all farmers, by assisting nature in
:

the fertilization of flowers."
I never had any comand I think them a blessing.
A. I. Root In my opinion, nothing

C.E.Jones:
plaint,

:

can be made out of the case.
Secretary In our town a neighbor
complains of bees trespassing in the
:

kitchens, and of eating their grapes.

Some people think
A. Benedict
that bees puncture grapes ; but this is
They work on grapes
a mistake.
after wasps and other insects having
mandibles,
puncture them.
strong
They never injure sound fruit.
President: t have several hundred
grape-vines right over my hives, and
the grapes are never injured by the

wintering bees.

:

—

;.
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Dr. Besse Bees will never injure
the tender Delaware grape, unless
the skin is first ruptured. Bees are a
benefit to corn-growers.
After grapes are
A. Benedict
bursted they soon rot any way, and
might the bees not as well get the
sweet from them as to let it waste V
Bees are a benefit to all fruit-growers.
Dr. Besse Fruit-growers ought to
be thankful for the bees. If there
"were no bees there would be little
:

:

:

fruit.

A

Massachusetts fruitPresident
once compelled a beekeeper to
remove, because he claimed that his
bees injured his fruit. A trial of several seasons without the bees was a
failure, and the bee-keeoer was prevailed upon to come back.
:

man

ABE CIDEK-MILI.S INJURrOUS TO BEES?

whether we put the bees on the old
do not care for such stand when taken out of the cellar or
large colonies.
I do not stimulate not.
them in the fall, for I am satisfied
Mrs. Gulp
I put my bees further
that small colonies are the best. I apart last fall, and saw no bad result.
winter my bees in chaff hives, and I was trying to see if I could make
them do as I wanted, and I did.
stimulate them in the spring.
Dr. Gordon I winter my bees outDr. Besse
Winter half the bees,
of-doors,
with corn-fodder placed
and extract and sell half the honey.
President: Dr. Besse and Mrs. Gulp around them, leaving an opening on
may be right, but I think there ought the south side, so the bees can fly on
to be caution used here in the use of warm days. I move them together
terms. A large colony will sometimes and set them on scantling two tiers
contract in cool weather to the size of high.
Mr. Morris
I wintered my bees
a popcorn ball, and winter well.
Dr. Besse If you stimulate bees in successfully in a bee-house for three
the fall, feed early enough so that years, I never put them out-of-doors
voung bees can have two or three for a flight when they are quiet. The
house has a brick foundation, double
flights before they cluster for winter.
wall, 1 foot of space filled with sawWHEN TO FEED BEES FOR WINTER. dust,
and 1 foot of sawdust on top,
Dr. Besse
Any time— the sooner with cement floor.
President In regard to cellar -winthe better.
President I have the best results tering, there is a diversity of opinion
by feeding gradually. Feed, say i4 of and experience. Chaff-hives seem to
a pound every night, and during Sep- be the most practicable, with the
variable winter weather we have in
tember if possible.
Mrs. Gulp I think my plan of put- Ohio, and public opinion seems to be
ting away full combs, and giving getting in favor of them.
them to the bees in the fall, is the
A. Benedict Bees need more venbest plan.
tilation in winter than in summer.
Dr. Besse: We should throw out
President My practice is to leave
the uncapped honey before putting the entrance open full width all
bees into winter quarters.
winter.
" How many combs of honey are
Mr. Goodrich I prefer cellar win?"
necessary to winter a colony
tering, and I keep the temperature of
Dr. Besse
Twenty-five pounds of the cellar as neai' the freezing point
honey.
as possible, and think it best.
President Five full combs,
Dan White I think the cellar, with
BEST HONEY LOCALITIES IN THE an experienced bee-keeper, the best
place to winter bees, although I winUNITED STATES.
ter my bees in chaff hives out-ofCentral Ohio, California in a good doors. I lost half of my bees last
Dr. Besse
Mrs. Gulp

About 3 pounds.

:

I

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

T am satisfied that
A. Benedict
cider-mills are injurious to bees.
C. E. Jones
I lost 73 colonies,
which had plenty of clover honey
tlie cider that tliey carried in killed
them. I had better have spent $100
in screening the mill.
President As a means of harmony,
:

:

:

suggest that bee-keepers furnish
some kind of screen to keep out the
bees. We furnished one for a neighbor cider-maker which kept out flies,
etc., as well as bees, and cost only $2.
It was decided that the President
appoint a committee to see that a
suitable building be erected by the
Agricultural Society of the State, on
the new Fair Ground, for the use of
bee-keepers, as a place of exhibition
and meeting. Dr. Besse, Delaware,
chairman ; C. E. Jones, Delaware,
and Aaron Benedict, Bennington,
were appointed a committee.
It was next proposed to have the
Ohio Agricultural College take up
apiculture as a branch of study. The
President said he thought the college
ought to take such measures, and
that it would elevate bee-culture in
our State. It was decided that a committee be appointed to confer with
the directors of the Agricultural College, to have a station of bee-culture
I

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

and the basswood winter.
Wisconsin and Michigan
The cellar is a good
C. E. Jones
were named.
place to winter bees, if properly preDr. Besse
Ohio extracted and pared.
comb honjy, taken by me to the ExThe cause of last winPresident
position at New Orleans, took the ter's losses was poor stores and severe
first premium.
weather.
A Stranger Hardin county is as
SPRING DWINDLING.
good as any county in the State, for
honey.
Mr. Morris Our spring losses were
Franklin county is a caused by there being too few young
Mrs. Gulp
good locality. I tested one colony, bees wlien they were put into winter
and took 252 pounds of extracted quarters.
established there.
Dan White The cure is, plenty of
" What is to be the object of this honey.
Adjourned until 2 p. m.
young bees.
department i"'
President
There is some mystery
Dr. Besse The object is to test for
AFTEllNOON SESSION.
about " spring dwindling." A colony
best bees, best methods of management, to report from time to time,
The subject of '' Moving bees during "dwindling" seems to get discouraged, and will not even gather pollen.
and to educate students in bee-culture. the working season," was taken up.
The committee appointed were Dr.
Move 5 or 6 colonies I am sometimes inclined to think it a
Dr. Besse
After the bees are disease of some kind, and may l)e
Besse, chairman J. W. Newlove. \V every evening.
Oldroyd, Dr. Mason, A. I. Root, Chas. all in the hives, place the hives far contagious, affecting whole apiaries,
Muth, Dan White.
enough apart so as to put others be- and missing others in the same localthem when moved the next ity. A disastrous winter is a benefit,
PUOPER SIZE OF COLONY TO WINTER. tween
evening, Place a board, or three or in one way, by making a demand for
lioney.
Dr. Besse
I think that too many four sticks of stove-wood, in front of bees and
I moved 100 colobees do not winter as well as a small the coh)ny moved.
THE USE OF SEPARATORS.
nies 250 or 300 feet, and very few bet-s,
colony.
Dr. Besse I do not use separators,
A. Benedict I cannot quite agree if any, went back, and they were
with Dr. Besse. I want a large col- caught in nuclei hives on the old and I think it is better without them.
Secretaiv I have abandoned them.
ony of bees; a small one will eat stands. I would advise moving the
much more honey in proportion to its strongest colonies first, then tlie re- To get the nicest and straightest
size than a large one, to keep up ani- turning bees would re-enforce the combs, use 1%-inch sections such a
section, 4J^x45^, will hold a pound,
weaker ones left.
mal heat.
When putting bees and you can have as many rows of
A. Benedict
C. E. Jones My experience in this:
Get a colony in as nearly a natural out of the cellar, be sure to put the sections as you have brood-frames
the frames being spaced 1% inches. I
condition as possible
large, and hive on the old stand.
plenty of honey.
Dr. Gordon I have no trouble in reverse the sections.
" IIow many bees are necessary for moving bees short distances, and I do
A. Benedict: I use IJ^-inch secsuch a colony V"
not think it makes any difference tions with no separators.
season,

Florida,

locality of

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

•

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

—

:
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Mr. Ed. Miller, a neighSecretary
be generally understood that all could dispeuse witli bor bee-man, who is a carpenter by
separators bv using narrower sectious. trade, and who is away from home
Adjourned to meet in Sec. Chamber- duriug the day, clips his (lueens'
lain's oiHce, in the State House, at wings, and during the swarming season sticks in the ground a stout bush,
7 p. m.
with some branches on, a few feet
a
EVENING SESSION.
from the front of each hive. When "
his " better half
comes
out
swarm
"
Which
asked,
The question was
catches the queen, cages her, and
is preferatile, natural swarming, or
The
fastens the cage in the bush.
dividing colonies y
bees settle on the bush, and at noon,
Dr. Besse
I would rather divide
or in the evening— after work Mr.
three colonies tlian hive one natural
swarm. By division one has complete M. liives them.to meet at the Fair
Adjourned
I rear early
control of the bees.
next morning at 9 a. m.
queens from the best stock, and get Ground the
early drones by inserting a dronePKIDAY MORNING SESSION.
comb in the centre of a lull colony.
When a colony indicates swarming, I In the absence of the President, Mr.
divide it, putting the old queen on Benedict acted as chairman;
the new stand, and the new queen on
GETTING THE MOST HONEY.
the old stand.
I am in favor of natC. E. Jones
Gulp
I get more than twice
Mrs.
ural swarming.
I also reared early
as much extracted honey as comb
queens. I make two swarms out of a
hojiey by putting in empty frames.
large one. I think it more natural for
Last season I had a
Secretary
It

seemed

to

far

tlio

American Bee JuuraaL

:

—

:

:

Bee-Keeping in E. Pennsylvania.
C. U. liEITEL.

On Sept. l."), the Farmers' and
chanics' Institute Fair opened

Meat

Easton, Pennsylvania, and continued
four days, and for the first time in the
history of old Northampton county,
there was a display of real live bees.
Mr. John Maddock, of Glendon, a
very enthusiastic amateur bee-keeper,
exhibited a colony on six frames, the
hive being glassed on both sides, and it
seemed to be the greatest object of
wonder at tlie Fair. In connection
with it, he also showed honey in one
and two-pound sections and in frames,
hives, foundation, extractor, and in
fact all the paraphernalia of bee-keepMr. Maddock deserves great
ing.
praise for his effort, especially as

it

:

them

to

:

swarm.

Secretary

:

was voluntary, unexpected, and without the offer of any premium,
Northampton county is one of the
oldest in the old Commonwealth of
large number of sections filled with
Pennsylvania, having been organized
empty comb, and I believe it was due March 11, 1752, and which is one of
to this fact, that I had my good yield
the most forward in manufactures,
of comb honey this season. I think if
boasting between SO and 40 iron blastwe can always manage so as to get furnaces alone, and is up to the times
the sections tilled with comb we can
in agriculture and almost everything,
get as much comb as extracted
far advanced in bee-cul-

I let

my

bees

swarm

naturally, or I divide them, according
to the circumstances and conditions
of a colony at the time. No general
rule can be laid down.
It may be
best to divide one, and best to leave
another to swarm. One must learn
to determine by experience. I clip

honey.
Mr. Benedict: I advise beginners
slow in extracting, and learn the
prefer natural to go
produce bad
swarms. I also clip my queens' wings. business, or they may
I use a
Where you desire in- results, and get discouraged.
President
movable-bottom hive, and tier up in
crease, divide if you wish honey and
swarms, I
no increase, let them swarm if you extracting. If the colony
hive it on foundation under the old
cannot help it.
a wire cloth between
Wm. Oldroyd described how he colony, placing
a day or two. The queen
took a swarm out of a very high tree, the two for
lower story,
which led to a discussion on hiving soon begins to occupy the above, the
and as the bees hatch out
swarms.
honey is stored in the frames. By
Mr. Benedict
I would smoke a
large body of bees
swarm down from a high limb by this method I get a hive.
In working
tying burning rags to a piece of iron at work in a single
the same
fastened to a long pole, or I would use for comb honey, I use
method
of keeping my colonies strong
a swarming-box, which is the most
swarms. If I hive
natural. I divide by the " drumming " by hiving back the
themselve.s, I take a secprocess. The bees thus swarmed are swarms by
tilled with honey
and as a swarm tion-rack from the old hive and put it
takes about 6 pounds of honey with on a new one.
Mrs. Gulp
My practice is similar
them, this gives them a start.
I put
the old queen on the new stand, and to that described by Mr. Benedict.
run the new queen in the other part.
"How soon is it advisable to exIn 1-5 days I can drum them again. By tract after putting the swarms backi"'
putting in the new queen, I always Ans. In two or three days, or as
have the hive full of bees.
whenever the
often as necessary
Dr. Besse
To hive a high swarm, honey is partly capped.
I would shake the bees off on a pole,
Dr. Besse This, in my experience,
to which a caged queen is fastened.
If you extract
will not work well.
In swarming time I the next day, the queen will go up
C. E. Jones
watch my bees closely. I can tell and occupy the frames, and the bees
within 10 minutes of the time when a will build drone-comb below. I have
swarm is going to come out. Bees no particular method of working for
generally alight low.
I take the extracted honey.
I usually extract
swarms from a limb in a swarming- from the brood-chamber as soon as
basket with a spring lid. I generally the queen gets crowded. I tier up my
catch swarms in a basket just as they hives two or three stories high, and
are coming out.
If two or three always let the bees cap about twoswarms alight together, dump them on thirds of the honey before extracting.
a sheet, catch the queens, and divide Bees work downward.
I put an
them equally, as nearly as possible.
empty hive under the full one.
A. Benedict I separate my swarms
A. Benedict In tiering up sectionwith a smoke-pole, holding it near the
always put an empty one beswarm already settled, which will pre- cases,
neath a full one.
vent others from settling.
The convention then adjourned to
Pesident I used to keep a caged
queen to catch swarms, as stated by meet sometime in January, 1886.
Dr. Besse.
G. F. Williams, ISec. pro tern.

my queens' wings.
Mr. Pierson
I
:

:

;

:

;

:

—

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

yet is not as
ture as many of the counties in the
Western States. It is true that bees
have been kept here for a hundred
years and upwards, but of all the beekeepers in the county, perhaps not
over a dozen have ever had a frame
hive a large number never saw one.
The country is covered by a network of railroads, and 1 frequently
travel on them, and I am always on
the lookout for bees ; only a few days
ago I noticed two apiaries under
sheds, each containing about 2-5 colonies, in the one they were in boxhives, and the others were without
exception in straw skeps. and reminded me of the plate and illustrations accompanying Riem^s Bienenzeucht, published in 1795. I hear of
many who will " brimstone" a large
numlser of colonies this fall.
From the foregoing it must not,
however, be inferred that utter darkness reigns among us, as the display
of Mr. Maddock, above mentioned,
proves besides there are a number of
bee-men in our midst,
intelligent
foremost of whom is Mr. William
Christ, of Nazareth, now 7.5 years of
He commenced bee-keeping
age.
wiien but 12 years old, with one colony, and for (i3 years has never been
out of bees; he has had as liigh as 130
colonies, and often less than 20; his
present number is some 60.
Mr. G. has always kept up to the
times, keeping himself posted by the
periodicals and works on bee-culture
When the frame
as they appeared.
hive was invented he adopted it and
when the Italian bee was introduced
he was one of the first to get it. He
perceived the advantages of comb
foundation and the extractor, and was
;

;

not slow to adopt them.
Mr. Christ is perhaps one of the
the oldest bee-keepers in tlie land, and
while he is modest and unassuming
in his ways, yet the novice who ac-

;:
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plies to him for information, is always
liberally rewarded.
I must also mention Mr. J. Johnson, of Martin's Creek, who has about
100 colonies, and annually markets a
larse amount of surplus honey.

Easton,o* Pa.
American AdrieuUurist.

Bee-Notes for October.
L. C.

ROOT.

dead bees when necessary, and

sider

During the present month

all colo-

much

later, which is extremely
Surplus combs, which
have been nsed for extracting, should
be removed, and general preparations
mada for winter. If bees are to be
•wintered in-doors, it is all important
that the room be clean and sweet, and
Many
well prepared for the bees.
who propose to build, or arrange a
new room for this purpose, neglect
doing so until too late in the season.
If a wall is to be laid, or plastering
done, or even green lumber is to be
used, the work should be done early,
so that all may become thoroughly
Facilities for thoroughly vendry.
tilating a wintering room should be

them

a fresh hive without combs they will
then unite peaceably. Bees tight for
their homes, and in the absence of
combs are not disposed to quarrel.
After they settle down, combs can be
given them. To add a small number
of bees to a larger number without
the precaution stated was to insure
the slaughter of the few by the many.
They would be killed and carried out

well.

For Ihc American Bee Journal.

The Ontario Convention.
BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.

desirable.

,

supplied.

Some do not have facilities for wintering bees in-doors, and other persons
advocate wintering out-of-doors, in
AVliile
I
preference to indoors.
strongly advocate wintering in the
house, I am aware that it is better to
winter out-of-doors under favorable
circumstances than in-doors under
unfavorable conditions.
As to the needs for out-of-door wintering
It is well known that bees
do not winter so well upon the summer stands, as they formerly did. The
cause of this, I believe to be, that the
country being so thoroughly cleared
of its forests, the winter winds are
more cold and searching. This being
so, w^e must resort to some means of
First,
giving our hives protection.
then, it is important to select as
sheltered a place as i)ossible to set the
Next, it is generally agreed
hives.
that some kind of packing is necessary.
Last winter I made some experiments in out-of-door wintering, the
results of which were of value to me.
The outer cases of my hives were
large enough to allow about 4 inches
of packing on all sides of the broodcombs, and 6 inches on top. I used
both chaff and dry sawdust for packing, and both proved successful. The
hives were tipped slightly to the front,
so that the dead bees were easily
:

removed.
The brood-combs were
raised about an inch from the bottomboard, so that room was afforded for
the dead bees to drop below the frames.

A

large entrance-stick, to

till

The adjourned meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Society was held
in the City Hall at Toronto, on Tuesday evening, Sept. 1.5, President Thom
being in the chair. After the transaction of some routine business, the
President called the attention of the
convention to some instances of disease and mortality among bees which
he had noticed about the time bass-

wood bloom had commenced.

;

almost as fast as one can put them in.
If you have a valuable queen it is well
to cage her for 2-1 hours. This fall he
had 100 to 150 nuclei, and he united
to other colonies in the way
described, without trouble or loss.
Mv. R. McKnight preferred to stimulate breeding and build up weak
colonies to self-support. Every one,
if wintered safely, meant a strong and
profitable colony next year.
Mr. Clarke exhibited a model of his
hibernating bee-stand, which the
individually,
members
examined
quietly passing it around while the
discussions and business were going
on.
The following officers were elected
President, S.
for the ensuing year
T. Pettit, Belmont; 1st Vice-PresiVicedent, Allen Pringle, Selby
President, Mrs. McKechnie, Angus
(This lady has personally looked after
160 colonies during the past season.)
Wm. Couse.
Secretary-Treasurer,

them

Mohawk, 5 N. Y.

nies should be well protected from
the cold. All openings for ventilation
should be closed, and the entrance to
each hive contracted. If care is used
in this respect, breeding may be con-

tinued

re-

placed to protect the bees "from cold.
Next, and most important of all, the
hives were surrounded with a perfectly tight enclosure.
This I consider of extreme importance.
Experience has proven that bees
can stand extreme cold weather, if
not .subject to drafts of cold air. Some
which have
of my
experiments,
brought me to those conclusions, have
been'dearly bought, and I urge those
who have not had experience, to con-

He had

his theory about the cause, but before
stating it be wished to learn if any
other apiaries had been similarly affected, and whether any of the members had any explanation to suggest.

Mr. D. A. Jones said that his attenhad been called to the matter by
Dr. Thom. He was of the opinion
that the trouble resulted from Parisgreen used to poison the potato bug.
It had but slightly affected his apiaries, and he believed this was owing to
tion

:

;

M

Meadowvale. The following execucommittee
was appointed
tive
Messrs. D. A. Jones, Jacob Spence,
S. Cornell, Dr. Thom, and R. McKnight.

A

resolution was passed empowering the Secretary to grant certificates
of delegation to any member who
might be able to attend the forthcoming annual meeting of the North
American Bee- Keepers' Society at
the fact that Paris-green was gen- Detroit, Mich., on Dec. 8, ISSo.
erally used in his locality mixed with
The convention then adjourned unIn til next year.
flour or tine meal of some sort.
this dry form bees were not so likely
to take it up as when it was mixed
For the American Bee JoumaL
with water.
Mr. "W. F. Clarke said that he liad
Signs
in ftueen-Rearing.
noticed the same phenomenon as had
Dr. Thom. and had been much perOSCAR F. BLEDSOE.
The Paris-green theory
plexed by it.
furuishecl the first light he had obSystem is all important in the
tained on the subject.
Dr. Thom said that he concurred apiary, and the more perfectly it perwith Mr. Jones, and had been led to meates the operations of the beethe more capable is he of large
that view from being a druggist as keeper
One of the fascinations of
well as a physician. The trouble be- success.
gan just after his first sales of the bee-culture is its capacity of great exunder one master mini. But
poison. Again, when a second appli- pansion
condition to large
cation of the poison came to be made, an indispensable
system, and this is
he noticed the same phenomenon. In results is perfect
required in that most difhis locality the poison was generally especially
Hcult branch of bee-culture— the rearused mixed with water.
remarked that it was ing of tine queens. As the hives and

Mr. Jones

only fair to say that the Paris-green
solution of the trouble was not original with him, it having been suggested to him by Dr. Thom,in a letter,
and he liad no doubt that this was a
true solution of the mysterv.
member inquired, " AV^hat is the
best method of uniting weak colonies
in the fall V and should the queen be

A

employed in this branch have
to be examined often, it is important
for the queen-breeder, by the use of
slates and signs, to be able to know at
a glance the exact condition of the
hive or nucleus inside, so that he may
nuclei

waste no labor or time, and may not
be compelled to perform any operation not absolutely necessary.

The

an en- caged?"

If
trance one inch deep and as long as
Mr. D. A. Jones replied thus
the entire front of the hive, was sup- you have more than one apiary, take
plied, with a small opening made in weak colonies from one locality to the
the centre of it. This entrance-stick other, place the colonies to be united
could be taken out to remove the side by side, shake off all the bees into
:

and

use of small slates

tliey

is

essential,

must always be marked with

a lead-pencil so that the rains may
not wash out the marks. But he
must not be compelled to look at the
slates

whenever he wants

to

know

the

.

.

:

:
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condition of a nucleus. For instajice,
suppose a queen-breeder has several

hundred nuclei and a large number of
hives for surplus honey, how could he
afford to be compelled to look at the
slates, especially as some of the nuclei
have to be manipulated every day.
L. M. Brown, SerSmart-Weeds.
He must have in addition certain
signs so that he may know at a glance geant's Bluff,*o Iowa, on Sept. 12,
18S.J, writes
in his daily rounds which to touch.
They
I send a package of plants.
In order to facilitate my own operations, I have devised for my own use are numbered from 1 to 4. The Nos.
certain signs by the use of half-bricks 1 and 4 are the best for honey. Please

—

and smallhats.

name them

slate

of bees to-day.

Each nucleus lias a
on top of its liive with dates,
short words, and letters, sliowing the
condition inside
as, for example,
when a queen was taken for shipment,
{whether artigiven
when a cell was
ficial or natural), from what breedingqueen (I name each of my breeding
queens,as queen Florence, Perfection,
Daisy, etc.), and when the cell was
hatched.
I make these combinations
with lialf-bricks and bats
1
A half-brick on top of a hive, and
a slate by it, denotes that the colony
has just received a queen-cell.
2. A half-brick, and a slate on top
of it, denotes that a queen-cell has
hatched if O. K. is on the slate it
means that I have seen the virgin
queen if I. O. K. is on tlie slate it
means that 1 have not seen the virgin
queen, but that I think from the appearance of the queen-cell and ab;

all.

I

have a

line

swarm

[These plants all belong to the
genus Polygonum. They are popularly
called smart-weeds, though not one
of these possesses acrid properties as
do some of their relatives. All are
excellent honey-plants, but No. 1 is
by far the best. In its natural state it
usually grows on wet land, but in cultivation it succeeds well on any rich
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strong to-day as they did in July.
Ijinden did not amount too much, as
it lasted only three days.
All except
2 colonies of my bees have not killed
their drones yet.
I have had all the
empty combs that 1 could use, and so
nmde my increase by division, and
kept the queens all the time at their
best, never allowing them to become
cramped for room. 1 reared all Syrian
queens mated with Cyprian-Italian
drones.
This year I had my queens
mated as I wanted them to be, for the
first time.
We had a cold spell on
Sept. S and 9. and I had some bees
chilled that could not get into the
hives for want of room. They chilled
at the entrances.
On Aug. 20 my
strongest colonies had 14 combs with
brood, and they have to-day from 5 to
fl combs of
What will I do
brood.
this winter, for I cannot get them on
10 combs, unless they die with old age
faster than I think they will V

soil.
The names are: No. 1. PolyBest Season for 10 Years.- F. M.
gonum Pennsylvanicum, No. 2. P. Persicaria. No. 3. P. incarnatum. No. 4. Taintor, Coleraine,"o Mass., on Sept,

P. orientale.—T.

J. Burrili,.]

21, 188.5,

says:

The past season has been

the best

Working on the Heart's-Ease.—-Jno. for honey since I have been in the
Haskins, Empire Prairie,^ Mo., on bee-business, which is about 10 years.
The forepart of the season was very
Sept. 17, 1885, writes
good, but when basswood bloomed it
Bees wintered very badly here last
was simply immense — the blossoms
winter, some lost all and others lost
be dripping with liquid
very heavy.
This season there was a seemed to
sence of cells she is all right.
few days that bees worked finely on sweetness, and the way my Albinos
brought in the honey would make any
3. A half-brick, and a slate on top, white clover, but then it became so
and a small bat on top of the slate, very dry that up to about Sept. 1, bee-keeper happy.
denotes that the colony has a young they kept eating what they had gathWorking on the Goldenrod. — Henry
laying queen.
ered in the early part of the season.
4. A half-brick, and slate on top, About that time we had rain, and Alley, Wenham,(5 Mass., on Sept. 21,
and a lialf-brick on top of the slate, since then bees have been doing splen- 1885, says
and a small bat on top of the last didly on the heart's-ease.
Just as I had commenced to feed my
half-brick, indicates that I have just
bees, the weather changed from cold
taken a laying queen from the colony,
to
warm, and for tlie past ten days
Bees in Good Condition. — Jesse
and that 1 must give it a queen-cell White, Ferry,© Iowa, on Sept. 19, bees have been at work upon goldensoon. When a queen-cell is given, I 1885, writes
rod, and have stored enough honey to
go back to No. ]
carry them safely through the winI increased my apiary from If! to 28
6. A half-brick,and two bats on top,
We have goldenrod in great
ter.
with a slate by the side of the same colonies, then one became queenless abundance here — our road-ways are
which
I
united
with
another,
thus
on the hive, snows me that the colony
lined with it, besides, there are acres
needs extra attention of some sort, as leaving 27. All are in good condition, of it within one mile of my apiary.
I think, with plenty of honey for winshown by the slate every day, until
We are sure of a good crop of honey
the normal condition is restored and ter, which they have stored since Aug. from it when the weather is favorable.
smart-weed.
20,
from
Previous
to
so on ad libitum.
that time they barely made a living.
Grenada, 5 Miss.
The Weather— My Honey Crop,— C.
I will get about 75 pounds of surplus
honey and 10 pounds of wax alto- Thielmann. Thielmanton,o, Minn., on
VnT tne American Bee JonraaL
gether. We have had no frost here Sept. 19, 1885, writes
;

:

;

:

:

;

:

The Patsalaga,

Ala., Convention.

The Patsalaga Bee-Keepers' Asmet at the residence of Mr.

sociation

R. McClendon, Ramer, Ala., on
Sept. 10, ]8t).5. The meeting proved
to be harmonious, instructive and interesting. Many citizens were present who manifested much friendship
and good-will toward the interest of
bee-keeping in their locality. Several
subjects usual among bee-keepers
were discussed, and some resolutions
passed, among which was a resolution
that the Secretary send a list of the
names of the members for publication.
J.

.T. R. McClendon, Pres., Asa Carter. Vice-Pres,.
M. G. Rushton. Sec. M. II. Freeman, Asat. Sec,
W. E. Freeman, E. V. Liwrence, F. M. Amerson,
N. P. Jackson, C. C. Freeman. R. O, Lawrence,
GeofEe McClenrlon, J. ,J. McClendon, J. L. Soles,
W, A. Haynes, T. .1. Eiland, J. H. Norman, Mrs. E.
E. McClendon, W. II. Urqurheart, .1. W. Ilicbs,
Mrs, M.J. McClendon, F. M. Van. J. H. Lacy, S. G.
Story, J. W.Jones, A. A. Stoddard, Walter Bozman, Fred Pouncy, G. G. Long.

M. G. Rushton,

Sec.

The weather

for the past 4 or 5
weeks has been very unfavorable for
Excellent Season.— 6
Malone, bees here, so that they could not
(5—31), Oakley,? Iowa, on Sept. 19, gather as much as they consumed,
1885, writes
although there was an abundance or
This season has been one of the flowers, but it was too cold for honey
Yesterday was the only
best tor honey that I have known secretion.
since I have been in the bee- business. dav since about Aug. 20, that my bees
I commenced with 5 colonies on May did much of anything, and they were
15 one of them was good, one fair, busy all day and came home laden
and the rest almost nothing, the with honey and pollen. They worked
weakest one not covering more than until they could not see any more in
one-half of a Langstroth frame. Such the evening. Although most of the
a time as I had with bees last spring corn has been frozen, on Sept. 1 and 2
I never want again.
I have increased the fall flowers were looking fresh
my apiary to 31 good colonies, and and bright. I commenced with 90
have taken 865 pounds of extracted colonies in the spring, increased them,
honey, by actual weight, and sold it by natural swarming, to 170, and obhoney, 1,000
at 8^;^ cents per pound.
I will take tained (i.-iOO pounds of
enough or more to make 200 pounds Sounds of which vras extracted.
fearly all of it is clover and bassper colony, spring count. My young
Last night we had a heavy
colonies are gatnerine 2 pounds of wood.
honey per day now.
have had no rain, but it is nice and warm this
frost yet, and the bees are working as morning.
yet.

— Wm.

:

;

We
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Results of the Season.— J. A. Pearce,
R;ipids,*o Mich., on Sept. 21,
1885, writes
I increased my bees from 3 colonies
toll, by letting them swarm once and
hiving the swarms on the old stands,
and in a few days I separated the old
colony into 3, dividing the queen-cells
as near equally as possible. I was not
quite quick enough with the last, as
they had torn down all the queen-cells
but one, or I would have had 12 colohad no after-swarms, no
nies.
I
watching, no loss of queens, and the
colonies are all strong, and the hives
are full of honey. I had combs with
some honey to give the most of them,
as 1 lust 8 colonies last winter that
were on the summer stands in doublewalled hives. My bees did not swarm
I obthis year until about July 1.
tained 200 pounds of honey in 1-

Grand

pound

sections.

Honey and Beeswax Market,
The National Bee-Keepers' Union,
OflBce of the

LIST OF MEMBERS.
Lawton. B.

Addenbrooke, W.,
AUen. Ransom,
AUey. Henry.
Anderson, J. Lee,
Anderson, Wm.,

Lindsly, L.

Ludkev,

Lynch, Jno.

J.,

Besse, il..M. D.,

L.P.

Billing. Peter
Bitzer, Wm.,

Blanchard, O. C,

McNay. Frank,
Millard. D.,

&

Bro,

Article
known as

Cheney, H. U.,

—

This organization shall be
the "National Bee -Keepers'
shall
meet annually, or as
and
Union,"
often as necessity may require.
Article II.— Its object shall be tq protect the interests of bee-keepers, ana to
I.

defend their rights.
Article III.— The

officers of this Union
consist of a President, five VicePresidents, and a General Manager (wiio
shall also be the Secretary and Treasurer),
whose duties shall be those usually persliall

formed by such officers. They shall be
elected by ballot, and hold their several
offices for one year or until their successors
are elected and installed; blank ballots
for this purpose to be mailed to every member by the General Manager.

Article IV,— The
tute

an

Advisory

officers shall consti-

Board,

which

Muth, C. F.,
Muth-Hasmussen, Wm.,

Carder. A.,

Chapman, 8.,
Chapman, J..

CONSTITUTIOIV.

shall

Christian. P.J.

Clnrlte.Rev. W.F.,
ClickenKer, Earlle,

Conn ley, John

T.,

Coot, Prof. A.

J.,

E..

Doolittle, G. M.,
Dorr. Dr.
R--

Downs, Robert,
Drane, E.,
P.,

Dunn, John,
C.
Easrwood, L.,
Edson, A. S.
KIwood, 8r., W. R.,
Eaplesfield, E.

Board.

Article VIII.— The animal fees paid by
members shall become a general fund,

the

from whicii

shall lie paid the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as printing,

postage, clerk-hire, etc.

Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
shall be held at such times and places as
shall be designated by tlie Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten
members.

Article X.— This constitution may be
amended by a majority vote of all li)e
members at any time.

Hayhurst. E. M..
Heater, Mrs. J. N.,

Heddon, James,
Hensley.J.
Hettel.M.,

H. A.

Hobler. Geo.,
Hoke. Abe,
HollinKswnrth. C. M.,

Howard. J. B..
Hoyle, Georee U..
Z.,

Hvne. James M.,
Illinski, Dr. A. X.,
Ishani. H. B.,

Jacksim, Andrew,
Jardlne. Jas.,
Jones. Georee W.,
Killouch. J. M..
King. D. N..
King, T. Frank,

We

NEW
HONEY.— There
market.

is

YORK.

not much change In the
is coming in quite freely,

The new crop

and is selling readily at the following prices:
Fancy white clover, in i-lb. sections, 14(alf) cents

J. J.,

;

the same in

fair to good,
2-lb. sections, ]2c<pl3c
in 1 and 2 lb. sections. lii(f?llc.; fancy buckwheat,
in l-Ib. sections. ii@i2c.; the same in 2- lb. secExtracted, white clover, S'aTc;
tions. 9i«)l0c.

buckwheat,

;

.'»(fl/Pc.

BEESWAX-Prime yellow. 25@28c.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.. 34 HudBOn St.

Jr.. J. B.,

CINCINNATI,

HONEY.— No change has talfen

place in the genDemand is slow for
extracted honey with abundance on the market.
Extracted honey brings 4(.ft8c on arrival, and
choice comb honev l.switfc in a jobbing way.
BEESWAX— Is in fair demand, and arrivals are
good. We pay 201*240 for good yellow.
P. S. The following explanation in regard to
order to post some beemarkets seems tn be
keepers and save them Irom disappointments.
When quoting prices "on arrival," I mean to say
that honey will bring about the price quoted, or
that a figure within the range given, will appear
reasonable or acceptable to a purchaser. 1 quote
as nearly as possible the price at which I am buying and selling. I do not mean to say that purchasers are waitinL.' for the arrival of honey and
are anxious to buy at those prices quoted, nor
that am willing to pay those prices on arrival for
all the honey that may be [Shipped here. This
latter would require a larger capital than I and
two more of the largest dealers in America possess. It is unpleasant for us to be over-run with
honey for which I will not pay on arrival, unless
agreement has been made previous to shipment.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

eral feature of the market.

Hoot, A. I.,
Rose, C. H.,
Rowe. David,
Roye. Burr,
Schaper, K. F.,
Scheurtng, Paul,
Seabrlgbt. L.C..
Sears, J. W.,
Secor, Eucene,

m

Shapley.D. L.,
Shearman, J. O.,
Shirley.

Shuck,

W.

H.,

J. M.,

W.

I

D.,

Smith, George,
Smith, Mrs. Martha,
Snell, F. A.,

Spady. Jno.,
Spencer. M. L.,
Stearns, J. R.,

Stephenson. H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,

BAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with

Stewart. W. H..
Stocker, Wm. S.
Stolley.

a probaof so continuing through the balance of the
season. There is some inquiry for best qualities,
with a firm market for the same. Quotations are
as follows: Wi.ite to extra white comb, iiiuiic.;
dark to good, 5'aHc. Extracted, white liquid, 5@5H
cts.; liuht amber colored, 4^(s5c.; amberand can-

Wm..

Stordock,

bilitv

H.,
Storer. K. M.,
Tulbert, M..
('.

Taylor, George,
Tavlor, R. L.
Thatcher, Will.,

died. 4Kc.

Theilmann, C,
Th'iiiipson. Geo. M.,

BEESWAX. -Quotable at 2:j@25c., wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & CO.. 423 Front Street.

Tinker, Dr. G. L.,

Tongue. L.

N.,

Treadwell.

W.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.-The new crop is beginning

to arrive
issellinil at 14«1.5 cts. per lb. for choice i-Ib.
sections. Old honey ts very dull— none selling although freely offered at in(«ji2 cts. Extracted, as

B.,

Trim berg.'r, John,

and

Turner, T. E.,
Twining, M. J.,
Tyner, Alonzo.

if not in demand in our market.
BEESWAX.-2()(»22cts. per lb.

usunl

Vanhouten.

C. W.,
Viallon, P. L..
Walton. Col. R..
Webster, H.S.,

A. C.

C

KBNDKL.

KANSAS

Weeks.
Wendt, Henry,
Whitney. W. V.,

1

15 Ontario Street.

CITY.

Wichorts. A..
Wilkins, Miss Lucy A.,
Wok-ott. Wm.C,
Wright. W. D.,

HONEY.— We now report a very firm market
with some advance in prices, though the trade
take hold very slowly as vet, and complain terribly when the advance is quoted to them. We are
now holding for I6(ai7c. for fancy white honey in

Wurth.Dan.,
Zwlener H. L.

Calif.

i-lb. sections, I5f«i«c. tor 2 lbs., and I2fai3c. for
Fancy 1-lb. sections, if marketed soon, will
bring a good price. Extracted is a little Hrmer at
about the same prices, viz: Miss., La. and Texas,
4@fic., and white clover and calif.. 7t<iMc.
BEESWAX.— Unchanged, 2i_»®25c.. according to

Koeppen. August
l.ammey. John,
LangMtroth. Rev.
Lanning. John,

Bt.

BOSTON.

Powell. E. W.,
Pray, G. L..
Rainey, Jarvls,
Kaisch, H.,

Stade,

South Water

itsi

We
We

Perkins. Nelson,
Peters, Geo. B.,
Peters, Jno.,
Phelps. N.T..

Pond.

BURNETT,

HONEr.—
have received quite a large stock
of honey, mostly trom Vermont, an<i the quality 1b
very fine.
are doing the best we can to keep
the price up where bee-keepers can get something
for their honey. One of the largest producers of
honey sold his entire crop at a very low price, and
honey is being sold here so that it will leave beestill hold ourpricesat letS-IS
keepers nothing.
cts. for 1-lb sections, and I4^iec. for Li-lbs. Extracted is6f«8c. per lb.
BEESWAX.— an cl8. per lb.
Blake & riplet, 57 Chatham Street.

Travis, F. W.,
Travis, I. A..

P..

Hill, A. G..
Hills. Mrs. H..
Hilt'in, George E..

Huse. Wm. H.,
Hutchinson, W.

BEKSWAX.—

Heed, L..
Reed, L. G.,
Hey, John,
Reynolds, M. G.,
Roberts, Jesse U.,

H

determine what action shall be taken by Ealsoner, J.,
this Union, upon the application of any Feathers, Harvey,
Flanntran, E. T.,
bee-keepers for defense, and cause such Enpland. P. J.,
extra assessments to be made upon all the EnkP. Wm..
Charles,
members as may become necessary for their Follett,
Forbes. W. E..
defense.
France, E. & Son,
Article V.— Any person may become a Freeborn, S. I.,
W. K.,
member by paving to the General Manager Fulton.
Funk, H. W..
an Entrance ^ee of one dollar to the Furness,
Dwight,
Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 25 Gander, A. M.,
cents, for whicli he shall receive a printed Goodiich. A.S.,
(Ireen, Charles H.,
receipt making liiui a nieiii)n'r<if this Union, G'eenin;^. C. F.,
entitled tn all its riglit.s and hi'iiciits. Tlie (Jreiner, (i. C,
annual fee sliall be due on the tirst day of Grelner. Frledemann,
Ahet,
July m each year, and must be paid within Gresh,
Grimm, Christopher,
30 days in order to retain membershii) in Griswold, Pred,
Harding, Benj.,
this Union.
Ilarlens, J G..
Article VI.— Donations of any amount Harrison.
S. H.,
any
time
Defense
made
at
to
the
may be
Hart. K. M..
Fund, in addition to t!ie entrance and Haskin. A. t*., M. D.,
C. A..
membersiiip fees and the regular assess- Hatch,
Havens, Keuben,

ments made upon the memoers by the
Advisory Board.
Article VII.— The Defense Fund shall
be used for no other purpose than to defend
and protect bee-keepers m their rights, after
such cases are api»roved by the Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
regularly made in writing by the Advisory

steady at 15 cts. per lb.
comb honey in i -lb. sections. Receipts
sales are keeping pace with each other. Some
well tilled ^-Ib. sections, this week, brought 16 cts.
Extracted honey brings 5(a8c., with a steady feeling prevailing.
i23@24c. on arrival.

and

Payn, W. N.,
Pennoyer, L. A.,

Decker, C. K.,
Demaree, G. W.,
Dibbern.C. H & Son,
Dickason. T. B.,
Dittmer, Gus,

:

for white

Parker. D. G.,

Dadant, <". P.,
Darby, M. E.,
Dayton, C. W.,
Decker, A. A.,

Dunham.

Nelson. James A.,
Newman. Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.
Nipe, James,
Nutt. W. C,
Ochsner, J. J.,
Osburn, A. W.,

Owens,

Cripe, Henry,
Dadant, Chas.,

Dodye.U.

Miller, B. J.&Co.,
Miller, Dr. C.C,
Miller. Henry,
Mills. L. D.,

Minnich. F.,
Minor, N. L.,
Morse, William,

Ij.,

Camp, . A.,
Camp, G. W.,
<

National Bee-Keepers* Union.

hour

CHICAGO.

McNeill. James,

Burrell. H. D.,

Burton,

and beeswax received

to this

HONET,— The market Is

Marden, Henry,
Margrave, J. VV.,
Mason. Jas. B.,
Mattoon, Jas.,
McConneil, James.
McCormick. Emery,
McGee, Charles,
McLees. S.,

Blc.unt, C. N.,

Brown, A. J..
Buchanan. J. W.
Bucklew, J. A„

tions for honey

T.,

S. H.,
A. E.,

Bohn, Gustav,
Bray. Moses,
Bricliey. Peter,

f

are the latest quota-

Mahin, Kev. M.

Manum,

t

C..

Maddox. W.
Maliory,

10 a. m., Sept. 28, 1885.

The following
up

Lyman. W. C,

Bean.C. M. & W. L.
Bernschein, Ernst,
liiiltnus,

('harles,

Ludloff, K.,

Babb. Enoch,
Baldwin, B. T..
Ball.Miss J. M.
Barne», Wm. M.,
Baxter, E.

IT.

LeRoy, J. W.,

AnfieU. C. 8..
Aspinwall, Jno.,

American Bee Journal*

Monday.

L. L.,

Room for many more.

'

Clbmonb,Cloon &

Co., cor. 4th

& Walnut.
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Wlien ITIarketlng Extracted Honey,

Local Convention Directory.

a sad hlutidrr to use barrels hold ingfrfim
300 to 500 pounds— they are too large to he
desirable for the trade, too bulky to be handled with care in transportation, and too dear
to be lucrative to the producer, for honey
put up in such large barrels is subject to a
discount f)f one i;ent per pound, because of
the dltficulty in disi>osing of it without
repacking and dividing into smaller lots.
it is

OP THE

Time and

1885.

j^.fi»iBmiaA

place oj Meetino.

Oct. 1.— Southern llUnolo, at Duquoln.
F. 11.

Kennedy,

See..

Ills.

Duquoin,

Ills.

Oct. li.— Union, at Dexter, Iowa.

M. E. Darby. Sec. Dexter, Iowa.
Oct. 10.— Wabash County, at N. Manchester, Ind.
J. J. Martin, Sec, N. Manchester, Ind.

Oct. 15, 10.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall, Sec, Independence.
Oct. 15.— Progressive, at

ililJOlUll^
PrBMSHED BY

THOMAS

G.

J.

Mo.

Ills.

G. Norton. Sec, Macomb,

Ills.

Md

Oct. 21.— Md., Va. & W. Va.. at Hagerstown,
D. A. Pike, Prea., Suuithshurg,

Md.

Jacksonville,

Ills.

Oct.

NEWMAN & SON,

Macomb.

li8,

29.— Central

Illinois, at

PUOPItlETORS.

Nov, 5, e.— N. .1. & Eastern, at Trenton, N. J.
Wni. B. Treadwell, Sec. 16 Thomas St., N. T.

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Nov. 12.— Central Michigan, at Lansing. Mich.
E. N. Wood, Sec, N. Lansing, Mich.

Weekly.

»a

a year

;

Monthly,

SO cents.

ALiFRED H. NEWMAN,
Business Manager.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

8— 10.— North American,

^dxttvtistmcnts.
of BEES for SALE,
SYKIO-ITAI-IANS and KED-Cl.OVEK

85 COLONIES

ITAI-IAN**— iill on L. frames, mostly wired.
"Wisliinn t'l Ko South for my hpalth. I offer the
above in lot?* of
or more, at S-'i per coUmy, or
a^.'^eo for the lot. if taken soon; together with

State, at Detroit. Mich.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

.">

extractor, section-cases, and extra frames.
re-queeneil from the bet^t Btrains this year.

at Detroit, Mich.

sec

Rogersville, Mich.

«J.

Dec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
"W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec, Uogersville, Mich,

Brooklyn Village. Cuyahoga

39Alt

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Bn.

Co., O.

BEESWAX.

fW

^pctial gloticcs.

All

SINOLETON.

taries are requested to

"We pay ZOk. per lb.. deliTcred here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mlstHkes. toe shipper's came
should always be on each packaee.

THOS. 6. N£TV'AIAN <& SON,
SPECIAL. NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,
E^~ To create Honey Markets in every 923 & 925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILLWeekly Bee Journal will village, town and city, wide-awake honey
be reduced to One Dullar a Tear. This we producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
have contemplated for some years, and only Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
awaited the proper time to warrant us in pam phlets on "Honey as Food and Med ici ne,"
issuing the Weekly Bee Journal at the very and scatter them plentifully, and the result
are now in the inarkct, and will be
during' the entire season, for all honey
low price of one dollar a year. That time will be a demand for all of their crops at
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or cl)ndihas now come. We shall continue to im- remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and tion— just so it is pure. We will sell on com"
following prices
the price of the

WE

prove the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will he supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year

Medicine

are sold at the

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for SIO.OO; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the bee1886, for $1.2.5.
Those who have already subscribed for keeper who scatters them).
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
any portion of iiext year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes and Medicine" to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quanin the mail-list type are already made.
Single copy, 5 cts.

;

;

!

tity of

For §1.25 we
Journal to new

will

it.

send the Weekly Bee

subscribers

from now

until

Now is
the end of 188.1— fifteen months.
the time to subscribe. The sooner it is done
the more they will get for the money.

Preserve yotir papers

for reference.
we will mail you

you have no BINDER
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 'i new yearly subscripIf

tions for the

To Correspondents. — It

mission, chargring 5 per cent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford. We
will handle beeswax the same way, and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this department, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full casCr
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returnsT
whether we buy or not.

Bee Journal.

CLEMONS, €LOON &: CO.,
KANSAS CITY,

36A17t

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or,

MASJUAl. OF

THE APIART.

SOLD SINCE

12,000

would save

MO.

1876.

13th Thensnnd tJast Out!
two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found 10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
on the Book List on the second page of this
8.000 Sold Since May. 1883.
More than ^0 pages, and more than 50 fine illus(some inclosing money) that have no name; paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
trations were added in the nth editi" -n. I'he whole
"
again."
purchased
sell
are
to
many others having no Post^Offlce, County where they
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keepinp. It is certainly
or State. Also, it you live near one postthe fullest and most scientitlc work treating of
office and get your mail at another, be sure
Sample Copies of the Bee Journal bees In the World. Price, by mail, Sll 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
to give the address we have on our list.
will be sent free upon application. Any one
A. J. COOK, Author and Publisher,
intending to get up a club can have sample
Agricultural College, Mich.
iCly

much

trouble, if all would be particular
t« give their P. O. address and name, when
writingto this oftiee. We have several letters

us

J^~ Our

rates for

^~

Bees and Poultry.— But few outdoor
go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poultry Journal (price ¥1.2.5)and the Weekly
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This
Is a rare opportunity to get two standard
papers for less than the price of one.
pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

ACKERMAN'S
t^~ AH who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows

BOTTOM-BOARD HOOK

:

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

For 50 colonies
"

"

$1 00

125
150

The larger ones can be used for a few colnot a subscriber, receiving a onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
copy of this paper, will please consider it and still keep the record all together in one
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

Any person

^~

For sale also at the Office of the Bee
Journal, at wholesale or retail.

A

cheap and desirable contrivance for securing- loose bottorn-boards to the hives. It can
be operated instantly. One
sample set, by mail, 20 cents. One or more,
15
cents each. For sale by
by express,
-™„gj^
eMC^Si^F

THOS.
923

ti.

NEH'MAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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QUEENS
AT REDUCED PRICES.

will
to the scarcity of money,
OWING
SELL Warranted Queens at $8.00
I

per dozen. Yivo dozen lor $15.00.
aOABtf J. T. IVIIjSON, Nieholasville, Ky.

Wooden

THOS. G. N£AVJIIAN A. SON,
& 925 "West Madison Street, CHICAGO.

ILL.

PAIL.

iins new size of our Tjiperins
_ Honey I'ails isof uniform design
iiwith the otlier sizes, hnvinn tlie top
Vedt-'e turned over, and has a bail or
handle.— makinp it very convenient
It is well-made and, when
t'» carry.
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small packaKe, that can
be sold for i^'> cents or less. Many
_
_
consumers will buy it in order to give the children
a handsome tov pail. PKICE, "JS centn per
dozen, or $.'>.00 per lOO.
'

9^3

Honey!

can furnish regular Wooden Water- Pailswell painted on the outside, and with :i iron
hoops and a tight-titting wood cover, at !S3.ail
per dozen. Thev will hold Ha Iba. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
housebold pail.
023

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

Pails for

WE

FOLDING

PAPER-BOXES.

who

desire to put their honey
on the market in the most attractive manner, should use the Folding Paper Box.
Read what the Editor of this paper sa.vs eonccrninir this bo.v, on page .5,'!!, Sample bo.x,
by mail, 5 cts. Send for circular and prices.

Bee-keepers

GEO. T.

3,5Atf

HAMMOND,

BROCKPORT, Monroe

Co., N.

DOUBLE -WALLED
Langstrotli Hives
FOR WINTERING BEES ON SUMMER STANDS.
EX are made identical and interchangeable
I"^!!
.
with our Standard Langstroth Hives, as advertised and described in our Catalogue. All upper
storie- :ind surplus arrangements made by us will
Prices:
tit this dtiuble - walled brood chamber.
Nailed, fJOc ; in the flat. ;i5t'. per hive, in addition
to our prices ot the Standard Langstroth. Wealso
make our 7H-inch Caps with a sloping or Cottage
Roof, which is worth 30c. nailed and li>e. flat. In
addition to the prices of the Standard Langstroth
hive, which has a flat top.

XHOS.
Q23

MNew
Chromo

Style,

Y.

THOS. <i. NKWMAIN Ai SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

NE^VMAN &

G.

& 925 West Madison

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Embossed Hidden Name and

Visiting Cards, no '2 alike, name on,
lOc. 13 packs *i: warranted beat sold. Samplebook,4c. L. JONES & CO., Nassau. N. r.

llAly

more money than

at anything else by
selling hook

an agency for the best
WIN:taking
Beginners succeed grandly.
out.
fail.

Terms

None

IIali.ett Book Co.
Portland, Maine.

free.

5lAiy

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
roy;il. valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare lime only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly successful, .^ocents
to $5 easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may tef^t the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satiaOed
paralleled offer
we will send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Stinson & CO.
Don't delay.
Maine
Portland,
5lA.iy

HELP

;

Dadaut'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement in another column.

retail.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

in presents oivtn nway.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package i>f goods
- ij ij ij of large value, that will
5
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the |i>iio.(m.mj in
Agents wanted everypresents with each box.
where, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absoliiiely asH. Uallett&Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The Bkitish Bee Journal is published SEMI-

at Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and

MONTHLY,

I

how
for

Apply

to

CHA8.

freeman 4 Central

Ave.,

F.
-

it.

Bee Journal and our Weekly

British

$-2. 50.

THE HORSE,
By

Myth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

to do

The

KENDALL, M,

B, J,

D,

TREATISE

KiviUK an Index of diBeaSBB,
and the symptonis cause and treatment of each, a
table Klving all the principal druits used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an ensrravtnK of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the atie of the horse a Taluable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price as cent«-in KnKllsh or Uerman.
A.

:

etc.

MUTO,

;

CINCINNATI,

O.

:

ly Send IOC. for Practical Hints to BeeKeepers.

THOS.

ELECTROTYPES

923

in the Bee Journal for sale at
25centB per square Inch — no single outsold for leas
SON.
Cban50c. TIIOS. O.

a.

NEWMAN &

& il25 Wnst Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Of Engravings used

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.

NEWMAN A

9:^3

&

922

West Madison

Send six cents for postage.
and receive 1 ree, a costly box
of goona whirli will help you
to more money right away

Dadant'sFouiKiatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,
Oenesee

Boe<^rMvllle.

Co.. MIc-li.,

furnish Italian queens, bred
CAN
mothers, and reared in
the best
still

oi'

fi'oin

lull
si.x for $.5.00;

Sinffle queen, $1.00
twelve, or more. 7.") cts. each. Tested queens
Make money orders payable at
S^'Z.OO each.

colonies.

Flint.

Read what J. LPabiht, of
Charlton, N. Y., lays—-' Wo
lit Willi one of your Combined

Street, 47h1c»iro. 111.

;

:i7Atf

11

M:

laat winter 50 chaff
with 7 in. cap. 100 honey
racks, 500 broad frames, a, 000
Miichiucfl

hi*-e_-i

hnnev boxes and a great deal
i-rother work. This winter we

than anything else

in this
orld. All. of eithersex. suc-

h.ive double the onaouDt of bee
hives, etc., t' make iiud we
it all with this

ceed from flrat hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absrdutely sure. At
Tkde & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

51Aly

cupect In do

Saw.
will.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
standard l^angstroth,

It will

do

all

you say

CtttaloEue and Priee List Free. Adrtre-s Wr. F.
Kuby street. Eockford, III.
No. jrv;

BAENKS,

.

BOND

&

PEARCH.

(ESTAlir.lSHED

18(!0.)

163 South Water St. CHICAGO,
,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
And all other kinds of Hlven,
We have some ELEGAXT
KIBBON BAD(JES, having
MADE TO ORDER,
a rosette and gold J5ee, for
.bee-keepers' use at Fairs.
Quinby Smoker a specialty.
Conventions, etc.
Price
1 8h.ill supply iinylhing you need in the Apiary.
30 "cents each, by mail, postpaid.
Send fur Illustrated I'rice J,i8t.
TllOi-tI.\S G. NEWMAN & SON,
IV. B. Cl.AllK,successor toL. C. Root,
923 & U-'.j West Madison St., CHICAfiO. ILL 7Aly
ORISKANY. Oneida County, N. Y,

COMMISSION

MERCHANTS!

JI.^ke a Specialty iu HONEY.
Consignnienta solicited. Will make liberal advances on shipments. Kefer to Hide and L™ther
'°t'
National Bunk.

Send

It

& JOHN

.

<"
for Circular
«i?„»^.;?.l\.^'"'^'

(boxU) B.a.STAlTFi-ER. BachmanvillcPa
l2Bly
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Honey Wine—Mr. C. J. Quinby, of In 4;erniany the different Governments
Whito Plains, N. Y., says
"My method of are so alive to the importance of this source
makiii); wino is a modification of several of profit to the peasant from keeping bees,
receipts in a little worlc entitled Honey as that the children are taughtthe best method
Food and Medicine," by the editor of the of bee-culture, and a school-raastcrdocs not
American Bee .Iouhnai.. Honey malfesa receive his diploma until he satisfies the
tine wine, the only secret is the old one, State Examiner that he is familiar with the
'Good in all things,' handled carefully and science of a hienenvater.

OF THE

:

'

understandingly."

Bees and

THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 40.

Oct. 7, 1885.

Ether and

'.Bailifl«,— Connty-coiirt bail-

from

time immemorial, been
siilijeeted to much unpleasant treatment,
L>ut probablj^ the most remarkable mode of
assault yet discovered for them was the
subject of a trial at Northampton, England.
It transpired that on the bailiffs entering a
house at Woodford to levy an execution, the
occupant, named Samuel Gunns, threw a
hive of bees at them, and immediately
locked the olficers in a room with the
infuriated insects. Pleasant for the bailiffs
Gunns is evidently a man of inventive
genius.— Xyondon Paper.
itrs

have,

!

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

nr. J. B. mason

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

the apiary of
boro, Mass.
visit to

O, Coldenrod, bright goldenrod
You spring from out the barren sod.

He has a

On worn-out

Xhe Recent

IVet

materiahy interfered

;

Weather

has very

with

Fairs

the

in

several States.

:

large law practice and keeps
bees only as a means of recreative exercise,
and from a deep love of the occupation.
He is one of the most enthusiastic beekeepers I have ever met, and at the same
time is thoroughly posted in apiculture as
well as in law. He has kept as many as 50
or 00 colonies at a time, although he has but
7 at the present time. He is a hard student
in entomology, and often sacritices a colony
for the purpose of proving or disproving a
principle.
The condition of his apiary
proved to ine that he knew how to take care
of it. He wintered his bees on the summer
stands.

luITIaineit

thus describes his
E. Pond, Jr., Fox-

;

!

places where no grain
Springs up to meet the sun and rain.
I love to pluck your i)lumes of light.
And deck them with my robe of white
To see them gleaming fold on fold.
Gold upon white and white on gold.

.1.

estimated that there are
12,000 colonies of bees, and the annual
honey crop is worth about :§40,000.
is

Clilorol'orni have been used
with success while introducing
queens, uniting colonies, etc. At the Toronto Convention of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, Mr. Jones said that he
used a smoker containing three sponges,
that in the middle having a few drops of
chloroform upon it. By fumigating the
hive with this, all the fight was taken out of
the bees and they accepted the queen given
them and made no attempt to injure her,
even after the recovered from the effects
of the chloroform. This method, he said,
was simple, safe, and the cost for chloroform
only one cent for each queen introduced.
Mr. Langstroth caused a good deal of
laughter by describing some experiments he
had conducted in feeding bees with sugar
moistened with brandy, in order to be able
to safely introduce a new queen. Said he
" It's no harm to make bees drunk, I guess.
If some of you want to see some fun, get
some bees drunk, and watch them. You
never saw such a consequential creature as
a bee." His experiments, however, were a
failure, for as soon as the bees "Sobered
up," they destroyed the queen given to
them.
P. Bach etherizes bees when he wishes to
unite them. He places the sponge, moistened with the ana?sthetic, in the hive. As
soon as the bees fall to the bottom of the
hives, they are united and soon revive upon
receiving fresh air.

by some

" Artlflclal Honey is made by a machine invented by a Wisconsin woman," is
the sttipid announcement made by the
Nectar In tlie Flowers is controlled Chicago Mail of Sept. 26, 388.').
largely by electricity in the atmosphere.
Thcie is not the slightest foundation for
When storms are frequent, the general such a base assertion The only Wisconsin
report is that the blossoms contain no woman who has invented any thing connectar. Cyclones, tornadoes, hail storms, nected with bee-culture is Mrs. Dunham, of
thunder and lightning- are largely the cause Do Perc, Wis. Her invention was a combof a poor honey crop. The past two seasons foundation mill for pressing corrugations
were surprising expamples of too much into sheets of wax, to assist the bees in
electricity in the atmosphere, with a cor- making comb
in which they store pure
responding lack of honey.
honey— Hot a macliine for making artificial
honey ! Ignoraut or sensational reporters
Mr.-*. Fader, at Gouldville, Pa., was stung are continually "blundering" or wilfully
on the upper lip by several bees while misrepresenting everything connected with
passing through an apiary of cross bees. bee-culture, greatly to the injury of the
Her husband withdrew the stings, applied pursuit.
wet earth to the wounds, and took her to
This, like Prof. Wiley's falsehood which he
the house. In a few minutes she fell to the says he wrote as a scientific pleasantry, and
floor in convulsions, with her nostrils and the Detroit paper's falsehood concerning a
lip so swollen that she could only breathe certain Michigan bee-keeper adulterating
through her mouth. A Doctor was sent for, his honey, and other falsehoods of a similar
but before he came she died. She was 28 character, are scattered over the earth by
years of age, and lived but 4.') minutes alter " winged lightning," but a contradiction of
she was stung. Of course her system must such villainous falsehoods never catches up
have been in a very bad condition, and the with them
poison took immediate and deadly effect,
As an Example of careless handling. Dr.
Wlien marketing Extracted Honey, Tinker sent a nucleus of his Syrio-Albino
It is a sad blunder to use barrels holding from
bees containg a valuable queen, by express,
.300 to .500 pounds— they are too large to be
to the Michigan State Fair, but they had
desirable forthe trade, too bulky to be hand- been used so roughly, having been thrown
led with care in transportation, and too dear around by the expressmen, that they were
to be lucrative to the producer, for honey returned to the Doctor before the Fair, in
put up in such large barrels is subject to a order to save the queen, if possible. Clearly
discount of one cent per pound, because of the express company should he held rethe dilBculty in disposing of it without sponsible for such inexcusable smashing by
repacking and dividing into smaller lots.
its employes. It is an outrage.
I

!

:

Mrs. H. Hills had an excellent exhibit
of bees, honey, etc. at the Sheboygan, Wis.,
County Fair. The local paper notices it
thus

:

Among the many exhibits

in the Hall on
the Fair Grounds, one worthy of more than
a jiassin^! notice, is that of Mrs. Henry Hills.
It ooTuprisos a most elaborate display of
bees, their products, appliances, etc. ."They
are: a show-case of honey in packages, glass
extractor with hives of
jars and i)ails
combs to be extracted on the grounds, if
convenient
wax -extractor with specimens
of wax from both cappings and combs; observatory hive with bees at work, shipping
cage containing one pound of bees ready to
ship, tunnell and brush for caging them,
cages containing queens ready to ship, beeveil and gloves, hiving net and pole, telephone by which to toll when bees are
;

;

swarming, wintering

hive, 100-pound can
with honey-gate for filling pails and jars at
retail stores, botanical specimens of honeyproducing plants, file of three leading beeperiodicals in patent binders, three books
on apiculture, surplus cases for comb
honey, wired frames of foundation, also
some with foundation drawn out just ready
for the bees to deposit the lionev, combs
containing brood in all stages, with queencells just started, comb-cage for introducing a valuable queen safely on comb of
brood, queen-excluder for keeping the
queen out of the upper story of the hive,
scissors for clipping wings of queens, wire
for brood-frames, implement for pressing
wires into the foundation, etc.

Mrs. Hills informs us that she could have
sold almost any amount of honey at the
Fair,

had she been provided with it— the gen-

eral preference being for extracted honey.

What an
local

excellent method of creating a
market for honey
!

—

—
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Vick*B Magazine.

MRS. M.

J. 8.

The magic vilce of spring is gone,
Her emerald blades are turning brown
The Dandelion's ball of lace
Has given place to Thistle-down
The Violets have caught the dew,

;

;

;

—

And hid it 'nealh their bonnets blue.
And orchard blossoms, pure and sweet.
Have long since withered in the heat.
The sickle, sharp and keen, has reaped
The meadow blossoms, rows on rows
The Barley lies in winnowed heaps.

;

;

grows
touched with change,
ii'orms crimson head around the grange.
And, floating now my path across.
On gauzy wings Is Milkweed's floss.

And aftermath

The Sumac

lu.\uriant

guess yes, but do not know. 3. If J.
G. N. is a plain practical bee-keei)er,
I answer
yes; if a hair-splitting
theorist, theie might be a shadow of
chance for variation.— C. C. Millek.
1. Five- thirty-seconds of an inch is
ordinarily the proper width to pass a
loaded worker and stop an ordinary
queen. Queens vary in size, so that
some may pass the above width of
entrance, but practically it is right,
2. I think they are fully developed,
but it is as yet a matter of opinion.
3. The deductions
ordinarily made
from the " Dzierzon Theory " are that
she does, I cannot accept the idea,
and believe that such drones are not
absolutely pure
but no experiments
have been made as yet that positively
determine the matter.— J. E.Pond,Jr.

;

tall, all

O, Maples all in scarlet dressed
O, spikes of fiery Goldenrod ;

but I do not allow such drones
fly. 3. My experience convinces me
that the purest Italian bees have an
admixture of black blood. I believe
that some well-marked black bees can
be produced in three generations from
the best Italian stock yet I do not
think that what is termed " pure
Italian drones " can be produced in
the manner stated. G. L. Tinkek.
]. About 5-32 of an inch
but queens
vary very much in size. I think I
have had occasionally a good queen
that would nearly or quite go through
a space through which a heavily
loaded worker could pass. 2. I should
virile,

to

Glad Autumn Days.

;

O, purple Asters everywhere
Upspringing from the sere-grown sod
O. blue-fringed Gentian, growing tall.
Thou comest when the leaflets fall.
Sweet flowers to bloom 'neath golden haze.
And glorify glad autumn days.
:

;

Sub-earth ventilation is
not a mere hypothetical good ; it is of

frost-line.

demonstrated value.— A. J, Cook.
Yes, a cellar can be well ventilated
by the plan stated, and the health of
a family living above it promoted, if
a pipe 3 or 4 inches in diameter connects the cellar at a point 6 inches

from the bottom, with the stove-pipe.

A

powerful current of air can be
to ascend through a 4:-inch tube
trom a cellar at a temperature of 40^,
to a room above it heated to 80° but
if there is not a sub-earth pipe running 5 or 6 feet under-ground for some

made

;

—

—

distance 100 or 150 feet enough cold
air can, by that means, be drawn into
a cellar through crevices in its walls,
to rapidly lower the temperature.—
G. L. Tinker.

Keeping Bees in a Family Room.
Query, No. ISA. — How will it do to keep bees
during summer and winter in a room occupied for
family use. and kept warm with a stove, the hives
being so arranged that the bees can fly out-doors
at all times, but not into the room ?— A. T. A.

I believe

that experiment has been

tried with the result that all the bees
flew out-doors and staid out.
At a
temperature of 40° to i5°, such a room
might do, but it would not do for
a family living room.— G. L. Tinker.
It will not do, as the bees will breed
too much in cold weather, and try to
go out when the weather is too cold.

—Dadant & Son.
Correct Bee-Spaces, etc,
Query, No. 1*3.-1. What is the exact space
required for a worker-bee to pass through and
that the queen and drones cannot go through.
Are the drones from laying workers of any value?
Italian queen mated with a black
y. Dnes an
drone produce pure Italian drones?—.!. G. N.
:.'.

]

.

About 3-16

of an inch.

Bees are

not in-"ariable in size. I had one
queen that would pasa through the
perforated zinc. 2. I think that such
drones are as good as any. 3. I believe she does. A. .J. Cook.
of an inch
1. Five- thirty-seconds
works well. 2. I do not tolerate laying workers, as they only come by a
colony being long queenless, or with
the Syrian or Cyprian races which I
have eradicated from my apiary on
account of this laying-worker nuiPractically, yes.— G. M.
3.
sance.

—

House

apiaries have not proved a
Hundreds that were built
in 1877, are now useless.— A. J. Cook.
Query, No. 184.— How can I secure sub-earth
I have seen this practiced in a numventilation in my cellar which is on a level lot?
This cellar, in whicli I am to winter my bees the ber of instances, and with both sucCuming winter, is very damp, and the building site
is on a very level piec<- of land.
Can I get a cur- cess and failure, as far as the survival
rent of air to enter the cellar bv Ijiying the G-inch of the colonies was concerned. I think
tile on a down-hill plan, and sink a hole 4 feet
square at the outlet of this tiling ? I believe sub- that an expert bee-keeper could safely
earth ventilation to be a benefit to bees in the winter and summer his colonies in
cellar, and also to the people living over them.—
that way, but it gives such poor
L. L. T.
facilities to handle them, that it will

Sub-Earth Ventilation.

success.

The plan mentioned will answer not likely
every purpose, except drainage.— W. Heddon.
Hutchinson.
The plan given

become popular James

It would do first-rate if one wished
work, I should to lose his bees, for such, in my opinsay, as I use something similar which ion, would be the inevitable result.
gives plenty of fresh air, especially in Such a plan seems to me to be
windy weather G. M. Doolittle.
against the natural laws that govern
Yes, you can secure ventilation in our honey-bees, and must prove disthat way, especially if. you could let astrous.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
the warm air escape upward through
a chimney.— Dadant & Son.
Dragging out Young Bees.
Yes, I think your plan would conDOOLITTLE.
2. Yes. 3. Yes, and no black drones. duct heat out of the cellar, if opened
Query No. 136.- What is the cause of my
in a cold time. I should go to no such
Dadant & Son.
nuclei colonies dragging out the young bees from
Keep your cellar up to 45° tlie
1. Five-thirty-seconds of an inch, expense.
hiv,^8 before they are dead, and even before
are half-grown ? They are piled up in front
or the merest trifle less. 3. So far as Fahr., and do not fear dampness. If they
of the hives so the old bees cannot get out. The
my observation has gone, she does. it gets too warm, ventilate it at the young bees are quite dark.— J. P. H.
top.— James Heddon.
W. Z. Hutchinson.
The larvte of the wax-moth causes
Whether the pipe runs uphill or
strains and races of
1. Different
bees differ in size 5 32 of an inch has downhill you can secure ventilation such trouble when they work in the
To get at
1 use if you have a shaft or chimney to centre of the brood-combs.
been given as a proper size.
3-16, scant, successfully. 2. Not that I make draft for the exit of the air. them the bees must remove the brood.
G. M. Doolittle.
know of. I do not know that I ever Sink the tile below frost-line the enThose young bees must be defective
received any value from them.— James tire length, with fall enough to run
off water, with a hole at the outlet still or unhealthy, or else the colony is
IIeddon.
latter case is more
1.
A properly developed virgin deeper to catch and remove the water starving. The &
queen cannot get through 3-16 of an drained off. so the pipe may never be likely.— Dadant Son.
It is difhcult to answer this quesinch.
Worker bees can squeeze clogged.— C. C. Miller.
If the cellar is close, as it should tion correctly, so little data being
through -5 32 of an inch, but nothing
I will hazard a guess that
Eleveu-sixty-fourths of an inch be, and the air is drawn off by a pipe given.
less.
will allow a worker to pass with connected with a stove-pipe above, either moth-worms have got control,
simply brushing the hairs on its back. the air must come in through a sub- or else the bees are suffering for want
Be sure that the pipe of stores probably the latter.— J. E.
Three-sixteentlis of an inch will ex- earth pipe.
clude full sized drones and most runs a long distance 100 feet or Pond, Jr.
Possibly worms.- C. C. Miller.
queens. 2. I do not think they are more beneath the surface below the
Z.

will

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—
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I have never seen anything of this
kind, unless the bees were starving,
and even tlien not to any great ex-

tent.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
It is very likely caused by the moth
larvae. Nuclei of black bees are sometimes seriously affected by mothworms that move about in a web unA
der the cappings of the brood.
neighbor box-hive bee-keeper lost all
of his bees (5 colonies) the past winter, and obstinately refused to sell
the old combs or melt them up. He
declared if he could not rear bees be
would rear moths, and he did.

My

them than with

Italians

or blacks,

could always introduce a
queen.— G. L. Tinker.
This question is practically answered
in my answer to No. 123. 1 consider
the drones from a virgin queen and
those from a laying worker to be of
precisely the same value ; and I am of
the opinion that they are fully developed and capable of fecundating a queen
At any rate tliey possess the organs
of generation as full and complete as
those from a fecundated queen. J. E.
Pond, Jk.

because

I

—

—

—
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I should prefer to leave

summer

them on the

stand, wliere chaff packing is

used.— (}. M. DOOLITTLE.
Theoretically it looks all right, but
practically I think it has never been
made a success.— C. C. Miller.
Low temperature is the demon
that slays our bees. I should not like

the plan suggested. We must keep
the temperatun^ up either by using a
A.J.Cook.
cellar, or by wise packing.
It would be very good for wintering, but we are opposed to a bee-house
for summer manipulations. At any
rate you should have it so arranged as
to let the bees fiy on warm winter

bees were not harmed by them, but I
days.— Dadant & Son.
Arranging the Hive for Winter.
saw a great many skeletons of moths
No one can tell with certainty. Bees
before tlie entrances of the hivesmoths killed by bees.— G. L. Tinker. Query. Xo. 138. -Would it be advisable when winter with protection and without
preparing bees for winter, to place the combs that it.
They are lost, too, under the
There are various causes, none of the bees are KoinK to winter on, in the upper story.
It is one of
then place th-, upper story on an empty lower same circumstances.
which you need to fear. I should wish and
story? If this were done, the dead bees and foul those things that no one can tell, and
to know more about the conditions air could settle to the bottom, and the warm air
prove
nothing, for
experiments
really
surrounding your colonies, to even stay at the top.— W. S.
one season one plan works well, and
make a guess. In all questions of
It might do well.— C. C. Miller.
The best plan is to
fails the next.
this nature, the descriptions are too
After a trial of the plan, I think the adopt the method that has most genindefinite.- James Heddon.
gain (if any) is not equivalent to the

Bees sometimes drag out larval
bees, because all gathering stops. If
they are imago bees before they have
expanded to their full proportions, I

extra labor that must be performed.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
It allows the dead bees to drop out
of the combs farther than this I do
such
comhear
not know that it is a benefit. W. Z.

—

;

—

cannot answer. I
plaints from several. It is an interHutchinson.
esting question. I have had nothing
This experiment might be tried.
like it.— A. J. Cook.
"We have never tried it, but we are
inclined to think that it would be
rather cold in a cold winter. Dadant
Drones and Fertile-Workers.
& Son.
I believe there is some advantage in
Qnery, No. 13T.— Can a drone from a fertile
worker fertilize a queen? lam havioK more fer- this open space below the combs.
I
workers tliis season than 1 ever saw. Wtienever a hive beeomt's queenless, the fertile workers
bet;ln layinK at once, but I have not had any
trouble in introducing queens. I have had some
queen-cells built around etfps from laying workers
but I did not let them remain, for I was satisfied
that tbey would do no Kood.— H. M. W.
tile

Yes, why not V— Dadant & Son.
I take it
See answer to No. 123.
for granted that you have Cyprian or
Syrian bees. No one wants the combs
filled full of useless drones, if they
can introduce queens without trouble.

— G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Yes, I feel certain that there can be
no doubt of it. Not only are their
organs perfect, but the sperm-cells
are active, and tliere is no reason to
doubt but that they are functionally
perfect. A. J. Cook.
I do not think that a drone from a
H. M. W.
laying worker is virile.
has Syrian or Cyprian blood in bis
tees. I have had more than 2,000 of
these little drones from laying workers, but colonies of Syrian bees, or
those having Syrian blood, do not act
like Italians or blacks having laying
workers, about tearing down queen-

—

cells of

their

own

construction, or

killing the virgin queens as they are
about" to take their bridal trip. There
is never any trouble with these bees
from laying workers unless the queen
they have reared is lost or removed
before becoming fertile, or very soon

Then we are obliged to introduce a laying queen, which they
accept readily. If given brood they
will rear a queen and allow her to become fertile, but they will also rear a
small colony of drones at the same
time.
Under these circumstances
every bee appears to be able to lay
eggs. I have had less trouble wiih

after.

erally

E.

proven safe, and stick to it.—

J.

Pond, Jr.

I should prefer to have them out
where the snow would drift about the
hives, and where the sun could shine
upon them at other times. Do not

put bees inside of a cold repository
but if you do, keep its temperature
up to 45°, or leave them out to get the
advantages of out-door wintering.
Jasies Heddon.
;

Convention Notices.

think 2 or 3 inches all-sutticient. Colot^" The Maryland, Virginia and West Virnies have wintered nicely, both with ginia Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in
the Court House at Hagerstown, Md., on
and without it.— James Heddon.
D.A.PiKE.Pres.
Bees would, no doubt, winter very Oct. 21, 188.5, at 10 a. m.
well by the plan indicated, if the
^g~ The Progressive Bee-Keepers' Assoupper story was well protected. I do ciation, of Western Illinois, will meet at Manot, however, see the necessity for comb. Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 15, 1S8.5. Let
come and have an en.1oyable time.
the lower story, as if properly pro- ever.vbody
Good speakers ai-e expected.
tected there will be few dead bees,
J. G. Norton, Sec.
and the foul air will pass out of a
pw~
and Eastern BeeNew
Jersey
The
large entrance. G. L. Tiniver.
Keepers' Association having accepted an
I have often wished that without invitation to meet with the fiercer County
trouble I could elevate all the bees a Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
If as will hold their semi-annual convention in
little above the usual position.
of the Court House
well protected I cannot see any dan- the Grand .lury Room
at Trenton, N. .!.. on Thui-sday and Friday,
ger in following the above sugges- Nov. 5 and 6, 188.5, at 10 a. m. A full attendtion while I can see possible good.
ance of the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our voeation, we exA. J. Cook.
tend a cordial welcome. The committee of
I do not think it would. I may be arrangements have secured hotel accommowrong, but I have tried just this ex- dations at reduced rates.
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec.
periment and made a failure every
Dead bees may settle to the
time.
Western Bee-Keepers' AssociaThe
i^~
bottom, but foul air will hardly do so. tion will hold its fourth annual meeting in
It hardly pays to experiment in win- Independence, Mo., onThursday and Friday,
tering, that is, to do so by leaving the Oct. 1.5 and 16, 1885. The Association will
the most interesting
been endeavor to make this
old beaten track that has
meeting yet held, and will spare no pains
traveled with comparative safety for within its means to make it valuable to all.
many years.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
Several of our most prominent bee-keepers
have signified their intention to be present.

—

;

C.

Wintering Bees in a Bee-House.

M. Cr.^ndali,, Sec.

4th semi-annual meeting of the
Wabash County Bee-Keepers' Association
Query, N». 12©.— Would bees winter safely will be held at North Manchester, Ind., on
in a bee-house so constructed that each colony, Oct. 10, 1885. in the G. A. R. Hall, Union
would be enclosed in chafT-packinff, the same as in Block. First session at 10 a. m. All beea chafT-hive, with arrangements to clo«e the out- keepers are cordially invited to be present.
side entrance on the approach of cold weather,
J. J. Martin, Sec.
and give them ventilation from the inside where
the'wind cannot blow in upon the bees, even
though the temperature migh' be nearly as low
On account of the great rain on Aug.
t^~
inside the house as outside ?- Seymour, Wis.
29. the meeting of the Marshall County BeeKeepers' Association was postponed until
I think they would.— G. L. Tinker. Saturday, Oct. 17, 188.5, when a meeting will
If the temperature in the cellar is be held at the Court House in Marshalltown,
at 10::W a.m. Subjects for discussion
allowed to reach a low point, the hivps Iowa,
"How to winterbees successfully," and the
should certainly be protected.— W. Z. " Care and Sale of Honey." Bee-keepers of
adjoining counties invited. .T.W.Sanders.
Hutchinson.

t^~ The

—

;
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that.

Explanatory.— The figures bkfoke the
indicate the number of years that the

names

Those after, show

person has kept bees.

number

of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
5 north of the centime $ south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; V3 northwest;
o»southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

the

©

;

;
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Eight or Ten Frame Hives ?

find

that

it

costs

more

moving

all the honey, I would feed
bees now so as not to disturb them
after the nights become cool. I be-

to

my

in syrup for winter feed.
I
should not feed late enough to cause
unnaturally late breeding, so as to
have any bees go into winter quarters
without having had a flight.
Mr. Crawford If feeding is necessary, it should be done in the latter
part of September, or as soon as frost

lieve

:

cuts off

Wm.

Mr. Dadant, for some reason or
other, entirely ignores my argument
in favor of smaller brood-chambers,
which is based upon the undeniable
fact that the capital is invested in
other than the queen. From the way
in which Mr. D. speaks of the fertility
of the queen, one would think that
the way we became vested with bees
was by the purchase of a queen, and

the vender threw in the other " fixings" to make up a surplus honey
Tlie most of Mr. D's article,
outfit.
on page 585, seems to me to be simply
an aggregation of assertions.
Regarding his statement that Eu-

ropean apiarists are growing more in
favor of large brood-chambers, I will
say that I know but little about that.
As far as this country is concerned,
there has certainly been a steady
growth just the other way during the
last 20 years.
It is true, as Mr. 1).
says, that I wish to have my broodchambers come out almost destitute
of honey when the gathering season
is over for the year, and while small

contractable brood-chambers do not
necessitate such a condition of the
hives, they admit of
a practical,
speedy system of manipulation that
will bring it about at the option of
the bee-master. Such cannot be said
of the large brood-chambers.
Mr. D. mentions that with a large
brood-chamber we need not feed so
often in the spring.
With my small
ones I do not practice feeding in the
spring at all. I find no need of it.
He also says that "at all times the
large brood-chamber is stronger and
can better stand the ups and downs
of the business." This does not prove
to be the case. The greatest "down "
of the business is the dying of our
colonies in winter with bee-diarrhea.
It is the general experience, that very
Eopulous colonies are more liable to
ave that disease that those of average
strength.
Mr. Adam Grimm wintered his bees as safely after he
adopted the S-frame hive. Mr. Bingham, with his little flat brood-chamber of a capacity of not more than 5
or 6 Langstroth "frames, is now among
our most successful ones in wintering,
and he winters his bees out-doors, at

fall flowers.

Sweet
I have fed a small
colony all winter, causing them to
breed and come out strong in the
spring. I winter my bees in a shed
packed with six inches of chaff.
Mr. Goff I believe in feeding early
and keeping the colonies rearing
brood as late as possible.
Mr. Dunham
Locations differ.
I
should feed bees late in October. My
principal honey-flow is from basswood.
I do not have enough after that to
keep up lively breeding. I generally
feed syrup to stimulate my bees, made
:

:

:

;

JAMES HEDDON.

'

I

produce 100,000 bees in one hive with
16 combs and one queen, than in two
hives with 8 combs and 2 queens.
All along Mr. Dadant says nothing
for or against the small brood chamber and " contraction system " as especially applied to the production of
comb honey. I suppose it is because
he is a specialist in the production of
extracted honey, and thus has had
little experience with it in producing
comb honey. As regarding this, in
connection with extracting, it is
mostly summed up in a matter of
convenience. Perhaps it makes little
difference to the bees whether they
have 2-1 combs in two stories or three,
in which to breed, and store honey. I
presume that one would notice no
difference in the amount of bees and
honey he would receive from the two
plans
but for comfort in handling,
and compactness of the winter broodnest, I do not want my hives more
than 8 combs wide.
Nine "ranges"

many as I wish.
of two pounds of water to one pound
Mr. D. says that with the large of sugar, and not later than October.
I
would feed all that was necessary
hives we "do not have to buy sugar to
feed." As before stated, neither do to winter on, as rapidly as the bees
we who use small hives, unless we would take it.
Mr. Wellcome
I begin in Augnst
desire the change of diet, and when
we do so make a change, we get the to prepare bees for winter. I leave
honey to more than pay for the syrup the stores in, and consider it hard to
fed. Small brood-chambers and op- give a rule, as seasons vary very
tional contraction do not discourage much.
W. Mason I would not begin as
bees, causing them to gather and
store any less honey they only give early as August, if I used contracted
I should want all
the bee-master the power to operate brood-chambers.
in such a manner as to have it nearly the young brood that August could
all go into surplus comb honey when give, so as not to go into winter
quarters with a lot of worn-out bees.
he so desires.
The truth will surely come upperJ. B. Mason
I would advocate remost, and I am perfectly confident ducing the brood-chamber to seven
that small brood-chambers, so ar- frames, on removing the sections, or
ranged as to admit of quick contrac- there would be stores in too many
tion at the right time, will be uni- frames if we allow the bees to use
versally adopted in tlie near future. their own stores. I would begin with
Messrs. Hutchinson, Bingham, Doo- the first frosts to feed enough addilittle, and in fact nearly all of our tional stores to be sure the colony was
most successful comb honey producers well supplied, and would not have
are now leading in this— the right their stores on less than five or more
direction.
Should Mr. Dadant ever than seven frames.
devote all his energies to honey proMr. Pike
I want the stores in the
duction, and live where most of the hives by the middle of October.
I
surplus is white honey, I feel confi- always feed my bees in September. I
dent that he would see that comb have lost by feeding bees too late. I
honey production was by far the most always winter my bees in the cellar.
profitable for him, and then he would
The question. " What bees are best
soon join us in the use of brood-cham- adapted to our climate V" elicited
bers of a lesser capacity, and so ar- some discussion, the conclusion of
ranged as to be quickly contracted at which was that all had failed to diswill.
cover any difference in the races of
Dowagiac, P Mich.
bees, in that respect.
The President, in answer to the
question, " Is it better to feed honey
Western Maine Convention.
or syrup V" said that honey was unare as

:

:

;

:

:

doubtedly better, but as a matter of

'

The Western Maine Bee-Keepers' economy, he should

feed syrup. Also
Association held their semi-annual in answer to a question as to how he
meeting at the residence of Pres. W. kjpt colonies from swarming but
W. Dunham, North Paris, Maine, on once, he replied that he cut from the
Sept. 1 and 2, 1885. The meeting was frames all butone queen-cell, and thua
called to order by Pres. Dunham, the prevented it.
roll was called, and the report of the
The afternoon session closed with
Secretary read and approved, after an essay on " Showing our Products
which questions in practical apicul- at the State Fair," by J. B. Mason.
'

ture were discussed.

The first, "When to prepare colonies for winter," called forth the following discussion
:

Mr. Fuller

:

If I

were running
honey, and

apiary for extracted

my
re-

EVENING
The evening

SESSION.

session commenced at
7:,30, the President calling attention to
Mr. Mason's essay, and for remarks,
regarding exhibits at the State Fair.

;
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Mr. Mason

:

am much

I

interested

promised to

one
wing of the building. We all ought
to exhibit and make this department
interesting. I hope that all will make
some kind of an exhibit.
Mr. Fuller considered it a hard matter to arouse enthusiasm. It was not
the premium but the advertisement
that would be a bi netit to all producers of honey.
Several have pledged
Mr. Mason
themselves to make an exhibit. Last
year we liad a committee to confer
with the managers of the State Fair,
but as we could not promise exhibits,
we did not get an increase on the
premium list. We must promise to
exhibit, and turn out with our products, in order to increase an interest,
advertise our business, and benefit
both ourselves and the State.
I think it a pity
Mr. Wellcome
that a pursuit like bee-keeping should
has
been
go unrepresented.
It
greatly neglected at our Fairs, and it
in

tliis exliibit.

I

fill

:

:

is

incumbent upon us to awaken an

interest.

We

should

same enthusiasm as

is

manifest the
in other

shown

departments of agriculture.

"How many bees is

The question,
it

best to rear for a colony to be placed

in

winter quarters," was

next

dis-

cussed.

A colony might be too
usually do not have so good
success with an unusually large colony. In such cases I would divide it
or else take some of the surplus bees
to build up small colonies. The question is whether an overcrowded colony will do better than a medium six
or seven frame colony. I do not wish
to be understood as advocatinf^ small
colonies, but good, fair colonies instead of overcrowded ones.
Mr. Mason

large.

:

I

Mr. Crawford

important to
know that we have a young, prolific
queen to get young bees for winter.
" IIow much should a colony be fed
to properly stimulate breeding in the
:

spring V"

Mr.

Dunham

:

It is

A colony

ought to be

fed liberally. We miss it by feeding
too little. It is said an ounce a day is
as good as more.
If stores are plenty in
Mr. Mason
a hive, I would feed both at morning
and evening, one ounce to keep the
queen laying. It would not be advisable to feed in the morning if any
:

honey is coming in.
Adjourned to meet at 9
next day.

a.

m. on the

SECOND DAY.
The

order was an essay by
Mr. L. F. Abbott, of the Lewiston
Journal^ on
"Marketing Honey,"
which was read by the President.
first in

out a lively discussion regarding the size of honeypackages, especially extracted honey.
It seemed to be the prevailing idea
that honey should be put in such
shape that it could be retailed for
even change, many expressing their
belief that a 2.5-cent package was onn
best calculated to sell on the open
market.
Nearly all who had used
fruit-jars find it difficult to get pay
for the jars also.
Tfcis essay called

Dunham

in exact
believed
packages, not counting the
weight or value of the glass or box
enclosing the same, and charging for
the boxing, glassing, etc., extra. He
would weigh each package of comb

Mr.

pound

honey and mark it accordingly.
Mr. Mason
That might do to
:

re-

home customers, but the case
would be much different in the martail to

ket.

In

answer

to

the

question

of
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we should

use, for

many, as we

or as

we can
like

importance

prai^tical

;

use as few,
it

is

whether

of no
it

is

stored in ten hives or a hundred.
If queens cost a good round sum,
there would be some excuse for large
hives, or rather, large brood-nests;
and queens would, to a certain exlent, be valuable in proportion to their
prolificacy.
Of course when we rear
queens for the market they cost something, as colonies are employed in
building cells, others are broken up
into nuclei in which to keep the young
queens until they are fecundated and

how much honey should a colony have
to winter safely, Mr. Mason said,
" Twenty pounds, at least."
" IIow shall weestimate the amount begin
of stores in a hive at the

commence-

mentof winter V"

to lay. Considerable time has
be spent in attending to the busi^
ness ; and there are expenses for shipto

Mr. Dunham A full frame of honey ping-cages, postage, advertising, etc.,
Taking all of which make queens cost someweighs about eight pounds.
that as a basis, use judgment on the thing when they are reared to sell.
amount in the hive, and feed addi- But in an apiary run for honey, in
tional syrup, enough to make sure of which the bees are allowed to swarm
plenty of stores.
and rear their own queens, the cost
"Is it advisable to remove from the of a queen is practically nothing
hive those frames containing pollen, while hives, combs and fixtures do
(such as are nearly full), on putting cost something, and it is that they
bees into winter quarters ?''
maybe all employed, that we reduce
Mr. Mason I remove all that are the size of the hives to such capacity
full or nearly so. and return them in that the average queen will keep it
the spring. If short of stores, a col- full of brood.
ony might use too much pollen. I
Mr. Dadantsays, and truthfully too,
would consider it safer to remove that when large hives are employed
such combs.
I have found combs the bees are less apt to swarm. But if
partially filled with pollen, having they do swarm, we hive them, and it
honey stored over the pollen, and takes no more combs or hive-room,
sealed.
I would not consider this to accommodate them, than it would
good winter food.
had they remained in the old hive,
The habits of the colony during and the bees will store just as much
winter were discussed at some length, lioney in the new hive as in the old.
:

:

nearly all giving more or less ex- In fact, many bee-keepers say that
perience in winter work.
Many in- more honey is secured when the bees
teresting points were evolved during are allowed to swarm at least once.
visits to the extensive apiary of Mr. When this idea was advanced— that
Dunham.
Mr. Dadant
queens cost nothing
The following resolution was unani- said that they " cost the colony 30
mously adopted
days without breeding." Mr. Dadant
Eesolved, That the thanks of this seems to forget that the old queen is
Association are due Mr. Dunham and laying, and that breeding is going on
family for their generous hospitality.
in the new colony, to an extent equal
The convention then adjourned to to what would have been done in the
Wedmeet on the first Tuesday and
old colony had it not swarmed. He
nesday in May, ISSti, at the residence has also exaggerated the time that a
of Mr. J. B. Mason, Mechanic Falls, colony is queenless, when it swarms.
Maine.
It usually has a laying queen in 18
days after it swarms ; and, with the
Heddon method of preventing afterFor tlie American Bee JotiniBL
swarming, all the laboring workers
are drawn froin the old hive to the
Small Hives vs. Large Hives.
new at the seventh day after swarmW. Z. HUTCHINSON.
ing hence, the bees are left so weak
in numbers as to be able to care for
The following is a portion of an but little brood if they had a gueen.
article prepared by me for the Cultiva- For a few days before a swarm issues,
tor, giving my views on the topic of the queen does not lay at her maxi" Large and Small Hives :"
mum rate, and it is possible that Mr.
IIow persistently most bee-keepers Dadant" Includes this time in making
thirty days."
cling to the idea that their profits are up the
Mr. Dadant also objects to reducincreased in proportion to the increased yield per hive, or colony Suc- ing the brood-nest to five frames when
" Indeed, it
cess does not depend on large yields hiving swarms, saying
per colony, but on securing the largest looks as if he (Mr. Heddon) thought
possible quantity of honey, in the the less bees we have the better." He
aggregate, with the least possible ex- seems to forget that we have eight
penditure of capital and lalior. The frames at the beginning of the honey
Here harvest, when the production of bees
question is something like this
We need bees when
is an area covered with honey-produc- is important.
ing plants how shall we gather this there is honey to gather ; after the
honey so as to exhaust the Held, with honey harvest is over we do not care
then they are consumers,
the least expenditure of capital and for tliem
Having bees at the
labor V It is not. how shall we secure not producers.
the most honey per hive V— as if we right time is one grand secret of sucand. having gotten the bees.
were limited as to the number of hives cess

—

:

;

!

:

:

—

;

;
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several combs were resting
is to get them to gather while
honey and store it in the most marls- against it on the outside. I forgot all
etabfe shape and this we do by con- about this hive until my visitor asked
tracting the brood-nest and compel- if there was not robbing going on in
ling the bees to store the honey in my apiary. We went at once to the

another secret
;

the sections.
Another writer says that he has
contracted his hives, but the queens
will not
occupy tlie two outside
combs, even if the brood-nest is reduced in size to only three combs. I
think his management is at fault
somewhere I have never seen any
such results in tlie three years that I
have practiced ttiis metliod.
When worliing for extracted honey,
large brood-nests, or hives, are not so
undesirable as when producing comb
honey, as the honey can be extracted
from the brood nest.
;

Rogersvi)le,(5 Mich.

JoumaL

For the American Bee

Joseph, Mo., Coavention.

St.

neglected hive, wliich was now surrounded by thousands of robbers.
The bees on the combs wliich were
outside were vainly striving to protect them, while the robbers were

meeting was held at
St. Joseph, Mo., on Friday, Sept. 25,
1885, at 2:30 p. m.
A permanent Society was organized,
by the adoption of a constitution and

After

election of officers there
was some interestingdiscussion of various (piestions relating to bee-culture,
tlie

and then the convention adjourned
to meet on the second Thursday in
April, 1880.
All persons interested in bees are
invited to apply to the Secretary for a
copy of the constitution, and become
members of the Association.

E. T. AiiBOTT, Sec.
American

Aplculturist.

Italian Bees, Robbing, etc.

KEV.

When

L. L.

LANliSTKOTH.

the Italian bees

came

to this

country they brought with them

tliis

character, from the Baron of Bei'" They are more disposed to
lepsch
rob than coniuiou bees, and more
courageous and active in self-de:

Experience soon convinced
while Berlepsch was right in
the second of these two assertions,
he was entirely in error as to the lirst.
Let me give some facts
On one occasion I was examining a
colony of bees, when a visitor was
announced. Intending to return in a
few moments, I left the liive open
fenae.

me that

:

had
a

robbers were
soon beaten off. They had tasted
stolen sweets, they were crazy with
excitement, and yet they could not
rob another hive
If only a few of these colonies are
in, or near to a large apiary of Italian
bees, one will ever find them on hand
tierce resistance that the

!

way

;

to alight

Every
where this

embattled Bee and

line of

was formed, was attacked,
and if he could not pull away, was
quickly killed. The robbers soon unItalians

derstand

the changed

condition of

;

and Ernst Schuman.

others

make such

upon ttiem and when there is any chance of stealing,
into the exposed and at times when scarcely an Italian
hive. Many were killed but we all gives any annoyance.
I do not deny that there are a few
know that under such circumstances
Putting points in which black bees have
this makes no difference.
back the exposed combs, thereby superior merits, but their eagerness
shaking off the bees, and replacing to rob when forage is even a little
the cover of the hive, but leaving the scarce, and their deficiency in pluck,
whole front entrance open, we watch- by which they are so often ruined,
ed the result. In a few moments the where the yellow races would not be
bees had their line of battle spread severely injured, are, with me, suffiover all the alighting-board extending cient reasons for discarding them.
Oxford, ? O., August, 188.5.
down from the floor of the portico
quite to the ground. Tlie dying and
out
in
large
the dead were dragged
For the American Bee Journal.
robber that dared
their

affairs, and in less than half an hour
by-laws, to be known as the " f?aint
the attack is over.
Joseph Inter-State Bee-Keepers' AsUnder such circumstances I never
sociation." Oliicers were elected as
contract the entrance. It annoys the
follows for the ensuing year:
bees by making their hive too hot,
Pres., Ernst Schuman, of Breckenand with Italian bees it is a useless
ridge. Mo.; Vice-Presidents, G. D.
precaution. When such robbing as I
Parker and Robert Corbett Secrehave described, sets in, it is amusing
tary, E. T. Abbott, Superintendent of
to see the robbers, when fairly beaten
the "St. Joseph Apiary ;" and Treasoff,
spread themselves everywhere
urer, Dr. J. L. EUingwood, of Saint
over the apiary. Wherever they have
Joseph.
a drop of honey that they have
The following paid the annual fee tasted
not gathered from the fields, there
of $1. and became members of the
they are hoping to find more, and it
Society E. T. Abbott, L. G. Purvis,
there is a colony or nucleus from
T. B. Nichol, John C. Stewart, G. B.
McArthur, Rev. A. F. Abbott, F. G. which they have stolen anything,
Hopkins, Jas. A. Matney, D. G. Par- they are there too. In short, every
colony, large or small, is put to the
ker, E. Eastman, J. L. EUingwood,
proof,
ability
:

Italians, and the
of that blood to

swarming

literally

forcing

numbers.

An adjourned

pure

enough

Honey Show
Wil. H.

at London.Ont.

WESTON.

The Provincial and Dominion exhibition of Canada has just been held,
at London, Out., and the show of
honey and apiarian supplies was very
good. There was a much larger number of entries this year than last, and
the space appointed for such goods
was much too small, so much so that
a large quantity had to be shipped to
Toronto, Ont., for exhibition there.
The show of extracted honey was
good, the quality being first-class, but
there was a sample shown that was so
white that it looked as if it had been

adulterated in some way, although it
was shown against some of the finest
basswood honey. The show of comb
honey was not so large as usual,
owing to the wet weather and other
and their
to defend causes, I presume.
short account
their stores fully tested, but it is al- of some of the most important exmost impossible to rob, when it is in hibits, as they appeared in the Honey
food heart even a small nucleus of Hall will, no doubt, be interesting to
talian bees.
many. They were as follows
Need I say to those who have had
Mr. John Rudd, of London, made
much experience with black bees, the finest display of apiarian supplies
what would have been the fate of this in the building, comprisingeverything
colony if it had been of that race, or used in modern bee-keet)iiig, from the
how mueli a whole apiary of such extractor down to the drone-trap, not
bees would have been demoralized by forgetting to include the American
such an occurrence V
Bee Journal. He has a very handy
Let me now relate something which way of selling honey by cutting a onetook place about two weeks ago. In pound section in six pieces and servexamining a very strong colony which ing it to customers on a sauce-plate,
had only a slight touch of Italian allowing customers to sample it for a
blood, robbers soon made their ap- consideration. Mrs. Rudd says th'at
pearance, and the hive was closed she has sold nearly all the honey she
before the queen could be removed. had in stock.
good display of both comb and
I say closed, but the upper cover had
not been properly adjusted there was extracted honey was made by Mr. D.
His
quite a corner left open;
Attracted P.Campbell, of Parkhill, Ont.
by the roar of bees, I found that this iioney was in good form for shipi^ng.
Mr. R. H. Smith, of Ealing, was
large colony was being robbed. The
He secured tlie
cowardly black blood had not proved another exhibitor.
equal to the emergency.
When the lirst prize for comb honey. He said
cover was shut tight, there was no that he secured a very small quantity
line of battle formed, resistance had of comb honey this year, but what he
ceased, and it was necessary to close did get was of good quality, and it
the entrance, cover the whole hive was taken from a colony of black bees.
with wet cloths, etc., in order to save Mr. Smith showed a queen-nursery for
it.
Of course the robbers fell upon the Jones' hive.
Mr. J. W. Wheally's exhibit, of
the other colonies, several of which
were quite weak. Some of these were Lakeside, attracted the attention of

A

:

A

;

;

:
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the many visitors with a very tasty pletely enclose the cluster in a crust
show, and his goods were in splendid of ice. My experience leads me to
He showed believe that the escape or absorption
condition for shipping.
both coiiili and extracted honey. Mr. of this moisture is an important
Jos. Aches, of Amiens, had, as usual, necessity, and for this purpose 1 find
a grand display of both comb and ex- nothing belter than forest leaves,
tracted honey, and also queens, al- with wliicli to pack the second stories
though the weather was so cold tliat of hives. Cloths that have been in
it was not advisable to bring a large use on the hives for any length of
time become so propolized as to be
collection.
There was also some very fine ex- impervious to water, and consequently
tracted honey exhibited by Mrs. F. I provide an opening to the leaves by
number of turning back one corner of the cloth,
Lingard, of Mitchell.
other exhibitors showed honey, but but stop any direct upward ventilanot in good shape, and the honey was tion by packing the leaves over the
not placed with the rest of the ex- opening.
In former years, much
more so than now, it was my practice
hibits.
the
size of the brood-chamto reduce
London, Ont.
ber by the use of division-boards, but
1 do not consider this of any great
Indiana Fanner.
importunce except in the case of very
small clusters. By a consumption of
Preparing Bees for Winter.
the stores on which the bees are
clustered, it becomes necessary for
F. L. DOUGHEKTY.
the cluster to change position on the
The question of safe wintering of combs, and provision for this change
bees IS probably the most important must be made by allowing space for
subject among bee-keepers, and is the bees to pass from one frame to
The best point for this is
less understood than any other part another.
of the business. There are many who directly over the cluster, and I provide
laying short sticks
winter tlieir bees very successfully, this there by
but their plan in other hands or in across the frames in such a manner
different localities makes ntter fail- as to keep the cloth from settling
ures. Again the same plan may be down on the top-bars of the frames.
followed year after year with perfect
Unhealthy stores are gathered at
success, when from some unknown times by the bees in the vicinity of
difference it proves valueless. There cider-mills and like places. I see the
are, however, some general features recommendation frequently given to
in connection with safety on which throw this out of the combs with the
most all agree.
extractor but I much prefer feeding
The amount of stores necessary for additional stores of syrup made from
this will neutralize the
the safe wintering of an ordinary good sugar
colony of bees should not be less than poisonous effect of the juices gathered
from
frosted plants or decayed
2.5 pounds.
Some will consume less
than others all vi'ill consume less, or fruit.
more, according to the condition of
Indianapolis,© Ind.
the winter weather and its duration.
The quality of the stores on which
they are to subsist has much to do
For the American Bee Journal.
with the probable outcome in the
Notes on the Ontario Convention.
spring.
Another feature, and one which I
BY OUK OWN COKEESPONDENT.
consider of the greatest importance,
is the age of the bees which are to
In point of attendance the recent
form the winter cluster. I think
there can be no mistake but that the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Convention was
life of the bee is governed entirely by almost a failure. There was a quorum
the amount of work done, and not by present at every session, but many
the time consumed in doing it. In were conspicuous by their absence.
localities where no fall honey is pro- This may easily be accounted for,
duced, bees that hatched during the without suspecting any decline of inlatter part of June and through July, terest in apiculture. In the first place,
have but little work to perform, and tvv'o great exhibitions were in progress
will last until the latter part of De- during the week in which the concember. No fall lioney coming in, vention was held— the Provincial, at
but few young bees are reared, which London, and the Industrial, at Toat the death of the older ones, leaves ronto. The former lasted but a week,
the cluster too weak to withstand the the latter two weeks. Manifestly the
winter. On the other hand, gather- bee-keepers should have been called
ing a good crop of fall honey soon together during the second week of
exhausts tlie old bees, but the flow of the Toronto Fair. " Somebody blunhoney induces brood-rearing, which dered " in fixing on a time when the
will leave the winter cluster composed interest and attendance could not fail
almost entirely of young bees, which, to be divided. Then, in the second
with other favorable conditions, al- place, the notice given was insuffiIt was published only in the
most insures safe wintering.
cient.
bee-paper and in the Rural
I consider protection from damp- Canadian
ness more necessary than from the Canadian. The officials will do well
" make a note on't," and take care
severe cold, as the first condition en- to
ables them to resist the latter. There that these mistakes are not repeated
is a moist vapor constantly arising another year.
Whatever may have been the shortfrom the cluster.
I have seen this
carried to such an extent as to com- comings of the convention, the exhibi-

A

;

;

;

honey and bee-keeping reqwas a brilliant success. To
those who saw the show two years
ago, when the North American BeeKeepers' Society met in Toronto, it
will be enough to say that the recent
display was a far better one than that
then witnessed. For the information
of others, a few particulars may be
tion of
uisites

given as follows
spacious honey-building was
small for the exhibits.
There were complaints that the space
at command was not evenly allotted.
Be this as it may, it was to be regretted that some were crowded into
a corner, who had the wherewith to
have occupied large room to excellent
advantage. This was especially the
case with Mr. J. B. Hall, of Wood

The

entirely too

stock, our

chief

producer of comb

respects, a firstcooped up in
a narrow, inconvenient place, where
it was impossible for him to do himIf this could not be
self justice.
helv)ed, it was, to say the least, very

honey, and, in

all

He was

class'apiarist.

unfortunate.

It is

with some people

at exhibitions as it is aboard railroad
cars— they are not willing to divide
fairly with their neighbors.

On

entering

the

honey-building,

two gigantic pyramids met the view,
made up of different-sized vessels and
packages

filled

with

the toothsome

delicacy. Along the walls were kegs,
large cans, and cases, topped ott with
the smaller and more fanciful parcels
down to little tins containing only a
Decouple of mouthfuls of honey.
pending from the ceiling were pictures
honey-producing
of
the principal
plants of this and other countries— to
Of these
the number of about 300.
over 100 were entirely different varieSeveral uni-comb glass cases
ties.
were placed liere and there to enable
visitors to see the bees and their
queens. There was a large array of
bee-keepers' requisites, including extractors, comb foundation, smokers,
perforated-zinc, wire gauze, dronetraps, queen-cages, reversible frames,
feeders, veils, and, last but not least,
bee-books. Outside, there were hives,
and
bee-tents, winter bee-houses,

various other " fixins."

The

was unusually

large
the directors of the
Industrial Exhibition deserve much
praise for the encouragement given
Mr. D.
to this important industry.

and

prize-list
liberal, and

A. Jones gained some 20 prizes Mr.
J. B. Hall about half that number
while
E. L. Goold & Co. the same
the names of D. Rainer, Will Ellis,
W. Goodyear, J. F. Ross, Granger &
Duke, Jacob Spence, and others,
The
figured honorably on the list.
judges did their work patiently and
;

;

but some of the prizes
should have been adjudged by the
test of best results. As examples, may
" Method of securing
be mentioned
the largest yield of surplus, comb
honey ;" " best system of manipulating sections ;" " method of wintering
bees outdoors in any kind of hive."
The bee-keepers' diary, cash account,
and annual stock-taking furnish the
proper data for these and similar
awards.
faithfully,

:
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things some things which, unless
seen by a close observer, would be
passed unnoticed— are the real secrets
of success in the art of apiculture.

feet above the hives, and held by supporters. Then sticks and boards vi'ere
cut to a proper length and placed on
the ground and leaned against this
ridge-pole. These were covered witli

For tbe Ameilcan Bee Journal.

Wintering Bees,

etc.

BALCH, (31—81).

Oran.QN. Y.

straw, and the whole covered with
The middle of October, 1884, found earth one foot deep at tlie bottom and
Prairie Farmerpart
of
my
bees
short
of
me with a
6 inches at the top.
Honey Gathered from Corn.
houey, but with plenty of pollen.
There was
Now for the results
Well knowing what would be the re- but little ditferance between those in
MBS. L. HARRISON.
sult, from sad experience in former the clamps and those in the cellar,
years, and the season being near its the favor being with those in the
There has been considerable disclose, and also remembering the oft- cellar. All were alive. Those fed on
repeated caution from the bee-frater- two parts sugar and one part water cussion among bee-keepers relative
to
the merits of corn as a honey-pronity, " Honey or syrup must be sealed were in fair condition, and those fed
over by the bees in order to be of real on three parts sugar and one part ducing plant. This morning (July 31)
benefit in wintering," it may easily water were just a-booming. The re- my attention was called to a patch of
be imagined that I was in something mainder (21 in number) of my apiary sweet-corn, and, on investigating, I
Twenty hives were had plenty of this poor stuff to wmter found from one to seven bees at work
of a dilemma.
weighed and found wanting— aver- on, and that were not fed, were care- on every hill. Some of the corn is in
aging about 15 pounds of stores in fully prepared in a way with which I tassel, while more of it is quite small,
each hive this being composed of have had the best success in former owing to a failure of seed to come up,
from 3-4 to >^ pollen. In my reason- years, much better than with cellar- and having had to be replanted seving I came to these conclusions: 1. wintering. They commenced to breed eral times. Bees were working upon
The stores in these hives are just in January, and the conseqiiences it all alike, and where it was in bloom
what are needed when brood-rearing were that one-third were dead with a it was not the place of attraction, but
commences in the early spring. 2. large amount of brood, some having t)ie arils of the leaves close up to the
The brood-nest should not be dis- six frames with brood, three starved, stalk. If it had been water that they
turbed so late in the season, as I had and the rest had plenty of stores. AH were seeking, they could have gathfound that handling bees late in the of this latter class were in hives con- ered it in abundance upon the leaves,
they were dripping with dew and
season often causes their death before taining 13 Langstroth frames.
The as
warm weather comes. Tliere was no remaining two-thirds just pulled if pollen had been the object sought,
the full-blown tassels would have
surer remedy than to cover up those through, not being worth half-price.
been visited.
I have noticed this
stores with something, and I thought
phenomenon several times, and from
EXPTJCITNESS IN DESCRIPTIONS.
that •• something" must be feed of a
observations conclude that, when the
nature not to induce brood-rearing.
On page 602, Mr. R. S. Torrey has
Having never had to feed in the fall, given his method of wintering bees electric conditions are suitable, nectar
is secreted from the stalks during the
I was ignorant in real practice of prebut like many of us he failed to give night, and runs down to the arils of
paring food, but concluded to feed a
" I
important points. He says
some
the leaves where it finds a receptacle,
part of them according to Mr. Dootake all their honey from their sides and is appropriated by the Ijees. I
tittle's plan of mixing two parts of
place it immediately over them, have never had an opportunity to oband
granulated sugar with one of water
in the top of the hive, putting all the
and the remainder according to Mr. empty combs in the lower part of the serve whether common field-corn
yields this nectar or not.
Jloot's method— three parts of sugar
hive for the bees to cluster upon."
Bees are very irritable when there
to one of water.
plan,
indeed,
but
very
good
This is a
Time, with me, is money; so I rea- he does not say whether he uses a 2- is no honey to be gathered, and are
soned thus
What object is there in storv hive, nor whether he produces ever on the alert to discover it. Yesterday I was amused by their awkboiling the
syrup and taking the
extracted or comb honey. If he prochances of scorching it V it had been duces comb honev, he must get it on wark flight, in descending the chimney of the honey-house, and I had to
I
boiled when made into sugar.
of a 2-story hive, or else he would paste paper over
the stove-pipe hole
measured the water (what I could top
not have empty boxes to put below, to keep them out.
conveniently handle at one time in
as the idea is conveyed that the hive
Kerosene rubbed on the hive-enmy extractor), heated it to the boil- is full of frames above and below if
trances will soon put to flight robbers
ing point, put it into the extractor
not, he should have stated what was
that are seeking an entrance.
with the sugar, stirred it until the
to be done with the empty space on
Peoria,© Ills.
sugar was dissolved, and then while either side of the bees after taking
Not hav- out the honey.
it was yet warm, I fed it.
ing feeders, I raised tlie front end of
For tbe American Bee Journal.
Again, he says: '"I then make a
the hives, the bottom-boards being
The Season, Wintering, etc.
high enough to contain what feed whole box without top or bottom and
was necessary for the required amnunt set it over the hive, the box being
B. NOVICE.
that was to make each hive have 30 large enough to leave 3 or 4 inches of
pounds of stores exclusive of hive space between the outside of the hive
Last spring I bought 2 colonies of
and bees. In from 24 to 3G hours it and the inside of the box." Now,
mark you, he says a whole box placed hybrid bees in Eclectic hives, and alwas all taken up.
to
the
hive,
and
this
be
tilled
over
ready they have more than paid me
Two weeks afterward, or about
At present I
Nov. 1, 1 placed a part of tliose so pre- with sawdust, as he considers that the for my investment.
packing-material.
Of
course
the
best
have three strong colonies, all hard
pared, in the cellar, and apart were
the
bees
are
is
conclusive
that
idea
goldenrod
and fringed
prepared as follows
at work on the
I dug a trench
Notwithstanding the sumearth,
the ground
being shut ill with this outer shell, and the gentian.
in the
gravelly, such as water never stands packing around the hive, as there is mer has been wet and short we have
on. This trench was 15 inches deep not one word about an entrance in the had no summer weather here since
about Aug. 2-5— the bees have stored
and one foot wider than the length of ichole box without a cover.
two hives. Sticks were placed crossWriting in such a general manner 60 pounds of comb honey, besides laywise, then narrow boards lengthwise, as the above, is more liable to do the ing up their winter stores. I can
I easily dispose of all my honey for 20
the hives being placed on in a double beginner more harm than good.
row, back to back, tlie rows being 5 or simply call attention to this because cents per pound, and thus clear a
6 inches apart to prevent one colony of the fact that the majority of us good percentage on my investment.
from crawling into the hive of who write do it for the benefit of the Besides this, it has been a very great
another, as is often the case, and inexperienced, hoping, by our ex- pleasure to me to manage them, as it
sometimes several will crawl together periences, to benefit them in the art lias doubtless been their pleasure to
and perish for want of sufficient food. of bee-keeping. Let us strive to be manage me, on several occasions.
Two of my neighbors are in the beeAfter placing the hives in proper more explicit in our descriptions, for
position, a stout pole was placed two I have found that some very small business, one having 20 colonies and
:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

—

—
;

;

:

:
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other 12, and I have had the bene- duce the " coming bee "—Apis Ameriof their experience. Both of tliem cana. Dr. Tinker is evidently of the
winter their bees without loss, Mr. B. same opinion. My Syrians and Syriousing the chaft'-ciishions, while Mr. Italians have worked well in 2 and 3
R. uses a plan of his own, which, be- stories of 14 Langslroth frames each,
cause it is less trouble and cheaper, without showing any disposition to
He nails together swarm, which is very different from
I am going to try.
four pieces of wood, each one inch the account given in the article rethick and two inches wide, and tacks ferred to.
Cleveland, 6 O., Sept. 24, 1884.
on this frame, for a bottom, a coarse
cloth like that made to hold corn or
oats.
This clotli-bottomed box is
To enable Bees and Honey at Mich. State Fair.
tilled with c'ry sawdust.

685
Local Convention Directory.

tlie

fit

the bees to get at tlieir honey, a thin
stick is laid on top of the brood-frames
.at right angles to the openings, and
over it is placed a coarse cloth which
covers all the openings except immediately on each side of the stick.
The box is then placed on the frames,
and after the cap is put on, the bees
are ready for the winter's cold. Mr.
R. leaves his hives on the summer
stands, and has never lost a colony by
this plan.

Blauveltville,o,

N. Y.,Sept.

28,1885.

I8«5.
Timt and place of Meetim^.
Oct. I0.*-Witba8h County, at N. MancheBter, Ini.

Marltn, Sec, N. Manchester,

In<l.

Oct. 15, 16.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Crandall. Sec, Independence.

Mo,

J. J.

Oct.

!,'>.

— Progreasive,
J.

at

Macomb,

Ills.

G. Norton. Sec. Macorab,

llifl.

Oct. 17.— Marshall Co., at Marshaiitown, Iowa.
J.

W.

Oct. 21.-Md., Va.

Sanders, Sec, I.eGrand, Iowa

& W.

Va., at

Hauerstown,

Md

D. A. Pike. Pres., SmIthsburK, Md.
Oct. 22, 23.— Northern M ichiKan, at Sheridan M kh.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson

and brother

Oct. 28, 29.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville,

Ills.

made a fine exhibit of the different
races of bees under glass also a large Nov, 5, e.-N. J. & Eastern, at Trenton, N. J.
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec, 16 Thomas St., N. Y,
exhibit of comb and extracted honey.
;

The comb honey was packed in very
neat shipping cases, containing 14
one-pound sections the extracted in
honey-jars, holding from live ounces
to one pound, three different sizes
and a good collection of bee-keeping
implements, a case of bee-literature,

Nov. 12.— Central Michlizan, at Lansing, Mich.
E. N. Wood, Sec, N. Lansing, Mich.
Dec.

;

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit, Mich.

U. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
Dec.

8— 10.— North American, at Detroit, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

Dec. 8-in.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Ito.^ersville, Mich.

bee-hives, etc.

tW In order to
R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, exhibited
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
a foundation imachine, colony of Ital- time and place of future naeetlngs.- BP.
For the Ameiican Bee Journal.
ian bees (which received first premium), a machine for making holes
Characteristics of Syrian Bees.
in frames for receiving wires, and two
cases of comb honey.
8— J. SINGLETON, (90).
O. H. Townsend, Alamo, exhibited
The article on page 568, from the comb lioney in shipping-cases, exJournal of Horticulture, is calculated tracted honey in jars, beeswax, etc.
Mr. Rogers, of Lenawee .Junction,
to mislead those who have had no exand Frank Easton, of Hartford, each
perience with Syrian bees.
If the
writer had said that that colony of showed a case of comb honey ; Miss
Good Results of the Season.— Fred
Syrian bees was unmanageable, in- Anna Cutting, of Clinton, two cases Bechly, Searsboro,© Iowa, on Sept.
stead of stigmatizing all Syrians as of comb honey. J. Ward showed a 29, 1885, says
McLain &
such, he would have been nearer bee-hive and a feeder.
I commenced the spring of 1885
Bro., of Aurora, Ills., exhibited an
right.
extra
large
bee-hive
and
a
model
for a with 8 very weak colonies, increased
I have had considerable experience
them to 23, and have obtained 900
with Syrians during the last three bee-house ; C. Barkenbus, of Kalama- pounds of extracted honey.
years, and must say that I prefer zoo, a honey-extractor ; J. Vanderthem to any Italians I have ever had, vort, of Laceyville, Pa., two maand I have purchased queens from chines for making comb foundation.
Good Honey-Gatherers.— Peter Bilmost of our best breeders. I like He received the first premium, as ling, Pawnee City,cxNeb.,on Sept. 23,
well
as
at
Fair
at
Toledo,
the
TriState
1885, writes
them so well that I have this year
reared three-fourths of my queens Ohio
Bees have done fairly well this seaof
Clinton,
exhibited
H.
D.
Cutting,
from that strain, and re-queened that
son. I increased my apiary from 9
a
large
collection
of
implements,
proportion of my apiary of 90 colonies
extractor,
comb-foundation weak colonies to 22 good ones, and
with them. I have repeatedly han- honey
will have about 3-50 pounds of comb
dled them without smoke, as readily as machine, case of bee-literature, ex- honey. My bees are Italians, and are
the quietest Italians; a thing I cannot tracted honey, bee-hives, comb foun- good honey-gatherers as well as beaudo with blacks. They are more ener- dation, etc.
The Bingham smoker and honey- tiful to behold.
getic, and more ready to enter the
knife received the first premium.
surplus apartments than the Italians
Chas. Dadant & Son, of Hamilton,
Treatment of Bee-Stints.— Dr. G.
they are hardier, stand the winter
better, breed later in the fall, and Ills., and J. Van Deusen & Sons, of L. Tinker, Kew Philadelphia,o O.,
each
sent
samSprout
Brook,
N.
Y.,
writes
breed up more quickly in the spring ;
ples of comb foundation. .James W.
besides, they cap their honey whiter
On page 604, Mr. Thos. Gorsuch inTefft, of Collamer, N. Y., sent a beemore like the blacks.
quires regarding the use of soda for a
hive, with the request that it be prebeesting in the eye. I think it would
The queens are large, beautifully
sented to Prof. Cook after the Fair.
striped, and very prolitic. I prefer to
be of some benefit as well as the subTinker,
of New Philadelphia,
G.
L.
sequent use of slippery-elm water.
have them mated with Italian drones,
exhibited a bee-hive, queen-cage, The solution should be ice cold, or as
as the bees are quieter on the combs O.,
and not so nervous, although in their and honey-sections also a nucleus of cold as can be borne and frequently
The common baking soda
purity they are better for that than Syro- Albino bees.
applied.
will not injure the eye if applied in a
the blacks and as to their attacking
anything or anybody, except in devery weak solution of water. In all
Convention Notices.
fense of their hives, I have never exsevere bee-stings a small tea-spoonful
of soda dissolved in water and taken
perienced it, and so far as I have
Central Michig-an Bee-Keepers' internally, at once, is of benefit. For
The
t^~
known of them, they attend strictly Association will meet in the Pioneers" Rooms
to business. Myself and others have in the State Capitol, at Lansing:, Mich., at 9 the vital depression, stagnation of the
stood in front of their hive-entrance a. m.,'on Nov. 12, 1885. All who have bees blood, or chill that takes place directly
are invited after receiving the stings, whisky in
when they have been flying in and or are interested in bee-culture,Wood,
Sec.
E. N.
out in numbers, and we were not to attend.
liot sweetened water, should be taken;
molested
whereas the same treatt^~ The next annual meeting of the and for tlie great fever that generally
ment with the blacks would cause Northern Michigan Bee-Keaper's Associa- follows, belladonna, aconite and
tion will be held in the Council Rooms at nitrate of potassa, together with the
them to sting with a vengeance.
Sheridan, Mich., on Oct. 22 and 2:i. ISH.o. A
continued application of ice or iceI belive that from the Syrian and cordial mvitation is e.\tended to all.
Italian cross we shall ultimately prowater to the affected parts.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
have

:

;

;

;

this table complete. Secre-

:
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Queens Imported— by Mail. J. D.
The National Bee- Keepers' Union.
Enas, Napa,*o Calif., writes
queen
Sept.
22
I
received
a
from
On
LIST OF MEMBERS.
Mr. Benton, Germany, whioli was
Langstroth, Rev. L. L.,
W.,
mailed on Sept. 3 19 days en route. Addenbrooke,
Allen, Ransum,
Lanning. John,
Lawton, B. W.
The queen and bees were quiet, and Alley. Henry,
Andersun. J. Lee,
Le Roy, J. W.,
upon opening tlie cage before a win- Anderson. Wm.,
Lindsly, L.
Ludkev, ('harles,
dow, the queen took wing. The cage Angell, C. S..
Ludlotif, K..
Jno.,
was dry and clean inside, with only Aspnwal!,
Babb, Enoch,
Lyman, W. C,
Lynch, Jno. C,
three dead bees the food was only Baldwin, B. T..
Ball, Miss J. M.
Maddox, W. T..
about half consumed, and that lefi Barnes.
Mahin, Rev. M.
Wm. M.,
Maliory, S. H..
was in good condition. The cage had Baxter, E. J.,
M.& W. L.
Manuni, A. E.,
about one dozen brad-awl holes in one Beun.C.
Bernschein. Ernst,
Marden, Henry,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

:

Office of the

—

American Bee Journal,

Monday.

The following

(

are the latest quota-

honey and beeswax received

tions for

up

t

10 a. m., Oct. 5, 1885.

to this

hour

:

;

end, for ventilation. Over the top of
the cage and at the bottom were two
thicknesses of tissue paper, which the
bees had partly gnawed through. I

Besse, H.. M. D.,

have succeeded in safely sending
queens to Honolulu, H. I., by mail.

Bohn. Gustav.
Bray. Moses,
Bricbey. Peter,
Brown, A. J..

Honey-Dew

Winter Stores.— D.
A. Pike, Smithsburg,N> Md., on Sept.
16, 1885,

for

BillinK.
Bitzer,

Peter

Wm„

McCormick. Emery,
McGee, Charles,
McLees, S.,
McNay, Frank,
McNeill. James,

Blancliard.O. C.
Blitunt, C. N.,

&

Buchanan, J. W.
Bucklew, J. A„
Barren. H. D.,
Burton,

Bro,

L.,

<'.

Millard, D.,
Miller, B. J. &Co..
Miller, Dr. C. C.
Miller, Henry,
Mills, L. D.,

Minnich, F.,
Minor, N. L.,
Morse, William,

A.,

Caiup, G. W.,
Carder, A.,

done poorly in this
B.,
They have stored but very Cbapman,
Chapman. J..

Bees have
locality.

Biilintrs. L. P.

Camp.

says

Margrave. J. W.,
Mason, Jas. B.,
Mattoon, Jaa.,
McConnell, James.

Muth,

C. F..

Muth Rasmussen, Wm.,

surplus honey.
They are in Cheney, H. II.,
P.J.
good condition to go into winter Christian,
Cl.irke.Rev. W.F.,
quarters, exceuting that their stores Cliekcnger, Karlle,
John T.,
are all honey-aew. Now we will see Counley,
Cook, Prof. A. J.,
if honey-dew, or " bug-juice "as some Cripe, Henry,
Dadant. Chas.,
Western bee-men call it, will kill our Dadant.
C. P

Nelson, James A.,
Newman, Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.
Nipe, jHmes,
Nutt. W.C,
Ochsner, J. J.,
Osburn, A. W.,

bees.

Parker, D. G.,

little

,

Darby, M. E..
Dayton. C. W.,

— W.

Good Results.
Downer's Grove, (^

Deadman, G.

Lyman,

C.

A.,

Decker, A. A.,
Decker, C. K.,
Demaree, G. W.,
Dibbern.C. H & Son,
Dickason, T, B.,
Didrickson, O.,
Dittnier. Gus,
Dodife.U. E
Doolittle, G. M.,

says
I commenced the season with 6 colonies, increased to 17, and obtained
from them 700 pounds of extracted
honey. I limited thera to one swarm Dorr, Dr.
iiR..
each, and then increased by division. Downs, Robert,
E.,
I winter my bees in the cellar, and Drane.
Dunham. P.,
last winter I lost none.
They are Dunn, John,
Ea^lesfield. B.C..
now in good condition for winter.
Ensiwood, L.,
Ills.,

:

,

Edson, A. S.
Klwood. Sr.,

Bees Leaving the Hire.— John Hurst,
Minooka,6 Ills., on Sept. 21, 1885,
says

:

Three weeks ago I had a swarm of
bees that came out, and as it was a
small one, I returned it to the same
hive. The next morning it came out
again, and I then took out all the
frames and found that the millers bad
occupied two-thirds of them. I then
sprinkled the bees with water till I
could clean out the hive. I cut all the
millers out and put the bees in once
more, and they came out again. They
were out for four hours, when they
returned themselves and commenced
to work. Five days afterward 1 looked
the frames over again to see what
progress they were making, and 1
found that they had much new comb,
but no brood in it, and there were no
eggs to be found. I then looked for
the queen, but I could not find her or
a single drone, and yesterday I took
all the frames out, but no queen or
drone was to be found in the hive,
and there was only about a quart of
bees. One comb I found with young
brood capped, and the next frame
with uncapped brood.
Will some
reader of the I^ee Journal tell how
the brood came to be there, or where
the eggs came from V I shall keep a
close watch on them, for I may learn
something from them. What will be
the best way to make them into a
strong colony for wintering V

W.

R.,

Falsoner, J.,
Feathers, Harvey,

Flanagan, E. T.,
England, P. J.,
Enke, Wm..
Follett, Charles,

Forbes.

W.

K.,

W.

K..

France, E. & Son,
Freeborn. S. I.,
Fulton.

Owens,

J. J.,

Payn, W. N..
Pennoyer, L. A.,
Perkins. Nelson,
Peters. Geo. B.,
Peters, Jno.,
Phelps. N.T..

Pond,

Ueed, L.,
Reed, L. G.,
Rey, John.
Reppert, F.,
Reynolds, M.

G.,

Richards, Wm.,
Roberts, Jesse H..
Kool. A. I.,
Rose, C. H.,
Rowe, David,
Roye. Burr,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheuring. Paul,
Seabright. L. C,
Sears, J. W.,
Secor. Eugene,

Shapley.D. L..
Shearman, J. O.,
Shepard, Horace,

W.U..

Slade,

G' eening. C. F.,
Greiner, G, <',,
Greiner, Friedemann,
Gresh, Abet,
Grimm, Christopher,
Griswold. Fred,

Spady, Jno.,
Spencer. M. L..

Ilarlens, J G.,
Harrison. S. H.,
Hart, F. M.,
Haskin. A. f ., M. D.,
Hatch, C. A.,

Havens, Reuben,
Hayhurat, K. M..
Heater, Mrs. J. N.,
Heddun, James,
Hensley, J. P.,
Hettel.M..
Hill, A.G.,
Hills. Mrs. H..

Shirley,

Shuck,

J. M.,

W.

D..

Smith, David,
Smith, George,
Smith, Mrs. Martha,

Stearns, J. K.,

Stephenson. H. W.,
Stephens, VV. B.,
Stewart. W. H.,
Stocker, Wm. S.
Stolley,

Wm..

Stordock. c. H.,
Storer. E. M.,
Tulbert, M.,
Taylor, George,
Taylor, H. L.
Thatcher, Will.,

Thellmann, C,
Thompson, Geo. M.,
Tinker, Dr.

Tongue.

(i.

L.,

L. N.,

Travis, F. W.,
Travis, I. A.,

Howard.

Turner, T. E.,
Twining, M. J.,
Tyner, Alonzo.

J. B..

Jardlne, Jas.,
Jones, George W.,

Tread acell, W. B.,
Trim bergf-r, John,

Vanhouten,
Viallon,P.

BEESWAX.— 23(Sii'5c.
K. A.

BURNETT.

161

South Water

8t.

BOSTON.

HONEY.- We have received quite a large stock
of honey, mostly trom Vermont, and thequallty is
very tine.
are doing the best we can to keep
the price up where bee-keepers can get something
for their honey. One of the largest producers of
honey sold his entire crop at a very low price, and
honey is being sold here so that it will leave beekeepers nothing. We still hold ourpricesat 16@18
cts. f or i-lb sections, and I4&l6c. for 2-lbs. Extracted is (ikiSc. per lb.
BBESWAX.-30 CIS. per lb.
Blake & Ripley, 57 Chatham Street.

We

NEW
HONEY.— There

is

YORK.
much change

not

The new crop

in

the

coming in quite freely,
and IS selling readily at the following prices:
Fancy white clover, in l-lb. sections, M'ais cents
market.

is

;

the same

in 2-lb. sections, i2((oiyc, fair to good,
in 1 and 'Jib. sections, in(g)iic.; fancy buckwheat,
in l-)b. sections, iKgjiiic; the same in 2- lb. sections. y(«iloc.
Extracted, white clover, (3^7c.;

buckwheat,

;

fi@6c.

BEESWAX-Prime yellow. 25@28c.
McCAUL & HlLDRETH BROS.. 34 Hudson St.
CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.— No change has taken

place in the genDemand is slow for
extracted honey with abundance on tlie market.
Extracted honey brings 4(!i8c on arrival, and
choice comb honey LSCa-inc in a jobbing way.
BEESWAX— Is in fair demand, and arrivals are
good. We pay 2n^24c for good yellow.
P. S. The following explanation in regard to
markets seems to be in order to post some beekeepers and save them trom disappointments.
When quoting prices "on arrival," I mean to say
that honey will bring about the price quoted, or
that a tigure within the range given, will appear
reasonable or acceptable to a purchaser. I quote
as nearly as possible the price at which I am buying and selling. I do not mean to say that pur-'
chasers are waitins; for the arrival of honey and
are anxious to buy at those prices quoted, nor
that am willing to pay those prices on arrival for
all the honey that may be shipped here. This
latter would require a larger capital than I and
two more of ttie largest dealers in America possess. It is unpleasant for us to be over-run with
honey for which 1 will not pay on arrival, unless
agreement has been made previous to shipment.
C. F. Muth, Freeman & Central Ave.
eral feature of the market.

i

Wieherts. A..
Wilkins, Miss Lucy A.,

Koeppen. August

Wurth, Dan.,
Zwiener H. L.

Wc.icott.

Wm.C.

Wright. W.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with

a probaof so continuing through the balance of the
season. There is some inquiry for beat qualities,
with a tlrm ujarket for the same. Quotations are
as follows: Wriite to e.vtra white comb, ina-lic;
dark to good, Scusc. Extracted, white liquid, 5@5j^
ctB.; light amber colored, 4!^(ft6c.; amberand canbility

died. 4Kc.

BEESWAX.-Quotable at 23@25c., wholesale.
O. B. SMITH & CO.. 423 Front Street.

CLE V BLAND,
HONEY. -The new crop is beginning

to arrive
is selliniJ at 14 ai.5 cts. per lb. for choice l-lb.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling although freely oflTered at 10(^12 cts. E.xtracted, as
usual ic not in demand in our market.

and

BEESWAX.— 20022 cts.
A. C.

O.,

per

lb.

KBNDBL, Ud Ontario

KANSAS

C. W.,

L..

Walton, Col. R..
Webster, H. S.,
Weeks, C,
Wendt, Henry,
Whitney. W. V.,

.lones. Henry.
Killoiigh, J. M..
King, 1>. N..
King. T. Frank.

Krnschke, H. O.,
Jjammey. John,

good demand

.

Snell, F. A.,

Hilton, George B.,
Hobier, Geo.,
>loke. Abe,
Holhngswnrth,C. M.,

Hoyle. Geora-e H.,
Huse. Wm.H.,
Hutchinson, W. Z.,
Hvne. Jiimes M.,
Iinnski,Dr. A. X„
Ish:im.H. B.,
Jackson, Andrew,

is in

cents per lb when put up in the best shape.
Receipts are light. Dark comb honey is in light
demand. Extracted honey goes slowly at o@8 eta.
IT)

Jr., J. B.,

Powell. E. W..
Pray, G. L.,
Rainey, Jarvis,
Ruisch. U.,

Funk, H. W..
Furness, Dwipht,
Gander, A. M..
Goodrich, A. S..
Green. Charles H.,

Harding, Benj.,

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— White comb honey

at

Street.

CITY.

HONEY.— Wo now report a very Arm market
with some advance in prices, though the trade
take hold very slowly as vet, and complain terribly when the advance is quoted to them. We are
now holding for ir.(.i,i7c. for fancy while honey in
1-Ib. se*"'ti"n3. l.">t/?;l('c. for 2 lbs., and I2ra,i.'ic. for
Fancy l-lb. sections, if marketed soon, will
bring a good price. Extracted Is a little firmer at
about the same prices, viz: Miss., I,a. and Texas,
4@i>c.. and white clover and
alif., 7tu.f<c.

Calif.

(

BEESWAX.— Unchanged, 2tic»25c., according to
ct,emons,Cloon a Co., cor. 'Hh & Walnut.

quality.
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" Don't Stop "—that

is
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what many write

gitlxjcvtiscments.

to us about their papers, when their time is
" This
nearly out. One subscriber says
:

r^.^lM£3g^IOA

(/f'S

'^.<tr

MEE^MmAl^.
G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PltOPKlETORS,
923ai.

925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO,

Weekly.

92 a year

ALFRED

;

Monthly,

ILL.

SO cents.

NEWMAN,

H.

;

Business Manager.

To create Honey Markets in every
town and city, wide-awake honey

village,

producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat
Honey" (only ."jO cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
:

Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid lor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
;

^p^ecial ^0tijces,

WE

are now in the market, and will be
during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford.
will handle beeswax the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this departs

—

We

SSS~

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for ine to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month bxU don't stop sendinu it. I will
get the money to you within three months.'*
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

ment, has

full chai-ge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,

representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we wilt make prompt returns^
whether we buy or not.

CliEinONS, CI.OON

CO.,
CITY, MO.

;

"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.
Patented June

SPECIAL. NOTICE

On January 1,1886,
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
the price ot the Weekly Bee Journal will and Medicine " to every one who buys a
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we package of honey, will sell almost any quanhave contemplated for some years, and only tity of it.
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing the Weekly Bee JouRN.iLatthe very
low price of one dollar d year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1886, for $1.25.

dc

KANSAS

.36A17t

Preserve your papers tor reference.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us S new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

28, 1881.

One-lb. (i]ixiH.) in lots of 500 to 4.000 $5.00
Ditto
Ditto
5,000 to 10,000 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000 4.00

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long.^ For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length,
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantities.
We make any size or width desired.
Our rates for two or more copies of
J. FORNCROOK & CO.,
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
BCtf
Watertown, Wis., Mar. 1. 1885.
Those who have already subscribed for on the Book List on the second page of this
|^~Thos.
Newman
& Son. of Chicago, sell
G.
any portion of nezt year will have the time paper. Also wholesale rates on all books the one-piece Sections manufactured by ub.
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes where they are purchased " to sell again."
in the mail-list type are already made.
HEADQUARTERS IN THE SOUTH
!

For

$1.2.5 we will send the Weekly Bee
Journal to new subscribers from now until
the end of 1885— fifteen months.
Now is
the time to subscribe. The sooner It is done
the more they will get for the money.

^^

t^~ Sample Copies

of the

For tne manufacture of

Bee Journal

be sent free upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

Bee-Keepers Supplies
Dunham
Italian

uiid R<»ot FoMiidatlon a specialtj.
Queens and Bees from March to November.

|:^~Send for

JP^Ur.

."iCtf

my

Illustrated Catalogue.

t..

TIAI^LON. Bayou Goula, La.

(ESTABLISHHD

To Correspondents. — It
us

much

trouble,

if all

would save

would be particular

to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this ofHce.
have several letters

We

(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post^Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post^
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Bees and Poultry.— But few out-door
pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poultry Journal (price $1.25) and the Weekly
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
papers for less than the price of one. For a
free sample send to the Poultry Journal.

All who intend to be systematic in
work in the apiary, should get a copy of

J^~
their

the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
125
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
:

"We have received from the Publishers a
copy of a new series of Recitations, called " The

Eureka Recitations and Readings."

It is a
very good collectiim and has been compiled and
prepared by Mrs. Anna Kandall-Diebl, whose reputation as a writer of standard worlta on Elocution,
and also as a teacher of the art, is second to none.

They comprise Prose and Poetry— Serious, Comic
Humorous, Pathetic, Temperance, and Patriotic.
All those who are interested in providing an entertainment should have this collection. Each one
contains 1128 pages, and is bound with a bandsome

1864.)

;-SUPPLIES.
RFF
^m

We furnish kvebvthing needed
^^
^" ^^
^* in the Apiary, of practical construc-

m

tion, and at the lon^esl price*.
Satisfaction Kuaranteed. Send your address on a
Po!ital card, and we will send you our Illustrated
E.
G«talofiue free.

KBETCHMER.

COBURG. IOWA.

2Cl2t

BEESWAX.
We

pay SOc. per lb., delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
should always be on each packaize-

THOS.
923

&

oa.T

NEW MAN

a.
West Madison

Street,

rfc

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL,

Uad.an t'sFou iidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Adverti.^iement In another column.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT

RIBBON BADGES,

liaving^

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
lithograph cover printed in four colors, and will be
Any person not a subscriber, receiving a
.50 "cents eacli, by mail, postpaid.
mailed to any address, postpaid, on receipt of 12
copy of this paper, will please consider it
THOmAS O.
ic SON,
cents In stamps, by J. S. OOILVIE & Co., the Puban invitation to become a subscriber to it.
923 &;92.T West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL
Ushers, 31 Rose St., New York.

NEWmAN
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BEES

HONEY,

and

OR THE
Management of an Apiar;
and Profit by

'

for Pleasure

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

Wooden

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails—
well pKioteil on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tipht-Httine wood cover, at )S2.SA
per dozen.
Thev will hold Hii lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household pail.

THOS.

Editor of the Weekly Bee JouTlial.

923

G.

NEWMAN

& 9-25 West Madison

It contains aso profnsely illustrated pages
" tully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
deveIo])ing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everytliiiig that can aid in the
Is

tlie

i^

The Weekly Bee Journal

THOS.

And

all

with the other sizes, having the lop
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle, — making it very convenient
to carry. It if well-made and. when
tilled with honey, makes a novel and
utiractive small package, that can

other kinds of Hlven,

Quinby Smolier a specialty.
shall supply anything you need In the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.

E. CI>ARK,succes8ortolj. C. Root,
OKISKANY, Oneida County, N. Y.

7A1T

Many
IK- sold for L'o cents or less.
c<»nyuuiLiB will buy it in order to give the children
75 cents per
a handsome toy pail.

PRICE,

dozen, or S.5.00 per lOO.
SON,
THOS. G. NEWITIAIN
963 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL,

&

Dadant's FoiindatioiiFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.
in presentB given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,

SON,
CHICAGO,

St.,

and by mail you

ILL.

See Advertisement

in

will get

/rfe a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the $20(i.(KK) in

1200,000

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
ftnd retail.

'^pms new size of our Tapering
L Honey Pails isof uniform design

NEWMAN &

G.

& QSS West Madison

923

and

NEWJNE-POUND HONEY PAIL

Quinby Standing-Frame,

I

for a year and the book, " Bees
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

per dozen. X\t'o dozen tor $15.00.
J. T. WIIiSON, Nicholasville, Ky.

ILL.

MADE TO ORDER,

Dozen or Hundred,

AT REDUCED PRICES,

to the scarcity of money, I will
OWING
SELL Warranted Queens at $S.OO

.'JOABtf

in cloth, fl.OO, postpaid.

Ijiberal Dinicoiiiit to Dealers, by

QUEENS

standard LanRstroth,

dition.

^^A

Street,

SON.
CHICAGO.
«fe

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce tlie most
honey in its best and most attractive con-

PRICE— Bound

Honey!

Pails for

WE

another column.

presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. Hallett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
51Aly

Given's Foundation Press
GIVEN PKESS stands the front
THE
rank for manutacturini! FOUNOATION
in

Wired Frumes, as well as foundation for
SECTIONS. Without a dissentinp voice, all of
In

our customers atllrm
culars and Samples.

its

superiority.

D.

8.

eiVEN

lABtt

HOOPBSTON,

Send for

Cir-

Muth's Honey Extractor,

<& CO..

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Vermillion Co., ILL.

Applyto CH.IS
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,

POULTRY AND BEES

lySend

TWO PAPERS for the PKICE of ONE.
JOUKNAIj
THE POt'liTKV
printed and

is a beauillustrated 32-page
tifull.v
Monthly, devoted to the breeding and mahag:ement of Poultry, Pigeons, Kabbits and
Dogs, at ^l.2r> a year. C. ,1. W.\i!d, editor
and proprietor, Chicago, III. Send to the
Poultry Journal for a free sample.
We will send the " Poultry Journal " and

W.

THOS. G. NEWMAN A: SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,
retail.

See Advertisement

'

In

ILL.

MNew
Chromo

Style, Embossed
Visiting Cards,

WIN

MAYSVILLE,KY.
37ABly

FLAT -BOTTOM

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goo'ts which will help you

R PRIZE.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls, 4 to 16 square feet U
the pound. Circular and samples free

SONS,
V.

Mills,

Hend for Sumpl*-. A" Beiluced Pr1ce-L,l.t.
ABtf J.VANDEEVOET, Laceyville, Pa.
retail.

See Advertisement

in

another columo.

right

away

____^__

SECTIONS.
Job Lot— Cb.eap!

WE

have received a Job Lot of 25,000
One-Piece Sections with sqiiareKroove,
whiehwe will close out at $4.00 per 1,000, or
The size is top and bottom,
|;'J..')0 for 500.
Ginches; sides, 514 inch; width of section, 1%
inches— narrow tops.
:

NEWMAN

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
and

more money

than anythinti else in this
w<irld. All, of eithersex, succeed from first hour. The l»road road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
Tkdk & Co., Augusta. Maine.
once address

Sole Manufacturers,

landervort Comb Fdn.

to

r>iAly

N.

Hidden Name and
no 2 aliiie.nMme on,

;

llAiy
I|f|l| more money than at anything elie by
taking an agency for the best selling book
If III out. Beginners succeed grandly. None
Hau.ett Book Co.
fall. Terms free.
Portland. Maine.
51 Aly

Mills i^.'^,=S
W.e.RELHAM

(^^k^

Co.. Mich.,

packs*! warranted best sold. Sampie book, 4c. L. JONES,& CO., Nassau. N.Y.
inc.. ly

PATENT

Sprout Brook. Mont,

Oenesee

;

another column.

VAN DEU8EN &

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

fnrnish Italian queens, bred from
the best of mothers, and reared in full
colonies. Single queen, $1.00 six for$o.OO;
twelve, or more, T.'i cts. each. Tested queens
$2.00 each. Make money orders payable at
Flint. Full colonies. $5.00 each. Neat, white,
basswood shipping-crates, for comb honey,
si.x cents each in the tiat. Sample, by express,
37Atf
nailed up, ten cts.

j;OUNDATI0N

J.

O.

CANstill

Dadant's Fouudation Factory, wholesale
and

CINCINNATI,

-

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Roffersvllle,

the "Weekly Bee Journal" for one year,
both for $1.75.
923

10c.

etc.

MUXe,

F.

923

THOS. G.
A 925 West Madison

Street.

Sc

SON,

CHICAGO.

ILL.

m

Send 10 cents
for working people.
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box ot goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
y<^»uever thought possible at any busCapital not required. Vou can live at home
iness
and work in spare lime only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of allaees, grandly successful. 5ocent8
to i-< easily earned every evening. Ihat all who
want W4)rk ni;iy lest the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satlsfled
paralleled offer
writing us.
we will send f i to pay for the trouble of free.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Stinson & Co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine
5iA.iy
:

Frienda,

if

VOU are

in

any way interested in

BEES OR HONEY
will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
OleaiiliiKH In Bee-Cultnre,
with a descriptive price-list of the lutcst improvements in Hlven, Honey F,xtriictor«, Conit,

We

Seml-Monthlv

Foundiillon, Section Honey Boxen, all books
and lourniils. and everythind pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothintj Pnlented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
A.
Ctt

I.

„
„ .,
^,
^
Medina,
O.
ROOT,

:

—
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Keel and Hlaek A lit?* may be destroyed
by sprinkling powdei-ed bora.v around the
places which they infest. It is also said that
p(>wd<M'ed cloves will drive them away. A

smeared with lard will attract them;
this is occasionally turned up over a fire,

plate
if

multitudes of ants will fall into
melted liu'd, and be destroyed.

it

with the

W.

Ulr. J.
Teirt, of Bast Syracuse, N.Y.,
invited a few friends to his apiary a few
days ago, to see what a colony of tiees with

THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

NEWMAN,

G.

Oct.

14,1885.

No. 41.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
lionely, a belated bee
Hies him homeward drearily
There's no clover in the lanesCold winds set him shivering
Sad, he falls to queryingWhat lor liees remains ?
;

Xlie Bee-Keepers' ]71agazine, under
the management of Aspinwall & Treadwell,
the new proprietors, takes strong ground in
favor of the National Bee-Keepers' Union.
It deserves its evident prosperity.

Do Not Think of knocking out another
person's brains because he dilfers in opinion
from you it would be as rational to knock
yourself on the head because 3'ou differ
from yourself ten years ago.
;

A

Wiseoiisiii Lady died in twenty minutes from the sting of a honey-bee. Those
l^rairie people can stand a rattlesnake bite,
but a bee-sting is beyond the power of
usual cure.— .SiKi Francisco Alia.

In Siberia the e.xiles pasture thousands
of colonies of bees on the heaths of the
A Itai ranse. and in the Caucasus the Meretinzes and Grusinians live in plenty by the
sale of the honey stored by their winged
flocks.

A!>'entK can

Book

sell

the Guide and HandSend us an order

like "hot-cakes."

for five copies (with $'2. .50) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Jourx.^l free for a
year. This is a rare opportunity to get the
Weekly Bee J(jurn.4L without cost 1
!

Small Sticks will kindle a fire, but large
ones will put it out. Short and pithy articles
or speeches are the life of a paper or convention, while long, dry ones (even though
they may ho scientific and learned) will kill
enthusiasm, and make everybody "blue"
and tired.
October — the mtmth

of falling leaves and
It is high time now
to decide upon the method of wintering
bees, and to commence preparations for
currying out that plan. Oct the cellar ready,
or have the bo.xes aTid packing at hand, so
that either plan decided upon can be immediately used when it becomes necessary.
frosty nights— is here.

a Holy-Land queen had done during the
past year. It was in an 18-reversible-frame
hive, with i>4 ^i-pound sections nearly all
ready for the market, 4 frames of capped
honey and (> frames of tirood. He values
that queen at $10U. This we leain from a
local paper.

043
Sense or Dircetioii In Bees, AnlH,etr.

—At

the iTieeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, held at

Aberdeen, Scotland, Sept. 11, Sir John Lubbock contributed a pai)er on some recent
observations on the habits of ants, bees, and
wasps.

As

regardeil the sense of direction

which some insects had been supposed to
possess. Sir John referred to some interesting e-xperiments of M. Fabre, who, having:
taken some liees two miles from home and
whiled them round and round in a dark bag,
let them out, notwithstanding which they
found their way home. Sir John, however,
suggested that the ilistance they were taken
was not sufficient.
His own experiments
did not confirm the idea that they had any
sense of direction, except in the same sense
in which we might be said to have one. In

Larkln Leonard, a remarkable old gen- continuation of previous experiments, Sir
tleman, died
Franklin County, N. C, re- John took for instance forty ants, fed them
cently, at the age of 84. He never bought a with honey, and put them down on a gravel
pound of meat, a barrel of flour or corn, did path fifty yards from their nest. They
not owe a dollar when he died, never wore wandered about in all direetiims, and it was
spectacles, could read, had a good set of obvious that they had no idea which was the
teeth, never saw a railroad, had a sow, '37 right way home.
years old, never swapped horses, never was
AVeryUsefnl Book is on our desk. It
out of honey, nor corn, wore one pair of
is called "The Western World Guide and
shoes l.'J years, kept one pair of plow lines
Hand-Book of Useful Information." We
19 years, and never moved from the place
have spent several hours in looking it over,
where he settled when a young man.
and have added much to our stock of
The Guide and Hand-Book, is a book knowledge. It certainly contains the
of ready reference and an encyclopaedia of greatest amount of useful information ever
everything desirable to know. As a guide put together in fuch a cheap form. The
to the home-seeker, it is invaluable. Itscon- printing, paper, and binding is excellent,
tents are partially given on page (553, and and the book is well worth a dollar, ^o any
will convince any one of its value. W? do one sending us two new subscribers besides
not think any of our readers can afford to their own, with ,$3, for one year, we will
do without it. As a book of ready reference present a copy of this valuable book.
we find it of great value in our library. We
Birds that Hunt Wild Bees in Africa,
will send the Weekly Bee Jour.n'.4l for a
are described in the October number of St.
year and the Guide for $1.30.
Nicholas :

m

Toads are doing considerable damage to
California apiaries. A San Francisco paper
states that an apiarist, in one of the lower
countifs of that State, found that his colonies were being decimated by nocturnal
visits of large toads.
They got upon the
alighting-board and there caught the bees as
fast as they

made an appearance

at the hive

entrance.
These toads were very active
early in the morning when the bees first
commenced their day's labor. From Alameda County, Calif., one of our correspondents says that there has been an unusual number of big toads about, and that
toward night-fall they would take up their
stand at the front of a hive and make " a
square meal " on the bees. He has killed all
he could see, but adds, "still they come."
Hives that arc near the ground are the only
ones that are molested.

Mlnratory Bee-Keeping

in

France

is

practiced on the following plan
Those hives being selected whose combs
are firm and not likely to be broken by
jolting, 30 to 40 of them are carefully packed
in tiers in a cart, which proceeds slowly on
If the season be sultry, they
its travels.
Journey only at night, the hives being
covered up with cloth. On arriving in a
suitable locality the hives are taken out of
the cart, set upon the ground, and the bees
go forth in seai-ch of food. In the evening,
as soon as they have all returned, the hives
are shut up, again placed in the cart, and
Ihey proceed on their journey. When the
cara\'an has arrived at its destination, the
colonies are distributed in the gardens or
fields adjacent to the houses of the different
peasants. who. for a very small remuneration
look after them.
:

This little bird is very shiftless, and not
only fails to build a home for its little ones,
but even goes so far as to make other birds
have all the trouble and worry of bringing
up and feeding them. Like the cuckoo, it
puts its eggs in the nests of other birds.
The " honey-guide," as it is called, is exceedingly fond of honey
or, if it cannot
have that, is satisfied with young bees. It is
only about the size of a lark, and so is not
specially fitted for encountering a colony of
bees fighting in defense of their home. The
little bees seem to know that their stings
cannot injure the feather-covered body of
the bird, and accordingly they direct their
attacks at the eyes of the robber and if the
bird does not escape in time, it will be
blinded, and so perish of starvation.
When it has found a nest, it darts away in
search of a man. As soon as it sees one, it
hovers over him. files about his head,
perches near him, or fiutters here and there
in front of him, all the time chattering
:

;

vigorously. The luitive knows in a moment
what the little bird means and as he loves
honey as a child does candy, only something
that is very important will 'prevent his
accepting the honev-guide's
invitation.
When he is ready to follow, he whistles and
the bird seems to understand the signal, for
it at once flies on for a short distance and
waits till the man is near, and then Hies on a
tew yards farther. In this way the bird
leads the man until the nest i's reached.
Then it suddenly changes its twitter for a
peculiar note,and either hovers over the nest
for a moment, or complacently sits down
and lets the man find the nest as best he can.
When it is found, the bees are smoked out
with a torch or with a fire of leases,' according to the height of the nest from the
ground. A small portion of the honey is
given to the bird as its share of the plunder.
If the little fellow has had honey enough, it
disappears but if, as is usually the ease, it
receives only enough to whet its appetite, it
will lead to another nest, and sometimes
even to a third.
;

:

;

—
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would be sure

to keep on the right
side of the elder man. I should care
nothing for the pomace that is thrown

out

if

no bees were killed.— G. L.

Tinker.
REPLIES by Prominent

,

Apiarists.

Preparing Hives for Winter,
Cider and Bees.

liill

the bees

1(

Query, No. lai.-l. lam

they worlc on

pomace that is thrown outside the mill?
Would it do to maite a cage about 2 feet square
for each hive, and put water and syrup inside of it
the

to lieep the bees at

home ?— F. H.

Query, No. 188.— Is it proper to tier-up beehives in the cellar 4 or ^ high, in this wise ? Place
at the bottom a hive having a strong colony, with
bottom-board only, over which place wire-gauze,
and over that two thicknesses of burlap and so
on without either bottom or top, up to the top
hive also giving them good ventilation, leaving
the entrances open and putting in wedge-shaped
stlcits projecting sufficiently to hold up the burlap
as an alighting-board for a play-ground. The object of the tiering-up is to create an upward
draft, and thereby secure good ventilation.
:

vort chaff-hives with

Will the cider

Tiering-Up Hives in the Cellar.

;

etc.

ii

using the Vanderframes, and the young

Qaeryi Ko. ISO.— A cider-mi)I is about to be colonies have their hives tilled with nice, white
built opposite my place, and about >^ of a njile basswood honey. Would it be best to extract a
away.

—~

—

I.

part of that this fall and spread the frames for
winter, or leave them as they are? -. I notice
that in the A B C of Bee-Culture it is recommended to cover sections with chaff-cushions.
Will it pay to get them made purposely for that ?
3. Is tiering-up the surplus boxes advantageous?—

I should fear t!ie cider but little,
B. K
but many bees would get killed by C.
having pomace thrown on them. I
1. I think I should prefer to leave
do not think the cage-plan would work them as they are. 2. It would hardly
well, but you could tell by trying it on pay. 3. I think so.— C. C. Miller.
one or two colonies. G. M. Doo2. I
1. I would spread the combs.
LITTLE.
never cover the sections with chaff
The cider may or may not be in- cushions, and do not know why it
would be

—

It
jurious, who knows ?
just as well not to have any cider in
ihe hives, and it would be better to
keep the bees away from the mill and

pomace, bv using wire-screens at the
mill.—W. Z. Hutchinson.
If plenty of pure stores are con-

sltould

be

done.

Yes.— W.

3.

Z.

Hutchinson.

Glenn, Kans.

I see no object in tiering-up hives
in the cellar, except to gain room.

G. M. Doolittle.
I
should prefer to leave on the
covers.
If such a plan should be
used, the temperature of the cellar
should be pretty high.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Your plan is very good. Plenty of
ventilation, regular temperature, and
a dry cellar, are all that is required,
provided the bees are in good condi-

tion when put in. Dadant & Son.
should leave the honey as it is,
This would be good if the temperaspead
the
frames
wished
to
I
and if I
should take out one and hang it away ture could be kept down. If the bees
2. I use a sheet of get too warm, look out for trouble.
for future use.
1.

I

enameled cloth or an old quilt, which
tained in the hive, or fed in season to
I think is just as good as a chaff
have them sealed, I do not think the cushion.— G. M. Doolittle.
cider will do any harm. It would not
1. I would leave tliem only enough
do to cage the bees as described, as
they would most certainly be killed stores to winter upon, and extract
by so doing. It would be far better the balance. 2. Xo. 3. I consider
to cage the cider-mill and pomace.— the tiering-up of surplus- cases the
most advantageous procedure in obJ.E. Pond, Jit.
The cider f lom pomace would not taining a large surplus either of comb
hurt bees much, and I am sure that or extracted honey. G. L. Tinker.
any method of confinement at a time
1. I would extract all in excess of
when the bees want to go abroad will 30 pounds
We always do this in
cause more loss than is likely to be autumn. Do not spread the frames
"
drink- much, but close up by the use of
sustained from the effects of
ing " cider.— (4. W. Demaree.
division-boards. 2. Fill burlap sacks
If well supplied with other stores, with fine dry sawdust these cost but
3. I tliink
I should not object to their working little, and are very good.
on pomace a little. I should not want that tiering-up is just the best way to
to cage the bees, but might want to get nice comb honey. A. J. Cook.
cage the pomace.— C. C. Miller.
1. If my hives were /i(H of early gathI should not like the cider, though ered stores, I would remove some of
I am not sure that it will do the bees the center frames and put one or two

—

;

—

A.

J.

Cook.

should prefer to have the ventilation of each hive independent of the
others.
If I understand correctly,
the plan proposed, none but the bottom colony would have entirely pure
I

air.

— C. C. Miller.

have thought of this plan as a
preserver of heat, but I should never
adopt it as a means of securing ventilation. Probably such a plan will
not be needed to" succeed, and will
never become popular. Jajies HedI

don.
I think that hives in well ventilated
cellars should have only lower ventilation.
But if the repository is not
freely ventilated, I should want both
free upward and free lower ventilation.
I should prefer to have each
hive rest upon its own bottom-board,
but raised one or two inches by means
of blocks at the corners.
G. L.

—

Can you not arrange to empty combs in their places. I be- Tinker.
any harm.
have the mill and all enclosed so the lieve it is best to leave the combs as
bees may not get to it? Access to nature dictates, when the bees are
pomace I should not much fear. Yet building them. 2. Xo. 3. Decidedly
What Ails the Bees?
we need more real knowledge as to yes. No other plan will ever supereffects of apple juice.— A. J. Cook.
sede the " tiering-up " system.— G.W.
Qnery* No. 133.— I have 33 colonies in good
condition, and gathering honey in abundance
Demaree.
I do not think that the cider will kill
Koldenrod,
You might from buckwheat, Spanish-needle and
1. I should not do it.
your bees, for mine work on pomace
But one of them Is affected with a malady which
and in the mill nearly every year, and do so and winter them nicely if they suggests poison but if that were the case other
their cider gathering seems to have liave a great deal more honey than colonies would be affected. The badly affected
nothing to do with their success or they will consume, in the manner you bees 1 should think would number 2,00i). They
failure in wintering. Do not try to winter them. 2. I shall never make are constantly cleaning themselves by rubbintf
keep your bees in by any such ar- any more chaff' cushions, for it does their bodies, legs and wings, and turning on their
not pay. 3. Yes I believe it to be a sides they will not run from smoke. Their abrangtment.— -James Heddon.
that will soon become uni- domens are shining, and the black portions are
lam not one of tliose who think system
.Ia.mes IIeddon.
they are shrunken and pointed.
intensely so
cider or other fruit juices are so very versal.—
;

;

;

;

injurious to bees in winter. If provided with a warm hive they will
I
evaporate the excess of water.
think that a greater injury comes
Irom the decimating of colonies, the
bees being killed in the cider-press
and in other ways about an open
Were such a mill to be
cider-mill.
erected opposite my apiary, I would
willingly pay for putting up screendoors to keep the bees out, and then I

should extract a small quantity They are taken from the hive in a string or path
from the lower portion of each comb, extending 6 feet from the hive. The first indicaquart of dead bees that augand leave 7 frames in each hive con- tion WHS about aThe
weather has been wet and
geated robbing.
taining about o pounds of honey per
cool one week of the past two. They have a One
frame. 2. I find it most economical queen, but she is not laying to the extent that the
to place a piece of burlap over the others are.
They also have preserved their
frames, and fill on top of that with drones. What ails them ?-W. B. T.
pressed
loosely
forest leaves or chaff',
I would guess that this colony had
down. 3. Yes, ordinarily, by placing
the empty boxes below the partially found some liquid sweets in bulk, and
were robbing.— James Heddon.
filled ones.— J. E. I'ond, Jr.
1.

I

—

—

;
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The

trouble

may be

— G. L. Tinker.
This

is

of this

just

fall.

in the queens.

G45

themselves for a day or two at a time.

— G. W. Demahke.

Probably nothing serious is wrong
what I have often heard
It seems to be a new with the colony, if only the old bees

In very
malady. As yet I cannot suggest any are found dead and dying.
populous colonies there will always
cause, and so, of course, no remedy.
iae
found a few dead bees in and
A. J. CuoK.
Bees that have been imprisoned about the entrances of the hives in
between two combs of honey for a the morning doubtless so many will
length of time present the appeai'ance not be found every morning. Dew or
here described, and act the same.— G. condensed vapor on the alightingboard in the early morning is the
M. DOOLITTLE.
From the statement in this query, I cause of the death of many old bees,
;

Explanatory

—

The flguros before the
indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonics the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
5 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
•Owest; and this 6 northeast;
northwest;
o~ southeast; ami P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

names

can only suggest tliat a small swarm by their falling on their backs and
may have entered the hive and was being unable to arise. I prefer a
^
used up. But the symptoms as des- rough and unpainted alighting-board
cribed rather favor a case of poison- on tliis account, with one edge beveled
ing. It is not improbable that some and two nails driven in the upper
of the bees may have gotten at poison edge to rest on the entrance. G. L.
Tinker.
and others not.— G. W. Demaree.
For the American Bee Journal.
It is impossible to give more than a
guess as an answer to this conundrum.
Reputation,
Paper Boxes, etc.
Good
Convention Notices.
Possibly a
personal examination
might be an aid to a correct solution.
17— G. M. DOOLITTLE, (.50-100).
The Maryland, Virginia and West VirThe data given is too slight to enable t^~
;

—

one to solve this problem, as it might
be the result of a single cause or of a
multiplicity of them.— J. E. Pond,Jr.

ginia Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in
the Court House at Hagerstown, Md., on
D.A.PlKE.Pres.
Oct. 31, 1885, at 10 a. m.

IS^ The

Progressive Bee-Keepers' Asso-

Western Illinois, will meet at Macomb, Ills., on Thursday, Oct. 15, 1885. Let
everybody come and have an enjoyable time.
ciation, of

Losing Bees very Fast.
Query, No. i:$4.— What is wrong with my
bees? Tlie strunKest colony tlmt 1 buve is losing
bees rery fjist. Early in the morning there are in
the hive from 5(1 to UOO old bees dead and dying.
could find nothing
1 examined it to-day, but
wrong. It had four combs of brood in all stages,
from the e,^g to capped brood.— W. S. S.
It may be nothing except the bees
dying of old age.— VV. Z. Hutchinson.
This is the same as No. 133. Most

bee-keepers write me that the affected bees seem young, and are
black from being bald.— A. .J. Cook.

There must be a mistake somewhere, for old bees do not die in the
hive when the weather will admit of
their getting out. I should waut more
knowledge of the case to give a satisfactory answer.— G. M. Doolittle.
Queries No. 133 and No. 134 undoubtedly refer to the same thing,
but it is hard to tell the cause. We
have seen something similar, though
on a smaller scale, but cannot tell the
cause as yet. Dadant & .Son.
It is nothing strange that a colony
should lose that number of bees daily.
Just why they do not go off to die, I
do not know. Perhaps cool weather
is the cause,
I do not apprehend anything serious.— James Heddon.
If the colony was for a long time
queenless, and a new queen has been
lately introduced, the bees may be
and probably are dying from old age,
before the young ones are able to take
their places.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
You do not say how long this state
of things has been going on. I have,
on a few occasions, known a colony to
become demoralized— by reason of the
attempt of a stray swarm, to enter
their hive, or from an attack from
robbers— and become so muddled that
they seemed to be unable to recognize
each other and hence carry on a systematic inquisition and murder among
;

Good

spe.'ikers are

expected.
J. G. Norton, Sec.

1!^~ The New Jersey and Eastern BeeKeepers' Association having accepted an
meet with the Mercer County
Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
will hold their semi-annual convention in
the Grand Jury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 5 and 6, 188.5, at 10 a. m. A full attendance of the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our vooation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arraugements have secured hotel accommodations at reduced rates.
W.M. B. Treadwell, Sec.
invitation to

Each year from

my

honey

to a

1871

;

to 1877, 1 sold

honey-merchant resid-

ing in Syracuse, N. Y., delivering it
there by wagon, so tliat it always
As
arrived in tirst-class condition.
the merchant always took all the
extracted
both
and
honey I had,
comb, together with all the dark
honey, I considered it a good thing
for me, and would still think so if I
could thus sell my honey now< but
alas, death— that great destroyer of
all living— took him away early in
1878, since which I have not sold a
pound of honey in that city.
However there was one thing that I
did not quite like, which was, that he
insisted upon my bringing the lioney

him in crates having nothing on
them except the weight of the crate
and honey and when I asked him the
reason, he showed me stencil plates
bearing his own name and address,
and said, "I put my name and adto

;

^^~ The Western
tion will hold

its

Bee-Keepers' Associafourth annual meeting in

Independence, Mo., on Thursday and Friday,

and Ifi, lHts5. The Association will dress on every crate of really fine
endeavor to make this the most interesting honey which I buy, so as to build up
meeting yet held, and will spare no pains a trade in honey, thus getting a name
within its means to make it valuable to all.
Several of our most prominent bee-keepers second to none, for all inferior honey
goes without my name. If I allowecl
have signified their intention to be present.
C. M. Crandall, Sec.
you to put your name on the crates it
would not help me any, and as long as
^^~ On account of the great rain on Aug. you sell to me each year it could be of
29. the meeting of the Marshall County Bee- no benefit to you."
After a year or
Keepers' Association was postponed until
line of reasoning
Saturday, Oct. 17, 1885. when a meeting will two I saw that bis
every
year gave him
be held at the Court House in Marshalltown, was correct, for
Iowa, at 10:;iO a.m. Subjects for discussion a larger range of customers until at
—"How to winter bees successfully." and the the time of his death he handled
"Care and Sale of Honey." Bee-keepers of
honey by tons, where he had handled
adjoining counties invited. J.W.Sanders.
it by the .50 pounds when he began.
After his death I began shipping
f^~ The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Pioneers' Rooms honey on commission, and wrote my
Oct. 15

commission men asking them if they
would not allow me to put my name
and address upon each crate. To this
they objected, but said that they bad
i^~ The next annual meeting of the no objection to my putting the name
Northern Michigan Bee-Keaper's Associa- on the sections inside tlie crate, if I
tion will be held in the Council Rooms at wished to do so.
Accordingly I proSheridan, Mich., on Oct. 22 and 33, 1885. A
cured a rubber stamp with the words,
cordiiil invitation is extended to all.
" From G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N.
F. A. Palmer, Sec.
Y.," upon it as well as a dating apparatus good for ten years. I could
Z^^~ The 4th semi-annual meeting of the
Wabash County Beo-Keepers' Association now in a moment put my name and
will be held at North Manchester, Ind., on address on anything I wished, from a
Oct. 10, 1885, in the G. A. R. Hall, Union postal card up to a bee-hive, and with
Block. First session at 10 a. m. AH beethe date thereon if so desired. Taking
keepers are cordially invited to be present.
the bint given me by the honey-merJ.
Martin, Sec.
in the State Capitol, at Lansing, Mich-, at 9
a. m., on Nov. 1'2, 1885.
All who have bees
or are interested in bee-culture, are invited
to attend.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
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chant, I only put my name on the
really nice honey, and let all " ofi
grades " go without it. After the
sections were all in the shipping-case,
and before the cover was put on, I
could in a moment's time stamp all
the sections, thus letting the consuaier know b> whom it was produced, while the commission merchant got all the credit with the
retailer, unless perchance he desired
to deal direct with the producer.
Thus it happens that I get requests
" I purchased of Mr. Solike this
and-So a splendid article of honey
bearing your address. As it gives the
best of satisfaction, for how much
could you send me
cases of the
same V' For the past few years I
:

have had many calls for honey after I
had sold my entire crop, so it will be
seen that the plan of a shrewd merchant has not been lost, even if he
did keep me where he wished while
he was living.
AVhy I said in the first of this article
that I would be glad to sell as I
formerly did, was that there is an advantage in selling the whole crop to
one person, for cash on delivery, not
gotten by selling the crop out in small
lots or by shipping it on commission.

out of the producer's yearly profits.
At the low price of 1 14 cents per package, for these paper boxes, $12.5 is required to enclose a crop of 10,000

pounds of comb honey in one-pound
sections. This would be an item well
worth considering to the large producer.

I

could give

other reasons

why we cannot

afford to use these
boxes, such as freight charges, carting from tlie railroad, folding of the
box and putting the sections in, etc.,
but the above reasons, I think, are
sufficient to convince all that paper
boxes are not to the bee-keeper's interest.

Borodino,© N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

The Kentucky Convention.
G.

:

W. DE3IAKEE.

MARKETING HONEY IN PAPER BOXES.
I have received a circular concerning folding paper-box, stating that a
reputation can be built up by the
producer of comb honey by using
such a box for each section, slipping
the same inside the folding box. On
this box the name and address of the
producer is to be printed. I can see
no reason for adopting the above over
my plan as above given, unless it be
the tape string to carry it by while I
do see reasons why bee-keepers should
not use it. The first and greatest objection is, that it excludes the honey
from sight. All know that comb
honey sells itself from sight, and that
;

much honey which

is

now consumed

never would be used except for its
attractive appearance. To talk of a
colored labeled box looking more attractive than a nice white section full
of comb honey is all nonsense, and as
this box virtually excludes from the
eyes of the pul)lic the attractiveness
of our product, I consider it a move
in the wrong direction.
Again, the sight of comb honey is
all the caution necessary to the ordi-

nary railroad
handling.

man

for

its

careful

If the paper boxes are
a caution label must be

Brothers Demaree and Connley were
and when he awoke
talking busily
in the morning the first sound he
heard was the voice of Bro. Demaree
" As I was saying," and the
thus
response of Connley, "That's it
that's right." Of course the laugh
was at our expense.
desirable feature of our deliberations was a successful effort to keep
For example
out of the old ruts.
Instead of discussing " How to winbees," we changed it to the
ter
" Cheapest
and most economical
method of wintering our bees in this
climate." Thus we were led into a
new channel. The same improvement was noticed in other questions.
;

Of

the good bee-meetiugs that I
have attended in the past, our meeting at Covington, Ky., on Sept. 23 and
24, 188-5, was the most enjoyable. The
gathering was not great in numbers,
still the
attendance was fair, and
everything seemed to conspire to
make the convention more than
number of visAll will "think of some of these ad- usually pleasant.

vantages without my enumerating
them. However, it so happens that
the most of the large producers cannot
so sell to one party each year, and for
this reason I give the above plan as I
believe it to be the correct one to
work upon when we cannot sell our
whole crop to one person.

entertain visitors and members of the
association at about half the usual
charges ; and the proprietor, Mr.
Rouse, in his successful efforts to
make us all comfortable and happy,
gained many friends among bee-men.
Bee-keepers are not only the friendliest people in the world, but they
have a keen sense of the ludicrous.
Mr. Rouse prepared a lar.ie upper
room for four of us— Father Langstroth, President Johnson, Secretary
Conuley and myself. The two last
maned""will talk" after they retire
for the night. So after Father L. and
the President were busily " sawing
gourds," Connley and myself talked
over " old times," and wound up on
bees.
The next morning President
Johnson, after getting lis before the
crowd, got off the following
He
said that when he went to sleep

all

A

from Ohio and Indiana were
with us, and one gentleman from the
itors

:

A

:

" Lone Star State " (Texas) took part
in our deliberations.
Mr. Chas. F.
Muth was there as one of us.
claim an interest in him, though he
lives across the line, in the " Queen
City."
The display of bees, honey and
But the crowning glory of the con- implements was very fine. ISIr. Muth,
ceution was the presence of our be- being near his home, made a splendid
loved father in modern bee-culture. show of extractors, uncapping cans,
Rev. L. L. Langstroth. I had often smokers, and nearly everything perwondered if the marvellous popularity taining to bees and honey. Some rare
of Father Langstroth depended alone and new devices, or implements, were
upon his genius as an inventor, and displayed. Such as queen-nurseries,
reversible
fi-ames,
upon his enthusiasm as a writer and queen-cages,
careful exI^ow, after being frames, feeders, etc.
a bee-culturist.
with him, and conversing with him amination of this display would conon many topics, I am convinced that vince any well-posted person that
only those who know him personally Kentucky bee-keepers are not lacking
and socially can fully appreciate his in inventive genius.
point clearly brought out by this
noble qualities of heart and mind.
He is a most delightful conversation- convention of bee-keepers was that
alist, not only concerning the subject the past season has been nearly a failof bees, etc., but concerning all mat- ure all over the State.
Christiansburg, i Ky.
ters of interest. He tells many pleasing anecdotes, and recites popular
" sayings " with such perfection of
ror tlie American Bee JoumaL
voice and emphasis that they seem to
take on new and fresh meaning.
Fall Crop of Honey, etc.
Mr. Langstroth, at his advanced
L. J. KEYES.
age nearly 7.5— is still carrying on a
series of careful experiments with
Goldenrod has yielded little or no
bees, queens, etc., and promises a
new edition of his work on bee-cul- honey in this region this fall, alture. He took an active part in the though my bees have stored about
discussion of important points con- half an average fall crop from secondnected with bees, hives, and imple- growth red clover, which appears to
ments.
His address explaining the be quite abundant in this locality. I
steps which led to his invention of have prepared 2-t colonies for cellarthe " movable frame," was the most wintering, by equalizing the weight
interesting feature of our meeting, of each to (iO pounds (the hives being
allowing 30
because it was new to a inajority of 8-frame Langstroth),
pounds for the hive, .5 for bees and
the persons present.
The President, Kev. L. Johnson, pollen, and 25 pounds of honey. My
spared no pains to make the conven- cellar is cemented both on the bottom
tion a great success, and to provide and at the sides, with a ventilator
for the wants of members and vis- made of a -l-inch pipe running to the

We

A

A

—

employed,
used on every shipping-case, and
such label will be scarcely noticed
compared with nice combs of honey.
For this reason the paper box is unfavorable toward the safe transportaing of our product.
Again, it costs too much.
Every
" mill ' added to the cost of each itors, he made arrangements with
of
package
honey takes just so much the proprietor of the Rouse Hotel to

chimney above, and a hanging window to the east. Each hive is pre-
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lared with a top-board containiiiK a
I
^-incli slot tlirougli it and across the
entire back end. the hive to l)e phiced
slanting forward, with the full en-

trance open.

Tliis will give

ample

circnlation through the hive, while
the ventilator will draw off the foul
I hope to be al)le
air from the cellar.
to rejiort. next spring, a successful

wintering.
Xora Springs, 5 Iowa, Sept. 28, 1885.
For

tlic

American

IJco .loumal.

Producing Honey in Section-Boxes.

W.

11.

STEWART.

even in sections, will go out of use. I
will endeavor to give some of the reasons and facts upon which I base tliis
opinion.
I relish

when

I notice, however, that up to the may be placed on the outside of the
present time there has been a demand bottom, covering the whole surface,
in some markets for comb honey in thus being an ;uivertisement for the
sections, and that many bee-keepers producer, and at the same time coverare iiroducing honey in that shape to ing all the bee-stains that are somesupply that demand. The producers times found on the surface of separahave always had to contend with the tors. The weight of these packages
cry of " lisb-bone " in comb honey in will be found more uniform than the
sections, because the bees many times old style, as tliere can be no bulging
fail to work the foundation out as of one comb into another.
thin as the consumer desires it. This
When this honey is placed in the
cry of •' tish-boiie ' is ample proof hands of the house-wife, she has only
that it is not beeswax but honey that to run a knife around the edges of
consumers like to eat.
the comb, then remove one side of
the section (which must not be nailed
I now jiropose to show how to produce comb honey that will have no to the bottom of the section when it
foundation-wall in the centre of the is made) then run the knife between
comb, but have cells extending the comb and the bottom, or foundathrough the comb from side to side, tion, and lay the honey over on the
and the only wax to be eaten will be plate with the caps down. Thus the
;"
the cell-walls and the cappings. honey is without the " fish-bone
Another advantage that will be gained and as I know you do not like to eat
by the use of the sections which I am much beeswax, 1 have given it to you
about to describe, will be reducing, if in the shape of comb honey, and with
not altogether avoiding, the danger of the least possible amount of wax.
breakage in shipping.
IJee-keepers How do you like it V
Orion,"? Wis.
will readily catch the idea which I
wish to give, if 1 make the following
supposition
For the American Bee Journal.
;

I am of the opinion that the time is
not far distant when our lioney markets will be supplied with extracted
honey only, and honey in the comb,

ter

the same honey much betfree from everything but

than when mixed
Suppose you have sections wide
broken fragments
of beeswax and I judge that others, enough to contain a comb 1)4 inches
when they are well satisfied that ex- thick, and tliat you are using separatracted honey is as pure and in every tors close up to the back side of the
way the same article as that which sections, and a bee-space between the
they get in tlie comb, will choose the front of the sections and the next
Now, instead of hanging
extracted, and there will be no de- separator.
mand for honey in the comb. Who foundation in the centre of the secever heard of a person who was fond tion, in the usual way, let us suppose
of dry honey-combs with biscuit and that the inner side of the separator
People do eat the waxen has been coated with wax, and then
butter V
combs, not for the sake of getting the placed under the top die of a press
wax, but for the honey that is present similar to the Given press— except
with the wax. A horse or ox will eat that it should be so made as to make
dry forest leaves when mixed with fiat-bottom foundation, and have the
green grass not for the dry leaves, under plate of the press with a smooth
but for the green grass with which surface. By this means the starter is
tbey are mixed, and because of their made on the surface of the separator,
inabiUty to separate the desirable and the bees start their work on the
article from the undesirable one. I foundation that is thus given them.
have never known a person or an ani- Having only one side of the foundamal that would choose to use beeswax tion, they work out the cells 1 y inches
deep, and then cap it over, leaving a
alone, as an article of diet.
When honey first appeared in this bee-space between the face of the
market in one-pound sections, I was comb and the next separator.
delighted with its appearance and
Prepare the section as above deforthwith concluded that that was the scribed, then insert a bottom on a
only true manner of preparing lioney similar plan as the bottom of a strawfor the market and as those sections berry box
have the upright pieces
sold rapidly at 20 cents each, I also of the section bee-space wider than
concluded that there was good pay in the top and bottom pieces then have
putting our honey all in the market the outside of the bottom even with
in that shape
and also that prices the edges of the top and bottom parts
would continue about as they started of the section, when this bottom will
out.
I
quickly prepared a large act exactly as would an unbroken
quantity of sections and crates, and separator. Let the face of the secfound ready sale in my home market tion present an even plane, and let
for all the one-pound packages of the comb be built even with the edges
honey that I could produce from 100 of all the sides of the section, thus
colonies.
The second year I could giving the section the appearance of
only get 15 cents for the same quality being even full of honey instead of
of honey in the same shape and the lacking I4' of an inch of being full on
third year I worked part of my bees either side, as in the old way. This
for extracted and a portion for honey section would tlieu protect the comb
in sections, but I soon found that my on the four edges as does the old
customers would give me no more per style, and in addition to that protecEound for comb than for extracted tion the comb will be attached to the
oney of the same quality. At that bottom-board, or separator, giving it
time I tried for better prices in other double the protection against breakmarkets, and lost much by breakage age in shipping.
and leakage, in shipping, which took
This section forms a little dish that,
off all the profits.
The fourth year I when full, holds one or more pounds
used SI 00 worth of sections and crates and in shipping it may rest upon its
for kindling wood.
edge or on its bottom". A neat label
pure honey

in

itself,

my mouth
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The Iowa State Convention.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

The third annual meeting of the
Iowa State Bee-Keepers' Association
was held in the Homestead Tent .on
the Fair Grounds in Des Moines,
Iowa, at 9:30 a.m., Sept. 8, 1885. The
President, Rev. O. Clute, being absent, the Vice-President, Mr. 0. O.
Poppleton, occupied the chair. The
Secretary also being absent, A. J.
Norris was chosen to act in that
capacity.
The order of the forenoon was brief
accounts of the past season, by each
member, as follows
Mr. Thos. Tracey, of Chickasaw
county, wintered his bees in a cellar,
and his loss last winter was very
lieavy. His crop this season is 1,000
:

of comb honey in IJ^-pound
sections. Mr. Sorrick.of Des Moines,
put 100 colonies into the cellar last
fall, took out 8 in the spring, and has
increased them to 15. Mr. J. M. Culley, of Greene county, wintered 5 col-

pounds

onies in an out-door cellar, and all
came through in fair condition. A.
J. Morris, of Black Hawk county, reported that last fall his number of
colonies was 318, and last spring 190.
He bought 90 colonies in the spring,
and witli the increase he now has 484.
The honey crop for this season, he
one-fourth less than an
said, was

average yield.

He

wintered 34 colo-

nies out-doors in single-walled hives,
buried in snow, of which 15 survived,
and the balance were wintered in
cellars.
The vrobable cause of so
heavy a loss was a wet, cold spring,
and a scarcity of honey in the fields
last fall,

consequently brood-rearing

was stopped at too early a date.
Mr. B. F. Graham, of Grundy
county, wintered a few colonies without loss, and has increased them 200
percent. Dr. Jesse Oren, of Black

Hawk

County, put in the cellar last
the spring carried

fall 209 colonies, in

out

208,

and on June 1 had
was fair the
He worked

yield of honey
of the season.

190.
first

The
part

his bees
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principally for
his apiary to

comb honey,
200

increased

and

colonies,

in
to 220.
lighter in

August doubled them back

He

thinlis that they

are

than they were
when he united them in August. Mr.
D. C. Smoke, of Poweshiek county,
put 17 colonies into the cellar last fall,
carried out 17 colonies in the spring,
and on June 1 had but 2 left. He then
bought 20, and increased all to 44 colonies. His crop for the season of
1885 was 200 pounds of comb honey
and 900 pounds of extracted. He kept
his cellar at an even temperature of
32P. The yield of honey was fair in
the first part of the season, but there
had been no honev for the last five or
six weeks. Mr. .1. L. Edwards, of
Johnston county, had 2 colonies last
spring, and now he has 14, strong in
bees but light in honey.
Mr. Frank Curl, of Des Moines,
gave his experience with foul brood.
date

stores at this

He thinks that the starvation plan is
the best way to handle it. When it
gets into a 'locality in the South it is
there to slay, and continues to spread,
the winters not being cold enough to
freeze out the wild bees which are
very numerous in that climate. Mr.
Geo. M. Thompson, of Greene county,
put away 4 colonies last fall, and all
were wintered, but he lost some by
spring dwindling. Mr. Wm. Kimball,
of Clinton county, put 160 colonies
into a bee-house last fall, lost one in
the winter, and three after putting
them out. His bee-house was partly
under ground. He has increased his
apiary to 200 colonies in good condi-

and worked them for comb
Mr. O. O. Poppleton, of
Chickasaw county, had 236 colonies
packed out-of-doors last fall, and 110
of them came through the winter in
good condition. He increased them
tion,

honey.

to 200 colonies.

The general report as to the loss of
bees last winter was, "very heavy;"
and as to the honey crop this season,
" only fair," or " below the average."
Dr. Oren asked, " Will the age of
bees affect the wintering of coloniesV"
He gave some of his experience with
old bees, and thinks that there is not

much

Connecticut Farmer.
made a committee to arrange a standard of excellence for honey and bees,
Feeding Bees for Winter Stores.
and to bring the same before the
State Board of Agriculture at their
H. L. JEFFREY.
annual meeting this winter.
"
The old problem of Shallow vs.
This month and the forepart of next
deep frames" was then discussed.
is the time bees should be closed up
Mr. Tracey uses a frame 8 inches in the hives for winter, and those
deep; Mr. Kimball uses frames 11 without enough stores for wintering
inches deep, and 9 in a hive. He pre- should be fed immediately, if they are
fers to have more honey in the brood- intended to be wintered.
Those in box-hives that have a boxnest. Mr. C. P. Hunt said that he
had used the American and Lang- chamber should have the boxes taken
stroth frames, but preferred a frame out and the chamber filled with fine
10 inches deep, and 10 in a hive, both hay, grain chaff, or dry cobs to absorb
for comb and extracted honey. Mr. tlie escaping moisture, and it often
Rittenbender thinks that there should prevents the combs from being frost,
be a standard frame for extracted broken
those without a chamber
honey, and also one for comb honey. should have a piece of board laid on
Mr. P. G. McGau, from Illinois, a the top to prevent the freezing and
former student of Rev. L. L. Lang- thawing of the top edges of the combs.
stroth. said that undoubtedly the deep Those having scanty stores can be fed
frame was the best to winter bees on, with the fruit-jar feeder in the chambut one deeper than the Langstroth ber, or with a pan filled with syrup,
frame would be detrimental to the and placed under the hive.
production of comb honey. He adTo make the food to rise in either
vised all to use the Langstroth hive the fruit-jar or pan, take two quarts
only, for it was taking the place of all of either coffee A or C sugar and one
others. He said that a hive holding quart of boiling water, to which add
63,000 cells was just right a prolific a small pinch of salt and a half teaqueen would lay 3,000 eggs in 24 hours, spoonful of cream tartar. These proand that would keep each hive full. portions make a very safe feed, and if
Dr. Oren explained his method of properly attended to it is even better
wintering bees. He places his (Lang- than honey in a great many cases.
stroth) hives at an angle of 45°, in
Movable-comb hives should be
rows along the cellar, and puts on
looked over and examined closely.
planks; then another row, and so on
The combs of colonies of medium
;

;

He said that
the advantages were that it made a
deep frame out of a shallow one, and
when a bee died it would roll out instead of being carried out by a live,
healthy bee, to perish on the cellar
bottom with her dead sister.
It was finally decided that a shallow
frame was best for all purposes, when
wintering bees in the cellar.
" Does it pay to unite weak colonies
in the spring V"
Mr. Smoke thought it not best
when there was a good queen to be
sacrificed.
Mr. Tracey and others
thougiit that it did not pay.
" Does the use of foundation in the
sections injure the sale
of
comb
honey V"
Some thought that in the future,
when people became betteracquainted
with comb foundation, it would not
be objectionable. Mr. Rittenbender
thought that good, new foundation
would be drawn out as thin as natural
until the cellar is full.

difference.
Mr. Poppleton
it only affected them in the
spring, after being taken out, when
the weather is cold enough to retard
the rearing of brood.
^Ir. Tracey
thought when the queen stopped laying early, the bees would come out comb.
The convention then adjourned to
in the spring in a poorer condition
than when she keeps up her share of meet on the following day at 9 a.m.
An invitation was given to meet in
the work until October.
The convention then adjourned to the evening at Mr, J. M. Shuck's office, in Des Moines.
meet at 2 p.m.
The failure to have a tent this sea-

thought

APTERNOON

SESSIOX.

The

report of the Treasurer was
read, showing a balance of §36.74 on
hand, and also accepted. The annual
election of ofiicers resulted as follows:
President. O. O. Poppleton
VicePresident, i). C. Smoke; Secretary,
A. J. Xorris and the Treasurer,
Mr. Sorrick, was re-elected.
The executive committee were instructed to purchase a tent for next
season's meeting.
Rev. O. Clute,
;

;

AVm. Kimball, and A.

J.

son was unavoidable, but next year it
will be a sure thing.
Some of the
members present offo-red to make tlie
amount sutficient to purchase a tent
large enough to accommodate the
convention in its more prosperous
days.

strength should be reduced to about
they contain about 20 pounds of
honey, the amount usually consumed
from October till May and if they
are snugly tucked up it will last longer
than if allowed to winter carelessly.
colony may be considered safe to
put up for winter if it has 15 pounds
of honey and a division-board placed
snugly on each side and fastened
firmly in place.
The vacant space
may be packed with dry apple-tree
leaves, chaff or fine hay, and a piece
of coarse cloth placed over the top of
the frames with a quantity of the
same material above the frames and
when bees are thus provided for they
can be called in fair condition to winter.
All colonies that are given what
combs they can conveniently cover,
and shut down with tight divisionboards, being well packed in the
spaces and above the frames, will in
every case, if they contain a good
queen, come out one-third better than
the same colony that is left, alone.
They do not feel the variable cold and
warm weather in the fall then when
spring comes they do not fly out on
the first warm day that comes, but
when they do begin to stir they will
get along a great deal faster than
others not packed; and will, in most
every case, show a very marked difference when the time comes to either
swarm or take surplus from them. In
nine cases out of ten, of colonies
taken care of as directed, 12 will do
5, if

;

A

;

;

forenoon the Associa- better than 18 if left without care,
extended their thanks for the besides the difference in the amount
Homestead Tent, and adjourned until of honey consumed in the 2 methods.
some time next season, notice of time
If it is feared that a colony has not
and place of meeting to be given here- honey enough in thenumber of combs
after.
best adapted to its strength, take as
Norris were
A. J. NORiiis, Sec.
many pounds of sugar as will make

On Thursday

tion
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it dash of Syrian blood would be a beneHe was a friend to the
bulk of boiling fit to them.
black bees, but they were deficient in
with
a
spoon
or
water, iind work it
VVhen honey was
stick in a basin on the stove till it is a many respects.
smuoth, stiff paste, then pour it into plentiful they would do, but when a
shallow tins or wooden frames placed crisis came they failed. They desert
on a greased paper on a board let it their niu'lei, abandon the hives when
cool, and it then is ready for use. starvation is imminent, and succumb
With this candy it is almost an im- to robbing, yet they are generally
possibility for a colony of bees to the robbers.
He said that the energy
starve if they are properly packed of the Italians was wonderful beyond
with material to keep them of as conception, both in obtaining stores
even a temperature as is possible. and in the defense of their hives
The candy is to be placed on top of against enemies.
The convention then adjourned
the frames over the cluster of bees,
and then covered tightly to prevent until 1:30 p.m.
the escape of warmth and moisture,
AFTERNOON SESSION.
as both elements are necessary that
the bees may be able to work on the
At 1:30 p.m. the Association met
candy and convert it into shape to and was permanently organized. The
store it in the combs. This candy is minutes of the last annual meeting
similar to tliat used in the spring to were read and approved. Messrs. G.
induce early breeding.
W. Demaree, C. F. Muth, and P.
Woodbury,^ Conn.
McVean were appointed a committee
to draft an order of business, and in
their report they embodied a list of
For tbe American Bee JournaL
ten questions for discussion.
very
The Kentucky State Convention.
interesting essay from Mr.
J. M.
Hicks, of Battle Ground, Ind., was
The annual meeting of the Ken- read, which was replete with valuable
information
about wintering bees and
tucky State Bee-Keepers' Association
assembled in Walker's Hall in Cov- obtaining choice articles of comb and
ington, Ky., at 10 a.m. on Sept. 23, extracted honey.
18So.
The President, Rev. L. JohnThe President's address was the
son, occupied the chair. There were next order of business, which was
present besides bee-keepers of the delivered in his usual able and aniState, quite a number from Ohio, mated way.
He called attention to
notably among whom were Father L. the extensive progress made in the
L. Langstroth and Chas. F. Mutli, art of bee-keeping of late years
besides Dr. Lay, of Texas, T. Hul- throughout the world, but especially
man, of Terre Haute, Ind., and Mr. I. to its dimensions as a business in
Mucci from Italy, who is now at Lex- America, and said that in Kentucky
ington, Ky.
not one was making it an exclusive
The President appointed P. Mc- business, yet thousands found it a
Vean, A. W. Stith and J. T. Connley pleasant and profitable pursuit more
as a committee to draft and report an as a pastime aside from other occupaHe called attention to the
order of meeting. They reported that tions.
the association should meet at 1:30 superior quality of the white honey
p.m. for permanent organization, and produced in Kentucky, and said that
meet thereafter at 7:30 p.m., at 9 a.m., with the little attention now given to
the pursuit, more than 80,000 colonies
and adjourn at leisure.
The Kev. L. L. Langstroth was were kept in movable-comb hives,
feeling well, and his remarks were with a fair degree of intelligence,
full of wisdom.
Every one profited which, with the low average of 30
by the wise sayings as they were pounds per colony, would amount to
to say nothing of
uttered by that venerable man. lie 2,400,000 pounds
exhibited specimens of Apis dorsata the great amount taken by the box-

up the required weight, moisten
with

one-Hfth

its

;

A
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led off by saying that the President's
scare at foul brood was rather overdrawn that while the disease was to
be dreaded, it was indeed curable, and
that so far as he knew there was not
now a case of it in Kentucky.
Mr. G. W. IJemaree said that the
President's remarks about the possibilities of bee-keeping in Kentucky
were timely, and that for two years
the committee (of which Mr. D. is
;

chairman) had been gathering information in that direction that would
be a surprise to the public.

Father Langstroth said that we all
could have but a slight conception of
what would be accomplished in the
pursuit in the near future, with the
use of improved appliances by skilled
apiarists,
and with improved bees
and fields and roadsides smiling with
flora, and
crops planted for their
honey-producing value.
As to the
improvement of bees, he thought that
much good had been done by the importation of Asiatic races ; and that
although any or all of them did not
suit a majority of the apiarists as
well as the Italians, yet they would
be a great factor in producing the
best crosses.
On motion the Association requested
Father Langstroth to deliver an address at 1:30 p.m. the next day, on
the various steps that led to the invention of his hive. The questions
submitted by the committee for discussion were then taken up as fol-

lows

:

"Are

more than one variety
Kentucky V" After
some discussion it was generally dethere

of black bees in

cided in the aflirmative.
" Is the Italian bee superior to the
black for the apiarists of Kentucky ?
The
If it is, in what particular?"
general answer was, " Yes, in every
respect when beauty is desired and
dollars and cents are considered."

EVENING SESSION.
The discussion continued as follows:
" What is the cheapest method of

wintering bees in this latitude V"
After an animated discussion by the
champions of various methods, the
resolution presented by Mr. G. W.
hive and "log-gum" bee-keepers, Demaree was adopted, viz
from whom no reliable data could be
Besolved, That for wintering bees
gathered.
in this latitude, all that is needed is
He then spoke of the possibilities of plenty of good, natural stores or good
bee-keeping in Kentucky, pictured in sugar syrup properly concentrated in
his realistic manner, and urged that the brood department, and good,
the apiarist of Kentucky should adopt close covers to tlie hives.
" Is the use of a large or small
and recommend a uniform standard
frame, and thought that none as yet brood-chamber the most desirable V"
was as good as the Langstroth frame. The eight-frame brood-chamber had
He believed that the ten-frame brood- some advocates. Mr. A. W. Stith, a
;

in alcohol, also some volumes of ancient bee-books, from which he read
some selections that were unique and
quite instructive, proving that some
men knew much of the habits of bees
centuries ago.
In
regard to honey-flows, Mr.
Langstroth remarked that an abundance of fragrance denoted plenty of
honey that when the early flowers
;

:

were thus deficient, we could expect
but little honey later on in the season; chamber was the best for this latithai buckwheat was profitable as a tude.
He said that the apiarists of
honey-source only in cool or moist the State had tried all the varieties
latitudes, but that in central Ohio or races of bees, but so far as could be
and farther south it was of but little learned the Italians were the best for
value to the bees
that flowers were all purposes.
He thought the State
benefited and fertilized bv the visits Society should memorialize the Legisof the bees, their attendance always lature to assist in eradicating foul
producing more fruit of all kinds and brood entirely from the State, and
more clover seed and that white that every bee-keeper should try to
clover and red clover always produced elevate the pursuit by attending "conabundance of seed when the bees ventions and liberally patronizing tlie
worked on them attentively. He be- best apiarian literature.
lieved that the pure Italians would
A lively discussion followed the
;

;

always be the superior bees, unless a President's address.

Mr.C. F. Muth

very successful apiarist, uses it, yet
nine-tenths of the members present
voted that the ten-frame Lan^troth
hive was the best for this locality, as
it could be made smaller when needed,
by the use of division-boards, and by
" tiering-up " it could be made as
large as desired.
" What are the chief enemies of
virgin queens at the time of their
mating V and what causes, at that
time, the frequent loss of the queen's
life ?"
Father Langstroth stated that their
enemies are numerous that some;
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times a family of birds located near
the apiary watclied for and caught
tlieiii. and that whilst he was a friend
to the little birds, yet when they were
known to be guilty of this they
should be removed and that there is
a species of large hornet that catches
them on the wing, and that they had
been known to enter nuclei and" drag
;

them

out.

acknowledge his inability to properly
comment here upon the address. The
presence of our venerable Father of
Modern .Vpiculture added much to
the interest and value of our meeting.
He spoke with much force and effect

panied with a sensation that produces
a shock affecting more or less all living creatures, and seriously affecting
the infirm and those of small vital

power.
In studying the subject of safe
in his eloquent manner
told of his wintering, v^e should bear in mind
love for bees in early life
of the that the normal condition of bees is
many annoying mistakes made for not always the same, but that they
want of knowledge of the absence are in some respects like the
of books and men of experience from " sleepers " the bear and the marmot.
whom to learn and recounted the The stupid reasoning that houey-bees
various steps that led to the invention require pure air and ventilation
of his movable-frame. He mentioned through winter, is as fallacious as
in the most feeling manner the great would be a claim that hiberuating
assistance. rendered him by his esti- animals require fresh air during their
mable wife in times of his great dormant state. While bees are clusafflictions, and lastly paid an affecting tered in a cold, circulating atmostribute to our honored dead Samuel phere they do not repose quietly when
Wagner,
Moses
Quinby,
Adam the temperature is below freezing.
Grimm, KichardColvin,AV. W. Cary, The colder it is the greater the action
and others who did so much to elevate required to generate warmth to sus;

;

;

Mr. Crigley thought more loss was
occasioned by high winds than in any
other way.
G. W. iDemaree and J. T. Connley
concurred in ,the opinion that more
were destroyed by their own bees, by
being " balled " cin their return from
their •' bridal tour " than i!i any other
manner a fact that both of them had
observed in numbers of cases.
" At what age is the drone competent for service V"' Mr. Langstroth
answered, " About the eighth day American apiculture to its present
after emerging from the cell."'
high standard.
After the address the Association
SECOND DAY.
adjourned, and the members busied
The convention met at 9 a.m., with themselves for awhile among the
President Johnson in the chair. The splendid exhibits of bees, honey, exelection of officers for the ensuing tractors, smokers, nurseries, cages,
year was next in order, and the pres- and many other apiarian appliances.
J. T. Connley, Sec.
ent officers President and Secretary
were re-elected bv acclamation.
As to the place of the next annual
Country Gentleman.
meeting, the Association was about
Burying Bees for Winter.
equally divided between Lexington
and Frankfort. It was thought best
C. J. KOlilNSON.
that the President appoint State VicePresidents at leisure, and that the
The great difficulty in the premises
time and place of the next annual
meeting should be arranged by the lies in our want of acquaintance with
executive committee, and be pub- the vital faculty of the bee, and the
science pertaining thereto. We may
lished hereafter.
At tlie annual meeting of the Asso- fancy that bees are dependent for
ciation in September, 1883, Mr. (i. \V. their well-being on the same agencies
but a moment's reDemaree, ot Christiansburg, Dr. N. as ourselves
P. Allen, of Smith's Grove, Mr. VV. C, flection can scarcely fail to show such
Pelham, of Maysville. and J. T. Conn- a supposition an obvious error. It is
ley, of Napoleon, were appointed a well known that bees are so consticommittee on " The Development of tuted that they have the faculty of
the honey and bee-keeping resources remaining torpid (chilled) during sevof Kentucky.''
Mv. Demaree, the eral days, and then, by genial warmth,
chairman of the committee, reported revive again. Moreover, the normal
that they )iad procured valuable sta- condition of bees while reposing in
tistics and other useful information, confinement occasioned by cold, is a
and the whereabouts of the choicest semi-dormant state, in which there is
locations in the State— all of which scarcely any animate action, and very
was ready for publication in pamphlet little consumption of vital air (oxygen)
form. The report was accepted, the and carbonaceous matter (food), and
committee continued, and also re- little waste of tissue. Hence, the cry
nuested to do as they think best in about " pure air,'' unless bees are in
regard to the immediate publication a stale of activity, is all " bosh," no
matter whence it "emanates.
of the report.
The discussion of questions was
The more inanimate bees remain,
then again taken up.
the less oxygen and food they require,
" What should be done to protect and the less consequent waste of
beginners from the wiles of patent- tissue and vitality wearing out— durhive venders ?" The general opinion ing winter. Therefore the conditions
was that the fraternity should en- that afford bees the most tranquil
deavor to keep beginners posted, and repose through the very cold season
that the beginners should help them- are the most advantageous.
selves by taking bee-papers.
Bees while in a torpescent state re" Is more thorough organization on pose safely in dead air— a partial
the part of bee-keei)ers needed to vacuum where there is no oxygenated
protect their best interests y"
The atmosphere to excite vitality. They
unanimous answer was, " Yes."
must have pure air to respire while
' Is it advisable to remove the pol- not in a quiescent state.
Cold prolen from the hives in preparing bees duces an uneasy sensation in all creat•• lYo.''
for winter in this latitude
ures by the escape of heat or genial
The convention then adjourned till warmth, and the consequent contrac1:30 p.m.
tion of the fine vessels.
Heat exAt the appointed time the Associa- pands the vessels, and (;old contracts
tion assembled to hear the address of them, and the transition from an exFather Langstroth. The writer must panded to a contracted state is accom-

—

;

"

—

—

—

—

;

—

":''"

life, and the greater must be the
consumption of oxygen and food as
fuel.
The " happy mean "—near the
freezing point— affords the choice of

tain

evils— a quiescent state. A variation
of a few degrees, either above or below freezing, changes the circumstances of condition materially.
It
would be the same with " sleepers."
During winter, if the condition of
bees be such that they consume comparatively large quantities of food,
they thus live fast and grow old from
the over-taxed expenditure of vitality,
and waste of time consequent on excited exertions to maintain an existence that is, they run their allotted
race sooner a sequence that is one
of the fators of " spring dwindling."
It is obvious, then, from the foregoing,
that
the most successful
method of wintering is attainable by
having the bees repose in an atmos;

—

phere slightly charged with oxygen,

and the temperature as before indicated. This end is attained by means
of " clamps,"
quarters.

so-called,

for

winter

My experience with " clamps " extends over a period of about a quarter
I first derived my
of a century.
knowledge of the " clamp " method
from Mr. Langstroth's book. He got
tlie plan from a German
who practiced burying bees in Germany— burying the hives in about the same way
as potatoes are kept in pits. In the
arrangement of the clamps which I
constructed at first. I missed the end
I now have in view by which to attain the best success. I fancied that
my repository for bees must be ventilated, else respiration would cease,

followed by death. I discovered that
in this supposition I was in error. At
first I constructed my clamps with
air-tubes in the bottoms of the clamps
and a chimney ventilator in the top,
so as to provide fresh air circulating
This ventiall through the clamp.
lating defeated the valuable points
gi4ined
by excluding the external
atmosphere and providing a partial
vacuum or dead-space within the repository. The clamps described by
Mr. Langstroth. and such as I first
experimented with, are about the
same sort of winter quarters as cellars.
The point gained by burying is an
unchangeable temperature of the
proper degree for bees to repose tran-

—
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ill
(lead air, with scaicely any
honey.
Jly metliod of constructing clamps
is quite simple in arrangement. First,
1 dig a pit some 20 inches deep in any
form desired to pack tlie hives.
I
nearly lill the pit with dry straw
thrown in loosely, place strips across
the pit on wliicli the hives are to rest,
and place the liives in order thereon.
I then start walls with boards at a
little distance from the hives, so as to
allow a dead-air space all around between the hives and walls. The vacant space should be equal to half or
one-fourth oi that occupied by the
hives. Tlie walls need not be nicely
made
a sl^eleton franle-^\•ork that
will keep a coat of straw at the proper
distance from the hives, and sustain
a covering of earth over all, is all that
is required.
All earth within the
clamp should be covered with dry
straw or hay, to prevent moisture
from accumulating within the hives.
covering of earth is put over all, in
tlie way potatoes are covered in pits.
When the liives are placed over the
pit, I arrange for ventilating them by
placing over the frames a burlap, or
something tliat allows rarified moist
air to permeate upward. I leave no
opening that would allow mice to get
into the hives. When I cover the
clamps, I place a tube in the top for a
ventilator, and allow it to remain
open until tlie bees become tranquil
and quiet, and cold weather sets .in.
I then close
the ventilator until
spring-like weather, when it may be
opened.
Burying bees in clamps
should be delayed as late as possible
liefore the freezing of the ground prevents the undertaking.

quilly

coiisuniiitioii of

alone have knowledge of the habits
and characteristics of bees, to the
genera! effect tliat vegetation is benefited by the visits of bees, and that
bees niake no attacks on live stock
away from the immediate vicinity of
tlieir hives.

A

Tioga County,? N. Y.
For the American Bee JoumaL

The Bee-Suits— Points Involved.

2— W.
I

.J.

ROBERTS, (2—5).

have just read the item on page

611, by Mr. Gustav Bolni, of San Francisco. Calif., and the Editor's response

thereto. The legal questions involved
in suits against bee-keepers for alleged
injuries caused by their bees, are generally well settled.
The principles
are the same, whether it be bees or
cattle, or otlier animals. If injury is
inflicted throngli the negligence of
their owner, he is liable tor the damages sustained.
The only unsettled question is,
whether, in case one's bees go on the
land of another, though they inflict no
injury, their owner would be liable
for nominal damages for a trespass.
1 have been unable to find a casein
which this question (whicli really is,
have bees the right to fly V) has ever
been raised. There are many elements
which should be considered sliould this
point ever arise for determination.

In the

Wisconsin and California

suits, the vital

questions will probawas there
damage inflicted V and second, were
they the defendant's bees which
caused the damage V
The first question should be met by
the testimony of bee-keepers, who
bly be ones of fact— first,

In short, I find that we must do
what the Bek .Iournal has advised—
" create (i dc7uanii.;" and in order to
do this we must deal directly with tlie
peojile rather than with a few individuals who have it all their own way.
Lockwood,? N. Y.

Tlie second question the defendant
can leave to tlie plaintiff', who must
prove that tliey were the defendant's
bees which caused tlie alleged damages.
Bee-keepers can appreciate
that he will have no very "sv^'eet"
time at it.
Keokuk, o, Iowa.

For

;

tlie

Amencan Bee

Journal.

Marketing Honey.
J.

The honey

n.

and now

:

They pay on an average
mercy.
about 10 cents per pound and charge
about 18 cents per pound for comb
honey. (I am speaking of small markets where no quotations are given,
for there one usually Hnds the retail
price from 2 to 3 cents per pound
higher than in large cities.) As long
as bee-keepers allow this to go on,
just so long will it be one of the many
drawbacks to bee-keeping.
I was recently informed that the
market price was 10 cents for small
sections of honey, when I had just
disposed of some honey In glass boxes,
such as described on page ](i7, for 12
cents, and get the boxes back again.
This is equivalent to 14 cents or more,
and the boxes may be used for years.
Another bee-keeper sells honey in
large boxes for 12J^ cents per pound
by the quantity.
Now, if all small bee-keepers would
practice this, their surplus could be
disposed of at a higher price than
would be paid in the village market,
and it would be putting the crop before a class of people at a price that
would enable those to buy who had
heretofore considered honey a luxury;
and in three years there would be a

demand for five times the amount
that there is now.
This would give
those having a large amount a chance
to send theirs to tlie cities at a fair
price, and bee-keepers would soon
have something to say, or rather do,

own

CHARLES JirrCHELL.
^Ir.

Ileddon said last season that I

must be at fault in regard to colonies
swarming the second time. Perhaps
but this year I tried every posmeans even letting the hives of
some colonies remain till the 7th and
8th day and still they swarmed after
being moved, and when young bees
were actually taking their flight in
They certhe middle of the day.
tainly were second-swarms, and not
old queens swarming the second time.
I would say to Mr. Greiner that the
Heddon system of the prevention of
after-swaims has no reference to
I have practiced it for
first swarms.
two seasons on .50 colonies, and I am
not of necessity mistaken. I will still
try it, as I know of nothing better,
and I will give up bee-keeping if I
have to return to hunting up queenso

;

—

—

the sale of the crop will be the next
thing in order.
Heretofore it has
been a sort of go-as-you-please style
each one for himself ; but of late I
have been pleased to see much discussion on this subject. The trouble
is just this
The matter has been
left
entirely
to
outsiders (small
grocerymen and wholesale dealers),
and they have paid what they please,
and charged the same, both the producer and consumer being at their

in their
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Second-Swarms— Selling Honey.

sible

ANDRE.

liarvest is over,

651

interest.

One cannot expect to meet with
great success at first, but rather work
up a line of customers who would
look for his coming, say once in two
weeks. With most bee-keepers the
day may not be spent for this purpose
entirely, but may be taken for a general
market-day near railroads or
factories.
The next day after payday is a good time.

for I tried that for years, and
often left the worst cell in the hive,
buried up somewhere, to lead off a
second-swarra.
We certainly owe
much to our fellow-bee-keepers in the
cells

;

United States, but any one will see,
by our late Toronto convention, that
we have some first-class apiarists in
Canada, and such a meeting is a credit
to any locality.
Selling com'b honey for two seasons,
in the following

way

at our fall bee

and honey show, disposed of my crop
in one day
I get some of the whitest
wrapping-paper and cut it in pieces
6
about 4 by inches, and with a knife
cut the sections of honey from one
:

corner to the other, both ways, taking hold of one corner and separating
I laid the
it into four equal pieces.
pieces of honey upon the paper and
sold them at .5 cents each. 1 think
this is one of Mr. J. B. Halfs methods.
Of course I try to keep up a very at-

and tempting exhibit, and
always put comb honey on shelves
with a blue paper back-ground.
I had tried one of our grocers for
years, to sell my honey, and he always refused but this year he saw
the attraction my honey caused, and
knowing that he lost .5 cents on each
section, he came to me for comti
honey, but I had none left for him,
and likely never will have.
Molesworth, Ont.
tractive

;

tS~ All who Intend to be systematic in
their worli iu the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The

prices are as follows
$1 00
."jO colonies (1-0 pagesl
125
100 colonies (2i0 pages)
150
200 colonies (4'20 pages)
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

For
"
"

:

—
;

:

:
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Local Convention Directory.

We have had no frost yet to injure
Honey and Beeswax Market.
anything this will be a great help to
our success for next season. So many
colonies were weak through this reOflice of the American Bee Journal,
Monday. 10 a. m., Oct. 12, 1885. (
gion last spring, and by the time they
were strong enough to take in the
The
following
are the latest quotahoney crop, it was about gone, so our
yield has been light. Still, in some tions for honey and beeswax received
places, where the bees worked for
lioney and prevented increase, a good up to this hour
;

1885.

Oct.

15,

Oct.

l-"i.

Time and place of Meeting.
16.— Western, at Independence, Mo.
C. M. Craudall, Sec, Independence. Mo.

— Progressive,
J.

at

Macomb,

Ills.

G. Norton. Sec,

Macomb,

Ills.

Oct. IT.—Marshall Co.. at Marshalltown, Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec, LeGrand, Iowa.
Oct. 21.— Md., Va. & W. Va., at Haserstown. Md.
D. A. Pike, Pres., SmithshurE, Md.

i

:

yield per colony

was obtained.

CHICAGO.

Oct. 22, 23.— Northern MichiKan. at Sheridan, Mich.
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride. Mich.
Oct. 2S, 29.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville,

Nov.

Ills.

e.— N. J. & Bastern. at Trenton. N. J.
B. Treadwell, Sec, Iti Thomas St., N. Y.

5.

Wm.

Nov. 12.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
E. N.

Wood, Sec, N. Lansing, Mich.

Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

8— 10.— North American,

State, at Detroit, Mich.

H. D. Cutting, Sec, (Minton.Mich.
at Detroit. Mich,

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, RogersviUe, Mich.
Pec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Uogersville. Mich.

tW~ In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

HONEY.— White comb honey is

Poor Honey Season.— 16— J. M. ValIlls., on

entine, (165), C«rlinville,0
Oct. 2, 1885, says

IT)

good demand

.

BEESWAX.-2:i®-.'5c.

:

K. A.

This has been a very poor honey
season in this locality.
There were
plenty of

flowers, but only a little
crop is 3,000 pounds of
extracted and l.oOO pounds of comb
honey in sections, with probably 1,000
pounds of fall honey to extract yet.
bees are in good condition for
iioney.

in

cents per lb when put up in the best shape.
Keceipts are liKht. Dark comb honey is in light
demand. E.xtracted honey goes slowly at 5(s8 cts.

at

My

My

winter.

Burnett.

161

South Water

We
We

IIONKY".—
have received quite a large stock
of honey, mostly trom Vermont, and thequality is
very tine.
are doing the best we can to keep
the price up where bee-keepers can get something
for their honey. One of the largest producers of
honey sold his entire crop at a very low price, and
honey is being sold here so that it will leave beekeepers nothing.
still hold our prices at 16@18
cts. for l-Ib sections, and 14@16c. for 2-lb8. Extracted is HfS'Hc. per lb.

We

BEESWAX.-3II cts. per lb.
Blake & Ripley. 57 Chatham

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetiuss.— Ei».

Secretion of

Wax.— B.

F.

W.

Bt.

BOSTON.

writes

Street.

NEW

rORK.
not much change

thus
in the
HONEY.— There is
In query No. 95 the matter of wax market.
The new crop is coming in quite freely,
being secreted only when it is needed and IS selling readily at the following prices:
sections,
14(*15
cents
Pancy white clover, in I-lb.
seems to be settled by the answers the
same in :2-lb. sections, I2(gjl3c. fair to good,
given. Now, how do bees control this in and 2 lb. sections, HKgiiic; lancy buckwheat,
1-lb. sections. iKiiU'c; the same in 2-lb. secsecretion V Prof. Cook says tliat " the in
tions, y(g>iuc.
Extracted, wliite clover, Q^lc.',
strength it (honey) gives goes to wax buckwheat, ."iCaec.
BEBSWAX-Prime yellow. 25@28c.
only when wax is needed." Is it honey
McCAUL & HiLDRETH BROS.. 34 Hudson St.
Pleasant Fall Season.— J. T. Oonn- or strength that makes wax ?
ley, Napoleon, 5 Ky.. on Oct. 2, 1884,
CINCINNATI.
[What causes the stone to fall ?
says
HONE Y.— No change has taken placein the genWhat
gravitation.
The attraction of
eral feature of the market. Demand is slow for
I am glad to be able to say that
extracted honey with almndance on the market.
bees are doing splendidly at present is gavitation V A law. Why does Extracted lumey brings 4(5,8c on arrival, and
comb honey ir>(«jUlc in a jobbing way.
on goldenrod, which will be sufficient the male pigeon secrete a peculiar choice
BEESWAX— Is in fair demand, and arrivals are
good. AVe pay 2i.»®-4c for good yellow.
to insure a fair prospect for safe winfood just in time to feed the young
P. S. The following explanation in regard to
tering. The fall season here is unseems to be in order to post some beeWe can only say environment, that markets
usually warm and genial.
keepers and save tliem from disappointments.
mighty molding power during all tlie When qu'.iting prices "on arrival," I mean to say
that iioney will bring about the price quoted, or
long past, also influences the bee. that a hgure within the range given, will appear
Hiving: Swarms on Drone Comb.
reasonable or acceptable to a purchaser. I quote
D. W. F. propounds the following The need of comb brings wax. Fill a as nearly as possible tile price at which I am buying and selling. I do Tiot mean to say that purquestion
hive with combs and we look in vain chasers are waiting for the arrival of honey and
Suppose a swarm, as it comes from for wax take all away, and even the are anxious to buy at those prices quoted, nor
that am witling to pay those prices on arrival for
the parent colony, is hived upon a set
This
all the honey that may be shipped here.
of combs containing drone comb ex- old bees will show us their pockets latter would require a larger capital than I and
two more of t^te largest dealers in America posclusively, what would be the results V full of these wax scales. A. J. Cook.] sess. It is unpleasant for us to be over-run with
honey for which I will not pay on arrival, unless
Please answer this in the Journal.

stiS^SP^MRoM

;

;

1

:

i*

;

I

—

agreement has been made previous

to shipment.

C. F. MUTU. Freeman & Central Ave.
Bees and Grapes, etc. — Benjamin
[Some of the combs would, sooner
or later, undoubtedly be changed to Harding, of Kent, ^ Ohio, on Oct. 5,
BAN FRANCISCO.
writes
worker-cells.
The queen would, we 1885,
HONEV.— Arrivals are quite light, with a probathat
another
notice
on
page
611
I
think, deposit fecundated eggs in
bility of so continuing through tlie balance of the
man wants pay for damages done by season. 'I'here is sfmie inquiry for best qualities,
drone-cells, and worker-bruod would
a firm market for the same. (Quotations are
I have with
bees pvuicturing his grapes.
follows: Wr.ite to extra white comb, sifaullc.:
The results would vary 32 colonies in two rows, and about as
develop.
dark to good, 5(« He. Extracted, white liquid,.^)®5^
cts.: light amber colored, 4^({i'5c.; aniberand canlocality and season having much to midway between the rows of hives is died. ^\iC.
BEESWAX. -Qutjtable at 23@J.5c.. wiiolesale.
a grape arbor. The vines are hangdo with it.— Edit(jr.]
O. B. Smith & Co.. 42:1 Front Street.
ing full of grapes, but not one of them
has been injured. I do not think that
CLEVELAND.
Rearing Yonnj? Bees for Winter.— J. a bee can cut through the skin of a
AV. Sanders, Le Grand,© Iowa, on grape, and will not toucli anything of
HONEY. -The new crop is beginning to arrive
14-tl.'> cts. per lb. for choice 1-lb.
sellina
at
and
is
Oct. 1, 188-5, writes:
tliat kind unless something else first sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling alat 10(gil2 cts. Extracted, as
To-day it is warm, and the bees breaks the skin. At the Portage though freely offered
not in demand in our market.
usual
are as lively as in June. The most of County Fair,recently held at Ravenna,
BEESWAX.— 20(922 cts. per lb.
A. C. KKNDEL. 115 Ontario Street.
August and the first week of Septem- O., Mr. J. C. Converse, of that place,
ber was cool and wet, so tliat our exhibited two fine colonies of bees in
KANSAS CITY.
bees worked but little but for the observatory liives, also a half dozen
last three weeks or more they have beautiful Italian queens, hives and
HONEY.— We now report a very firm market
some advance in prices, though the trade
been making up lost time, by carrying fixtures, a nice lot of cOmb honey, with
take hold very slowly as yet, and complain terriin a quantity of winter stores, and and .^O pounds of extracted honey. bly when the advance is quoted to them. Weare
holding for 16!<i.I7c. for fancy white Iioney in
rearing a large amount of young Mr. Converse secured some S20 in now
for 2 lbs., and 12'5'i:tc. for
lib. sections,
brood to inlierit the old home, as their premiums on his various exhibits.
Calif. Fancy 1-Ib. sections, if marketed soon, will
bring a good price. Extracted is a little firmer at
ancestors i>ass away with old age.
about the same prices, viz: Miss., La. and Texas,
:

i-*

;

l.'>f<tiioc.

This, I think, is the first great secret
1^~ We want one number each of the Bee
to successful wintering, viz. plenty
of young brood late in the season. Journal of August, 18U(i— February, Wi'i
:

4®nc.. and white clover and Calif.. TfeHc.
BEESWAX.— Unchanged, 2U&26C., according to
quality.
,
ci.emonb.Cloon 4 Co,, cor. tth fiTValnut.
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Slop" — that is what many write
about their papers, when their time is
nearly out. One subscriber says:
"This
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient forme to send you the money now
to rcm;w my subscription. It runs out with
*^
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l>oii*l

The Western World

to us

OF TUE

^MBl^EC^I^,

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

month hut dun't stop seiidUt{j it. I will
money to you within three months." For IIODIE: SKEKKBS or Tourists,
C'apitaliKtH or l,al>orers.
A vast
Such letters arc coming every day, and so
aiiiouut or iiiloriiialion not
for the present we have concluded not to
t4» b<> loiiiMl <-lN<'\vliere
this

;

get the

stop any papers until reijuested to do so.

SON,

a year

ALFRED

;

town and

Honey"

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., GHIGAGOJLL.
S3

To create Honey Markets

villagt.',

PKOPlMETdRS.
Weekly,

Monthly. 5*» cents.

H. NKWItlAN,

(only

.50

city,

cents per

100),

or else the

pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a dem.\nu for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
;

Business Managkr.

Single <-upy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 ets. per
hundred, .i^i.->0. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid lor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the eover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
;

J^pccial IXoticcs.

;

To a:ive a^vay a copy of Honey as Food
SPECIAIi NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,
"
Journal will and Medicine to every one who buys a
of hone.v, will sell almost any quanbe reduced tn One DuUnr a Year. This we package
"

the price of the Weekly Bef;

have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing the V>''eekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of <me, dallar a year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Uke Journal, and it will Maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1886, for $1.25.
Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of next year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
in the mail-list type are alread.v made.

tity of

it.

The follnu'infj is only a part of the Contents:
4'olered M:i|»n of nil the Stiites and Territories.
includiriK Alawku and District of Columbia.
OlaKramN showinK area, population, products.
GuvernmeDt. State. School and Indian J.andB of
the several States.

HUtorien of eoch of the 8tate« IVom the
Karllest Time*.— Descriptive of their Topography.

Hoil,

Wonders,

Climate, Rivers Mountains, Natural

I'l.pulation, Area.
Islands, l-abes.
I'r.Khicts.
Manufactures, Industries,

Mines.

School Systems. Culleetlon and Exemption Laws, Date of Holding: Elections, Number
if Kepre.sentiitivee, Senators. Congressnien,
and
Presidential Elecitors. Number of Union and
rontcderate Soldiers in the Kield, Price of Land
t'leared and in Ftirest, Extent oi Korest, Number of Different (_'alhnKS, Hate ot Interest, UsuryLaws, Pkuih.ek oKDitUMMKus' Lie K.NSK Laws,
Ciiies.
•

DivoitCE Laws. Mining Laws, Description
ufPuulic Lands, listof La.nds scbjectto
THK PuuMs ov ENTRY. List Of Land-Offices,
Opportunities for Homes or Knterpi ise. Rain-

Health. I'orta of Entry, PnpuUiti-m luale,
foreii:nl Number ot Indisins, Mineral
Kefources. Nicknames of ^tates and lor whom
'irwhat they are named. Miles of Kiiilroad and
Canals. Tidal Frontage, State Land Imws,
Religious Denominations and their Numbers,
Number of Counties and Names.
OoTernment I..and I-a%vii eivinp complete law
on the subject of Pke-emption Homestead
fuil.

(

female and

Preserve your papers

for reference.
we will mail you

you have no BINDER
one lor 7.") cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us a new yearly subscripIf

tions for the

Bee Journal.

TIMBKK

CllLTITHE, SoLDIEHS' HOMESTEAD,
LANDf# Land Warrants. Scrip,
Indian Trust Lands. Desert Lands, Coad
Lands. Timber Lands, Mineral Lands,
agklcl'i-tttral college lands, etc.

SWAMP

!

1^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," ma.v be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

^P~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Journal

free upon application. Anyone
For $1.25 we will send the Weekly Bee intending to get up a eiul) can have sample
Journal to neiv suhscriheys from now until copies sent to the persons they desire to inthe end of 188.')— fifteen months.
Now is terview by sending the names to this ofHce,
the time to subscribe. The sooner it is done or we will send them all to the agent.
the more they will get for the money.
will be sent

How

to Acquire Lands of any kind belonging to the tiovernment by any forms of entry,
who may acquire them, and the different laws
applicable to the ditferent ssctions.

Postal. PeiiKion and Hutent Laws of the
Hutted MluteK.
Coats-of-Arms of the Stat«-M and Views of
Celebrated Places, and of life in differeni regions.
Rules for measuring Lumber, Log?. Grais,
Liquids. Tables ot Weights and Measures of uU
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables. Lumber TablesSystems of Lai»d Measures In various
parts of the Viiited Slate

Contains also a Million useful

The Weekly

To
us

Correspoiiileiits.

— It

price.

in every A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
wide-awake honey
»ri<e, 50 CeiitM.
producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat

tl^~

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS G NEWMAN &

any

at

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. (). address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters

(some inclosing money) that ha%-e no name;
many others having no Post^Offlce. County
or State. Also, if you live near one postiDice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Tlie Central Illinois Convention will be
at Jacksonville, Ills., on Wednesday
'^8 and 20, 188,5.
Chas. Dadant.

held

and

and Thursday, Oct.

llieiiiiide, postpaid, for $1,;J0.
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ii. NEWMAN & SON,
& 02o West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A

I
U^'
^9#^Im#^^%
W S30
Nd capitnl

*"'' e^P^nsfS

tribute ciri-ulara i.nlj
in lulvancp.

t'3

go so well together as bees and
Give the poultry the necessary
in the morning and evening, and
bees such of the time between as
becomes necessary. We have made arrangements by which we can supply the American
Poultry Journal (price ifl.'i"])and the Weekly
Bee Journal both for $1,75 a year. This
is a rare opportunity to get two standard
papers for less than the price of one. For a
free sample send to the Poultry Journal.
pursuits
poultry.
attention
give the

Any person

not a subscriber, receiving- a

copy of this paper, will please consider
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

it

paid aeenta tosell goods to dealer*

$50

re<iiiirt.i.

Sample pactago of our

goo.ls

ami

'I'lioQt'i

aadeipeoMa

to dis-

^Blary paid monthlj. Eipeniws
full

panicuIarsFr©©. Send
Wemeanwhutwesaj.

15 Cents for postage, packing, etc. NopOHtale.

Monarch Novelty Co., 4 Arcade Chambers, Cincinnati* O*

more money than

Bees and Poultry.— But few out-door

facts.

one year,

XHOS.

^A

giducvti5em.euts.

IJee Jouriuil, for

WE

are

now

in the

market, and will be

during- the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charjriuj^ T) percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the g-enei-al market will afford. We
wilt handle beeswax the same way, and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market pi-ices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, oiir junior member in this department,' has full charg-e, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing- a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
whether we buy or not.

CLEinONS, CXOON
3GA17t

&

KANSAS

CO.,
CITY, MO.

at anything else

bv

taking an aeency for the best seirmg book
out.
Beginners succeed grandly. None
fail. Terms free.
Hallett Book Co.
51 Aly
Portland. Maine.

DadaiirsFoiiiidatioii Fact(»ry, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
fliir

PImH

I

ict

ALL the

best publications

UUl UlUU Lloli devoted to bee culture, at
reduced rates. Send for Prospectus.
ilAtf
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

BEESWAX.
We

pay SOc. per lb., delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

THOS.
923

&

9-2o

SEWMAK

G.
West Madison

Street,

<& SON,
CH ICAGO, ILL.
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THE INDEPENDENT.
The Largest, the Ablest, and the Best
Beligioua and Literary Weekly.
It publishes each week from 25 to S'i per
more readiiifr mutter than any of its
contemporaries. With the exception of its
column of '* Selections," every line in every
issue is new, oriji:ina] matter, written expressly for it. It i)ays more each week for
literary matter than any three of its contemporaries puttoj-'-ether. It has the largest ami
best corps ot eontriliutors of any perioilieal
in the world. It is undenominational in religion, and unsurpassed in literary ability.
Its reviews of books are ntiequaled in journalism. Its eilitdrials arc r<'aTiess. Its departments nt Seii.'iK'«- ami Hililical Kcsuareli
give valuubk' in format ion unobtainable elsewhere. Its Market Reports and Commercial
Matters are eagerly sought for by those
wanting correct information upon those

cent,

QUEENS

CO.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

AT REDUCED PRICES.
will
to the scarcity of mouev,
OWING
SELL Warranted Queens at $8.00
per dozen. Two dozen i'or $15.00.
I

:iOAntf

J, T.

WILSON^ Nicholasville, Ky.
Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of KOO'18 which wlM help you
to more money right away

PRIZE.

II

than anything else

in

tbis

world. All. of eitiierwex. suc-

ceed from tlrat hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

aiAIy
Diulaiit'sFoiindatioiiFiictory, wholesale
anti retail. 8ee Advertisement in another column.

<

Its di-pintinrnt for "Old and
is Oiled with ariifles in prose and
poetry. Its Agricnltural department is contributed by able and practical agriculturists.

subjects.

Young "

s
o

There are twenty-two distinct departments,
edited by twenty-two specialists, which include RibMcal Ke8earch,Sanit:uy, Legal. Kine
Arts. Music, Science, Pebl)les, Personalities.
Ministerial Register. Hymn Notes, Sehool
and College Literature. Keligious Intelligence, Missions, Sunday School News of the
Week, Finance, Commerce, Insurance, Stories, Puxzles, Selections and Agriculture.—
32 Pages ill all.

^
t/^

Sh

(View of our Factory.)

a

o

o ^
It" s
^ 1^

FIRST CLASS VEHICLES
fiM

W^

S

^1

The Independent is a family newspaper
of the first class, and is recognized as one of
the great educators of the land. Every one
who wishes to be well-intormed upon a great
variety of subjects should subscribe for It.

At New Orleans World's Exposition was
awarded lat. Premium for finest display

1

of Vehicles, against 64 Competitors.

The

justly

spring-

aw
THE INDEPENDENT
AND TUE

H

s

Will V^oth be sent, one year each, to any
person not a subscriber to The Independent, for $.'i.:iO. The regular price of both
Make remittances to The Indepenis $4.
dent, P. O. Box '2787, New York.

celebrated Brewster

cross-

^lide-bar being our great specialty,

build only one ji^rade of work, and
that of tUe best in 4|uality and style.
We do not make the lowest prieed vehicles,
but claim that ours are the elieapest in
tlie world when quality is considered.
We use the tiiiest material obtainable,

we

employ only expert and competent meolaanles. To insure the best and most uniform results, we now nianula4'ture our
oivn wlieels from linest timber (sawed
by our own mills) that can be obtained from
the hills of Southern Ohio— famous as the

*3

Weekly AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
a

second ••rowtli liickory

district.

The reputation of the Columbus Bug;gy
Company is unexcelled. The work is known
and sold throughout the entire United
States and Territories. Well introduced in
England, Germany, Australia and South

Pall Mall Gazette says: The Indepen" is one of the ablest weeklies in exis-

The
dent

GOLDMBnS BUGGY

tence."

America.

s a

Send for Catalogue and prices,
the nearest dealer ivill be sent.

and

the

name

of

TcrniH of Subscription.

One

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

4>

Subscription, one year, $:{.00. For 6
months, ?1.50 for 3 months, 7.t cents. One
Subscription, two years. $.">.00. One Subscription, five years, $10.00. Any number
over ftve at the same rate, invariably with
one remittance.

T

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

"TKIALTKIP:" In order that one may
read a few consecutive numbers of The
Independent, and thus learn its value, we
otTer a month's subscription, as a "Trial
Trip," for .'10 cents, which can be remitted
by postage stamps. Payment of $'2.70 in
addition will secure the balance of the year's
Bubscription.
Send postal for free specimen copy an
judge for yourself. Address,

THE INDEPENDENT,
:;.')!

liioadwuy,

standard Lang.stroth.

Quinby Standing-Frame,
all

other Itlnds of

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
I

.shall

Send for

W.

NEW VOKK.

supply :invthing you need In the Apiary.
lllustriitud I'rlce List.

£.

CLAR K, successor to L.C. Root,
OUISKANY. Oneida County,

7Aly

ill

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

WE

can furntnh reRuhir Wooden Water-Pulls well pulnted on the outHWle. and with :{ iron
hortps imd u tiKht-tlttinu wood cover, at Wi.a^
Thev will h<dd a» lbs. ot honey, nnd
per dozen.
when empty, can be utilized for use us an ordinary

household

pall.

THOS.
623

&

aiiS

NKWMAN

O.
Weat Madison

Street.

A. SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

!^ ^ ^
thing

N. Y.

prenenta given aivay.

Send UH r» cents postage,
;md by maU you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that

l)ring you in money faster than anyelse In Atuerioa. All about the |_»iio.(mmi in

will at

once

prtisents with each box.
Agents wanted everywhere, of eithiTsex, of nil ages, for all the time,
or spiire time only, to wcjrk for us at their own
homes. Koriunes for all workers absolutely as'
sured. Don't delay.
II. Hai.i.ktt & Co.
51

Aly

handsome tov piiil. PKI€£, T5 cent* per
diizeu. or .m.».6u per lOO,
ji

TflOS. U,

Hives,

MADK TO OKDRK,

i*ortland. Maine.

L-'n cents
or less. Many
order to give the children

be sold for
C'lnsiiiin-rs will biiv It in

And

PAIL.

new

nSze of our Tapering
Money I'ails isof uniform design
with the other sizes, having the top
<Mlge turned over, and has a bail or
handle.— making it very convenient
t" carry. It is well-made and, when
Hlled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

'HIS

;

yj3

A

92.^^

MNew
Chromo

Style,

llAly

NEWMAN

West Madison

Street.

Ac

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Embossed Hidden Name and

Visiting Cards, no 2 alike, name on,
IOC. ly packs^l; warranted best sold. Samplebook,4c. L.JONES &C0.. Nassau, N. Y.

Send Ki cents
for working people.
postage, and we will mail you free, a
roy;il, valuable sample b»»x of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in u few days than
yon ever thought possible at any business. Capital not required. Vou can live at home
and work in spare time "mly, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ages, grandly suicessful, 5n cents
to *.'» easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may tej-t the business, we make this unTo all who are not well satisfied
parall'-lfr-d (ifTiT
we will send *i to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directit)n8, etc., sent tree.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Stinson & co.
Dim't delay.
Portland. Maine
5lAiy
:
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CoHsltlerable has lieen written against
bee-keeping because, forsooth, some persons have been stung to death. Here is a
case where two persons died from the effect
of a calf's bite

Bn'Jtenw

:

Mrs. .John 'i'oung, of Winfleld, W. Va., a
few days ago, while altemptingto separate
a cow and calf, was slightly bitten on the
hand by the calf. Almost immediately she
was taken ill, and died in a few hours. An
intant which she had nurstid during the interval, was also violently attacked, and died
in convulsions.
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Honey In the 'Walls or Houses has
been found in two Instances lately in England, says the London Standard :
For the last 10 or IK years a colony of bees
has takon possea.sion of a niche between the
walls of the Hantlioy and Fiddle public
hon.se at Ockham, near Ripley. The outer
walls of the building are about :i feet in
thickness, and the bees made choice of their
storehouse at the top of the building, which
is tl.i-ee stni-ies

More than
be removed,

'i

high.
feet square of the wall had to

when

a large mass of comb
about 2 feet in thickness, filled with honey,
Here is another case where a man was was e,\posed. The bees were fumigated,
after which large pieces of honey were cut
killed by a bull
out. until dish alter dish was filled with a
total
quantity of about 120 pounds. The
Thonuis Bnswell, a well-known citizen of
Dinwiddle Cnunty, Va., went out to feed his bricks have not been put into the wall again,
but
a
glass door has been inserted, so that
stock on Oft. 1, when ho was attacked by a
vicious bull and instantly killed, the body any one may have an opportunity of seeing
;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

1

presenting a horrible appearance.

Would

Oct. 21, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 42.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

not be jnst as reasonalde to claim
that stoelc should not be bred, and that the
milk, cream, butter and cheese business
should be interdicted because of the above
accidents— as to claim that bee-keeping
should be declared a nuisance because some
one had been stung, and died from the
etfects of the bee-poison on their already
diseased blood.
it

them.

Another lot of honey has been secured at
Winters Hall, Bromley, the seat of Mr.
George Barrett. Some men were sent to
take some bees which had got between the
ceiling of the coach-hcnise and the granary.
They succeeded in taking .'iOO pounds of
honey. The bees had been engaged in their
novel hiding-place several years.

Friendly t^ritirism is valuable, but in
order to criticise intelligently, one should
have considerable knowledge and experiII' Your Work is made more easy
ence, and have a better plan or train of
liy a Irieiiilly, hclpint? hand.
A Neiv Bee-Book, in Oernian, is on thought
on the sub.ject than the one to be
our desk. It is entitled the " Gexchichte der
Say SI) Speak out brave and truly,
criticised— else all such discussion is in vain.
Cheering words to all our band.
Bienenzucht" (History of Bee-Culture), by J.
G. Beszler, of Ludwigsburg, Germany. It is
Why should good words ne'er be said
In Scotland it is the custom to move the
an excellent work consisting of nearly 300 hives of bees to the Heather country in sumOf a friend— (in )ie is dead ?
pages, giving an authentic and elaborate mer, but this year it gave but poor
Give him mur your words of ebeer,
results.
account of the development of the art of A correspondent in the London Jaunial
With thcnt check the falling- tear
of
bee-culture from the earliest times to the Horticidliirc gives the following as his opinPersons who know most condemn the
present, both in the Old World and in the ion concerning this year's crop
in Scotland
least
but those who know but little conNew. It contains a j^hotographie group of
Owing to the continued low temperature,
demn much.
84 of the most eminent European apiarists, the honey harvest from the
Heather, this
Bee-^Ieii at Fairs attract crowds by but mainly those from Germany. A very year, will not be great. Favored localities
may
have
yielded
a
fair
quantity,
but in
handling bees, and are looked upon with interesting feature of the book is a chapter
many it is»ii'(. In the south of Scotland I
amazement bj' those who witness the entitled "The Bees in Poetry," in which is hear of .W pounds being stored,
but in the
found quotations relating to bees, selected north it is a failure. From statistics I should
manipulations.
from celebrated European poets. Another say the average honey-gathering throughout
Scotland will not exceed I.t pounds per
While lOO Years of bee-keeping will
of its noticeable features is the biograph- colony.
teach some persons nolliing—as many days
ical sketches of the most noted bee-keepers
will give others a knowledge of considerable
The
in the Hives is thus exof the Eastern Continent, including the Rev.
value.
L. Ij. I/angstroth, the Father of Modern plained l)y the Scientific American :

EDITOKIAL AND SELECTED.

!

!

:

;

Hum

Abuse and Vituperation is not argu- American Apiculture.
ment, and only shows the weakness of the
Tlie Slieep-Bees l.awsuit is called for
position taken by those who use sueh a
Tuesday, Oct. '27, ISft"). The opposition are
course of procedure.
marshalling their forces to give Mr, FreeTivel ve Hundred Fairs are to be held born as hard a fight as they can. The Nathis year in the United States and Territional Bee-Keepers' Union, having the aid
tories, but in .'!!I7 counties no Fairs will be
of some or good lawyers (thrc(i of them
held. In some localities there seems to be a being practical tjee-keepers),
will make it
decline in the interest in such exhibitions.
lively for
Mr. Powers, the prosecutor.
(prominent men who keep
Asents^ can sell the Guide and Hand- Several experts
both sheep and bees) are to be called as
Book like "hot-cakes." Send us an order
witnesses, and Prof. Henry, of the College
for five copies (with $2.n0) and we will send
at Madison, Wis., as well as other scientific
you the Weekly Bee .Journal free for a
men, will aid the defense. Mr. W. Z. Hutchyear. This is a rare opportunity to get the
inson (who is a short-hand reporter) is
Weekly Bee Journal without cost
engaged to give a full report of the proceedInstruetion in bee-books and bee-per- ings to the public. We are all ready, Mr.
iodicals is prepared to aid those who need Powers— now, call your case, and do your
information. While many use the sugges- worst
tions otfered, some mimiSG them, and think
The Guide and Hand-Book, is a book
they " know it all." But few, indeed, are so
skillful as to need no instruction or counsel. of ready reference and an encyclopi^dia of
everything desirable to know. As a guide
Mr. "W, H. Baleli desires a sentence in to thchome-seeker, it is invaluable. Its conthe second paragraph of his article on page tents are partially given on page ti70, and
" Not having will convince any one of its value. We do
*)'.'J4, corrected to
read thus
feeders, I raised the front ends of the hives not think any of our readers can afford to
and poured the feed in at the entrances, the do without it. As a book of ready reference
bottom-boards being tight enough to con- we find it of great value in our library. We
tain what feed was necessary," etc.
He will send the Weekly Bee Journ.il for a
(pmitted a few words when writing it.
year and the Guide for ^L.^O.
'i

!

1

I

:

Duiing August, certainly the bee-keeper
expects to hear the "mighty hum" of the
bees if he be near a hive. If no sound proceeds from a hive in July and August, it
shows an unusual state of the weather. Last
winter, when the mercury was 10° below
zero, a thermometer was thrust into a cluster of bees. On the inside of the cluster the
temperature was (l.")°, and on the outsde 45"
Fahr.
If the heat generated bv the bees,
when the mercury is 10 below, is G.j°, what
must it be when the outside temperature is
!)0° ?
It is intense, but the bees have a way
of reducing it, at least a way of creating a
draught and keeping the atmosphere pure.
A number of bees— a thousand or more,
perhaps— act as ventilators or fanners. They
stand, heads down, with bodies at an angle
of 4.")°, and keep the wings in motion.
Throughout the hive, on all the combs, up
and down, the ventilators keep their fans
going. On the alighting-board, with bodies
pointing from the hive, they fan also.
At
the entrance of one hive, on a day in August, 280 bees, by actual count, were fanning. The honey-gatherers dropped down
upon them, tumbled over them, hut they
kei)t to their work.
Some writers have
spoken of the "hum of the hive," as though
the hum was the result of the work going
on within. 'Twasthehum of the fanners.
But in August this year there were nights
when the hives weie silent. Not an echo of
a hum came from any, showing that the air
was cold enough to dispense with the ventilators.

Dr. B. Pitcher, Peoria, Ills., has sent ua
a copy of his treatise on the Horse's Foot.
It is a practical treatise on the foot of the
horse, its diseases and how to cure them.

—
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late.
Rape and the mustards are
Doubtless laying workers deposited
good.— A. J. Cook.
the eggs. Qneenless bees are prone
Melilot or sweet clover. It will to build drone comb, and it is hard
enrich the land and will grow in the to satisfy their propensity for dronepoorest soil.
It is the very best rearing.— (i. W. Dejiaree.

In these extraordinary cases there
& Son.
are always some things that are overbest thing I know of is
looked that would explain the matter
the pleurisy-root, or butterfly-weed.
if known.— Dadant & Son.
Brood and Young Bees Dying.
Melilot clover is good, if it will bloom
I should guess that by some "hook
soon enough, arid is planted on strong
Query, No. la.S— What is the cause of the soil.— James IIeddon.
or crook " a fertile worker or dronecapped,
and
some
before
it
is
dying,
some
brood
laying queen joined the colony at the
afterward ? It turns blacb and dries up, and the
Sweet clover is the best of any time you prepared it. James Hedbees pull it out and drag It out of the hive. Young honey-plant coming afterwhite clover don.
bees that have matured, crawl out of the hive and and before buckwheat,— G, M. DooIn such conditions bees always dedie outside. The dead brood smells much like LITTLE.
sire to start more drone brood. Either
foul brood, but it is not that. This is the case
For honey alone, I think I should laying workers or else a queen came
with strong colonies as well as weak ones, and
try sweet clover. Alsike clover and to them from some other hive, as they
those that have a great plenty of honey, too.
buckwheat
are the only plants that I occasionally do. If this latter were
This state of aB.iirs has e-xisted for only about ten
days. I have many, very many colonies affected^ have ever profitably raised for honey. the case, they did not start queen-cells.
W. Z. Hutchinson.
—Subscriber, Sept. -5. 1885.
It is not common for laying workers to

REPLIES by Prominent

honey-plant.- Dadant

Apiarists.

The very

—

If the trouble is not foul brood
sometliiiig closely allied to it, and is
probably contagious. Phenol miglit
be fed to these colonies to advantage.
I have never seen anything like it.
it is

I would advise all bee-keepers to
plant basswood. In the list of honeyproducing plants and trees it stands
first in bountiful yields and in the
fine flavor and t)eautiful quality of the
honey produced. Alsike clover and
buckwheat pay well as crops, but it
will not pay to cultivate any plant for
the honey alone when tlie value of
staple crops is considered.— G. L

G. L. TlNKEK.
I have never seen a ease like this.
Is there any possibility that the bees
have been poisoned V— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Tinker.
You describe the effects of what is
Why not try a crop of Alsike cloverV
called " chilled brood " to a dot. If
Tlie evidence so far goes to prove it
this is not the trouble, your statements give no clue to what it is. In to be one of the best crops for honey,
and certainly there can be no better
1S84 it was believed by many apiarists
crop to feed to stock. I do not be
that the iron-weed bloom, in the JNIidlieve that it will pay to sow or plant
dle States, killed a large number of
any crop for honey alone.— J. E.
bees.— G. W. Demakee.
Pond, Jr.
Many such cases are reported to me
My location is practically the same
this year. Can it be possible that
yours. I partake very much of
these cold days, which come even in as
August, foHiui more brood than the your state of mind concerning some
bees could protect, and so laid their
hands upon it V Once dead, putrefaction would begin, and then it always smells bad,— A. J. Cook.
icy

I

have had no experience like it. It
little as if cold days had

looks just a
contracted

was

left

ttie cluster so the brood
unprotected.— C. C. Miller.

commence so promptly. — A. J. Cook.
The fact that eggs were found in
newly-built drone comb proves them
to have been laid by worker
This case will explain the many

bees.

where
worker eggs were given to a colony
in a similar manner, when afterwards
among the queen-cells would appear
many drone-cells, leading some to
suppose that the bees had removed
the vivifying principle of the eggs
when the fact was the bees had eaten
the eggs in question and laid others
all

in place of them. In rearing drones,
bees go liy instinct, not by reason.
One hundred drones are enough for

any colony where needed, but the
bees prefer to rear hundreds.— G. L.
Tinker.
It is impossible to tell why drone

comb

is built.

We

only

know

that at

times there is a great mania for so
Probably the eggs in the
profitable plant that will bloom just doing.
after the white clover fails. But all drone-cells were inserted by laying
workers,
unless, as is possible, there
my efforts to procure such a plant
have been a failure. All the clovers, were two queens in the hive origiAlsike and the several varieties of nally, and only one removed. It is
but how to anred clover and melilot or sweet clover, easy to ask questions
bloom at the same time that white swer correctly without a personal exclover does. If you could so manage amination, is very different. J, E.
Alsike clover as to get a second crop Pond, Jr,
of bloom, it seems to me that it njight
be utilized in that way.
But tlie
Wind-Breaks for Apiaries.
Alsike clover is not a success in this
climate.
It seeds and dies after once
Query,
No. l:l8.— My bees are located on
blooming.— G. W. Demakee.
;

—

Recent investigations show, or
prove, that there are several phases
of the disease " foul brood," and this
I should
is probably one of them.
suppose in this case that the disease
land sloping to the southeast, with woodland of a
was hereditary, and should at once
few years' growth on the north side. Would there
hive,
into
a
new
on
put the colony
be any more chance for them to get through the
Rearing Drones.
give
them
a
new
and
fresh comb,
winter safely if 1 should build a board fence along
queen. This question, however, like
the north side of them, and put some boards on
Query. No, IST.— Early in the spring thus
top of it for a temporary shed to break the winds
many others, can only be answered prepared a colony
to build queen-cells: I added
and beep off the storms ? Or is it best to let them
theoretically.— J. ¥.. Pond, Jr.
frames of hatching lirood in colony No. 1, until it
I

stand witiiout any protection

?

They are

all

in

I have never seen anything like it. was quite strong. I then removed all the frames double-walled hives.— Blackstono. Mass.
Perhaps it is what has been termed and the queen, shaking off all the bees in front of
hive, and giving them one frame tilled with
" dry foul brood."
The extra protection would probaFrom what you the
comb with newly laid eggs, and four frames filled
bly be an advantage.— C. C. Miller.
say.I suppose it cannot be chilled or with foundation. Three
days afterward
exsmothered brood.— James Heddon.
I think that it would be an advanamined them and found they had drawn out all
the foundation, except one frame, and a part of tage to build such a wind-break, but
I would pack the hives just as carethis they had cut out and built dn)necombin its
Planting for Honey.
place, and had it filled with egKS. Where did these fully with dry forest leaves or very
eggs come from
Why did they want to rear dry sawdust. G. L. Tinker.
Query. No. 130.— I wish to sow or plant more drones when they had l,ix)0 or more ?— W. C.
The fence would do no harm, and
something that will bloom about the time white
The eggs were probably taken from would probably be of some value
clover fails. What is likely to pay best for honey
alone, or combined with its crop of fruit or seeds ? the comb of eggs given them.
It is when the bees begin flying in the
—Mercer, Co., Ky.
possible, but not probable, that some spring.— W. Z. Hutchinson,
of the workers laid the eggs in the
In my location I would dread the
Try melilot.— C. C. Miller.
drone comb.
I
cannot say what accumulated heat in the summer
Alsike cut so as to delay its bloom. motive induces the bees to do thus.— months, on account of a high fence,
Rocky Mountain bee-plant is a little W. Z. IIUTCUIN.SON.
more that I would fear the winds in
I

—

'I

I

—

—

—

—
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winter in ttie absence of the fence.—
G.
Demauki;.
Witli tlie giowtli on tlie nortli, I
stionlfl think it unnecessary.
If you
luive a soi'ii cellar you had "better use
that for the whole or a part of tlie
bees. At least 1 should do so. A. J.

W

—

€()OK.

Yes, shelter them on the north by
means but let them have all the
sun you can. Dadant & Son.
all

;

I have seen so many colonies die in
the winter with the wind-breaks, and
so many live witliout tliem, that I
consider them as minor aids to suc-

cess—not worth their costand little to
be depended upon for protection.
James IIeddon.

In my opinion it is best to let the
Where this
hiving a swarm in it.
precaution is neglected the bees are bees do their own superseding of
very apt to swarm out.— G.Ij.Tinkeu. queens. The length of a queen's life,
other things being e(iual, depends
I do not think that the color of the
upon the tax that is put upon her layhive had anything to do with the bees ing powers. Perhaps three years is
leaving, except that dark colored ob- the average with our modern managejects absorb more of the heat of the ment.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
sun's rays than do light colored ones.
Queens live to about '.'>}{ years, on
If something aliout a hive, or its surroundings, causes one swann to ab- the average. I do not thiifk the quesscond, Ishould expect the same con- tion of age, however, should be conduct from every swarin put into the sidered in the matter of changing
queens, except so far as it may be
hive.— W. Z. IIUTCIIIN.SON.
taken as a sort of rule to judge of
From the data given it is impos- when they will be apt to fail. I should
sible to more than guess at the cause not change a queen so long as she was
of desertion. I do not think that the laying up to the average. As a rule,
color had anything to do with the queens are jiroductive up to the end
matter. To the last question I would of the second year. I have one now
say no, most decidedly.— J. E. Pond, passed her litth year, that has proved
Jk.
extraordinarily prolific the past seaThe color of the hive had nothing son.— J. E. Pond, Jit.
had bees in
I have
to do with it.
hives of nearly all colors, and have
Either
some
Convention Notices.
seen
no difference.
smell about the hive was offensive to
the bees, or it was a mere accidental
t^W~ The Mai'.vland, Vivg-inia nnrl West Viroccurrence that might never take g-inia Bee-Keepers' Associatinii will ninet In
place again.
In the season of ISSS the f'om-t House at Hagerstown, Md., on

If the hives are located within a
short distance (say a few feet) of the
woodland, I should leave them as
they are; otherwise I sliould build a
tight-board fence about (i feet high
for protection on the north and west
sides.
I
deem the above sufticient
protection without the addition of a
shed roof, although the roof will do
110 harm.— J. E. Pond, Jii.
The fence and shed would be a there was a period during the swarmhelp.— G. M. DooLiTTLE.
ing season when a majority of the
swarms in this part of Kentucky absconded. It was found that a comb
containing pollen given the new
Bees Leaving their Hives.
swarm would keep them every time.
Qaery, No. 130. — My brnther-in-law bought 5 For this reason many thought that a
colonies t>f bees liist sprint:, tliat were in Americiin scarcity of pollen was the cause.— G.

He liad

hives.

tbenr transferred into l.angstrotb

newly made and painted in different colors'
them all right, and did well. About
the middle of June one of them swarmed, and ho
hived it in a new hive that was painted green.
The swarm staid in it until the ne.xt day about
noon, when it came out and went otT. He hived
another swarm in the same hive, and it did likewi^e and so did ab(tut a half dozen more, some
staying until the next day after being: put in the
hive, and building quite a lot of comb. They were
hived in good shape, and had good care. What
made so many leave the hive? Did the color of
the hive h.ive anything to do with it? Is a swarm
more liable to leave when put into a hive where a

W. De'mauee.

ataid ia

Replacing Queens.

left ?-J. S. B.

Perhaps something was wrong
about the hives. Possiblv they did
not like any tiling green a"bout them.
A. J. Cook.
Possibly lieat was the cause. I do

tW

ISS.'j,

m.

at 10 a.

The New

.Jersey

U.A.PiKE.Prcs.

anti

Eastern Bee-

Iveepei-s' Association havlDsr aeceiited
an
invitation to meet with the Mercei" County
Board of Agriculture, of Trenton. N. J.,
will hold their senii-annnal convention ia
the Grand Jury Boom of the (_'ourt House
at Trenton, N. ,J.. on Thursday and Fi;idav,
Nov. ,j and fi, ISS.'i, at 10 a. m. A lull attend-

Query, No. I40.— Isit

best to charge queens
have some that are
and they are in my
They are Syrian queens.

that are three years old

?

I

just as good layers as ever,

:

swarm has

Oct. 21,

ance of the members is requested. To all
persons interested in our vooation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arrangements h:i\'e secured hotel accommodations at reduced rates.
W.M. B. TllE.VDWELL, SCC.

hives,

They

OGl

strongest colonies.
How long do they live ?— F. L.

Unless you have had much experience, you had better let
C. C.Miller.

—

them

alone.

I would never destroy such a queen.
Such old queens, when good, are

often super-excellent for live years.

I^" The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Pioneers' Rooms
in the State Capitol, at Lansing-, Mich., at 9
All wlio have bees
a. m., on Nov. 1'-, 188. >.
or are interested in bee-culture, are invited
E. N. Wood, Sec.
to attend.

IW

The next annual meeting of the

Northern Michiiran Bee-Keoper's Association will be held in the Council Rooms at
Sheridan, Mich., on Oct. '22 and 2^, 188.5.
cordial invitation is extended to all.
F. A. P.LLMER, Sec.

A

Cook.
The Central Illinois Convention will be
have known queens to do good
at Jacksonville, Ills., on Wednesday
business for live years.
However, held
and Thursday, Oct. 28 and 29, 1885.
ClUS. D.iDANT.
not think that color or previous use most of my queens are superseded by
or 4 years old. I let
)iad anything to do with the case.— C. the bees when
the
bees
do
the
changing.—
G.
M.
C. MiLLEIt.
DOOLITTLE.
Honey as Food and Medicine.
I do not think that the color of the
I would never change good queens
hive had any tendency to displease
the bees. I have never noticed that because they are old. The bees will
lEP" To create Honey Markets in e%-ery
a colony was inclined to desert a hive attend to that, and make less mistakes village, town and city, wide-awake honey
than
you are likely to make, no mat- producers should gret the Leaflets "W^hy Eat
that had previously been deserted.—
ter how careful and wise you may be.
James IIeddon.
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
G. W. Demakee.
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
Dark i>aint draws the heat from
I would let the bees do the super- and scatter them plentifully, and the result
tlie rays of the sun, making the inside
of the hive too warm for the bees seding of all valuable and prolific will be a dem.\nd for all of their crops at
unless the hive is shaded. I should queens after they are three years old. remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
say that the bees left on account of They may live to'be five years old, but Medicine " are sold at the following prices
the extreme heat inside the hive.— G. usually not more than three.— G. L.
Single copy. 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
A.

—

J.

I

.S

—

:

M. DOOLITTLE.

Tinker.

prefer white to any other color for
hives, and I paint tliera all alike. The

No,- let the bees do it themselves;
or at least do not change them until
you see that they are decreasing in
their breeding capacity. Dadant

I

green

paint

may

have

contained

arsenic, as much of the green paint
does. This may have been the reason
the bees would not stay in the hive.
hive standing in the sun should be
shaded for three days at least after

A

;

:

Vivo hundred will he sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $13,00.
orders of 100 or more, we will jjrint, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

hundred, $2.50.

&

On

Son.
To s:ive aivay a copy of " Honej' a? Food
I do not know that it is.
I cannot and Medicine " to every one who buys a
advise such a change. (Jueens live 3, package of honey, will sell almost any quan4 and o years.— James IIeddon.
tity of it.

;
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Explanatory.— The Dgures before
indicate the number of j-ears that

names

the
the

person has kept bees.

Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the j'ear may require.

©

This marli
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
5 north of the centre 9 south Ot east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; N3 northwest;
o^southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
;

;
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Small Hives

vs.

large Hives.

CHAS. DADANT.

The arguments of Mr. Ilutchiuson,
in favor of small hives, on page 631,
can be thus condensed
1. Success depends on securing the
largest possible quantity of honey
with the least possible expenditure of
capital and labor. 2. Having bees at
the right time is one grand secret of
success, and after having gotten tlie
bees, it is better to compel them to
store the honey in the sections by
:

contracting the uroodchamber.
is of

3.

no importance whether honey

It
is

very often colonies in small hives give
Which
100 per cent, of swarms.
method is the more expensive V In
both, the large and the small hives,
the bees will cover the frames in the
same ratio, each comb, in both liives,
being covered with about 0,500 bees.
Generally, when a swarm issues, it
takes out of the parent colony about
two-thirds of its bees; therefore, the
swarm from a hive containing .50,000
bees will number about 33,300 bees.
The supporters of the so-called contracting method will hive this swarm
If we divide 33,300
on five combs.
(the number of bees of the swarm) by
•5, the number of
the combs on which
the swarm is hived, we tind that every
one of these -5 combs will be covered,
on the average, by 0,660 bees.
In the parent colony, before swarming, the bees were spread on the average at the ratio of about 6,.50O on each
comb; the same bees, in the new
hive, are now spread on each comb at
the ratio of 6,666, or, in other terms,
the contraction method has crowded
only 166 bees more on every comb.
But as in the new colony there is no
brood to replace the daily mortality
of the bees, and as the life of a worker
bee is very short in the honey season,
the very next day the number of bees
on every comb of the new colony will
be reduced below the ratio on the
combs of the colony in the 12-frame
hives, which has not swarmed, and
every day after the number of bees in
the liew colony will decrease until it
is increased again by the bees that
tlie Ileddon method takes from the
parent colony 8 days atter to prevent

stored in 10 or lUU hives.
Let me remark tirst that this last
proposition is contradictory to the
after- swarming.
lirst, for it is more expensive to proLet us return to the parent colony.
vide bees with lUO than with 10 hives. After the departing of the swarm it
I do not think that Mr. Hutchinson remains with only 16,000 bees spread
will c'eiiy that in a good season most on 8 combs, or at the ratio of 2,100
queens can lay 3,000 eggs per day, on bees to the comb, and of course its
the average. In our 10 and 11 fraiue bees are very far from being crowded
Qiiinby hives, ottering to tbe queens yet the poor old colony is doomed to
the surface of about 13 Langstrotb be depopulated again S days after.
frames, we have seen, in good seasons, Then IMessrs. Heddon, Hutchinson,
in nearly every hive, nearly all the and others will reduce the number of
combs tilled with brood; therefore, a its combs to live
12-frame Langstrotli hive can have
But this contraction method is very
7.5,000 workers at the beginning of the
strange to my mind. These gentlecrop, while an S-frame hive will have
men had 50,000 bees on 8 combs after
only .50,000 bees; tlie laying of the
swarming, these .50,000 bees were disqueen in the last hive having been tributed, it is true, on 13 combs, reshortened by lack of room. If vve duced 8
days after to 10 combs, i.e..
reckon these ligures on 40 colonies, increased from the original 8 combs
wetindthat the lli- frame hives will to 10 and they call that the contracthave 3.000,000 workers, and the 8- ing method
It seems to me that I
frame ones only 2,000,000; or, in other would have named it the enlarging
terms, it will take (iO s-frame hives to method.
contain as many workers as can be
While all this interfering of the
reared in 40 l^frame hives. But 60
contracting bee-keeper with his bees
small hives will be more expensive
(at a time when it is more protitable
than 40 large ones.
to let them alone, with the sole preYet that is not all. The queens and caution of furnisliing them with comb
bees in the large hives will be satis- or room to store their harvest)— while
tied, and will show it by remaining this interfering goes on let us see
in their hives
while the queens and what happens in uhe 12 frame hive.
bees in the small hives will manifest The bees are as crowded as those in
their dissatisfaction
by swarming. the contracted hive, and work in the
Then the owner of the 40 large hives, surplus boxes with eagerness. They
if he
provides them with surplus did not lose a single hour in making
comb or comb foundalion in time, preparations to swarm, in swarming,
will need only .5 C)r V surplus hives, to in
becoming accustomed to their
bouse a few occasional swarms while change of location, etc., and of course
the owner of the (iO small hives will their crop is consequently a little
liave to prepare about (iO other hives larger; for the loss of a single day,
to receive his numerous swarms
for during the honey harvest, may cause
;

!

!

!

;

;

1

;

;

;

a loss at least of 5 or 10 pounds of
honey.

"Mr. Dadant," my opponent

will

a producer of extracted honey,
and it is for that reason that he does
not agree with us on this method of
contracting the brood-chamber." As
my bees, in their large hives, are as
crowded as the bees of Mr. Hutchinson, in his small hives, were crowded
say,"

is

beform swarming, and as his swarms
hived on 5
combs are not more
crowded, I am unable to see in what
particular his small hives and his contraction method can, in any way, compel the bees to store more extracted
or comb honey in his hive than in

Of course Mr. Hutchinson ob-

mine.

by hiving his
it is a mistake to think that it is because he
gives them a narrower room than
they used to have before swarming ;
but because he returns them to about
the same conditions, as to the quantity of bees, proportionally to the
space occupied before.
In the beginning of this article I
have proved that bee-keeping is less
expensive with large than with small
hives, and in the last part I think I
have proved also that there is less expense of labor for the same results, or
for better results, in large than in
since we dispense with
small hives
the work of hiving so many svi'arms,
of reducing the hives, and of driving
out the bees to avoid after-swarms.
Hamilton,*o Ills.
better

tains

swarms on

result

combs; but

5

;

Fur tbe

Southern

Amennan Hee

Journal.

Illinois Convention.

The Southern Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association met in Teague & Harris'
Hall, at Uuquoin, Ills., on Oct. 1, ISSo,
and was called to order by Vice-President (1. M. Dixon, of Parish, Ills. The
President being absent, ^Ir. Vfm.
LSenton, was chosen
Chairman pro tern. The minutes of
the last meeting were read and ap-

Hutchinson, of

proved.
The question, "Which is the best
strain of bees V" was then discussed,
and the Italians seemed to have the
most friends among the members
present.
topics were " The best
of introducing queens," and
best method of Italianizing an

The next
method

" The
apiary."
In discussing " The best method of
wintering bees," ^Mr. C. ^1. Dixon
said that they needed plenty of honey,
just enough ventilation, and should
be kept warm and be looked after
frequently.
The best way to handle bees without stinging, and the best way to
keep comb honey, were questions that
received considerable attention.
The following were chosen as ofAVm.
ficers for the ensuing year:

Hutchinson, President; 0. M. Dixon,
Vice-President; F. II. Kennedy, Secretary and A. C. McElvain, Treas;

urer.
to meet
Duquoin, Ills., on the second
Thursday in April, 1SS6.

The convention adjourned

in

F.

II.

Kennedy,

Sec.

:
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Facts and Figures— The
(iKO. K.

Honey

Crop.

niLTON.

The New York Mail and Express
has

llie

following article which I send

Amehican Bee JouitNAL.
There are several good points in the
article, and a vote of thanks are due
Mr. Henry Segelken for the stand he
has taken and the facts stated in ref-

for the

erence to the adulteration of honey. I
wish it could be given the circulation
the "Wiley lie" has had. Here is
the article which was also copied
into the Thiladelphia Orocer
To ascertain tlie condition of the
honey crop this season, a reporter for
the Mail and Express called on Mr.
Henry Segelken, the chief of the

honey department of Thurber, Whyland

&

Co..

who

said

:

"

An unusually

honey was produced all
through tlie United States last year.
California had the largest and Knest
large crop of

663

which iireventthe bees from working.
If this be the case, the suliject will no
nuiinly for manufacturing purposes doubt be considered and discussed at
by bakers, confectioners, druggists the bee-keepers' conventions, and
and others requiring honey in large some remedy devised to get rid of the
quantities. Much has been done in pests."
late years to put up comb honey in
an attra(;tive shape, and thus create
For the American Bee JournaL
a demand. The beekeepers of this
State have the reputation of putting
"Wintering Bees.
up their honey in the most salable
style.
In former years the comb
.1. H. ANDRE.
honey sent into the market was
in
clumsy, rough-looking
packed
Almost constantly for 17 years I
boxes, weighing from 4 to 6 pounds have kept bees, and during that time
taken
were
each,,1ust as the combs
I do not recollect of having lost a
from the hive. Now it is all put up good healthy colony with plenty of
neatly
sections,
1
or
2
pound
in
If I ever lost any it was
honey.
cleaned. In most instances these are caused by
trying to winter late
When I
fitted with glass on both sides of the swarms with poor honey.
comb, or packed in handsomely- labeled practiced out-door wintering the bees
paper cartoons."
were put in a shed built for that pur'•
How do prices range?"'
pose, having a tight roof, bottom,
" Prices rule low. '^ancy white ends and back, and with an open
clover honey is selling at from 12 to 14 front facing to the south, or a little
Inferior grades southeast is better, and away from
cents per pound.
range from 10 to 12 cents per pound. the shade of buildings or trees. It
Extracted white clover honey, in was built just high enough from the
to accommodate the
barrels, realizes from 6 to S cents per bottom-board
The Southern honey, being hives, probably 2 feet, with a shed
pound.
very irregular in quality, sells at from roof to carry water off the backside.
50 to 00 cents per gallon. New Y^ork The bottom should be 2 feet from the
honey, and that produced in the At- ground, and the posts that support
lantic States, appears to be more the shed should have strips of tin
nailed around them to keep the mice
favorably received this season."
" Is bee-keeping a large industry ?"
away from the hives.
Bees placed in such a shed will get
" The keeping of bees is a much
sun, are pro" Comb lioney is to some extent a
luxury.
Kxtracled honey is used

crop ever gathered in the State. Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania and New York also had very
large crops, but the nuality was nothing extra. The California honey was
seiit in very large quantities to LonIt
don and the European markets.
also was fouiul in New York. Philadelphia and Boston, where it became
a forniidalile rival to the native product. The result was that the marthan many persons
ket became overstocked, and prices larger industry
Some of the most
naturally declined. Comb honey sold have any idea of.
Iirominent bee-keepers in New York
as low as from 10 to lo cents per
colonies, and
pound, while the finest California ex- State have from 500 to 800
season be favorable,
tracted honey could have been liought produce, if the
from 20,000 to 30,000 pounds of honey
at from 4 to fi cents per pound. The
every year."
result was tliat a large quantity was
" is honey adulterated much V"
In" fact,
carried over to this year.
" Many persons are of tlie opinion
the most of it was disposed of this
that comb honey is, or can be adulsummer."
" What about this year's product V" terated. This is not the case. Such
opinion would be perfectly ridiculous,
" This season the crop is lighter.
were it not for the wonders of science
My advices from California show that in this day and generation. Modern
the amount produced is very small. inventionhas gone so far as to stamp
That State will not have any for ex- out of beeswax a 'comb foundation.'
port.
It will have barely eiiough to upon which the bees could build their
supply the home market, and may cells, thus saving the time of the
have to call upon other localities. busy little insects forgathering honey
Michigan, AViscoufin, and Illinois which otherwise would be devoted co
have only a fair crop this season. In making the thick ground-work upon
New York, Vermont and Pennsyl- which the cells are built.
centrifvania, however, there has been" a ugal
machine lias been invented
large i)roduction, and unlike last year whereby the cells can be emptied
it is of excellent quality.
It is evi- without breaking them more than is
dent that the bees have been working necessary to take olf the outside caps,
among the white clover and linden so that the combs can be replaced
blossoms, for the honey is mostly of again in the hive, to be filled again by
Hardly any the bees. Thus time has been econa strictly white color.
buckwheat honey has been produced omized. But science has never yet
this season, as the night frosts have been eipial to the task of filling these
cut off the llinv and thus stopped the ceils artificially, and capping them
bees from working on the buckwheat over in the inimitable styleof nature's
blooms. Louisiana, Florida, Georgia, workers. Thus you see comb lioney
and Virginia had a good crop. Most could not be adulterated with safety."
of the Southern honey, however, is
••
It is reported that the honey crop
extracted from the combs and sent is a failure in several Western States."
to the market in barrels.
Fully To
"So I have been informed, and
per cent, of the Southern lioney comes various reasons have been assigned
to the New York market.
In some for-this. I do rot regard it as a departs of Florida a very fine honey is cided failure.
]?ut there will be a
produced from the orange blossoms. short crop.
Instead of exporting
It has a delicious flavor, and is light honey it will be necessary for the
in color."
West to purchase from the Atlantic
" What is the principal kind of seaboard.
Some ascribe the failure
honey sold V"
of the honey crop to grasshoppers,

A

the full benefit of the
tected from cold winds, and w^ll get
warmth enough from the sun when it
shines to move around and obtain
food ; but if they were packed on the
summer stands the sun would not
warm through the packing, and this
very packing that is so much talked
of, "would be sure death to the bees.
I have found that a low temperature for a long time is much more to
he feared than severe cold for a week
at a time, if we can once in a while
have a day so warm as to warm the
bees enough to jiartake of food. All
colonies that are packed on the sumnot packed warm
mei- stands, if
enough to protect them from cold
and enable them to partake of food
at any time, are much worse off than
for a few
those not packed at all
hours of sunshine would warm the
ones not protected, and have no effect
All colonies should
on the others.
have the debris removed from the
hives once in 2 or '^ weeks.
;

If I were compelled to winter my
bees out-doors in thef iitiire. and there
came on a cold spell of a week or ten
days, during which time I thought
the bees could not get food, I would
take them to a room and warm them
gradually during the day, letting them
(|uiet down during the liight, and take
them out again in the morning.
If in door wintering is practiced,

a temperature of 40°

is

best,

and this

then enable one to keep fruit in
the same room if desired, without
being too warm. If bees are kejit in
a room where the temperature falls
below the freezing point, it should be
warmed gradually to 50- on one day
of each week.
I have tried the plan of raising the
hive to give space under the frames.
will

:
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and

so well that I shall always solving the wintering problem. Bees,
where a loose bottom will if left to themselves, would seal up
admit of it. It is very simple. Make every crack and crevice with propolis,
a frame an incli or two deep, and the making the hive water-tight except at
size of hive, and place it between the the entrance. Now if absorbents are
hive and the bottom-board. One end beneficial, why do the bees do thisV
should be loose so the debris can be Can it be possible tliat the bees would
removed without trouble.
do, in their natural way, what is conLockwood,9 N. Y..
trary to their own good V Let us
like

follow

it

it.

think a minute. Instinct does not
teach the bees that there is any covPlowman
ering except what is immediately
Seasonable Hints— Wintering Bees. over them, and it probably also
teaches them that it must be waterC. H. DIIiBERN.
proof to shed the rains, or they would
certainly perish were there no other
October is again here with its frosty covering during our winters.
Bees
nights and falling leaves. The sea- work
entirely
in
harmony witti
son for honey gathering is now over, nature, and can be handled and cared
and the next work for the bee-kt- eper for as easily and as certainly as any
is to see that his bees are properly kind of animals, if we but work In
prepared for the winter. All honey the right way.
boxes of whatever kind should be reSeptember did not prove a very
moved and stored in some dry place good montli for honey, and the season
for future use.
If anv colonies are closes with a very liglit crop secured.
short of honey, some' extra combs We have the consolation, however,
should be giveii them
if none are at that what we did get is first-class, and
band, then a syrup made of
sugar there will be but little trouble in sellshould be fed to them.
All feeding ing it at a fair price. The bees have
should be done inside the hive, and also abundant and good stores for
should be given them in tlie evening, winter.
Generally, bee-keepers have
so that the bees will have it all stored more than made good the losses of
away in their combs before morning. the past disastrous winter. Those
good deal of care is necessary at that gave their bees proper attention
this time, as robber bees are trouble- have probably secured honey enough
some, and the only safe plan is not to to pay them" as well as any other
expose honey or syrup in the open air. work. The possibilities of the future
Robbing is easily prevented, but not are as great now as ever, and also easily controlled after it has once together the bee-keeper need not be
commenced in an apiary. If many discouraged.
hives are to be opened, it sliould be
Milan, ND Ills.
done late in tlie afternoon, or otherwise, the hives lieing carried to some
For tlie American IK-e Jourmiu
room wliere robber bees cannot enter.
All work of this kind should be done
More
Misrepresentation.
vow, as it is diHicult and disagreeable
work in cold weather. Bees are very
E. .J. FULLEll.
cross too, when exposed in cold
weather, and everything comes apart
EonoR Bee Jouun.\l :— I send
with a snap.
you the following from the PhiladelDecide now liow you are going to phia 2'imes, which does a great inwinter your bees. If no suitable cel- justice to bee-keepers and the pursuit
lar is at hand, then they ought to be of bee-keeping. Here is the article
made as comfortable as possil)le on in full
the summer stands. Where but few
" The adulteration of food has been
colonies are kept this is easy enough. practiced to such an extent that purgood plan is to place tlie hive in- cliasers no longer expect to get a pure
side of a dry-go«ds box, and pack it article; even wlien paying the highest
all around with leaves or straw, leavprices. It is generally believed that
ing an entrance for the bees.
But two-thirds of the milk sold in all our
where many are to be cared for this great cities is deprived of half its
is impracticable, and I iirmly believe,
cream; it is known that butter is
all things considered, a drv cellar Is
made from beef fat and cotton-seed
miicli the best.
But if that cannot be oil; maple syrups have lately been
had, then the bees should be packed made from anything of a sweet nain the best way possible.
It should ture, and now it is stated that most
be remembered that It is not exactly of the lioney we eat is manufactured,
the cold that kills the bees.
iNIany and that much of it has not even a
causes combine in a cold winter to drop of genuine lioney about it. The
bring disaster to the bees, and this Is alleged honey was first sold in this
what so greatly puzzles beekeepers.
city some live or six years ago.
Its
To insure successful wintering, it is sale at first was scunt, but for the past
of great importance that the stores two years it has become very popular,
upon which depend the health and and it Is claimed that there is now
warmth of the bees, are first-class. but little else to be found in the marThe moisture generated by tlie bees ket. Some of it is sold as manufacshould be absorbed by some covering tured honey, though a great deal of it
directly over the bees, and allowed to is dealt out to unsuspecting jiiirpass off through holes in the caps. chasers for the natural product of the
All hives should be examined to see honey-bee.
that the roofs do not leak. These are
"The spurious kind is usually put
general suggestions, ami the bee- up in little square boxes, which sell
keeper nuist use his own judgment in for i') to 30 cents a pound. It looks
;

A

A

A

like honey, and it is said that it takes
an excellent judge to tell that it is a
fraud on the bee. The comb is manufactured with such skill that few
can tell it from the genuine article.
It is made from parafiine or beeswax,
and the honey is blown into it by
machinery. Another kind put up in

glass vessels like ordinary jelly packages, the centre of which contains a
piece of honey-comb, and the honey is
made by pouring about six parts of
glucose around one part of honey in
the comb. Some of it is adulterated
with glucose, some with cane sugar,
and others liy heating ordinary sugar

with an acid, but it all resembles
honey, and to a certain extent has its
flavor and odor."
This is the same old story of misrepresentation. What do you think
of

it V

Beaver Centre,-o Pa., Oct.

2, 188.5.

but the reiteration of that
"scientific pleasantry" which Prof.
Wiley wrote for the Science Monthly,
and which he says he thought was
a lie too big for any one to believe,
and so wrote it for the fanoi seeing
how many fools there were who would
give credence to it.
[It

is

'

The

fabricator

roily

is

now

ele-

vated to the position of United States
chemist— but we know of no good
reason for his having such an office,
unless It is that he has invented and
promulgated one of the biggest lies of
this age.— Editou.]
For the American Bee Journal.

Value of Queens, the Season,

etc.

D. U. KO.SEUR0UGII.

What value is there in a queen V I
should say five dollars and to prove
that a queen is worth that much to
me, 1 will state my experience.
If
the bee-keeper has a queen on hand
queenless
or
divided
colgive
to
a
to
ony, that colony will make up the S-5
in honey. This year I had six laying
;

queens whicti I gave to 6 colonies,
and from eacli of them I obtained
about 8f pounds of honey. How about
the colonies that had to rear their
own queens ? Some of them swarmed
the second time, and one of them

swarmed four times.
pounds of honey

is

as

Thirty-three

much

as any of

produced, and some only 10
So it will be clearly seen
pounds.
that having a queen at the right lime
frequently makes her very valuable.

them

If a

swarm

while In the

of

air,

bees loses its queen
and a frame of brood
rear a queen is given

from which to
them, one will soon see the difference
in

the

amount

of surplus obtained.

3 1 had 2 swarms that
swarmed in the air at the same time,
but I hived them without much difficulty. They were very large swarms,

On

.July

ami one of them " balled " its queen
liiit by giving it a frame of brood they
reared a queen, and now have plenty
of honey for winter; but from it I
;

GG5
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" What do you think is the cause
" There is another mystery. I liave
carefully considered the question you of it V"
" Grasshoppers '.'" was the quick reask ; it has arisen in my own mind
many a time. I have come to the ply. " 1 knew as early as ,Iune, I beconclusion that the reason is in the lieve, that there wouldn't be much
lack of electricity in the air, ordi- honey this year, when I saw what imElectricity has much to do mense numbers of little grasshoppers
season. My neighlmrs say tliat their narily.
sweets in nature's there were in my clover. Yes, it was
bees have done nothing. I often tell with the storing of
as early as that. When grasshoppers
them to take the ]!ke Journal and laboratory. Of course I do not mean are thick they spoil the honey prosHashes iu the
follow its instructions, and then they the electricity that
clouds or takes the form of lightning- pects."
will learn how to rear bees and how
" Why, Mr. Weinhardt, bow do you
all-pervading,
to work them to the best advantage bolts, but an invisible,
electric element know that V"
quiet
and
generally
after they have them reared.
" That's what we always believed
in the atmosphere, which has someI winter my bees on the summer thing to do with the storing of honey- in the old country, and it was always
stands, and I would advise all begin- dew for the bees.
Don't you know, the grassI have noticed so there.
ners to prepaie their hives so that no many a time that just before a hoppers have been increasing here
mice can enter them, pack them well, thunder-storm gathers, the bees will every year for three or four years,
and see tliat the bees have plenty of be very active in flight, and will and every year we have had less
honey.
After having done this, let gather honey very fast. These obser- honev
This year the country has
them alone for as sure as the hive is vations take me to the conclusion swarmed with grasshoppers, and the
opened frequently, and the cold air is that 1 have reached concerning elec- bees couldn't gather honey.
The
allowed to strike the bees, just so tricity in the production of sweets in grasshoppers gathered the honey-dew;
sure will they have no bees in the the flowers."
or, if they didn't do that, they sucked
spring. At least this has been my
" Well, but the honey-gathering the juices from the stalks of blossoms
experience.
season ends for the bee from the tirst so that they were not deposited in the
I have 55 colonies that are in good to the middle of September, does it flowers.
It is a fact, I tell you, and
condition for winter, and if tiiere is not V
And what will the bees do nothing to laugh at In South Gersuch a thing as liaving colonies too themselves for their necessary stores many it was always the case.
strong in bees to winter well, mine through the fall, winter and spring V" father kept bees, and he often said
are ot that class.
" It must be remembered that the that the bees wouldn't do much when
bee won't
thick.
Casey ,o« Ills., Oct. 12, 18^5.
bees gather enough honey for them- grasshoppers were
grasshopper has
That is the case this year. touch a flower that asomehow
selves.
as soon
it can tell
Davenport Democrat.
Tliey have stored enough for their been on
a tlower. There's
own use, but have very little surplus as it gets near such
from the stuff the grassthe Honey Crop is Small.
fur the producers. Why, I can show an odor
on everything it
leaves
you how it is. I have about 140 colo- hopper

received no surphis. Tlieotlier

swarm

produced 50 pounds of nice lioney.
Ttiis has
been one of the best
honey-seasons since I began to lieep
bees.
My bees wintered well last
winter, and they liave done well this

":'

;

!

My

A

;

Why

like.
"Good prospect for honey this fallr"' iiies of bees, and if it had been a good touches that the bees don't
it isn't
was the question addressed to Mr. .J. honey season they would have yielded That's news to you? Well, it, if the
And, you mark
J. Nagle, one of the most prominent me 10,000 pounds of honey. I had news to me.
over the numapiarists in experience and number 10,000 pounds iu 1882, 3,000 pounds in grasshoppers increase
the same ratio
of colonies of bees in Scott county, 1883, and 3,000 pounds last year. JJut bers of this year, in
increased the last few
Iowa.
this year I have only three hundred that they have
honey
" Very poor, I am sorry to say. pounds, so far.
You see there is a years, there won't be enough
There will be the lightest yield of great failure in yield. Then, besides, in the fall of 1886 for the bees themsurplus for ihj
lioney this locality has known in re- it is not generally known that Scott selves— let alone any
cent years— I mean since bee-keeping county lost half" its bees— yes, more humau family— in this locality.

has been engaged in so extensively,
for you know that it is only 10 to \2
years that bees were kept elsewhere
than on farms, and as incident to
farming in this portion of the West,
and the reward ot tlie apiarist will be
light indeed this year— not honey
enough to compensate for the care
and trouble of maintaining colonies
extensively."

"How

do

you

strange failure.

account for this

No fault of

the bees,

it y"
" Xo, sir— O, no. The failure is in
a secret of nature, which has not been
divulged as yet.
In some years
flowers secrete no honey
they may
be abundant in every variety, and yet
the bees will explore them in vain for
sweets. They may perfume the air
about them, lade the air heavily witli
odors, and yield little or nothing for
the bee. This year there were many
flowers
spring
flowers
summer
flowers wpre abundant iu all varieties
of wild and cultivated flora, and many
of us believed it would be a good year
for honey
but the bees found only
enough sweets for their own uses.
At the opening of the clover season
the bees gathered a good deal of
honey, but before long the clover

was

;

—

;

;

than lialf— last winter, through the
long spell of extreme cold. But that
would have been
is not it ;_ there
honey enough it the flowers had
yielded it. Why, there are 1,000 colonies of bees in the county, and all the
apiarists are in the same boat. I have
talked with, or heard from probably
the largest bee-keepers in tliis- region, and all report the same failure
of the honey crop."
" Well, I suppose we must import
our lioney this fall, then V"
"But the failure is not confined to
There is failure nearly
this region.
The same complaint
everywhere.

comes from

California.

There

is

one

corner in Indiana, and a section of
Central Texas in which there is a good
yield of

honey

this year.

But

in

Ken-

tucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa,
and California— States which produce
the most honey there is failure as a

—

rule."

Out in Cleona Township lives Mr.
Henry AVeiuhardt, who keeps 30 to 40
The reporter met
colonies of bees.
him and asked, " IIow are the times
Cleona y"

in

Keeping Bees
A. T.

in

a Family Room.

ALDRICH.

In propounding the question relative to keeping bees in a
(see Query, No. 125), my
was to ascertain if it had

warm room
main object

been tested
and from the answers given 1 con;

clude that it has not been tested
very thoroughly. Allow me to give
my experience in the matter.
On June 28,1883,1 hived a swarm
of bees in one of Worrall's observatory hives, and placed it at the end of
my desk in the post-oftice, near a large
window on the west side of the room.
They did fairly well during the sumas soon as cold
I expected
mer.
weather came on, that the heat in tlie
room would cause them to fly out into
the cold air, and I would have to move
them to the cellar but to my surprise
they were more quiet than bees on
the summer stands, so I allowed them
;

to

"Good— plenty
we

For the Amerlcin Beo Journal.

remain

in that position

all

winter.

They came out bright and strong in
the spring, and were the first of 20
swarm. They
colonies to cast a
suppose V" stored more than an average quantity
of surplus honey in sections, and went

of everything; and
out all right in corn,

are coming
too," was the reply.
blossoms were found to be almost
" Plenty of honey, too, I
destitute of sweets.''
queried the reporter.
"Do you know of any reason for " No, I forgot about honey
this phase of the honey failure ?"
a poor yield of honey."

— there's

into winter quarters strong in honey
and bees.

:
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Last winter was a very cold one, ss of the field and not upon the number
well know, but the bees kept per- of colonies employed.
If a farmer,
fectly
quiet and came out in tlie having 15 colonies with as many
spring fully as strong as they did the queens, wishes them transferred into
year before; in fact they did not movable-frame hives, asks which hive
speck the suow at all on their first is the best for the production of comb
flight— a thing tliat rarely occurs in honey, finds that he may not expect
this part of the country. They were more honey from 15 8-frame hives
among the first to cast a swarm in the than from 12 12 frame hives, he will
spring of 188.5, stored more than an certainly adopt the latter; for the
average amount of surplus honey dur- question is, how to get the most
ing the summer, and are now the honey from what colonies we have,
strongest colony in bees and honey of and not how to gather all the honey
my 50 colonies. I think, could they the country yields.
have been on the ea^it side of the
Xow, let me make the assertion
building, they would have done still that, a hire is too small if it does not albetter, for they got no snnsliine until low the queen to lay to tlie utmost of her
the afternoon," which made them late breeding capacity previous to the honey
in flying on cool mornings.
crop.
Disprove' it, who can.
Wilcox,© Pa., Oct. 9, 1885.
Hamilton,*© Ills.
all

For the American Bee JoumaL
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Bees Swarming Late.

Eight or Ten Frame Hives ?
C.

I'.

DADANT.

L.

J.

;

;

crop.

One restriction, however: Do not
understand me to say that each queen
will till every comb of a I2-frame hive
with brood before the honey crop, but
it is not a good hive unless it allows
each queen to exercise her utmost
prolificness in producing bees fur the
honey harvest.
The 12-frame hive
allows

itself to

be contracted for the

needs of the queen and of the season
while the 8-lrame hive does not allow itself to t)e widened to suit the
prolificness of the queen
Mr. Hutchinson thinks that the
yield of honey depends upon the area
;

!

wintering.

Three days from tliat time the
weather became warm and I commenced brushing the bees in front of
the

other

smoking

hive,

after

them both.

thoroughly

My

surprise

may be imagined, when upon taking
out the last frame,
ized

two

U. E. Dodge's Apiary.

A

reporter of the Censor gives the
following account of his visit

Whether

bees

have

reasoning

powers

or not is still a debatable
question. Certainly their actions indicate co-operaiive work under a distinct form of government, although
the system has not yet been found
out. It is a most interesting study,
and to talk with one who understands
it, brings to light many interesting
and peculiar facts. Such a oue is Mr.
U. E. Dodge, whose neat, perfect
farm of "ten acres enough " lies on
Spring Street, in Fredonia, and who,
besides producing delicious fruits and
perfect vegetables, keeps, for profit
and entertainment, 223 colonies of
bees. I do not believe that there are

many hundred-acre farms in the
county that yield more profit than

KEYES.

Finding one of my colonies of bees
Mr. Ileddon says that my article on
page 58.5, is " but an aggregation of too liglit for wintering, on Oct. 1,1
assertions."
Is it anything but an placed in the cap a feeder filled with
assertion to say as he does tt)at " the sugar syrup, which at once tlie bees
strongest colonies die of diarrhea r"' commenced to take below. This was
Both Mr. Ileddon and Mr. Hutchin- at evening. At 11 a.m. the next day
son seem to agree that there is more a swarm issued from this hive and
profit in economizing the additional clustered on an apple tree near by
combs we use in each hive and the but as I had noticed many robber bees
proliticuess of the queen. Mr. Iled- around the hive, my first conclusions
don even says that I entirely ignore were that the bees had been driven
his arguments based on the econ- out by some means yet unknown to
omy of capital. I did ignore them, me. After placing the swarm in a
but siaiply because I thought ;SIr. II. paper hive, I carefully examined them,
would see their fallacy without my but found no queen. Just before
putting them back I went to the old
showing it.
A beehive and its combs in ordi- hive where I found a bee taking from
the
entrance a half-dead queen,
nary circumstances, and with a careful owner, will last at least 15 seasons. which I secured.
Now let us suppose, as Mr. Ileddon Xever having read of anything like
thinks, tliat it is very costly.
^Ir. this, and supposing that the robbers
Ileddon's hive with 8 frames will cost had killed tlie queen, I replaced the
say $2..50 tlie foundation for the 8 swarm that came out and closed up
frames, say 80 cents, making a total the hive until evening, removing the
of S:;.30 fo'r 15 years' use. My liive feeder from the cap.
I then sought
with 12 frames will cost for 6 feet of out a weak colony and placed this
hmiber more and i frames more, say hive by it preparatory to transferring
50 cents additional, and 4 combs of them to the other hive, as a qu'eenless
foundation, 10 cents, making an extra colony would be of no account in

and extraordinary (V) outlay of fiO
cents more for 15 years" use.
Can
Mr. Heddon and ;Mr. Hutchinson say
tliat this is worth mentioning against
the great loss caused by not allowing
the average queens their full capacity
in the spring when the most bees are
needed V This extra outlay will be
repaid in the very first year by the
extra number of bees liatched in
nearly every colony before the honey

Fredonia Censor.

A Visit to Mr.

I found a fertilqueen upon the comli, as well as
queen- cells.
The bees had

actually swarmed at that late day,
but at the last moment the queen liad
refused to go, and had returned after
going, only to be killed by the remaining bees or by the robbers. It was
the virgin queen that was killed.
I have written the above for the
benefit of those who know as little
about bees as I do, that if they should
meet with such an experience, before
concluding that the colony is queenless, they would examine it and thus
save a good colony of bees. Probably
some of the prominent apiarists wliii
aiiswer queries, can
explain this
curious freak in this colony of bees.
Xora Springs, 6 Iowa, Oct. 10, 1885.

these ten acres that are scientifically
worked. He has a carpenter shop
with a foot-lathe and full equipment
of carpenter tools, where, on rainy
days and during the winter, the farm
tools
are repaired, bee-hives constructed, and also boxes for honey and
crates for fruits are made there is
the house for extracting honey, and a
;

neat little office where Mr. Dodge has
his papers, and where he writes for
agricultural
and bee papers, and
studies his books.
On agriculture,
horticulture or bees, he is an encyclopoedia of information drawn from
practical experience.
" I have kept bees," said Mr.Dodge,
" for tliirty years, but I did not know

anything about it until about six
years ago when I commenced making
a business of it. There is more about
bees that is interesting than anything
I have ever handled (not to speak of
the stings), and I have become intensely interested in them. Besides,
they are the most profitable, and in
proportion to their size they produce
more than any animal that a farmer
can keep."
Mr. Dodge has some colonies of pure
Italians and some of Syrian or HolyLand bees, but the larger part are of
mixed races which he says for honeyThe
producing are just as good.
Italians are docile, but not as busy as
the Holy-Land bees, though the latter
have the name of being easily
The Syrians wear burnirritated.
they
side whiskers down their sides
are indefatigable workers, but breed
if
give
it
is
doubtful
they
fast
that
so
any more surplus, requiring more food
;

for the colony.

Mr. Dodge keeps about 40 combs of
honey on hand for the winter to re-iuforce colonies that run short of food
supply. Ttiey can be fed syrup and
but this does not produce
water,
honey.
Thev store it in cells- the
same, but it is only syrup after all.
" Bees do not make honey," says Mr.
Dodge; "that is the nectar of the
flowers.
store it.

They simply gather

it

and

have now on liand, and
with that which is in the hives, exclusive of the brood-chambers, about
5,000 pounds of honey."
I

;
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this thumb
WhilP talking and idly watctiinK a opening of the notch
Mr. Dodge called the presses and retains the antenna withreporter's attention to an niieasy l>ee in the ilDtcli, and wipes the under side
that was circlinR around the hive. of it, and may serve at other times as
" Tliat." he said, "is a robber or a brace to support the joint.
The number of teeth is about lifty,
scout from another colony, to lind out
liow strong this colony is. It will placed close together and even. The
leg has its comb for the right
able
to
right
and
if
piiss
watch its chance,
the sentries undetected, will load it- anleinne, and the left for the left
self with honey, and when it comes aiiteniiic; the combs are used either
again it has an army at its back. The alternately, or both are applied at the
;

liive of Italians,

only resistance is made at the barriers wliere ttiere is some slaughter."
Tiie Syrian robber that we were
watching did not succeed, for not
being able to give the " pass-word,"
it was immediately seized by the rear
legs and pushed 'oft tlie platform,
being able to escape wltli its life. " If
there are bees enougli to cover the
comb," said Mr. Dodge, " robbers
will not come." lie kept his hives
pretty evenly populated by strengthening weak colonies with brood-combs
from more populous hives.
Instead of a glass box, honey is
now put up for market by the bees in
a frame 4x4 inches on the inside, and
tills being put into a paper box, it
looks as pretty as a box of confectionery. In this frame a bit of thin
foundation is placed so that the bees
will start the comb straight. Tliere
are 2H of these small frames, holding
just about enough for table use, held
in a large crate or case the size of the
hive.
For liquid honey, a strong
foundation and frame of tlie full size
of the hive is used. This, when lilled,
is placed inside of a cylinder which
revolves, and tlie caps tirst being
taken from the cells, the honey is sent
out by centrifugal force.
Bee- Keepers' Magazine.

The Pecten

or

Comb

of the Bee.

Not the least wonderful feature in
the anatomy of the bee, is that artistic contrivance, which, from its conformation and use, may very properly
be termed the bee's comb.
As the perception of the bee depends upon the sensibility of the
antennse. it is obvious that those organs, to fullill their various functions,
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than

per cent, of their coloniesto the inevitable
yet by
increasing their colonies by division,
they have stocked up again, and their
apiary presents a fair appearance.
I do not believe that these gentlemen are known in the bee-papers, but
their knowledge is from experiencealone, and their ideas are generally
7.')

succumbed

;

correct. Tlie manner in which they
propose wintering their bees the comsame moment, while the bee is poised ing winter is as follows
upon its middle and hind legs. DurThey will make a large, long box
ing the nuptial season, when the out of lUincli lumber (the length to
drone sallies from the hive, it would be determined by the number of
be extracadinary if he did not pause a hives), and this box or trough will be
moment at the entrance to comb down placed witli the open side downward,
his autenn;e.
Tlie queen, equally and elevated about 2 inches from the
with the worker and drone, is pro- ground. The hives will be placed on
vided with a similar pair of combs, the ground in two rows, one on each
and some other insects furnished side of this trougli, with the front
with antenna', have a similar arrange- ends coming close against this long
ment for keeping those organs in per- box, the hive-entrances to be just
fect order.
under the lower edge of the box, and
the hives 4 inches apart. All around
:

and about 20 inches from the rear of
the hives, it is to be boxed up about
20 inches higher than the tops of the
hives, and this space is to be packed
I. J. GLASS.
closely with dry sawdust. Each end
of the long box or trough is to a'each
In reporting the yield of honey for to tlie outside for ventilation, and all
this part of Illinois, the figures would covered so that it will not leak.
Another apiarist of some note in
not be very astounding.
The flow
has
a Mr. Kelley
from white clover began with flatter- that locality
ing prospects, but the protracted erected a stone house for his bees
drouth cut it short. I had a patch of but I am sure that it will be too cold,
buckwheat, but the weather turned unless he resorts to artificial heat.
so cold and wet that the bees could
Another bee-keeper whom I met,
work on it but little. My returns for lost a colony of bees last winter,
the season, although small, compared which, as is claimed by all who saw
with the reports of some others, are them, would not sting. His children
nevertlieless encouraging, and I can could play with them, and the most
say that my bees will go into winter nervous persons could handle them
quarters in better condition than ever with the same impunity as if they
before. I have had such remarkably were drones.
I have some gentle
good success during the two previous Italians, but they are not very pleaswinters, by housing my bees in the ant '• play-things."
cellar, that I am inclined to deviate
Sharpsburg,© Ills.
For the American Bee JoumaL

The Season— Visiting Ind.

Apiarists.

—

—

from tlie past in preparing
coming winter.
My cellar is not very dry, and it
has no ventilation pipes, but it has
direct ventilation from two windows.
Last winter, owing to the extreme
cold, the windows were tightly closed,
with snow banked on the outside, for
must be kept perfectly clean, and six weeks, and in order to keep the
hence the Great Mechanician, in or- temperature above 4.5", I had to reganizing and creating the bee, antici- sort to artiliciHl heat. I have come to
pated its necessities in this respect, the conclusion that dampness does not
and provided an effective instrument affect the bees in confinement, if the
for its relief.
temperature is kept between 4-5^ and
very

them

little

for the

Rural Can.Tdian.

Hints about Wintering Bees.
J. C.

TnOM, M.

D.

AVintering our bees may be done in
two ways, and it is for the bee-keepei'
to decide which plan he will follow,
and tlien persevere with it until he
attains the measure of success that
experience will in the end put him in

possession of. The tirst way is in a
a little inclined to the pol- special repository built for the purlen theory, but as I have no surplus pose the second is a good cellar.
combs, that plan of wintering is not
The cellar being most generally obapplicable in my case. Yet I regard tainable, it should be made thoroughly
the temperature and perfect quiet to dry, if not already so. Make a partiraise one of ita forelegs and appear to be of more importance than any other tion across one part of it (the darkest
wipe the antennre with it and as the consideration
for
with those re- and quietest end), leaving room acleg is covered with bristles, we might quisites I am not fearful of serious cording to the number of colonies toconclude that these answered the pur- consequences.
winter. Construct benches a foot or
pose of a brush, to cleanse the anRecently it has been my pleasure to two high for the hives to be placed
tennae; but, watching more carefully visit some bee-keeping friends in In- upon, and the repository is ready.
we shall observe that only a particular diana, among whom were George Hat- Much has been written on the subject
but if the
place in the leg is applied to the field
Son. Mr. Hatfield has kept of sub-earth ventilation
antenna\ and exa.mining this place bee's for more than ,S.5 years, and it air of the cellar can be kept pure and
with a microscope, we shall tind, just seems as though the enthusiasm of sweet, it is sufficient to keep the bees
below the articulation of the two these two bee-keepers increases with in liealth. Keep the temperature allongest joints, a semi-circular notch, their long experience.
Time and ways above freezing.
lined with teeth, and just above, a again has their apiary been swept
Some sunny day early in November,
thumb-like appendage, which, uyxm almost tenantless, by disease and remove the honey-boards and placethe leg Hexed, extends across the other disasters, and last winter more a sheet of factory cloth beneath them.

On

a pleasant day, if we take our
position near a hive, while the bees
are passing out and in, we shall most
likely notice more than one bee stop
a moment upon the aligliting-board,

.50^.

I

am

;

;

:

&

;

:
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About Nov.

20 or 25 will be a suitable which are applied by rubbing are
time to put in the colonies. Remove worse than none. Applying th«niouth
the covers and honey-boards, leaving to suck the poison from tiie wound is
quilts only over the bees; lift Iheni a humbug; it will cause severe headquietly upon the benches and leave ache and produce vomiting. My bees
them in quietude and darkness until are in line condition this tall. I sold
the warm spring days arrive.
my 50 colonies last spring, and then
The owner of a few colonies may bought 9, which I have increased to
with advantage remove them from o9 colonies this season.
the cellar and allow them to have a
flight on any genial day of February
Hercules' Club.— T. Pierce, Ganseor March, remembering to place them voort,o+
N. Y., writes
on the stands which tliey severally
belong to.
I send a sample of the blossoms and
If open-air wintering is preferred, berries of a plant, and a full-length
procure one of the many double- leaf with the stem. It blooms during
walled, chaff or sawdust packed hives, August and September, and the liees
and they will prove a snccess in the just swarm on it all day long. It is
majority of wniter seasons.
Excep- found near the sidewalks, and as peotionally severe seasons now and then ple ))ass by they stop to look for the
occnr when they prove an insufficient sw'arin of bees', as they suppose tlie
protection.
However, if colonies of bees are swarming. It grows like a
bees are in single walled hives, place tree in form, bin the branches grow
them close together in a row- facing very bluntly and the body has many
:

the east, in a sheltered spot in early
October.
In early November remove
them while you construct a protection
for them. I)y laying a floor of boards
long enough to accommodate the row
of hives set up posts at tlie corners,
and n'riil boards around the floor, and
in this box place 9 inches or a foot of
chaff place the hives novv on this, (i
inches or so from the front, and make
a spout or trough the size of the entrance, reaching from each hive to an
aperture cut in the boards. Nail the
boards to the post to form the box a
foot or so distant from the back and
sides of the row. AVhen the box is
filled with dry chaff to a level with the
tops of the hives, remove the tops and
I'oney-boards, substituting therefor a
thick, well-made cushion of chaff or

short, flue thorns

cedar sawdust; raise tlie sides of tlie
box high enough to cover the cushions
with chaff 6 inches cover all with a
good rain-proof roof, and the bees will
be tolerably certain to survive an
ordinary Canadian winter, provided
all other conditions are right, such as
having abundant
stores,
prolilic
queens, etc.
Streetsville, Out.

the

;

;

;

o UR L£ WTsmWxrx^
—

Cure Tor Stings, etc. Gustav Leopold, Joliet,(^ Ills., on Oct. 13, 1885,
writes
I notice in the last ]5ee Journal
that a woman lost her life by a beesting. The following is a sure cure
for tli^e slings of bees, wasps, hornets,
scorpions and snake-bites: As soon
as a person has been stung, pull the
sling from tlie wound and snak a cloth
in spirits of hartshorn and ajiply it
to the wound. Should the i)atient
faint, whisky should lie given at once
and enough to bring the patient under its iiiMuence. and to keep him so
at least for four hours. Tlie whisky
will keep the jioison from penetrating
to the brain and heart. If the weather
is very hot the patient ought to be
placed in a cool cellar. AH remedies
:

upon

could be done with bees in a poor season. I did not allow my bees to increase. Last spring I extracted from
a few colonies about 50 pounds of
white clover honey. Not much comb
was built this season on account of
the intense heat and changeable
weather.
I am well pleased with a
small apiary ,as I obtained more honey,
accordingly, than I would from a
larger one. I will unite
colonies again this fall.

some

of

my

save the
good combs of honey in the summer
and then give them "to my bees for
winter stores. I am still "extracting
honey, and I think that I will have a
good crop of honey for a bad season.
It is raining today, and the weather
is

somewhat

I

cold.

Report for Two Seasons.— E. J.
Beaver Centre, xs Pa., on Oct.

Fuller,
7, 1885,

writes

:

started in the spring of 1881 witli
give its name in the Bee Jouunal. 5 colonies of bees, and increased them
"
L'lst winter I winto 20 colonies.
Here it is called a club tree."
tered 8 out of the 20, 4 of which were
[This is Hercules' Club (Ai-ah'a spi- strong and 4 weak. I sold one, and
?iosa), sometimes called Angelica-tree. commenced the season of 1885 with 7
It is widely distributed throughout colonies, which I have increased to
25.
They are all in fair condition for
the United States, but the portions winter. "The past season I have taken
above ground are liable to be des- 150 pounds of honey in one-pound
troyed by frost north of about 40" to lioxes. The weather having been unweeks, the
42 north latitude. Suckers from the favorable for the last four
bees gathered scarcely enough to
roots cause it to spread rapidly when winter on.
once started. It is a plant more noticeable on account of its oddity than
Poor Season, Moths, etc.— F. H.
for its beauty,

it.

Please

and can scarcely be Kennedy, l)uquoin,$

said to be worth anything, unless in-

maybe

I

Ills.,

on Oct.

14,

1885, writes

Of
This has been rather a bad season
the honey gathered for bees, and so we have had but little
from it I know nothing, but I should surplus honey. There are but few in
this locality who make a specialty of
suspect it as not being first class. bee-keeping. Most of those who beThere is evidently a good supply of it. gin get a hive and place it down, exTire flowers are adapted for cross-fer- pecting the bees to produce honey
without care or attention. I think
tilization by insects and doubtless
that there will be a change ere long.
attract others as well as bees. The At our meeting in Duquoin, Ills., on
tree is nearly related to ginseng and Oct. 1, iSIr. C. M. Dixon advanced the
idea that bees gather the moth-egg
wild sarsaparilla.— T. J. Buiikill.]
from the flowers, in the pollen, more
often than the miller lays the egg in
Space below Frames.— Chas. Mitch- the coinl) in the hive. Honey gathered
ell, JMolesworth,
Out., writes thus by Italian bees is not apt to become inconcerning space below the brood- fested with moths when taken from
frames for wintering
the bees and put away for future
Almost without expense or trouble use.
when nailing liives together, the entrance can be madeiy inches high.
For summer the apiarist can shove in
Local Convention Directory.
loosely a %-inch board cleated at botli
ends, which leaves a ^jj-incli entrance
1885.
Time and place 0/ Meeting.
the full width of the hive. For winMichigan, at Sheridan. Mich.
tering the cleated board may be re- Oct. ~~, 23.— Northern
F. A. Palmer, Sec, McBride, Mich.
moved, which will then leave about
Oct. :1S, 119.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville, ni9.
U^ inches of space below the frames.
Practically considered this ought to Not. <;.— N. J. & Eastern, at Trenton, N. J.
Vf m. B. Treadwell, Sec, lli Thomas St., N. Y.
be cheap and convenient.
deed

it

of service for bees.

quality of

:

.'i.

Nov. 12.— Central HUchlKan, at Lansinp, Mich.
E. N. Wood, Sec, N. LunsinK. Micli.
Dec.

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

8— 10.— North American,

State, at Detroit. Mich.
a. D. Cutting. Sec. Clinton, Mich.

VV. Z. Hutcliinson,

at Detroit. Mich.
sec, ItoKeisvilIe, Mich.

Dec. s-'o,— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec. Uugersville. Mich.

|y"

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of

taries are requested to

time and place of future meotiuKa.- Kl>.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Tln> \Vest<-rn ^VorUI

OF TOE

Ofliee of the

^,f,.AM3^3RSOA

American Heb Journal,

Monday,

The following
tions for

up

to this

10 a. m.,

(

1885.

tot. lii,

puni.isnED BY

THOMAS

G.

923&.925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL
Weekly, 99 a year Monthly, SO cents.
;

Bl'SINESS

i

f

put together

are the latest quota-

in pnort

honey

sections at I4{ftl(ic., and 2-lb. sections at I2@14e. E.\tracted, 6@«c.
BEESWAX.— ao CIS. per lb.
Blake & Kipley. 57 Chatham Street.
in

1-lb.

NEW
HONEy.—

There

is

The new crop

FORK.
much chanee

not

in

the same in

;

lb.

BEESWA.X-ITlroe yellow. 2.')@28c.
MeCAiL & HiLDKETH BROS.. 34 Hudson

send the Weekly Bee

to jiew subscribers

from now

until

the end of ISSii— fourteen months.
Now is
the time to subscribe. The sooner it is done
the more they will get for the money.

To Correspondents. — It

would save

HONEY.- 'I'here

is

no material chanpe

in

the

market. Demand is slow for mitnufacturine purposes, while llie trade
fair In cotnb and e.Ytracted
honey for table use. Arrivals are good. Choice
coiub honey brihKs J4(alf;c. per lb. in a jobbing
way. and extracted honey, 4(ft8c., according to
i.'^

quality.

BEBSWA.X.— Homedemand

is fair,

and

it

20{»22c. tor choice yellow, on arrival.
C. F. MUTB. Freeman & Central

brings

Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with a probaof so continuing llirough the balance of the
season. There is some inquiry for best qualities,
with a firm market for the same. Quotations are
as follows; Write to extra white comb, it'«l!c.;
dark tog<:)od. 5'asc. Extracted, white liquid,,^3@5H
cts.: light amt)er colored, 4Hfe-'»c.; amberand canbility

died. 4^4c.

BEESVVA.X.-Qu.itableat23®25c., wholesale.
O. B. S-MlTH & Co., 423 Front Street.

to arrive
is selling at 14 u l.-^ cts. per lb. for choice t-lb.
sections. Old honey is very dull— none selling although freely offered at lili*l2cts. Extracted, as

Ih not in demand in our market.
BEESWAX.-.U(322ct». per lb.
A. C. KENDHL. 116 Ontario

usual

KANSAS

Street.

CITY.

HONEY. -We now report a very firm market
with some advance in prices, though the trade
take hold very slowly as vet, and complain terribly when the advance is quoted to them. We are
now bidding for n!'<<j 7c. for fancy white honey in
1

to give their P. O. address

t^"

All

work

month hul don't stop sendiny it. I will
money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
this

who

intend to be systematic in
should get a copy of
the Apiary Kegister and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
For .50 colonies (l-.'O pages)
|1 00
" 100 colonics ('."JO pages)
125
" 200 colonics (-fio pages)
1,50
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and arc therefore the most desirable.
their

in the apiary,

:

WE

are now in the market, and will be
during the entire season, for all honey
ottered us, in any quantity, shape, ok condition-just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, wo will make the best cash
offer the geneial market will afford. We

handle bceswa.x the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this department, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such ,Knin|ile we will make prompt returns,
whellier wo buy or not.
will

CliEinONS,

and

would be particular
1-lb. sections, I.'j(ajli:c. for
and I2(g)i;ic. for
and name, when Calif. Fancy 1-lb. sections, 2if lbs.,
marketed soon, will
writing to this office. We have several letters bring a good price. Extracted is a little firmer at
about the same prices, viz: Miss., La. and Texas,
(some inclosing money) that have no name: 4(oBc.. and white clover and
Calif.. KaHc.
BEESWA.X. -Unchanged, 2U(i>25c., according to
many others having no Post-Ollice, County qualilv.
or State. Also, it you live near one postin.EMONB.CLOON A Cc, COT. *tb & Walnut.
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
" Don't Stop "—that is what many write
to tis about their papers, when their time is
Any person not a subscriber, receiving a nearly out. One subscriber says: "This
copy of this paper, will please consider it has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
if all

gidDcvtiscmcuts.

St.

CINCINNATI.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY. The new crop is beginning

trouble,

EP~ We want one number each of the Bee
Journal of August, 1866— Februaiy, 1807.

'>(a,t',c.

!

much

Anyone

I

SPEOIAIi NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,

us

besent free upon application.

intending to get up a cluti can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

is

sections, lJ{j9i;ic.: fair to Kood,
in 1 an<l l' lb. sections, ln(.i,iic. ; fancy buckwheat,
in l-lb. sections. 1 u.^ L'c; the same in 2-lb. sections, Ilia IOC.
Extracted, white clorer, 6'&7c.:
li-

IW Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
will

the

comiuK in quite freelv,
and 18 selhnK readily at Ihe following prices:
Fancy white clover, in 1-lb. sections, 14(«,1.'> cents

the price of the Weekly Bee Journai> will
be reduced to One Dallar a Tear. This we
have conteiuplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing* the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of (mc ilitUar a your. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leadini? beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1886, for $1.2S.
Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of iie.rt year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
in the mail-list type are already made.

Journal

I^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the sec(md page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where thoy are purchased " to sell again."

BOSTON.

HONEV.— It is sellinE very well but prices are
very low, and we are often oblieed to shade our
prices in order to lualte rales. We quote comb

buckwheat,

For $1.25 we will

The

present a copy of this valuable book.

deiuand, and for the beat
prades of wliite comb honey l.SftijiHc. is obtained.
Ofl-colored and dark llnd very slow sale. Extracted is steiidy at TifaMc. per lb.
BBKSWAX.-J4ajr,c. offerings of honey and
wax are lifitit.
K. A. Bdhnett. 161 South Water 81.

MANAGER.

Notices.

fuch a cheap form.

in

printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

:

HONEV.- It Is

market.

^Special

and Hand-

honey and beeswax received oncicndiug us two new subscribers besides
their own, with $:t, for one year, we will
hour

NEWMAN & SON,

Pl{(K'UIKTOIlS.

«;iii<le

Biiok of U.seful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information over

CHICAGO.

BuJniNiL

669

;

get the

stop'

any papers

until requested to

do

so.

CLOON

<k

KANSAS

.16A17t

CO.,
CITV, MO.

BEESWAX
^I^ABCTEDj

WE

will pay :i0 cts. per pound, in trade, for
good yellow wax. delivered at our Railroad
station, (iiveusa trial order and tee if we do
not please you.

3. B.
42Alt

MASON & SONS,
MECHANIC FALLS, MAINE.

THE HKITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.
The BRITISH BEE .lollBNAL

Is published SEMIMONIHLV, at Seven Shillings per annum,
and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and

how

to

The

do

it.

British

for $2. .50.

Bee Journal and our Weekly

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

D.
giving an Index of diseases,
and thesymptomB cause and treatment of each, a

A TREATISE
;

If

table Riving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse'Bteeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

ifyoii will send us 4 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

923

Preserve your papers

:

for reference.

you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for To cents, or .you can have one free

;

and much valuable information.
Prioe SS cenia-in English or German.

cipes,

THOS.

<i.

NEWiTIAN

& 925 Wnst Madison

St.,

A:

iSON,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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QUEENS

The Western World

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK

AT REDUCED PRICES.
will
to the scarcity of money,
OWING
SELL Warranted Queens at $8.00
per dozen. Two dozen for $15.00.
I

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

SKEKEKS

For HO:?lE

•<'ai>itiilists <»r

or Tourists, 30ABtf
Laborers. A vast

J. T.

WIIiSON, Nicholasvil le, Ky.

aiiioliiit ol' liil4»riiialioll ikot

to be louiid elsewhere
at any price.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
Standard Langstroth,

A clotb-bound book, 4x7

inches,

288 pages

Quinby Standing-Frame,

Price, 50 Cenl!*.

And

only a part of the Contents :
Colored HaipK of all the States and Territories,
including Alasku and District of Coluoibia.
maffruniN Bhowina area, population, products.
Government. State, School and Indian Lands of
the several States.

The following

^lutories of each of the Stute« frtim the
Earliest Times.— Descriptive of their Topog-

Quinby Smoker a specialty.

E.

7Aly

CLAKK, successor to L.C. Root,
OKISK.ANY. Oneida County, N.

DKCMMtKS' 1,H ^IS.'iK LAWS,
DivoKCK L.Aws, minim: Laws, DkscuU'TIo.v
OF Pl'bi.ip Lanhs. Li.sT of Lands sriuKCTTu
TUE FOK.MS OP ENTKY, List of Land-Offices,

Homes or Knterpiiae. KainHealth. Ports of Entry, Pupuiatiun male,
female and foreiun) Number of Indians, Mineral
Kesourees. Nicknames nf states and tor whom
or what they are named. Miles of Ithiiroad and

-Opportunities for

(

Canals, Tidal Frontatre. STATE LAND LAWS.
Religious Denominations and their Numbers.
Number of Counties and Names.
.Government X^and I.awii giving complete law
on the bubject of Pke-emption Homesteai*.
TIMBEB CCLTtTKE, bOLItlEKS' IIuMKSTKAl'.
SWAMP Lands, Land Wahhants. Schip,

INDIAN TKL'ST lands. DESEKT LANDS. CuAI,
Lands. Timbek Lam»s. mlnekal Lands,
aukicultlikal college lands, etc.

Hovi" to

poHlal Penftion and Patent Ln\V8 of the
United HluleH.
CoatH-of-Arm« of the States and Views of
elebrated Places, and <»f life in different regions.
Log?, Grain,
for measurint; Lumber.
Tables of Weights and Measures of all
kinds. Interestliules and Tables, LumberTables.

n

t

Rulen

1-iquids.

SyMtems »f Land MeaHiires In various
'parts of the XTnlted Slates.
Contains also a Million nsefnl facts.

The Weekly Bee Journal,
and the

(>ui(le,

THOS.
-Oe.'J

O.

for one year,
postpaid, for |1..'$0.

NEWMAN &

& 92.J West Madison

St.,

SON,

CH ICAGO. ILL.

Dadant's FoundationFattory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

Bingham Smokers
ASli

HONEY'-KNIVES.
Send for Circulars.

Bingham. & Hetherington,

ABRONIA, MICH.
nmre njDner than at anythlnc

else

by

Ijikine !in iit-'ency for the best sellinK book
Betrinnera succeed Kriindly.
None
(lUL.
Hai.i.ett Book Co.
tail. Terms free.

51AI7

Hortland, Maine.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See AdTertlsement

In

another column.

ALL the

best publications
Our Pliih I let
UUI UlUU Lloli devoted to bee culture, at
n-duced rates, .^end for Prospectus.

4lAtf

H.

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Hives,

shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
Send fur Illustrated Price List.

I.aws. PKDItl.Ki; (Ht

Acquire Lainds of any kind belonging to the (iovernment by any forms of entry,
who may acquire them, and the different Jaws
ariplicable to the different ssctions.

other kinds of

1

raphy, Soil. Climate, Kivers Mountains, Natural
Wunders. Pnpulation, Area, Islands. L,akes.
Mines. Pn-diicts, Manufacture;?, Industries,
i'lties. Sclioiil Systems, Cuilection and Kxeniption Laws, Date of Hnlding Kk-'-liunH. Numher
of Kepresentalives, Senators. ('onKressnien, and
Presidential Eiertors. Nuuiber of Union and
Confederate Soldiers in the Field. Price of Land
Cleared and in Forest, Extent of Forest, Number of DitTerent Callings. Uate of Interest, Usury

fail.

all

MADB TO ORDER,

is

H

Y.
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Karly In the War, says the Boston
Kdiicatc CoiiNumcrs or Honey on
between the "strained" Budi/et, a number of ladies sojourning at
honey of commerce and pure extracted Washington undertook to organize an assohoney, is now the duty of the bee-keepers. ciation called "The Order of the Bee,"
The strained honey of commerce is ob- which bound its members not to purchase
tained mostly from South America and the any imported goods until peace had been
island of Cuba. Extracted honey is the pure conquered. Mrs. Lincoln, on being asked
nectar taken from tlie combs by centrifugal to join, expressed much interest in the proforce, tliat the combs, which are of more posed reform, but said that she should like
value than the hone.v, may be returned to to consult her husband before signing. .She
the hives to be again and again filled by the invited the committee to accompany her to
ask him, and after they had explained the
bees.
project to Mr. Lincoln, who heard them with
A Neiv Poultry (>ulde, entitled " Stan- his usual patience, he asked " But how is
dard and Commercial Poultry Culture, by this to alfect the public revenue, ladies ?
Artificial Process," written by Dr. T. B. The Government needs just now every dollar
Spaulding, of Edwardsville, Ills., and pub- that it can rake or scrape, and those very
lished at the oflSce of the American Poultry imported goods that you propose to disJournal, Chicago, is on our desk. It details pense with form a large item of the receipts
the profitable management of a poultry at the treasury. How do you propose to
yard, and should be read by all who are in- make up the deficiency which you will
terested in poultry culture, and who desire create 7"
This was a poser, and the proto make that rapidly-developing industry posed " Bee " did not "improve the shining

To

the

ditferenco

:

THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

G.

Oct.

NEWMAN,

28, 1885.

No. 43.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

pay.

hour."

Tlie Complaint of the San Bernardino
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
fruit grower against the bee-keeper mentioned on page 611, states "that he is the
Hoiv very fair becomes the autumn sod, owner of a large quantity of raisin grapes,
With all the glory of the groldenrod.
and that the defendant is the owner of 350
colonies of bees in the same neighborhood.
Iiet IIS Sow good services— then sweet
Between Sept. 15 and Dec. 15, 1884, it is
remembrances will grow with them.
alleged, the defendant's bees visited the
ITIr. James Heddou has taken out a
patent on his new hive. It is noted in last
week's Scientific American.

Mr. J.

W. Tefft,

of Syracuse, N. Y., dethe item on page 579
brought him many inquiries concerning his
hive, but be does not make it for sale.

sires

to

Tlie

say that

Autumnal Bloom

is generally
than usual. Along the
rivers the bloom is very full. If the weather
is warm and frosts keep off there will be
some more honey gathered by the bees yet

abundant, but

later

this fall.

Mr. Allen Prlnsle exhibited a " pyramid
of honey " at the Lennox, Ont., Exhibition,
on Oct. 5 and 6, 1885, and the Beaver, a paper
published at Napanee, Ont., says that his
exhibit was " the finest" in the line "ever
made" in that *' county." His summer and
winter-hives were specially mentioned.

The Fat Stock Sbow

will

be held at

Chicago, Ills., from Nov. 10 to 19, 1885. All
the railroads with Chicago connections will
sell excursion tickets to the show at greatly
reduced rates. The exhibition will be open
to the public day and evening (except Sunday) from 9 a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 10, 188.5,
until 10 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 19, 1883. Gov.
Oglesby and other noted men will be present and make addresses on the opening

—

Another Bee-Suit. The Harrisbui-g
Telegraph gives the following account concerning a suit against a bee-keeper there
:

An

unusal case is being tried in the Cumberland county (Pennsylvania) court this
week— that of testing by a jury whether the
keeping of a large number of bees in a town
or borough is a public nuisance or not. The
case is from West Fairview, a small town on

premises of the plaintiff and at,e and dam- the opposite side of the river from Harrisaged the drying raisin grapes to a large burg. Two citizens had about 1.'30 colonies
bees, and, as the summer was sparce of
amount. Between Aug. 35 and Sept. 8, 1885 of
material such as the bees feed upon, they
the aforesaid bees again visited the plain- came in large numbers into the houses,
stores, grape-arbors, and wherever there
tiff's property and damaged growing grapes
was anything for them to feed upon.
to a considerable extent, wherefore judg
The defense claimed that the rearing and
ment for an amount sufficient to cover the keeping of bees was an industry, and as
could not come under the head of a
such
loss is asked." The suit is for $399 in a Juspublic nuisance, and that suit could not be
tice Court. There is considerable excitebrought nor damages recovered for the
ment in the neighborhood about it — and keeping of honey-bees. The attorneys on
there will be a lively fight.
The National both sides presented the opinions of several
judges and the law points in the case, after
Bee-Keepers' Union is backing up the api" which the court decided the case should be
arist to the extent of its abilit.v. Our readers tried, and the testimony was received. But
will be informed of the result when it is one case seems to be on record in the State,
and that was tried before Judge Pearson in
ascertained.
Dauphin county years ago, in which the
defendant was ajudged guilty, had to pay a
Some Persons delight in getting their fine, and abate the nuisance.
disputes and quarrels into print, even when
there can be no reasonable excuse for doing
A Correspondent in the London Jotirnal
so. This reminds us of the advice given by of Horticulture gives the following as his
the sagacious William, Emperor of Ger- opinion of Syrian bees
many, when any member of the royal
The Syrian bees have some good qualities,
family complained to him of another one. and but for their spitefulness, and tenderduring cold weather, would prove a
ness
"
He invariably advises thus
Do nothing
good variety. Like the Cyprian crosses the
say nothing time will put everything to Syrian ones crossed with Carniolan drones
rights." He has a great aversion to washing have proved themselves good honey gathdirty linen in public, and never forgives one erers, and, as is usually the case with
crosses partaking of the nature of the male,
whose indiscretion causes a scandal.
they are therefore very docile. The pure
Syrians, I observe, are capital sealers of
honey they do not, like some varieMen Pass A^vay ; monuments crumble their
ties, have much loose honey in their hive.
into dust and what remains of human life These good features palliate their stinging
The printed page is the propensities, which I am inclined to think
is human thought.
:

:

;

;

;

;

embodiment of the thoughts of those who

climatic infiuence will lessen.
While manipulating several hives of pure

soon think no more— but these printed
thoughts will live, and energize those who
follow in their footsteps, long after this
generation shall have crumbled to dust, and
individual bickerings have been forgotten.
Let all, therefore, look to the future good

Syrians lately, I was savagely attacked by
them, but having my knife in hand I cut a
Their propenpiece of their honey-comb.
sity for honey being so great they at once
ceased the attack and fiew to the honey,
when I was allowed to have my will while
they had theirs. I have more to say about
these Syrians, but wait till I have more data.

will

night.

A

Correspondent of the Bulletin d' Alsace-Lorraine, tells how he stopped the robbing of a hive by means of a solution of carbolic acid. A colony having been attacked
bees, ho made a weak solution of
the acid, with which he sprinkled the hive
and its approaches. The robbers at once

by robber

when writing of

the present.

To give a^vay a copy of " Honey as Food
At the Pennsylvania State Fair, Ar- and Medicine " to every one who buys a
withdrew, and fifteen minutes later he thur Todd, T. C. Davidson, Dr. S. W. Morri- package of honey, will sell almost any quansprinkled with the same solution all the son, J. F. Turner, and John Pyewell were tity of it.
other hives, including those occupied by the awarded the prizes in the Apiarian Departmarauders. He had no further trouble of ment, which was in charge of the Philadel1^~ We want one number each of the Bee
the kind.
phia Bee-Keepers' Association,
JonKNAL of August, 18GG— February, 1867.
I

—
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REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Feeding Back Extracted Honey.
Query, No. 141.— How and when Bhould
extracted honey be "fed back" in order to procure comb honey ?— Fancy Prairie. Ilia.

there are enough warm days to allow
the bees to change their place. Besides, in cold weather they do not
always use those passages, and very
often die near them, owing to the
impossibility of moving.— Dadant &

—

.

Heddon.

soon as or a little before the
With a shallow frame like the
harvest stops. Keep the bees active. standard Langstroth, I do not think
—A. J. Cook.
it is, unless the combs are attached
This is still an unsolved problem. to the bottom-bars and all openings
fed
should
be
much,
it
I can say this
are closed.
Theoretically, passages
rapidly and in v^farm weather.— W. Z. over the brood-frames are all right,
Hutchinson.
but in practice I find no bees walking
Why not get the honey in the sec- over the top-bars in cold weather. I
tion-boxes in the Urst place?— G. L. have discarded the use of sticks and
all other devices on the frames in winTinker.
ter.
I place strips of wood between
I would not advise feeding it back
the top-bars and shut off all upward
at any time, unless under most favorG. L. Tinker.
able circumstances, to finish nearly ventilation.—
completed combs of honey. It will
I do not like to make holes through
hardly pay to produce two crops to the combs, for the reason that it inget one.— James Heddon.
I have found
jures them greatly.
that a "Hill's device," or its equivaI do not think a paying job can be
across the top of
made by so doing, but it should be lent (say sticks lain
amply sufficient for
done early in the season, and during the frames), is
purposes of communication from one
the warm weather. So far as my exPond, Jr.
perience goes, it is rather expensive, frame to another.— J. E.
J. E.
and exceedingly difficult.
Pond, Jr.
Prevention of After-Swarming.
No matter how and when you feed
extracted honey to convert it into the
Query, No. 143.— Would not a virgin queen,
shape of comb honey, you will never
hatch, introduced into a hive
make it pay. It would be better to or cell just about to its
colony bad cast a first
work your bees for comb honey at immediately after second-swarm
by the young
swarm, prevent a
the start, if comb honey is most queen tearing down the cells before they were
profitable to you. But if you wish to

As

—

ready to hatch ? Would not an advantage be
satisfy yourself that it won't pay, you gained by furnishing a queen a week ahead ?— H.H.
can get the best results by feeding
the extracted honey right at the close
I doubt if it would be a success.— C.
of the early honey season.— G. "VV. C. Miller.

Winter Bee-Passages.
Query, Ko. 14S.— iBit desirable or requisite
to make holes throudh the combs for bee-passages
for winter use ? Are passaces made by the use
of sticks laid on top of the brood-frames sufficient

?-M. D.

would answer "yes" to both
— A. J. Cook.
In very large combs it is possible
that passages might be desirable, but
with combs of ordinary size, a space
I

questions.

over their tops

is

sufficient.— W. Z.

Uutciiinson.

To the first I say no second, yes.—
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
never make winter passages.
I
Possibly it might be necessary in
some cases on account of deep combs
or other cause.— C. C. Miller.
We never make winter passages.
We find that in ordinary winters
;

In the majority of instances, after-

swarming can be prevented in the
manner mentioned. Under ordinary
management there would, in some
instances, be an advantage, but none
lay three or four pieces across the over the Heddon method.— W. Z.
top-bars of the frames, and over all Hutchinson.
This will answer
spread the quilt.

all purposes without mutilating the
be "fed back" in the combs.— G. W. Demaree.
spring, so as to aid brood- rearing.— C.
No, I do not use a " stick," but a
C. Miller.
3-lt>x^ bent thus
I have used
I have never been able to make it it more or less for ten years.
I am
pay, so I liave given it up.— G. M. not sure that it does any good. James

Demaree.

above, but rather a disadvantage over
allowing the cells left in the hive to
hatch.— G. M. Doolittle.

Son.
There is no need of holes in the
combs. Split some corn-stalks of the
proper length, flatten the ends and

It should

DOOLITTLE.

by scores has proven. Besides in this
locality there is no advantage in the

Generally it will ; but if the flow of
nectar is good it will as often fail, the
bees not allowing the cells to be disturbed.
I have had several such
queens to lead after-swarms. It is of
course an advantage where the plan
succeeds.— G. L. Tinker.

many

In

it would.
I prefer
after-swarms by the
method I have already given in the
Bee Journal. The plan you mention is best when you are desirous of
changing the blood of your bees. I
much prefer the just-hatched queen
to the queen-cell.— James Heddon.

cases

prevent

to

Try and see, is the best way to
determine. Bees act so differently at
different times and under different
circumstances, that no one can tell
exactly about what will be done. As
a rule we may say yes, but we will
find lots of exceptions. Of course it
is an advantage to gain a week in
furnishing a laying queen, provided
the advantage is not lost by swarming
again.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
Increasing the

Number

of Colonies.

Query, No. 144.— Which is the better plan
when working an apiary for extracted honey, to
make the increase by natural swarming or by
division ? If by division, when is the best time to
do

it

in this locality, white clover being our sur-

plus ?-C., Cincinnati, O.

By
is

division after the clover harvest

over.— G. M. Doolittle.

We

would
By division in any case.
rear the queen-cells from the very
best colonies, and make the divisions
from those colonies which would not
It would be advantageous and is be expected to furnish any surplus, if
advisable to furnish a queen-cell ready sufficiently strong. The best time is
to hatch, provided the hive does not a little before the beginning of the
already contain hatched queens as is clover crop.— Dadant & Son.
sometimes the case.— Dadant & Son.
It makes little or no difference. The
2. Most cer- pleasure and convenience of the bee1. Probably it would.
is
hardly
tainly, though the colony
keeper should decide. I would start
able to do much at once after swarm- nuclei and build up as rapidly as I
ing.— A. J. Cook.
could in the spring.— A. J. Cook.
Not as a general rule, unless you
If
natural swarming.
I prefer
destroy the queen-cells at the time division is practiced, it would be best
you introduce the virgin (pieen or to divide the colonies before the honey
mature cell. If you neglect to re- harvest.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
move all the queen-cells before inMy experience is that dividing is
troducing the virgin queens, you are
likely to have the swarms a little in the best plan by which to get increase,
advance of the usual time, which is whether working for comb or exworse than letting them have their tracted honey.— J. E. Pond, Jr.

own way. As

to

your last suggestion

or question, I think not. Nature
seems to guide the bees safely in this

respect.— G.

W. Demaree.

this plan will work and
at others it will not, as an experience
in having queens and cells destroyed

Sometimes

"Which is the
much upon the

best," depends very

style of your hive,
method of increase by division, and
hiving natural
for
conveniences

swarms. If you get no surplus except from clover, perhaps you had
best

make

the increase after the sur-

—

:
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they previously industrious search for profitable emIf
should accept their increase ployment, it stands to reason that
so far as they do so.— James Heddon. less time will be lost getting the whole
force at work on the flowers if the
It depends upon the locality some- latter are plentiful near the apiary,
what, and a great deal upon the than would lie the case if the pasture
honey seasons. As a general rule I was
Every young
2}i miles away.
In your
prefer natural swarming.
bee that enters upon the degree of
Insect Fertilization of Flowers.
locality— which is nearly the same as " field worker," must learn where the
niy own— you must increase your bees best forage grounds are. These hints
increase) during the
(it you want
The following article is from the
throw some liglit upon the perplexing
wliife clover honey harvest, and any
question why one colony will some- " Text-Book of General Botany," by
way you may proceed to get your in- times beat aiiother so badly, when all
(iottingen,.
crease will cost you something in the things, to the eyes of the apiarist, Dr. W. J. Behrens, of
way of loss of honey, and I have seem to be equal.— G. W. Demaree. Germany. Translated from the secfound that swarms made by division
ond German edition, for the Popular
lose more time getting ready for work
Science Monthly. Revised by Patrick
than do the bees when permitted to
Bearing Q,aeens.
Geddes, F.R.S. E. Ediuburg Young
follow the natural laws of increase.
Dividing should be done as early as
Pentland, 1885
Query, No. 146.— Is it a fact beyond reason- J.
the strength of the colonies will admit
able question that queens reared by natural
Of insects the Coleoptera, the
of it in your locality .—G.W.Demaree.
swarming are superior to those reared from eggs Lepidoptera.
the Diptera, and the
laid in worker cells ?-S. H.
Hymenoptera are the orders most
of
fertilization
in the
concerned
No.— C. C. Miller.
Position of the Apiary and Bloom.
More rarely, fertilization is
flowers.
No.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
effected by one or other species of
<tuery, No. 145. —What would be the differand OrthopAs a rule, yes still with proper Hemiptera, Neuroptera,
ence, if any, in tiie quantity of honey gathered
tera, but these are not of sufficient
from basawood or bucltwheiit if my apiary is right care good queens can be reared by importance to demand further attenamong the blooms, or 2^ miles from them ?— H. S. the latter plan.— G. M. Doolittle.
plus

harvest.

swarm,

I

:

;

Very

little if

any, according to

my

experience.— G. M. Doolittle.

doubt if any one can give a reliaanswer without trying the experiment with a considerable number of
colonies apparently equal in both
locations.
He might then guess at
the truth.— C. C. Miller.
I

ble

dc not know, but I think not very
Bees fly very rapidly, and the
The
exercise seems to invigorate.
way basswood honey comes in, even
when the apiary is quite a distance
from the forest, is amazing, A. J.
Cook.
The difference would be very great.
We have had apiaries just two miles
apart that would yield crops altogether
I

much.

—

quality and quantity,
in
showing that the bees did not pasture
on the same grounds. A hive whose
different

all travel 2% miles for their
crop, will soon become depopulated.
absolutely
positive of these
are
facts from
personal experience.

bees will

We

—

Dadant & Son.
Xo definite answer can be

given.

I

have had bees gather honey at least ten
times as fast from basswood as from

buckwheat.— W. Z. HurcniNSON.
.Judging from other honey sources,
I think an appreciably larger quantity
of honey would be gathered in an
apiary surrounded by bloom, than in
one 214 miles away' from it.— J. E.

Pond, Jr.
think the colonies of bees near the
at least twice as
much as those located 2J^ miles from
a good field.— G. L. Tinker.
I

bloom would gather

I do not think there is sufficient
difference to pay you to move your
bees to and fro each year, unless you
are very favorably situated for such

removal.— James Heddon.
In view of the fact that bees do not

know instinctively to go directly to the
nectar-bearing flowers in the vicinity
of their homes, but

must depend upon

tion here.

No

We

shall therefore confine

queens reared by swarming by our remarks to the orders constituting the former group, and consider
the various physical peculiarities by
which insects belonging to them are
colonies.— Dadant & Son.
enabled to effect the end in question.
chiefly take the
By no means I doubt if it is a fact Such peculiarities
special structures (invariably
at all. I cannot see why the mere form of
to the head), by means of
place of deposition, all other things confined
insects are enabled to reach
being as favorable, should make the which the
and abstract the honey contained in
least difference.— A. J. Cook.
the flower. We shall also have to
No if the cells are not completed, consider the organs concerned in the
some sealed and others just ready to transport of the pollen.
seal up, before a swarm issues, the
The order Lepidoptera comprises
any many species of great importance in
resulting queens will not be
be reared in a effecting the process of fertilization.
better than can
strong nucleus. Theconditions being Their large wings are well adapted
favorable, any very strong colony will for rapid flight from flower to flower,
rear from just-hatching eggs as tine and their long proboscis enables them
queens as by natural swarming.— G. to reach the honey even when the
L. Tinker.
nectary lies at the bottom of a very
No, indeed, nor never will it be.— long and narrow corolla-tube.
G. W. Demaree.
The position assumed by the butterflies when engaged in abstracting the
The whole
Most certainly not.
deserves notice. The wings,
question is tlieoretical.
A queen honey
flight flutter to and fro
during
which
the
in
full
colony,
reared from
egg
a
with a rapid motion, are folded towell fed, if no honey is being gathgether perpendicularly over the body,
ered, is equally as valuable, and in
in which position they are maintained
many cases more so than the majority so
long as the insect remains poised
of those reared after a natural swarm
on the flower. The butterfly is thus
issues.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
enabled more readily to escape detecNo I have proven to my satisfac- tion by its many enemies (e. g. birds)
tion that I can produce better queens than if, when resting, its brilliant
The under
at will than we get through natural wings were outspread.
swarming, as a rule. Much poorer surface of the wings is usually of a
ones ciui be artificially produced, and much less striking color than the
consequently does not
will be unless the work is done just upper, and
It even happens
right. I used to think differently, but prove so attractive.
division are just as good as those
reared by natural swarming, provided
they are reared in strong, healthy

;

;

;

James Heddon.

many instances that butterflies
only visit such flowers as are of the
same color as their own wings, this
i^~ The New Jersey and Eastern Bee- precaution, of course, rendering deKeepers' Association having accepted an tection
Many
extremely difficult.
invitation to meet with the Mei'cer County
marked prefBoard of Agricultui-e, of Trenton, N. J., blue butterflies show a
wfll hold their semi-annual convention in erence for blue meadow-flowers, while
the Grand Jury Room of the Court House in the Alps the scarlet lilies and many
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Friday,
of the orange-colored Compositce are
Nov. 5 and 6, 188.5, at 10 a. m. A full attendbutterance of the members is requested. To all visited almost exclusively by
The moths, while
persons interested in our voxjation, we ex- flies of like hue.
tend a cordial welcome. The committee of extracting honey, do not assume a
arrangements have secured hotel accommoposition similar to that of the butterdations at reduced rates.
but hover over the flowers,
flies,
Wm, B. Treadwell, Sec.
we

live to learn.

in
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wliile.

The butterflies are excellent honeyhunters, because, as already said,
their proboscis is very highly developed. It arises from the head midway
between the eyes, and frequently exceeds the entire body of tlie insect in
length. When not in use, it is kept
coiled up like a watch-spring, but can
be uncoiled at will, and thrust deep
down into the nectary of a flower.
The proboscis is hollow, and the
"honey is sucked up by the extreme
tip.

In the butterfly the proboscis is the
only part of the mouth that is fully
developed. In many insects the mouth
is very complicated in structure ; but
in the butterfly a number of the parts
are almost entirely suppressed. The
however, are usually
labial palpi,
pretty well marked. They are long
and narrow, and are denselv covered
with hairs. To these hairs the pollen
adheres, while the butterfly is engaged in sucking the honey, and by
them it is carried to the stigma of the
next flower which the insect enters.
The proboscis is usually from three
to seven centimetres long, but in
many tropical moths it attains a
length of over twenty centimetres. It
is by the great length of their proboscis that many butterflies are enabled to suck the honey from flowers
having very long and narrow corollatubes, where it would be quite inaccessible to other insects.
We need
scarcely say that this feature is a
great advantage to the butterfly order, for it means that they have the
monopoly of the honey of flowers
with a long, tubular corolla.
The
honeysuckle (Lonicera Peridymenitm),
is a good native example of a flower
with a tubular corolla, in which the
nectary is so situated as to be beyond
the reach of the various bees and butterflies with short proboscides, likely
to be attracted by it in the daytime.
In this case the honey is entirely reserved for one of the evening moths
[Sphinx ligustn), which possess a proboscis of almost exactly the same
length as the corolla of the flower, i.e.,
about forty millimetres.
Attracted
by their fragrance, the insect will
hover over a cluster of flowers for a
time Anally selecting one, it uncoils
its long proboscis, tlirusts it deep into
the innermost recesses of the corolla,
and, at its leisure, sucks the sweets
denied to less fortunate members of
its kind.
As fertilizers the beetles are not so
important as the butterflies and
moths. Only a small proportion pay
regular visits to flowers, the greater
number deriving their food from quite
other sources. !Many species which
do frequent flowers only effect injury,
devouring, as they do, some of the
most important "organs, e.g., the
stamens or the ovary. Others, however, and
especially those whose
small size admits of their creeping
into the interior of the flow'er, frequently promote cross-fertilization,
the viscid pollen adhering to the general surface of their body, from which
it is brushed off by the stigma of the
next flower they enter. Such flower;

beetles as Anthrenus, Ileliqethes, Malachias, and certain smaller sorts, are
extremely useful in this way.
In other species certain parts of the
body are specially adapted for obtaining "food from flowers. Thus, in the

crown-beetle (Cerocoma Scho'fferi), the
middle of the antennte are characterized by very strong and well-defined
expansions, and are partly covered
with hair. The palpi are very long,
and the tongue is provided with two
tufts of hair. These form together a
large yellow crest on the anterior
portion of the head. In midsummer
this beetle is occasionally to be met
with on the flower of the milfoil and
corn marigold. If one of these beetles
be caught and examined with a lens,
the crest is usually found to be covered with a multitude of little yellow
pollen-grains.

Among the long-haired beetles the
LepturidoB are specially well adapted
for procuring food from flowers. The
anterior part of the body (head and
thorax) is narrow and elongated, so
as to enable the insect to push its way
pretty deeply into the interior of the
flower.
The mouth-parts are well
developed, and stand straight forward
from the head. The labium is usually
hairy, and is thus extremely useful in
extracting honey.

Compared with the

beetles, Diptera
take a very prominent position
promoters of cross-fertilization.
One great advantage which they have
over the former class is their power
ot free and rapid motion. While the
beetles are almost without exception
compelled to adopt a slow mode of

or
as

flies

locomotion, the movements of the
flies are among the most rapid known
in the insect world. The number of
native species of Dipterals very large;
of those v.'hich frequent flowers we
shall here consider but a few. One of
the largest and most rapid flying of
the Diptera is the humble-bee fly
{Bombi/lius vu'ior).
In this species
the proboscis, which is situated on
the anterior portion of the head, is of
considerable length, so that the insect can reach the honey even when
way down the
it is secreted some
corolla-tube.

The manner

in

which

Bombylius hovers over a flower while
extracting the honey closely resembles
that already described as characteristic of the moths among the Lepidoptera.

The Empidce are easily distinguished by the peculiar formation of the
head and proboscis. The latter is not
directed forward, but almost perpendicularly downward, and the head
itself is round
the whole thus bearing some resemblance to the longbeaked head of a crane. Many of the
iSyrphidcti are also honey- suckers.
In
structure they resemble the common
house-fly more tlian the Diptera we
have just considered. The posterior
part of the body is mostly distinguished by a number of bright and dark
colored bands and specks. As typical
examples we may mention the large
Syrplius, the allied Erislalis teinix and
arbuntorurti. and the cone-fly (Bhinqia
rostruta).
The latter may easily be
recognized by its peculiar proboscis,
which is kept coiled up under a small
;

conical projection on the anterior part
of its head. The sucking appnratus
of the Diptera consists of a suctorial
proboscis, resembling in a general
way that of the common house-fly. It
is tubular, short and thickened at its
extremity, so as to form a disk, upon
which are furrows and hairs. It is
by means of this disk that the
honey is taken up. The proboscis of
the Diptera being almost always short
and blunt, they can only extract
honey from such flowers as have an
open corolla. Insects of this order,
then, need only be sought for on flat
flowers, and there indeed they may be
seen on any sunny day, rapidly creeping about, and greedily imbibing the
nectar. The Umbellifera: are special
favorites with them, the nectar being
found on the disk in the centre of the
flower,
which can very easily be
reached.
The Diptera are never
found on flowers with long corollatubes. Only such forms as the humble-bee flies, iSyrphidce, Empidce, and
a few others, have a proboscis large
enough to enable them to obtain
honey from flowers of slightly tubular
form. The proboscis of Bombyliics is
about one centimetre long.
It is
strong and stiff, cleft at the extremity,
and thickly beset with hairs. Certain
other structures entering into the
formation of the mouth (e. g., the lip,
the mandible, and the maxillae), almost equal it in length. The cone-fly

(Rhingia rostrata), in common with
many other broad-headed flies, possesses the power of coiling up its proboscis, the length of which is about
That anterior
twelve millimetres.
portion of the cone-fly's head is prolonged forward so as to form a sort of
beak. When not in use, the proboscis
is kept coiled up beneath this prolongation.
When required, the extremity of the proboscis is tirst inclined downward, and the organ is
next suddenly shot out to its full
When fully extended the
length.
projects far beyond the
proboscis
beak-like anterior portion of the
head. The extraction of the honey is
effected by means of the cleft tip.
The cleft extremity is used in sucking.
We have already seen that many
flowers

are

exclusively

visited

by

Lepidoptera, their honey not being
within the reach of insects belonging
to any other order. Such, for instance, are honeysuckle and privet.
Very few flowers, however, are frequented solely by Diptera; for the
length of the proboscis, even in those
Diptera, in which it is best developed,
is attained, if not surpassed, by many
of the Hymenoptera (humble-bees,
The latter class,
honey-bees, etc.).
therefore, share with the Diptera the
privilege of frequenting certain species
We shall now pass on to
of flowers.
consider them for a little.
Of all insects the Hymenoptera
(bees and wasps) are, on account both
of their physical structure and their
peculiar instincts, the best adapted
for the task of extracting and collecting honey from flowers. The species

comprised in this order, and more especially the bees, are all characterized
by a superior share of intelligence,
not only as honey-hunters, but in

—
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tus suitable for collecting pollen from
flowers of all shapes.
The pollen, once removed from the
antlers, is next transferred to the
hairs, or to the surface of the tibia, to
which, being viscid, it readily adheres. After the process of collecting
has been carried on for some time, the
pollen forms thick yellow masses,
which completely envelop the legs.
Laden with the fruits of its toil, tlie
insect wings its way homeward, and
deposits them in the beehive.
While our native flowers are many
of them entirely dependent on insects
for the transference of pollen, the
process of cross-fertilization is, in
many tropical species, always effected
on the legs.
Accordingly, bees may
by birds, which visit the flowers on
thus be divided into two groups: 1.
Hees having structures for the collec- account of their nectar.
In America the humming-birds and
tion of pollen on the ventral surface
in Africa the honey-eaters are the
great promoters of cross fertilization.
The honey-birds are found in the
tropical regions of Africa, Asia, and
Australia, while the humming-birds

other respects. Their mode of parts are concerned in the formation
living together in large, well-ordered of the tubular sucking apparatus. In
communities, presided over by a many bees, besides, the tii> of the
queen, has long been a subject of tongue is peculiarly modified, so as to
marvel and of study. Out of the wax, enable the insect to taste the honey
which exudes at the joints of the ab- before beginning to collect it, an ardominal segments of their bodies, rangement by which honey of unthey construct a " comb," consisting pleasant taste can be rejected.
The
of a number of united cells.
cells, when finished, are tilled with AI'PAKATUS FOK COLLECTING POLLEN.
honey or "bee-bread," a substance
Of all insects the bees alone have
composed of a mixture of honey and certain parts of their body specialized
pollen.
This bee-bread forms the for the collection of pollen.
The
rood upon which the young larva; are structures developed for this end are
reared.
in their way perfect.
They may be
The bees are the greatest promoters found eitlier on the ventral surface of
of cross-fertilization, not only among the posterior portion of the body or

many

the Ilymenoptera, but
sects whatsoever.

among

all

in-

Over two hundred species of our
native bees (Apidw) are known as
frequenting (lowers, the most familiar being tiie common honey-bee. The
task of collecting and storing honey
is performed exclusively by the neuters (workers).
The humble-bees do
not fall far short of the honey-bees in
the assiduity with whicli they frequent flowers, and they surpass the
latter in size and in length of pro-

belong to tropical and South America.
the honey with their
long, tubular tongue, which is brushlike at the tip. Their relations to
flowers have not yet been sufticiently
investigated, but a good deal is known

The former suck

Our most common

species
earth humble-bee [Bombus
the garden humble-bee
terrestris),
(Bombus hortorum),tbe moss-bee {Bombus iimscorum),
and the stone-bee
(Bombvs lapidarius). Very similar to
the humble-bees in appearance and
boscis.

are

the

respecting those of humming-birds.
The humming-birds are small (the
largest species attaining to about the
size of a swallow, the smallest not
much larger than a humble-beie) and
of delicate structure. They are famed
for their magnificent plumage, which
almost always displays metallic tints.
Their flight does not resemble that of
our native birds, being maintained by
rapid vibrations of the wings, which
enable them to remain apparently
motionless in one spot for a considerable time. Their passage from place
to place is effected by a series of
rapid darts, almost too swift for the
eye to follow. Their flight might perhaps be best compared to that of a
moth. Like these insects, the humming-birds hover long over a flower,
sipping the honey with their long,
thin bill, and in other particulars also
—in color and form, for example

Anterior Leg of a Worker Bee.
structure are tlie hairy-bees.
Thev
are readily distinguished, however, as
we shall presently see, by the formation of the hind-legs. There is also a

sand-bee {Andrena l^chrankella, a
species representing one of the largest
genera), which may be seen in early
spring on catkins and other spring
flowers.

We have already said that, over and
above their high intelligence, bees are
remarkable for having certain points
of their body specially modified in
connection with the acquiring of
honey and pollen.
AVe will now

humming-birds and moths offer some
remarkable parallels. Representatives
of each

may

be found, to distinguish

between which needs a close scrutiny,
and which, when on the wing, might

Tongue of the Roney-Bee.
further consider the structures concerned in effecting this end, viz., the
suctorial apparatus and the apparatus of the body and, 2. Bees having such
for collecting pollen.
structures on their legs. To the first
The suctorial apparatus is in most group belong the mason-bees (Osmia)
bees developed in very great perfec- and the leaf-cutter bees [3IegachUe).
tion. In many the proboscis is of In these species the ventral surface
considerable length, in some cases of the abdomen is furnished with
being as long as the body. It consists long, stiff, retroverted hairs, by means
of the long vermiform tongue (/) (as of which the pollen is brushed from
in the butterflies), the upper surface the anthers as tlie insect passes in or
of which is mostly well provided with out of the flower. The grains get enoblique rows of long bristles.
The tangled among the hairs, from among
maxillic [l) and part of the labial which the bee afterward dislodges
palpi [k) are modified into flat, leaf- the'm by means of its legs.
like, linear processes, which are arThis
contrivance
is
admirably
ranged around tlie tongue (/), and adapted for obtaining pollen from
thus complete the suctorial proboscis. flowers having a flat corolla, but not
While, therefore, the suctorial appara- for such as have the anthers concealed
tus of the butterfly consists simply in a deep tube. Our most highly deof
a coiling or suctorial tongue, veloped bees (humble;bees, honeyit must be noted that in the bee other bees, etc.) have, therefore,
an appara;

perplex

the

best

observer.

To

all

appearance the hummingbirds are birds when at rest, but in-

outward

when

in motion.
thus see that in the tropics
there are not only wind and insect
fertilized flowers, as with us, but also

sects

We

certain which are bird-fertilized, i. e.,
plants in which the transference of
the pollen is effected by hummingbirds.

Convention Notices.
t^' Tlie Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Associatit)n will meet in the Pioneers* Rooms
in the State Capitol, at Lansing, Mich., at 9
a. m., on Nov. 12, 188.i.
All who have bees
or are interested in bee-culture, are invited
to attend.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
Tlio Central Illinois Convention will be
at .Tacksonville, Ills., on Wednesday

held

and Thursday, Oct. 28 and

29, 1885.

CHAS. D.tDANT.

;
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Exx>laiialor} .— Tbe figures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer bad in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
east
6 north of the centre $ south
Owest: and this 6 northeast; ^3 northwest;
t>> southeast; and ? southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;

O

For the American Bee JoumaL

The

Statistics of the

17— G.

JI.

Honey

Crop.

DOOLITTLE, (40—95).

How slow we

as bee-keepers are to
action to secure what
of benefit to us all.
On
of the Bee Journal for

work by united
would be
page 649
1S84, 1

gave a plan by which I thought
in September, 1885. know

we might

the relative

amount

of

the crop of

honey for this year in the United
States, and reque'sted that if the plan
I gave was not thought advisable,
some other plan might be originated
which would meet the approbation of
all for all realize the importance of
such a report, as has been shown by
;

the

many

efforts in that direction.
I had hoped and

But however much

from the sanction of
the plan by the Editor, I have not
seen a word farther in regard to the
matter. To be sure we have gained
some valuable ground, in that we now
know in what part of the State each
correspondent of the Bee Journal
desired, aside

but as far as any definite knowledge regarding the crop of honey in
the United States is concerned, we
are no better off than we were a year
lives;

ago.

When the Bee-Keepers' Union was
proposed, I hoped by this plan to get
all the bee-keepers united, and after
throwing our united influence to our
advantage in the Freeborn suit, we
might then through this same Union
get at the desired statistics regarding
the lioney crop. But alas out of the
500.000 bee-keepers of America, only
about 2.50 liave seen fit to enroll themselves as favoring a plan of united
action to defend our beloved pursuit
!

from disgrace. No wonder Mr. Ileddon thought ray idea of getting anything out of tlie Union but defense,
was out of order.
When I spoke or
using the Union for other purposes,
I did it upon the basis .500,000 members, and not on less than 300 Shame
on you fellow bee-keepers
Arouse
from your lethargy and let us up and
to work
Join the Union to show
!

!

!

that you are one of us, if for nothing
more, and tiien in the near future we
will sliow how this Union can be
made of great value to each one.
What would you have given on Sept.
1 to have known the amount of honey
in America, so you could have dis-

posed of your crop intelligently V I or about one-third above the average
would have given $25. at least, for yield. The rest of the State I cannot
that knowledge alone, and much more vouch for, but I am of the opinion
to have known that every bee-keeper that the bees in the southern part of
in the land was one of the Union, so the State have not done as well, so
he would not get crazy over his crop that probably about 60 pounds would
of honey, and rush it into market pre- be about the average yield per colony
maturely to the injury of tlie whole throughout the State. Vermont has
fraternity.
a stiiriarger crop, while reports from
To show that I have grounds for the northern part of Ohio and a part
the above, I wish to give two illustra- of Michigan, speak of a good yield.
tions
In a neighboring city honey The rest of the United States genheld steiidily at IG cents per pound erally report a light crop, with almost
for No. 1 comb honey, till within the a total failure in California. So it
past two weeks when quite a large will be seen that if the above is corproducer, who admitted that he had rect I cannot vouch for any of it exnot read the bee-papers during the cept Central Ne'rt' York, the rest
summer, became scared over what he being gotten from correspondents
supposed to be an immense amount here and there), there is no need of
of honey in the country (judging from bee-keepers becoming alarmed and
his own good yield), and rushed his rushing honey upon the market at
whole crop in at 12^ cents per pound. ruinous prices.
The result is that the market is flat,
Now bee-keepers, I again call upon
and some grocers assert that they you to take hold of this matter of
will yet buy honey at 10 cents per vital interest to all of us, and see if
pound before the year 1885 is past.
we cannot, before anotlier year rolls
Another producer having honey by around, have a reliable report from
the 10,000 pounds, sold the whole" lot every State in the Union,m time to be
to a merchant in one of our large of use to us in marketing our honeyEastern cities at a (nice below the product.
cost of production, giving as a reason
Borodino,© N. Y.
for doing so, that there was an enormous crop of honey in the country,
For the American Bee Journal.
and this with these words found on
page 579 of the Bee Journal " Tlie
North American B. K. Society.
harvest is past the summer ended
but the bee-keepers generally say that;
H. D. CUTTING.
it was the poorest season for honey
that they have known for many
Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson and myself
years," waiting for him to read.
met in Detroit on Oct. 16 and 17 to
Again, reports from Boston say complete arrangements for the next
that on account of tlie large crop in meeting of the North American BeeVermont, wliich is being forced upon Keepers' Society. We succeeded in
the market, honey is likely to become securing greatly reduced rates at the
a drug there, and this with Western Antisdell House, one of the first-class
cities and villages writing East for
hotels, located on Michigan Avenue,
Now had some plan been and
honey.
about 20 rods from the City Hall,
united upon as I expressed a year ago, in the very heart of tlie city. The
by which all could know the state of regular rates are $2 per day, but in
ailairs really existing, this injury to anticipation of a very large attendthe fraternity would have been warded ance they will receive all attending
off and honey kept at a uniform price
the convention at $1.25 per day. The
throughout the country, thus enrich- Antisdell Bros, have the reputation
ing the bee-keeper instead of bringing of keeping some of the very best
discouragement upon him.
hotels in the West, and I can assure
As I proposed in that article found all who will attend the convention
on page 649 of the Bee Journal for that they will be R'ell received and
1884, to report for Central New i'ork taken care of.
in 1885, 1 will now do so to show how
With the assistance of Mr. E. B.
easily the plan there given works. At
we secured the use
a cost of a few cents for postal cards, Rose, of Detroit,
" Red Men's
and a few hours time in writing, 1 of what is known as
directly opmailed a card to several bee-keepers Wigwam "—a good Hall
Antisdell House. The Hall
in each of the the counties embracing posite the
carpeted, etc.,
Central New York, telling them of is new, well furnished,
weather it
the yield in thiscounty,and requesting and should it be stormy
an acquisition to the
that tliey impart the same informa- will be quite
our meeting to have a HaU
tion in reiurn. To these about two- success of
thirds replied, the other one-third not so near the hotel.
We called on Mr. Geo. E. King, the
having time, or perhaps thinking they
had gained so much knowledge free, Secretary of the Michigan Passenger
did not answer. This part of it mat- Railroad Association, who received
ters not, hovi'ever, as enough did re- us very cordially, and extended to us
ply to show that the average yield of every courtesy. He will give us recomb honey in the ten central coun- duced rates on all railroads in Michities reporting, is 66 pounds per colony, gan, on all tickets sold from Chicago,
spring count the lowest county re- Ills., and Buffalo, N. Y. and from
porting an average yield of 30 pounds, correspondence already begun, we are
in hopes to secure the same rates from
and the highest 100 pounds.
Now, if we call, as I did last year, New York City and other points in
the East, and also from the Far West.
•50 pounds per colony as the average
yield, it will be seen that Central New Due notice will be given in all the
York has 16 pounds per colony over bee-publications as soon as final
:

(

:

;

;

;

;

1
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Workers alone have the property of
arrangements are perfected, and if
persons wishing to attend tlie conven- secreting wax scales of it, ranged in
tion at Detroit on Dec. s. 9 and 10, pairs, are contained in minute rewill write to Mr. W. Z. Ilntchinson, ceptacles under the lower segments
Rogersville, Midi., tiiey will receive of the abdomen, and situated to tlie
by retnrn mail a certilicate to be lillcd right and left of the angular projecout by the railroad agent where they tion. The conformation of the same
procure their ticket and on their re- part of queens and males is very difturn home this certificate will entitle ferent, below the rings of which no
them to a ticket by paying one-third scales exist.
Nothing but what is common to the
the regular fare.
Now that all arrangements are so abdomen of wasps and many other
nearly completed, let every one pre- hymenoptera appears externally in
pare to come to Detroit, on Dec. 8, 9, that of the bee, being half segments
and 10, and make this meeting one partially covering each other. But
grand success ever to be rememhered they are not flat below as in most
by every apiarist in the United States analogous insects, for the abdomen of
the bee is traversed by an angular
and Canada.
prominence. By gently drawing out
Clinton,? Mich.
the abdomen, the concealed parts are
;

;

Selected.

disclosed.

What

;

08

stances,! found the following 1. That
scales, thrown into spirits of turpentine, dissolved and disappeared before
reaching the bottom of the vessel,
without rendering the fluid turbid.
But an equal quantity of the spirit
could neither dissolve some of the
whitest fragments of worked wax
taken from new combs so quickly nor
so entirely. Many particles remained
:

suspended among" it.
2. Taking two vessels of sulphuric
ether, I appropriated one for scales
from the rings of bees, the other for
wax from their combs, equivalent in
Scarcely had
weight to the scales.
fragments of wax touched the ether,
when they divided, and were precipitated in powder to the bottom of
but the scales were prethe vessel
served entire, and only lost their
transparency, becoming a dull white.
No change ensued in either vessel
during several days. On evaporating
the ether from each, a thin stratum
was found on the glass.
of wax
Frequent repetition of this experi;

should be considered the base
Ancient Opinions on Beeswax.
of each ring, because it adheres to
the body of the insect, occupies at
FRANCIS RUBER, 1793.
least two-thirds of the segment, and
is of a yellowish white, soft, transSince the time of Reaumur and De parent, membraneous substance. It
have
inspired
a is divided into two by a small horny ment presented the same result
Geer, whose works
corresponding exactly fragments of the combs always were
general taste tor entomology, great prominence
advances have been made in this with the horny projection of the ab- reduced to powder the scales", on the
science all its branches are extended, domen, and forms two areas bounded coutrary, were not broken down and
and the history of bees, in particular, by a solid edge on the surface of the after the lapse of several months, only
Schirach and triembrane. The scales of wax are a very small portion of them had been
has been enriched.
lliem have opened a new path and, deposited in these areas, and assume dissolved by the ether.
perhaps, we have ourselves con- the same conformation
being of an
I thence concluded that the wax of
Only
tributed to clear it of tlie prejudices irregular pentagonal figure.
than
which clogged its progress, by es- eight scales belong to eacn individual the rings was less compound,
made into cells, since the latter
tablishing the facts announced, in a bee, for the first and last ring, con- that
dissolved in ether, while the former
;

;

;

;

;

more rigorous manner.

stituted differently from the others,
Their size decreases
observations, also, have been afford none.
published in other countries, but so with the diameter of the rings w-hereon
they
molded
the largest are
are
inaccurately that they would sink
into oblivion did we not endeavor to under the third, and the smallest
under the fifth. All are not alike in
support them by facts.
evei-y bee, for a difference is perNaturalists have principally diceptible in consistence, shape and
rected their attention to wax, and
thickness
some are so thin and
chemists likewise have attempted an
transparent as to require a magnifier
analysis of it. But the result of their
to be recognized or I have been able
labors presents so little coincidence,
to discover nothing but speculre simi".
as to prove the insufficient discussion
lar to those of water freezing.
of the subject and that it requires
Neither the speculse nor scales rest
new examination.
When M. Bonnet wrote, it was the immediately on the membrane a
general opinion that the pollen, slight liquid medium is interposed,
farina or dust of the stamina of serving to lubricate the junctures of
flowers, was converted into wax and the rings, or to render the extraction
it is interesting to peruse his details of the scales easier, as otherwise they
of its collection, the manner in which might adhere too firmly to the sides
the bees load themselves, and how of the receptacles. Finally, I have
they store it up for preservation. All seen the scales so large as to project
these facts, and the utility of the beyond the rings, being visible with
farina, had been scrupulously ob- out stretching the segments, and of a
served by Reaumur, Maraldi, and wliitish yellow from greater thickness
other learned men ; but is this sub- lessening their transparency.
stance truly the elementary principle
These shades of difference in the
of wax V
scales of various bees, their enlarged
Lnsation cultivator, whose name dimensions, the fluid interposed behas not reached us, observes, that neath them, the correspondence bealthough it had been previously sup- tween the scale and the size and form
posed that wax is discharged from the of the receptacles, seem to infer the
mouth, it actually comes from the transudation of its substance through
rings of the abdomen
and that this the membranes whereon it is moulded.
is evident by withdrawing a bee from
I was confirmed in this opinion by
the cell where it works in wax, when the escape of a transparent fluid, on
the wax in the form of scales appears piercing the membrane, whose interby the extension of the body. In the nal surface seemed to be applied to
year 1793, 1 was greatly astonished at the soft part of the belly.
It coagufinding scales of a substance ana- lated in cooling, when it resembled
logous to it under the rings.
They wax, and again liquified on exposure
exhibited its real characteristics on to heat. The scales themselves also
being applied to the flame of a taper, melted and coagulated like wax.
and I showed them to some of my
In prosecuting my experiments
friends.
further on the analogy of the two sub-

Some

;

;

;

;

remained entire, and as the one dissolved but partially in the spirits of
turpentine, whereas the other was
held in complete solution.
If this substance lying under the
rings be truly the elements of wax, it
undergoes some preparation in leaving its receptacles, and the bees are
capable of impregnating it with matthe whiteness and
ter, imparting
real wax. Hitherto we
acquainted only with its fusibility, but such being the chief property of the wax of the combs, we cannot doubt that the scales enter their
composition.

ductility of

are

;

A
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Des Moines County Convention.

The Des Moines County Bee-Keepmeeting
Court
House at Burlington, Iowa, on Aug.
25, 188.5, which was called to order by
ers'

Association held

in the

its

Grand Jury Room

fall

in the

the President at 10 a.m. The attendance was small on account of the busy
time and the bad weather, but nevertheless we had quite a good meeting.
The convention decided to make as
good a display at the County Fair as
the poor season would admit of.

;

Nine members reported

124 colonies,

count, and 591
pounds of honey as the amount obtained previous to Aug. 25. This was
considered a poor showing of honey
from so many colonies. Various plans
of feeding, " doubling up," etc., were
discussed so as to be able to save part
of our bees at least ; but heart's-ease

spring count, 217

fall

and Spanish-needle has come to our
aid since then and yielded honey suf-

—
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Ocient to enable us to save our bees,
as they are now in fair condition as

Prairie Farmer.
long after sundown, and until quite
dark. Cloudy days lengthen the galli- Shiny Bees— Autumn Management.
regards stores. Bees liave been work- ering time of all open corollas or
ing on the asters foraboutfour weeljs, rather unshaded nectaries. The secreMRS. L. HARBISON.
when warm enough to fly.
tion of nectar which can hardly be
The display of bees, honey and bee- called honey until evayiorated, for it
An unnamed disease has decimated
keeping implements at the Fair was is a bland, watery liquid and thereby some apiaries this season.
Bright
bees
thickened
into
the
honey by
very good, and attracted a great deal
Italian colonies have been carrying
night
in
probably
chiefly
at
goes
on
of attention.
The premiums vs'ere
out black, shiny bees with pointed
quite liberal. Mr. Geo. Bischoff re- all fresh corollas, and as these fade, bodies, during the entire season. This
ceases
the
secretion
and
decreases,
ceived S-9 in premiums, besides sevmalady has appeared twice
my
eral diplomas, on his several exhibits. altogether at a certain period, being apiary, and I failed to discover the
John Nau secured $19 in premiums, only indirectly essential, through the cause. There was abundant brood,
besides diplomas, and Mr. W. H. aid'of insects, fructification or rather and the affected colonies, so far as I
conception.
Smith obtained Sll.
could see, differed in no respect from
Jno. Nau, Sec.
These plants grow luxuriantly upon the healthy ones. If one of the shinsandy land in Northern Maryland, ing blacks got away from its captors,
and even the poorest sandy soil will and re-entere3 the hive, it was imCountry Gentleman.
produce a dense mat of them from one mediately marched out again. These
The Maryland Sensitive-Plant.
to three feet high. Belonging to the shiny bees would come out on the
pulse family, they will grow upon the alighting-board, apparently in disG. W. D.
above soil like the cow and black-eye tress, with their wings extended, and
pea, having a long top-root like clover, a tremulous motion to their bodies.
My bees are particularly fond of and are probably quite as enriching A change of queens might remedy
working upon this plant (the Cassia as either of the above peas there- the difllculty, whatever it is.
chamKcrist(i), whose efflorescence be- fore they are excellent to turn under
We had a very hard frost on Tuesgins early in August and extends to as an improver of the soil, though
day night (Oct. 5) ice was seen in
Sept. 20, and here it is their chief better if left to shade the soil. Quails,
some places. This closes the honey
dependence during the second honey called here " partridges," are very season.
I have removed what little
harvest.
Sandy fields are densely fond of the seeds which are enclosed surplus honey
there was, and find all
covered with it at this season. But, in legumes, resembling those of the
colonies supplied with winter stores.
strange to say, the bees do not collect black locust, hence called partridgeThe bees are remarkably good-nathe honey from the showy yellow pea. During cloudy weather and at
tured for this time of the year, and
flowers, but from glands or rather night, or when broken or pulled up
the colonies are usually populous. If
cup shaped nectaries, one upon each they fold their leaves like the true
the weather should come off warm,
petiole (leaf-stalk).
These nectarif- sensitive-plant which they resemble they will forage around,
but it is not
erous glands are open (concave on very much.
Cows eat them when to be expected that much honey will
top), cup-sliaped, sub-pedicelled (hav- green or in full bloom, though sparbe gathered.
ing a short stem, though hardly no- ingly.
I shall examine each colony careticeable), very minute, and contain a
Annapolis,© Md.
fully, to ascertain its exact condition
clear honey easily seen shining in all
for wintering. Where I find one with
the matured crops.
This was the
its honey scattered through the hive,
For the American Bee Journal.
lirst case of nectaries occurring upon
I shall confine the inmates to the
petioles instead of in the corollas (as
Manitoba Convention.
combs best filled, letting them carry
we find in nearly all flowers), that
home the honey from the others.
came under my observation ten years
At an enthusiastic meeting of bee- Combs containing little honey I shall
ago, though others have glands upon
their stem leaves (I'assion flower), men that took place in Winnipeg, on put in the cap, leaving a small openbut not honey-secreting ones, and Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, lsS-5, an ing for the bees to come up. If they
several again have them upon the organization was formed called the do not work upon the combs at once,
The
margin, and even in ttie cellular tis- "Manitoba Bee-keepers' Association," I will uncap some of them.
sue, of their leaves (aromatic glands with Chief Justice Wallbridge Presi- smell of honey is more apt to start
Thomas Collins, of Portage la robbing than is that of syrup, and I
of lemon, geranium, and others). The dent
bees are so ravenous after this honey Prairie, Vice-President and J. Ham- shall use caution against it by throwing an old quilt or something similar
that I have actually seen them run mond, of Winnipeg, Secretary.
over each other in their eagerness to
In the course of the evening the over the hiye. As fast as the combs
reach these nectaries first.
President gave a most interesting are clean and dry, I shall store them
Their pretty papilionaceous flowers discourse, describing his method of away for use another season.
Peoria,© Ills.
are rarely touched by insects. I never cellar-wintering, by which he had
saw a honey-bee upon them, though never lost a single colony of bees.
For the American Bee Journal.
I once
detected
a carpenter-bee, The main features of the system conseemingly at work; since they are sist in giving ample ventilation from
in Wintering Bees.
Experimenting
destitute of a nectary and their pol- below and plenty of porous material
absorb the perspiration,
len, dry and scant, show-ing that the above to
MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.
sense of smell in insects is superior which otherwise would condense and
to that of sight, or else tliey have a fall back on the top of the bees, causIn his answer to Query, No. 128, on
discriminating power of which we ing thereby ;ill tlie evils which so
(329, Mr. J. E. Pond, Jr., says:
know nothing. They work upon them often end in the destruction of the page
•'
It hardly pays to experiment in
until past mid-day— much longer than inhabitants of the hive.
that is, to do so by leaving
upon buckwlieat, which would indiIt was reported tliat Mr. D. D. wintering,
cate that the lioney does not evapor- Campbell, of Manitou, whose beauti- the old beaten track that has been
ate so quickly. I find that bees do ful exhibit of comb honey attracted traveled with comparative safety for
most of their honey-collecting during so much attention at the exhibition, many years." Just so but which
the (irst half of the day, a perceptible had brought his bees through the beaten track shall we follow ? Mr.
lull always after 12 m., with a slight past severe winter in splendid condi- Ileddon now has a sure way to winter
increase after 3 p. m., which would tion by adopting similar measures as bees shall we do it in that way V Or
show that the more direct rays of the those "described by Chief Justice Wall- had we better try Mr. Doolittle's
plan V Or whose shall we try V
sun dissipate it.orelse the bees gather bridge.
it all.
The one great exception is the
Near Lewistown, Ills., lives Mr.
It was resolved that all communicapulse family fZ,e.9i(mnios(P), and their tions in connection with the Associa- Kuf us Porter, a successful bee-keeper,
peculiarly shaded nectaries prevents tion should be addressed to the Secre- and a successful winterer of bees. He
this.
have known bees to work tary, at 859 Main Street, Winnipeg.
I
contracts no broodnests, feeds no
upon black locust (Bobinia rudocassia)
syrup, winters his bees on the sumJ. Hammond, ISec.

—

m

;

;

;

;

;

;
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stands, .and has no chaff hives.
takes off the honey-department,
and lays on top of the brood-nest a
little frame to keep the cloth from
fitting tight to the frames.
He then
makes a box just the size of the
honey-department, without top or
bottom, nails the coarsest kind of
coffee-aaekiug on it at the bottom,
fills it about;! inches deep with wheat;
chaff thrown loosely in (not packed
down at all), puts on the cover that
belongs to the (Langstroth) hive, and
lets them alone until spring.
His hives face to the south, and he
very rarely clears tlie snow from the
entrances (which he contracts to %xo
inches)— never, unless there is a sudden thaw, and the snow prevents the
bees from flying out.
Now, if I used Langstroth hives I
should do just as Mr. Porter does.
But mine are Gallup and Simplicity
hives, and there is no such cover to
either of them. I am going to experiment a little the coming winter not
because it will prove anything if I do
succeed, but just because I thought
of it myself.

He

;

Vermont

+o Ills.

For

ttie

Amencan Bee

Journal.

know it. We may not know the full
design of the bee, and it is best not to
look into the dark.
Trumbull Co., 6 O.
For tho American Bee JonmaL

"Sunny Florida"— The "Union."
7— IIAIIRY

G.

liUKNET, (5—25).
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brain.' " He gave a full description
of bee-keeping in all its branches, and
for all seasons of the year.
He said
:

" Bee-keeping is no small business,
but of great dimensions, and covers a
great field of labor.
cannot expect to make a living by keeping only
one colony of bees, neither can we do
so in keeping only one cow or one
hog but any man or woman with a
quarter of an acre of ground, well

We

;

While our fellow-bee-keepers at the stocked with bees, can compete with
North are packing their bees for win- a farmer having 160 acres of land. A
ter, feeding sugar syrup, and other- beginner should first buy a good book
wise trying to avoid winter losses, we, on the subject, and keep only pure
at the extreme South, are about en- Italian bees. Also, take a good beetering the season of harvest, which paper, and take extra care of the bees
continues without interruption from in winter, either keeping them in a
November until June. For my part, cellar kept at a temperature of 50°, or
after trying it three years in Iowa, packing them in chaff on the summer
and part of a season with Mr. Heddon stands. If kept in a cellar, give them
in Michigan, I gave up trying the an out-door flight as early in the
" winter problem," and hied myself spring as possible, then return them
off to "Sunny Florida," where such to the cellar again till warm weather
things are unknown and here, under has come to stay." He closed by
" When you get all the bees
the palms and moss-hung live-oaks I saying,
have started an orange grove and you need, then stop and work for
apiary, in a small way, it is true but honey only, for it does not pay to proit will " grow up with the country," duce bees for sale."
Miss Tullis then sang a solo enI hope.
I find it much pleasanter to
;

;

spend the winter in extracting honey,
hiving swarms, making garden, eat-

" Spring Flowers."
After the song, Mr. C, P. Dadant
gave the following in answer to questions
A 10 frame Langstroth "hive
is small enough, and he prefers a
hive should contain
larger one.
06,000 cells for the queen to lay in,
titled,

ing oranges, fresh strawberries and
vegetables, than to " shiver out " a
winter in Iowa.
I would like to make a suggestion
M. PISTE R.
to the readers of the Bee .Journal,
Since the publishers besides as many more in which to
Has the honey-bee the right to as follows
He was not so well
gather honey or other food wherever have seen fit to reduce the price of the store honey.
wintering bees, but he
it can V
It has
for the Creator so Bee Journal to one dollar, let us, in posted on
designed it, and man has no right to renewing our subscriptions, send in thought that chaff packing on the
limit it in its course. For, if he had two dollars as of old, with an added summer stands, or a good cellar, was
the right, lie would have the power so quarter, and thus have all subscribers necessary. Bees are not dormant in
to do. We have no power to teach it to the Bee Journal members of the winter. They should be very strong
where to go or where not to go. The Union. That is what I am going to in numbers, and have plenty of well
natural limit for the bee is as far as it do, and am trying to get up a club of ripened honey if we wish them to
He considers
can go, which is a circuit of nearly six subscribers on the same plan. The winter successfully.
miles or more in diameter.
Every Union is to be of use only by receiv- the reversible frame as working
open space in this circuit is its ing the united support of bee-keepers against nature, and thinks that exdomain. If we open our doors, it has of the United States. In these hard tracted honey is the most profitable
The life of a bee is 40
the right, like the sunshine, to go in.
times the above plan, I think, will to produce.
If the owner possessed that amount make it seem easier to join the Union. days in the working season, but in
queen will
winter they live longer.
of land, his bees need not gather from
Alva,? Fla., Sept. 30, 1885.
live from two to five years. Chaff or
his neighbor's fields ; but only a few
[This is a good idea, and we hope it some porous packing is necessary over
can own that amount. The earth is
not for the rich alone, but for all who will be acted upon by all.
The the frames in winter. It is profitable
live upon it.
law that required us " Union " ought to be a well-supported if bees can fly every three weeks in
winter. He said that the purest bees
to be rich enough to own that amount
and efficient organization for the de- come from Italy. Climate has a great
before we kept bees, is unjust.
deal to do with bees. He said that
If the owner of bees owned less fense of our chosen pursuit.— Ed.J
" spring dwindling " is caused by cold,
than about six square miles of land,
wet weather at that time of the year.
he would have to fencj his land, if
For the American Bee JournaL
Mr. E. L. Briggs said that " spring
the law required us to restrain bees
dwindling " was often caused by too
from going on the lands of a neighbor.
Progressive Convention.
early breeding.
fence to restrain bees would nearly
The convention then adjourned to
reach to the clouds, hence unreasonThe Progressive Bee-Keepers' Asp.m.
able.
sociation met in the G. A. R. Hall at meet at 7
To illustrate a bee's instinct When Macomb, Ills., on Oct. 15,1885, at 2
EVENING SESSION.
14 days old it can go alone to the fields p.m., the President, A. W. Fisk, of
The convention was called to order
in search of food, fertilize seed, gather Buslmell, occupying the chair.
After by the President at 7 p.m. First on
honey or pollen, return to its home hearing the iniu'utes of the last meet- the programme was a song by the
and store its treasure, as far as we ing, the audience was entertained by choir, entitled, " Whip-poor-will."
know, as perfectly the first time as at a song entitled, " Come where the
Mrs. Staley, of Adair, read an inany other.
Lilies Bloom," which was sung by teresting essay on " Practical BeeWe have no skill to teach the blood the choir, consisting of Mr. J. S. Gash,
Keeping." She referred to the losses
how to circulate in the veins. We Mr. Keach, Miss Cora Tullis, Miss of the past winter, and said " We
may, by force, hinder its free circula- Anna Stewart, and Mrs. Geo. Kerman. must not be discouraged by this, but
tion. Our power or force to hinder
An address on apiculture by Bev. press forward again if we would make
does not make it right to do so ; for E. L. Briggs, was then delivered. He a success." She referred to bees as
science tells us that when we hinder said
" We cannot expect everybody acknowledging female supremacy in
the natural course of the blood, we to believe as we do
however, two fact, her essay all the way through
hasten our bodies into the grave. We things must go together to make a showed deep study and a thorough
know this, or those who inquire may success in business muscle and knowledge of apiculture.

Controlling the Honey-Bee.

:

A

:

;

A

A
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Mrs. Kerman and Miss Tiillis then
sang a duet, entitled, "Murmuring
Sea ;" then came the election of officers, which resulted as follows
J.
M. Hume, President S. H. Moss,
:

;

Vice-President Mrs. Staley, Treasurer and J. G. Norton, Secretary.
Rev. E. L. Briggs again addressed
the convention, and dwelt somewhat
on what the essayist said of despondency. Although the losses of the past
winter were great, there is no business
without loss; we still have our hives,
frames and honey on hand. He stated
how he had left his bees to a man to
take care of, and all were lost but
by buying more colonies he had made
alarge profit the first year. He said
we must keep the Italian bees, as
they are the best, and are moth-proof;
moths do not kill bees, but when a
colony is reduced, motlis come to fill
the vacancy. He also gave a full
description of the sex and offices of
;

;

;

bees.

keepers to known this, and not go to
Detroit with the expectations of selling their honey at the " big price " at
which it is being quoted. I wish to
warn bee-keepers in this matter.

more and gather more honey. I noticed them
gathering honey from

flowers that tlie black or German hees
hardly noticed.
They protect their
combs better from the web-worm.
This summer one of my very best colThe Weather— Hybrid Bees.— J. H. onies seemed to be "dwindling." I
Andre. Lockwood,? N. Y., on Oct. discovered dwarf drones in it, so I
concluded that they had no queen. I
15, 1885, writes
opened the hive, and as I discovered
To-day it is cool and cloudy, but the queen in a few minutes, I thought
the bees are busy bringing in pollen that they just reared a queen, and I
from witch-hazel. Mention is made shut up the hive. I waited several
in the Bee Journal regarding the weeks, but nothing but dwarf drones
differently marked bees in the same seemed to be hatching out, and finally
hives containing hybrids. I find that nothing was left except a few drones
all hybrids in this vicinity liave bred and the queen.
back, the Italian strain predomina[A defective queen was, no doubt,
ting,andsome apiaries showing it that
have never been Italianized and I do the cause of the trouble. Ed.]
not know of any pure Italians within
several miles of here. It is very singuNo Surplus Honey.— C. M. Roberts,
lar, and I think it will be of great Chillicothe,? O., on Oct.
23,
1885,
season,
if
benefit to bee-keepers next
writes
not thereafter.
been a complete
:

;

This season has

Mr. C. P. Dadant, then in answer to
questions, said that he would not
Old Bees for Winter.— James Hedmake passage-ways through the don, Dowagiac, 9 Mich., says
combs for bees in winter. Bees should
I notice that some bee-keepers are
be clustered in the front of the liive
the coming win-

failure so far as a surplus of

honey

is

black colonies
concerned.
I have
that have not yielded a single pound
of surplus, and yet they are now absolutely starving. My Italians gathfearing the results of
clover,
colonies ceased ered some surplus from red
their
ter because
breeding early, and the hives contain but not 10 pounds to the colony. All
no young bees. I think this fear is the black bees in this locality will die
ill-founded.
Bees do not grow old during the coming winter unless they
with time, but from exertion. Colo- are fed. White clover, upon which
for a surplus, froze ennies of bees that have not bred late we depend
crop
have not exerted themselves like tirely out last winter, and the
The creation of from" the seed has not blossomed yet.
those that have.
:

in winter. The entrance of a hive
should be from one to two inches
wide in winter; the back of a hive
should be one inch higher than the
front.
Leaves make an excellent
packing material for bees.
vote of thanks was tendered the
choir for the excellent music rendered.
The convention adjourned to meet
at Macomb, Ills., sometime in the
spring of 1886, at the call of the President and Secretary.

A

J.

G.Norton,

Sec.

young bees is always at the expense
of the vitality of the older ones. My
experience has taught me that young
bees do not so readily enter tlie
quiescent state, so desirable for safe
wintering, as do old ones. In this

Local Convention Directory,
Time and place

1885.

of Meetirto.

Oct. 28, 29.— Central Illinois, at Jacksonville, Uls.

quiescent condition but little food is
N. J. 4 Eastern, at Trenton. N. J.
taken, and scarcely any vitallity is Not,Wm.6.—
B. Treadwell, Sec, 16 Thomas St., N. T.
No matter if the youngest bee Nov. 12.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
lost.
in the hive was hatched on Sept. 1,
E. N. Wood. Sec, N. Lansing, Mich.
because none were hatched later, she Dec. 8— 10.— Michigan State, at Detroit. Mich.
has preserved her vitality, hence her
U. D. CuttinK. Sec, Clinton, Mich.
age, and if she passes the winter in Dec 8— 10.— North American, at Detroit. Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
quiescence, she will last until her hive
Bees preserve their Dec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
is
populous.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, llogersville, Micb.
vitality (age) wonderfully during autumn, when conditions are such as to 1886.
Des Moines County, at BurlinEton, Iowa.
Apr.
27.—
The converse
discourage breeding.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middletown. Iowa.
of this proposition is equally true.
to have this table complete. SecreIn
order
CF"
Beekeepers should have no fears because colonies go into winter quarters taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
with old bees.
r>,

siess^Mim
mio-x"'
Good Results.— W.
Ills., on Oct.

Galt,"o

II. II.
11, 1885,

Stewart,
says
:

have obtained over 1,400 pounds of
honey from my .32 colonies of bees,
I

while some of my neighbors did not
get an ounce
and this result comes
from my reading the American Bee
;

Journal.

—

Honey Market at Detroit.— W. Z.
The Season— Dwarf Drones. W. S.
Hutchinson, llogersville, 6 Mich., Oct. Douglass, Lexington,© Tex., on Oct. The National Bee -Keepers' Union.
17, 1885, writes

16, 1885, writes
Last year I started with 9 colonies
at
good figures in the Detroit papers, I of bees, and increased them to 22.
took a sample of my honey there, but The horse-mint crop was splendid.
found the market overloaded and The bees filled their hives, and then
" more a-coming," so I would advise commenced to build comb under the
no one to send honey to Detroit at bottom-boards and around the enpresent. The scheme that had caused trances. Several bee-trees were found
the high prices and the consequent with combs on the outside that were
glut in the market, I am informed is filled with honey. I helped a man cut
something like this: As the market a tree that contained about 200 pounds
was bare of honey, and none was of pure honey but this was a hybrid
coming in, several dealers clubbed to- colony. This year the horse-mint did
gether, paying SI each, and hired the not yield so well
although the bees
newspapers to quote honey " away Isave filled their hives from other
up," and the consequence is that flowers. This season I had 10 swarms,
honey has been coming in there by and I now have .32 colonies. I have 6
the tons from every direction. I think hybrid colonies which are far ahead
that it would be a benefit to bee- of the German bees.
They swarm

Upon

seeing

:

comb honey quoted

;

;
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and Haud-Book.is a book

of ready reference and an encyclopfedia of
everything desirable to know. As a guide
to the hoine-seeker, it is invaluable. Its contents are partially given

on page

686,

and

convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of our readers can afford to
do without it. As a book of ready reference
we find it of great value in our library. We
will send the Weekly Bee Journal for a
year and the Guide for $1.30.
will
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as

Food and Medicine.

t^~ To

create Honey Markets in every
village, town and city, wide-awake
honey
producers
should get the LeaUets " Why Eat
The following are the latest quota" (only r,0 cents per
Honey
100), or else the
tions for honey and beeswax received
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
up to this hour
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their
CHICAGO.
crops at
HONEJ.- It Is In good demand, and for the best remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
grade.sor white comb honey l.'iaKio. Is obtained,
"
Medicine are sold at the following prices
on-colored and dark llnd

Monday,

i

10 a. m., Oct. 26, 1885.

f

:

ted

yery Blow sale.

la

steiidy at

.'•(ftHc.

per

BEE8WA.X;.-^4«j25o.

wax

PCBI.TSHED BY

THOMAS

G.

light.

B. A.

Burnbtt.

NEWMAN & SON,

Phopkietors,

923IL925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGO,IU,
Weekly, »a a year Montbly, SO cents.
;

ALFRED

are

South Water

isi

noney

in

tions at

l-lb.

On

sections at 14(g)l6c., and 2-lb secExtracted, B(a8c.

NEW
HONEY.— There

is

" Don't Slop "—that is what many write
about their papers, when their time is

Street.

to us

FORK.
much change

not

The new crop

market.

Is

coming

and 18 selling readily at the following prices:
fancy white clover, in l-lb. sections, 14691.1 cents
:

in 2-lb. sections, I2(sl3c. ; fair to good,
in 1 and 2 lb. sections, luouc, ; lancy buckwbeat.
In l-lb. sections. lic<ol2c.; the same In 2-lb sections, n&loc.
Extracted, white clorer,

6»7c
«•>-.,
•

SPECIAI- NOTICE.-On January 1,1886,

buckwheat,

.'")(86c.

BBESWAX-Prlme yellow. 25@28c.
McCAUL & HILDRETH BROS., 34 HudSOn St.

HONEY.— There Is no material change in the
market. Demand Is slow for manufacturing purg OSes, while the trade is fair In comb and extracted
oney for table use. Arrivals are good. Choice
comb honey brings 14(9ific. per lb. in a Jobbing
way. and extracted honey, 4<98c., according to
**

quality.

renew my subscription. It runs out with
month but don't stop sendiny it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
to

this

;

for the present we have concluded not
to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

CINCINNATI.

BEES\yAX.— Home demand
i«)22c. tor

nearly out. One subscriber says:
"This
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now

In the
In quite freely,

tnesame

the price of the Weekly Bee Journal will
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we
have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing: the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of one dollar a year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will main-

hundred, $i.50.

:

lJ®Hc.

BEESWAX.-au CIS. per lb.
Blake & kiplet. 57 Chatham

Notices.

per doz., 40 eta. per
Five hundred will be sent
;

postpaid Jor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
orders of 100 or more, we will print if
desired, on the cover-page. " Presented
by,"
etc. (giving the name and address
of the b'eekeeper who scatters them).

Bt.

BOSTON.

Business Manager.

<f p^eciiil

:

Single copy, 5 cts.

honey and

HONEY.— It Is selling very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices In order to make rates. We quoie comb

NEWMAN,

H,

Extrac-

lb.

Offerings of

Is fair, and it brings
choice yellow, on arrival.
0. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

tain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
SAN FRANCISCO.
New subscribers will be supplied with the HONBY.-ArrlvalB are quite light, with a probability of so continuing through the balance
of the
Weekly from now until the end of the year season.
here is some Inquiry for best qualities
with a Arm market for the suiue. Quotations
188B, for $1.25.
are
as follows: Wtlteto extra white comb, a»llc
Those who have already subscribed for dark to good, 5S8C. Extracted, white
liquid. SOaii
any portion of next year will have the time eta.; light amber colored, 4)^(s5c.; amberandcan:
died, 4I-4C.
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
BEES WAX.-Quotable at 230250., wholesale
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
in the mail-list type are already made.

Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all bofiks
where they are purchased " to sell again."

!

'1

•

I^~ Sample Copies

of the Bee Journal
be sent FREE upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

CLEVELAND.

For $1.35 we
Journal

to

new

will

send the Weekly Bee

suhscribers

from now

until

the end of 188(5— fourteen months.
Now Is
the time to subscribe. The sooner it is done
the more they will get for the money.

Agents can sell the Guide and HandHONEY,— The market since our last report has Book
like " hot-cakes." Send us an order
improved very much and there is a good onenlng
for very choice while l-lb. sections, for which
14m for five copies (with $2.50) and we will send
lac. la obtained
Our stock of now Is very light at
present but of the old we have a good auoolv you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
which we sell at 10<9l3c. for wb te 1-ib. sections
Extracted honey is slow at 6a7c. for best white year. This is a rare opportunity to get the
clover and basswood.
Weekly Bee Journal without cost
BEfc-S WAX.— Very scarce at 20@22c.
!

1

A. C. Kenoel. lib uniulo Street.

To Correspondents. — It
us

much

would save

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name,
when

writing to this ofHce. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offico, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postOIBce and get your mail at another, be
sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Any person

not a subscriber, receiving a

copy of this paper, will please consider
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

t^~
their

All

who intend

KANSAS CITY.

HONEY.-We now report a very Arm market
with some advance in prices, though the trade
take hold very slowly as vet, and C(jiu[ilain terribly when the advance is quoted to them. We are
now holding for I6(3il7c. for fancy white honey in
l-lb. sections, ISwlKc. for 2 lbs., and 12iai:jc
for
Calif. Fancy l-lb. sections, if marketed soon, will
bring a good price. Extracted is a little tlrmer at
about the same prices, viz: Miss., La. and Texas
4caHc., and white clover and
alif., 7<ttHc.
BEESWAX.— Unchanged, 2<j{a(25c., according to
'

(

quality.

ci.emons.Cloon &

Co,, (xw. 4th

Preserve your papers

& Walnut.

for reference.

you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us i new yearly subscripIf

it

tions for the

Bee Journal.

to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a copy of

the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 oo
100 colonies (220 pages).
1 "=,
" '-OOcolonies (420 pages)....'.'!..','.'.'.'.'
:

Tlie

Western World Guide and Hand-

Book of. Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

150
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of
numbers, one sending us two new subscribers besides
and still keep the record all together in one
their own, with :f3, for one year, we will
book, and are therefore
most desirable. present a copy of this valuable book.

^dmxtxstmtnts.

WE

are now in the market, and will be
during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition— just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent,; or, if a sample IS sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford. We
will handle beeswax the same way, and
can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest

market

prices.

Mr. Jerome

Iwichell, our junior member in this departfull charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.

ment, has

Sample of combhoney must be afull case
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
whether we buy or not.

CI^EinONS, CI.OON
38A17t

&

KANSAS

D

C A A ^^ $30
^y#*l«#^r»

CO.,
CITV, MO.

M^eipenses p*id kgtnta toMll gooAa to detlen
I
to
month andexpciuu to djo.
I
tnbutotircttlmoBl,
Noo.p,t«i „,,uirrf, S.l»r,f.,dmmihl,. E.p,n«.
«dTanco S.mplo packije of our good, and loll
purtraLrsPree. Send
lt> Cent* for poita^tc, packing, etc.
pOStuU. Wemcanwhat wc saj

S50

m

Honsrch Novelty

No

Co.,

i

Arcade Chambers.OlnclnnsUiO.

J

:
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The Western World

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches. 288 pages
Friee, 50 Cents.
The following only a part of the Contents
Colered Miips of all the States and Territories,
including Alaska and District of Columbia.
Dlaeraiiiii showing area, population, products.
Government, State, School and Indian Lands of
the several States.

CO.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

OF TJSEFTTL INFORMATION.

For HOI»lE SEEKERS or Tourists,
Capitalists or Laborers. A vast
amount of iiil'oriiiatioii not
to bo louiiU elsewhere
at any price.

BU6GT

GOLUfflBDS

Standard Langstroth.

And

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO ORDER,
Quinby Smol(er a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price liist.
1

W.
7A1

E. CL,AKK,8uccessortoli. C. Root,
ORISKANY, Oneida County, N. Y.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.

is

Blatorlea of each of the 8tote« from the
EarlleBt Times.— Descriptive of their lopog-

is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

The BRITISH BEE Journal

MONTHLY,

to do, and when and
how to do it.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly

time being, showing what

for

3s^-A-isttj:f'^^cxtj:r:ei^s

At Hew Orleans World's Exposition was
awarded 1st. Preminm for finest display

of Land-Offlces,
Enterprise, Rainfall, Health. Ports of Entry. Population (male,
female and foreign) Number of Indians, Mineral
Resources. Nicknames of States and for whom
or what they are named. Miles of Railroad and
Canals. Tidal Frontage, State Land Laws,
Religious Denominations and their Numbers,
Number of Counties and Names.
giving complete law
eovernment Land
on the subject of Pke-emition Homestead.
ti.mbkr clii.tltke. solilieus' homestead,

THE FUKMS OF ENTKY. List
Opportunities for Homes or

of Vehicles, against 64 Competitors.

The

celebrated Brewster crossside-bar being our great specialty,
grade of work, and
quality and style.

justly

spring-

build only one
that of the best in

we

Laws

We do not make the lowest priced vehicles,
but claim that ours are the clieapest In

scrip,
swamp lands. land waukants.
Lands, coal

tlie

Indian Tki'st Lands, Desekt
Lands, timber Lands, Mineral Lands,
agricultural COLLEGE LANDS, ETC,

We

world when quality is considered.
use the finest material obtainable,

employ only expert and competent mecUanlcM. To insure the best and roost uniform results, we now manufacture our
own AvUeels from finest timber (sawed
by our own mills) that can be obtained from
the hills of Southern Ohio— famous as the

How

to Acquire Lands of any kind belonging to the (iovernment by anv forms of entry,
who may acquire them, and the ditferent laws
applicable to the different ssctions.

Postal, Pension and Patent Lawfs of the
Tlnlted Slates.
Coats-of-Arms of the States and Views of
Celebrated Places, and of lite in different regions.
Bales for measuring Lumber. Logs, Grain,
Liquids, Tables of Weights and Measures of all
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables, Lumber Tables.
Systems nf Land Measures In various
parts of the United Slates.

second growth hickory district.

The reputation of the Columbus Buggy
unexcelled. The work is known
and sold throughout the entire United
States and Territories. Well introduced in
England, Germany, Australia and South

Company is
America.

Send for Catalogue and prices,
the nearest dealer unll be sent.

Contains also a Million nseful facts.

for one year,

Send

for Circulars.

Bingham & Hetherington,
ABRONIA, iniCH.
more money than

at anything else by
the best selling book

an agency for
WIN taking
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.
Terms tree. Hallett Book Co.

GREEN'S FRUIT GROWER,

MUS

fall.

lelall.

THOS.
9-23

A

925

G.

NEWSMAN

West Madison

Street.

A:

ALL the

best publications

..J devoted to bee culture, at
List.
reduced riites. Send for Prospectus.
41Atf
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

COMB FOUNDATION,
high side-walls.* to Ifi square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples freft
J.

II

PRIZE.

than anythtnK else

In this

world. All. of eithersex, suc-

ceed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
Tbck & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address
SlAly

SONS.

in presents given away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a pacfeage of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that

ILL.

Send six cents for postage.
and receive free, a costly box
of Kooos which will help you
more money rinht away

VAN DEUSEN &

Sole ManufacturerB.
Sprout Brook, Mont. f^A., N. F.

SON,

cniCAGO.

Portland, Maine.

See Advertisement in another column.

Our Club

.

dozen, or #5.00 per lOO.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

FLAT BOTTOM

»l7,e

i" Honey I'alls isof uniform design
_
with the other sizes, havinR the top
edue turned over, and has a bail or
handle.— maltlnK It very convenient
t" carry. It i» well-nmde and, wiien
filled with huney. makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for i;o cents or less. Many
__ .,.,^
consumers will buy it in order in nive the children
a handsome tov pail. PKICE, 15 cents per

I

^IWy

of

San
price 50 cents per year.
pie copy free. Address,
Green's Ni'rskky Co.,
Rochester, N. V-

HONEY PAIL
Bingham Smokers NEW ONE-POUND
of our Tapering
new
AND

name

41A6t

He

See Advertisement in another column.

HONEV-KNIVES.

the

64 jiaf^es, with colored plat'
"
illustrated, price 5 cts.
to Propagate and Grow Fruit..
<
plates,
colored
pages,
2
64
illustrations, price 50 cents.

Dadant's FonndationFactory, wholesale
retail.

and

GREEN'S FRUIT GUIDE

and the Guide, postpaid, for $1.30.
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
963 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
and

o:f

FIRST CLASS VEHICLES

Laws, PKDIll.EHOKDlU-MMKKS' LICENSE LAWS,
DivoHrE Laws, MiNiNii Laws, DEsnupTloN
OF Public Lands, list of Lands si-iuectto

The Weekly Bee Journal,

(View of our Factory.)

82..50.

raphy. Soil. Climate, Rivers Mountains, Natural
Wonders, Population, Area, Islands, Lakes,
Mines, Products, Manufactures, Industries,
Cities School Systems, Collection and Exemption Laws. Date of Holding Elections, Number
of Representatives, Senators, Congressmen, and
Presidential Electors, NumVier of Union and
Confederate Soldiers in the Field. Price of Land
Cleared and in l-"orest, E.itent of Forest, Number of DitlerentCallings, Rateof Interest,! sury

$200,000 money

faster than anyonce bring you Id
thing else In America, AM about the $2(mi.(kx> in
Agents wanted everypresents with each bo:X.
where, of either sex, o f all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asH. IlALLETT & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
51A1T
will at
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Lawsuit was "called"
the ('ircuit t'ouit in Richland Centre,

Tlie Slieep-Bces
at

OF THE

Wis.,

^^,^^s^3smIOAlMr^.^^

on Wednesday, Oct.

-H, 1885.

Tt

was

Cleinentson, who decided
that thei-e " was no cause of action," and
the.inrywas discharged. It may be argued
before the Supreme Court, and should that
('ourt determine that there is a "case," then
it may come to trial on the ruling of the
Supreme Court. The ISee-Keepers' Union
made such a stir, and showed such fighting
enthusiasm in the matter, that the Judge
made a thorough examination of the laws of
the State and concluded that there existed

dismissed by

.Judfi'e

Capt. Urdrlnuiton'm book on " Spain and
the Spaniards" contains this historical incident abfiut bees
:

The Canon Cepcro, so well known in the
first Coi-tes, being shut up in the convent
of the Cartusa at iSevilie, by order of King

no laws or rulings upou which he could

aOTHOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 44.

Nov. 4, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

instruct the jury.
We think that the bee-keepers of America
have cause for pride in the success that has,
so far, attended their efforts in this matter.
We shall watch the matter closely, and
check-mate any move that may be made by
the complainant, and now at the close of
the first combat, let us all jubilate, while our
Bird crows for Victory No. I.

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Plant

BIei>tslngs,and blessings will bloom;
Plant hate, and hate will grow
You can sow to-day to-morrow shall bring
Blossoms that prove what sort of a thing
Is the seed the seed that you sow.
;

—

—
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Ferdinand, by way of passing the time
applied himself to study the economy of
bees, which he had followed up at Cozalla,
and was so successful in his management
that in u very short time he had a thousand
hives.
When the civil war commenced
circumstanci's caused their being neglected
and disprrsi'il. and some swarms finding no
holey or cax'ities to suit them, attached themselves to a beam in an outhouse, where they
made their combs in a similar manner to
that by which the tree-wasps suspend their
curious fabric from the branches. They
were so satisfied with this novel situation
that they never left it nor swarmed, but kept
adding successive combs until they nearly
reached the ground, and hung from the
point of suspension like a huge living and

waxen

stalactite.
The owner never disturbed them, but had the lower combs cut
ott'. as they were wanted, and the colony had
now remained a considerable period without

their

showing any disposition

change

to

it.

Tlie Soutlieastern ITIlcliisan BeeKeepers' Association have decided to hold
their regular meeting this fall at Detroit, on
Dec. 8, 9, and 10, with the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, the Michigan State
Bee-Keepers' Association, and the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society.

and

Rattle-Snakes

Honey. — The

Glvhe-Democrat mentions the following snake

our wings, our sorrows are

story and vouches for

our spurs.

its

truth

:

Near Fayetteville Ark., two young farmers
named Young and Stewart were out hunting
a few days ago and discovered bees passing
out and in through a hole about 40 feet from
the ground in a large black oak, which was
some 4 feet in diameter. Of course they
,

Tlie Fire of a Forest^ fierce as it is,
burn out in one day, but you cannot

will

arrest the progress of that cruel word you
tattered carelessly yesterday
it will go on
slaying, poisoning, burning, embittering
beyond your control forever and ever.
;

Style of Package, says the Indiana
Farmer, has much to do with quick sales,
nowadays, and this is no less true in selling
honey than any other product. With many
the idea prevails that there is an over-pi-oduction of honey, hence the depressed

Comb honey now sells at from 14 to
to 18 cents per pound wholesale, whereas a
year or two since it readily brought 20 to
prices.

25 cents. But everything else is correspondingly lower, it must be remembered, and
sales are slow in almost every department
of trade.

For AVlnd-Breaks

one of the best trees
the Norway Spruce, says the Pennsylvania Farmer.
It is one of the hardiest of
evergreens, and grows easily from seeds.
Nurserymen propagate it to a great extent,
and sell the plants very cheap. Nice plants
2 feet high can be had at a cost of about $12
per hundred, from almost any large nurserj'.
Evergreens do very well planted in early
autumn. The roots become a little active
before winter, making the task of going
through the winter easy, and the plant is in
a good condition to go through the heat of
the summer. The hardy character of the
Norway makes it the most sought for for
planting for screens in the winter. The
north side of exposed farm buildings should
have these trees planted there at once— not
too near, or it makes the place too much
shut up in summer. Thirty feet is near
enough to the buildings. The comfort all
animals would derive from such trees in
winter time would prove very much to the
profit of the owner.

is

thought that they had made a rich discovery.
They were not then prepared to cut the tree,
Strike the tong-jong, Beat the fuzzy-guzzy.
Let the loud hosannas ring

Tum-tum

fuzzy-guzzy

— Ding, dong, ding

!

We will

give full particulars of this suit
next week— including the complaint of the
plaintiff and the decision of the Judge.

Do you

ivlsli

to be

well your part, whatever
all the honor lies.

Honored ?
it

Act

may be — there

Tlie Alfalfa, or Chilian clover, says the
Florida Dispatch, seems peculiarly adapted
to the South, and can hardly fail of success
in all parts of Florida. It is said that this
very valuable grass was brought into Greece
from Persia nearly five hundred years before
the Christian era. At present it is largely
cultivated in England, France, and other
parts of Europe, and gives great satisfaction
as a forage plant. It is being introduced
quite extensively into the interior of our
country, and though as yet California is far
ahead in its culture, in time Alfalfa will be
a prominent crop in all places where the
winters are not too severe. The power to
withstand great heat and dryness comes
from the long, searching tap-roots, which
are sent deeply down into the soil and find
moistui'c which is inaccessible to other less
energetic vegetation.

Are you Entitled to a pension?
may be and may not know it. If you

and started for home. On their way Young
bought Stewart's interest in the find, paying
$1 cash for it.
Next day Young invited
several friends to help him cut the tree and
share the treasure it contained. So supplied
with axes and buckets they proceeded to
the woods and cut down the tree. After it
fell crashing to the ground. Young ran with
a handful of leaves and stopped ihe hole
through which the bees entered the tree, but
soon they came swarming out at a split
made in the trunk by falling. One of his
friends suggested that he did not believe
that the bees were going to give them much
trouble, and for him to pull the plug out of
the hole. He did so, and immediately a
rattle-snake came crawling out at the hole,
coiled himself by the side of the fallen tree,
raised his flat head, distended his mouth,
shot out his tongue, and gave out that
paralyzing sound with his rattles which,
when once heard, is never forgotten. He
was soon dispatched, however, and the work
of discovery went on. They then chopped
into the log, split out a long block, and there
found coiled up in the hollow of the log two
other rattlers, which were pi omptly killed.
What promised to be a delicious feast only
proved to be a fine mass of dry comb, so
thoroughly had the honey been eaten out by
the snakes. The tree was perfectly covered
at the stump, and the snakes to reach the
hollow had to climb 40 feet, which is claimed
to be a new performance with rattle-snakes,
or at least an unobserved characteristic
among them heretofore in this part of the
country.

The Time

for

Reading has now come.

The long winter evenings can be utilized by
reading up bee-literature. Wo have all the
newest bee-books and can fill all orders on
Vou the day they
are received.
ex-

amine the Guide and Hand-Book you will
Wlien Renewing your subscription
soon find out. Thousands of things worth please try to get your neighbor who keeps
knowing will be found in it. The Bee bees to .join with you in taking the Bee
JouRNAi, for 188(5 and the Guide Book will Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
both be sent for S1.30.
can afford to do without it.

—
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honey,

Stimulating Colonies.
my hives have
the brood-chamber. I shall contract them to
frames, and 1 have
always found that these .i combs contHin more
honey than a colony uses all winter. Is it best to
throw the honey out of the combs that I take
from the brood-chamber, and add empty combs in
the spr ng when 1 commence to stimulate them so
as to net early Bwarms V or would it be better to
Kive them the combs of honey, uncapping them
first, to induce early swarming?- Delaware City,
Query, Mo. 148. — Each

from

H to 10

frames of

h'

ney

of

in
.'>

REPLIES by Prominent

Combs of Honey
Query*

14T.— I

for

Apiarists.

Next Season.

have about lioo combs
very full of honey for next year's awarms and
"Would
advisable
It
be
to throw the
increase.
honey out and use empty combs'/ or would It be
best to use full combs of honey ? I want to make
my Increase by natural swarming. If they will
Tin,

will

swarm.— Delaware.

believe I should

I

honey brings a

if

——

—— —

empty the combs,
fair price.— C. C.

Miller.
Extract the

honey and use the
Often the honey is

;

when first removed. G.W.Demaree.
Honey should not be taken off until
if taken Off before sealed it
should be kept in a dry, hot atmosphere until the excess of moisture is

sealed

:

evaporated.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

Del.

I

if there is no draft of air to
carry off the moisture.
I have returned the sections to the liees and
had them dried and cleaned up. but
it is an unpleasant job to do it
and
although the bees dry the honey
nicely, it never looks as nice as it did

should

prefer

to

give

empty

combs.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
The latter measure suggested
proper one.— G. L. Tinker.

is

Yon can hardly do anything to
make the sections better, but you can
improve the quality of the
honey by putting them where bread

the perhaps

Undoubtedly the latter way is the
best, but your climate must be very
different from ours, if you can winter
a 10-trame colony on 5 frames.

will dry quickest. The trouble may
have been in the honey or the room,
or both.— C. C.Miller.

The honey was

thin and the room
place the sections in a
worse than
warm room, or extract and keep the
Either way is excellent. Let ease, honey in a warm room to ripen. Such
If only 5 or (i combs of honey are convenience, and the price of honey
sections are good for use next year.
used, and the sections put on when decide the matter.— A. J. Cook.
A. J. Cook.
the swarm is hived, the bees will
I would save about what I thought
carry the honey from the combs to
Honey will usually ferment and run
the sections, and thus it gives them a was necessary for spring feeding, if out of the cells in a damp, cool room,
should
it,
the
colonies
neetl
and
exhive
of
If
a
full
combs
good start.
like a cellar. Comb honey should be
are to be nsed, or it the honey in the tract the rest of the combs. I prefer kept in a warm, dry room. If the
empty
combs
to
fill
out
the
brood
colored,
I
should
dark
exis
combs
honey has soured it would be best to
department in the spring, for the rea- extract it and use it for stimulative
tract it.— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
sons mentioned in my answer to No. feeding in the spring.— G. L. Tinker.
always throw out the honey in the

combs empty.

Dadant & Son.
useless.— James Heddon.

I
fall,

and use empty combs

in the fol-

147.— G.

too cool.

W. Demarek.

It depends
somewhat upon the
NVe do not usually
need the honey. 1 always save a few value of honey. Try both ways. C.
combs with the honey in to use in C. Miller.
case I wish or need them.— A. J.
I should give the combs of honey
Cook.
as suggested, instead of empty combs.
G. M. Doolittle.
I should use those combs for building up tlie colonies in the spring. If
That will depend entirely upon how
there were more than were necessary the season opens next spring, and
for this purpose, I would extract the how good the honey-flow is.
I should
It certainly would not be
honey.
extract and sell the honey now, and if
good policy to carry it till swarming any was needed in the spring, I
lime.— G. L. Tinker.
should furnish them liiiuid feed at
I would warm the honey now, and that time.— James IIeduon.
hive
bees
I would not
extract it.
upon combs, unless I was producing
then
would
and
I
extracted honey,
Cause of Sour Honey.
wish the combs to be empty.— W. Z.
IIUTCniNSON.
Query, No. 141>.— What is the cause of un-

lowing; spring.

—

—

In

all

damp and

We

probability the room was
the combs collected mois-

ture from it. Honey, whether capped
in the comb or otherwise, should be
kept in a perfectly dry place, and if
warm so much the better. Feed the

honey to strong colonies, and they
take care of it for you.— J. E.

will

Pond, Jr.
The trouble might have been

par-

with the honey, but mostly, no
doubt, with the room. Any room, or
article in such room, will draw moisture rapidly, if allowed to become
much colder than the surrounding air
at any time. I do not consider sections containing many uncapped cells
" salable."— James Heddon.
tially

and running

capped cells of honey souring
out of
If your combs are full from top to the sections freely V As I took them oIT the hive
bottom you had better extract the spread them on the floor in a low room ne.\t to a
most of them. If they are only one- tin roof, which had one low window toward the
third full, then you might as well west, and a door opposite the window, wliich
keep them in that condition. We opened into another room. I thought 1 hud nice
would advise you to make swarms by room in which to keep my honey, but it did not
division and not depend upon natural keep. Whs the trouble with the room or with the
honey 7 What can do with the sections to make
swarming.— Dadant & Son.

Planting Trees for Honey.

I

ii

I

them

salable ?-S. M. H.

would extract the honey and give
the empty combs to the swarms. It
A cool, damp atmosphere causes
does not pay to give swarms combs honey to act as described. A very
containing even a small amount of warm, dry room would thicken the
honey, because the old honey will be honey again, but would hardly make
carried into the surplus apartment by it salable.— G. M. Doolittle.
the bees, and it will dam:ige the new
The trouble was with the honey
honey in appearance at least.— G. W.
which must have been unripe when
Demauee.
This happens
the bees sealed it.
Save your combs as they are for use sometimes during a very good honey
next season. Hang them in a close season.— Dadant & Son.
room, about 2 inches apart, ami if any
The state of the atmosphere had
signs of moth vi'orms appear give
them a bath of the fumes of burning much to do with the trouble you menIt the room described is well
sulphur.
I have kept combs over tion.
from year to year to stock up witli ventilated, I cannot see what hindered
and for spring feeding, and have the honey from evaporating all right.
found no trouble in preserving them. 1 have found that a high temperature

Query, No, 1*>0.— What are the best kinds of
trees to plant for bees, this fall or next spring? Is
there any tree that will supply as much nectar as
linden, and that will grow faster ?— Delaware.
I know of nothing better than
wood.— VV. Z. Hutchinson

ba.s3-

I

—J. E. I'OND, Jr.

in a

room

is

of little service to thin

I consider linden or basswood the
best honey-producing tree in the

world

;

and but few trees grow faster.

— G. M. Doolittle.

Lindens are best for

this locality.

Miller.

C. C.

No and it hardly pays to plant
basswood for honey unless they are
wanted also as shade trees. Dadant
;

&

Son.

should choose linden, if nature
had not already supplied a plenty. If
I

—

can recommend locust the comblack variety— for this locality.
Perhaps the honey-locust would be
best for your location. James Hedso, I

mon

don.

;
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black locust rivals the
a honey-pnxlucpr, am
grows more rapidly than does tlie
It blooms here just before the
latter.
white clover, and Hlls up the hives
ready for the clover liarvest. Linden,
here', blooms before tlie white clover
dries np. and this makes the tree of
less value to tlie l)ees than it would be
ifitbloiuned later in the season.— G.

With

us,

as

linden

W. Demauee.
The bassvvood or linden is the best
for Northern latitudes— he sourwood
Five years since I
for Southern.
planted ;i basswood trees (i feet high
in my garden; they are now lo feet
high, and the past season they were
i

loaded

down with

fragrant bloom

— G.

L. TiNKEK.

—

K^plaiiiitury The ng-ures before the
naiufs iiujicatu the nuinberoC years that the
Those after, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and sprinjf,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south O* east
northwest;
•O west; and this 6 northeast;
(^southeast: and P southwest of the centre

O

;

of the State meutioued.

^

;
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There are several bee-books before
the iMiblic. and their number is increasing. IJeyond a brief mention of
the appearance of these works in
print, Sfv.ircely iiny notice is taken of
them in apicultural jiublications.
Why should they not be subjected to
cuni'lid and impartial criticism ; their
merits and defects pointed out, and
the views they advocate controverted,
as in the case of other books that
issue from the press V All beekeepers cannot buy every apicultural work
that is published, any more than the
reading iniblic chu buy every book
that presents itself in the realm of
general literature. Few bee-keepers
feel able to subscribe for all the beeperiodicals; yet the desire is natural

and proper to know something about
be of little use to set out
all publications relating to bee-culture,
For the American Bee JoumaL
any trees with the expectation of
in order to keep abreast of the limes,
gaining any immediate benefit. The
and to be " ported," as the saying is,
of Current Literature.
Review
basswood is probably the best for the
in regard to what is being said and
purpose.— .J. E. Pond, Jk.
done concerning the life and labors of
W'JI. F. CLARKE.
the useful little insect that gathers in
I find linden and locust the best.
The latter are objectionable as they
As I have now more leisure to de- the honey-crop.
Guelpli, Out., Oct. 12, 188-5.
are so apt to be destroyed by borers. vote to bee-keeping than I have had
The linden is par excellence in every for several years past, so much so,
respect— for beauty, utility, and free- that perhaps I may before long take
For the American Hee JoumaL
dom from insect attack. A. J. Cook. rank with others as a '• specialist," it
vs. Large Hives.
Hives
Small
render
might
me
that
I
has occured to
some service to the apicultural fraJAMES HEDDON.
Honey-Plants for Bees.
ternity in the line of review or criticism ; and I propose to mount a kind
ever stated that the
If I have
Query. No. 151. -What seed is best to sow of crow's-nest perch, from which I
this fall or next spring for honey-planta for bees ? can take a general survey of the bee- strongest colonies always die .of beeDelaware City, Del.
world and ' say my say " on such diarrhea, as insinuated by Mr. C. P.
matters and things as come within Dadant, on page ('(i6, I wish to retract
Melilot.— C. C. Miller.
that statement. I think I have never
the sweep of my observation.
Alsike clover, all things considered,
carried that idea, taut I have had evi"
"
genvery
criticism
is
word
The
is the best.— G. M. Doolittle.
such strong colonies are
It is usually dence that
erally misunderstood.
Alsike clover and buckwheat. W. taken to mean fault-finding. But the apparently more apt to have that disthan those that go into winter
Z. Hutchinson.
true province of criticism is to note ease
only an average numIt will excellence as well as defect. In fact, quarters with
Melilot or sv^'eet clover.
phenomenon
grow in all waste-places, and is very that is the highest function of criti- ber of workers. This apiary of Mr.
marked in the
easily destroyed if you want to get rid cism. AVhen the great Sir Robert was so
Ilosmer, of AVisconsin, some years
of it.— Dadant & Son.
Peel, then i^oung man, was travelago, that he recommended the pracof nothing better than ing with his tutor on the continent of
I know
tice of reducing the colonies for winAlsike clover. I do not know of any Europe, they visited, among other ter. Many others have also noticed
seed that will pay to sow for honey places, the world-renowned art gal- and remarked the same. However, it
leries, where the works of the great
alone.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
forgotten that what is
masters are on exhibition. The juve- should not be
be
The seed of the basswood may
in Mr. Dadant's latitude and
best
free
and
was
very
pert
statesman
collected now
and covered on the nile
location, may not be best here.
in his fault-linding criticisms. At
ground wiih a few leaves. In the
It was unnecessary for Mr. Dadant
and
took
him
aside,
tutor
his
length
spring it may be planted in drills or
"
me remind you that any to make a calculation regarding the
The golden honey- said,canLet
where wanted.
find fault, but it takes a wise cost of different sizes of hives. In
fool
plant, sweet clover and cleome may
man to discern excellence." The well- my first article I stated that I could
also be sown on top of the ground
rebuke was not lost on the house 40 Langstroth combs with 5
now, and are valuable in the localities timed
I will try to Langstroth hives nearly or quite as
youthful Sir Robert.
where they tiourish.— G. L. Tinker. review " all and sundry " in this cheaply as with 4 hives having 10
Rocky spirit. It does not preclude the ut- combs each. I gave as a reason the
Alsike clover is splendid.
Mountain bee-plant is excellent. This most freedom of speech compatible extra-wide lumber needed to make
But Mr.
has to be idanted in autumn or it with courtesy. I have never joined good bottoms and covers.
fails.
Rape and the mustards are that mutual admiration society whose D. claims that I have the extra labor
good.— A. J. Cook.
motto is the one often seen adorning of manipulating o hives instead of 4.
hanging on To this I would say that I much pre1 am more and more convinced that a receptacle for matches
wall, " Scratch my back." I have fer the manipulation of the smaller
it will not pay to sow seeds of any the
when one-fourth greater
kind for the honey alone— except in never intentionally penned an unkind hives, even
manipulated. Heavy,
waste places. Alsike clover is a good word about any one, and abhor mere number must be
have cumbersome hives have not only dishoney-iirodiicer, but it blooms here at offensive personalities, but I
women, and some of our
the same time white clover does. G. always written frankly, and under no couraged
other restraint than that imposed by less muscular men, taut they have en^V. De.mauee.
I shall aim to be couraged a system of frame maniputhe law of love.
Pleurisy-root, if on light soil, and
g'uided by the maxim, "Nothing ex- lation to accomplish certain results
melilot clover for heavy soils, are the
down aught in that could be much more easily and
tenuate, nor set
best.— James IIeddon.
malice." We read in a certain grand expeditiously accomplished with a
old book. "• Faithful are the wounds proper manipulation of light and
To give aivay a copy of " Honey as Food of a friend, but the kisses of an enemy easily-movable hives.
We get better combs built in narShould I inflict any
and Medicine" to every one who buys a are deceitful."
packapreof honey, will sell almost any quan- wounds, it will be " with all the love rower hives and surplus cases. When
removing filled cases from the hives.
and kindness of a brother."
of it.
It will

—

—

—

tity

—
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shake out nearly all the adhering
and I certainly do not want the
cases any wider and heavier. 1 would
rather have the surplus honey in of
the lighter and narrower cases thati
in 4 of the wider and heavier ones.
Bees more promptly linisli the outside
I
sections in the narrower eases.
speak from years of experience with
both sizes.
There is one more point of wliich I
wish to speak. Messrs. Dadant &
Son argue from the basis that large
brood -chambers will prevent swarming, and that such prevention is
profitable. I grant that any practical
system of manipulation, or style of
hive, that will totally prevent all
swarming, is of great value because
it obviates the necessity of watching
for swarms, and our apiaries may
but it is an adsafely be left alone
mitted fact that in nearly all localities swarming cannot be so prevented,
I

bees,

'>

;

;

and

in very

many

apiaries

(my own

included), large brood-chambers have
scarcely any tendency to prevent increase of colonies.
JNIake the hives
with brood-chambers as large as you
please, and our petted Italians will
swarm and re-swarni.

Messrs. Dadant & Son theorize very
nicely regarding the great number of
bees that large hives will turn out,
but their theory does not accord with
my theory or practice. For the past
three years I have had in my yard a
considerable number of colonies in
hives varying in size from the

If hives are used whose breeding
is adapted to the maximum laying capacity of differentqueens, there
will be idle capital invested in the
combs and hives occupied by all colonies but the one having this most
2.

room

17 inches long, after the swarming
time that is, swarms were put into
;

these hives. From them I obtaine<I
the largest aggregate yield of comb
honey that I liave ever had.
Those
colonics are now strong and in tirstclass condition.

Mr. C. P. Dadant's

italicized declar-

will be disproven by almost
every practical comb-honey producer
of any considerable experience. It is
based upon the old error that the capital is vested in the egg-layer— tlie
queen. I wish to present the following in opposition to Mr. l)"s axiom,
and the futine experience of beekeepers may decide who was correct:

ation

1. Our capital is vested in the combs,
hive and field, almost wholly, and not
in the queen.

to go into their

;

;

;

suit

Bingham

During the past season I used for
producing comi) honey II brood-chambers with s combs, o inches deep and

and allow them

hive.
turn,

;

location, wijl accomi)lish this
desired end.
The only fault connected with this method is the necesof heretofore having added
sity
manipulation but my last season's
experiments have enabled me to enjoy all of its advantages, at the same
time reducing the labor to almost
nothing.
No doubt Mr. Dadant "te confident
that he is right; I feel sure that I too
duce any more surplus honey, reckoned am right. Possibly the difference in
in dollars and cents.
I managed tlie climate, and our education in practilarge brood-chambers for extracted cal apiculture, may partially account
honey, and the small ones for comb for our individual preferences and
success.
honey.
While the question must be deI do not see any profit to be gained
by any system
that discourages cided by the practical experience of
swarming, unless it completely pre- the future, our present friendly disvents it so that we can leave the cussion will not have been in vain
for none of us have yet learned it all,
apiary alone when we so desire.
little,

little

In a short time they would reand before many minutes the
whole colony seemed to be made
prolific queen.
3.
If hives are employed whose aware of the booty at hand, and upon
breeding room is adapted to the closing the window hundreds colminimum capacity of normal queens, lected, buzzing terribly to gain adall the capital will be employed with- mittance.
out any special and tedious manipuTo test the sagacity of Italian bees,
I caused a block of honey to be broken
lation.
on the sill of a window; in less than
4. Practically, queens cost nothing
their eggs cost almost nothing
and three minutes the first bee made its
they are of value only as we need appearance, it made three trips before
them to put into activity the capital a companion came with it, and within
vested in combs and hives.
This ten minutes over twenty were feeding
capital can be kept most active with on it. I then closed the window and
the least exertion on the part of the formed a small opening in one corevery bee came
apiarist, when
the bee-keeper has ner of the pane
the maximum number of queens to through that opening upon the table
on which the honey now laid, and
the minimum number of combs.
the honey
In the above I have had reference their number increased
to the prolificness of queens, as com- was next taken into a passage-way
pared with each other, and the capital connecting with an adjoining room ;
furnished them. Regarding their pro- here, too, the bees followed, and had
The honey
lificness at different times of the year, to pass under the door.
the apiarist should endeavor to take was next placed in a dark closet,
made
tight,
except
a
small
opening
advantage of that, whenever by so
doing he is enabled to produce bees at near the lock, and here they found it
such a time as will crowd the hives as readily as in the open room and
with workers when they will be communicated it to the others, and
profitable to us.
In doing this the for an hour a steady stream of bees
bee-keeper does not lose sight of the was pouring forth from the hive to
advantages of economizing in both the honey, while other colonies w'ithiu
20 feet were quiet.
The experiment
capital and labor.
was tried in August, when no honey
The contraction method, varied to was coming In.

(equal to (i Langstroth
combs) up to a brood-chamber having
19 American (12x12) frames. I had 50
colonies in hives having brood-chambers of the latter size.
Nearly or
quite all of these swarmed, and I
could not see that they cast any
larger swarms than did colonies in
hives with a capacity of only (J Lang'lrr>tl' frames.
Neither did tiiey proflat

taken bees into a honey-room and
allowed them to fill themselves with
honey, and then open the windows a

;

much

is still unknown.
Dowagiac, ? Mich.

year ago one of ray assistants
to a neighboring apiarist to remove the surplus honey, which was
taken into a dark cellar.
The adjoining cellar was lighted by a window that had a small piece broken
out of one pane, scarcely large enough
to admit the passage of more than one
The owner, upon
bee at a time.
going to the cellar in order to get
some marketing products the next
morning, discovered a bee or two
going through this opening, but thinking no harm could come from it, went
to market, leaving, as he supposed,
his honey safe. Imagine his surprise
upon his return to find a cloud of bees
on the window and his honey gone ;
one or two had bf en left in the boxes
when carried to Ihe cellar, that had
found a way of escape through the

broken pane, and communicated where
Baltimore

Iiist.

their hidden treasure was.
An early writer in an English paper
thus alludes to a similar occurrence
few
under his observation:
pounds of honey was taken from a
miles
from
London,
hive about six
and placed in a closet under lock and
key. The windows of the room hav-

"A

Have Bees a Language ?
H. LAKE.

Bees have a language well understood by themselves, and pretty well
known by any bee-keeper of any extensive experience.
The himi of contentment; the hum
»f trouble; the httm of peace; the
hum of defense the hum of plenty;
the roar of
the buzz of starvation
the buzz of
grief; the hum of joy
the heavy laden the cry of pain and
the music of their " distilling " hours
are well understood by the watchful
The cry of pain from
bee-keeper.
a bee within hearing of the hive will
affect the wholj colony. I have often
;

;

;

;

A

went

;

ing been left open, the bees gained
admission, and entering the closet
under the door, removed the whole of
The cells of wax were
the honey.
left entire and the honey was conveyed to the central division of the
hive, where it was safely deposited
during the day. It is evilent that
spies must have been employed to
observe where the honey was placed,
and that as soon as the information
was communicated to the hive, the
colony took this vigorous measure
for the recovery of the slnlen property.

—

a

:
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It is remarkable that they should have
succeeded so completely and in so
short a time, since the closet was entirely dark and they could only enter
by a crevice under the door."
Baltimore, 5 Md.

Michigan Agricultural College Bulletin.

Wintering Bees.
A. J.

The importance
one of

COOK.
of bee-culture, as

our national industries,

is

hardly appreciated.
According to
our well demonstrated modern philosophy, plants pour out their nectar
as a sort of free coffee or lunch, to
attract bees and other insects to a
most important work in vegetable
economy, the work of fertilization,

which largely depends upon insects,
and without which full fruitage is
impossible.
The simple work of
gathering nectar then is indirectly of
tremendous economic importance to
the farmer and horticulturist, and so
to our whole country.
Again, this nectar, when acted
upon by the digestive juices of the
bee, is converted into honey, a food
long valued for its superior excellence, which, without bees, would be
wholly lost worse than lost, as we see
from the fact stated above.
Bees, from their exceeding number
and peculiar (itness for the work, are
greatly superior to any and all other
insects in the accomplishment of this
fertilization of plants, while only the
honey-bees are abundant early in the
season, and they alone save this valuable food-element to minister to
man's good.
To show the activity of bees and
;

wondrous accomplishments, we
have only to present well known facts.
by actual observation, that sinfle flowers are sometimes visited by
ees fifty times a day, and I have
seen bees visit over twenty flowers a
minute.
Mr. L. C. Root, of Mohawk, N. Y.,
(American ApicuUurist, Vol. Ill, p. 197)
extracted 4,103 pounds of honey on
July 28, is>s.5, collected from basswood, which had all been gathered by
their

I find,

40 colonies of

bees in just 7 days.
This is over 100 pounds per colony,
and the daily stores of each colony
exceed 14 pounds. During the same
time, we secured, here at the College,
nearly half as much beautiful comb
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The one

able to the growth and development
of fungi, and inimical to health in
higher animals, would lie harmful to
bees. It has been found, however,
that in many cases, even during the
terribly disasti'ous winters like the
past one, bees have wintered remarkably well in very damp cellars. Thus
about once in 3 years. If we may while we may presume that a very
judge from the past, we may also damp atmosphere is not the best, yet
safely assert that during these most we may safely assert, other things
trying winters there will be a loss of being favorable, that it of itself will
from 50 to 100 per cent, of the colonies not carry the seeds of mortality
of bees in all the Northern States. with it.
Such a loss as this, unless it can be
Ventilation has also been much
prevented with ease and certainty, is discussed, and various theories have
too serious an obstacle in the way of been offered
yet the physiologist,
success to be cheerfully endured, even and especially the physio-entomoloby those in the most attractive and gist, will not be easily persuaded that
remunerative of employments, and it insects whose functional activity is so
is greatly to the praise of apiculture slight, that a minimum of food supthat, burdened with this loss, it has plies their wants, stand in need of
made such constant and rapid pro- much air. One year at the College
gress.
I sealed a large colony of bees with
The fact that so many apiarists, ice frozen solid at the'entrance of the
like the one referred to above, meet hive, and yet the colony wintered exwith no loss, makes it clear that with ceptionally well.
This colony refull knowledge, followed by equal mained for more than three months
care and pains, this loss may be entombed in a snow-bank.
As the
wholly prevented. Many of our best hive was glued or propolized at the
bee-keepers have no more fear of los- top, we can see that the ventilation
ing their bees than of losing their was slight indeed.
Thus physiology
cattle and horses. We, at the college, and experience both show that under
have met with no such loss lor years. the best conditions little heed need be
given to ventilation. While bees do
POINTS TO BE CONSIDERED.
not hibernate in the sense of becomBees are natives of a warm climate, ing totally inactive, yet they taay and
which would lead to the conclusion should have their vital activity kept
that in rigorous climates they would at the minimum, else they will need
need protection, especially at times of air and quite ample ventilation. As
great cold.
The fact that winter we have already seen, cold or heat
losses are never heard of in California that is a temperature much below or
and the South strengthens the argu- above 45° Fahr. arouses bees, exment, which seems almost demon- cites nutrition, and of course would
strated by the fact that our losses in necessitate more food and oxygen,
the North always occur in winters of and so more ventilation. Unless we
great and long-continued cold.
can keep the bees, then, in just the
Again, bees are very neat, and in condition to enforce quiet, we must
confinement hold their fecal excreta, arrange for ample ventilation.
or try to do so until they can fly. If
It goes without saying, that the
kept very quiet they eat very little (we temperature inside a hive, in which
have had single colonies of bees pass bees are wintering, must generally be
four or five months in the cellar with- warmer than that outside the same.
out consuming more than 4 or 5 The fact that bees do not hibernate
pounds), and the food they do eat establishes this truth.
The therwhen thus quiet is largely, if not mometer confirms it.
know that
wholly, of honey, and so there is very moisture is sure to collect on a cool
little waste.
Thus when quiet bees surface but water dripping upon
do not need to fly to discharge their bees cannot be healthful. The dis-

great drawback in this inthe danger of loss which
comes with eacli of our severe winters, whicli ;ire uniileasantly frequent
of late. Last w'inier was one of the
most severe. .Judging from the experience of the last 20 years, these
terribly cold winters may be expected

dustry

is

;

—

We

;

feces— they
bear confinement for
months with no harm. The best condition to maintain this needed quiet
is uniform temperature, which experience has demonstrated to be
about 4.5^ Fahr. I prefer the temperhoney from single colonies.
ature about the hive to be kept at
I know of a farmer in this State—
from 40- Fahr. to 45° Fahr. In a surgood farmer, with a farm of over 100 rounding temperature much higher or
acres which he tills exceedingly well- lower, tlie bees are disturbed, exercise
who has kept bees six or seven years, much, eat more, and become diarand who, for the last three years, has rhetic.
had from 60 to SO colonies the cash
From years of experience and obreceipts from these bees, during each servation it seems pretty well demonof the last three years, exceeded those strated that with enough good, wholeof the entire balance of his farm. some food— 30 pounds of good honey
During all these years this gentleman or cane-sugar syrup and a uniform
has never lost a colony of bees, until temperature as suggested above, our
last winter, when one or two died of bees will winter invariablv without
;

turbance and the wetting would both
be injurious. To winter bees with
the best success needs a covering that
Exis not a good conductor of heat.
periments on quite an extended scale
have shown me that this is not all
theory.
We see then that the requisites to
success in wintering bees are. viz
enough good food, uniform temperature without the hives at about 45°
Fahr., slight ventilation, and a cover
to the hive which is a non-conductor
of heat.

METHODS THAT HAVE SECURED
SUCCESS.

—

starvation.
The same experience
would be true of any farmer in almost

any

^Michigan
•would put the

neighborhood,

who

same thought, study,

and energy into the business.

loss.

Food.

— The

food

may

be

either

honey or cane-sugar syrup. Any kind
of honey, if wholesome and pleasant

Even last
to the taste, will answer.
DAMPNESS AND VENTILATION.
winter the bees at the College were
would seem that, a damp atmos- wintered wliolly on Imney gathered in
phere, which, as we all know, is favor- autumn, after Aug. 25, and all winIt

;
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tered well, and there was no sign of
diarrhea, except in a few cases where
much pollen was left in the hives.
Cane-sugar syrup is quite as good,
and possibly superior to honey- at
times, as we can be certain that the
syrup is free from deleterious elements. The syrup for winter food
may be as condensed as possible, and
yet it must not crystallize when cold.
One-half to one-third as much water

Each colony generates some heat,
and with a multitude, the heat, especially during a protracted warm
spell in winter or spring, is apt to become ruinously excessive. Sub-earth
ventilation secures this moderating
agency in air which comes to the cellar, cooled or heated by a long transit
through an earth pipe, which runs
many yards through the earth, beneath the inlluence of the outside

as sugar by weight is about right. A temperature. To secure the neceslittle honey added will also retard sary exchange of air and certain incrystallization
a little tartaric acid flux of the tempering atmosphere, a
is often used for the same purpose. small-sized stove-pipe connects from
It is best to feed quite early so all may near the bottom of the cellar with a
be stored and capped before winter's stove-pipe, preferably, of the kitchen
cold prevents further labor in the hive. stove above. This small pipe has its
Bees should never go into winter lower end open, while above it conquarters with less than 30 pounds of nects with the kitchen stovepipe
food, which will always suffice from some distance above the stove, else
September till the next harvest.
the stove will not draw well, and will
A second
Important Suggestion. It is well to trouble from smoking.
have all colonies reasonably strong in pipe of 4 or (> inch tile also passes from
autumn, and soon after the first hard the bottom of the cellar through the
frost give each colony as few combs wall and thence beneath the frostas possible and secure the requisite line for one or two hundred feet
amount of honey. I prefer to use six through the earth, when it comes to
Gallup or Langstroth frames, and, by the surface, and the end is protected
use of division-boards, crowd the bees; against vermin by use of a wirethen I cover warmly with sacks of screen.
dry sawdust, made of burlap.
This
We can easily see that whenever tlie
costs but little, and aids greatly to kitchen stove is used— daily— tlie air
preserve the vital strength of the bees is drawn from the cellar, aiid the outduring the cold days of October and door air warmed in winter and
November and early the next season. cooled in spring and summer is
Uniform Temperature.— This is best drawn through the tempering soil
and most cheaply secured by use of a into the cellar. I have known of this
good, dry (V), dark cellar. As a cellar arrangement being tried in many
is entirely or nearly all beneath the cases, and always with the best resurface of the earth, it remains un- sults.
If it is feared that water may enter
alfecled by the severest cold of winter
;

—

or the more genial warmth of spring.
The great requisite is that the temperature shall never go below 38°
Fahr., even during the most severe
weather of our most rigorous winters, nor above 47" Fahr.
good,
under-ground cellar will secure the
former, but when many bees are put
into one cellar it is not always so easy
to secure
against too great lieat.
There are two ways to accomplish
this
First, by use of water in the
cellar, and, second, by means of under-ground or sub-earth ventilation.
When a running stream from springs
can be secured, it forms the most de-

A

:

sirable moderating agency I know of.
Such water is just about the proper

temperature, and while it modifies
against heat or cold, it also serves
beautifully lo dissolve impurities and
sweeten the atmosphere. In lieu of
such a spring or running water (under-ground tile are constantly carrying water into and out of our College
bee cellar), a good cistern answers
well. The water in this is regulated
by the usual temperature of the cellar,
which is about that of the earth, and
so in times of extreme cold or too
great warmth it i)rotects the cellar
against change. I know of such a
bee-cellar that passed
the coldest
weather of last winter, with an east
window constantly open, and yet the
temperature was maintained at the
desired point. Such an amount of
latent heat stored up in a cellar cistern
is a great safe-guard, and is especally
valuable when a great number of bees
are placed in a cellar.

the cellar tlirough the sub-earth pipe,
the joints may be sealed by use of
cement, or arrangements made to
drain at the lowest point. This arrangement not only protects against
extremes of temperature, but it
serves ever to keep tlie cellar sweet.
Mr. D. A. Jones, of Canada, builds
above ground, when it becomes necessary to have the building doublewalled, with a 30-inch space filled in
with saw-dust, not only on the sides,
but above as well. Others dig a pit
in a side-hill.
These methods are
only inferior to a cellar in that they
are more difficult to regulate.
Mr.
Jones not only has the sub-earth arrangement, but he is forced to provide
ice-boxes in the warm days of spring
in order to protect against too great
warmth.
In all these cases good,
close double-doors should be made,
and the rooms should surely be mousetight.

—

Packing. Many bee-keepers have
succeeded well by packing. Messrs.
Southard and Ranney, of Kalamazoo,
Mich., have practiced packing of
single hives with marked success.
They place a box about each hive 6
inches distant on each side. This
space they pack very closely with
straw. They also put a chaff sack in
the upper chamber of the hive, are
sure to have the covers on the hive
close-fitting, and then pack well above
with straw, when they add a cover to
keep the straw dry. These gentle-

men

attribute their success to careful,
thorough packing, and also covers
above the bees and beneath the pack-

ing. The packing extends close down
to the earth.
tunnel at the entrance permits the bees to fly if suit-

A

able weather
entices
them out.
Others, like Mr. Bingham, of Allegan,
county, Mich., are very successful in
the use of packing, but put 6 or 8
hives close side by side and pack
snugly about all. In this case the
entrances all face oui^ward, and a tunnel at each hive permits flight.

So many who employ packing lose
their bees that I can but think that
the latter method named above is
preferable for the average bee-keeper,
if either is to be practiced.
Many
others use cliaff-hives, and some with
success.
Such hives are expensive,
cumbrous, and in view of the extensive losses by those using them, I
question their desirability. From the
great saving of food consumed by the
bees, and the comparative freedom
from danger, I feel that cellar-wintering is far preferable, in this climate,
to all other methods. This conclusion
is formed only after many years of
careful experiment.
Other methods
may succeed this with proper pains
surely will.
Ventilation. If
the cellar is all
right— surely so the entrance to the
hive may be left wide open in the cellar.
If it becomes too cold, less ventilation is imperative ; if too hot,
more may be required but we must
be sure to keep the temperature right.
I feel positive that with the proper
temperature we need not fear the
presence of pollen or bee-bread in the
hive. If the cellar becomes too cold
or too hot, in either case the bees become disturbed, and then I feel certain, after many experiments, that
the bees are safer with no pollen
yei such a disturbed condition is al:

—
—

;

ways dangerous.
be able to control,

temperature.
The Cover.

The

we inust
control, the

fact is

and must

—

As already stated the
cover should be a non-conductor of
heat.
Cloth with a filling of fine
chaff or fine dry sawdust serves well.
In winter I prefer to have a factory
cloth over the bees and a burlap sack
full of dry sawdust still above the
cloth.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE.
As

soon as we have a frost to stop
storing honey, I place (i or 8 frames
where they are desired for winter.
These should be nearly full of honey.
Place a short stick above the frames
at the centre so the cloth cannot fit
close to the frames. This permits
the bees to pass over. As soon as the
brood is all natched, remove all other
frames and pack well above and at
the side of the bees. If colonies are
to be packed out-doors, do it now.
From Nov. 1 to 20, before severe
weather, place tlie bees in the cellar,
open the hive-entrances, and remove
the covers, but do not remove the
cloth or burlap sack.
If the cellar is as described, the
bees will remain very quiet and free
from diarrhea.
If they are in a poor

and so become diarrhetic, it is
best to remove them from the cellar for
a few hours some warm day when
they can have a cleansing flight, and
cellar,

:
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then return them to the cellar. It is
always best when taking colonies
from the cellar to place them on the
same stands from which they were

In my
ond-swarms cast swarms.
yard of from 100 to 150 colonies I
have not seen a drone molested by
the worker bees through tlie entire

removed when carried to the cellar. season until October.
We sl)onld not remove the bees finally The crop of honey in this section is
from the cellar till they can go to large, and the increase is immense,
work in tlie spring. In Central Michi- so that what bee-keepers lost last
gan this is not before April 10 or 15.
winter they have more than made up.
In the spring when the bees are Bees have been gathering honey so
placed on tlie stands, I would clean late, and when the weather was so
they are very much reduced, and colonies will go into winter
quarters heavy in honey but light in

of the hives out thoroughly (this
should be on a warm, quiet day), remove frames of comb, and move up
the division-board so that all the
frames left will be covered with bees.
I sliould also cover above them and
protect at their sides withample packing. I have found that bees in singlewalled hives thus protected do as well
in spring as those in chaff hives. As
the bees increase more frames should
be added, and so soon as the bees can
protect the brood, the weaker may be
strengthened by receiving capped
brood from the stronger, but never so
rapidly as to endanger the brood from
chilling. Such has been our practice
here at the College, and our apiary
has not been troubled by loss from
" spring dwindling."
I feel very sanguine that if the
foregoing suggestions are heeded,
winter losses will cease lo vex our
Northern bee-keepers.
Agricultural College, 9 Mich.

cold, that

all

For

tlie

bees.
It was but a few years ago that the
bee-keepers of Maine looked with
the reports of 100
distrust upon
pounds from a colony, that was occasionally reported by Western beemen ; but with improved implements
and modern management, to-day
many Maine bee-keepers can report
100, and even more, pounds of comb
honey from a single colony. Bee-culture is progressing very rapidly in
Bee-keepers are becoming
Maine.
the
enthusiastic, two associations
Maine State and the Western Mainehave been organized within the last
few years, besides several county associations, and a much larger exhibit
at the State Fair was made this year
than ever before, which attracted
much attention and called out many
comments througli the local papers.
Mechanic Falls, ? Me., Oct. 20, 1885.

—
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Observations in Apicultnre.
J.

B.

MASON.

Black bees hardly ever leave a winto escape from a room, but worry
themselves out and die trying to escape tlirough the glass. My Albinos
fly from window to window and from
door to door, almost like hornets, but
they always effect their escape alive.
They are much more sure, both on
foot and on the wing, than are the
blacks, almost always alighting at
right; when the
all
tlie entrance
blacks miserably fail. But, the general opinion notwithstanding, I hnd
them much worse inclined not really
to rob but to search for forbidden
sweets. I also notice that they are

dow

more active

in all

their operations.

In cleaning and scrubbing up their
home they move two or three steps,
while the blacks merely stretch out a
little, but do not move the posterior
feet.

LARGE niVES

vs.

SMALL HIVES.

After using large hives for two seasons, and closely observing the results, I lind that, as a general thing,
from once to once and a half the
space actually used for brood-rearing
purposes is all the surplus room, or
rather honey-space, required in any
hive hence no hive is the better for
being any larger than can be well
and by
filled with' brood throughout
tiering-up. using three tiers of 414x414
;

;

sections, there is
colony of bees to

room enough for any
work to advantage

over the frames really occupied with
brood.

SECTIONS WITHOUT SEPARATORS.

I have used all sizes of sections
from \}4 to 2 inches wide, with and
without separators, and I must say
The following are the results of my that I find no difference on account of
in
the
beeexperiments
and
studies
the width. I can get 2-inch sections
yard, and are drawn wholly from my filled as nicely as any, if the bees do
own observation but I think it will not (as they do occasionally) build au
be found that they do not conflict extra piece of comb down between

W. M. WOODWARD.

I think it can safely be said that
this year Maine has had a good seasou for honey, especially the western
part of the State. Last winter was
a hard one on the bees, and probably
caused the heaviest losses for 20 years,
so bee-keepers felt rather "blue " in
some parts of the State. The spring

;

with the general opinion of experi- the right ones. The point to be obenced and practical bee-keepers
served, in getting nice comb honey,
is to have the cases crowded equally
YOUNG BEES AS COMMONERS.
with bees in every section throughout,
Toung bees are free commoners, and one can laugh at any man's claim
whether of any kind or race, so long of a "race" or "strain" as being
I have
at least as there is need or use for " straight comb builders."
In Italianizing used wide sections in the centre and
them in the hive.
some of my colonies this year, I have small or narrow ones outside with as
had a good opportunity for observing good results as in any other way.
the bees change from one hive to They will then be finished and sealed
another, and have seen both drones at about the same time. I prefer
and young workers pass directly from them to average ] pound scant, and I
one hive to another, and enter either like them about 7 to the foot, or 1%
After ob- inches wide, without separators.
hive equally unmolested.

was very backward, and colonies
were very weak, but as the maples
began to put on their dress of red, the
bees aroused from their stupor, and
went at it with a will. Fruit trees
blossomed profusely, and the bees
made a good start on it, when rainy
weather cut them off so that they
part of that run ;
altliough the few days they did work
lost the principal

it, gave them more honey than
has been obtained from that source
for several years. Then came white
clover and
red raspberry which
furnished our surplus. This usually
is of about three week's duration,
while this year it continued through
the entire season in some parts of tlie

upon

serving this, I felt sure that young
bees might easily steal eggs from any
hive to build queen-cells, as from 3
colonies of Albinos nearly all of my
black colonies received more or less
yellow bees. This will explain some

State.

The season has been what might be of tlie mysterious mixtures mentioned
called wet, and in the western part in a late number of the Bee Journal.
there has been a continuous flow of Doubtless they might begin the work
honey from the time white clover of stealing honey, and the robbed colcommenced to bloom until the frost ony Ijecomiiig lised to them, would in
killed the flowers.
Strong colonies souie cases allow them to continue
commenced to swarm in tlie first of robbing all their lives.
June, when left to their own instincts,
races of bees.
a great many swarming three times,
The various races of bees, with me,
when they built up strong and went
right over the ground the second time. show some marked traits both good
Nearly all prime swarms swarmed and bad, some of which I have not
twice and three times, and some sec- seen mentioned in the bee-papers.
'

SIDE-STORING VS. TOP-STORING.

Although no more room

is

needed

desirable) in a hive for comb
honey at least, thau will be well filled
with brood during the breeding season, vet comb honey can be produced
and finished off at the side without
separators, in as fine a shape as it is
possible to do on the top. This I have
had done for two seasons in a side
case made on the Heddon-case principle, using the edge or the side-piece
of the section to the brood-frames.
The case has room for two tiers, each
of which rests in a 414-inch box withof
out bottom, although a bottom
an inch thick is used as a bee-space

(nor

is it

H

:
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When the clover begins to yield
below, to shield from bee-bread. The
bottom side-pieces of these cases aud honey, which is about June 10 in this
the bottom-pieces are nailed on, but locality, I would be pleased if there
the upper side-pieces are slipped be- were no more eggs laid until July 25
hind pieces of tin, turned '4 of an (at about which time the honey-How
inch from the edge and nailed on each from white cloverandbasswoodends),
corner at the ends, so tliat when as all eggs whith are laid during that
turned bottom upward the top row of time produce only idle "boarders,"
sections drop out with a little jar, as and there is seldom any more honey
will also the bottom row if jarred to gather before Sept. 10, and then
The bees build the comb only enough to cause the hives to be
harder.
from tte side, and as straight or filled with young bees for wintering.
and of If the bees do not enter the surplus
straighter than from above
perhaps 100 cases I have had but one receptacles for the want of the room,
to contain a cell of bee-bread, and then it would be better that such rethat was caused by allowing the queen ceptacles be left off the hives.
to become crowded for room in the
The number of combs of brood that

Oxford. Ohio, as he has done on page
but he should come up North
where we have longer and colder winters which tend to bring the colonies
out weaker in the spring, and requiring a longer time in which to nurse
them up to the proper strength.
Without much doubt a 12-frame hive

535

;

best for Mr. Dadant's locality, and
an 8-frame hive the best for the
locality occupied by Mr. Heddon.
is

Bradford,

(5

Iowa.

;

Country Gentleman,

Shipping Bees and Honey.

W.

frames.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

a colony has in its hive at the beginINTRODUCING QUEENS.
ning of the honey harvest, when it
While attending the Fairs this sealasts not more than 37 days, is the son, I met a bee-keeper who was beMr.
Alley's
Introducing queens by
greatest number that can economically rating one of the express companies.
method, of allowing the bees to be be afforded at any time during the
queenless for three days, is a danger- harvest, when honey alone is the con- He had sent a colony of bees to be
ous business unless every sign of a sideration. In this locality that num- exhibited at the"Fair, and the express
smashed it all up."
company had
queen-cell is carefully destroyed beunless in exceptional cases, is This he finally modified to " broke the
but ber,
fore the new queen is put in
7 to 10 combs which, under ordi- combs all down, and the honey ran
from
when this precaution is taken, it is narily good management, should be
out and drowned the bees." lie had
safe. One of the best ways to introfilled solidly. In Mr. Dadant's locality
and the
duce queens is to remove the old one I should judge the number to be from sold the hive and contents,
purchaser had " strained " the honey
and shake the bees into a new empty II to 14 combs.
This, of itand secured 40 pounds
hive at dusk, and leave them there
test on 48 colonies during the self, was almost an explanation. No
shut up until morning, then feed a past season resulted as follows
colony of bees should ever be shipped
little and daub the new queen with
From 8-frame hives I extracted on
honey and drop her in among the June 19 and 27, July 9, 14 and 22, and with 40 pounds of honey in the hive.
Then give them frames of obtained an average of 76 pounds per Enough to last them on their journey
bees.
foundation the same as a swarm. hive from 12-frame hives I extracted is all that is necessary. A strong colHaving nothing to defend they are in on July 13 and 21, and obtained an ony, confined to its hive, and disturbed, in warm weather, generates a
a good condition to double uj), to re- average of 71 pounds
and from 16ceive a queen, or anything else for frame hives I extracted but once, on large amount of heat, and combs that
are heavy with honey are almost cerI never fail to unite
that matter.
July 23, and obtained about 69 pounds tain to "become so soft as to break
colonies where I can serve them thus
The colonies
of honey from each.
and unite them before giving back were furnished upper stories the same down unless they are very old and
tough.
their combs, which should be well
size as the brood-chambers. Two coloThe bee-keeper whose combs melted
mixed through the hive, and all nies out of the 48 cast swarms, having
down, said: "I have had little exqueens but one taken away.
cells
before perience, and I thought [ would bring
been allowed to cap queen
Custer, (^ Ills.
adjusting the surplus receptacles.
a colony of bees to the Fair, and perOn page 666, Mr. Dadant says that haps I might meet some other beeFor tbe American Bee JoumaL
" a hive is too small if it does not keeper and learn something."
I
Economical Brood-Chambers.
allow the queen to lay to the utmost thought he had learned at least one
of her breeding capacity previous to lesson. As he was inexperienced, he
C. W. DAYTON, (G3— 116).
the honey crop. Disprove it who can." perhaps selected a colony of the presAs the word " previous," as used by ent year, the combs of which were
I prefer a small hive rather than a him in the foregoing sentence, may new, tender and full of honey, and
large one, because it is honey that I occupy a very broad Held, it cannot be the bees probably liad no ventilation,,
am after, and because it is next to disproved but provided the honey except at the top of the hive. The
an impossibility to get more than 8 harvest lasted not more than 15 or 20 weather was really summer weather^
or 9 combs well filled with brood, days as that from white clover has and the probabilities are that the
taking the apiary clear through, by been known to do, it would be wisdom combs would have broken down, even
the time of the first yield of honey to shut down on brood-rearing 15 or 20 if the hive had been handled in the
from white clover. When a colony days before the arrival of the honey most careful manner.
goes on to fill 12 combs with brood it harvest. (Through a lack of success in
In hot weather, or if the bees are
usually takes until the honey harvest prophesying as to the weather so far to be confined any great length of
have not tested this plan time, there must be openings in the
is half, and sometimes all over before ahead, I
the colony is in good condition for very thoroughly). In case of excep- bottom as well as the top of the hive,
there
were
15
honey-gathering.
If
tionally strong colonies, as bees labor in order that there may be a current
days "more of .lune weather previous as well when they are in one colony of air to carry away the super-abundto the honey-llow, I should not now as they do when they are in another, ant heat. Not only is an abundance
be reducing the size of my larger there would be nothing detracted by of ventilation necessary, but there ia
colonies.
A cold spring does not sensibly exchanging the combs of a also needed plenty of room. There
seem to retard the growth of clover, strong colony for those of a weaker should be a space of 3 or 4 inches both
rearing of brood colony, getting another queen at above and below the combs. In the
as it does the
and the building up of a colony lively business, and eventually having heat of the day the bees cluster in
that two strong colonies where there would these spaces, returning to the combs
of bees.
I believe that queens
would not be capable of laying 3,000 have been only one.
at night, or if the weather turns cool.
eggs per day are scarce in my apiary
It has been many times recommendIn imitation of the more experibut where I fail is in getting them to enced, I will make my assertion, ed that sticks be thrust down between
do it previous to the first yield of which is, that the size of the brood- the combs, at the ends of the frames,
honey from white clnver. which is the chamber must be ascertained with re- to prevent the combs from sliding
main dependence in. this locality. gard to the locality or the length of about and swinging against each
Perhaps the sandy soil here, which the flow of honey. In quoting au- other, but I have had better success
hastens the blossoming of the clover thority on this subject, Mr. Dadant when no sticks were used, tlie frames
but does not effect brood-rearing, may should not confine himself to liis own being fastened simplv by nailing their
have something to do with the matter. latitude, nor that of Cincinnati or ends with l^^-inch finishing nails to
;

!

A

;

;

—

;

;

:
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the rabbet of the hive. (The heads of
the nails should be allowed to project
}i of an inch, in order that they may
be readily drawn out.) When fastened in this manner, the frames cannot slide about, neither can they
swing together close enough to injure
the bees, while their not being fastened at the bottom allows the frames
to move slightly under the iutluence
of a sudden jolt, which assists the
combs materially in sustaining the
shock without injury. When sent by
express, it is not very material whicti
end of the hive is placed forward, but
when sent by freight, it is an essential
point, as the car is always started
with a jerk, and, unless the combs are
parallel with the track, they are apt
to be swung together or broken out.
One hundred colonies of bees were
sent to the Exposition at New Orleans,
and in order to get them into the car,
it became necessary so to place ten
hives that the frames were crosswise
of the track. The 10 colonies in the.se
hives were dead when they arrived,
while the ethers were in fair condition.
placard attached to the hive
should request that everybody will
" Please liandle with care and keep
out of the sun." When sent by freight,
"This end forward," should be the
reading upon another placard, so attached that when the request is
obeyed, the frames will be parallel
with the track.
Unless the distance
is short, and there will be no transfers, it is seldom advisable to send
bees by freight, unless some one can

A

accompany them.

shipped at a
much unsealed

If

time when there is
brood in the hives, much of it will
perish, unless the bees are furnished
with water
the bees robbing the
larvae of their food to quench their
thirst.
If somebody accompanies the
bees, he can sprinkle them daily. If
sent by exjiress or freight, and no one
goes with them, the best that can be
done is to place a large sponge under
the wire-cloth, at one corner of the
hive, and saturate it with water. If
the bees are going a long distance, it
might be well to attach to the hive a
request that the express agent moisten the sponge daily at noon. Colonies very strong in numbers seldom
bear shipment so well as weaker ones
a medium-sized colony often containing more live bees, when reaching
its destination, than a very populous

—

—

one.

SHIPPING HONEY.
Large crates should be avoided in
shipping comb honey, as a heavy
crate is much more likely to be

A

" dumped " than a smaller one.
crate should be light but strong. The

honey should never be depended upon
to keep the crate in

shape, but vice
Crates only one tier of sections
high are best; if higher than this, and
any of the upper sections are injured,
the honey runs down and daubs the
lower sections. Small crates are more
salable than large ones. There should
always be glass in at least one side of
a crate, in order that all who handle
the honey may see what is being
handled this will secure more careful
handling than to cover the crates
with cautionary placards. When plac-

versa.

;

ing the crates in the car, they should
be so placed that the combs are
parallel with the track, the same as in
shipping bees
this, however, is not
so important as in shipping bees, as
the combs are much smaller, some
thicker, and there are no bees present
to heat them. One disadvantage is,
that the combs are new and tender,
but there is not much danger of
breakage, if the combs are well atIleversing
tached to the sections.
the sections when they are nearly
finished will induce the bees to attach
the combs all around.
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;

My Report.— Wm.
o+Wis., on Oct.

Seitz, Hustisford,

24, 1S8.5,

says

:

Last winter I put .50 colonies of bees
into winter quarters, and 13 of them

came out all right in the spring. I
then bought (i colonies, thus commencing the season with 19. I increased my apiary to 45 colonies, by
There is much less danger of ship- division, and obtained 295 pounds of
ping comb honey in warm weather, as extracted honey.
the cold
tle.

makes the combs more britof the damage done to

Much

comb honey

in shipping is done by
the freight handlers in unloading it,
and it is well for the shipper, if he
has a large lot, to have his railroad
freight-agent mark o)i the margin of
" Please
the way-bill the following
notify consignee before unloading;"
then the consignee can see to the unloading himself.
Extracted honey should be shipped
in kegs that will not contain more
than 150 pounds larger packages are
more difficult to handle, and more apt
to be injured, and the honey lost by
leakage.
To prevent barrels from
leaking, they are sometimes coated on
the inside with wax or paraffine. The
barrel should be warmed, and the wax
as hot as possible.
The hotter the
wax and the barrel, the thinner will
be the coating of wax. As soon as
the wax is poured in, the bung should
be driven in, and the barrel rolled
about so that the wax may touch all
parts; then the bung can be removed,
and the wax poured out. It is poor
policy to use second-hand barrels, or
those that need waxing ; it would be
better to use good, new packages that
need no waxing. Kegs made of spruce,
holding 100 pounds each, have given
me the most satisfaction.
They
sho\ildbe soaWed with hot water before
putting in the honey but no wooden
package should ever be soaked with
water before putting honey into it,
for the reason that honey has the
peculiarity of absorbing the water
from the wood with which it is in
contact. Have the barrels or kegs as
dry as possible, and the hoops tightly
driven and nailed. After honey has
crystallized in a keg or barrel, it will,
of course, bear almost any kind of
handling without danger.
Both comb and extracted honey can
be more safely sent by freight than
by express especially is this true in
shipping comb honey, for the reason
that express matter must, of neces:

;

— Edward

Wintering Nude!.

Moore,

Barrie, Ont., on Oct. 27, 1885, says

:

have 2 nuclei colonies for which
I have made 2 boxes, allowing about
an inch of space between each hive
and the box. The boxes are lined
with thick brown paper, and the
hives rest upon sticks an inch square.
I hope to winter them successfully.
I

Excellent Report. Thos. C.Stanley,
Boyleston,? Ills., on Oct. 24, 1885,
says

Last winter out of over 900 colonies
the balance I have
of bees I lost 7.50
increased to nearly 600 colonies this
;

and have secured a si'irplus of
pounds of comb honey.

season,
12,000

My Honey

Crop, etc.— C. A. Halle5 X. Y., on

gas, Ue Kalb Junction,
Oct. 18, 1885, writes
:

I commenced the season with 64
colonies, increased them to 116, and
have taken 3,300 pounds of comb
honey. I had no honey stored in the
sections until basswood bloomed,

which was about July 15. I winter
my bees in the cellar, with a temperature from 40^ to 52°, and they have
always come out in the spring in good
condition.

;

;

At our
men betheir comb

sity, be handled so rapidly.
last State Fair, I heard three

moaning the damage

to

honey by express companies, while all
the honey sent by freight was in line
condition.
Rogersville, (5 Mich.

K^~ The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association will meet in the Pioneers' Rooms
in the*State Capitol, at Lansing, Mich., at 9
All who have bees
a. m., on Nov. 1'2, 188.5.
or are interested in bee-oulture, are invited
E. N. WOOD, Sec.
to attend.

100 pounds per Colony.— G. E. T.
Kyber, Green Bay,o+ Wis., on Oct. 29,
1885, says

My losses of bees last winter were
very heavy, but in spite of the cold,
disagreeable summer weather, I have
managed to obtain a surplus of about
lOU pounds of nice white honey from
each colony, spring count.
The Wisconsin Bee-Suit.-S.

I.

Free-

born, Richland Centre,? Wis.,
Oct. 28, 1885, writes

on

:

Our famous case was disposed of in
the Circuit Court here to-day. It was
dismissed by Judge Clemen tson, because he considered that there was no
cause of action, and the jury was discharged. The case can now be argued
before the Supreme Court, and if it is
determined that there is cause for
action, then it will be remanded for
trial here upon the Supreme Court's
rulings. It is not probaljle, however,
The bee-men
that it will be done.
that were present are jubilant. This
may be the end of legal itroceedings,
and we hope it will, but tlie prejudice

.
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and envy that may have been the
animus of this prosecution will still
Will it ever become enexist.
lightened

V

Angell. C. S.,
Aspinwall. Jno.,

Honey and Beeswax Market.

Biibb.

Monday,

10 a. m.,

Nov.

2,

i

1885.

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour
:

good demaDd, and for the best
jrrades of white comb honey IfitgiUic. is obtained.
Off-colored and dnrl£ Und very slow sale. Extracted

19

steady at

BEESWAX.—

wax

are

in

5(«.nc.

per

lb.

honey and

OfTeringa of

:i4(a-i2.'>c.

light.

Water

K. A. BtruNKTT. 161 South

Bt.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It is selline very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates. We quoie comb
and

honey in i-lb. sections at i4(gil6c.,
tions at 12@14c. Extracted, 6@8c.

:2-

BEESWAX.-yo CIS. per lb.
Blake & Hihlky. 57 Chatham

NEW

YOKK.
for comb honey

HONEY.— The market

sec-

lb.

Street.

quite
active, and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Price:* are gradually shading, owing to the fact of
many producers selling their entire cr(»p in this
city at very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell low and reall/.e a handstime profit.
Large lots have been sold here at HcgJloc. tor fancy
goods. In conj^equence of no h(»ncy coming in
from the West, we can see no reason wliy good
prices should noi be nbtained, except as above
stated. Present quotations are Fancy white 1-Ib.
sections, U.oiSc. the same in J-lb. sections, i lii&(*
:

;

rj^c; fancy buckwheat lumey
IKcoiiic; in

'j-ibs., ;»m!>ioc.

(

McCacl & HiLDKETu

i-lb. sections,
1 to Uc. less.

in

Hftrrades

BEESWAX— I'rime yeluw.

2-r><a^-2Sc.

Buos., 84

Hudson

St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

no material change in the
for manufacturing purEoses, while the trade is fair in comb and extracted
oney for table use. Arrivals are good. Choice
market- Demand

comb

is
is slow

lioney brings

way, and extracted

in a jobbing
honey, 4<ft8c., according to

14(3tiiic.

per

lb.

quality.

BEESWAX.— Home demand

is fair, and it brings
20<ai22c. for choice yellow, on arrival.
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— Arrivals are

quite light, with a probability of so continuing through the balance of the
season. There is some inquiry for best qualities,
with a flrni market for the same. t^u<itations are
aw follows: WLite t(» extra white comb, i'mIIc;
dark to good, 5(«8c. Extracted, white liquid,.'jcyjrj^a
cts.; lii/ht amber colored, 4>^(8.oc.; amber and candied, 4Kc.
BKEsWAX. -Quotable at 23@2oc.. wholesale.

O. B.

SMITH

JSi,

Co..

4:^3

CI-KVKbAND,
HONEY. -The market since our

Front Street.

has
improved very much and there is a good opening
lor very choice white i-lb. sections, f<jr which I4'<ti
Our stock of new is very light at
l.'jc. is <ibtained
present but of the old we have a good supply
which we tell at in(g,i:{c. f<jr whte l-lb. sections.
Kxtracted honey is slow at ediTc. for best white
clover and basswood.
BEESWAX.- Very scarce at 20®22c.
A. (;. KuNDUL. ID ODiarlo Street.
last report

I

KANSAS CITY.

HONEY,— The demand for all kinds of honey is
(tood and prices are much improved. Choice l-lb.
sections bring ii;fa.i7c. on arrival, and demand is
In excess of receipts. Itwtjuldbe better to ship
now while the weather will admit, as it will come
in good shape and bring gntKl prices. Two-pound
sections are sold now nearly altogether from California stock, HH it Is cheaper than any (jther kind:
12!^'ffil4c. being the ruling ratCf* for it.
Extracted
*8 in fair demand at 4(*.'jc. for dark, and tJa^^c, for
light.

BEESWAX.- It is a little firmer at

2:ic.

average.

<u.bmon8.Cloon &

Co.. cor. 4th

Blanchard, O. C,
Blount. C. N.,
Bohn, Gustav,
Bray, Moses,

Burrell, H. D.,
L.,

Camp, ('. A.,
Camp, G. W.,

for

good

& Walnut.

Cl.irke.Kev. W. F..
Clickenger. Eaille,

Connlev. Jolm T.,
Cook, Prof. A. J..
Cripe, Henry,
Dadant, Chas.,
Dadant, C. P
Darby, M. E..
Uayton, C. W.,
Deadman. G. A.,
Decker. A. A.,
Decker. C. K..
Demaree, G. W.,
Dibbern,C. H & Son,
Dickason, T. B.,
.

Maliory,

Manum,

S. H.,
E.,

A.

Mclvces.

H

Drane. E..
Drew, Wm..
IJunham. P.,
Dunn, John,
Eaglesfleid. E.

C

Eastwood, L.,
Edson. A. S.
Klwood, Sr., W. R.,
Falsoner, J.,
Feathers, Harvey,
j'lanagan, E. T.,
J.,

Follett, Charles,
V...

France, E. & Son,
Freeborn, 8. 1.,
Iv.,

Funk. H. W..
Furness, Dwight,
Gander. A. M..
(Jibson, F. A.,
Gi>odiich. A. S.,
Green, Charles H.,

Nelson, James A.,
Newman, Alfred H.,
Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.
Nipe. Jame^,
Nutl. W. C.
Ochsner, J. J.,
Osburn. A. W.,

Owens,

J. J.,

»S a year

ALFRED

Monthly,

;

H.

Payn, W. N.,
Pennoyer,
A.,
1

.

Perkins, Nelson,
Peters, (ieo. B.,
Peters. Jno.,
Phelps, N. T..

Pond,

Jr.. J. K.,

Powell. E. W.,
Pray, G. Ij.,

Reed,L.

irvis,

G.,

Rey, John,
Eeppert, F.,
Reynolds. M. G.,

Richards, Wm..
Roberts. Jesse H..
Hoot. A. 1.,
Rose, C. H..
Rowe, David,
Roye, Burr.
Salisbury. S. W.,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheuring, Paul,
Seabright, L. C,
Sears, J. W.,
Secor, Euuene,
Shapley. D. L..

50 cents.

NEW

1*1

AN,

W.

Shuck,

J.

Slade,

W.

U.,

M.,
D..

Smith. David.
Smith. George,
Smith, Mrs. Martha,
Sneli. F. A..

Sumner,

Havens.

Ilt-uhen,
lliivhurst. E. M.,
Heater, Mrs. J. N..

Stephenson. H. W.,
Stephens. W. B.,

W. H.,

Stewart,
Stocker,

Wm.

Stolley,

Wm.,

!

.

write

about their papers, when their time is
"This
nearly out. One subscriber says:
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
to renew ray subscription. It runs out with
to us

minuh hut don't !<Uip t<cudin(i it. I will
money to you within three months.'*
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
;

S.

stop any papers until requested to do so.

C

T. B.,

Talbert. M.,
Taylor, George,
Taylor. H. L.

Thatcher.

Will.,
<'„

Theilmann,

Henslev.J.
Hettel.M.,
Hill, A.G.,

Thompson, Geo. M.,
Tinker, Dr.

<i.

Aseiits can

sell

the Guide and Hand-

like " hot-cakes." Send us an order
for five copies (with $2. .50) and we will send

Book

you the Weekly Bee Jouhnal
year.

Heddon, James,
P..

On January 1,1886,

the Weekly Bef. Jouknal will
be reduced to One Dollar a Year. This we
have coiiteniplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing- the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of o»e dollar a year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its in-oud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1880, for $1.25.
Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of »ie.rt year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
in the mail-list type are already made.
iif

get the

R..

.f.

SPEOIAIi NOTICE

this

Haskin. A. H., M. D.,
Hatch. C. A,.

Stearns,

Iloticcs.

" Don't Stop "—that is what many

Shearman, J. O.,
Shepard, Horace,
Shirley.

^§;pccial
the price

Parker. D. G.,

H.,
Stordock,
Storer, E. M..

This

is

f/'ce for a
a rare opportunity to get the

Weekly Bee Journ.u, without

cost

!

1

L.,

Tongue.

Hills. Mrs. H..

Hilton. George E..
nobler, Geo.,
Honue, K. M.,

Hoke. Abe,
Ilollinesworth. C. M.,
J. B..

Iloyle, (ieort'e H.,

and IlaiKl-Book^is

Isham. 11. B.,
Jackson. Andrew,
Jardine. Jas
Jones. (Jeorge W.,
Jones, Henry,
Jones. J. H.,
,

J.

Weekly.

Business Manager.

IIarrisi>n. S. H.,
Hart. F. M..

1).

NEWMAN & SON,

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Miller. B. J.&Co.,
Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller, Henry,
Mills, L. D.,

Spady, Jno.,
Spencer, M. L.,

Kinii.

G.

Pkopkietoks.

Gieening, (.'. F„
Gieiner. G. C..
Greiner, Friedemann,
Gresh, Abel,
<;rimm. Christoplier,
(iriswold, Fred,
Harding, Benj.,
HarlMns, J G..

Killough.

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

S..

Kaisch, U.,

K.-Dorr, Dr.
Downs, Robert,

W.

illj01iiiill«

McNay, Frank,

itee(i,L.,

Fulton,

C..

Marden, Henry,
Margrave, J. W.,
Mason, Jas. B.,
Mattoon, Jas.,
McConnell, James,
McCormick. Emery,
McGee. Charles,

Ramey, J

rc'fercncr-

to t UV- hoine-seekfr, it is invaluable. Itscontents are partially (jivon on page 701, aiui
will convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of ovir readers can afford to
do without it. As a book of ready reference
we find it of ^reat value in our library. We
will send the Weekly Bek Journal for a
year and the Guide for $1.:J0.

Lynch, Jno.

Maddox. W. T.,
Mahin, Rev. M.

Doolittle, G. M.,

a book Hu^e, Wm. H.,
und an encyclopiediii of lUnchinMon, VV. /,.,
.latiies M..
everything- flej;iralilo to know. As a i^uUUi Hyne.
Illinski, Dr. A. X.,

Tlie Guide

Lyman. W. C,

IJidrickSfin. O.,
Dittoier. Gus,
Dodee.U. E-.

W.

W.,

J.

Muth.C. F..
Muth Rasmussen, Wm.,

,1,.

Christian. P.,I.
Christie. Jno. H..

H(jward,

of ready

LeRoy,

Minnich. F.,
Minor, N. 1j..
Morse, William,

('arrier. A.,
Chapman. B.,

Forbes,

L.,

Lawton, B. W.

Millard. D..

Buchanan. J. W. & Bro,
Bucklew, J. A„

England, P.
Knke, Wm..

OF THE

McNeill, James,

Brickey. Peter,
Brown, A. J.,

Cheney, H. H.,
is

.

WEEKLY ED

(Charles,
Ludloff, K.,

Billings. L. P.
Billing, Peter
Bitzer, Wm.,

Chapman.

Kyber, G. E. T.,
Immmey, John,
Langstroih. liev. L.
Lanning, John,
Lindsiy, L.

Baldwin.!-. W..
Ball, Miss J. M.
Barnes. Wm. M.,
Barrows. O. B.,
Baxter. E.J.
Bean. C. M. & W. L.
Bernschein. Ernst,

Burton,

Knickerbocker. G. H.,

Koeppen. August
Kruschke. U. O.,

Ludkey,

A.,
T.,

Besse. H.. M. D.,

CHICAGO.
HONEV.-Itl8

Enoch,

Bulawin, A.
Baldwin, B.

American Bee Journal,

Office of the

Bee-Keepers' Union.

Addenbrooke, W..
Allen, Kansom,
Alley, Henry.
Anderson, J. Lee,
Anderson, Wm.,

M..

N.,

King, T. Frank,

L. N.,
Travis, F. \V.,

tW

Travis. LA.,

Treadwell, W. B.,
Trimberg'-r,John,
Turner, T. E.,
Twining, M. J.,
Tyner, Alonzo,

Vanhouten,
Valentine,

C.

.1.

W.,

M.

Viallon, P. L..
Walton, Col. R.,
Webster, H. S.,

Weeks, C,
Wendt. Henry,
Whitnpv. W. v.,
WicbertJ-, A..

Wilkin-, Mi-'S lj\l$y A.,

Wolcott. Win.C,
Wright. W. I).,
Wurth, Dan..
Zwiener H. h.

The Town Topics Publishing Co., 23
Park Kow, New York City, publishers of

Town T()PicS(formerly thevimciicaii

Queen),

one of the most entertaining weekly journals of the country, are offering to subscribers prizes of $100 cash, to he won on con.Tudging
ditions that seem very liberal.
from their circular, the plan is decidedly ingenious and entertaining, and will lioubtless
meet with great success. Full particulars

be learned from circulars which will be
sent from their olBce in New York on the receipt of a one-cent stamp.— (Uir.

may

:
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Local Convention Directory.

and

Timeandplace 0/ Meetivo.
1685.
Nov. 5,6.— I*. J. & EHStern, at Trenton. N.J.
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec. 16 Thomas St., N. y.

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

8— 10.— North American,

State, at Detroit. Mich.
U. D. CuttinK, Sec. Clinton. Mich.

W.

like

at Detroit. Mich.

Z. Hutchinson, Sec. RoKersville, Mich.

Any person not a subscriber, receiving a
copy of th-s paper, will please consider it
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

t^~ The New

Apr. 27.— Dea Moines County, at Burllnston, Iowa.
Jno. Nau. Sec.Middletown, Iowa.
this table complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlaiTB.- Bd.
taries are requested to

E^ To

as

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK
OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

SEEKERS

For HOITIE

or Tourists,
A vast
not
to be found elsewliere

rapitalists or Laborers.

amount

of

at

II.— Northeastern Kan., at Hiawatha, Kan.
L. C. Claric, Sec, Granada, Kan.

Honey

The Western World

publishing

iiit'oriiiation

any

price.

Convention Notice.

1886.

t9~ In order to have

IB

Broadway. New York City,
the liEK .loruNAI, he has reduced the

Dec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec, UugerBvllle. Mich,

Dec

POMEKOT

XM

price to fl a year, lie Is olFerlng cash inducements to agents wh<) will get up clubs therefor.
Sample copies will be rent free upon application.

Nov. 12.— Central MlcblKan, at Lanainir. Mmh.
B. N. Wood, Sec, N. Lanslnn, Mich.
Dec.

"IIKICK"

DE.MocitAT at

his
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Food and Medicine.

Jersey and Eastern BeeAssociation having accepted an
invitation to meet with the Mercer County
Board of Agriculture, of Trenton, N. J.,
will hold their semi-annual convention in
the Grand Jury Room of the Court House
at Trenton, N. J., on Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 5 and 6, 188.5, at 10 a. m. A full attendance of the raeinl)ers is reqi'ested. To all
persons intei-ested in our v(«:ation, we extend a cordial welcome. The committee of
arrangements have secured hotel accommodations at reduced I'ates.
Keepers'

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.
The following is only a. part of the Contents
of all the Stutee and Territories,
including AlaHka aod District of Cxlumbm.
Diaffratns ehowinK arpa, population, products,
GovernmeDt, State, School and Indian l^ands of
the several States.

Colered Miipit

Histories of each of the States from the
Eurlleat Xlnie«.— Descriptive of their TopOBraphy, Soil, Climate, Rivera. MountHins, Natural
Wonder?. Population. Area. Islands. Lakes,
Mines, Products, Manufactures, Industries,
Cities, School Systems. Collection and Exemption Laws, Date of Holdlnjr Elections. Number
of Representatives, Senators, Contrres'^men, and
Presidential Electors, Number of Union and
Confederate Soldiers in the Field, Price of Ijand
Cleared and in Forest. Extent of Forest, Number of Different Callinss. Rate of Interest. Usury

Marlsets in every
Wm. B. Treadwell, Sec.
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
Jjaws, PEUDLEd OK DlU'MMKKS' LICENSE LAWS,
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
DivoKCE Laws, Mining Laws. Description
OP Pt'BLic Lands. Li.sT OF Lam)s si'bjectto
will be a demand for all of their crops at
THE FORMS OF ENTRY. List of Land-OfHces,
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Opportunities for Homes or Enterprise. RainBEES
in
COI.OKIES
OF
ten-framed
fall. Health, Porta of Entry, Populati(^n (male,
prf\
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
tJyJ Simplicity hives, at 5S4.O0 euch Fur furfemale and foreign) Number of IndiHns. Mineral
information apply to O. lllL.I>tJE,
Resources, Nicknames of states and f <>r whom
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per ther
SCIIULENBURG, TEX.
44Alt
or what they are named, Miles of Railroad and
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will tie sent
Canals. Tidal Frontaire. State Land Laws,
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
Relifcious Denominations and their Numbers,
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
Number of Counties and Names.
HANDY-BOOK.
BEE-KEEPER'S
desired, on the cover-pagis "Presented by,"
OoTernment ll*iind L<a.n'a eivin(;u>mplete law
etc. (giving the name and address of the beethe subject of Pke-em[>tion IIomestead,
END lor Prospectus and new Pre- on
Timber Cltltitre, soldiers' Homestead,
keeper who scatters them).
lUiuiu-List.
SWAMP Lands, Land Warrants. Scrip,
Indian Thcst lands. Desert Lands, coal
LAtf
H. ALLET, Wenham, Mass.
Lands. Timber Lands, Mineral Lands,
The Western World Guide and HandAgricultural college Lands, etc.
How
to Acquire Liands r>f any kind belonfZBook of Useful Information, contains the
InK to the (lovernment by any forms of entry,
Z.
greatest amount of useful information ever
who may acquire them, and the difTeront laws
Sogrersvllle, Oenesee Co.. Mich.,
applicable to the different ssctions.
put together in Euch a cheap form. The
furnish neat, white, basswood ship- Postal. Peiisfon and Putent I>a\va of the
printing, paper, and liinding are excellent,
TTnlted SUUes.
«
ping-crates, in the Hat, at G cents each.
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
Coats-or-Arms oT Ihe StsitcH and Views of
Sample, by express, nailed up, 10 cents.
Celebrated
Places, and of life in different regions.
one sending us two new subscribers besides
i4Atf
JSales for mea-^uring Lumber, Lops, Grain,
their own, with $3, for one year, we will
Liquids, Tables ot Weights and Measures of all
present a copy of this valuable book.
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables, LumberTables.
SysleniB «>f Land Measures in varloa»
parts or the United Slates.
village,

create

Honey

town and

city,

gull) cvtisctn cuts.

APIARY FOR SALE.

:

;

:

S

HUTCHINSON,

W.

CAN

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS,

Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, "Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

FOUNDATION,

tf'

^^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this ofHce,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

a capacity of
WITH we
claim the
fiuor,

furnishing- Supplies in the Southeast.

NEW FACTOKV

Contains also a Million useful facts.

&c.

7.000 square feet of
best facilities for

OCJR

VALENTINE &

and the

EQUIPPED

IS
with
the best and latest improved Machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods "up
to the times," and will furnish all kind^ al
very reasimable i>riees. Parties needingSupplies would do well to see ourPrice-List
before l)uying. Send for Circular and PriceList. Address,
S.

The Weekly Kee Journal,

ae3

(^iuide,

for one year,
postpaid, for $1.S0.

THOS. G. NEWSMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

SON, Hagerstown, Md.

44Ctf

Bingham Smokers
AND

Preserve yonr papers

for reference.

you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 7.5 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 4 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.
If

WE

HONEV-KNIVES.
are

now

in the

market, and

will

be

during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell ou commission, charg-ing o percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford. We

Send for Circnlars.

Bingham & Hetherington,

ABROMA, MICH.

Bees Given Away.

will handle beeswax the same way, and can
would save furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or reMr. Jerome XVTE offer to sive them to tlie one who
us much trouble, if all would be particular fined, at lowest market prices.
Twichell, our junior member in tiiis departVV sends ns tlie largest munher of subto give their P. O. address and name, when ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
scrijiticins for the
writing to this office. We have several letters and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of combhoney must be afuU case,
(some Inclosing money) that have no name;
Newspapers and Magazines
representing a fair average of the lot. On
many others having no PostrOfflce, County such
sample we will make prompt returns, which we FURKISH at WHOLESALE
or State. Also, if you live near one post^ whether we buy or not.
RATES. Send address on a I'o^tal Card
office and get your mail at another, be sure
C1.EITIONS, CLOON Sc CO.,
E.H.COOK,
for particulars.
to give the address we have on our list.
Andover, Tolland Co., Conn.
36A17 ^
44Alt
KANSAS CITY, MO.

To Correspondents. — It
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

SECTIONS.
Patented June

COLUMBUS BU66T

standard Langstrotli,

CO.,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

28, 1881.

And

tzzn^^E

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADK TO ORUEU,

One-lb. HUx-iW in lots of ."lOO to 4,000 $5.00
.''),000 to 10,000
4.50
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,000 4.00
Ditto

Quinby Smoker a specialty.
I

shall supply nnything you need in the Apiary.
Illustrated Price List.

Send for

W. B. CI*ARK, successor to L.C. Root,
The one-lb. Section is 17 inches Ions:. For
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length, 7A]y
ORISKANY, Oneida County. N. Y.
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centage to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the

same

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

quantities.
desired.

AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISER.

We make any size or width

FOKNCROOK &

J.

Watertown. Wis., Mar.

BCtf

The British Bee Journal

CO.,
1,

is published SEMIat Seven Shillings per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and

MONTHLY,
1885.

^^Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

how to do

The

it.

British

Bee Journal and our Weekly

(View of our Factory.)

for $2.50.

HEADQUARTERS
For

trie

IN

IVE-A-lSrTJIFj^CTTJT^IHZT^S

THE SOUTH

Bee-Keepers Supplies

o

Dunham und Knot
Italian

FoHiitlutlon a upeclaltT.
to November.
for my Illustrated Catalogue.
TJr. r.. VI AI-LON, Bayou Goula. La.

FIRST CLASS VEHICLES

Queens and Bees f rtiiu March

^ySend

.ICtf

PA

Friends,

If

tou are

In

any way interested

©

In

'S

At New Orleans World's Exposition was
awarded Ist. Premium for finest display

«

BEES OR HONEY
We

to

with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Seml-Monthly OleuiiliitcH In Ree-Culture*
with a descriptive price-list uf the latest improvellIveH, Honey Kxtruotoi*M, Comb
in
ments
Foundation, Section Honey Bttxeit.all books
and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Mi

will

H
H

MANUAI* OF THE APIAKX.
I2,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
13th TheUHund tlust Out!

«

^^

H
H

COOK,

Author and Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

For sale also at the

Journal,

t> =

Oflicr of the

«M

results,

by our own

cross-

we now nianutaeture our
from finest timber (sawed

mills) that

can be obtained from

the hills of Southei-n

Ohio— famous as the

second growtU liickory

^=3

04
O

America.

'2'a,

5

i2 ft

district.

The reputation of the Columbus Buggy
Company is unexcelled. The work is known
and sold throughout the entire United
States and Territories. Well introduced in
England, Germany, Australia and South
Send for Catalogue and prices, a7id the name of
4IA(it
the nearest dealer ivill he sent.

.

3 g

GREEN'S FRUIT GUIDE

!»-3

64 pages, .with colored plate,
"
illustrated, price 5 cts.
to Propagate and Grow Fruit."
64 pages, 2 colored plates, 50
illustrations, price 50 cents.

Bee

How

at wholesale or retail.

(Established

celebrated Brewster

own ^vlieels

CD

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. Itiscertalnly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, SI SS. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
«I.

form

©O W
a

10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
S.OOO Sold SInc-e May, 1883.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 Hne Illustrations were added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has beenthoroughlyrevised.and contains the

iCly

9

PP

justly

spring side-bar being: our great specialty^
we build only one grade of work, and
that of tlie best in quality and style.
We do not make the lowest priced vehicles,
but claim that ours are the clieapest in
tUe "world wheu quality is considered.
We use the linest material obtainable,
employ only expert and eompetent nieeliauics. To insure the best and most uni-

OS

o

Or,

of Vehicles, against 64 Competitors.

The

S

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

A.

OIF

manufacture of

3e

t»1

1864.)

GREEN'S FRUIT GROWER,

;-SUPPLIES.
RFF
^m
M

Samprice 50 cents per year.
ple copy free. Address,
Green's Ni'kserv Co.,
Rochester, N. Y-

o

furnish everything needed
^^
^B ^_
^B inWe
the Apiary, of practical construc-

tion, and at the lowest price.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send your address on a
Postal card, and we will send you «>ur Illustrated

£. K.KKT(^1IIIIEB.

Catalogue free.
2CV21

COBUUG. IOWA.

tor working people. Send 10 cents
postage, aud we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you In the way of making mure money in a few days thao
you ever thought possible at any busness. Capital not required. You can live at home
nd work in spare time only, or all the time. AM of
oth sexes, of all ages, grandly successful. SOcents
o $5 easily earned every evening. That all who
TPant work may test the itusiness, wemake this unTo all who are not well satlsOed
aralleled offer
Tewill send $1 to pay f(jr the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Htinson & co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine._
_5iAiy
more money than at anything else by
taking an agency for the best selling book
Beginners succeed grandly. None
out.

m^
I

'

NEVLONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
''PHIS new bIkc of our Tapering
A >Ioney Pails isof uniform design
with the other sizes, having tlie top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
ailed with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for lio c<^nt8 or less. Many
consumers will buy it in order in ^Ive the children

handsome toy pail. PRICE. 75 cents per
dozen, or )St.?.00 per lOO.
THOS. a. NKWMAIV A: SOIV,
CHICAGO, ILL.
923 A 925 West Madison Street.
a

in presents gix''en aivay.
Send us r> cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in worlt that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in Aiuerica. All about the $2(H).ihh> in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex. of all a«es, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely asII. Hali-ett & Co.
sured. Don't delay.
Portland. Maine.
51Aiy

$200,000

:

WIN

fall.

SIAly

Terms

free.

Hallett Book

Co.
Portland, Maine.

II

m.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of gaoils which will help you
to

more money

right

than anything else

away

In this

world. All,of either sex. suc-

ceed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
Trpe & Co., Augusta, Maine.

SlAIy

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,
Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

Apply

Freeman

<t

I»-Send

to

OHA8.

Central Ave.,
10c. for Practical

F.
-

etc.

MUTH,
CINCINNATJ,

O.

Hints to Bee-Keepera,

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

WEEKLY EDITION
OF THE

Bees vs. Grapes.— Mr. M. Segars, of San
Bcrnurdiiio, Cal., writes us as follows about
the lawsuit there, which we mentioned on
pages Oil and 07.5
:

In the case of Randal!

& Noyes

rs.

Bohn,

sued for $2!)ii damages done by
of the defendant to plaintiffs'
gi-upcB on the vines aiid while drying. It
was tried by a .jury of four. We made a
strong eiroi-t, liut were beaten. We showed
by iilaintills' witnesses that all the damages
were done liv birds, coyotes, f(jxes, wasps
and ants. They had a number of witnesses
who testified that the end of a bee's tongue
\v:\ssliiirii. and could puncture the skin of a
SDiHiil Kiapo.
The following is from our
the
the

|)hiintin's

local

liees

paper

"The

ITHOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

:e:jdxtot^.
Vol. XXI.

Nov.

II,

1885.

No. 45.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

The Conilnis: Winter will be a " remarkable one, remembered in history for its
severity;"— so says Professor C. C. Blake, a
scientist, of Richland, Kansas, in his latest
paper, Tlie Future. Some " weather proph"
ets,"
however, do not agree with this
prediction. Prof. Blake is said to be an
extraordinary mathematician, astronomer,
and physicist, and has been very successful
in his predictions, so far.
Next
will give his predictions in full.

week we

Tlie Golden Jubilee of the great beemaster, Dr.Dzierzon,was'held at Heidelberg,
Germany, on Sept. 1.5, 188.5. It was attended
by the prominent bee-mastex-s of Europe,
and was a very enthusiastic gathering. Dr.
Dzierzon was presented with many "diplomas
of honor " by the various apicultural
societies of Continental Europe, prominent
among which was the one from the Italian
Society, presented with an address by Prof.
G. B. Grassi, who was sent there, from
Milano, for that purpose. A banquet and
grand concert concluded the Jubilee.

:
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Seasonable Hints,

by Mr.

('.

JVcHteni

as follows, are given
Ills., in the

H. Dibbern, of Milan,

riDwman

for

November

:

It the bees are to be
ai: packing with chaff,

wintered out-doors,
leaves, etc., should
be done now, during pleasant da.vs. If they
are to be wintered in the cejiar, tliev had
better be left till the first of next moi'ith
or
till winter has fairly set in.
They shoiild
however, be set away before severe cold
weather, as the combs will then be covered
with frost, and they would then commence
the winter at a disadvantage. It is always
safe to calculate on a severe winter in
this
latitude. How many thousands of dollars
have been lost by beekeepers who expected
a mild winter! Prepare lor a cold winter
and no harm will be done, should it prove

& Noyes against otherwise. How different, when we find
Gustave Bohn, which was decided in Justice bees out in the January blizzards, with our
the
Knox's court on Oct. 27, is probably without weather below zero for weeks. It is certainly
a parallel in the history of lawsuits. The not pleasant, while we are in comfortable
plaintiffs are raisin growers in the High- houses,sittingby our hard-coal
base-burners
lands, seven miles northeast of this city. to think or our faithful servants, the
Adjoining their vineyard the defendant has struggling in the snow drifts, with the bees'
cold
a bee ranch. The action was for damages and moisture for their very existence.
which the plaintiffs claimed to have suffered eighteeii years experience has taught My
me
in consequence of the frequent visitations that a little care and attention at
the right
of defendant's bees to their grapes. In tune will keep bees as comfortable,
and
support of their claim thev introduced winter them as safely as other kinds
of
numerous witnesses who swore that they stock.
had in various instances witnessed with
.'ill hives not in use should
be placed in a
their own eyes the perforation and destruc- dry place, and all sections, cases, etc
piled
tion of plaintiffs' grapes when alighted upon up for future use. If any extracting
still
by the bees of the defendant. The latter, in to be done, the combs must be warmed'isfor
a
turn, introduced evidence to show the day or two, as honey is too cold and
thick to
impossibility of this condition of things. He run freely. The combs also would be
liable
proved by a score of witnesses that the bill to^ break, as they get very brittle in
cold
of the insect is tubular and not pointed, and
can, therefore, be used only as an extractor
All comb honey should be marketed
now.
of sweets, not as a borer after them. The If possible. It is much easier to take
care of
evidence of the eye-witnesses of the plain- the money, even silver dollars.,than comb
tiffs', however, had the weight with the ury,
honey. Severe freezing will crack the combs
and they accordingly returned a verdict and cause them to leak, and spoil their
against the defendant for $75 and costs of beautiful appearance. Then, too, it is
suit, which
amount to over ?00. The easier to sell honey now, than in themuch
late
plaintiffs were represented by Curtis & Otis, winter or spring. Stick to the home
and the Hon. H. M. Willis looked after the even It It IS a cent or two below citymarket
quotainterests of the defendant.
A stay of tions, but if you cannot dispose of all, shin
proceedings has been asked for, and the to what appears the best point.
case will probably be appealed. It is one of
interest to t>ee-ranchers and raisin growers,
Bees as Fertilizers of Flo^vers.-A
and is attracting much attention."
correspondent in an
makes the
A bond for appeal will be filed to-morrow' following remarks on exchange
the sheep-bees lawWe need assistance, as this case will be made
suit
case of Itandall

,i

a test case. If it goes against us there will
be no end of the trouble that will arise, and
our bee-industry will receive a death-blow in

:

If tiees can trespass there is an
end to beekeeping as every bee-man will be
the
What encouragement mercy of any surly neighbor. Apartatfrom

Southern California.
can you offer us on the part of the Bee- their merits as honey-gatherers, bees
are of
Keepers' Union ?
incalculable benefit to market
gardeners
florists, etc., in fertilizing flowers.
If we
Every bee-keeper in California is interested had bees that could reach down to the honeyof red clover, they would be of
in this decision, and should at once show cells
inestimable value to the farmer, as
red
his interest by becoming a member of the clover
depends for fertilization on insects
National Bee-Keepers' Union.
We have mostly bumble-bees. We are satisfied
that
the
reason
why
the first crop of clover has
advised Mr. Bohn to appeal from the decision
so little seed.is because there are not
enough
of the Justice's Court, and assured him that of the bumble-bees
to fertilize it
early iS
the Union will stand by him, and aid in the the season.
We noticed in oursomeadows
some
heads were full of seed and others
appeal by sending money, obtaining legal
apparently equally as ripe without
a grain
advice, depositions from scientiflc experts Tlie bumble-bee
had evidently been on the
as to the incapability of bees to puncture one and not on the rest. s6me
wise men
may
laugh at this, but it has been
grapes, etc.
carefully
dcmnnstrated by Darwin, years ago,
that
The bee-men of California are more
''"'''''''''''''
«-a
interested in this case than any other bee- loeWot'tltZ''''
keepers can be, and yet there are hundreds
Mr. C. G. Beitel's apiary was visited
in that State who have done nothing towards
recently by the reporter of the
Easton Pa
sustaining the pursuit of Apiculture against
Democrat, who has written up
a lengthy
its enemies
They seem to be folding their
article on what he there saw,
which is quite
arms and looking on. AwMe, now, and
complimentary to the owner. He also
says:
come to the rescue of your representative.
Mr.Beitel, as all know, is practicinoIt may be your turn next.
law
of this county, but all his
spare time i^
Stretch ye forth the generous arm
spent at his beautiful home on "
'^
The
Hill
Help him ere it be too late
where he devotes his leisure
Each right arm, a bee-man's prop
between a hot-house filled with rareinomints
trm^?-,t
Made to bear each other up
p ants and his.apiary, conta 1 ng at ?esen
about 2., colonics of bees of varfoiis

The Joint Western Classification
Railroad Committee at their late meeting
In St. Paul, Minn., decided not to

change the
on bees and honey. This was
in answer to our communication asking for
the same classification as the Southern
Classification Committee gave Mr. Boylston,
as reported on page .362. The meeting of
this committee at Chicago, as mentioned on
page :i5.5, was not held, and so we had to
make our representations in writing. Wo
shall have to wait until a future meeting is
held in Chicago, and then we will try to have
a personal interview with the members.

classification

«'—

!

We

have received a copy of the patent
issued to Mr. J. M. Shuck on his Invertible
Hive.

!

!

Mr. Eagene Secor,

!

Forest City, Iowa,
has sent a sample of his honey to the editor
of his local paper, who says it is of excellent
Tlie Rural Canadian has been chosen
quality and attractive appearanue. His crop as the official organ of the Ontario
Beeof honey this season amounts to 1,300 Keepers' Society. Its apiarian
department
pounds from 18 colonies last spring, which is said to be conducted by " an enthusiastic
have increased to .'i2 colonies.
Surely Mr. bee-keeper of 21 years standing"— which we
Secor has reason to congratulate himself on are informed is the Rev. W. F. Clarke,
with
his success.
whose writings our readers are familiar.
!

I

I

strains.

Are you Entitled to a pension?
Ton
may be and may not know it. If
you ex

amine the Guide and Hand-Book
you will
soon find out. Thousands of
things worth
knowing will be found in it.
The Bee
JOUKNAL for 1880 and the Guide
Book ^vill
both be sent for

$1.,30.

—

—
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suppose it will vary with individat a rough guess I should say
perhaps 1(3 cents.- C. C. Miller.
I

uals

—

No.—W.

Hutchinson.

Z.

No, but

it

sometimes happens.

Dadant & Son.

depend much upon locality.
I have never known an instance.
I would say 15 cents It is presumed of course that the
for comb hoiiey is no better than 8 querist has reference to the queens
It will

In

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

bloomed

W. Demaree.
Comb honey

ISS.— If

from hot. dry weather, is it a common
occurrence for It to bloom as heavy and yield
honey the next year V This is important to many.
— Molesworth. Ont.
secretion,

of

on3 year proves nothing

for the next season. The same may
be said of the bloom.— Dadant

&

Son.
It seldom blooms heavily two years
in succession, but the flow of honey

W.

— G.

being accessible to each other.
By
the use of division-boards a number
should sell for about of queens may be wintered in the
same hive.— G. L. Tinker.
as extracted honey.

much
Hutchinson.

twice as

after basswood had
so profusely and failed entirely in honey

The crop

locality

cents for extracted, sold in bulk.

Basswood Bloom.
Query, No,

my

No. It is quite common for two
had rather produce extracted queens to work in the same hive for a
honey at 8 cents per pound than comb time, but I have never known of their
honey at 20 cents, all other things being so wintered.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
being equal. We would say this most
No it is a very rare occurrence if
especially in poor honey seasons.
it really ever occurred.
Of course
Dadant & Son.
you mean to ask if it is common for a
two
colony
of
bees
to
protect
queens
that
comb
honey
experience
is,
My
should bring about one-fourth more during the winter months. I never
knew such a case in all my experithan extracted.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
They very often refuse to
working for ence.
If your system of
comb honey is no better than the protect the mother of tlie colony, if
average, 1 would say 16 cents. If it they become discouraged by bad
weather in the spring.
G. W.
is up to the best known methods I
Z.

We

;

is influenced by atmospheric conditions rather than by the amount of
honey furnished the preceding year. should put

—

it

Demaree.

at 12 cents per pound.

James Heddon.

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

From close observation I have
found that when honey-bearing trees
have failed to yield honey the year
before, from any cause, they usually
make up for the lost time.— G. W.
Demaree.

Hives for Extracting Purposes.

Amount

of

Wax

in Comb.

Query, No. 154.— How many
worker-comb

will

it

require to

Query, N*. 156.— Is a

square feet of

make one pound

of

wax, the comb being taken from the brood-chamber ?-B.

one-story hive as Kood

for extractiuK purposes as a two-story hive, provided it i» long enough to give suCBcient room ?—

Kent

Co..

Mich.

No.— G.

L. Tinker.
it is not as convenient to
Tliat depends upon several things, manipulate.
guess that the chances were improved
The largest yield of
but usually it takes about .5 square extracted honey I ever obtained was
for next year.— C. C. Miller.
feet.— G. M. Doolittle.
from a one-story hive.— G. M. DooTlie failure to secrete honey would
Probably 6 square feet, or perhaps a little.
make no difference regarding the little more.— Dadant & Son.
No.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
bloom the next year, for the embryo
It depends upon the age of the
blossoms are found for the next year
I think not. I have tried both, and
not
furnish
so
does
Old
comb
before the present season's blossoms comb.
I am sure that the " tiering-up " plan
Ordinarily
about
new.
wax
as
much
A full bloom of basswood
opened.
gives
the best results.
G. W.
comes only everv other year in this 5 square feet of comb will furnish a Demaree.
Hutchinson.
wax.—
W.
Z.
pound
of
locality.— G. M. Doolittle.
No It places the honey too far
There is more difference in the from the brood, and spreads the
The fact that it bloomed so full
this year makes it less likely to do so thickness of natural comb, as found colony too much. We prefer a 1^next,
i'et with a favorable season in the brood-nest, than one would story hive with additional % stories
we may hope for a good supply of naturally expect to see, and for this whenever needed.— Dadant & SoKreason only an approximation can be
bloom.— A. J. Cook.
Much will depend upon the locality.
Basswood with us rarely fails in a made. Five square feet ought to make With me the two-story hive is preferpound of clean wax.
G. W. able, and the labor of manipulation is
sufficient bloom, but in some seasons a
Demaree.
it seems to yield more honey than in
much less with it also. J.E.Pond,Jr.
Brood-combs, according to age,
others. When white clover is yielding,
I have twice given this query carethe bees do not swarm upon the vary greatly in the amount of wax ful and comprehensive trial
tirst
linden as in seasons like the past that can be extracted. It takes from with ,32 colonies, and second with 50
when the clover failed. —G.L. Tinker. 5 to 8 pounds of old, black brood- colonies in one-story hives. The
comb to make a pound of wax,
From the fact that I had an im- while new comb will make about 75 result is, that I much prefer the
tiering-up system, and I wish to have
mense basswood yield for Ave years per cent.— G. L. Tinker.
but 8 Langstroth combs in each tier.
in succession, and a very light flow
Much depends upon the age of the —James Heddon.
regularly for three years, I am not of
the opinion that the blooming and comb. If it is not old, but nearly
I have not been able to see any
secreting of one season naturally new, I should say about 4 square feet. difference, though I have used them
Not here, I think that the combs built by Ital- side by side for yeai's. Others thint
effects that of another.
ian bees would yield more wax per that they do better by using twoat least.— James Ueddon.
square foot than that built by German story hives. I much prefer the latter,
bees.— James Heddon.
as ihey are so much more easily
If, as is likely the case, a failure to
mature seed occurred as well, I should

Yes only
;

—

!

—

;

Comb and Extracted Honey.
Qnery,
honey

Jio.

managed.

Two

1S3.— How much

sell for. to

make

its

should comb
production of equal

value to the production of t-xtrjicted honey
cents per pound ? supposing the apiurist to do
" bis part," and the only surplus to be white
cloyer or linden honey, cash beinis p;iid for the
honey on board the car9.-Su6 JuiiCf, Wis.
at H

Comb honey

should

sell for 12

cents

per pound.-G. M. Doolittle.
I should say certainly for 1-5 or 16
cents per pound. A. J. Cook.

—

ftueens in

Query, No. 15I».— Is
that

two queens winter

No.— C.

C.

it

In

of

One Hive.
common

occurrence

the same hive ?— W.

Miller.

No, though they sometimes do.— G.

M. DOOI ITTLE.
No. James Heddon.
It is a very
J. Cook.

—A.

rmcommon

occurrence.

t^~
their

All

— A. J. Cook.

who

intend to be systematic in

work in the apiary, should get a copy of

the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
prices are as follows
For 50 colonies {1*20 pages)
$1 GO" 100 colonies (-20 pages)
125" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

The

:

;
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colony as a result, which shows that
eadi colony on an average gave nearly
10 ))ounds of honey for each day of the
12 that they were storing from basswood, which proves what I have
repeatedly said, that if our bees are
condition to take advantage
ill good
of a yield of honey, it requires but
few days during such a yield to secure
a good compensation to the apiarist;
while if they are not in good condition,
such days will pass by and the beeI
keeper's hopes will be blasted.
would give more for 20 colonies of
bees kept in good condition for the
lioney harvest at all times, than I
would for 200 colonies left to take care
of themselves, as nuxny of the wouldIn no
be beekeepers leave them.
other calling in life will care, skill and
will
in
it
energy count for more than
bee-keeping.
After having all my bees prepared
for winter, I tind that I have 95

having only a little brood in one and
two combs on June 1.
When the season fairly opened so
the weak ones began to pick up a
ittle, 1 decided to work 27 of the best
colonies for honey, and employ the
for queen-rcMring. Of
remaining
l.'i

The figures befohe the the 27 colonies to be worked for honey,

Explanatory

names iiidiciUe the numlier of years that the
Those aftek, show
person has kept bees.
the number of colonies the writer had in tlie
previous sprins: and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named:
6 north of the centre 9 south 0+ east
Owest; and this 6 northeast; X) northwest;
0» southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.
;

:

JoumaL

For the American Bee

To Bees

in

WM.

Winter
F.

ftuarters.

CLARKE.

Good-night a long good-night, my bees
Iv'e packed you snug and warm',
So you can stand an arctic freeze
Or hyperborean storm.
!

!

You're two feet high above the ground.
Beyond the I'cach of mice
I hope you'll winter safe and sound.
And keep your quarters nice.
:

I'll

not

come scraping with a

wire.

To keep the entrance free
Tou're fixed— how can you but admire ?—
;

As

in a hollow tree.

Nature's inimitable plan
Well ventilates your hive.
Better than all the schemes of
For keeping bees alive.

man

The season's arduous toil well done.
Your larder full of sweet,
If you should find the household dull
Without some babies in it.
Bear them, for you can pollen cull
In-doors, at any minute.
as easy as yf)U can.

For you are growing

And spend your days,
As

old,
like mortal

man.

a short tale that's told.

lifetimes are measured, not by days,
But by becoming deeds
And they deserve the highest praise.
Who leave behind them, seeds
;

To grow,

to blossom, to bear fruit.

In months and years to come
As generations follow suit,
And raise the busy hum
Of honest industry, among
The gardens, woods, and fields
The toil that ripples into song.
And constant sweetness yields

;

;

!

Ouelph, Ont.
For

My

Slie

American Bee JoumaL

Report for the Season.

17— G.

51.

DOOLITTLE, (40—95).

After the spring opened I found
I had left, after the sales and
losses, 2.5 good to fair colonies of bees,
15 rather weak, and 10 very weakthat

making

.50

colonies in

all.

As

them were devoted

to

producing

comb honey, and the remaining 2,
being weak ones, were worked for
From these 2 I
extracted honey.
extracted, during the forepart of the
basswood bloom, an average of 39
pounds each, and in the middle of the
bloom an average of 5-5 pounds each,
or 18S pounds in all. They were then
given 20 combs each, and left until
the end of the harvest, when the

combs were taken out all tilled and
sealed. These combs were then set

apart for feeding any needy colonies
There was about 200
in the fall.
pounds of honey in them, but this
amount is not counted in the final colonies in good condition, having all
natural stores of basswood honey
result.
The willows and hard maples with plenty of pollen as food. Last
bloomed about May 18. and from these fall I gave all but a few colonies stores
the fairly good colonies obtained a of sugar syrup, with little if any
good amount of honey and pollen pollen, and I found in May that all
which helped them to build up the really good colonies I had were
wonderfully, while the weaker colonies those few that were not thus treated,
scarcely held their own until June 10, so I take the bint and try all this
at which time the weather became winter on their own stores.
Borodino,© Jf Y.
warm and all began to be prosperous.
From raspberry the bees got scarcely
a living, but from Alsike and white
For the American Bee Joumai.
clover plenty of honey was obtained
for brood-rearing, while some of the
Small Hives— Contraction.
strongest commenced work in the
sections, drawing out foundation and
FRANKLIN P. STILES.
storing a very little honey where the
over
left
sections were full of comb
small, light hive designed to be
from the season previous.
used on the tiering-up principle, and
Basswood opened on July 14, but allowing the contraction or expansion
the bees secured very little from it of the breeding room at the discretion
until July 18, at which time work of the apiarist, with the least outlay
began in earnest and continued for 12 of time and labor, is the coming hive,
days.
We had very hot, showery and the hive which is coming to
weather during these 12 days— it remain.
The production of comb
rained more or less all of the time, honey, by -any method or plan, with
difference
no
to
make
it
seemed
but
fixtures which cannot be so manipuvfith the honey secretion, for just as lated, is now and always will be at a
soon as the rain ceased falling, the great disadvantage.
This is true
bees would pour out of the hives by from the fact that the fundamental
the thousands, and in 10 or 15 minutes principles on which this system is
they would come home laden so based are as fixed and unchangeable
heavily that they could scarcely reach even as the
basal foundation of
the entrances of the hives.
mathematics. The condition of much
After the 12 days came 2 days of of the comb honey annually placed
" winding up," which ended the honey on the market, plainly and forcibly
seaSon for 1885, for since then the bees reveals the hold which certain very
have obtained nothing except a little questionable teachings still retain
for brood-rearing during a few warm among the advanced ideas of modern
days about Aug. 10. For this reason bee-culture.
Away back in Vol. I of the Bee
no brood was reared after Aug. 20, and
I shall have the privilege of knowing Journal, nearly 2.5 years ago, the
how all old bees will winter. The Editor tells us that " the colony
colonies appear rather light in bees at which is to prove profitable to its
this date (Oct. 20), but I have little owner, must gradually reduce the
fears of any great disaster to them on amount of brood it has, and direct its
energies chiefiy to the accumulation
account of old age.
After getting my honey all prepared of stores." But the advice to keep
for market, I found that I had the queens laying at their very best— at
all times and in every hive— advice
following as the result of the season
Comb honey, 2,972 pounds, extracted, which has sounded from all sides till
188 pounds, or 3,160 pounds in all, it seemed like an admission of ignorwhich, divided by 27, the number of ance or mulish propensity to doubt or
colonies worked for honey, gives an question the teaching, has tended to
average of 117 pounds per colony. If cover up the truth and retard the
we divide the 2,972 pounds of comb adoption of methods, the value of
honey by 25, the number of colonies which were faintly foreshown so long
We know to-day that Mr.
producing it, we have 119 pounds per ago.
•

A

Enjoy the calm repose you've won.
And rest your wings and feet.

Take things

25 of

I

had

further calls for bees, and having the
care of my father's estate on my
hands, I again reduced my number of
•colonies by disposing of 5 of the best
colonies and 5 rather light ones, which
left but 40 with which to commence
the season, and 10 of these were so
weak that they barely pulled through,

:

—
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Wagner was

right,

M. D.. on page 509, writes as though
the theory of the poisonous honey,
indicated above, was a demonstrated
fact, and suggests some ethical rules
for bee-keepers. In view of the long
years of selling honey, and the one
or two cases of so-called poisoning, I
think this advice superfluous. The
was appointed Lucian French, Mrs. advice to avoid all poisonous plants
Geo. Bennett, and M. H. Jackson. may be answered by the query— Who
The committee on essays and addresses has demonstrated that there are any
is composed of Mrs. Wm. Crockett, poisonous honey-plants V
It is almost
JSIrs. L. H. Whittier, and Miss Maud certain that there are none.
Agricultural College,? Mich.
Cross.
The time and place of holding the
next meeting is to be decided by the
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
business committee.
vote of thanks was extended to
The Western Convention.
the citizens of Sangerville for their
kindness in entertaining those present,
The fourth annual meeting of the
and also for the use of "the Hall.
Western Bee-Keepers' Association

and further, that Guilford;

Vice-Presidents,

J.

H.

made " profit- Jackson,

of Sangerville, Samuel Webable to its owner." How the rearing ber, of Guilford, Wm. Crockett, of
of ;!,000 bees per day in each colony Dover, Ira Faunce, of Abbott, and J.
during the white clover and basswood ]}. Blethen, of Monson Treasurer, C.
harvests can possibly be of advantage A.Howard, of Sangerville and Secto the comb-honey producer, is a point retary, L. H. Whittier, of Guilford.
The following business committee
which its advocates perhaps can best

evei-y

colony can thus be

;

;

answer.
This locality

:

considered very poor
for
honey production, and where
large hives are used from 10 to 25
pounds per colony of streaked, halfsealed mongrel looking honey is the
amount usually obtained, i'or three
seasons past I have practiced contracting the brood-chamber to 4 and 6
Langstroth frames, hiving all swarms
on the same number, either empty, or
filled with comb foundation or combs,
as the time of issue indicated to be
best, and following thereafter the
Heddon plan as first learned from his
Philadelpbia Press.
article in the ]5be Journal for 1879.
The difference to me between a 7Poisonous Honey.
frame hive the largest I now use
and one holding from 10 to 14 frames,
PROF. A. J. COOK.
has been an average of 80 pounds of
so-called case of death of three
comb honey per colony, each year,
worth at least H cents more per pound, persons by eating honey has gained
and the bees in much better condi- considerable notoriety of late. It
tion for wintering at the close of the occurred in Branchville, S. C, last
late harvest.
May. It is said that several other
persons who ate of the honey were
Haverhill. (5 Mass.
affected by considerable lassitude and
is

A

—

A

nausea which it is supposed
Home Faria.
brought relief. A very similar case
Piscataquis, Maine, Convention.
transpired three or four years ago in
the State of New York. The case in
The Piscataquis Bee-Keepers' Asso- South Carolina was referred to me at
ciation held a meeting at Sangerville, the time of its occurrence, as was also
Me., on Saturday. Oct. 3, 188.5. The the case in New York. and in both cases
meeting was called to order by the I suggested that some foreign subPresident, Mr. X. H. Smith. After stance, poisonous in its nature, may
roll-call the President delivered his have been collected by the bees, or
address, and the renjaiuder of the possibly the poisoning may have been
forenoon was spent in listening to due to an idiosyncrasy of the persons
rather than from any specific poison
reports of those present.
Mr. L. French had 33 colonies in in the honey.
the spring, and now has 08. He has
It vi'as suggested by some one at the
taken from them 1,-500 pounds of comb time of the poisoning in South Carohoney in sections, and ooO pounds of lina, that the poisonous honey came
extracted honey.
He has fed for from yellow jessamine (geheminum
winter 400 or 500 pounds of sugar, as sempervirens). It is known that the
he thinks that sugar is better then sap of this plant has peculiar toxic
honey for winter stores for bees.
qualities, and so it was suggested
Mr. C. A. Howard had 14 colonies that the honey from the flower has
in the sjiring, and now has L'O. He the same. This view is not sustained
obtained .000 pounds of comb honey.
by vegetable physiology or by experiMr. French thought that the past ence. All secretion from animals and
season had been an uncommonly l)lants is through glandular cells.
good ore for honey. In localities These do not eliminate sap or blood
where there was not much basswood elements, but secrete nectar from 'eleThe necit was not considered a good year, as ments in the sap or blood.
the clover season was very short on tar is a new substance formed by the
gland. Thus there is no reason to
account of rainy weather.
Among the questions discussed at think that nectar from a flower will
the afternoon session, were the fol- contain poison because a decoction
from the plant is poisonous.
lowing:
" Are the Italians better honeyAgain, bees gather from yellow
proilucers than the black bees V"
jessamine every year; yet, we have
Mr. Fiench tliouglit that they were never heard of poisonous honey from
not, ;ind said that he should contend it before, and probably will never hear
for the blacks. Mr. Jhockway and of it again. It is often stated that
Mr. Jackson thought that the Italians the mountain laurel along the Allewere superior.
gheny mountains secretes poisonous
" Which is the safest way of winter- nectar. This is a common plant, and
ing, ill chaff hives, on the summer is freely visited by bees each year.
stands, or in the cellar V" On this Yet we rarely ever hear of any evil
question the members were about resulting fromeatingthe honey. Thus
equally divided.
the reports which have been made
The election of officers resulted as once or twice are not worthy of
slight

follows:

President,

X. H. Smith,

of

credence.

was held in the Court House at
Independence, jMo.,atlO a.m., on Oct.
15, 1885, the President, A. A. Baldwin,
of Independence, occupying the chair.
The morning session was devoted
The Secreto the order of business.
tary's report was read and adopted.
The committee on transportation,
appointed by the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, reported that
the A. T. & S. F., U. P., Mo. P., and
the H. & St. Joe railroads charged
first-class rates for honey in glass,
and for extracted honey in barrels,
third-class rates.the same as molasses.
The committee suggested that in as
much as the transportation companies
held monthly meetings that a committee be appointed, that had more

time than the present committee, to
carry the business further by being
present at one of the meetings, and if
possible obtain the best schedule for
bee-keepers. But the appointment of
such a committee was postponed for
the present.
The Treasurer's report was then
read and adopted. The election of
ofticers for the ensuing year was held
at this time, and resulted as follows :
President, E. M. Hayluirst, of Kansas
City Vice-President, R. B. Leahy, of
Secretary, P. Baldwin,
Iligginsville
;

;

and Treasurer,
Independence
James H. Jones, of ihickner, Mo.
The remainder of the Uiorning
of

;

session passed pleasantly in the discussion of several topics relative to
bee-culture, and the President appointed a committee on subjects for
The conthe afternoon discussion.
vention then adjourned until 1:30 p.m.

AFTERNOON
The convention was
by the
time.
tion of

President

at

SESSION.
called to order

the appointed
the prepara-

The committee on

questions announced the following which were then discussed
" Will it pay to feed back extracted
honey in order to produce comb
lioney V If so. in what way can it be
done the bestV"
Mr. Conser I think that it takes
about 3 pounds of extracted honey to
produce one of comb honey. I do
not think that it would pay. I feed
:

:

bees by tipping the hive back and
pouring the honey in at the enti ance.
my bees
I feed
L. W. ]?aldwin
only to get unfinished sections com-

my

:

'

:
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which can be done just as tlie prepare the table of statistics, which
harvest is closing, and tluisnot is as follows
alhfw tlie bees to stop comb building.
There is money in it if carried out in
this manner. I feed by using feeders
inside the hive.
NAMES.
A. A. Baldwin: I have fed extracted honey for this purpose, and I
leted,

E* oney

jiay, but I have not
by actual weighing and
experiments.
" Which race of bees is the best for
producing comb honey V"
Mr. K. B. Leahy plead for the black
bees, as far as getting white, capped
and Hnished-up comb honey for
market. lie thought they entered the

think

tested

it will
it

more readily before swarmand were less disposed to swarm.
II. .Jones said that he would
not keep bees if he had to keep the
sections

ing,

James

The

blacks.

discussion

was quite

animated

in bringing out the different traits of the Italians and the
black bees, but the convention was
almost unanimously in favor of the
Italians. Other races of bees were

mentioned, but no one had handled
them sufficiently to be very enthusiastic over them.
" What way is the best to winter
bees y"
L. W. Baldwin
I winter my bees
in the cellar, and I have found by the
use of the scales that on an average
:

bees consume from 10 to 12 pounds
more honey per colony when wintered
on the summer stands than when
wintered in the cellar. This is quite
an item in wintering a large apiary.
A. A. Baldwin
I think that outdoor wintering brings
the bees
through with more vigor, and they
usually swarm a week or ten days
sooner than those wintered in the
cellar.
I feel confident that bees
:

packed with chaff will consume at
least .5 pounds less honey than if not
so packed.

The President said that chaff packing saved stores. The general opinion
was that bees wintered on the summer
stands should be crowded upon as
few combs as they would occupy,
have 20 or 25 pounds of stores, and be
well packed.
" Does it pay to use reversible
frames and section-boxes V"
No one present had used them
much, excepting Mr. Conser who had
used them, and was well satisfied with
them.
''
How far apart should large
apiaries be located in a good honeyyielding country V"
This question brought out statements of long tlights of bees In search
of honey, but the opinion most generally accepted
was, that if the
apiaries were placed not less than 4
miles apart, there would be no conflictions.

The

convention

then

adjourned-

until 9 a.m. the next day.

SECOND DAY.
The convention met at 9:.S0 a.m.
The President being late, Vice-President R.

15.

Leahy occupied the

chair.
to

Mr. L. W. Baldwin was selected

711

;

"
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A. A. Baldwin I do not think that
clipping the queen's wing causes the
bees to supersede her. The past year,
with an apiary of 13o colonies, only
two queens were superseded, and they
through natural causes.
The majority of those present
favored the ]>ractice.

pressly to attract his attention, he
seems to take the same enjoyment out
of it that a lot of school-boys do in
pilfering a neighbor's orchard, rather
than takins: fruit from their father's
farms in the orthodox fashion; for
after Sir Bombus once learns the
delights of stolen sweets, he seldom
James D. Meador was appointed to goes back to the old way of entering
with
further prosecute the business
the corolla-tubes
and soiling his
the railroad companie.s.of endeavoring armor v/ith the great masses of pollento get a better scheduling of apiarian grains.
products.
very good illustration of this kind
The convention adjourned to meet of plundering may be seen any day in
in Kansas City, Mo., next spring, at early summer in most of our ]\Iiddle
the call of the executive committee.
and Western States, by any one who
will examine the flower-spikes of the
F. Baldwin, tiec.
common yellow lousewort (Pedicularis
Canadense). Usually over one-half of
For the American Bee Journal
the blossoms have had a great hole
taken out of the calyx by bumbleBees Biting Flowers.
bees, and if one will watch he will
find
that many honey-bees have
C. M. WEED.
learned that the honey is more easily
obtained
through the holes thus made
It has for many years been well
known that flowers and their insect by their larger cousins than through
visitors sustain a relation to each the lon^ corolla-tubes, and act accordingly.
other by whicli both are benefited
But I believe it is very seldom that
the former manufacturing in their
wonderful nectar-glands, a sweet the honey-bees themselves thus bite
substance which is given tlie latter flowers in preference to entering them
that they may in going from blossom as nature intended, though a few well
to blossom carry the fertilizing pollen authenticated instances are on record.
which, acting on the sensitive pistils, One of the most trustworthy of these
fertilizes the young seeds so that they was related by Thomas Meehan, the
eminent Philadelphia botanist and
mature in perfect condition.
Pre-eminent among the insects that florist, at a meeting of the Philadelflowers thus lay themselves out to phia Academy of Sciences. lie stated:
"Late one autumn, long after most
attract, are tlie bees, and as one
studies the flowers that bees more other flowers were gone, and with no
particularly
visit,
lie
can easily humble-bees about, scarlet sages
imagine some of them to say, in spirit [Salvia splendtns], for nearly a week
together, received the sole attention
if not in words, "Here, O bee! I
have stored deep in my bosom some of the honey-bees, which worked
sweet nectar Ht for the gods, which among the flowers in great numbers,
you would much relish, and you may in all cases boring the corollas near
have it if you will carry some of these the base from the outside."
This is an interesting subject, and
fine pollen-grains
to my neighbor
yonder who will give you some nectar many readers of the Bee Journal
to take home, and some pollen to carry could doubtless shed some light upon
to the next one of our kind that you it by reporting observations similar to
visit."' Whether or not the proposition the above, in which bees have been
known to thus bore the corollas.
is understood, we all know that it
:

A

is

Champaign,o+

usually agreed to, though it is easy to
see that many plants, as if afraid to
trust the bees to fultil their part of
the agreement, have so arranged the
approach to their nectar-glands as to
compel them to carry off the pollen
whether they will or not, and if any
of the young readers of tlie Bee
JouKNAL will examine the blossoms
of some of our honey-plants, they
will tind many wonderful adaptations
of the parts of the flower, arranged for
this very purpose.
But some kinds of bees, especially
the big bumble-bees, with which we
are all so familiar, instead of entering at the door, which the flower has
so kindly piovided, as any decent,
well-bred visitors would, have learned
that they can often get at the nectar-

glands in a quicker way, by simply
using their stout jaws to bite through
the thin flower leaves, as we may
properly call the calyx and corolla,
and boldly sipping tlie forbidden
sweet. And it is a fact noticed by
naturalists, that when a bumble-bee
once learns this method of plundering
the poor flowers that have taken such
pains to dress up in iiay colors ex-

Ills.
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Winter Temperature

WM.

F.

& Ventilation.

CLARKE.

I think that although Mr. Ileddon
and myself have come by different
routes of thought and investigation,
we have reached pretty much the

same point. I acceplhis " quiescence"
as the equivalent of my "hibernation."
His letter on page (iS4 hits the nail

i

squarely on the head, and suits me
exactly. On his part he has admitted
(see his last winter's report) that if
the temperature is right, bees will
not be apt to eat pollen to hurt them,
even if they can get at it. So I say,
get the temperature right, and never
mind the pollen. The bees will fix
the temperature, if they are given due
protection and ventilation.
I am a
little afraid from the tone of some of
Mr. IPs late articles, that he is going
to stint the ventilation.
I do not
think that bees want a great deal of
ventilation, though I believe they

need more in winter than in summer,
but what they have must be uniform
and mfallibly safe from interruption or
stoppage. A few hours' derangement
or obstruction of the air-supply will
create uneasiness, over-eating, diarrhea. An excess of cold will have
practically the same effect, causing
exercise to get up warmtli, overfeeding to supply waste of tissue, and
diarrhea. Of course,thecold may be so
intense as to cause freezing to death
without the preliminary process of
exercise, over-eating, and diarrhea, as
was the case with those colonies of
Mr. Heddon's that succumbed to cold
" pure and simple " last winter.

To guard against these evils, is the
object of ray "hibernating hivestand," which has already been
described in the Bee Journal. I
want to temper the air-supply, and
yet maintain it in uniformity, while
not exposing the hive to incursions
of mice, etc. Two seasons' trial has
satisfied me that it is better to raise
hives 18 inches or 2 feet from the
ground. It is far more convenient
tor handling bees during the working
season, baffles the toads, and so far as
I can see, no bees are lost coming
home heavily-laden and falling in the
grass. I have watched mine pretty
closely, and I am sure that the loss
from bees missing the alighting-board
when " weary and heavy-laden," ism7.
The only

objection that

of to raising the hives, is
winds, and liability to be

I can think
exposure to

blown over,

covers blown off, etc.
But every
apiary should be protected with a
high board-fence
and as for the
covers, if any one is like Mr. A. I.
Root, and does not like the big stones
(I do not like them), it is the simplest
thing in the world to use a couple of
hooks. To fasten and unfasten them
is but the work of a moment, and less
trouble than handling a big stone.
Let me here say, that, after a couple
of season's trial of the flat, singleboard covers, I have discarded all
others. Made of good lumber, without cracks or knots, and well-cleated,
so as not to warp, they " fill the bill
completely. Why do I lay so much
stress on a box-stand ? Because I
cannot get nature's plan of bottom
and vertical ventilation without considerable space under the hive.
The coming winter's experimenting,
will, I believe, settle the problem.
I
want to find out the quantum suff. of
protection and air-supply tliat will
make my bees "7ia'e.see " (Ileddon) or
''hibernate" (Clarke).
We want to
find out the temperature at which
bees will be so quiet and contented
that they will not eat pollen if it is in
the hive, nor crave it if there is none
;

there.

Mr. Heddon
ago that my

objected some time
box-stand was not
it is, and I
I think
intend to bring a model to the Detroit
meeting, which, I hope, will convince
What I claim for
liim also that it is.
it is, that it is less expensive and less
troublesome than any system of indoor wintering that involves carrying
bees into and out of repositories of
any kind. Moreover, that it secures
"
the " quiescent " or " hibernating
" practical."

—

:
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condition more surely tlian any other
plan. Mr. Allen Pringle has recently
defined what we want to bring about,
" The
very happily, as follows
quiescent condition bees assume portions of the time in healthy winter quarters.
(The italics are mine.) Given
the "healthy winter quarters," with
plenty of stores in them, and the work
is done. Then we may cry " Eureka 1"
Nothing will remain for us and our
bees to do. hut " rest and be thankful."
Guelph, Ont.
:

sheep were driven therefrom thereby, and they became a nuisance by comand were forced to leave their feed ing upon the plaintiff's premises in
and go into the barn or elsewhere to vast numbers. This nuisance should
avoi(l said bees, and there remain be abated as a bad stench should.
until said bees left the pasture for the
The Court— The stench is essentially
day and the said sheep were thus bad, and may become a nuisance by
deprived of their proper food and being blown by the wind— it depends
became poor, unhealthy, and unfit for where it is located. Bees are recogmarket.
nized as useful. If you proceed upon
The plaintiff further alleges that by this theory it will establish a new line
reason of said sheep being driven of liability, and it is advisable at the
from their food as before stated, by outset to find its exact course.
;

said bees, became poor, weak and
feeble, and that the plaintiff was put
to great trouble and expense in taking
For tue American Bee Journal.
care of said sheep in furnishing extra
feed and grain to keep them alive,
The Sheep-Bees Lawsuit.
and that the said sheep became so
weak and feeble by reason thereof
C. A. HATCH.
that many of them could not be
The " complaint " in the above suit recruited, and died during the winter
to-wit
In the winter of 1882 and
reads as follows
18S3, 3.5 sheep died
in the winter of
State of Wisconsin— Kichland County.
1883 and 1884, 7 sheep died.
A. J. PowEKS, Plaintiff,
That said sheep in a good healthy
Circuit Court.
condition were worth at least §12 per
:

;

S.

I.

Freeborn. De/endant,.f

head.

The plaintiff further alleges that
above-named
plaintiff, A. J. Powers, by Brooks & said defendant wrongfully and unDutcher, his attorneys, respectfully lawfully so kept said bees, and knowshows to this Court and for cause ingly and unlawfully suffered bees to
go upon the premises of the plaintiff,
of action alleges
aforesaid, and to drive said sheep
That he is the owner in fee and in as
from their food and pasture almost
the sole possession and occupancy of
daily during the
and fall
and ever has been since the first day months of said yearssummer
of 1881, 1882, 1883
of May, 1881, of the south }4 of the
and
1S84 and that the defendant well
southwest }4. and all that portion of
knew all the facts and circumstances
the northwest J4 of the southwest of
connected therewith.
section 9, that lies east of Willow
The plaintiff further alleges that by
Creek, and the southeast }4 of the
reason of the wrongful acts of the
southeast M of section 3, all of which
defendant above set forth, and by
land is in Township No. 10, north of
of the said bees driving said
Range 2 east, in the County of Rich- reason
from their said pasture during
land, State of Wisconsin.
And the sheep
all the said time, and the trespass of
plaintiff so being the owner and in the
said bees thereon, to-wit upon the
possession of said land has, during all
said lands of said plaintiff and the
that time owned and kept a flock of
wrongs and injuries above set forth
blooded sheep thereon of an average
and occasioned thereby, that he has
of 125 in number, and kept said
sheep for the purpose of sale at any been injured and damaged to the
and all times, and said sheep being of amount and value of $500.
Wherefore the plaintiff demands
the value of |2,.500 and during all
the judgment of the court against the
that time has pastured said flock of
sheep upon said lands above described. defendant for the said sum of $500
damages besides his costs and disThat the grass which was grown bursements in this action.
upon the said lands upon which said
Brooks & Dutcher,
sheep were pastured during the sumPlaintiff^ s Attorneys.
mer and autumn months of each year
was almost wholly white clover, and Opinion of the Court —Judge Cleinentson.
The complaint

of the

;

:

;

during the greater portion of said
times was covered with blossoms and
that the plaintiff was compelled to
pasture said sheep upon said lands, it
being the -only suitable pasture in
which he could keep them during the
summer and autumn months of each
;

of said years to-wit

:

The summers

of

The Plaintiff, by attorneys, claimed
that bees may trespass as well as
other animals ; that the bees of
defendant came upon the premises of
plaintiff and drove the sheep from
the pasture that it became a nuisance
that should be abated as other
;

nuisances are, etc.
and 1884.
The Court— Is your claim for literal
That during all the time the plaintiff trespass or for a nuisance V
so owned and occupied said land and
Plaintiff — It is a trespass that beso pastured his said sheep thereon as comes a nuisance because of the vast
above set forth, the said defendant numbers of bees kept.
upon lands adjoining and adjacent
The Court— Have you any authority
thereto kept several colonies of bees upon this matter V
numbering in all from 200 to 300.
Plaintiff— We have none.
The plaintiff further alleges that by
The Court— If you proceed upon the
1881, 1882, 1883

reason of the defendant keeping all
of said bees so near said premises of
the said plaintiff' they entered in such
vast numbers upon the said premises
of said plaintiff, and his said pasture
where said sheep were kept, that said
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theory of nuisance, will you please
tell where the nuisance exists
will

—

you locate

it

—

i*

Plaintiff The bees were kept upon
defendant's premises and by him upon
a farm joining plaintiff's premises.

—

Plaintiff It is the maxim of law
that one person shall keep his own
property so it shall not injure others.
We claim that the defendant kept
the plaintiff's
bees that injured
sheep— drove them from the pasture
so they became weak and feeble,
many of them dying during the
following winter.
The Court— You do not allege that
the bees stung the sheep, nor do you
allege that they took anything from
the clover of value to the sheep— you
simply assert that the sheep were
driven from the pasture by the bees.

We must understand whether you
proceed upon the theory of trespass or
of nuisance, so the nature of the
damages may be determined.
Plaintiff—The theory of the prosecution is that of trespass. The presence
of
the bees upon the plaintiff's
premises was voluntary. The nuisance
By the
lay in their vast numbers.
new methods of bee-culture the
multitude kept in one place vastly
The
exceeds those formerly kept.
bees are moved from place to place in
quest of pasturage.
The Court— A man may pass over
his neighbor's farm a dozen times and
he does not bring suit for trespass.
Now if a man has a hive of bees and
for them to go upon
it is trespass
others' property, he would be liable to
suit for trespass wherever a bee went.
Every beeIt would fiU the courts!
keeper would
have a " peck of
trouble !" It would seem that if the
sheep were driven from the pasture
in the summer they might have been
fed up in the fall to recruit them for
I can see that upon
the winter.
your theory even flies would in
certain cases become a nuisance for
which a man might be prosecuted.
Suppose the owner of a cane or sugar
mill should locate it near a neighbor's
property, and vast swarms of flies
came to feed on the sweets, they
might be a nuisance to stock in an

adjoining field.
If we proceed,^ it
would be difticult to determine the
extent of damages.
This case involves new points in law
upon which there are no rulings of
We have no law
the Supreme Court.
upon which to instruct a jury. I have
made some inquiries to satisfy myself.
As we must look to the Supreme
Court for rules of law, it is better that
this case be sent there at once. If
the defense objects to any evidence
under this complaint, the objection
must be sustained, and the plaintiff
may appeal from the ruling thereon.
The defendant objected as suggested, and the objection was sustained by the Court, and the plaintiff
excepted.
Richland Centre, p Wis., Oct. 31.
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Small Hives

S— W.

Z.

vs.

Large Hives.

HUTCHINSON,

(70

—

JO).

and not crowd more than 166 bees per of colonies," as Mr. Dadant puts it.
comb into the sections. I think that That is just where we differ. He
even Mr. Dadant will admit this. If wishes a large number of bees per

am not so particular
I am about a large

while I
about that as

the bees swarm earlier in the season,
before commencing work in the surplus apartment, the swarms will, of
course, be smaller, and there will be
all the more need for contraction in
order that we may secure all the white
honey in the surplus apartment instead
of the brood-nest.
It is true that when our bees swarm
we hive them upon the combs,
and then reduce the old hive to the
same capacity, which enlarges our
hence Mr.
hive-capacity two combs
Dadant says it should be called the
" enlarging method." It is contracted,
is it not, so far as the eag-producing

colony,

number per comb.
Rogersville, 6 Mich.
not been sufmy statements.
In my first paragiapli, on page 631, I
For the American Bee JoumaL
intended to carry along, to its end,
the meaning, or influence, of its cenWabash Co., Ind., Convention.
Success depends upon
tral idea, viz
producing tlie largest amount of honey
The fourth semi-annual meeting of
with the least expenditure of capital
County Bee-Keepers'
the Wabash
and labor. My meaninsr was that this
Association was held in the G. A. R.
idea should be kept in view, and if
Hall at North Manchester. Ind., on
we did secure the greatest amount of
Oct. 10, 1885, at 10 a.m., with Presiof
expenditure
honey with the least
dent Hess in the chair. The minutes
capital and labor, it was of no imporof tlie previous meeting were read
tance whether the honey was stored power is concerned V We now have and approved.
in 10 or in 100 hives, ily meaning is, hoo queens.
An essay was read by Aaron Singer,
that we should not strive to see how
It is true that we can house our bees on " How to keep bees for profit."
much honey we can secure per hive, at less expense in large than in small
GENERAL DISCUSSION.
unless by so doing we are securing hives, and it is equally true that
the greatest amount of honey with implements and fixtures that cost the
Mr. Miller uses glass in sectionthe least labor and capital. To illus- most are often the most profitable. cases, but he will discard it hereafter.
One man with a few hives But let us see how much greater our
trate
Mr. Cripe uses glass, but would use
and many manipulations (labor) may outlay for hives really is. Mr. C. P. it no more.
secure 1,000 pounds of honey anotlier Dadant estimates the cost of a Ileddon
Mr. Maurer: I am using glass, but I
man with twice as many hives, and hive at $2.50, and the hive wliich he have to keep it darkened to get the
the
only
secure
with less labor, may
uses, at 50 cents more. (His estimates bees to work in the sections.
same amount of honey, and yet make in regard to foundation have no bearMr. Gerlack said that he had very
I
hope
may
be
profit.
I
most
the
ing upon the subject under discussion, little success in dividing colonies, and
excused for dwelling upon this point, as the cost for foundation is the same prefers natural swarming.
for it is the one grand principle un- whether used in a large or a small
Mr. Zimmerman said that the proderlying success, not only in bee-keep- hive.)
He uses 8 hives where we duction of extracted honey pays better
ing, but in all industries.
his
$3.00
and
costing
$2.50
use 12, ours
than comb honey.
Mr. Dadant's computations, on each, with interest at 10 per cent., and
Mr. Miller prefers comb honey beones
new
number
of
replaced
by
to
tlie
hives
are
regard
in
the
page 662,
cause it is nicer to handle, and is
bees per comb in large and small hives, every 15 years, and 12 hives cost us more marketable.
" Does comb
before swarming and after, etc., are each year $1.00 more than his 8 cost
Mr. Singer asked
interesting, but lie lias evidently over- him— an expense of 8\)' cents per hive, honey at 20 cents a pound pay V or,
looked ttie fact that. when bees swarm, each year. Now, to save thistrifiing taking that for a basis, at what price
tliey are not conlitied to the 8 or VI expense, we must incur the risk of can extracted honey be produced to
combs (the brood-nest), but there is having from 5 to 20 pounds of the be as profitable V"
a surplus department, of equal or choicest honey stored in the broodMr. Cook said that more honey can
My comb honey, this year, be produced by extracting, and if a
greater capacity than the brood-nest, nest.
which is crowded wilh bees. After a netted me 16 cents per pound. Had market could be found for it at 15
swarm has issued, this surplus apart- I used hives so large that the queen cents per pound, it would pay as well
ment is almost abandoned. According did not occupy the two outside combs, as comb honey at 20 cents.
to Mr. Uadant's ligures, an 8-frame my surplus crop would have been
Mr. Miller Extracted honey granhive may contain .50,000 bees, and a reduced at least 14 pounds per hive. ulates in cold weather, and that
12-frame hive 75,000 bees. He divides Had this 14 pounds been needed for injures the sale of it.
these numbers by the number of winter stores, it could have been
Mr. Singer I sell comb honey at 20
combs per hive, and says there must replaced with sugar at a profit of cents and extracted at 123.^ cents per
He $1.26.
be about (i.oOO bees per comb.
pound. I peddle it and sell more of
If I understand this subject aright, the extracted.
certainly must have made these calcuMr. Dadant
lations to apply before the giving of it is sometliing like this
Mr. Comstock said that there is
surplus room. I can think of no other considers it of more importance that very little difference in the profit of
the queen shall have an abundance of comb honev at 20 cents per pound and
explanation.
With me, and I believe it is a gen- room in which to lay eggs, than that extracted at 12'2 cents.
with brood
President Hess said in regard to
eral rule, bees do not usually swarm all of the combs be filled
until tliey have stored considerable while I wish every comb to be tilled keeping up tlie price of honey, that
the
queen
even
if
with
brood,
some farmers and a few bee-keepers
honey in the surplus apartments. solid
have to occasionally indulge in a make a great mistake by selling comb
When the 8 combs are crowded with does
'•
spell."
play
honey at a less price than can be
bees, and lioney is to be gathered, I
P. Dadant places great stress atlorded, and that bee-keepers should
Mr.
put on one case of sections. The bees
Bees are hatching upon the advantages to be gained by stand unitedly on tlie price, and work
take possession.
in excess of the mortality, and soon allowing eacli queen to lay to her for each others' interest.
In several townships represented,
not only the brood-nest, but the case utmost capacity, intimating that the
of sections, is crowded now I put on number of bees will be increased 70 per cent, of all the bees died last
another case of sections, and the bees thereby. It will increase the number winter.
.Soon this case per hive, but not per apian/. Ninetyoverflow into this.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
becomes crowded, and anotlier case is six combs filled with eggs by 8 queens
An essay was read by Henry Cripe,
About the time tliat the will produce no more bees than will 96
added.
sections in the case first given are combs tilled by 12 queens, and the on "Preparing bees for winter," which
finished, and theseclions thatwere last chances that they will be filled are was discussed as follows
" How do bees
ilr. Singer asked
given are one third finished, the bees reduced to a certainty when 12 queens
get air in the winter ?"
swarm. Now, this muchltiiojo; A are employed.
All the air they get is through the
swarm of bees that comes from an 8I think that the yield of honey
frame Langstroth hive, and from depends upon the area of the field space in front of the hive.
Mr. Comstock packed his bees in
three crowded cases of sections above (and its character), and the number of
not upon the " number chatf and lost none.
it, cannot be hived upon only o combs bees employed
I notice that I have
ficiently explicit in

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

C

;

:

:

;
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Mr. Miller packed snow around his
colonies, and none froze, but
died of starvation.

stores.

On

When it has stood two weeks,
remove the cloth and skim off a
President I feed my bees by nail- white scum (pollen dust, I presume)
ing scantling together and setting the that is found on the surface, and then
hive over them late in the evening. the honey is ready to barrel up for
The food is taken up at night, and so market.
Sometimes I extract three times
I have no trouble from robber bees.
Thirteen
members reported 66 during basswood honey-flow. In this
colonies, spring count, 209 colonies, locality the basswood flow generally
stops abruptly, and as there is but
fall count, and 4,931 pounds of honey
little honey that the bees can get for
as the crop of the past season.
days, nearly all of them remain
A vote of thanks was tendered the aatfew
home, and are very cross and more
"

What

is

the best

way

to feed dust.

some bees ?"

Mr. Cook jiacked his bees in chaff,
with good success, the main point
being to keep them dry with plenty of
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:

contraction some advocated 4, 6,
frames, and division-boards.
The Secretary prefers 4 or 5 frames
and 20 pounds of honey per hive.
Mr. Singer did not intend to contract
his hives any, and packed some of his various papers for publishing notices difficult to handle, and, as a rule, it is
of the convention, and also to the G.
bees in chaff and some in sawdust.
better to discontinue the work of exMr. Cook advocated upward venti- A. E. Post for the use of their Hall.
tracting until buckwheat or other
The convention then adjourned to plants begin to give the bees a little
lation.
" What is the best way to avoid meet at Wabash, Iiid., on the second honey ; then they can easily be quieted
with smoke while the work of exmoisture in the hives in winter, and is Saturday in April, 1886.
J. J. Martin, Sec.
tracting is completed. The Hnishing
it a cause of mortality ?"
up of this work of extracting is a
It was generally admitted that it
most important item.
causes mortality, and the best way to
For the American Bee JournaL
have now from one to three
prevent it is, to so prepare the hives
supers on the hive of each old colony,
as to absorb all the moisture possible.
Management—Extracting.
and all full of surplus combs. If
" Should bees breed late ? If so,
these combs are properly handled
how late?"
W. H. STEWART.
they will be found in good condition
It was generally conceded that bees
when wanted next season but if not
In continuation of my management properly managed, they will be likely
hatched in September were the best
for wintering successfully, for old of an apiary (see page (i'Ol) If I think to give much trouble, and most likely
bees or too young bees did not winter that a part or all of the combs in the the majority of them be destroyed by
super are ready for extracting, I pry
well.
the moths, in the end.
" What way is the best to Italianize the top-bars loose, and lift out the
When extracting this last run of
that by its appearance is best
one
colonies in the spring V"
calculated to be taken up without basswood, I take away all supers as
Mr. Cook takes eggs and brood from scraping the other combs, or crushing fast as I get the combs out, and when
his best Italian bees and lets them the bees. I give it a careful shake all are off, I place the cap oli the
rear a tjueen, or buys one.
over the super, when most of the brood-chamber, confining the bees to
Mr. Singer intends to rear a colony adhering bees will be dislodged, and the brood-combs.
of drones, and take brood from the then with a large feather I brush off
When all the surplus combs have
best Italian colony, and remove it to the remaining bees, also letting them been run through the extractor, I pile
a place two miles distant, leaving fall into the super. This comb and them up in the extracting room, until
them there until the queens are mated, all others that are capped over about about half an hour before sundown,
and then take them home and intro- one-third or more, I hang in the comb- when I put them out in the open air,
duce them. He said that it did not basket, and till the super again with so that the bees can take away the
pay to rear a few queens in a small empty combs from the basket.
I honey then hang them in the supers
way, and that it is better where only a repeat this operation until the basket again about two inches apart, and
few are wanted to buy them of some is full of combs of honey. I now place the supers 4 or 5 tiers deep,
reliable dealer.
leave the fuel basket at the hive with the bottom-boards under and
which I next intend to operate upon, the covers on them.
They may
SMALL HIVES VS. LARGE HIVES.
and wheel the load of honey into the remain out-of-doors or in a store room
room.
Here
Mr. Miller
I have a deep where there is no fire, and the moths
I am using 8 and 10 extracting
frame hives, and get the best results dish (a coffee-pot is good) full of hot will not destroy them. It may be
with the 10 frame ones.
water in which the honey-knife is well to set the combs out more than
Mr. Cripe prefers the 8-frame hive dipped to clear off the wax and honey one evening, but never let them
Wind or
to anything larger, and if he were to that sometimes accumulates on its remain out over night.
change he would use something edge. On a table I have a dish over storm might destroy them if left out,
smaller. He said that the heat can which I hold the combs while the or the bees would be apt to get crazy
boy over them in the morning; and if
be kept up better in a small than in a sealed part is being uncapped.
can do this uncapping and then hand they thus become aroused in the early
small hive.
the combs to the one doing the ex- part of the day, robbing might ensue.
Mr. Lower has had good success tracting.
When the honey is out of jSever place the combs where they
with any of the hives he is using.
the combs, I return them to the comb- would be exposed to the hot sun, or
Mr. Singer
My best results are basket to be taken to the hives and thev may be melted down.
from 10-frame hives, but I am going exclianged for full ones.
Orion, ? Wis.
to change to an 8:frame, as I think
In the honey-room I have one or
they are more easily manipulated.
more barrels in which to store the
Convention in Italy.
If one has not hives and
honey.
DEEP vs. SHALLOW FRAMES.
combs enough to practice tiering-up,
Mr. Com stock All say that shallow and let the honey become weU cured
The Central Apicultural Society of
Langstroth frames are preferable on before it is taken from the bees, it is Italy held a large and enthusiastic
account of the brood being near the better to have a number of barrels meeting at Milan, commencing Sept.
top-bar, but I find the same is the with only one head in each, and when
24, wlien Dr. Angelo iJubini took the
case with deeper frames, and I like they are filled, tie a cloth over the top
chair in the absence of Pres. Barbo.
the deep ones the best.
and let the honey cure and thicken by Besides a number of Italian beeMr. Cripe prefers the shallow frames evaporation.
keepers, Mr. E. Bertrand, editor of
for summer and the deep ones for
As I take the honey from the ex- the Swiss Oee-paper. and Mr. T. W.
winter.
the British Bee
tractor, I pour it through a strainer Cowan, editor of
Mr. Singer would prefer frames a made of cheese-cloth that I tie over Journal, were present and took part in
little deeper than the Langstroth, but the evaporating barrel.
When the tlie deliberations. There was a large
not so deep as some for general pur- barrel is full, I remove the strainer exhibition of bee-keepers supplies,
poses.
medium frame would suit and tie over the barrel a piece of and honey, as well as articles in which
him best.
muslin heavy enough to exclude all honey is used.
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Time and place

1885.

Of Meetivg.

i

Nov. 12.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
E. N.

Dec.

Woud,

See., N.

me to write the foregoing was
Honey and Beeswax Market.
the drones of the colony.
The air
was full of them two or three times
Office of the American Bee JonRNAb,
during July, and for 5 or
Monday, 10 a. m., Nov. 9, 1885. f
weeks I
have found the colony driving out
The following are the latest quotadrones on every .Sunday morning (this
being the only day that I am at home tions for honey and beeswax received
during bee-hours).
Why is it that up to this hour
the drones are so thick with that colCHICAGO.
ony at this late day, and the other
colony not having had a drone around
HONEY.-ItlsinKood demand, and for the best
grades
of
white
comb
honey l5f«lHc. is obtained.
for two months or more ? Since writ- Off-col(»red
and dark Und very slow sale. Extracing the above I have seen plenty of ted 18 steady at .i(S8c. per lb.
BKBSWA.X.-^4®25c. Offerings of honey and
drones around, although there was a wax
are ii^jht.
frost last night.
K. A. BiTRNKTT. 161 South Water St.
I read the Bee
duced

Local Convention Directory,

Lansing, MlCh.

8— 10.— Michigan

State, at Detroit, Mich.
U. U. Cutting. Sec, Clinton. Mich.

Dec. 8-10.— North American, at Detroit. Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, sec. llugeisville, Mich.
Dec. 8-l0.~Northwestern.at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec, Uugersville. Mich.

:

Dec. 11.— Northeastern Kan., at Hiawatha, Kan.
Jj. C. Ciarlt, Sec, Granada, Kan.
1886.

Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burlington. Inwa.
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.

|y" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Kd.

Journal with much interest, and
though much is now known about

the " busy bee " and its habits, yet I
think apiculture is only in its infancy.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It 18 selling very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates. We quote comb
honey

[Many

of our colonies do not pre-

sent a drone during the entire summer, because they have no drone
comb in which to hatch any. That
may be the case with your smallest
colony.
Your large hive contains

much drone comb and hoards of
Nearly Ready for -Winter.— G. 11.
drones.
It requires considerable time
Knickerbocker, Pine Plains, <x N. Y.,
on Oct. 80, 1885, says:
for the workers to drive out and kill

in

lions at

t-lb.

sections at

and

l4(gj]f;c..

12®Uc. Extracted. 6^«c.

BEBSWAX.~3ii

cts.

per

Blake & Uiplet.

NEW

s7

Chatham

;

Street.

YORK.

HONEY.— The market for comb honey is quite
and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Prices are gradually shading, owing to the fact of
miiny producers .selling their entire crop in this
city at very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell low and realize a handsome profit.
Large lots have been sold here at yaiioc. for fancy
goods. In consequence ot no honey coming in
from the West, we can see no reason why good
prices should not be obtained, except as above
stated. Present quotations are Kancy white 1-lb.
sections. 14igjir>c.; the same in 2-lb. sections.
active,

:

have been building this summer so many, especially in so large a hive
and fall, and so I have not been able but from the fact that they are now
to give my bees the attention that prosecuting that work,
there is no
they needed, but I now have all exreason to think

We

2-lb. sec-

lb.

li2Hc.: fancy buckwheat
Il(«jl2c.: in -2-lbs., ottvloc.

honey

u^@

in

l-lb. sections.
I to 2c. less.

off grades

BEESWAX— Prime yeilow. 25W28C.

MCCAUL & HILDUETU BROS.. 34 Uudson St.

that they are not
cept 4 or 5 colonies prepared for
CINCINNATI.
winter. I have in all GO colonies. I queenless.— Jajies Heddon.]
HONEY.— There is no material change in the
market. Demand is slow for manufacturing purshall winter part of my bees in the
poses, while the trade is fair In comb and extracted
cellar and a part of them on the
honey for table use. Arrivals are good, choice
Bn!l(lin^-u|>
Colonies—
Swarming.—
comb honey brings 14(g-li;c. per lb. in a jobbing
summer stands.
way, and extracted honey, 4@8c., according to
J. T. B. asks the following question
quality.
BEESWAX.— Momedemand la fair, and It brings
If I should nse Mr. Doolittle's plan 20{*22c.
No Fall Honey.— L. Dawson, Chamfor choice yellow, on arrival.
of building-up colonies in the spring,
C. F. MCTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
paign, o+ Ills., on Nov. 2, 1885, writes
and should have all of my hives full
I started last spring with 15 colo- of brood
BAN FRANCISCO.
by May ],with an average
nies, increased them to 40 during the season at
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with a probawhat time may I look for bility
of so continuing througb the balance of the
season, and obtained 800 pounds of swarming to begin,
as a rule ?
season, 'rhere Is some Inquiry for beat qualities,
comb honey from white clover. 15y
with a Arm market fur the same. Quotations are
as
follows:
to extra white comb, malic;
July 1.5 the honey harvest was over,
[My bees swarm, as a rule, about 2 dark to good.Wi.lte
5(0 8c.
Extracted, white liquid, 5@5^
and the bees gathered no fall honey. weeks after the hive is
cts.: light amber colored, 4>tfe.'>c.: amberand canfull of brood. dled.
4Vic.
My colonies are strong in bees, and I In this
BEES WAX. -Quotable at 23®2,'>c.. wholesale.
locality from June 1 to June
believe they have plenty of honey to
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street.
15 is as soon sfs this (the hive full of
keep them during the winter.
CLEVELAND,
brood) can be accomplished.
The
HONEY.— The market since our last report has
Late Drones.
A. H. Wadham, flow of honey baa much to do with improved
very much and there is a good opening
West Torrington,v3 Conn., on Oct. 20, the swarming, however.— G.
very choice white l-lb. sections, for which 14@
M. Doo- lor
15c. Is obtained
Our stock of new is very light at
188.5, writes
present but of the old we have a good supply
LITTLE.]
which we sell at Iuig)i:jc. for wh te l-lb. sections.
Last March I obtained 2 colonies of
Extracted honey is slow at 63i7c. for best white
clover and basswood.
black bees in box-hives, one of tliem
BEtS WAX.— Very scarce at 200220.
Any
person
not
a
subscriber,
receivinga
lieing a swarm that issued during
A. c. Kkndel. 115 Ontario Street.
the lirst week in August, 1884, and copy of this paper, will please considei- it
KANSAS CITY.
yet as late as it was they stored honey an invitation to become a subscriber to it.
enough to winter on the summer stand
HONE Y.-The demand for all kinds ot honey Is
good and prices are much improved. Choice l-lb.
without protection, until I got them,
sections bring lr.(fai7c. on arrival, and demand is
when I fed tliem a little syrup. The Tlie 'rime lor Readiiii:; has now come. In excess of receipts. It would
be better to ship
while the weather will admit, as it will come
stronger colony (according to the ad- The long- winter evenings can be utilized by now
In good shape and bring good prices. 'I'wo-pound
vice of those who had formerly kept reading- up bee-literature. We have all the sections are sold now nearly altogether from Calstock, as it la cheaper than anf other kind
bees In tliat way) I put inside of a newest bee-books and can flU all orders on ifornia
I2;,^fa^l4c. being the ruling rates for It.
Extracted
large hive 2}^x23^ feet and 4 feet 2 the day they are received.
Is In fair demand at 4(a.5c. for dark, and 6iaSc, for
light.
inches high, the back side of which
BEESWAX.— It is a little firmer at 23c. for good
was moval>le so that I set the old
average.
\V1ieii Renewing;
n.EMONS.CLOOji & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
your subscription
hive right in and closed them up. My
object in so doing was to avoid please try to get your neighbor who keeps
swarming, and I was successful as far bees to join with you in taking the Bee
Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
as swarms were concerned.
They Journal. It is now so cheap that uo one
We have some ELEGANT
did not swarm, and compared with can afford to do without it.
RIBBON BAIMJES, having
the other colony which did swarm,
a rosette and gold Bee, for
they did very well. About Oct. 1, I
i^~ The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers'
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
opened the large hive and took out 00 Association will meet in the Pioneers'
Rooms
Conventions, etc.
Price
pounds of very fine clover and bass- in the State t'apitol. at Lansing, Mich., at
m.. on Nov. 1'2, 188.^. All who have bees 50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
wood honey, and tliey seemed to be a.
or are interested in bee-culture, are invited
THOMAS C;. NEWMAN ^k SON,
very strong in bees. But what in- to attend.
E. N. Wood, Sec.
naii & 9^,-j West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILI
:

:

—

:

.
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I
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Food and Medicine.
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in every

town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leallets "Why Eat
Honey" (only .'lO cents per loo), or else the
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter thcin plenlifuUy, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
village,

Jit

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will be sent

Single copy, 5 cts.

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PUOPKIFTORS,

923&.925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHICAG0JLL.
Weekly, 9^ a year Monthly, 50 cents.
;

AI^FRED H. NEAVmAN,

SPEOIAl. NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,
the price of the Weekly Bee JonRNAL will
be reduced to One Dijlkw a Tear. This we
have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of one dollar a year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
New subscribers will be supplied with the
Weekly from now until the end of the year
1886, for $1.25.
Those who have already subscribed for
any portion of next year will have the time
beyond January 1st doubled. These changes
in the mail-list type are already made.
!

tity of

Tlie^Vestern WorUI Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides

own, with $3, for one year, we
present a copy of this valuable book.
their

will

^^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."
|^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent FREE upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

Preserve yoor papers

tor reference.
we will mail you

tions for the

has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient forme to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month hut don't stop sending it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;

Bee Journal.

:

the Guide and HandBook like " hot-cakes." Send us an order
for five copies (with $2..')0) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
year. This is a rare opportunity to get the

To
us

KANSAS

30A17

to us about their papers, when their time is
" This
nearly out. One subscriber says

Agents can

market,

Correspondents.

— It

would save

much

many others having no PostrOffice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

W.

Z.

1

1

HUTCHINSON,

furnish neat, white, basswood shipCAN
ping-crates, in the
at
cents each.
fiat,

Sample, by express, nailed up, 10 cents.
44Atf

Use the boss Zinc and Leather InterferingBoots and Collar Pads. They are the best.
45D0t

SCIENTincAMERICAN
The most popular

Weekly

newspaper devoted

to science, mechanics, eneinecrinpr aiscoveries, inventions and patents ever publislied. Every number illiislruted with splendid encrravinps. 1'his
publication furnislips a most valuable encyclopedia^
nf information which no person should be without.
The popularity of the Scientific AMEniCAN is
such that its circulation nearly equals that of all
other papers of its class combined. Price. $3 20 a.
iiij^M\.iU3all npwsdealers.
—
fill
ar. i_/in^.rif
Discount
Clubs. M'MU
Snld by
I'y ill
u ijif to
& CO., Publishers, No. 36lBroadway. N. Y.
Munn A Vn. have
also had Thirty>

.

-

MUNN

-

--

.

ATENtS. Eight

years*

before
priictico
the Patent Office and have prepared

more than

One Hundred Thou-

applications tur patents in the
United btntes and foreign countries.
Caveats, Tradf-Marks. Copy-rights,
Assignments, and all other papers for
securing to inventors their rights in the
United States, Canada, England, Prance,

sand

Gerni.inv and other foreign countries, prepared at short notice and on reasonable terms.
Information as to obtaining patents cheerfully given without charge. Hand-books of

Patents obtained
information sent free.
through Munn A Co. are noticed in the Scientific
American free. The advantage of such notice is
well understood by all persons who wish to dispose of their patents.
_
„
Address MUNN A CO.. Office SciEimriO
Am£BICAK. 36X liroadvpay. New York.

Bingham Smokers
AND

HONEY-KNIVES.

AVe bave received

E. H. Cook's ClubNewspapers, Magazines, etc., for 1886.
He is the successor of G. M. Doolittle in this
business, at Andover, Conn.
List of

Send 10 cente
postage. Jind we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of Roods
that will put you in the way of makinti more money in a few days than
you ever thoupiit puasible at any busCapital not required. You can live at home
torworkinK people.

The Gnlde and Hand-Book,is a book
of ready reference and an encyclopaedia of
everything desirable to know. As a guide
to the home-seeker, it isinvaluable. Itscontents are partially given on page 718, and

CITY, MO.

BoKersvllle. Oenesee Co., Mlvh..

sell

Weekly Bee Journal without cost

be

antl will

We

it.

you have no BINDER
one lor 73 cents, or you can have one free
what many write if you will send us 4 new yearly subscrip-

;

in the

;

If

" Don't Stop "—that is

now

are

during- tlie entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, Bhape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell oncomuiission, charg-ing^ 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the general market will afford.

will handle Vjceswax the same way. and can
hundred, $2.50.
furnish bee-men in rjuantities, crude or repostpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00. fined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if Twichell, our junior member in this departdesired, on the cover-page, " Presented by," ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
etc. (giving the name and address of the bee- and careful attention in all its details.
keeper who scatters them).
Sample of comb honey must be a full case*
representing- a fair average of the lot. On
To give a^vay a copy of " Honey as Food such
sample we will make prompt returns,
and Medicine " to ever.v one who buys a whether we buy or not.
package of honey, will sell almost any quantXEMONS, (XOON & CO.,
;

Business Manager.

^:precial "^oticzs.

WE

HELP
iness.

and worii

in

spare lime "nly.

f)r all

the lime. All

ol

convince any one of its value. We do both sexes, of all ayes.Krtindly Bucxessful. .Vcentt
to ij-T easily earned every eveninn. That all who
not think any of our readers can afford to want work mtiy tet't the business, we make thi^ unTo all who are ncjt well aatlstted
offer
do without it. As a book of ready reference paralleled
we will Bend 1 to pay for the trouble of writing us.
we find it of great value in our library. We FuH particulars, direttinns, etc.. sent tree. Immense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
will send the Weekly Bee Journal for a
Address Stinson & co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
5lAly
year and the Guide for -SL.'iO.
will

:

1

Send for Circulars.

Bingham k Hetherington,

ABRONIA,

.YIICH.

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
vFhat.l. I. Pa KENT. of
HLTuN.N.V.,8tty«— "We

Kead
('H

'

cut with line of yuur Combined Machines, iKSt vpinter,
fill chaff hives with 7 in. cap,
liMi honey-racks, .'ji'O broad
frames, 2.nt (i honey-bi'XCB
and a creat deal of I'ther
work. Thin winter we have
double the amount of beehive;<, etc., to

p.vpect to
It will

do

do

it

make and we
with ttiisSaw.

you aity it will."
and Price - Ijist

all

t'ataiojiue

&. JOHN BARNES,

href. Autli ess, W. F.
ioCtf
No. liHiUubySt.. Uocktord,

111.

:
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"BOSS" ONE-PIECE

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

SECTIONS,
Patented June

GOIUMBUS BUGGY

CO.,

standard Langstroth,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.
Quinby Standing-Frame,

28, I88i.

And

i^m^gjE

all

other Iiinds of Illves,

MADE TO ORDER,

One-lb. Hiixi}-i) in lots ot 500 to 4.000 $5.00
Ditto
Ditto
5,000 to 10.000 4.50
Ditto
Ditto
10,000 to 25,00U 4.00

Quinby Smolter a specialty.
shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
Send for Illustrated Price List.
1

The one-lb. Section is 17 inches long. For
W. E. CI.AKK, successor to li.C. Root,
any sizes between 17 and 20 inches in length, 7Aly
OKISKANV, Oneida County, N. Y.
add 5 per cent. For any sizes between 20
and 24 inches, add 10 per cent. Add the
above per centng-e to the price of one-lb.
Sections in the same quantities.
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.
We make any size or width desired.
The British Bee Journal is published SEMIJ. FORNCROOK & CO.,
MONTHLY, at

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

BCtf

Watertown. Wis., Mar.

1,

1885.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Seven ShilliuKs per annum, and
tiie best practical information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and
now to do it.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly
'
for $2.50.
contains

(View of our Factory.)

The Western World

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK
FIRST CLASS VEHICLES

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.
H0I*IE: seekers or Tourists,
Capitalists or Laborers. A vast

For

At New Orleans World's Exposition was
awarded Ist. Premium for finest display

aiiioiint of iiil'oriiiation uot
to be loiiiKl elsewliere

at auy price.

of Vehicles, against 64 Competitors.

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Prioe, 50 CoutN.
The following is only a part of

Colored

Mapn

of

The

celebrated Bren'ster

.justly

the Contents

the States and Territories,
including Alasiia and District of Columbia.
THagra.mH showing area, population, products.
Government, State, School and Indian L.ands of
the several States.
all

HUtorien of euch of the if^tateii rrom the
Earliest Time*.— Descriptive of their 'I'opoK-

results, wu now manufacture our
oivn wheels f lom finest timber (sawed
by our own mills) that can be obtained from
the hills of Southern Ohio— famous as the
second growtli liickory district.

form

raphy. Soil, Climate. Kivers Mountains, Natural
Wonders, Population, Area, Islands, l^akes.
Mines, Products, Manufactures, Industries,
Cities, School Systems. Collection and Exemption Laws. Datu of Holding Elections. Number
of Kepresentiitives, Senators, Contiressmen, and
Presidential Electors, Nuniher of Union and
Confederate Soldiers in the Field, Price of Land
Cleared and in Forest. Extent of Forest. Number of Different Callines, Itate of Interest. Usury

The reputation of the Columbus Buggy
iine.vcelled. The woi-k is known

Company is
and

sold throun-hout the entire United
States and Tcri-itories. Well introduced in

England, Germany, Australia
America.

Pkddi.eh OKDurMMLKS' License Laws,
DivoKCE Law.s, Mining Laws, descuiftion
OP PUBLIC Lani>s. List of Lands sc-bjept to
THE FORMS OF ENTKV, LiBt of Land-Ofllces.
Ijaws.

Send for Catalogue and prices,
the nearest dealer will be sent.

opportunities for Homes or Enterprise. Uainfall. Ilealth, Ports of Entry, J'opuiation (male,
female and foreign) Number of Indians, Mineral
Resources. Nicknames of States and for whom
or what they are named. Miles of ilailrond and
Canals. Tidal Frontage. State Land Imws,
Kelicious Denominations and their Numbers,
Number of Counties and Names.
dovernment Land I..aw« Kivine complete law
on the subject of Pke-emi*tion Homestead,
Timber Cltltuhe, Soldiers' Homestead,
SWAMP Lands, land Warrants, scrip,

to Acquire Lands of any kind belonKIngtottae Government by any forms of entry,
who may acquire them, and the different laws
applicable to the different ssciions.

Postal, Pension and Patent

United StaleM.

Laws

of the

4.'oulH-or-Ariiis of the Statt^s and Views of
Celebrated Places.andof life in different reKions.
Rnles for meawurinji Lumber. Ijors. Grain
J>iquids, Tables ot WeiRhts and Measures of all
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables, J.,utflberTabIe8.
Systems t\r l^and Measures In various

parts or the United SluteN.
Contains also a Million useful

facts.

to

NEWMAN &

a.
963 & 925 West Madison

St.,

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

name

of

4lA6t

Propagate and

plate;

"How

Grow

GREEN'S FRUIT GROWER,
price 50 cents per year.
ple copy free. Address,

Sam-

Green's Nursery Co.,
Rochester, N. V.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
^piIIS

Honey

'

THOS.

€i,

NEWMAN &

& Oi.") West Madison

PRE

Street,

SON,

given aivay.

Send us cents postage,
and by mail you will Ket
free a paokage of goods

)y y y

of larce value, that will
start you in wortt that
once bring you in money fa.'»ter tlian anything else in America. Al] about the f2(in,ixio In
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex. of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hai.lett & Co.
."ilAly
Portland, Maine.
will at

CHICAGO, ILL.

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
ot gootis which will help you
tu more mtmey right away
than anything else

in this

world. All, of eithersex, suc-

ceed from ijrst hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
once address
Tkce & Co., Augusta. Maine.

olAly

prest'iiln
.',

I'ails

,

923

in

new

size of our Tapering
isof uniform design
with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
^ tn carry. It is well-made and, when
ttlled with h(jney, makes a novel and
%^--'iiimf'}
attractive small package, that can
|(|[W>
i*
be sold for ^n cents or less. Many
conj.uau'i s will buy it in (trder to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRICE, 75 cents uer
(lozeD, or ItftS.OO per lOO.
J-

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL. II

Dadant*s FoundationFactory, wholesale

and

the

Fruit.'
64 pages, 2 colored plates, 50
illustrations, price 50 cents.

for one year,
UviUle, postpaid, for $1.;)0.

THOS.

and

GREEN'S FRUIT GUIDE

The Weekly Bee Journal,
and the

and South

64 pages, with colored
illustrated, price 5 CIS.

Indian Trit.st l,and.s. De.sert Lands, Coal
LANDS, Timber Lands, Mineral Lands.
AGHICCLTrRAL COLLEGE LANDS, ETC.

Hovr

cross-

spring side-bar being our great specialty,
we build only one g;rade of work, and
that ot tlie best in quality and style.
We do not make the lowest priced vehicles,
but claim that ours are the cheapest lu
tlie «orld when quality is considered.
We use the finest material obtainable,
employ only expert and competent lueclianlcs. To insure the best and most uni-

's

Honey Extractor,

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply

to

Freeman & Central Ave.,
IT'Send

etc.

('HAS, F. IMITTH,

luc. for Practical

-

CINCINNATI,

O.

Hints to Bee-KeepefB.

;
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The National Convention will be held
Bees Biting Floivers.— In last week's
Bee Journal, on pa^e 712, C. M. Weed at Detroit, Mich., on Dec. 8, n and 10, 188.").
presented some arguments Intending to The "usual call" for this Convention has
show that bees (in some isolated cases) bore not yet been published, for some unexfor sweets into the corolla-tubes of some plained reason, in any bee-paper— though it
weeks to the day of meeting.
flowers, " near the base, from the outside." is now only

WEEKLY EDITION
OF THE

:i

We

intended to have added a foot-note to
that article, bi't it was overlooked until the
Bee Journal was "on the 'press." We
intended to have cautioned those who so
often assert that bees " bite the skin of
grapes" and other fruits, against confounding the delicate cnroUa of a flower with the

THOMAS
Vol. XXI.

more leaves called petals. It is usually
distinguished from the perianth by the
fineness of its te.\ture and the gayness of its
colors. This ** fine te.xture " is an entirely
different thing from the touoh e.vterior coat
or skin of fruits, and a proper discrimination must be made between the two.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
It Is an Invariable Rnle— You must
become wise at your own expense.

More tlian 740 Years before the
Christian era, it is stated that Eumelus, of
Corinth, wrote a poem on bees— that is more
than two thousand years ago.

The

British Bee Journal is to be published weeltly in 1886, at 10s. Gd. per annum.

We

:

Bee-Pasturage,

Thomas

G.

Newman.

Marketing Honey, C. F. Muth.
Production of Extracted Honey, Chas.

Dadant

Son.

.S:

;

No. 46.

Nov. 18, 1885.

copy from Glcaniuiis of Nov. 1, the
following programme as far as completed
Reversing Combs, James Heddon.

Production of Comb Honey, G.M.Doolittle.
The Pollen Theory, Prof. A. J. Cook.
tnui/li sHin of ripe fruits.
Selling and Shipping Bees by the Pound,
The corolla is " the inner covering of a E. M. Havhurst
Comb Foundation, John Vandervoi-t.
flower the part which surrounds the organs
Wintering Bees, Ira Barber.
of fructifljation, and is composed of one or
Excellence orcheapness— which? A. I. Root

NEWMAN,

G.

We

The President of the Michigan Agricultural College, Mr. Willitts, will be present,
and welcome the society to Michigan. It

be remembered that" he is the one who
helped Prof. Cook to get the ruling that
allows us to send our queens by mail. He
will give us a "rouser." I have met him,
and I know that he is capable of it.
The evening sessions will be devoted to
Bees for Defense have been employed answering questions. There will be a
question
box, and all questions that come up
in all generations.
The London Times during the
day, will be written out and
mentions the following instances
dropped into the bo.x, and at the evening
A small privateer, manned by fifty men, session they will be taken out and discussed.
having on board some hives of bees, was Any one who will not be present can send
pursued by a Turkish galle.v manned by ."jOO questions to me at any time previous to or
seamen and soldiers. When the latter came during the meeting, and I will put them into
alougsido.the crew of the privateer mounted the box. If any questions are sent to me
the rigging with their hives and threw them during the meeting, send them to Detroit,
upon their foes, who, astonished at this care of the Antisdel House. The present indinovel mode of warfare, hastened to escape cations are that the coming meeting will be
from the fury of the enraged bees. Another one of the most pleasant, interesting, and
instance occurred when a rabble at Hohn- successful ever held by the Society, and I
stein, in Thuringia. attempted to pillage the sincerely hope that as many of you as poshouse of the parish minister
he caused sible may he present to participate in the
W.Z.Hutchinson.
some bee-hives to be thrown among the "good time."
mob. which, in consequence, soon dispersed.
On page 728, Mr. Cutting gives full direcAgain, Vauban narrates how bees played an
important part at the siege of Chatte. in tions aliout getting certificates for reduced
Lorraine. After a siege the town was being fare on the railroads, etc., which all who
stormed, and during the assault the besieged
threw a few hives of bees upon the heads of intend to go to Detroit should read at once.
the storming party. The little creatures
The meetings of the National Society will
stung the besiegers so dreadfully that they be held in the " Red
Men's Wigwam," oppohad to retire; and the hi-storian tells that
'*
the bees were not the least cause of the site the "Antisdel House," on Michigan
seige being abandoned."
Avenue, Detroit, on the second Tuesday,
\Ve have Received a keg of Mr. James ^Vednesday and Thursday in December.
Heddon's extracted clover honey, which is There are four societies that will meet at
thick, well-ripened, the same time and place, in a union meeting,
of excellent quality
The North American Bee-Keepers'
and pleasant to the taste. Also a crate of viz.
honey in half-pound sections, of the same Society, The Northwestern Bee-Keepers'
quality. Botji were prepared for the market Society, The Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association, and The Southeastern Michigan
in such a manner that not a drop of leakage
can be discovered, though they were shipped Bee-Keepers' Association.
will

:

;

will

club

it

any post-ofBce

and our Weekly for $3.50 to
in
the United States or

Canada.

To Destroy

Insects, says the Journal of
put alum into hot water and let it
boil until it is all dissolveii
then apply to
all
cracks, closets, bedsteads and other
places where any insects are found. Ants,
bed-buf?s, cockroaches and creepini? things
are killed by it, while it has no dang-er of
poisoning the family or injuring property.
Chcmisl)-y,

;

;

Lons; Visits— Long stories— long

—seldom profit those
them. Life

who have

articles

to do with

is short
time is short moments
are precious.
Learn to condense, to
abridge, and intensify. We could endure
;

;

many an ache and ill it it is soon over, while
even pleasures grow insipid and pain intolerable if protracted beyond the limit of
reason and convenience. Learn to be short;
lop off branches
stick to the main fact
condense two words into one, and three into
two learn to be short. —P/iiiadeJphia Grocer.
;

;

Paper and Cork

are said to be two of
the best materials of which to make beehives. Sallust recommends cork for making
hives. One writer says that Varo, fifty years
B. C, recommended hives to be made of
basket-work, wood, bark, pottery, reeds,
etc., and to be contractible according to the
size of the colony.

Ho

also

recommended

a

pane of transparent stone, so as to enable
the bee-keeper to see the workings of the
hive.

^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
besent FREE upon application. Anyone
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

:

This argues much in favor of
the use of kegs for extracted honey such
packages are so easily handled and convenient that they find ready sale when largo
The
barrels are begging for a customer.
"sections" were packed in a crate with
glass sides, showing the honey, to captivate
consumers by its excellent appearance. It
pays to prepare honey for the market in
such a workmanlike manner.
We have also received comb honey from
many others which came in like excellent
condition, without a drop of leakage.
Among these shippers we may mention Mr.
Joshua Bull, Seymour, Wis. ; Mr. O. H.
Townsend, Alamo, Mich. Mr. John Motl,
and Mr. E. J. Scofleld,
Watertown, Wis.
Hanover, Wis.
On the other hand, we have had shipments
that came in a very dilapidated condition.
We mention these things to try to encourage
shippers to be more particular in preparing
honey for market— for such is to the interest
of every honey-producer. It can be done,
and there is no excuse for not doing it.

by freight.

—

;

;

Mr. Cutting says that " a committee will
be at the Antisdel House,' ready to receive
also at the Hall opposite the
all strangers
Hotel. A large sample room will be placed
at our disposal at the Hotel, to exhibit bees,
honey, supplies, etc. The Hotel and Hall is
located in the centre of the city, about 20
rods from the City Hall, on Michigan
Avenue. Lines of street-cars from each
depot bring you within one block."
*

;

We

have every reason to think that a

number of bee-keepers will be in
attendance from different States, and many
from Canada. The Editor of the .American
Bee Journal intends to be present, and he
expects all the other bee-papers will be
represented by theireditors. The Rev. L. L.
Langstroth will be present, if his health
permits.
Let all who can do so, make
arrangements to be present.

large

The National Bee-Keepers' Union is
growing slowly. See list of members on
page 730. By this time there should have
been thousands.

—

—

—

—
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Three days.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

strongest characteristics of the Italian
race, which itself i.s hybrid of long
Ordinarily from 6 to 8 days. I had
standing.— G. W. Demaree.
a queen this summer that was laying
in 6 days after she emerged from the
Dark Italian bees are sometimes
cell.
She was an exception, though.^ better than light ones, and again they
J. E. Pond, Jr.
are not. The close inter-breeding of
any race leads to indolence. This
couple of days, more or less.
trouble can all be averted by judicious
Chas. Dadant & Son.
crossing, and the best qualities of any
race be made to appear. But all hapTwo or three days. A. J. Cook.
hazard crossing is very uncertain of
I have never observed closely as to
result.
Bee-keepers have it in their
the point in question, but generally
power to control the mating of queens
look for eggs about 12 days after a
at a small expense, and the time is
queen hatclies. She may commence, coming when more attention
will be
and I think usually does, before that devoted to this matter. I believe
that
time, but it is hardly economy to look
three years of careful and intelligent
till slie has laid quite a number of
crossing of bees will accomplish more
eggs.— C. C. Miller.
than 300 of natural selection. Hybrids
are so often valuable because of the
infusion of new blood. G.L.Tinker.
Italians or Hybrids?

A

Wintering ftueens
Qaery» No.

l.'i'I.— Can

in Nuclei.

winter 2 or 3 nuclei
in one hive by putting in division-boards? I want
belonging
winter
few
queens
to colonies from
to
a
wblch the honey was tnken. There are 12 of
them.— S.. Marshall Co.. Iowa.
1

Sometimes they do well thus prepared

;

A trial

but oftener they die.

will decide the

matter in your case.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
I tried a few cases and
fairly well.— C. C. Miller.

Yes.

succeeded

But the division-boards must

—

Qnery. Xo. 159.— As

honey-gatherers, which

Bees Killing a Queen.

are the best— light Uiilian

bees, dark ones, or hybee-tight, so that no communicabrids ? If hybrids, wliich are the better to breed
tion takes place between the occu- from, the light or dark
Italians ?— Marion, Ind.
pants of the two or three apartments.
Otherwise the queens are likely to
Dark Italians.— W. Z. Hutchinbe " balled " and killed. I lost a queen son.
only a week or so ago, from that
pure Italian queen mating with
cause.— G. W. Demaree.
a black drone will give bees second to
Such has been done. Much depends none as to honey gathering. G. M.
fit

A

—

Most DOOLITTLE.
or us are not yet able to winter any
Volumes have been written on this
kind of colonies with any great degree
subject, and it remains not entirely
of certainty. James Heddon.
settled. I do not know which is best.
In a good cellar it is easy. I find it
C. C. Miller.
no trouble to winter nuclei even
My
experience is as follows
Dark
alone.— A. J. Cook.
Italians (the leather colored) are betYes but the division-boards must ter than light Italians as honey gathbe thin, and there must be enough erers and comb builders.
Crosses
bees to cover all of the combs, sep- between the dark Italians and the
arate entrances being provided. — G. larger brown Germans are equally as
L. Tinker.
good gatherers, and better comb
upon your wintering method.

—

:

;

Query, No. 160.— Aslwas

extracting honey

on Oct. 12, I brushed the queen from a frame
down on the enameled cloth, and then put her on
a frame in tbe hive, when the bees, immediately
killed her. How is this accouDted for?—J. S. G.,
Minn.

The bees were irritated from the
brushing, and took the queen for a
stranger.— G. M. Doolittle.
The queen had acquired a
scent

in

handling,

being annoyed

was treated
Tinker.

foreign

and the colony

by robber bees, she

as an

intruder.

— G.

L.

Because she was found where she
was not expected to be, and thus
looked upon as an intruder. — W. Z.

Hutchinson.

Bees will sometimes attack their
than any Italians.— Jajies
It can be done if care is taken to
queen if she is frightened and acts
make the divisions perfectly " tight." Heddon.
like a strange queen, especially at a
\V. Z. Hutchinson.
Dark Italians and hybrids are time when they are not busy storing.
about equal according to my observaC. C. Miller.
Yes, it can be done with a great
tion. I prefer the dark Italians to
deal of care. It is not usually safe.
From
some cause or other a queen
the light at all times, and for all
Chas. Dadant & Son.
is sometimes taken for an intruder by
purposes.— A. J. Cook.
her bees after she has been handled.
Yes, by taking care in packing
The Italians are undoubtedly the This is scarce however. It might be
them. The same dangers are to be
best. The light Italians will do as also that she was damaged or crippled
feared that exist in wintering any
v\iell as the darker, provided they are
in handling.— Chas. Dadant & Son.
colony, and no one can tell whether
not bred in-andiii for color at the
success or failure will follow. I have
It is hard to account for the conexpense of other qualities, as is very
wintered nuclei in the manner inoften the case among queen-breeders. duct of bees under such circumquired about, and so I say decidedly,
stances as you mention. Did a bee
—Chas. Dadant & Son.
it can be done.— J. E. Pond, Jit.
or was she " bulled " to
sting her
Bright Italians, in my opinion. death V If she was stung, a robber
Others think differently, aiid I hazard bee may have attacked her if she
the guess that the answers to this was " balled," it was the result of the
Qneens Beginning to Lay.
question will vary from bright Ital- severe scare she received when findQnery, Xo. 15H.— How soon after mating" ians to hybrids. I should prefer to ing herself tumbled back into the
breed hybrids from bright Italians, hive. It is unsafe to alarm a queen
does the queen usually commence laying ?—M. D.
but opinions vary as above.— J. E. in the hive under certain circumFrom 30 to 00 hours. G. M. Doo- Pond, Jr.
Last spring I lost several
stances.
LITTLE.
There is very little difference be- good queens by having them "balled,"
The time varies from one to three tween the dark and light strains of there being no other cause than what
days and sometimes apparently even Italians, as to their workingqualities. resulted from carefully opening the
hives.— G. W. Demaree.
longer.— James Heddon.
I prefer the light strain, because as
I agree with Mr. D. A. Jones and
She usually begins to lay in 72 hours breeders they transmit their own
after she is mated, but she sometimes peculiarities with more certainty than others, that the motions or actions
Some of a queen are often what governs the
lays a day sooner, and more frequently do the less-pure dark strain.
a day or two later.— G. AV. Dejiaree. hybrid colonies are just as good treatment of the bees towards her.
workers as are the pure bees, but they In this case the queen was doubtless
Mated late in the fall they may not do not average as well.
A cross stunned, and this may have led to
lay until the next February or March. should always be made from pure such motions that she was dispatched
They usually begin to lay in 2 or 3 parentage on both sides, if possible, by the bees as objectionable. A. J.
days.— G. L. Tinker.
and the light Italians possess the Cook.
builders

—

—

i*

;

'*

—

;

—

—
;
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It is a peculiarity of bees that they
will at times kill their queen wlien

she

is

brushed into a

My

explanation is,
ni)t missed tlieir
she is suddenly
midst she is taken
E. Pond, Jk.

liive suddenly.
that the bees have

queen, and when

dropped in their
for a stranger.— J.

When for any reason the workers
are living in a state of jealousy regarding their queen, they are very apt
to " lay at her door" ttie blame for
every disagreeable
circumstance
such as the disturbance created by
opening tlie hive, upon which occasion
they often " ball," sting and kill her.
—James Heddon.

Explanatory.— The flffures before the
indicate the number of years that the

names

person has liept bees.
Those after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named;
6 north of the centre 9 south O* cast
Owest; and this 6 northeast; >3 northwest;
o» southeast; and 9 southwest of the centre
of the State meutioned.

O

;

;

line— say extracted honey put up in
jars ; the judge examines it closely for
color, body, tlavor, manner of puiting
up, etc., and he decides you have the
best-flavored and best-colored honey
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Two

years ago this

fall I had 7.3
and wintered them on the
summer stands with a loss of only
two. They had no protection when
it was SS-" below zero.
Last fall I had

colonies,

and gives you the first premium. So
next year you work for flavor, color,
etc., and along comes another judge,
picks up a jar, tips it upside down,

T2 colonies, but there was a cider mill
within 300 yards of my bees, in which
they made cider for three months.
Tliousands of the bees were killed

notes the time for the air globule to
and gives the first to the exhibitor on the north side of the building,
as his honey has the most body.
Mind you, he does not draw a cork or
sample in a single case, so you are
left in the dark as what to do next
year. If you knew that you were to
have the same judge again, you would
put a few jars on ice and be ready for
liim. But if a system was adopted
where all judging could be done by
the standard, then
all these little
failures would be done away with,
and then each exhibitor would know

every day, which weakened them, and
the cider they carried in killed them
all.
I put 50 colonies in a good cellar,
and left 22 on the summer stands.
Those I put in the cellar lived the
longest, and ;ill had plenty of honey
in the spring. I bought more bees,
and now have 52 colonies in good
condition.

rise,

I like to read the experience of
other bee-keepers.
We do not all
work alike, and never will; but all
want to get the best results. 1 like
the Langstroth hive, or any hive that
has plenty of room for surplus honey.
just what to work for, and in this I have gotten up a double-walled hive
way we could elevate this above the this fall which takes the Langstroth
jockey system of preparing exhibits.
frame the inside of the hive folds
The question now is, can we adopt up half way, and I take the five
a standard for our rule and guidance frames having the most honey and
in preparing an exhibit, and have it hang thera over the other five that ttie
judged by said standard ? I wish the bees cluster on. The bees go in the
readers of this would give it their hive at the bottom. The hive stands
careful consideration and publish 18 inches from the ground. It has a
their views, that we may, in the near drop-leaf
alighting-board
on
the
future, adopt a standard. It cannot underside of the hive, allowing the
be done all at once, and no one man bees a dry place on which to alight.
should undertake to do it all. We
Delaware,© O., Nov. 7, 1885.
should have the ideas of all progres;

sive apiculturists.

Clinton,? Mich., Nov.

9,

1885.

For tne AJnerlcan Bee Journal.

For the American Bee Journal.

Robbing— Large Honey-Yields.
For tbe American Bee Joumai

Judging Exhibits by Scale of Points.

How

I

Winter

my

Bees.

C.

W. DAYTON,

(1 10).

H. D. CUTTING.
C. E.

JONES.

To do

the judging for a bee and
honey exhibit is an undertaking of no
small magnitude.
When the committee consists of three, you can
make if all right with a dissatisfied
exhibitor, as far as yourself is concerned, by saying, " 'Twas the other
fellow that did it." But when you
are filling the position of " Expert,"
the case is different. You only have

your own experience and judgment
to go by, and without a scale of
points to help, it is no easy task.
In many departments at. an Exhibition you will find the " score cards "
used, and all judging done by an
established scale of points.
In the
cattle, sheep, hog, poultry and dairy
departments the judging is done by
the "scale." I cannot see vi'hy it
cannot be done in the apiarian department as well as any of the above. I
know that in many cases where I have
acted in the capacity of judge I have
been obliged to use a scale of points
to decide, especially where competition was very close. It has been a
great help to me, and I know it must

be to others. A system of this kind
once adopted will prove of such value
to exhibitors that no well-conducted
exhibition will be judged with the
use of score blanks.

With the promiscuous judging

at

present in usage an exhibitor does not

know what to do. For instance, this
year you make an exhibit of a certain

I would like to give my experience
in wintering bees. I have been keeping bees for 1-5 years.
I began by

hunting wild bees in the woods,
climbing tlie trees and cutting the

From page 504 it may be understood
that 100 colonies of bees were wintered in a cellar containing .550 cubic
feet of space, and that all chances for
the change of air were nearly cut off.
With that number of colonies in a
cellar of that capacity, and with 150
days' confinement, the bees of all the
colonies seemed to have become of
nearly the same scent. After placing
the colonies on the summer stands,
and having passed around to ascertain
their condition as to the amount of
stores, I began feeding honey to a few
colonies by placing it in combs behind
the division-boards.
Finding that
the bees removed the honey readily, I
continued to supply it for several
days.
One day, while examining one of
the best of these colonies, I was much
surprised to find it containing a large
amount of brood, and apparently in a
very prosperous condition, the broodchamber being entirely destitute of
honey.
Again I fed the colony 5
pounds of honey in a day, and in the

out, and I know pretty well
they winter in their natural
home. I cut out II colonies in one
fall, and I found most of the hollows
were about one foot in diameter and
three to five feet long, with the honey
always at the top. and generally without upward ventilation.
For the last i\ve, years I have used 8
different kinds of frame hives, and I
find by experience that the tall hives
will do without ventilation at the top
better than the shallow ones, because
the bees keep the top part of the hive
warm, so that no condensed moisture
is formed.
When the heat formed
by the bees comes in contact with
some parts of the hive that is not
warm, there water forms. If we
could keep the outside frames in tlie
shallow hives as warm as it is above evening no honey remained in its
the cluster of bees, they would need brood-chamber.
During the day
uo upward ventilation.
there had continued a steady and
I knew a successful bee-keeper in moderate number of bees Hying from
Missouri that kept his bees in tall the hive, but there had been none of
hives without bottoms the hives sat the usual indications of robbery.
on tressels 2 feet high, and wide Upon examination I found that sevenough apart to let the outside edges eral colonies had been quietly and
of the hive rest on the tressels, and slowly robbed of their stores, while
the bottoms were left open all winter several unfed colonies began to whiten
without ventilation at the top.
and bulge their combs with honey.

combs

how

;
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For the robbers to gain access to
the honey, they were obliged to pass
into the hive through an entrance
by 1 inch, and (the entrances to mv
hives being at the side of the combs)
travel through the brood-chamber and
enter the feed apartment through a
J^-inch hole which is bored in the
centre of the division-board. From
this it may be seen that the robbers
must not iiave been considered very
objectionable to have secured the

%

honey by so hazardous aroute through
the brood-chambers.
How easily
might those colonies have been
starved so as to have destroyed tlieir
brood, and consequently turned out
be unprolitable for this

to

season.

The robbing was stopped by returning
to the cellar for a few days the
colonies which were being robbed.
I find no use for entrance -blocks or
division-boards in my apiary, and I
have never known of robbing except
in the way described above.
I
would congratulate Mr.
Malone on his "big" honey-yield as
reported on page 619.
From past

Wm.

experience he should have allowed
the bees more honey for winter than
from 1 to 6 pounds per colony, as he
did those of which he reported on
page 717 of the Bee Jouknal for
1884.
If he allows each colony 25
ponnds of honey, the requisite amount
tor winter, perhaps his yield will not
seem so large for this poor season.
There is a vast difference between the
amount of honey I extract and the
amount which I sell. The taking and
reporting of all the honey g;ithered,
and then feeding syrup for winter
stores,

sometimes figures largely

in

the big reports, I suspect.
Bradford, (^ Iowa.
For the American Bee Journal.

Bee-Enclosure— ftueenless Colony.
L. C.

ROOT.

The following questions were sent
by the Bee Journal, with the
request for answers to them
On page fil8 Mr. L. C. Boot describes

me

:

a tight enclosure for a bee-yard will
he please state the height of the
fence and the distance from the hivesV
;

Also,

wav

I

would

less.— T.

know the best
a colony is queenTiffany, Brooklyn, <$ Pa.
like to

when

to tell
.1.

are found it is an indication that they are queenless, or that
they are preparing to swarm or to
supersede their queen, depending of
course somewhat upon the season in
cells

which the examination
If no eggs are found

is

made.

in the

combs

during the season when honey is being
gathered, it is evidence that the
colony is either queenless or has a
virgin queen not yet laying. If the
latter, a cell may usually be found
from which she has hatched.
If but few eggs are found, or if
brood is sealed over, the capping of
which extends out beyond the surface of the viorker comb, it is evidence
that the colony has a drone-laying
queen, a spent queen, or a laying
worker.
During the season when honey is
not being gathered, and the queen is
not laying, there is no way to tell the
absence of a queen to a certainty. An
expert would satisfy himself to a reasonable degree by making a thorough
effort to lind tlie queen.
Mohawk. 5 N. Y.
Touth's Companion.

The Honey-Ants.

I

If the location is in a very bleak
place. I would have it higher. It
should be made of matched boards, or
battened to make it tight.
If a queen is suddenly destroyed in
a hive, or removed from it, llie bees

may be

noticed running about on the
front of the liive and entrance-board
as if in search of the lost nueen. If
the hive has been long queenless, it
may be often detected by the bees
becoming very cross. While there
are outward
indications, the only
sure way of ascertaining is to open
the hive and examine it. If queen-

crops

honey-ants are found from
southern JNIexico as far north as
Colorado, and are easily recognized
by the tall, mound-like structures or
nests that they erect.
They are like tlie owl, almost entirely nocturnal, carrying on their
out-door woik at night, although
their domestic duties underground
are probably not negL'cted during the
day. As soon as the darkness conies
on, they sally out of their subterranean cities, and wander about,
climbing bushes and trees in search
of the iood of their choice, which,
curiously enough, is honey.
This will occur to you as an exceptional
case among ants, as they
generally, perhaps, as a rule, feed
upon mateiial that can be stored up:
but here where the food is liquid you
would assume that it could not be
laid by for a rainy day. so to speak,
for the simple reason that the ants
have no tanks, flasks or bottles to
hold the sup|il}. nor the ingenuity to
make them, tet us not say, however,
that they have not suflicient intelligence to find a substitute, as they
certainly have.
If we examine one of these ants,

with honey, and proceed

lilted

directly to the bottles.
Placing their mouths in contact
with that of the unfortunate living
receptacle, by contraction
of
the
muscles mentioned, the contents of
the crop are forced out and into the
bottle. Ant after ant unloads in this
way, until the elasticity of the recipient is tested to the utmost, and it
can receive or hold no more.
The insect is then absolutely help-

The crop and abdomen have
expanded until it resembles an amberhued sac, as we have seen, the size of
a currant, the head and limbs having
almost disappeared, hanging upon
less.

the side like a stem, while the other
organs within the little creature are
so pressed out of shape that it is with
the greatest difficulty they are traced.

Loaded down

in this way,

and sur-

feited with

sweets, the bottles are
naturally powerless, and that this is
appreciated by the others is evident

from an examination of their nests,
it will be found that the honeybearers are given a separate room,
and there tended with the greatest

when
care.

The

would say that the fence
around my yard is 8 feet high, and we shall lind that the abdomen, or
close to the rear row of hives. If the rear larger portion is protected by ten
fence is in front of the hives it should plates or bands that are movable, and
be several feet from the Iront row. as they are connected or underlaid by
In reply

to receive the supply brought in by
the rest, and retain it.
When tlie
foraging ants return, they have their

They

are, jierhaps, placed there
filled, or carried in later;

before being

but in any case they are found
together in a separate apartment,
hanging from the roof, to which they
cling with their limbs, and appearing

suspended from

like ripe fruit

invisi-

ble vines.

This, then, is the pantry or storeof the honey-ants, and here is
kept what corresponds to the winter
store of other animals. When the
other ants aie hungry they proceed to
this room and lick off the drops of
honey that by muscular contraction
are forced out by the patient and
never hungry living bottle.
The nests of the honey-ant are
eagerly sought after by the native
Mexicans, and the store-houses pillaged of the bottles that are served as
delicacies by them.

room

For the American Bee Journal.

"Beaten Tracks" in Wintering.
J.

E.

POND, JR.

Mrs. Mahala B. Chaddock. on page
682,asks, while referring to ray
to

Query,

No.

we

12S,

answer

"Which beaten

follow in wintering!"'
Premising that by the term " beaten
track " is meant one that has been
used for a long time, I will answer,
a very delicate membrane almost like do not follow eillier of the unsuccessrubber, they can be stretched ajiart ful methods of the iirominent apiarists
to a wonderful degree, allowing the mentioned. For a number of years
abdomen to assume the appearance of past they, by their reports, have
a tiny balloon four or live times its shown that bees do not winter well
normal size.
The ants also have a with them; in fact we are led to
crop that is capal)le of great disten- believe that they lose more than they
sion, and governed by sets of power- save.
ful muscles; in other respects they
It is true that Mr. Heddon now
claims most positively that he can
resemble ordinary ants.
Now by some arrangement, whether winter bees without loss, but I prefer
by agreement taking their turn, or by to wait awhile and see the results
much to new
force, is not known, certain ants are before trusting too
selected by the others as living bot- theories, I have followed one track
tles in other words, they are obliged that has been " beaten " for 19 years.
;

track shall

—
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have not lost a single full colony,
except when experimenting. I have
it
given my metluxi several times
may be no better, or not as safe as
olliers, but it works well with me,
anl I propose to keep in the old ruts
for a while longer.
I would advise Mrs. Chaddock to
use sound jiulgment, and follow the
I

;

of tliose who are successful
as a rule. By so doing she will lind
the " old beaten track," and when she

methods

erence book and open the index at
the letter Q
here I find written
"Queen introducing, page ;!t." I
turn to page 34, and at the top of this
page is written "Queen introducing,"
the same as is written in the index.
Helow is jotted " A. B. J., 1S84, page
4oG." Then I take the Ameuican Bke
;

Journal
4.50,

and

I

for 1884, and turn to page
find the article referred to.

In order to avail ourselves of the
advantages of a reference book, we
must, of course, preserve all our bee-
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from the field and garden, and beekeeping was not profitatile "down

East"

until

pasturage.

made

so by artificial bee-

With us

it

is

prolitaljle

now, and every additional honey
source will be clear profit.
To appease the epicurean appetites
which aie not below the average of
our cities and towns, we have a present
and growing honey market
superior to any in the Dominion and
south of us, too, for that matter
with such a good prospect of continuance that we need not worry

—

—

does find it, she should stick to it.
ratlier than to
follow any " blind papers and keep them in shape for
leaders of the blind."
ready and easy reference. The best about any serious decline in prices in
Foxboro,o* Mass.
way to do this is to procure a binder even the distant future.
The wintering problem appears to
and insert them as fast as received.
be the sticking jjoint with a good
I take four bee-papers, and when a
For the American Bee Journal.
many— especially those not conversant
fresh paiier arrives I cannot be satiswith modern apiculture. Ttiis busified until I have read all its contents,
A Bee- Keepers' Reference Book.
ness has become a science, and
and if any new feature or principle wintering bees
has received not an
appears therein of special interest or
JOSHUA BULL.
interior portion of tlie attention given
importance, and which I wish to
to overcome the difficulties attending
Much of the matter contained in incorporate into my system of prac- a northern climate.
Extreme winters
the bee-papers appears out of season, tice, or experiment with in any way, have ceased to be so disastrous to
and may be fogolten before circum- I make an entry in the reference book bees since repositories tnider ground
stances will allow the reader to make so that I can in a moment turn to it have been
proved to be successful in
It may be only one
practical use of the information which at any time.
carrying them through. The length
has been gained. To obviate this liaragiaph, or perhaps a single sen- of tiie winter would appear, then, to
ditliculty I keep a reference book, tence that contains all that 1 may feel
be the insurmountable barrier to our
which when examined refers to such particularly interested in, and when success, as it cannot be shortened
articles as I have marked for further such is the case, ttie words embodying
but even this is obviated. Bees have
consideration at the proper time the idea are parenthetically marked remained a longer time in these underwhen they will be useful. I think with pencil or ink, and the letters ground repositories in Ontario and
that no argument is necessary to con- A X are made on the margin of the
Quebec than it is necessary tor them
vince every one of the advantages of paper, a similar mark being made in
to be confined here. Hence we can,
connection with the entry in the
such a course.
with proper preparation, cheat old
I have kept such a reference book reference book, so that I can know at
Boreas of his dae. As conclusive
ever since I commenced to take a a glance just which part I am most
evidence bees have been kept sucbee-paper, but was not aware that interested in.
in Manitoba for years by a
The above is my way of utilizing cessfully
Mr. G. M. Doolittle was practicing
few. The fact has been " kept under
a similar plan until bis article on the bee-papers, and if 1 have succeeded
a bushel," but in the future " a
subject appeared in the Bee. Jour- in making it clearly understood so
" cannot contain it.
nal for 1883, page 92. His method that it will be the means of suggest- bushel
Bird's Hill, Manitoba.
differs somewhat from mine, and I ing some useful thought to any one,
will here describe my method which I sliall feel amply repaid for having
classilies each subject by itself, irre- described it.
Read at the Wabash Co., Ind.. Convention.
Seymour,o» Wis.
spective of the seasons, for there are
Preparing Bees for Winter.
some things which are not confined
to one particular season, and then
Manitoban.
HENRY CRIPE.
there are other subjects which are of
interest, and in season, at any time
Bee-Keeping in Manitoba.
of the year. I will now endeavor to
Preparations for successful winterexplain my way of keeping a refering of bees should be commenced by
C. F. BRIDGMAN.
ence book, which is as follows
Oct. 1. As soon as the honey season
1 procured a pocket memorandumTo many it seems a matter of some is over, all surplus receptacles should
book, 03^x4 inches, containing about surprise that bees do actually live in be removed, and an examination
]00 pages, neatly and firmly bound. Manitoba.
They not only live but made as to the honey intended for
Tlie first twelve pages of this are thrive.
has been thoroughly winter stores if not sufficient honey
It
devoted to the alphabetical index, proved that they are a source of profit is in the hive, feeding should be begun
allowing half of one page to each to those who take enough interest to at once, and only the best coffee
letter of the alphabet, and in this give them the proper study and atten- sugar should be used. It should be
index is written the titles or appro- tion.
made into syrup the thickness of well
priate headings
of
the subjects
When it is said that bees are profit- ripened honey.
referred to, each entry being made able here, it means more for our
I wish here to mention the "conin the space alloted to the letter with Province than one would naturally traction method " which is so much
which the title begins; and in con- understand without further explana- agitated at present, and which I innection with the entry is given tlie tion. AVe have little else as yet than tend to try as an experiment the
number of the page in tlie body of the natural flora of the country. This coming winter. I use contractors
the book, at the top of wliich is is not because more is not possible, made out of wide frames. I take }4written the same title or heading but because this is a new country, inch stuff and tack on one side of a
that is found in the index. All and
farmers have not practiced wide frame which makes a good conthe
articles
treating
upon this " mixing farming " to the extent they tractor. I use one of these on each
subject, which I wish to refer to will in the near' future. Farming in side of the brood-chamber, which
again, are
indicated on this page a very few years, when the country is leaves TJ4 inches space to be filled
without re-writing the title of such more thickly settled and new wants with .5 brood-frames. In filling this
article, but
simply by giving the created, will be carried on very differ- out I take such frames thafhavethe
the name of the paper, the year in ently to what it is to-day. In variety most honey in them, so as to lessen
which it was printed, and the page on of crops it will be more similar to the the feeding.
which the article may be found.
Now I am ready for feeding, which
Eastern Provinces. With this change
The following is an example
Sup- comes a " boom " for the bee-keeper, should be done at once, and enough
pose want to read up a little about for generally, in northern climes, at should be fed to have at least 20
introducing queens
I take my ref- least half of the honey supply is taken pounds of winter stores in each hive.
:

:

;

A

:

I

:

;
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Some advocate giving empty combs
sugar syrup for winter
stores, but I think tliat good clover
honey is almost as goud. Should tlie
hives" contain much cider or "bugjuice." I should remove it and give
the colony sugar syrup instead.
Having Bnished the feeding, whifh
should be done by the middle of
October, I now proceed to paclv the
bees. The coming winter I intend to
experiment with three ditferent ways
with chaff
of wintering bees, viz
packing, buried in a clamp, and cellar
wintering. I have been making these
experiments for the past two winters,
and the coming winter I intend to

and feeding

all

:

decide the question.
For chaff packing I use an outer
box ab )ut -5 or 6 inches larger than
the liive, placing it over the hive and
making an entrance through the box
so the bees can get out for a flight
any time during the winter. I fill the
space with chalf, fine straw, or what
1 think just as good— sawdust, and a
good chaff-cushion is put on top of the
brood-frames.
For cellar wintering I leave the
colonies on the summer stands until
cold weather has begun, then I carry
them into the cellar and remove the
hive-covers.
I should have stated
that I also remove the enameled cloth
which I use in surauier, and replace
it with some i)orous material, such as
will let moisture pass through I use
coffee sacking.
This is done just
before feeding is commenced. I leave
them undisturbed until the weather
becomes warm enough for a cleansing
flight, when I place them out-doors
but I return
them before they
;

become chilled.
For the clamp

I prepare the same
as for cellar wintering, and leave tlie
bees out until the weather is cold,
when I put them in the clamp, removing the hive-covers. I cover all
over with dry straw, and next with
soil to a depth of fJ or .S inches.
With
this last method I have had much the
best success for the past two years.
If either of the above methods is
closely followed, the bee-keeper need
not worry when we have zero weather.
North Manchester, 5 lud.

For tbe American Bee JoumaL

Small Hives
C. p.

vs.

large Hives.

DADANT.

Mr. Heddon, page 093, and Mr. Dayton, on page 098, say that location
has somethingtodo with the desirable
size of hives. Mr. Dayton suggests
very correctly that if the honey crop
lasts only twenty days, there is no
need of having any larger hive than
the queen can well lill with brood
between the winter and the few days
previous to the honey crop.
lie
states also that bees in the North are
weakened more by winter; tliat spring
begins later there than here, and
tliat the queens have less time to
breed.
But does the honey crop
through the Northern States last only
1-5 or aj days, as it does at times
in
his location V I have had no experience north of this location, but I

cculd name bee-keepers who have that we should not have dared to take
reported an almost uninterrupted flow the ground which we have taken had
of honey from clover, basswood, and it not been for our past conclusive
other flowers during the whole sum- experience of profitable bee-keeping,
mer in the centre of Wisconsin. In coupled with the physiological facts
this case tlie queen would have a of the
laying-capacity of queens,
chance to lay to her utmost capacity, which, to our minds, form the basis
of the question.
so as to make her bees useful.
Hamilton,-io Ills.
Another fact which Mr. D. seems
to overlook

is, that a large hive containing more bees, more brood and
more honey in the good season, also
contains more bees at all times, and
is constantly a larger colony in the
full sense of the word, and therefore
winters better, and breeds earlier in
the spring.
Upon investigation I find that I did
unintentionally misquote Mr. Ileddon
in saying that the strongest colonies
were more liable to diarrhea Uian
average colonies for which I apologize.
But if he and the reader will
rccad what he said about it on page
630, it will be found that he conveys
the idea that the strongest colonies
are objectionable because they suffer
more from diarrhea. On this very
few will agree with him. We cannot
accept Mr. Ilosmer as authority, as
his theory was a complete failure in
;

practice.

Mr. Heddon speaks again of economy, and yet he has not disproved
my statement showing that 90 cents
in all, or about 1.5 cents per year, interest included, will fully give the

extra accommodation of one-third
more room, to the most prolific
queens. He asserts again tliat queens
cost nothing.
Supposing this to be
correct, does he not see that this
argument is against him V for if queens
cost nothing, or next to nothing, we
need not be particular about making
them last, and we might as well take
all the brood from them that they can
afford when needed.
Our method gives us the advantage
of being able to reduce the capacity
of the hives, a la Ileddon, if
we
choose, by the use of a division-board,
and his does not give him the advantage of giving full scope to the queen,
a la Dadant, iii cases of very prolific
queens, exct'pt by adding a second
story, which then would make the
hive too large. If we have but one
queen out of ten with a large layingcapacity, her hive will pay for the
extra expense on all the others, and
we will have the additional satisfaction of knowing which is our most
prolific queen, and of selecting her for
queen-rearing purposes.
Mr. H. and others mention difference in climate as causing the difference in experience between us.
If
this is correct, it already gives the
large hive the pre-eminence through
about two-thirds of the United States.
As Mr. Heddon says, the question
will be solved by the practical experience of the future. It is on such open
and yet vital questions that our beepapers are doing an immense amount
of good, by bringing together the
different views expressed from different parts of the country.
On this question, so many of our
noted bee-men Messrs. Cook, Heddon, Hutchinson, Doolittle and otiiers
are on the opposite sides together.

—

—
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Railroad Certificates for Convention.
n. D.

As many

CUTTING.

do not fully understand

the use of the certificates to secure
the benefits of reduced rates, I will
try to explain tlieir use.
It makes no difference whether you
belong to the North Americnn BeeKeepers' Society, or any other society,
or ever expect to, if you wish to go to
Detroit, Mich., to attend the annual
meeting of the several bee keepers'
societies to be held at that place on
Dec. 8, 9 and 10, you will simply write
to W. Z. Hutchinson, Rogersville,
Mich., asking for as many railroad
certificates as you can use. Mr. H.
will book your name and the number
of certificates you want, and as soon
as he obtains tlie certificates from the
railroad companies, which will be
about Dec. 1. he will mail them to
you. You will fill out the blank, and

when you buy your

ticket have the
out his part.
If
you cannot buy a through ticket to
Detroit, buy one for as far as you can,
and when you procure a new ticket
have the agent endorse on the face of
the certificate that he sold you one

railroad agent

fill

full-rate ticket from that place to as
far as yon get your ticket.
You may
be obliged to get tickets at several
places, but always have the agent
certify that he sold you a full tare
ticket.

When you arrive at Detroit, present
your certificates to Mr. Hutchinson,
and he will fill out the blank left for
that purpose, certifying that you was
in attendance at the above-mentioned
meeting. Then, on presentation of
your certificate properly filled out,
you will be able to procure a return
ticket by paying one-third the regular
fare, thus saving to you two-thirds of
the regular fare one way.
This is a great reduction, and will
many

to attend at Detroit that
feel that it would cost too
much to go. Then with the reduced
rates at the hotel it will make your

enable

would

expenses very low.

Your committee

at work trying to make it
pleasant for you when you arrive in
hope you will all come
Detroit.
and make this meeting one long
to be remembered by those present.
large sample room at the hotel has
been placed at our disposal, where
you can have every facility to show
anything new or of interest to the
Society.
Let every bee-keeper canvas his
is still

We

A

neighborhood and find how many will
attend, then send to W. Z. Hutchinson for certilicates as soon as possible, so that he will know how many
to apply for.

Clinton,? Mich.

—

:
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Do Bees Hear?— Experiments
BY

SIR

JOHN I/UBBOCK.

Some honey was placed on a musical
box on his lawn, and the box was kept
going for a fortnight, during which
time the bees regularly helped themselves to honey. The box and honey
were then removed out of siglit into
and, although placed near
the house
an open window, and only seven yards
from the previous position, the bees
failed to Mud the honey, although
those brought to it in its new position
afterwards found the way readily
He, however, declines to
enough.
;

say tliat bees are incapable of hearing, and thinks it not impossible that
insects may perceive higher notes
than we can hear, and may even possess a sense, or perhaps sensations,
of which we can form no idea ; for
although we have no special organs
adapted to certain sensations, there
is no reason why it should be the case

with other animals, while the problematical organs possessed by some of
the lower foruis favor this suggestion.
He is of the opinion that the sounds
wliich bees hear may be not the low
loud sounds, but the higher overtones at the verge of or beyond our
range of hearing.
It is, however, remarkable that bees
certainly do seem to hear on some
occasions. The note with which the
old queen threatens the royal brood
as they come to maturity, and swarming time approaches, and so well
known to apiarists under the name of
" piping," can often be distinctly
heard some distance from the hive,
and is evidently intelligible to the
young queens, for they respond in
tones perfectly audible to the listener.
Although bees will take no notice of
a very loud noise, even quite close to
the hive, it is, however, remarkable
that the slightest tap on the hive
itself, or any of its attachments, or
even a heavy tread some distance off,
immediately disturbs them.
Read

at the

Wabash

Co., Ind.,

Keeping Bees

AAKON

Convention.

for Profit.

SI^fGBB.

Ever since America was discovered
led to follow some
kind of employment in order to
create wealth and provide for the

men have been

necessaries of life. In the last century many new avocations have been
developed
which were heretofore

dormant or unknown. Among them
I may mention bee-keeping on scienprinciples. Many persons in this
country are engaged in this pursuit
as a means of earning a livelihood,
while others are engaged in it from
other motives, such as pleasure, rectilic

reation, scientific research, etc.
With the latest developments in
Natural History relative to the honeybee, we have been enabled to bring
the art of bee-keeping down to a
system in management.
are enabled to realize three times the
amount from a single colony that was

We

heretofore obtained under the boxhive and "luck " system.
As one source of profit, we have
comb honey, which is looked upon by
many as " food fit for the gods." As
to the manner of its production we
have advanced wonderfully in the last
decade. Many years ago comb honey
was only secured by taking it in a
large box on top of the " gum." or
from the body of the hive after brimstoning the bees. In the latter case
the comb would then contain honey,
pollen, brood, etc.
but by the untiring energy of masters in the art,
we have discovered the "how" to
have honey stored in nice sectionboxes without pollen or brood. This
enables us to obtain more remunerative prices for the honey, as it is in a
more desirable form.
My method of securing comb honey
is as follows
I use what is known as the Heddon
plan, with slat honey-board and opentop sections which will allow tieringup. This, plan does away with all
glass fixtures about the surplus arrangement. Some may object to this
on the ground that one cannot see the
progress of the bees without disturbing them by raising the hive-cover
but I have found that the bees will
work better where the light is ex;

;

cluded than where it is admitted. I
do not use separators, but I put foundation starters in all the sections
before I put them on the hives, and I
have secured very fair combs. When
I remove the sections, after they are
filled, I scrape off all propolis and put
them in a crate ready for market.
To secure the greatest amount of

comb honey from
proceed thus

:

I

a single colony. I
put on the sections

colony will permit.
conies, and the
bees are hard at work, I find them, as
a rule, storing honey in the sections.
They will also store honey in the
brood-chamber, and in that way
diminish the capacity for brood-rearing.
With an extractor I empty the
frames of the brood chamber occasionally, as this has a tendency to
keep down the swarming fever and
increase the working-force of the
as early as
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comb, etc., which should be saved. I
have a box with a tight-fitting cover,
into which I throw all the scraps, and
after I have the box full I render it
into wax. If we wish to make the

we must
bee-business
profitable,
learn to be very economical io every
thing.

Bees may be kept and increased
without regard to securing honey, and
money be olitained by selling nothing
but bees. To run an apiary solely for
bees, I would practice making the
increase by dividing tlie colonies. As
to keeping bees for profit, this will be
found true
lie who wishes to make
it a success
must devote all his
time and energy to the business; do
tlie right things at the right time;
have everything ready before it is
needed have " a place tor everything,
:

;

and everything in its place ;" and
above all, be not discouraged at failures, as tliey are lessons which bring
and awaken a
lasting knowledge
desire to learn to avoid their recurrence.
thorough knowledge of
every detail of management is very
essential, and to obtain this it is ex-

A

pected that we read what the great
masters have said upon the subject of
apiculture. The reason for so many
failures is a lack of information upon
this science.
In conclusion 1 would
say with the poet
"

Keep pushing

wiser than sitting aside.
sighing.and waiting: the tide:
In life's rosy morning those only prevail,
Who daily march onward, and never say /ail."
'tis

Wabash, J Ind.
Ballimnre

The Bees

List.

of South America.

C. H.

the

When warm weather

;

And dreaming, and

LAKE.

In an old book we are told of a little
black bee, found in the Island of
Gaudaloiip, which lives in lioUow
trees or the cavities of rocks by the

and lays up honey in cells
about the size and shape of pigeon
eggs. These cells are black or deep
seaside,

violet color, and so joined together
as to leave no space between them.

The following are mentioned by
Lindley as indigenous to Brazil "On
An 8-frame Langstroth hive is an excursion toward upper Topogippa,
about the right size for the best re- and skirting the dreary woods which
sults in producing comb honey. As extend to the interior. I observed the
to the best kind of bees, I would say trees more loaded with bees'- nests
the Italians, every time.
I have than even in the neighborhood of Port
some blacks that are good honey- Lequro. They consist of a ponderous
gatherers, but they will not stick to shell of clay, cemented similarly to
the combs in manipulating them, the martin's nest, swelling from high
which is quite an important char- trees about a foot thick, and forming
an oval mass full two feet in diameter;
acteristic.
some extracted when broken the wax is arranged as
I have produced
honey, and I find that it can be sold in our hives. and the honey abundant."
Capt. B. Hall fiumd in South Amerat a less price per pound and then
bring as much or more per hive than ica the hive of a honey-bee very difcomb honey but our market demands ferent from the Brazilian, but nearly
comb honey even if it is a higher price allied to, if not the same, as that of
" The hive we saw
per pound. To obtain the best prices Gaudaloup.
we must have pure honey, and have opened," says he, " was only partly
To be filled, which enabled us to see the
it put up in a desirable shape.
successful in selling our crop, we economy of the interior to more
The honey is not consliould get our honey to market in as advantage.
neat and attractive a condition as tained in the elegant hexagonal cells
of our hives, but in waxen bags not
possible.
In working about the apiary there quite so large as an egg. These bags
are always more or less scraps of or bladders are hung around the sides
colony.

:

;
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and appear about half full,
the quantity being probably just as
great as the strength ot the wax will
Those near
bear without tearing.
the bottom being better supported are
more tilled than the upper ones. In
the centre of the lower part of the
hive we observe an irregular shaped
mass of comb, furnished with cells
like those of our bees, all containing
young ones in such an advanced state
that when we broke tlie comb and let
them out, they flew merrily away."
Baltimore, 5 Md.

of the hive

which

damage

do
will probably
in the following

the most

month

of

March.
have not yet flgured for the
I
minute details, but, speaking generally, next " March will come in like
a lamb," with vigorous growing
weather and a very early spring.
As the weather for the balance of
1SS6 will be as remarkable as that just

CONSTITUTION.
Article I.— This

C. C.

The weather
quite

cold

in

December

and winter-like,

will be
witli

a

Maddox, W, T„

&

Bro,

organization shall be
known as the "National Bee - Keepers'
aiuuially, or as
shall
meet
and
Union,"
often as necessity may require.
Article II.— Us object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to

Marshall.
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Camp. G, W„
('arder. A,,

Mcl'onnell, James,
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Darby, M,E.,
Dayton, C. W.,

Miiinich, F.,
Minor, N. L.,

,

Dawson,

will seriously

interfere witli

working

the telegraph lines, and at the same
time there \\\U be extensive auroras
visible both in North America
Europe. I cannot tell exactly

and

how

officers sliall consti-

Morse, William,
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Deadman, G.

A.,
Decker. A. A..
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Powell, E. W.,
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Feathers, Harvey,

Rainey, Jarvis,

Flanatran, K. T.,

Raisch.

members as may become necessary for their

Freeborn, S.

defense.

Fult'.n.

Article V.— Any person may become a
member by paying to the General Manager
an Entrance Fee ot one doll.vr to the

Gander. A.

W.

11.,

Reett, L.,
Reed, L. G.,

Rey, John.
Reppert, F..
Reynolds, M, G.,
Richards, Wm.,
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Rose. C. H..
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M„
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Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 2o Gibson,
Goodiich, A, S„
cents, tor which he shall receive a printed (ireen. Charles H,,

.

J. J..

Parker, U. G.,

Payn, W. N.,
Pennoyer, I,. A.,

an Advisory Board, which shall Kngland, P. J„
determine what action shall be taken by Bnki', Wm..
this Union, ujion the applicalion of any Fereuson, S..
bee-keepers for defense, ami cause such Folleti, Charles,
Forbes, W. K.,
extra assessments to be made iijKin all the France.
E. & Son,

be visible, but I think they can be plainly
ments made upon the members by the
seen as far South as St. Louis, Mo. Advisory Board.
These electric storms will continue
Article VII.—The Defense Fund .shall
for several days, and be quite intense, be used tor no other purpose tlian to defend
and, under the peculiar circumstances and protect bee-keepers ui tlu'ir riglits, after
of their appearance, they will be the such cases are api>roved by tlie Advisory
harbinger of the end of winter, for Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
the Advisory
soon thereafter the cold weather will regularly made in writmg by
Board.
begin to moderate in the South, and
Article VIII.— The annual fees paid by
by the middle of the mouth of Feb- the members shall Ix'couic a geucial fumi,
ruary, extensive rains will commence from which shall lie ]iaid the Icgifimafc
in tlie Gulf and South Atlantic States, expenses of this Union, such as printing,
wliich will reach St. Louis, Mo., by postage, clerk-hire, etc.
Article IX.— Meetings of this Union
about the 20tl), and soon thereafter
times and places as
will extend over most of the United shall be held at such
sliall be desigiiatetl by the Advisory Board,
States and Canada, except perhaps or upon the written requisition of ten
the far Northwest, where winter will nieinbers.
not break up before the end of the
T^RTICLE S.— This constitution may be
February will be a very amended by a majority vote of all the
montli.
stormy month, taken as a whole; and members at any time.
durir]g the change from cold winter
LIST of members.
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far South these auroras will
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tute

receipt making him a member of this U nion,
entitled to all its rights and benefits. The
annual fee shall be due on the first day of
.lulv ni each year, and jiust be jiaid within
30 (lays in order to retain membership in
this Union.
Article VI.— Donations of any amount
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membership fees and the regular assess-
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McNay. Frank,

;

Article IV.— The
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.),

Mason, Jhs, B.,
Mittto,>ii. Jus..

,

be some pleasant winter weather, yet
taken as a whole it will be a cold,
stormy month, tliough not so cold as
some beceinbeis are. January, 18S6,
will be still colder, and all ttie precipitation of the month, except possibly the first few days of the month,
will" be in ttie form of snow, except in
the far Soutli, where it will be rain,
but the precipitation for the mouth
will be less than in December.
During the last days of January or
the Hrst days of February, 1886, there
will be vililent electric storms tliat

A. E.,

Marden, Uenry,
Margrave, J. W.,

L.,

Dittmer, Gua,
of severe winter storms, and defend their rights.
Article 111.— The officers of this Union Dodee.U. B
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such
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form
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1885.

8— 10.— Michlpun

Deo.

H. U.

Of Meeting.

Stnte. ut Detroit. Mich.

("uttinj,'.

Sec. ('linton.Mlch.

8— in.— North American, at Detrcit, Mich.
W. Z. Uutchlnaon. Sec, RuMB'Sville, Mich.

Dec.

Pec. 8-in.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. llutchinsoo. Sec, Itugersvilie, Mich,
Dec. 11.- Northeastern Kan., at Iliiiwatha, Kan.
It. C.CIarii. 8ec., Granada. Kan.
188(1.

Apr. 117.— Des Molnea County, at Burlintrton, Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec.Middletown, Iowa.
tar* In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Eu.
taries are requested to

The Se.isoii— Packing Bees.— R. A.
Rosser, Nelsonville,tx 0., on Nov. 9,
1885, writes
Last winter I lost 17 colonies of
bees with precisely the same care that
I gave them tor three winters previous, the main cause being too long
Several coloa cold spell at a time.
nies starved with at least 30 pounds
:

of nice white honey in each of their
hives. They ate all the honey in the

frames upon which they were clustered, and viere not able to move to
the next frame. By April I had only
25 colonies out of 42 in the previous
fall, and all of the i!o were badly
affected with the diarrhea. As soon
as the weather was warm enough I
began to feed them. I fed 300 pounds
sugar, and by May 10 I
of coffee
had theui as strong as they were in
the fall, but owing to the many cold
days we had in May and June, they
were hindered in swarming. I did
not have a swarm until June 12, and
from that time until July 17 I had 13
have had frost in every
in all.
month this year, excepting July and

A

We

obtained about 300 pounds
this season. I have
packed my bees for a cold winter this
time, and they all have plenty of good
honey to winter on.

August.
of

I

comb honey

—

—
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the hive and found the bees lying in a
hut as soon as
pile apparently dead
the sunlight touched them they began
to revive, and in 15 minutes they
commenced to (!y. Kvery l)ee looked
some honey. My bees are in fair as if it had been drowned. The queen
condition for the winter, but they was found in the hive as dry and
would be in better condition if their lively as if nothing had happened.
honey was all sealed. Some of the
late swarms I will feed. Mr. G. M.
R. M.
Grasshoppers and Bees.
Doolittle, on page 680, mentions a Osborn, Kane, ? Ills., on Nov. 5, 1885,
plan by which to know the annual writes
yield of lioney in the United States.
The honey season of 1885 has passed
suggest tliat tlie National
1 would
and the honey harvest, like the wheat
Bee- Keepers' Society, which meets at
liarvest of 1885, will be long rememDetroit, Mich., next month, decide
bered in this vicinity. The bloom
per
colony,
average
yield
what is the
was abundant,and the bees took to the
spring count, of fruit bloom honey,
nectar, but now all is over, and the
tlie average of white clover and basshoney crop here is a failure. Frequent
wood, and the average yield of fall cold rainsand swarms of grasshoppers
honev. Some will not report, and to
did the work of destruction to the
help those that will in their locality,
nectar. The grasshoppers took poswould be for them to write to the session of all the main honey-plants,
Secretary of the Society, Mr. W. Z.
I
except sweet clover and flgwort.
Hutchinson, giving the amount of have never seen any grasshoppers on
honey, whether it be good, below or
My .54 colonies
these latter plants.
above the average, and the Secretary increased
to CO, and produced 908
then to give the decision the same as pounds of comb honey, 426 pounds of
the Signal Service of the United extracted, and 28 pounds of wax
States is carried on.
leaving about 1,885 pounds for the
66 colonies to winter on. They are
Bees and Fruit. N. L. Minor, a now all in splenc'id condition.
On
deaf-mute bee-keeper of Clarksville,($ Oct. 20 I prepared all my bees for
Mo., on Oct. 22, 1885, says
winter on the summer stands, on the
prepared them
Some ignorant people claim that same plan that I have
without the loss
bees injure their fruit, but really for eight years past
colony.
We have not had
birds that first puncture of a single
it is the
very much frost yet, but too much
grapes, peaches, etc., and then the
of sweet clover ;
bees gather the juice. Such birds as rain. I had one acre
woodpeckers, blue-jays, etc., are the it grew about 7 feet high. My buckbut
My apiary is wheat did well for a few days,
most troublesome.
bees off
within 300 or 400 yards ot a vineyard, the grasshoppers drove the
it.
I live in
and the owner is aware that it is and took possession of
times in 1886.
birds and not bees that injure his hopes for better

the honey below. My neighbors that
have worked theirs on the old style,
did not get a pound of surplus honey,
and so I sold them some. Some of
them hrimstoned their bees to get

;

—

:

—

:

The fruitgrowers in this
do not bother their neighbor
My Experience with Bees.— R. E.
bee-keepers as they do in some sec- Scottcn, Edenville,© Iowa, on Nov.
tions of the country. I have obtained 5, 1885, writes
only (50 pounds of extracted honey
Last year I began with 17 colonies,
and 40 pounds of beeswax from my and the spring being cold and backcolonies. I extracted the honey from
ward, I lost 2 of them before they
2 or 3 frames in each hive.
were supplied with honey from the
flowers. The remaining 15 colonies
Selliiijr Honey— Chloroformed Bees. increased to .30, by dividing them, but
D. R. Rosebrougli, Casey ,o+ Ills., on stored no surplus honey, and few
Nov. 9, 1885, writes
frames were tilled for winter, so I had
The past summer I took a load of to feed the bees for winter stores. I
honey to a town some 20 miles away, put them into a new cellar, a half mile
and sold it within 50 minutes after or more from home. The house not
arriving. Last month I took another being occupied, and no fire being in
load to the same place, but I found the building all winter, it froze,
the frost
several hundred pounds of honey in breaking fruit-cans, and
however, I managed to collected overhead in the cellar, thus
every store
sell a part of my honey for 15 cents making it wet and damp when it
I put the bees out for a
per pound, and the balance I kept at thavied.
a friend's place of business for a day flight on March 7. after a confinement
days,
and I found 14 dead
or two, when I sold it also at 15 cents of 110
I returned them to the
Others, who had sold colonies.
per pound.
their honey before I got there, ob- cellar, intending to put them out in a
tained only 13 cents per pound. few days, but the weather continuing
Hereafter 1 shall sell my honey in this cold 1 "left them for about 24 days,
take it to market and and when I did put them out 5 more
way, viz
remain with it until it is sold. A colonies were dead. The bees and
neighbor was going to brimstone his combs were thoroughly wet, and the
colony of black bees for the honey, combs were also moldy. On April 15

grapes.

locality

:

—

:

Mv Report A Siisgestion. J. F.
McSlillan, Ilealy,© Ills., on Nov. 5,
1885, writes
In the spring of 1884 I had 14
colonies of bees in box-hives, after
" spring dwindling " was over. I put
the swarms into standard Langstroth
hives and secured about 400 pounds of
honey in sections in the fall. I wintered them in the cellar nicely, and
on June 1, 1885, I sold 8 colonies for
$4 each (in box-hives), and afterward
I sold 8 piime-swarms for $2.50 each,
without hives. On July 3 I extracted
70 pounds of fruit-bloom honey, and
on July 17, 155 pounds of mostly bassalso secured 200 when I told him to let me have the I moved home what colonies were
wood honey.
I
pounds of honey in sections, and the bees, as I wanted to try chloroform alive— only (i— and 2 more of these
most of it was basswood. Many of on them. I procured a quarter of an perished. One of the remaining 4
the sections were partly filled when ounce of it and poured it into a tin- was in fair condition, and 3 were so
the How ceased. I have about 70 plate. I then placed a wire screen weak that I put them all into one
pounds in the sections that I am going over the chloroform and put the box- hive. I put the top-story on and
to extract, as the bees carried part of hive over it. In 25 minutes I removed filled it with frames partly filled with
:

;

:
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for them to live on, thinking
they would carry the honey
below but they began work above
and reared brood there, and this is the
only colony that gave me any surplus
honey. The other colony I divided,
so now I have 3. I have known some
to keep bees in an upper room in a
house, and I tliought ot keeping my
bees on the second floor through the
winter. Will it answer?

honey

that

;

ventilation. Everything is in readiAt this time the
ness for winter.
bees are having a nice flight.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the

American Bee Joornal,

Monday,

Nov.

10 a. m.,

16, 1885.

(
(

—

Rev. L. Johnson,
Blue- Vervain.
The following are the latest quotaWalton, 5 Ky., on Nov. 10, 1885, tions for honey and beeswax received
writes
up to this hour
I send stamens and leaves of a
CHICAGO.
plant that I find growing here, which
is the finest honey-producing plant I
HONE 7.- It lain good demand, and for the best
honey loi^l'ic. is obtained.
priidesof
white
comb
have yet seen. It is perennial, grows Off-colored and darli Und
very slow sale. Extrac[For reply to this query, see page about two feet high, has deep blue ted is steady at .>f<!iHc. per lb.
BEESWAX.— L'4(»25c. Offerings of honey and
flowers, begins blooming about June
628.— Ed.]
What is wax are light.K. A. BORNKTT. 161 Soutb Water St.
1, and continues until frost.
it, and what is its value for general
Iiitrodiicina; Queens.
G. Bacon,
BOSTON.
cultivation V
Bucyrus,K3 Ohio, on jSTov. 6, 1885, asks
HONEV.— It is selling very well but prices are
the i'ollowing question
[This is blue-vervain, or verbena very low. and we are often obliged to shade our
:

:

—

:

prices in order to make rates. We quO'e ct>mb
would like to know how to intro- hostata. I mention and commend it honey in l-lb. sections at I4*gjl6c., and 2-Ib. secat I:i(«iUc. Extracted, 6(3i8c.
duce a queen successfully to a colony highly as a bee-plant,in my Manual. I tions
BEESWAX.— 3(1 CIS. per lb.
that has had its own queen removed
Blake & kiplet. 57 Chatham Street.
cultivate
over a week. I had some black queens hardly think it would pay to
NEW YORK.
places,
it
as
removed and Italians caged and it, further than in waste
HONEY.— The market for comb honey is quite
introduced, but the bees '' pitch right has no value except for the nectar
aud the demand nearly equal to the supply.
on " to the queen though they are it secretes; and it too closely resem- active,
Prices are gradually shading, owing to tlie fact of
many producers selling their entire crop in Ibis
queenless. I would like to have some
at very low prices, thereby enabling the purinfallible method of introducing with- ble the nettle to be prized very much city
to sell low und realize a handsome profit.
A white chasers
Large lots have been sold here at yoiioc. tor fancy
out the bees killing the queens, and as an ornamental plant.
In con-equence of no honey coming in
passing through queenless. I liave species is more beautiful, and just as gt'Ods.
from the Went, we can see no reason why good
been feeding these colonies to make attractive to the bees.— A. J. Cook.] prices should not be obtained, except as above
Fancy white l-lb.
stated. Present quotations are
them more amiable, but still they
sections, lim ,5c.; tlie same m :;-lb. sections, 1^@

I

:

1

[I

Good Honey Crop.— R. R. Stokesberry, Clinton,*o Ind., on Nov. 5, 1885,

we have as yet no " inmethod for safely introduc- writes

believe

fallible "

buckwheat honey

in l-lb. sections,
Off grades 1 to 2c. less.
BEESWA.Y-1'iime yeilow. 2.^^<^J8c.
McCaul & HiLDKETH Blios.. 34 Hudson St.

12^c.: fancy

persist.

llcoiljc.; in 2-lbs., !><i»10c.

:

CINCINNATI.

ing queens. It is now pretty late for
I commenced last spring with 15
HONEY.- There is a very slow demand from
of them being so weak manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a large
all kinds of bee-manipulations in our colonies,
supply on the market, while the demand is very
increased
did
much
I
that
they
not
do
latitude. Caging the new queen for
tor clover iHiney in square glass jars. Prices
them to 28 colonies by natural swarm- good
tor all qualities are low and range from 4ia8c. a lb.
48 hours (and then longer if the bees
honey
ing, and secured 1,400 pounds of comb Supply and demand is fair for choice comb lb.
small sections, which brings rj'«<I5c. per
act belligerent toward her), at the honey, and 100 pounds of extracted. in BEKSWAX.-iiood
yellow is in good demand,
same time feeding the colony, is per- This is the best I have ever done, but and arrivals are fair, at 2n(ij.-2lc. per lb.
li

;

C. fr\ MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.
had empty combs to fill all the hives
new swarms and to put into the
BAN FIIANCIBCO.
Last year, from 32
surplus boxes.
HONEY.— Arrivals are quite light, with a probacolonies and their increase, I obtained bility of so continuing through the balance of the
There is some inquiry for best qualities,
only 300 pounds of honey. My location season.
with a firm market for the same. Quotations are
is a poor one, generally, and as I ex- as follows: Wi.iteto extra white comb. 9«llc.;
Extracted, white liquid,,"jOdH
.8c.
dark to good.
Great Loss by Fire,etc.— Mrs. Emma pect to keep bees as long as I live, I cts. light amber colored, 4^^{*5c.; amber and canI dled. 4S=(c.
Hulett, South Dayton,? N. Y., on would like to find a better one.
-Quotable at 23@25c., wholesale.
would like to move to Missouri, BEESWAX.
Hox. 11, 1885, writes:
O. B. SMITH & Co.. 423 Front Street.
Arkansas, Texas, Tennessee, NorthAfter removing the bees from the ern Mississippi or Alabama, if I knew
CLBVBLAND.
cellar last spring, and doubling up any good honey-producing locality.
HONEY.— The market since our last report has
some of them, and some having the
Improved very much and there is a good opening
tor very choice while l-lb. sections, for which i4®
diarrhea and also" spring dwindling,"
Excellent Report,— 3— H. L. Wells, Ific. is obtained our stock of new is very light at
I began the season with 30 strong and
present but of tlieold we have a good supply
on
Nov.
12, which we sell at lo(al3c. for wh te l-lb. sections.
healthy colonies. These I increased (16—51), Defiance,^ O.,
Extracted honey is slow at 6^7c. for best white
to ()8, and obtained 1,-500 pounds of 1885, says
clover and basswood.
Last fall I placed 18 colonies in
BEtSWAX.— Very scarce at 20@22c.
surplus honey. There was scarcely
A. c. Kendel. lid Ontario Street.
any clover honey in this locality, but winter quarters, and had 17 left last
basswood yielded a good supply of spring. I sold one, and so began the
KANSAS CITY.
honey of excellent quality. My bees season with 10. I increased them to
Y.-The demand for all kinds of honey is
HONE
never were in better condition for 51 colonies, lost 3 swarras, and ob- good and prices are much improved. Choice I-lb.
IH''i.l7c. im arrival, and demand Is
winter; but it seems that their and tained l.(i50 pounds of extracted sectionri bringreceipts.
U would be better to ship
in excess of
our industry was to avail nothing, for honey, and .375 pounds of comb honey, now while the weather will admit, as it will come
bring
good prices. Two-pound
and
shape
in
good
per
colony,
over
12.5
pounds
making
on Sept. 2i our house and nearly all
sections are sold now nearly altogether from Calits contents, and the barn and its con- spring count. One of my best colonies ifornia stock, as it is cheaper than any other kind;
for it. Extracted
tents, were burned. Having a large gained 14 pounds per day for about 5 12i^'<*14c, being the ruling ratesdark,
and 6«)sc, for
is in fair demand at 4(*5c. for
house all the bee-implements were days while basswood was in bloom. light.
BEESWAX.— It Is a little firmer at 23c. for good
stored on the second floor, and also Can any one beat this in Northern
more than 1,000 pounds of honey Ohio V I winter my bees on the sum- average.
CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., oor. 4th & Walnut.

haps as good a plan as any. I think
you liberated your queens before the
Jasles
bees had accepted them.
IIeddon.]

I

for

—

5f<i

:

:

being there was destroyed.

The bees mer

were near the south side of the
house, in an orchard, and as the wind
was from tlie northwest, thus carrying the lire and smoke on them, their
escape seemed almost miraculous. I
have been wintering my bees in the
cellar under the house, but now we
have built a bee-cellar with a 20-inch
sawdust wall, on top of the ground,
with grout foundation and sub-earth

stands, using hives of
construction.

my own

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADWES, having

(^ In the answer to Mr. Wadham,
a rosette and gold Bee, for
on page 710 of last week's Journal,
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
a mistake was made by the printer,
Price
Conventions, etc.
reversing the meaning. The last two 50 "cents each, by mail, postpaid.
lines should read "There is reason to
THOmAS G. NEWM.IN A; SON,
933 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILl.
think that they are not queenless."
:
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Honey

OF THE

^.c^^M^^SO^j^,

f^~ To
,.^

as

t^"

Food and Medicine.

create

Honey Markets

in every

town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .")0 cents per 100), or else the
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
will

fiijonw
PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PUOPUIETOUS.

923&925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHIGAG0JLL.
Weekly, »3 a year Monthly, SO cents.
;

ALFRED

H.

NEWmAN,

Business Managek.

who intend

to be systematic In

in the apiary,

should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
For .'lO colonies (120 pages)
$100
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
125
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
:

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will he sent

Single copy. 5 cts.

hundred, $2.50.

;

;

^(luevtiscincuts.

postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

WE

To give anray a copy of " Honey as Food
are now in the market, and will be
the entire season, for all honey
and Medicine" to every one who buys a offereddunugus, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just
so
it
is pure.
We will sell on compackage of honey, will sell almost any quanmission, charg-ing- 5 percent.; or, if a samtity of

^pxcial Notices.

All

work

their

village,

5.^
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ple is sent us, we will make tlie best cash
offer the general market will afford. We
will handle beeswax the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this depart-

it.

Tlie Western World Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
ment, has full charg-e, which insures prompt
greatest amount of useful information ever and careful
attention in all its details.
put together in such a cheap form. The
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,

representing- a fair average of the lot. On
On January 1,1886, printing, paper, and binding are excellent, such
sample we will make prompt returns,
Bee Journal will and the book is well worth a dollar. To any whether we buy or not.
one sending us two new subscribers besides
CLEinONS, t LOON & CO.,
be reduced to Oiie Dollar a Tear, This we their own, with
$3, for one year, we will
36A17
KANSAS CITY, MO.
have contemplated for some years, and only present a copy of this valuable book.

SPECIAL. NOTICE

the price of the Weekly

Use the boss Zinc and Leather InterferingBoots and Collar Pads. They are thet)est.

awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuini^the

4.JD6t

Weekly Bee Journal at the very

lE^S^ Our rates for two or more copies of
low price of one dollar a year. That time the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
has now come. We shall continue to im- on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
prove the Bee Journal, and it will mainwhere they are purchased " to sell again."
tain its proud position as the leading bee-

paper of the World

CLUB-LIST
C.

ITI.

for 1886

lioodMpeed,

now READY.

Thorn

Hill, N.Y.

CHOICE TESTED ITAI.IAM
EXTRA
UUEEIM Given Away. Lowest priced
-

Any two

"Ciiib-Liat " extant.

of the

papers of America for it^H.^o.

le:idint;

Write for

bee-

it.

!

Preserve your papers
If

you have no

for reference.

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Head what.I. I. pAHENT.of

BINDER we will mail you

" Don't Stop "—that is what many write one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
to us about their papers, when their time is if you will send us 4 new j'early subscrip-

CH-*KLTON.N.V.,8ay»— "We
cutwirh <.)ne ot yuur ("um-

nearly out. One subscriber says;
"This
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month but do}i't stop seudijig it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

5(1

;

tions for the

Bee Journal.

Are you Entitled to a
may be and may not know

pension
it.

If

?

Yon

you ex-

amine the Guide and Hand-Book j'ou will
soon And out. Thousands of things worth
knowing will be found in it. The Bee
Journal for 1886 and the Guide Book will
both be sent for $1.30.

Agents can

the Guide and HandBook like "hotcakes." Send us an order
for five copies (with $2.50) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
year. This is a rare opportunity to get the
Weekly Bee Journal without cost

Tlie

I

Guide and Hand-Book,is

a book
of ready reference and an enoyclopa?dia of
everything desirable to know. As a guide
to the home-seeker, it is invaluable. Itscontents are partially given on page 736, and

convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of our readers can afford to
do without it. As a book of ready reference
we find it of great value in our library. We
will send the Weekly Bee Journal for a
year and the Guide for $1..30.
will

liivef, etc., to

make and we

expect to do

with this Saw.

It will

To Correspondents. — It
us

much

trouble, if all

would save

would be particular

to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;

many others having no Post-OiBee, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postollice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Wlieu Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it.

do

all

it

you say

Cutaioiiue and

it will.'*
- List

Price

&.IOHN BARNES,
No. 196 Ruby St., Ruektord,

W.

AOdieas,

t-'ief.

46Ctf

F.

III.

DRAKE & SMITH,
Successors to A. E.

sell

I

bined MachioeB, last winter,
chafl' hires with 7 in. cap,
111(1 honey-racks, 5no broad
frames, 2,fH o hcney-bnxes
and a creat deal of (ither
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-

^

Manum, Bristol,

Vt.

of the RRIKTOL
MANUFACTrKEKS
Bet- •Hive, the Standard Hive ot Vermont,
Mectl«>ii

Muney-BoxeR,

all

sizes,

made from

Ptiplar, (the beat timber in the world for
honey-boxes), 1-pound boxes a spfcialty. Clamps,
Separators and Wood Sides. JjifihtninK <*luer8,
Sbippirm <'rateH, Bee Escapes', Bee Feeders, and
Manum's Uee Smokers-all made of the best material and m a workiuanhke manner. Send ftump
for illustrated ('atal(.>^'ue and Prlce-List 46DiJt

White

Vandervort Comb Fdn. Mills,
Send for Sami»Ien <& Reduced Prlce-L.liit.
ABtf J. VANDERVORT. Laceyville, Pa.
Send Hi eenta
tor working people.
postase, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable

sample box

ot"

tiooda

that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thoueht possible at any business. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time Mniy. or all the time. All of
both sexes, of aliases, grandly successful. 5n cents

H[LP

to

i'l

easily earned every evening.

That

all

who

Tlie Time lor Reading has now come. want work ma v test the business, wemake thi-^ iHiTo all who are not well saiistied
offer
The long winter evenings can be utilized b.y paralleled
will send |i to pay for the trouble of writing us.
ImAny person not a subscriber, receiving a reading up bee-literature. We have all the we
Full particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
pay absolutely sure for ail who start at onoe
copy of this paper, will please consider it newest bee-books and can fill all orders on mense
Address Stinsun & co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.
5lAly
the day they are received.
:
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BEES

HONEY,

and

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

-^
OR THK
Management of an Apiary for Pleasnre
and Profit by

Standard LanRstroth,

Quinby Standing-Frame,

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN.

C.

And

pontains 220 profiisclv illustrated pages
" fully iiji w itli the tiiiies " ill all the im
Sroveiiients anil inveiitiuiis in this rapidly
evelopiiig pursuit, aud presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in tlie
successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most

honey

and most

in its best

attractive con-

shall supply anything: you need in the Apiary.
Sena for Illustrated Price List.

W.

1^" The Weekly Bee Journal
for a year and the boolv, " Bees aud

& SON,
CHICAGO,

St.,

ILL.

Dadant'sFoHndation Factory, wholesale
retail.

See Advertisenjent

another culumn.

in

Given's Foundation Press
q-iHE eiVEN PRESS stands in the front
X rank f<ir manufiicturinL' FOUSJUATION
In VTIred Frump's, as well as foundHtion fur
SEC'TIOXS. Without a dissenlinj; voire, all of
ourfu«tonjf»rs, afflrm

its

superiority.

Send for

Cir-

culars and Samoles.

J. R. CAI^D^t^EI.!. <<k CO.,
IIOOPBSTON, Vermillion Co.. ILL.

lABtf

Bingham Smokers
hom:y-knive:s.
Send for Circulars.

Bingham & Hetherington,

ABROlViA, miCl^
Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrvinir H and 4
l.anKstroth frames, we have con-

cluded to adopt these two new
-^izea.
The :i frame basket is in a
can of the name size and style as
ihe_'fr«me. The 4 frjime basket
iH in the liiryer can. with the cone
iir nietitl standard
tnr the basket
hjiii^
'IJm tu revolve upon, leiivin« mom un>^cn^"'-h the basket for7.'>nrK(i
ibH. of honey. It will becomplete.
'IBffl
.mvui with covers, and in every way
KtenticHl. except in cize. with the
IH.'Hi Kxtract'T. liixiio, which Is
Intended for any size of fmme.
Kxceptlnu with the |!«.(mi KxI

f

'

.ft,

^

'i?

WHI

'^

'

ii'

"^HFi
('

..

all the different styles
httvestrainers over the canal teadInytothp honey Kate, and movable stflett in the ('onib Baskets. The $H.iiO and
$10.00 Bxtractors have no covers.

tritclors,

For 2 American frames,
For 2 LanKetroth "
'•
"
For
"
"
For 4
For 2 frames of any size,
:i

For3

"

For

"

4

^'

"

THOS. a.
923

i:ixi.'3

Inches

%S on
h (K>
10 00
14 00

'•

loxlH
loxlH
10X18
13x20
13X20
13x20

"

"

"

12 <h»
12 (»0
16 00

'

"

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison Street.

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

N. T.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
The BiUTisn Bkk .Journal is published every
iit Ten Shillin«rt and
lod. per anntim. and

Week,

contiiins iiie beat practical

time

how

beinir,

to

The

do

sbowinK what

inffjrmation for the
to do,

See AdTertiaemenl

In

anotber coIuiud.

and when and

it.

Hritish
for $3.50.

Bee Journal and our Weekly

f

IVEAVMAN

G.

& 925 West Madison

and

OKISK AN Y. Oneida County,

will be sent for $1.75.

THOS.
923

E. CI.ARK,succes8ortoL. C. Root,

7Aly

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

^^~A Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hiiiidred.

Honey,"

Hlvest

I

dition.

PKICE— Bound

other kinds of

Quinby Smolter a specialty.

It

is

all

MADE TO ORDER,

Jnumal.
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Eloquent Foolisliness. The sheepbees lawsuit has brought out many a wail
from the shepherds and their friends, but
none, perhaps, so nonsensical as the following fi'om Grant County, Wis., Herald.
After reciting the facts upon which the
suit was brought, naming the attorneys,
and stating the decision of the Judge, the
Herald utters its wail thus

ous, dispirited and melancholy ;" and "so
intense was their mental suffering" that

appears that last spring Mr. Powers
was the happy possessor of a flock of mildeyed sheep, and it was the delight of his life
to sit beneath the ivy of his farm-house
j>orch anil watcli the innocent lambkins

In the latter the bees were mere " trespassers" on the land, and were said to have
committed a " felony !"

:

It

iHj^llHiEi
THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Nov. 25, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 47.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

disjiort 1lii'insi'l\-eM in the sunlight

amid the

apple blossoms of tlie orchard and along the
green and grassy slopes leading gently down
to the purling brooklet, bordered by golden
cowslip and toothsome watercress. It was
a peaceful scene, and Hope, enchanted,
smiled and waved her golden hair. But
even as Satan, in the guise of a pretty serpent, entered the valambrosia of Eden, so
the bees of Freeborn, actuated by a fiendish
malignity, and armed with the fiery darts of
Tophet, winged their remorseless way from
the Freeborn heritage to the clover blossoms of the said Powers, as aforesaid, and
sipped, and sipped, and sipped.
Mark the result Deprived of the nectar
of the clover blossoms by the rapacity and
spoliation of Freeborn's bees, and worried
in mind at the loss of the very cream of the
meadows, Powers' sheep were broken of
their natural rest, and became nervous,
dispirited and melancholy. So deeply did
the infamous sacrilege and loss of nutriment
prey upon the minds of the sheep, and so
intense was their mental suffering under the
cruel wrong, that they began pining away,
broken-hearted, and one after another lay
down its burden and closed its eyes upon
the earth and all its beauties, to sleep the
last long sleep, the dreamless sleep of death,
callous and cold.
The brutal bees still
!

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Tlie First Bees bi-ought to America
were landed at Boston, Mass., in the year
1670, by some Englishmen.

Dr.

W.

B. Rush, who formerly wrote

considerably for the Bee JouRN.ii.,
settled at Oakland, Fla.

is

now

Ma, did you read in the paper about
"vaccinating bees" in Maine? asked Mildred.
"Why, no, my dear," replied the old lady,
" I did not even know that bees ever took
the small-po.x."— Pitfsfiurg Chroiiicle.
IVe Regret

to learn that Mr. R. E. Scotton, of Edenville, Iowa, lost his wife, by
malaria, on Sept. 2, 1885. She was 65 years
of age, and is mourned by a host of friends

from fiower to flower, and it is
believed that Freeborn secretly encouraged
them in their scoundrelly work.
Powers stood it as long as his nature was
capable of control. One after another, he
saw his pets fall by the wayside, turn up
their gazelle-like eyes to the floating cloudlets in the azure sky clouds as light and
fleecy as their own downy coats ;— and then
the iron entered his soul. He did not strike
flitted

—

Freeborn dead at his

feet,

but brought suit

The Bee Journal condoles against him for the trespass of the bees
upon his premises, and entered court prewith the bereaved ones.
and
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relatives.

they pined away, " broken-hearted " and
Why did they die? This writer says
died
that it was because they were " deprived of
the nectar of the clover blossoms by the
rapacity and spoliation of Freeborn's bees
and worried in mind at the loss of the very
cream of the meadows !"
I

!

!

Evidently the Herald got out of its element while trying to defend the sheep, and
became so " mixed up " that " no one could
tell what it was driving at !"

One would suppose from reading the last
sentence that the Judges of the Supreme
Court were the law-makers
If they go to
the Legislature to make new laws, there they
will be met by the apiarists who will prove
that without the bees to fructify the flowers,
the clover fields would be useless!
Here
the sheep-man will be found to have tried to
" cut off his nose to spite his face !"
!

Putting Bees in Cellars.— In the Pioirie
Farmer, Mrs. Harrison says that " a beekeeper must be governed by the latitude his
apiary is in, with reference to the time of
putting bees in the cellar. By a vote of the
Northwestern Convention last year, it was
decided that November was too soon to
store them. Last season ours were stored
Dec. 1, and two weeks of fine weather followed, when bees that were put upon the
summer stands flew many days. Experience
teaches us that it is better to store late, and
then keep them there until warm weather
to stay. When the bees are to be
carried into the cellar, I fasten them la
until the next day, in the meantime leaving
the cellar ventilators open. When the bees
are quiet, the hives are opened. Do not
confine the bees to their hives in the cellar,
but leave fly entrances open, and the
frames covered with comforts,' or better,
with woolen blankets."

comes

pared to prove all that he asseverated—
prepared to prove the loss of nutriment, the
mental strain to which the sheep had been
subjected by the predatory bees, their grief,
humiliation and repinings.
The Rev. li. L. Langstroth writes us
But the attorneys for the defense raised
the point that no law existed defining the that he has been " alarmingly near to having
exact number of bees necessary to con- another attack " of his " old head
troubles."
stitute trespass.
One solitary little bee
could not justifiably be termed a trespasser We are, however, glad to be able to chroniwithin the full meaning of the law, should cle the fact of his escape, and to add the
he wander away " into by and forbidden following very encouraging
words from his
paths " and pack his grip with surreptitious
" I am better now than for some
saccharine and if one bee could not con- letter
stitute a trespasser, how many bees, they weeks."
desired to know, must invade a prohibited
He concludes his letter with a sentence
pasture in order to commit a felonj' ?
Judge Clementson said in effect that it which will be enthusiastically read by all
was too fine a point for him, and declined to those who intend to be at the Detroit Union
hear evidence criminating the little bees, Convention. These are his words: "I exor proving an alibi in their behalf. The case
probably will go to the Supreme Court, pect to be at the Detroit Convention, and
where some law may be laid down covering bope to meet you there." Yes the editor
this novel case.
of the Bee Jodrn.vl now fully intends to be
Stupidity and ignorance are combined in there, and hopes to meet a large number of
the above. The writer assumes that the bees the old veterans, and unite with them in
honoring the father of
stole from the clover something which the welcoming and
sheep wanted. Instead of that, however, American apiculture—the Rev. L. L. Langhad not the bees fertilized the flowers of the stroth.
clover, the .sheep would have had no clover
to feed upon
Barton Forsgard & Barnes, of Waco,
Instead of being a detriment
they were a blessing to the clover and its Texas, have sold their bee-paper to a pubowner. At the trial they did not assume lishing company, as we notice by the October
any such thing— they only claimed that the number which has just put in an appearbees were " trespassers."
The last two ance. The company intend to " catch up,"
paragraphs contradict the first three
In and have the paper out on time, hereafter.
the former the sheep are said to have It contains 12 pages, and is published
endiu-ed " mental suffering," become " nerv- monthly at $1 a year.
*

Tlie Honey Crop of California, this
year, was a very poor one. At Santa Ana,
last year, the average product of honey per
colony, was 240 pounds, but it has fallen to
an average of about 30 pounds for the crop
of 1885.

The Wife of Mr. T. S. Hall, Kirby's
Creek, Ala., died on Nov. 6, 1885. She was
an expert queen-rearer and apiarist generally. She leaves a devoted husband and
four children to mourn her loss. The Bee
JonRNAL condoles with the bereaved ones.
Mr. O. O. Poppleton and Wife, of
Williamstown, Iowa, have gone to Florida
to spend the winter, on account of poor
health. Having spent some time in Florida
before, for the same cause, we hope they
will be benefited by that climate, and return
to their Northern home next spring full of
vigor. Mr. Poppleton is one of the most
successful apiarists of America, and usually
produces a large crop of honey.

:

;

;

I

Are you Entitled to a pension? You
may be and may not know it. If you examine the Guide and Hand-Book you will
soon find out. Thousands of things worth
knowing will be found in it. The Bee
.JOL-K.NAL for 1886 and the Guide Book will
both be sent for

$1.:!0.

.

!

—

—

—

.
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which is, to raise the front of the
hive and turn the feed in at the entrance.
good top-feeder that
holds not over a quart is the best. In
cool weather the feed should be given
warm, and no more at a time than

ble,

A

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Feeding Outside the Hives.

strange in her laying, but the trouble
is, however, that her eggs will produce drones. If she had mated with
the drone, the evidence would have
will keep warm until it is all taken up. been so plain that only a cursory exOtherwise many bees flying out with amination would have discovered the
their loads will be chilled and lost.— fact.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
G. L. Tinker.
She may have flown out to meet a
drone before or after being caged.

Qnery, No. 161.— Aslwiab to feed my bees,
why coulJ 1 not do so by putting sugar syrup in Virgin ftueens and
empty combs a few rods frora the hives, and then
let the bees talie it in 7— H. G. W.. Ills.

been tried time and time again, and
resulted in failures. There is nothing^

Laying Workers.

Query, Xo. 163.— Will a virgin queen and a
laying worker remain in the same hive together?—
Clayton, Mich.

C. C.

Miller,

No. The queen undoubtedly went
out on her bridal trip shortly after
being introduced into that nucleus.

no other bees near by
Dadant & Son.
but after putting
this could be done
Usually not, if ever. May be she
think
laying
worker
will
We
that
a
the syrup in the combs, why not Iiaiig
flew out and mated after she was put
them in tlie liive and " done with itV" cease to lay if there is a queen hatched into the nucleus. Probably she was.
in the same hive in natural circumVV. Z. Hutchinson.
—A. J. Cook,
stances. Dadant & Son.
you
would
be
In the first place,
I should think not.
I never experiwith
hundreds
of
laying
workYes,
bees
people's
as
other
likely to feed
and yo" would make ers when Cyprian and Syrian bees mented in this line, but tliose who
well vour own
have,
have
given
it
up,
I believe. I
fools'and robbers of your bees— chiefly compose the colony.— G. M. Doothink that your queen flew out and
because the colonies that needed feed- LITTLE.
met a drone on the wing during those
ing the most would get the smallest
Yes.— \V. Z. Hutchinson.
" few days."— James IIeddon.
share of the feed.— G. W. Dkmahee.
Very likely they might.— A.J.Cook.
No, and I do not believe a queen
It will work very well provided the
A virgin queen will sometimes re- ever was fecundated in confinement.
weather is warm, with no neighborAgain, it is not desirable to have
ing bees. Possibly the combs might main in the same hive for several
them so fecimdated, even if it were
be torn down. Piit the combs in the days, but she is generally "balled" possible. We can accomplish all that
hive and they will be quickly emptied. to death, when she returns from her
the most sanguine can hope for withbridal trip.— G. W. Dejiakee.
C. C. Miller.
out resorting to the conflnement probee-keepers
suppose,
Yes.
Some
ject.
The man who discovers a plan
You could, but I would much prefer to feed inside the hives, then my and with good reason at times, that of mating queens in confinement will
laid
laying
workers
drone
eggs
are
by
and
there
is
food,
not
be
bailed as a benefactor. G. L.
own bees get the
less danger of robbing besides, I can even wlien a very proliHc queen is at Tinker.
feed at any time— night or day, cold work in the same hive. I had an instance this last season where several
or warm. A. J. Cuok.
laying workers were found in a hive
OUR CLUBBING LIST for 1886.
Owing to the great liability that with an extra good queen. J. E.
will be found of starting robbing, Pond, Jii.
We supply the Ainerieaii Bee Journal
If there are

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

such a course of procedure will be
My experience is that they will not.
dangerous and if it were not so, it
will be found to be full as easy and The reason is, that the queen in
out and to mate will
simple to feed in the usual manner.— attempting to fly
be caught and " balled " to death. I
J. E. Pond, Jr.
have rescued them by caging, when
The combs would be liable to be in two days the bees would agaiu
would
be
gnawed badly, and robbing
receive them
but every time they
started unless they were fed all that attempt to fly out they will be
Besides,
all
day.
carry
they could
"balled."
Very many queens are
weak colonies would not get as much killed in nuclei in this manner, whose
of the feed as the strong ones, while, loss has been charged to birds or
as a rule, the weak ones are those we depredating insects.— G. L. Tinker.
especially wish to feed.— G. M. Doglittle.
Fertilization of ftueens.
Yon can do tl^at if you do not care
which bees take the most but we
would prefer giving it in tlie hive and Qnery, No. 16:$.— Will a queen become ferthus regulate the quantity given to tilized if placed in a cage with a drone ? I caught
Outside feeding is a a virgin queen and put her into a Pect cage with
each colony.
a drone the next day placed her on a frame in a
very poor method at all times.
;

;

;

;

Dadakt &
You
that

could, but you could not in

way

feed

them

in

proportion to

one colony as compared
with the others. If your neiglibors
keep bees, you will also feed them.
Yon are more liable to engender robbing in this way, especially if the
syrup contains any honey. It is much
belter to use a good top-feeder, and it
is scarcely more work.— .Iames IIedtheir

I

hive containing a nucleus, and in a few days
found newly-laid eggs.- C. A. H.

Son.

iie(?ds,

don.
There are many ways of feeding

I

No. The plan you give did not
hinder the queen from becoming fertilized as all queens are.— G. M. I)ooLITTLE.

for ISSG, and any of the following? publicaquoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
tions, at the prices

The Weekly Bee Journal

Price of both. Club
1 00..

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magaziue
Bee-Keepers' Guide

The

Apiciilturist

Canadian Bee-Paper
The G above-named papers

2 00.. 1 75
2 CO.. 1 7.5

150..

140

2 00.
2 00.

1 7,5

1 75
550.. 5 00

and City and Country
!....2
New York Independent
4
American Agriculturist
2
American Poultry Journal ...2

00.. 1 50
00.. 3 30
50.. 2 25
25.. 175

2
and Cook's Manual
Hees and Honey (Newman). ..2
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1
Apiarv Register— 100 colonies 2

2 00

25..
00..
75..
25..
Dzici-zon's liee- Book (cloth)... 3 00..
Dzierzon's Ilee-Hook (paper).. 2 50..
Quinby's New ISco-Kfcping ..2 50..
Langsti-oths SUuiiiaril Work .300..
Roofs A U C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
Alley's Queen-Rearing
2 50..
Fanner's Account Book
4 00..

Guide and Hand-Book

1 .50..

75
60
00
00
00
25
75
10
25
00
1 30
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

How do you know that Xlie Giiicle and Hand-Book, is a book
I think not.
the queen did not fly from the nucleus of ready reference and an encyclopiedi^ of
and thus become fecundated V W. Z. evei'ything desirable to know. As a guide

—

Hutchinson.
No. The queen you caged with a
drone was mated before you caged

to the home-seeker, it is invaluable. Itscontents arc partially given on page 750, and
will convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of our readers can afford to
do without it. As a book of ready reference

her, or after you introduced her to
bees requiriug even less labor than the nucleus.— G. W. Uemakee.
we find it of great value in our library. We
not
cause
will
that
suggested
plan
the
The experiment of attempting to will send the Weekly Bee Journ.vl for a
any disturbance. The plan that I use
seems to be nearly always practica- fecundate queens in this manner has year and the Guide for SI. 30.

;

:;
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from. When all are full again, the the capacity of the queen will give the
packing is taken out of the other side- best results in this direction, no con-

Explanatory

—

The figures before the
indicate the number of years that the
person has Isept bees.
Those after, sliow
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring' and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named
north
of the centre
6
? south ; 0+ east
+Owest: and this 6 northeast; X) northwest;
o* southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

names

©

;

Tor the American Bee Journal.

Production of Extracted Honey,

17— G, M. DOOLITTLE,

(40—95).

" Will
the
Amekican Bee Journal your
method of securing extracted honey,
what sized hive you use, and liow you
prepare them in the spring ? and thus
greatly oblige thousands of
beekeepers." Of course I desire to oblige
" thousands of bee-keepers," but I
can hardly see how the writer of this
request knows that " thousands of
bee-keepers " desire my method for
my opinion is, that "thousands of
bee-keepers " would not give a cent
for it. However, as I wish to say a
few words regarding Query, No. Hi,
more than I said on page 676 regarding that query. I will give my plan of
working for extracted honey.
Beside

me

you please

lies this request
tell the readers
:

of

;

When
I.

working for extracted honey
is
termed the Doolittle

use what

hive, and

is

" The Hive

described in the pamphlet,
I

Use," which

is

published

15ee Journal office. (As I
have no interest in the sale of this
pamphlet, please do not send to me for

at the

it.)

The description of my hives are as
plain in the above pamphlet as I can
jjossibly make it, and the writer of
the request will please accept this as
an answer

to iiis question regarding
of the hive I use.
to the questions
When spring
there are usually from 6 to 9

tlie size

Now

:

opens
frames

apartment and 3 frames of sealed traction Ijeing necessary.
Borodino,© N. Y.
brood placed over them, filling the
space left vacant in the brood-chamber as before. This gives, at the end
Bee-Keeping in South Australia.
of another week, 15 frames lilted with
brood, which is the full capacity of tlie
REl'OllT OF CONVENTION.
hive, and as much room as is required
by the most prolific queens.
The first annual report for the year
As soon as the flowers begin to ending June 30, 1885, was read as
secrete honey, another hive, having follows
the brood-chamber filled with empty
i'our committee have much pleascombs, is placed on top of the one ure in presenting to the members of
mentioned above, and in from 4 days the Association a report of their
more the side-apart- proceedings during the year. They
to a week
ments are filled with empty combs take this opportunity of explaining
also.
I now have a 30-frarae hive
how the Association came to be
with lots of bees all ready to secure formed, so that there may be no misthe harvest which is now beginning understanding in the matter.
to be at its best. As soon as the
In the early part of the year 1884, a
honey is being sealed along the topof interest was shown in
bars in the second story, I raise this good deal
persons residing
up and put another between it and bee-keeping by many the Chamber of
Adelaide, and
the first or brood-chamber, when 1 near
was applied to for the
now have a 45-frame hive which is as Manufact*urer5
moving in the matter of
large as will be needed even by the purpose of
association.
most powerful colony, while queens organizing a bee-keepers'
responded to
moderate capacity require The Chamber at once
of only
and called a meeting,
only a J50-frame hive. As a rule none this application,
which was held July 11, 1884. There
of the queens go into the side-apartand the
ments of any of the hives, and the was a large attendance,
warmly taken up, the
reason for placing the brood over movement was
formation of the
them, as stated, is not to get the result being the
Assoqueen over there, but to give her South Australian Bee-Keepers'
V
room for all the eggs she can lay ciation.
Your committee think that the fact
right in the centre of the hive, so that
first Association of
a mighty force of bees can be obtained of this being the
organized in Australia, is a
just at the right time to gather the the kind
congratulation, and shows
harvest. After preparing the hives matter for
Colony is at present ahead of
as above described, they are left until that this
in apiculture. Whether
the close of the white honey harvest, her neighbors
lead depends upon
when the honey is extracted in a she will keep theour
beekeepers, for
the energy of
thoroughly ripened condition.
with a suitable climate and magnifiIf the above plan is followed, not
cent honey resources, it will be their
one colony in one liundred will cast a fault if any of tlie other Colonies are
swarm, which is the reason I an- allowed to pass us.
swered Query, No. 144 as I did. I see
AVitli one exception, meetings have
no other metliod of increase where been held regularly each month
working profitably for extracted throughout the year, and many inhoney, except by division, and the teresting discussions have followed
answers to Query, No. 144, which the reading ot papers on various subsay, " I prefer natural swarming," jects connected
with bee-keeping.
seem strange to me. Colonies worked in Mr. J. Robertson read two papers,
desire
to
swarm,
that
they
such a way
one on " Swarming," and the other
cannot, in my opinion, give the best on the "Langstroth Bee Hive ;" Mr.
results in extracted honey. Many do
J. H. Weidenhofer gave a lecture on
not seem to see that to produce the "Queen- Rearing," and ilr. A. E.
best results in extracted honey, re- Bonney read a paper on "Foul
quires a very different method of Brood."" The committee regret that
management from that required for during the winter months the attendcomb honey.
ance at the monthly meetings has
JNIessrs. Dadant & Son are correct
fallen off considerably.
:

in the hive having the colony
of bees which are to be worked for
extracted honey.
The bees are re- in their opinions regarding large hives
stricted to these frames until they are and few swarms, for they work for
filled with brood clear down to the extracted honey almost exclusively.
bottonw corners of the frames. If They are also correct in saying that a
they do not have honey enough they hive sliould have a large capacity so
are fed by placing a frame of honey as to give the queen room according
outside of the division-board
or, if to her ability to lay prior to the honey
no honey is at hand, sugar syrup is harvest, so that multitudes of bees
fed. As soon as the combs are filled can be obtained for that harvest
with brood, one or two empty combs but when the honey harvesthas come,
are inserted between those Hlled with I prefer the small brood-chamber, a la
brood, thus tilling out the brood- Heddon.
hive that will not admit
chamber. When all the 9 combs in of being expanded to the full capacity
the brood-chamber are filled with of a queen in May and June, and of
brood, the chaff packing is taken out being contracted to 5 or 6 frames
of one of the side-apartments, and 3 during the honey-flow, is not the hive
frames of sealed brood selected from which will give the best results in
the 9, and placed into this side-apart- comb honey, according to my experiment placing 3 frames of comb in ence ; while for extracted honey a
the brood-chamber where they came hive giving from two to three times
;

A

;

There are now 39 members in the
Association, and it is expected that
this number will be increased as soon
as the weather becomes warmer.

Your committee have ordered

all

best magazines in the English
language devoted to bee-culture, and
they are now available for circulation

the

amongst members. It is suggested
that a good library of modern books
on bee-keeping would be a- useful
investment for a portion of the funds
of the Association.
Two shows of bee-keeping appliances, honey and bees, have been held
—one in connection with the Flower

Show, on Nov. 27, 1884, and the other
at the Royal Society's Autumn Show
on March 5, 1885. Both shows were a
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success, and the greatest
interest was manifested in the exhibits by numerous visitors. In fact,
so attractive was the display on tlie
last occasion that the space allotted
was totally inadequate for the require-

decided

ments, and your committee would
suggest to their successors, when
arranging for shows in the future,
the importance of securing ample

room

for the
hibits. They

ins])ection of the exwould also suggest that
instructive character of these

and it is therefore not surprising that some large returns have
already been recorded. As tar as is
yet known, the common red and blue
gums are the best sources of honey,
and it is to these trees that Messrs.
Coleman & May, of Mount Baker, are
indebted for their bountiful harvest
of last season. They report as fol" Number of colonies at the
lows
beginning of the season, 27 present

culture,

:

;

attracted the attention of bee-keepers
throughout the world. The paper is
of deep interest to apiarists in Australia, because of the prevalence of
this terrible disease.

At

present the subject of reversible

frames

is

the principal topic of dis-

cussion in America, and it should be
a matter of consideration with members when preparing for next season,
whether these frames are not worth a

number, 109— none were bought after trial.
Great improvements have been
the season commenced. Comb honey
the
shows would be greatly increased by taken, 4,879 pounds; extracted honey. made in the system of packing queenhaving practical demonstrations of 9,413 pounds; total amount of honey, bees to go by mail, and these delicate
tiie most important operations which 14,292 pounds an average from each insects can now be sent on long voyare absolutely necessary in an apiary. of the original 27 colonies, 529 pounds. ages without much risk.
Your committee are aware of sevIn England, exhibitions of this kind The most extracted honey taken from
have become very popular, and each one hive was 414 pounds most comb eral important matters which will
association has its expert, who is honey from one hive, 164 pounds. require earnest attention during next
expected to visit the various shows This splendid average of over 500 year. Perhaps the most important of
and teach the inexperienced how to pounds of honey per colony is cer- all is that of finding a market for our
tainly very satisfactory, and gives honey, or rather improving the preshandle bees.
Since the introduction of the mov- cause for sfseculation as to the possi- ent one.
In conclusion, the committee would
able-comb hive, in 1S82, the progress bilities which may yet be reached.
of apiculture in Soutli Australia has Your committee trust that the inex- like to explain that the Association
loeen very rapid, and it is certain that perienced will not be led astray with are deeply indebted to the Chamber
in the near future this pursuit is the idea that any one can secure the of Manufacturers for their voluntary
destined to become an important in- same results, and that in modern bee- assistance in many ways, especially
dustry.
In this connection it is keeping there is no such thing as hard in giving the free use of their rooms

i

\

;

;

interesting to read the report of the

judges of the bee-keepers' exhibits at
the last show of the Royal Agricul" We have
tural Society. Tliey say
been exceedingly pleased in inspecting the exhibition of bees, honey, and
appliances, organized by the South
Australian Bee-Keepers' Association,
not only on account of its completeness and general interest, but also
because of tlie evidence it clearly
presented that this important industry
:

making rapid progress in the
colony." Two years ago the industry
was represented at a similar show in
the same building, by a single hive
and a few boxes of honey on this
occasion there was shown a most
complete series of appliances for the
rearing and management of bees, and
securing and marketing their products in a humane, easy, cheap, and
cleanly manner.
iSot the least important sign of
progress is the readiness with which
local manufacturers have prepared
themselves to meet the demands
arising from the development of the
industiy. Nearly the whole of the
exhibits, from the neat section-boxes
to the ingenious and valuable honey
made in the
extractor, had been
Colony, and many of them are, in our
to
equal
the
imported
articles.
opinion,
"Itlnay not be inappropriate to draw
attention to the possible expansion of
this important industry in a country
so well adapted climatically to beekeeping. In America the magnitude
to which the industry has attained is
In 1K82 it was
very remarkable.
estimated that there were 70,000 beekeepers in the United States, possessing among them a total of 2,000,000
colonies, averaging 20 pounds of honey
each, which at a price of .'id. per
pound, represented a value of £800,000 sterling, besides 20,000,000 pounds
of wax, worth £1,200,000; or a total
for the year's crop of £2,000,000.
South Australia, with its mild
climate and numerous honey-producing trees, is eminently suited for beeis

;

work.
Messrs. Coleman & May are not
only skillful and experienced apiarists, but they have an aptitude for
the work which is not possessed by
Moreover, they are
persons.
all
situated in one of the most fertile
districts in the colony, and are surrounded by a variety of beautiful
gum trees. They use the standard
Langstroth hive.

for meetings.

The Chamber,

in carrying out their
new industries,

policy of encouraging

have undoubtedly given a great impetus to apiculture in South Australia,
and their action in this respect is
worthy of imitation by similar bodies
in the other Colonies.

Mr. A. W. Dobbie moved the
adoption of the report, which was
that this report creditable to the Hon. Secretary, who
would not be complete without a had drawn it up.
The rfesult of
notice of the introduction and estab- Messrs. Coleman & May's operations
lishment of Ligurian bees in South was highly encouraging.
He estiThe Hon. R. D. Ross, mated the value of the honey at £300,
Australia.
who has always taken a deep interest which, if he were right, was a wonderin bee-keeping, when speaking at the ful result.
annual meeting of the Chamber of
Mr. Molineux seconded the motion,
Manufacturers, on Aug. 2, 1883, urged and remarked that although Mount
the advisability of introducing the Barker was exceptionally good, there
Ligurian bee, and pointed out the were places in the Southeast, in the
advantages possessed by this superior Banksia country, which would probvariety of the honey-bee. The Cham- ably give infinitely better results.
ber promptly took action in the There were hundreds of miles densely
matter, and ordered a colony of these covered witli Banksia ernata and B.
bees from Queensland. They arrived marginata, the bottle-brush flowers of
safely in Adelaide in the latter part of which
were always present, and
Several pure colonies abounded in honey, which could be
November.
were reared from this one, and two shaken out into the hand. There were
them were sent to Kangaroo innumerable
honey-bearing
of
other
Island, where they .appear to thrive trees and plants in that district, and
well. Since then numerous importa- he thought the maximum average
tions of Ligurian bees have been would be marvellous when that counmade chiefly from the neighboring try came to be occupied by beelatterly bee-keepers keepers.
Colonies, but
have wisely turned their attention to
The Hon. R. D. Ross said that
getting the bees direct from Italy. when he advocated the introtiuction
The thanks of bee-keepers are due to of the Ligurian bees, he had not only
Mr. Full wood, of Queensland, for his the honey and wax in view, but also
energy and peiseverance in introduc- the fact that bees were essential to
ing and distributing Ligurian bees the fertilization of our orchards.
throughout Australia.
The Eucalypti flowered about every
It may be interesting to briefly third year, but there were so many
notice the most important inventions species of them that there was
and discoveries that have been made scarcely ever a time when two or
Mr. three species were not in bloomin apiculture during the year.
Frank Cheshire's investigations into probably no two months could ever be
the nature of foul brood, which were selected in which there was not one
described by him in a paper read species in bloom. He trusted that beebefore the British Bee- Keepers' Asso- keeping would lead to the establishan industry advocated
ciation at the Health Exhibition in ment of
London, on July 25 and 2fi, 1884, have strongly by his friend Sir Samuel

Your committee feel

J

|

:

:

THE AMERlCAl^
Dcavenport, viz., that of flower- farmThe bee-industry had peculiar
claims to their favor, since it would
give employment to ladies and to
men, and young people who could not
profitably
occupy their
otherwise
time or perliaps enable them to raise
money with which to enter upon other
pursuits.
Mr. G. Taplin asked whether black
bees and Ligurians could be kept in
the same apiary without injury.
Mr. Bonney replied that there
would be an almost certainty of rearing hybrids, which was not desirable.
The two kinds ought not to be kept,
possible, within three miles of
if
ing.

;

each other.
In answer to a question, Mr. Coleman said that Mr. Dobbie's estimate
of the value of his honey harvest was
rather too high, but he had not yet
made out the balance-sheet.
Mr. J. F. Conigrave mentioned that
Dr. B. Poulton had suggested that an
apiary should be established at the
Roseworthy Experimental Farm, and
that practical instruction should be
fiven there in the management of
ees.
Prof. Custance now had the
matter in contemplation.
Mr. J. Robertson said that for
amateurs he would recommend the
black bees in preference to the Ligurians, chiefly because of the great
expense of the queen of the latter,
and the risk of losing her. After they
had gotten experience in management
they
could introduce a Ligurian
queen, and thus Ligurianize the
colony. Members could obtain every
information how to rear and multiply
these queens by attending the meetings, and seei^ing information from
the experienced members. The practice was most interesting and instructive, as there were many facts in

relation to the natural history of the
queens which it was desirable to find
out.

JJEE

JUURNAL.

colony which had lost that important
member of the community.
After several questions had been
asked and answered, the members
and friends examined a large number
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Prevention of Swarming,

etc.

in their stage of

de-

a sufficient

number

of

old bees. It
to start

would be an easy matter
nuclei if we did not have

to

make

provisions for the necessary supply of
old bees.
This is just the point
Mr. W. A. Shewman's article on which requires experience and careful
page 585, reminds me of the bee- management.
Last spring I again had occasion to
campaigns some 6 or 8 years ago. I
Whilst
then believed that prevention of notice a case of this kind.
rearing
making
preparations for
swarming was the desideratum of
queens,
I
took
from
strong
colony
a
bee-keeping, and I used all the different ways described to accomplish the a comb of brood, with the queen and
object. Looking back to that period, adhering bees, and placed them with
In
I am now well satisded that a great another comb in an empty hive.
deal of time and labor was wasted in such cases many of the older bees will
trying to manage bees in that way, generally return to the old stand, and
not saying anything about working to counteract this desertion I took
the precaution to shake the bees from
against my own interest.
Mr. Sliewman is entitled to great another comb of this strong colony, in
credit for producing such a yield as front of the hive in which I had
his report shows, taking into' consid- placed the one comb of brood and
disadvantage of the queen. This was done in the aftereration the
management under which he has been noon, and upon examination the next
laboring.
peep into our honey- morning, I found that most of the
house would satisfy him that swarm- bees had left their queen, and it was
ing (or even dividing) was a decided plain to be seen that the brood was
To
advantage. My yield in honey, as not in a prosperous condition.
well as swarms, was about double save the sound brood that was left,
and to guard against robbing and the
that which he reports on page 586.
to build up this fragment to a
How Mr. S. succeeded in keeping desire
strong colony, induced me to exchange
his bees from swarming, by simply
the hive with that of a strong colony.
taking one comb of brood and giving
Naples,K3 N. Y.
one frame of foundation in its place,
and repeating the operation a second
time, is a mystery to me ; unless his
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
bees were not given to swarming that
Season,
Making Increase, etc.
The
season without such treatment. Bees
under the same management, and
W. MASON, (11—35).
seemingly the same condition, are
G. C.

GREINEK.

A

;

A

makes use

of

his

combs

of

brood,

taken from the colonies, he says
"But I never saw brood hatch better."
colony of bees from an ordinary I believe I can safely say that, from
kerosene-box into a bar-frame hive.
years of experience, Mr. S. is in some
Mr. J. Robertson explained what he way misled in his assertion. If he
would do to restore a queen to a could have such combs of brood tliat
practically
transfer a

were uniform

velopment, all hatching, and a few
days within maturity, they would
probably all, or nearly all, hatch, if
the weather was favorable.
Such
of exhibits of bee-appliances, and combs,
however, are very seldom
found, and a mixed lot of brood, even
separated at a late hour.
if the largest part of
it was near
hatching, would partly perish without

more inclined to swarm in one season
Dr. Cockburn had once thought than they are in another.
Two years ago I had an apiary of
there was a lot of mystery in the management of bees, by the modern 20 colonies about 4 miles from our
system, bnt upon purchasing some homestead, and being very anxious
that tliose bees should not swarm, I
colonies, and getting a little instructried the same plan as Mr. S. describes
tion, lie found that it was remarkably
simple, and the people about James- as being successful,with the exception
town and the Northern Areas were that I used empty combs instead of
becoming much interested in bees foundation, and that I repeated the
week, and even
since he had started his apiary on a operation every
oftener with those colonies that
small scale.
seemed
the
most
persistent in their
After some others had spoken, the
notions.
I
commenced
report of the committee was adopted. swarming
when the bees began to make preparaThe officers for the ensuing year tions for swarming, about June 25,
were then appointed as follows and continued until basswood was in
President, Hon. R. D. Ross.
its full bloom, about the middle of
Vice-Presidents, Mr. S. Solomon July and to make it still more eftlcaand Dr. B. Poulton.
cious, I destroyed all queen-cells as
Committee, Messrs. R. Couch, E. A. fast as they were started. The result
Coleman, J. H. Wiedenhofer, H. G. was, that before the basswood flow
James, A.W. Dobbie, J. Liddle, J. H. was over, 13 swarms had issued.
Walters, S. Randell, H. H. Dollman,
Another point I wish to speak of,
J. Robertson, and A. Molineux.
hoping that it may prevent less exTreasurer, Mr. W. Stevens.
perienced bee-keepers from being
Secretary, Mr. A. E. 15onney.
disappointed in their expectations
vote of thanks to the President Speaking of the way in which he

was passed.
Mr. A. E. Bonney
showed how he would
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Bees in this locality have done
pretty well, everything considered,
especially as regards increase, having
fully trebled in number. The beepasturage was fine, but the weather
was most too wet at times, although
a fair yield of honey was obtained
from the spring bloom. The fall crop
of bloom was immense, but owing to
frequent heavy rains, bees stored but
They worked rapidly
little surplus.

between showers, but the honey was
used in rearing brood. I never saw
more brood during the montli of September.
As a hile colonies have
plenty of winter stores, although a
few late colonies had to be fed, owing
to the amount of brood reared.
A few apiaries were troubled with
some kind of a disease during August
and September. During the night
large numbers of bees would die, and
in the morning a great many bees
would come out of the hives in a
condition,
their
wings
paralyzed
spread forward, and with their aodomens very much contracted and
but there being
coiled as if stung
much brood on hand, the colonies
;

were not lost. It has all subsided
now, and the bees seem to be healthy.
Was it " dwindling," or was it the
some poisonous matter
effects of
taken by the bees V

;
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My spring

count of colonies was 11,
increased to 35, and obtained
over .500 pounds of lioiiey, my attention being given for increase rather
tlian for houey. The following is my
method of getting increase
When the season arrives for increasing ttie number of colonies,

which

1

much space in the American Bee celebrate the Jubilee of Dzierzon
Journal.
sociable banquet at 3 p.m., and a great
During his journey, Mr. Grassi met concert at lip.m.
Previous to the meeting the beea number of bee-keepers who also

to the Congress. On the
eve of Sept. 8, they were welcomed by
a commission, which had been delegated to escort them to the liotels,
which is about June 1. and all is and to give them the information
favorable, I select the colony that is indispensable to travelers, on their
about ready to cast a swarm, and at a arrival in a foreign city. Mr. Grassi
time when the bees are working very went to the feast of the evening,
strong. I remove the hive to a new which was held in a splendid house
location, and
having another hive that was erected in a beautiful grove,
ready I place it on the old stand. I and is named Schiesshaus.
then hunt out the queen in the old
At 8 p.m. Mr. Grassi entered the
hive, and by this time there will be a
quart or more of bees about the en- room, where about 600 bee-keepers
trance of the hive. I brush the queen had assembled, notwithstanding it
and bees off at the entrance, and see was raining heavily. The beginning
that she enters the hive. The work of the festival was magnihcent. Every
is now completed.
All the bees have one was in good spirits. Ttie speeches
visited tlie tields. having marked their and the songs hel|)ed to increase the
location, and will return and make a pleasure, aiid a band frequently enstrong colony, leaving the old colony livened the occasion with some fine
strong with young bees to rear a music.
The mayor of the city delivered an
queen.
This is also the method that I address of welcome in a few wellpractice for getting young queens for chosen words. He said that be had
endeavored to becomingly receive the
my increase.
guests, a great number of vsrhom liad
I use a hive adapted to the Mitchell
come a long distance. He added that,
frame, and an upper-story hive either as a symbol of the festival, he had
for hanging- frames or sections, with prepared a
golden bee, printed on a
a raised lid. I have 2-iuch auger ribbon in the colors of Silesia, which
holes on either side of the lid for ven- be begged every
bee-keeper to accept
tilation for winter, just above the and
to wear on liis breast.
"The
frames, with wire-gauze tacked over colors of the city of Leignitz are not
them. These holes are kept closed in the colorsof Silesia, "added the mayor,
the summer to exclude the light. I '• but we
have selected the colors of
take off the upper story, having a Silesia from a motive wliich we desire
porous cloth over the bees, with a to be known by every one. The prescotton-padded mat over that, with the ent Congress is an especial occasion
lid fitted on the lower story or broodfrom the fact that this feast is in
chamber, and about 3 inches of dead- honor of the greatest representative
air space above this matting, the air of bee-keeping,
the Reverend Dr.
passages being open. My bees are Dzierzon, it being the 50th anniverready for the bee-house.
My bee- sary of his beekeeping; and their
house is double-walled and ))acked honored master is a Silesian Silesia
with sawdust the floor is double, and is proud of him; and it is on that
packed also, as well as overhead. I account that you will bear the colors
have tvFo 3-inch ventilators through of Silesia on yo\u- breasts. All the
the ceiling, with one at ttie lower part beekeepers which
are here, without
of the bee-house entrance door, which
distinction of nationality, are brothopens from another room. This en- ers to all I extend a warm welcome.
trance or ventilation is screened and I shall but voice
the general sentiment
ob.structed when necessary. I hope I by saying, long live bee-keeping."
will be able to give a favorable report
The honorary President of the Beenext S))ring.
Keepers' Central Society of Hungary,
i'illiuore,tolnd.

were going

:

;

;
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of Dzierzon.

CHAS. DADANT.

This Jubilee and the 30th Congress
the (Jerman and Austrio-Hungarian beekeepers
was held at
Leignitz, Germany,
beginning on
Sept. 8, 1885, and I have, by request,
translated and condensed the following report from L'Apicoltore for
of

October, 1885.
Prof. G. B. Grassi was delegated to
the Jubilee of Dzierzon by the Society
for the Progress of Bee-Culture, of
Milano, Italy. Although the description of Mr. Grassi's journey to I>eignitz, in Silesia, where the Congress
assembled, is very interesting, we
will pass it by, so as not to take too

;

;

cessive stages of the development of
the bee and its enemies. Mr. Osterloh,
of Berlin, exhibited a very large representation of a worker-bee, worth
S25. This price is not too high, if we
consider that the bee is magnified 65
times, and can be taken to pieces so
as to give a very comprehensive idea
of the function of the organs— either
internal or external— of a bee. With
such an object all may easily understand the most complicated parts of
a bee. such as the apparatus of the
mouth and of the sting. Tliis representation of tfie bee is already adopted
in a great many schools.
At 9 a. m. the highest officer of
Silesia opened the festival by thanking the bee-keepers for having honored him with his nomination as
Honorary President of their Society.
After enumerating the merits of

Dzierzon, he presented him with a
golden medal, in the name of the
royal house of Prussia. Then the
representatives of every bee-keepers'
society, which were delegated for
offering presents to the great master,
came forward, according to the order
which liad been agreed upon the
preceding evening. Mr. Grassi was in
front, and offered
to Dzierzon a
diploma of honor, which was encased
in a beautiful case of silken plush. It
was sent by the Central Society of
Milano. Then came in turn the rep-

resentatives of at least 40 societies,
offering gold and silver crowns and
medals, a clock, albums, a rocking
chair, purses well Hlled with gold,
diplomas, etc., whicli were from
every part of Germany and Austria.
Dzierzon ascended tlie tribune and
Baron Ambrozy Temesz-Yarmatha, seemed very inuch overcome by the
thanked the city of Leignitz.
The hearty applauses. He said that his
Count Eberhard saluted the old Dr. merits liad been greatly over-estiDzierzon, as tlie column of honor of mated. He had studied bee-keeping
bee-culture. Of course every speech as a pastime, and ttiis amusement had
was greeted with shouts of "Long given him much pleasure. He would
live bee-keeping !" After the speeches be careful not to become too proud ia
the Pastor Schontield, a well-known consequence of so many homages.
bee-keeper, invited all these who He was especially happy to have so
intended to pay an homage to Dzier- many friends, which were acquired
zon, to gather in another room, in through the study of the small lioueyorder to agree on the order of the day. bee. Previous to the union of GerAfter listening to music again, ttie many and Au.stria, made by the Embee-keepers sang songs, in wliich the peror and the great Chancellor, the
fear of stings and the use of gloves small bee had united in friendship all
and veils of the beginners was ridi- the bee-keepers of that region. " This
culed. Speeclies followed, and songs day," said Dzierzon in concluding, "is
in which the national hymns of Ger- the happiest of my life."
many and Austria were not omitted.
These last words were followed by a
The feast lasted till 3 a.m. of the next shout of applause, when Dzierzon
descended from the tribune, every
day.
bee-keeper being desirous to shake
According to the programme the hands with him. He had a smile and
Congress met at 9 a.m., on Sept. 9, to a good word for every one. It is truly
;

The Golden Jubilee

keepers repaired to the bee-keeping
exhibition,
which
occupied
four
rooms. In the first were living bees
of several races
in the second, implements in the third, products; and
in the fourth, bee-literature. In the
last room there was a large table
upon which was exhibited the anatomy of the bee, by Prof. Leuckart,
and dedicated to Dzierzon.
Mr. Lortsch had exhibited a very
pretty glassed case, showing the suc-

:

;
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marvelous that even one master, 74
years old, should yet be so robust, so
brilliant.

Then

At

Do Bees

the meeting adjourned.

JAS.

m. the session of the Congress
Dzierzon spoke on the folbegan.
"Which part of the
lowing topic:
new theory was discovered by me,
and how w;is I enabled to And it V"
He defined the new theory, and remarked that the whole discovery
could be resumed in the following
The drones are procreated
words
without copulation.
The discovery
was an easy one but it was very
difficult to have it accepted. Fortunately Profs. Siebold and Leuckart
assisted him. Dzierzon remarked that
his discovery was the consequence of
another, made by him also or, in
12

:

;

;

other words, the discovery of another
Dzierzon
habitation for the bees.
admitted that very many had helped
his only
to perfect liis discovery
merit was in placing the corner stone
of the edilice. Of course the speech
of Dzierzon was followed by a great
many applauses.
I have an engraving in a French
book published in 1790, written by
Delia Rocca, representing a movablecomb hive, with the top-bar enlarged
at both ends, such as Dzierzon uses
even now. The movable-frame hive
was used also by Huber in Switzerland, and about the same time by
;

Bevan,
years

in

ago,

England, more than 50
and by a great many

others.

The movable-comb

hive of Dzierzon
different from the movable-frame
hives, since the comb, instead of being
is

encased all around by a frame, is
only suspended
under a top-bar.

These movable-combs

Store Poisonous

of Dzierzon, in

spite of the praises given them by
Mr. Abbott, of England, are not accepted by the bee-keepers at large,
even in Germany and Italy, where the
side-opening hive is preferred, be-

cause it was known before the
movable-top hive of Langstroth
altliough this last hive had been invented about the same time.
Several discussions took place after
the speech of Dzierzon, and at 4 p.m.
400 of the bee-keepers in attendance
held a grand banquet. The Syndic of
Leignitz, with his wife, was present.

The banquet was followed by music,

Editoii of

M

Honey?

NEILL.

the Bee Journal

:

I

clipped the enclosed from the Christian
The views expressed are
Worl\
directly opposite to those of Prof.
Cook on the same subject, in the last
Bee Journal. He talks strongly
and very decidedly and Prof. Cook
is
equally positive.
Perhaps Mr.
AVilliams could be induced to send
the Professor a sample of the honey
at

;

for experimentation.

Hudson, ex N. Y.

Here

is

the article in full from the

Christian at

of

Mr. Todd on this

Cona curious mixture.
cerning its agnosticism, its metaphysics and questions generally that
have no bearing on this question, I
have notliing to say. I do not believe
the public are interested in anything
is

more than

to

know whether

this

question should be answered with yes
or no, and so far this is an exceedingly
important question. That bees will
store poisonous honey is a fact established much longer than Mr. Todd
lias been a resident of this planet, and
tills fact has often been alluded to by
classical writers in both poetry and
prose. Comparatively little is written
upon this subject from the fact that
there are only a few plants that produce poisonous honey, and these are
contined to small areas, still we see
occasional articles in agricultural
papers that give very definite and
very reliable information on the subject.
The rhododendrons of Trebiexceedingly beautiful
zond have
blossoms, and their honey is concentrated poison. In different parts of
the United States are different plants
yield poisonous honey.
that
also
Certain varieties of azaleas produce
poisonous honey. The kill-calf here
takes off three-fourths of the protit of
keeping bees. That this is a fact and
not a whim I am ready to prove to
agnostics and
the satisfaction of
skeptics of every description. I have
40 pounds of clear,white capped honey
gathered while the kill-calf was in
blossom, and I will cheerfully feed
this to such skeptics until their agnosticism evaporates, and this would feed
several hundred at that rate. If Mr.

illuminations, Bengal lights and Are
works, which continued the festival
until 3 a.m. the next morning. Dzier- Todd will come up and eat one ounce
zon, in spile of his age, was yet in the of it without becoming sick, I will
street at 4 a.m., as jovial as several pay his'fare both ways, and guarantee
that he will need neither an emetic or
other priests which were with him.

cathartic for

At

some days.

This honey would sell readily in the
New York market, and yet it would
3 be as honest to sell any other poison.

on Sept. 10, the seance of
the Congress was opened again, and
9 a.m.

several discussions

followed.

At

p.m. the Congress was dismissed, and
a third festival began.
On the following day the bee-keepers went to
another feast in the country, to return
to their various homes after having
fully enjoyed the Jubilee, and desiring
to soon experience as much pleasure.
Troppau, in Silesia, Austria, was
selected as the place for the next
meeting of the Congress.
IIamilton,+o

Ills.

get wliite clover honey. Now if I had
read tliis last season, and acted
accordingly, this winter I would have
luxuriated on buckwheat cakes and
lioney, and now 1 ;im minus the
hope this discussion will
I
iioney.
save others from such blunders.
When I took off my caps [sections]
I tasted a little of the honey, only a
fraction of an ounce, and the next
three days and nights I spent in
meditation on tlie virtues of kill-calf

honey

;

many

of

my

neighbors have

One young man was
fared worse.
paralyzed in the lower extremities for
several days.
There is another point worthy of
attention. It does not follow from
the fact that this is a poison to a man
on the
that it is a poison to a bee
other hand my neighbors all believe
that it is as good as any for the bees.
All writers agree that pyrethrum is
death to every class of insects, and
The
harmless to human beings.
opposite is true of many things ; and
what poisons man, may be good for
an insect. I could sell my honey to
feed bees, hut I want it to feed agnostics, and all that will try it will settle
this question, as far as they are conThe
cerned, at once and forever.
skeptics of (ralileo's time would not
look through his telescope, they
thought it so absurd that looking
through a glass would assist the sight.
I hope our skeptics on this ^subject
will test this question, now there is a
good opportunity, and then they can
write about what they know instead
of what they guess.
;

Work

Tlie article

subject
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As

to the idea that the instinct of the
bee would prevent it from carrying
such poison into the hive, it is all
nonsense, as here is the honey nicely

capped over, and shows for itself.
There is not a man about here that
knows anything about bees but knows
this to be a fact, but most of them
know enough not to put the caps
[sections] on the hives until the killcalf is out of blossom,' and then they

Central Park,

A. M. Williams.
Island, K. Y.

Long

[We would suggest that Mr. Williams send some of that honey to
Prof. Cook " for experimentation," as
Mr. McNeill proposes. We were surprised at the statement made by Prof.
Cook, and would decidedly favor the
proposed experiment.— Ed.]
For the American Bee JoumaL

My

Report—Wintering

7—

,J.

F.

LATHAM,

Bees.

(17—29).

I commenced the season with 19
colonies, two of which lost their

queens during the winter, and three
other colonies lost theirs soon after
the bees commenced llviug; but 14
well-constituted colonies remained as
My united-queeua working force.
less colonies were nearly useless, for
although united to those evincing the
possession of good queens, the fussing
required to keep them straight proved,
as it usually has with me. poorly rewarded efforts. In early spring I have
failed, in general, to make the uniting
of colonies of about equal strength a
the qiieenless bees
success, when
were given to those having a queen,
as the colony possessing the queen
has usually " hung back " until the
added force had " died off."
In my uniting operations last
spring, in one instance I gave the
bees and queen to the queenless

;
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feed in the hills. Mr. G. says he is
quite sure that he knows wlio it was
that destroyed his bees, but is not
able to prove the fact. I have my
opinion of a thing (you could not call
him a man), who would be guilty of
so base a piece of business as the
he had better retire among
above
the savages, where he belongs.
fruit-grower of Pasadena advoquarters. Atmospheric pressure, accompanying air in motion, is a power- cates " the hanging of any bee-keeper
therefore, it is who has the temerity to establish liis
ful circulating agent
very apparent that the draught from bees where they will prey upon the
the still fount will exercise a more fruits of his neighbors." Now, he is
favorable influence tlian would re- worse than the one who nearly destroyed the bees he would hang the
sult from a stimulated respiration.
suppose that the
That bees buried in the ground are bee-keeper.
comparatively exempt from the results only thing that prevents him from
extreme atmospheric doing so is the fear of the law, which
of
sudden
changes, and " cold long continued " is made for just such persons.
" The bee-keeper who would estab(factors so disastrous to successful
wintering in our variable climate), is lish his bees!" If he is aware of
evident from the writings of those of what be is talking about, he will find
unquestionable experience and quali- the shoe pinching the other foot. In
When they nearly every instance the bee-keeper
Bcations as apiarists.
have failed, aside from other defects, was there long before the fruit-grower
the main obstacle to success may be came, but it is the bee-keeper that
attributed, very correctly, to there must retreat, and he is driven back,
having been a lack of properly oxy- and back, like the red-man, until he
of some cangenized air in the bees' surroundings. is cornered at the head
then they cry, " Away with him;
My bees have been prepared for yon
hang him burn his property !"
every winter as nearly as possible in
There has been a National Beea manner complying with the fore- Keepers' Union organized in the East,
going requisites, as I believe their and its power will yet be felt in
hibernal requirements demand; and defending the rights of the muchshould I lose' every colony during the abused bee-keeper.
T.T.
coming winter, I am not aware at
Los Angeles Co., Calif.
present that I should attribute the
loss to a defective method of " winter
[Such lawless acts of violence
preparation."
should be dealt with promptly by the
Cumberland, p Me.
the villain could be
authorities, if
He should be made an exfound.
Pacific Rural Press.
ample of— and given the full penalty
Apiary Burned— A Spiteful Act.
of the law for such wanton acts as

It is a well-known fact that the
in another the queenless one
colony
to those having a queen. During the respiration of air charged with an
season the first one built up a strong excess of oxygen, has a^tendency to
colony, yielding about 20 pounds of produce restlessness, while a properly
surplus, and having a " liive full " of balanced atmosphere will enhance
stores while the latter, with a queen conditions favoring the repose that
apparently as good as the former, is evidence derived from experience
but a medium sized wintering colony proves to be the normal state in which
with stores supplied from other hives. bees should exist while in winter
;

;

The season just past has been the
best for bees that I have known since
It has
I commenced bee-keeping.
been one continuous succession of
honey-flows, from the first crimson
glow of the soft maples, to the last
blossoms of the purple asters. To-day
(Oct. 24) I observed quite a large number of my bees entering their hives
and in the field,
laden witli pollen
some 40 rods from the apiary, a patch
of late-sowed rape that has escaped
the frost, was the theatre of their
joyous hum the " finale " of their
season's labor.
Although not as well prepared for
the harvest as I ought to have been,
yet 1 secured from 14 colonies S16
;

—

pounds of white honey in 1 -pound sections, and some over 100 pounds in
brood-combs, with an increase of 12
colonies by natural swarming; besides
I feel contentment in stating that Ihimo that none of my colonies will
starve during the coming winter from
lack of stores in their hives. One
large swarm absconded during my
absence several others were put back.
As the honey season is past, the all-

—

;

A

;

—

We

;

;

absorbing query arises, how can we
best prepare our bees for the coming
In my little apiary the
winter V
question is decided, as my 29 colonies,
with the exception of a few " finishing strokes," are prepared (minus
" upward ventilation "), as I have
usually packed my bees on the sumSome time ago I noticed an article
mer stands. In consequence of a
profuse fall honey-flow, and the want in the Press, stating that a bee-keeper
of an extractor, the brood- capacity of at Anaheim, had had his bees burned
the combs in some of my hives was while he was away from home. I
cramped, somewhat so that my colo- wrote to a party at that place, renies are not as strong in bees as I questing him to send me the particuwould wish to have them and I lars in regard to it. The following is
" Mr. Gooch, a painter by
therefore concluded to dispense with his reply
the much mooted item—" ventilation trade, who lives one and a half miles
southwest of Anaheim, has kept
over the brood-nest."
During my experience in winter- about 5 colonies of bees. His occupaing bees, I have failed to become tion calls him away from home at
reconciled to the idea that a colony, or times, for a few days or a week.
some person
colonies, wintering in our Nortliern During liis absence,
climate should be allowed an un- broke down part of the fence around
tiis place and overturned four of his
restricted supply of oxygenized air
but I am not confident enough in the hives. The next day a neighbor seeripeness of my knowledge to accept, ing the hives upset, straightened
in toto, the claims respecting the win- them up. Xext night the destroyer
ter air-supply as argued by the cor- came again this time killing all the
respondent on page 650. A reservoir bees in four hives by burning sulphur
Kot being satisfied
of pure air in repose, filled from " all among them.
out-doors," and allowing tlie occu- with this, he piled the hives up under
pepper tree,
much-valued
free
draft
and
a large
pants of the brood-nest a
from the same, as the laws of density covered them with brush, and destroygoverning the circulation of fluids ing all with fire. There were several
will supply, is, it seems to me, about hundred poundsof honey inthehives;
the proper arrangement for giving when they were tipped over, it ran in
them the privilege of quathngthe life- streams on the ground. He and some
giving elements as the calls of nature of his neighbors have kept a few
demand, witli the assurance that tliey colonies each, for many years, but
will use no more oxygen than their have never been troubled before."
;

:

;

As Manager of the
National Bee-Keepers' Union, we can
assure our California brethren that
the Union will " aid and assist " them
described above.

to maintain their rights.

Every bee-

keeper on the Pacific slope should at
once join the Union.— Ed.]

Milk and Honey.

The

chronicler of old could think of
in which to clothe his
idea of a really-good country than to
describe it as " a land flowing with
milk and honey,'' and if the signs of
the times are not wonderfully misleading, that is to be the truthful
description of the United States in
It will delight
the near future.
thousands to learn that the use of
milk as a beverage is so rapidly on
the increase that the dairy lunch
rooms are numbered by tlie dozen to-

no language

day where they were unknown two
and that, at both the
years ago
hotels and restaurants milk is being
much more largely used as a beverage. It is an ill-wind blows good to
no one, and in this movement we can
the fruit-growers have see good to all concerned. The honey
;

The fact is,
conditions require. Leaving the hiveentrance open all winter, the summer a mistaken idea that the bees " eat will follow suit, for our apiaries are
width, might do with some colonies, up the fruit," whereas it is the birds, annually on the increase, and many
in some localities, but not with all which have been very troublesome can now be named that produce from
this year on account of the scarcity of .5,000 to 25.000 pounds annually.— JSa;.
colonies, in all localities.

—

1

:
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for analyzation. I have The North American Bee-Keepers' Society.
effort to secure a
large number of samiiles from differTime and place of MeetitiQ.
Tills Sucifty will hdld its 16tli annual
1885.
ent States will produce results of ((iiivciiliiiii <iii Dec. n,
.111(1
10, 1SS.5, at
Dee. 8— lO.-MlchlBiin state, Ht Detroit. Mich.
Mich.
(Clinton,
Sec.
H. U. CuttinK,
Tliu Hall in which the
value to bee-keepers.
Di-troit, Mich.
Micctiiit; will lii^ held is known as the "Red
Dec. 8— 10.— North American, Ht Detroit. Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Kogerrsville, Mich.
Men's VVifiwaiii," ami is located at 63
H.
P. Lang- Mieliifiaii Aveiuic, line block west of the
Years.—
4
Report
for
Mich,
Detroit,
at
8-10.—
Northwestern,
Deo.
Mich,
the
W. Z. nutchinson. Sec, Hogersvllle,
don, (14—60), East Constable, 5 N.Y., Cit.v Hall, .lust aeniss the street iroiM
"Kc(l Men's WiKWiU"" is the Antisilel
Dec. 8— 10.— S. B. Michiifan, at Detroit, Mich.
on Nov. 16, 1885, writes
House, whieh will be the hotel at wliieb
A. M. Gander, Sec, Adrian, Mich.
the Society will make its head-quarters.
Deo. 11. -Northeastern Kan., at Hiawatha, Kan.
I had 14 colonies of bees last spring,
The regular rates at this hotel are $3 per
1j. C.CIarlc, Sec, Granada, Kan.
and now I have .50 colonies, and 1,400 per day, but tliey have been reduced to
Iowa.
Burlintcton,
County,
at
Moines
clover
Apr. 27.— Des
pounds of extracted honey from
%\:& jier (la\' to those attendmg the conJno. Nau, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.
bees vention. There will be reduced rates on
and basswood. I will winter
Secrecomplete.
for
the
table
expenses
all Michigan railroads, also as far east as
this
on sugar syrup.
tM~ In order to have
Chicago, and as far
taries are requested to forward full particulars of 4 years that I have kept bees, have Buffalo, as far west as
made
time and place of future meetings.- KD.
sales of honey have south as Toledo. Efforts are being
been $.549.32
rates
to still further
reduced
secure
amounted to $417.10; but as I now to
points, but at iiresent the prospects of
have a stock that I would not sell for success are not ver>- promising. No certitiless than $600, I am well satisfied cates will be sent out until about Dec. 1
good butall who exjiectto attend should write
.50
with my work. Give
colonies of bees in the spring of as to the Secretary at once, and certificates
good a year as this has been, and I will be sent out as soon as they are ready.

Washington

Local Convention Directory.

no doubt but the

'.I

4—
:

my

My

;

my

;

me

%URLE

Bees in Winter

W.

can clear more money from them than
I can from my farm, which is a good
one of 75 acres, and a good hop-yard

Quarters.— T. F. of 8 acres included.

writes

Basswood Bloom, etc.— C. Mitchell,
are in winter quarters (iO Molesworlh, Ont., writes
colonies in the cellar, and 117 packed
As I propounded Query, No. 1-52,
as usual, out-of-doors.
would say that I never saw basswood
blossom or yield honey two seasons in
Feeding Back Extracted Honey.— A. succession. Mr. Ileddon must be in
paradise where apiaries ought to be
J. Noiris, Cedar Falls, t5 Iowa, on a
profitable.
Mr. Doolittle's experifollows
Nov. 13, 1885, writes as
ences and decisions are marvels of
I believe I have made feeding back unerring exactness— except as to snow
extracted honey a perfect success. I banks for wintering bees.
took two section-cases partly tilled, to
feed on, and I have them finished in
Tin Roofs for Hives, etc.— 10— John
good shape. I think that on these
empty or partly-tilled combs I can get Eey, (25—68), East Saginaw,© Mich.,
27 or 28 pounds in sections for every on Nov. 12, 1885, writes
30 pounds of extracted honey fed.
I have obtained only half a crop, or
33 pounds per colony, this season. I
Moerlein,]5rusPeter
Good Report.started last spring with 25 colonies,
increased them to 73 during the seasels,P Ills., on Nov. 16, 1885, says:

FIRST DAY.
TUESD.W FOKENOON SESSION.— 10 a.m.

:

My bfiss

;

:

:

—Couveiition called to order.— Address of
Welcome, by Edwin Willetts, President of
the Michigan Agricultural College.— Response, by the President, L. C. Root.
Calling the roll of members of last year,
payment of annual dues, reception of new
members, and distribution of badges.Kcadiui: the minutes of the last meeting.—
KeiMirls (il the 'I'lciisuier and .Secretary.—
AniKiuiicemeiits.— Miscellaiieons business.

—

—

—

—

nouncements.— Miscellaneous business.—
1,100 pounds of Discussion of questions that have accumu-

son, and obtained
failure in this
comb honey and 1,300 pounds of exbut I have obtained a good tracted honey. I have sold 5 colonies,
I
crop of Spanish-needle honey.
these I have
which leaves me 68
bought 8 colonies last fall in winter packed in planer shavings on the
quarters, lost one, and had 7 left in
I
contracted
the
stands.
summer

White clover was a

lated in the question-box during the day.

SECOND DAY.

;

have increased

I

—

—

Afternoon Session. 2 p. m. AuAnnual address of the
business.
Miscellaneous
President.
" Production of Comli Honev," G. M. DooN. Y.— " Production of
little, B(n-odino,
Extracted Honey," Chas. Dadaut, Hamilton, Ills.— "The Care of Honey for Market." R. T. Holterman, Brantford, Ont.—
"Marketing Honey," C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
7:30 p. m.— AnEvening Session.
uouncements.

locality,

the spring of 1885.

s
Rogersville, Mich.

^:eicdg-:eij^1s^i:^:hz.

Bingham, Abronla,+o Mich,, on Nov.
16, 1885,

Hutchinson, Sec,

Z.

of my colonies down to 7 and
to 6 Langstroth frames, and
filled in the space and over the broodcolonies
frames with shavings.
are strong in bees, and I left them 30
pounds of honey per colony to winter
on, the most of which is white clover
honey. The past summer I put tin
roofs on my hives, and gave them two
L.C.
Root.
Wanted.—
Honey-Samples
coats of paint, which makes a good
President of tlie North American Bee- roof, and costs only 13 cents per hive.
on
Keepers' Society, Mohawk, 5 N. Y.. I lost 2 colonies last winter just
account of leaky roofs, and for the
on Nov. 16, 18.85, says
value of those 2 colonies I could have
Parties attending the North Ameri- roofed 100 hives. I use the roofing
can Bee-Keepers' Convention at De- tin 20x28 inches, and it is just the size
I
troit, Mich., will confer a favor if for the 10-frame Langstroth hive.
they will bring samples of extracted also use hooks for the covers of every
honey of about 1 pound each. Each one of my hives. To fasten and unpackage should be marked with the fasten them is but the work of a
name and address of the party fur- moment, and less trouble than handhives stand in
nishing it, and also as far as possible ling a large stone.

to 31 colonies by natural swarming. I obtained -520 pounds of comb
honey and 560 pounds of extracted.
bees are now in very good condition for winter quarters. I have all
selected Italians and Syrians in Langstroth hives.

them

most
some

My

My

:

Wednesday

Morning Session.

m.

Ills.

place for holding
election of officers.

next convention, and

Afternoon Session.—2 p. m. — Aunonncements.— Miscellaneous business.—
"Excellence or Cheapness— Which ?" A.
I.

Root, Medina,

O.—" Comb Foundation,"

John Vaudervort, Lacey ville, Pa,—" BeeKeeping as a Business,'' Dr. C. C. Miller,
Marengo,

Ills.

Evening

Ses.sion.

— 7:30

p.m.

— An-

nouncements.- Miscellaneous business.—
Discussion of
box.

questions in the question-

THIRD DAY.
TinmsDAY Morning Session.—9 am.

— Announcements. — Miscellaneous business.—" Reversing Comb.s," .lames HedDowagiac, Mich. — " The Pollen
don,

Theory," Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural
College, Mich.
AuAfternoon Session.— 3 p. m.
the open air all the year round, except nouncemeuts.— Miscellaneous business.them
in midsummer when I shade
" Wintering Bees," Ira Barber, DeKalb
" Different Races of
with a large board, a la Heddon ; for .Junction, 'N. Y.
from
much
heat
the tin roof draws too
Bees," D. A. Jones, Beeton, Out.- Adjournment.
W. Z. HuTcinN.soN, Sec.
the sun.

My

they should state the kind of blossoms
from which it was gathered, and the
variety of bees that gathered it.
These parcels will be forwarded to
the Commissioner of Agriculture at

—9

— Announcements. — Miscellaneous
G.
business. — "Bee-Pasturage," Thos.
— "Selling and
Newman, Chicago.
Shipping Bees by the Pound," E. M. Hayhurst, Kansas City, Mo. — Selection of

a.

—

—

.
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THE NATIONAL

BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.
CONSTITUTION.
Article I.— This

organization shall be
the ''National Bee- Keepers'
Union," and shall meet annually, or as
often as necessity may require.
Ajiticle II, Its object shall be to protect the interests of bee-keepers, and to

known

as

—

defend their rights.
Akticle III.— Tiie

officers of this Union
President, tive Vice-

shall consist of a
Presidents, and a General Manager (who
shall also be the Secretary and Treasm'er),
"Whose duties shall be those usually performed by such officers. They shall be
elected by ballot, and liold their several
ottices for one year or until their successors
are elr,'ttHl and installed; bhiul; ballots
for this puntosc to be mailed to every member by the General Manager.

Article IV".— The
an

officers shall consti-

which ^hall
determine what action sliall be taken by
this Union, upon the application of any
bee-keepers for defense, and cause such
extra assessments to be made upon all the
members as may become necessary for their
tute

Advisory

Board,

tlefense.

Article V.—Any person may become a
mendjer by paying to the General Manager
an Entrance I^^ee ot one dollar to the
Defense Fund, and an annual fee of 2o
cents, for which he shall receive a printed
receipt making !iim a member of this Union,
entitled to all its rights and benetits. The
annual fee sliall be due on the first day of
July ni each year, and mxtst be paid within
30 days in order to retam membership in
this Union.

Article VI.— Donations of any amount
may be made at any time to the Defense
Fund, in addition to the entrance and
membership fees and the regular assessments made upon the members by the
Advisorj' Board.

Article VII.— The Defense Fund

shall

Camp, O. A.,
Camp, G. W.,

Marden, Henry,
Margrave. J. W.,

Carder, A.,

Marshall.

Cliapman,

B.,

(.'hapman,

J.,
II.,

Mason,
Mattoon,

McConnell, James,
McCormick. Emery,
MoGee, Charles,

CLirke.Kev. W. F.,

McLiees.

McNay, Frank,

T.,

McNeill, James,

J.,

Millard. D..
MtUer. B.J. &Co.,
Miller, Dr. C. C,
Miller, Geo,,
Miller, Henry,

Dawson,

Mills.!.. D.,

L.,

Deadman, G.

A.,

Decker, A. A.,
Decker. C. K.,
Demaree, G. W.«
Dibbern, C. H. & Son,
Dickason, T. B..
Didrickson. O.,

the

a ut'iicral fund,
tHe legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as prmting,
postage, clerk-liire, etc.
iiHMiiln-rs shall becojiie
sliall be paid

from which

Article IX.— Meetings
shall be held at such times

of this Union
and places as

sliail be designated by the Advisory Board,
or upon the written requisition of ten

members.

E.,

Doolittle, G. M.,
Dorr. Dr. pi R..
Dowaa, Robert,

National Bee-Keepers' Union.

Addenbrooke, W.,
A)len. Runsom,
Alley. Henry.

Bernschein. Emat,

Anderrton. J. Lee,
Anderscin. VVm.,
Anuell, c. S..
Aapinwall, Jno.,

Owens,

Parker, D. G.,

P..

Eaglesfleld. E.

C,

Eastwood, Ij.,
Edson. A. S.
Elwood.Sr,, W.
England, P. J.,
Enke, Wm..

R.,

Falsoner, J.,
Feathers, Harvey,
Fercuson, S..
Flanagan, E. T.,
Follett, Charles.
Forbes. W. E.,
France, E. & Son,
Freeborn, S. I.,
Fulton. W. IC,
Funk. H. W..
Furness, Dwight,

Gander. A. M.,
Gibson, F. A.,
Goodrich, A. S.,
Green, Charles H.,
Greening.
F.,
(ji-reiner, G. C,
Greiner. Friedemann,
Gresh. Abel,
Grimm, Christopher,
Griswold. Fred,

C

Billinti.

Babb, Enoch,
Bailey. W. G..
Biilawln. A. A..
Baldwin. B. T..
Baldwin. L. W..
Ball, MisB J. M.
Barnes. \Vm. M.,
Barrows. O. B.,
Baxter. E.J.
Bean. C.M.& W. L.

Bitzer,

Ilarlens, J G..
Harrison, S. H.,
Hart, F. M..

Salisbury, S. W.,
Schaper, E. F.,
Scheuring, Paul,
Seabrighl. L. C,
Sears, J. W..
Secor, Eugene,

Shuck,

W.

Slade,

H.,

J. M.,

W.

D.,

Smith. David,
Smith. George,
Smith, Mrs. Martha,

Hettel, M.,

Spencer. M.

Stearns, J. R.,

riilla.

Mrs. H.,

Hilt'-n.

George

E.,

Hobier, Geo..
iluL-ue, R. M.,

Hoke. Abe.
Hollingsworth, C. M.,

Howard.

J. B..

Hoyle, GeorL'e H.,
Hufe. Wm. H..
Hutchinson, W. Z.,

Hyne. James M..
Illin8ki,Dr. A. X.,
B.,

Jackson, Andrew,

L.,

to this

hour

Tulbert. M.,
Taylor, George,
Taylor. R. L.
ThatchiT.Will.,

Theilmann.

wa.x are light.
R. A.

BURNKTT.

Thompson, Geo. M.,

Jones, George W.,
Jones, Henry,
Jones, J. H.,

Tinker. Dr. G.

Tongue.

Killough, J. M..
King. D. N..
King, T. Frank,

Treadwell.

L.,

L. N.,
Travis, F. VV.,
I.

A.,

W.

B.,

Trimberg'-r, John,
Turner. T. E.,

Koeppen. August

Twining, M. J.,
Tyner, Alonzo.

Kruschke. 11. O.,
Kyber. G. E. T„

Vanhouten,
Valentine.
Viallon.P.

South Water

161

C. W.,

8t.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It is selling very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates. We quote comb

NEW

57

and

2-lb. sec-

Chatham

Street.

YORK.

HONEY.—

The market for comb honey is quite
active, and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Price:i are gradually shading, owing Uy the fact of
many producers selling their entire crop in this
city at very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell tow and realize a handsome profit.
Ijarge lots have been sold here at n-uioc. tor fancy
goods. In con-equence of no honey coming in

from the West, we can see no reason why good
prices shimld not be obtained, except as above
stated. Present quotations are Fancy white 1-lb.
sections, \4«_ii*f>Q-; the same in i2-lb. sections, 11^(0)
V2^c.; fancy buckwheat honey in 1-lb. sections,
:

IKaiL'c; in

L'-lbs,,

UtiiOc.

Off grades

I

to

i!c.

less.

BEESWAX-Prime yellow. i'5(g;2!r^c.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS., 34 HudSOD St.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There

is a very slow demand from
manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a large
supply on the market, while the demsind is very
good lor clover honey in square glass jars.. Prices
tor all qualities are low and range from li'iSc. a lb.
Supply and demand is fair for choice comb honey
in sniiill sections, which brings 12'ajl.jc. per lb.
BEKSWAX.- Good yellow is in good demand,
and arrivals are fair, at -20(0^220. per lb.
C. F. Mltth. Freeman & Central Ave.

BAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— Choice comb honey is in

light

supply

bringing firm figures. There is a fair movebest qualities of extracted at steadyrates.
We quote as follows White to extra white comb,
Extracted, white liquid,
]iiirt.i.''i>c.; amber, 7<si8c.
5?4"'t5Hc.; light amber colored, 4'ii'a4-'ic.; amber
and candied. 4)^0.; dark and candied, 4u4'4C.
BEESWAX.— Quotable at 231*250., wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.
is

ment

in

:

OLBV ELAND.
HONEY.— The

market since our

last report has
there is a good opening
imiiroved
lor very choice while i-lb. sections, for which I4@
Our stock of new is very light at
15c. is obtained
present but of the old we have a good supply

very much and

which we

sell at lo,g>]3e. for

Extracted honey is slow at
clover and basswood,

wh

te 1-lb. sections.

6-3*7c.

for best white

BEKSWAX.— Very scarce at20@22c.
A. C. Kkndel. 115 Ontario Street.

C.,

Jardine. Jas..

Travis.

:

HONBV.-It is in good demand, and for the best
grades of white comb honey i-'n'^Kic. is obtained.
Off-colored and dark llnd very slow sale. Extracted is ateitdy at r>i«i.sc. per lb.
BEESWAX.-j-l'^i25c. Offerings of honey and

Stephenson, H. W.,
Stephens, W. B.,
Stewart. W. H.,
Stocker, Wm. S.
StoHey, Wm..
Stordock, C. H.,
Storer. B. M.,
Sumner, T. B.,
Sweet. C. Li.,

f

CHICAGO.

and

Hill. A. G.,

KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY. -The demand for honey begins to sag
under the present comparatively high prices, and
recent warm weather, though choice 1-lb. sections
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at lH(gii7c.
We think, however, that the top is reiiched and
any change will be lower prices. Two lb. sections
are selling at
white. 7"(iHC.

i2!-.t3Jl.')C.

Extracted, dark,

4(a.o cts.;

BEESWAX,— 22^(a25c.
Cr,EMONS,CLOON &

CO., COT. 4th

& Walnut.

J. M.
L..

.Tohn,

Lanning. John,
I^awton, B,

W.

Leedom, C-.
LeRoy. J. W.,

Bohn, GuKtav,

Ludkev.

('harles,

Bray. Moses,
Brlckey, Peter,
Brown, A. J.,

Lurtloff,

K.

Ijyman, W. C,
Lynch, Jno. C,
Bro,

Maddox.W.

T.,

Burc'ii. Jno.,

Mahin, Rev. M.

Burrell.

11.

Mallory,

Burton,

L.,

D.,

Richards. Wm.,
Roberta. Jesse H.,
Rogers. Jno.,
Root, A. r.,
Rose, C. H.,
Rowe, David,
Roye, Burr,

Snell, F. A.,
Spady, Jno.,

Ijangstroth. Rev. L. L.,

&

Heed, L.,
Reed, L. G.,
Rey. John.
Reppert, F..
Reynolds, M. Q.,

Hayhurst. E. M.,
Heater, Mrs. J. N.,
Heddon, James,
Hensley, J. P.,

Lindsly, L.

Biiclianjin, J. W.
Bucklew, J, A.,

Ralsch, H.,

Shirley.

Haakin. A. S., M. D.,
Hatch. C. A.,

Ijammey,

Peter

Wm..

BliUichard.O. C,
Bledsoe, 11,.
Blount, C. N„

Rainey, Jarvis,

Segars,M.,
Shapley, D. L.,
Sheartuan, J. O.,
Shepard. Horace,

Harding, Benj.,

up

Blakb & RiPLET.

Jr., J. B.,

i

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

J. J.,

Powell, E. W.,
Pray, G. U,

23, 1885.

The following

in !-lb. sections at UiiidGc.,
tions at lJ@i4c. E-ttracted, Gfa^c.
BEESWAX.— 30 CIS. per lb.

Perkins, Nelson,
Peters, Geo. B.,
Peters, Jno.,
Phelps, N. T..

Pond,

Nov.

10 a. in.,

honey

Payn, W. N.,
Pennoyer, Ij. A,,

Bcsse. IL. M. D.,
Billlnys, L. P.

Newman, S M.,
Newman, Thomas G.

Dunham.

Dunn, John,

Monday,

Nelson, James A..
Newman, Alfred H.,

Ochsner, J. .1.,
Osburn, A. W.,

Knickerbocker. G. H.,

LIST OF members.

Muth, C. F..
Muth-Rasmussen, Wm.,

Drane. E..
Drew, Wm.,

Isham, H.

Article X.— Tliis constitution may be
amended by a majority vote of aU the
members at any time.

Minnich, F.,
Minor, N. L.,
Morse. William,

Nipe. James,
Nutt. W. C,

Ditt-mer, Gus,

Dudye.U.

be used for no otlier pur]>ose than to defend
and protect bee-kee]M-rs m their rights, after Havens. Reuben,

such cases are ai>)irovt'd liy the Advisory
Board, and shall only be subjected to Drafts
regidarly made in writing by the Advisory
Board.
Airrif'LE VIII.— The annual feesi>:ud by

S.,

Clickenger, Karlle,

Connley, John
Cook. Prof. A.
Cripe, Henry,

Dadant, Chag.,
Dadant. C. P.,
Darby. M. E.,
Dayton, C. W.,

American Bee Journal,

Office of the

Jas.,

Christian. P.J.
Cliriatie. Jno. H..

Cheney, H.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

W.,

J.

JiiB, B.,

S.

H.,

Manum, A.

E.,

Walton, Col. R.,
Webster. H.S.,
Weei-s.

C.

Wendt. Henry,
West, Chas.,
Whitney. W.

V.,

Wicherts, A.,
Wilkins, Miss Lucy A.
Williams. Geo. F.,
Wilson. AV. W.
Wolcott. Wra.C,
Wright. W. D.,
Wurth, Dan.,

Zwiener H. L.

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
AVe have some ELEGANT
15il)UES, [laving
a rosette and f?ohl Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Price
Conventions, etc.
50 "cents each, by mail, postpaid.

lUBBON

THOItlAS

ti,

NEWMAN &

923 & 925 West Madisou

St.,

SON,
CHICAG0,1LI.
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OF THE

Honey

as

lished

^^ To

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .")0 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result

village,

-.V\'

^-'^

city,

|^~

ICriliNli

weekly

is

in 188(1, at 10s. lOd.

who

intend to be systematic in
apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and The prices are as follows
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
$100For ."iOcolonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
1 2.>
Single cop.v. 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
"
1 50
200 colonies (WO pages)
hundred, $2.oO. Five hundred will be sent
for
§15,00.
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000
The larger ones can be used for a few colOn orders of 100 or more, we will print, if onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. {giving the name and address of the bee- and still keep the record all together in onekeeper who scatters them).
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
To siTe away a copy of " Honey as Food
will ho

TCr^

create

town and

Bee Journal

to he pubper annum.
We will club it and our Weekly for $.'i.50 to
any post-olHce in the United States or
Canada.

Tlio

Food and Medicine.

a

DEMAND

for

all

of their crops at

their

All

work in the

:

:

;

;

PUDIilSHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PR(tPiaETORS.

923&925 WEST MADiSONST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Weekly,

SS a year

;

Monthly,

&0 cents.

and Medicine" to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell almost any quantity of

AIiFRED H. NEWMAN,
Business Manager.

J^pcciul Uoticcs,
SPECIAl, NOTICE.— On January 1,1886,
the price of the Weekly Bee Journal will
be reduced to One, Dollar a Tear. This we

it.

Tlie AVcstcrn W^orUl Guide and HaudBook of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
aud the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides

now come. We

tain

its

it

will

main-

proud position as the leading bee-

paper of the World

!

" Don't Stop "—that is what many write
xis about their papers, when their time is
"This
nearly out. One subscriber says:
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month hut don't stop sending it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters arc coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

to

;

sell

the Guide and Hand-

hotcakes."

Send us an order

for five copies (with $2..")0) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
year. This is a rare opportunity to get the
Weekly Bee Journal without cost
!

I

g^ducvtvsemjeuts.

own, with $3, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

shall continue to im-

prove the Bee Journal, and

like "

their

1^^ Our rates for two or more copies of
have contemplated for some years, and only the book, '' Bees and Honey," may be found
awaited the proper time to warrant us in on the Book List on the second page of this
all books
issuing the Weekly Bee Joubnal at the very paper. Also wholesale rates on
where they are purchased " to sell again."
low price of one dollar a year. That time
has

Asents can
Book

Preserve your papers

tor reference.

WE

are now in the market, and will be
during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condiwill sell on comtion—just so it is pure.
mission, charging .5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash

We

We

offer the general market will afford.
will handle beeswax the same way, and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or reMr. Jerome
fined, at lowest market prices.
Twichell, our junior member in this depart-

you have no BINDEK we will mail you ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
one for 7.j cents, or you can have one free and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
if you will send us 4 new yearly subscriprepresenting a fair average of the lot. On
tions for the Bee JotTRNAL.
such sample we will make prompt returns,,
whether we btiy or not.
CI,EMONS, CI.OON &. CO.,
To Correspondents. — It would save 36A17
KANSAS CITY, MO.
us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
Or, MANUAI. OF THE APIAKY.
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
one
post^
if
you
live
near
Also,
or State.
1876.
I2,000
office and get your mail at another, be sure
13ih Theui-iand Just Out
have
on
our
list.
we
to give the address
loth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
;t,000 Sold Since May, 1883.
If

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
SOLD SINCE

!

«^len KcncH'lng

your subscription

More than r>0 pages, and more than 50 fine illustrations were added in the nth edition. 1 he whole
work iias been tboroutihly revised, and contains the
verv latest in respect tobee-keepinp. It is certainly
thetullest and ludf-t scientitic work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, !#1 35. Liberal
discount lo dealers and to clubs.
Author and Publisher.
A.. J,
Agricultiiral College, Mich.
iCly

have received from the Pubcopy of a very handy book for
Evening Amusement, entitled " How to Entertain AN Evening Party," containing a

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to .ioin with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it.

large collection of Tableaux, Gaines, Amusing E.xperiments, Card Tricks, Parlor Magic,
altogether giving an immense fund of family amusement and parlor or drawing-room
entertainment, night after night, for a whole
winter. It contains 128 pages, and will be
sent to any address on receipt of 2,j cents,
by J. S. OOILVIE & Co., the Publishers, .31

For sale also at the Officr of the Bee
lor Reading has now come.
Journal, at wholesale or retai).
The long winter evenings can be utilized by
reading up bee-literature. We have all the
newest bee-books and can fill all orders on
the day they are received.
By B. J. KENDALL, M. D.

^^"

We

lishers a

Rose

Street,

New York.

Tlie

Time

COOK,

^~

THE HORSE,

A TREATISE jfiving an index of diseases,
'Any person not a subscriber, receiving a
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
copy of this paper, will please consider it table (living all the principal drups used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
;

|^~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Journal

be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this offlee,
or we will send them all to the agent.

;

will

.

horse's teetb atdiderent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
:

We

liave a I'eAV more Binders for the
Monthly Bee Journal for the years 1883
and 1884. In order to close them out we
will mail them,, postpaid, for 30 cents each.

rrlce 85 centa— in English or German.
THOS. G. NEWITIAIV & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ELL.
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THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK

The British Bee Journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lud. per annum, and

AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEB.

how

Capltali*»ts
aiiioiiiit

to

The

seekers

For HOITIE:

contains the best practical information for the

time being, showing what

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

or Tourists,
for
or Laborer»i. A vast
of inrorinatiou uot

do

to do,

and when and

it.

British

Bee Journal and our Weekly

S3.50.

to be I'oiind elsewhere
at ai»v price,

-keepers' Supplies,
standard Langstroth,

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And
The following

Mapn

Colored

is

only apart of the Contents:

Send for

HiHtnr!e8 of each of the StateH rrom the
Earliest TliiicN.— Descriptive of their TopoR-

other kinds of

7Aly

Quinby Smolter a specialty.
I

shall supply nnylhinK you need in the Apiary.
Illustrated Price List.

W.

E. CIiAKK., successor

to L.C. Root,

OKISKANT, Oneida County,

Siiil, <!^litiiate,

a
a

Electors. Number of Union and
Conlederate Soldiers in the Field, Price of Land
Cleared and in Forest, Extent of Forest. Number of Different Callings, Kate of Interest. Usury
Laws, Pk]H)lei{ or Drummkhs' License laws,

Presidential

Divorce Laws. Mining Laws, description
OF Public Lands, list of Lands subject to
THE FORMS OF ENTRY. LiSt of Land-Offices,
Opportunities for Homes or Enterprise. Rainfall. Health. Ports of Entry, Population (male,
female and foreign) Number of Indians, Mineral

Res()urce8, Nicknames of States and for whom
or what they are named, Miles of Railroad and
Canals. Tidal Frontage, State Land IjAws,
Religious Denominations and their Numbers,
Number of Counties and Names.
Oovernment J^and ILiawa giving complete law
on the subject of Pre-emption Homestead,

TIMBER Culture. Soldiers' Homestead,
Swamp lands. Land Warrants. Scrip,
Indian Trust lands. Desert Lands, Coal
Lands. Ti.mijer Lands. Mineral Lands.
agricultural college Lands, etc.
IIow to Acquire Lands of any kind belong
ingtothe (lovernment by any forms of entry
who may acquire them, and the different laws

^
a w u

-2

«r3

applicable to the different ssctions.

Postal. PeiiaioQ and Patent r.aYvs of the

United States.
Coats-of-Arms of the States and Views

of
life in different regions.
for measuring Lumber,
Logs, Grain,
Liquids, Tables ol Weights and Measures of all
kinds. InterestRuIes and Tables, IjumberTables.

Celebrated Places, and of

Soles

Systems

«if

I..aii(l

Measures

In various

parts of the United States.
Contains also a Million useful

The Weekly Bee Journal,

facts.

$1

,JJO.

NEWMAN &

SON,
963 & 925 West Madison St., 1 CHICAGO, ILL.
<;.

more money than

at anything else

by

taking an agency for the best selling book
out.
Beginners succeed grandly. None
tail. Terms free.
Hali.ett Book Co.
SlAly
Portland, Maine.

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another coIuidd.

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee Journal for sale at
a.-s cents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than 50C.

THOS.
U-S.i

G,

NEWMAN Sc

& 92.^ West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

BEESWAX.
We

pay 83c. peril)., delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
Bhould always be on each package.

THOS.
02:j

&

ii-2'i

NEWMAN

».
West Madison

Street,

<fe

o

W

OK

for one year,

antl the (luide, postpaid, for

THOS.

Hives.

all

Rivera Mountains. Natural
Wonders. P-puiation, Area, Islands. J^akea.
Mines, Pnxluctw, Manufactures, Industries,
Cities, School Systems. Collection and Exemption Laws, Date of Holding Elections, Number
of Kepresentatives. Senators, Congressmen, and
raphy,

all

MADE TO ORDER.

the States and Territories,
including Alaska and District of Columbia.
Diagrams 8ln)wint: area, population, products.
Government, State. School and Indian Lands of
the several States.
of

SON,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

-s Hi

* g

N. Y.

:
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What

Imioranro

AstoiilKliiii{£

shown by the following item now

OF THE

rounds of the
Montana Miner

^^^^M.^^^^A^u,x,

Of the two

first

press,"

"

!

credited

to the
/

hives of bees ever taken

into Northern Montana, one froze out completely last winter, and the other lost its
queen and refused to work. The owner,
Charles Roth, substituted a big horse-fly for
the dead tjueen, whereupon the bees became
as busy as ever.
The horse-tty takes to

royalty with the greatest ec|uanimity.

The idea of substituting •' a big horse-fly "
for a queen-bee, and thereby deceive the
bees, is too ridiculous for anything
The
Montana scribbler does not know that the
queen is the mother of the colony, laying all
the eggs to produce worker bees and drones,
1

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

and even to re-produce herself, f Evidently,
when the queen was killed, the colony
reared a queen from the eggs or larviB in
the hi\'e, and knew much more than did the
Montana paragrapher
He might as well
have put the horse-fly into a bird's nest for
all the good it might do

No. 48.

Dec. 2, 1885.
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APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

Eloquent FooIIstaness was

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.

gave to the

the

title

we

from the Grant County,
Wis., Herald, on page 739 of last week's Bee
Journal. We took it to be an attempted

In Speakiiis of a person's faults.
Pray dou't forget your own
Remember those with homes of glass

article

defense of the sheep interests, but a correspondent suggests that it was a burlesqueusing " irony " to ridicule the action of Mr.
Should never throw a stone.
If we have nothing else to do
Powers. To be charitable wo will adopt that
view, and call it "ridicule," instead of
Than talk of those who sin,
" foolishness." But there is only a shade of
'Tis better we oomraence at home,
difl'erence in the two words
And from that point begin.
Webster gives
one word as a synonym of the other. If
Before our Next Paper is in the hands intended as " irony," it is an amusing piece
that is to say—
of its subscribers, the Detroit Convention of eloquent foolishness
Call it which
will be in session, and we hope it will be ridwule, satire, or sai-casm !
;

!

;

attended by all who are able to go. The
Secretai'y has gotten up a very interesting
programme, and one that should call out a
lai-ge attendance. The Rev. L. L. Langstroth
intends to be present, and the editors of
nearly all— perhaps all— the bee-papers will
be there. A large number of the prominent
bee-keepers of the United States and Canada
have also promised to be in attendance and
take part in the deliberations. The following societies will meet in joint convention
:

The North American Bee-Keepers' Society
The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society.
The Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association.

The

Southern

Michigan

Bee-Keepers'

Associa/tion.

The Indiana Farmej- remarks as follows
concerning the advantages to be derived
from attending bee-keepers' conventions :
*' These society meetings are
of vast importance to the industry, and should be
attended by every one who is at all interested in this growing specialty.
Said a
veteran bee-keeper to us some days since,
' I make
it a point never to miss a meeting
of bee-keepers held any place within my
reach. I read all I can And on the subject,
learn all I can from my neighbors, and
pride myself on keeping up with the times,
but I believe I have never yet attended a
meeting of the kind, that I have not learned
some one thing that has psud me well for
my time and trouble.' "

The programme

will

be found on the ne.xt

we desire to call especial
Let all who can do so, make all

you

please.

Bees aud Bee-Keeplug is the title of a
new book now being issued in England, in
It is printed in the highest style of
the art on finely-calendered paper, and the
engravings are faultless. It is written by
Frank Cheshire, Esq., F.L.S. F.R.M.S.
The author is undoubtedly the highest living
authority on the anatomy and physiology of
the homey-bee. He has made it a lite study,
and under powerful microscopes has made
the minutest examinations of every part of
the bee.
The work is published in parts,
price 7d., by L. Upoott Gill, 170 Strand, W.C,
London, and will be completed in 19 parts.

parts.

;

—

necessary arrangements to be there, and
€njoy a pleasant re-union.

Annual Mcetins

of the Indiana

State Bee-Keepers' Society will be held at
Indianapolis, Ind., in January (the day is
not yet named). This Society always has
interesting meetings, and the coming one
is

to

have a very attractive programme.

Petrlfled Honey w.is some time since
found tiy Mr. A. M. Gray, of Lowell, Mass.,
in this manner
The Lowell Courier says
"that he was traveling about the country,
seeking to recover his health, which was
feeble at that time. He was at one time at
Oconto, Wis., and while there he meandered
about considerably through the fields. One
day, in climbing over a stone wall, a stone
upon which he had rested his hand fell to
the
ground.
Its
peculiar appearance
attracted his attention. In shape it was
oval, about the size of an ordinary stove
cover, and four inches thick. This stone he
took with him, and upon reaching Washington in the course of his journeying, took it
to the Smithsonian Institute, and there
sought to learn, by comparison with the
large and varied collection of geological
specimens, just what it was. However,
nothing like it could be found. His long
search and close scrutiny of the numerous
specimens caused one of the professors to
inquire what he was searching for.
Upon
being shown the rock by Mr. Gray, the
professor examined it a moment, and then
went into ecstacies over it. He said it was
petrified honey, a thing which had never
before been known.
Almost everything
else was known to exist in a petrified state,
but up to that time petrified honey had
never been found. When the piece was
broken a beautiful sight was presented of
perfectly formed cells with the honey
petrified in them in little drops that sparkle
like diamonds."
:

A Home Honey market

is the most
and the most valuable thing in
connection with every apiary. Mr. John

desirable

Aspinwall, in the Bec-Kcepcrs' Magazine,
makes the following very pertinent remarks

concerning

You who

its

advantages

:

ship your

honey to a commission
house, did you ever work one-tenth as hard
to build up a home trade as you did to get
your honey ?
After you have thoroughly drummed up
the trade in your immediate neighborhood,
have you ever spent a few dollars for fare
on the cars to adjacent towns, and carried
a sample to the difl'erent groceries and
drug stores?
liave Received from the Travelers'
Do you imagine for one instant, that in
Insurance Company, of Hartford, a copy of this great metropolis, or in any other large
city,
the people are waiting with open arms,
"
their
new engraving,
Representative
eager to buy your honey at a good round
Parisian Journals and fJournalists." It is
figure? If you do think so, you are very
an interesting and well [executed; picture, much mistaken. Why, only to-day a party
showing fifteen of the leading newspapers was in our office, asking' where they could
sell their honey, as the
of the French Capital, with the portrait of in this city only offered large honey houses
him 10 cents for his
the editor photographed, as it were, upon white clover honey, in one-pound boxes
each. The Travelers' has ia handsome way and yet we know where, within the last
week, a home market for over a ton
of issuing really good; engravings, advertis- buckwheat honey in
two-pound boxes, has
ing itself, of course, in an unobtrusive way, sold it at 12 cents. And this very market
but at the same time contributing in no never bought a pound until the party spent
a week drumming it up. He
small dgree to the common stock of popu- the first day within a radius sold .'SOO pounds
of one mile.
lar information. As the largest Accident
The building up of the honey market
'Company in the world, the Travelers' can depends upon a demand of indls'jduals for
the product, and only can a taste be inocuafford this class of broad advertising, which lated by presenting the
sweet at the very
creates a favorable personal feeling toward doors of families.
itself wherever its attractive
art work
One of the prominent features of the
penetrates.

We

I

page, to which
attention.

Tlie

is

going the
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Any person not a subscriber,

receiving a
copy of this paper, will please consider it
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

Holiday Number of the Cincinnati Graphic
will be a story entitled. " Taken Alive," by
the distinguished novelist, E. P. Roe, which
he considers one of his best efforts.

—

—
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when the temperature ranges
as from

to

4.5=

.50°.

high,

Tlie

Nortii

I think that be-

American Bee-Keepers' Society.

low ttPonly bottom-ventilation should
This Society will hold its 16th annual
be allowed. G. L. Tinker.
convention on Dec. S, 9 and 10, 1S85, at
Detroit,
Midi.
The Hall in which the
Yes, it would do, but I should prefer
meeting will be held is known as the "Red
greatly to have the temperature of the Men's Wigwam,"
and
located at 63
then I Michigan Avenue, one block west of the
cellar never below 45° Fahr.
should expect bees to surely winter, City Hall. Just across the street from the
otherwise I should not be so sure.
"Red Men's Wigwam" is the Antisdel
House, which will be the hotel at which
A. J. Cook.

—

WITH

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

i.s

;

Secretion of

Wax.

the Society will make its head-quarters.
I would not advise putting bees in The regular rates at this hotel are $3 per
any
hives into a cellar where the tem- per day, hut they have been reduced to
H.C.
perature is about the freezing point, »1.3.5 per day to those attending the conTliere will be reduced rates on
Old bees can secrete wax.— W. Z. but I think that tlie probabilities of vention.
success would be greater in chaff all Michigan railroads, also as tar east as
Hutchinson.
Buffalo, as far west as Chicago, and as far
hives then in single-walled hives.
Yes but old bees do not take to it There may be quite a point here. The south as Toledo. Efforts are being made
to secure reduced rates to still further
from choice.— G. L. Tinker.
important question may be, what is points, but at present the prospects of
They can secrete it when needed, the temperature inside the hiveV and success are not very promising. No certifinot, what is the temperature of the cates will be sent out until about Dec. 1
and probably at will. A. J. Cook.

Qn«rr, Xo. 164.— Can

bees secrete

than once? or can old bees secrete

it

wax more

at will?— J.

;

—

think that they secrete
will.— James Heddon.
I

;

wax

at

I think, under pressure, they can,
although it is not the usual way. C.
C. MiLLEK.

—

This is theory, but we would say
yes to both questions, although the
secretion of wax seems to be more
properly the work of the young bees.

cellar

V-W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

I think it would do very well so to
do, but I do not conceive that there
is any necessity for so doing, as the
bees will be fully as safe in common
hives.
Chaff hives were originated
for the purpose of protection while
wintering bees on the summer stands.

—J. E. Pond, Jr.
We would not put bees

but all who expect to attend sliould write
to the Secretary at once, and certificates
will be sent out as soon as they are ready.
W. Z. HuTCinNSoN, Sec,
Rogersville, Mich.

:pi^oc3-i^.a.:m::m:e].
FIRST DAY.
TiESDAY Forenoon Session.— 10 a.m.

—Convention called to ortler.— Address of
into a cellar Welcome,
by Edwin Willetts, President of
Keep them the Michigan Agricultural Collpge.— Re40'-' at least.
would take the sponse, by the President, L. 0. Root.—
2. Old bees
1. I think they can.
sometimes secrete wax, but as a rule cavers oft and have the entrances as Calling the roll of members of last year,
payment of annual dues, reception of new
Son.
bees from 6 to 16 days old produce wide as possible.— Dadant
members, and distribution of badges.
the wax and build the comb.— G. M.
Reading the minutes of the last meeting.—
DOOLITTLE.
Reports of the Treasurer and Secretary.
Section
to'Hold
One
Pound.
Announcements.—
Miscellaneous business.
have wintered queenless
I
Yes.
Afternoon Session. 2 p. m. Ancolonies that built new comb in the
Qnery. No. 160.— I want to make a section- nouncements.
Annual address of the
fall when feeding them, and
late
box l 7- Ifi Inches wide, and of such a size as to
Miscellaneous
business.
again in the spring they would build hold one pound. What is the right size ?— W. S. V. President.
" Production of Comb Honey," G. M. Doonew comb before a queen could be
little, Borodino,
Y.—
N.
" Production of
" Very much depends."
reared by them, and before any young
Do you Extracted Honey," Chas. Dadant, Hamilbees were hatched.— G. W. Demakee. use separators V Do you reverse your ton, Ills.— "The Care of Honey for Marsections V Much also depends upon ket." R. T. Holterman. Brantford, Ont.—
Bees can secrete wax at any time
the strain of bees, and more upon the " Marketing Honey," C. F. Muth, Cinthey choose, and as often as there is
season. With or without separators ciimati, O.
a necessity for it. Tlie usual course,
Evening Session.
7:.30 p. m.— Anall sections of honey will not weigh
however, in a normal colony, is for
alike.
In this locality your 1 7-16- nouncements.- Miscellaneous business.
the older bees to attend to foraging,
Discussion
of
que<tious
that
have accumuinch sections would average one
while the younger ones attend to the
lated in the question-box during the day.
pound,
if the honey flow was good,
house-keeping, building comb, etc.
and no separators were used. jAaiES
SECOND DAY.
J. E. Pond, .J K.
Heddon.
Wednesday Morning Ses.sion. 9
Ainiouncenients.
a. m.
Miscellaneous
business. —"Bee- Pa.sturage,"
Tlios.
G.
Bees in Chaff Hives in Winter.
Newman, Chicago. Ills.
"Selling and
Elements of Royal Jelly.
Shipping Bees by the Pound," E. M. Haydiiery. So. ISS.— Would It do to put chaff
Selection of
Qaery, No. 167.— What are the food ele- hurst, Kansas City, Mo.
hives into a cellar whose temperature is about the
place for holding next convention, and
the

— Dadant & Son.

at
at

all

where

it

will freeze.

We

&

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

freezing point, leavintr the cushions on. taking the
covers "IT, and haviDK the entran*©-^ wide open?—
J. 1^., Ont.

ments of
royal jelly which is fed to larval
queens? What are the chemical elements or
analysis of the same?— W. M. C.

—

—
—
—

election of officers.

Session.— 3
m. — Au— Miscellaneous p.business.
"Excellence or Chea|iuess— Which ?" A.
Root, Medina, O. — "Comb Foundation,"

Afternoon

noiiuceijii'nts.

Royal jelly contains both carboMiller.
hydrates and nitrogenous food ele- I.
John Vandervort, Laceyville, Pa.—" BeeI should prefer to leave them out- ments.
I have not the analysis at my
Keeping as a Business," Dr. C. C. Miller,
doors.— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
command at this minute. — A. Jf. Marengo,
His.
Cook.
Evening Session. — 7:30 p.m. — AnI tliink that I would prefer to leave
nouncements.—
Miscellaneous business.
them out-doors, but I would rather
Discussion of questions in the questionthan that, put them in that cellar and
System and Success.
box.
keep the lemperaluie up to -lo'^. The
THIRD DAY.
packing would tend to average the
tS~ All who intend to be systematic in
Thursday Morning Session.—9 a.m.
temperature as regards the effects
It

might.— C.

inside the hive,

0.

where the object

James Heddon.

is.

their worlt in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Ajjiary Register and commence to use it.

The prices are

as follows

:

the chaff hives were not so made For .">0 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
12.5
and prepared as to be safe out-of- " ino colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
doors, it would be best to place them
The larger ones can be used for a few colin such a cellar during the coldest
weather. But in this case I should onies, give room for an increase of numbers
give no top ventilation. Top ventila- and still keep the record all together in one
tion in cellars should be given only book, and arc therefore the most desirable.
If

— Annoiinceiiieiits. — Miscellaneous business.— " Rcvcisiug Combs," James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich. — "The Pollen
Theory," Plot.
College, Mich.

A.

J.

Cook, Agricultiual

Afternoon Session.— 3

—

Anp. m.
nouncements.
Miscellaneous business.
" Wintering Bees," Ira Barber, DeKalb
" Different Races of
Junction,
N. Y.
Bees," D. A. Jones, Beeton, Out.— Adjournment.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

—

—

'

"

:
;

;
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the bee-keeping fraternity, that loss
is attributable either to want of " full
knowledge," or neglect of due " care
and pains." Have not the utmost

endeavors of our foremost apiarists
been baffled, and has not fatality
attended all known methods at times,
and under certain circumstances V I
Explanatory.—The flgureB before the think the " bulletin " should not
names indicate the number of years that the " halloo " so loudly, until its author
person has kept bees.
Those after, show and others are more completely " out
the number of colonies the writer had in the
of the Woods."

previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-,
as the time of the year may require.
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near the centre of the State named
east
6 north of the centre 9 south
Owest; and this 6 northeast; "O northwest;
o» southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

©

;

;
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'Wintering Bees, Hibernation,
W3C. F.

etc.

CLARKE.

" Bulletins "

have been issued by the
Michigan Agricultural College, and
No. H is on wintering bees, and is
going the rounds of the bee-periodicals. It is from the able pen of Prof.
Cook, and, like all his apicultural
writings, is interesting and instructive. The document is of considerable
length, discusses most of the phases
of tiie winter problem, and contains a
large amount of practical wisdom on
the subject to which it relates. Intelligent apiarists are agreed on many
of the topics touched upon by the
Professor, but

some

of

them are

still

One who

lost colonies of bees

by the

hundred last winter, has told us that
he would not give ten cents per colony
to have his bees insured for the coming winter.

We

shall look with great

report next spring,
hoping that he has not " counted his
chickens before they are hatched."
But we are not yet past the stage of
experiment in regard to wintering
bees, and I think it is the part of dis"
cretion to speak with ' bated breath
for a few months longer, anyhow.
interest for his

VENTILATION.
The "bulletin" is, to my mind,
eminently— I might say, pre -eminently
It
—unsatisfactory on tliis point.
tells us that " the physiologist, and
especially
the physio-entomologist,
will not be easily persuaded that
insects whose functional activity is so
slight that a minimum of food supplies their wants, stand in need of
air." Of course it is the winter life
of bees which is referred to when
their " functional activity " is prothis great
nounced " so slight."
change in their habits V (For the
explanation of this phenomenon, see

Why
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colony " has been suffocated for want
of air, in consequence of the entrance
to the hive being closed by frozen
ice ? Too much or too little
are among tlie most frequent explanations of winter losses.

snow and
air,

Prof. Cook is hardly consistent with
himself under this head. The main
object of this " bulletin " is to state
the " best conditions" for wintering
yet after telling us that
bees well
" under the best conditions little heed
need be given to ventilation," he
proceeds to lay down the most specific
and minute rules about ventilation by
means of sub-.air ducts a stove-pipe
connected with the kitchen stove
the regulation of entrances vigilance
with the thermometer, etc. saying of
the cellar, " if it becomes too cold,
less ventilation is imperative if too
hot, more may be required." In my
opinion, the one thing about which
we are most in the dark at the present
moment, is this matter of ventilation.
;

;

;
;

;

HIBERNATION.
strangely enough, the Professor
both concedes and rejects hibernation in his " bulletin." He concedes
it by noting the chauM that takes
place in the " functional activity " of
the bee on the advent of cold weather;
in summer, that" functional activity"
is extreme and incessant, in winter,
it is "so slight" that the minimum
of food suffices. It is also virtually

conceded in the statement that "while
bees do not hibernate in the sense of
becoming totally inactive, yet they
may and should have their vital
activity kept at the minimum." Prof.
Cook knows very well that " total

"open questions" concerning which
much can, and no doubt will, be said the part under Hibernation.)
inactivity " is not the only hibernaton both sides. I desire, with all reTo demonstrate that bees do not ing condition. Months ago I quoted
spect, to submit a few strictur,j3 on need " much air " in winter, the ProKirby, whom Prof. Cook pronounced

such of the unsettled questions which fessor proceeds
seem to be left in an unsatisfactory which, so far as
shape, according to

my way

of think-

ing.

WINTER

LOSSES.

It is a " fact," as affirmed by the
*' bulletin,"
that " many apiarists
meet with no loss." Have we really
arrived at certainty so sure that "with
full knowledge, followed by equal care
and pains, this loss may be wholly
prevented
I have yet to meet with

V

bee-keeper who sustains " no
loss," while no longer ago than last
winter, some of our best apiarists,
Possessed of "full knowledge," and
y no means lacking in "care and
pains," lost heavily.
Shakespeare
says of one of his characters

the

:

"

But

She never

told her love.

concealment, like a worm i' the bud,
Prev on her damask cheek."

let

We have bee-keepers of considerable note who never tell their losses,
but they have them all the same. The
only man I have heard pronounce it
as easy to winter a colony of bees as
it is to winter a horse or a sheep, is
always reticent about his losses,
though he has had them by the hundreds. I do not think that the science
of wintering bees is one of the fixed
or exact sciences as yet, though I hope
it soon will be, and it seems to me a
rather sweeping accusation to hurl at

to cite a case in
I can see, they did

A

" large colony
not have any.
which was deliberately " sealed with
ice frozen solid at the entrance of the
hive," " entombed in a snow bank for
more than three months," and
furthermore, " the hive glued or
propolized at the top," is said to have
" wintered exceptionally well." The
Professor says, " We can see that the
ventilation," in this case, " was
slight indeed." I should say from
the description given that it was
totally lacking, and yet there must
have been ventilation of some kind,
else such a colony could not have
survived, much less "wintered exceptionally well." I must think that
we have not all the facts in regard to
that " large colony," and I am apprehensive that not the tyro merely, but
the experienced bee-keeper may fall
into the mistake of minimizing the
air-supply, in view of such an example ; especially as the Professor
goes on to tell us that " physiology
and experience both show that under
the best conditions little heed need be
given to ventilation." (The italics are
mine.) I make bold to challenge this
statement, and to affirm that both
physiology and experience, especially
the latter, proclaim that the greatest
possible heed sliould be given to ventilation.
Is it not one of the most
common of casualties, that a " large

the highest entomological authority,
to show that the state admits of degrees. I have only claimed that bees
hibernate imperfectly or partially,

and have accepted

Mr.

Heddon's

" quiescence " as I now accept Prof.
" minimum of
functional
Cook's
activity," as the equivalent of what
I think that
I mean by hibernation.
my use of the term is scientific and
correct.

making the concessions I
Prof. Cook rejects
hibernation in toto, citing what he is
But

after

have specified.

pleased to call " the fact that bees do
When was this
not hibernate."
demonstrated to be a " fact V" I had
occasion to bring the Professor to
task some time ago, for dogmatically
affirming that "bees do not hiber"
nate." He " acknowledged the corn
in the most handsome manner, but
now repeats the offense. I cannot
permit him to parade it as a "fact"
that bees do not hibernate, until he
proves it. It is now nearly a year and
a half since I called attention to
hibernation as a phenomenon of beelife in winter, and the Professor must
pardon me for saying that I think he
has treated the matter with a species
of lofty contempt unworthy of his
have never had an
position.
article from his pen on the subject,
but only the briefest kind of allusions
to it.

We

;
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REQUISITES TO SUCCESS.

The " bulletin " enumerates as " requisites- to success in wintering bees,
enough good food, uniform temperature without the hives at about 4.5°
Fahr., slight ventilation, and a cover
to the hive which is a non-conductor
of heat." I would add to or amend
this prescription by specifying uniform ventilation a temperature, selfregulated by the bees, which admits
of their subsiding at will into " quiescence," the " minimum of functional
;

or "hibernation;" and
absolutely impervious
hive-covers.
Bees are wintered out-of-doors very
successfully when
there is not a
"uniform temperature without the
4.5°
hives at about
Falir.," and with
vertical ventilation below the bees,
I would as soon have a mountain or
one of the pyramids a-top of my hives
as any other cover.
activity,"

TEJirERATURE.
" bulletin "insists very strongly
on the necessity of " uniform temperature " outside the hives, and expresses a decided preference for cellarwintering, as the best and cheapest
way of securing it. This is, to my
mind, one of the great objections to
cellar-wintering. I cannot see why
bees, any more than human beings,
are benelited by " uniform temperature." Why do all medical authorities insist on fresh out-door air and
object to people being boxed up indoors all the time V Bees do not have
" uniform temperature " at any other
season of the year, why then must
they have it during live months of
winter 'i I believe that variations in
temperature give tlie bees opportunity for unlocking the cluster, taking
a little exercise in the hive, and occasionally a flight outside the hive. It
does not seem to me reasonable to
expect tliem to maintain unbroken
quietude all winter long. If there is
a chance now and then for a little

The

why should they not enjoy
The Professor says, " the fact is

activity,
it V

we

he able to control, and must
control, the temperature."
The italics
rtvu&l

Bees and Grapes.
S. I.

FREEBORN.

I have read with much interest the
account of the bee-and-grape suit of
San Bernardino, Calif. Some of the
accusations of the grape-men, about
the depredations of the bees, remind
me of what my bees have been
accused of at different times, but as
yet no grape-men have complained in
this locality, I believe perhaps the
reason is that another bee-man and
myself have as many or more grapes
than are grown by any one else within
reach of bur bees. I have read about
all that has been written on the subject in the bee-papers I have watched
carefully the actions of the bees when
;

;

the grapes, and I am fully
persuaded that here bees will not
In
puncture the skins of grapes.
proof of this assertion I mention that
bees are rarely seen about the Delaware grape. We know that bees are
good judges of quality, and were they
naturally provided with a fine set of
tools for business, as those California
witnesses testified to, they would not
wait for late-ripening varieties like
the Concord, to burst their skins, but
they would wade in and clean out the
earlier and sweeter varieties like the
Delaware, lady, etc. The fact is that
they eat more Concord grapes than
any other kind, for the reason that
more of them burst their skins frequently one-third of the crop goes that
way, and if the weather is warm
enough the bees are promptly on hand
to get their share. Even the wasps
have to stand back and give the Italians a chance.
Of course, in picking grapes it is
more or less annoying to get hold of a
bee when one expects to take a grape,
especially if the picker is not accustomed to bees. If no bees were in the
vicinity, the wasps would be on hand
and frequently hide themselves inside
of a grape-skin, and stay over night
and when the weather is cool enough

among

;

make them about

lation of the bees, or by restricting
them to localities far enough distant
from the vineyards to insure immunity from their visits.
It will be
rather a nice point to legislate upon.
While I was equally interested in
both fruit and bees, and had rather
committed myself to the assertion
that bees never injure sound fruit, I
found that some California fruit- men

would not argue the question very
good-naturedly, whether bees would
or could puncture sound grapes. I
was referred to the fact that bees had
been known to tear down paste-board
and hard, dry combs, and in some instances to even enlarge the entrances
of their hives by gnawing the wood I
They claim that' the bees not only injure the grapes before picking, but
that they swarm upon the raisins
while drying.
As much of this is
done in the open air in warm weather,
and at a time when there is a dearth
of honey, it would seem quite probable that they have some grounds for
complaint.
I mention these items that we may
look at the matter fairly, for " to be
forewarned is to be forearmed." The
grape and wine interest is a large industry in Southern ('alifornia, some
men counting their vineyards by the
hundreds and even thousands of acres.
can hardly tell what the outcome
will be, should they bring a united
effort to bear upon the Legislature in
their interest, detrimental to the bee
and honey business. The average
bee-man will be unable to cope with
the money resources and influence
wielded by the grape and wine producers. This I advance as a substantial reason why every bee-keeper, not
only in California but in all other
parts of the United States, should
join the Bee- Keepers' Union.
Ithaca, p Wis.

We
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Central Bee-Keepers' Convention.

The second annual meeting
Illinois Central

of the
Bee-Keepers' Asso-

half dormant,
to
ciation was held in the Court House at
are his. In reply, I would say, sub- they are in excellent condition to sting Jacksonville, Ills., on Oct. 28, 188.5, at
pickthem
in
fingers
touch
when
the
stitute the word ventilation for temVice-President Bowen occu1 p.m.
perature, ilan's part is to control ing the grapes.
pied the chair in the absence of
While from my experience I have President Ilitt. The minutes of the
the ventilation, the bees will then
control the inside temperature of the no fear of any number of bees near previous meeting were read and aphive.
That is their business, and my vineyard, yet I am fully aware proved. After a friendly interview
they will perform it well, if we give that climate and time and duration of and exchange of ideas as to the cause
them the proper ventilation to enable the honey-flow may seem to contra- of winter losses, and on many other
dict in California or other places, important subjects, the meeting adthem to do it.
what we know to be facts here.
journed until 9 a.m. on the day folPACKING.
I spent 4 months in Southern Cali- lowing.
The " bulletin " does this method fornia, arriving there on Dec. 1, 1884,
THURSDAY FORBNOON SESSION.
of wintering but scant justice.
It and leaving on April 1, 188.5. and al" damns with faint praise " a few ex- thougli I was not there at the right
The meeting was called to order at
amples of success in packing, but time of the year to be an eye-witness 9 a.m., Prof. J. B. Turner, of Jackconveys the idea that the percentage of the depredations of bees upon the sonville, occupying the chair.
The discussion of the subject of
of loss on this plan is much larger grapes and other fruits, yet while I
dav previous was resumed, viz:
than on that of cellar-wintering. So was there I visited most of the villa- the
'
Uppe"r surplus storing capacity vs.
far as I have been able to judge by ges and fruit-growing communities
It
the perusal of reports, I have come to of Southern California, and talked side surplus storing capacity."
upper
a very different conclusion, and while with many fruit and bee men, and I was generally conceded that
departments were more
I make the Professor entirely wel- found generally that the bees were surplus
come to his preference for the cellar held in disfavor by the fruit-men. readily accepted and in accordance
bee.
plan, I venture to predict that the Some of them declared that legisla- with the natural instincts of the
are you going
The question, "
ultimate solution of the winter prob- tion must remedy the evil. How this
was to be accomplished was not so to winter your bees ?" was then dislem will be found out-of-doors.
clear— whether by a sweeping annihi- cussed, J. M. HambauRh, of Brown
(iuelph, Ont.

How

:
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county, making the opening remarks,
the substance of which was as fol1. The colony should have a
lows
bountiful supply of rations, say 2.5 to
30 pounds of good, well-ripened honey.
2. rleuty of absorbents at the side
and over tbe brood-chambers, in the
Ijody of the hive, to absorb dampness
from the brood-nest. .3. Tight hivecovers and wind-breaks in the form
or fodder packed
of slough grass
snugly and tightly around each hive,
allowing the entrance free for lliglit
when the weather permits. 4. Perfect
quietude, leaving the bees strictly
after cold weather sets in.
These considerations, with that of
free passage of air over the combs,
and at the entrance, are the most
essential requisites for safe out-door

alone,

wintering.
Mr. Black, of Adams county, said
that besides giving bees stores in
purity and abundance, it was best to
keep them in-doors with an occasional
warming up to 40^ Fahr.
Mr. C. P. Dadant would not use a
room for bees, but said that they
should be well packed with dry forest
leaves on the inside and the hive-caps,
and outwardly sheltered, with every
opportunity of flight when the weather
would permit. In reply to a question
as to ventilation sufficient to prevent
dampness of the pombs on the inside
of the hive, Mr. Dadant said that
with the entrance wide open he considered it sutfioient.
Mr. Black said that the indispensable requisites were plenty of stores
and the entrance wide open.
Mr. Camm said that while he admitted the rule of plenty of stores,
bees often winter well when scantily
supplied. He shelters his hives from
the wind, and exposes them to the
sun in front. The bees seem to forecast the weather, and he follows their
evident inclination in preparing them
for winter.
Prof. Turner, at considerable length
explained the necessity of having
such an arrangement of the combs
that there would be a good circulation over them so that moisture could
be equalized all through the interior
of the hive. He said that condensation of moisture can take place only
at the entrance, where the cold air
first

enters.

Camm

said that he had a JXinch space over the brood-frames in
and
that
bees would force the
winter,
quilt up, if not prevented, from }4 to
of an inch. He spaces the broodframes ^% inches from centre to
centre.
Here quite an animated discussion

Mr.

%

ensued between Mr. Camm and Mr.
Dadant, as to the proper distance to
space the brood-frames.

Jilr.

Dadant

was

certain from practical experience
that 1% inches, no more nor less, was
the proper distance ; and Mr. Camm
was equally as positive of more satisfactory results with the space i%
inches from centre to centre.
By request. Prof. Turner described
a honey-plant, or shrub, growing upon
his premises, that originally came

from
to

New

give

He was unable
name, but
was very valuable as

Mexico.

botanical

its

thought that

it

was the best to sow for
had not yet succeeded in
getting a set of it on his land.
His
cows grazed it down, but horses and
mules would not eat it. He considthat melilot
bees, but he

plant.
till 2 p.m.
p.

adjourneclI

AFTEKNOON

:
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SESSION.

Mr. C. P. Dadant w.as chosen to
preside in the absence of other offi- ered it an excellent fertilizer when
cers.
It being our regular annual well set.
meeting, the election of oflicers was
Mr. Dadant agreed with Mr. Camm
the first thing in order, and resulted in regard to sweet clover, but he said
as follows
that it catches most readily on poor
President, Wm.
dent, S. N. 131ack

Camm

Vice-PresiSecretary, Jos. M.
and Treasurer, G. F.
;

;

Ilarabaugh
Middleton.
Mt. Sterling, in Brown County, 111.,
was agreed upon as the place to hold
our next annual meeting, and the
second Wednesday and Thursday in
October, 18SP. was the time selected.
The executive committee are to
change the date should it interfere
with the convention in Chicago about
;

land.

Mr. Camm wished to know if any
had tried sections recommended by
Mr. D. A. Jones. He had used a o-ieinch separator that allowed the bees
to pass around the sides as well as
top and bottom of the sections, and
he found the sections better filled
where such passages were used.
Mr. Dadant believed it worth trying.

Mr. J. M. Hambaugh said that by
same date.
using starters in sections fastened te
The topic, " Will bee-keeping pay the sides in place of the top, the
financially V" was then discussed.
starters to nearly or quite fill the secMr. Black said that the specialist tions, it would greatly aid in securing

the

in a good location, with a natural
taste for the pursuit, with tact and

straight combs.
Mr. Camm said that he had tried
energy, could succeed.
Mr.
that method, but when honey came
also thought that the pursuit, in the in slowly there was still too much
hands of those adapted to it, could be space left around the side of the
made to pay.
section.
Mr. Fox then asked, " How much
The question, " Shall we use hives
higher should the price of comb honey with 8, 10 or more frames ?" was then
be than that of extracted V" It was taken up, but as there was no advovariously estimated at from one-third cates of a smaller than a 40-frame
more to double the price of ex- hive, it was uninteresting.
tracted honey. Mr. Dadant said that
said that his queens did
Mr.
bees would produce from one-half not exhaust themselves as claimed by
more to double the amount of ex- some in large hives, and even if they
tracted honey, than comb honey, and did it was an easy matter to supermore especially in the poor seasons.
sede them. He used 8, 10, 13, 14. and
The question of controlling after- as high as 2.5 frames in a hive. His
swarms was then discussed as fol- preference was for a 13 or 14 frame

Camm

Camm

lows

hive.

:

M. Hambaugh said that his
The convention then adjourned to
surest method was to let the second meet as above stated.
swarm issue hive them in a swarmWji. Camm, Pres.
J.

;

ing-box, then be very careful to remove every queen-cell from the parent
colony, after which return the swarm.

He had
He had

never failed with this method.
also tried the Heddon plan

with success.
Mr. Bowen said that the hive has
much to do with the swarming fever.
He advocated giving plenty of room,

J.

M. Hambaugh,

Sec.

For the American Bee Journal.

Comb Honey
CHAS.

vs.

Extracted Honey.

DADANT &

SON.

In answer to Query, No. 1.53, concerning the relative cost of comb
when extracted honey is sold
Mr. Black said that hybrids were honey
8 cents per pound, Mr. Pond says
worse as to swarming than pure- at
" About one-fourth more "
or 10
blooded bees, especially Italians. He
cents per pound; Mr. Doolittle says:
preferred a black q\ieen crossed with "
Twelve cents ;" and Mr. Heddon
an Italian drone. So did the Secre" If your system is up to the
says
tary, as such hybrids are ever gentle.
Ijest known method. I would put it at
With regard to bee-pasturage, Mr. 12 cents per pound." Several others
Hambaugh, while claiming that put the price at 15 to 16 cents while
Alsike clover was excellent for honey, we said 20 cents.
said that his cows decreased in miik
Why such a wide difference, eswhen they fed upon it exclusively.
pecially between Messrs. Pond, DooMr. Lieb used Alsike clover mixed little, Heddon, and ourselves V We
with other grasses, and considered it based our figures upon the result of
the best for all stock, and best for more than lo years' experience with
.hay, besides beingexcellent for honey. several hundred colonies; but perMr. Camm agreed with Mr. Lieb, haps we did not use tbe best known
but said that cows would not do well methods.
Fortunately we find on page 709,
on any one grass exclusively, blue
grass being the best where a single some figures which will help us in
kind of grass is used. He said that proving that our 20 cents per pound
stock kept Alsike clover close to the is nearer the true comparative value
ground, and it had the habit of creep- of comb honey than the 12 cents of
ing, when not very thick, like one of jSIessrs. Heddon and Doolittle. These
its parents, Trifolium ripens.
He said figures and arguments are given by
in the way of sections, arid ventilation in hot weather.

—

:

;

:

;
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Mr. Doolittle himself, whose com- put
petence canuot be questioned.

Mr. Doolittle had 40 colonies, 13 to
rear queens, and 27 to produce honey.
Twenty-five of the 27 colonies were
devoted to the production of comb
honey ; the remaining two, being
weak ones, were worlied for extracted
honey. The 25 good colonies gave an
average of 119 pounds of comb honey;
the 2 weak ones gave 188 pounds of
extracted lioney for sale, and 200
pounds of honey in 40 combs, sealed
and preserved for feeding any needy
colony in the fall. The whole amount
was therefore 388 pounds, or for each
colony 194 pounds, which, at 8 cents
per pound, amounts to $1.5.52 for each
one of these " weak colonies." If we
divide $1.5.52 by 119, the number of
pounds produced by every one of the
stronger colonies which were worked
for comb honey, we find that 13 cents
is the comparative cost of com b honey.
But we will show that there is something to be added to this cost for
expenses and work.
!Now every bee-keeper has noticed
that in a lot of 27 colonies, the weakest would produce at least 50 per cent,
less than the average of the others.
But as we fear of being charged with
exaggeration, let us suppose tliat the
difference between the production of
the two weak ones, and the production of the strong ones, was only onethird. The production of each one of
these two, if as strong as tlie average
of the 25 others, would liave been increased to 2.59 pounds, which, at 8

cents per pound,would have amounted
to $20.72. If we divide $20.72 by 119,
the number of pounds produced by
each one of the stronger colones, we
have 17 2-5 cents as the value of a
poimd of comb honey, when compared
witli extracted honey at 8 cents per

pound.

But our calculations do not stop
In the washing of the cappings of extracted honey, we find
some honey to make good vinegar
the cappings also yield us some bees
wax and these products pay about
all the expenses of extracting.
There
is no sucli surplus in producing comb
honey, but on the contrary Mr. Doolittle had to provide his bees with
sections, and with comb foundation
he had to fasten this foundation in
the sections
bend the sections and
arrange them carefully in the surplus
apartment; one cent per pound of
honey cannot cover these expenses
and the work.
there.

;

;

;

Now,

after harvesting, Mr. Doohad to clean every section
packed them in crates glassed on bijth
sides
and incurred the risks of
little

;

moths, of leakage, of breakage, etc.
Furthermore, to produce comb honey,
Mr. Doolittle uses small hives, and
his bees swarmed so much that now
he has 9-5 colonies— which, on Oct. 20,
appeared rather liglit in bees— from
40 colonies in the spring.
We would
prefer 00 good colonies for winter to
95 light ones.
If all this surplus work is not worth
one cent more per pound for the honey
obtained, it is not worth anything.
Do you not see that we are very near
20 cents
It is true that we have
'i

in account all the expenses

and

the work, while such expenses
seems to be too much neglected by
the bee-keepers at large.
It can be objected that Mr. Doolittle made .55 light swarms, and that
these swarms should be put in the
account. Yes but he had 13 colonies
to rear queens, and bees, of course
all

!

;

he

had combs and honey from his

bees that died during the last winter,
and it is probable tliat the 2 colonies
used to produce extracted honey,
contributed their share of brood and
bees to help the new colonies, since
their

queens having more room than

for

breeding purposes, will be de-

stroyed.
If chickens are to be given free
access to the apiary, I am sure the
better way to do, where one has
young queens that are about to make
their nuptial flight, is to have the
hives containing such queens raised
high enough from the ground so that
the alighting-board will be out of
the reach of chickens
and likewise
treat in the same way those hives
containing choice drones. Welcome
indeed will be the chickens to the
drones of spurious mixture.
When
chickens can be in this way made to
exterminate all useless drones, it is
apparent that the honey crop will be
;

the queens of the colonies crowded to
produce comb honey, they had cergreater.
tainly more bees and brood to spare.

Hamilton,*©

SHADE FOR HIVES.

Ills.

When

vines are not wanted nothing
For the American Bee Journal.
is better than the pepper- tree {Schinus
Molle) for shade for hives during hot
Poultry vs. Bees— Shade for Hives. weather, which belongs to the same
natural family as the sumacs, the
W. A. FKYAL.
mango, and the cashew tree. This
tree is now quite common in CaliforOne of the questions that arise nia,
having been brought to this State
every few years is, '' Do heps eat many years ago from its native Peru.
Several times have I seen
bees'i"'
Around San Francisco and Oakland
statements in different apicultural it is used as a lawn tree, and is as
papers to the effect that they do eat graceful
a tree for this purpose as
bees, and that fowls thus caught in
one could desire. In the vicinity of
the act and immediately killed gave
San Francisco they grow from 10 to 15
proof that sucli is the case. This past
feet in height, while in the southern
spring and summer 15 watched the part of the State they attain to double
turkeys, chickens and ducks that
this size. In that part of the State
spent much of their time about the
it is one of the principal shade trees,
bee-hives, and as a result I found that
and it is said to be as common there
the ducks would eat all the dead bees
as the maple is in the Eastern States.
that they found lying on the ground,
The flowers of the pepper-tree are
and such live bees that chanced to
small, of a greenish white color, in
fall or alight on the ground.
The female chickens, young and loose panicles, and are succeeded by
old, seemed to shun the bee-yard, coral-red fruits which are quite ornawhile the roosters, especially the mental. The branches have a graceyounger ones, or those just learning ful appearance, and cause tlie tree at
to crow, would spend the greater a distance to look like a weepingThe flowers, which are in
part of their time among the bees. willow.
The worker bees I found had no great profusion in September and
attraction for them, in fact they did October, are mnch sought after by the
not appreciate tlie attempts of these bees. I have lieard that the honey
warriors as they tried to drive them gathered from them has an exceedoff.
For the drones these roosters ingly peppery taste, so much so that
had a great partiality. They would it is disagreeable. However, as it is
take a position a little to one side of a gathered at a time wlien it does not
hive, and with their heads not far interfere with the commercial honey
from the hive-entrance they would of California, it must be quite an
pick off the drones as they would object to the apiarist to have these
I understand
appear. They discriminated admir- trees in his vicinity.
ably between workers and drones. that they are being largely planted in
Occasionally a worker bee would get the lower part of the State, some
owners setting them out
its ire aroused and make for the fowl, landed
and if he did not kill the bee as it closely in rows around their property,
hovered about on wing, he would run and trimming the trees into the form
Tliis also constitutes a
off a short distance into a bush
or of hedges.
if the bee would get into liis plumage good wind-break.
When it is desired to use them as
he would pick it off, and return to his
place beside tlie hive for more drones. shade for iiives, I would recommend
After a wliilp some of these roosters that a number of trees be planted in
learned to catch the drones as they rows, say two parallel rows ten feet
were flying about tlie hive. As other apart in the rows. In a few years
doubtless
seen these trees will have attained the
bee-keepers
liave
chickens catch drones, I need not height of ten or more feet, and the
give a further description of how they branches of the adjoining trees will
have interlocked, and those branches
do it.
I have learned that it does not do to all around the outside of the two
have chickens in the bee-yard when rows will be touching the ground.
rearing queens, for they will, I think, The branches on the south side are to
be liable to catch and eat the young be trimmed about five feet from the
queens as they emerge from or return ground, which will let in all the light
Any branches that
to their hives.
Besides, those of the from that side.
drones which are considered valuable may be hanging down inside this
;

.
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have seen nicely cropped Monterey tion. The manner in which this maV^
cypress hedges surrounding bee-yards be done is by feeding. We are all well
in California, and nothing could be aware that the queen is most active
more pleasing.
This cypress may in depositing eggs when the bees are
succeed in the Southern States, but I gathering honey rapidly. If we feed
hardly think that it will in the North. small quantities of sugar syrup, or
Have any of the readers of the Bee good honey, as soon as the bees can
Journal tried it ?
(ly in the spring, this will have a tenNorth Temescal,»o Calif.
dency to stimulate the queen to
greater activity in laying than if no
feed is given
but this feeding of
For the American Bee Journal.
honey or syrup is not the only food
that is necessary to produce the
Selling Honey in Fruit Cans, etc.
desired results in rearing young bees.
It is a known fact that the brood
THE ACACIA FOR SHADE.
J. M. CLARK.
requires something else for food than
Australian acacias make excellent
honey, and that is pollen. If the bees
I commenced bee-keeping 3 years can fly readily before natural pollen
shade for hives in California. Of the
many varieties now growing in this ago this fall with one colony, and by comes, feed Graham flour, rye flour,
swarming, dividing, and or something of that sort, as a subState, I consider Acacia latifolio the natural
best.
It is of rapid growth, and transferring bees for some of my stitute for natural pollen.
gives plenty of shade. It furnishes neighbors, they giving me the bees
As soon as the weather will permit,
pollen, but no honey. The only ob- and brood and taking the honey, as open
the hives quietly and give them
jection to the acacias is that they are all they cared for, I had increased my a thorough
examination, noting every
easily broken by the wind, and that apiary to 14 colonies. These I packed particular
in your apiary register, or
they make an everlasting litter on on the summer stands with chaff. I make a
memorandum
on a piece of
account of always shedding their lost 8 of them during the winter and paper and drop it into the
cap of the
spring, leaving 2 strong, 2 weak, and
leaves.
hive for future reference.
When
2 ver^ weak colonies with which to
MONTEREY CYPRESS FOR WIND- commence the season with last making the examination do not
spread the cluster in early spring, but
BREAKS.
spring. These have increased to 11
rather crowd them closely together in
Perhaps no place in the world has strong colonies, which are now packed order to keep as much heat in
the
better native trees for wind-breaks snugly in chaff on the summer stands, hive as possible,
putting proper abthan California, and strange, too, no with 30 pounds each (including the sorbents on top of the frames
to
other place seems to need wind- weight of bees) of honey and granu- allow the escape of
moisture.
My honey crop Do not examine theexcessive
breaks less than does ihat favored lated sugar syrup.
colonies often in
spot.
Her trees are of rapid and this season consisted of 250 pounds of early spring, as the brood is very
gigantic growth, and seem to defy the extracted white clover honey, 400 easily chilled,
and when once chilled,
four winds of the earth. Even the pounds of extracted basswood honey it will all
be lost.
The bee-keeper
large growths of other countries when of very tine quality, and about 150 can
refer to his memorandum as to
transplanted to the soil of the Golden pounds from buckwheat and fall the wants and
conditions within the
West seem to try and out-do the flowers. I fed 100 pounds of granu- hive.
native giants. This we see in some lated sugar syrup for winter stores.
All colonies are more or less reI took some basswood honey to our
varieties of Eucalyptus, which are
duced by "spring dwindling." Old
County Fair, on which 1 obtained the bees that have
now so common in California.
been confined all winOf domestic and imported trees that first premium, Many of my bees ter, live but a short time when enattended
the
Fair
on
their
own
are suitable for wind-breaks in Caligaged in foraging in the fields. It is
fornia, none are equal to the Mon- account, very much to the annoyance therefore very necessary that this loss
" warm candy " and " popcorn
terey cypress, botanically known as of the
is replenished at the proper time, or
ball " venders.
I find ready sale for
Cupressus macrocarpa.
It is the most
the colony will be deprived of a fieldextensively planted cypress in the my honey in fruit cans and jelly force when it is most needed. Many
State, and is set out in chimps or as glasses, from my news-room window, bees are lost by venturing forth on
single specimens.
In clumps with where it attracts mucli attention. cold, cloudy days, and being overcome
other evergreen cypresses or pines it The average price is 123^ cents per with cold they can never reach their
makes a fine efiect. When alone it pound. The past summer I put out hives again. This might be avoided,
is generally
trimmed into shapes 214 acres of fruit. I expect to make to some extent, by darkening the enafter the Italian or French fashions, specialties of berry raising and bee- trance to the hive. Colonies wintered
being easy to shape it into various keeping.
on the summer stands are less liable
Hillsdale,? Mich.
forms, which, however well some may
to "spring dwindling" than those
like them, are stiff and unnatural.
wintered in a bee-house or cellar.
Hardly a garden is without its MonColonies that were wintered in cellars
Read at the Wabash Coanjy, Ind.. Convention.
terey cypress hedge no matter where
should not be put out too early, as
you go in California you will see
more injury will come by being placed
Spring Management of Bees.
these hedges great and small. From
out too eanly than by remaining in
2 feet high up to 1.5 or 20 they are to
dark quarters. When natural pollen
AARON SINGER.
be seen in nice trim.
When the
comes it is early enough to put bees
shears are used on them every few
out
of the cellar, if they have had
Successful spring management demonths, they present a surface rival- pends upon the knowledge of the proper flights during the winter.
ing the smoothness and beauty of operator, the condition of the colonies,
One of the
important objects
any well-kept lawn. For the bee- and the natural surroundings. One is to get the most
colonies strong by the
keeper they make a hedge and fence of the essential objects to be attained time the honey
flow comes, so that the
that is unsurpassed.
is strong colonies at the beginning of bee-keeper may have many worthy
Seedlings are the best to set out, the honey harvest and in order to servants to garner the precious sweets
and after a year or two old may be obtain this our colonies should begin which nature yields for the benefit of
treated to the shears to get them into breeding as soon as surrounding cir- mankind.
uniform shape and heighth. After cumstances will admit. As a general
Colonies, when weak, may be built
trimming for -5 or G years, so that the rule, in this latitude, bees begin to up by taking frames of brood from
branches near the groimd are closely breed, when in a normal condition, strong colonies, but great care must
matted, the bee-keeper may, if he about the last of February or by be exercised that the brood does not
desires, give them no further atten- March ]
become chilled, and a strong colony
tion. They will make a wind-break
Breeding can be stimulated from made weak on account of the misthat no wind can uproot, and a fence this time, by the apiarist, if he sees management of the operator.
The
that stock cannot get through.
I fit to give his colonies proper atten- brood must not be spread too early in
pepper-tree arbor are to be clipped
One or two rows of hives may be
placed under this arbor, and as years
pass the apiarist will more and more
love to work among his hives beneath
the grateful shade thus afforded, and
surrounded with the gentle murmur
of his pets; and as he inhales the
pleasant aroma exhaled by the leaves
of the trees overhead, and which
aroma is delightfully mingled with
that issuing trom the honey of his
hives, he cannot help but feel that he
is in a paradise indeed.
off.

;

;

;
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the spring, as spring weather in this
latitude is very uncertain, and dire
results may follow. When the honeysurplus-boxes and
flow begins, all
sections should be in their places.
sometimes
lost by the apiMuch is
arist being too slow in giving proi)er
room before needed.
In all bee-manipulations care must
be taken that colonies do not begin
robbing. No honey should be dropped
around the apiary where bees can
have access to it, as this will incite
robbing; and when robbing is once

begun

—

:

. ..

it

is

sometimes

difficult

to

One method that I have
employed successfully is, to close the
entrance of the colony robbed so that
only one bee can pass the entrance at
a time. Another method is to exchange places with the colony robbing
and the colony robbed, which throws
them all into confusion. Each apiarist doubtless has a particular management of his own, but he may
improve by the advice offered by his
Let us each,
fellow-bee-keepers.
then, observe carefully and note the
facts developed by our experiments
and report them for the benefit of
control.

others.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1885,

8— 10.— Michigan

Dec.

H, D,

of MeetinoState, at Detroit. Mich,
Sec. Clinton, Mich,

Cuttintr.

8— 10,— North American,

Dec.

W,

Z,

at Detroit. Mich,
Hutchinson, Sec, KogersviUe, Mich.

Dec. 8-10,— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, KogersviUe, Mich.

Dec,

8— 10.— S.

E. Michiean. at Detroit, Mich,
A, M. Gander, Sec, Adrian. Mich.

Dec, 10,— Tuscarawas Co,, at Port Wasliington, O.
Geo. F. Williams, Sec, New Pliiladelphia. O.
Dec,

1

1.— Northeastern Kan., at Hiawatha, Kan,
L, C, Clark, aec. Granada, Kan,

1886.

Jan. 21.— Champlain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
K. H. Holmes, Sec, Shoreham, Vt.

Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burlington, Iowa.
Jno. Nau, Sec.Mlddletown. Iowa,

ty

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings,— Kn.

Poor Season— Moving Bees.— H. E.
Titusville,-o Pa., on Nov. 11,

Wabash, 5 Ind.

Hill,

OUR CLUBBING LIST

for 1886.

188-5,

says

a large swarm is better at any time
than a small one, and in selling bees
the larger hive always sells first and
for the most money. Tbe Inst winter
I wintered GO colonies out of 6-5, without any feeding at all, which could
not be done in small hives.

—

Unfavorable
Season,
Jno.
etc.
jSTebel
Son, High Hill.ot Mo., on
Nov. 20, 1885, write as follows

&

:

Our bees

are

packed for winter,

all

with the exception of those that are
to be put into the cellar, and they are
ready to be put in at any moment
when the weather begins to turn
wintry. So far the weather has been
quite warm, and we have had only
two heavy frosts. Bees have a flight
every two or three days, and are consuming a great deal of honey, but
they have plenty to carry them
through the winter. Last fall we
put 105 colonies into winter quarters,
lost two during the winter, and three
perished with " spring dwindling."
The remaining 100 colonies we increased to ISO, and took 3,000 pounds
of extracted and 1,000 pounds of comb
honey, 40 pounds being the average
amount of honey per colony, spring
count.
The past season has been
very unfavorable in the spring every
thing seemed promising bees had a
a good start and white clover and
basswood had an abundant yield of
blossoms, but owing to the wet, cold
spell at the time of their blooming the
flowers did not yield any nectar. The
past two seasons have been trying
ones for the bee-keeper in this
vicinity, but we hope for better times.
;

:

A poor honey season

;

in this locality

We supply the American Bee Journal ended about Oct. 15, with a severe
for 1886, and any of the following publica- frost. For a few weeks previous, and
bees worked
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column up to that date, the
of figures. The first column gives the regu- vigorously on buckwheat and other

;

bloom, but the weather has been
allow scarcely any flying
since. I have moved my bees about
The Weekly Bee Journal
2 00.. 1 7.5 14 of a mile, and am packing them
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepcrs'Magazine
2 00,, 1 75 outside as I move them. The weather
Very Mild Weather— Hibernation.
150,, 140 has been so favorable that I think I
Bee-Keepers' Guide
2 00.. 1 75
Joshua Bull, Seymour,^DWis., on Nov.
The Apiculturist
no
perceptible
loss
of
have
sustained
2
00,
1
75
Canadian Bee-Paper
23, 1885, writes
5 50,. 5 00 bees by moving them.
The 6 above-named papers
We are having very mild weather
2 00.. 1 .50
and City and Country
this
season of the year, and
for
4 00,, 3 30
New York Independent
12—
Large
Hives.—
Small
Hives
vs.
although it is cool and cloudy most of
2 50,, 2 25
American Agriculturist
American Poultry Journal ..,2 25,, 175 D. A. Fuller, (60—80), Cherry Valley, the time, with some frosty nights,
yet it generally thaws again during
2 25,, 2 00 5 Ills., on Nov. 20, 1885, writes
and Cook's Manual
the following day. My bees are ready
Bees and Honey (Newman), ,.2 00,, 175
The articles on " Small Hives vs. for winter, and they seem to invite
Binder for Am, Bee Journal.. 1 75,, 1 GO
Apiary Register— 100 colonies 2 25,, 2 00 Large Hives" I have read with much cold weather by dozing themselves
Dzicrzon's Bee-Book (cloth).. ,3 00,, 2 00 interest.
Jly experience has been into hibernation.
They have not
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (paper). .2 50. 2 00
only with the 8 and 10 frame Lang- come out to fly much for more than
Quinby's New Boe-Keeping ..2 50,, 2 25
Langstroth's Standard Work .3 00,. 2 75 stroth hive, but it has been very much five weeks, although there have been
Boot's A B C of Bee-Culture,, 2 25,, 2 10 in favor of the large hive, for the fol- several days that were warm enough
2 .50, 2 25 lowing reasons
Alley's Quecii-liciuiiig
1.
The large hive for them to do so if they would. On
400.. 3 00
Farmer's Acc.Hint Itnok
150,. 130 produces larger and stronger swarms one mild day I opened a hive to see
Guide and Iliin.l-iidiik
with less manipuhations. If honey is what kept them so quiet, and I found
scarce in the spring, there will always them all clustered closely together,
monthly subscribers will, no doubt, be be honey in outside combs for them. and as still as death. I lifted out
delighted at the prospect of getting the If not needed, as was the case last some of the frames to examine them
Weekly for a dollar a year. Believing that spring, I extract the honey from more closely, but it took several
they will prefer a W^oekly at that price, we the outside combs just before the minutes to get the bees roused up so
shall discontinue the Monthly edition at the honey harvest, placing them in the that they would take wing freely.
end of the present year, and those who have centre of the brood-chamber, spread- Now, how far were they from hiberI hope they will all wake
paid for an.y portion of ne,\t year will have ing the combs, and in this way 1 have nation
credit on the Weekly pro rata for all amounts 10 frames of brood, which is certainly up and take a good flight yet before
better than 8 frames. 2. The larger winter really sets in.
duo them on the Monthly,
hive gives more room on top for
surplus honey, as the closer we can
Ready for Winter— Straw Hives.
Tbe Guide and Hand-Book, is a book keep the surplus arrangements to the Abe lloke. Union City ,0+ Ind., on
lar price of both.

All postage prepaid.

Price of both. Club
1 00.

fall

so

as to

:

:

'f

of ready referr'nce and an encyclop[edia of
everything dcsintble to know. As a guide
to the hoinr'-sci-kcr-, it is invaluable. Its contents are partially given on page 70S, and
will convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of our readers can afford to
do without it. As a l)00k of read.v reference
we find it of great value in our library. We
will send the Weekly Bee Joukn,u, for a
year and the Guide for $1,30.

brood-nest the better. While 1 canNov. 23, 1885, says
not agree witli Mr. Ileddon as to size
Last spring I began with 14 coloof hive, I think that his surplus super
for comb honey is the best and most nies, and this fall I had increased
economical, all things considered. On them to 30, but I sold 4, so I now have
the 10-frame hive it will hold :i2 one- 32 left, and these are well packed on
pound sections. I do not see how the summer stands. All have plenty
location can make any difference, as of good clover honey to winter on.
:

'

:
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except 4 late swarms, and they have
plenty of sugar syrup niacie of granulateci sugar.
My packing material
consists of thoroughly dried sawdust,
with which 17 colonies are packed,
and 1.5 colonies have a brick wall on
three sides of them, with an air-space
of 2 inches on three sides, with 1.5
inches of line soft hay on top of them,
and a good pine shingle roof over
that.
All have one-half-inch space
over the frames. Twenty-six colonies
are in straw hives, 24 being on American frames, and 2 on Langstroth
frames. I have no fears as to their
wintering, yet it is hard to tell what
the result will be.
When I was a
boy, 50 years ago, I saw round strawhives, and in the fall their owner
would tie some straw at the top end,
and place it over the skep then he
would take tough clay and putty every
crevice shut, and let theiii stand so
until the next spring, and the bees
would be all right. I will prepare one
of my hives in the same way this fall.
My honey crop was between GOO and
;

700

pounds

Honey and Beeswax Market.
observed and noted their actions
every daj, and sometimes twice and
Office of the American Bee JonRNAi,,
three times a day, from Nov. IG, 1883
Monday, 10 a. m., Nov. :iO, 18S.5. f
to Jan. 21, 1884, and again from Nov.
1,1884 to Jan. 13, 1885, and these obThe following are the latest quotaservations were made with the tem- tions for honey
and beeswax received
perature all the way from 44' above up to this hour
If it will be of
to 2G'J below zero.
CHICAOO.
sufficient interest, I will in a future
i

:

communication describe how

I preas to be able to make
that
any
these observations, and so
practical bee-keeper can see what I
saw, if he desires. I will also tell
what I saw at different temperatures,
for there was a wide difference in the
actions of the bees at the dilferent

pared

[We should be pleased to have Mr.
Jones eive his proposed description,
doubtless would be interesting
to many.— Ed.]

as

it

Good Results.— J. R. Nichols, DanNov. 25, 1885, says

ville,© Ind., on

this year.

I

13

for

Years.

—

my bees so

temperatures.

began

last spring

:

with 28 good

weak colonies of bees,
Ijyman increased them to .5G, by natural
and

Report
Chandler,

G very

Minn., on swarming, and secured 700 pounds of
comb honey, and 1,400 pounds of exNov. 22, 1S8.5, says
tracted honey. From one colony that
In this vi(nnity the honey crop of did not swarm, I took 25G pounds of
"
1884 was an entire failure. The past extracted honey, and left a plenty
season we secured less than half a for them to winter on.
crop, and the market is low.
This
location is rather a poor one for
honey.
My report, in short, for 13 Bees Ready for Winter.— Wm. Anyears is as follows: Average number of derson, Sherman, o* Mo., on Nov. 22,
colonies wintered, 35 average number 1885, says
of pounds of honey per colony, about
My bees are well prepared for win40 and the average price that I ob- ter. They have plenty of honey, so
tained per pound, was 18 cents. I very little if any feeding will be rehave never lost a colony in wintering. quired. My loss was very great last
winter.
I have 40 colonies snugly
Poor
Honey
Season.
J.
W. packed for winter, and the rest of my
colonies
are on the summer stands.
Buchanan & Bro., (10—25), Eldora,©
I shall wrap them up well for winter,
Iowa, on Nov. 22, 1885 write
I think it is foolish to go to the
We began the season of 1885 with as
trouble of increasing the number of
5 colonies, 2 being in fair condition,
colonies during the summer, and then
and 3 being weak. We bought 5 more let them winter as best they may.
in the latter part of April, and have
My honey yield was good this year,
increased the 10 to 25 good, strong but not
so good as I expected, as we
colonies, and have taken 250 pounds
had plenty of rain here the past sum-

New London,©

7G3

:

HONE v.— The market is without special

BEESWAX.— :>0C.

K. A. BtTRNETT, 161 South Water

—

Bt.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It is sellinE very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates. We quote comb'
honey in 1-lb. sections at U'slGc, and :2-lb. sections at l'J(ff*l4c. Extracted, 6fe«c.
BEESWAX.-ao CIS. per lb.
Blake & Biplet.

57

Chatham

Street.

NEW

YORK.
UONEY.—The market for comb honey is quite
active, jind the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Prices are gradually shading, owint; to the fact of
many producers sellinfj their entire crop in thi&
very low prices, thereby enabling; the purchasers to sell low and realize a handsome profit.
Larwe lots have been sold here at yiqjioc. for fancy
floods. In consequence of no honey coming; in
from the West, we can see no reason why Rood
prices should not be obtained, except as above
stated. Present quotations are Kancy white 1-lb.
sections, U'giisc: the same in 2-lb. sections. Il^@
^(.ftc; fancy buckwheat lu>ney in 1-lb. sections
H(«Ji2c.; in :i-lbs., lK(<jloc. Off grades 1 to I'c. less.
city at

;

BEESWAX— Prime yellow. 25(aj28c.
McOadl & HiLDRETH

BROS.. 34

Hudson St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There is a very slow demand frommanufacturers, for extracted honey, with i^ large
supply on the market, while the demand is very
pood lor clover honey in square ehisa jars^ Prices
tor all qualities are low and ranye from 4<u.Kc. a lb.
Supply and demand is fair for choice comb honey
in small sections, which brings l^'^l.'jc. per lb.

BEESWAX.— Good

and

;

;

cliange-

since last quotations. White corati honey in onepound sections brinps InC'^lflc. A little fancy sells
lit 17c. in a siuall way. Dark comb honey sell slowly.
Nearly all of the white comb honey comes from
the East. Extracted is held drmly at from tics.Hc.

yellow is in ffood demand,
arrivals are fair, at :in(g)22c. per lb.
C. F. MUTH, Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FBANCISCO.
HONEY.— Choice comb honey is in

light supply
a fair movesteady rates.
We quote as follows White to extra white comb,
KKaiii^c; amber, 7(5i8c. Extracted, white liquid,

and

is

ment

brinffing tirm figures. There is
in best qualities of extracted at
;

s^f^sHc: light amber colored, 4\^'i4Hc.; amber
and candied. 4Xc.; dark and candied, 4to4i-4C.

BBBSWAX.-Quotable at 23®25c., wholesale.
O. B. S.M1TH & Co., 423 Front Street.

:

comb honey in one-pound sections. mer and this fall.
This we consider a very poor showing.
We shall put 20 colonies into
the cellar, and 5 we have packed on
Success in Bee-Keeping.- EliasFox,
the summer stands— one in sawdust, Hillsborough ,+o Wis., on Nov. 23,
of

and

The

was 1885, writes
Basswood
In the spring of 1884 I started with
bloomed profusely, but it yielded no
honey. Our only surplus was from one colony of Italian bees in a Langstroth hive, and 2 colonies of blacks
white clover.
4 in chaff.

a poor one

in

our

past season

:

locality.

KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY. -The demand for honey begins to sag
under the present comparatively high prices, and
recent warm weaiher, though choice l-lb. sections
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at IH((^l7c.
We think, however, that the top is reached and
any change will be lower prices. Two-lb. sections
are selling at lnHQl-'ic.

Extracted, dark, 4@G

cts.;

BKBSWAX,-22i^®250.

;

Whiit Bees do in Winter.— Henry
Jones, (70—97), Ohesaning,© Mich.,
on Nov. 22, 1885, writes
On page 85, Dr. E. B. South wick
gives the best and most accurate
description of what bees do in the
hives in winter, that I have ever read
or heard. Yet on page 123, Dr. D. C.
Spencer asks, " How does he know," apiary to GO colonies, and took 700
and does he know? I have waited pounds of extracted honey.
several months for Dr. Southwick to
answer, and as he has not seen lit to
1^~ The Northeastern Kansas Bee-Keepdo so, I will say that I do know. As
to how I know
I have seen bees do ers' Association wiU meet at the Court House
at Hiawatha, Kans., on Friday, Dec. 11, ISS.'j,
all the things as described by Dr.
at lU a.m. AH interested in bee-eulture are
Southwick on page 85. I have closely invited to attend.
L. C. Clabk, Sec.
:

A. C. Kendel, 115 Ontario Street.

('r.EMONS,CLOON & CO., COT. 4th & Walnut.
box hives the latter I transferred
Langstroth hives, and Italianized
tW" The annual meeting of the Champlainthem. I increased them to 21 colonies, Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will be heldi
by dividing, and I obtained 300 in Middlebury, Vt., on Jan. 21, 1886.
R. H. Holmes, Sec.
pounds of extracted honey. I lost 3
colonies in wintering, and the remainTuscarawas
County
Bee-Keepers'
The
t^~
ing 18 were so weak when honey Association
will hold its fourth semi-annual
commenced to flow, that they woidd meeting at Port Washing-ton, O., on Thursnot have made more than 4 good day, Dec. 10, 1885. A general invitation is.
Geo. F. Willl-ims, Sec.
colonies. This season I increased my extended.

in
to

:

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— The market since our last report has.
improved very much and there is a good opening
for very choice white l-lb. sections, for which 14®
Our stock of new is very light at
1.5c. is obtained
present but of the old we have a good supplywhich we sell at 10@l3c. for whte I-lb. sections.
Extracted honey is slow at 6@7c. for best white
cl'iver and liasswood.
BEESWAX.— Very scarce at20@22c.

Are you Entitled to a pension? Toir
may be and may not know it. If you examine the Guide and Hand-Book you will
soon And out. Thousands of things worth
knowing will be found in it. The Bee
Journal for 1886 and the Guide Book wi'
both be sent for $1..30.
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WEEKLY EDITION

Honey

as

New Saw

Food and Medicine.

OP THE

for

Hive-Making.

^^ To create Honey Markets in every Learning that the Barnes' Saw has
village, town and city, wide-awake honey been much improved for next season's

"-^GT-

BiS'Jwiir^
PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

PmUMtlETOKS,

producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .iO cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices

operations,

we

cription, so

make

sent to them for a desthat those who intend

own hives might see a
and learn what its improvements consist in. Here is what the
to

cut of

their

it

manufacturers say of it:
per doz., 40 ets. per
The new Macliine is the result of
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00. many years' experience and thought
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if in tliis direction. The old Combined
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by," Machine, on the whole, gave good satetc. (giving the name and address of the bee- isfaction
to bee-keepers. There were,
keeper who scatters them).
:

Single copy, 5 cts.

;

;

however, some weak points about the
923 Ji.925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
To give aivay a copy of " Honey as Food Machine which we desired to eradiWeekly, S3 a year Monthly, SO cents.
and Medicine " to every one who buys a cate, and we believe that in the new
package of honey, will sell almost any quan- Macliine we have surmounted 'the diftity of it.
ficulties.
It is stronger and stifferin
H. NEtriTIAN,
every way than was the old Machine,
Business Manager.
and is capable of a larger range of
Tlie AVestern TVorld Guide and Handwork.
:

ALFRED

^preciaX Notices.
SPECIAIi NOTICE

On January 1,1886,
Journal will
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we
have contemplated for some years, and only

the price of the Weekly Bee

awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing the Weekly

low price of one
has now come.

Bee Journal at the very

dollar a year.

We

shall

That time

continue to im-

Book of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information over
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides
their own, with $3, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

^^~ Our rates for two or more copies of
the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the second page of this
paper. Also wholesale rates on all books
where they are purchased " to sell again."

prove the Bee Journal, and

it will mainproud position as the leading beepaper of the World

tain

its

If

Preserve your papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

!

" Don't Slop "—that

is

what many write

to us about their papers, when their time is
nearly out. One subscriber says: "This
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient forme to send j-ou the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with

month but don't stop sending it. I will
^ei the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.
this

;

t^' Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
will be sent FREE upon application. Anyone
intending to get up a club can have sample
•copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this
or we will send them all to the agent.

ollice,

one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 4 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

To Correspondents. — It
much

would save

would be particular
and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
us

trouble, if all

to give their P. O. address

VVlien Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it.
Tlie

Time

lor

Reading has now come.

One of the strongest points of the
new Machine is in the matter of the
Belt.
The belting arrangement is
such that friction

minimum, and

is

reduced to the

at the

same time there

isabsolutely no chance of the Belt slipping. All will therefore readily perceive that this feature makes the
Machine capable of a great deal of
work at the least possible expenditure
of physical power and exertion.
The Machine embraces, as heretofore, Scroll and Circular Saw, although
either of tliese can be taken Independent of the other, if desired.
These Machines are sold on the
same terms and at the same price as
before the improvements were made,
viz $35.00 for Circular Saw including
1 rip and 1 cross-cut saw.
Catalogue

The long winter evenings can be utilized by
reading up bee-literature. We have all the
newest bee-books and can fill all orders on free. For sale by
the day they are received.
THOS. «. NE'mnAN & SON,
923 & 92.-) West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Peoples Departments, etc. It is bright,
Agents can sell the Guide and Handable, newsy and entertaining.
It comes
Bee-Eeepers' Badges at Fairs.
right down to practical work and things Book like " hot-cakes." Send us an order

Popular Gardening,

:

a flrst-class
monthly, devoted to Fruit, Vegetables, Flowers, House-Plants, Poultry, etc., about the
Home, with Hou.'sehold, Fashion and Young
is

•without waste of words. Its contents, engravings, etc., are of superior quality. It is
sound and not trashy. There is nothing

for Ave copies (with ¥'-.*0) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
year.

This

a rare opportunitj' to get the
J oubnal without cost

is

We have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
cheap about it but its price, which is 60 ets. Weekly Bee
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
a year. A sample coi)y free by addressing,
Conventions, etc.
Price
Kansom, Long & Co., 'JO:.' Main St., Buffalo,
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.
Use the boss Zinc and I^eather Interfering
N. Y. The Bee Journal and Popular GarTHOJflAS G. NEWIHAN Sc SON,
Boots and Collar Pads. They are the best.
tlcninn, for 1886, for $1..3.-).
4oD6t
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1

I
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giduevtisctncuts.

Given's Foundation Press
rpar. OIVE.V PKE88 stands In the Tront
L rank lor manufacturinu FOUNDATION
III Wlretl Framm. as well as foundation for
SEfTIOSrs. without a dissenting voice, all of
our customers affirm

WE

are

now

in the market,

and

be

will

during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, In any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash

culars

HOOPESTON,

lABtf

&

KANSAS

36A17

By

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

A XREAXIS£

D.

an Index of diseases,
and tbe symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table glvinK all the principal dnifcs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engravtnR of the
KivitiK

;

;

horse's teeth at different apes, with rules for telling
the aKe of tbe horse a valuable collection of rftclpes, and mucb valuable information.
;

Price S5 cent*— in English or German.

G. NEWinAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.

Cir-

Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for TfiorSO
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except In size, with the

Extractor. 13x20. which Is
Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the |«.(h> Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The *S.OO and
$io.w Extractors have no covers.
$8 00
fOT2 American frames, 13x13 inches
"
10x18
8 00
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
10x18
"
.10 00
For 3
"
*'
"
.14 00
10x18
For 4
'*
.12 00
size, 13x20
For2frame8 0f any
'*
"
13x20
.12 00
For 3
"
"
"
13x20
.16 00
For 4
$lfi.o()

.

.
.
.

923

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West MadiBon Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MASTTTAr.

I2,000

SOLD SINCE

1876.

very latest in respect to bee-keepinn. Itis certainly
the fullest and most scientiflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, SI 35. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A. J. COOK. Author and

ff

NEVLONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
^HIS new size of our Tapering
Honey Pails isof uniform design
nwith the other sizes, having the top
'prlge turned over, and has a bail or
liiindle.-making it very convenient
L' carry.
It is well-made and. when
hlled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 2n cents or less. Many
consumers will buy it in f)rder to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRICJB, 75 cents uer

per lOO.

NEWMAN &

4 925 West Madison Street,

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

E/^0f(AVEHP TOOLS 8,/uPPLIEi. -;£
Send for Circular "^ ''i?„»irrl^<"''=»
(box

14)

B.G. Stauffer, Bachraanville.Pa
12Bly

S:il<^

BEE-KEEPER'S

HANDY-BOOK.

'iO

ti^

1 of

any other

series.

BEST Holiday Giffc
It is

G.

an invalual'lo companion in every School,
and at every Fireside.
Springfield, Mass.

& C. MERRIAM £. CO., Pub'rs,

Friends,

if

tou are

any way interested

In

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of thd
In Bee-Cultnrei
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements in If Ives, Eloiiey Extractoi-H, Comb
Foundation, Section Honey Boxe*t,all books
and journals, and everything pertaining tcf Bee
Culture. ^oUxinQ Patented,. Simply send your address written plainly, to
Ctf
A. I. ROOT. Medina. O.

Seml-Moothly Gleaiilnea

1864.)

and at the loweitl price*
Send your address on a

sendyou our lllustratecl
£. B.R£lTCHIII£R.

COBURG, IOWA,

BEE-HIVES, SECTIONS,
FOUNDATION,

of
WITH wecapacity
claim the
a

floor,

Bingham Smokers
AND

HONEY-KNIVES.

Successors to A. E.

Manum, Bristol.

Vt.

of the BKISTOL
MANUFACTUKEKS
Bee-Hive, the Standard Hive of Vermont,

Section Honey-Boxes, all sizes, made from
White Poplar, (the best timber in the world for
honey-boxes), i-pound boxes a specialty. Clamps,
Separators and Wood Sides. Lightning Gliiers,
Shipping <'r»tef4. Bee Escapes, Bee Feeders, and
Manum's Bee Smokers— all made of the best material and in a workmanlike manner. Send stamp
for illustrated Catalogue and Price-Llst. 46Dl2t

HEADQUARTERS
tlie

IN

THE SOUTH

OUR

with

SON, Hagerstown, Md.

44Ctf

APIARY FOR SALE.

ABRONIA, mlCH.

DRAKE & SMITH,

E4tUIPPED

Address,

VALENTINE &

S.

Bingham & Hetherington,

IS

best and latest improved Machinery,
which enables us to furnish our goods "up
to the times," and will furnish all kluds at
very reasonable prices. Parties needinjr
Supplies would do well to see our Price-List
before buying-. Send for Circular and Price-

the

List.

Send for Circulars,

&c.

7,000 square feet of
best facilities for

furnishing Supplies in the Southeast.

NEW FACTORV

For

for Prospectus and
SEND
miuin-I.Ist.

:VJ,OOOropics in Public Schools,

J^A

Catalogue free.
2Cl2t

!U U U

44Atf

-I

tion,

in presents given away.
Send u3 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the fi^mvoo in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.
slAly
Portland. Maine.

923

^

Satisfaction guaranteed.
Postal card, and we will

For sale also at the Office of the Bee
Journal, at wholesale or retail.

G.

/N TTll Webster— it has 118,000 Words^
t^ff^^ 3000 Engravings, and a New
Iliograi»liical Dictionary.
rWlTTT^ St:indard in Gov't Printing; Office.

furnish everythixg needed
^_
^B inWe
^H ^_
the Apiary, of practical construc-

^^

9Sl>>.00

OF

Containinpr ovor 25,000 Titles, describing the
Couiitrie.«, Cities, Tu\vn,«, and Natural Featurea of every part of the Globe.

;-SUPPLIES.
RFF
UM
^

Publisher.
Agricultural College.Mich.

THOS.

GAZETTEER
THE WOULD,

(ESTABLISHED

loth Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
3.000 Sold Since May, 1883.
More than f^o pages, and more than 50 fine Illustrations were added in the nth editl'>n. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

dozen, or

JUST ADDED
NEW r'rioN'oxjN'ci>s-a-

A.

OF THE APIAKX.

13th Thonsund Jast Out!

ICly

fmriOM/fyf ITSELF

Vermillion Co., ILL.

In answer to frequent Inqulrtee
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

CO.,
CITY, MO.

THE HORSE,

and

without Patent Index.

CO.,

<fe

HONEY EXTRACTORS

not.

CliCmONS, CLOON

In various Slyles of Binding, willi

EXCELSIOR

ment, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing a fair avei-age of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,

whether we buy or

Send for

superiority.

WEBSTER

and tiamules.

J. S. C-AI.D1VEI.L.

We

offer the genei-al market will afford.
will handle beeswax the same way, and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or reMr. Jerome
fined, at lowest market prices.
Twichell, our junior member in this depart-

its

765

BEES

in ten-framea
rfk COI.OSIIE8 OF
tjyj Simplicity hives, at S4.00 each For further information apply to O. HILLfJE,
SCUULBNBURG, TEX.
44C3t

BEESWAX.
We pay SSSc. per lb., delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
should always be on each package.

THOS.

923

6.

SON,
NEWMAN
CHICAGO, ILL.
Street,
<fe

& 925 West Madison

BON D

& PE ARCH.

(ESTABLISHED I860.)
163 South Water St., CHICAGO,

manufacture of

Bee-Keepers Supplies COMMISSION MERCHANTS!

Make a Specialty in HONEY.
Dunham and Root FoHndatlon a specialty.
neiv Pre- Italian
Queens and Bees from March to November.
Consignments solicited. Will make liberal adpr"Send for my Illustrated Catalogue.
vances on shipments. Refer to Hide and Leather

H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

5Ctf

FA irr. 1*. VI ALLOK, Bayou Goula, La,

National Bank.

"Btl

!
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HONEY

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.
The British Bke Journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

FOR SALE!
Well-iipened. bright BASSWOOD
extracted IIONEY, at the following
low price, for CASH with the order :

time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly
for $3.50.

Bee-keepers' Supplies,
Standard Langstroth.

100 Pound Kegs
50

(net)

$8 00
4 00

each

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

•1^ Free on board CAES, and no
charge for kegs. Shipments prompt.

all

other kinds of

Hlvee.

MADE TO ORDER,

have on hand several thouI shall
sand pounds of mixed honey, of about Send
for Illustrated Price List.
equal parts of basswood and fall
IV. E. CI.ARK, successor to L. C. Root,
flowers, which may be called AMBER
7Aly
OKISKAN Y, Oneida County, N. Y.

HOXEY, that 1
1

will sell as above, at

cent less per pound.

a

JAMES HEDDON,

Address,

DOWAGIAC,

<

'3

Cass County, MICH.

a

o

Ah, There
THE POULTRY NATION,

A

Mi

illu8trated 2U-page monthly, devoted to the interests of l*oultry. Pigeons
It is valuable to the Farmer
and Fancier alike, as it treats upon the scientific
malin^t of tlmmuKhbreds for practical purposes as
well as fur the show-pen. It also contains recipes
for the diflferent diseases that poultry is heir to.
Try it for a year and you would not do without it
for twice its cost.
75 CtB. a Year, Sample Copy 6 Cts.
It is the Chenpent and Best Poultry tlonrIn no way can you
nal Published in the world
Invest 75 cents tbat will yive you Kreater satisfaction than in a year's subscription to The Poultry Xation. Address,

handsomely

And Pet Stock.

C8

!

46A3t

The Poultry Nation, Elyria,

retail.

ON

;

THOMAS
Editor oS

C.

the

NEWMAN.

Weekly Bee Journal.

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
is " fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee.
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive con-

PRICE— Bound
1^'A

Ijlberal

in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

Discount to Dealers, by

the Dozen or Hundred.

i^° The Weekly Bee Journal
for a year and the book, " Bees and
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
THOS. G. NEWTTLIN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of making more money in a few days than
you ever thought possible at any businesB. Capital not required. You can live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of allages. grandly successful. 5(>cents
to $.") easily earned every evening. That all who
want work may test the business, we njake this unTo all who are not well satisfied
paralleled offer
we will send $1 to pay for ihe trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directi<»ns. etc., sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at once
Address Stinsun Jk Co.
Don't delay.
Maine.
Portland,
5lAly

H[LPi

:

-

"Club-Liist" extant. Any two of the leading beepapers of America for il^l.'JS. Write for it.

0)

SYSTEMATIC AND CONVENIENT.

Dadanl'sFoundutiou Factory, wholesale
and

'
OR THE
Management of an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by

CLTJB-LIST for 1886 now READY.
C. Iff. Goodspeed,Tliorn Hni,N.Y.
CHOICE TESTED ITAl-IAN
EXTKA.
QUEEN Olven Away, howest priced

W

0.

HONEY,

and

dition.

Quinby Smoi(er a specialty.
supply anything you need in the Apiary.

I also

BEES

See Advertisement in another column.

TRIAL.
30 PAYS'
THIS NEW
I
'

a;

hi:

TRUSS
ELASTIC
dilferent from

Has a Pad
others.

l3

cup shape, with

o

ifi

zu

all
Self*

adjusting Rail ineenter.adapts
itself to all positions of the
i.,(lv while tin- ball in the cup

presses back the intes,^ iines just as a person
with the finger, with ht,'ht pressure the Her/

does

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAURIAGE,
REVOLVIXO COMB-HANGBR.

niRlit, and a radical cure
certain. It is easy, durablr* and cheap. Sent hy mail. CirEtiGLESTON TRUSa CO., Chicago, UI.
culars free.

nia

is

held securely day and

Mention

45Dt;t

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

this paper.
1

FLAT BOTTOM

Price, complete, only

s

o

.

THOS.

COMB FOUNDATION,
;^T3^

high aide-wells.4 to 16 square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J.

VAN DRUSKN &

SONS.

923

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Mont, ^a., N. ?.

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Langstroth See-Hives, Honey-Sections,

more money than

WIN

takiniz

out.
fall.

Freeman & Central

Terms

KjySend

free.

Hali-ett Book Co.

Portland. Maine.

5lAly

ELECTROTYPES
Of Engravings used in the Bee .Journal for sale at
25centH per square Inch— no single cut sold for less
than

6tic.

THOS.

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

Apply

Ave.,

F.
-

eto.

MUXH,
CINCINNATI,

ILL.

See Advertisement in another column.

4 925 WestMaciiaon

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

household

pail,

THOS.
923

G.

NEWMAN

& Oiij West Madison Street.

A:

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

ILli.

:

L.JONE8& CO.. Nassau, N. ?.

Vandenort

Foiiiulatioii Mill.

6 luch, Price, $25.00,
It makes the finest extra
comb honey. For Sale by

thin Foundation for

NEWMAN & SON,

G.
92.3 & 925 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of gooiis which will help you

WE

can furnish regular Wooden Water- Pailswell painted on tbe outside, and with :i iron
tight-tltting wimd cover, at 1S3.2^
per dozen.
Thev will hold '£!i lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

CHICAGO.

llAly piebook,4c.

O.

for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

Street.

& SON,

MNew

THOS.

Dadant's FoundatioiiFactory, wholesale
retail.

IOC.

to

$18.00.

NEWMAN

Style. Embossed Hidden Name and
Chromi) VisltinixCiirds.no J alike, name on,
IOC., i:ipaclt3*l warranted best sold. Sam-

hoops and a

NEWMAN &

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

»nd

CHAS.

at anything else by
an agency for the best sellinK hook
Beginners succeed grandly. None

G.

t"

II

more money

PRIZE. than

right

anything else

away

in this

world. AH. of eithersex, suc-

ceed from first hour. The broad road to fortune
opens before the workers, absolutely sure. At
True & Co., Augusta, Maine.
once address

SlAly
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WEEKLY EDITION
OF THE

The

Detroit Convention

is

now

Bees and Grapes.— Mr. W. W.

in

We

expect to have a full report of
the proceedings in ne.xt week's issue. In
mentioning the advantages of such meetings, Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer,
remarks thus
Prominent bee-keepers from Maine to
New Mexico, and from Canada to Florida,
are e.\i>ected to be present, and contribute

session.

G.

NEWMAN,
No. 49.

Dec. 9, 1885.
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APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
the

autumn has been

mild, the temperature being as high as 57°
Fahr. The bees have at the last moment
hart an airing, without which it woulii have
probably proved fatal to many bees, as

breeding was cariHed on briskly during
October, wherever there were young queens.

Mr. E.

C.

Jordan,

of Jordan's White

has been
appointed by Gov. Camei-on as a delegate to
the Southern Forestry Congress, to be held
on Dec. 16. at De Funick Springs, Fla. This
Mr. Jordan has
is a .iudicious appointment.
Co.. Va.,

Sulphur Springs. Fred.

been a great lover of trees all his life, and
has kept bees ever since he was 7 years old.

inforinalion for the good of all. The most
obscure bee-keeper dwelling in a dug-out on
the frontier, or in a remote canyon, is
benefited by the deliberations at these
gatherings. If he wishes to improve his
bees, he can easily obtain a queen to be
sent to him by mail for a two-cent stamp.
This great privilege obtained from the mail
service was secured b.v effort at a meeting
of the North American Bee-Keepers' Society.
The Bee-Keepers' Congress at New Orleans
is benefiting the fraternity at the South.
How to obtain lower rates on bee-keepers'
supplies, was up for discussion, and by the
successful efforts of Mr. S. C. Boylston, of
South Carolina, the scheduling of beekeepers' supplies are much lower than
formerly.
So it is seen that those who
remain at home, as well as those who attend,
are equally benefited.

Willie the Bee Journal, says Mr.
E. Pond, Jr., " was comparatively wellworth $2.00 a year, some look at the price
without regard to value. The reduced price
ought to induce every bee-keeper in the
country to subscribe for it, and I hope they
will." The editor of the Lewiston, Maine,
Journal (who is also an apiarist), saj'S
:

The American Weeklv Bee Journai.
low^ers its subscription price for the coming year to one dollar. "This is the oldest as
well as one of the best publications devoted
to the interests of bee-keepers, published.
At its present price, no one keeping even
one colony of bees, should bo without it.
Brick Pomeroy's Democrat says
It contains more information concerning
bees, their treatment, profitable keeping,
:

etc.,

than

it

would were

Old Bee himself.

it

conducted by

All this for #1.00 per year.

Every man who keeps these useful servants,
Wlicn Kenetvina: your subscription who
" work for nothing and board themplease try to get your neighbor who keeps selves," should subscribe for the Bee Jourbees to .ioin with you in taking the Bee nal, for the information he will obtain
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one therefrom.
can afford to do without it. We will present
In Rei'erenee to this item in the Bee
a Binder for the Bee Joukn.\i. to any one Journal of Nov. '25, page 7.30, " The first
sending us four subscriptions— with $4,00— bees brought to America were landed at
direct to this office. It »vill pay any one to Boston, Mass., in the year 1670," James L.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Ellingwood, of St. Joseph, Mo., remarks
many Tlianks are due to our friends for Allow me to quote from Bancroft's Colonial
History of Virginia, Vol.1, Chap. .5, page 140;
sending us so man.y iieiv subscribers, when
"The first cotton-culture in the United States
renewing their own subscriptions. The
deserves commemoration. In 16'21 the seeds
reduced price for ISSO has caused quite " a
were planted as an experiment and their
booTi," and is a piipulai- move in every sense
plentiful coming up was at that early day
of that word. As we do not wish any one
a subject of interest in America and Engto work for nothing, we have concluded to
land. From this year, too, dates the sending
offer premiums for jicio subscribers for ISSfi,
of bee-hives to Virginia, and of skillful
for in order to compensate for the reduction
workmen to extract iron from the ore."
of our price to $1.00. we should at least
Mr. Ellingwood will please accept onr
thrihhle our pi-esent subscription list.
thanks for this scrap of history. Virginia
For 1 new subscriber for a year (besides your was evidently fifty years ahead of Massarenewali we will py-esent you either
:

;

'

'

own

of the following

books— '^5 cents each.

chusetts in securing the importation of bees

For 'i new subscriljers— any 3 of the books. to this country.
For 3 licit' subscriber-!— all 3 of them or the
I>io Ijewis's Nuffgets for December
Western World Guide & Hand-book.
For 4 ncio subscribers- Bees and Honey, ($1.) comes to hand with its wonted regularitj%
and this number is the best so far issued.
Gaskell's Hand-hook of Useful Information
The number of pages of reading matter is
— a very handy book of O-l pages.
Architecture Simplilled or. How to Build a increased about one-fourth, and it is, nearly
Dwelling-house. Birn. etc., giving plans, all of it, from the Doctor's own pen.—
specifloations and cost— (iO pages.
" NuaoETS " contains the cream of the
Look Within for .",.000 facts which every one
Doctor's extensive writings on Hygienic and
wants to know— 7.j pages.
;

;

The Time

Reading has now come.
utilized by
up bee-literature. We have all the
for

The long winter evenings can be
reading

newest bee-books and can
the day they are received.

fill

all

orders on

health subjects, coupled with brief, fresh,
and racy articles on various sanitary
topics. It is published dt one dollar a year,
by the Dio Lewis Pub. Co., 69-71 Bible
House, N. Y.

incisive

of

Calif.,

Knowing of a party who had an apiary in
one of the largest raisin-producing sections
of the State, I wrote him in regarii tfi the
matter. His repl.v was that he intended to

J.

In Great Britain

Biles,

writes as follows on the above
subject, to the Pacific Rural Prena :

Duarte,

:

THOMAS
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confine his bees in their hives (or at least to
try the experiment of doing so) at the time
of drying the raisins. The following is his
" I got my
statement in his own words
wire cloth and everything ready to corral
them then we put down about eight tons
of grapes and watched for the result. A
few da.vs passed, and as no bees were working on the grapes, I concluded that there
was no need to keep them in yet a while. In
the meantime McPherson Bros, (the largest
raisin-producers in this count.y) came in and
bought up nearl,v all the raisin grapes in this
district. They chose for a drying giound a
piece of land adjoining my place and within
400 yards of my apiary. Here they spread
out 110 tons of grapes. I thought, now we
will have to look sharp, or we shall have
some trouble. But no. not a bit of it da.v
after da.v passed and the bees occupied
thein.oelves with other duties than 'eating
up raisins.' The crop of raisins is now dried
and gathered, and the bees have not been
confined in their hives one hour. I asked
:

;

;

McPherson

Bros.'

manager

if

he thought

that the bees had done any damage ; his
reply was, " I believe not."
The fact is. that the bees get the credit of
doing what is done by wasps, birds, yellowjackets, etc.
If any one who has a good
microscope will take the trouble to examine
the mandibles of a bee, and those of a
.vet low-jacket,
they will see how widely
the.v ditfer. The mandible of a bee resembles the end of a person's finger, round and
smooth, and is not adapted to cutting, while
those of a .yellow-jacket resemble the teeth
of a rip-saw more than anything else.

Facts like these are worth more than
thousands of theories. Mr. Bliss should get
the aifidavits of this bee-keeper and McPherson Bros., ami send them to Mr. Gustav
Bohn, San Bernardino, Calif., for use on the
coming suit, on appeal. If the bee-keepers
can be made to auinfce to the importance of
these matters, there can be no doubt as to
the result.

A Law in Nebraska in relation to
"foul brood," provides that it shall be
unlawful to have in possession bees, brood
comb, or honey known to be infected with
"foul brood " orany other infectious disease
peculiar to bees or houe.v, or an.v hive or
other receptacle in which any foul brood,
diseased bees, or infected honey has been
kept.
The penalty for violation of this
section is a fine of not less than §10 nor
more than $100, and imprisonment in the
county jail not more than thirty da.vs. Any
person having such bees, honey, or receptacle, and failing to destroy it immediately,
shall be liable to the same penalty. All
persons owning or keeping bees shall cause
them to be inspected at least once a year,
and procure duplicate certificates as to the
condition of the same, one to be kept and
one to be filed with the County Clerk. If
the inspector thinks that the disease or
infection can be removed, he shall so certify
officially in his certificate of inspection, and
the owner may keep the bees for si.x months
for treatment.
Otherwise the owner must
destroy them if the infection be not removed
at the end of thirty days.
The Governor
shall appoint an inspector in any county, on
request of the State Bee-Keepers' Association, or any other persons interested in
bee-keeping residing in such county. The
inspector shall receive $2 a day, to be paid
by the owner of the bees inspected.

—
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Local Convention Directory.

Size of Entrance in Winter.

WITH

REPLIES by Prominent

Apiarists.

Query, No. 1 09. —The entrances of ray chaff

1885.

Time and

hives are %x5 inches. Wnuld this be too large for
out-door winterin;r, wtien the temperature is from
10 to 20 degrees below zero ?— S. J.. Canada.

Dec.

8— 10.— MichiBan

No.

I

use

%xl2 inches.— G. M. Doo-

LITTLE.

Deo.

State, at Detroit, Mich.
(Clinton.

Mich.

8— in.— North American,
W.

at Detroit. Mich.
Z. Hutchinson, Sec, RogerSTille, Mich.

Dec. 8-10.— Northwestern, at Detroit, Mich,
W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec. UoKeraviile. Mich.
Dec.

Constructing Chaff Hives.

place of Meetivo.

H. D. Cutting, Sec,

8— 10.— S.

E. Michisan, at Detroit, Mich.
A. M. Gander. Sec. Adrian, Mich.

think not. I believe it is a mis- Dec. 10.— Tuscarawas Co.. at Port WashinEton, O,
take to close the entrance to a very
Geo. F. Williams, Sec, New Philadelphia. O.
small space, as some do,— G. W. Dec 11.— Northeastern Kan., at Hiawatha, Kan.
I

Qnery, No, 168.— Suppose the outside of a
chaffhlveismadeofj^-lnch lumber, then a 1-inch
air-space, and then a chaff-space. WdUld it be
better with an air-space and a ch;>ff-space than a
chaff-space alone ? If so, should the air-space be
next to the brood-chamber, or outside? How
much of a space should be filled with chaff ?—M.
M., Iowa

Demaree.

Kan.

L. C. Clark, Sec, Granada,
Ift8(>.

I

should say

so.

—A.

J.

Jan. 21.— Cbamplain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
R. H. Holmes, Sec, Shoreham, Vt.

Cook.

have not wintered bees out-doors
for years, but from what I have read,
I

Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burlincton, Iowa.
Jno. Nau. Sec, Middletown, Iowa.

^" In order to have this table complete. SecreI should want the entrances as large,
not sure but a dead-air space if not larger, than %x5 inches. C. C. taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time
and place of future meetings.— KD.
is as good as a chaff-space, and two Miller.
would be better than one.— G. M.
I think not.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
DOOLITTLE.
OUR CLUBBING LIST for 1886.
at any rate I should
I think not
I should have only the one chaff
prefer them
larger
rather
than
We supply the American Bee Journal
space, and the wider this is the safer,
smaller. Moisture is the enemy to be for 1886, and any of the following publica1 have yet to see the
I presume.
and can only be guarded tions, at the prices quoted in the lastcolunia
chaff hives that stand all our winters dreaded,
here in Michigan. I am not a chatf against by giving full ventilation. J. of figures. The first column gives the reguhive bee-lceeper, and so I am not an E. Pond, Jr.
lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
authority on such hives— A. J. Cook.
If you give upper absorbents or
Price of both. Club
1 00..
The American Bee Journal
Yes, so far as retaining the heat is ventilation. the lower ventilation need
not
be
half
as
much
as
you
say.
If
2 00.. 1 75
and Gleanings in Bee-Cultui-e
concerned. It may not be important,
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
2 00.. 1 75but I should put the chaff next to the there is no escape for moisture above,
Bee-Keepers' Guide
150.. 140bees will need plenty of bottom
The Apiculturist
2 00.. 1 75
bees. If you mean how large a space, the
ventilation.
If
you
a
chaff
use
cushCanadian Bee Journal
2 00. 1 75
I should say 4 inches ot chaff in
Texas Bee Journal
2 00.. 1 75
thickness; the whole space should be ion, an inch of lower ventilation will The 7 above-named papers
6 50. 5 50
not
do,
if
clogged
up
dead
by
bees.
filled with chaff.— W. Z.Hutchinson.
Dadant & Son.
and City and Country
2 00
1 50New York Independent
4 00.. 3 30
In my own experiments I have
should
leave
board
No. I
a
up
American Agriculturist
2 50.. 2 25
found a dead-air space alone fully as against the entrance, and bank all up,
American Poultry Journal ...2 25.. 175
safe as where chaff is used. I prefer over and around it, with snow, if
2 25.. 2 OO
the inner wall of a double-walled hive there was any, and if not. with hay or and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.. 175
of an inch thick,
to be not over
straw. When you see that the bees
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 75.. 1 60
whether chaff' or a dead-air space is can fly safely, pull the board forward,
Apiary Register— 100 colonies 2 25.. 2 OO
Dziorzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00.. 2 00
Space forbids my giving an and after flight put it back.— James
used.
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (paper).. 2 50.. 2 OO
explanation, but I believe the dead- Heddon.
Quinbv's New Bee-Keeping ..2 50.. 2 25
air-space plan is in accordance with
Lane-stroth's Standard Work .3 00.. 2 75
correct scientific principles.— J. E.
Koof s A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.. 2 10
The entrance should be made large
2 50.. 2 25
Alley's Queen-Rearing
Pond, Jr.
or small according to the plan of ven4 00.. 3 OO
Farmer's Account Book
tilation. For a full colony in a chaff
Guide
and
Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 30
too
much
rather
is
this
think
We
hive out-of-doors, good upward venof an expense and an additional tilation may be given through an
weight, although the chaff hive is all-wool cushion one inch thick, leavHoney as Food and Medicine.
better than a single-walled hive. We ing a vacant chamber over it. and
should use either the air space alone suitBble openings through the cover.
To create Honey Markets in every
or the chaff alone. Make the chaff 2 In this case the entrance should not
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
or 3 inches thick.— Dadant & Son.
be over %x.S inches. I want no chaff',
"
or sawdust over the cluster in producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat
In a hive constructed as stated, the leaves
top ventilation.
In a well-packed Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
air-space will prevent the accumulachaff hive, with no ventilation" at all, pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,'*
tion of frost on the sides and cnvpr of
want the entrance not less than and scatter them plentifully, and the result
the hive where top ventilation is I
inches. In this case the .sniper is will be a demand for all of their crops at
given. It would therefore be belter, J)4x8
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
but the air space must be outside of filled with chaff, etc.— G. L. Tinker. Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Three inches for chaff
the chaff.
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
space closely packed would be sufhundred, $^.50. Five hundred will be sent
Convention Notices.
With exclusive bottom venficient.
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
tilation I do not think such construcOn orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
tS" The Tuscarawas County Bee-Keepers' desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
tion would be an advantage.— G. L.
Association will hold its foui^ti semi-annual etc. (giving the name and address of the beeTinker.
I

—

am

;

—

.

.

.

.

%

.

tW

:

;

meeting at Port Washington,

day, Dec. 10,
extended.

1H8.">.

A

O., on Thursgeneral invitation is

;

keeper who scatters them).

To Klve an'ay a copy of "Honey as Food"
and Medicine " to every one who buj-s a
tS~ The Northeastern Kansas Bee-Keep- package of honey, will sell almost any quanalone. The chaff is used to make the ers' Association will meet at the Court House tity of it.
are
imperHiawatha, Kans., on Friday, Dec. 11. 188."),
joints
at
air dead, when the
at 10 a.m. All interested in bee-culture are
There is no heat in chaff. If Invited
fect.
to attend.
L. C. Clark, Sec.
Preserve your papers for reference.
the same hive, I should
do not think that a careful test
would show any material difference
between dead-air and chaff, and chaff
I

I used both in

Geo.

P.

Williams,

Sec.

If you have no BINDER we will mail you
put the chaff space outside. I would
t^' The annual meeting of the Champlain
not use any cumbersome double- Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will be held one tor 75 cents, or you can have one free:
have tried them In Middlebury, Vt., on Jan. 21. 1886.
I
if you will send us 4 new yearly subscripwalled hives.
R. H. Holmes, Sec.
tions for the Bee Journal.
thoroughly.— Jajies Heddon.

—

;
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an essential

Explanatory.— Tbe figures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has

Those after, show

liept bees.

number

of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
This marlt
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the centre of the State named:
north
of
the
centre
6
9 south ; 0+ east
west; and this 6 northeast; N3 northwest;
o^ southeast; and P southwest of the centre
of the State mentioned.

the

O

O

;

for
the
qualification
superintendence of an apiary and
wliich he thought was very rarely to
be met with.
Is it much easier to
find that now, than it was then V
Mr. Gary's work in Mr. Parsons'
apiary fully justified his selection.
While tlie foreigner, in a separate
apiary established by Mr. Parsons,
and furnished with just the same
facilities for breeding queens, failed
to rear enough even to pay for the
black bees and feed that he used in
his operations, Mr. Gary supplied
all the queens needed in Mr. Parsons'

—

'

apiary,
orders.

and

filled

all
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receive the queens which are sent by

mail from

Europe, and

even from

Syria, should bear in mind that only
after many and costly experiments

such

has

admirable success

been

secured.

After his splendid achievements in
Mr. Parsons' service, Mr. Gary greatly
enlarged his own apiary, and placed
himself in the front rank of reliable

breeders of Italian queens.
When Dr. E. Parmly, of New
York, imported a number of Egyptian
queens, he entrusted them to Mr.
Gary, having, as I know, as strong
his numerous confidence as myself in his sagacity

fidelity.
Mr. Gary first called my
attention, in his own apiary, to the
inferior appearance of the comb honey
of those bees. It was capped in such
a way as to look like honey damaged
by " sweating " so-called after beFor the American Bee Journal.
ing kept in too damp a place. He
and Mr. A. G. Biglow, that all except was also the first to notice that EgypIn Memoriam—
W. Gary.
two of them were safely carried by tian bees in extending their combs,
Mr. Biglow from New York to San built their lower edges almost perBorn in Coleraine, Mass., on Febru- Francisco
Mr. B. had stopped over fectly square throughout their whole
ary 24, 1815, and died on Dec. 9, 1884.
one steamer on the Isthmus of Pan- length in marked contrast to the
way in which black bees build them
It affords me a melancholy satisand improving in this respect even
faction to review my long acquaintupon the Italians. Although I imance with the late Mr. Wm. W. Gary,
ported the first Egyptian queen, Mr.
and to set out more fully than has yet
Gary tiad the largest experience with
been attempted, some of the importhis variety, and after a fair trial we
tant services which he rendered to
both discarded them as very much
bee-keeping. To do this seems to me
inferior to the Italians.
the more obligatory, as he so seldom
While Mr. Gary was a great enthuused his pen for the press that these
siast in bee-culture, and always ready
services might otherwise fail to be
accept every discovery and imto
put on record.
provement, he was not carried away
After testing quite largely my
by plausible novelties or conceits.
movable-comb frames in West PhilaWhen near him, I always took pecudelphia, in the bee-season of 1852, in
liar pleasure in communicating to hira
the fall of that year I went to Greenall matters that from time to time
field, Mass., to introduce my hive
were engaging my attention, and our
where I was best known as a beeoccasional meetings in later years
keeper. Mr. Gary kept some bees in
He seldom
were highly prized.
the adjoining town of Goleraine, and
failed to detect any flaw in what was
was among the tirst to take an interest
sulimitted to his judgment, and his
in my invention. He was very fond
deliberate " yes "' or " no " had greater
of bees, and more tlian usually
weight with me in bee-matters than
familiar with their habits— and as soon
that of almost any other person.
as he saw the working of the hive, he
Mr. Gary's location was inferior in
believed that it would make a revoluhoney-resources to those who in this
tion in bee-keeping.
For the six
country have achieved the greatest
years that I remained in Greenfield,
we were in such frequent communi- ama to give his bees a cleansing pecuniary success from the keeping of
he was also quite lame from an
cation that in furthering my experi- flight, and one queen entering the bees
ments his apiary was almost as much nucleus of another, both were killed. accident in his youth, yet notwithat my service as my own.
The colonies to which they belonged, standing these and other obstacles,
gradually a large apiary.
In the spring of 1860, I was invited when examined on their arrival at he built up
was not only a strictly honest
by Mr. S. B. Parsons, of Flushing, L. Galifornia, were each found to have He
man, but a highly liouorable one in
I., to advise him how best to breed reared another queen.
and in cases of doubt
liis dealings
and disseminate the Italian (Ligurian)
To appreciate fully the extraordi- all
give his cusbees which he had recently imported. nary success of Mr. Gary as a breeder he made it his rule to
Finding that the person who came in and shipper ot Italian queens, it tomers the benefit of that doubt,
charge of most of these bees, could needs but to be stated that during instead of claiming it for himself.
not do the work that was expected of this very year but few queens came Like myself he had the help of an
him, I advised Mr. Parsons to secure alive, out of the many sent from only son in the management of his
respect
the services of Mr. Gary. To great Europe, and that for years after, a business, but luppier in this
energy of character and good business large part of our imported queens ttian myself, he was not called to
premature death.
habits, he united long experience in either died on the way, or arrived in lament his
Mr. Gary's interest in bees ceased
the management of movable frame such poor condition as to be of little
few weeks
hives with an enthusiastic desire to or no value. It will be remembered only with his life.
see the introduction of these foreign by some of the old readers of the before his death he was able to be
bees made a success.
From my in- American Bee Journal, that Mr. out in his apiary, where he witnessed

and

No

better proof could possibly be
given of the extent and thoroughness
of his work, than the fact that 11.3
queens bred by him that season, were
so carefully prepared for shipment
under the joint supervision of himself
i''

—

—

Wm.

!

—

;

;

A

timate acquaintance with him, I
could further assure Mr. Parsons that
with all these requisites for the position, he possessed in as large a degree
as any one I had ever known, that
" highest fidelity " which Columella,
nearly 2,000 years ago, declared to be

Gary was the first person to send a
queen across the ocean, in a singlecomb nucleus, with a few workers.
She was consigned to my lamented
friend, Mr. Woodbury, of Exeter,
England, and reached" him in excellent condition.
Those who now

with

much

rangements
a colony in

pleasure some novel arsafe wintering of

for the

open

ttie

air.

Samuel Wagner, Moses Quinby,
Richard Colvin, Adam Grimm, Roswell G. Otis, Wm. W. Gary— they have
And probably no
all passed away
!

;

;
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one knows better or appreciates more ing instead of 8, we contract " so far
highly than their old friend who still as the egg-producing power is consurvives to honor their memories, cerned. We now have two queens."
how much their various labors con- Let us see. The honey harvest gentributed to the splendid success of the erally does not last more than 3, 4, 5,
movable-frame principle in America. and occasionally 6 weeks, or 42 days.
L. L. Langstkoth.
After the bees of Mr. Hutchinson's
Oxford, 9 O., Nov. 10, 1885.
swarm, have filled a case and the third
of another, or after about 3 weeks of
harvesting, the young queen will beFor the American Bee JournaL
gin to lay about 12 days, on the avererage, after the swarming; then if
Small Hives vs. Large Hives.
the harvest Lasts 42 days, she has only
9 days to lay before the harvesting is
Chas. dadant.
done but as the hive has remained
In his reply to my article on page without a laying queen for 12 days,
the new queen is not crowded at all,
66:i, Mr. Ilutchinson, on
page 714,
since 2,000 bees have hatched every
insists upon the idea that " success
depends upon producing the largest day during these 12 days or if she is
amount of honey with the least ex- crowded by the honey harvested,
penditure of capital and labor." Of there is comparatively more honey in
course every bee-keeper will accept the brood-chamber of Mr. IPs hive
this maxim.
But Mr. Ilutchinson than in ours.
" One man wiih few hives and
After conceding that 00 hives cost
adds
many nianipulations (labor) may more than 40. Mr. Hutchinson adds
"
To
save this triliing ex|)ense, we
secure 1,U00 poundsof honey another
man, with twice as many hives, and must incur the risk of having 5 to 20
with less labor, may secure only the pounds of the choicest honey stored
same amount of honey, and yet make in the brood-nest." It seems that
more protit." This liriugs me back Mr. Hutchinson's bees do not act like
to
my computations, which iSlr. ours, for we have noticed that during
Hutchinson seems to have lorgotteu. the honey harvest, as soon as a bee has
The bee-keeper with 60 hives has left her cell by hatching, the workers
more capital engaged than the man hasten to put honey in it. Then the
with 4U. Tliis Mr. Ilutchinson will poor queen, although traveling all
not deny. But the bee-keeper with over the combs, is compelled to lose her
eggs, since she is unable to find empty
(iO small hives will have 100 per cent,
of swai ms, and will need at least (JO cells to receive them. Of course there
will
be more honey stored in our 12more hives in which to hive his
swarms while tlie bee-keeper with frame hive than in Mr. Hutchinson's
40 large hives will need oidy 10 more 8-fiame hive but both kinds of hives
hives at nifist.
If the 60 hives are will be filled with honey in about the
If each one of his 8valued at $:i.-50each, and the 10 large same ratio.
ones at §3 each, the bee-keeper with frame hives contains 14 pounds of
small hives will have to disburse SI20 honey, or for 60 hives, 840 pounds, our
more than the man with large hives. 12-fiarae hives will contain about 21
As to the manipulations(labor) The pounds each, or for 40 hives, 840
bee-keeper with 60 hives will luxve 180 pounds or the same amount in both
;

;

bees are the most peaceful the best
honey-gatherers; the colonies which
work sooner in the morning and later
in the evening
and which bees know
;

;

better how to find the honey resources,
etc., as their bees do not swarm very
much. (We have an apiary on the
farm " Champeau of Sonora," which,
with between 60 and 75 colonies, gave

but one swarm in two years.)

As our

bees do not swarm very much, we
take all the brood to rear queens from
our best colonies, and we continually
improve our stock of bees.
Ttiose who employ small hives do

know their most prolific queens
and the improving of their stock is
out of the question, unlessil isdoneby
the replacing of tlie queens
therefore by a large increase of work. Is

not

;

thiit

not true

V

Ilamilton,K5

Ills.

For the American Bee Journal.

:

:

Ventilation of Winter Repositories.

;

;

;

:

;

surplus cases to give his colonies,
while the apiarist with 40 large hives
will have but 120 large cases, or onethiid less work.
Mr. Ilutchinson says that my calculations on the number of bees
crowded on every comb, is not right
since I did not notice tliat he places
surplus cases on his hives. But does
he think that we neglect to do the
sanie'r'
Therefore
the bees are
crowded in the same ratio, on our 12
combs, as are his bees on his 8 combs.
His bees swarm after tilling a case
and the third of another; but, as
there are not enough bees remaining
in the old colony to fill these cases,
he removes them and gives them to
the swarm. Is not tliat an increase
of woi k ?
Our bees, in large hives, do not
swaim as miuh. and we are spared
the time fif hiving the swarms, and
of transfeiring the cases from one
hive to other. Besides, a colony which
swarms loses tiuje in preparations, in
hanging on the tree, etc. There is
about one day of work lost in the best
season for harvest. We have to put
that in the account, for there is a loss
of honey. Mr. iJoolittle, on page 709.
says that his bees gathered 10 pounds
per day last season.
But, says Mr. Ilutchinson, although
our bees have 10 combs after swarm-

apiaries.

Then the increase of profit, that
Mr. Hutchinson estimates to get from
the narrowness of his hive, is quite
imaginary.
we place great
Yes
stress upon
the
advantage to be
gained by allowing each one of our
queens to lay to her utmost capacity.
For twenty years our large hives have
given us belter results than our small
ones
and the sume results were
always obtained where large hives
!

JA3IES
It

will be

months ago

HEDDON.

remembered that some

requested reports regarding the least amount of air with
which bees had been known to pass
their winter conhnement in perfect
1

health. I am sorry to say that I was
not able to report on the responses as
soon as I should and wished to, and
further, that most of those who responded did not seem to understand
the request. I had no reference to the
ventilation of hives, but to the ventilation of repositories. Many of the
letters which were filed in a special
box, were inadvertently re- tiled by a
clerk, and so could not be found without very great trouble. Among those
that were preserved, and bear directly
upon the subject, is one from Mr.
Dwight Furness, of Furnessville,
Ind., which relates the case of a
neiglibor who buried some colonies
in the giound, with the hive-covers
tightly
glued,
the hive-entrances
blocked tightly, and the earth piled
liives solidly.
They were
left until spring, and wintered in fine

about the

condition.

Mr. Levi Fatzinger, of Janesville,
Wis., gives his very successful experience in keeping his bees in a cellar,
have been tested side by side with winter after winter, and never sriving
small ones.
I
have the Bulletin that cellar any ventilation. He lost
cVApiculture for October, and I find in a part of his bees last winter for the
it twelve selections from letters comfirst time, which he credits to the
ing from Switzerland, Belgium, France temperature falling to 34'^. I also
and Spain, |)raising ihe large hives, think that was the indirect cause. He
called the "Layen" hives and the had 69 colonies in a cellar about 15x20
;

"Dadant"

hives,

showing by com-

feet in size.

parison that they are more profitable
Mr. S. J. Youngman, of Cato,Mich.,
than smaller ones.
reports an instance where a neighbor
But there is another point that I dug a hole in the ground about a foot
wish to place before tlie minds of the deep, placed a hive over it with a hole
bee-keepers. The improving of ani- in its bottom-board about 4 inches
mals is now considered as one of the square, adjusted a rough box over all,
aims of a good and profitable hus- and packed the space between the

IIow can you improve your liive and box solidly and tightly all
you do not know tlie prolitic- around, and the colony, though a
ness of your queens V How will you light one, wintered perfectly, with no
select the best brood from which to loss of individual bees. He says that
rear queens if you allow all your they were in a Langstroth hive, and
The box
colonies to swarm naturally V Those not opened until April 3.
who use large hives know which admitted of no egress or ingress of
queens are the most prolific which the bees, and had no entrance. This
bandry.

bees,

if

;

:
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colony had plenty of air of good
quality, I should say, and I mention
this report because it borders upon or
goes part way into a system that we
discussed at my apiary se>'eral years
ago, but never put into iiractice. I
was going to dig holes 4 to (i feet deep,
with a large post-auger, and place the
hives over them upon wire-screen
shipping-frames, rather than a bottom-board, tlien pack witli a large
box over all, with a way to open an
entrance at will, to use in the spring
before the packing would be removed.
My idea was to furnish air of a temperature of about 42°, from the holes
which would reach down into tlie
earth below the frost-line, and at the
same time exclude all cold air, and
prevent a radiatiou of the heat of the
bees.

I

have always believed this
scientific, and one which

plan to be

w(udd come nearer insuring successful out-door wintering than any other
that kept the colonies on their own
summer stands. After all, when we
have estimated the cost of boxes,
packing and labor, I think a good
cellar is not only safer, but cheaper.
Others sent in reports of successful

wintering in cellars, with no ventilation whatever, or at least with the
cellar closed as tightly as they could
close it; but some of them "do not
give the number of colonies put in. I
hope that many experiments will be
made and reported during the coming
winter and spring.
My own apiaries, which now contain about 400 colonies, have been
housed for about thi'ee weeks. The
old and new cellars in our home apiary
contain about 27.5 colonies, and a filled
house above ground, at Glenwood,
Mich., has about 130 colonies in it.
More than half of the colonies are
supplied with natural stores only, the
rest being furnished with stores that
are all or in part sugar syrup.
The
following reasons indicate why I did
not resort to supplying all with more
or less sugar stores, as 1 intend to do
in the future
1. My last winter's loss left me so
many combs to cover with bees, that I
worked my apiaries almost entirely
for extracted honey. This and lack
of time prevented practicing contraction (my favorite comb-honey system)
with a majority of the hives, and so
most of them came out in autumn
with plenty of honey in the brood-

chambers, which must be removed
were to feed them syrup.
2. I desirefi to

make some

tests

if I

upon

a comprehensive scale, regarding temperature vs. food, as causes of beediarrhea. I wish to know more of
their relative effects.
3. With over ten tons of honey unsold, and not knowing when it might
be, the purchase of so large an amount
of sugar as would be required to feed
all,

was more than

my

pocket-book

could stand.

My honey seenris to be exceptionally
clear this season, and I have hopes
that the bees will winter fairly well
on natural stores, where the temperature is kept high enough.
SMALL HIVES

vs.

LARGE HIVES.

I have
read with pleasure Mr.
Dadant's able article in reply to mine.

We cannot see alike
regarding this matter, and we have
now had our say, enjoyed the amicable and, I hope, not useless discussion, and perhaps set others to thinking upon the subject, which will tend
to enable us all to sooner arrive at
the truth. We can now do nothing
better than to leave it to the future
experiments of the many.
Dowagiac, ? Mich.
on this subject.
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pounds of honey as the product of
1,600 bees during their life with an
uninterrupted (low of nectar. While
this might be possible, yet there are
two things which make it improbable,

being, as already stated, that
honey-flow does not continue
long enough, and the second, that the
yield would not be sufficient within
two miles of the apiary so that the
bees could work to the best advantage. When all is just right, a few
bees will do almost woudersas will be
ror the American Bee JournaL
seen by the following
Amount of Honey Gathered by a Bee.
In 1871 I had a colony which on
May 25 I estimated to contain 4,000
17— G. M. DOOLITTLE, (40—95).
bees.
This estimate was made by
counting all the bees on a given surAlthough the subject of how much face of comb, and then dividing the
honey one bee may gather during its amount of comb covered with bees by
life-time may have no very definite the space counted, when the quotient
bearing upon the dollar-and-cent was multiplied by the number of bees
side of apiculture, still such an item counted on the first surface. The next
may be made of interest to us if we day was a fine one, and apple trees
look at it from the right stand-point. were yielding honey as well as I ever
That one bee cannot gather 100 pounds saw them at 7 a.ii. the bees began
of honey is one of the reasons, that to go to work, and at 8 a.m. I found
more than one bee is required in a that on an average tiO loaded bees
hive, and because one bee cannot were going into the hive each minute.
gather that amount,nor one-ten-thou- One was caught and killed, which I
sandth part of ii, is the reason that found upon dissecting, had a fairthe apiarist desires a large number of sized drop of honey in tlie honey-sac.
bees in his hives at certain seasons By a careful estimate and weighins I
of the year. Some tell us. " keep found that it would take about 3,000
your colonies always strong," just as such bee-loads to make (me pound, so
though a large number of bees in a I concluded that 4,000 bees were good
hive at all times of the year was a for the gathering of one pound of
thing of great value. But right here nectar each hour, besides caring for
comes in another side to this " gath- the interior of the hive.
ering " question.
Before a bee had left the hive in the
I have just said that one bee could morning, I had weighed the same so
not gather one-ien-thousandth part that I could tell when night came,
of 100 pounds of honey. My reason how much the colony had gained.
for so saying being that in this locality They worked right along at the averwe do not have a yield of honey last- age rate of 60 ))er minute until 4 p.m.,
ing through the leheth of life allotted when they began to slack up, and at;
to an individual bee, while many 5 p.m. all had quit work for the day,
bees, yea more than one-half of those as the sini had gone back of a cloud
which are reared under the most soon after 4 p. m. At dusk that
again,
skillful management, never add an night I weighed the hive
ounce to the surplus. If every bee saying as I did so, that if my estimate
reared could have a field of honey was correct, it should weigh 8 pounds
placed before it in which to labtu-, more than it did in the morning. I
then the motto. " Keep colonies found that it weighed 8 pounds and 9
always strong," would be the right ounces, thus showing that I was not
one; but inasmuch as this cannot be. far out of the way. I5ut what was a
and as bees at all times must be con- great surprise to me was that when
sumers, no matter whether producing weighed the next morning, I found
or not, I cannot see the philosophy of that S pounds and 9 ounces gain had
having a colony strong in bees at gone down to 3?.^ pounds, thus showsuch seasons when of necessity they ing that the nectar just from the'
can only be consumers. Thus right flowers was not all honey by any
here corues in another factor in this means.
question, which is the field or supply
After this I became infatuated with
of lioney. In reality we must begin the idea that there could be as much
with the field, or in other words, honey obtained from apple blossoms
place that first, for without the lield as from basswood, if I could only get
or honey-flow we have no use for the the popidation of the hive up to
•
so I began
bees.
40,000 instead of 4,000
With a continuous and uninter- trying to get my bees strong early in
rupted honey-flow within two miles the spring, but after an entire failure
of the hive, during the time which a of apple honey for the next three
bee lives, I think that a bee might years, on account of cold, rainy
•easily gather one ounce of nectar, weather. I gave the matter up, only
which would take only 1.000 bees to trying to get the bees strong, so as to
gather 100 pounds. Of this amount take advantage of the generally good
it would take at least 2o pounds to weather in ttie basswood harvest, as
supply the wants of the colony during we have but little white clover here.
the time the bee was living, and iniThe point I wish to make is First,
less the nectar was thicker than we we have the field or location we are
get it here, it would take 3 pounds of in. of which we should have a thorthis nectar to make one pound of ough knowledge ; next, we have the
honev. So then we should have 2-5 bees to get in large numbers just in

the
the

first

:

;

;

:

;
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time to take advantage of the main sell all we can near home, and there
honey-flow of our Held
and tliird, only, till we can sell no more and
lliat a bee is of little value as a honey- then let us gradually extend our limits
gatherer only as it can be placed on until we begin to ship to remote, and
tlie tield of action in just the right lastly, to foreign markets.
Only by
time. In this way the quantity of beginning at home shall we make a
honey which a bee can gather in a success of it for the home and local
life-time becomes of interest to us, markets always pay the best.
tliat we
may work assiduously to
Never force honey upon the market
;

;

;

liave that life-time

come when our

honey.

field is yielding

Borodino,© X. Y.
Fanners' Advocate.

Our Honey Market.
G. B. JONES.

days, but by that time the sun dried
up the surface moisture, and coated
over the exposed surfaces of the fruit
(peaches), and the bees appeared to
be disappointed
and the racks were
only about 2.5 feet from about 100
colonies of Italian bees that were
ready for business In the sweet-gathering line.
;

As long as there are small
How dilTerent it was with the
cheap or plenty of apples, peo- yellow-jackets. After the' bees left
ple do not want honey, and will buy the fruit the yellow -jackets kept
at it,
it only at ruinous prices.
Wait until afid cut and carried away pieces of
too soon.
fruits,

small fruit is gone, apples are dear, the fruit as large as themselves, and
and people are tired of fruit anyway, actually, in some cases, leaving nothand do not want to open their pre- ing but the peach-skins. The " jackserves "just yet," then your time has ets " were unusually plenty the past
come to offer them a change in the season, and made some of their nests
shape of some delicious honey and in tlie ground near the trails, where
see if they do not "jump at it," and they stung any one in passing. Perpay good prices.
haps we have all the yellow-jackets of
Brautford, Ont.
the State in our vicinity at any rate,
I think I never saw them more numFor the American Bee JoumaL
erous.
They would cluster at the
entrances of the hives. and catch a bee
California Bee-Notes.
and try to kill it. and sometimes were
successful. Being not so susceptible
J. D. KNAS.
to the cold as the bees, they would
;

Next

to its production, the sale of

our honey

the important consideration. Ourmarket must be established
by our own efforts, and rests with ouris

make it good or poor. There
one way to create a demand for

selves to
is

only

our produce, and

that consists in
attractive to tlie eye, pleasant to the taste, wholesome, and undoubted as to its purity and genuine
quality. Just how ourhoney shall be
made attractive must, of course, be
decided by each producer in accordance with Ills own taste and ideas
but a few hints may be of service to

making

it

beginners.
For instance

:

Whether honey be

packed in glass or tin, it should have
a label peculiar to itself— one which,
if possible, will bespeak at sight the
richness and purity of the goods themselves. The labels for glass packages
stiould be small, as no label can be
made to look as nice as the honey

;

A

year like the past takes all the
conceit ont of one, and makes beekeepers feel the bottom of their
pockets. I know of many who did
not get a pound of surplus honey the
past season. Some with a small number of colonies, and in a good locality,
did a fair business in extracted
honey, and in one or two instances,
some did well in comb honey. One
party wrote me that ao colonies gave
a surplus of 100 pounds of extracted
honey per colony another, with one
colony in the spring, lost the first
swarm, but obtained 3 swarms and
;

enter the hive of a weak colony in
the morning before the bees were
flying, steal the stores of the hive, as
the bees would cluster close to keep
themselves warm, leaving the outside

combs

uncovered and" unguarded,
while the "jackets" improved their
They even penetrated
opportunity.

room where I have several
hundred empty combs, and cut the
combs as though the mice had been
into the

at them, for the sake of the old pollen
stored therein.
But I suppose the
" jackets " would not do that way in

any other county but Napa. I will
swear to it (if necessary), because I
comb honey in sections. saw it with my own eyes, and seeing
His
colonies
are
strong
now, and were is a solid fact.
To make honey pleasant to the
taste it must be well ripened. Each working on alfalfa in November.
In regard to the bees boring into a
variety must be separate, and have its Tliey are still storing some honey. Of
l>or"s raisins, all our scientific
own distinctive flavor retained. It course these are exceptional cases, neigh
men
learned naturalists have to
must be clear and clean. This will and near where irrigation is the take and
a " back seat."
They have all
practice of the locality.
also make it wholesome.
the time been laboring under a misNapa
county
generally fares better take. It appears to them that bees
As a mark of its purity, the producer's name should ;tppearprominently than the average, in an extra-dry year, can bore or puncture fruit.
Their
upon the label. AVhen tlie producer but this year it was also an exception. tongue is not pointed, but slightly flat
is sufficiently well known, this alone is Our crops were all short of maturity.
at the extremity, and hollow. They
a warrant for the reliability of the In the hills, in June, all the pastures lick up and suck the sweets when in
Imney he sells, and much is already were as bare as they usually are in a liquid state. Even should they use
accomplished towards the establish- October. We had no fall flowers, their jaws for biting they could not
ing of his niaiket; but when he is consequently the hives are light, and cut the skin of the fruit. Langstroth
not well known he has much to con- queens have stopped breeding. Should tells us in his book that he experitend with in these days of adultera- we have warm weather after the mented with hunches of
grapes,
tion and unfounded suspicion.
He rains, flowers will be plentiful, and where some were pricked and others
should sell his honey only to those queens will begin laying again.
were perfect. While they emptied
The following which I wrote for the those which were punctured, they did
who know him, and to grocers who
are considered reliable and whose Pncific Rural Press, may interest the not appear to work to any advantage
of the Bee Jouknal
readers
word is sufficient to sell what they
on the sound ones, but left the
recommend. His chief effort should
It seems that a novelty has been bunches as soon as the bruised ones
be to sell to those whom he knows are born to mankind. Some parties say were emptied, while they fairly
competent judges.
that they lia^e actually seen with clustered on the imperfect ones, as
A very important point in working their own eyes, bees boring into fruit. long as there was any chance of getup and holding a market consists in Of course what a man sees with his ting anything from tliem. My experi-'
the uniformity of the package and own eyes cannot be disputed.
The ence has been a similar one. In all
label used. Having once adopted anv past summer and fall iny bees fared cases where I have found bees on
special package and label, it is best to very poorly. I had to give them all fruit, I have found that they were not
continue it persistently. Consumers my surplus (?) extracted blue-sage the first trespassers, and if the parties
soon become accustonied to it, and honey to keep them breeding and to who actmilly saw bees boring into
will recognize it as Mr. So-and-So's keep them from starving.
We had fruit, had used their sharp (i')eyes
honey, without reading the name, and no flowers in the flelds since June. they would have made other discovhaving bought a package of it, they The pastures were as bare as they eries, viz., that possibly a stray yellowwill, if pleased with it, come for an- generally are in October.
I expected, jacket had been there, too.
They will
other of the same.
of course, that when we dried our work quicker than bees, and use their
Our first attention should be paid to fruit, the bees would have a jolly jaws to their better advantage.
I
the home and local markets. Let us feast. So they did for the first two learn from an old hunter that they
itself ; i)ut
be large.

those for tin vessels should

2-50

pounds

of

:

—

—
;
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liave actually taken a whole deer
<except the skeleton and hide) in two
or three days' time.
A neighbor has more than an acre
of grapes on which he has never
seen a ripe grape since he planted
them, and they were planted long
before any number of bees were in
the vicinity. The place is thick with
quail while the grapes last. lie does
not lay it to the bees, either.
I have never seen the bees, to any
extent, on grapes, until picking time
then the grapes get more or less
broken, and while they are in the
Ijoxes, waiting for the wagon, the
bees almost swarm on them.
Napa,*o Calif.

nies have

Bee-Keeping in Sweden,

etc.

their stores

above them, even when

placed in hives made of thin boards
and without a bottom.

Gothenburg, Sweden.

STALHAMMAR.

This year, here in Sweden, has been
for bee-keeping, both as to
honey and swarms. So far as it concerns myself, I do not care for swarms
only for honey but in this country

a poor one

—

;

the colonies of bees generally are too
few, and so the bee-keeper wants

swarms.

THE rOLLEN THEORY.

am

indeed astonished that sucli a
clever bee-keeper and close observer
as Mr. James Ileddon, would insist
upon such a theory as pollen being
tlie cause of bee-diarrhea.
If it were
true, not a single bee wonld have
existed for centuries back. The bees
want nitrogenous food as well as
carbonic (in winter but very little),
because when living— when eating
they wear their organisms, and want
to restore them. But how is it when
breeding begins in the early spring V
Is it then proper to feed them with
this food, even then, if the temperature is not warm enough V
Why do
the bees " dwindle " away in the
spring ? In the autumn the breeding
stops too early, and begins in the
spring too late, thus the bees are too
old worn out— they cannot live. Of
I

—

cours^ the bees want the pollen in
the hives, and always having sufficient honey in the frames above
them, they will never touch the pollen
when not wanting it.

TOP VENTILATION.

Why

try to ventilate the top of a
hiveV Look at a colony in a straw
skep, with a hole in its top in which
to put a plug.
do the bees
arrange it for themselves V They
cover with propolis the whole innerside of this skep, and especially every
opening around the plug to get rid of
any opportunity of ventilation there
If upward ventilation is used, the
heated air from the bees will rise
and be lost. At the top the bees will
have it quite tight and warm. But the
liive-entrances should be very large
The colony, if strong, will keep the

How

entrances open; if not strong they
cannot keep up sufficient warmth
consequently they will diminish them
with propolis.
We have killed more bees by want
of air than by cold. When the colo-

2 to 4 sets of combs
at a time, (after uncapping, as would
be done for extracting), and replaced
them as fast as the honey was carried
away. In this way the bees had all
the honey they could use, and the
surprising;
even the
result was
weaker ones seemed to be trying to
outstrip the strongerones in breeding
up. Some instances we noticed where
the outside combs of weaker colonies

hanging up from

tliat

Wot the

American Bee JoumaL

Report for 1884-85.

GREINER.

The beginning of last winter found
us (myself and brother) in possession
with
of about 14U colonies of bees
the exception of a few nuclei, they
were in such condition as we, under
common circumstances, expect bees
to winter without any serious loss.
The continuous cold weather, especially in the latter part of the winter, however, reduced our stock at
such a rate that on April 1 we had
only 91 colonies left.
The past spring was also extremely
the first pollen
cold and backward
was brought in on April 21 11 days
later than it generally appears— after
which our bees were again confined
to their hives for weeks at a time.
The early fruit-tree blossoms did our
bees no good, and when warm weather
came at last and clothed the apple
trees in their snowy garments, the
bloom was of such uncommonly short
duration that our bees did not receive very much benefit therefrom.
On the contrary, colonies kept dying
at a fearful rate, so that on June 9,
immediately after apple bloom, the
91 colonies were again reduced to 41.
Among these was Only one colony in
about 20 from
prime condition,
medium to good, and the balance
one-half of the whole— from weak to
almost nothing many of these latter
we did not expect to be in existence
after a week or two.
The outlook for the season had
never been so discouraging, and we
hardly knew what plan to pursue.
Outside of the few colonies we had
about 100 hives with their contents of
;

nJ.

built a short distance from the
apiary for that purpose, we used for

young queens and young had

workers, and the tops and the walls
of the hives are very warm, with sufficient stores and plenty of air below,
and with no disturbances of any kind,
no bees will be lost, however cold the
winter may be. I believe that it is
impossible to kill bees by cold when
not disturbed, and when they have

G. C.
ror tne Anaencan Bee JoumaL
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;

—

;

could hardly cover more than 14

or fi the number of their combs, were
nicely filled with eggs.
At first we had some fears that this
poor honey, which was sour, watery,
bad smelling, etc., might have a bad
effect on the bees, but our fears,

however, were more imaginary than
real, we believe, for our bees are at
this date (Nov. 23) in most excellent
condition.
It took nearly five weeks to get all
our combs cleaned out, which brought
us just about to the basswood opening our colonies were then in such
condition that, with tlie exception of
8 or 10 of the weakest, all presented,
upon examining them, a hive full of
bees, tlie combs nicely matched and
capped on top, and the balance of the
frames full of brood. In this condition, it is our opinion, bees, will do
according to their
well
equally
capacity, whether the hives contain
6, 8 or 10 frames.
On Sunday, July 12, the first basswood honey was brought in, and for 2
or 3 days it was like a stream of honey
pouring into our hives ; then, all at
once work stopped for 3 or 4 days
almost entirely, a feature we never
The heat was
experienced before.
extreme, the hives were fairly black
were flying,
very
few
bees,
but
with
and we imagined that the heat had
felt someevaporated the honey.
what disappointed about that time,
ami began to fear that another poor
;

We

But
season would fall to our lot.
suddenly business was resumed again,
and our bees seemed to be bound to
make up lost time. They continued
for about 10 days, when the basswood failed ; after that they worked
a few days on l)uckwheat, but the
rainy, cold weather set in and closed
the lioney harvest for the season.

According to the record kept on
combs left, and to receive some benefit
of 2,438
from these we decided to work our each hive, our crop consits
pounds of comb honey in two-pound
bees for increase mainly.
in untinished
As " there is no loss without some sections, 2-51 pounds
gallons of extracted
small gain," the departure of our sections, and 40
to 3,109 pounds for
legions insured us a good opportunity honey, amounting
crop.
to give the combs a thorough looking the
Among the weaker portion of our
over the old and imperfect combs
were made into wax, all drone-comb 41 colonies were 8 that did not prothey
cut out and patched with worker- duce any honey nor swarms
comb, those combs that were not just lived, and it took until the close
built clear down and attached to the of the honey harvest to get them in
bottom-bars were also spliced out, condition for business. Three of the
and, in short, all combs were made as stronger colonies were used for queenOf course all rearing, so that the above amount of
perfect as possible.
these combs contained more or less honey was the actual product of 30
;

;

honey, as we generally find in such
depopulated hives, which would have
made the handling very disagreeable,
if not impossible, and to get them in
good condition we let the bees clean

them

out.

A

little

shed, which

we

colonies, or \0r>% pounds, on an averhave now, after uniting all
age.
the nuclei which we did not consider
strong enough for wintering separately, 109 colonies in good condition,
the increase being 08 swarms.

We
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season's achievement, both of age, but I feel sure that there are
for many locations in the State where
Ninety-six much larger crops can be obtained
eacli of the 33 colonies
pounds of honey and 2 1-16 swarms; with the same amount of care. So
this represents a cash value of $19.77, much then forquantity,lazy bees, and
figuring the honey at 12 cents per the reliability of the crop.
As to the quality of our honey I
pound, and $1 for each swarm.
have also several hundred could give the highest testimonials
pounds of honey stored away in from a great number of the leading
brood-corabs, which were taken in the bee-keepers and honev -dealers of the
course of the season we keep them United States and o"ther countries.
for feeding purposes in case of neces- The honey from the cabbage palsity, and do not add them to the crop. metto, and the black mangrove blossoms, constitutes the bulk of our
Naples.KD N. Y.
surplus crop. The latter is a semi-

F*or

The

honey and increase, figures thus

tbe American Bee

A Woman's View

JommaL

of Bee-Keeping.

:

:

We

i

Florida Times-Union.

Bee-Keeping in Florida.
W.

S.

IIAUT.

Florida, though possessing within
her borders all the requisites for successful beekeeping, is in that, as in
manv other branches of industry, one
of the last States of the Union to have
her wonderful resources developed by
the magic wand of skilled labor. Not
until within the last four or live years
has her honey been known iu the
markets of the North.
To those who know Florida as the
" Land of Flowers," of sunshine, of
snowless winters, the home of the
lioney-bee, where no diseases of any

kindhave ever been known to effect
them, it seems strange that skilled
apiarists should not have been attracted to her pleasant shores rather
than trust their fortunes in Ohio,
York, JNIichigan or Canada,

New

where many a

nearly or
quite destroyed, and tlie hopes of its
owner blasted, by the cold and its
after effects, each season. How often
does the evening's mail bring to the
writer the sad story of the Northern
bee keeper, telling of the loss of 20, 50
or 1(10 per cent, of his bees by " freezing out," starving out at a time when
they could not be fed, " spring dwindling," or diarrhea, and expressing the
hope that he might soon migrate to
this favored State where none of these
troubles are known.
It may be supposed by some, as a
possible reason for this slow development here, that perluips our honey is
of i)oor quality, small in quantity or
uncei tain in its How, or that the bees,
learning that they can get enough to
eat at almost any tinie, get lazy and
will not store much surplus; neither
of which surmises is true, as can be
shown by the experience of the writer
who, eight years ago, took home two
colonies of bees, since which time he
has Increased his apiary to 148 colonies, and never until this season got
an annual average of less than 130
pounds of extracted honey per colony.
The present season has so far given
a yield of about 100 pounds per colony,
and an increase to the present number
from 117. spring count. The season
of 1884 1 started with 88 colonies,
increased to 117, and took a little over
23,000 pounds, or 11^^ tons of honey,
being an average of 2-'A pounds of
extracted honey, by actual weight,
per colony.
My bees have had close attention,
and have done better than the averfine

apiary

is

and does not grow to
any extent above the 29th parallel.
It "is the best honey-producer known
to the writer, as its flow of honey is
always large, the color tine, and the
It grows along the
flavor delicious.
coast of Southern Florida, where its
roots are covered at high tide by salt
water, which prevents its being
effected by drouth.
In the counties of Dade, Monroe
and Manatee, the tine crop from the
mangrove is supplemented by one,
which, I am told by reliable parties,
is almost equally tine and abundant,
that is gathered' from the wild pennyroyal throughout the winter months.
The abundance of these two honeyproducers in the before-named counties, gives them, in the opinion of the
writer, who has a very large correspondence with bee-keepers all over
this and other countries, some of the
finest locations for honey-production
in North America.
Of course there are drawbacks here
as elsewhere. An excess of annoying
insects, which are always found in
the best honey sections, and the lack
tropical tree,

of transportation being the principal
ones.
But insects gradually disappear as the country becomes settled,
and as the best locations are close by
salt water, all products are easily and
cheaply transported to the nearest
shipping-point, in one's own boat or
The interior is more free
lighter.
from insects, but the honey-flow is
not so abundant, or certain, and the
quality not so line.
One of the peculiarities of bee-keeping in this section is the fact that the

DB. W. G. PHELPS.

The following is an amusing letter
sent to me in answer to a call for
" experiences in bee-keeping for the
year 1884." It may interest some of
the readers of the Bee Journal
" Lancaster, <x Pa.
My husband has 28 colonies of bees
in fine order, which he is wintering
on the summer stands packed in
:

He has a honey-house where
he theoretically does his work, but
practically my kitchen is his workroom. I am disgusted with the whole
business. In tlie fall when comfortcliaff.

ably seated for a quiet afternoon's
sewing, machine in splendid order,
in po|)s the 'Liege Lord' with a beaming countenance and the pleasing request to sew or allow him to sew
some of his chaff' cushions. Oh, what
broken, machine
needle
a muss
No nice,
dirty and carpet littered.
In the spring
quiet time after all.
when busy with house-cleaning on
one of our beautiful balmy days. In
he rushes with, 'My dear, please come
and assist me to get my sections in
I

When asked

to postpone it a
Oh, I can't, I shall
lose hundreds of pounds of .delicious
honey by the delay.' Again it is the
wax-extractor (or distractor) on the
back of the kitchen stove on wash
and ironing days. Wax, wax, wax,
wax wrothy and declare
until I

order.'

day, he replies,

'

'

'

war.
" When the hot, sultry days of
July come, and perhaps I have gone
to my room for a few moments rest
to get cool after the heat of preparing
the dinner, I am met with the pleasing intelligence that, 'Guess we will
extract honey this afternoon.' Then
my trouble begins in earnest. Honey
daubed from head to foot, bees crawl-

ing

over

everything,

and

myself

we

are compelled
to stop, perhaps on account of robber

almost

stifled, until

bees.

" So it goes on from day to day for
perhaps ten of them. In an ufllucky
hour, in going from kitchen to apiary,
bees commence swarming in February
an angry bee pops me between the
or Marcli, and have the .iob done up
eyes. Then I have a respite for a few
in season to build up strong again for
days, or until the swelling has abated
the main honey- flow, so that a large
]?ut holy
sufficiently for me to see.
increase of bees, instead of reducing
horrors what do I see then V Why,
the honey crop for the season, largely
and
closets,
augments it. As an example, show- honey in cellar, pantry,
even the front hall— pans, pails, jars,
ing that a large increase is not inconWhen asked
kettles, evervthing full.
sistent with a fair crop of honey, Mr.
what this means, he blandly replies,
F. B. Sackett, of Indian River, in
Honey barrel sprang a leak.'
1883, began the season withli colonies,
" Lastly comes the sectioiis of comb
increased them to 62 colonies, and by
cleaned of propolis, to be
Aug. 1 took 1,234 pounds of honey, honey tobe
jais to be tilled, and so on
leaving the bees plenty for winter lal)eled,
until I am obliged to go to housestores.
to get rid of the muss.
The writer is not well posted as to cleaning again
a woman aching for any
the advantages of the northwest por- If there is
household labor, let her insist
tion of the State for bee-keeping. extra
husband's keeping bees.
Messrs. Alderman & Roberts, of upon her
Catharine Foulk."
Wewahitchka, in Calhoun county,
" P.S.— Perhaps after all it is proper
who probably liave the largest apiary
in the State, report good crops of to add that I do find the extra change
'

'

!

'

honey and
state that
quality.

liberal increase.

their

honey

Hawk's Park, ©Fla.

is

They
of

also that my 'hubby' realizes from his
good honey crop (quite a sum by the way),
sweetens the bitterness of my lot,
particularly when he comes back
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from market with

my

bonnet.

nice winter
C. F."

This spicy letter from Mrs. Foull*,
though rather adverse to bee-cultnre,
must be allowed to appear in print.
If her " liubby " is really guilty of the
charges she brings against bee-keeping, he must be put down among the

most huvgling bee-men
Galena, c$ Md.
For

tlie

of the age.

American Bee .loumal.

half extracted.
White clover, from
which we usually get our largest
crop, yielded only enough for broodrearing.
The bassvvood opened on
July 15, and the low of honey from it
closed on July 26, with a shower of
rain every day excepting two. At
that time the season for 1885 ended;
for since July 26 bees have been consuming their stores, and unless bees
in this vicinity are fed this fall, the
losses will be even heavier the coming
winter, than they were the last.
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Dutchet, Ducam, Blangy, Delia Rocca

and scores of others.
Jeddie, in ]6()5, published his invention of hives for
preserving the bees
in taking their honey," and received
a patent from King Charles, 225 years
ago. I would like to make a few extracts from these earlv records. I
would quote from Col. Johnson, F.R.
S., barrister and editor, on the " Russian System of Bee-Management,"
1808, which is as follows
:

"In Russia

and other parts of
succes- Northern Europe, honey and wax

With two poor seasons in
and the honey so cheap, those constitute great sources of private
who
supposed that there was a wealth and general trade. A large
10— JOHN KEY, (25—68).
" fortune "' in a half-dozen colonies of amount of this honey is obtained from
bees, are now anxious to "sellout." trees in the forests, which, when not
It is only a few years since I began
The
advice that "every farmer hollowed by nature, are scooped out
to produce extracted honey, but I
should keep a few colonies of bees," by men fin' the accommodation of
Selling Extracted Honey.

sion,

could never get any sale for it (except
and that " there is as much profit in a
a few pounds here and there), and I
of bees as there is in a cow,"
saw that it was uiiprolitable to pro- colony
has done a great deal of harm to beeduce extracted honey when there was
keepers.
In a good season those
no sale for it. But I at last hit upon "
half-dozen-colony bee-keepers " will
this plan
I saw advertised in the
take
their
to the market and
Bee Journal, " Honey as Food and sell it at thehoney
huyer\s price. 1 have seen
Medicine," and the Leaflets, " Why
per
Eat Honey," which 1 obtained, and it sold at from 7 to 10 cents
pound, and that, too, for honey in
every time I sold any honey I would
sections, and in faircondition. Though
give the buyers one of the pamphlets,
" Honey as Food and Medicine," and it would not last long, the damage
done was suBicient to compel those
they would be sure to come again for
bee-keepers who make it something
honey. They would tell me that they
of a specialty, to ship their honey to
never knew that pure extracted honey
cities, as it is next to impossible
would granulate. It is impossible to large
sell honey at a fair price in a
make some people believe, by talking to
market where it has once been sold so
to them, that pure extracted honey
cheap.
Those bee-keeping farmers
will granulate.
When tliey see that could
have bought their honey from
the honey is getting thick, they say,
regular
bee-keepers,
and saved money
" You liave Ijeen getting a little too
so doing, while they now have lost
much sugar in that honey," etc. but by
money,
now
as
they
offer to sell their
when you give your customers these hives
(some empty and some with
Leartets, and they have it in print
bees in them).
They will now say
before their eyes, they will read it,
there is more money in the
and discover that pure honey will that
" cow ;" and the sooner this is recoggranulate.
They will always come nized,
the better for all parties conafter some more "honey, and three out
cerned.
of live will want that which is granuNashotah,©. Wis.
lated.
I have some customers that
wont take it unless it is granulated,
when three years ago these same perHome and Farm.
sons would look at it and wonder how
Did Bee-Keeping Become a Lost Art?
much sugar I had put into it.
In 1884 I extracted 600 pounds, and
C. II. LAKE.
had it all sold before Christmas this
season I extracted 1.300 pounds, and
If there is any truth in books, to
it is aU sold now, and I have orders
for more. What sold itV Why, the my mind we are many years yes,
ages
behind our old masters, and
Leaflets, and " Honey as Food and
any one who will take the trouble to
Medicine," of course.
look into those old records of " ye
East Saginaw, ©Mich.
ancient days." cannot fail to see that
bee-keeping became a " lost art."
:

;

;

—

—
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The Season— Farmer Bee-Keepers.

This is termed the Forest
from
System,'
to distinguish
it
another, consisting of large assemblages of hives, entitling it to the
appellation of the Camp System.'
" These bee-camps are often removed from place to place, according
to the abundance of flowers.
new
system of management has been
lately introduced into Russia, which
has acquired immense celebrity, not
only in that country, but in other
parts of continental Europe, to the
northern portion of which it may perhaps be more especially adapted.
colonies.

'

'

A

" This Russian
system owes its
origin and establishment to M. Prokopovitsh, an individual who has
devoted more than half his life-time
to the subject. His reputation as au
apiarist is at present so high as to
have enabled him to establish an extensive school for teaching the art of
managing bees.
His school and
dwelling is situated in the midst of
a vast garden, in which are found no
less than 2,500 hives, and the number
of his pupils is never under eighty,
who come from all parts of Europe,
and remain two years.

" In
The article continues thus
studying the characteristics of the
queen, he made the discovery that
she always kept upon the comb, and
never creeps upon any part of the
hive. This ob.servation he turned to
advantage so as to make the bees
:

and dispose their honey in
whatever manner he desired it de-

assort

By discovering a plant preeminently rich in honey, he has
rendered another service to liis country no less important than the one
I might name the following dis- referred to."
"In doing this," says
tinguished ancient writers
Aris- a French writer, " he has rendered a
tochimus, who studied tlieir habits service to Europe similar to that
sixty years
Philliscus, a life-time of conferred by Parminteer, who placed
posited.

:

;

CHAS. SOLVESON, (40—64).
I

have just finished carrying into

incessant toil among them in the
forest; Prince Frederick Cesi, institutor of
the Roman Academy of
Sciences ; Swammerdam,
Maraldi,
Reaumer, and many others, of more
recent date such English writers as
Jiutler, Gurney, Mills, Levits, South-

the cellar 54 colonies of bees, while I
leave 10 outside, and packed a la
Heddon. Nearly all of my bees have
been fed sugar syrup, from 5 to 20
pounds each ; and after several yeans ern, Remnant, Wildman, White, Deof sugar feeding, I can fully endorse Giau, Rusden, Warden
also those
Mr. Heddon's views on wintering. who treat scientitically in their entoHe certainly has told us how to winter mological works, such as Lennseus,
bees.
Poda, Frahricus, Geoffery. Schoffer,
This has been the poorest season Vllliers, Resel, De Geer, Fourary,
for many years. From 40 colonies in Donavan, Coquebeit, Kirby, Latrilla,
the spring, I have obtained only about Rozier and 15nzin, in his work pub1,000 pounds of honey, half comb and lished in 1747
Lombard, Berthen,
;

;

;

the potato among the number of
plants indispensable to the purpose of

domestic economy."
The article then describes this plant
at length, which is a very interesting
production in this age of " new
torage," after which it takes up the
detailed description of the hive and
management.
The hive is fully
illustrated, and is a movable-frame
hive, in which is worked sections, as
of the present day— only larger.
A perforated metal " adapter," or
honey- board is also shown, " on which
The
the vaneer sections stand."
" reversing " plan is also alluded to

:

:
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as a means of " renewing the combs " to be able to make a good report of
in ttiese words, " reversing the hive our stewardship, by the first of Febnot only allows of the perfect renewal ruary, 1886.
of the wax, but furnishes an opportunity of inspecting everything passBees in Good Condition, etc. D. R.
ing within by means of the movable Rosebrough, Casey,o Ills., on Nov.
•combs, and at the same time of con- 27, 188-5, writes
ducting all the ov)erations at pleasure,
I commenced last spring with 35
thus uniting all the advantages of the
two systems of horizontal and vertical colonies and increased tliem to 55, all
section hives— such as the separation of which are now in good condition,
except 2. White clover was plentiful,
•of tlie swarms," etc.
but the bees did not gather honey
It speaks of " placing dry wax along
the top-bar of the frames before from it as they should have done. I
they are set upon the adapter'— for obtained 800 pounds of honey from
the purpose of directing the bees that source. It blossomed from June
1 until the middle of July.
During
where to construct the combs."
Of the honey thus obtained, it says: all the month of August some honey
" It is of remarkable purity, and may was coming in from blue-vervain and
he taken to market in the same frames other flowers, so their was no lack of
in which it was originally stored. breeding. In September the buckThese may even be packed together wheat, Spanish-needle and heart'sin cases and transported in wagons to ease bloom was immense, but the
great distances without doing the rains and cold weather were quite a
serious drawback.
On Oct 4, the
ieast injury to the honey."
weather beginning to be warm again,
Baltimore, 5 Md.
the bees went to work in earnest, and
in 10 days they stored 1,200 pounds of
nice comb honey. My bees go into
winter quarters with plenty of bees
and honey. As my bees are mostly
young ones, and Mr. Doolittle's are
old, we will see which will winter the
best. I will winter my colonies on
the summer stands, with oilcloth
Bees in the Cellar.— D. G. Webster, next to the bees, and with all the sunshine they can get.
Last winter I
Blaine, 5 Ills., on Nov. 30, 1885, says
wintered all of my colonies in that
colonies
of
were
placed
84
bees
My
way, except one, and I do not look for
in the cellar on Xov. 16, but since
a worse winter now.
I do not fear
then the weather l)a8 been warm and the cold, if it does not continue too
pleasant.
Perhaps I have made a long. Stiould we have a cold spell for
mistake, but they are very quiet, with more than two weeks, I intend to
the temperature at 40'. I am trying heat bricks and place them over the
•one of the "beaten tracks "of one
bees. This I consider as the secret
•viho every time succeeds in wintering
of success. When bees are conrtned
bees in the cellar.
too long in one place, we may look for
a heavy loss.
Condition of Bees in Winter.— T. S.
Bull, Valparaiso,^ Ind., on Nov. 26,
Putting Bees into the Cellar. O. B.
18S.5, says
Barrows,
Marshalltown,OIowa, on
Nov.
28, 1885, writes
My 1.50 colonies of bees are all
itway
in the cellar under
sp "gly put
On page T.SO, Mrs. L. Harrison says:
mv sitting-room. The mercury ranges " By vote of the Northwestern Confrom .'30^ to H'P above zero, which vention last year, it was decided that
temperature I intend to maintain November was too soon to store
throughout the winter. -If necessary bees." Also, " Last season ours were
I mean to l)uild a (he in tlie stove, stored on Dec. 1," etc. "Experience
wliich I have already placed in the teaches us that it is better to store
cellar with the bees. Any condition late," etc.
In the fall of 1S.S4, Mr.
in which the bees are placed through Asa Pinkerton, who lives in the out-

—

—

—

—

'

:

—

:

the winter, that causes them to starve skirts of this city, stored in his cellar
to death witli honey in the hive, is from Nov. 20 to 27, 106 colonies of
wrong.
bees, of which he took out alive, on
March 31 and April 1, 103, and sifter
"
spring dwindling " and doubling up
Preparing for the Honey-Flow. J"\V. Winder, Sun Miguel de Jaruco, some, he had 100 colonies, from which
Cuba, W. I., on Nov. 22, 188.5, writes he has obtained 2,4.50 pounds of extracted and 1,260 pounds of comb
I have been in this land— the
land honey.
Now, how much better would
that changes winter into springhis bees have done if he had waited
thirty days, lean tell but little reuntil some time in December before
garding the people and the country,
he stored them V
or of the capabilities of the latter, as
I have scarcely been out of the sha<ie
Bee-Keeping in Texas.— G. Hillje,
of our extensive apiaries (Casanova's)
since I have been here. We are get- Schulenburgb,© Texas, on Nov. 22,
ting things into shape for the honey- 1885, writes
flow that comes next month.
We I started in the spring of 1884 with
will run two 6-frame extractors, and 20 colonies of bees, and increased
after ripening the honey we will put them that season to 81 colonies, by
it into casks holding 110 gallons each. natural swarming.
My bees swarmed
We (Mr. A. W. Osburn, A. J. King in March, May and June. The horseand myself a trio of veterans), hope mint crop was splendid. From one

—

:

:

—

swarm

that was hived on June 1,1
took 75 pounds of extracted honey on

J^ne 15. I sold 40 colonies, and commenced the season of 1885 with 41,
which I have since increased to 80
colonies. In May I had to feed my
bees to keep them from starving, but
in June I was again busy extracting.
This year the horse-mint
yield so well as it did

did not

last year,

but

crop was indeed splendid the
common ice-plant— sometimes called
tobacco-weed
yielded more honey
than did the horse-mint. The honey
is of an amber color, but it is the
thickest honey that I ever saw, and
the flavor is "splendid.
This honey
will not granulate. My bees are in
very good condition now, they are all
strong, and have nearly all the combs
filled with honey and sealed over ; so
I think they will make a good start
next spring.
To-day the bees are
busy gathering pollen from some

the

fall

;

—

weeds.
Size of Hives, etc.— 8— Fayette Lee,
(66—123), Cokato,© Minn., on Nov.
28, 1885. writes
:

In a large hive there is all the room
that the queen wants to lay in, and
also room to store honey for winter.
With such a hive the bee-keeper is
not troubled with so much swarming.
I do not think much of a hive that is
too small in the forepart of the honey
season.
lOframe hive is small
enough till the bees swarm, then I
want a hive so small that only onethird of the bees can get into the
brood-chamber, the balance of them
to be found in two upper surpluscases. I contract the hive by using a
division-board, and in 8 days thereafter I stop all second swarms in the
old colony. In 5 days more I take
out 4 coinbs and shake off all the
bees, put in their stead 2 wide frames
tilled with sections, and place the 4
combs in the hive of the new colony.
In this way I get comb built in the
sections in both hives, for the young
bees are the comb-builders, anil, as a
rule, I get as much honey from the
old colony as from the new one. Bees
swarm too much in 8-frame Langstroth hives. Last season 26 of my
colonies in such hives swarmed before
one of the colonies in large hives cast
Basswood being my first
a swarm.
honey crop worth mentioning, it will
be seen that a large hive is best for
me, although most of my hives have
8 frames. Next season I expect to
work my apiary for comb honey, and
I suppose I will have quite a time
with swarming; but I shall give
plenty of room on top of the hives,

A

and try to control

it,

so

I

can have

the comb built in the sections. I
have plenty of bees, and now I want
Bee-keepers should use a
honey.
hive adapted to their locality. I obtained the first premium on Syrian
bees, and on comb and extracted
honey, this fail. I have sold all my
all

honey (4.000 pounds) in
market this year.

Any person

my home

not a subscriber, receiving a

copy of this paper, will please consider
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

it
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

System and Success.

OF THE

American Bee Journal,

Office of the

^^V^S^^SMEO^,,

Monday,
i--^,

The

i

10 a. in.. Dec. 7, 1885.

(

following are the latest quotaand beeswax received

tions for honey
up to this hour

:

CHICAGO.

HONE v.— The market Is without apecial

^5^--

chanpe

since last quotatinn-i. Wiiite comb honey in onepound sections brings l.')(«jl(Sc. A little fancy sells
at 17c. in a small way. Dark comb honey sell slowly.
Nearly all of the white comb honey comes from
the East. Extracted is held Urmly at from 6(s8c.

BEBSWAX.-;;,'ic.
K. A. BDRNKTT. 161 South Water

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PUOPUIETOKS,

923&,925WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGOJLL
Weekly, 9)3 a year Monthly, 50 cents.
;

ALFRED

H. IVEWITIAN,

Business manager.

^^jccial Notices.

sellinE very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates.
quote comb
honey in 1-lb. sections at 14(i!)16c., and 2-lb. sections at 12@l4c. Extracted. U(flj»c.
is

We

BEES WAX.-30 CIS. per lb.
Blake & uipley, s7 Chatham

street.

NEW

FORK.
HONEY.— The market for comb honey is quite
active, and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Prices are gradually shading, owing to the fact of
many producers selling their entire crop in this
city at very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell low and realize a handsome profit.
Large lots have been sold here at9(«)H)c. for fancy
goods. In oon^equence of no honey coming in
from the West, we can see no reason why good
prices should not be obtained, except as above
slated. Present quotations are Fancy white 1-lb.
aections. I4(atl5e.; the same in L'-lb. sections, 1 miqj
12^c.; fancy buckwUeat honey in l-lb. sections
IK^liic: In L'-lbs., 9i(yliic. Off grades 1 to Jc. less.
Prime yellow. 25(g>28c.
McCaul & HiLDRETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
:

SPECIAL. NOTICE,— On January 1,1886,
the price of the Weekly Bee Journai, will
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we

have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing: the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of one dollar a year. That time
has now come. We shall continue to improve the Bee Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leading beepaper of the World
!

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There is a very slow demand from
manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a large
supply on the market, while the demand is very
good for clover honey in square glass jars. Prices
for all qualities are low and range from 4(aHc a lb.
Supply and demand is fair for choice comb honey
in small sections, which brings V2<qil5c. per lb.
BEKSWAX.— Good yellow is in good demand,
and arrivals are fair, at 20(§.22c. per Ih.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.-Choice comb honey is in
hrm

light supply

There is a fair move" Don't Stop "—that is what many write ment in best qualities of extracted
at steady rates.
quote as follows white to extra white comb,
to us about their papers, when their time is We
uxa\2^c.; amber, 7@Sc. Extracted, white liquid,
is

bringing

figures.
:

;

5M(g5>sc.; light amber colored, 4i^'a4^4c.; amber
and candied. 4Xc.: dark and candied, 4(a.4i.ic.
BBBSWAX.-Quotable at 2;i®25c., wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.

HONEY.— The market since our last report has
Improved very much and there is a good tipening
tor very choice white l-lb. sections, for which 14(«J
l.'ic. is obtained
Our stock of new is very light at
present but of the old we have a good supply
which we sell at 10$. I3c. for wb te l-lb. sections.
Extracted lioney
clover and

is

slow at 6@»7c. for best white

basswotid.

one sending us two new subscribers besides
their own, with $3, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

1

15

Ontario Street.

of the

Bee Journal

be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview by sending the names to this oflice,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

CITY.
HONEY. -The demand for honey begins

I

I

giclyevtiscmcnts.

WE

are

now

in the

market, and

will be-

durlng the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging .5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
otler the general market will afford. Wehandle beeswa.x the same way. and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, criKle or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this department, lias full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
whether we buy or not.
will

CIiEmONS, C1.00N

Sc

KANSAS

CO.,
CITY, MO.

THE HORSE,
By

KENBALL, M.

B. J.

D.

A. TRICATIse KlviDK an index of diseaaeB^
and the symptomB cause and treatment of each, &

table KivinK all the principal drugs used for thehorse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antldot©
when a poison a table with an engraving of thehorse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telllngr
the ane of the horse a valuable collection of re;

to sag

under the present comparatively high prices, and
recent warm weather, though choice I-lb. sections
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at IH(gil7c.
We think, however, that the top is reitched and
any change will be lower prices. Two-lb. sections
are selling at
white. 7@Hc.

l2H(ffli5c.

Extracted, dark, 4^6

BEE8WAX,-22msi2.5c.
CI.KMONS.CLOON & CO., cof. 4th

and much valuable information.

Price

Its

cent*— in English

XHOS.

or

German.

NEWMAN &

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

& Walnut.

would save

much

trouble, if ail would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

us

cipes,

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

cts.;

writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offloe, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Asients can

sell the Guide and HandT5ook like " hot-cakes." Send us an order
for Ave copies (with $2.rM) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee Journal free for a
year. This Is a rare opportunity to get the
Weekly Bee Journal without cost

W&

;

KANSAS

To Correspondents. — It
1^~ Sample Copies

The Guide and IIand-Book,is a book
of ready reference and an encyclopiedia of
everything desirable to know. As a guideto the home-seeker, it is invaluable. Its contents are partially given on page 784, and
will convince any one of its value. We do
not think any of our readers can afford to
do without it. As a book of ready reference
we find it of great value in our library.
will send the Weekly Bee Journal for a
year and the Guide for Sl.:iO.

;

A. C. Kendel.

greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

:

.36A17

CLEVELAND.

BEKSWAX.— Very scarce at 20O22C.

The Western World Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the

in the apiary,

BEESWAX—

and

nearly out. One subscriber says:
"This
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient for me to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month bxit don't stop sending it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day. and so
for the present we have concluded not to
stop any papers until requested to do so.

who

intend to Ije systematic in
should got a copy of
the Ajiiary Kegister and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
For .')0 colonies (120 pages)
$100
" 10(1 colonies (220 pages)
12b" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers
and still keep the record all together in onebook, and are therefore the most desirable.
All

work

8t.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It

t^~

their

^^ Our rates for two or more copies

of

)u u u
1200,000

in presents given away^
Send us 5 cents postage^
and by mail you will get
free a pacbnge of goodsof large value, that will
start

you

in

work that

once bring you In money faster than anything else in America. All about the $2ihi,(mk> Iq.
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time^
or spare time only, to work for us at their owni
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett JkCo
lAT^
?oi tiand. Maine.
will at

The American Real Estate Criterion.
Al'J-page monthly Real Estate Business-

and Literary Journal, gives the Real
Estate news of the U. S. Enquiries answered
FREE by its special correspondents. Liberal advertising rates. Subscription 7.5 cts.
per annum. Sample FREE. Correspond-

the book, " Bees and Honey," may be found
on the Book List on the spcond page of this
ence solicited. THtiHPE liROTHEKS, Pubpaper. Also wholesale rates on all books lishers. Manning H Penick
Bank Building,
where they are purchased " to sell again."
Chariton, Iowa.
49Alt

—

-
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HONEY

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

New Saw

for

Hive-Making.

AND BEE-E££FEB'S ADVISEB.

Learning that the Barnes' Saw has
been much improved for next season's
contains the best practical information for the operations, we
sent to them for a destime beinK, showing what to do, and when and
cription, so that those who intend
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cuwan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly to make their own hives might see a
for S3.50.
cut of it and learn what its improveWell-ripened, bright BASSWOOD
ments consist in. Here is what the
extracted HONEY, at the following
Bee-keepers' Supplies, manufacturers say of it:
low price, for CASH with the order :
The new Machine is the result of
Standard Langstroth,
many years' e.xperience and thought
$8 00
100 Pound Kegs (net) each
in this direction. The old Combined
"
"
"
4 00
50
Quinby Standing-Frame,
Machine, on the whole, gave good satAnd all other kinds of Hives. isfaction to bee-keepers. There were,
1^" Free on board CARS, and no
MADE TO ORDER,
however, some weak points about the
charge lor kegs. Shipiueuts prompt.
Machine which we desired to eradiQuinby Smoker a specialty.
cate, and we believe that in the new
I also have on hand several thouahull supply anything you need in the Apiary. Machine we have
surmounted the difsand pounds of mixed honey, of about Send for Illustrated Price List.
ficulties.
It is stronger and stiffer in
equ^l parts of biisswood and fall
W.
E. CLARK, successor to L.C. Root,
everyway
than
was the old Machine,
(lowers, which mav lie called
OKISKANY, Oneida County, N. Y.
and is capable of a larger range of
HONEY, that 1 will sell as above, at 7AlT
work.
1 cent less per pound.
The British Bee Journal is published eyery
Week, at Ten Shillings and lod. per annum, and

FOR SALE!
'•

I

AMBER

JAMES HEDDON,

Address,

DOWAGIAC.

Cass County, MICH.

AMERICAN INVENTOR,
A JOLUlXAi. FOR

The Inventor, Mechanic and Manufacturer.
STTItJ^CRIPTIUN, «1 PER YEAR.
Ea<"'h number is renlete with artic'ea on Pikteut
Liiw. I nv**»f Ion. Mfchuiilc'is, Art, Svleitce,

M»"urif

tureM.

At'ents wantMl

<'t«-.

pav

libPTHl

;

;

write for terms.
itM class.

Best Advfftislne Medium of

Senii for jsanipitA<ldre8s.

cpy

and adveriistna

rates.

AMERICAN IXTENTOR,

188 West Fifth

CINCINNATI,

St.,

O.

Dadaiit'sFoiindatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement in another onluuin.

FL.VT-IJOTTOM

COMB FOUroATION,

One of the strongest points of the
new Machine is in the matter of the
The belting arrangement is
Belt.

hlph side-wnlls, 4 to IR square feet U
the pound. (Jirculur und samplua free

VAN DFIUSKN &

J.

minimum, and

absolutely no chance of the Belt slipping. All will therefore readily perceive that this feature makes the
Machine capable of a ereat deal of
work at the least possible expenditure
of physical power and exertion.
The" Machine embraces, as heretofore, Scioll and Circular Snw, although
either of these can betaken independent of the other, if desired.

UAKK»4. LAKELH

\I>F.

«;«»PTf-RlG'lT.S prnmi

i.nrt

UnitP

Stales unrt

tly

securpd

Ct'untries.

F'H-hIl'ii

f,>r

PrttPnts

IXVmT«»K'8 »1»MJAL,

Nenotlateil.

M"W

a

t(» Procure and sell
All Patents proi-urt-fl throtich
till- Aii-iiev ilesmheil in the .V"
> I\-

showinK

7()-liji(jH b. f)k.
Pi'te' t". HMfit free.

FfiSPTOK

I«M

&

EKICA

A.MKRICX.N PATENT AGV.l^CY.
lift) W. Fifth St
Cincinnati, Ohio.
,

more money than

at anything

tail.

Terms

fr*'e.

Uali.ett Book

slAly

f'u.

Portland, Maine.

Padaiit'sFoniHlation Factory, wholesale
anil retail,

'pp Artvpptmempnt

ELECTROTYPES
<;ent^ pt^rwquare

in the Bee .lournal for sale at
Inch— no slnyle cutauld for less

than

i'T.

THOS.
923

&

DJ.-i

NEWMAN

G.
West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO.

retail.

He**

Advertisement

in

niO\/yV

B. L.

ZEBBE, 188 W.

5th

another culumn.

orlKinai

1> hy

iietlini;

our

TJT> T XT'P L"* l>
X Iv 1 i>l 1 Ti rt
St.,

free.
Tin Buckets,

.Jars,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,

1

THOS.
etc.

Apph-to < HAS. P. MIITH,
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
CINCINNATf, O,
ty Send IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers.

92.3

&

Cincinnati, 0.

Saw including

and cross-cut saw.
For sale by
92.-)

G.

Catalogue

NEWMAN

West Madison

St.,

i: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
HIS new rIz;»» of our Tapering
[1
_ Honey Pails iaof unilorm desltjn
^*lzt'9, having the top
t-dwe turned over, and hasabiiilor
handle. - njaking it very convenient
c:irry.
It iH wrll-made and, when
t
tilled with honev. makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

ILL.

V K R Y MAN ^'iZtTrll^^rr.
E
f murkiii.ly 11 r</^i\SriV '""
•<i«t. canilu-o
cireiiiMr re^, .New plan: just
what tlrrimneert.

Square Gla-s Honey

for Circular

$,3.5.00

6c

nailatilNFoiiiKlatioiiFartory, wholesale
an

viz
1 rip
:

Moth's Honey Extractor,

another column.

In

Of Knwravintfo awed
£,

These Machines are sold on the
same terms and at the same price as
before the improvements were m:ide,

by

else

tiiUniian aeenfy tor the hewt 8**llin(r book
out.
HeirinnfTB sucoeed i^randly.
None

WIN

reduced to the

same time there

is

PATENTS

C VVR tX-.TK

is

at the

such that friction

SONS,

Solo Manufacturers,
Sprou*- Urook, Mont, r-^^ a, y.

with the other

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

WK

•

can furnish regular Wooden W:iter-Pails
well painted on the outside, and with ;i iron

hoops and a

tiuht-tlttinfcT

per doz.-n.

'I'hev will

when empty, can be
household

a

•

cover, at 9tt*.i.S.*
lbs. of honey, and

an ordinary

pail.

THOS.
923

wood

hold

utilized for use as

conHuuierM

be sold tor lio cents or less. Many
buy it in order to give the children

will

handsome tov pail. PRK'E, 7& cents per
>.00 per I4JO.
tli)zen« or
a

Ijfi

ti.

NEW^MAN

& 925 West Madison Street.

ic

THOS.

SON,

CHICAGO,

IIjL.

9i>3

G.

NEIVIHAN & SON,

A 925 West Madison Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Tlie Bec-Fastiirage address which was
given at the Detroit Convention by the
Editor of the Amkuioan Bkk. Jour.nal, was
thus coinraontod upon by a reporter for the
Detroit Tribune
:

r
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Tivo More Numbers
Amekican Bee Journal

will

complete the

for 1K8.">. Now is
subscri|)tions, and send

the time to renew
an extra name or two with jour own and
secure a premium. We have some colored
Posters, which we will send frkk, to put

The delights of being a bee-maid or a
poetical-appearing youth, and driving the up in conspicuous places.
festive bee to and from the pasture each pleasure
send sample copies
day, were strongly set forth. Encased in a
suit of boiler-iron it would indeed be de- will try to get up a club.

We
to

will

with

any one who

lightful to drive the tender-eyed Jersey-bee
to its cell each night.

iiijmiBNili
THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Dec. 16, 1885.

Vol. XXI.

No. 50.

Tlie li^ssayN and Addresses at the
Detroit Convention are generally published
That reporter seemed to inive a vein of
in full in the Report as given this week.
But that is not strange when it is
fun.
known that the Convention quite often Only very short digests of two of them are
given, but they will be published in subindulged in roars of laughter, and prolonged
sequent numbers of the Bee Journal. We
applause over some stiiininu remark or
have given all that our space would permit
sliarp-pointeil reply. Mr. J. U. Hall "carried
in this issue, even to the exclusion of other
oif the laurels" in that department.
His
matter of general interest, knowing full
good-natured, but stimiinr/ criticisms were
well that all our readers are anxious to read
sometimes received with such uproarious
merriment as to be hoard on the street from what was said and done at that very interesting meeting.

the third tioor of the building.

APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.

It is best,

tliiiik before

you speak

A

Pleasant

Re-Union

ment of the
;

will

weak—

occurred at

Detroit last week. Many of the prominent
apiarists of North America were present,
and we think there never was a more enthusiastic gathering of bee-keepers in America.
Had the banquet been added, it would have
very much resMiibled the European gatherings.

Mr. Geo, E. Hilton, of Freemont.Mich.,
has sent us a large photograph of his apiary,
which
of the

now placed on the wall of the office
Bee Journal with many others.
is

Mrs.

Harrison,

of Peoria, Ills., the
most prominent lady-bee-keeper of America,
with some l.T other lady apiarists, were
present at the Detroit Convention last week.
Mrs. Harrison was elected as the VicePresident for Illinois.
li.

Mr. H. Cliapnian,

New

cSc

you know.

Haste makes waste, the wrons are
Learn to travel slow.
Do not let a word go forth
From your lips so strong.
That could count of little worth,
Or commit a wrong-.

bees, at
1885. They

M.adrid, Mo., on Dec. 6,
belonged to Flanagan Illinski.of Belleville,
Ills.
They have sent us the following state-

EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Stop and

Fire Destroj-ed 200 colonies of

of Versailles, N. Y.,
exhibited seeds of a new honey-plant, at the
Detroit Convention, and passed around some
of the honey to be tasted. Prof. A. J. Cook
took some of the seed home with him in
order to ascertain its name. Jlr. Chapman
says that it blossoms after basswood bloom
is gone, and that he will plant 5 acres next
spring on hand worth $100 per acre, and he
believes it will pay.

disaster, which their friends
be very sorry to learn
:

We

have had a large number of colonies
of bees in Arkansas, Lee Co., Mo., for a
number of years, but the locality proving
to be a poor one, we decided to move them
to a much better location, and had them
thus far on the route in good order. We
had landed them from the boat last evening,
and was waiting for the ears to take them to
the interior of the State, where we have
another apiary in a fine location. When the
steamer, " City of Bayou Sara." landed and
began discharging her freight, in a moment
she was enveloped in flames, and our bees
being right at the landing, nearly all of
them perished. Only some 80 or 00 colonies
^vere saved out of nearly 300 strong ones,
all in double-story Simplicity hives, with
frames of comb for e.ttraeting.

Neiv Vork Apiarists in large numbers
were at the Detroit Con-ention, and they
were "a jelly lot" too. President L. C.
Root won golden opinions as a " model
presiding officer."
Canada and Michigan
were also well represented by successful
apiarists, who were also well informed and
fully able to discuss the difficult problems of
our pursuit. We point with pride to the
printed list of members on page 71)0, as containing some of the best apiarists of America.
There were 10 States and Pi*ovinces
represented, viz New York, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Ohio, Canada, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Iowa. Missouri and Michigan. The
members were principally in the in-ime of
life, with some older and younger. All were
enthusiastic, and it was a happy re-union.
:

Many Tlianks are due to our friends for
sending us so

many new

subscribers,

when

renewing their own subscriptions. The
Insect Wax or Cliina.— Mr. Wm. Muth- reduced price for 1886 has caused quite " a
Rasmussen, of Independence, Calif., has boom," and is a popular move in every sense
scut us the following item, which has been of that word. As we do not wish any one
to work for nothing, we have concluded to
going the ro'juds of the press
:

The

Consular Agent at ChungKing. Mr. Hosie, has made a tour through
certain districts of China for the pui-.pose of
gaining information concerning insect white
wax. He has found the substance to be the
product of minute, brown, lice-like insects,
which exist, together with a small black
beetle, in excrescences or galls attached to
the boughs and twigs of an evergreen, called
by the Chinese "the insect tree." Early in
May these galls are collected and placed on
the wax-tree— usually a stump from which
rises numerous sprouts. The creatures soon
deposit a white coating on the boughs and
twigs, which often reaches a thickness of a
quarter of an inch in ninety or a hundred
days. The branches are then lopped off, and
the wax is carefully removed by scraping
and boiling. The material is then poured
into moulds, and becomes the white wax of
commerce, used chietiy for candles.
British

Mr. Muth-Rasmussen remarks as follows
wa.x is becoming more scarce through
Hon. Kdivin Willetts, President of the the use of the honey-extractor and its
Michigan Agricultural College, who gave increasing consumption for comb-foundathe "Address of Welcome" at the Detroit tion, it is well that its place in other indusConvention, was the one who so nobly aided tries can be supplied from other sources,
Prof. Cook in his mission to Washington, perhaps, as in this case, equally good
for
as a committee from the North American according to the description, I .judge this
insect-wax' to be almost identical with
Bee-Keepers' Society several years ago, to
get the ruling of the Postmaster General beeswax." Whatever it may be. if its use
reversed, in order to allow queen-bees to be for other purposes will relieve the market,
transported in the mails of the United States. it will be well, for bee-keepers themselves
He is a firm friend of apiarists. His address are now extensive consumers of wax. and
of welcome at the Detroit Convention, will the productions of it is much lessened by
be read with pleasure. See page. 790.
the modern management of the apiary.
:

"

As

;

premiums for new subscribers for 1886,
for in order to compensate for the reduction
of our price to $1.00, we should at least
thrihhlc our present subscription list.
otfer

1 new subscriber for a year (besides your
renewal) we will present you either
of the fcdlowing books— 2.5 cents each.
For 2 ne.ir subscribers any 2 of the books.
For 3 ncir subscribers— all 3 of them; o/'the
Western Wc)rld Guide & Hand-book.
Fori new subscribers Bees and Honey, {$1.^

For

own

—

—

Gaskell's Hand-book of Useful Information
a very hand>- liook of 64 pages.
Architecture' Siniplitled or. How to Build a
Dwelling-ln'use, Barn, etc.. giving plans,
specifications and cost— GO .pages.
Look Within for 5,000 facts wh'.ch every one
wants to know 75 pages.

—

;

—

AVIien

Renewing

your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to .join with you in taking the Beb
Journal. It is now .so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us four subscriptions— with- ?4.00—
direct to this office. It irill pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

*

Cliristiuas Numbers are on our desk
of Erank Leslie's Illustrated News, the
Graphie, of Cincinnati, O., the New York
Agricullurist, Vick's Monthly, etc.
All of
them are elegant and well worthy of patronage.

—

—
i'HE
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Move them

in the early spring,

and

one day. Close up the hives in
the morning, and carry them to their
new location, and keep the hives all

Candy

for Bees in "Winter.

all in

change

the best and safest
method 01 moving an apiary about Mi yards, the
colonies buying been for years, summer and winter, on the same stands, in chaff hives ?— Titus-

Query, No. 1'70.— What is

Pa.

Jajvies

Move

the querist to page

Bee Journal
Heddon.
the

for 18S4.—

Albinos and Italians-

bees after they have

ceased flyiiiE; this fall, and do
fully.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

it

care-

should move them as soon as
winter set in in earnest, aud at the
lirst flight in the spring they will
I

mark

its

W. Demaree.

I would refer
105, of the

will

till

meantime

Apiarists.

Moving an Apiary.

vllle.

late in the evening.

In the
clear up the old yard aud
general appearance all you
can. Lean up in front of the hives
some boards, or pile some brush in
front of them. Now the first warm
day the bees fly freely, will be the
trying time. If they "return to the
old yard in great numbers, keep a lot
of "smothered
fires going till the
trouble is over.
You may have to
look after them for 2 or 3 days.— G.

closed

REPLIES by Prominent

their

new

location so no loss

occur.— G. M. Doolittle.

I have had no direct experience in
this, but I think I should try moving

quietly after they have settled
for winter ; then put boards in
front of the entrances, and change
everything as much as possible in the
appearance of the old location.— C. C.

them

down

Miller.
Move them

Qaery, No. ITl.— In

the answers to Query.
No. lolt, the prevailing opinion seems to be that
excel light Italians
hybrids
both dark Italians and
How do the Albinos comas honey-gatherers.
pare with light Italians as honey-gatherers? Are
they as gentle and prolific ?— Lewis.

We would prefer syrup instead of
candy.— Dad.\nt & Son.
I

think without doubt they could,
A. J.
I have never tried it.

—

though
Cook.

A trial will tell you.

I should use
instead of granulated, as much of the granulated is
often wasted by falling to the bottom
of the hive.— G. M. Doolittle.

powdered sugar

never wintered bees on
I have
candy, but others have done so successfully.
If colonies need feeding
vow. that is what I would advise.
\V. Z.

Hutchinson.

Yes, in my locality but they must
be looked after in the early spring, as
colonies fed on candy are likely to
I have had no experience with the "swarm out" if the candy becomes
Albinos, but I believe that they are dry and bard.— G. W. Demaree.
no better than the light Italians.— G.
I have experimented but little in
M. Doolittle.
that they
this direction.
I think
year.
only
one
Albinos
the
I tried
could, but I should much prefer clear
They were very handsome and very sugar syrup, fed into the combs in
gentle, but were not up to the stan- proper season. James Heddon.
dard for business. I thought that
with the yellow Italians they had the
Yes that is to say, no one can
beauty and amiability at the expense assert positively as yet, that any given
Possibly I judged too colony will winter safely, but so far
of business.
as the mere matter of food is conhastily.— A. J. Cook.
cerned, this inquired about is as safe
light-colored
pure,
are
Albinos
as any other.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
Italians, and nothing more nor less.
In feeding back a 1^ of extracted
The term " Albino " is a misnomer as
applied to tlie bees so-called, and can honey, three years ago, to get partly
only be accepted as an approximation. filled sections completed, I found subI have found that light-colored bees sequently that all the honey in the
work .iust as well as any others. I sections and brood-combs had behave also found poor workers of all come candied solid, and as hard as
shades of color, and poor hybrids in the " Good candy " can be made. As
many instances. The yellow strains the bees wintered well on the candied
are ordinarily more gentle than the coiubs, I think they would winter
darker, and therefore, as a rule, more equally well on the candy, if they can
have space enough to cluster. G. L.
to be preferred.— J. E. Pond, Jk.
;

;

in the spring after there
" spring
is no longer any danger of
dwindling;"' or, if wintered in-doors,

move them when taking them out

of

winter quarters. Shade the entrances
with boards, so they will notice that
the location is not the same.—
Dadant & Son.
If moved at night-fall, the hives
turned facing in an opposite direction,
and a board placed slanting against
each hive over the entrance, they can
moved at once with no
often be
trouble. In some cases the bees will
go back, but these can be caught in a
box and again at night-fall returned
to the hive, when usually they will
remain. A. J. Cook.

—

"

—

Tinker.
If

you

will rear Italian

tensively,

think that there wonld be a loss
of bees by any plan except by moving
them a few feet every day that they
can fly. If to be moved at once where
wanted, the least loss and the best
plan would be to wait until towards
spring, and tlien mo^e them on the
first day tliey can have a flight after a
I

sale,

opinion

queens ex-

them for
what the pre-

advertise

will find out

you

vailing

and

is

in ten will take

;

young bees
location
uring a full inch in length when
are flying freely in the spring, and laying- The workers are very gentle
then replace them where you desire —some of the best marked white bees
to have them remain permanently.—
Smoke is unleave tliem

till

Local Convention Directory.

on this subject.

About one purchaser

your dark Italians off your hands,
and the hybrids— you will find them
like tlie old preacher's " coon skin,"
you "cannot sell, give away or lose
them." I have tried the Albinos, and
conttnementof several weeks.- (r. L. they are as good as the best Italians.
They are simply a strain of the Italian
Tinker.
race.— G. W. Demaree.,
The fact that the bees have been
on ttie same stands for a longer or
I can speak only for the Syrioshorter period makes no difference in Albinos. The queens of this strain,
the
that
say
would
the proposition. I
as a rule, are more prolific than the
safest plan would be to move them Italians
they also average a little
present
the
from
miles
3
all about
larger in size, some of the best meas;

No

Query,
1T3.— Can bees be wintered successfully on candy composed of basswood honey
and granulated sugar, and made to the required
thicliQess ? 1 have a couple of choice Italian
colonies which I desire to feed.—J. G., Wisconsin.

Time and place

188H,

of Meetino-

Jan. 12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
W. H. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N- T.
Jan. I9,_N.

w.

Ills.

&

S.

W.

Wis., at Freeport, Ills.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec. Kock

City, Ills.

Jan. 19-21.— Maine. atSkowhegan, Me.

Wm.

Jan.

20,

Hoyt, Sec,

lllpley.

Me.

21.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis. Ind.
F. I.. Dougherty, Sec. Indianapolis. Ind.

Jan. 21.— Champlain Valley, at Middlebury. Vt.
U. H. Holmes. Sec. Shoreham. Vt.
Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burlington. Iowa.
Jno. Nau. Sec. Middletown, Iowa.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of

taries are requested to

time and place of future meetings.— ED.

Preserve your papers lor referenep.
being remarkably so.
As It you have no BINDER we will mail you
necessary in liandling them.
honey-gatherers they are fully equal one for 7.5 cents, or you can have one free
I have moved my apiary of nearly
to the best strains of the Italians.— G. if you will send us 4 new yearly subscrippast
4
the
in
times
3
colonies
100
tions for, the Bee Journal.
L. TiNICER.
loss.
without
time
every
and
years,

J.

E. Pond,

.Jr.

:

;

:

.
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Mr. II. F. Hunt, Vice-President for
Quebec, Canada, reported as follows
The knowledge of bee-culture, by
the improved methods of manipulation, is still in its extreme infancy in
Quebec, and has only within the past
few years begun to be disseminated
:

Nortli

American Bee-Keepers'

Society,

among

the peoi)le,

tlie

soutliern

;

almost only bee-pasturage, did not
seem to be well supplied with nectar,
and the season of its bloom was exceptionally short
consequently the
colonies gathered a very small supply
of surplus honey, and few swarms
issued. Generally the colonies are in
good condition for entering upon the
coming winter, and seem to be
;

healthy.

Mr. Arthur Todd, Vice-President
for Painsylvania, made the following
report for the year 1885
The winter of 1884-85 proved disastroQs to many bee-keepers in the
State of Pennsylvania, and as regards
a honey harvest— practically there
was none. Tlie fall crop of lionev has

likewise been a complete failure", and
bees go into winter quarters in bad
condition, unless fed on sugar syrup.
I have taken pains during my business journeys, and in my correspondence, to learn the actual results of
bee-keeping this year in this State for
many a mile distant from Philadelphia, and I think that the word
"disastrous" will best express the
general feeling as to the results.
I regret that I am unable to meet
the brethren in convention assembled;
it is a great disappointment to me.

the past spring, has done no little
harm to the pursuit.
Interested
parties are constantly prouiulgating
the idea that everybody slundd keep
bees, which results in no inconsiderable loss to the country.

Beside the indirect loss by diverting

and the minds of many from their legitimate calling, I believe a fair calculation would show tlie startling fact
that every pound of honey produced

southwestern parts having more beekeepers tlian the other parts. There
The Sixteenth Annual Convention are numerous box-hive bee-keepers
of the Korth American Bee-Keepeis' throughout the country, who still take
Society met at Detroit, Mich., on their honey by the old-fashioned
Tuesday, Dec. 8, at 10 a.m., President method of " brimstoning"— a method
L. C. Root in the chair. Quite a large which I hope is now on its "last
number of bee-keepers were present legs." My report, therefore, w^ill not
from 10 Slates and Canada all were bear comparison with that of our
very enthusiastic, and as " sweet as sister Province— Ontario— but I hojie
honey."
that in the not far distant future, we
After an impressive invocation by shall be able to make as good a showthe Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the Sec- ing. The success attending the labors
retary called the roll of members for of bee-keepers in Ontario, will act as
last year. Those present paid their a stimulus to those in Quebec.
dues and received their badges,
In common with the rest of the
among them being six ex-presidents North American Continent, the
losses last winter were heavy, but
of the Society.
The Treasurer reported $48.90 in bee-keepers, as a rule, have not been
the treasury. It was voted to omit much discouraged, and are hoping
the reading of the minutes of the last for better success this winter. Our
meeting, as they had been published losses were not so heavy as those
in all the bee-papers, and it was not farther south, which I attribute to
necessary to lose time in reading our being compelled to protect the
bees well, on account of the severe
them.
cold which once or twice every winter
Mr. A. F. Manum, Vice-President touches 30° below zero,
the average
for Vermont, reported the honey crop
being 5° to 10° above.
of that State, for the present season,
I have not received as many reto be 160 tons.
sponses as I could wish, to my request
Mr. Wm. G. Gibbons, Vice-Presi- for reports, but I generalize from
dent for Delaware, in his report, says: what I did receive. The past season
The year 188.5 has been an exceed- has been a very poor one indeed,
ingly unpropitious one for bee-keep- owing to the extraordinary cold seaers in this part of the country. The
warm weather which usually sets in
by April 10, was procrastinated until
near the beginning of May, and during both April and May cold rainstorms were frequent.
The result
was that the bees got to work 15 days
later than usual. The white clover,
which is in this section the best and
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in Ontario, for the last 6 years, has

cost the producers, on an average, not
less than 25 cents per pound.

The teaching that everybody should
do everything for himself, is a retrograde movement, undermining the
best manufacturing, producing, carrying and commercial interests, and
tends to semi-barbarism
no mat;

ter how persistently or plausibly put,
" the trail of the serpent is over it
all ;"" every man to his trade " is a
noble motto, and brings " the greatest
possible good to the greatest possible

number."

The season was a poor one the
amount of honey taken being about
50 per cent, below the average. The
weather was too cold and wet with
occasional hot spells. The principal
;

honey-producing flowers were abundant, but the elements failed to get
into the proper humor to inspire them
with their natural love for the secre-

tion of the delicate, sparkling Sweets,
visits of the honeybee. In spite of all this, some of the
short crop of 1HS4 is yet on the markets but we will have a clean market
for 1886.
There are several practices that
son, which seriously curtailed broodrearing and the secretion of nectar, in militate against the true progress of
some parts of the Province, notably apiculture in Ontario, besides those
in the vicinity of Lake Megantic, and already referred to
1
Extracting green or unripe honey.
in the county of Beance. The spring
was so dry that certain crops had to It is impossible by human art or skill
to
impart that exquisitely fine, finished
be replanted, and would, no doubt,
have acted unfavorably to the secre- flavor that the bees give it when left
tion of nectar in the white clover. with them until it is capped.
2. The practice
of feeding sugar
Some honey was gathered from basswood, which yields more freely to the either for stimulating or wintering
south than to the north of the St. purposes. It is very difficult to disLawrence. Fall flowers also have abuse the public mind. They know
not given much, and many colonies that we feed sugar, and they seem
determined to cherish the belief that
have had to be fed for winter.
in some way or other it gets into the
Mr. S. T. Pettit, Vice-President honey. If we all fed honey instead of
for Ontario, Canada, made the follow- sugar, a less quantity would be
ing report
thrown upon the markets, and a corBee-keeping in Ontario, for the last respondingly higher price would be
year, has not been of the most flatter- obtained, besides inspiring confidence
ing kind. During the last winter and in the purity of our honey.
spring about 75 per cent, of our bees
3. Small bee-keepers demoralize our
perished. This great loss was brought markets sadly, and giye a good deal
about by three principal factors, viz
of trouble by allowing their bees to be
poor stores, long-continued cold in robbed.
both winter and spring, and inex4. And last but not least, I fear the
perience.
most of us will have to plead guilty
Generally speaking, those of long to the charge of painting the bright
experience in apiculture, who have side of bee-keeping tno bright, while
given much time, study, painstaking, we keep the dark side obscurely ia
and exacting care— in a word, those the dark ; in fact it is much easier to
who make bee-keeping a specialty, show up the bright side than the
and who are adapted to the business, dark side— it seems to loom up so

and the friendly

;

:

:

sustained

hence

comparatively

little

loss

plain that this great loss
fell principally upon those who. as a
rule, neglected some other business
to enjoy an immense amount of pleasure and grow suddenly rich by "keeping bees." The large amount of dead,
fllthy honey thrown upon the market
it is

easily.

In conclusion, I desire to say, that
the practice of exhibiting granulated
honey in glass, at our Expositions, is
doing good service by way of an educator ; both dealers and consumers
begin now to regard granulation as a
proof of purity.

—

:
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The following were duly recorded
members for the present year

The Rev. L. L. Langstrolh was and

as

;

G. A. Adams, Perrysburu', O.
H. Audriis, Almont, Mich.
Geo. H. Aslibv, Albion, N. Y.
H. J. Ashley, M. D., Machias, N. Y.
C. S. Avery, Millard, Neb.
Kichard Uanybaui, Windsor, Out.
Ira Barber, De Kulb Junction, N. Y.
O. J. Bedell, lva\vka\vlin, Mich,
A. D. Benham, Olivet, Mich.

J.

Savannah, ().
H. R. JBoaidman, East Townsend, O.
Sam'l H. Bolton, Benton, ().
F. C. Burmaster, Irving-, N. Y.
E. Berisey,

W. H. Burr,

Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. V. E. Burton, Detroit, Mich.
Hiram Chapman, Versailles, N. Y.
A. B. Cheney, Sparta, Mich.
L. T. Christiancy, Toledo, O.
F. S. Clark, Bowlinjr Gi-een, O.
W. E. Clark, Oriskany, N. Y.
Rev. W. F. Clarke, Guelph, Ont.
F. S. Comstoek, North Manchester, Ind.
B. F. Conley, Brighton, Mich.
A. J. Cook, Ag:ricultural College, Mich.
E. J. Cook, Owasso, .Mich.

called upon for a speech, and upon
arising he was greeted with a storm
of applause. He gave a very interesting account of the rise and progress of modern bee-culture in this
country, and of the invention of the
movable-frame hive.

Pres. Root appointed the following
committees
On Finance.— G. M. Doolittle, W.
F.Clarke, and Prof. A. J. Cook.
On Statistics. Thos. t4. Newman,
D, A. Jones, and Silas M. Locke.
On Resolutions. Prof. A. J. Cook,
W. F. Clarke and R, L, Taylor.
On Exhibits.— Dr. A. B. Mason, J.
B. Hall, and G. M. Doolittle.
Thereupon the meeting adjourned

—

—

until 2 p.m.

AFTERNOON

Henry

Cripe, North Manchester, [nd.
H. D. Cutting, Clinton, Mich.
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, Ills.

G. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.
Frank A. Eaton, Blnttton, O.
Will Ellis, St. Davids, Ont.
Martin Emigh, Holbrook, Ont.
Jas. Foi'ucrook, \Vatei"town, Wis.
A. M. Gander, Adrian, Mich.
F. A. Gemmill. Stratford, Ont.
H. C. Gibson. Hurr )ak, Mich.
Geo. B. Goodell, Mctiee's Corners, N. Y.
John G. Gray, St. Catherines, Ont,
A. W. Greene, Florence. Ont.
J. B. Hall, Woodstock. Ont.
Benj. Harding, Kent, O.
Mrs. L. Harrison, Peoria, Ills.
M. Higgins. Windsor, Ont.
Geo. E. Hilton. I'rciTnont, Mich.
E. L. Hubliunl. Watrr \:Ulev, X. V.
M. H. Hnnt. IJcll liranch, .Mich.
H. F. Hunt. Villa Mastai, Quebec.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Itogersville, Mich.
C. R. Isham, Peniia, N. Y.
D. A. Jones. Beet<in, Ont.
August Keotlen, Flint, Mich.
A. W. Kistenbroker, Oak Park, Ills.
Otto Kleinow, Detroit, Mich.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth, Oxfoid, O.
Silas M. Locke, Wenhain. Mass.
N. VV. Mel-ain, Aurora, Ills.
James McNeill, Hudson, N. Y.
J. J. McWhortei-, South Lyon, Mich.
(

A. E. Mauum, Bristol, Vt.
Martin, fJorth Manchester, Ind.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Wagon Works, O.
D. F. Moe, Parma, Mich.
Ellas Mott, Norwich, Oiit.
C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, Ills.

J. J.

S. F.

Newman, Norwalk,

O.

Geo. A. Ourain, Berlin Heights, O.
S. T. Pettit, Belmont, Ont.
Thos. Pierce, Gansevoort, N. Y.
P. M. Puhl, South Toledo, O.
John Rey, East Saginaw, Mich.
M. G. Ite.vnolds, Williamsburg, Ind.
J. A. Robison, Findlav, O.
L. C. Root, Mohawk, N. Y.
C. M. Ruland, Kockton. Ills.
George Schook, Thi-ee Rivers, Midi.
C. W. Shepard, Le Roy. N. Y.

Geo. Smith, Aniadore, .Mich.
G. W. Stanley. Wyoming, N. T.

James

P. Sterritt, Sheakleyville, Pa.
R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, .Mich.
Mrs. R. L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
F. J. Temjile, liidgewav, Mich.
E. W. Thompson, Hinsdale, X. Y.
N. O. Thompson, Cold Water, Mich.
W. O. Titus, Toledo, O.
James Ure, East .-^aginaw, Mich.
J. Vandervort, Laeeyville, Pa.
J. Van Deuseii, Sprout Brook, N. Y.
T. L. Von Dorn. Omaha, Neb.
E. Walker. lii'rlin Heights, o.
Byron O. Walker, Capae, Mich.
Mrs. Bvron Walker, Capac, Mich.

H. L. Wells, DeOance, O.

W.

C. Wells, Phillipston, Ont.
S. West. Flint, Mich.
L. C. Whiting. East Saginaw, Mich.
Edwin Willetts, Agricultural Coll., Mich.

M.

Wm. Wilson, Burr Oak, Mich,
A. D. Wood, Rives Junction, Mich.
L. C. Woodman, (irand Rapids, Mich.
Mrs. L. C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.
M. D. York, Millington, Mi.^h.

SESSION.

Pres. Root called the meeting to
order at 2 p.m., and announced that
the first business would be the address
of welcome by Hon. Edwin Willetts,
President of the Michigan Agricultural College. President Willetts, on
arising, was greeted with enthusiastic
applause. His address was as follows
:

Mr. President, Ladies and Gen-

tlemen :— It becomes my

duty, and

a pleasure, to welcome you to
the State of Michigan, I know of no
reason why I should be asked to do
so, save, perhaps, because for fifty
years 1 have been a citizen of the
it

is

and at present represent the
Michigan Agricultural College, which
Slate,

makes a specialty in beeculture and instruction in the habits
and propagation of bees.
have those present who can
more fitly represent that feature of
but
the institution than myself,
neither they nor any one else can
welcome you to our State with a
more hearty greeting than can I. We
are glad to see you in our midst.
There is a growiiig interest here in
the industry that you represent today. Michigan easily ranks liigli in
the production of honey. The breezes
are tempered by our inland seas, and
institution

We

our

soil

is

generous

in

foliage

and

We

are strangers to extreme
drouths and pestilential moisture.
We are not in the path of the blizzird
or the tornado.
Nearly every foot of
land in our Southern Peninsula takes
kindly to the plowshare, and rejoices
in a fertility that responds heartily to
the demands of the husbandman. "We
are a busy people, in busy homes, and
we harmonize easily with the " busy
bee." We understand each other
we and the bees and each pursue our
vocations without antagonism. Hence
there is room for both, without hosflowers.

—

and mutual profit; and all we
need is the dissemination of such information as you can give, to lead ns
to a more general pursuit of your

tility

industry.
shall expect an impulse in that
direction as the result of your deliberations.
You represent no mean

vocation.
.sent

;

;

it,

or

grow

it,

or rectify

Millennium's dawn
to

men and
Yours

Y'ou

is

it

it,

and

till

will be nectar

gods.

no insignificant industry.

represent

3,UUO,000 colonies of
bees, with an annual product of surplus honey of 100,1100,000 pounds.
Under the impulse of this and kindred
associations, the product is increasing
annually. The cheap sugar of to-day
has no perceptible influence upon the
demand or the price of the commodity. As the country increases in

wealth and luxury, the demand grows
with its growth, and increases with
the means to gratify the appetite.
The best minds in the field of science
have contributed to the more successful promotion of the industry. Aristotle, Virgil, Columella, Pliny, Swammerdam, Ray, Latreille, and a host
of others, ancient and modern— not to
forget Langstroth,
Cook, Quinby,
Root, and others of our day— have
studied, observed, experimented and
written about bees and their habits,
till we know how best to rear them,
and how best to utilize their harvest
of sweetness
so that to use the
words of a learned Judge of one of
our Courts, who said. " In modern
days the bee has become almost as
completely domesticated as the ox or
the cow. Its habits and and its instincts have been studied, so that it
can be controlled with nearly as much
certainty as any of the domestic
animals."
You have almost taken it ont of the
class fercE natune. The propensity to
mischief has been so diminished, that
serious injury is almost as rare from
a bee as from the horse, and far less
than from the dog. The Courts take
kindly to the bee. They look with
favor upon animals or insects that are
with disfavor upon
useful to man
such as are purely noxious or useless.
There is no question of the utility of
bees. I note this fact, as I observe a
;

;

little apprehension among apiarists,
about the attitude of Courts occasionally, and the fear that there may

limitation or
"up some legal
liability that shall destroy your in-

grow

dustry. Bees were here before Courts
or juries, and they have the right of
way, and will keen it so long as their
product is desirable. The recent case
that has caused some apprehension,
will be found. I hope, to be based
upon an utter misconception of the
bee and its habits. It will be found,
I have no doubt, that a sound grape is
absolutely armor-proof to the attack
of the bee. It is only when the armor
is broken that the attack is made.
grape with a broken shell is pracvalueless— worthless, except
tically
and for one, I
for. the wine-press
frankly say, gentlemen, that as between the wine-press and the bee as
betvv'een alcohol and honey— 1 am for
the bee and for the honey, and I believe-the Courts will give the bee the

A

;

We

Jacob

Virgil and Horace sang, the
sweet elixir has tempte.l the palate of
mankind. There is no substitute for
it
the analysis of the chemist is unable to produce it
man cannot make

Ever since and before
as a present to propitiate

—

the hard master in Egyi)t, a little case.
But, gentlemen, I am not here to
baltu, and a little honey, spices and
myrrli
ever since Columella wrote. keep you from your deliberations. I
;

!

:
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again welcome you to Michigai), and for alleged damages done to grapes by and by "an imposing array'' and
trust that your stay with us shall be his bees. Tliis suit was lost in the " unbroken front," gain a lastiing and
so pleasant that your recollection of lower Court, because witnesses were permanent victory
obtained who testilied that they had
it stiall be a lil'e-loug joy.
I

Fres. Boot said tliat he strongly advocated the location of tliis meeting
at Detroit, and
that there was

He
in

Ik; was
wisdom

fully satisfied
in the choice.

had always been much interested
Michigan bee-keepers, and was

very glad to meet witli so many of
them liere. The matter of defense of
our riglits as bee-keepers had been
mentioned by Pres. WiUetts, and he
was much in favor of unitedly defending our rights. As Mr. T. G. Newman
was General Manager of the BeeKeepers' Union,
an organization
created for this purpose, he would
call upon Mr. Newman to make a
statement concerning what had been
done, and what was expected to be
done in the future, by the organization of which he was manager. Mr.
T. G. Newman then delivered the following address, on the

NATIONAL bee-keepers' UNION.
During the past year it has become
necessary to form a Bee-Keepers'
Union. As this society is a Continental one, it would seem to be
appropriate that some notice should
be taken of it by this Convention.
With your permission I will state a
few facts, and le.ave it to those present
to say whether the work of the Union
shall be approved by them or not.
Last June Mr. S. I. Freeborn, an
extensive apiarist of Wisconsin, was
sued by a neighbor, who kept a flock
of sheep, for alleged annoyance to
his sheep lay trespassing bees.
It was understood that -this was to
be a " test case," and if the plaintiff
succeeded in obtaining a verdict in
his favor, either by the ignorance or
prejudice of a jury, other bee-keepers
would be likely to be sued to recover
damages doneto jmstures, vineyards,
and gardens by bees and any one
owning a few square rods of land,
devoted to almost any purpose, may
try to recover damages from all the
owners of bees in the vicinity.
Mr. .James Ileddon suggested the
formation of a laee-Keejiers' Union in
defense of their rights, and to protect
;

their interests.

Such a Union was

formed, and ofHcers elected as follows:
President— .Tames Heddon.
Five Viee-Presidents— G. M. Doolittle,
G. W. Demai-ee,
A. I. Koot,
Prof. A. .). Coolf,
Dr. C. C. Miller.
Mimager, Sec'y & Treas.— T. G. Newman.

The

officers were made an Advisory
Board, with full power to act.

This Union, as soon as organized,
employed attorneys, obtained " opinions of lav/ " from bee-keepers who
were also attorneys, and made such a
stir in the sheep-bees case, showing
such

lighting entliusiasm,

that the

Judge made a thorougli examination
of tlie laws of the State, and concluded that their existed no laws or
rulings upon which he could instruct
the jury and bee-keepers have cause
;

for pride in the success that attended
their efforts in this matter.
In California a suit has been tried
in a Justice's Court against Mr. Bohn

seen the perforation and destruction
tliat it was
ISIr. S. T. Fettit said
of the grapes done by Mr. JJohn's necessary to band together to defend
bees.
In vain did the defendant's ourselves.
attorneys prove ))y a score of witRev. W. F. Clarke said, " United
nesses that the bee's tongue could we stand." He would prefer to have
only l)e used to extract sweets from the National Bee-Keepers' Union conthe flowers not to bore after them. solidated with the North American
The evidence of the eye-witnesses of Bee-Keepers' Society if it was posthe plaintiff's had weight with the sible, lie was one of the first in
jury, and they accordingly returned a Canada to join the Union, and said
verdict against the defendant for i?7o tliat if it is not consolidated, we must
and costs of suit, which amount to co-operate with tlie Union in the most

—

The damages claimed were decided way.
Mr. W. E. Clark said he agreed
The National Bee-Keepers' Union with the last speaker— if it can be
advised Mr. Bohn to appeal from the done, he wasinfavorof consolidation.
decision of the Justice's Court, and
Mr. C. E. Isham said that the great
assured liim that the Union would light for the Union was to be fought
over $60.
$299.

stand by him, and aid in the appeal
by sending money, obtaining legal

advice,
depositions from scientific
experts as to the incapability of bees
to puncture grapes, etc. The appeal
has been taken, and our California
brethren are now busily at work getting members for the Union there.

A

" If it
California apiarist says
eoes against us in the higher Court,
there will be no end of the trouble
that will arise, and our bee-industry
will receive a death-blow in Southern
:

California."

An

apiarist in

fence

Anaheim.

Calif.,

had

around

his apiary torn
down, all his bees killed by sulphur,
the hives piled up under a valuable

the

and consumed by fire.
Another apiarist was threatened with
hanging — all because
some fruitpepper-tree

California in the raisin district.
must sustain the Union, and
defend our pursuit.
Mr. T. L. 'V^on Dorn said that the
bee-keepers of Lower California were
in dangr'r of being entirely driven out
by the raisin-growers.
Mr. C. F. Miith remarked that the
matter was one for the Courts to
decide— not that of one pursuitagainst
another.
Prof. A. J. Cook said that it was a
case of bee-keepers and fruit-growers
on one side, and ignorance on the
other. The bees are the besttriends
the
fruit-growers, to fertilize
to
flowers, and thereby produce the fruit.
are
when
there
but
few
In the spring
insects to fertilize the flowers, the
bees are very valuable.
in

We

Mr. II. R. Boardraan advised congrowers had moved into the neighbor- ciliation, when there are complaints
hood after his apiary had been estab- against bees by fruit-growers and
lished several years, and they wanted others.
A crate of honey given to
to compel him to move away with his such complainants, will do much to
bees.
cause them to feel differently.
As a Continental body of apiarists,
Rev. W. F. Clarke said that in
have you no word of encouragement Court, a crate of honey would do no
for an organization created for the good— law must decide the case. He
purpose of defending the rights and tlien offered the following resolution
protecting the interests of the beeResolved. That a committee of seven
keepers of America V Do you say
appointed to consider and report
" Let us co-operate, and, if necessary, be
upon the best methods of protecting
maintain our rights as bee-keepers in the interests of bee-keeping from
the highest courts of the land V" That legal attack prompted by ignorance.
can be done only by having sufficient
The resolution passed, and the commoney to defray the expenses, and mittee was appointed as follows
W.
such are usually very high.
To be F. Clarke, T. G. Newman, W. E.
sure, it will be a small matter, if all Clark. James Heddon, C. F. Muth, S.
will bear their part of the burden.
T. Pettit, and Prof. A. J. Cook.
One thousand dollars of expenses
when divided between l,Ono persons,
The President's annual address was
is only a dollar for each, and can
easily be borne
but when one has to then given as follows
pay it all, it becomes a heavy burden
BiioTHEii Bee-Keepers of North
and, to many, one that would be im- America :— We have assembled here
possible to bear.
United effort is at our annual convention to consider
essential to successfully defend our that which pertains to the best inchosen pursuit
terests of our pursuit. I shall not
The National Bee-Keepers' Union occupy your time with an exhaustive
aildress,
for the programme is full,
needs strong hearts, willing hands,
and many shekels. Are you willing and very complete, and our time is
Is
your name enrolled short at best to consider the many
to help
among the "National Guards." If important subjects which .will be
not, lose no time in becoming a mem- presented. I am here as a member of
ber, and thus help to fight the battles this Society to assist as best I m;iy in
throwing light upon the topics brought
of our pursuit in defense of its rights
I take it as an expression
If we can raise a column of ()atriots before us.
sufficiently strong to present aformid- of good-cheer and great generosity in
able front, we shall cjarc the envious those who have arranged the preones to "bring on their lawsuits," liminaries for these meetings, that
:

:

:

;

;

'i"

!

;
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everything for the comfort of us all
has beeu so amply provided, and that
all arrangements are so thorough and
complete. Let us see to it that we
endeavor to perform our part in as
faithful and unsellish a manner as
our Committee has done.
"We have reached a crisis in the
history of bee-keeping which must be
met by those who are interested in
the pursuit, in a broad, bouest. and
unselfish way.
Every well-informed
bee-keeper is reminded in the most
unmistakable manner that the time
when large prolits may be realized
from keeping bees, has passed. Eacli
year, the prices of our products have
been reduced, until at the present
time we find many of our markets
overstocked, and our honey selling at
lates which allow us little" profit for
producing it. These are stern facts
which must be fairly met. It is not
my purpose to attempt to instruct
those \\lio are already experts in the
business.
Their lessons have been
taught them by dearly bought experience, the results of which are due to
the beginner, and to those whose experience has l>een more limited.

sary manipulation. In this I anticipate a change as we advance, which
will result not only in economy of
time and labor, but also in avoiding
many serious consequences. It is
evident that we yet need mucli light
upon many of the simple and practical, as well as on
the scientific
phases of our calling. With every

such a wide field for the intelligent
and patient worker, and student of
nature, and which is so productive of
a harvest of good, must always com-

advance made in apiculture, it becomes more apparent that there are
new fields of investigation and research, which promise to yield information, and are destined to work
marked changes in our methods of
managing bees. Only those will suc-

New York

mand

those

who

will

find

pleasant

it

and profitable to continue

in the
until the harvest is complete.

work

Mr. C. F. Muth remarked that in

honey

they principally

demanded

in glassed sections or in paper-

In the West, such are unsalable.
We, here, require it in unglassed sections with the crates

boxes.

glassed.
Mr. C. E. Isham said that our
are willing to practice the honey-producers can sell
all their
most rigid economy, and who will be honey in glassed sections, and it is
satisfied with moderatepay for honest desirable to do
so in order to preserve

ceed

who

work performed.

its beauty and purity.
It is evident that the effort has been
Mr. Thompson sa"id that he wrote
too much in the direction of increas- to New York
asking for a bid for best
ing the production, rather than to glassed honey,
and he was offered
create a corresponding demand for only 10 cents per pound
for it delivered
the same. I think I am safe in the in New York.
assertion that no effort of ours is
Mr. J. B. Hall proposed a vote of
needed which shall tend to an in- thanks to Pres. Root for his able
creased production of honey for our address.
present, general, overstocked market.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle

then read an
Last season extracted honey was essay on
shipped
to
New
York
from California
AVe liave passed through a period
THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY.
of great enllmsiasm. and liave in- by car loads. The market was already
overtocked
with
the
best grades o"f
dulged iu mncli that has been unHe said that there were four things
Eastern honey, and the result was important in the production
warranted
and injudicious.
SVe
of comb
such
that
Caliifornia
bee-keepers
will
liave been far too selfish. As supplyhoney
First, a good queen second,
hardly
care
for
a
repetition
of
the
dealers and publishers of bee-literatlie getting of the bees at the right
ture, we have been far too anxious to experience. The present season has time to secure the harvest; third, a
afforded
another
illustration.
Honey
present the bright side of our callling.
skillful
apiarist
and fourth, the
It we have been unwise in the past, has been shipped very largely from right kind of a hive.
Remarks were
we should be thankful that by the the Eastern and Middle States to New made on each of these points, and Mr.
light of these past experiences \ve are York, and the outcome of this has D. said that we could divide and subable to see more clearly our way for been that the choicest white honey in divide these four heads, especially the
the future. ;Many years ago, begin^ sections has sold at ruinously low last three, yet the fundamental prinners were heard to ask if it were ad- rates, and some of it has actually ciples would not be changed.
visable to engage in bee-keeping as been returned to grocers in our own
The discussion on comb foundation
an exclusive business.
The answer vicinity. By these methods we pracshould have been then as now— "Com- tically establish these unprofitable took a general and rather desultory
course. Mr. J. B. Hall was asked to
mence moderately, and let experience prices ourselves.
The resource seems to be that we state his method, and confined himdecide as you advance." The real
question now seems to be, "Sliall must enlarge our field of consumption. self to his experience with comb
we commence at all V" or ''Shall This can be done by each bee-keeper, foundation.
Rev. W. F. Clarke said that Mr.
those of us who are already engaged by encouraging home consumption in
his own immediate vicinity, and also Doolittle's essay was professedly on
ii) it, continue y"
In answer to such questions I by opening up new avenues for the the production of comb honey, but
would offer the following suggestions: uses of honey. A demand thus created what he said was just as applicable
]. Our calling is an
honorable one, would measurably relieve the over- to the production of extracted honey.
and is an essential branch of agricul- burdened city markets and in this A good queen, plenty of bees to gather
ture, in that the lujrjey-bee is indis- way we would be able in some degree in the honey harvest, a skillful apipensable to the fertilization necessary to maintain reasonable prices. With arist, and a good hive— were not these
in the vegetable kingdom.
Wherever the present facilities for disposing of just as needful for tlie production of
What we
civilizatii n advances, there the honey- our products, it is diflicutto avoid the extracted as comb honey
bee is found.
2. Honey is a whole- conclusion that there is an over-pro- want is the points of a skillful apiarist
to
required
get
large
duction.
crops
of comb
Whether this will grow to
some and desirable article of food.
We want to know how to do
3. It is furnished to us at our very become a positive fact, or whether honey.
doors, and if we fail to preserve it, bee-keepers will succeed in causing it. Our most successful producers of
the odor of wasting sweetness con- the demand to keep pace with their comb honey rather tell us " how not
They at)pear not to like to
stantly reminds us of our neglect and success in producing, is the problem to do it."
explain things.
They take Burns'
to be solved in the near future.
loss.
With these points in view, is it not
Much will depend upon the answer advice to his friend Andrew
evident that a great work is to tie to still greater questions which are
still keep a secret in your breast
Ve never tell to any."
accomplished in applying the lessons agitating the best minds of the day.
of economy and industry taught us If the thousands of dollars which are For several years at these convenby the bees themselves, "to the accu- annually spent in nearly every com- tions he had tried to get Mr. Hall to
mulation of this freely-given produc- munity for that which tends to de- explain how he gets such large crops
ti(/n in the most desirable and profit- grade, and to the production of evil, of splendid comb honey, but he had
able way y
could be turned to the purchase of never done it.
We have been extravagant in many that which is wholesome and bene- Mr. Hall "I should have to make
of our exiJenditures. The.«e we must ficial, the danger of over-production the man."
endeavor to reduce, to correspond as in this, as in other useful callings,
" Well, here he is
Mr. Clarke
much as possible with the reduction would be little to be feared. My faith take the raw material and make the
in prices.
We have incurred a large in the fact that in the end the right man. That's just what I want."
expense by the great amount of labor will prevail, leads me to the concluMuch amusement and bantering of
which we have required in unneces- sion that any calling which presents Messrs. Doolittle and Hall to explain
:

;

;

;
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hoiv, bill tlie

to the scratch.
Amid raucli lauglitor tlie subject
was laid on the table, and the next
order of the day taken up, viz an
:

essay by Mv. C.

i'.

Dadant, on

EXTRACTED HONEY.
Comb honey is nice, but it is a fancy
article,

and

is

public who want an article not
costing more than sugar, with which
it competes, and if honey can be supplied as clieaply as sugar, it will, to a
large extent, supersede it. lu their
experience, their sales had largely
increased, and the home market now
readily consumes all their crop. Extracting
honey checks swarming,
without a doubt.
It enables the
apiarist to take care of a larger number of colonies.
larger quantity of
houey can be obtained, and much outlay for combs, crates and boxes is
saved. Mr. Dadant considered it a
mistake to suppose that there is an
over-production of honey. It is only
beginning to be considered a staple.
When honey is as common on the
tables of the farmer, and even laborer,
as sugar, and when it is found as
common by the keg and barrel in
wholesale stores as sugar, then only
shall we produce as much honey as
the country can use. Tlie revolution

A

bee-keeping of which Father Langstroth speaks, has come into effect,
but bee-keepers are only beginning to
find out all the advantages and all the
growth which the bee-business must
derive from the invention.
in

Dr. Mason described his method of
getting extracted honey, but complained that he could not get more
than 6-5 pounds per colony. lie was
asked how many combs he used, and
replied, •'eight."

Mr. C. r. Mnth could not comprehend how the Doctor f-ould manage
with so few frames. He wanted at
least 10 frames for the brood-nest, and
another story for extracting.
his bees, kept on the liouse-top
in the city of Cincinnati, had given
him averages double and even treble
then

Even

what Dr. Mason had obtained, and
from hives in the country where they
had not so far to fly, he got far more
honey.

Mr. W. E. Clark said that the
President had been the most successful producer of extracted honey in the
East, and he would call on him to
explain his metliods.
rres. Root, in response, said that
it was perfectly true, as Mr. Clarke
said,tliat Mr.Doolittle's requisites

for producing
as applicable

comb honey were

just

production of
extracted honey.
good queen, for
example, was just as necessary for the
one as the other. In both cases wise
manipulation was needed, and it took
a large amount of study to know what
is wise manipulation.
Certainly we
mustliave large colonies of bees to
gather the honey, then we must extract it at the time when it could be
done to the best advantage and with
the least hindrance to the bees. It
was hard to lay down specific rules—
every bee-keeper must be a law to
himself, and And out the methods
to

the

A

;

;

ject

to

moditication

in

too costly for the gen- cases.

ei-al

had

importance as many others, being
indirectly connected with the production of honey
but on that account it has perhaps not received that
public attention which it merits. It
is our duty when blessed with the
means to procure a crop of honey,
that we should acquaint not only ourbee-keeper with
individual selves but every

adapted to his own locality.
Experience must be bought by practice, and at considerable expense he
only hoped that it would not cost
others as much as it had cost him.
Pres. Root gave the stereotyped directions for the production of extracted
honey, but said that these were sub-

wily veterans did not best

come
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Mr.
ence

S. T. Pettit gave his experiin producing extracted honey.

He had

missed

it

by not leaving the

honey

in the hive long enough to
ripen. One season his lioney was all
of an inferior quality, owing to this
cause. He did not believe that we
could ripen the honey as well as the
bees themselves do it. He said that
we should have at least one-third of

what will secure to us the article in
the highest state of perfection, and
place it thus in the consumers' hands.
Have we, as a body, endeavored to do
so ? Looking at it from a business
past
experience has
stand-point,
taught us that in order to realize the
best results financially, from any
extensively produced, it is
article
necessary not only to better our own
but we must better that of the entire

the honey capped before extracting, land.
Let us imagine the land completely
and he believed it was better if all
Here is a
destitute of vegetation.
was capped over.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth did not know heavy soil, in the distance is a sandy
that he could add much to the ocean one, and between, all grades of soil.
of intelligence that was tiding all Here is a hill, there a swamp, and at
around, but he wished to say a word other distances, intermediate elevaNow, could our eye stretch
or two. He believed there v^'ere many tions.
things that the bees could do— certain from north to south within the honeythings better than we can and ripen- producing area, and were this area to
ing honey was one of them. There be decked with our present vegetawas too much artificial work in bee- tion, which of the aforenamed condikeeping.
One bee-keeper had in- tions would influence the quality of
vented nippers to pull dead bees out honey ? The heavy soil would give
of the cells, but live bees would do it us a richer lioney "then the lighter ;
the more extremes of cold climate
better.
Dr. Mason said that the " big-bugs " would give a better quality than the
of the Convention had been poking more equable. Would the high and
fun at him for getting only (io pounds the low land influence it V We know
of honey per colony, but they would that honey from every species of
find it impossible to get an "average flower has its peculiar flavor, no matof 300 pounds in his locality— a city on ter how indistinct, and that the seatemperature, and
one side and a wilderness on the son, its winds,
other.
Small as his average yield degrees of moisture influence not
was, it was larger than that of any of only the quantity, but the quality of
his neighbors. He wished that his our honey.
The progress bee-keeping has made,
critics would show him how to produce 300 pounds per colony, but the and so many making a specialty of
trouble was as Mr. Clarke said, they it, has enabled us .in a measure to
conduct ourselves accordingly but to
did not to disclose their secrets.
Rev. W. r. Clarke wished to ask if the ordinary bee-keeper most of the
formic acid in honey was not the previously named conditions cannot
But, how much lies
element which gave it its keeping be controlled.
qualities.
He pui the question to within our power
Prof. Cook. For his own part, he
One of the first questions would be,
believed that the formic acid was when shall we extract
Shall we
added by the bees in the capping pro- extract before or after the honey is
which
was
carried
cess,
on mainly by sealed V
What are the advantages
the use of their tails— the sting— being and disadvantages of the two systhe last polishing tool. It was be- tems V If entirely sealed, we require
cause the formic acid was thus added to uncap a large surface, the bees
that honey must be one-third capped must with the ordinary appliances
to be good, and all capped to be first- be cramped for store-room, the broodrate.
nest becomes contracted, not alone
Prof. Cook
thought that no one meaning loss of time until extracted,
knew how or when the formic acid but many think they do not regain
was added. He was also of the opin- their old energy for the remainder of
ion that too much stress was laid on the season. The advantages would
the matter of taste. Few could dis- be, honey called ripe, subject to the
criminate as thoroughly as had been before-named conditions.
suggested.
With the
is honey ripe V

—

;

'/

The Convention

then

When

adjourned system of extracting when the honey
is unsealed, there is no uncapping,
and bees have plenty of store-room,
EVENING SESSION.
but the quality is inferior and right
The meeting was called to order at here a friend would step in with his
8 p.m., by Pres. Root. An essay was ripening can. But we have made no
read as follows, by Mr. R. F. Holter- light mistake for in the past our
mann, of Brantford, Ont., on the
honey has been handled too much, as
if it could lose nothing by having it
CARE OF HONEY FOR MARKET.
come in contact with the air. What
subject before you, imparts that peculiar aroma to honey,
I bring this
fully aware that it is not of as great and gives each kind of honey a disiintil 7:80

p.m.

;

;

;

!
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a would give no trouble unless there
is was bee-bread in th^ sections.
He
flower,
as was in the habit of fumigating a room
being distilled from e^'ery
elover-lield
in
sulphur,
as
a
of
8x10 feet with a pound
we pass through
blossom V and in evaporating and a precaution against the moth, and
otherwise coming in contact with the then kept up an even temperature.
He had kept it 2 years as good as new.
air, we lose this.
Many tuid that to extract honey
Mr. Heddon said that there was but
when one-third capped, answers well little danger of deterioration, if
the honey to be put into deep tanks honey was taken proper care of. It
or barrels holding about GOO pounds should be kept in a temperature
each, and left for a week. This causes higher than the common atmosphere,
the light, thin honey to rise to the top else it would attract and absorlj moisgenerally it is not 10 per cent., and ture, and thus be injured. He had no
this can be disposed of a little cheaper trouble with the moth-worm, and did
—and the rich, ripe honey remains. not believe that the moth wo\dd live
One week more of exposure is ample on pure beeswax. There must be
sweet some pollen some nitrogenous matit becomes
for clover, and
without the flavor basswood longer, ter in order to form animal tissue.
according to the taste. Thistle honey
Mr. C. P. Dadant would conflrm the
has a very distinct odor and taste, but statement that the moth-worm could
it is very volatile, and requires but not exist on pure beeswax.
tinct flavor?
volatile oil V

Is

it

Do we

not largely
not know it

—

—

;

dnring the morning session, whicli he
did in a very pleasant way.
Some
other friends also presented him with
a bouquet of flowers.
Mr. Root replied briefly by thanking those who
had been so thouglitful. He valued
the kind thoughts much more than
the gift, though tlint was beautiful.
He felt that such kindness was undeserved.
Mr. C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, O.,
then gave an address on " Marketing
Honey." He referred to the low
price of honey, which was caused by
the cheapness of other sweets, adulteration of honey, and ignorance of
the many uses of honey. To secure
the best price, we must practice the
most scrupulous cleanliness in every
manipulation.
Extracted honey is
often damaged by being put into
whisky-barrels. There is charcoal on
the inside edges of the staves, and
specks of it get into the honey, spoiling its appearance.
Clean barrels
should always be used. Comb honey
must be white, well-capped, and put
up in a neat, attractive manner. Only
thus need the top figure of the market
be expected.
discussion arose as to the most
salable size of sections. There was a
very full expression of opinion, which
was strongly in favor of one-pound
sections. It was not deemed advisable to make any size exclusively, as
there was a limited demand for other
sizes, particularly in certain markets.
All address was then delivered by
Thos. G. Newman, on

If we handled our
Mr. Jones asked if any had been
little exposure.
extracted honey thus, would it not troubled with the moth in parcels of
take the place of comb honey more V
wax forwarded for manufacture into
What is meant when consumers say comb foundation. He had.
said that there was
that they miss a peculiar richness in
jNIr. Heddon
extracted honey, whicli the comb will always more or less pollen in such
How
give them V Is it all fancy V
beeswax.
many bee-keepers have greeted you
Prof. Cook said that there could not
after
tasting
your
A
with the remark,
be animal life without nitrogen, and
basswood lioney, " Ah, that is pure there could not be putrefaction withHow many have thought, out nitrogen.
honey."
after tasting the long-exposed clover
Mr. Heddon said that we should
honey, " That is sugar syrup." Tlie take such precautions as would keep
former losses its flavor less readily; out flies, wasps and other insects. By
this means the moth-worms would be
the latter more readily.
Has our comb honey been handled effectually excluded. He had his
.Should it not honey-house
protected with wirewith proper care ?
always be kept not only dry, but at a screens, and the moth gave liim no
temperature that the delicate scales trouble.
PASTURAGE FOR BEES.
Some other observations were made
of wax— cell caps— never crack from
too low a temperature? Does honey on the subject, when the convention
carefully-prepared estimate referment in the cells and crack the adjourned until 9 a.m. of the follow- veals the fact that in North America
wax, or does the cell l)reak, permit ing day.
(the territory covered by this Society)
access to moisture and atmosphere,
there are 300,000 persons who keep
and that cause the honey to ferment ?
bees. The annual product of honey
SECOND
amounts to over one hundred millions
MORNING SESSION.
of pounds, the value of which is about
Mr. Boardman considered this matThe Convention was called to order fifteen millions of dollars
ter of great importance. That honey
May not these figures give us a full
was often deteriorated by keeping at 9:30 a.m., by Pres. L. C. Root, who
was undeniable, and he would like to announced the following as a com- comprehension of the dignity of our
know how it haiipened so, that it mittee to answer any questions that mission, the magnitude of the work
might be placed in the question-box before us, and the exalted possibilities
might be guarded against.
Mr. .Tones said honey tliickened by S.F. Newman, S. T. Pettit and II. which may inspire us to fresh zeal and
grander achievements in our pursuit ?
evaporation, and that it was liable to E. Boardman.
being
discussions
Miscellaneous
be injured by evaporating too fast or
In passing— let us contemplate, for
next in order, considerable disappro- a moment, how invention, art and
too slow.
Prof. Cook explained the difference bation was manifested by many mem- science, have followed every " probetween evaporation and crystalliza- bers, over the report of Prof. II. W. gressive step" in apiculture! Just
Honey can only thicken by Wiley, of the Department of Agricul- think of the crude methods of our
tion.
evaporation, and to evaporate, it ture at Washington, giving liis anal- fathers, and then contemplate the
must have air therefore the sealing ysis of different samples of honey wonderful improvements of to day
Cryslallization is a furnished him by bee-keepers. In his Instead of the tubs and pails of yore,
is not air-tight.
different affair, and is akin to forma- annual report he put down many containing broken combs of honey,
tion of ice, resulting from the cooling samples as " apparently pure," and bee-bread and dead bees, taken from
many as " probably impure." It was the breeding apartment of tlie hives,
process.
A member said tlial he thought that the general opinion that if he could the result of murdering the bees by
not analyze such products to a cer fumes of sulphur, and then robbing
honey thickened witli age.
Mr. Doolittle gave an instance in tainty, lie should say so in his report. their homes of the " stores " laid up
which honey was sjjoiled by moisture
The friends of Mr. A. I. Root, liav- for winter— see the beautiful little
swelling the honey, so that the cells ing learned that his 4Gth birthday sectional-boxes in which we have
were broken, and the honey turned occurred on the second day of the educated the bees to build virgin'
sour in the course of a few nionths.
Convention, it was suggested that combs, and then to lill them with
Mr. Thomiison, of New York, said those who desired to do so sliould, lioney from Nature's laboratory— at
that he liad been greatly troid)led during the intermission, contriliute 10 man's behoof and for man's nourishThis is but one item in the
with the moth getting into comb cents each, to Mr. Muth, with which ment
honey. He had tried suliihur fumi- to purchase a birthday present for long catalogue of accomplishments,
"
Milton's but it illustrates the apicultural degation with them, but liad not suc- Mr. A. I. Root. A copy of
Paradise Lost," beautifully printed, velopment of the scientific progress
ceeded as he could have wished.
Mr. J. 15. Hall, of Ontario, on being bound, and illustrated, was purchased and art of this ever-advancing age
Surely, these are grand achievecalled upon, gave his experience and and the Rev. W. F. Clarke was select
practice.
He said that the moth ed to present it to Mr. A. I. Root ments but shall we with them rest
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salislied ? No
says tlie impulsive anil enlluisiastic bee-keeper
show us the exalted possibilities of the
future
Teacli us how to obtain a
crop of lumey day after day, month
after moiitli. and year after year
Well, this is tlie duty imposed upon

and he

!

!

—

me

goldenrods, asters, buckwheat, sweet
clover, etc., will always pay to cultivate for fall honey. The latter {sweet
clover) with its white, modest bWom
will gladden the eye in June, and the
sweet fragrance of its flowers will
linger

till

frost

and snow comes and

by your committee why, I know the bees are safely placed in " winter
but 1 will seek a quarters."
nor did I ask
soluUon of the problem by leading
We are well aware that many who
you into " green pastures," filled witli keep bees have not enough land to
myriads of " flowers,"' in which Na- spare to devote to bee-pasturage but
ture distils the honey, drop by drop, in the immediate vicinity of every
and invites tlie bees, by their gorgeous apiary, and within easy flight of every
hues, to come and dip into their tiny colony of bees in America, there are
fountains, and feast and tly, and (1y waste lands enough, covered with
and feast continually. These fields of unsightly brambles, burdocks, fennels,
splendor will point you to success— to mulleins, rag-weeds, etc., which it
shilling dollars, and aflluence
would pay to seed with suitable plants
Ask the breeders of stock, the for producijig honey. Many of the
shepherds, and the dairymen, for the best honey-plants require but little or
secret of their success, and they will no cultivation, after scattering the
and even the poorest honeypoint you to their well-tilled fields, seeds
green pastures and mountains of hay. producers would be more agreeable
They will tell you that they provide to the eye on such waste land than
corn for their hogs, rich meadows, sand-burrs, brambles, fennels, and
pastures and hay for their stock, and other weeds which grow spontaneously on roadsides and'waste-places.
then naturally expect good results
In view of the uncertainty of sufAsk bee-keepers upon what they ficient
continuous
depend for results, and they will have vided by Nature, bloom being proand the certainty
to confess that '• luck " has a good
of annually-recurring periods of cold
deal to do with it they depend upon
weather, long and hazardous conttnenatural
forests,
neighbors' clover
ment to insure success, the apiarist
fields, wild flowers in the fence corshould as carefully and certainly
ners, roadsides and wild lands
and provide pasturage for the bees
as to
if they are " lucky enough " to have
furnish them with hives to shelter
these in due proportion to their bees,
them
from the cold and storms.
they will sing a song of gladness but
Do you ask, " Will it pay to plant
if not, their long visages will tell of
for honey V" Let me reply by asking
hopes blasted and prospects blighted
if it does pay to keep bees to gather
But alas, with advancing civiliza- honey at all ? If you answer yes,
tion comes the woodman's ax, cutting tiien let me assert— the more bloom,
down the basswood, elm, oak and the more honey for the bees t.o gather;
maple trees.
The farmers' plow the more honey gathered, the more
destroys the magnificent wild floral honey for the market the more honey
carpet supplied by nature, and the sold, the more money for the beepoor bees often find nothing to gather keeper, and the better the business
the wild flora is destroyed— the will pay
honey all gone— and starvation stares
To farther illustrate this point If
them in the face
Nothing remains a honey-flow of .30 days (wliich confor them but to destroy their brood, stitutes an average honey season, one
kill their drones, and if possible to year with another) will pay— will not
hold out on half-rations, until some l.^O days pay fire times as viuch f If by
stray wild flowers, unmolested by the judicious planting, we can lengthen
plow, in fence corners or by the road- the honey season, do we not thereby
side, replenish their scanty stores
correspondingly increase the honey
but if these are denied, they "suc- crop
and does not this increase of
cumb to the inevitable" and their the marketable honey-crop corresowner declares he " has no luck with pondingly increase the' income of the
bees !"
apiarist, and add just that much to
Now, what is the duty of the the material wealth of the Nation ?
apiarist, in this state of affairs V The
Rational replies to these queries, by
answer is plain, positive and unmis- progressive apiarists, ought to demontakable. Pasturage for the bees must strate thatit will pay to plant for honey;
be provided— it is an absolute neces- and also that as the country grows
sity,
lie
must study the honey older and the population increases, it
seasons of his locality, and supply the becomes a positive necessity.
deficiency by planting white, Alsike
or sweet clover, mignonette, borage,
Several members concurred in the
motherwort, cleome, mustard, rape, importance of attention being given
etc., and thus provide the bees with
to sowing and planting for honey
honey-producing flora when the nat- production.
ural supply is insufficient or entirely
Mr. S. F. Newman spoke of the
destroyed.
great reduction in the number of
Good judgment must, of course, be basswood trees, owing to the demand
exercised in the selection of seeds for for the timber by those who were
planting. If white clover is plentiful, manufacturing sections.
Ten years
and fall-flowers abuudant, scatter ago there were (;0 large basswood trees
mints " to fill the gap." If basswood within sight of his apiary now, all
is the main stay for honey, then sow but 5 were gone.
He had, however,
sage, motherwort, and other early succeeded in getting them more than
nectar-yielding plants or trees. The replaced by giving away young bass-
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wood trees to
them and care

all

wlio would plant

A

for them.

number

jflanted thus 10 years ago, this year

yielded a inaguilicent crop of Ijoiiey.

The basswood was a
and

flne

sliade tree,

bee-keepers would encourage
its multiplication, they would find
their account iu it.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth mentioned
the case of a bee-keeper who was
thought by his neighbors demented,
because he sowed tlie seeds of sweet
clover in a sort of wilderness locality
but as the result he had now a splendid range of bee-pasturage.
Several members spoke warmly in
favor of Alsike clover.
Wm. r. Clarke mentioned that it
would grow and flourish in low, we»,
undrained land, where red clover
would not take. He also said that
bee-keepers should use their influence
to have stock prevented from running
at large. It was a just and good law
in other views of it, and its passage
would double the value of bee-pasif

;

turage.

A member suggested that all who
had tried the Alsike clover and found

it valuable, should intimate the same
by rising, when about one-third of

the members present arose.
Indianapolis, Ind., was selected as
the next place of meeting, and it was
voted that St. Louis be in contemplation for the following year.

As the hour of adjournment had
arrived, the election of officers was
postponed until 2 p.m., when the following were duly elected
:

Pre.i:de.\t-H. D. Cutting, Clinton, Mich.
Recording Secuetahy— Frank L. Dougherty,
Indianapolis, Ind.

COHHE-SPOMJIXG SECKETARV

— Mrs.

Cass

Rob

bins. Indianapolis, ind.

Treasuker—

C. V.

Muth, Cincinnati, O.

VICE-PRESIDENTS

Alabama— Nelson

:

Perkins, Princeton.

Arkansas -Geo. B. Peters. Peters.
Arizona— Jas. H. Brown, Prescott.
Britisli Columbia -LT. Spears, New Westminster.
I^aiiturnia— K. Wilkin. San Buenaventura.
Colorado— Phitip Heardtm, Jamestown.
Connecticut- II. L. Jeffrey, WashinKton Depot.
District of Columbia -Rev. J. \. Buck, Washington.
Dakota- J. H. Townley, Ashton.
iielaware— Geo. Ueminstnn. Wilmington.
Klorida— W, S. Hart, Hawk's Park.
Georgia— Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta.
Illinois-Mrs. Jj. Hirrisr.ii, Peoria.
Indiana—,!. Seholl, Indianapolis.

Iowa -J. M. Shuck. Des Moines.
Kansas-Chas. Smith, Marysville.

Kentucky— J. M. Egbert.
Louir^iana -P.

L,.

Viallon,

Salvisa.

Bayou Goula.

Mason, Mechanic Falls.
Manit>)ba— Hon. J. n. WallDrJdse. Winnipeg.
Massachusetts— S. M. Ijocke. Wenham.
Michigan— Miss Lucy Wilkins, Farwell.
Missouri- E. M. Hayhurst. Ivunsas City.

Maine

-J. B.

Mississippi— Dr. O.

-M.

Blanton, Greenville.

Minnesota— C. F. Greening. Grand Meadow.
Maryland— Dr. W. G. Phelps, Galena.
Montana-Chas. Bruce, VVickes.
Nebraska— T. L. VonDorn, O'maha.
Nevada— A. A. Leeper, Carson City.

New Jersey- E.

New York- Ira

Terryberry, llighbridge.
Barber, OeKalb Junction.

North Carolina-ll. H. Watson, Sladesville.
Nova Scotia— C. T. Jones, Waterville,
New Hamp.shire-M. Harie, Ivcoo.
Ohio— A. I. Root. Medina.
Ontario-J. B. Hall, Woodstock.
Pennsylvania— Arthur Todd, Germantown.
Prince Edw. Island— Jas. Gouriie, Summerside.
Quebec— H. F. Hunt, Quebec.
Rhode Island— VVm. J. Tracy, Burrillville.
South Carolina— S. C. Boylston, Charleston.
Tennessee- W. P. Henderson, .Murfreesboro.
Texas— W. II. Andrews. .McKlnney.
Utah-0. H. Morgan, Salt l.iike City,
Virginia— J. W. Porter, ('harlottesvilie.

Vermimt- A. E. Manum. Bristol.
Wept Virginia-A. W. Cheney. Kanawha,

Falls.

Wisconsin— Christopher Grimm, Jefferson.

Wyoming -James

Fields. F"rt

Laramie.

Washington- H. A. Marsh, Fidalgo.

[This report will be concluded next
Ed.]
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have had many calls for honey since
I sold all I had for sale. I must tender
my thanks to the Bee Journal, for
fron? its pages I learned all that I
know about keeping bees.

OCR CLUBBIKG LIST

for 1886.

We

supply the Aiiierlcau Bee Journal
for 1886, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures.

The

column gives the regu-

first

Bees in Winter Quarters.— E. T. lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
Price of both.
Honey Crop a Failure.— O. E.Sayler, Jordan,
Harmony, *o Ind., on Dec. 4, The American Bee Journal
1 00
Pleyto,+o Calif., on Nov. 24, 1885,
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
2 00..

Club

.

1885, writes

Bee-Keepers' Magazine

writes

2 00

.

1
1

.

;

1

75
5 50
1

150
3 30
2 25

175
2 00

175
1 60
2 00
2 00
2 00

.

25
75
10
25
00
1 30

2
2
2
2
3

.

,

.

.

.

75

1 75

.

.

75
75

140

Bee-Keepers' Guide!
150..
Last spring I began with G colonies,
The Aplculturist
2 00..
I have failed to see anything in the sold one, and bought 8 colonies of
Canadian
Bee
Journal
3 00..
Bee Journal from this part of black bees in box-hives, which I
Te.xas Bee Journal
2 00..
California, from the fact, I suppose, transferred to the Langstroth hive The 7 above-named papers
6 50..
that we have not much to say for this and Italianized. I secured 2.50 pounds
City and Country
....2 00..
year, as the honey crop here was an of comb and extracted honey, and and New York
Independent
4 00..
entire failure
but we hope for some- increased my apiary to 42 colonies, by
American Agriculturist
2 50.
American
Poultry
Journal
...2 25..
thing better next season.
division. They were fed one barrel
2 25..
of sugar syrup in the fall, and the and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.,
Elements of Royal Jelly.— J. Ruth- hives packed on the sides and top
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 75..
with chaff cushions. I put them into
Apiary Register— 100 colonies 2 25..
erford, Scrauton,oPa., on Dec. 4, 1885,
the bee-room on Nov.27. It is a doubleDzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth).. .3 00..
says
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (paper). .2 50.
walled room tilled in with 8 inches of
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping .2 50.
sawdust.
The
mercury
has
not
been
In answer to Query No. 1G7, 1 would
Langstroth's Standard Work .3 00..
Hoot's A B C of Bee-Cujture. .2 25.
say that a full statement will he found below 43° in it yet.
Alley's Queen-Rearing
2 50..
on page 232, quoted from Dr. Donhoff
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.
also, the following is the composition
Guide
and
1 50
Hand.Book
Convention Notices.
of the chyle, according to iin analysis

.

:

Water (by heat)
Albuminous mutter (coapulable)

80.237
3.510

Fibrinous matter (apontaneously coagula0.370

ble)

Animal extractive matter (soluble

in

water

only)

1.233

Animal extractive matter
and alcohol

(soluble in water
0.332

Fatty matter
Salts,

alkatin

3.601

chlorid, sulphate

and car0.710

bonate

lOO.OOO

Total

Report—Mild Weatlier.— W. Addenbrooke,

Dec.
I

North

4, 188-5,

Prairie, o. Wis.,

writes

on

:

started last spring with 83 colonies

of pure

and

and

liybrid- Italians,

in-

creased thera, by natural swarming, to
160 colonies. I did not accept any afterswarms.
My surplus honey crop

^~

The annual Convention of the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Society will lie held
at Indianapolis, Ind., on Jan. 20 arid -1, ISSIj.

The

meeting's of tliis Soeiety liave \>vvn \'ery
successful in the past, and tlie eoniin;:- nieeting promises to be still better. The me(.'ting:
will be held in the rooms of the State Board
of A^ricnlture, and it is one of a series of
meetings h*eld by the dilTerent Societies of
the State, which pertain to the specialties of
Agriculture, viz.. Dairying, W^ool-Growing,
Swine-Breeding, Poultry-Raising, etc.
Reduced rates are offered at Hotels, and everything possible will be done to make the
meeting entertaining and instructive. A
very complete program is being'prepared.
with ample time to discuss the important
subjects of particular interest to bee-keepei-s.
A cordial invitation is extended to all
bee-keepers, with the hope that they will attend, and thus make the Convention of still
greater importance.

Prank

L.

Doughekty,

Sec.

Honey
C^~ To

as

Food and Medicine.
Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat

village,

create

town and

city,

Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
:

per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $13,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
Single copy, 5

cts.

;

;

To giTe away a copy of " Honey as Food
The annual meeting of the Cortland and Medicine " to every one who buys a
Union Bee-Keepers' .Association
be held package of honey, will sell almost any quanclover honey in 114-pound sections, in Union Hall at Cortland, N. Y.. will
on ,Ian. 1'2,
and 1,200 pounds of extracted lioiiey. 1881). at 10 a.m. It is hoped that all inter- tity of it.
It was a poor season, too, being wet ested in apiculture will make an e.\tra effort
be in attendance at this meeting. Those
and cold. I have now 140 colonies all to
System and Success.
unable to attend this meeting are requested
ready for the cellar, but we are liaviiiir to send to the Secretary, reports
of tlieir
very mild weather. Last year, bees apiaries from May 1, 1885, to Dee. 1, 188.").
t^~ All who intend to be systematic in
W. H. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
were taken into the cellar on Nov.
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
2(1.
I wintered 130 colonies last winthe Apiary Register and commence to use it.
ter, and only lost 3.
t^~ The annual meeting of the North- The prices are as follows
western Illinois and Southwestern Wiscon$1 00
sin Bee-Keepers' Association will be helii in For 50 colonies (120 pages)
'*
125
100 colonies (220 pages)
Good Report.— H. M. Cates,Shideler, Freeport, Ills., on Tuesday, Jan. Ifi, 1886.
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
JONATH.ix Stewart, Sec.
Ind., on Nov. 23, 1885, says
The larger ones can be used for a few colThe annual meeting of the Champlain onies, give room for an increase of numbers
In the winter of 1883-84 I lost all of
Bee- Keepers' Association will be held and still keep the record all together in one
my bees excepting 4 colonies. I am Valley
in Middlebury, Vt., on Jan. 21. 1886.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
through with wintering bees outR. H. Holmes, Sec.
doors, when it can lie avoided. Tlie
fall of 1884 found me with 25 nice
IST" The ne.xt meeting of the Maine BeeTlie Guide and flaud-Book,is a book
colonies of bees, and after the winter Keepers' Association will be held at Skovv- of ready reference and an encyclopiedia of
l!i.
hegan.
Me.,
on
Jan.
and
1886.
21,
The
was over I had only 5 colonies to .Maine Central K. K. will sell tickets at one everything desirable to know. As a guide
commence the iiast season witli, fare (or the round trip. The Grand Trunk to the home-seeker, it is invaluable. Its conwhich I have increased to 15 colonies. K. K. will sell tickets at the same rate to tents are partially given on page 800, and.
1 worked them for comb honey, and Lewiston, Me., to all who attend the meeting.
Bee-keepers everywhere are coi-dially in\'i- will convince any one of its value. We do
obtained 3.51) pounds of the nicest ted
to be present.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
not think any of our readers can afford to
honey I ever saw— so nice that by
do without it. As a book of ready reference
taking some 85 pounds of it to the
Are you EIntitled to a pension? You we find it of great value in our library. We
Delaware County Fair, I secured the
will send the Weekly Bee Jouhn^vi. for a
first premium, much to the surprise may be and maj- not know it. If you ex30.
of some older bee-men who had here- amine the Guide and Hand-Book .you will year and the Guide for SI.
tofore captured it. 1 have sold about soon find out. Thousands of things worth
300 pounds of my honey at 20 and 25 knowing will be found in it. The Bee
Any person not a subscriber, receiving a
cents per pound tlie most of it being JoiTiiXAL for 1886 and the Guide Book will copy of this paper, will please consider it
sold for 25 cents per pound— and I both be sent for $1.30.
an invitation to become a subscriber to it.

amounts

to

2,300

pounds of white
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Beeswax Wanted.— We arc now paying

Honey and Beeswax Market.

^3 cents per pound

OF THE

American Bee Journal,

Office of the

^,^^AS^5g3^IO^^,.,^

Monday,

10 a. m., Dec. 14, ISSS.

i

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received

up

to this

hour

for good, average, yellow
Beeswax, delivered here. Cash on arrival.
Shipments arc solicited. The name of the
shipper should be put on every package to
prevent mistakes.

:

CHICAGO.

HONE v. —The

BHijOTIim

market

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

923&925WESTNIADIS0NST.,CHICAGa,ILL.

NEWMAN,

South Water

8t.

for five copies (with $'Z.'>()) and we will send
you the Weekly Bee .Iournal free for a

This

is

a rare opportunity to get the

Weekly Bee Journal without

HONEY.~It is selling very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
prices in order to make rates. We quote comb

cost

I

I

BEESWAX.—

NEW

YORK.

HONEY.— The market

for comb honey is quite
and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Prices are gradually shading, owing to the fact of

selling their entire crop in this
very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell low and realize a handsome profit.
Large lots have been sold here at l>@lnc. for fancy
goods. In consequence of no honey coming in
from the West, we can see no reason why good
prices should not be obtained, except as above
stated. Present quotations are Fancy white 1-lb.
sections, 14<giir>c.: the same in 12-Ib. sections. ll^(ai
12Hc.; fancy buckwheat honey in 1-lb. sections
lI(«Jl2c.; in i2-lbs., liwioc. Ofl" grades 1 to 2c. less.
city at

^:pccial polices.

:

SPECIAli NOTICE

On January 1,188G,
the price of the Weekly Bee Journal will
be reduced to One Dollar a Tear. This we
have contemplated for some years, and only
awaited the proper time to warrant us in
issuing the Weekly Bee Journal at the very
low price of one dollar a year. That time
has now come. Wo shall continue to improve the liEE Journal, and it will maintain its proud position as the leadinj; beepaper of the World

BEESWA.K — Prime yellow. 2r>(*28c.
McCaul & HlLltKETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There is a very slow demand from
manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a large
supply on the market, while the demand is very
good tor clover honey in square glass jars. Prices
tor all qualities are low and range from 4'!t.Sc a lb.
Supply and deiuand is fair for choice comb honey
in small sections, which brings 12f«15c. per lb.
BEESWAX.— tiood yellow is in good demand,
and arrivals are fair, at 2U&22C. per lb.
C. F. MDTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

!

SAN FRANCISCO.

;

stop any papers until requested to do

so.

is in light supply
bringing firm figures. There is a fair movement in best qualities of extracted at steady rates.
We quote as follows ^ white to extra white comb.
l(ifo.i2'i.c.; amber, "(^Sc.
E.xtracied, white liquid,
5!4<a5!^c. light amber colored, i}4'q4%c.; amber
and candied. 4Xc.: dark and candied, 4((t4J4c.
BEESWAX.— Quotable at 2:jf<i2;ic.. wholesale.
O. B. S.MITH & Co., 423 Front Street.

and

is

:

CLEVELAND.
nONEY.— The market since our last report has
improved very much and there is a good opening
lor very choice white 1-lb. sections, for wliicli I4(.c
ir,c. is obtained
Our stock of new is very light at
present but of the old we have a good supply
which we sell at lot^iac. for wh te 1-lb. sections.
Extracted honey is slow at 6&7c. for best white

clover and basswood.

BBESWAX.-Very
A. c.

scarce at20®22c.

Kenoel.

1

15

Omario

Street.

have an

KANSAS CITY.
opportunity to sell several thousand pounds
HONEY. —The demand for honey begins to sag
more of Choice White Comb Honey in 1-lb. under the present comparatively high prices, and
warm weather, though choice l-lb. sections
sections— on commission. Those who have recent
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at l(i(^17c.
such for sale are invited to correspond with We think, however, that the top is reached and
change will be hjwer prices. Two-lb. sections
us— stating particulars, including- the price any
are sellirig at 12H@l5c. Extracted, dark, 4^6 cts.;
white. 7(aHc.

desired.

The Western World Guide and

BKESWAX,-22>^a2DC.
(U.EMONS.CLOON &

Hand-

Book

of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information over
in such a cheap form.
The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

To

CO., COT. 4th

Correspondents.

— It

& Walnut.

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;

us

WE

are now in the market, and will be
during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
otter the general market will afford. We

handle bceswa.\ the same way, and can
furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or refined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
Twichell, our junior member in this department, has full charge, which insures prompt
and careful attention in all its details.
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
representing a fair average of the lot. On
such sample we will make prompt returns,
^
whether we buy or not.
will

CIiEI«ONS, C1.00N & CO.,
lOVNSAS CITY, MO.

36A17

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
new size of our Tapering
isof uniform design
the other sizes, having the top
edse turned over, and has a hail or
handle,— making it very convenient
t" cari-y. It is wetl-made and, when
tilled with hiiney, makes a novel and
littractive small package, that can
he sold for tiii cents or less. Many
coniiiuoiers will buy it in order U> give the children
"75 cents per
a handsume tov pail.
d4>zen, or !9i.>.04> per lOO.
'^l^ms

HONEY.— Choice comb honey

" Don't 8toi> "—that is what many write
to us about their papers, when their time is
" This
nearly out. One subscriber says :
has been a year of disaster, and it is not convenient forme to send you the money now
to renew my subscription. It runs out with
this month but don't stop sending it. I will
get the money to you within three months."
Such letters are coming every day, and so
for the present we have concluded not to

giducvttscmeuts.

honey in 1-lb. sections at i4{gjlGc., and 2-lb. sections at l:l(^l4c. Extracted, G(S«c.
30 CIS. per lb.
Blaee & UIPLET. 57 Chatham Street.

many producers

put together

the Guide and HandSend us an order

sell

like " hot-cakes."

year.
161

active,

Business Manager.

Comb Honey Wranted.— We

Asents can
Book

BOSTON.

Pkoprietoks.

AIiFRISD H.

without speciat change

BBBSVVAX.-USC.
K. A. BURNETT.

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

is

since last quotations. White comb honey in onepound sections brings irKoiloc. A little fancy sella
at ]7c. in a small way. Dark comb honey sell slowly.
Nearly all of the wliite comb honey comes from
the East. Extracted is held Ilrmlyat from 6(ii8c.

1

Honey Pails

v.itii

PKICE,

NEWMAN A:

923

TIIOS. G.
& 925 West Madison

Street,

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

in presentg pri'^n away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that
will at once bring you in money faster than anything else in America. All about the $20(t,iH_M,i in
presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, of either sex, of all ages, for all the time,
or spare time only, to work for us at their own
homes. Fortunes for all workers absolutely assured. Don't delay.
H. Hallett & Co.
lAlT
PoiLiand. Maine.

!^ u u

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
AVe have some ELEGANT
RIBBON BADGES, having
a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
50 cents each, by mail, postpaid.

THOMAS G.NEW^MxlN

A:

SON,

9'23 & 925 West Madison St.* CHICAGO, ILI.
one sending us two new subscribers besides many others having no Post-Office, County
Use the boss Zinc and Leather Interfering
their own, with $3, for one year, w£ will or State. Also, if you live near one postBoots and Collar Pads. They are the best.
fifflce and get your mail at another, be sure
present a copy of this valuable book.
4.'jDt>t
to give the address we have on our list.

1^^ Sample Copies of

the Bee Journal
A few Binders for the Monthly (two
free upon application. Any one columns on a page) are left. We will mail
intending to get up a club can have sample them for 30 cents each, to close them out.
copies sent to the persons they desire to in- They are not large enough for either the
terview by sending the names to this office, Weekley or the Jlontlily of the present size
or /f will send them all to the agent.
—ihree columns on a page.
will be sent

HEADQUARTERS

IN

THE SOUTH

Kor tne manufacture of

Bee-Keepers Supplies
:iiid Root Foundation a specialty.
Queens and Bees from March to November.
tysend fur my niustrated Catalogue.

Oiinham
Italian
.'iCtf

PA UI. r.. VI AT..r.OX, Bayou Goula. La,

:
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HONEY

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

New Saw

for

Hive-Making.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISER.

Learning that the Barnes' Saw has
The British HEE JoritNAL is published every
at Ton Shillinew and md. per annum, and been much improved for next season's
contains the best practical information ft>r the operations,
we sent to tliem for a destime beinti, showini; what to do. and when and
cription, so that tliose who intend
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly to make tlieir own hives might see a
for $3.50.
cut of it and learn wliat its improveWell-ripened, bright BxVSSWOOD
ments consist in. Here is what the
extracted
at the following
Bee-keepers' Supplies, manufacturers say of it
low price, for CASH with the order :
The new Machine is the result of
standard Langstrotb,
100 Pound Keg-s (net) each
$8 00
many years' experience and thought
•'
in this direction. The old Combined
50
4 00
Quinby Standing-Frame,
Machine, on the vvliole, gave good satAnd
all other kinds of Hives,
Free ou board CARS, and no
isfaction to bee-keepers. There were,
MADE TO OUDEK.
charge for kegs. Shipments prompt.
liowever, some weak points about the
Quinby Smoker a specialty. ^lachine which we desired to eradiI also have on hand several thoucate, and we believe that in the new
I shall supply anything you need in the Apiary.
sand pounds of mixed honey, of about Send
Machine we have surmounted the diffor Illustrated Price List.
equal parts of basswood and fall
ficulties.
It is stronger and stiffer in
"W. E. Cr.AKK.,succes8ortoIj. C. Root,
flowers, which mav be called
every way than was the old Machine,
7Aly
OKISKANY. Oneida County, N. Y.
that I will sell as above, at
and "is capable of a larger range of
1 cent less per pound.
work.
Week,

FOR SALE!
HONEY,

^"

AMBER

HONEY,

JA.VES HEDDON,
DOWAGIAC. Cass County, MICH.

Address,

AMERICAN INVENTOR,
A JOURNAL FOR
The Inventor, Mechanic and Manufacturer.

SUnSCKIPTIOX, »! 1»EK TEAK.
Each number is replete with articles on Patent
I^an^iInxeDtion, Mechniilcs, Art, Science.
Af anuruclnreH, t-tc.
Atjenia wanted liberal pav write for terms.
Be»t Advertising; Medium ot'llH cliiss.—
Send for sample copy and advertising riites.
;

Address.

AMERICAN INVEXTOK,

West Fifth

IS.S

;

CINCTXXATI.

St.,

O.

Dadanl'sFoiiiidation Factory, wholes.ile
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another c<.dumn.

FLAT BOTTOM
.

COMB FOUNDATION,

One of the strongest points of the
new Machine is in the matter of the
I5elt.
The belting arrangement is

hleh8ide-walla.4 to if; square feet tc
the pound. Circular and samples free
J,

VAN DEUSEN &

SONS,

Sole Manufacturers,

Sprout

Broofe.

Mont, no^ n.

such that friction

F,

minimum, and

PATENTS

absolutely no chance of the Helt slipping. All will therefore readily perceive that this feature makes the
Machine capable of a great deal of
work at tlie least possible expenditure
of physical power and exertitm.
The Machine embraces, as heretofore. Scroll and Circular Saw, although
either of ttiese can be taken independent of the other, if desired.

I.,ABEI.,S
prcirantly secured for
United States and Fm-eiL'ii Countries. Patents
Negotiated.
IXVENTOR'.S
a
7o-pat:e book, showintr IIowlo Procure and Sell
Patent!", sent free. All Patents procured llironub
this Agencv described in the
Ifi-

und t:OPX-KHiIlTS

MAMJAL,

188

AMEKIOAX

&

A.MKRICAN PATH NT AtiKNGY,
tiK>

W.

Fifth

St.,

Cincinnati. Ohio.

more money than

WIN
I

at anythinp else by
taking an auency for the best seliinK book
out. Beginners succeed grundly.
None
fail.

Terms

5lAly

Portland, Maine.

Dadaiit's Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

("JnnravinbTB usei) in liie lit^e .Juurnji!

(orsale at

ascents per square inch— no single cut sold for less
than 50C.

THOS.

NEWMAN

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

St..

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

become
r at a

L.

l(»n- ifriulnal
I'V irettinu

""PRINTER

ZERBE, 188 W.5th

Langstrotli Bee-Hives, Honey-Sectjons, etc.
Apply to C'H.VS. F. MUTII,

Freeman

dt

Central Ave.,

-

CINCINNATJ,

St.,

Cincinnati, 0.

viz S3.5.00 for Circular Saw including
Catalogue
1 rip and 1 cross-cut saw.
free. For sale by
:

THOS.
023

G.

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

St.,

Sc SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

O.

jy Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers.

SON,
CHICAGO. ILL.

EVERY MANi^^;;;^.VK.f;;.l'^
circular Tree. New plan :j
what tirma need

Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Ac

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

Mutli's Honey Extractor,

another column.

In

ELECTROTYPES
Of

These Machines are sold on the
same terms and at the same price as
before the improvements were made,

Uali.ett Book Co.

free.

to the

same time there

is

CATEATS. TKAnE M.ARKS,

VENTOR.

reduced

is

at the

Send 10 centafor working people.
postage, and we will mail you free, a
sample box of goods
that will put ynu in the way of makine ninre money in a few days than
you ever thouEht possible at any business. Capital not required. You cnn live at home
and work in spare time only, or all the time. All of
both sexes, of all ayes, grandly successful. .50 cents
royul, valuable

Wooden

Pails for

WE

Honey!

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pails—
well painted on ihe outside, and with :f iron
tiKht-Httint: w»M»d cover, nt IS'^.'^A
per dozen. Thev will hold 3.1 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, c^n be utilized for use as an ordinary

hoops and a
household

pail.

THOS. G.
023

NEWMAN

& 92.T West Madison

Street,

A:

SON,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

H[LP

to

$.".

easily earned every evening.

'I'hat all

want wnrk may lest the business, wo make

To

who

this

who
un-

are nnt well satisfied
wewilisend #1 to pay for the tn.ublenf writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc., sent free.
for
all who start at once
mense pay absolutely sure
Address Stinsun & Co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
siAly
paralleled

itfTer

:

all
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APICULTURAL NEWS ITEMS.
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Cbristnias will be here by the time this
JouRNAii reaches its subscribers. It wishes
"peace and good-will" to all — with the
usual "oompliments of the season."

One More Number

complete the

The WeatUer.—In order to know what
the predictions are for weather, we advise
our readers to subscribe for The Future,
published by Prof. C. C. Blake, at Richland,
Kans.. at $1.00 a year. He has been remarkably correct in his predictions during- the
past autumn and early winter.
Mr. O. J. Hetlierln^ton, of East Saginaw, Mich. .one of the mostsuccessful honeyproducers of that State, has sent one of his
hives to oiii* Museum. The frames may be
reversed by an ingenious contrivance of his
own. The metal ears are alike on the top
and bottom of the frames, and rest on a projecting piece of sheet-iron at the bottom of
the hive. The bottom-board is loose, and is
held firmly to the body of the hive by
Quinby clamps. It also has a movable side,
which is also held in place by clamps. It is
placed in our Museum to be examined by
our visitors.
Detroit

Convention

Report

occupies nearly all the space in this issue of
the Bee Journal. We have now published
47 columns of it. There are about l."i more
which we hope to give next week, in order
to close it up this year. The essays omitted
are mainly those we did not obtain at the
Convention, but hope to have copies of them
in time for our next issue. We shall then
have published over 60 columns (or twenty
pages) of the report the fullest report that
has ever been given to the public in any
bee-paper in the world. We hope it will be
appreciated by our readers, for it certainly
was the most enthusiastic Convention ever
held In America.
;

AxaSouroe

ol'

Honey,

the goldenrod

yields abundantly. It is surprising to think
that all about us, in the pastures and by the
roadsides, thousands of pounds of a most
delicious honey go to waste every year. This

plant yields honey in September, after most
other honey-plants are sere and dry.— Lewistint, Me., Journal.

Frank Iieslie's Sunday Ma^cazlne
for January, beginning the Nineteenth Volume,

is a brilliant holiday number, abounding in text and pictures appropriate to the
season. It opens with an interesting and instructive essay on " Christmas Carols." Dr.

Talmage's sermon

quarters.

Now, while the mind

fresh with the
experience of the past, is the best time to
lay out the plans for the next season's
work.
The best results come from the
knowledge gained by the experience of the
past.
very great trouble with many of us,
is that we wait too long with contemplated
is

ica,"

is on "Christmas in Amerand there are several Christmas and

New Year's stories and poems, all finely illus-

Perhaps the article that will attract
the most attention is" Prehistoric America,"
by Rev. Geo. T. Rider, with twenty-two illustrations. There are many short and timely
A
articles, and the full-page pictures are beauimprovements. Our own experience teaches tiful and numerous. The regular serials,
that the bee-keeper had better be weeks " Love's Harvest," and " Dilettante Days "
ahead than one day behind. There is no go on, and the Editorial Departments are full
other waj' to succeed than to be ready at and complete. Published by Mrs. Frank
the right time. Plans should be laid now, Le.slie, .5:), ;5.5, and 57 Park Place, New York
and gradually worked to completion as the city, at ^5 cents a number, or $2.50 a year,
postpaid.
season approaches.
trated.

Many Thanks are due to our friends for
sending us so many new subscribers, when
renewing their own subscriptiorts. The
reduced price for 1888 has caused quite " a
boom," and is a. popular move in every sense
The Rev. Mr. Langstroth, of Oxford. O., is
an old bee-benefactor, having studied their of that word. As we do not wish any one
wa.\'S to such an extent that he can antici- to work for nothing, we have concluded to
pate their wants.
He invented the three- offer premiums for new subscribers for 1886,
story bee mansion so popular in apiarian
circles, in which the bee can retire to his for in order to compensate for the reduction
closet when he feels like depositing in his of our price to $1.00, we should at least
bank without disclosing the size of his roll thrihble our present subscription list.
to envious neiglibf)rs.
Each bee also has
the combination to his own ?afe, and burg- For 1 iieiti subscriber for a year (besides your
own renewall we will present you either
larious drones are often hustle
before the
of the following books— 25 cents each.
queen for punishment for breaking and
entering.
For 2 new subscribers— any 2 of the books.
Concerning the hall where the Convention For iicio subscribers— all 3 of them; orthe
Western World Guide & Hand-book.
was held, it says
For 4 new subscribers— Bees and Honey, (?1.)
It may be just as well to state right here
that an apiary is not a place for keeping Gaskell's Hand-book of Useful Information
—a very handy book of 84 pages.
apes, but bees.
Red Men's Hall, where the
Convention met, was filled to the brim with Architecture Simplified or. How to Build
a
those interested in the small but ambitious
Dwelling-house, Barn, etc., giving plans,
bee.
The red men were very peaceable,
specifications and cost — 60 pages.
their war whoops hanging on nails about
Look Within for 5,000 facts wh'ch every one
the walls.
Funny.—The

will

American Bee Journal for 188.5. Now is
the time to renew subscriptions, and seLd
an extra name or two with your own and
secui-o a premium. We have some colored
Posters, which we will send free, to put
up in conspicuous places. We will with
pleasure send sample copies to any one who
will try to get up a club.

TIte

Bees that are Packed In Cellars or
winter repositorie8,8ays the Indiana Farmer,
should be kept as (juiet as possible at all
times.
When disturbed in any way, bees
fill
themselves with honey which has a
tendency to create diarrhea. Very great
injury may be done by a lew careless
knocks against the hives. So long as the
bees are perfectly quiet, they should be left
entirely to themselves, but should they
become restless and uneasy they must be
put out the first warm day, to have a cleansing flight, and be sure that the colonies
occupy the same stands from which they
were removed when placed into winter

803

Detroit Tribune of Wednescontains this "funny"
item in connection with its report of the
Continental Bee-Keepers' Convention

day, Dec.

9,

188.5,

:

1

:

;

wants to know — 75 pages.

Bees and

Horticulture.

— Mrs.

L.

The Time

for Reading has now come.
Harrison, in the Prairie Farmer, remarks
The long winter evenings can be utilized by
thus on the bond of union that should exist
reading up bee-literature. We have all the
between bee-keepers, fruit-growers, horti
newest bee-books and can fill all orders on
culturists, etc.
the day they are received.
There appears to be a growing antagonism
between bee-culturists. horticulturists and
Renetvlng ycur subscription
stock-raisers.
Why should this be ? Are please try to get
your neighbor who keeps
they not brethren ?
And does not the
prospei'ity of one aid in the advancement of bees to join with you in taking the Beb
the others ?
The horticulturist may dig, Journal. It is now so eheap that no one
graft, and bud. and what will the returns be
without the labors of the bee? The Creator can afl'ord to do without it. We will present
has provided no other means for the fertili- a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
zation of flowers but the visits of insects, sending us four subscriptions— with $4.00—
and there are no other insects at this time of
year to flit from flower to flower. The body direct to this otfice. It will pay any one to
of the honey-bee is wisely adapted to this devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
purpose, being covered with fine hairs,
invisible to the naked e.ve, which brush oif
To Correspondents. It would save
and carry the fertilizing powder to the
germ that requires it. The fruit sets better, us much trouble, it all would be particular
even when the tree has perfect flowers, to give their P. O. address and name, when
containing both pistils and stamens, if writing to this office. We have several letters
pollen from another flower, or better still,
from another tree, is brushed upon its germ. (some inclosing money) that have no name;
Who has not oltserved that a long-continued many others ha\-ing no Post-Offioe, County
rain-storm, occurring during fruit tiloom, in or State. Also, it you live near
one post>
preventing these little messengers from
their rounds, is followed by a failure of olBce and get your mail at another, be sure
fruit?
to give the address we have on our list.

When

—

—
f HE
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up hives with ? By no means. In
putting up hives he uses a hammer
almost constantly and if I could find
a hammer loorih five dollars, 1 would
give it to him without hesitation for
if it were
only a cent a day to
EXiCELLENCE OrCHEAPNESS— WHICH V him moreworth
than a cheap hammer, it
I do not know but that this subject would soon pay for itself. For this
Nortli American Bee-Keepers' Society,
was given me because some of the same reason a good mechanic ought
to have at least three hammers, and
SECOXD DAY— WED:NESDAY. brethren think I have been a little too three
good ones. Now, when f say
eager to recommend cheap tools and
AFTERNOON SESSION.
I
would give a hammer worth five
appliances and may be they thought
dollars
if I could find it, I do not
would
defend
the
subject
my side of
The convention was called to order I
while somebody else would take up mean that I would buy one that is
at 2 p.m., Pres. Root in the chair.
rather than cheapness. silver-plated, or has inlaid work in
Officers were elected, as follows, for excellence
Now, it seems to me that wisdom and the handle, and things of that sort
the ensuing year:
experience should guide us in this neither would I give him a hammer
President— H. D. Cutting, Clinton, Mich.
matter, and that we cannot very well that had a great amount of unimporRecobiiing Secretaky— Frank L. Dougherty. lay down general rules for purchas- tant work put on it. One of our large
Indianapolis, iDd.
ing bee-supplies, or for purchasing railroad companies paid S60 (I think
CORRESPONDixG SECRETARr — Mrs. Cass Robanything else, in fact.
Isaiah tells it was) for a dozen hammers to be
bins. Indianipolis. Ind.
us, in his first chapter, to " learn to used by some of their expensive men.
Treasurer— C. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O.
do well;" that is, doing well is pro- These hammers were all worked out
TICE-PRESIDENTS
gressive and I should also say, learn by hand, and were very handsomely
Alabama— Nelson Perkins, Princeton.
Arkansas -Geo. B. Peters, Peters.
to purchase wisely. If you have a made. I do not believe it will pay
Arizona— Jn8. H. Brown. Preecott.
bee-keepers to use tools or
little money that you want to invest many
British Columbia— U. Spears, iSew Westminster.
There was general concurrence in
the utility and convenience ot selling
bees by the pound.
Mr. A. I. Root, of Medina, O., then
read the following on

;

;

;

:

;

California— K. Wilkin, San Buenaventura.

Colorado— I'hilip KeHrdon, Jamestown.
Connecticut— II. 1.. Jeffrey. W:iahinpton Depot.
District of Columbia -Kev..I. A. Buck, Washington.
Dakota— J. H. Towniey, Ashtfin.
Delaware— Geo. Uemingtun, Wilmington,
Florida— W. S. Hart. Hawk's Park.
Georgia— Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta.
Illinois— Mrs, J., Harrison, Peoria,
Indiana— J. Scholl. Indianapolis.

Iowa— J. M. Shuck, Des Moines,
Kansas— Chas. Smith, MarysviUe.
Kentucky— J. M. Egbert, Salvisa.
Louisiana- P. 1,. ViallnD, Bayou Goula.
Maine— J, B, Mason. Mechanic Falls.
Manitoba- H<-in. .1. H. Wallbridge, Winnipeg.
Massachusetls-S. M. L'lcke, Wenham,
Michigan— Miss Lucy Wilkins, Farwell,
Missouri— E. M. llayhurst, Kansas City,
Mississippi- Dr. O- M. Blanlon, Greenville,
Minnesota— C, K. Greening, Grand Meadow.
Maryland— Dr. W. G. Phelps, Galena.
Montana— (has. Bruce. Wickes.
Is'eliraska— T. L.

VonDorn, Omaha.

Nevada— A. A, Leeper, Carson City,
New Jersi-y- E. Terryberry, Highbridge,

New York— Ira

Barber, DeKalb Junction.

North Carolina— H.

Nova Scotia— C.

II, Walwon. Sladesville.
T. Junes. Waterville,

New Hampshire- M,

llarie.Keno,

Ohio— A,

I, Boot, Medina.
Ontario— J. H. Hall, Woodstock.
Pennsylvania— Arthur Todd, Germantown,
Prince Edw. Island— Jas. Gourde, Summerside,
Quebec— II. F, Hunt, Quebec,
Rhode Island— Wm. J. Tracy, Burrillville,
South t arolina— S. C, Boylslon, Charleston.
Tennessee- W, P. Hendert-on, Murfreesboro,
Texas— W, H, Andrews, McKinney,
TJlah- John Morgan. Salt Luke City,'
Virginia— J, W, Porter, Charlottesville.

in bee-supplies, do not be in a hurry
to get rid of it all.
It is said that
" through wisdom is a house builded;"
and 1 should say, " through wisdom "
,

we make prudent

purchases.
Suppose a boy is large enough to
need a knife. What kind of a knife
should he purchase a five-cent knife
or a two-dollar knife
Why, I should
say it depends upon who the boy is,
his age, and what he wants to do
with the knife. IJut with the average
boy, I think it would be a pretty good
idea to try the cheap knife first.
Even if he has laid up a couple of
dollais to buy a pocket-knife, I think
he will get more satisfaction by trying a cheap one first than bv trying
the two-dollar one first. If the cheap
one does not please him, nor answer
his requirements, it would not be
very much expense to give it to some
other boy, and try a little better one.

—

'<

Let him carefully examine and

test

each knife he buys, until he becomes
a tolerably good judge of knives, and
is able to "purchase understandingly.
Vermont— A, E. Manum, Bristol.
There are a great many people
West Virginia- A. W, Cheney, Kanawha, Falls.
Wisconsin— Christopher Grimm, Jefferson.
and good people too who have a way
Wyoming-James Fields. F.irt Laramie.
of saying, in regard to every purchase
Washington- H, A, Mwrsh, Fidalgo,
that comes up, " The best is the
mistake
was
[As a
made in one of cheapest."
good deal depends
the names last week, we republish all upon what you mean by best. Suppose
you want a hammer. There are hamof them.— Ed.]

—

A

mers in the market for only five cents.
read bv Mrs. L. Harrison, They are not loose nor rickety either,
Sarali J. Axtell. Roseville, for t;hey are made all of one piece of
Ills., conveyinft her salutations to the iron
and although they may be awkSociety, and detailing her experience ward and cheap looking, they will do
as a bee-keeper, was referred to tlie a vast amount of service for many
committee on resolutions.
kinds of work. They cost so little
An essay on " Selling and shipping that if somebody borrows one, or loses
bees by the pound," by Mr. E. M. it, it does not matter much
and I
Hayhurst, of Kansas City, Mo., was have found it quite convenient to

A letter

from Mrs.

;

;

have these cheap hammers scattered
A. I. Root I do not think the letter all around the premises. We have
extravagant; such reports are quite one down in the barn, and one in the
read.

—

frequent. The original half-pound of
bees that !Mr. Ilayliurst sent me was
put upon combs, and made so strong
a colony that it was, 'I believe, divided
ill the
fall.
must have young
bees, and the bee-keeper must bean
exijert.
Mr. Root then described
what could be done in a single season
with a lialf-pound of bees and a fertile

We

queen in May.

stable out in the lots.

The

cliildren

have them to crack nuts; and, in fact,
their are so many of them on the
premises that whenever you want
some sort of hammer for just a minute, you can almost always get hold
of one of these, without going a great
way or hunting very long.
But, do you think I would give a
good mechanic such a hammer to put

appliances made in this way. When
he becomes so well oft' in producing
honey and bees that he has some
money he really does not know what
to do with (I wonder if there are any
such here to-day), it maybe just the
thing for him to do, to buy a sixdollar hammer to make hives with,
because, you know, " the best is
always the cheapest."
Suppose somebody of limited means
wants to try bee-keeping. What kind
of a colony of bees should he buy ?
Without knowing anything about the
general habits of the man or woman,
I would say, let them get the cheapest;
colony of bees that could be found in
the neighborhood, thus saving expensive transportation charges, and
also making their purchases of friends
and neighbors. Then I would advise
but as I
getting an Italian queen
have said before, if one is new at the
business, and, may be, likely to make
blunders at first, I would tell him to
get an untested queen. After he introduces her all right, and she begins
to lay, if she does not turn out well in
every way, let him try a higher-priced
one next time, working progressively;
and m> experience convinces me that
the best way in the world to get anything of this kind is to get it progressively. Learn to do well, not undertake to come up to the highest standard all at once. There is far more
enjoyment in making a little more
improvement every day, than in stepping into great things, even if it
could be done. The same with hives,
When
I would first get a cheap hive.
winter comes, get a hive suitable for
winter, even if it does cost a little
more but save the old hiv.e for the
increase when spring comes again.
If you are going to make hives,
start out with tew tools and purchase
judiciously each season, as you find
you really need to. Uo not get anything to be put away on the shelves
;

;

until

you may need

it.

Purchase

what you need, and no more,

until

you have pretty surely demonstrated
that it would be prudence to purchase
larger lots for the sake of getting
If you have worked
better prices.
with comb foundation enough to

•

;
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that you want to use it largely,
In regard to honey-knives I would
you can, from past experience, usually advise, as I advised the boy with his
figure out how many colonies you will first pocket-knife.
If you have few
need to have, to think of buying a bees, and do not expect to go into
foundation machine.
the business largely, you can make a
There is another point to be con- 10-cent garden-trowel do your uncapsidered right here. Sometimes cheap ping very well for quite a while.
tools and cheap machinery make us When you need a better uncappingso much bother and worry that they kuife, get it.
In regard to perforated zinc and
spoil all the pleasure of trying to keep
bees whereas a high-priced tool or a things of this sort, do not include any
Wait until
high-priced machine would go right in your first purchase.
along, without any hitch or accident, you feel the need of such new implein such a way that the work would be ments. May be you will never need

know

:

;

only pastime or " fun." Where one's
time is valuable, or where he already
lias many cares and responsibilities,
nice toijs or nice machinery, all in
perfect working order, is by ail means
the most satisfactory, and, I believe,
the most profitable. This latter point
comes in more with tools or machinery
that is ne(;essarily somewhat complicated. We had some experience in
this line in making and sending out
rubber plates for making foundation.
While we made the machines work
nicely in tlie factory, and while a few
of our customers were pleased with
them, the majority found there were
so many conditions to be observed,
and the whole arrangement was so
uncertain in its results, that I have
always regretted that I advised anything of the sort. The same remarks
will apply with force to home-made
honey-extractors. We have for years
sold the inside work, so that the
friends who wanted to economize
could save sometliing by attaching
them to an ordinary tin-can or barrel
but as a rule, I believe they found it
more vexation of spirit, and perhaps
more expense in the end, than to have
purchased an extractor all ready for
use. Where one has a great many
bees, and a good market for extracted
honey, perhaps an automatic extractor
will be found to be cheaper than any
other.
In regard to bee-feeders
My experience has been in favor of something very plain and simple. One of
our bee-friends once made a remark
in jest in one of the bee-papers, that
every bee-feeder and bee-hive, according to his notion, ought to have " cog:

wheels," slides, and levers, somewhere about them. Now, "cogwheels " work very nicely in a warm
room on a winter's day but when
you get out in the apiary, among the
bees, about harvest time, when everything is crowding, these cog-wheels
seem to be somehow out of place. Ijet
us have our implements plain, simple,
and substantial let us pay enough
for them to have everything exactly
as it should be hives and frames
interchangeable— everything so that
it will work easily and surely
no
sticking, nor jamming, nor pounding,
;

;

—

;

to get things in place.
In regard to utensils for honey
I
believe the demand seems to be in
favor of cheapness tin pails that are
to be given away, as well as crates to
hold comb honey. Sell the honey for
:

—

so much, package
though we give
have them well
sure there will

daubing.

and all. But even
them away, let us
enough made to be
be no leaking nor

them at all.
Even though

advise economy in
purchases, I would have everything
out in the
painted that stands
weatlier.
If
you say you cannot
afford it, I would have half the number of hives, and have them protected
from the weather by paint, rather
than increase so fast, and have the
weather constantly spoiling my implements. Besides, I would pay something for the sake of having things
great
look decent and in order.
many times, nice-looking implements
encourage us to renewed energy; and
sometimes just a little extra energy
makes all the diflt'erence between sucI

A

and failure, or profit and loss.
Every man who has honey to sell
ought to have some sort of scales to
weigh it on. The family steelyards
but whenever
will do to start with
you begin to take time enough in the

cess
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1 have
In regard to hiving-boxes
sometime thought I would about as
soon have a half-bushel or peck basket
fixed to a pole, as to have any of those
in the market.
May be. after having
tried them, though, you will think
:

differently.

When your business arrives to the
dignity of requiring a steam-engine,
it will pay you to look into the matter
very carefully. If you can, go and
see the engines made near you. But
as I said before, be sure you need one
If you are doing
before you get it.
your own work, decide how cheaply
you can afford to furnish power by
machine.
treading
a foot-power
Whenever an engine would save you
$25 a year for power, if you can raise
the money to buy it, without cramping yourself, buy one of 1 or 2 horsepower. When you need a larger one,
you can, as a general thing, dispose of
the smaller one, or turn it toward
another one as part payment.
While some folks get along nicely
without any bee-veil at all, others
save time and save their nerves, by
using veils. Ttie same may be said
in regard to gloves, although for myself I should certainly never use the
latter

entire

among bees and if I had the
management of an apiary, I do
;

not think I should ever need a veil.
Cheap, home-made veils will ^answer
a very good purpose but there are no
gloves that will do, except the regular
course of a year, in using steelyards, rubber gloves made for the purpose.
Prudence and economy would dicto pay for a pair of scales, get the
scales, but do not get them sooner, if tate some sort of wax-extractor. But
you are cramped for means. When do not buy one until you have disyour business increases so that it will covered you need one. If you compay to have still better scales, get mence on a small scale, as you by all
them. Do not waste the price of a means should do, I would get a cheap
good article in bothering with a poor, one first.
Now I am going to talk a little on
cheap one.
the subject of taking care of tools,
In regard to seeds for honey-plants
Go slow, unless, indeed, you are a even if that subject was not assigned
farmer, and can raise Alsike, buck- me.
A cheap, low-priced tool may be so
wheat, rape, or raspberries, so as to
make it a paying investment aside well cared for that it will always give
from the honey. If you can do that, excellent results whereas, the most
by all means raise honey-plants. I expensive tool may be so badly used
am led to make these remarks, be- that it will very soon give poor recause some of the new bee-friends sults. Have for yo\ir tools regularly
seem to think that the first thing to assigned places. "Where any tool is
be done in starting in bee-culture is wanted in different places, I would
to get a pound of figwort seed, and -1 have duplicates. For instance, cheap
or 5 pounds of the spider-plant, just brushes for brushing off bees should
because these plants yield honey in be in handy places in the honey-house,
such quantities as to be visible to the and in several places about the apiary,
naked eye. Buy a five-cent package at least during the summer time. The
of these seeds first; and if they please same may be said of hammers. Do
you, plant more the next year, by not leave any kind of tool out in the
which time you should have seed of rain. Keep every kind of tool not
only vi'ell oiled on the moving parts,
yojir own raising.
in regard to sections for comb but oil it to prevent rust. Oil the
honey
As the appearance of this hinges to the door of your honeyproduct has a great deal to do with house. Rub tallow on the windows
the price obtained, I think it very so tliey will slide easily up and down.
likely that the best is the cheapest Keep your lawn-mower nicely oiled,
Have your
and out of the rain.
every time.
When you find that you need a brooms hung up in broom-holders so
smoker (and you may need it the first the ends will not get rolled up and
day you can call yourself the owner made useless and keep the brooms
of a "small colony of bees), I should out of the rain also. If you use a
say, try a cheap one to start with. wrench, keep it nicely oiled and in
But perhaps you can decide what you place. And this matter of oil is of so
want before you buy, by examining much importance that I would have
them at conventions, or testing those cheap oil-cans filled with oil, on nice
used by your neighboi's. I say this, little bracket shelves in the barn and
little box should
taking it for granted that bee-keepers in the stables.
tilled with tallow,
there,
also be
are always neighborly. Is it not so
;

;

:

;

:

;

A

i*

;
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it can be had in a moment.
great many times the oil-can or the
tallow will enable yOu to use a handsaw so as to do the work in half the
time it would if you had not used it.
With steam-engines, and machinery
for hive-making, oil is a necessity ;
and those who neglect to have it
handy, will sooner or later have to
pay heavy bills for repairs that a few
drops of oil might have saved.
Nails and screws of different sizes
should also be kept where you can put

where

your hand on them quickly. Whether
you are a bee-keeper or not, you need
screw-drivers and adjustable wrenches
where any of the children can get
them in an instant, if you tell them
the tools are wanted in a hurry. And,
friends, as you value the future
happiness and comfort of those
children, teach them to be sure these
things are put back in their jjlaces as
soon as you are done using them, if
you should forget it yourself.
girl
five years old can easily save the time
of a man and a team, may be, by
knowing where to find a wrench or an
oil-can and the little girl will get it,
and put it back, quicker than a big
man could. That is one reason why I

my

A

;

and little boys too,
because they can help such a "big
lot," when they get into the way of
helping, and when their papas make
friends with them.
I wonder how
many of the papas to whom I am
like little girls,

talking to-day are in the habit of
making friends with the " little
chicks " at home.
Why, if you do
not, you lose half the pleasure of success in business. When a big crop of
honey comes, and the prospect is before you of being able to iiay off debts
that have worried you, what a rare
pleasure it is to be able to tell the
children about it when you tell

Mrs. Harrison— I do not think that
the lining is needed.
J. B. Hall— Wear smooth clothing,
singe the hairs from the hands and
wrists, and but few stings will be. received.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth— Bees dislike
to alight upon a cold surface
have
dishes of ice water in the yard, and
hands
into
the
occasionally plunge the
water when the bees are cross.
Prof. Cook— I think that a nervous,
;

irritable person may be more likely
to be stung ; aside from this, I do not

think that bees are any "respecters
I question if sweat of
horses is objectionable to bees. If a
horse is severely stung, cover it with
blankets wet with cold water.
Mrs. Temple, of Mich!gan,said that
she could handle bees any way she
wished, and they scarcely ever stung
her. When they did, she suffered no
particular inconvenience.
She did
not mind a bee-sting more than a
mosquito-sting.
Mr. Heddon was in favor of wearing
veils,
but would not recommend
gloves. They were very much in the
way. He did not think there was the
difference in people that Mr. Clarke
would make out, some being bee-loved
and others bee-hated. He thought
that the difference was only in the
actions and behavior of people when
of persons."

among

bees.

G. M. Doolittle was satisfied that
there was a real difference in different
persons as to liability to being stung.
had a visit from a gentleman who

He

said that bees never stung him, and
Mr. D. acted so as to irritate the bees.
They stung him (Mr. D.) very freely,
but never touched the visitor.

James Heddon— I have seen nothing

to indicate that bees are more likely
to sting one person than another.
Rev. L. L. Langstroth said that the
mamma, and have them rejoice and
poison of a bee-sting was very viruclap their liands too
lent in tlie case of some, while others
did not mind it at all. At one time
Mrs. Harrison referred to a remark of his life he was very susceptible to
made in Mr. Root's essay, on wearing bee-virus, and. dreaded being stung
;
gloves wlien handling bees. She found
but, after having been laid aside from
that gloves were necessary, but rub- bee-keeping
for some time, and cauber ones did not work well, they were
tiously
resuming, he found to his
too close, and caused inconvenient
great surprise and pleasure that he
sweating. She used a species of fine
had become so inoculated with the
clotli.
She cuts the tips of the fingers poison that he
scarcely felt any pain
off, which allows the perspiration to
I

escape,and makes them more comfort
able and durable.
Bev. W. F. Clarke said that rubber
gloves did not last long, the honey
and propolis soon rot the material.
He luid experimented largely with
gloves, and preferred two kinds, tlie
one a harvest glove, largely used in
Canada, and made of sheep-skin
these were very cheap, costing from
30 to 40 cents. ]5ut he preferred a
glove, or rather a gauntlet, made of
two separate materials— the inside a

whatever.

Mr. Boardman brought up another

—

what

familiar to all practical beeThe best and most practical
use of foundation is what we need to
know. By the use of wired frames
for the brood-chamber, I have obtained better results from foundation
6 square feet per pound than I formerly did with 3 square feet to the
is

keepers.

pound.

There has been a great deal said
and written on the different kinds of
foundation, and many tests have
been made that, in my opinion, proved
nothing. I have made mills or every
style in the market (except the Pelham); 1 have made foundation on
them and I have tested all the differ;

ent styles of foundation in the hives,
and even my bees would not give my
pet theories any preference, so far as
acceptance -n-as concerned. When it
was all made at one time, from the
same lot of wax, and used at the
same time, it would all be accepted
alike but if made of different lots of
wax, and at different times, they
would show a decided preference for
the purest and softest wax, and the
;

newest made.

My experience in the use of comb
foundation for surplus differs from
in the amount of wax that
should be used. Many claim that 8
to 10 square feet to the pound is light
enough but I contend that it should
not be heavier than 12 square feet per
pound. Comb drawn from foundation
is much tougher than the natural
comb, and for this reason we should
use as little wax as possible in the
surplus honey. I find by repeated
experiments that I can get as much
honey from the light as from the
heavy foundation, and I receive no
complaints from my customers about
" fish-bone."

many,

;

D. A. Jones— I have had " fishbone " in one part of a case and not

One trouble is, the sections are put on too soon, ahd the bees
run over the foundation, and " fool "
in another.

with it, and it becomes hard before
they attempt to draw it out.
Thos. Pierce
I agree with Mr.
Jones.
Geo. E. Hilton— I also agree, and
would further say that when only a
" starter " is used, I am more apt to
find " fish-bone " in the upper part of
the section, which does not occur
when the section is filled full of
foundation.
N. W. McLain asked, " What shall
we do with old foundation V"
J. C. Van Ueusen— Melt it up and
make it over or if you do not wish
to do this, soak it in warm water
before using it.
C. P. Dadant— I have used founda-

—

point in the essay " Excellence or
Cheapness"— as it respects sectionboxes. He said that much might be
done to preserve our honey-flora, by
using something else than" basswood
for sections.
He never uses basswood honey stains it, so does water.
J. 13. Hall— I use and prefer white
It is hard, and the honey
spruce.
does not soak into it.
tion 3 years old in the brood-nest, and
James Heddon I do not use bass- could
see no difference between, it
wood.
and new foundation. It> placed outRev. L. L. Langstroth Upon the side the brood nest, or where the bees
subject of the essay read, I would say
do not cluster upon it readily, it will
that excellency is cheapness.
probably not be used so soon as would
Mr. John Vandervort, of Laceyville, new.
Dr. A. B. Mason— I agree with Mr.
Pa., then read the following on
;

;

—

species of (Canton flannel, a fluffy material, and the outside, a species of
fine linen, very glossy.
Such a glove
Is thick enough to prevent the point
of the sting reaching tlie flesh, and
the beauty of it is that when these
gloves are on you can dip your hands
COJin FOUNDATION.
in water which keeps you cool, and
causes the bees to fly as soon as they
To go back to the origin of comb
alight on the glove, for they are dainty foundation
and trace its history
and do not like to wet their feet.
would be a waste of time in repeating

—

Dadant.
A. E. Manum— I have tried foundation of different ages, from one year
to five years old, and could see uo
difference.
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Dadant— When we

first

give

foundation to tlie bees, tlie new may
be used lirst a slioit time, but as
soon as the foundation is warmed up
there will be no difference.
D. A. Jones— If foundation is kept
for several years it will acquire a
bluish color
if it is put into warm
;

water (say 120°), it will lose this bluish
cast and become soft and pliable like

new foundation.
W.E.Clark— I have kept foundation in a hive foro years, then hived

a swarm

upon

it,

putting in some

new foundation, and both
and new were worked alike.

siieets of

old

J. Vandervort — Thin foundation can
be made upon a mill for making heavy

foundation, but I find it better to
sheet the wax thin. My objection to
a press is that it cannot make thin
foundation unless it is sheeted thin.
James Ileddon— I think there is
quite a point in regard to whether
foundation is exposed to the air, or
kept closely boxed, as regards its

being soft and pliable when old.
Everything considered, I prefer new
foundation.
Bee-keepers themselves
are to blame for all this talk about
" (ish-bone." I used foundation for 3
years before my honey-customers
knew it, and only one ever noticed it.
Foundation was then much heavier
than now.
The convention then adjourned
until 7:30 p.m.

EVENING
The meeting was

SESSION.

called to order at
7:30 p.m., President Cutting in the
chair. Dr. C. C. Miller's essay was
read by the Secretary, entitled

BEE-KEEPING AS A BUSINESS.
In the

Canadian Bee Journal for

November,

18S-5, the question is asked,
" Charging for salaries for work done,
for necessary expenses, and for depreciation in the value of accessories,
does bee-keeping pay y" Replies are
given by 19 bee-keepers. Of these, 3
are non-committal 8 say " yes, if the
business is rightly managed;" 1 thinks
it will pay it the person is adapted to
the business, if compared with otiier
rural pursuits
4 give a more or less
decided "no;" and 3 give just as
decided a " yes." This leaves the
question about as unsettled as ever,
and it is evident from a close scrutiny
of the answers, that in the minds of
some of the respondents at least, that
the question was looked upon in
rather a loose way without considering the limitations put upon it by the
;

;

querist.

As I have been asked to open the
discussion of this subject before the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, it may be well to try to get at
the exact matter to be discussed and
in order to do this, it may be necessary to ask, what is the object of tjie
discussion ? that is, what good is to
come of it V I am not sure tliat I
know, unless it be to answer the question for that class of persons who are
trying to decide whether to adopt beekeeping as a means of livelihood. In
that view of tlie case the question
;

might be someting

make

as

much

like thiB
Can I
money in a series of
:
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years, at bee-keeping, as I can at

any

other business y
The more I think
about it, the more dilflcult it seems
to me to give an answer that will
meet all cases, and perhaps the only
" I can't tell. You
safe one is this
must try it and find out." But as
the question is asked in good faith,
some discussion may help.
It will hardly do to attempt a general answer, as too many do, by quoting the results of a successful year by
a skillful man, saying " Mr. A. made
S53.000 clear, such a year."
If Mr. A.
had business ability by which he could
make $4,000 a year at some other
business, then for him bee-keeping
did not pay. If Mr. B. can average
§•500 a year keeping bees, and there is
no other business at which he can
make more than $400 a year, then for
:

him bee-keeping pays

well.
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I. Root— I think that none of our
now advise everybody
keep bees. Dr. Miller should have
mentioned that he was receiving a
large salary when he embarked in bee-

A.

bee-periodicals

to

keeping. He has frequently told me
how he enjoyed bee-keeping. If it
brought him health, what more could

he ask

V

T. Petlit— Mr. Root's speech is a
sample of showing the bright side,
and leads us to think that there
is nothing like bee-keeping for health.
J. B. Hall— Editors like to tell good
S.

if I tell how much honey I produce, the bee-papers publish it, the
newspapers take it up and spread the
story all over the world, and everybody thinks that " if he can make

news;

in producing honey, I know I
I know of many people who
engaged in the business and lost

money
can."

have

Perhaps one of the best ways to get money at it.
the desired information, is to ask
Thos. G. Newman— Editors publish
those who have had experience in the just what bee-keepers write them for
matter.
will interview Mr. C, a publication, and try to fairly reprebee-keeper of some note. In reply to sent the pursuit. At least, I know
our query, Mr. C. says
that is the case with the American
" Oh yes, bee-keeping pays well. Bee Journal.
Martin Emigh, of Holbrook, Ont.,^
Adam Grimm made a fortune at it."
" What has been you own experi- was called upon and asked if he had
made bee-keeping pay. In reply he
ence in the matter, Mr. C. V"
" Oh, I only keep bees as a matter said that he had paid for his farm out
Last
of the proceeds of his bees.
of recreation.
I had, one year, over
year he put 180 colonies in cellars and
40 colonies, but my time is so much
colonies
taken up with professional duties took out 178 alive sold 71
and now has 177 colonies, and they
that I only keep about a dozen.
I
Iba.
of
comb
honey
and
have kept a cash account with them, produced (iOOO
5000 lbs. of extracted honey.
and find they pay me well."
H. R. Boardman asked all those
" Why don't you keep a larger
who made an exclusive business of
number, or devote your entire time bee-keeping to raise their hands.
toity
very animated discussion arose as to
" Oh, I couldn't afford that.
You who did make bee-keeping ar exclusee I can make so much more as a sive business, and some exceedingly
lawyer.
But then there are thou fine points were raised, when further
sands of men who only earn say $400 discussion was stopped by a motion to
a year, who would be greatly bettered lay the subject on the table, which
by taking up bee-keeping as an occu- was carried.
pation. I can easily clear annually
Mr. Nelson W. McLain, manager of
$5 per colony. Now one of the men I the Experimental Station of the U. S.
have spoken of, with 100 colonies Agricultural Department, at Aurora,
could make at that rate $.500 per year, Ills., read from the advance sheets of
so, you see, he would have bis condi- his forthcoming report to Prof. C. V.
tion bettered $100 per annum."
Riley, U. S. Entomologist but he re" But, Mr. C, have those men the quested that what he read should not
ability to do as well as you V"
be reported, because it had not yet

We

:

;

;

A

;

"Well,

I

don't know.

It's

by the Department,
was only by the courtesy of the
discus- Agricultural Department that he had

hard to been published

and

tell."

it

But I was only to open this
and I suppose it may now be been permitted

sion,

considered

open.

may

just add a
word from my own experience. I
have been in the business some 24
years, making it my sole business for
the last 7 years.
I have no patent
hive to sell, do not sell bees or queens
—simply produce honey to sell, and I
am obliged to confess that I could
make more money to give up bees
entirely. If asked why I continue at
the business, I answer
I like it.
It
keeps me out-doors, and is good for
health. It allows me to be with my
family more than any other calling at
which I could make as much, and for
the privilege of these enjoyments I
am willing to pay the price of the
additional money I would make at a
more lucrative calling. Whether the
price may not become too large for
me to afford to pay, is an open quesI

:

tion.

to present it to this
Continental Society of Bee-Keepers.
He assured tliem that each one of
the bee- periodicals would be furnished
with proof-sheets in time so that they
could publish the matter simultaneously with Prof. Riley's forthcoming
report.
The subjects treated upon
were, " Bees and Fruit " and " Artificial

Fecundation of Queens."

The

report detailed the results of investigations and experiments carried on by
him at the Goverinuent's Experimental Station.
It demonstrated that the
bees cannot injure fruit and gave the
account of several experirnents in
;

fecundating queens

artificially.

At

the close of Mr. McLaiu's remarks, the Rev. L. L. Lmgstroth
offered the following resolution which
was unanimously carried
Besolvfd. That this Society highly
appreciates tlie movement now at
:

;
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made by the United States
The President called on Mr. T. G.
of Asiifiltme, in the Newman for a report on " Apicultural
promotion of bee-culture, and wel- Necrology."
comes its representative, Mr. Nelson
[This Is omitted for want of room
"W. McLain, to whose explanatory address and the extracts from his forth- it will appear next week.— Ed.]
coming report the Society has listened
Prof. Cook remarked that he was
with much interest, especially concur- very much interested in the subject,
ring in the suggestion that statistics and remembered with pleasure many
of the honey crop be included in the meetings when those mentioned liy
report of the Department.
Mr. Newman had been present. He
A. J. Cook— People have several sjioke particularly of Mr. Moon, the
times told me that their grapes had original projector of the National
been destroyed by bees, and I have Society, and Mr. Williamson, who so
offered to come and see the destruc- nobly managed the entertainment of
tion, if they would let me know when the Society at Lexington,
Ky. He
it was going on, but I cautioned them
moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Nevi'to first be sure that they had a case. man for placing their names and
I have never yet been called. Bees history before the
Society, and also
do sometimes attack grapes, liowever, that it be spread upon the minutes.
but it is when the weather has tirst Carried unanimously.
caused them to crack, or something
Mr. James Ileddon then read the
else attacked and opened the skins.
following on
I cannot believe that queens can be
REVERSING COMBS.
fecundated while in the larval state.
N. \V. McLain^When I gave to
My experience with reversing brood
Prof. Riley an account of my experi- and surplus combs is nearly all conments in fertilizing queens in the fined to two seasons but as I have
larval stale, he saidthat it was noth- had in use 4,000 to 0,000 reversible
ing strange
it had been frequently brood-frames, as well as quite a numdone with otlier insects. By exercis- ber of reversible comb-honey-cases,
ing the laws of breeding, different that experience has been somewhat
varieties of bees can be crossed, the compretiensive. I try to be practical
undesirable qualities eliminated, the in all my work, never jumping hastily
good qualities preserved and so inten- at conclusions, nor adopting methods
sified tliat we really have anew strain and fixtures which, although of some
of bees that will transmit their char- little advantage, still are not "enough
length

Department

;

;

;

acteristics.

to over-balance the extra cost of conJames Ileddon
Have you the struction and manipulation. Despite
temerity to tell me that I can cross such endeavors I realize that it is by
the Italian and (Jerman bees, and no means impossible for me to make
secure a cross possessing the good mistakes, yet I feel quite positive
qualities of both varieties V
that implements arranged for reversN. W. ^McLain.— Most assuredly.
ing brood and surplus combs at will,
Mr. Heddon then gave a history of have come to me to stay.
how his strain of bees were originated.
During the jiast yeai- 1 have been
In regard to bees being trespassers, using a hive which I devised for the
he said that people do not look at the purpose, with which I can reverse,
matter in its true light.
In some or more propeily. invert a whole case
localities cows are allowed to run at of brood or surplus combs at will.
large; what would be said of the latid While we all, here, consider this a
owner who would put poison into a great improvement over reversing
pumpkin, saying. "It is my poison, combs singly, yet were I to continue
my pumpkins, and my land, I can do the use of such hives as necessitated
with them as I please, let people take reversing each brood-comb separately,
care of their cows if thev don't want I feel positive that I never should again
tliem poisoned V" There" is as much use a frame that would not admit of
sense in saying that bees must be reversing.
kept at home. All bee-keepers should
Some of our bee-keepers have
join the Union, and thus help to have paused to ask if there was not some
bee-keeping recognized as a legitimate serious objection to inverting combs.
industry.
They had noticed that the cells were
N. W. McLain detailed in graphic slightly inclined ; that the workers
language the treatment to which nearly always built them in this way
honey was subjected at the bands of and they believed that behind this
eommision men. The remedy is to almost universal method of comblet people know that you have pure construction, was a design for a purhoney for sale. If bee-keepers would pose. Even if this be true (which I
take one-fourth tlie pains that patent doubt), is it not quite evident that
medicine men do to advertise, there the designers are not aiming at our
would now be no complaint of a poor desired end that they do not purpose
honey market.
" lots of surplus honey to sell."
The convention adjourned until 9
Let us not forget that our bees
a.m. of the next day.
always and invariably construct their
combs so that the cells are in rows
THIRD
THURSDAY.
horizontally— not vertically. This is
an unvarying rule, while the incline
MOKNING SESSION.
of the cell is not. Now, I found that
The meeting was called to order at by the use of comb foundation, I
9 a.m., Pres. Cutting in the chair.
could make them construct their
It was moved and carried that the combs with the cells running in rows
Secretary be paid S.")0 to pay for his vertically. Much of Dadant's excelexpenses and services.
lent brood foundation is stamped in

—

;

;

DAY—

this way. Many believe that it is less
inclined to sag, when so placed in
frames. I have found by practical
use of thousands of pounds of it, that
the little worker, in so rigidly following her instinct in rowing the cells
horizontally, was only "just trying to
fool somebody." By the inversion of
thousands of combs, I have proven
that her less determination to incline
her cells, belongs in the same catalogue with placing the same in horizontal rows. I think that the scientist
has long since learned that Nature,
when forming instinct in animals, is
no more working for our interests

than when she pours her rain-water
back into the sea, while our crops are
blasting and withering or when she
visits us with cyclones.
I know it is "true that we cannot
with impunity violate some of the
instincts of our bees
that some of
them run directly parallel with the
ends we desire; but which are for
and which against us, we must determine by experiment. I have satisfied
myself that in the inversion of combs
we violate no instinct which is
favorable to our success.
We do,
however, encourage certain actions
on the part of our bees, that greatly
;

;

favor the desired result.
By virtue of this reversing we get
our frames completely and solidly
filled with comb, which metes out to
us no less than six points of advantage
which I will not consume space to
detail.
It also tends to keep the
brood-combs the more completely
filled with brood, the honey going
When reinto the surplus combs.
versing is practiced, as we can well
afford to do when we can reverse a
whole set of combs with a single
motion, it gives us great control over
swarming. I lind that the reversing
of the surplus combs after I have
learned the proper time to do it, is
conducive of most favorable results.
It causes the bees to more completely
fill the sections, which is not only an
economy, besides presenting a more
attractive package, but adds greatly
to the shipping-qualities of our surplus comb honey. It also stimulates
hasty and complete capping of the

combs.

During

my

experience in reversing

combs, I have never yet discovered
any ill-effects resulting therefrom
but besides the advantages above
enumerated, I am always meeting
with unexpected minor benefits resulting from the practice.
Dr. A. B. Mason— When is the
proper time to reverse the combs ?
James Heddon— The proper time to
reverse brood-combs is when the bees
are rearing large quantities of brood,
and desire to increase the size of the
To reverse the broodTjrood nest.
combs late in the season, when they
are contracting the brood-nest, will
cause the brood-nest to be filled with
honey all the faster. Sections should
be reversed when the bees are inif
to store honey in them
done after the bees cease storing
honey in them, it will hasten the removal or the honey to the brood-nest.

clined

As soon

;

as the outside sections are
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enough advanced to bear inversion, cluiiipe tliem to the centre of the
case, then invert the whole case, and
all the sections will be tiiiished at
far

Inversion
nearly the same time.
causes tlie hees to attach the combs
to the sections all ai'ound, and tlius

makes them bear shipment much
better. Swarming is also lessened by
reversing the combs, as the removal
of the honey gives more room for
brood, and thus helps to destroy the
desire for swarming.
It also has a
tendency to tlie destruction of queencells.

Dadant —

How about conJames Ileddon — My objection to

C. P.
traction

V

the Langstroth hive is its depth ; with
contracted by removing some
of the combs and putting in " duraBaies."
With my new hive I contract
by simply taking away one section of
brood-frames.
Mr. Thompson, of New York How
shall those manage your new hive
that do not wisli to "feed sugar for
tliat I

—

winter stores

V

James Heddon —During basswood

the bees can gather honey faster than
they can store it in the sections, and
we have only to place a section of
brood-combs over the sections, and In
this catch the " overflow." When the
harvest is over, remove this and keep
it until fall, then shake the bees down
in front of this case of honey, or else
set it over the case containing the
bees, and it is done.
Ge*. E. Hilton— In practicing the
contraction method, how can we remove a section of the brood-nest after

swarming without removing some
the brood

of

V

W.

Z. Hutchinson— After a swarm
has issued, the young queen does not
commence laying until about tlie 19th
day, two or three days later all the
brood will have hatched, and we can

remove one section without taking
any brood we may get a few eggs,
;

but

tills is immaterial.
L. C. Root— Are we to understand
that you prefer brood-combs only 5
inches deep V
Mr.Hutchinson— Most emphatically.
C. P. Dadant— We object to a shal-

low comb, and to two sets of combs,
because the queen cannot lay in a
circle
it consumes time for her to
pass from comb to comb, or from one
end of a shallow frame to the other.
W. Z. Hutchinson— We do not care
how the queen travels, whether in a
;

circle or crosslots, if she only keeps

the combs full of brood, and if we do
not give her too many combs to till,
she will do this.
Prof. A. J. Cook then read an essay
on the Pollen Theory. It was a scientitic dissertation on tlie nature of
different food elements, and the process of digestion. The upshot of -it
was that bees during their long winter imprisonment should not have
nitrogenous food, as it rendered them
uneasy, and necessitated exertion.
The Professor's paper was an argument in favor of what is known as
the pollen theory, from a chemical
stand-point.

— We

C. P. Dadant
bees largely, and

once imported
by long experience

learned that the food must contain no
pollen if it did, the bees died.
James Heddon— I have found hees
frozen upon combs of honey frozen
before they had consumed enough
pollen or bee-bread to produce diarrhea. I have used the term " heatproducing food " in the sense in
which ih is generally used. I know
that a stage driver in cold weather
needs food of a different character
than does a wood-chopper.
Prof. Cook— The chemist speaks of
heat-producing food the physiologist
does not.
I think it an improper
term.
Mr. Ira Barber's essay was read by
the Secretary, on
;

—
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necessary to have a small venfidm the top of the room for
constant (haft a.S-inch pipe is sutlicient for 'M) colonies. A lire should
be kept in the room above the bees
whenever the mercury goes below
It is

tilator

;

zero.

Much is said about moisture in
hives, and all manner of ways are
tried to get rid of it.
warm atmosphere disposes of all moisture that
arises from the bees, without any absorbents. Every colony should have
plenty of feed to carry them tlirough
our longest winters, before they are
placed in, so that their owner will
have no excuse to go near them until
spring. They will use more feed in a
warm room than in a cool one.
WINTERING BEES IN CELLARS.
The time to place bees in the cellar
Another year has passed since we is before cold weather arrives— about
the
middle of November, as a rule.
met together in council, and thousands of colonies of bees have been I use caps taken from the hives for
stands
to set the brood-chambers on,
lost for want of proper protection in
winter. It is quite often said that no so that each tier of three or four hives
one has learned the secret of winter- rests on the one cap. The caps should
ing bees, so that they can be wintered be placed close together, and when all
safely every time
but I deny the are in they form a floor to the cellar,
assertion, and ask this association of and yet each stand is separate so that
bee-keepers if a quarter of a century there is no jarring when handling in
of successful wintering of hundreds taking them out. The bottom tier of
of colonies of bees without loss, ex- hives should be raised off the bottomcept where an occasional one starves, boards about half an inch at one end
of the hive, while all the rest should
is not long enough to establish the
fact that bees can be wintered as be left just as they come from the
yard, with a good cloth and sound
safely as any other stock ?
In my early experience I had all the top-board well glued on every hive.
troubles in wintering that many are When all are in, close the cellar and
experiencing now, and I tried every let them entirely alone until there is
place and manner of wintering that something for them to do in the
looked reasonable, to add to their spring. About the time that willow
comfort, and, as a rule, when they begins to bloom is early enough in
came out of winter quarters the loss locality.
The above plan of wintering bees is
would be from 30 to 75 per cent. For
a long term of years I have wintered no theory, but is one that is practiced
bees without loss, and fully SO per by scores of bee-keepers in Northern
York, and invariably without
cent, came out as good as when they
were placed in winter quarters. If loss in winter.
I have been as brief as possible in
you ask where I winter my bees, my
answer would be, in a warm, damp giving my mode of wintering, and
will
add further that this plan is
cellar.
Why I prefer a warm cellar givenonly
for wintering large lots of bees.
is because a warm atmosphere is a
natural element of the honey-bee; Where but few bees are kept where I
and why I prefer a damp atmosphere live, they have no trouble in wintering them in any cellar where vegetis because bees are more quiet and
healthier than in a warm, dry atmos- ables will keep without freezing.
What I claim for this plan of winphere for so long a time as 170 days
tering is this 1. It is the safest plan.

A

;

;

my

New

without water.

:

In a warm cellar, where the temperature is from 60'^ to 90'^, there is no
discharge from the bees while in the
cellar, unless it be in a dry state and
if bees have to be fed for winter, it
can be done the last thing before
placing them in, and then the beekeeper knows just what the bees
have, and no harm will be done because their feed is not sealed. The
hives should be packed in a solid body
when kept in a high temperature, and
piled one on top of the other, three or
four deep, with no upward ventilation.
In this way of packing if some
of the bees get uneasy and leave their
hive, they are quite sure to enter
some other bive, and no harm is done.
In wintering in a warm cellar, bees
require all the combs that they occupy
in the summer, and they will be all
over the combs and do not cluster.
The cellar must be closed, with no
currents of air either hot or cold
passing through it to arouse the bees.
;

It is the cheapest. 3. It requires
far less labor than any plan yet recom2.

mended.
Mr. C. K. Isham asked if ]SIr. Barber
wintered his bees upon natural stores.
Ira Barber Yes.
C.
R. Isham— Do you leave the

—

pollen in V
Ira Barber Yes.
J. B. Hall endorsed the views and
practices of Mr. Barber from his own
experience.
He accidentally discovered that bees will winter well in
a high temperature. He had 48 colonies in a
small bed-room off the
kitchen.
While he was absent a
warm spell came in winter. He feared
the loss of his bees. When he came
home they were roaring loudly. He
gave them up for lost, in his own

—

mind. But they wintered safely, and
came out strong in the spring with
plenty of brood in the hives.
Martin Emigh— I endorse Mr. Barber's essay, except the dampness.

;

:
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C. P. Dadant— We have wintered Moses Quinby, of St. Johnsville, N.
bees in two cellars— one wet, the Y.. and announced the contribution
other dry, and the bees wintered bet- of a handsome purse with which to
purchase a portrait of the deceased to
ter in the dry one.
Mr.
Ira Barber— In a damp cellar the be presented to his widow.
temperature must be liigher thiin in Quinby was one of the originators of
president.
its
second
a dry cellar. I have wintered bees this Society and
successfully in a temperature of fr»m This compliment to his memory was
exceedingly appropriate and its an60^ to 90-.
Dr. A. B. Mason— I agree with Mr. nouncement was enthusiastically reBarber, except that I would take ceived bv the convention.
A. I. Root— I must go away in a
away the pollen. I do not say that
the bees cannot be wintered well with few minutes, and before 1 go I desire
pollen in the liives, but if tiiey have to say that I have enjoyed this meetno pollen they can have no diarrhea. ing very much. We may not have become rich by producing honey, but
C. F. Muth asked if he understood
done much
Mr. Hall correctly yesterday, that liis this meeting lias certainly
of
honev harvest closed about July 20. good in uniting the bee-keepers
This conand that last vear he did not put his this country "into one band.
out
of
conceit
the
has taken
bees out until'May 2. If so, how did vention
"
a better opinhe obtain a sufficient force of bees to me and has given me
fellow men.
get in the honey during so short a ion of my
The discussion on wintering bees
harvest V
F. Newman,
Mr. Hall replied that the secret lay was resumed by Mr. S.
who said— If such gentlemen as Mr.
in the bees being kept so warm that
meet with no
lie expected his Barber and Mr. Hall
they bred early.
should like to know
hives to have "several combs with winter losses, I
their bees.
brood in them by the time he put what becomes of

By May 20,
in the spring.
there would be not only brood in 6 or
full of
number
that
7 combs, but
brood. He could not winter without
pollen, because if he did, he would
not have his bees bred early enough
in the spring to gather in the honey.
If they started without brood they
would not build up to strong colonies
He did not agree
until near winter.
with Mr. Heddon upon the pollen
theory, but must thank him for his
surplus case.
James Heddon— I expect to be as
successful as Mr. Barber. I think
that nothing has been said that disproves the pollen theory. Pollen does
not injure bees unless they consume
it.
Prof. Cook has explained that
bees may breed without taking pollen
into their intestines. In some instances honey may be free from pollen in
others it is not, and the bees cannot
avoid its consumption. I kept bees
in a cellar in which the temperature
often fell to 20'-^. Those having natural stores suffered from diarrhea,
some perished with it those having
them out

I

them.
T. Pierce

sell

nitrogenous food. If they take that
food it must be digested and the
feces excreted.
Well, Mr. Barber
and Mr. Hall have proved that bees
breed largely, i. e., work hard, and
therefore must eat and, digest strong
food. The inferences are plain. The
bees, if they excrete, do it in dry
feces.
They must excrete, that is
clear.
Therefore, there is no danger
in having pollen in the hive. On the
contrary, it is necessary.

Thomas G. Newman, chairman of
the committee on statistics, reported
There were 103 members
as follows
present, but quite a number had
given no report of the past season's
operations. Those reported summed
up as follows
Bees.

—

;

;

A

;

— Colonies last May.

.

.

4,283
3,196

.

Increase

—

I have wintered bees for
3 or 4 years, the same as Mr. Barber
does, and have been successful. I keep
the temperature at from 44'^ to 50-'.
L. C. Root— Do we understand Mr.
Barber to say that he has no objection
to feeding bees just before putting
them into the cellar ?
Ira Barber— I do not approve of it,
but if I find any that need feeding
when putting them in, I feed them.
I think that fall honey is just as good
for winter stores, provided the temperature is kept high enough. Old bees
are just as good as any for wintering.
"
Jas. Heddon—" Spring dwindling
The
I call bee-diarrhea in disguise.
bees have had their vitality taxed to
the utmost in retaining their feces,
and when they begin brood-rearing
the strain is too great, and they perish faster than young bees can be
reared to replace the dying. When
my bees winter well tliey are not
troubled with " spring dwindling."
itf
will
from
I
sugar stores were free
I am not yet certain how mucli there
furnish the facts that in many instan- may be in this pollen theory, and I
ansurvived
and
has
colony
one
ces
am yet experimenting.
other perished under exactly the same
Rev. W. F. Clarke said there were
Who will three matters of great importance to
conditions except food.
furnish tlie explanation V
liim whicli had transpired today.
Ira Barber— The higlier the temper- First, ilr. Hall had explained his
ature, the better my bees have win- method of bee-keeping, and he was
tered. There is sometimes water in nuicli obliged to him for it. Second,
the cellar, and the combs are slightly Mr. Barber and Mr. Hall had supmouldv.
plied conlirmation of the liibernation
Mr. Heddon did not consider that theory.
year a ago he did not unand
Mr.
the experience of Mr. Barber
derstand Mr. Barber's metliod. Mr.
pollen
theory,
witli
the
Hall conflicted
B. said at the Rochester convention
because bees did not necessarily eat that he (Mr. C's) method was a cold
pollen when they fed it to larvie. Pol- system of wintering, and his (Mr. B's)
len would not hurt bees in winter, a warm one. This was a mistake.
unless they ate it. and if the temper- Our systems are alike, only Mr. Barature was right they would not con- ber secured the right temperature in
sume pollen.
the whole cellar, and I secured it in
Adjourned till 2 p.m.
But Mr. Barber's
the single hive.
bees quiesee in the fall if the hive is
AFTERNOON SESSION.
too full of bees, a cluster will hang
Ex-President Root called the meet- outside they remain in torpor until
the breeding instinct awakes, and
ing to order at 2 p.m.
Prof. Cook offered a resolution of then they arouse to activity. Third,
respect to the memory of the late the pollen theory has got its quietus
;

:

I work against increase
get more than I can use, I

Ira 13arber

and when

from Prof. Cook. He has told us in
scientitic terms the nature of
beefood, and the process of assimilation.
He has maintained that bees cannnot
breed witliout pollen, and that they
cannot stand work without taking

now

7,479

Honey.— In comb

lbs, 15.5,3.54

Total

"

Extracted....

86,928

Total honey produced. lbs, 242,282

Beeswax produced

lbs, 2,233

Honev Unsold.— Comh..ms,
Extracted.... "

Total honey unsold,

43,275
33,425

lbs, 7(),700

Only about one-third present at the
meeting had become members of the
Society, and only about one-quarter
of those present were included in the
statistical report.

The smallest report was

:

1

colony

last spring, increased to 5, giving 43
pounds of extracted honey.

laraest report was 470 colonies
Honey ob740 in the fall.
tained from them 3S,000 pounds in
extracted
pounds
of
comb, and 6,000
beeswax— all having
125 pounds of
been sold except 2,000 pounds of extracted honey.
All other reports of bees and honey
It was revaried between these.
quested that no statistical table be

The

in

:

May,

—

the aggregate amounts
published
being all that will serve the interests
of bee-keepers in general.
The report was received and adopted, and the committee discharged.

Mr. D. A. Jones read the following
on
DIFFEUENT RACES OF BEES.
It is not my purpose to occupy the
valuable time of this Convention with
a long essay on what has been done in
the past in reference to this subject,
nor shall 1 trouble vou with a history
of the efforts put forth, the trials and
hardships endured, and the successes,
failures and disappointments connected with the importation of the
different races of bees in which I
have participated. The object of the
majority of the bee-keepers of to-day
is

to

have their capital and labor yield
as good a return as possible, and

them

;

:
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the desire is to obtain such a race or the different races, and his efforts are
strain of bees as will be conducive to worthy of proper recognition, and
should receive such.
that end.
With the above object in view, I
shall therefore tell what 1 have now
In reply to inquiries, Mr. Jones
and what I prefer. I have as yet said— I do not believe that any one
found none having all the good living in a Northern climate can
qualities and being possessed of none profitably produce honey with pure
of the bad ; and none therefore that Syrian or
Cyprian bees. I prefer
suit me in every particular. I am not Syrians crossed with Italians.
The
now breeding either Cyprians or Carniolans do not swarm with us any
Syrians in their jjurity for my own more than do the Syrians or Cyprians.
use, but for experimental purposes My advice is, if you have good bees
and to supply the demand for pure keep ttiera don't fool away money by
Stock. It must not, however, be sup- sending for new kinds of bees, and
posed because of this that they are paying big prices. We cannot keep
not without many good qualities
queens long enough to test them, and
such is not the case.
then sell them at a low price. Buy
Different climates have different them and test them yourself.
In
requirements, as evidenced by the buying queens, buy of a reliable
success of Mr. 13. F. Carroll, of Texas, breeder.
Carniolans crossed with
with pure Cyprians, and of Mr. A. Italians cannot be distinguished from
W. Osburn, in Cuba, with Holy-Land Italians crossed with blacks. I prefer
bees or Syrians. I simply assert that crosses to pure races.
they are not so suitable for our
James Heddon I must say a word
clirnate as are others. After the ex- in favor of the blacks ; I want their
perience of years I find that for this excellent comb-building
qualities,
particular climate, several crosses and their disposition to keep the
give far better results than do the honey out of the brood-nest. I have
races in their purity. This experience crossed them with the Italians for
is the outcome of experiments con- perhaps 20 generations.
ducted on an extensive scale, and
;

811
The committee

—

examinations which we deem very
important to our pursuit.
Resolved, That the thanks of the
North American Bee - Keepers' Society are due to Prof. C. V. Riley
and to the United States government
for its action in forming an experimental station for the promotion of
apiculture.
Resolved, That wetender the thanks
of this Society to the Department
of Agriculture in sending to our
meeting in Detroit, Prof. McLain,
and for the able paper he has pre-

sented to us.

Resolved, That we recognize this
step of the Department of Agriculture
as in the right direction, and bespeak
for it your continued support.
Resolved, That we recommend t»
the Department the making of accurate reports of all data concerning
the production of honey, and have
embodied in the usual agriculThe committee to whom was refer- them
tural reports.
red the address of Mr. T. G. Newman
Resolved, That the Secretary of this
on the National Bee-keepers' Union, Society present copy of these resolua
reported in favor of uniting the two
tions to Prof. McLain for transmission
societies.
Mr. Heddon, president of
to the Department of Agriculture.
the Union, remarked that he did not
The above were also adopted.
quite see how it could be done, and
the resolution was tabled.
Prof. Cook, who was about to leave,
The committee on resolutions re- expressed the great pleasure he had
ported the following, which were experienced in meeting so many beeunanimously adopted
Eastern
the
especially
keepers,
Besolved, That the thanks of this friends. Mr. L. C. Root responded,
Society be, and are hereby presented saying that he had hoped great things
to the retiring President, Secretary, for this meeting, and he now felt
and Committee of Arrangements, for certain that the Society had done
their energetic and efficient services wisely in coming to Detroit.
It was voted to hold an evening
in connection with this meeting.
To the railroads by which reduced session, and the meeting adjourned
fares were given to members attend- until 7:30 p.m.
ing this meeting.
EVENING SESSION.
To the proprietors of the Antisdel
was called to order at
The
meeting
House for reduced rates, excellent
7:.S0 p.m., Ex-President Root in the
fare, and polite attentions.
To tlie editors of the various bee- chair.
Mr. Dadant introduced the subject
periodicals, also the publishers of the
Prairie Farmer, for the publication of of beeswax, and urged the desirableearly and full notices of this meeting. ness of inducing the United States
(Jovernment to take off the protective
Resolved, That this Society has felt duty in order that a supply might be
it an especial privilege and pleasure obtained from other countries.
presence of the
to have had the
D. A. Jones remarked that this had
patriarch of American apiculture, in been readily done by the Government
the person of Rev. L. L. Langstroth. of Canada on application, and it was
It has gratefully appreciated the ac- highly probable that the American
tive part that he has been enabled to Government would do the same if
take in the discussions at this meet- asked. One or two members doubfcd
ing, and rejoices that slill, in his old if it was worth the trouble, for al)
age, he is enabled to do something for the beeswax that could be got from
pursuit.
The warm foreign countries. Much of the beeshis favorite
affection and best wishes of all pres- wax obtained from abroad was very
ent will hover about him so long as inferior.
he shall be spared in this life, and his
C. F. Muth remarked that much of
memory will be held dear while honey the beeswax offered in this country
distils and bees fly.
was very inferior, and went on to
Besolved. That we appreciate the speak of several adulterations, some
presence of ladies in larger numbers of which were such close imitations
than ever before, particularizing Mrs. of the genuine article as to deceive
The greatest
L. Harrison, of XhB Prairie Farmer, experienced dealers.
and Miss Johnson, of the Michigan care should be taken to get pure

strains become more fixed. It is not
well to decide because the first cross
is of extraordinary value, that you
have found just what you are seeking
for; in after experience you will find
that they seldom duplicate themselves
in this respect.
These first crosses
are too often adopted as the standard,
with the impression that breeding
from them will always give equally
good results.
Who knows, unless
with proper facilities for breeding,
what these crosses are
On the
islands of which 1 have spoken, I
have found that at all times I cannot
be successful, especially in those particular points that I most desire.
Unless the mating of the queen can
be better controlled than now, perfection cannot be reached, and the
best races or strains of bees produced.
The breeds of horses and other animals over which we have perfect
control,are being constantly improved,
through persistent efforts which have
been going on for hundreds of years
it is not a mere assumption, then, to
assert that by crossing, re-crossing,
selecting and re-selecting, we certainly
make much progress but these operations will need to be much more carefully conducted than is generally the
case, as few, from their surroundings,
are enabled to properly prosecute tlie
work. Where pure races best meet
the requirements of the climate, it is
well to have them in all their purity.
Mr. Benton is still engaged in the
East in the exportation of queens of Farmer.
'i

;

;

recommended
:

—

with all possible care as to selection
and breeding the latter on isolated
islands in the Georgian Bay. Crosses
between Italians and Cyprians or
Syrians, and between Carniolans and
Cyprians or Syrians, seem to give the
One-third Cyprian or
best results.
Syrian is sufficient with two-thirds
Italian, or half Carniolan and half
Cyprian or Syrian, work well together.
While bees are all crossed the same,
the results vary for a time till tlie

also

the adoption of the following
Resolved, That a committee of one
be appointed to present to the Commissioner of Agriculture our appreciation of his valuable efforts to aid our
business in" urging the importance of
apiarian statistics, and suggest our
desires in respect to the chemical

beeswax.

:

;
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Prof. Cook was appointed " the by introducing her with a couple of
committee of one " voted in the after- frames of brood in all stages. This
noon to communicate with the De- restored the colony to a normal conpartment of Agriculture in regard to dition.
scientitically-accurate
D. A. Jones said this plan would
obtaining a
work with all but pure Cyprians or
analysis of honey.
D. A. Jones gave his metliod of Syrians, which were incorrigible.
Get a
Ex-President Root then addressed
queen-rearing as follows:
colony very strong, either by adding the meeting, summing up some of the
brood or young bees, then remove the interesting features of the present
queen and brood, and give tlie bees gathering, expressing his satisfaction
eggs from a choice queen. A large at the success wliich had attended the
number of excellent ciueens will be convention, and said that the hour had
the result. Such a colony can build now come when we must part.
Italians are
at least H lots of cells.
Adjourned sine die.
poor cell-builders. Queens reared in
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
this manner lay sooner, and are better

developed.

James Heddon

—

These excellent
be the result of " contraction,'" i. e., the bees should be many
In proportion to the space.

results

may

N. W.

McLain— It

is

amazing

mmkm

to

breeders pay so much attention to the rearing of queens and so
If
little to the rearing of drones.

me why

such wonderful results have been secured in rearing queens, the same
treatment in rearing drones will improve them in the same manner, and
it should not be forgotten that prepotency is on the male side. Both the
"Pollen Theorists" and Mr. Barber
are correct. If the environments are
right, the pollen does no harm if the
pollen is not there, no harm will come
if the environments are not right.
There is a way of
I). A. Jones
"squeezing" bees into the sections
.by putting the brood-combs close
together, and more surplus will thus
be secured. I am so thoroughly convinced of the advantage of this that I
;

—

make all my hives so that the combs
are \% inches from centre to centre.
T. L. VonDorn— I have used combs
only 1 ?4 inches f torn center to center,
and vv'as surprised at the good results.
D. A. Jones When the honey harvest is coming to a close, I remove I3
of the combs, and the bees build
out the upper part of the combs and
the wide spaces
Hll them with honey

—

;

Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' AssociW. F. Wright, of Johnson,

ation.
o^

—

Nebr., Secretary of the Association,
make the following an-

desires to

nouncement

The

:

eighth annual meeting of the

Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at Lincoln, Nebr.,
on Jan. 13, 14 and 1.5, 1886, the first
session beginning at 3:30 p.m., on the
13th.
Notices will be posted at the
Lincoln Depots, directing bee-keepers to the Hall in which the meeting will be held. All are cordially invited to attend. By new arrangements
made with the B.
M. and U. P. R.
R. Companies, all who wish to attend
the Convention must call for and
OBTAIN certiHcatesat their respective
depots, and pay full fare to Lincoln.
Then, at any time during the sessions
present such certificates to me, and 1
will certify to the same, which will
entitle all who hold such certificates,
to a return ticket at one-third fare.
Do not fail to call for certificates
to the Convention when purchasing
tickets to Lincoln.

&

below the honey are excellent places
for the bees to cluster.

James Ileddon— By using combs
the

inducement

far

tell.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
Office of the

American Bee JonnNAi,,

Monday,

1

10 a. m., Dec. 21, 1S85.

(

The following

are the latest quotations for honey and beeswax received
up to this hour

CHICAGO.

HONE Y.- The market is without special change
since last quotations. Wliite comb honey in onepound sections brings I'xait^c. A little fancy sells
at 17c. in a small way. Oark comb honey sell slowly.
Nearly all of the white comb honey comes from
the East. Extracted is held lirmly at from 6(980.
BEESVVA.V.-25C.
K. A. BCTtKKTT.

161 Soutta

Water

St.

NEW

YOKK.
HONEY.— The market for comb honey is quite
active, and the demand nearly equal to the supply.
Prices are eradually shading, owintr to the fact of
many producers selling their entire crop in this
city at very low prices, thereby enabling the purchasers to sell low and realize a handsome profit.
Large lots have been sold here at y^ioc. for fancy
goods. In consequence of no honey coming in
frnm the West, we can see no reason why good
pyces should not be obtained, e.xcept as above
stated. Present quotations are Fancy white 1-lb.
spctions. 14tqii5c.; the same in :2-lb. sections, IIH®
1-lh. sections
liij;fic.; fancy buckwheat hfiney in
ll'^il^c: in :i-lb3., D'^lnc. Otf grades 1 to 2c. less.
BEBSWAX-Prime yellow. 25(!»28c.
MCCAUL & HlLDRKTH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
:

ST. LOUIS.

HONE Y.— The market is quiet and the demand
now. We quote prices as follows:—

light just

Choice comb honey. 10@rjc. Extracted, in barrels, 4!^(^.'^c. Extra fancy of bright color and in
l-lb. packages, M advance on above prices.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— There is a very slow demand from
manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a large
supply on the market, while the demand is very
good for clover honey in square glass jars. Prices
for all qualities are low and range from 4@8c a lb.
Supply and demand is fair for choice comb honey
in small sections, which brings I2(qjl5c. per lb.
BEESWAX.— Good yellow is in good demand,
and arrivals are fair, at 20('ft22c. per lb.
C. F. MUTH. Freeman & Central Ave.

CLBVBLANO.
HONEY.— The market since our last report has
improved very much and there is a good opening
tor very choice white I-lh. sections, for which 14@
Our stock of new is very light at
15c. is obtained
present but of the old we have a good supply
which we sell at li.i® 13c. for white l-lb. sectit>n8.
E.xtracted honey is slow at 6&J7C. for best white
clover and basswood.
BEESWAX.— Very scarce at 20@22c.
A. C. Kkndkl, 115 Ontario Street.

Wintering Bees.— Elias Fox, Hills-

building borough,+o Wis., on Dec. 6, 1885,
writes
drone-comb is increased.
My method of wintering bees is as
D. A. Jones— In introducing virgin
I make
benches of 2x4
queens I let them run in at the en- follows
trance. Do not disturb the bees. I studding, with four legs under each
can introduce laying queens by put- about 10 inches long, and place the
ting them into a top-feeder and let- hives (which have tight bottoms) on
ting them work their way down the benches in the cellar, removing
through the feeder into the hive. In the covers, and covering the hives
using chloroform for introducing with coffee-sacking. Then I place on
queens it is better to use it at evening either end of the hive, sticks the
OE in the morning, when the bees are length of the width of the hive,lj-4xl,'4
not flying, as those that came in might inches square, and on these I place
If done in the middle the next tier of hives. I also leave
kill the queen.
of the day, give them another puff or the entrances the same as when on
two a few minutes after the queen the summer stands. I have wintered
has run in.
my bees this way for the last two
L. C. Root— One of the greatest winters, with good results, notwithstumbling-blocks in the way of ad- standing the last very severe winter
vancement is the oft-repeated cry, and they had natural stores with
" It is not according to nature !" It is plenty of pollen. I do not claim that
not a question of " naturalness," but I have solved the wintering problem,
do, who feed
their bees
it is, "All things considered, is it as some
best V"
wholly on sugar syrup, and advise
Mr. Manum stated that he had been leaving the hive-cover on, but I do
very successful in getting colonies say that so far I have been as successwith laying workers to accept a queen. ful as they, and some of them I do not
apart,

are nearer perfection now
than they were when they commenced
experimenting.
However, time will
believe

to

:

:

KANSAS

CITY'.

HONEY'. -The demand for honey begins to sag
under the present comparatively high prices, and
recent warm weaiher, though choice l-lb, sectionB
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at 1H(§)17c.
We think, however, that the top is reached and
any change will be lower prices. Two-lb, sections
are selling at
white.

Extracted, dark, 4(a6

12W(aji,-,c.

cts.;

7(.«i.Hc.

BEESWAX,— 22!^®2,'ic.
Ci.bmons.Cloon & Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.
BOSTON.

HONEY.— It is selling very well but prices are
very low. and we are often obliged to shade our
prices In order to make rates. We quote comb
honey

in l-lb. sections at I4(jiil6c.,
tUins at 12(^14c. Extracted. 6oHc.

BEESWAX.— 30 cts.

per

and

2-lb. sec-

lb.

BLAKE & KIPLKT,

57

Chatham

Street.

SAN FKANC18C0.
HONEY'. -Choice comb honey is in light supply
and is bringing tlrm figures. There is a fair move-

ment

in

best qualities of extracted at steadyrates.

We quote as follows
10rrt,l2^c.;

amber,

r,}i(ari}4c.: light

-^

to extra white comb,
Extracted, white liquid,

White

7f<t8c.

amber

colored, i^'ri4%c.;

amber

and candied. 4Xc.; dark and candied, 4'a,4Mc,
BEESWAX.— Quotable at 2302'>c.. wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.

Preserve your papers

for reference.

you have no BINDER we will mail you
one tor 73 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 4 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Jocunal.
If

..
..
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Local Convention Directory.

for 188C.

OF THE

188fi.
Timean(tvtaceof MeeH'ng.
Jan. 8.— Northern Ohio, at Welliniitim. O.
H. K. Boardman, Sec, E. Townaend, O.

Jan. 12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. Y.
W. U. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
Jan. KJ— 15.— Nebraska Stale, at J..inco)n, Nebr.
W. F. Wright, Sec, Johnson, Nebr.

Jan. 19.-N.

W.

Ilia.

&

S.

W.

Wis., at Freeport, Ills.
City, Ills.

Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock

TE-^

Jan. 1st— :21.— Maine, at SkowheEan, Me.

Wm.

Iloyt,

Sec,

llipley,

Me.

Jan. 20, 21.- Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
F. L. Dougherty, Sec, Indianapolis, Ind.

PUBLISHED BY

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Pkopkietoks,

923&925WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

AI^FRED H.

Jan. 21.— Chaniplain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
It. H. Holmes, Sec, Shoreham, Vt.
Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burlineton, Iowa.
Jno. Nau. Sec, Middletown, Iowa.

%^~

In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- ED.

NE:W]TIAN,
Convention Notices.

Business manager.

We supply the American Bee Journal
for 1880, and any of the following i>ublica.
tions, at the i)riees quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
PHce

0} both.

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

1

00

2 00.. 1
2 00.. 1

Bee-Kci-iii-rs-.MMgazine
Bee-Keepers' (;uide

The Apiculturist

140-

2 00
2 00..
2 00..
6 50..

1
1
1

.

Canadian Bee Journal
Texas Bee Journal
The 7 above-named papers

and Citvand Country
New York Independent
American Agriculturist
American Poultri' Journal

^p^ecial ^atites.
SPECIAL NOTICE.-On January 1,1886,

Bee Journal will meetings held by the different Societies of
the State, which pertain to the specialties of
be reduced to One VoUav a Year. This we Agriculture, viz.. Dairying, Wool-Growing,
have contemplated for some years, and only Swine-Breeding, Poultry-Kaising, etc. Keawaited the proper time to warrant us in duced rates are offered at Hotels, and everything possible will be done to make the
issuing the Weeljly Bee Journal at the very meeting entertaining and insti'uctive. A
low price of one dollar a year. That time very complete program is being prepared,
has now come. We shall continue to im- with ample time to discuss the important
subjects of particular interest to bee-keepprove the Bee Journal, and it will main- ers. A cordial invitation is extended to all
tain its proud position as the leading bee- bee-keepers, with the hope that they will attend, and thus make the Convention of still
paper of the World
greater importance.

75

75

1.50..

75

75
75

5 50

2 00.. 1

50

400.. 3 30
2 50.. 2 25
...2 25..

2
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1
Apiary Register — 100 colonies 2

25.
00..
75..
25..
Dzierzon's liec-Book (cloth). .:i 00.
Dziei-zon's Hee-liook (paper). .2 50.
(i)iliniiy's Ne^\- liri'-Kecj^ing ..2 50..
Lang.'itroth's Staiidanl Work .3 00..
Hoot's A 1! C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
2 50..
Alley's Queen-Rearing
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
.

^^

The annual Convention of the Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Society will be held
at Indianapolis, Iiid., on Jan. 20 and 21, lS.Stj.
The meetings of this Society have been very
successful in the past, and the coming meeting promises to be still better. The meeting
will be held in the rooms of the State Board
of Agriculture, and it is one of a series of

Club

.

Guide and Hand-Book

150..

175
2

OO

1
1

75
60

2 OO
2 00

2 00
2 25
2 75
2 10
2 25
3 00

130

the price of the Weekly

1

Frank
" Don't Slop "—that is what many

L.

Dougherty,

Sec.

write

^(lucvtiscmcnts.

WE

are

now

in the

market, and will h&

during the entire season, for all honey
offered us, in any quantity, shape, or condition—just so it is pure. We will sell on commission, charging 5 percent.; or, if a sample is sent us, we will make the best cash
offer the genei-al market will afford. We-

^F" The annual meeting of the Cortland will handle beeswax the same way, and can
tis about their papers, when their time is
Union Bee-Keepers' Association will be held furnish bee-men in quantities, crude or re'*
nearly out. One subscriber says
This in Union Hall at Cortland, N. Y., on Jan. 12, fined, at lowest market prices.
Mr. Jerome
has been a year of disaster, and it is not con- lS8f), at 10 a.m. It is hoped that all inter- Twichell, our junior member in this departested in apiculture will make an extra effort ment, has lull chiirgre, which insures prompt
venient for me to send you the money now to be in attendance at this meeting. Those
and careful attention in all its details.
to renew m.v subscription. It runs out with unable to attend this meeting are requested
Sample of comb honey must be a full case,
this month but don't stop sending it. I will to send to the Secretary, reports of then- representing- a fair average of the lot. On
apiaries from May 1, 1885, to Dec. 1, 188.5.
such sample we will make prompt returns,.
get the money to you within three months."
W. H. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
whether we buy or not.
Such letters are coming- every day, and so
CLEMONS, CXOON CO.,
for the present we have concluded not to
1^~ The next meeting of the Maine Bee36A1T
KANSAS CITY, MO,
stop any papers until requested to do so.
Keepers' Association will be held at Skowhegan. Me., on Jan. lit, 20 and 21, 1880. The
Maine Central R. K. will sell tickets at one Bee-Hives, Honey-Boxes, SeotionSr
for the round trip. The Grand Trunk
Comb Honey Wanted.— We have an fare
K. K. will sell tickets at the same rate to
Largest Bee-Hive Factory in the World.
opportunity to sell several thousand pounds Lewiston, Me., to all who attend the meeting.
more of Choice White Comb Honey in 1-lb. Bee-keepers everywhere are cordially invi- Capacity, one car-load per day. Best of goods at
Wm. Hovt, Sec.
ted to be present.
sections—
commission.
lowest prices. Write for price-list.
to

:

;

&

on
Those who have
such for sale are invited to corre^ond with
{^" The Northern Ohio Bee-Keepers' Asus— stating: particulars, including the price sociation will hold a meeting in the Baptist
Hall, in Wellington. O., on Friday, Jan. 8,
desired.
1886. A special effort will be made to secure
a full attendance. H. R. Boardman, Sec.

The AVestem World Guide

and Hand-

Book

of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever

put tog-other

in

such a cheap form.

The

printing, paper, and binding are e-xcellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

g^r° The annual meeting of the Northwestern Illinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in
Freeport, Ills., on Tuesday, Jan. 19, 1886.
JON.\TH.AN STEW.ART, ScC.

t^~ The annual meeting- of the Champlain
one sending us two new subscribers besides Valley
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
their own, with ?3, for one year, we will in Middlebury, Vt., on Jan. 21, 1886.
R. H. Holmes, Sec.
present a copy of this valuable book.
Are you Kiititled to a pension? You
now paying may be and may not know it. If you ex-

BecstTax Wanted.— We are
23 cents per pound for good, average, yellow amine

the Guide and Hand-Book you will
Beeswax, delivered here. Cash on arrival. soon find out. Thousands of things worth
Shipments are solicited. The name of the knowing will be found in it. The Bee
shipper sliould be put on every package to Journal for 1S8C and the Guide Book will
prevent mistakes.
both be sent for $l.:iO.

LEWIS & CO.

C. B.

W.VTEKTOWN, \nS.

olAtt.

BEE HIVES,
:?ectionB, Section-Cases, Frames, &c., of
superior workmanship.

One-piece

SOVtlTH

<5c

GOOXDIEIjXi,

Manufacturers and dealers in Apiarian Supplier
and Barrel Churns. Send for price-list.

Rock

Fall!!!, AVliJte!«icle

Co., Ills.

5lD(Jt.

1886.

ALLEY'S

1886.

Combined Drone and Queen Trap.

A perlect nnn-swarrainL' arraneement. Send
and get them by the quantity, in tbe flat, and sell
to your bee-beeping friends. Every bee-keeper
will purchase one or more who examines them.
Send for wholesale prices. Circulars free.
AIGLET «fe CO..
Wenham, Essex Co., Mass.
5lDtf.

H£NKT

—
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HONEY
FOR SALE!
Well-ripened, biiglit 15ASSWOOD
extracted IIOXEY, at the following
low price, for CASH with the order :

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

EXCELSIOR

AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.
The British liEE JorRNAL is published every
Week, at Ten Shillinps and md. per annum, and
contains the bet.t practical information for the
time beint:, showing what to d(), and when and
how to do it. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and our Weekly
for $3.50.

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for E.xtractois carrying 3 and 4

Langstroth frames, we bave concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
Clin of the same size and style as
the frame. The 4 frame basket
'.i

Bee-keepers' Supplies,

IS in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 7.5 or HO
lbs, of honey. It wiM becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
JlH.iHt Extractor, l3x2o. which Is
intended for any size of frame.

standard Langatroth,

100 Pound Kegs
50

S8 00
4 00

each

(net)

Quinby Standing-Frame,

And

1^ Free on board CAES, and no
charge for kegs. Shipments prompt.

all

other kinds of

Hives,

MADE TO OKUEB,

Excepting with the
tractors, all

Quinby Smolter a specialty.
supply anything you need in the Apiary.

I also have on Iiand several thouI shall
sand pounds of nnxed honey, of about Send
for Illustrated Price List.
and fall
equiil parts of basswood
TV. E. CI.AKK, successor to L.C. Root,
flowers, which mav he called AMBER
ORlSKANr. Oneida County, N. Y.
7A1T

that 1 will sell as above, at
cent less per pound.

JAMES HEDDON,

Address,

DOWAGIAC,

Cass County,

ble aides

the

in

a

THOS.
923

Each number

renlete with articles on

is

J^ ^ ^

^

Mi

'

Pntent

Deo

£

Aeents wHnifrri Iihoritl pav write for terras.
BettC Advfrtislne Mecltiim oi* iLm cluss.
6enti fur ^aDipIt; ci>py iind advertisinu riites.
;

AM ERICAJi IXVEXTOR.

Andres?.

CI^XIy^'ATI,

St.,

O.

8ee AdvertiBcment

retail.

FL.VT-

in an<tther

SONS.

ii"

ronntrifi*.

Style.

sfh)

llAly

showlne llnwto Pr(»eure and

ok.

t

"VENTOR

IHH

a

out.
tail.

51

latt

W.

AM

PATEN'l'

Kifth St

.

AGKNCY,

Cincinnati, Otiio.

Terms

free.

Uai.i.ett Book r.i}.
Portland. Maine.

DadantN Foundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail,

rtee

Adverlinement

In

the Bee.Iournal for sale at
:(:'Centw per square Incb—nualrlKle cut sold torleBS

Of Knwrarlnhrs

a»ef1 in

.i"C.

THOS.
923 &

92.-)

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

1.

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Square Glass Honey Jars, Tin Buckets,

Langstroth Bee-Hives, Honey-Sections,
Apply

to

«

Freeman 4 Central

UAS.
Ave.,

F.
-

etc.

CINCINNATI.

O.

with our StandHrd Langstroth Hives, as adver-

tised and described in our Cutalouue. AH upper
storte- i-nd siirplus arrangements made by u-* will
Prices:
til this dmible - wHllPd broud chamber.
Nailed, .'iOe ; in thefl;it.3i»c. per hive, in addition

to our prices of the stand. ird Langstroth. Wealso
make iiur 7^-inc-h ('aps with a sloping or Cottage
K-ii.f, winch is worth 3**c. nailed and l*>**. flat, in
addition to the prir-es of the Eitandard Langstroth
hive, which has a flat top.

THOS.

MUTH,
923

&

See AdvertlHemt-nt

in

another column.

LirCrWAT^V'

'""' "riBlnal
r.-inarUiil.Iv
co.t. canriowo 11 llO I / >T 1^ liv L'Pttiny niir
circular rei-. .New plan: just l_)T> T XI'I'' C' T)
what arms need.
1 XV 1 i 'I 1 TjlV

ZEBBE, 188 W. 6th St.,

Cincinnati, 0.

Wooden

Pails for

WE

Honey!

can furnish regular Wooden Wnter-Pailswell painted on the outside, and with n Iron
hoops and u tight-utting wood cover, at )$'£. ».^
per doz..n. Thev will bold SS lbs. of honej, and
when empty, c in be utilized for use as an ordinal y
household pall.

THOS.
923

G.

NEWMAN &

& 9-25 West Madison Street,

SON,

CUICAOO, ILL.

H[LP
iness.

Ci.

NEWMAN &

925 West Madison

^Send IOC. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers.

ILL.

T^ArCTJV
TVl A Vr"ho(1e9lroi>to be'-ome
rj V rMll iVIAlN 'l-owu printer ata
L.

FOR WINTERING BEES ON SUMMER STANDS.
rpH EY are made identical and interchangeable

NEWMAN &

G.
West Madison

Dadaiit'sFoiiiKlatioiiFartoryfVrliolesale
&n't retail.

Langstrotli Hives

^

o

another column.

ELECTROTYPES
Ulan

f

at anything else by
an atrency for the r>ei*t 8<»llinK book
BeginnerB Hucfeed grandly. None

Aly

DOUBLE -WALLED

§1

>ell

money than

rtntre

tal'tnd
I

AMKUICAN

&

.

^1

nent Iree. All Patents procurf-rt thrniiKh
ttdM Ak'"mov desmhed in he
F K IC.\ \ I\l';ite"t«,

Embossed Hidden Name and

VisitingCards, no 2 alike, name on,
packs*! warranted best sold. SamP'^ book. 4c. L.JONKS&CO., Nassau, N. f.
inc.. 13

Psttents

IWi-NTOK'S M aMJAL,

Negotiated.

THE HORSE,

MNew
Chromo

AVE \T-4. TK \ l»R MA RKH, I.. IB ELS
tOPV-RHiHTS prMiiiitly securpd for

Unite'' Slates

workers abs(»lQtely as-

H. Hallett Jk ''"
Poinand. Maine.

Price 85 cent»— in English or German,
THOS. G. NEWSMAN Sc SON,
923 & 92."} West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

i.Md

T'l-iitiye

all

:

o^-

PATENTS
P'i>"»-ik?ii

Fortunes for
Don't delay.

A"'

:

Sole Manufacturera,
Sprout Brook, Jlont. ^«„ N, 7.

iin'i

1

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

high side-wnlls.4 to Ifi square feet tc
tho pound. Circular and samples free

<'

homes.

;

BOTTOM

VAN DKVSF.S &

in presents giveji away.
Send us 5 cents postage,
and by mail vou will get
free a package of goods
of large value, that will
start you in work that

TRKATISE

column.

COMB FOUNDATION,
J.

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

By B. J. KENDALL, M. D.
Kiving an index uf diseases,
A
and the symptoms cause and ireatnientof each, a
table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enirraving of the

Dadant'sFoHiHlation Factory, wholesale
and

and

tS oo
8 00
.10 00
.14 00
.12 00
.12 00
.16 00

Agents wanted everypresents with each box.
where, of either sex. of all ages, for all the time,
or spiire time only, to work for us at theT own
sured.

BltK'urii.' itireH. ffv.

188 West Fijth

$8.i.t0

will at once bring you in monev faster than aoyAll about the f2'tn,iMH» in
thini: else in America.

I>a%v. Inv**iill«>ii, Mechuiilei». Art, Selence<
;

The

NEWMAN &

G.

O

-2

i 5

Baskets.

& 925 West Madison Street,

AMERICAN INVENTOR,
A JOUKNAL KOU
The Inventor, Mechanic and Mannfacturer.
SUnSCRIPTIOIV, «1 PER YEAR.

Comb

Extractors have no covers.
For 2 Aoierican frames, 13x13 inches
10X18
For 2 Langstroth
10X18
For 3
10X18
For 4
size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
^'
'*
13x20
For 3
"
"
13x20
For 4

<

MICH.

Ex-

I

|ln.(H)

HONEY,
1

^h.iki

the diflferent styles

have strainers over the cana leading to the honey gate, and mova-

St..

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

for working people. Send 10 cents
postage, and we will mail you free, a
royiil. valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of mak-

ing more money in a few days than
you ever thouKht possible at any busVou can live at home
spare time '-nly. or all the time. All of

Capital not required.

and work

in

both sexes, of all ayes, grandly successful. 50 cents
to "> easily earned every evening. That all who
watit work oiiiy tei-t the business, we make thi-^ unTo all wh() are not well satisfled
paralleled offer
we will send fi to pnv for the trouble of writing us.
ImFull particulars, directions, etc.. sent free.
mense pay absolutely sure for all who start at onoe
Address STINSON & Co.
Don't delay.
Portland, Maine.
SiAiy
;
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WEEKLY EDITION
OF THE

This Nil nibereloNOsaiiotlierVoIiinie
of the Ameiuca.n Bee .Icuih.nal, rears one
more monument upon

lie broad
area of
industrial improvement, and creates one
more " book of rcfereuco " on progressive
I

apiculture.

G.

NEWMAN,

Coneernlns; the

in 1801,

conceived in a laudable desire to do good to
a languishing industry, it has been conducted with the sole view of promoting the
welfare of its patrons, and is dedicated to
the interests of honey-producers generally.
It should be remembered that it was the
first periodical that claimed for bee-culture
its rights as a science.
It raised a torchlight, which for years gleamed alone amid
the dark mists of ignorance and prejudice,
and now, when it has given birth to other
lights, it is still burning with a pure and

Itiily

on Becsivax

Canada, on page 811 Mr. Jones was
reported to have said that the Canadian
GoveriMiioTit had removed the duty, but .Mr.
in

R. F. llolterniann, of Fi8herville,0nt., denies

and says
The subject was brought up and the
Government was approached more or less

this,

The American Bee Journal was,

THOMAS

819

:

directly but just about that time we found,
owing to heavy winter losses in 1884-85, that
there woulii be no scarcity of wax for some
time, and it dropped.
My own opinion is,
aside from all other difticulties, the idea of
;

removing the duty on beeswax is impracticable, because,
however easy to the
experienced, it is no easy matter for a
novice to distinguish beeswax from parafhne,
ceresine, and such like.
To remove the
duty from beeswax, would set a premium
upon frauds of all kinds, and we cannot
hope or expect to remove it from all these,
nor can we expect to have the Government
excise men to distinguish wax from appar-

ently similar substances.
We were not present at the last session
present editor has
labored dilligently for the interests of (having left for Chicago to get the Convention report before our readers), and therefore
apiarists, and still hopes, by presistent toil,
know notliing of what was said. Perhaps
ITEMS. to advance the practical science of modern Mr. Jones
can straighten the matter out.
apiculture, and thus to carry out the plans
of his honored predecessor, Mr. Samuel
EDITORIAL AND SELECTED.
Subscribers are coming in rapidly
Wagner, who first conceived the idea of —for
this our thanks are tendered to the
publishing a periodical devoted to beefriends of the American Bee Journal, who
Wliy doth the violet spring
culture in America.
Since then much are exerting their
Unseen by human eye ?
influence in its behalf.
progress
has
been
made
many
doubtful
We should thribble our list at the present low
Why do the radiant seasons bring:
problems
have
been
solved,
and
new
ideas
rate of one dollar a year.
Sweet thoughts that r|iiicl<ly fly
It is a popular
promulgated
all the standard works on
Why do our fond hearts cling
price, and we find the reduction ^a popular
apiculture have been revised time and
To things that die ?
thing with all bee-keepers.
again, as published experiences have proven
O life this is thy sons,
to
the
several
authors
that
their
books
miss liiioy A. Wllkins declines the
"Endure and— die ?"
inclined to error, and none but the most offlee of Vice-President of the North Americonceited
have
dared
to
assume that they can Bee-keepers' Society for Michigan. Prof.
Year!— We earnestly wish
Happj"
Cook was nominated, and he then nominated
one and all of our readers a Happy New knew it all.
We desire not only that every present Miss Wilkins, we presume as a compliment
Year, and may prosperity and happiness
undertakings subscriber will promptly remit for the to the lady. As she declines, the olBce will
attend
all their laudable
coming year, but also that each one will of course devolve upon Prof. Cook.
throughout the year.
convince his bee-keeping friend or neighbor
TUe Year Is I<:nded. It this life is the that it is to 7n*s iutcrest to join in a club, at G. B. Iieivis Co., of Watertown, Wis.,
of
the
should
we
not
corner-stone
future,
least of two, and thus spread the light of its are on hand with fheir new Catalogue for
use all our endeavors to have it pUiiiih and torch. so that so many more may be benefited 1886—20 pages. A copy is on our desk.
sqitare 7
thereby.
Usiiia; Bass^vood for sections was disIt is to the interest of every bee-keeper
Diirlns tlie Year 1885 we have inserted that his neighbor
cussed .at the late Convention at Deti-oit.
bee-keepers are educated
175 queries in the Query Department, with
Mr. Boardman said
(see page 806.) " I use
especially as to marketing honey, that they
answers by some of our best apiarists. This may have the honey
basswood for sections, but in view of its
in attractive shape, and
alone has been worth more than the subbecoming scarce, and to save it for beeto know its proper selling value before
scription price of the Bee .Toitrnal to
attempting to sell it. This may prevent forage, can we not find some other timber
almost every subscriber, because it gives
to take its place ?" He was erroneously
their spoiling of his market by ruining the
" I never use bassthe opinions of 8 or 10 successful apiarists
reported to have said
prices or disgusting purchasers.
on each topic. " In the multitude of counsel
wood," etc. Hence this correction.
there is wisdom." The answers vary, because
It win be Wisdom to invest one dollar
The First Convention of the beein many cases the matters treated upon are for the Weekly American Bee Journal for
simply matters of opinion, and show enough 1886. With its weekly visits every sub- keepers of America was held at Cleveland,
nearly 26 years
difference to make it thoroughly interesting. scriber will be kept posted will all the Ohio, on March 15, I860
Those who have so kindly aided in this apicultural news of the day. All the new ago. We have prepared a history of the
Department, have the thanks of our readers things in our ever-advancing pursuit will inception, formation, and organization of
generally. The Query Department will he be placed before our readers as soon as they the North American Bee-Keepers' Society,
continued next year under the same plan of come to the light, and at the end of the year together with a digest of the proceedings of
all its meetings from its inauguration, with
management.
every subscriber will have a volume of 832
full report of its last meeting at Detroit,
pages filled with just the kind of reading a
A Complete Index will be found in this that will he of the (ii'catcst value to every Mich. This we are now publishing in
number of the JotTRNAL.both to the subject- apiarist. By the use of
pamphlet form. It will be ready in January,
the Binder prepared
matter, correspondents' names, and illustraand will be sent postpaid for 25 cents. We
for the Bee Journal, all can have the
tions. To these we point with pride, because
volume bound and in good preservation will present a copy of it to any one sending
they comprise the whole range of apipulus a club of two subscribers for one year,
every day in the year, and always up to
tural discussion, as well as current news of
with $2.00
date, ready for reference and daily examiour pursuit. The Index to Correspondents
nation. It surely will be uii>dom for every
Bulletin No. 9, of the Michigan Agriculcontains the names of all our tjest, most
bee-keeper to take the American Bee tural College, is received. It treats of
experienced and thoroughly successful
Journal for 1886. Now is the time to renew chemicals.
writers of the present day. These will all be
with the advent of the new year.
continued for the coming year, and our
Silence is a strong argument, as well as
arrangements now perfected for the future
The American Asirlciilturlst and the a great virtue. There is no wisdom in unwill make the Bee Jodrnal for 1886 better Weekly Bee Journal for 1886 will both be necessary contention. Let us all commence
than all its preceding years. In fact, no sent for S2.25, or with the " Family Cyclopae- the new year with the determinsition to see
" how we can best work and best agree."
bee-keeper can afford to do without it.
dia " or " Law Book," for $2.65.
brilliant flame.

Dec. 30, 1885.
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climates queens may be reared during
I think that I should leave them
nearly the whole
but the where they are, and thin out the
year,
" swarming impulse " cannot be con- shade.— C. C. Miller.
trolled even in such climates, much
Wise.— VV. Z. Hutchinson.
less in those where winters more or
less severe always follow in regular
If the shade is from apple trees only,
rotation.— J. E. Pond, Jk.
we would leave them where they are.
do not like placing hives facing
against the slope, which would be the
case on the opposite hill.— Dadant &
Hive-Entrances in Winter.

We

Lengthening the Swarming Impulse.

Son.
4iuery, No. 1'73.— I notice that many have
been advertising, and still advertise queens
reared, through the whole season, under the

swarming impulse. How
this swarming impulse at

is it

possible to obtain

will during the whole
period of the queen-rearing business ?— P. V.

I do not think it can be done as
easily as the advertising can.— James

Heddon.
It cannot be done very practically,
but queens reared in full colonies are
equally good at all times. Dadant
& Son.
It would be difficult, but possibly
by abundant feeding and by crowding
the bees, it might be accomplished.
1 doubt if it is much practiced.— A

Cook.

J.

The queen-rearing season might be
considered as beginning and ending
colony
with the swarming season.
may be urged into the swarming impulse earlier or later than usual, by
stimulative feeding and giving brood
from other colonies. C. C. ISIiller.

A

—

Colonies are built up early by giving
brood and bees from others, so as to
get them to swarm in advance. Late
in the season the swarm is hived on
frames of brood, which, with feeding,
keeps the swarming fever up. Again,
when a surplus of queens is given in
the summer, they can be kept in
small nuclei until they are wanted
later.— G. M. Doolittle.
I was of
It is not possible at all.
the impression that it was generally
known that such advertisements were
not intended to be taken literally.
When a man advertises to do an
absurd or improbable thing, the safe
way is to pass him by. The swarming impulse can be lengthened out

almost indefinitely by artiHcial means.

this process is " artificial." It is
clap-trap to call it "swarming impulse." Better queens can be reared
by artificial means than are produced
in the natural way, because by artificial means intenseness can be added
to natural desire, and the bees can be
controlled as to the age of the larva)
they are to nurse into queens.— G. W.

But

Demaree.
It does not take long to start the

swarming

impulse

when

there

is

nectar in tlie flowers, by stimulative feeding. Whether the impulse
excited leads to the building of queencells or not, it is certain that with
strong colonies in proper season, as
little

Query, Xo. 174.— Supposing Langstroth

hives
to be properly packed for wintering out-of-doors
in latitude north of the 45th parallel north latitude, how should the entrances be managed, as to
space, in mild and in the coldest weather?— M. D.

would move them
See

location best.

Query, No. 170.— G.

if

the

I liked

my answer

to

W. Demaree.

I should
prune the appfe trees
thoroughly so as to let the sunshine
through them, thus benefiting both
I would leave them the same in the
the bees and the fruit. Ground dewinter that they are in the summer.
cending to the north is not a good
W. Z. Hutchinson.
location for an apiary.— G. M. DogI leave my hive- entrances open the little.
full length, and leave a board in
I do not think that there would be
front of the hive to keep snow and
any advantages gained by moving,
wind out.— G. M. Doolittle.
that would overbalance the trouble
I would say, leave the entrances caused by so doing.
It is easy to
entirely open to prevent dampness prune the fruit-trees, and they will
from condensing on the inner walls.
probably need such pruning. Shade
from well-kept fruit-trees is an adG. W. Dejiakee.
vantage, as a rule. J. E. Pond, Jr.
I should pick up the entrances
(takingthe hives with them) and place
I should rather have the southern
them in a cellar ; but if I had to leave slope on one account, if I wintered
them out, I should contract them to my bees outdoors; but I think I
about one inch in length, and leave should move them, and winter them
them thus all winter and spring. If in a good cellar. James Heddon.
you are afraid that dead bees will fill
such entrances, I think that a good
If the present place is so shaded as
cellar and good food will prevent their to be damp and dark, the change
dying. .Iasies Heddon.
would be wise.
A shade-board is
much to be preferred to any other
That would depend upon whether shade, so the absence of shade need
there was upward ventilation or not.
be no objection to the new ground.
With top ventilation the entrances A.
J. Cook.
should be very small %x3 inches.
With lower ventilation only, the entrances should be large— ?8x8 inches—
OUR CLUBBING LIST for 1886.
and protected from cTriviug winds. I
would not contract the size of the
We supply the Aiuertcaii Bee Journal
entrances until breeding began in the
for 188C, ami any of the followiusf publicaspring.— G. L. Tinker.
at the prices quoted in the last column
My experience leads me to give tions,
of figures. The first column gives the regularge entrances, both in mild and in
lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
the coldest weather.
I winter my
Price of both. Olub
bees in Langstroth hives on the sum1 GO
mer stands altogether, and I give the The American Bee Journal
I have
full width of the entrances.
2 00.. 1 75
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
lost but 2 full colonies in many years,
2 00.. 1 75
Bec-Keepers'Magazine
150.. 140
Bee-Keepers' Guide
and both of those starved last spring,
2 00.. 175
The Apiculturist
at a time when I was confined to my
2 00.. 1 75
Canadian Bee Journal
room with sickness. J. E. Pond, Jr.
2 00.. 1 75
Te.\a8 Bee Journal
6 50.. 5 50
The 7 above-named papers
Wisconsin.

—

,

—

Changing the Location of an Apiary.
Query. No. 175.— My bee-yard at present has
a gentle Incline to the south, and is in the [lorth
part of an apple orchard, well protected from
winds, but I think it is getting somewhat too
shady. Next spring I contemplate moving my bees
just over the ridge, having a similar descent to the
north, and containing three-fourths of an acre,
with no shade except three or four small pear
trees, but protected by a dense belt of evergreens
l.5toli0 feet high on the north and east, with a
good wind-break on the west. Both yards are
equally convenient to the house, and the soil is
dry. Would the move be wise, or otherwise ?— Norwich, Ont.

valuable queens can be reared under
the impulse of stimulative feeding as
under the impulse of incoming nectar.
G. L. TiNKBK.
If the apple trees were properly
This " swarming impulse " is one of
the tricks of the trade, and is made trimmed I should prefer to let the
use of by some for the purpose of bees remain on the south side of the
In very warm ridge.— G. L. Tinker.
increasing trade.

—

I

new

and City and Country
New Yorli Independent
American Agriculturist
American Poultry Journal

2 00.. 1.50

4 00..

:J 30
2 50.. 2 25

...2 25..

2
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. 1
Apiary Register— 100 colonies 2
Dzierzon'B Bee-Book (cloth).. .3
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (paper). .2
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping ..2

25.
00..
75..
25..
00..
50.
50..

.

.

175
2 00
1 75
1 60
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 25

Langstroth's Standard Work .3 00.. 2 75
of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
Root's
2 50.. 2 25
Alley's Queen-Reai'ing
4 00.. 3 00
Farmer's Account Book
150.. 130
Guide and Hand-Book

ABC

.

Tlie Time for Reading has now come.
The long winter evenings can be utilized by
reading up bee-literature. We have all the
newest bee-books and can fill all orders on
the day they are received.

:
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southern counties, it is used there
mostly as cattle-feed, and is cut as
soon as the bloom appears, 4 to
times, according to the season. It is
therefore of no avail to bee-keepers.
Such hay is, however, not suitable
for horses, being to '• washy;" and as
alfalfa is iiere used also for horseNorth American Bee-Keepers' Society. feed, it is not cut until it has formed
seed, or is nearly out of bloom. On a
few farms alfalfa seed is raised for
We here present our readers with the
market, and therefore our bees
some of the matter omitted in the have the full benefit of the bloom
while it lasts.
last two issues of the JJee Journal
In " dry " seasons, when there is a
scarcity of wild flowers, the alfalfa
REPORTS OF VICE-PESIDENTS.

Wmmm

:

821

to obtain a close canvass of Vi towns,
it gives only a return of 12,400 pounds,
whicli is far less than half what the
grocers sell in some of the towns.
Learning that the local producers
have customers, and retail their pro-

and that the store supply is
almost exclusively an import (the
production being from 40 to perhaps
duct,

70 tons as a

minimum and maximum

amount), and that well-cared-for apiaries of selected colonies will give a
surplus of 100 or more pounds per
colony, it shows that Connecticut is a
remunerative location for the skilled
apiarist.

is stored in its purity, and
equals any honey in color, flavor and
body, being about as clear as white
sage honey. In " wet " seasons it is,
liowever, mixed with honey from
other flowers, and is of an amber
color. Our honey invariably granu-

honey

Mr. O. O. Poppleton, Vice-President for Iowa, made the following
report of the results of bee-keeping
in Iowa during the past 12 months
:

Bees were put into winter quarters
last fall in very poor condition generally, as regards numbers of bees in
each colony and amount of stores.

The winter was a very hard one, followed by one of the worst— if not the
worst—springs experienced during a
long term of years.
The result iias
been to entirely destroy nearly or
quite % of tlie total number of colonies put into winter quarters last
fall, and to leave many of the colonies
tliat were saved in very poor condition at the commencement of the
honey harvest.
The honey harvest itself was much
below the average, and from the best
information I can get, I estimate the
total production of honey in Iowa, in
188-5, at about 3-4 the amount obtained
last year.

Foul brood, which

was reported

last year as being present in our
locality in this State, is not reported
as being in existence anywhere in the
State this year. AVhat is known by

as the " trembling disease," by
others as the " nameless disease," has
been reported from several apiaries
this year. As the causes and characteristics of this disease, as well as its
prevention and cure, has never, so
far as I know, been thoroughly investigated by any competent person,
I would respectfully request that this
Society either appoint a committee to
make such an investigation, or formally request Prof. N. \V. McLain, of
the United States Entomological Station at Aurora, Ills., to make such
investigation.

some

Mr. Wm. Muth-Rasmussen, of Independence, Calif., reports as follows
for that State

As

far as I

:

know, no vice-president

has been appointed for California
uring the last two years.
I can
herefore only report for myself.
While the southern counties,accoi'dng to all published reports, have had
a very poor honey harvest, the season
here has been about an average one.
The reason is that while the southern
counties depend almost altogether
upon wild vegetation for bee-forage,
our principal honey scource, here, is
alfalfa, which is irrigated and never

i

fails to yield

alfalfa

is

some honey. Although
to some extent in the

grown

Connecticut possesses a few wellread apiarists, but not one specialist,
that I know of, as a honey producer.
In all cases it is only a "side-show,"
and yet not a few could cast a vote on
either the reversible frame, 4I4 section-box, skeleton honey-board, or on
lates when frosty weather sets in, any of tlie other modern fixtures, and
but until then it remains liquid, and all of them tried extensively enough
will be so thick that a dish of it may to warrant an impartial decision. One
be turned upside down, without its apiarist has tried the IJJ^-inch wide
running out.
end- bar, with the reversible wire, to
Alfalfa, if rightly treated, is, to my the extent of 25 hives, and they have
mind, equal, if not superior, to any been tried to stay there are about 1.50
other plant which can be cultivated of such constructed hives put into
for honey, hay and seed.
The stub- winter quarters, and trying a few by
ble also affords fine pasture for stock, the side of other hives for 8 years, the
but cattle are liable to become bloat- number has gradually grown until
ed, if allowed to graze on it while it another season will see a few thouis wet or frosted.
This is the only sand of the % -inch-wide end-bar
danger that has to be guarded against. combs for sale cheap, or some kindAll grass-eating animals are exceed- ling wood and wax in the place of
ingly fond of it, whether it is green the frames and combs. Saw 1% inch
or cured. It also affords fine pasture thick plank in %-inch thick strips,
for hogs and poultry. As the tap- and make the tops and bottoms 5-16xroot penetrates from 20 to 40 feet ]-s, let into the ends, and use reversidown into the soil, the plant is not ble wires, the hives to be V2}i inches
affected by drouth, and, when in- wide, with 2 division-boards scant 3^tended for seed, is not irrigated. inch thick, confining the heat between
When it once has secured a " stand," each two combs to its own space.
it will hold its own forever after, re- The advantages are, tlie prevention
seeding itself, and clicking out, by its of hoar-frost at each end of the combs,
dense growth, all other plants which the prevention of each comb being
may attempt to share the soil with it. built to the end of the hive at every
I hope that you may have a pleasant sudden flow of honey, the possibility
and profitable meeting.
to take out any one comb without
being obliged to move each of the
Mr. H. L. Jeffrey, "\'ice-President others separately, the convenience of
moving a hive without every comb
for Connecticut, gave the following
swinging against its neighbor, the
report
ease with which a hive or nucleus can
Connecticut has not produced over be set up in a hurry, as well as many
two-tliirds as much lioney this year other superior reasons.
This is the out-growth of some old
as last (1884), and perhaps not over
half the amount, last year being the cast-off
Quinby
stauding-frames
best season for white clover and buck- forced into use iii 1S77, by a sudden
wheat that we have known for eleven call for frames and hives, and from
years. It gave us two unusually good then until now they have been used
"honey-flows, which made almost an as standing-frames at one time, and
incessant flow from May 8 to Sept. 27, at anotlier time as hanging-frames,
or more than 140 days of average by driving a nail in the end-bar; and
abundant honey-flow, against less sometimes one side being up, then
than 50 days in 4 flows this season, the other side up, the twisting and
with no white clover or buckwheat.
turning for fun and for fact caused 5
Though it has been common for complete hives after having wedgewell-cared-for colonies of bees of good slicks placed between the combs to
blood to produce 100 pounds each, this be turned bottom-side up, in 1883, to
year, it is also more common for the get the crates of 18 prize-boxes each
uncared-for "scrub" colonies to be as the receptacles of about 3 inches
deficient in
winter stores, without deep of honey under the top-bars of
yielding any surplus. Altliough Con- all the combs, because the first crates
necticut annually consumes from 100 of boxes were not taken off soon
to 12.5 tons of honey, and although enough, and up went the honey. The
bee-keeping is in a growing condition, same thing was tried in 1881, with 4
yet it would be extremely difficult to American hives whose combs were
collect 40 tons of surplus Connecticut half full, and, lo, the honey was
honey. Judging the State by an effort moved.
:

—
:
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The objections to a stationary or has to sell the extracted honey example, was just as necessary for the
one as the other. In both cases wise
single-position, spaced frame, are all much cheaper than comb honey.
converted into advantages by using
It would be a great mistake to im- manipulation was needed, and it took
it reversibly, and there will yet be agine, as some have
asserted, that a large amount of study to know what
living proof that the Quinby stand- there is already an over-production of is wise manipulation.
Certainly we
ing-frame, of the Langstrotli size, and honey. Honey of all grades is only must have large colonies of bees to
with reversible wires to combine the getting to be a staple.
do not gather the honey, then we must exlabors of Fathers Langstroth and have to look back many years to the tract it at the time when it could be
Quinby in an established union of time when its sale was soinsignificant done to the best advantage and with
obliteration to the confused multi- that it was only occasionally quoted in the least hindrance to the bees. It
tude, and give us all peace and same- the market reports of the large dailies. was hard to lay down specific rales
ness to perfection in frame and hive.
When honey is found as often as is every bee-keeper must be a law to
sugar, molasses, or as butter, on the himself, and find out the methods
tables of the average farmer and of best adapted to his own locality.
Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., the average laborer when it is found Experience must be bought by pracby the barrel or by the keg in our tice, and at considerable expense he
read the following, on
wholesale and retail groceries— then, only hoped that it would not cost
EXTRACTED HONEY.
and only then, can we say that we are others as much as it had cost him.
The secret of success lies in having
Nothing is more appetizing than a producing as much honey as the plenty
of workers at the right time,
coimtry can use.
pretty section of white comb honey.
The "revolution in bee-keeping," of and in order to do this we must have
But comb honey will always be a
which Father Langstroth speaks, in good queens. Then comes the quesfancy article, and will have to sell
have had
book, has taken place, but the tion of manipulation,
much higher than extracted honey, in his
bee-keeping fraternity is only begin- good results from extracting unripe
order to pay the bee-keeper that proning to find out all the advantages and honey, thus saving the bees the labor
duces it. The aim of bee-culture, in
all the growth which the bee-business of ripening it, but the question is, will
its progressive condition, is to proit pay to do this V
I think not. Then,
duce honey for the masses— for the must derive from this revolution.
again, there is spring manipulation ;
C. P. Dadant.
laborers— who cannot afford to pay for
spreading the brood, and tlie like.
it any more than they can pay for the
Dr. Mason described his method of In my opinion, we have manipulated
average grades of sugar.
many a colony to death. I am getting
Besides, comb honey, although it is getting extracted honey, but comto think less and less of manipulation.
a ready selling article, will not fill the plained that he could not get more
In feeding, we look, not at immediate
place of liquid honey in a great many than 65 pounds per colony. He was
have
asked how many combs he used, and results, but at the future.

We

;

;

We

We

instances- to make pastry or cakes, or
to use in teas, in case of sickness.
is

It

therefore an evident fact that the

sale of comb honey will always be
limited, and that the sale of extracted
honey will increase in proportion to

production, provided the bee-keeper will take pains to introduce the use
of it among his neighbors. This we
have ascertained personally by our
own sales. In ]8(is our sales of extracted honey of about 500 lbs., were
difficult and slow
now, our crops of
10,0(10 to 3'),000 lbs. are easily disposed
of, and although the prices "are lower
than formerly, yet we find the producing of it to be a remunerative
businesB.
sell more honey to-day
in our town of 1,500 inhabitants than
we could sell 20 years ago in the city
of St. Louis.
consider the production of extracted honey, exclusively, as of much
advantage to bee-keepers, for a number of reasons, prominent among
which are the following
1. The apiarist who aims to produce
honey only for his own use, can produce much more of this honey than
of comb.
2. The outlay for combs, crates and
boxes is not an oft-repeated expenditure, since when once supplied tlie
stock remains.
its

;

We

We

:

heard

replied, "eight."

Dr. L. C. Whiting said. If you will
" tier up." your hives, and use plenty
of combs, you can get twice as much
honey.
Mr. C. F. Muth could not comprehend how the Doctor could manage
with so few frames. He wanted at
least 10 frames for the brood-nest, and
then another story for extracting.
Even his bees, kept on the house-top
in the city of Cincinnati, had given
him averages double and even treble
what Dr. Mason had obtained, and
from hives in the country wliere they
had not so far to fly, he got far more
honey.
C. P. Dadant prefers large hives and
gives to the bees a plenty of combs in
advance of their needs. Honey should
Many
not be extracted until ripe.

bee-keepers think that honey must be
sealed before it is ripe. This is a mistake ; honej; may be ripe before it is
sealed, and it may be sealed before it
is ripe.

much about

adulteration,

and

we must avoid the very semblance of
it.
Our product must be even above
suspicion.
Some of the lower grades
of honey are selling so low that it will
not pay to sell it and buy sugar.
Bees should never be allowed to "hang
out " during a honey harvest if they
Our hives
do, something is wrong.
have a ventilator, 6x12 inches, in the
bottom, which can be opened or closed
;

at pleasure.

Mr.

T. Pettit gave his experiproducing extracted honey.
He had missed it by not leaving the
honey in the hive long enough to
ripen. One season his honey was all
S.

ence in

of an inferior quality, owing to this
cause. He did not believe that we
could ripen the honey as well as the
bees themselves do it. He said that
we should have at least one-third of
the honey capped before extracting,
and he believed it was better if all
was capped over. He then asked
Do you think, Mr. President, that you
can ripen honey artificially as well as

T. Pettit— If we leave enough tlie bees can do it?
in the hives, we do not have to
President Root— I am not sure. I
feed sugar, which prevents that much
honey being put upon the market, and know we can ripen it more thoroughly,
and I can discover no ditl'erence in
relieves the market to that extent.
the taste.
I have given -8
II. R. Boardman
S. T. Pettit— Some have not as keen
empty frames to a colony of bees in
have others. I have
3. The bees need much less watchthe fall, fed them 50 fts.of sugar syrup a sense of taste as
ing.
The almost total prevention of (two parts of sugar and one of water), ripened honey artificially, but it never
aromatic flavor
oily,
fine,
rich,
swarming by the production of ex- and they built comb, stored the syrup had the
ripened by the bees had.
tracted honey is no longer a matter of and wintered well.
I have done this which honey
It is my opinion that bees add, in the
doubt. For this purpose, it is only with several colonies.
necessary to provide the colonies with
Mr. W. E. Clark said that the ripening process, some animal product
a large quantity of empty combs President had been the most success- (formic acid, perhaps), which the
ahead of their needs. These combs ful producer of extracted honey in tlie lioney can get in no other way.
are not wasted, but are preserved from East, and he would call on him to
Rev. L. L. Langstroth did not know
year to year.
that he could add much to the ocean
explain his methods.
4. ]5y the production of extracted
Pres. Root, in response, said that of intelligence that was tiding all
honey, exclusively, an apiarist can it was perfectly true, as Mr. Clarke around, but he wished to say a word
take care of more than four times as had said, that Mr.Doolittle's requisites or two. He believed there were many
many colonies, as he can by the pro- for producing comb honey were just things that the bees could do— certain
duction of comb honey; thereby en- as applicable to the production of things better than we can— and ripenlarging his profits greatly, even if he extracted honey.
good queen, for ing honey was one of them. There
S.

honey

—

A

!
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too much artificial work in bee- privileged characters.
To indicate
keeping.
One bee-keeper had in- our true position, and how to govern
vented nippers to pull dead bees out ourselves accordingly, is the object of
of the cells, but live bees would do it this essay.
It is not over-production wliich is
better.
Dr. Mason said that the " big-bugs " troubling us, as there was never so
of the Convention had been poking much honey consumed as during the
but still, less was profun at tiim for getting only 05 pounds past year
of honey per colony, but they would duced. Our crop was a short one in
find it impossible to get an average most parts of the country. Now, if
of 300 pounds in his locality— a city on values are governed by supply and
one side and a wilderness on the demand, this question is proper, viz.,
other.
Small as his average yield "What causes the present low prices?"
was, it was hirger than that of any of
The maxim that there is no rule
his neighbors. He wished that his without an exception, may be applied
critics would show Inm how to pro- to our case under the rule of supply
duce 300 pounds per colony, but the and demand. The low average value
trouble was as Mr. Clarke said, they of all produce and manufactures, bedid not to disclose their secrets.
sides the lack of all speculation in our
Rev. W. F. Clarke wished to ask if markets, is, in my estimation, the
formic acid in honey was not the first cause of the depression of the
element which gave it its keeping prices of honey. When times become
qualities.
He pui the question to better, i. e., when a general advance
Prof. Cook. For his own part, he in values takes place, prices of honey
believed that the formic acid was will advance with the rest.
added by the bees in tlie capping proThe next factor in the depression
cess, which was carried on mainly by of prices is adulteration.
It is an
the use of their tails— the sting— being established fact that extracted honey
the last polishing tool. It was be- has become a staple article.
large
cause the formic acid was thus added number of manufacturers nsingsweets
that honey must be one-third capped have found that pure honey is the
to be good, and all capped to be first- best and cheapest sweet they can get.
rate.
New converts are made daily. For
Prof. Cook thought that no one an illustration I will mention a late
knew how or when the formic acid case of my own. I have sold, for
was added. He was also of the opin- years, an occasional barrel of honey
ion that too much stress was laid on to pork-packers, but only one would
the matter of taste. Few could dis- buy with something approaching a
criminate as thoroughly as had been regulai'ity. He found that his New
suggested.
Orleans molasses, at times, not sweet
enough, while the same quantity of
Mr.C. F. Muth, of Cincinnati, Ohio, honey would ahvays answer for the

was

;

A

read the following on

THE HONEY MARKET.

A friend

asked me, a few days ago,
as many had done before, what the
reason was for the low prices of
honey, whether, in my estimation,
honey would remain cheap, whether I
thought bee-keeping was overdone,
etc. I admit that these are vital
questions for us bee-keepers, and it is
very proper that we should consult as
to the best modus operandi as to the
improvement of our condition and to
elevate our business.
We know from experience that
whenever prices are on a level with,
or below, the cost of production— no
difference whether this is in the line

of produce or manufacture— margins
are unsatisfactory for producers and
manufacturers as well as for dealers.
Wheat, corn, pork and barley were
very low for a number of years;
farming was very unprofitable, and
the proportion of failures among
grain-dealers and pork-packers was
perhaps greater than ever. Bee-keeping was perhaps not more satisfactory
than farming yet, in proportion to
its labor and investment, it was far
more remunerative, even if the prices
of extracted honey ranged between 3
cents and 8 cents per pound, and that
of comb honey between 6 cents and 12
;

cents per pound.
It is bad policy to give up, because
find just as many malcontents in
if we look around us,
and it is folly to consider ourselves

we

other branches,

same cask

of pickle.

I

sold

:

many of our nearest neighbors are
not yet aware of the fact that honey
is a sugar, and can be substituted for
cane-sugar in almost every instance.
See that our friends are posted on the
suliject

Having shown in the above that
the production of and traffic in honey
lias its reverses, the same as any
otiier branch of business, permit me
now to give some points by which we

may promote our

interests.

Cleanliness around and about eatables makes a good impression upon
consumers. We must exercise clean-

about our apiaries, about our
honey, about extractors and extracting.
Every quality of honey should
be kept by itself, as nearly so as is
possible, because most of our manufacturers make a certain grade of
goods with a certain flavor with
which the taste of their customers has
liness

been cultivated

means the

;

to lose this flavor

custom. I have
hard-earned customers
because I was unable to supply the
same flavor, although with hundreds
of barrels of honey on hand. Tliey
would resort again to cane-sugar as
the only means by which to manufacture a regular grade of goods.
My
in this direction
latest experience
loss of the

lost

several

were

my

loss of

custom for the man-

grove honey of Florida.
\Vhen my
supply was exhausted, it was canesugar that took its place in the majority of cases, and it will be hard to
regain that custom.
Honey should stand in open vessels
for evaporation when it comes from
the extractors, and be thoroughly

him 50 skimmed before it is barreled or
canned. No lumps of comb, wax, or

honey for curing meats, a
few weeks ago. Other packers having
heard of the purchase, bought a few
barrels forexperiment,and oneof them
" Why didn't
approached me with
you tell me about your honey V"
" There will be a great deal more
honey-cured hams and honey-cured
breakfast bacon in our city next seabarrels of
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specks of

remain

in

other impurities should
the honey, as nothing is

more annoying to manufacturers.
They make no allowance for want of

A

cleanliness, but refuse the honey.
sale is often spoiled when the honey
is put up in whisky barrels.
The
inside of the staves were charcoaled,
and it is almost an impossibility to
separate the specks of charcoal from
the honey. Clean barrels for honey

than during the present one.
is no doubt about it
and my
next experience will be that some
drummer from Boston, New York, every time or shippers must bear the
Philadelphia or Chicago, will be consequences.
around and sell to my friends his
When putting up honey, bee-keepglucosed honey fa cent less per pound ers should at once select packages to
than they paid me for pure honey. suit their trade.
If their honey is
They will buy, and the following calculated for the wholesale trade,
" Honey good, strong cypress, oak or poplar
season some one will sav
is not much sweeter than New Orleans barrels are their best and cheapest
molasses after all." Such has been packages.
barrels to all
I prefer
my experience before it will repeat smaller packages. Other dealers may
itself.
We cannot avoid unfair com- require half-barrels or kegs for their
petition, and there is no harm in trade ; but, as stated above, care
telling it. Glucose is made to cheat, should be taken by every bee-keeper
and there is money in adulteration. to have his extracted honey graded,
Glucose swells the so-called stock of not only according to color, but also
honey on the market, damages the according to flavor. I prefer to put
good opinion entertained of honey, up my own small packages to suit my
in the estimation of consumers, and jobbing and retail trade
these are
brings down the price as a natural tin pails of 50, 25, 10, 5 and 3 pounds,
consequence. There is no use for me and square glass-jars holding 2. 1,
to tell you how to meet adulteration, pound and 5 ounces, respectively. I
because every one of us is possessed have an excellent retail trade for
of more or less of selfishness, and apt square glass-jars, for which nothing
to pursue his own course under any but the best clover honey will answer
circumstances.
the purpose.
There is, perhaps, a third cause for
In regard to comb honey, I should
the low price of honey, which should say that it must be white and well
also be mentioned. It is, that verv capped to find a ready sale
if the

son

There

;

—

:

;

;

%

;

;
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quality

is clover, it

is

all

the better.

One-pound sections sell best, but halfpound sections, if well filled, find a
ready sale, as do also two-pound sections.

Xo

that

we need

sections

of

different

but 20 to 30 pounds of honey in
sections, placed in a neat case
glass on each side, meets with no
objection whatever, while sections in
the neatest paper- boxes or glassed,
are unsalable by the side of it.
Purity, cleanliness and neatness are
attractions which should be synonymous with the marketing of honey,
and a strict adherence to this principle cannot fail to secure consumers.
0. F. MUTH.

After the reading of the essay,
aslied Mr. Muth what size
of section was, with him, the most

some one

salable.
C. F. Muth— The

one pound section.
a
Geo. E. Hilton— I have used sec- regard, to
and they weigh prominent of our brothers of America
inches,
tions 5x6xlJ^^
past four
IM pounds when filled. I find tliem and Europe, who, durin" the that
vast
years, have been added to
very salable.
S. F. Newman— If Mr. Muth had army now numbered with the dead
only large packages, would he not
Of these, four were editors of our
sell just as many of them as of smaller bee-periodicals, who had, during their
ones V
lives, done much to raise apiculture
C. F. Muth— One-pound sections up to its present " standard of excelA great many want to lence," devoting the best energies of
sell the best.
buy a " pound " of honey.
their lives to its development and
James Ileddon— I think it will be advancement, often sacrificing their
an injury to bee-keepers to lead them ease, comfort, physical strength and
It
to use any other size of section than wealth to their favorite pursuit.
the l>4xl'i4. A pound is a good size. is true that each one fought a " hard
severely
often
My fixtures are adapted to that size. battle " they were
Suppose some one sliould invent a criticised, and sometimes strongly
new style of section, how much better comdemned by those who should have
it would be if we all used the same been their constant friends and cosize how much cheaper they could laborers. While admitting that they
comb with a often erred (for •' to err is human ")
be furnished us.
"
large surface is more attractive, but let us cast " the mantle of charity
over " their short-comings," and think
it will not bear shipment so well
however, if we get the sections well only of their good deeds, energetic
attached all work, unselfish lives, and the general
filled and the combs
around, as can be done by reversing nobility of their characters
the sections, a thin comb will bear
I will now " call the roll " of those
shipment very well.
whom death has triumphed
over
C. R. Isliam- Honey was much
more salable wlien we were using
A. F. Moon, of Rome, Ga., was one
]5ee-keepers them- of the founders of tliis Society, and in
large sections.
selves are to blame for the necessity the absence of the Rev. L. L. Langof using small packages. By using stroth, its first President, Mr. Moon
large packages more honey is sold at presided over the Convention.
He
each sale.
was the editor of the Bee World, and
T. G. Newman remarked that we died on Aug. 2, 1S82 aged •'58 years.
needed various sizes to accommodate lie commenced to keep bees when 11
consumers— but he found the sections years of age, and ever after gave the
holding one pound by far the most fullest energies of his mind to the ad!

;

;

A

!

:

;

salable.

A.

E.

Manum —Two

years ago I

shipped 15 tons of one-pound sections,

vancement

of practical bee-culture.

Rev. Jasper Hazen, Woodstock, Vt.,
after 25 years of progressive bee-culture, died on April 13, 1882, aged 92.
lie strenuously advocated the use of
surplus honey-boxes, invented a hive,
and welcomed the introduction of the
He was also a vigorous
Italian bees.
apicultural writer 20 years ago.

2 tons of two-pound sections. I
received returns for the pound sections in a very short time ; but it was
several months before the two-pound
sections were sold. If there was only
one size of section used, people would
be surprised at the price at vfhich it
Edward Townley, of Cincinnati, O.,
could be furnislied.
James Ileddon— I do not know as I died in the 80th year of his age, in
would have everybody use pound sec- July, 1882. He commenced to keep
tions. I have used thousands of half- bees in 1850, and built up a large
pound sections I can secure just as apiary at Mt. Auburn. He was the
much honey, and have sold it at an author of a book on bee-culture, and
advance of .3 cents per pound. I pre- devoted his energies to apiculture.
fer sections tliat are 7 to the foot,
Jesse C. Estlack, of Littleton, Colo.,
even when separators are used.
died on Aug. 5, 1885, at the age of 64.
Pres. Root— I have found upon a He went from New Jersey to Colcareful examination of the markets. orado in 18-59. and there established

and

;

much

Theodore Uonck, of Canajoharie, N.
16, 1883, at Denver,
Colo., whither he went on account
of failing health. He was one of the
editors of the Bee-Keepers' Exchange,
and was never happier than when
3Ir. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
among his bees. The last ConvenSince last I had the pleasure of tion he attended was at Albany, N.
meeting with this Continental Society Y., in January, 1883, and was one of
of Apiculturists, many of those who its most energetic members. His age
have been our companions in these was 26.
assemblies have passed from the
E, r. Cassell, of Illinois City, Ills.,
present state of being, and we are was killed on Oct. 6, 1883, while atnow deprived of their gladsome greet- tempting to board a moving train.
ing and liearty welcome. Much as I He had been a prominent and enwould like to mention all their names thusiastic bee-keeper for 15 or 20
in tender remembrance, I find it im- years.
possible, because in many cases the
William Hewlett, of Beaver Lick,
surviving friends have not communiKy., was killed by lightning on May
cated the facts to the apicultural
19, 1884, while at work on his farm.
public. Allow me, with affectionate
apiary contained 125 colonies of
mention
few of the most His

The President called on Mr. T. G.
neat Newman who gave the following on
with
APICULTURAL NECROLOGY.

sections should be glassed;

an apiary in which he took
delight.

sizes.

Y., died on June

bees.

He

attended the Cincinnati

meeting of this Society, and took part
in the deliberations.
D. S. (xiven, of lloopeston. Ills., the
inventor of the Foundation Press,
died at the age of 40, on July 10, 1884,
at Los Angeles, Calif., whither he
had gone for his health. His kind
disposition endeared him. to all who
knew him, and his name will go down
to posterity as one who did his part
to make apiculture practical.

John Madden, of Davenport, Iowa,
his wagon and killed
on Sept. 19, 1884. He was one of the
"
organizers of the Eastern Iowa and
Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Assoelation, and was filled with energy
There were 225
and enthusiasm,

was thrown from

his funeral procession
being filled with apiarists); this
proves how much he was beloved by
those who knew him.
William W. Cary, of Colerain.Mass.,
died on Dec. 9, 1884, in the 70th year

carriages in
(10

of his age— full of years, ripe in experience, and faithful in friendship.
At the time of his death he had some
He was in300 colonies of bees.

timately connected with the first
importations of Italian bees into
America, and was the faithful coworker with Father Langstroth, in
all his efforts to revolutionize bee-

keeping in America.
R. M. Argo, of Garrard Co., Ky.,
died of congestive chills, on Feb. 13,
1885.
As one of the pioneers of
modern apiculture, he wrote extensively some 20 years ago. He was
a well-posted and practical bee-keeper,

and reared many very

fine

queens.

William Williamson, of Lexington,
Ky., died on Feb. 13, 1885, at the age
of 40. Those who attended tlie meeting of this Society at Lexington, in
1881, will witness to iiis zeal and enthusiasm, as well as his whole-souled
disposition. He was one of the projectors of the International Congress
at New Orleans, but died just before
it convened.
Rev. Herbert R. Peel died in England, on June 2, 1885. He was the
editor of the British Bee Journal, and
Secretary of the British Bee-Keepers'
Association. In his death our English
brethren have sustained an irrepar-

!

!
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able loss. He was a firm friend, an
indefatigable worker and a progressive apiarist.

" they rest from their labors and their
Pres. Root— I have requested that
samples of honey be sent to me, tliat
works do follow them."
I miglit send them to the government
Breathe soft and low, () whisj)oring wind, chemist. Prof. H. W.
Wiley, at WashAbove the tant^leil trapses deep.
Prof. Voii Siebold died in Germany
ington, for analysis; but the report
Where tliose wlio l<)\'ed me Inn^- a^O
on April 7, 1885. lie was the faithfu'
Forgot the world and tell asleep.
that the Professor has already made
friend of Fatlier Dzierzon, and was
So many unices lia\'e lieen luislR-d,
of samples of honey that he has anaone of the first to accept the theory
So many son^s have eeased for aye,
lyzed, leads me to doubt the advisaSo many hjinds nsed to touch
of parthenogenesis. lie was a promibility of such a course.
Too large a
Are folded over hearts of clay.
nent scientist, and rendered mucli
percentage of the samples were proassistance to the development of
" only know that, calm and still.
nounced
impure.
I .thould not like
They sleep beyond life's woe and wail,
rational bee-culture.
to send my honey there and have it
Beyond the tieet of sailing clouds,
pronounced adulterated.
Prof. Andreas Schmidt, for 20 years
Beyond the shadow of the vale.
I only feel that, tired and worn,
editor of the Bie^ien-Zeitnnq, the leadC. F. Muth
Myself and some
I halt upon the highway bare,
ing apicultural publication of Gerfriends sent some honey there that
And ga/.o with yearning eyes beyond—
many, is also numbered with the
On fields that shine supremely fair."
we kneio to be pure, and it was prodead. He was a co-worker and an
nounced impure. I do not think that
Thomas G. Newjia'n.
ardent admirer of Fatlier Dzierzon,
we shall send any more.
whose Golden Jubilee was celebrated
Prof. Cook remarked that he was
Prof. A.J. Cook then read a portion
in Germany lastSeptember with great
very much interested in the subject, of the published report of Prof. H.W.
enthusiasm. In his death our Ger- and
remembered with pleasure many Wiley, of tlie Department of Agriculman brethren have lost a master meetings
when those mentioned by ture at; Washington, giving liis analmind, a thorough scholar, an energetic Mr. Newman
had been present. lie ysis of different samples of honey
worker, and a faithful friend.
spoke particularly of Mr. Moon, the furnished him by bee-keepers. In his
original
projector
of the National annual report he put down many
There are many, many others but
time would fail me to speak of all Society, and Mr. Williamson, who so samples as " apparently pure," and
those who through faith in scientitic nobly managed the entertainment of many as " probalily impure."
The
research, and devotion to exijeriments the Society at Lexington, Ky. He Professor said that it was the business
and manipulations, have helped to moved a vote of thanks to Mr. New- of a chemist to know and if he could
dispel the darkness and scatter the man for placing their names and not analyze such products to a cerlight, as if by " magic wand " com- history before the Society, and also tainty, he should say so in his report.
manding modern apiculture to " arise that it be spread upon the minutes.
and shine "—pulsating and luminating Curried unanimously.
every zone
QUESTION BOX.
Men pass away Monuments crumpasturage for bees.
The
committee
on questions reportble into dust
and all that remain of
M. D. York I have basswood trees ed as follows
human greatness, are thoughts and
deeds.
By these we may " lay up that were transplanted a year ago last
Will it pay to raise red raspberries
treasures where moth and rust cannot spring, that blossomed full this year. for pasturage on land worth
from
I
have
transplanted
a
tree
inches
in
corrupt." In death we take nothing
$100 to $150 per acre v Yes, if the
diameter.
with us but that which we really are
E. L. Hubbard— Will it pay to use crop of berries also paid.
Shrouds have no pockets
Coffins no
What is the smallest amount of
coupon-drawers
Crowns fall off at land worth $50 an acre to raise honeyhoney needed for winter stores for a
the touch of death
Stripped of our producing plants V
robes of state, insignia, uniforms and
T. G. Newman In my opinion, it strong colony, and what is the best
kind of honey to use V Fifteen to 40
decorations, we then shall stand for would.
pounds of well-ripened honey.
just what !ce are I
M. D. York— I have raised Alsike
What per cent, of those entering
Our best thoughts and noble deeds, clover upon land worth more than $50 bee-keeping succeed V Two per cent.
given to the world by the aid of the per acre, and the seed alone paid me
Will thin combs, in sections, sell as
printed page, may live on and en- $25 per acre.
well as thick ones ? Yes.
ergize a world after we are crumbled
Mr. E. L. Hubbard mentioned a
Shall we use separators V Yes. if
to dust. True men live, long after plant that grew a few miles south of
they have passed from this stage of Buffalo, N. Y., that was an excellent you cannot get straight combs without them.
action.
The ponderous steam - en- honey-plant.
How shall bees by the pound be
gines which brought this Convention
Mr. Hiram Chapman described the
together, are but the spirit of James plant as resembling plantain.
placed upon combs V Place the queen
A
on the combs, then shake the bees on
Watt living again in our very midst specimen of it was exhibited.
Modern apiculture is but the embodithe combs.
Dr.
L.
Whiting—
C.
It would be a
ment of the thoughts and lives of
What shall be done with Iioneymost
excellent
and
promising
plan
if
those who have gone before us and
dew V Sell it, or feed it sparingly to
our thoughts and work, which may some young men would go to work the bees in the spring.
add to its practicability, may live on with our red clover.inthe way pointed
Is a coal-furnace objectionable in a
out by Mr. E. E. Hasty, and develop
after we are gone
cellar where bees are wintered ? We
a strain with short tubes.
The second President of this Society
James Heddon I do not think it do not think favorably of it.
—the lamented Moses Quinby (than will ever be profitable to raise honeyWhat width of sections is best
whom apiculture never had a truer plants on land worth $.50 per acre. One and one-half to \% inches withand more unselfish friend), now-, in Where there are waste-places it may out separators 1% to 2 inches with
this very assembly, lives again in those pay to scatter the
separators.
seeds
who are practicing his thouglits, plants. One plant thatofI honeywould
Has the queen been seen depositing
theories and progressive methods of recommend is vphat is called
"pleurisy drone-eggs V This committee has not
**
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bee-culture ; as well as in those who root."
love him for his scientific research,
grand character, and noble life
!

MISCELLAKEOUS.

That band

we have

of brothers whose names
to-day inscribed on our "Roll

The

seen her doing so.
Are queens reared from transferred
Yes.
larvie as good as any V
How are the Carniolans regarded ?
Favorably, except excessive swarm-

Secretary read a letter from
of the Honored Dead," live aqain in Mr. Turner Buswell, of Solon, Me., ing.
our tender remembrance, and we asking the Society to consider the
Will reversing combs secure the
may almost seem to catch a glimpse advisability of publishing, in a destruction of queen-cells. Report
"
of
the Angel of Life," with open pamphlet form, a report of its pro- says yes.
scroll, recording their names with the ceedings, and the matter was referred
H. R. Boardman, S.T. Pettit, S. F.Newman.
plaudit— " Blessed are the dead;"— to the committee on questions.
Committee on Questions.

;

:
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The committee on exhibits reported
the following articles on exhibition
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich.— A chaff

Local Convention Directory.

:

1886.
Time ond place of Meetint.
Jan. 8.— Northern Ohio, at Wellin(rton, O.
H. K. Boardman, Sec, E. Townsend, O.

hive, one-piece V-g-rooved sections, anfl
extracted honey in glass cans and jars.
Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
Will Ellis, St. Davids, Ont.— Thick and thin Jan. 12.— Cortland
W. U. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
comb foundation, and sections.
13—
Nebraska
State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Willianisliurg,
Ind.—
SamJan.
15.—
Rej'nolds Bros.,
\V. F. Wright, Sec, Johnson, Nebr.
ple of fine flavored and light colored fruitbloom honey.
Jan. 19.-N. W. Ills. & S. W. Wis., at Freeport, UIs.
Berlin Fruit Bo.\ Co., Berlin Heights, O.—
Jonathan Stewart, Sec, Rock City, Ills.
A crate of 500 one-piece, sliced, V-grooved Jan. 19— 21.— Maine, at Skowhegan, Me.
sections sectiou-case to be used with or
Wm. Huyt, Sec, Uipley, Me.
without separators veneer separators, top
feeder and strawberry baskets.
Jan. 20, 21.— Indiana State, at Indianapolis, Ind.
Dougherty,
Sec, Indianapolis, Ind.
F. L.
G. W. Stanley & Bro., Wyoming, N. Y.— An
automatic, vertical-geared hone.v-extractor; Jan. 20, 21.— N. E. Ohio & N. W.Pa..at Meadvllle.ra.
C. H. Coon, Sec, New I^yrae, O.
much improved on those formerl.y made.
Dr. A. B. Mason, W'agon Works, O.— Blocks Jan. 2l.-Cbaniplain Valley, at Middlebury, Vt.
K. H. Holmes, Sec. Shoreham, Vt.
of candied honey on plates, sweet clover,
form for nailing frames, wiringr-board, re- Apr. 27.— Des Moines County, at Burllniiton, Iowa,
versible frame, and a machine for making
Jno. Nau, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.
holes in frames for wiring.
Chas. F. Muth, Cincinnati, O. A variety of
13P~ In order to have this table complete. Secrehis improved, all-metal smokers.
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
J. Van Deusen ^V Sons, Sprout Brook, N,
time and place of future meetinfrs.- En.
Y.— A large quantity of thick and thin foundation, both wired and unwired.
Frank A. Eaton, Blulfton, O.— A sectioncase for use without separators, and a case
of ."^0 one-pound sections of white clover
;

;

—

From 30 colonies, spring
count, I obtained over 1,500 pounds of
the finest honey that I ever saw. I
sold all the honey I had to spare before 1 was hardly tlirough taking it
from the hives. I have built up a
home market that takes all the honey
that I have to dispose of.
colonies.

Wintering Bees.— A. A. Stewart, of
Lynnville, Ont., writes as follows
:

bees packed on
the summer stands, and about Dec. 1
I noticed that the mice were troubling one of the colonies. I unpacked
and removed all 3 colonies upstairs in
my store house, leaving plenty of
ventilation, the entrances open, and I
covered the back, top and sides with
chaff.
liow will they winter V Did I
do well in moving them V They are
very strong in bees, and the hives are
very heavy with honey.
I

had

[It is

honey.
Chas. Dadant & Son, Hamilton, Tils.—
Samples of heavy and thin foundation varying in weight from to 1) square feet to the
pound.
.">

Amos

A. Ressler, Sandcrsburg, Pa.— Extracted locust honey.
Prof. A. J. Cook, Lansing, Mich. —Extracted - Good Report.—
Curran, (3—10),
white clover hone.v, and a sample of plant- Littleport, (^ Iowa, on Dec. 12, 1885,
lice honey from northern Michigan.
Extracted says
E. J. Cook, Ovvosso, Mich.
I commenced the season of 1885
basswood honey.
Hiram Chapman, Versailles, N. Y.— Some with 3 colonies of bees, and increased
heads and seeds of a new honey-plant (name by natural swarming so I now have 10
unkuown), and honey from the same.
well constituted colonies, from which
J. J. Braduer, Findlay, O.— One-piece VI extracted 436 pounds of lioney. The
grooved sections.
honey
John Rey, East Saginaw, Mich,— Extracted basswood yielded this year.

Wm.

—

:

My

honey

and from that source I obtained aa
much as 90 pounds each from strong

in glass jelly-pails.

Newman

Bros., Norwalk, O.

— Several cans

of extracted honey.
W. E. Clark, Oriskany, N. Y.— Dovetailed
white poplar, and nailed spruce sections
;

from white clover. I obtained
very little fall honey, though 1 did
well enough, considering my exis all

perience.

3 colonies of

my

opinion that the wintering

problem does not hinge directly upon
any of the points which you bring
forward in your statement of what
you have j ust done with the 3 colonies.
If the remainder of this winter is
going to be as warm as the part j ust
passed, it would have been best to
have allowed them to remain as they
were on the summer stands but if
we are to have a repetition of last
winter, you did best by moving them,
especially if the temperature of the
room they now occupy will not go
Keep up the tembelow 45° Fahr.
perature of the room as above, and I
;

hivo-clasps. Van
frame-spacers, Quinby
Deusen feeders with brackets, Quinby's
new bee-keeping revised b.y L. C. Root, and
a quantity of Quinby smokers from '2 to 3'/2

W. H.
Hard Winter Expected.
James Heddon.]
Fudney, Sherburne,© N. Y., on Dec. predict success.—

inches.

14, 1885,

—

says
think that we are going to have a
hard winter for bees. I had 4 colonies
extracted basswood honey, and large photo- last spring, have increased them to 12
graphs of residence and apiary.
colonies, and obtained 300 pounds of
D. A. Jones, Beeton, (int.- Large variety
I did not have the time
of labels for both comb and extracted comb honey.
honey ver}' smooth one-piece sections as to work with them as I would wish.
they came from the saw
nine diiferent
Geo. E.

Hilton,

Fremont, Mich.— White

comb

hone.v, gathered fi-om a plant on the
Michigan river, known there as " cleaver ;"

:

I

:

;

widths of one-piece sections, a reversible
honey-crate for use on the hive, and for
shipping any sized sections sections slotted
on four sides, section-case for any width
queen-e.xcluding honeysections, slotted
board, new gearing for hone.v-extractor to
permit the instant removal of comb-basket
a double and a single Benton shipping
?ueen-cage. Canadian bee-feeder, winter
eeder for " Good '* candy, zinc honey-board
and queen-excluder.
Jas. Wales, Belleville, Ont.— Fine specimen
of honey-cake.
E. Nutting, Kent, O.— Drone-trap.
H. D. Davis, Bradford, Vt.— Surplus and
section shipping-case, and four-piece dove;

tailed sections.

Kev. W. F. Clarke, C.uelph, Out.- His renowned hibernating hive stand.
Bingham & Hetherington, Abronia, Mich.

— Honey-knife.

E. S. Miller, Dryden, Mich.— A I'"alkner
with
wintering and surplus
arrangement, and a perforated-zinc queen-

chaff-hive

excluder.
P. L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.
built by Mexi(ran honey-wasps.

Joshua

Bull,

Seymour,

— Comb

Wis.— Extracted

honey.

There was al.so on exhibition some 'J-ounce
sections of comb honey frt)m W. Harmer, of
Manistee. Mich.
A. B. Mason, G. B. Hall, G. M. Uoolittle,
Cotnmittee on Exhibits.

Report for 1885.— S. H. Waggoner,
Godfrey, pills., on Dec. IS, 1885, says:
I commenced the season of 1885
with 30 colonies of Italian bees, and
increased them to 50, by natural
swarming. I obtained about 1,000
pounds of honey in sections, and ."iOO
pounds of extracted honey. I have 47
colonies in winter quarters in good

—

W. F.
Bee-Iuterests Advancing.
Wright, Johnson, o, Nebr., on Dec. 12,
1SS5, writes

The

bee-interests of

Nebraska are

advancing, notwithstanding the backset
that bee-keepers received last
winter.

nal

The Amekican Bee Jour-

the best I have seen out of a
half-dozen bee-papers, and with only
20 colonies of bees I cannot do without it the coming winter. Our annual
Farmers' Institute meets on Jan. 19,
1886, and continues for 4 days.
is

Arranging an Apiary.— J.

W. Mar-

grave, Hiawatha, (5 Kans., on Dec.
13, 1885, writes
condition.
I would like to describe the arrangeBlack Locust Honey, etc.— N. 11. ment of my apiary the last season. It
Rowland, Keene.Q Ky., on Dec. 9, may be old, but it was new to me. I
188G, writes
laid it out in the form of a hollow
I have 45 colonies of bees, about square, placing the hives 5 feet apart
half of which are prepared with chaff from centre to centre, all facing outcushions, as I always prepare them, ward then I could do my work in
and the other half being just as they the apiary and be all the time behind
"lixed" themselves, with frames in the hive, and not, as heretofore, stand
both stories of the hives. I have lost behind one row and in front of the
but 3 colonies in 4 years, and that was next row. I never like to insult a
caused by mice. The past season was colony of bees by standing in its doora very poor one, the white clover way, for two reasons, viz., Ih'st, I
having been killed to a considerable think it very impolite to do so, and
extent, it yielded but little honey. second, the bees often have a very
The black locust bloomed profusely. sharp way of resisting such imper:

;

:
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If I liad more hives than
would till the entire square, I would
form a second square inside of the
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

Convention Notices.

tinence.

Office of the American Bek Jochnal,
t^^~ The annual Convention of the. IndiMonday, 10 a. m., Dec. 28, 1885. (
reversing the entrances, ana State lice-Keepers' Society will be held
first, only
'20
at
Indianapolis,
lK8(j.
Then I 'Vhv- meetings Ind., on Jan. and 21,
having them face inward.
of this Soci(^ty have been very
The
following
are the latest quotacould pass around the entire apiary successful in the past, and the coming meetand be in the rear of each hive. I ing jii-ntnisi's to be stiU better. The meeting tions for honey and beeswax received
paid particular attention during the will 1)1' held in the rooms of the State Board up to this hour
Agriculture, and it is one of a series of
season, and could detect no difference of
meetings held by the different Societies of
CHICAGO.
in those
facing north from those the State, which pertain to the specialties of
HONE v.- The market is without special change
facing to the east, or indeed any of Agriculture, viz., Dairying. Wool-Growing, since
last quottiticm^. White comb nnney in onethe others all did about equally well Swine-Ureeding, Poultry-Raising, etc. Re- pound sectionH brin;<s ir)(«til(lc. A little fancy sells
rates are offered at Hotels, and every- at 17c. in a small way. Dark comb honey sell slowly.
where the internal conditions were duced
thing possible will be done to make the Nearly all of the white comb honey comes from
the same. I think that the plan is a meeting entertaining and instructive. A the East. Extracted is held Hrmlyat from 6@8c.
BEES\VAX.-:;oc.
good pne, especially where one is very complete program is being prepared,
K. A. BDRNKTT. 161 South Water St.
limited for room, as a great many with ample time to discuss the important
subjects of particular interest to bee-keepcolonies could be kept in a very small ers. A cordial invitation is extended to all
NEW rORK.
i

:

;

space.

bee-keepers, with the hope that they will attend, and thus make the Convention of still

HONEY.— The
flat

market for comb honey Is very
and inactive, which we attribute to the con-

tinued warm weather, and prices are ruling corExperience in Bee-Keepins. J. P. greater importance.
respondingly. We quote as follows Fancy white
Frank L. Doughertv, Sec.
comb in l-lb. paper cartons, 14csil.'jc.: the same in
Hensley, Grand Island,© Nebr., on
1-lb. glassed or unglassed sections. Iit'(il4c.: the
Dec. 11, 1SS5, says
same in 2-ib. glassed 8ections.l'i>^(g.lL»c.. and in unl^~ The annual meeting of the Cortland glassed
2-lb3.. l*2^l;lc. Buckwheat honey in 2-lb.
Union
Bee-Keepers'
.issociation
be
will
held
yfo; IOC.
in l-lb. sections, ll(*rJc.
My experience in bee-culture for in Union Hall at Cortland, N. Y., on .Ian. 12, sections,
Kxtracted— white clover, fJ^'SSc: buckwheat, 5H(5/4C.
the year 1SS.5 is as follows
I com- 18815, .at 10 a.m. It is hoped that
BEESWA.X-.l'rime
yellow. 25a2ac.
interall
menced last spring with 1 colony, in- ested in apiculture will make an cxtvn effort
McOalil & HiLDKETH BROS., 34 Hudson St.
creased to 4, by division, and obtained to be i[i attendance at this meeting. Tliose
uiuible
to
attend
this
meeting
ST. Lonis.
are
requested
only about 10 pounds of honey. I have
to send to the Secretary, reports of tlieir
HONEV.— The market is quiet and the demand
packed them tor the winter on the apiaries from May 1, 188.i, to
Deo. 1, 1885.
light just now. We quote prices as follows:—
summer stands with oat-chatl. I had
W. H. Beach, Sec, Cortland, N. Y.
Choice comb honey. iO!<eI2c. Extracted, In barrels, 4H(S.'>c. E.vtra fancy of brUht color and in
to feed out one-half sugar syrup for
l-lb. packages, 14 advance on above prices,
winter stores. The last flight they
tS~ The ne.tt meeting of the Maine BeeD. G. TQTT & CO., Commercial St.
had was on Dec. 4.
I think that I Keepers' Association will be held at SkowCINCINNATI.
shall see 4 live colonies in the spring hegan, Me., on Jan. lii, '20 and 21, 1888. The
Maine Central R. R. will sell tickets at one
HONEY.— There is a very slow demand
in fair condition
at any rate I shall fare for the round trip. The Grand Trunk manufacturers, for extracted honey, with a from
large
make my little report in the spring R. K. will sell tickets at the same rate to supply on the market, while the demand is very
for clover honey in square glass jars. Prices
but one thing I shall not do, i. e., 1 Lewiston, Me., to all who attend the meeting. good
tor all qualities are low and range from 4(*8c a lb.
will not unpack them as soon as I Bee-keepers everywhere are cordially invi- Supply and demand is fair for choice comb honey
ted to be present.
Wm. Hoyt, Sec.
in small sections, which brings J{*15c. per lb.
did with my only colony of last spring.
BEESWAX.— (iood yellow is in good demand,
and arrivals are fair, at iiO(aj22c. per lb.
I am new in the business, but I have
The
Northern
Ohio
Bee-Keepers'
t^T
AsC. F. MUTH 4 So.v. Freeman & Central Ave.
read the Bee Journal very carefully, sociation will hold a meeting in the Baptist
and I think I have profited by it, and Hall, in Wellington, O., on Friday, Jan. 8,
CLKVELAND.
by what practice I could get, and at 188(5. A special effort will Vie made to secure
HONEY.— The market is not quite as active as It
the same time attend to my business. a full attendance. H. R. Boardman, Sec.
has been, owing, no doubt, to many attractions of

—

;

:

:

:

;

;

I

the Holiday Season.

IW The annual meeting of the Northwestern Illinois and Southwestern Wiscon-

sell at 15c.,

The Season of 1885.— W. Stout,
Delaware City, 5 Del., on Dec. 14,

sin Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in

7w8c.

1885, writes

Freeport,

Last

fall

summer

I

had

10 colonies

stands, and

all

Ills.,

on the

came through

the winter in good condition. First
swarms came out on the last day of
May and June 1, but the spring was
so cold, with high winds.
There
seemed to he no nectar in the clover,
so I did not obtain more than 1.50
pounds of clover honey. The fall
flow began about Sept. 1, which was
3 weeks behind the usual time; it

on Tuesday, Jan. 19, 188(3.
JonatHjVN Stewart, Sec.

'

System and Success.
J^'

who

intend to be systematic in
in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Rcg-ister and commence to use it.
The prices are as follows
All

work

:

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
$1 00
100 colonies ('320 pages)
12b
**
200 colonies (420 pages)
150
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
**

Best white, l-lb. sections
but there is not

2-lbs. for i:tj^l4c..

iier lb.

BEESWAX.— Very scarce at 22®2oc.

KANSAS

tW

CITY.

HONEY. -The demand for honey begins to sag
under the present comparatively high prices, and
recent warm wealher, though choice l-lb. sections
are still scarce and pretty well taken up at 1h(,!ji7c.
We think, however, that the top is reached and
any change will be lower prices.' Two-lb. sections

t;S~ The Northeastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' Associa-

are selling at
white, 7@sc.

tion will hold its seventh annual convention
at Meadville, Pa., on Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 20 and 21, 1886. C. H. CooN, Sec.

l-2l^(^loc.

Extracted, dark, 4@t5

cte.;

BEESWAX,- 22M025C.

tn.EMoNS.CLOON &

Co., cor. 4th

Ic

Walnut.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— It

selling very well but prices are
very low, and we are often obliged to shade our
quote comb
prices in order to make rates.
honey in l-lb. sections at 14® 16c., and 2-ib. sections at 12®14c. Extracted, 6@8c.
is

We

Honey

as

Food and Medicine.

BEESWAX.-3(J

EP~ To
village,

create

town and

Honey Markets
city,

cts.

per

lb.

Blake & Kiplet.

in every

57

Chatham

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO.

wide-awake honey

producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat
Honey " (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices

HONEY.— Choice comb honey is

in light snppir

bringing firm fleures. There is a fair movebest qualities of extracted at steady rates.
We quote as follows White to extra white comb,
l(i(fl.l2^c.; amber, 7@8c.
Extracted, white liquid,
5V4(5j5>feC.
light amber colored, 4^'a4>4C.: amber
and candied. 4Xc.: dark and candied, 4cgi4VXc.
BEESWAX.— Quotable at 2;i@25c., wholesale.
O. B. Smith & Co., 423 Front Street.

and

is

ment In

;

;

:

Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 ets. per
hundred, $2. .50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
;

their

and

sale for the latter. Second grade honey
dull at I2(S*I:JC. Old white, 10^12c. E.xtracted,

The annual meeting of theChamplain
Valley Bee-Keepers' Association will be held
in Middlebury, Vt., on Jan. 21, 1886.
R. H. Holmes, Sec.

150
oney and 100

be earlier than the last was, for when
we have a backward spring in this
locality we generally have a failure of
spring lioney, as we have no basswood to fall back upon, but have to
wait until fall.
I hope for better
things next year.

is

much

A. C. Kbndel, 115 Ontario Street.

gave me

pounds more of comb
pounds of extracted. I
increased my apiary to 15 colonies and
1 nucleus. I hope that next spring will

so

;

Bee-Keepers' Badges at Fairs.
^\^i We have some ELEGANT
'%!^^ RIBBON BADGES, having

a rosette and gold Bee, for
bee-keepers' use at Fairs,
Conventions, etc.
Price
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
mail, postpaid.
and Medicine " to every one who buys a 50 cents each, by
& SON,
THOmAS G.
package of honey, will sell almost any quan92.3 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
tity of it.

NEWMAN

.
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GENERAL INDEX TO VOLUME XXL
ge:ne;raii

A bee in a ahavins saloon
A diecoD tented bee
A drone's plea for his sisters

555
120
581

After-swartus
ijo, a.*4, 438, 676
Ape of bniod & extracting combs 596
Age of queen before laying
580
Aee when bees beein to work.... I6.S
Albinos and Italians
788
Alleged depredations of bees
428
Alum in winter stores
284
Amalgamation of bees
244
Among the bees in spring
421
Among the bees in summer.. 502,553
Amount of honey gathered by a
bee
775
Amount of wax in comb
708
Amusing incident
419
Apiarian "hash"
166
Apiary burned
90,746,787
Apieultural apprentices
203
Aplicultural discussions, etc. .488,
5H9
615
Apieultural experiments 197,261,
347, y7H.

0r)5

4ttii

Apieultural humbug and fraud.
Apieultural imposition
Apieultural jurisprudence
Apieultural nomenclature
Apieultural notes 40, 440,471,618,
697
Apiculture
Apiculture as a business 86, 251,
264
.

.

";

103
198

570
39
776
389

807

Apis Americana
490
Apis dorsata
310,323,345
Apparently dead bees
232
Are bees taxable?
88,169
Are drones commoners?
501
Are patents necessary ?
53
Are workers abortions ?
563

Argument vs. invective
Arrangement of hives.
Assertion is not argument
Backward spring

316
216, 826
363

" Balling" queens

581, 596

Basswood bloom

708,747

and

Beating

tin-pails
kettles

307
brass-

475
325
Bee and honey clastiflcation 355.362
Bee-cellars
20,90.347,586

Beautiful spring-time

Bee-diarrhea. 23, 36,

37, 85, 87.
100. 105. 117, 118, 123, 172. 182,

184.203,230,246, 252,292.325.
551

Bee-enclosure
726
Bee-farm near Philadelphia. Pa.. 582
Bee-hive factory burned
157
Bee-houses
20,584,629
Bee-keepers at the fairs
554
Bee-keepers in Germany
323
Bee-keepers' reference book
7:i7
Bee-keeper's staff
295, 459
Bee-keeping classes
391
Bee-keeping for women
31S, 473

Bee-Keeping—
InAlabama

539

California

262, 821
131

Canada
Connecticut

82)
183

Cuba
Delaware
England

78a
284

Florida

683, 778

Iowa
Kentucky
Maine...
Manitoba

H2I

442
504,697
727
326
789
617,789
789

Mississippi

Ontario
Pennsylvania

Quebec
South Australia

741

Sweden
Texas

777
71,347,780
259
316
Vermont
7^9
Virginia
567
WestVirginia
475
Yucatan
88
Bee-lore mixed and muddled
73
Bee-passaees
2H3.
212.
298. 676
Bee-poi*on
40. 485. 519
Bee-yards
283
Bees affected with moisture
260
Be<'S and buckwheat
411. 492
Bees and clover
217,535.4^5

Tunis
Utah

Bees arKi drouth
4" 13
Bees and farm-stock
380,475,583
Bees and fl'^wera
227, 581,712, 723
Bees and fruit, etc
323,330,731
Bees and glucose
601
Bees and grapes 4 2, 61 1 (J52, 7o7.
1

,

758....".

Bees and horticulture
Bees as storm- warners
Bees at work on the linden
Bees beneflclal to crops
Bees benefit farmers

breeding
117. 180,187,
for defense
harmless as flies
in a church
killing a queen
leaving the hives. 300. 410,
420,636
Bees lying out
508,
Bees moving in the cluster. .. 324,
Bees of South America
Bees of the Orient
Bees packed in cellars
.

Bees starving

in early spring

Bee-stings. 444.472, 499,604,635.
Bee-suita
651,
Bees under the snow 357,395, 396.

Beeswax.

153. 18t», 298, 434, 475.

Brood

in the sections
Building brace-combs
Building up colonies
Bumb]e bees
Bureau of Animal Industry

Correct bee-spaces
Correctness in reporting
Counteracting false statements.. 281

Cuban honey

43

Cultivation of the clovers
Cyprian and Italian bees
Cyprians, Syrians, etc

5i

Damp cellars for bees
Dampness in bee-repositories
KM
Dead bees on the snow
DEATH OF—

Can bees commit trespass?
Candy for bees in winter
California honey crop
Care of comb honey

756,

Chliiroformed bees
Cider and bees
267, 283,
Cleanliness of bees
Cleansing spotted combs
Clipping the queen's wing
164,
Comb foundation 54, 154, 167,168,

Comb foundation in brood-nest..
122
Comb honey I's. extracted honey
505. 708
Comb honey without separators.
("ombs lor extracted honey..
of honey for next season.
Consumption and sale of honey.
Consumption of honey by bees...
Contraction method 437. 488, 536,

Combs

5r.i,5r.8

Eastern Indiana
24,201.

646.

Wis
Iowa

ms.

Netiraska

Nemaha Co.. Nebr
New Jersey and Eastern

loe,

North American... 124,680.
723. 728.771.789.804

Northeastern of N. Y... 182,
Nnrthea«tern Michigan. ...
N. E. Ohio and N. W. Pa....
Northern Ohio
North Middlesex. Ont
Northwestern of Chicago...
115. 172. 188

Ohio

Canada

597,618,

Ala
Maine
P'omeaaive of Illinois.
Southeastern Michigan
Southern Illinois
Southern Ohio
Southern Wisconsin....
l';ils;ilaga,

riMcatiiqui!',

St. Joseph.
Syrian

Wabash

Co.,

Mo

Ind

329,

168,

278,

AVestcrn Maine
Western Missouri
311,
Western N. Y. and N. Pa....

Wisconsin

303

Historical

355
169,250
820
220
Hives for extracting purposes.
708
Hives, frames and feeding
186
Hiving bees 459. 468. 474. 506, 521,652

Hive door-yards
Hive entrances in winter
Hives and separators

California

London. Eng
London, Ont
Michigan
Ohio

Honey-bees as
Honey-boxes
Honey-cases

fertilizers

52
339
632
635
584
600
G03
83,422
491
726
438
167

604

Honey crop 163,211. 326,596,663,665
Honey gathered from corn
634
Honey-dew 123. 138, 218, 235. 248,
266,

2H:i.

515

636

Willetts'

Welcome"

"Address

Honey
2a>. 500, 584,
Honey marttets
Honey oozing from the combs...
in the days of yore

484, 486,

1

Electric entrance regulator
pjlfgant bee
Elements of royal jelly
Elements of success
Emblem of Napoleon III

756,

Enameled-cloth covering...

356,

156.203.235,483.

Bee-killer

.

.

.

52, 454,

ijace-winged insect

Toads
Enthusiastic welcome
Excellence or cheapness— which?
Expelling water from sweets lOfi.
.

keeping bees.

136,

522.731
Explicitness in descriptions
4.'33.

455, 547,554,

and spring weight
work
Farmer bee-keepers
Fastening combs in frames
Fastening down hives

1I6,

Fasteninir Uiundation. 72,

107,

Fall
Fall

9(_\

790
419
823
291

.-

Honey-plants..

186,

275,299,364,693

North Carolina
Tennessee

309

Honey Propuction of

311

312
35S

Virginia
Honey prospects

Honey-racks, sections, etc

1S4

Honey-samples wanted

747
25
627
519
356

Honey secretion
Honey-wine
Horticulturists rs apiculturists.
34tt.
How do bee-larvae eat?
.

Bee-moth

Extracted honey

Mo

Joseph.

St.

West Virginia
Honey and comb to order
Honey and wool..
Honey ants

260

Enemies of bees—

.

Honey and Bee-Shows—

of

.5S5. 63i

762

Hibernation or quietude— which? 233
Hints to beginners
313, 427

Hon. Edwin

"Eden "

694
729
275

bee

21, 23,24,53.55.58,
84,85. 118, 186, 204, 219, 27-5,
307. 361, 408. 757

7(i9

Economical brood-chambera

451
i8£

Hibernation.

538

Early queen
Early swarms

in

535
„
Hermaphrodite

188
572

5I6
444
628
484
491,492
Drones
332,532, 660 684,716
Drones and dnme-comb
436
Drones and laying workers
629
Drones and worker eggs
613
Drone-traps. 52, 1U.^>. 165,214,262.278
Duty on beeswax
72

535, 549.

105

440
60

Have bees a language ?.
Have bees the sense of hearing ?

487
67

?

for bee-keepers
Egyptian bee-dance
Eight or ten frame hives

334

. .

779
389

603. 715, 740, 793

Manitoba
Co.,

i4i
lost

?

Disastrous results of the winter.
Diseased bees
Discoveries in cross-fertilization.
Distribution of the sense of taste
Do bees ever freeze ?
69.
Do bees steal eggs ?
537,
Does the queen rule the colony 7.
Doolittle's report for 1885

Experience

Illinois

Iowa
Kentucky
Marshall
Michigan

428

Ants

California
Cedar Valley, Iowa
89,
Central Illinois
312.
Central Michigan
Cbiinipkiin Valley, Vt
r)e.>* M'iini.'S f'o.. Iowa... 294,

Ijtnwood.

355
403
307

419

CONVENTIONS-

llaldimand. Ont
Indiana
.Johnson Co., Ind

Harmonizing theories

Dragging out young bees
Drawing out foundation
'•Driving bees"

Chilled brood

W.

108
99

Williamson
115
Deep frames
364
Depopulated hives.. 268.300,364,

Do queens

Changing location of an apiary...

E. lowaand
Italian

Hard nut to crack
Hard-wood barrels

57

Wm.

eat pollen
Double-walled hives

Carniolan bees
Caucasian bees
Causes of loss in winter
Cause of sour honey
Cell cappings
Chaff hives

Half-pound packages of bees
Handling bees
Hanging-frame hive

252

147
104,773

Wm. W.Cary

Getting drone-eggs
468
triad autumn days
628
Olucose
442,483.530
Golden jubilee of Dzierzon.. 707,744
Grasshoppers and bees
731
Great country for bees
540
Greiner Bros, report for 1884-85. 777
Grizzly honey-eater of Califprnia 487

75
428
68,

D. S. Given
Henrv llnuth
Rev. il. R. Peel
Prof. Von Siebold

art

'
'

Destroying plant-lice
Did bee-keeping become a
329,
323,

Burning words

Texas

488
444

Corn

373,

Black drones and Italian queens.
Black, shiny bees
564,
Boiled honey for winter stores
Bottom-board fasteners
Brood and young bees dying

803
355

lOi

683
339
628
582

K. M. Argo

Bichloride of mercury
Black bees

Ontario.

167

Controlling Increase
Controlling the honey-bee

Bees working in the sections 567,
Best hive

771

421

Continuous passage-ways

531,563

260.309, 444

373. 378. 393, 426, 452, 488, 517,

519

Bees
Bees
Bees
Bees
Bees
Bees

index to subjects.

How does he know?
How it is " over there".,
How to build a honey-house
Human enemies of bees

Hum

in

the hives

Hybrid bees
Hybrid bees vs. Italians

—

123
51
180

566
659
684
118,724
60,

"253
Ice-house for wintering beea
533
Identifying bees
Ignorance about bees... 195,552,755
266
Imperfections of Nature
Important subjects at con vention3.521
636
Imported queens— by mail
Imported 1-5. home-bred queens. 505
587
Improvements in bee-culture
Increasing number of colonies
743
14^^.248,456. 676
419
Industry of bees
773
In menioriam— Wm. W. Cary

—
.

Father M. Qutnby
Feeding back extracted honey

..

309, 676

Feeding bees.. 4.68,

116, 171, 172,
186. 507, 540, 572, 588, 648

Feeding honey from depopulated
hives
Fertilization of flowers. 376,677,
Fertilization of queens.. 25,154,
281. 436. 491,.564, 565.612
Fight between bees and hornets.
Finding queens
Fine work
Finishing partly filled sections..
Flat-bottom foundation
Fiavorof extracted honey
Floating apiaries
Florida honey
Foolish jealousy
Foul brood 37. 124. 155. 2(K). 245,
2H3. 291, 297, 314.3.7
Frames crosswise to the entrance
Frost-work on the window

Funny
Gall-mites on plum-trees
566
(Jetting bees into the boxes
438
(Jetting bees out of the sections.. 42

787«
Insect wax of China
International Bee-Keepers' Con35.59,83, 131, 147, 149
gress
Introducing queens.. 21,181,439,
4 il, 453, 472, 504,506,520,549,
732
.^72. 6!i2. 604, 698
4,
Introduction
586
Irascible bees
pollen?.
426,4.59
always
Is bee-bread
346
Is bee-keeping respectable?
-"iSO
Italian and black beea
^32
Italian bees
4i>l.
586
Italianizing colonies
Italians vs. brown and black bees 171
58
Italians vs. foul brood
37
January thoughts
489
Jones' winter report
725
JudgiuK honey exhibits

51
Keeping a book account
Keeping bees in family room 628. 665
72^
Keeping bees for proflt
Keeping queens outside of hives. 501

Killing off drones

548

Knowing

581

it

all

1
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bee-spacea
10, 70
44
LanKstroth frame
4i!
Langatroth hivea
725
Ijartie honey-yields
508
LarRe wasps
Law uKuinBt koeping: beea 346.;iH0,4«7
Laying capacity of a pood queen a08
Lengtlienlnp: the swarming imIjiiTiKstroth

pulsii
Jjcasoii in ap'iculturG

Little "'busy

beea"

Locating an apiary
Locust honey
Losing bees very fast
Losing queens by death

373.794
Alfalfa
Alalke clover

328, 691

51,443
492

Basswood
Blue- vervain

7:^2

Buckwheat

820
456
297

Button-ball
California poppy
Cone fiower

llti

Dodder

826
645
580

Hercules' club
Horse -miut

Lucerne
Maryland

475
Making' honey
Management of an apiary 68, 101,
761
103. 40.-.. 4'.)l.tJ01, 682.715

540
24
668
76
51

sensitive-plant... 682

483
595
42
534

Phacelia
Pleurlay-root

Poison oak

195, 231. 259, 331, 375, 502, 506,

Red

531,600,651,731, 755,761,776,
793
779

Smart-weed

Mass convention

443, 467
492, 523,
61

Mignonette

Marketing honey 9,21.73,151,152,

Mental life of the bee
Metal rabbets and corners
Methods and theories

440
228
76
643
Migratory bee-keeping
746
Milk and honey
Misrepresentations
339, 435,664
Mistakes about bee-keeping. 438.554
372
Moldy brood-combs
bees
104.
202,
292,332,345,
Moving
788
396,443.702

Names that mislead

clover

51

Spider-plant
Sweet clover
Trefoil
Viper's-bugloss
Virginia creeper
White clover

124

Reports of the season
825
339

Acacia

619
474
459,472,491

99

372, 377. 378, 3H0. 3S7, 388, 394,

395,404.411. 435,4+4.451.454,
457, 467. 475. 476, 4SS. 486. 502,
508, 515, 523, 524. 533, 555, 569,

572.683

C

Necrology of bee-keepers
New and old year

New phenomenon
New Year's greeting

Northern Michigan honey
Norwegian bee-book
Not the way to argue
Not working for fun
Nuclei— making of

277,
76,

Number of colonies

Queen-bee from Mt. Lebanon

Queen-excluders
156, 262
Queen going to another hive
492
Queenless colonies. 212,291,440,726
Queen-Hurseries
395,419
Queens beginning to lay
724
Queen whose eggs do not hatch.. 42(i
Question-box
825
Quite a haul
4U3

Observations upon drones
Odors and sweets
Old and new bee-hivea
Old and younti bees
Old beea for winter

614
247
260
24S
684
Orange and magnolia honey
316
Over-production
72, 169,231,261
Over-stocking a locality
330

43
667

hnney
755
Phenol and foul brood.....
19
Planting for honey
218,660,692
Plant-lice

697, 810
rates. 362

Railroad classification and
Rat-proof honey-house
340,356
Rattle-snakes and honey
691
Rearing queens
452.468.618,677
Rearing young beea for winter... 652
Registering colonies
22,69
Regularity
539
Relation of bees to plants... 371,374

Petrified

Removing

pollen from combs 340.380
Rendering conventions profitable 293
Replacing queens
492,612, 661
Reputation for good honey
645

141

Poisoning bees
491. 540
Poisonous honey 455, 588, 599,710,743

89,
133,
202,
235.
2s;i,

.(

,

'7,

^'>^7,712

508, 518, 523, 524, ,".:i:t, r>:i;i, K
555,565,572, 588, 604, (i 14,
620, 634, 635, 636, 646, 652, 667,
668,684.699, 70<J, 716, 762, 763,
779, 780, 796. 826
I,

.

ThebceatitH best
Throwing dirt
Tiering up hives In the

,

165,

8, 57, 88, 102,

.

Reversible supers

167

451

on honey
35
Teaching apiculture In schools... 371
Temperature of bees 84, 181, 326,

Tariff

411,412.428. 443. 444. 4.''>4,
460,470,475, 476. 4lH 4H2.

Reversible frames.

100
372
635
523
539

IM,

;i

203,204,250, 252

539

Reversing combs
Review of current literature
Ridicule Is not argument
Rights and patents
Ripening honey
Robber bees 91.443.507.508,

278, 808

693
279
247
164
632, 725

cellar.

758
422
387
644

...

Tin re.sts for frames
Tin roofs for hivea
To bees in winter quarters

156

747
709
777
76

Top ventilation
To Wisconsin bee-keepers

Transferring bees.. 228,251,330,

MH.

364. 372. 38(1,

3:t3.

42

).

443, 584

Transverse passages in hivea
Two queena in one hive

280
708

Rosea among the thorns

157

Uneasy bees

Sale of bees in Arkansas
Satisfaction guaranteed

307

Uniting colonies
611,612
Using combs containing pollen.. 596
Using empty comba
388,472

3

Seasonable hints.... 379,394,664,707

Second-swurms

540,651

Sense of direction

in bees. etc... 643
Secretion of wax
652 756
Sections and section-cases
199
150, 250
Sections for comb honey
Sections parallel with frames
84
Sections partly filled with comb.. 84
Sections to hold one-pound
756
Sections without separators
697
Shade for hives 228, 308, 396, 515, 760
Sheep and bees 379, 410, 459, 475,
;.
.553
476
443,523
Sheep and pad-flies
.

Sheep-bees lawsuit.

389. 405, 425,

441.467,491, 659, 691,699,713,739
316,698
172, 250
699
697
Side-storing vs. top-storing
548
"Singing" queen
420
Size of brood-frames
772
Size of entrance in winter
780
Sizeof bives.etc
Small hives I's. large hives.., 631,
662 693, 697,709,714,728,762,774
539
Some queries
357
Sour honey, larval bees, etc
668
Space below frames
507
Speak a word
469
Spiders and empty combs...
100
Spraying fruit trees

Shipping bees
Shipping-cases
Shipping honey

.

Spring work

664
429
132,572
Vegetable cellars for beea
68
Ventilation
2:.2. 299,326.712.774
Virgin queens and drone-eggs
292
Virgin queens and laying workers 740
Visits of insects to flowers
377
Visits to apiarists.

149.292, 308, 329, 362,
427, 439. 507, 585, 599, 612, 666,
•743

716

.

219, 426, 537,

.

550,666

667

Wax-ex tractors
Waxing kega and
Weather

396
barrels.... 516,583
371,730
Whataila the beea? 140, 196,298,644
What bees do in winter
763
Wh;<t caused the trouble?
140
What killed the bees?
332
What the times demand
119
Where bees first deposit honey.. 100
Whifh way to face hives ? 26, 54,
295
139.250
284
Wide frames and sections ?
276
Wide frames or cases?
Wild bees in Oregon
323
.-

Willow bark-hce
Wind-breaks for apiaries....

604

298,
761
5.52,660,691
Wintering bees. ..9. 24, 42. 55. 102,
104. 105, 124, 13.5, 167, 170, 171,
471,

.503,

198,219,231, 233.234.248,251,
264. 265, 275, 284, 295, 307. 316,
343,348.391, 392, 39P, 406, 409,

424,442,533, 567,601,602.629,
634. 650, 663, 664. 667, 682, 695.
699. 725, 726, 745. 757, 809. 812, 826

*

Swarming

i9

Varieties of bees

291

357
171,229
Starration and diarrhea
Statistics of honey crop. 403, 680, 810
692
Stimulating colonies
Storing empty comba 235, 340, 356,469
70.139,472,521
Storing honey
524
Strange notions of bees
762
straw bee-hives
393
Strength of insects
628
Sub-earth ventilation
299, 425.426
Sugar syrup
452,501
Superseding queens

4.
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